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The Structure of Mathematica

Mathematica  is  a  modular  software  system in  which  the  kernel  which  actually  performs  computations  is  separate  from the  front  end

which handles interaction with the user. 

Mathematica kernel the part that actually performs computations

Mathematica front end the part that handles interaction with the user

The basic parts of the Mathematica system. 

Such  a  design  has  many  advantages  over  a  monolithic  system.  For  instance,  the  Mathematica  front  end  could  be  run  on  a  local

computer  with  enhanced  graphics  capabilities  while  the  Mathematica  kernel  might  be  run  on  a  faster  remote  computer.  Or,  multiple

kernels could be run from a single front end.

The  most  common  way  to  work  on  Mathematica  is  to  use  interactive  documents  known  as  notebooks.  Notebooks  mix  Mathematica

input and output with text, graphics, palettes and other material. You can use notebooks either for doing ongoing computations, or as a

means of presenting or publishing your results.

Other common Mathematica interfaces include the text−based interface and the MathLink interface.

Notebook interface interactive documents

Text−based interface text from the keyboard

MathLink interface communication with other programs

Common kinds of interfaces to Mathematica. 

An important  aspect  of  Mathematica  is  that  it  can  interact  not  only  with  human users  but  also  with  other  programs.  This  is  achieved

primarily through MathLink, which is a standardized protocol for two−way communication between external programs and the Mathemat−

ica kernel. 

Among the many MathLink−compatible programs that are now available, some are set up to serve as complete front ends to Mathemat−

ica. Often such front ends provide their own special user interfaces, and treat the Mathematica kernel purely as an embedded computa−

tional engine.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Running Mathematica
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Using a Notebook Interface
If  you use your computer via a purely graphical interface, you will  typically double−click the Mathematica  icon to start Mathematica.  If

you use your computer via a textually based operating system, you will typically type the command mathematica to start Mathematica.

use an icon or the Start menu graphical ways to start Mathematica

mathematica the shell command to start Mathematica

text ending with Shift+Enter input for Mathematica ( Shift+Enter on some keyboards)

choose the Exit menu item exiting Mathematica (Quit on some systems)

Running Mathematica with a notebook interface. 

In a "notebook" interface, you interact with Mathematica by creating interactive documents.

The notebook front  end includes many menus and graphical  tools for  creating and reading notebook documents and for  sending and

receiving material from the Mathematica kernel. 

A notebook mixing text, graphics and Mathematica input and output.

When Mathematica is first started, it displays an empty notebook with a blinking cursor. You can start typing right away. Mathematica by

default  will  interpret your text  as input.  You enter Mathematica  input into the notebook, then type Shift+Enter  to make Mathematica

process your input. (To type Shift+Enter,  hold down the Shift  key, then press Enter.)  You can use the standard editing features of

your graphical interface to prepare your input, which may go on for several lines. Shift+Enter tells Mathematica that you have finished

your input. If your keyboard has a numeric keypad, you can use its Enter key instead of Shift+Enter.

After  you  send  Mathematica  input  from  your  notebook,  Mathematica  will  label  your  input  with  In[n]:=.  It  labels  the  corresponding

output  Out[n]=. Labels are added automatically.
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You type 2 + 2, then end your input with Shift+Enter. Mathematica processes the input, then adds the input label In[1]:=, and gives 
the output.

The output  is  placed below the input.  By default,  input/output  pairs  are grouped using rectangular  cell  brackets  displayed in  the right

margin.

In Mathematica documentation, "dialogs" with Mathematica are shown in the following way:

With a notebook interface, you just type in 2 + 2. Mathematica then adds the label In[1]:=, and prints the result.

In[1]:= 2 + 2

Out[1]= 4

You should realize that notebooks are part of the "front end" to Mathematica. The Mathematica kernel which actually performs computa−

tions  may  be  run  either  on  the  same  computer  as  the  front  end,  or  on  another  computer  connected  via  a  network.  Sometimes,  the

kernel is not even started until you actually do a calculation with Mathematica.

The built−in Mathematica Documentation Center (Help £  Documentation Center), where you might be reading this documentation, is

itself an example of a Mathematica notebook. You can evaluate and modify examples in place, or type your own examples.

In  addition  to  the  standard  textual  input,  Mathematica  supports  the  use  of  generalized,  non−textual  input  such  as  graphics  and  user

interface controls, freely mixed with textual input.

To exit Mathematica, you typically choose the Exit menu item in the notebook interface.
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Using a Text−Based Interface
The standard front end interface, as discussed in "Using a Notebook Interface", is appropriate for most users’ purposes. In some cases,

however,  you may not  need to use the notebook front  end, and you may want instead to interact  more directly  with the Mathematica

kernel. You can do this by using a text−based interface, in which text you type on the keyboard goes straight to the kernel. 

It  is  important  to  note  that  while  the  text−based  interface  provides  access  to  most  of  the  capabilities  of  the  Mathematica  kernel,  the

graphics functionality and dynamic interactivity of the Mathematica front end are not available.

To  start  Mathematica  with  a  text−based  interface,  you  typically  type  the  command  math  at  an  operating  system  prompt.  On  some

systems, you may also be able to start Mathematica with a text−based interface by double−clicking a Mathematica kernel icon.

math the operating system command to start Mathematica

text ending with Enter input for Mathematica

Ctrl+D or Quit@D exiting Mathematica

Running Mathematica with a text−based interface. 

A dialog with Mathematica using a text−based interface.

In[1]:= 2^100

Out[1]= 1267650600228229401496703205376

In[2]:= Integrate[1/(x^3 − 1), x]

                 1 + 2 x
          ArcTan[−−−−−−−]                               2
                 Sqrt[3]     Log[−1 + x]   Log[1 + x + x ]
Out[2]= −(−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−) + −−−−−−−−−−− − −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
              Sqrt[3]             3               6

At each stage, Mathematica  prints a prompt of the form In@nD :=  to tell  you that it  is ready to receive input.  You can then type your

input, ending with Enter or Return.

When  you  have  entered  your  input,  Mathematica  will  process  it  and  generate  a  result.  If  it  prints  the  result  out,  it  will  label  it  with

Out@nD =.

In Mathematica documentation, "dialogs" with Mathematica are often shown in the following way:

The computer prints In[1]:=. You just type in 2 + 2. The line that starts with Out[1]= is the result from Mathematica.

In[1]:= 2 + 2

Out[1]= 4

Note that you do not explicitly type the In@nD := prompt; only type the text that follows this prompt. 

Most of the actual dialogs given in the Mathematica tutorials show output in the form you get with a notebook interface to Mathematica;

output with a text−based interface looks similar, but lacks such features as special characters and font size changes.

If  your  input  is  short,  then  you  can  give  it  on  a  single  line.  If  your  input  is  longer,  you  can  give  it  on  several  lines.  Mathematica  will

automatically continue reading successive lines until it has received a complete expression. Thus, for example, if you type an opening

parenthesis on one line,  Mathematica  will  go on reading successive lines of  input  until  it  sees the corresponding closing parenthesis.

Note  that  if  you  enter  a  completely  blank  line,  Mathematica  will  throw  away  the  lines  you  have  typed  so  far,  and  issue  a  new  input

prompt.
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% n  or Out@nD the value of the nth output

In@nD the nth input, for reevaluation

Retrieving and reevaluating previous input and output. 

With a text−based interface, each line of Mathematica input and output appears sequentially. Often your computer system will allow you

to scroll backwards to review previous work, and to cut−and−paste previous lines of input. 

But whatever kind of computer system you have, you can always use Mathematica to retrieve or reevaluate previous input and output.

In general, reevaluating a particular piece of input or output may give you a different result than when you evaluated it in the first place.

The reason is that in between you may have reset the values of variables that are used in that piece of input or output. If you ask for

Out@nD, then Mathematica will give you the final form of your nth output. On the other hand, if you ask for In@nD, then Mathematica will

take the nth input you gave, and reevaluate it using whatever current assignments you have given for variables. 

To exit Mathematica, type Quit@D at an input prompt. You may also exit Mathematica by typing Ctrl+D or Ctrl+Z, depending on your

computer system.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Running Mathematica

� Mathematica Sessions
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Your First Mathematica Calculations
Type 2 + 2 and then press Shift+Enter (hold down the Shift key and press Enter) to tell Mathematica to evaluate your input.

Note that labels are added automatically, and output is placed below the input.

In[1]:= 2 + 2

Out[1]= 4

Your first calculation will take longer than subsequent calculations because the Mathematica kernel has to start up.

You can use Mathematica just like a calculator. Type the input 9.7^200 and press Shift+Enter. Here is the result.

A basic numerical calculation.

In[2]:= 9.7^200

Out[2]= 2.26124´10197

Here is an example from algebra. Type the input Factor[x^25−1] and note that as you type, the first bracket after the function name

Factor has a special color until the closing bracket is typed.

A basic algebraic calculation.

In[3]:= Factor@x^25 - 1D

Out[3]= H-1 + xL I1 + x + x
2
+ x3 + x4M I1 + x5 + x10 + x15 + x20M

You can use Greek letters or letters from other alphabets as variables.

In[4]:= Factor@Α^21 - 1D

Out[4]= H-1 + ΑL I1 + Α + Α
2M I1 + Α + Α2 + Α3 + Α4 + Α5 + Α6M I1 - Α + Α3 - Α4 + Α6 - Α8 + Α9 - Α11 + Α12M

You can recall your most recent input (or output) in your next evaluation by pressing Ctrl+L (or Shift+Ctrl+L).

Mathematica uses syntax coloring to help you compose expressions that are complicated. As part of that, function names and variables

that are known to the Mathematica kernel are colored black. New symbol names are by default colored blue, but turn black after being

evaluated for the first time.

You can configure the syntax coloring system using the Syntax Coloring dialog box. To open the dialog box, choose Edit  £  Prefer−

ences, click the Appearance tab, and then the Syntax Coloring tab. 

Here are some more examples.

Integrate  is just one of over a thousand built−in Mathematica functions.

Note that the variable of integration is specially colored in the input.

In[5]:= Integrate@1�Hx^3 - 1L, xD

Out[5]= -

ArcTanA
1+2 x

3

E

3

+

1

3
Log@-1 + xD -

1

6
LogA1 + x + x2E

Plot3D  produces  a  three−dimensional  plot.  The  graphic  appears  directly  in  your  notebook,  and  can  be  interactively  rotated  and

zoomed in or out. 
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Note that the plotting variables are also specially colored.

In[6]:= Plot3D@Sin@y + Sin@3 xDD, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<D

Out[6]=

You can get instant information about a built−in function. Type ?, the function name, and then press Shift+Enter.

In a notebook interface, ? function also gives a link to the documentation for function.

In[7]:= ?Integrate

Integrate@ f, xD gives the indefinite integral à f d x.

Integrate@ f, 8x, xmin, xmax<D gives the definite integral à
xmin

xmax

f d x.

Integrate@ f, 8x, xmin, xmax<, 8y, ymin, ymax<, ¼D

gives the multiple integral à
xmin

xmax

d x à
ymin

ymax

dy¼ f. �

To  complete  a  partially  typed  command  name,  press  Ctrl+K.  This  is  equivalent  to  Edit  £  Complete  Selection.  To  see  a  function

template for a given function, press Shift+Ctrl+K. This is equivalent to Edit £  Make Template.

To abort a calculation, press Mod1+. More options for controlling evaluation can be found under the Evaluation menu.

Some Mathematica Conventions
Here are some basic things to remember when working with Mathematica:

Built−in functions are capitalized. Arguments to functions are wrapped with square brackets.
Sin@xD

Each of these represents multiplication.

a*b    a b    a Hb + 1L

2 x means 2*x.

These are standard arithmetic operations.
2 + 3    2 - 3    2�3    2^3

Uppercase and lowercase letters are recognized as different characters. Lists are wrapped with curly brackets.
8a, b, B<

Built−in symbols are capitalized. Commas are used to separate arguments. A semicolon suppresses output, but the command is still evalu−
ated.
N@Pi, 50D;
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Variables are usually lowercase. Entire words can be used.

x = 5    xvalue = 3

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Entering Greek Letters

� Entering Two−Dimensional Input

� Special Characters
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Arithmetic

You can do arithmetic with Mathematica just as you would on an electronic calculator. 

This is the sum of two numbers.

In[1]:= 2.3 + 5.63

Out[1]= 7.93

Here the � stands for division, and the ^ stands for power.

In[2]:= 2.4�8.9^2

Out[2]= 0.0302992

Spaces denote multiplication in Mathematica. The front end automatically replaces spaces between numbers with light gray multiplication 
signs. 

In[3]:= 2 ´ 3 ´ 4

Out[3]= 24

You can use a * for multiplication if you want to.

In[4]:= 2*3*4

Out[4]= 24

You can type arithmetic expressions with parentheses. 

In[5]:= H3 + 4L^2 - 2 H3 + 1L

Out[5]= 41

Spaces are not needed, though they often make your input easier to read. 

In[6]:= H3 + 4L^2 - 2 H3 + 1L

Out[6]= 41

x^y power

-x minus

x�y divide

x y z   or  x*y*z multiply

x+y+z add

Arithmetic operations in Mathematica. 

Arithmetic  operations  in  Mathematica  are  grouped  according  to  the  standard  mathematical  conventions.  As  usual,  2^3 + 4,  for

example, means H2^3L + 4, and not 2^H3 + 4L. You can always control grouping by explicitly using parentheses.

This result is given in scientific notation. 

In[7]:= 2.4^45

Out[7]= 1.28678´1017
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You can enter numbers in scientific notation like this. 

In[8]:= 2.3 ´ 10^70

Out[8]= 2.3´1070

Or like this. 

In[9]:= 2.3*^70

Out[9]= 2.3´1070

With  Mathematica,  you  can  perform  calculations  with  a  particular  precision,  usually  higher  than  an  ordinary  calculator.  When  given

precise numbers, Mathematica does not convert them to an approximate representation, but gives a precise result.

This gives the result in terms of rational numbers.

In[10]:= 1�3 + 2�7

Out[10]=

13

21

This gives the approximate numerical result.

In[11]:= 1�3 + 2�7 �� N

Out[11]= 0.619048

This gives the approximate numerical result with 40 significant digits.

In[12]:= N@1�3 + 2�7, 40D

Out[12]= 0.6190476190476190476190476190476190476190

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Calculations
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Defining Variables
When you do long calculations, it is often convenient to give names to your intermediate results. Just as in standard mathematics, or in

other computer languages, you can do this by introducing named variables. 

This sets the value of the variable x to be 5. 

In[1]:= x = 5

Out[1]= 5

Whenever x appears, Mathematica now replaces it with the value 5. 

In[2]:= x^2

Out[2]= 25

This assigns a new value to x. 

In[3]:= x = 7 + 4

Out[3]= 11

pi is set to be the numerical value of Π to 40−digit accuracy. 

In[4]:= pi = N@Pi, 40D

Out[4]= 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197

Here is the value you defined for pi. 

In[5]:= pi

Out[5]= 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197

This gives the numerical value of Π2, to the same accuracy as pi. 

In[6]:= pi^2

Out[6]= 9.86960440108935861883449099987615113531

x=value assign a value to the variable x

x=y=value assign a value to both x and y

x=.  or Clear@xD remove any value assigned to x

Assigning values to variables. 

It  is  very  important  to  realize  that  values  you  assign  to  variables  are  permanent.  Once  you  have  assigned  a  value  to  a  particular

variable, the value will be kept until you explicitly remove it. The value will, of course, disappear if you start a whole new Mathematica

session. 

Forgetting about definitions you made earlier is the single most common cause of mistakes when using Mathematica. If you set x = 5,

Mathematica assumes that you always want x to have the value 5, until or unless you explicitly tell it otherwise. To avoid mistakes, you

should remove values you have defined as soon as you have finished using them. 

� Remove values you assign to variables as soon as you finish using them.

A useful principle in using Mathematica. 
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The variables you define can have almost any name. There is  no limit  on the length of  their  names. One constraint,  however,  is  that

variable names can never start with numbers. For example, x2 could be a variable, but 2 x means 2*x.

Mathematica uses both uppercase and lowercase letters. There is a convention that built−in Mathematica objects always have names

starting  with  uppercase  (capital)  letters.  To  avoid  confusion,  you  should  always  choose  names  for  your  own  variables  that  start  with

lowercase letters.

aaaaa a variable name containing only lowercase letters

Aaaaa a built−in object whose name begins with a capital letter

Naming conventions. 

You  can  type  formulas  involving  variables  in  Mathematica  almost  exactly  as  you  would  in  mathematics.  There  are  a  few  important

points to watch, however. 

� x y means x times y.

� xy with no space is the variable with name xy.

� 5 x means 5 times x.

� x^2 y means Hx^2L y, not x^H2 yL.

Some points to watch when using variables in Mathematica. 

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Building Up Calculations
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Defining Functions
There  are  many  functions  that  are  built  into  Mathematica.  This  tutorial  discusses  how  you  can  add  your  own  simple  functions  to

Mathematica.

As a first example, consider adding a function called f which squares its argument. The Mathematica command to define this function is

f@x_D := x^2. The _ (referred to as "blank") on the left−hand side is very important; what it means will be discussed below. For now,

just remember to put a _ on the left−hand side, but not on the right−hand side, of your definition. 

This defines the function f. Notice the _ on the left−hand side. 

In[1]:= f@x_D := x^2

f squares its argument. 

In[2]:= f@a + 1D

Out[2]= H1 + aL
2

The argument can be a number. 

In[3]:= f@4D

Out[3]= 16

Or it can be a more complicated expression. 

In[4]:= f@3 x + x^2D

Out[4]= I3 x + x
2M

2

You can use f in a calculation. 

In[5]:= Expand@f@Hx + 1 + yLDD

Out[5]= 1 + 2 x + x2 + 2 y + 2 x y + y2

This shows the definition you made for f. 

In[6]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@x_D := x2

f@x_D:=x^2 define the function f

?f show the definition of f

Clear@fD clear all definitions for f

Defining a function in Mathematica. 

The names like f  that  you use for  functions in  Mathematica  are just  symbols.  Because of  this,  you should make sure to  avoid using

names  that  begin  with  capital  letters,  to  prevent  confusion  with  built−in  Mathematica  functions.  You  should  also  make  sure  that  you

have not used the names for anything else earlier in your session. 

Mathematica functions can have any number of arguments. 

In[7]:= hump@x_, xmax_D := Hx - xmaxL^2�xmax
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You can use the hump function just as you would any of the built−in functions. 

In[8]:= 2 + hump@x, 3.5D

Out[8]= 2 + 0.285714 H-3.5 + xL2

This gives a new definition for hump, which overwrites the previous one. 

In[9]:= hump@x_, xmax_D := Hx - xmaxL^4

The new definition is displayed. 

In[10]:= ?hump

Global‘hump

hump@x_, xmax_D := Hx - xmaxL4

This clears all definitions for hump. 

In[11]:= Clear@humpD

When you have finished with a particular function, it is always a good idea to clear definitions you have made for it. If you do not do this,

then you will run into trouble if you try to use the same function for a different purpose later in your Mathematica session. You can clear

all definitions you have made for a function or symbol f  by using Clear@ fD. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Functions and Programs
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Some Mathematical Functions

Mathematica  includes a  very  large collection of  mathematical  functions.  "Mathematical  Functions"  gives the complete  list.  Here are  a

few of the common ones. 

Sqrt@xD square root ( x )

Exp@xD exponential (ex)

Log@xD natural logarithm (loge x)

Log@b,xD logarithm to base b (logb x)

Sin@xD , Cos@xD , Tan@xD trigonometric functions (with arguments in radians)

ArcSin@xD , ArcCos@xD , ArcTan@xD

inverse trigonometric functions

n! factorial (product of integers 1, 2,¼, n)

Abs@xD absolute value

Round@xD closest integer to x

Mod@n,mD n modulo m (remainder on division of n by m)

RandomReal@D pseudorandom number between 0 and 1

Max@x,y,¼D , Min@x,y,¼D maximum, minimum of x, y,¼

FactorInteger@nD prime factors of n (see "Integer and Number Theoretic Functions")

Some common mathematical functions. 

� The arguments of all Mathematica functions are enclosed in square brackets.

� The names of built−in Mathematica functions begin with capital letters.

Two important points about functions in Mathematica. 

It is important to remember that all function arguments in Mathematica are enclosed in square brackets, not parentheses. Parentheses

in Mathematica are used only to indicate the grouping of terms, and never to give function arguments.

This gives loge H8.4L. Notice the capital letter for Log, and the square brackets for the argument. 

In[1]:= Log@8.4D

Out[1]= 2.12823

Just as with arithmetic operations, Mathematica tries to give exact values for mathematical functions when you give it exact input. 

This gives 16  as an exact integer. 

In[2]:= Sqrt@16D

Out[2]= 4

This gives an approximate numerical result for 2 . 

In[3]:= Sqrt@2D �� N

Out[3]= 1.41421

The presence of an explicit decimal point tells Mathematica to give an approximate numerical result. 

In[4]:= Sqrt@2.D

Out[4]= 1.41421
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Since you are not asking for an approximate numerical result, Mathematica leaves the number here in an exact symbolic form. 

In[5]:= Sqrt@2D

Out[5]= 2

Here is the exact integer result for 30´29´ ...´1. Computing factorials like this can give you very large numbers. You should be able to 
calculate up to at least 2000! in a short time. 

In[6]:= 30!

Out[6]= 265252 859812 191058636 308480 000000

This gives the approximate numerical value of the factorial. 

In[7]:= 30! �� N

Out[7]= 2.65253´1032

Pi Π > 3.14159

E e > 2.71828 (normally output as ã)

Degree Π �180: degrees−to−radians conversion factor (normally output as °)

I i = -1  (normally output as ä)

Infinity ¥

Some common mathematical constants. 

Notice that the names of these built−in constants all begin with capital letters. 

This gives the numerical value of Π2. 

In[8]:= Pi^2 �� N

Out[8]= 9.8696

This gives the exact result for sinHΠ �2L. Notice that the arguments to trigonometric functions are always in radians. 

In[9]:= Sin@Pi�2D

Out[9]= 1

This gives the numerical value of sinH20éL. Multiplying by the constant Degree converts the argument to radians.

In[10]:= Sin@20 DegreeD �� N

Out[10]= 0.34202

Log@xD gives logarithms to base e.

In[11]:= Log@E^5D

Out[11]= 5

You can get logarithms in any base b using Log@b, xD. As in standard mathematical notation, the b is optional.

In[12]:= Log@2, 256D

Out[12]= 8
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MORE ABOUT

� Mathematical Functions

� Functions for Separable Coordinate Systems

� Functions Used in Optics

� Functions Used in Quantum Mechanics

� Functions Used in Statistics

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Calculations

� Mathematical Constants

� Numerical Functions

� Complex Numbers
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Symbolic Calculations
Mathematica’s ability to deal with symbolic expressions, as well as numbers, allows you to use it for many kinds of mathematics.

Calculus is one example. With Mathematica, you can differentiate an expression symbolically, and get a formula for the result. 

This finds the derivative of xn. 

In[1]:= D@x^n, xD

Out[1]= n x-1+n

Here is a slightly more complicated example. 

In[2]:= D@x^2 Log@x + aD, xD

Out[2]= 

x2

a + x
+ 2 x Log@a + xD

D@ f,xD the (partial) derivative 
¶ f

¶x
 

Integrate@ f,xD the indefinite integral Ù f dx 

Sum@ f,8i,imin,imax<D the sum Úi=imin
imax

f  

Solve@lhs==rhs,xD solution to an equation for x

Series@ f,8x,x0,order<D a power series expansion of f  about the point x = x0 

Limit@ f,x->x0D the limit limx®x0
f  

Minimize@ f,xD minimization of f  with respect to x 

Some symbolic mathematical operations. 

Getting formulas as the results of computations is usually desirable when it is possible. There are however many circumstances where

it  is  mathematically  impossible  to  get  an  explicit  formula  as  the  result  of  a  computation.  This  happens,  for  example,  when  you  try  to

solve  an  equation  for  which  there  is  no  ú closed form ø  solution.  In  such  cases,  you  must  resort  to  numerical  methods  and

approximations.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Symbolic Computation
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Numerical Calculations

Exact  symbolic  results  are  usually  very  desirable  when  they  can  be  found.  In  many  calculations,  however,  it  is  not  possible  to  get

symbolic results. In such cases, you must resort to numerical methods. 

N@exprD numerical value of an expression

NIntegrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D numerical approximation to Ùxmin

xmax
f dx

NSum@ f,8i,imin,Infinity<D numerical approximation to Úimin
¥ f

FindRoot@lhs==rhs,8x,x0<D search for a numerical solution to an equation, starting with x = x0

NSolve@lhs==rhs,xD numerical approximations to all solutions of an equation

FindMinimum@ f,8x,x0<D search for a minimum of f , starting with x = x0

NMinimize@ f,xD attempt to find the global minimum of f

Basic numerical operations. 

Mathematica maintains this expression in an exact, symbolic, form. 

In[1]:= H3 + Sqrt@2DL^3

Out[1]= J3 + 2 N
3

You can even use standard symbolic operations on it. 

In[2]:= Expand@%D

Out[2]= 45 + 29 2

N@exprD gives you a numerical approximation. 

In[3]:= N@%D

Out[3]= 86.0122

Functions  such  as  Integrate  always  try  to  get  exact  results  for  computations.  When  they  cannot  get  exact  results,  they  typically

return  unevaluated.  You  can  then  find  numerical  approximations  by  explicitly  applying  N.  Functions  such  as  NIntegrate  do  the

calculations numerically from the start, without first trying to get an exact result. 

There is no exact formula for this integral, so Mathematica returns it unevaluated. 

In[4]:= Integrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 1, 2<D

Out[4]= à
1

2

Sin@Sin@xDD âx

You can use N to get an approximate numerical result. 

In[5]:= N@%D

Out[5]= 0.81645

NIntegrate does the integral numerically from the start. 

In[6]:= NIntegrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 1, 2<D

Out[6]= 0.81645
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� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Notebooks as Documents

Mathematica notebooks allow you to create documents that can be viewed interactively on screen or printed on paper.

Particularly in larger notebooks, it is common to have chapters, sections and so on, each represented by groups of cells. The extent of

these groups is indicated by a bracket on the right. 

The grouping of cells in a notebook is indicated by nested brackets on the right.

A group of cells can be either open or closed. When it is open, you can see all the cells in it explicitly. But when it is closed, you see

only the cell around which the group is closed. Cell groups are typically closed around the first or heading cell in the group, but you can

close a group around any cell in that group.

Large notebooks are often distributed with  many closed groups of  cells,  so that  when you first  look at  the notebook,  you see just  an

outline of its contents. You can then open parts you are interested in by double−clicking the appropriate brackets. 

Double−clicking the bracket that spans a group of cells closes the group, leaving only the first cell visible. 
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When a group is closed, the bracket for it has an arrow at the bottom. Double−clicking this arrow opens the group again. 

Double−clicking the bracket of a cell that is not the first of a cell group closes the cell group around that cell and creates a bracket with up 
and down arrows (or only an up arrow if the cell was the last in the group).

Each  cell  within  a  notebook  is  assigned  a  particular  style  which  indicates  its  role  within  the  notebook.  Thus,  for  example,  material

intended as input to be executed by the Mathematica kernel is typically in Input style, while text that is intended purely to be read is

typically in Text  style.

The Mathematica  front  end provides menus and keyboard shortcuts  for  creating cells  with  different  styles,  and for  changing styles  of

existing cells. 
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This shows cells in various styles. The styles define not only the format of the cell contents, but also their placement and spacing.

By putting a cell  in  a  particular  style,  you specify  a  whole collection of  properties for  the cell,  including for  example how large and in

what font text should be given. 

The Mathematica front end allows you to modify such properties, either for complete cells, or for specific material within cells.

Even within a cell of a particular style, the Mathematica front end allows a wide range of properties to be modified separately.

Ordinary  Mathematica  notebooks  can  be  read  by  non−Mathematica  users  using  the  free  product,  Mathematica  Player,  which  allows

viewing  and  printing,  but  does  not  allow computations  of  any  kind  to  be  performed.  This  product  also  supports  notebook  player  files

(.nbp),  which  have  been  specially  prepared  by  Wolfram  Research  to  allow  interaction  with  dynamic  content  such  as  the  output  of

Manipulate. For example, all the notebook content on The Wolfram Demonstrations Project site is available as notebook player files.

Mathematica front end creating and editing Mathematica notebooks

Mathematica kernel doing computations in notebooks

Mathematica Player reading Mathematica notebooks and running Demonstrations

Programs required for different kinds of operations with notebooks. 

MORE ABOUT

� Notebook Basics

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Working with the Notebook Interface
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Entering Input in Notebooks
Mathematica’s notebook interface is a very powerful typesetting system that allows you to enter formulas as they are written in mathe−

matical literature, using two−dimensional notation such as superscripts, subscripts, and so on.

Mathematical symbols and two−dimensional notation can be entered from the keyboard as well as through palettes.

Formulas entered in two−dimensional form can be used for input in Mathematica.

formula keystrokes result

power x Ctrl+^ 3 x3

fraction x Ctrl+/ 3
x

3

square root Ctrl+2 x x

subscript x Ctrl+_ 3 x3

move cursor out of formula by one level Ctrl+Space

You can use Ctrl+6 as an alternative to Ctrl+^; on some non−U.S. keyboards, you may have to use Ctrl+6.

Note that on some operating systems, if the main Ctrl key is remapped, the keyboard commands discussed here will not work.

You can use formulas entered in two−dimensional form for input in Mathematica.
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Powers and Fractions
Type x, then press Ctrl+^ to create the placeholder for the power. 

Type the power 2, then press Ctrl+Space to move the cursor out.

Similarly, type +, then the numerator of the fraction, 1, then Ctrl+/ to create the placeholder for the denominator.

Type the denominator and then press Ctrl+Space to complete the task.

You can select and edit any part of a two−dimensional formula.
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Tables and Matrices
Tables  and  matrices  can  be  entered  using  the  command  Insert  £  Table/Matrix.  In  the  dialog  box,  specify  the  number  of  rows  and

columns. Press Tab to fill in successive entries.

Tables can also be entered directly from the keyboard.

action keystrokes

add a column Ctrl+,

add a row Ctrl+Enter

move out of table Ctrl+Space

Editing in a table or matrix.

Type parentheses around a table to display it as a matrix.

You can use Grid  to preserve or create a matrix structure in evaluations.

Special Characters
Every special  character in Mathematica  has a full  name, such as \[Alpha].  Common characters also have short  aliases using the

Esc key.

character full name alias

Α �@AlphaD Esc aEsc

Β �@BetaD Esc bEsc

Π �@PiD Esc piEsc

Ù �@IntegralD Esc intEsc

â (differential operator) �@DifferentialDD Esc ddEsc

Special characters.

You can enter the character using the full name, \[Alpha]. Once the closing square bracket is typed, the character is substituted for

the full name.

You can also enter a character using its Esc alias. Esc bEsc is the alias for Β .

Esc appears on the screen as � and disappears when the substitution occurs.

Certain special characters are replaced automatically without pressing the Esc key. For example, >= is converted to ³. 
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You can also use TeX names as aliases for special characters, such as Esc \inftyEsc.

You can get a list of all special characters by choosing Palettes £  Special Characters. The name of each character is displayed in a

tooltip when the cursor is over the character.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Entering Greek Letters

� Entering Two−Dimensional Input

� Special Characters
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Two−Dimensional Expression Input

Moving through Expressions

Selecting and Deleting in Expressions

Typing Fractions

Typing Powers  

Typing Square Roots     

Typing Radicals

Typing Vectors 

Typing Matrices

Typing Superscripts

Typing Subscripts

Typing Overscripts 

Typing Underscripts
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Moving through Expressions

Moving the Cursor by Typing
You  can  use  the  keyboard  to  move  the  cursor  forward  or  backward  one  character  or  one  word  at  a  time.  You  can  also  delete  the

character or word to the right or the left of the cursor, and you can move the cursor to the beginning or end of a line. 

Getting out of an Expression
Move to the end of the next−higher subexpression by pressing Ctrl and Space at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space repeatedly.

1

1 +
1

2+
1

3

1

1 +
1

2+
1

3

1

1 +
1

2+
1

3

1

1 +
1

2+
1

3

Selecting the Next Placeholder
Select the next placeholder by pressing the Tab key. 

a � �

� b �

� � c

Pressing the Tab key.

a �� �

� b �

� � c

Press Tab repeatedly.

a � ��

� b �

� � c

a � �

�� b �

� � c

a � �

� b ��

� � c

a � �

� b �

�� � c

a � �

� b �

� �� c
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Select the previous placeholder by pressing Shift and Tab at the same time.

a � �

� b �

� � c

Press Shift and Tab at the same time.

a � �

� b �

� �� c

Press Shift+Tab repeatedly.

a � �

� b �

�� � c

a � �

� b ��

� � c

a � �

�� b �

� � c

a � ��

� b �

� � c

a �� �

� b �

� � c

Switching Positions
Move back and forth between complementary positions by pressing Ctrl+5 or Ctrl+%.

First, alternate between a radicand and an index. 

x
n

Press Ctrl+%.

x
n

Press Ctrl+%.

x
n

Next, alternate between a superscript and a subscript. 

x
j

i

Press Ctrl+%.

xj
i

Press Ctrl+%.

x
j

i

Finally, alternate between an overscript and an underscript. 

â

n=1

¥ 1

n2
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Press Ctrl+%.

â

n=1

¥ 1

n2

Press Ctrl+%.

â

n=1

¥ 1

n2

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Entering Two−Dimensional Expressions

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M195: Authoring in Mathematica
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Selecting and Deleting Expressions

Selecting the Next−Higher Subexpression
Select the next−higher subexpression by pressing Ctrl+..

Press Ctrl+. repeatedly.

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@Θ D2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘDSin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD21 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD21 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2

1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

à
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘà
0

Φ 1

1 - m Sin@ΘD2

âΘ

Deleting to Destructure an Expression
Get rid of the contents of an expression and destructure it by pressing Del (or Backspace).

Press Backspace repeatedly.

1

1 + x2

1

1 + x2

1

1 + x2

1

1 + x2
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1

1 + x��

1

1 + x

1

1 +

1

1

1

��

1

��

1

È

Another Example

Press Backspace repeatedly.

a b c

d e f

g h i

a b c

d e ��

g h i

a b c

d e �

g h i

a b c

d �� �

g h i

a b c

d � �

g h i

a b c

�� � �

g h i

a b c

g h i

a b ��

g h i

a b �

g h i

K
a �� �

g h i
O

K
a � �

g h i
O

K
�� � �

g h i
O

H g h iL

g h iL
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Typing Fractions

Typing 
x

y

Start with the expression that will be the numerator. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up fraction by pressing the Control and / keys at the same time. The placeholder in the denominator is already selected. 

Press Ctrl+/.

x

��

Fill in the denominator. 

Type y.

x

y

Move the insertion point out of the fraction by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

y

Typing 
x

y
+ z

Start with the expression that will be the numerator. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up fraction by pressing the Control and / keys at the same time. The placeholder in the denominator is already selected. 

Press Ctrl+/.

x

��

Fill in the denominator. 

Type y.

x

y

Move the insertion point out of the fraction by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

y
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Once the insertion point is out of the fraction, you can continue typing. 

Type +z.

x

y

+ z

Typing 
x

y+z

Start with the expression that will be the numerator. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up fraction by pressing the Control and / keys at the same time. The placeholder in the denominator is already selected. 

Press Ctrl+/.

x

��

Fill in the denominator. 

Type y.

x

y

Continue typing in the denominator and then move out of the fraction. 

Type +z.

x

y + z

Move the insertion point out of the fraction by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

y + z

Typing 
x+y

z

Create a built−up fraction with Ctrl+/. The numerator and denominator contain placeholders; the one in the numerator is selected. 

Press Ctrl+/.

��

�

Type an expression in the numerator. 

Type x + y.

x + y

�

Select  the  placeholder  in  the  denominator  by  pressing  the  Tab  key.  (Alternatively,  you  can  select  the  placeholder  by  clicking  it  or

dragging.) 
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Press Tab.

x + y

��

Fill in the numerator.

Type z.

x + y

z

Get out of the fraction by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x + y

z

Another Way of Typing 
x+y

z

Start with the expression that will be the numerator. 

Type x + y.

x + y

Select the expression. (You can select by dragging, by pressing Ctrl+. repeatedly, or by clicking the expression repeatedly.) 

Select it.

x + yx + y

Create a built−up fraction by pressing Ctrl+/. 

Press Ctrl+/.

x + y

��

Fill in the denominator.

Type z.

x + y

z

Get out of the fraction by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x + y

z

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Two−Dimensional Expression Input

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica
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Typing Powers

Typing x
m

Start with the expression that will be the base. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up power by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

Type the exponent into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type m.

x
m

Move the insertion point out of the exponent down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
m

Typing x
m
+ y

n

Start with the expression that will be the base. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up power by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

Type the exponent into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type m.

x
m

Move the insertion point out of the exponent down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
m

Type +.

x
m
+

Add the second power in a similar way. 
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Type y, press Ctrl+^, type n, and press Ctrl+Space.

x
m
+ y

n

Typing x
m+n

Start with the expression that will be the base. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up power by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

Type the exponent into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type m + n.

x
m+n

Move the insertion point out of the exponent down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time.

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
m+n

Typing x
m

n

Start with the expression that will be the base. 

Type x.

x

Create a built−up power by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

Type the exponent into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type m.

x
m

Construct a built−up fraction in the exponent. 

Press Ctrl+/, type n.

x

m

n

Press the Control key and the Space bar twice to get down to the baseline. 

Press Ctrl+Space twice.

x

m

n
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Typing Square Roots

Typing x
To get a square root sign, press the Control key and the 2 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@.

��

Type inside the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type x.

x

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the square root. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

Typing x y

To get a square root sign, press the Control key and the 2 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@.

��

Type inside the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type x.

x

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the square root. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

Type the second square root in the same way as the first. 

Press Ctrl+@, type y, and press Ctrl+Space.

x y

Typing x y

To get a square root sign, press the Control key and the 2 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@.

��
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Type inside the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type x y.

x y

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the square root. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x y

Another Way of Typing x y

Start by typing the expression that will be inside the square root. 

Type x y.

x y

Select the expression. (You can select by dragging, by pressing Ctrl+. repeatedly, or by clicking the expression repeatedly.) 

Select x y.

x yx y

Press the Control key and the @ key at the same time to put a square root around the selection. 

Press Ctrl+@.

x y

Get out of the square root by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x y

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Two−Dimensional Expression Input

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M195: Authoring in Mathematica
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Typing Radicals

Typing x
n

To get a radical, press the Control key and the 2 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@.

��

Type the radicand inside the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type x.

x

Press the Control key and the 5 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+5 or Ctrl+%.

x
��

Type the index. 

Type n.

x

n

Get out of the radical and down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
n

Typing x
n

y
n

To get a radical, press the Control key and the 2 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@.

��

Type the radicand inside the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type x.

x

Press the Control key and the 5 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+5 or Ctrl+%.

x
��

Type the index. 
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Type n.

x

n

Get out of the radical and down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
n

Type the second radical in the same way as the first. 

Press Ctrl+@, type y, press Ctrl+%, type n, and press Ctrl+Space.

x
n

y
n

Typing x y
n

To get a radical, press the Control key and the 2 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@.

��

Type the expression in the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type x y.

x y

Press the Control key and the % key at the same time to create an index.

Press Ctrl+%.

x y
��

Type the index in the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type n.

x y
n

Get out of the radical and down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x y
n

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Two−Dimensional Expression Input

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica
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Typing Vectors

Typing the Row Vector H a b c d L

Type a left parenthesis and a right parenthesis, then move the insertion point to be between them. 

Type HL, and press ¬.

H L

Type the first entry of the vector. Create the next entry by pressing the Control key and the , key at the same time.

Type a, and press Ctrl+,.

H a �� L

Type the next entry into the placeholder (which is already selected). Create another entry by pressing the Control key and the , key at

the same time and repeat. 

Type b, and press Ctrl+,.

H a b �� L

Type c, and press Ctrl+,.

H a b c �� L

Type d.

H a b c d L

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the grid. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

H a b c d L

Move the insertion point to get out of the vector. 

Press ®.

H a b c d L

Typing the Column Vector 

a

b

c

d

Type a left parenthesis and a right parenthesis, then move the insertion point to be between them. 

Type HL, and press ¬.

H L

Type the first entry of the vector. Create the next entry by pressing the Control key and the Enter key at the same time. 
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Type a, and press Ctrl+Enter.

J
a

��

N

Type the next entry into the placeholder (which is already selected). Create another entry by pressing the Control key and the Enter key

at the same time and repeat. 

Type b, and press Ctrl+Enter.
a

b

��

Type c, and press Ctrl+Enter.

a

b

c

��

Type d.

a

b

c

d

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the grid. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

a

b

c

d

Move the insertion point to get out of the vector. 

Press ®.

a

b

c

d

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Two−Dimensional Expression Input

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M195: Authoring in Mathematica
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Typing Matrices

Creating a New Matrix

Choose Insert £  Table/Matrix £  New. Use the dialog box that pops up to create a matrix.

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

Filling in Placeholders in a Matrix
Suppose the entry in the top−left position is selected.

J
�� �

� �

N

Type an entry and select the next placeholder with the Tab key; repeat. (Use Shift+Tab to go backward.)

Type a, press Tab.

J
a ��

� �

N

Type b, press Tab.

K
a b

�� �

O

Type c, press Tab.

K
a b

c ��
O

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the grid.
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Type d, press Ctrl+Space.

a b

c d

Move the insertion point to get out of the matrix.

Press RightArrow.

a b

c d

Adding a New Column in a Matrix
Place the insertion point to the right of any entry; here the insertion point is to the right of the entry at the top left. 

Place the insertion point.

a b

c d

Press the Control and Comma keys at the same time. A column of placeholders will appear, with the top one selected. 

Press Ctrl+Comma.

a �� b

c � d

Adding a New Row in a Matrix
Place the insertion point to the right of any entry; here the insertion point is to the right of the entry at the top left.

Place the insertion point.

a b

c d

Press the Control and Enter keys at the same time. A row of placeholders will appear, with the first one selected. 

Press Ctrl+Enter.

a b

�� �

c d

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Two−Dimensional Expression Input

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M195: Authoring in Mathematica
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Typing Superscripts

Typing Superscript x i

Type the symbol that will have the superscript. 

Type x.

x

Create a superscript by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

Type the superscript into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type i.

x
i

Move the insertion point out of the superscript position down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same

time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
i

Typing Superscript x i j

Type the symbol that will have the superscript. 

Type x.

x

Create a superscript by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

To avoid multiplying the two superscripts, separate them with an invisible comma. To type the alias for an invisible comma, press the

Escape key before and after typing a comma. 

Type i, press Esc, type a comma, press Esc, and type j.

x
i j

Get out of the superscript position down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time.

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
i j

Typing Superscript x23 
Type the symbol that will have the superscript. 
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Type x.

x

Create a superscript by pressing the Control key and the 6 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

To avoid multiplying the two superscripts, separate them with an invisible comma. To type the alias for an invisible comma, press the

Escape key before and after typing a comma. 

Type 2, press Esc, type a comma, press Esc, and type 3.

x
23

Get out of the superscript position down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time.

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
23

Typing Superscript xni

Type the symbol that will have the superscript. 

Type x.

x

Create a superscript by pressing the Control key and the 6 key (or the ^ key) at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^.

x
��

Type the superscript into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type n.

X
n

Create a subscript of a superscript by pressing the Control key and the _ key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+_.

x
n
��

Type i.

x
ni

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time twice to get down to the baseline. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
ni

Press Ctrl+Space.

x
ni
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Typing Subscripts

Typing xi
Type the symbol that will have the subscript. 

Type x.

x

Create a subscript by pressing the Control key and the − key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+− or Ctrl+_.

x
��

Type the subscript into the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type i.

xi

Move the insertion point out of the subscript position up to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

xi

Typing xi j
Type the symbol that will have the subscript. 

Type x.

x

Create a subscript by pressing the Control key and the − key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+− or Ctrl+_.

x
��

Type the subscript into the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type i.

xi

Press the Space bar and then type j.

Press Space and type j.

xi j

*To avoid multiplying the two subscripts,  separate them with an invisible comma. To type the alias for  an invisible comma, press the

Escape key before and after typing a comma. 

Press Esc, type a comma, press Esc, and type j.

xi j
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Move the insertion point out of the subscript position up to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

xi j

Typing x23

Type the symbol that will have the subscript. 

Type x.

x

Create a subscript by pressing the Control key and the − key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+− or Ctrl+_.

x
��

Type the subscript into the placeholder (which is already selected).

Type 2.

x2

To avoid  multiplying  the  two  subscripts,  separate  them with  an  invisible  comma.  To  type  the  alias  for  an  invisible  comma,  press  the

Escape key before and after typing a comma. 

Press Esc, type a comma, press Esc, and type 3.

x23

Move the insertion point out of the subscript position up to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x23

Typing xni

The first three steps create and fill in the subscript and its subscript. 

Type x, then press Ctrl+_.

x
��

Type n, then press Ctrl+_.

xn
��

Type i.

xni

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time twice to get up to the baseline. 

Press Ctrl+Space twice.

xni

xni
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Typing Overscripts

Typing x
Type the expression that will have an overscript. 

Type x.

x

Create an overscript by pressing the Control key and the 7 key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+7 or Ctrl+&.

x
��

Type an underscore into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type _.

x
_

Move the insertion point out of the overscript position down to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same

time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

Typing x + y

Press the Control key and the 7 key at the same time. 

This creates a pair of placeholders, one on the baseline and another in the overscript position. 

Press Ctrl+7 or Ctrl+&.

�

��

Type an underscore into the placeholder in the overscript (which is already selected). 

Type _.

�

_

Press the Tab key to select the placeholder that is on the baseline. 

Press Tab.

��

Type the expression under the overscript. 

Type x + y.

x + y

Press the Control key and the Space bar to get out of the overscripted expression. 
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Press Ctrl+Space.

x + y
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Typing Underscripts

Typing x
Type the expression that will have an underscript. 

Type x.

x

Create an underscript by pressing the Control key and the = key at the same time. 

Press Ctrl+= or Ctrl++.

x
��

Type an underscore into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type _.

x
_

Move the insertion point out of the underscript position up to the baseline by pressing the Control key and the Space bar at the same

time. 

Press Ctrl+Space.

x

Typing x + y

Press the Control key and the = key at the same time. 

This creates a pair of placeholders, one on the baseline and another in the underscript position. 

Press Ctrl+= or Ctrl++.

�

�

Type the expression into the placeholder (which is already selected). 

Type x + y.

x + y
�

Press the Tab key to select the placeholder that is under the baseline. 

Press Tab.

x + y
�

Type an underscore. 

Type _.

x + y
_

Press the Control key and the Space bar at the same time to get out of the underscripted expression. 
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Press Ctrl+Space.

x + y

Typing lim
x->a

f @xD

Type lim, and press Ctrl++.

lim
��

Type x.

lim
x

Press Esc, type ->, and press Esc.

lim
x®

Type a, and press Ctrl+Space.

lim
x®a

Type f@xD.

lim
x®a

f@xD
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Working with Cells
Mathematica  notebooks consist  of  sequences of  cells.  The hierarchy of  cells  serves as a structure for  organizing the information in a

notebook, as well as specifying the overall look of the notebook.

Font,  color,  spacing,  and  other  properties  of  the  appearance  of  cells  are  controlled  using  stylesheets.  The  various  kinds  of  cells

associated  with  a  notebook’s  stylesheet  are  listed  in  Format  £  Style.  Mathematica  comes  with  a  collection  of  color  and  black−and−

white stylesheets, which are listed in the Format £  Stylesheet menu. 

In a New Session:

When Mathematica is first started, it displays an empty notebook with a blinking cursor. You can start typing right away.

The  insertion  point  is  indicated  by  the  cell  insertion  bar,  a  solid  gray  line  with  a  small  black  cursor  running  horizontally  across  the

notebook. The cell insertion bar is the place where new cells will be created, either as you type or programmatically. To set the position

of the insertion bar, click in the notebook.

To Create a New Cell:

Move the pointer in the notebook window until it becomes a horizontal I−beam. 

Click, and a cell insertion bar will appear; start typing. By default, new cells are Mathematica input cells.

To Create a New Cell to Hold Ordinary Text:

Click in the notebook to get a cell insertion bar. Choose Format £  Style £  Text or use the keyboard shortcut Mod1+7.

When you start typing, a text cell bracket appears.

To Change the Style of a Cell:

Click the cell bracket. The bracket is highlighted. 
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Select a style from Format £  Style. The cell will immediately reflect the change.

Alternatively, you can simultaneously press Mod1 with one of the numbered keys, 0 through 9, to select a style.

Choose Window £  Show Toolbar to get a toolbar at the top of the notebook.

Choose Window £  Show Ruler to get a ruler at the top of the notebook.
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To Close a Group of Cells:

Double−click the outermost cell bracket of the group. 

When a group is closed, only the first cell in the group is displayed by default. The group bracket is shown with a triangular flag at the

bottom. 
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To specify which cells remain visible when the cell group is closed, select those cells and double−click to close the group. The closed

group bracket is shown with triangular flags at the top and bottom if the visible cells are within a cell group, or with a triangular flag at

the top if they are at the end of a cell group.

To Open a Group of Cells:

Double−click a closed group÷ s cell bracket. 
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To Print a Notebook:

Choose File £  Print. The notebook style will be automatically optimized for printing.

To Change the Overall Look of a Notebook:

Choose  Format  £  Stylesheet.  Select  a  stylesheet  from  the  menu.  All  cells  in  the  notebook  will  change  appearance,  based  on  the

definitions in the new stylesheet.
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Use Format £  Edit Stylesheet to customize stylesheets for Mathematica notebooks.

Changes to a notebook that only involve opening or closing cell groups will not cause the front end to ask you if you want to save such

changes when you close the notebook before saving. To save these changes, use File £  Save before you close the notebook or quit

Mathematica.

To close a notebook, click the Close button in the title bar. You will be prompted to save any unsaved changes.

On Windows, to close notebooks without being prompted to save, hold down the Shift key when clicking the Close box.
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Word Processing in Notebooks
Mathematica includes many commands for word processing and formatting.

You can set the following cell options from the Format menu: style, font, face, size, text color, background color, cell dingbat, magnifica−

tion, text alignment, text justification, and word wrapping.

To Apply an Option:

Select the cell bracket or some text.

Choose the option desired from the Format menu, such as the background color.

To Spell Check a Notebook:

Choose Edit  £  Check Spelling.  Mathematica  begins  to  spell  check the notebook at  the position  of  the  cursor.  At  any misspelling  or

unknown word, Mathematica displays the word and recommends a replacement.

You can use the popup menu to add a word to the dictionary associated with the notebook, session, cell, or your global preferences.

Tip

� Choose Insert £  Page Break to insert a page break in a notebook.
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To Type a Formula into a Text Cell:

Place the cursor in the text cell where you want to enter the formula. Press Ctrl+( or Ctrl+9. A placeholder box appears in the cell.

Using keystrokes, enter the formula (see "Entering Input in Notebooks").

Press Ctrl+) or Ctrl+0 to end the formula. 

Inline Cells

You can copy and paste entire cells into other cells. For example, you can include typeset formulas from input cells or embed graphics

in a text cell. 

To Paste One Cell inside Another:

Select the cell bracket.

Choose Edit £  Copy. Position the cursor or select some text.

Choose Edit £  Paste.
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Hyphenation

Mathematica can hyphenate words in text cells if you set Hyphenation -> True . When command names are long, Mathematica uses

a special continuation character (¸) to break the name. You can control hyphenation using the Option Inspector. See "Option Inspector"

for more information.

Tip

� To create a new cell in the most recent style, press Alt+Enter. The new cell will appear below the most recent cell.
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Getting Information about Mathematica Objects
You can ask for information about any object,  whether it  is built  into Mathematica,  has been read in from a Mathematica  package, or

has been introduced by you. 

?Name show information on Name

??Name show extra information on Name

?Aaaa* show information on all objects whose names begin with Aaaa

Ways to get information directly from the Mathematica kernel. 

When you are using Mathematica through the notebook−based interface, ?name gives you usage information with a link to the documen−

tation for the function.

This gives information on the built−in function Log.

In[1]:= ?Log

Log@zD gives the natural logarithm of z Hlogarithm to base eL.

Log@b, zD gives the logarithm to base b.  �

When you use ?  to get information, you must make sure that the question mark appears as the first  character in your input line. You

need to do this so that Mathematica can tell when you are requesting information rather than giving ordinary input for evaluation. 

You can get extra information by using ??. Attributes is discussed in "Attributes". 

In[2]:= ?? Log

Log@zD gives the natural logarithm of z Hlogarithm to base eL.

Log@b, zD gives the logarithm to base b. �

Attributes@LogD = 8Listable, NumericFunction, Protected<

This gives information on all Mathematica objects whose names begin with Log. When there is more than one object, Mathematica just 

lists their names. 

In[3]:= ?Log*

System‘

Log LogicalExpand LogLogPlot

Log10 LogIntegral LogNormalDistribution

Log2 LogisticDistribution LogPlot

LogBarnesG LogitModelFit LogSeriesDistribution

LogGamma LogLinearPlot

?Aaaa  will  give you information on the particular object whose name you specify.  Using the "metacharacter" *,  however, you can get

information on collections of objects with similar names. The rule is that * is a "wild card" that can stand for any sequence of ordinary

characters. So, for example, ?Lo* gets information on all objects whose names consist of the letters Lo, followed by any sequence of

characters.

You  can  put  *  anywhere  in  the  string  you  ask  ?  about.  For  example,  ?*Expand  would  give  you  all  objects  whose  names  end  with

Expand.  Similarly,  ?x*0  would  give  you  objects  whose  names  start  with  x,  end  with  0,  and  have  any  sequence  of  characters  in

between. (You may notice that the way you use * to specify names in Mathematica is similar to the way you use * in Unix and other

operating systems to specify file names.) 
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You can ask for information on most of the special input forms that Mathematica uses. This asks for information about the := operator. 

In[4]:= ?:=

lhs := rhs assigns rhs to be the delayed value

of lhs. rhs is maintained in an unevaluated form. When lhs

appears, it is replaced by rhs, evaluated afresh each time. �

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Getting Information from Mathematica 
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Warnings and Messages
Mathematica usually goes about its work silently, giving output only when it has finished doing the calculations you asked for. 

However, if it looks as if Mathematica is doing something you definitely did not intend, Mathematica will usually print a message to warn

you.

The square root function should have only one argument. Mathematica prints a message to warn you that you have given two arguments 
here. 

In[1]:= Sqrt@4, 5D

Sqrt::argx : Sqrt called with 2 arguments; 1 argument is expected. �

Out[1]= Sqrt@4, 5D

You can suppress the message for one evaluation using Quiet.

In[2]:= Quiet@Sqrt@4, 5DD

Out[2]= Sqrt@4, 5D

The message reappears without the use of Quiet. 

In[3]:= Sqrt@4, 5D

Sqrt::argx : Sqrt called with 2 arguments; 1 argument is expected. �

Out[3]= Sqrt@4, 5D

Each message has a name. You can switch off messages for all evaluations using Off. 

In[4]:= Off@Sqrt::argxD

The message Sqrt::argx has now been switched off, and will no longer appear. 

In[5]:= Sqrt@4, 5D

Out[5]= Sqrt@4, 5D

This switches Sqrt::argx back on again. 

In[6]:= On@Sqrt::argxD

Quiet@exprD evaluate expr without printing any messages

Off@Function::tagD switch off (suppress) a message

On@Function::tagD switch on a message

Functions for controlling message output.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Getting Information from Mathematica
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Interrupting Calculations
There  will  probably  be  times when you want  to  stop  Mathematica  in  the  middle  of  a  calculation.  Perhaps  you realize  that  you  asked

Mathematica to do the wrong thing. Or perhaps the calculation is just taking a long time, and you want to find out what is going on. 

The way that you interrupt a Mathematica calculation depends on what kind of interface you are using.  

Alt+,  or  Cmd+Option+. notebook interfaces

Ctrl+C text−based interfaces

Typical keys to interrupt calculations in Mathematica. 

When doing some operations, it may take Mathematica some time to respond to your interrupt. When Mathematica does respond, it will

give you a menu of possible things to do. This will typically include not only aborting your computation, but also entering a subsession or

"dialog" to inspect its state.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Getting Information from Mathematica
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Getting Used to Mathematica

� Arguments of functions are given in square brackets.

� Names of built−in functions have their first letters capitalized.

� Multiplication can be represented by a space.

� Powers are denoted by ^.

� Numbers in scientific notation are entered, for example, as 0.00025 or 2.5 10^-4.

Important points to remember in Mathematica. 

If you have used other computer systems before, you will probably notice some similarities and some differences. Often you will find the

differences the most difficult parts to remember. It may help you, however, to understand a little about why Mathematica is set up the

way it is, and why such differences exist.

One important feature of Mathematica that differs from other computer languages, and from conventional mathematical notation, is that

function  arguments  are  enclosed  in  square  brackets,  not  parentheses.  Parentheses  in  Mathematica  are  reserved  specifically  for

indicating the grouping of terms. There is obviously a conceptual distinction between giving arguments to a function and grouping terms

together;  the fact that the same notation has often been used for both is largely a consequence of typography and of early computer

keyboards. In Mathematica, the concepts are distinguished by different notation. 

This distinction has several advantages. In parenthesis notation, it is not clear whether c H1 + xL means c@1 + xD or c*H1 + xL. Using

square brackets for function arguments removes this ambiguity. It also allows multiplication to be indicated without an explicit * or other

character. As a result, Mathematica can handle expressions like 2 x and a x or a H1 + xL, treating them just as in standard mathemati−

cal notation. 

You  can  also  see  from  "Some  Mathematical  Functions"  that  built−in  Mathematica  functions  often  have  quite  long  names.  You  may

wonder why, for example, the pseudorandom number function for generating reals is called RandomReal, rather than, say, Rand. The

answer,  which  pervades  much  of  the  design  of  Mathematica,  is  consistency.  There  is  a  general  convention  in  Mathematica  that  all

function names are spelled out as full English words, unless there is a standard mathematical abbreviation for them. The great advan−

tage of  this  scheme is  that  it  is  predictable.  Once you know what  a  function  does,  you  will  usually  be  able  to  guess  exactly  what  its

name is. If the names were abbreviated, you would always have to remember which shortening of the standard English words was used.

Another  feature  of  built−in  Mathematica  names is  that  they  all  start  with  capital  letters.  "Defining  Variables"  and  "Defining  Functions"

discuss how to define variables and functions of your own. The capital letter convention makes it easy to distinguish built−in objects. If

Mathematica used max instead of Max  to represent the operation of finding a maximum, then you would never be able to use max as

the  name of  one  of  your  variables.  In  addition,  when  you  read  programs  written  in  Mathematica,  the  capitalization  of  built−in  names

makes them easier to pick out.

Some Mathematica Conventions

Built−in functions are capitalized. Arguments to functions are wrapped with square brackets.
Sin@xD

Each of these represents multiplication.

a*b    a b    a Hb + 1L

2 x means 2*x

These are standard arithmetic operations.
2 + 3    2 - 3    2�3    2^3

Uppercase and lowercase letters are recognized as different characters. Lists are wrapped with curly brackets.
8a, b, B<

Built−in symbols are capitalized. Commas are used to separate arguments. A semicolon suppresses output, but the command is still evalu−
ated.
N@Pi, 50D;
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Variables are usually lowercase. Entire words can be used.

x = 5    xvalue = 3

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Getting Started with Mathematica
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Differences between Computer Systems
There are many detailed differences between different kinds of computer systems. But one of the important features of Mathematica is

that it allows you to work and create material without being concerned about such differences.

In  order  to  fit  in  as  well  as  possible  with  particular  computer  systems,  the  user  interface  for  Mathematica  on  different  systems  is

inevitably at least slightly different. But the crucial point is that beyond superficial differences, Mathematica is set up to work in exactly

the same way on every kind of computer system.

� The language used by the Mathematica kernel

� The structure of Mathematica notebooks

� The MathLink communication protocol

Elements of Mathematica that are exactly the same on all computer systems. 

The commands that you give to the Mathematica kernel, for example, are absolutely identical on every computer system. This means

that when you write a program using these commands, you can immediately take the program and run it on any computer that supports

Mathematica.

The structure of Mathematica  notebooks is also the same on all  computer systems. And as a result,  if  you create a notebook on one

computer system, you can immediately take it and use it on any other system. 

� The visual appearance of windows, fonts, etc.

� Mechanisms for importing and exporting material from notebooks

� Keyboard shortcuts for menu commands

Elements that can differ from one computer system to another. 

Although  the  underlying  structure  of  Mathematica  notebooks  is  always  the  same,  there  are  often  superficial  differences  in  the  way

notebooks look on different computer systems, and in some of the mechanisms provided for interacting with them. 

The goal in each case is to make notebooks work in a way that is as familiar as possible to people who are used to a particular type of

computer system. 

And  in  addition,  by  adapting  the  details  of  notebooks  to  each  specific  computer  system,  it  becomes  easier  to  exchange  material

between notebooks and other programs running on that computer system.

The same Mathematica notebook on three different computer systems. The underlying structure is exactly the same, but some details of 
the presentation are different.
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One  consequence  of  the  modular  nature  of  the  Mathematica  system  is  that  its  parts  can  be  run  on  different  computers.  Thus,  for

example,  it  is  not  uncommon  to  run  the  front  end  for  Mathematica  on  one  computer,  while  running  the  kernel  on  a  quite  separate

computer.

Communications between the kernel and the front end are handled by MathLink.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Mathematica System
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The Limits of Mathematica

In just one Mathematica command, you can easily specify a calculation that is far too complicated for any computer to do. For example,

you  could  ask  for  Expand@H1 + xL^H10^100LD.  The  result  of  this  calculation  would  have  10100 + 1  terms~more  than  the  total

number of particles in the universe. 

You should have no trouble working out Expand@H1 + xL^100D on any computer that can run Mathematica. But as you increase the

exponent of H1 + xL, the results you get will eventually become too big for your computer ÷ s memory to hold. Exactly at what point this

happens depends not only on the total amount of memory your computer has, but often also on such details as what other jobs happen

to be running on your computer when you try to do your calculation. 

If  your  computer  does  run  out  of  memory  in  the  middle  of  a  calculation,  most  versions  of  Mathematica  have  no  choice  but  to  stop

immediately. As a result, it is important to plan your calculations so that they never need more memory than your computer has. 

Even  if  the  result  of  an  algebraic  calculation  is  quite  simple,  the  intermediate  expressions  that  you  generate  in  the  course  of  the

calculation can be very complicated. This means that even if the final result is small, the intermediate parts of a calculation can be too

big for your computer to handle. If this happens, you can usually break your calculation into pieces, and succeed in doing each piece on

its  own.  You  should  know  that  the  internal  scheme  which  Mathematica  uses  for  memory  management  is  such  that  once  part  of  a

calculation  is  finished,  the  memory  used  to  store  intermediate  expressions  that  arose  is  immediately  made  available  for  new

expressions.

Memory space is  the most  common limiting factor  in Mathematica  calculations.  Time can also,  however,  be a limiting factor.  You will

usually be prepared to wait a second, or even a minute, for the result of a calculation. But you will less often be prepared to wait an hour

or a day, and you will almost never be able to wait a year. 

The internal  code of  Mathematica  uses highly  efficient  and optimized algorithms.  But  there are some tasks for  which the best  known

algorithms always eventually take a large amount of time. A typical issue is that the time required by the algorithm may increase almost

exponentially with the size of the input. A classic case is integer factorization~where the best known algorithms require times that grow

almost exponentially with the number of digits. In practice, you will find that FactorInteger@kD will give a result almost immediately

when k  has fewer than about 40 digits. But if  k  has more than 70 digits, FactorInteger@kD  can start taking an unmanageably long

time.

In  some cases,  there  is  progressive  improvement  in  the  algorithms  that  are  known,  so  that  successive  versions  of  Mathematica  can

perform particular computations progressively faster. But ideas from the theory of computation strongly suggest that many computations

will always in effect require an irreducible amount of computational work~so that no fast algorithm for them will ever be found.

Whether or not the only algorithms involve exponentially increasing amounts of time, there will always come a point where a computa−

tion is too large or time−consuming to do on your particular computer system. As you work with Mathematica, you should develop some

feeling for the limits on the kinds of calculations you can do in your particular application area. 
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� Doing arithmetic with numbers containing a few hundred million digits.

� Generating a few million digits of numbers like Π and e.

� Expanding out a polynomial that gives a million terms.

� Factoring a polynomial in four variables with a hundred thousand terms.

� Reducing a system of quadratic inequalities to a few thousand independent components.

� Finding integer roots of a sparse polynomial with degree one million.

� Applying a recursive rule a million times.

� Calculating all the primes up to ten million.

� Finding the numerical inverse of a 1000×1000 dense matrix.

� Solving a million−variable sparse linear system with several million nonzero coefficients.

� Finding the determinant of a 250×250 integer matrix.

� Finding the determinant of a 10×10 symbolic matrix.

� Finding numerical roots of a polynomial of degree 200.

� Solving a sparse linear programming problem with a few hundred thousand variables.

� Drawing a network with tens of thousands of vertices and hundreds of thousands of edges
automatically.

� Finding the Fourier transform of a list with a hundred million elements.

� Rendering a million graphics primitives.

� Sorting a list of ten million elements.

� Searching a string that is ten million characters long.

� Importing a few tens of megabytes of numerical data.

� Formatting a few hundred pages of TraditionalForm output.

Some operations that typically take no more than a few seconds on a 2006−vintage PC. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Algebraic Calculations
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Using Previous Results
In doing calculations, you will often need to use previous results that you have got. In Mathematica, % always stands for your last result. 

% the last result generated

%% the next−to−last result

%%¼ % Hk timesL the kth previous result

% n the result on output line Out@nD (to be used with care)

Ways to refer to your previous results. 

Here is the first result. 

In[1]:= 77^2

Out[1]= 5929

This adds 1 to the last result. 

In[2]:= % + 1

Out[2]= 5930

This uses both the last result, and the result before that. 

In[3]:= 3 % + %^2 + %%

Out[3]= 35188 619

You will have noticed that all the input and output lines in Mathematica are numbered. You can use these numbers to refer to previous

results. 

This adds the results on lines 2 and 3 above. 

In[4]:= %2 + %3

Out[4]= 35194 549

If  you use a text−based interface to Mathematica,  then successive input and output lines will  always appear in order. However, if  you

use  a  notebook  interface  to  Mathematica,  as  discussed  in  "Notebook  Interfaces",  then  successive  input  and  output  lines  need  not

appear  in  order.  You  can  for  example  "scroll  back"  and  insert  your  next  calculation  wherever  you  want  in  the  notebook.  You  should

realize  that  %  is  always  defined  to  be  the  last  result  that  Mathematica  generated.  This  may  or  may  not  be  the  result  that  appears

immediately above your present position in the notebook. With a notebook interface, the only way to tell  when a particular result  was

generated is to look at the Out@nD label that it has. Because you can insert and delete anywhere in a notebook, the textual ordering of

results in a notebook need have no relation to the order in which the results were generated. 

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

� Notebook Basics
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Defining Variables
When you do long calculations, it is often convenient to give names to your intermediate results. Just as in standard mathematics, or in

other computer languages, you can do this by introducing named variables. 

This sets the value of the variable x to be 5. 

In[1]:= x = 5

Out[1]= 5

Whenever x appears, Mathematica now replaces it with the value 5. 

In[2]:= x^2

Out[2]= 25

This assigns a new value to x. 

In[3]:= x = 7 + 4

Out[3]= 11

pi is set to be the numerical value of Π to 40−digit accuracy. 

In[4]:= pi = N@Pi, 40D

Out[4]= 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197

Here is the value you defined for pi. 

In[5]:= pi

Out[5]= 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197

This gives the numerical value of Π2, to the same accuracy as pi. 

In[6]:= pi^2

Out[6]= 9.86960440108935861883449099987615113531

x=value assign a value to the variable x

x=y=value assign a value to both x and y

x=.  or Clear@xD remove any value assigned to x

Assigning values to variables. 

It  is  very  important  to  realize  that  values  you  assign  to  variables  are  permanent.  Once  you  have  assigned  a  value  to  a  particular

variable, the value will be kept until you explicitly remove it. The value will, of course, disappear if you start a whole new Mathematica

session. 

Forgetting about definitions you made earlier is the single most common cause of mistakes when using Mathematica. If you set x = 5,

Mathematica assumes that you always want x to have the value 5, until or unless you explicitly tell it otherwise. To avoid mistakes, you

should remove values you have defined as soon as you have finished using them. 

� Remove values you assign to variables as soon as you finish using them.

A useful principle in using Mathematica. 
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The variables you define can have almost any name. There is  no limit  on the length of  their  names. One constraint,  however,  is  that

variable names can never start with numbers. For example, x2 could be a variable, but 2 x means 2*x.

Mathematica uses both uppercase and lowercase letters. There is a convention that built−in Mathematica objects always have names

starting  with  uppercase  (capital)  letters.  To  avoid  confusion,  you  should  always  choose  names  for  your  own  variables  that  start  with

lowercase letters.

aaaaa a variable name containing only lowercase letters

Aaaaa a built−in object whose name begins with a capital letter

Naming conventions. 

You  can  type  formulas  involving  variables  in  Mathematica  almost  exactly  as  you  would  in  mathematics.  There  are  a  few  important

points to watch, however. 

� x y means x times y.

� xy with no space is the variable with name xy.

� 5 x means 5 times x.

� x^2 y means Hx^2L y, not x^H2 yL.

Some points to watch when using variables in Mathematica. 

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Building Up Calculations
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Values for Symbols
When Mathematica transforms an expression such as x + x into 2 x, it is treating the variable x in a purely symbolic or formal fashion.

In such cases, x is a symbol which can stand for any expression. 

Often,  however,  you need to  replace a  symbol  like  x  with  a  definite  ú value ø . Sometimes this  value  will  be  a  number;  often  it  will  be

another expression. 

To take an expression such as 1 + 2 x and replace the symbol x that appears in it with a definite value, you can create a Mathematica

transformation rule, and then apply this rule to the expression. To replace x with the value 3, you would create the transformation rule

x -> 3. You must type -> as a pair of characters, with no space in between. You can think of x -> 3 as being a rule in which ú x goes to

3ø . 

To apply a transformation rule to a particular Mathematica expression, you type expr �. rule. The ú replacement operator ø  �. is typed

as a pair of characters, with no space in between. 

This uses the transformation rule x -> 3 in the expression 1 + 2 x. 

In[1]:= 1 + 2 x �. x -> 3

Out[1]= 7

You can replace x with any expression. Here every occurrence of x is replaced by 2 - y. 

In[2]:= 1 + x + x^2 �. x -> 2 - y

Out[2]= 3 + H2 - yL2 - y

Here is a transformation rule. Mathematica treats it like any other symbolic expression. 

In[3]:= x -> 3 + y

Out[3]= x ® 3 + y

This applies the transformation rule on the previous line to the expression x^2 - 9. 

In[4]:= x^2 - 9 �. %

Out[4]= -9 + H3 + yL
2

expr�.x->value replace x by value in the expression expr

expr�.8x->xval,y->yval< perform several replacements

Replacing symbols by values in expressions. 

You can apply rules together by putting the rules in a list. 

In[5]:= Hx + yL Hx - yL^2 �. 8x -> 3, y -> 1 - a<

Out[5]= H4 - aL H2 + aL
2

The replacement operator �. allows you to apply transformation rules to a particular expression. Sometimes, however, you will want to

define transformation rules that should always be applied. For example, you might want to replace x with 3 whenever x occurs. 

As discussed in "Defining Variables", you can do this by assigning the value 3 to x using x = 3. Once you have made the assignment

x = 3, x will always be replaced by 3, whenever it appears. 
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This assigns the value 3 to x. 

In[6]:= x = 3

Out[6]= 3

Now x will automatically be replaced by 3 wherever it appears. 

In[7]:= x^2 - 1

Out[7]= 8

This assigns the expression 1 + a to be the value of x. 

In[8]:= x = 1 + a

Out[8]= 1 + a

Now x is replaced by 1 + a. 

In[9]:= x^2 - 1

Out[9]= -1 + H1 + aL
2

You can define the value of  a  symbol  to  be any expression,  not  just  a  number.  You should realize that  once you have given such a

definition, the definition will continue to be used whenever the symbol appears, until you explicitly change or remove the definition. For

most  people,  forgetting  to  remove  values  you  have  assigned  to  symbols  is  the  single  most  common  source  of  mistakes  in  using

Mathematica. 

x=value define a value for x which will always be used

x=. remove any value defined for x

Assigning values to symbols. 

The symbol x still has the value you assigned to it. 

In[10]:= x + 5 - 2 x

Out[10]= 6 + a - 2 H1 + aL

This removes the value you assigned to x. 

In[11]:= x =.

Now x has no value defined, so it can be used as a purely symbolic variable. 

In[12]:= x + 5 - 2 x

Out[12]= 5 - x

A symbol such as x can serve many different purposes in Mathematica, and in fact, much of the flexibility of Mathematica comes from

being able to mix these purposes at will. However, you need to keep some of the different uses of x straight in order to avoid making

mistakes.  The most  important  distinction is  between the use of  x  as  a  name for  another  expression,  and as a  symbolic  variable  that

stands only for itself. 

Traditional  programming  languages  that  do  not  support  symbolic  computation  allow  variables  to  be  used  only  as  names  for  objects,

typically  numbers,  that  have  been  assigned  as  values  for  them.  In  Mathematica,  however,  x  can  also  be  treated  as  a  purely  formal

variable,  to  which various transformation rules  can be applied.  Of  course,  if  you explicitly  give a  definition,  such as x = 3,  then x  will

always be replaced by 3, and can no longer serve as a formal variable. 

You  should  understand  that  explicit  definitions  such  as  x = 3  have  a  global  effect.  On  the  other  hand,  a  replacement  such  as

expr �. x -> 3  affects  only  the  specific  expression  expr.  It  is  usually  much  easier  to  keep  things  straight  if  you  avoid  using  explicit

definitions except when absolutely necessary.
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You can always mix replacements with assignments.  With assignments,  you can give names to expressions in which you want to do

replacements, or to rules that you want to use to do the replacements. 

This assigns a value to the symbol t. 

In[13]:= t = 1 + x^2

Out[13]= 1 + x2

This finds the value of t, and then replaces x by 2 in it. 

In[14]:= t �. x -> 2

Out[14]= 5

This finds the value of t for a different value of x. 

In[15]:= t �. x -> 5 a

Out[15]= 1 + 25 a2

This finds the value of t when x is replaced by Pi, and then evaluates the result numerically. 

In[16]:= t �. x -> Pi �� N

Out[16]= 10.8696

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Algebraic Calculations
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The Four Kinds of Bracketing in Mathematica

There are four kinds of bracketing used in Mathematica. Each kind of bracketing has a very different meaning. It is important that you

remember all of them. 

HtermL parentheses for grouping

f@xD square brackets for functions

8a,b,c< curly braces for lists

v@@iDD double brackets for indexing (Part@v, iD)

The four kinds of bracketing in Mathematica. 

When the expressions you type in are complicated, it is often a good idea to put extra space inside each set of brackets. This makes it

somewhat easier for you to see matching pairs of brackets. v@@ 8a, b< DD is, for example, easier to recognize than v@@8a, b<DD. 

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Building Up Calculations
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Sequences of Operations
In  doing  a  calculation  with  Mathematica,  you  usually  go  through  a  sequence  of  steps.  If  you  want  to,  you  can  do  each  step  on  a

separate line. Often, however, you will find it convenient to put several steps on the same line. You can do this simply by separating the

pieces of input you want to give with semicolons. 

expr
1
;expr

2
;expr

3
do several operations, and give the result of the last one

expr
1
;expr

2
; do the operations, but print no output

Ways to do sequences of operations in Mathematica. 

This does three operations on the same line. The result is the result from the last operation. 

In[1]:= x = 4; y = 6; z = y + 6

Out[1]= 12

If you end your input with a semicolon, it is as if you are giving a sequence of operations, with an ú emptyø  one at the end. This has the

effect of making Mathematica perform the operations you specify, but display no output. 

expr; do an operation, but display no output

Inhibiting output. 

Putting a semicolon at the end of the line tells Mathematica to show no output. 

In[2]:= x = 67 - 5;

You can still use % to get the output that would have been shown. 

In[3]:= %

Out[3]= 62

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Building Up Calculations
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Making Lists of Objects
In doing calculations, it is often convenient to collect together several objects, and treat them as a single entity. Lists give you a way to

make collections of objects in Mathematica. As you will see later, lists are very important and general structures in Mathematica. 

A list such as 83, 5, 1< is a collection of three objects. But in many ways, you can treat the whole list as a single object. You can, for

example, do arithmetic on the whole list at once, or assign the whole list to be the value of a variable. 

Here is a list of three numbers. 

In[1]:= 83, 5, 1<

Out[1]= 83, 5, 1<

This squares each number in the list, and adds 1 to it. 

In[2]:= 83, 5, 1<^2 + 1

Out[2]= 810, 26, 2<

This takes differences between corresponding elements in the two lists. The lists must be the same length. 

In[3]:= 86, 7, 8< - 83.5, 4, 2.5<

Out[3]= 82.5, 3, 5.5<

The value of % is the whole list. 

In[4]:= %

Out[4]= 82.5, 3, 5.5<

You can apply any of the mathematical functions in "Some Mathematical Functions" to whole lists. 

In[5]:= Exp@%D �� N

Out[5]= 812.1825, 20.0855, 244.692<

Just as you can set variables to be numbers, so also you can set them to be lists. 

This assigns v to be a list. 

In[6]:= v = 82, 4, 3.1<

Out[6]= 82, 4, 3.1<

Wherever v appears, it is replaced by the list. 

In[7]:= v�Hv - 1L

Out[7]= :2,
4

3

, 1.47619>

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Building Up Calculations
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Collecting Objects Together
We first encountered lists in "Making Lists of Objects" as a way of collecting numbers together. Here, we shall see many different ways

to use lists. You will find that lists are some of the most flexible and powerful objects in Mathematica. You will see that lists in Mathemat−

ica represent generalizations of several standard concepts in mathematics and computer science. 

At a basic level, what a Mathematica list essentially does is to provide a way for you to collect together several expressions of any kind. 

Here is a list of numbers. 

In[1]:= 82, 3, 4<

Out[1]= 82, 3, 4<

This gives a list of symbolic expressions. 

In[2]:= x^% - 1

Out[2]= 9-1 + x
2, -1 + x3, -1 + x4=

You can differentiate these expressions. 

In[3]:= D@%, xD

Out[3]= 92 x, 3 x2, 4 x3=

And then you can find values when x is replaced with 3. 

In[4]:= % �. x -> 3

Out[4]= 86, 27, 108<

The  mathematical  functions  that  are  built  into  Mathematica  are  mostly  set  up  to  be  ú listable ø  so  that  they  act  separately  on  each

element  of  a  list.  This  is,  however,  not  true of  all  functions in  Mathematica.  Unless you set  it  up specially,  a  new function f  that  you

introduce will treat lists just as single objects. "Applying Functions to Parts of Expressions" and "Structural Operations" will describe how

you can use Map and Thread to apply a function like this separately to each element in a list. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Lists
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Making Tables of Values
You can use lists as tables of values. You can generate the tables, for example, by evaluating an expression for a sequence of different

parameter values. 

This gives a table of the values of i2, with i running from 1 to 6. 

In[1]:= Table@i^2, 8i, 6<D

Out[1]= 81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36<

Here is a table of sinHn �5L for n from 0 to 4. 

In[2]:= Table@Sin@n�5D, 8n, 0, 4<D

Out[2]= :0, SinB
1

5

F, SinB
2

5

F, SinB
3

5

F, SinB
4

5

F>

This gives the numerical values. 

In[3]:= N@%D

Out[3]= 80., 0.198669, 0.389418, 0.564642, 0.717356<

You can also make tables of formulas. 

In[4]:= Table@x^i + 2 i, 8i, 5<D

Out[4]= 92 + x, 4 + x2, 6 + x3, 8 + x4, 10 + x5=

Table uses exactly the same iterator notation as the functions Sum and Product, which were discussed in "Sums and Products". 

In[5]:= Product@x^i + 2 i, 8i, 5<D

Out[5]= H2 + xL I4 + x
2M I6 + x3M I8 + x4M I10 + x5M

This makes a table with values of x running from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.25. 

In[6]:= Table@Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1, 0.25<D

Out[6]= 80, 0.5, 0.707107, 0.866025, 1.<

You can perform other operations on the lists you get from Table. 

In[7]:= %^2 + 3

Out[7]= 83, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75, 4.<

TableForm  displays lists in a "tabular" format. Notice that both words in the name TableForm  begin with capital letters.

In[8]:= % �� TableForm

Out[8]//TableForm= 

3

3.25

3.5

3.75

4.

All  the  examples  so  far  have  been  of  tables  obtained  by  varying  a  single  parameter.  You  can  also  make  tables  that  involve  several

parameters.  These  multidimensional  tables  are  specified  using  the  standard  Mathematica  iterator  notation,  discussed  in  "Sums  and

Products". 
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This makes a table of x i
+ y j with i running from 1 to 3 and j running from 1 to 2. 

In[9]:= Table@x^i + y^j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 2<D

Out[9]= 99x + y, x + y2=, 9x2 + y, x2 + y2=, 9x3 + y, x3 + y2==

The table in this example is a list of lists. The elements of the outer list correspond to successive values of i. The elements of each inner

list correspond to successive values of j, with i fixed. 

Sometimes you may want to generate a table by evaluating a particular expression many times, without incrementing any variables. 

This creates a list containing four copies of the symbol x. 

In[10]:= Table@x, 84<D

Out[10]= 8x, x, x, x<

This gives a list of four pairs of numbers sampled from 81, 2, 3, 4<. Table re−evaluates RandomSample @81, 2, 3, 4<, 2D 

for each element in the list, so that you get four different samples. 

In[11]:= Table@RandomSample@81, 2, 3, 4<, 2D, 84<D

Out[11]= 883, 2<, 84, 2<, 84, 3<, 82, 1<<

This evaluates i  for each of the values of i in the list 81, 4, 9, 16<.

In[12]:= TableB i , 8i, 81, 4, 9, 16<<F

Out[12]= 81, 2, 3, 4<

This creates a 3×2 table.

In[13]:= Table@i + 2 j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 2<D

Out[13]= 883, 5<, 84, 6<, 85, 7<<

In this table, the length of the rows depends on the more slowly varying iterator variable, i.

In[14]:= Table@i + 2 j, 8i, 3<, 8j, i<D

Out[14]= 883<, 84, 6<, 85, 7, 9<<

You can use Table to generate arrays with any number of dimensions. 

This generates a three−dimensional 2×2×2 array. It is a list of lists of lists. 

In[15]:= Table@i j^2 k^3, 8i, 2<, 8j, 2<, 8k, 2<D

Out[15]= 8881, 8<, 84, 32<<, 882, 16<, 88, 64<<<

Table@ f,8imax<D give a list of imax values of f

Table@ f,8i,imax<D give a list of the values of f  as i runs from 1 to imax

Table@ f,8i,imin,imax<D give a list of values with i running from imin to imax

Table@ f,8i,imin,imax,di<D use steps of di

Table@ f,8i,imin,imax<,8 j, jmin, jmax<,¼D

generate a multidimensional table

Table@ f,8i,8i1,i2,¼<D give a list of the values of f  as i successively takes the values i1, i2, ¼

TableForm@listD display a list in tabular form

Functions for generating tables. 
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You can use the operations discussed in "Manipulating Elements of Lists" to extract elements of the table.

This creates a table and gives it the name sq.

In[16]:= sq = Table@j^2, 8j, 7<D

Out[16]= 81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49<

This gives the third part of the table.

In[17]:= sq@@3DD

Out[17]= 9

This gives a list of the third through fifth parts.

In[18]:= sq@@3 ;; 5DD

Out[18]= 89, 16, 25<

This creates a 2×2 table, and gives it the name m. 

In[19]:= m = Table@i - j, 8i, 2<, 8j, 2<D

Out[19]= 880, -1<, 81, 0<<

This extracts the first sublist from the list of lists that makes up the table. 

In[20]:= m@@1DD

Out[20]= 80, -1<

This extracts the second element of that sublist. 

In[21]:= %@@2DD

Out[21]= -1

This does the two operations together. 

In[22]:= m@@1, 2DD

Out[22]= -1

This displays m in a "tabular" form. 

In[23]:= TableForm@mD

Out[23]//TableForm= 
0 -1

1 0

t@@iDD  or Part@t,iD give the ith sublist in t (also input as tPiT)

t@@i;; jDD  or Part@t,i;; jD give a list of the parts i through j

t@@8i1,i2,¼<DD  or Part@t,8i1,i2,¼<D

give a list of the i1
th, i2

th, ¼ parts of t

t@@i, j,¼DD  or Part@t,i, j,¼D

give the part of t corresponding to t@@iDD@@ jDD¼

Ways to extract parts of tables. 
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As mentioned in "Manipulating Elements of Lists", you can think of lists in Mathematica as being analogous to "arrays". Lists of lists are

then  like  two−dimensional  arrays.  When  you  lay  them  out  in  a  tabular  form,  the  two  indices  of  each  element  are  like  its  x  and  y

coordinates.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Lists
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Manipulating Elements of Lists
Many  of  the  most  powerful  list  manipulation  operations  in  Mathematica  treat  whole  lists  as  single  objects.  Sometimes,  however,  you

need to pick out or set individual elements in a list.

You can refer to an element of a Mathematica list by giving its "index". The elements are numbered in order, starting at 1.

8a,b,c< a list

Part@list,iD  or list@@iDD the ith element of list (the first element is list@@1DD)

Part@list,8i, j,¼<D  or list@@8i, j,¼<DD

a list of the ith, jth, ¼ elements of list

Part@list,i;; jD a list of the ith through jth elements of list

Operations on list elements. 

This extracts the second element of the list. 

In[1]:= 85, 8, 6, 9<@@2DD

Out[1]= 8

This extracts a list of elements. 

In[2]:= 85, 8, 6, 9<@@83, 1, 3, 2, 4<DD

Out[2]= 86, 5, 6, 8, 9<

This assigns the value of v to be a list. 

In[3]:= v = 82, 4, 7<

Out[3]= 82, 4, 7<

You can extract elements of v. 

In[4]:= v@@2DD

Out[4]= 4

By assigning a variable to be a list, you can use Mathematica lists much like "arrays" in other computer languages. Thus, for example,

you can reset an element of a list by assigning a value to v@@iDD. 

Part@v,iD  or v@@iDD extract the ith element of a list

Part@v,iD=value  or v@@iDD=value reset the ith element of a list

Array−like operations on lists. 

Here is a list. 

In[5]:= v = 84, -1, 8, 7<

Out[5]= 84, -1, 8, 7<
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This resets the third element of the list. 

In[6]:= v@@3DD = 0

Out[6]= 0

Now the list assigned to v has been modified. 

In[7]:= v

Out[7]= 84, -1, 0, 7<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Building Up Calculations
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Vectors and Matrices

Vectors and matrices in Mathematica are simply represented by lists and by lists of lists, respectively. 

8a,b,c< vector Ha, b, cL

88a,b<,8c,d<< matrix 
a b

c d

The representation of vectors and matrices by lists. 

This is a 2×2 matrix. 

In[1]:= m = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

Out[1]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

Here is the first row.

In[2]:= m@@1DD

Out[2]= 8a, b<

Here is the element m12.

In[3]:= m@@1, 2DD

Out[3]= b

This is a two−component vector.

In[4]:= v = 8x, y<

Out[4]= 8x, y<

The objects p and q are treated as scalars.

In[5]:= p v + q

Out[5]= 8q + p x, q + p y<

Vectors are added component by component. 

In[6]:= v + 8xp, yp< + 8xpp, ypp<

Out[6]= 8x + xp + xpp, y + yp + ypp<

This gives the dot (scalar) product of two vectors.

In[7]:= 8x, y<.8xp, yp<

Out[7]= x xp + y yp

You can also multiply a matrix by a vector. 

In[8]:= m.v

Out[8]= 8a x + b y, c x + d y<
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Or a matrix by a matrix. 

In[9]:= m.m

Out[9]= 99a
2
+ b c, a b + b d=, 9a c + c d, b c + d2==

Or a vector by a matrix. 

In[10]:= v.m

Out[10]= 8a x + c y, b x + d y<

This combination makes a scalar. 

In[11]:= v.m.v

Out[11]= x Ha x + c yL + y Hb x + d yL

Because  of  the  way  Mathematica  uses  lists  to  represent  vectors  and  matrices,  you  never  have  to  distinguish  between  "row"  and

"column" vectors.

Table@ f,8i,n<D build a length−n vector by evaluating f  with i = 1, 2, ¼, n

Array@a,nD build a length−n vector of the form 8a@1D, a@2D, ¼<

Range@nD create the list 81, 2, 3, ¼, n<

Range@n1,n2D create the list 8n1, n1 + 1, ¼, n2<

Range@n1,n2,dnD create the list 8n1, n1 + dn, ¼, n2<

list@@iDD  or Part@list,iD give the ith element in the vector list

Length@listD give the number of elements in list

c v multiply a vector by a scalar

a.b dot product of two vectors

Cross@a,bD cross product of two vectors (also input as a´b)

Norm@vD Euclidean norm of a vector

Functions for vectors. 

Table@ f,8i,m<,8 j,n<D build an m×n matrix by evaluating f  with i ranging from 1 to m and j ranging from 

1 to n

Array@a,8m,n<D build an m×n matrix with i, jth element a@i, jD

IdentityMatrix@nD generate an n×n identity matrix

DiagonalMatrix@listD generate a square matrix with the elements in list on the main diagonal

list@@iDD  or Part@list,iD give the ith row in the matrix list

list@@All, jDD  or Part@list,All, jD

give the jth column in the matrix list

list@@i, jDD  or Part@list,i, jD give the i, jth element in the matrix list

Dimensions@listD give the dimensions of a matrix represented by list

Functions for matrices. 

Column@listD display the elements of list in a column

MatrixForm@listD display list in matrix form

Formatting constructs for vectors and matrices.
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This builds a 3×3 matrix s with elements si j = i + j. 

In[12]:= s = Table@i + j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[12]= 882, 3, 4<, 83, 4, 5<, 84, 5, 6<<

This displays s in standard two−dimensional matrix format. 

In[13]:= MatrixForm@sD

Out[13]//MatrixForm=

2 3 4

3 4 5

4 5 6

This gives a vector with symbolic elements. You can use this in deriving general formulas that are valid with any choice of vector compo−
nents. 

In[14]:= Array@a, 4D

Out[14]= 8a@1D, a@2D, a@3D, a@4D<

This gives a 3×2 matrix with symbolic elements. "Building Lists from Functions" discusses how you can produce other kinds of elements 

with Array. 

In[15]:= Array@p, 83, 2<D

Out[15]= 88p@1, 1D, p@1, 2D<, 8p@2, 1D, p@2, 2D<, 8p@3, 1D, p@3, 2D<<

Here are the dimensions of the matrix on the previous line. 

In[16]:= Dimensions@%D

Out[16]= 83, 2<

This generates a 3×3 diagonal matrix. 

In[17]:= DiagonalMatrix@8a, b, c<D

Out[17]= 88a, 0, 0<, 80, b, 0<, 80, 0, c<<

c m multiply a matrix by a scalar

a.b dot product of two matrices

Inverse@mD matrix inverse

MatrixPower@m,nD nth power of a matrix

Det@mD determinant

Tr@mD trace

Transpose@mD transpose

Eigenvalues@mD eigenvalues

Eigenvectors@mD eigenvectors

Some mathematical operations on matrices. 

Here is the 2×2 matrix of symbolic variables that was defined. 

In[18]:= m

Out[18]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

This gives its determinant. 

In[19]:= Det@mD

Out[19]= -b c + a d
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Here is the transpose of m. 

In[20]:= Transpose@mD

Out[20]= 88a, c<, 8b, d<<

This gives the inverse of m in symbolic form. 

In[21]:= Inverse@mD

Out[21]= ::
d

-b c + a d
, -

b

-b c + a d
>, :-

c

-b c + a d
,

a

-b c + a d
>>

Here is a 3×3 rational matrix.

In[22]:= h = Table@1�Hi + j - 1L, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[22]= ::1,
1

2
,
1

3
>, :

1

2
,
1

3
,
1

4
>, :

1

3
,
1

4
,
1

5
>>

This gives its inverse. 

In[23]:= Inverse@hD

Out[23]= 889, -36, 30<, 8-36, 192, -180<, 830, -180, 180<<

Taking the dot product of the inverse with the original matrix gives the identity matrix. 

In[24]:= %.h

Out[24]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<

Here is a 3×3 matrix. 

In[25]:= r = Table@i + j + 1, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[25]= 883, 4, 5<, 84, 5, 6<, 85, 6, 7<<

Eigenvalues gives the eigenvalues of the matrix. 

In[26]:= Eigenvalues@rD

Out[26]= :
1

2
J15 + 249 N,

1

2
J15 - 249 N, 0>

This gives a numerical approximation to the matrix. 

In[27]:= rn = N@rD

Out[27]= 883., 4., 5.<, 84., 5., 6.<, 85., 6., 7.<<

Here are numerical approximations to the eigenvalues.

In[28]:= Eigenvalues@rnD

Out[28]= 915.3899, -0.389867, -1.49955´10
-16=

"Linear Algebra in Mathematica" discusses many other matrix operations that are built into Mathematica. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Lists
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Getting Pieces of Lists

First@listD the first element in list

Last@listD the last element

Part@list,nD  or list@@nDD the nth element

Part@list,-nD  or list@@-nDD the nth element from the end

Part@list,m;;nD elements m through n

Part@list,8n1,n2,¼<D  or list@@8n1,n2,¼<DD

the list of elements at positions n1, n2, ¼

Picking out elements of lists. 

We will use this list for the examples. 

In[1]:= t = 8a, b, c, d, e, f, g<

Out[1]= 8a, b, c, d, e, f, g<

Here is the last element of t. 

In[2]:= Last@tD

Out[2]= g

This gives the third element. 

In[3]:= t@@3DD

Out[3]= c

This gives the list of elements 3 through 6.

In[4]:= t@@3 ;; 6DD

Out[4]= 8c, d, e, f<

This gives a list of the first and fourth elements. 

In[5]:= t@@81, 4<DD

Out[5]= 8a, d<

Take@list,nD the first n elements in list

Take@list,-nD the last n elements

Take@list,8m,n<D elements m through n (inclusive)

Rest@listD list with its first element dropped

Drop@list,nD list with its first n elements dropped

Most@listD list with its last element dropped

Drop@list,-nD list with its last n elements dropped

Drop@list,8m,n<D list with elements m through n dropped

Picking out sequences in lists. 
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This gives the first three elements of the list t defined above. 

In[6]:= Take@t, 3D

Out[6]= 8a, b, c<

This gives the last three elements. 

In[7]:= Take@t, -3D

Out[7]= 8e, f, g<

This gives elements 2 through 5 inclusive. 

In[8]:= Take@t, 82, 5<D

Out[8]= 8b, c, d, e<

This gives elements 3 through 7 in steps of 2. 

In[9]:= Take@t, 83, 7, 2<D

Out[9]= 8c, e, g<

This gives t with the first element dropped. 

In[10]:= Rest@tD

Out[10]= 8b, c, d, e, f, g<

This gives t with its first three elements dropped. 

In[11]:= Drop@t, 3D

Out[11]= 8d, e, f, g<

This gives t with only its third element dropped. 

In[12]:= Drop@t, 83, 3<D

Out[12]= 8a, b, d, e, f, g<

"Manipulating Expressions like Lists" shows how all the functions here can be generalized to work not only on lists, but on any Mathemat−

ica expressions. 

The functions here allow you to  pick out  pieces that  occur  at  particular  positions in  lists.  "Finding Expressions That  Match a Pattern"

shows how you can use functions like Select and Cases to pick out elements of lists based not on their positions, but instead on their

properties. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Lists
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Testing and Searching List Elements

Position@list, formD the positions at which form occurs in list

Count@list, formD the number of times form appears as an element of list

MemberQ@list, formD test whether form is an element of list

FreeQ@list, formD test whether form occurs nowhere in list

Testing and searching for elements of lists. 

"Getting Pieces of Lists" discusses how to extract pieces of lists based on their positions or indices. Mathematica also has functions that

search and test for elements of lists, based on the values of those elements. 

This gives a list of the positions at which a appears in the list. 

In[1]:= Position@8a, b, c, a, b<, aD

Out[1]= 881<, 84<<

Count counts the number of occurrences of a. 

In[2]:= Count@8a, b, c, a, b<, aD

Out[2]= 2

This shows that a is an element of 8a, b, c<. 

In[3]:= MemberQ@8a, b, c<, aD

Out[3]= True

On the other hand, d is not. 

In[4]:= MemberQ@8a, b, c<, dD

Out[4]= False

This assigns m to be the 3×3 identity matrix. 

In[5]:= m = IdentityMatrix@3D

Out[5]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<

This shows that 0 does occur somewhere in m. 

In[6]:= FreeQ@m, 0D

Out[6]= False

This gives a list of the positions at which 0 occurs in m. 

In[7]:= Position@m, 0D

Out[7]= 881, 2<, 81, 3<, 82, 1<, 82, 3<, 83, 1<, 83, 2<<

As discussed in "Finding Expressions That Match a Pattern", the functions Count and Position, as well as MemberQ and FreeQ, can

be used not only to search for particular list elements, but also to search for classes of elements which match specific ú patterns ø . 
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MORE ABOUT

� List Manipulation

� Rules and Patterns

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Adding, Removing and Modifying List Elements

Prepend@list,elementD add element at the beginning of list

Append@list,elementD add element at the end of list

Insert@list,element,iD insert element at position i in list

Insert@list,element,-iD insert at position i counting from the end of list

Riffle@list,elementD interleave element between the entries of list

Delete@list,iD delete the element at position i in list

ReplacePart@list,i->newD replace the element at position i in list with new

ReplacePart@list,8i, j<->newD replace list@@i, jDD with new

Functions for manipulating elements in explicit lists. 

This gives a list with x prepended. 

In[1]:= Prepend@8a, b, c<, xD

Out[1]= 8x, a, b, c<

This inserts x so that it becomes element number 2. 

In[2]:= Insert@8a, b, c<, x, 2D

Out[2]= 8a, x, b, c<

This interleaves x between the entries of the list. 

In[3]:= Riffle@8a, b, c<, xD

Out[3]= 8a, x, b, x, c<

This replaces the third element in the list with x. 

In[4]:= ReplacePart@8a, b, c, d<, 3 -> xD

Out[4]= 8a, b, x, d<

This replaces the 1, 2 element in a 2×2 matrix. 

In[5]:= ReplacePart@88a, b<, 8c, d<<, 81, 2< -> xD

Out[5]= 88a, x<, 8c, d<<

Functions like ReplacePart  take explicit lists and give you new lists. Sometimes, however, you may want to modify a list ú in placeø ,

without explicitly generating a new list. 

v=8e1,e2,¼< assign a variable to be a list

v@@iDD=new assign a new value to the ith element

Resetting list elements. 

This defines v to be a list. 

In[6]:= v = 8a, b, c, d<

Out[6]= 8a, b, c, d<
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This sets the third element to be x. 

In[7]:= v@@3DD = x

Out[7]= x

Now v has been changed. 

In[8]:= v

Out[8]= 8a, b, x, d<

m@@i, jDD=new replace the Hi, jLth element of a matrix

m@@iDD=new replace the ith row

m@@All,iDD=new replace the ith column

Resetting pieces of matrices. 

This defines m to be a matrix. 

In[9]:= m = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

Out[9]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

This sets the first column of the matrix. 

In[10]:= m@@All, 1DD = 8x, y<; m

Out[10]= 88x, b<, 8y, d<<

This sets every element in the first column to be 0. 

In[11]:= m@@All, 1DD = 0; m

Out[11]= 880, b<, 80, d<<
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Combining Lists

Join@list1,list2,¼D concatenate lists together

Union@list1,list2,¼D combine lists, removing repeated elements and sorting the result

Riffle@list1,list2D interleave elements of list1 and list2 

Functions for combining lists. 

Join  concatenates any number of lists together. 

In[1]:= Join@8a, b, c<, 8x, y<, 8t, u<D

Out[1]= 8a, b, c, x, y, t, u<

Union combines lists, keeping only distinct elements. 

In[2]:= Union@8a, b, c<, 8c, a, d<, 8a, d<D

Out[2]= 8a, b, c, d<

Riffle combines lists by interleaving their elements.

In[3]:= Riffle@8a, b, c<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[3]= 8a, x, b, y, c, z<
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Lists as Sets

Mathematica usually keeps the elements of a list in exactly the order you originally entered them. If you want to treat a Mathematica list

like a mathematical set, however, you may want to ignore the order of elements in the list.

Union@list1,list2,¼D give a list of the distinct elements in the listi

Intersection@list1,list2,¼D give a list of the elements that are common to all the listi

Complement@universal,list1,¼D give a list of the elements that are in universal, but not in any of the listi

Subsets@listD give a list of all subsets of the elements in list

DeleteDuplicates@listD delete all duplicates from list

Set theoretical functions. 

Union gives the elements that occur in any of the lists.

In[1]:= Union@8c, a, b<, 8d, a, c<, 8a, e<D

Out[1]= 8a, b, c, d, e<

Intersection gives only elements that occur in all the lists.

In[2]:= Intersection@8a, c, b<, 8b, a, d, a<D

Out[2]= 8a, b<

Complement gives elements that occur in the first list, but not in any of the others. 

In[3]:= Complement@8a, b, c, d<, 8a, d<D

Out[3]= 8b, c<

This gives all the subsets of the list. 

In[4]:= Subsets@8a, b, c<D

Out[4]= 88<, 8a<, 8b<, 8c<, 8a, b<, 8a, c<, 8b, c<, 8a, b, c<<

DeleteDuplicates deletes all duplicate elements from the list. 

In[5]:= DeleteDuplicates@8a, b, c, a<D

Out[5]= 8a, b, c<
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Rearranging Lists

Sort@listD sort the elements of list into a standard order

Union@listD sort elements, removing any duplicates

Reverse@listD reverse the order of elements in list

RotateLeft@list,nD rotate the elements of list n places to the left

RotateRight@list,nD rotate n places to the right

Functions for rearranging lists. 

This sorts the elements of a list into a standard order. In simple cases like this, the order is alphabetical or numerical. 

In[1]:= Sort@8b, a, c, a, b<D

Out[1]= 8a, a, b, b, c<

This sorts the elements, removing any duplicates. 

In[2]:= Union@8b, a, c, a, b<D

Out[2]= 8a, b, c<

This rotates ( ú shiftsø ) the elements in the list two places to the left. 

In[3]:= RotateLeft@8a, b, c, d, e<, 2D

Out[3]= 8c, d, e, a, b<

You can rotate to the right by giving a negative displacement, or by using RotateRight. 

In[4]:= RotateLeft@8a, b, c, d, e<, -2D

Out[4]= 8d, e, a, b, c<

PadLeft@list,len,xD pad list on the left with x to make it length len

PadRight@list,len,xD pad list on the right

Padding lists. 

This pads a list with x÷ s to make it length 10. 

In[5]:= PadLeft@8a, b, c<, 10, xD

Out[5]= 8x, x, x, x, x, x, x, a, b, c<
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Grouping and Combining Elements of Lists

Partition@list,nD partition list into n−element pieces

Partition@list,n,dD use offset d for successive pieces

Split@listD split list into pieces consisting of runs of identical elements

Functions for grouping together elements of lists. 

Here is a list. 

In[1]:= t = 8a, b, c, d, e, f, g<

Out[1]= 8a, b, c, d, e, f, g<

This groups the elements of the list in pairs, throwing away the single element left at the end. 

In[2]:= Partition@t, 2D

Out[2]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<, 8e, f<<

This groups elements in triples. There is no overlap between the triples. 

In[3]:= Partition@t, 3D

Out[3]= 88a, b, c<, 8d, e, f<<

This makes triples of elements, with each successive triple offset by just one element. 

In[4]:= Partition@t, 3, 1D

Out[4]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<, 8d, e, f<, 8e, f, g<<

This splits up the list into runs of identical elements. 

In[5]:= Split@8a, a, b, b, b, a, a, a, b<D

Out[5]= 88a, a<, 8b, b, b<, 8a, a, a<, 8b<<

Tuples@list,nD generate all possible n−tuples of elements from list

Tuples@8list1,list2,¼<D generate all tuples whose ith element is from listi

Finding possible tuples of elements in lists. 

This gives all possible ways of picking two elements out of the list. 

In[6]:= Tuples@8a, b<, 2D

Out[6]= 88a, a<, 8a, b<, 8b, a<, 8b, b<<

This gives all possible ways of picking one element from each list. 

In[7]:= Tuples@88a, b<, 81, 2, 3<<D

Out[7]= 88a, 1<, 8a, 2<, 8a, 3<, 8b, 1<, 8b, 2<, 8b, 3<<
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Ordering in Lists

Sort@listD sort the elements of list into order

Ordering@listD the positions in list of the elements in Sort@listD

Ordering@list,nD the first n elements of Ordering@listD

Ordering@list,-nD the last n elements of Ordering@listD

Permutations@listD all possible orderings of list

Min@listD the smallest element in list

Max@listD the largest element in list

Ordering in lists. 

Here is a list of numbers. 

In[1]:= t = 817, 21, 14, 9, 18<

Out[1]= 817, 21, 14, 9, 18<

This gives the elements of t in sorted order.

In[2]:= Sort@tD

Out[2]= 89, 14, 17, 18, 21<

This gives the positions of the elements of t, from the position of the smallest to that of the largest. 

In[3]:= Ordering@tD

Out[3]= 84, 3, 1, 5, 2<

This is the same as Sort@tD. 

In[4]:= t@@%DD

Out[4]= 89, 14, 17, 18, 21<

This gives the smallest element in the list. 

In[5]:= Min@tD

Out[5]= 9
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Rearranging Nested Lists
You  will  encounter  nested  lists  if  you  use  matrices  or  generate  multidimensional  arrays  and  tables.  Mathematica  provides  many

functions for handling such lists.

Flatten@listD flatten out all levels in list

Flatten@list,nD flatten out the top n levels in list

Partition@list,8n1,n2,¼<D partition into blocks of size n1×n2×¼

Transpose@listD interchange the top two levels of lists

RotateLeft@list,8n1,n2,¼<D rotate successive levels by ni places

PadLeft@list,8n1,n2,¼<D pad successive levels to be length ni

A few functions for rearranging nested lists. 

This ú flattens out ø  sublists. You can think of it as effectively just removing all inner braces. 

In[1]:= Flatten@88a<, 8b, 8c<<, 8d<<D

Out[1]= 8a, b, c, d<

This flattens out only one level of sublists. 

In[2]:= Flatten@88a<, 8b, 8c<<, 8d<<, 1D

Out[2]= 8a, b, 8c<, d<

There are many other operations you can perform on nested lists. We will discuss more of them in "Manipulating Lists". 
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Constructing Lists
Lists are widely used in Mathematica, and there are many ways to construct them.

Range@nD the list 81, 2, 3,¼, n<

Table@expr,8i,n<D the values of expr with i from 1 to n

Array@ f,nD the list 8 f @1D, f @2D,¼, f @nD<

NestList@ f,x,nD 8x, f @xD, f @ f @xDD,¼< with up to n nestings

Normal@SparseArray@8i1->v1,¼<,nDD a length n list with element ik being vk

Apply@List, f@e1,e2,¼DD the list 8e1, e2,¼<

Some explicit ways to construct lists. 

This gives a table of the first five powers of two. 

In[1]:= Table@2^i, 8i, 5<D

Out[1]= 82, 4, 8, 16, 32<

Here is another way to get the same result. 

In[2]:= Array@2^ð &, 5D

Out[2]= 82, 4, 8, 16, 32<

This gives a similar list. 

In[3]:= NestList@2 ð &, 1, 5D

Out[3]= 81, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32<

SparseArray lets you specify values at particular positions. 

In[4]:= Normal@SparseArray@83 -> x, 4 -> y<, 5DD

Out[4]= 80, 0, x, y, 0<

You can also use patterns to specify values. 

In[5]:= Normal@SparseArray@8i_ -> 2^i<, 5DD

Out[5]= 82, 4, 8, 16, 32<

Often you will  know in advance how long a list  is supposed to be, and how each of its elements should be generated. And often you

may get one list from another. 
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Table@expr,8i,list<D the values of expr with i taking on values from list

Map@ f,listD apply f  to each element of list

MapIndexed@ f,listD give f @elem, 8i<D for the ith element

Cases@list, formD give elements of list that match form

Select@list,testD select elements for which test@elemD is True

Pick@list,sel, formD pick out elements of list for which the corresponding elements of sel match form

TakeWhile@list,testD gives elements ei from the beginning of list as long as test@eiD is True

list@@8i1,i2,¼<DD or Part@list,8i1,i2,¼<D

give a list of the specified parts of list

Constructing lists from other lists. 

This selects elements less than 5. 

In[6]:= Select@81, 3, 7, 4, 10, 2<, ð < 5 &D

Out[6]= 81, 3, 4, 2<

This takes elements up to the first element that is not less than 5. 

In[7]:= TakeWhile@81, 3, 7, 4, 10, 2<, ð < 5 &D

Out[7]= 81, 3<

This explicitly gives numbered parts. 

In[8]:= 8a, b, c, d<@@82, 1, 4<DD

Out[8]= 8b, a, d<

This picks out elements indicated by a 1 in the second list. 

In[9]:= Pick@8a, b, c, d<, 81, 0, 1, 1<, 1D

Out[9]= 8a, c, d<

Sometimes you may want to accumulate a list of results during the execution of a program. You can do this using Sow and Reap . 

Sow@valD sow the value val for the nearest enclosing Reap

Reap@exprD evaluate expr, returning also a list of values sown by Sow

Using Sow  and Reap . 

This program iteratively squares a number. 

In[10]:= Nest@ð^2 &, 2, 6D

Out[10]= 18446 744073 709551616

This does the same computation, but accumulating a list of intermediate results above 1000. 

In[11]:= Reap@Nest@HIf@ð > 1000, Sow@ðDD; ð^2L &, 2, 6DD

Out[11]= 818446 744073 709551616, 8865 536, 4294 967296<<<

An alternative  but  less  efficient  approach  involves  introducing  a  temporary  variable,  then  starting  with  t = 8<,  and  successively  using

AppendTo@t, elemD. 
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Manipulating Lists by Their Indices

Part@list,specD   or  list@@specDD part or parts of a list

Part@list,spec
1
,spec

2
,¼D   or  list@@spec

1
,spec

2
,¼DD

part or parts of a nested list

n the nth part from the beginning

-n the nth part from the end

8i1,i2,¼< a list of parts

m;;n parts m through n 

All all parts

Getting parts of lists. 

This gives a list of parts 1 and 3. 

In[1]:= 8a, b, c, d<@@81, 3<DD

Out[1]= 8a, c<

Here is a nested list. 

In[2]:= m = 88a, b, c<, 8d, e<, 8f, g, h<<;

This gives a list of its first and third parts. 

In[3]:= m@@81, 3<DD

Out[3]= 88a, b, c<, 8f, g, h<<

This gives a list of the first part of each of these. 

In[4]:= m@@81, 3<, 1DD

Out[4]= 8a, f<

And this gives a list of the first two parts. 

In[5]:= m@@81, 3<, 81, 2<DD

Out[5]= 88a, b<, 8f, g<<

This gives the first two parts of m.

In[6]:= m@@1 ;; 2DD

Out[6]= 88a, b, c<, 8d, e<<

This gives the last part of each of these.

In[7]:= m@@1 ;; 2, -1DD

Out[7]= 8c, e<

This gives the second part of all sublists. 

In[8]:= m@@All, 2DD

Out[8]= 8b, e, g<
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This gives the last two parts of all sublists.

In[9]:= m@@All, -2 ;; -1DD

Out[9]= 88b, c<, 8d, e<, 8g, h<<

You can always reset one or more pieces of a list by doing an assignment like m@@¼DD = value.

This resets part 1,2 of m. 

In[10]:= m@@1, 2DD = x

Out[10]= x

This is now the form of m. 

In[11]:= m

Out[11]= 88a, x, c<, 8d, e<, 8f, g, h<<

This resets part 1 to x and part 3 to y. 

In[12]:= m@@81, 3<DD = 8x, y<; m

Out[12]= 8x, 8d, e<, y<

This resets parts 1 and 3 both to p. 

In[13]:= m@@81, 3<DD = p; m

Out[13]= 8p, 8d, e<, p<

This restores the original form of m. 

In[14]:= m = 88a, b, c<, 8d, e<, 8f, g, h<<;

This now resets all parts specified by m@@81, 3<, 81, 2<DD. 

In[15]:= m@@81, 3<, 81, 2<DD = x; m

Out[15]= 88x, x, c<, 8d, e<, 8x, x, h<<

You can use ;; to indicate all indices in a given range. 

In[16]:= m@@1 ;; 3, 2DD = y; m

Out[16]= 88x, y, c<, 8d, y<, 8x, y, h<<

It is sometimes useful to think of a nested list as being laid out in space, with each element being at a coordinate position given by its

indices. There is then a direct geometrical interpretation for list@@spec
1
, spec

2
, ¼DD. If a given speck  is a single integer, then it repre−

sents extracting a single slice in the kth  dimension, while if it is a list, it represents extracting a list of parallel slices. The final result for

list@@spec
1
, spec

2
, ¼DD is then the collection of elements obtained by slicing in each successive dimension. 

Here is a nested list laid out as a two−dimensional array. 

In[17]:= Hm = 88a, b, c<, 8d, e, f<, 8g, h, i<<L �� TableForm

Out[17]//TableForm= 

a b c

d e f

g h i
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This picks out rows 1 and 3, then columns 1 and 2. 

In[18]:= m@@81, 3<, 81, 2<DD �� TableForm

Out[18]//TableForm= 
a b

g h

Part  is  set  up to  make it  easy to  pick  out  structured slices  of  nested lists.  Sometimes,  however,  you may want  to  pick  out  arbitrary

collections of individual parts. You can do this conveniently with Extract.

Part@list,8i1,i2,¼<D the list 8list@@i1DD, list@@i2DD, ¼<

Extract@list,8i1,i2,¼<D the element list@@i1, i2, ¼DD

Part@list,spec
1
,spec

2
,¼D parts specified by successive slicing

Extract@list,88i1,i2,¼<,8 j1, j2,¼<,¼<D

the list of individual parts 8list@@i1, i2, ¼DD, list@@ j1, j2, ¼DD, ¼<

Getting slices versus lists of individual parts. 

This extracts the individual parts 1,3 and 1,2. 

In[19]:= Extract@m, 881, 3<, 81, 2<<D

Out[19]= 8c, b<

An  important  feature  of  Extract  is  that  it  takes  lists  of  part  positions  in  the  same  form  as  they  are  returned  by  functions  like

Position. 

This sets up a nested list. 

In[20]:= m = 88a@1D, a@2D, b@1D<, 8b@2D, c@1D<, 88b@3D<<<;

This gives a list of positions in m. 

In[21]:= Position@m, b@_DD

Out[21]= 881, 3<, 82, 1<, 83, 1, 1<<

This extracts the elements at those positions. 

In[22]:= Extract@m, %D

Out[22]= 8b@1D, b@2D, b@3D<

Take@list,specD take the specified parts of a list

Drop@list,specD drop the specified parts of a list

Take@list,spec
1
,spec

2
,¼D , Drop@list,spec

1
,spec

2
,¼D

take or drop specified parts at each level in nested lists

n the first n elements

-n the last n elements

8n< element n only

8m,n< elements m through n (inclusive)

8m,n,s< elements m through n in steps of s

All all parts

None no parts

Taking and dropping sequences of elements in lists. 
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This takes every second element starting at position 2. 

In[23]:= Take@8a, b, c, d, e, f, g<, 82, -1, 2<D

Out[23]= 8b, d, f<

This drops every second element. 

In[24]:= Drop@8a, b, c, d, e, f, g<, 82, -1, 2<D

Out[24]= 8a, c, e, g<

Much like Part , Take  and Drop  can be viewed as picking out sequences of slices at successive levels in a nested list. You can use

Take  and Drop  to work with blocks of elements in arrays. 

Here is a 3×3 array. 

In[25]:= Hm = 88a, b, c<, 8d, e, f<, 8g, h, i<<L �� TableForm

Out[25]//TableForm= 

a b c

d e f

g h i

Here is the first 2×2 subarray. 

In[26]:= Take@m, 2, 2D �� TableForm

Out[26]//TableForm= 
a b

d e

This takes all elements in the first two columns. 

In[27]:= Take@m, All, 2D �� TableForm

Out[27]//TableForm= 

a b

d e

g h

This leaves no elements from the first two columns. 

In[28]:= Drop@m, None, 2D �� TableForm

Out[28]//TableForm= 

Prepend@list,elemD add element at the beginning of list

Append@list,elemD add element at the end of list

Insert@list,elem,iD insert element at position i

Insert@list,elem,8i, j,¼<D insert at position 8i, j, ¼<

Delete@list,iD delete the element at position i

Delete@list,8i, j,¼<D delete at position 8i, j, ¼<

Adding and deleting elements in lists. 

This makes the 2,1 element of the list be x. 

In[29]:= Insert@88a, b, c<, 8d, e<<, x, 82, 1<D

Out[29]= 88a, b, c<, 8x, d, e<<
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This deletes the element again. 

In[30]:= Delete@%, 82, 1<D

Out[30]= 88a, b, c<, 8d, e<<

ReplacePart@list,i->newD replace the element at position i in list with new

ReplacePart@list,8i, j,¼<->newD

replace list@@i, j, ¼DD with new

ReplacePart@list,8i1->new1,i2->new2,¼<D

replaces parts at positions in by newn

ReplacePart@list,88i1, j1,¼<->new1,¼<D

replace parts at positions 8in, jn, ¼< by newn 

ReplacePart@list,88i1, j1,¼<,¼<->newD

replace all parts list@@ik, jk, ¼DD with new

Replacing parts of lists. 

This replaces the third element in the list with x. 

In[31]:= ReplacePart@8a, b, c, d<, 3 -> xD

Out[31]= 8a, b, x, d<

This replaces the first and fourth parts of the list. Notice the need for double lists in specifying multiple parts to replace. 

In[32]:= ReplacePart@8a, b, c, d<, 881<, 84<< -> xD

Out[32]= 8x, b, c, x<

Here is a 3×3 identity matrix. 

In[33]:= IdentityMatrix@3D

Out[33]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<

This replaces the 2,2 component of the matrix by x. 

In[34]:= ReplacePart@%, 82, 2< -> xD

Out[34]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, x, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<

It is important to understand that ReplacePart always creates a new list. It does not modify a list that has already been assigned to a

symbol, the way m@@¼DD = val does.

This assigns a list of values to alist. 

In[35]:= alist = 8a, b, c, d<

Out[35]= 8a, b, c, d<

This gives a copy of the list in which the third element has been replaced with x. 

In[36]:= ReplacePart@alist, 3 -> xD

Out[36]= 8a, b, x, d<
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The value of alist has not changed.

In[37]:= alist

Out[37]= 8a, b, c, d<

MORE ABOUT

� Parts of Expressions

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Parts of Expressions
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� Adding, Removing and Modifying List Elements

� Applying Functions to Parts of Expressions
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Nested Lists

8list1,list2,¼< list of lists

Table@expr,8i,m<,8 j,n<,¼D m×n×¼ table of values of expr

Array@ f,8m,n,¼<D m×n×¼ array of values f@i, j, ¼D

Normal@SparseArray@88i1, j1,¼<->v1,¼<,8m,n,¼<DD

m×n×¼ array with element 8is, js, ¼< being vs

Outer@ f,list1,list2,¼D generalized outer product with elements combined using f

Tuples@list,8m,n,¼<D all possible m×n×¼ arrays of elements from list

Ways to construct nested lists. 

This generates a table corresponding to a 2×3 nested list. 

In[1]:= Table@x^i + j, 8i, 2<, 8j, 3<D

Out[1]= 981 + x, 2 + x, 3 + x<, 91 + x2, 2 + x2, 3 + x2==

This generates an array corresponding to the same nested list. 

In[2]:= Array@x^ð1 + ð2 &, 82, 3<D

Out[2]= 981 + x, 2 + x, 3 + x<, 91 + x2, 2 + x2, 3 + x2==

Elements not explicitly specified in the sparse array are taken to be 0. 

In[3]:= Normal@SparseArray@881, 3< -> 3 + x<, 82, 3<DD

Out[3]= 880, 0, 3 + x<, 80, 0, 0<<

Each element in the final list contains one element from each input list. 

In[4]:= Outer@f, 8a, b<, 8c, d<D

Out[4]= 88f@a, cD, f@a, dD<, 8f@b, cD, f@b, dD<<

Functions  like  Array,  SparseArray  and  Outer  always  generate  full  arrays,  in  which  all  sublists  at  a  particular  level  are  the  same

length. 

Dimensions@listD the dimensions of a full array

ArrayQ@listD test whether all sublists at a given level are the same length

ArrayDepth@listD the depth to which all sublists are the same length

Functions for full arrays. 

Mathematica can handle arbitrary nested lists. There is no need for the lists to form a full array. You can easily generate ragged arrays

using Table.

This generates a triangular array. 

In[5]:= Table@x^i + j, 8i, 3<, 8j, i<D

Out[5]= 981 + x<, 91 + x
2, 2 + x2=, 91 + x3, 2 + x3, 3 + x3==
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Flatten@listD flatten out all levels of list

Flatten@list,nD flatten out the top n levels

ArrayFlatten@list,rankD create a flattened array from an array of arrays

Flattening out sublists and subarrays. 

This generates a 2×3 array. 

In[6]:= Array@a, 82, 3<D

Out[6]= 88a@1, 1D, a@1, 2D, a@1, 3D<, 8a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D, a@2, 3D<<

Flatten in effect puts elements in lexicographic order of their indices. 

In[7]:= Flatten@%D

Out[7]= 8a@1, 1D, a@1, 2D, a@1, 3D, a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D, a@2, 3D<

This creates a matrix from a block matrix.

In[8]:= ArrayFlatten@88881<<, 882, 3<<<, 8884<, 87<<, 885, 6<, 88, 9<<<<D

Out[8]= 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<

Transpose@listD transpose the top two levels of list

Transpose@list,8n1,n2,¼<D put the kth level in list at level nk

Transposing levels in nested lists. 

This generates a 2×2×2 array. 

In[9]:= Array@a, 82, 2, 2<D

Out[9]= 888a@1, 1, 1D, a@1, 1, 2D<, 8a@1, 2, 1D, a@1, 2, 2D<<, 88a@2, 1, 1D, a@2, 1, 2D<, 8a@2, 2, 1D, a@2, 2, 2D<<<

This permutes levels so that level 3 appears at level 1. 

In[10]:= Transpose@%, 83, 1, 2<D

Out[10]= 888a@1, 1, 1D, a@2, 1, 1D<, 8a@1, 1, 2D, a@2, 1, 2D<<, 88a@1, 2, 1D, a@2, 2, 1D<, 8a@1, 2, 2D, a@2, 2, 2D<<<

This restores the original array. 

In[11]:= Transpose@%, 82, 3, 1<D

Out[11]= 888a@1, 1, 1D, a@1, 1, 2D<, 8a@1, 2, 1D, a@1, 2, 2D<<, 88a@2, 1, 1D, a@2, 1, 2D<, 8a@2, 2, 1D, a@2, 2, 2D<<<

Map@ f,list,8n<D map f  across elements at level n

Apply@ f,list,8n<D apply f  to the elements at level n

MapIndexed@ f,list,8n<D map f  onto parts at level n and their indices

Applying functions in nested lists. 

Here is a nested list. 

In[12]:= m = 888a, b<, 8c, d<<, 88e, f<, 8g, h<, 8i<<<;
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This maps a function f at level 2. 

In[13]:= Map@f, m, 82<D

Out[13]= 88f@8a, b<D, f@8c, d<D<, 8f@8e, f<D, f@8g, h<D, f@8i<D<<

This applies the function at level 2. 

In[14]:= Apply@f, m, 82<D

Out[14]= 88f@a, bD, f@c, dD<, 8f@e, fD, f@g, hD, f@iD<<

This applies f to both parts and their indices. 

In[15]:= MapIndexed@f, m, 82<D

Out[15]= 88f@8a, b<, 81, 1<D, f@8c, d<, 81, 2<D<, 8f@8e, f<, 82, 1<D, f@8g, h<, 82, 2<D, f@8i<, 82, 3<D<<

Partition@list,8n1,n2,¼<D partition into n1×n1×¼ blocks

PadLeft@list,8n1,n2,¼<D pad on the left to make an n1×n1×¼ array

PadRight@list,8n1,n2,¼<D pad on the right to make an n1×n1×¼ array

RotateLeft@list,8n1,n2,¼<D rotate nk places to the left at level k

RotateRight@list,8n1,n2,¼<D rotate nk places to the right at level k

Operations on nested lists. 

Here is a nested list. 

In[16]:= m = 888a, b, c<, 8d, e<<, 88f, g<, 8h<, 8i<<<;

This rotates different amounts at each level. 

In[17]:= RotateLeft@m, 80, 1, -1<D

Out[17]= 888e, d<, 8c, a, b<<, 88h<, 8i<, 8g, f<<<

This pads with zeros to make a 2×3×3 array. 

In[18]:= PadRight@%, 82, 3, 3<D

Out[18]= 888e, d, 0<, 8c, a, b<, 80, 0, 0<<, 88h, 0, 0<, 8i, 0, 0<, 8g, f, 0<<<

MORE ABOUT
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� Manipulating Lists
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Partitioning and Padding Lists

Partition@list,nD partition list into sublists of length n

Partition@list,n,dD partition into sublists with offset d

Split@listD split list into runs of identical elements

Split@list,testD split into runs with adjacent elements satisfying test

Partitioning elements in a list. 

This partitions in blocks of 3. 

In[1]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e, f<, 3D

Out[1]= 88a, b, c<, 8d, e, f<<

This partitions in blocks of 3 with offset 1. 

In[2]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e, f<, 3, 1D

Out[2]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<, 8d, e, f<<

The offset can be larger than the block size. 

In[3]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e, f<, 2, 3D

Out[3]= 88a, b<, 8d, e<<

This splits into runs of identical elements. 

In[4]:= Split@81, 4, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3<D

Out[4]= 881<, 84<, 81, 1, 1<, 82, 2<, 83, 3<<

This splits into runs where adjacent elements are unequal. 

In[5]:= Split@81, 4, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3<, UnequalD

Out[5]= 881, 4, 1<, 81<, 81, 2<, 82, 3<, 83<<

Partition  in  effect  goes  through a  list,  grouping  successive  elements  into  sublists.  By  default  it  does  not  include any  sublists  that

would "overhang" the original list. 

This stops before any overhang occurs. 

In[6]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e<, 2D

Out[6]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

The same is true here. 

In[7]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e<, 3, 1D

Out[7]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<<

You  can  tell  Partition  to  include  sublists  that  overhang  the  ends  of  the  original  list.  By  default,  it  fills  in  additional  elements  by

treating the original list as cyclic. It can also treat it as being padded with elements that you specify. 
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This includes additional sublists, treating the original list as cyclic. 

In[8]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e<, 3, 1, 81, 1<D

Out[8]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<, 8d, e, a<, 8e, a, b<<

Now the original list is treated as being padded with the element x. 

In[9]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e<, 3, 1, 81, 1<, xD

Out[9]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<, 8d, e, x<, 8e, x, x<<

This pads cyclically with elements x and y. 

In[10]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e<, 3, 1, 81, 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[10]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<, 8d, e, y<, 8e, y, x<<

This introduces no padding, yielding sublists of differing lengths. 

In[11]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d, e<, 3, 1, 81, 1<, 8<D

Out[11]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, e<, 8d, e<, 8e<<

You can think of Partition  as extracting sublists by sliding a template along and picking out elements from the original list. You can

tell Partition  where to start and stop this process. 

This gives all sublists that overlap the original list. 

In[12]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d<, 3, 1, 8-1, 1<, xD

Out[12]= 88x, x, a<, 8x, a, b<, 8a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, x<, 8d, x, x<<

This allows overlaps only at the beginning. 

In[13]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d<, 3, 1, 8-1, -1<, xD

Out[13]= 88x, x, a<, 8x, a, b<, 8a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<<

Partition@list,n,dD  or 
Partition@list,n,d,81,-1<D

keep only sublists with no overhangs

Partition@list,n,d,81,1<D allow an overhang at the end

Partition@list,n,d,8-1,-1<D allow an overhang at the beginning

Partition@list,n,d,8-1,1<D allow overhangs at both the beginning and end

Partition@list,n,d,8kL,kR<D specify alignments of first and last sublists

Partition@list,n,d,specD pad by cyclically repeating elements in list

Partition@list,n,d,spec,xD pad by repeating the element x

Partition@list,n,d,spec,8x1,x2,¼<D

pad by cyclically repeating the xi

Partition@list,n,d,spec,8<D use no padding

Specifying alignment and padding. 

An  alignment  specification  8kL, kR<  tells  Partition  to  give  the  sequence  of  sublists  in  which  the  first  element  of  the  original  list

appears at position kL in the first sublist, and the last element of the original list appears at position kR in the last sublist. 

This makes a appear at position 1 in the first sublist. 

In[14]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d<, 3, 1, 81, 1<, xD

Out[14]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, x<, 8d, x, x<<
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This makes a appear at position 2 in the first sublist. 

In[15]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d<, 3, 1, 82, 1<, xD

Out[15]= 88x, a, b<, 8a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, x<, 8d, x, x<<

Here a is in effect made to appear first at position 4. 

In[16]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d<, 3, 1, 84, 1<, xD

Out[16]= 88x, x, x<, 8x, x, a<, 8x, a, b<, 8a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, x<, 8d, x, x<<

This fills in padding cyclically from the list given. 

In[17]:= Partition@8a, b, c, d<, 3, 1, 84, 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[17]= 88y, x, y<, 8x, y, a<, 8y, a, b<, 8a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<, 8c, d, x<, 8d, x, y<<

Functions like ListConvolve use the same alignment and padding specifications as Partition . 

In some cases it may be convenient to insert explicit padding into a list. You can do this using PadLeft and PadRight. 

PadLeft@list,nD pad to length n by inserting zeros on the left

PadLeft@list,n,xD pad by repeating the element x

PadLeft@list,n,8x1,x2,¼<D pad by cyclically repeating the xi

PadLeft@list,n,listD pad by cyclically repeating list

PadLeft@list,n,padding,mD leave a margin of m elements on the right

PadRight@list,nD pad by inserting zeros on the right

Padding a list. 

This pads the list to make it length 6. 

In[18]:= PadLeft@8a, b, c<, 6D

Out[18]= 80, 0, 0, a, b, c<

This cyclically inserts 8x, y< as the padding. 

In[19]:= PadLeft@8a, b, c<, 6, 8x, y<D

Out[19]= 8x, y, x, a, b, c<

This also leaves a margin of 3 on the right. 

In[20]:= PadLeft@8a, b, c<, 10, 8x, y<, 3D

Out[20]= 8y, x, y, x, a, b, c, x, y, x<

PadLeft, PadRight and Partition  can all be used on nested lists. 

This creates a 3x3 array. 

In[21]:= PadLeft@88a, b<, 8e<, 8f<<, 83, 3<, xD

Out[21]= 88x, a, b<, 8x, x, e<, 8x, x, f<<

This partitions the array into 2x2 blocks with offset 1. 

In[22]:= Partition@%, 82, 2<, 81, 1<D

Out[22]= 8888x, a<, 8x, x<<, 88a, b<, 8x, e<<<, 888x, x<, 8x, x<<, 88x, e<, 8x, f<<<<
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If you give a nested list as a padding specification, its elements are picked up cyclically at each level. 

This cyclically fills in copies of the padding list. 

In[23]:= PadLeft@88a, b<, 8e<, 8f<<, 84, 4<, 88x, y<, 8z, w<<D

Out[23]= 88x, y, x, y<, 8z, w, a, b<, 8x, y, x, e<, 8z, w, z, f<<

Here is a list containing only padding. 

In[24]:= PadLeft@88<<, 84, 4<, 88x, y<, 8z, w<<D

Out[24]= 88x, y, x, y<, 8z, w, z, w<, 8x, y, x, y<, 8z, w, z, w<<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Lists
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Sparse Arrays: Manipulating Lists
Lists are normally specified in Mathematica just by giving explicit lists of their elements. But particularly in working with large arrays, it is

often useful instead to be able to say what the values of elements are only at certain positions, with all other elements taken to have a

default value, usually zero. You can do this in Mathematica using SparseArray objects. 

8e1,e2,¼< , 88e11,e12,¼<,¼< , ¼ ordinary lists

SparseArray@8pos
1
->val1,pos2->val2,¼<D

sparse arrays

Ordinary lists and sparse arrays. 

This specifies a sparse array. 

In[1]:= SparseArray@82 -> a, 5 -> b<D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<2>, 85<D

Here it is as an ordinary list. 

In[2]:= Normal@%D

Out[2]= 80, a, 0, 0, b<

This specifies a two−dimensional sparse array. 

In[3]:= SparseArray@881, 2< -> a, 83, 2< -> b, 83, 3< -> c<D

Out[3]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

Here it is an ordinary list of lists. 

In[4]:= Normal@%D

Out[4]= 880, a, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, b, c<<

SparseArray@listD sparse array version of list

SparseArray@8pos
1
->val1,pos2->val2,¼<D

sparse array with values vali at positions posi

SparseArray@8pos
1
,pos

2
,¼<->8val1,val2,¼<D

the same sparse array

SparseArray@Band@8i, j<D->valD banded sparse array with values val

SparseArray@data,8d1,d2,¼<D d1×d2×¼ sparse array

SparseArray@data,dims,valD sparse array with default value val

Normal@arrayD ordinary list version of array

ArrayRules@arrayD position−value rules for array

Creating and converting sparse arrays. 

This generates a sparse array version of a list. 

In[5]:= SparseArray@8a, b, c, d<D

Out[5]= SparseArray@<4>, 84<D
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This converts back to an ordinary list. 

In[6]:= Normal@%D

Out[6]= 8a, b, c, d<

This makes a length 7 sparse array with default value x. 

In[7]:= SparseArray@83 -> a, 5 -> b<, 7, xD

Out[7]= SparseArray@<2>, 87<, xD

Here is the corresponding ordinary list. 

In[8]:= Normal@%D

Out[8]= 8x, x, a, x, b, x, x<

This shows the rules used in the sparse array. 

In[9]:= ArrayRules@%%D

Out[9]= 883< ® a, 85< ® b, 8_< ® x<

This creates a banded matrix. 

In[10]:= SparseArray@8Band@81, 1<D ® x, Band@82, 1<D ® y<, 85, 5<D �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

x 0 0 0 0

y x 0 0 0

0 y x 0 0

0 0 y x 0

0 0 0 y x

An important feature of SparseArray is that the positions you specify can be patterns. 

This specifies a 4×4 sparse array with 1 at every position matching 8i_, i_<. 

In[11]:= SparseArray@8i_, i_< -> 1, 84, 4<D

Out[11]= SparseArray@<4>, 84, 4<D

The result is a 4×4 identity matrix. 

In[12]:= Normal@%D

Out[12]= 881, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 1<<

Here is an identity matrix with an extra element. 

In[13]:= Normal@SparseArray@881, 3< -> a, 8i_, i_< -> 1<, 84, 4<DD

Out[13]= 881, 0, a, 0<, 80, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 1<<

This makes the whole third column be a. 

In[14]:= Normal@SparseArray@88_, 3< -> a, 8i_, i_< -> 1<, 84, 4<DD

Out[14]= 881, 0, a, 0<, 80, 1, a, 0<, 80, 0, a, 0<, 80, 0, a, 1<<

You can  think  of  SparseArray@rulesD  as  taking  all  possible  position  specifications,  then  applying  rules  to  determine  values  in  each

case. As usual, rules given earlier in the list will be tried first. 
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This generates a random diagonal matrix. 

In[15]:= Normal@SparseArray@88i_, i_< :> RandomReal@D<, 83, 3<DD

Out[15]= 880.0560708, 0, 0<, 80, 0.6303, 0<, 80, 0, 0.359894<<

You can have rules where values depend on indices. 

In[16]:= Normal@SparseArray@i_ -> i^2, 10DD

Out[16]= 81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100<

This fills in even−numbered positions with p. 

In[17]:= Normal@SparseArray@8_?EvenQ -> p, i_ -> i^2<, 10DD

Out[17]= 81, p, 9, p, 25, p, 49, p, 81, p<

You can use patterns involving alternatives. 

In[18]:= Normal@SparseArray@81 3, 2 4< -> a, 84, 4<DD

Out[18]= 880, a, 0, a<, 80, 0, 0, 0<, 80, a, 0, a<, 80, 0, 0, 0<<

You can also give conditions on patterns. 

In[19]:= Normal@SparseArray@i_ �; 3 < i < 7 -> p, 10DD

Out[19]= 80, 0, 0, p, p, p, 0, 0, 0, 0<

This makes a band−diagonal matrix. 

In[20]:= Normal@SparseArray@88i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD < 2 -> i + j<, 85, 5<DD

Out[20]= 882, 3, 0, 0, 0<, 83, 4, 5, 0, 0<, 80, 5, 6, 7, 0<, 80, 0, 7, 8, 9<, 80, 0, 0, 9, 10<<

Here is another way. 

In[21]:= Normal@SparseArray@
8Band@81, 1<D ® 82, 4, 6, 8, 10<, Band@81, 2<D ® 83, 5, 7, 9<, Band@82, 1<D ® 83, 5, 7, 9<<, 85, 5<DD

Out[21]= 882, 3, 0, 0, 0<, 83, 4, 5, 0, 0<, 80, 5, 6, 7, 0<, 80, 0, 7, 8, 9<, 80, 0, 0, 9, 10<<

For many purposes, Mathematica treats SparseArray objects just like the ordinary lists to which they correspond. Thus, for example,

if you ask for parts of a sparse array object, Mathematica will operate as if you had asked for parts in the corresponding ordinary list. 

This generates a sparse array object. 

In[22]:= s = SparseArray@82 -> a, 4 -> b, 5 -> c<, 10D

Out[22]= SparseArray@<3>, 810<D

Here is the corresponding ordinary list. 

In[23]:= Normal@sD

Out[23]= 80, a, 0, b, c, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<

Parts of the sparse array are just like parts of the corresponding ordinary list. 

In[24]:= s@@2DD

Out[24]= a
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This part has the default value 0. 

In[25]:= s@@3DD

Out[25]= 0

Many operations treat SparseArray objects just like ordinary lists. When possible, they give sparse arrays as results. 

This gives a sparse array. 

In[26]:= 3 s + x

Out[26]= SparseArray@<3>, 810<, xD

Here is the corresponding ordinary list. 

In[27]:= Normal@%D

Out[27]= 8x, 3 a + x, x, 3 b + x, 3 c + x, x, x, x, x, x<

Dot works directly with sparse array objects. 

In[28]:= s.s

Out[28]= a2 + b2 + c2

You can mix sparse arrays and ordinary lists. 

In[29]:= s.Range@10D

Out[29]= 2 a + 4 b + 5 c

Mathematica represents sparse arrays as expressions with head SparseArray. Whenever a sparse array is evaluated, it is automati−

cally converted to an optimized standard form with structure SparseArray@Automatic, dims, val, ¼D. 

This structure is, however, rarely evident, since even operations like Length  are set up to give results for the corresponding ordinary

list, not for the raw SparseArray expression structure. 

This generates a sparse array. 

In[30]:= t = SparseArray@81 -> a, 5 -> b<, 10D

Out[30]= SparseArray@<2>, 810<D

Here is the underlying optimized expression structure. 

In[31]:= InputForm@%D

Out[31]//InputForm= SparseArray[Automatic, {10}, 0,   {1, {{0, 2}, {{1}, {5}}}, {a, b}}]

Length gives the length of the corresponding ordinary list. 

In[32]:= Length@tD

Out[32]= 10

Map also operates on individual values. 

In[33]:= Normal@Map@f, tDD

Out[33]= 8f@aD, f@0D, f@0D, f@0D, f@bD, f@0D, f@0D, f@0D, f@0D, f@0D<
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Everything Is an Expression
Mathematica handles many different kinds of things: mathematical formulas, lists and graphics, to name a few. Although they often look

very different, Mathematica represents all of these things in one uniform way. They are all expressions. 

A prototypical example of a Mathematica expression is f@x, yD. You might use f@x, yD to represent a mathematical function f Hx, yL.

The function is named f, and it has two arguments, x and y. 

You  do  not  always  have  to  write  expressions  in  the  form f@x, y, ¼D.  For  example,  x + y  is  also  an  expression.  When  you  type  in

x + y, Mathematica converts it to the standard form Plus@x, yD. Then, when it prints it out again, it gives it as x + y. 

The same is true of other ú operators ø , such as ^ (Power) and � (Divide). 

In fact, everything you type into Mathematica is treated as an expression. 

x+y+z Plus@x,y,zD

x y z Times@x,y,zD

x^n Power@x,nD

8a,b,c< List@a,b,cD

a->b Rule@a,bD

a=b Set@a,bD

Some examples of Mathematica expressions. 

You can see the full form of any expression by using FullForm@exprD.

Here is an expression. 

In[1]:= x + y + z

Out[1]= x + y + z

This is the full form of the expression. 

In[2]:= FullForm@%D

Out[2]//FullForm= Plus@x, y, zD

Here is another expression. 

In[3]:= 1 + x^2 + Hy + zL^2

Out[3]= 1 + x2 + Hy + zL2

Its full form has several nested pieces. 

In[4]:= FullForm@%D

Out[4]//FullForm= Plus@1, Power@x, 2D, Power@Plus@y, zD, 2DD

The object f  in an expression f@x, y, ¼D is known as the head of the expression. You can extract it using Head@exprD. Particularly

when  you  write  programs  in  Mathematica,  you  will  often  want  to  test  the  head  of  an  expression  to  find  out  what  kind  of  thing  the

expression is. 

Head  gives the ú function name ø  f. 

In[5]:= Head@f@x, yDD

Out[5]= f

ú ø
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Here Head  gives the name of the ú operator ø . 

In[6]:= Head@a + b + cD

Out[6]= Plus

Everything has a head. 

In[7]:= Head@8a, b, c<D

Out[7]= List

Numbers also have heads. 

In[8]:= Head@23 432D

Out[8]= Integer

You can distinguish different kinds of numbers by their heads. 

In[9]:= Head@345.6D

Out[9]= Real

Head@exprD give the head of an expression: the f  in f@x, yD

FullForm@exprD display an expression in the full form used by Mathematica

Functions for manipulating expressions. 
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The Meaning of Expressions
The notion of  expressions is  a  crucial  unifying principle  in  Mathematica.  It  is  the fact  that  every  object  in  Mathematica  has the same

underlying  structure  that  makes  it  possible  for  Mathematica  to  cover  so  many  areas  with  a  comparatively  small  number  of  basic

operations. 

Although all expressions have the same basic structure, there are many different ways that expressions can be used. Here are a few of

the interpretations you can give to the parts of an expression.

meaning of f meaning of x, y, ¼ examples

Function arguments or parameters Sin@xD , f@x,yD

Command arguments or parameters Expand@Hx+1L^2D

Operator operands x+y , a=b

Head elements 8a,b,c<

Object type contents RGBColor@r,g,bD

Some interpretations of parts of expressions. 

Expressions in Mathematica are often used to specify operations. So, for example, typing in 2 + 3 causes 2 and 3 to be added together,

while Factor@x^6 - 1D performs factorization. 

Perhaps an even more important use of expressions in Mathematica, however, is to maintain a structure, which can then be acted on by

other  functions.  An  expression  like  8a, b, c<  does  not  specify  an  operation.  It  merely  maintains  a  list  structure,  which  contains  a

collection of three elements. Other functions, such as Reverse or Dot, can act on this structure. 

The full form of the expression 8a, b, c< is List@a, b, cD. The head List  performs no operations. Instead, its purpose is to serve

as a ú tag ø  to specify the ú typeø  of the structure. 

You  can  use  expressions  in  Mathematica  to  create  your  own  structures.  For  example,  you  might  want  to  represent  points  in  three−

dimensional  space,  specified  by  three  coordinates.  You  could  give  each  point  as  point@x, y, zD.  The  ú functionø  point  again

performs no operation. It serves merely to collect the three coordinates together, and to label the resulting object as a point. 

You can think of expressions like point@x, y, zD as being ú packets of dataø , tagged with a particular head. Even though all expres−

sions have the same basic structure, you can distinguish different ú typesø  of expressions by giving them different heads. You can then

set up transformation rules and programs which treat different types of expressions in different ways. 
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Special Ways to Input Expressions
Mathematica allows you to use special notation for many common operators. For example, although internally Mathematica represents

a sum of two terms as Plus@x, yD, you can enter this expression in the much more convenient form x + y. 

The Mathematica language has a definite grammar which specifies how your input should be converted to internal form. One aspect of

the grammar is that it specifies how pieces of your input should be grouped. For example, if you enter an expression such as a + b^c,

the Mathematica grammar specifies that this should be considered, following standard mathematical notation, as a + Hb^cL rather than

Ha + bL^c. Mathematica chooses this grouping because it treats the operator ^ as having a higher precedence than +. In general, the

arguments of operators with higher precedence are grouped before those of operators with lower precedence. 

You should realize that absolutely every special input form in Mathematica is assigned a definite precedence. This includes not only the

traditional  mathematical  operators,  but  also  forms such as ->,  :=  or  the semicolons used to  separate  expressions in  a  Mathematica

program. 

The  table  in "Operator  Input  Forms"  gives  all  the  operators  of  Mathematica  in  order  of  decreasing  precedence.  The  precedence  is

arranged, where possible, to follow standard mathematical usage, and to minimize the number of parentheses that are usually needed. 

You will find, for example, that relational operators such as < have lower precedence than arithmetic operators such as +. This means

that you can write expressions such as x + y > 7 without using parentheses. 

There are nevertheless many cases where you do have to use parentheses. For example, since ; has a lower precedence than =, you

need to use parentheses to write x = Ha; bL. Mathematica interprets the expression x = a; b as Hx = aL; b. In general, it can never

hurt to include extra parentheses, but it can cause a great deal of trouble if you leave parentheses out, and Mathematica interprets your

input in a way you do not expect. 

f @x,yD standard form for f @x, yD

f�x prefix form for f @xD

x�� f postfix form for f @xD

x~ f~y infix form for f @x, yD

Four ways to write expressions in Mathematica. 

There are several common types of operators in Mathematica. The + in x + y is an ú infixø  operator. The - in -p is a ú prefixø  operator.

Even when you enter an expression such as f@x, y, ¼D  Mathematica  allows you to do it  in ways that mimic infix, prefix and postfix

forms.

This ú postfix formø  is exactly equivalent to f@x + yD. 

In[1]:= x + y �� f

Out[1]= f@x + yD

You will often want to add functions like N as ú afterthoughtsø , and give them in postfix form. 

In[2]:= 3^H1�4L + 1 �� N

Out[2]= 2.31607

It is sometimes easier to understand what a function is doing when you write it in infix form. 

In[3]:= 8a, b, c<~Join~8d, e<

Out[3]= 8a, b, c, d, e<

You  should  notice  that  ��  has  very  low  precedence.  If  you  put  �� f  at  the  end  of  any  expression  containing  arithmetic  or  logical

operators, the f  is applied to the whole expression. So, for example, x + y �� f means f@x + yD, not x + f@yD. 
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The prefix form �  has a much higher precedence. f�x + y  is equivalent to f@xD + y,  not f@x + yD.  You can write f@x + yD  in prefix

form as f�Hx + yL. 
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Parts of Expressions
Since lists are just a particular kind of expression, it will come as no surprise that you can refer to parts of any expression much as you

refer to parts of a list. 

This gets the second element in the list 8a, b, c<. 

In[1]:= 8a, b, c<@@2DD

Out[1]= b

You can use the same method to get the second element in the sum x + y + z. 

In[2]:= Hx + y + zL@@2DD

Out[2]= y

This gives the last element in the sum. 

In[3]:= Hx + y + zL@@-1DD

Out[3]= z

Part 0 is the head. 

In[4]:= Hx + y + zL@@0DD

Out[4]= Plus

You can refer to parts of an expression such as f@g@aD, g@bDD just as you refer to parts of nested lists. 

This is part 1. 

In[5]:= f@g@aD, g@bDD@@1DD

Out[5]= g@aD

This is part 81, 1<. 

In[6]:= f@g@aD, g@bDD@@1, 1DD

Out[6]= a

This extracts part 82, 1< of the expression 1 + x^2. 

In[7]:= H1 + x^2L@@2, 1DD

Out[7]= x

To see what part is 82, 1<, you can look at the full form of the expression. 

In[8]:= FullForm@1 + x^2D

Out[8]//FullForm= Plus@1, Power@x, 2DD

You should realize that the assignment of indices to parts of expressions is done on the basis of the internal Mathematica forms of the

expression, as shown by FullForm. These forms do not always correspond directly with what you see printed out. This is particularly

true for algebraic expressions, where Mathematica uses a standard internal form, but prints the expressions in special ways. 
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Here is the internal form of x�y. 

In[9]:= FullForm@x�yD

Out[9]//FullForm= Times@x, Power@y, -1DD

It is the internal form that is used in specifying parts. 

In[10]:= Hx�yL@@2DD

Out[10]= 

1

y

You can manipulate parts of expressions just as you manipulate parts of lists. 

This replaces the third part of a + b + c + d by x^2. Note that the sum is automatically rearranged when the replacement is done. 

In[11]:= ReplacePart@a + b + c + d, 3 -> x^2D

Out[11]= a + b + d + x2

Here is an expression. 

In[12]:= t = 1 + H3 + xL^2�y

Out[12]= 1 +
H3 + xL2

y

This is the full form of t. 

In[13]:= FullForm@tD

Out[13]//FullForm= Plus@1, Times@Power@Plus@3, xD, 2D, Power@y, -1DDD

This resets a part of the expression t. 

In[14]:= t@@2, 1, 1DD = x

Out[14]= x

Now the form of t has been changed. 

In[15]:= t

Out[15]= 1 +
x2

y

Part@expr,nD  or expr@@nDD the nth part of expr

Part@expr,8n1,n2,¼<D  or expr@@8n1,n2,¼<DD

a combination of parts of an expression

Part@expr,n1;;n2D parts n1 through n2 of an expression

ReplacePart@expr,n->elemD replace the nth part of expr by elem

Functions for manipulating parts of expressions. 

"Manipulating Elements of Lists" discussed how you can use lists of indices to pick out several elements of a list at a time. You can use

the same procedure to pick out several parts in an expression at a time. 
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This picks out elements 2 and 4 in the list, and gives a list of these elements. 

In[16]:= 8a, b, c, d, e<@@82, 4<DD

Out[16]= 8b, d<

This picks out parts 2 and 4 of the sum, and gives a sum of these elements. 

In[17]:= Ha + b + c + d + eL@@82, 4<DD

Out[17]= b + d

Any part  in an expression can be viewed as being an argument of some function. When you pick out several  parts by giving a list  of

indices, the parts are combined using the same function as in the expression. 

This picks out parts 2 through 4 of the list.

In[18]:= 8a, b, c, d, e<@@2 ;; 4DD

Out[18]= 8b, c, d<
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Manipulating Expressions like Lists
You can use most of the list operations discussed in "Lists" on any kind of Mathematica expression. By using these operations, you can

manipulate the structure of expressions in many ways. 

Here is an expression that corresponds to a sum of terms. 

In[1]:= t = 1 + x + x^2 + y^2

Out[1]= 1 + x + x2 + y2

Take@t, 2D takes the first two elements from t, just as if t were a list. 

In[2]:= Take@t, 2D

Out[2]= 1 + x

Length gives the number of elements in t. 

In[3]:= Length@tD

Out[3]= 4

You can use FreeQ@expr, formD to test whether form appears nowhere in expr. 

In[4]:= FreeQ@t, xD

Out[4]= False

This gives a list of the positions at which x appears in t. 

In[5]:= Position@t, xD

Out[5]= 882<, 83, 1<<

You should remember that all  functions which manipulate the structure of expressions act on the internal forms of these expressions.

You can see these forms using FullForm@exprD.  They may not  be what you would expect  from the printed versions of  the expres−

sions. 

Here is a function with four arguments. 

In[6]:= f@a, b, c, dD

Out[6]= f@a, b, c, dD

You can add an argument using Append. 

In[7]:= Append@%, eD

Out[7]= f@a, b, c, d, eD

This reverses the arguments. 

In[8]:= Reverse@%D

Out[8]= f@e, d, c, b, aD

There are a few extra functions that can be used with expressions, as discussed in "Structural Operations". 
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Expressions as Trees

Here is an expression in full form. 

In[1]:= FullForm@x^3 + H1 + xL^2D

Out[1]//FullForm= Plus@Power@x, 3D, Power@Plus@1, xD, 2DD

TreeForm prints out expressions to show their ú treeø  structure.

In[2]:= TreeForm@x^3 + H1 + xL^2D

Out[2]//TreeForm=

Plus

Power

x 3

Power

Plus

1 x

2

You can think of any Mathematica expression as a tree. In the expression above, the top node in the tree consists of a Plus . From this

node come two ú branchesø , x^3 and H1 + xL^2. From the x^3 node, there are then two branches, x and 3, which can be viewed as

ú leavesø  of the tree. 

This matrix is a simple tree with just two levels. 

In[3]:= TreeForm@88a, b<, 8c, d<<D

Out[3]//TreeForm=

List

List

a b

List

c d

Here is a more complicated expression. 

In[4]:= 88a b, c d^2<, 8x^3 y^4<<

Out[4]= 99a b, c d2=, 9x3 y4==
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The tree for this expression has several levels. The representation of the tree here was too long to fit on a single line, so it had to be 
broken onto two lines. 

In[5]:= TreeForm@%D

Out[5]//TreeForm=

List

List

Times

a b

Times

c Power

d 2

List

Times

Power

x 3

Power

y 4

The indices that label each part of an expression have a simple interpretation in terms of trees. Descending from the top node of the

tree, each index specifies which branch to take in order to reach the part you want. 
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Levels in Expressions
The Part  function allows you to access specific parts of Mathematica expressions. But particularly when your expressions have fairly

uniform structure, it is often convenient to be able to refer to a whole collection of parts at the same time. 

Levels  provide a general way of specifying collections of parts in Mathematica  expressions. Many Mathematica  functions allow you to

specify the levels in an expression on which they should act. 

Here is a simple expression, displayed in tree form. 

In[1]:= Ht = 8x, 8x, y<, y<L �� TreeForm

Out[1]//TreeForm=

List

x List y

x y

This searches for x in the expression t down to level 1. It finds only one occurrence. 

In[2]:= Position@t, x, 1D

Out[2]= 881<<

This searches down to level 2. Now it finds both occurrences of x. 

In[3]:= Position@t, x, 2D

Out[3]= 881<, 82, 1<<

This searches only at level 2. It finds just one occurrence of x. 

In[4]:= Position@t, x, 82<D

Out[4]= 882, 1<<

Position@expr, form,nD give the positions at which form occurs in expr down to level n

Position@expr, form,8n<D give the positions exactly at level n

Controlling Position  using levels. 

You can think of levels in expressions in terms of trees. The level of a particular part in an expression is simply the distance down the

tree at which that part appears, with the top of the tree considered as level 0. 

It is equivalent to say that the parts which appear at level n are those that can be specified by a sequence of exactly n indices. 
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n levels 1 through n

Infinity all levels (except 0)

8n< level n only

8n1,n2< levels n1 through n2

Heads->True include heads

Heads->False exclude heads

Level specifications. 

Here is an expression, displayed in tree form. 

In[5]:= Hu = f@f@g@aD, aD, a, h@aD, fDL �� TreeForm

Out[5]//TreeForm=

f

f a h f

g a

a

a

This searches for a at levels from 2 downward. 

In[6]:= Position@u, a, 82, Infinity<D

Out[6]= 881, 1, 1<, 81, 2<, 83, 1<<

This shows where f appears other than in the head of an expression. 

In[7]:= Position@u, f, Heads -> FalseD

Out[7]= 884<<

This includes occurrences of f in heads of expressions. 

In[8]:= Position@u, f, Heads -> TrueD

Out[8]= 880<, 81, 0<, 84<<

Level@expr,levD a list of the parts of expr at the levels specified by lev

Depth@exprD the total number of levels in expr

Testing and extracting levels. 
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This gives a list of all parts of u that occur down to level 2. 

In[9]:= Level@u, 2D

Out[9]= 8g@aD, a, f@g@aD, aD, a, a, h@aD, f<

Here are the parts specifically at level 2. 

In[10]:= Level@u, 82<D

Out[10]= 8g@aD, a, a<

When you have got the hang of ordinary levels, you can try thinking about negative levels.  Negative levels label parts of expressions

starting at the bottom of the tree. Level −1 contains all the leaves of the tree: objects like symbols and numbers.

This shows the parts of u at level −1. 

In[11]:= Level@u, 8-1<D

Out[11]= 8a, a, a, a, f<

You can think of expressions as having a "depth", as shown by TreeForm. In general, level -n in an expression is defined to consist of

all subexpressions whose depth is n.

The depth of g@aD is 2. 

In[12]:= Depth@g@aDD

Out[12]= 2

The parts of u at level −2 are those that have depth exactly 2.

In[13]:= Level@u, 8-2<D

Out[13]= 8g@aD, h@aD<
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Introduction to Patterns

Patterns are used throughout Mathematica to represent classes of expressions. A simple example of a pattern is the expression f@x_D.

This pattern represents the class of expressions with the form f@anythingD. 

The main power of patterns comes from the fact that many operations in Mathematica can be done not only with single expressions, but

also with patterns that represent whole classes of expressions. 

You can use patterns in transformation rules to specify how classes of expressions should be transformed. 

In[1]:= f@aD + f@bD �. f@x_D -> x^2

Out[1]= a2 + b2

You can use patterns to find the positions of all expressions in a particular class. 

In[2]:= Position@8f@aD, g@bD, f@cD<, f@x_DD

Out[2]= 881<, 83<<

The basic object that appears in almost all Mathematica patterns is _ (traditionally called ú blank ø  by Mathematica programmers). The

fundamental  rule  is  simply  that  _  stands  for  any  expression.  On  most  keyboards  the  _  underscore  character  appears  as  the  shifted

version of the - dash character. 

Thus,  for  example,  the  pattern  f@_D  stands  for  any  expression  of  the  form  f@anythingD.  The  pattern  f@x_D  also  stands  for  any

expression of the form f@anythingD, but gives the name x to the expression anything, allowing you to refer to it on the right−hand side of

a transformation rule. 

You can put blanks anywhere in an expression. What you get is a pattern which matches all expressions that can be made by ú filling in

the blanks ø  in any way. 

f@n_D f with any argument, named n

f@n_,m_D f with two arguments, named n and m

x^n_ x to any power, with the power named n

x_^n_ any expression to any power

a_+b_ a sum of two expressions

8a1_,a2_< a list of two expressions

f@n_,n_D f with two identical arguments

Some examples of patterns. 

You can construct patterns for expressions with any structure. 

In[3]:= f@8a, b<D + f@cD �. f@8x_, y_<D -> p@x + yD

Out[3]= f@cD + p@a + bD

One of the most common uses of patterns is for ú destructuring ø  function arguments. If you make a definition for f@list_D, then you

need to use functions like Part  explicitly in order to pick out elements of the list. But if  you know for example that the list will  always

have two elements, then it is usually much more convenient instead to give a definition instead for f@8x_, y_<D. Then you can refer to

the elements of the list directly as x and y. In addition, Mathematica will not use the definition you have given unless the argument of f

really is of the required form of a list of two expressions. 

Here is one way to define a function which takes a list of two elements, and evaluates the first element raised to the power of the second 
element. 

In[4]:= g@list_D := Part@list, 1D^Part@list, 2D
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Here is a much more elegant way to make the definition, using a pattern. 

In[5]:= h@8x_, y_<D := x^y

A  crucial  point  to  understand  is  that  Mathematica  patterns  represent  classes  of  expressions  with  a  given  structure.  One  pattern  will

match a particular expression if the structure of the pattern is the same as the structure of the expression, in the sense that by filling in

blanks in the pattern you can get the expression. Even though two expressions may be mathematically equal,  they cannot be repre−

sented by the same Mathematica pattern unless they have the same structure. 

Thus, for example, the pattern H1 + x_L^2 can stand for expressions like H1 + aL^2 or H1 + b^3L^2 that have the same structure.

However, it cannot stand for the expression 1 + 2 a + a^2. Although this expression is mathematically equal to H1 + aL^2, it does not

have the same structure as the pattern H1 + x_L^2. 

The fact that patterns in Mathematica specify the structure of expressions is crucial in making it possible to set up transformation rules

which change the structure of expressions, while leaving them mathematically equal. 

It is worth realizing that in general it would be quite impossible for Mathematica to match patterns by mathematical, rather than struc−

tural, equivalence. In the case of expressions like H1 + aL^2 and 1 + 2 a + a^2, you can determine equivalence just by using functions

like  Expand  and  Factor.  But,  as  discussed  in  "Reducing  Expressions  to  Their  Standard  Form"  there  is  no  general  way  to  find  out

whether an arbitrary pair of mathematical expressions are equal. 

As  another  example,  the  pattern  x^_  will  match the expression x^2.  It  will  not,  however,  match the expression 1,  even though this

could be considered as x^0. "Optional and Default Arguments" will discuss how to construct a pattern for which this particular case will

match. But you should understand that in all cases pattern matching in Mathematica is fundamentally structural. 

The x^n_ matches only x^2 and x^3. 1 and x can mathematically be written as xn, but do not have the same structure.

In[6]:= 81, x, x^2, x^3< �. x^n_ -> r@nD

Out[6]= 81, x, r@2D, r@3D<

Another point to realize is that the structure Mathematica uses in pattern matching is the full form of expressions printed by FullForm.

Thus,  for  example,  an object  such as 1�x,  whose full  form is  Power@x, -1D  will  be matched by the pattern x_^n_,  but  not  by the

pattern x_�y_,  whose full  form is Times@x_, Power@y_, -1DD.  Again, "Optional and Default Arguments" will  discuss how you can

construct patterns which can match all these cases. 

The expressions in the list contain explicit powers of b, so the transformation rule can be applied. 

In[7]:= 8a�b, 1�b^2, 2�b^2< �. b^n_ -> d@nD

Out[7]= 8a d@-1D, d@-2D, 2 d@-2D<

Here is the full form of the list. 

In[8]:= FullForm@8a�b, 1�b^2, 2�b^2<D

Out[8]//FullForm= List@Times@a, Power@b, -1DD, Power@b, -2D, Times@2, Power@b, -2DDD

Although Mathematica  does not use mathematical  equivalences such as x1 = x  when matching patterns, it  does use certain structural

equivalences. Thus, for example, Mathematica takes account of properties such as commutativity and associativity in pattern matching. 

To apply this transformation rule, Mathematica makes use of the commutativity and associativity of addition. 

In[9]:= f@a + bD + f@a + cD + f@b + dD �. f@a + x_D + f@c + y_D -> p@x, yD

Out[9]= f@b + dD + p@b, aD

The discussion so far has considered only pattern objects such as x_ which can stand for any single expression. Later we discuss the

constructs that Mathematica uses to extend and restrict the classes of expressions represented by patterns. 

MORE ABOUT
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�
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Finding Expressions That Match a Pattern

Cases@list, formD give the elements of list that match form

Count@list, formD give the number of elements in list that match form

Position@list, form,81<D give the positions of elements in list that match form

Select@list,testD give the elements of list on which test gives True

Pick@list,sel, formD give the elements of list for which the corresponding elements of sel match form

Finding elements that match a pattern. 

This gives the elements of the list which match the pattern x^_. 

In[1]:= Cases@83, 4, x, x^2, x^3<, x^_D

Out[1]= 9x
2, x3=

Here is the total number of elements which match the pattern. 

In[2]:= Count@83, 4, x, x^2, x^3<, x^_D

Out[2]= 2

You can apply  functions like Cases  not  only  to  lists,  but  to  expressions of  any kind.  In  addition,  you can specify  the level  of  parts  at

which you want to look. 

Cases@expr,lhs->rhsD find elements of expr that match lhs, and give a list of the results of applying the 

transformation rule to them

Cases@expr,lhs->rhs,levD test parts of expr at levels specified by lev

Count@expr, form,levD give the total number of parts that match form at levels specified by lev

Position@expr, form,levD give the positions of parts that match form at levels specified by lev

Searching for parts of expressions that match a pattern. 

This returns a list of the exponents n. 

In[3]:= Cases@83, 4, x, x^2, x^3<, x^n_ -> nD

Out[3]= 82, 3<

The pattern _Integer matches any integer. This gives a list of integers appearing at any level. 

In[4]:= Cases@83, 4, x, x^2, x^3<, _Integer, InfinityD

Out[4]= 83, 4, 2, 3<

Cases@expr, form,lev,nD find only the first n parts that match form

Position@expr, form,lev,nD give the positions of the first n parts that match form

Limiting the number of parts to search for. 
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This gives the positions of the first two powers of x appearing at any level. 

In[5]:= Position@84, 4 + x^a, x^b, 6 + x^5<, x^_, Infinity, 2D

Out[5]= 882, 2<, 83<<

The positions are specified in exactly the form used by functions such as Extract and ReplacePart discussed in "Lists". 

In[6]:= ReplacePart@84, 4 + x^a, x^b, 6 + x^5<, zzz, %D

Out[6]= 94, 4 + zzz, zzz, 6 + x5=

DeleteCases@expr, formD delete elements of expr that match form

DeleteCases@expr, form,levD delete parts of expr that match form at levels specified by lev

Deleting parts of expressions that match a pattern. 

This deletes the elements which match x^n_. 

In[7]:= DeleteCases@83, 4, x, x^2, x^3<, x^n_D

Out[7]= 83, 4, x<

This deletes all integers appearing at any level. 

In[8]:= DeleteCases@83, 4, x, 2 + x, 3 + x<, _Integer, InfinityD

Out[8]= 8x, x, x<

ReplaceList@expr,lhs->rhsD find all ways that expr can match lhs

Finding arrangements of an expression that match a pattern. 

This finds all ways that the sum can be written in two parts. 

In[9]:= ReplaceList@a + b + c, x_ + y_ -> g@x, yDD

Out[9]= 8g@a, b + cD, g@b, a + cD, g@c, a + bD, g@a + b, cD, g@a + c, bD, g@b + c, aD<

This finds all pairs of identical elements. The pattern ___ stands for any sequence of elements. 

In[10]:= ReplaceList@8a, b, b, b, c, c, a<, 8___, x_, x_, ___< -> xD

Out[10]= 8b, b, c<
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Naming Pieces of Patterns
Particularly when you use transformation rules, you often need to name pieces of patterns. An object like x_ stands for any expression,

but gives the expression the name x. You can then, for example, use this name on the right−hand side of a transformation rule. 

An important point is that when you use x_, Mathematica requires that all occurrences of blanks with the same name x  in a particular

expression must stand for the same expression. 

Thus f@x_, x_D  can only stand for expressions in which the two arguments of f are exactly the same. f@_, _D,  on the other hand,

can stand for any expression of the form f@x, yD, where x and y need not be the same. 

The transformation rule applies only to cases where the two arguments of f are identical. 

In[1]:= 8f@a, aD, f@a, bD< �. f@x_, x_D -> p@xD

Out[1]= 8p@aD, f@a, bD<

Mathematica allows you to give names not just to single blanks, but to any piece of a pattern. The object x : pattern in general repre−

sents a pattern which is assigned the name x. In transformation rules, you can use this mechanism to name exactly those pieces of a

pattern that you need to refer to on the right−hand side of the rule. 

_ any expression

x _ any expression, to be named x

x:pattern an expression to be named x, matching pattern

Patterns with names. 

This gives a name to the complete form _^_ so you can refer to it as a whole on the right−hand side of the transformation rule. 

In[2]:= f@a^bD �. f@x : _^_D -> p@xD

Out[2]= pAabE

Here the exponent is named n, while the whole object is x. 

In[3]:= f@a^bD �. f@x : _^n_D -> p@x, nD

Out[3]= pAab, bE

When  you  give  the  same  name  to  two  pieces  of  a  pattern,  you  constrain  the  pattern  to  match  only  those  expressions  in  which  the

corresponding pieces are identical. 

Here the pattern matches both cases. 

In[4]:= 8f@h@4D, h@4DD, f@h@4D, h@5DD< �. f@h@_D, h@_DD -> q

Out[4]= 8q, q<

Now both arguments of f are constrained to be the same, and only the first case matches. 

In[5]:= 8f@h@4D, h@4DD, f@h@4D, h@5DD< �. f@x : h@_D, x_D -> r@xD

Out[5]= 8r@h@4DD, f@h@4D, h@5DD<
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Specifying Types of Expression in Patterns
You  can  tell  a  lot  about  what  ú typeø  of  expression  something  is  by  looking  at  its  head.  Thus,  for  example,  an  integer  has  head

Integer, while a list has head List . 

In  a  pattern,  _h  and  x_h  represent  expressions  that  are  constrained  to  have  head  h.  Thus,  for  example,  _Integer  represents  any

integer, while _List represents any list. 

x_h an expression with head h

x_Integer an integer

x_Real an approximate real number

x_Complex a complex number

x_List a list

x_Symbol a symbol

Patterns for objects with specified heads. 

This replaces just those elements that are integers. 

In[1]:= 8a, 4, 5, b< �. x_Integer -> p@xD

Out[1]= 8a, p@4D, p@5D, b<

You  can  think  of  making  an  assignment  for  f@x_IntegerD  as  like  defining  a  function  f  that  must  take  an  argument  of  ú typeø
Integer. 

This defines a value for the function gamma when its argument is an integer. 

In[2]:= gamma@n_IntegerD := Hn - 1L!

The definition applies only when the argument of gamma is an integer. 

In[3]:= gamma@4D + gamma@xD

Out[3]= 6 + gamma@xD

The object 4. has head Real , so the definition does not apply. 

In[4]:= gamma@4.D

Out[4]= gamma@4.D

This defines values for expressions with integer exponents. 

In[5]:= d@x_^n_IntegerD := n x^Hn - 1L

The definition is used only when the exponent is an integer. 

In[6]:= d@x^4D + d@Ha + bL^3D + d@x^H1�2LD

Out[6]= 3 Ha + bL2 + 4 x3 + dB x F
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Putting Constraints on Patterns
Mathematica provides a general mechanism for specifying constraints on patterns. All you need do is to put �; condition at the end of a

pattern to signify that it applies only when the specified condition is True . You can read the operator �; as "slash−semi", "whenever" or

"provided that". 

pattern�;condition a pattern that matches only when a condition is satisfied

lhs:>rhs�;condition a rule that applies only when a condition is satisfied

lhs:=rhs�;condition a definition that applies only when a condition is satisfied

Putting conditions on patterns and transformation rules. 

This gives a definition for fac that applies only when its argument n is positive. 

In[1]:= fac@n_ �; n > 0D := n!

The definition for fac is used only when the argument is positive. 

In[2]:= fac@6D + fac@-4D

Out[2]= 720 + fac@-4D

This gives the negative elements in the list. 

In[3]:= Cases@83, -4, 5, -2<, x_ �; x < 0D

Out[3]= 8-4, -2<

You can use �; on whole definitions and transformation rules, as well as on individual patterns. In general, you can put �; condition at

the end of any := definition or :> rule to tell Mathematica that the definition or rule applies only when the specified condition holds. Note

that �;  conditions should not usually be put at  the end of =  definitions or ->  rules,  since they will  then be evaluated immediately,  as

discussed in "Immediate and Delayed Definitions". 

Here is another way to give a definition which applies only when its argument n is positive. 

In[4]:= fac2@n_D := n! �; n > 0

Once again, the factorial functions evaluate only when their arguments are positive. 

In[5]:= fac2@6D + fac2@-4D

Out[5]= 720 + fac2@-4D

You  can  use  the  �;  operator  to  implement  arbitrary  mathematical  constraints  on  the  applicability  of  rules.  In  typical  cases,  you  give

patterns which structurally  match a wide range of expressions, but then use mathematical  constraints to reduce the range of expres−

sions to a much smaller set. 

This rule applies only to expressions that have the structure v@x_, 1 - x_D. 

In[6]:= v@x_, 1 - x_D := p@xD

This expression has the appropriate structure, so the rule applies. 

In[7]:= v@a^2, 1 - a^2D

Out[7]= pAa2E
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This expression, while mathematically of the correct form, does not have the appropriate structure, so the rule does not apply. 

In[8]:= v@4, -3D

Out[8]= v@4, -3D

This rule applies to any expression of the form w@x_, y_D, with the added restriction that y == 1 - x. 

In[9]:= w@x_, y_D := p@xD �; y == 1 - x

The new rule does apply to this expression. 

In[10]:= w@4, -3D

Out[10]= p@4D

In setting up patterns and transformation rules, there is often a choice of  where to put �;  conditions. For example, you can put a �;

condition  on  the  right−hand  side  of  a  rule  in  the  form  lhs :> rhs �; condition,  or  you  can  put  it  on  the  left−hand  side  in  the  form

lhs �; condition -> rhs. You may also be able to insert the condition inside the expression lhs. The only constraint is that all the names of

patterns that you use in a particular condition must appear in the pattern to which the condition is attached. If this is not the case, then

some of the names needed to evaluate the condition may not yet have been "bound" in the pattern−matching process. If this happens,

then Mathematica uses the global values for the corresponding variables, rather than the values determined by pattern matching. 

Thus, for example, the condition in f@x_, y_D �; Hx + y < 2L will use values for x and y that are found by matching f@x_, y_D, but

the condition in f@x_ �; x + y < 2, y_D will use the global value for y, rather than the one found by matching the pattern. 

As  long  as  you  make  sure  that  the  appropriate  names  are  defined,  it  is  usually  most  efficient  to  put  �;  conditions  on  the  smallest

possible parts of patterns. The reason for this is that Mathematica matches pieces of patterns sequentially, and the sooner it finds a �;

condition which fails, the sooner it can reject a match. 

Putting the �; condition around the x_ is slightly more efficient than putting it around the whole pattern. 

In[11]:= Cases@8z@1, 1D, z@-1, 1D, z@-2, 2D<, z@x_ �; x < 0, y_DD

Out[11]= 8z@-1, 1D, z@-2, 2D<

You need to put parentheses around the �; piece in a case like this. 

In[12]:= 81 + a, 2 + a, -3 + a< �. Hx_ �; x < 0L + a -> p@xD

Out[12]= 81 + a, 2 + a, p@-3D<

It  is  common to  use �;  to  set  up patterns  and transformation rules  that  apply  only  to  expressions with  certain  properties.  There is  a

collection of functions built into Mathematica for testing the properties of expressions. It is a convention that functions of this kind have

names that end with the letter Q, indicating that they "ask a question". 
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IntegerQ@exprD integer

EvenQ@exprD even number

OddQ@exprD odd number

PrimeQ@exprD prime number

NumberQ@exprD explicit number of any kind

NumericQ@exprD numeric quantity

PolynomialQ@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D

polynomial in x1, x2, ...

VectorQ@exprD a list representing a vector

MatrixQ@exprD a list of lists representing a matrix

VectorQ@expr,NumericQD , MatrixQ@expr,NumericQD

vectors and matrices where all elements are numeric

VectorQ@expr,testD , MatrixQ@expr,testD

vectors and matrices for which the function test yields True  on every element

ArrayQ@expr,dD full array with depth matching d

Some functions for testing mathematical properties of expressions. 

The rule applies to all elements of the list that are numbers. 

In[13]:= 82.3, 4, 7�8, a, b< �. Hx_ �; NumberQ@xDL -> x^2

Out[13]= :5.29, 16,
49

64
, a, b>

This definition applies only to vectors of integers. 

In[14]:= mi@list_D := list^2 �; VectorQ@list, IntegerQD

The definition is now used only in the first case. 

In[15]:= 8mi@82, 3<D, mi@82.1, 2.2<D, mi@8a, b<D<

Out[15]= 884, 9<, mi@82.1, 2.2<D, mi@8a, b<D<

An important feature of all the Mathematica property−testing functions whose names end in Q is that they always return False if they

cannot determine whether the expression you give has a particular property. 

4561 is an integer, so this returns True . 

In[16]:= IntegerQ@4561D

Out[16]= True

This returns False, since x is not known to be an integer. 

In[17]:= IntegerQ@xD

Out[17]= False

Functions  like  IntegerQ@xD  test  whether  x  is  explicitly  an  integer.  With  assertions  like  x  Î  Integers  you  can  use  Refine,

Simplify and related functions to make inferences about symbolic variables x. 
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SameQ@x,yD  or x===y x and y are identical

UnsameQ@x,yD  or x=!=y x and y are not identical

OrderedQ@8a,b,¼<D a, b, ... are in standard order

MemberQ@expr, formD form matches an element of expr

FreeQ@expr, formD form matches nothing in expr

MatchQ@expr, formD expr matches the pattern form

ValueQ@exprD a value has been defined for expr

AtomQ@exprD expr has no subexpressions

Some functions for testing structural properties of expressions. 

With ==, the equation remains in symbolic form; === yields False unless the expressions are manifestly equal. 

In[18]:= 8x == y, x === y<

Out[18]= 8x � y, False<

The expression n is not a member of the list 8x, x^n<. 

In[19]:= MemberQ@8x, x^n<, nD

Out[19]= False

However, 8x, x^n< is not completely free of n. 

In[20]:= FreeQ@8x, x^n<, nD

Out[20]= False

You can use FreeQ to define a "linearity" rule for h. 

In[21]:= h@a_ b_, x_D := a h@b, xD �; FreeQ@a, xD

Terms free of x are pulled out of each h. 

In[22]:= h@a b x, xD + h@2 H1 + xL x^2, xD

Out[22]= a b h@x, xD + 2 hAx2 H1 + xL, xE

pattern?test a pattern which matches an expression only if test yields True  when applied to 

the expression

Another way to constrain patterns. 

The construction pattern �; condition allows you to evaluate a condition involving pattern names to determine whether there is a match.

The construction pattern? test instead applies a function test to the whole expression matched by pattern to determine whether there is a

match. Using ? instead of �; sometimes leads to more succinct definitions. 

With this definition matches for x_ are tested with the function NumberQ. 

In[23]:= p@x_?NumberQD := x^2

The definition applies only when p has a numerical argument. 

In[24]:= p@4.5D + p@3�2D + p@uD

Out[24]= 22.5 + p@uD
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Here is a more complicated definition. Do not forget the parentheses around the pure function. 

In[25]:= q@8x_Integer, y_Integer<?HFunction@v, v.v > 4DLD := qp@x + yD

The definition applies only in certain cases. 

In[26]:= 8q@83, 4<D, q@81, 1<D, q@8-5, -7<D<

Out[26]= 8qp@7D, q@81, 1<D, qp@-12D<

Except@cD a pattern which matches any expression except c

Except@c,pattD a pattern which matches patt but not c

Patterns with exceptions. 

This gives all elements except 0. 

In[27]:= Cases@81, 0, 2, 0, 3<, Except@0DD

Out[27]= 81, 2, 3<

Except can take a pattern as an argument. 

In[28]:= Cases@8a, b, 0, 1, 2, x, y<, Except@_IntegerDD

Out[28]= 8a, b, x, y<

This picks out integers that are not 0. 

In[29]:= Cases@8a, b, 0, 1, 2, x, y<, Except@0, _IntegerDD

Out[29]= 81, 2<

Except@cD  is  in  a  sense  a  very  general  pattern:  it  matches  anything  except  c.  In  many  situations  you  instead  need  to  use

Except@c, pattD, which starts from expressions matching patt, then excludes ones that match c. 

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Patterns Involving Alternatives

patt
1

patt
2
¼ a pattern that can have one of several forms

Specifying patterns that involve alternatives. 

This defines h to give p when its argument is either a or b. 

In[1]:= h@a bD := p

The first two cases give p. 

In[2]:= 8h@aD, h@bD, h@cD, h@dD<

Out[2]= 8p, p, h@cD, h@dD<

You can also use alternatives in transformation rules. 

In[3]:= 8a, b, c, d< �. Ha bL -> p

Out[3]= 8p, p, c, d<

Here is another example, in which one of the alternatives is itself a pattern.

In[4]:= 81, x, x^2, x^3, y^2< �. Hx x^_L -> q

Out[4]= 91, q, q, q, y2=

When you use alternatives in patterns, you should make sure that the same set of names appear in each alternative. When a pattern

like Ha@x_D b@x_DL matches an expression, there will always be a definite expression that corresponds to the object x. If you try to

match a pattern like Ha@x_D b@y_DL,  then there still  will  be definite expressions corresponding to x  and y,  but the unmatched one

will be Sequence@ D. 

Here f is used to name the head, which can be either a or b. 

In[5]:= 8a@2D, b@3D, c@4D, a@5D< �. Hf : Ha bLL@x_D -> r@f, xD

Out[5]= 8r@a, 2D, r@b, 3D, c@4D, r@a, 5D<
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Pattern Sequences
In some cases you may need to specify pattern sequences that are more intricate than things like x__ or x ..; for such situations you

can use PatternSequence@p1, p2, ¼D.

PatternSequence@p1,p2,¼D a sequence of arguments matching p1, p2, ¼

Pattern sequences.

This defines a function with two or more arguments, grouping the first two.

In[1]:= f@x : PatternSequence@_, _D, y___D := p@8x<, 8y<D

Evaluate the function for different numbers of arguments.

In[2]:= 8f@1D, f@1, 2D, f@1, 2, 3, 4, 5D<

Out[2]= 8f@1D, p@81, 2<, 8<D, p@81, 2<, 83, 4, 5<D<

This picks out the longest run of the sequence a, b in the list.

In[3]:= 8a, b, b, a, b, a, b, a, a, b< �. 8___, x : Longest@PatternSequence@a, bD ..D, ___< ¦ 8x<

Out[3]= 8a, b, a, b<

The empty sequence, PatternSequence@D, is sometimes useful to specify an optional argument.

This picks out expressions with exactly one or two arguments.

In[4]:= 8g@D, g@1D, g@1, 2D, g@1, 2, 3D< �. x : g@_, _ PatternSequence@DD ¦ p@xD

Out[4]= 8g@D, p@g@1DD, p@g@1, 2DD, g@1, 2, 3D<
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Flat and Orderless Functions

Although  Mathematica  matches  patterns  in  a  purely  structural  fashion,  its  notion  of  structural  equivalence  is  quite  sophisticated.  In

particular, it takes account of properties such as commutativity and associativity in functions like Plus  and Times. 

This means, for example, that Mathematica considers the expressions x + y and y + x equivalent for the purposes of pattern matching.

As a result, a pattern like g@x_ + y_, x_D can match not only g@a + b, aD, but also g@a + b, bD. 

This expression has exactly the same form as the pattern. 

In[1]:= g@a + b, aD �. g@x_ + y_, x_D -> p@x, yD

Out[1]= p@a, bD

In this case, the expression has to be put in the form g@b + a, bD in order to have the same structure as the pattern. 

In[2]:= g@a + b, bD �. g@x_ + y_, x_D -> p@x, yD

Out[2]= p@b, aD

Whenever Mathematica encounters an orderless or commutative function such as Plus  or Times in a pattern, it effectively tests all the

possible orders of arguments to try and find a match. Sometimes, there may be several orderings that lead to matches. In such cases,

Mathematica just uses the first ordering it finds. For example, h@x_ + y_, x_ + z_D could match h@a + b, a + bD with x®a, y®b, z®b

or with x®b, y®a, z®a. Mathematica tries the case x®a, y®b, z®b first, and so uses this match.

This can match either with x ® a or with x ® b. Mathematica tries x ® a first, and so uses this match. 

In[3]:= h@a + b, a + bD �. h@x_ + y_, x_ + z_D -> p@x, y, zD

Out[3]= p@a, b, bD

ReplaceList shows both possible matches. 

In[4]:= ReplaceList@h@a + b, a + bD, h@x_ + y_, x_ + z_D -> p@x, y, zDD

Out[4]= 8p@a, b, bD, p@b, a, aD<

As discussed in "Attributes", Mathematica allows you to assign certain attributes to functions, which specify how those functions should

be treated in evaluation and pattern matching. Functions can for example be assigned the attribute Orderless ,  which specifies that

they should be treated as commutative or symmetric, and allows their arguments to be rearranged in trying to match patterns. 

Orderless commutative function: f@b, c, aD, etc., are equivalent to f@a, b, cD

Flat associative function: f@ f@aD, bD, etc., are equivalent to f@a, bD

OneIdentity f[f[a]], etc., are equivalent to a

Attributes@ fD give the attributes assigned to f

SetAttributes@ f,attrD add attr to the attributes of f

ClearAttributes@ f,attrD remove attr from the attributes of f

Some attributes that can be assigned to functions. 

Plus  has attributes Orderless  and Flat , as well as others. 

In[5]:= Attributes@PlusD

Out[5]= 8Flat, Listable, NumericFunction, OneIdentity, Orderless, Protected<
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This defines q to be an orderless or commutative function. 

In[6]:= SetAttributes@q, OrderlessD

The arguments of q are automatically sorted into order. 

In[7]:= q@b, a, cD

Out[7]= q@a, b, cD

Mathematica rearranges the arguments of q functions to find a match. 

In[8]:= f@q@a, bD, q@b, cDD �. f@q@x_, y_D, q@x_, z_DD -> p@x, y, zD

Out[8]= p@b, a, cD

In addition to being orderless, functions like Plus  and Times also have the property of being flat or associative. This means that you

can effectively ú parenthesize ø  their arguments in any way, so that, for example, x + Hy + zL is equivalent to x + y + z, and so on.

Mathematica takes account of flatness in matching patterns. As a result, a pattern like g@x_ + y_D can match g@a + b + cD, with x ® a

and y ® Hb + cL. 

The argument of g is written as a + Hb + cL so as to match the pattern. 

In[9]:= g@a + b + cD �. g@x_ + y_D -> p@x, yD

Out[9]= p@a, b + cD

If there are no other constraints, Mathematica will match x_ to the first element of the sum. 

In[10]:= g@a + b + c + dD �. g@x_ + y_D -> p@x, yD

Out[10]= p@a, b + c + dD

This shows all the possible matches. 

In[11]:= ReplaceList@g@a + b + cD, g@x_ + y_D -> p@x, yDD

Out[11]= 8p@a, b + cD, p@b, a + cD, p@c, a + bD, p@a + b, cD, p@a + c, bD, p@b + c, aD<

Here x_ is forced to match b + d. 

In[12]:= g@a + b + c + d, b + dD �. g@x_ + y_, x_D -> p@x, yD

Out[12]= p@b + d, a + cD

Mathematica can usually apply a transformation rule to a function only if the pattern in the rule covers all the arguments in the function.

However,  if  you  have  a  flat  function,  it  is  sometimes  possible  to  apply  transformation  rules  even  though  not  all  the  arguments  are

covered. 

This rule applies even though it does not cover all the terms in the sum. 

In[13]:= a + b + c �. a + c -> p

Out[13]= b + p

This combines two of the terms in the sum. 

In[14]:= u@aD + u@bD + v@cD + v@dD �. u@x_D + u@y_D -> u@x + yD

Out[14]= u@a + bD + v@cD + v@dD

Functions like Plus  and Times are both flat and orderless. There are, however, some functions, such as Dot, which are flat, but not

orderless. 
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Both x_ and y_ can match any sequence of terms in the dot product. 

In[15]:= a.b.c.d.a.b �. x_.y_.x_ -> p@x, yD

Out[15]= p@a.b, c.dD

This assigns the attribute Flat  to the function r. 

In[16]:= SetAttributes@r, FlatD

Mathematica writes the expression in the form r@r@a, bD, r@a, bDD to match the pattern. 

In[17]:= r@a, b, a, bD �. r@x_, x_D -> rp@xD

Out[17]= rp@r@a, bDD

Mathematica writes this expression in the form r@a, r@r@bD, r@bDD, cD to match the pattern. 

In[18]:= r@a, b, b, cD �. r@x_, x_D -> rp@xD

Out[18]= r@a, rp@r@bDD, cD

In  an  ordinary  function  that  is  not  flat,  a  pattern  such  as  x_  matches  an  individual  argument  of  the  function.  But  in  a  function

f@a, b, c, ¼D that is flat, x_ can match objects such as f@b, cD which effectively correspond to a sequence of arguments. However,

in the case where x_ matches a single argument in a flat function, the question comes up as to whether the object it matches is really

just the argument a itself, or f@aD. Mathematica chooses the first of these cases if the function carries the attribute OneIdentity, and

chooses the second case otherwise. 

This adds the attribute OneIdentity to the function r. 

In[19]:= SetAttributes@r, OneIdentityD

Now x_ matches individual arguments, without r wrapped around them. 

In[20]:= r@a, b, b, cD �. r@x_, x_D -> rp@xD

Out[20]= r@a, rp@bD, cD

The functions Plus ,  Times  and Dot  all  have the attribute OneIdentity,  reflecting the fact that Plus@xD  is equivalent to x,  and so

on.  However,  in  representing  mathematical  objects,  it  is  often  convenient  to  deal  with  flat  functions  that  do  not  have  the  attribute

OneIdentity. 
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Functions with Variable Numbers of Arguments
Unless f  is  a flat  function,  a pattern like f@x_, y_D  stands only for  instances of  the function with exactly two arguments.  Sometimes

you need to set up patterns that can allow any number of arguments. 

You can do this using multiple blanks. While a single blank such as x_ stands for a single Mathematica expression, a double blank such

as x__ stands for a sequence of one or more expressions. 

Here x__ stands for the sequence of expressions Ha, b, cL. 

In[1]:= f@a, b, cD �. f@x__D -> p@x, x, xD

Out[1]= p@a, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, cD

Here is a more complicated definition, which picks out pairs of duplicated elements in h. 

In[2]:= h@a___, x_, b___, x_, c___D := hh@xD h@a, b, cD

The definition is applied twice, picking out the two paired elements. 

In[3]:= h@2, 3, 2, 4, 5, 3D

Out[3]= h@4, 5D hh@2D hh@3D

ú Double blanks ø  __  stand  for  sequences  of  one  or  more  expressions.  ú Triple blanks ø  ___  stand  for  sequences  of  zero  or  more

expressions. You should be very careful whenever you use triple blank patterns. It is easy to make a mistake that can lead to an infinite

loop.  For  example,  if  you  define  p@x_, y___D := p@xD q@yD,  then  typing  in  p@aD  will  lead  to  an  infinite  loop,  with  y  repeatedly

matching a sequence with zero elements. Unless you are sure you want to include the case of zero elements, you should always use

double blanks rather than triple blanks. 

_ any single expression

x _ any single expression, to be named x

__ any sequence of one or more expressions

x __ sequence named x

x __ h sequence of expressions, all of whose heads are h

___ any sequence of zero or more expressions

x ___ sequence of zero or more expressions named x

x ___ h sequence of zero or more expressions, all of whose heads are h

More kinds of pattern objects. 

Notice that with flat functions such as Plus  and Times, Mathematica automatically handles variable numbers of arguments, so you do

not explicitly need to use double or triple blanks, as discussed in "Flat and Orderless Functions". 

When you use multiple blanks, there are often several matches that are possible for a particular expression. By default,  Mathematica

tries first those matches that assign the shortest sequences of arguments to the first multiple blanks that appear in the pattern. You can

change this order by wrapping Longest or Shortest around parts of the pattern.

Longest@pD match the longest sequence consistent with the pattern p.

Shortest@pD match the shortest sequence consistent with the pattern p.

Controlling the order in which matches are tried.
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This gives a list of all the matches that Mathematica tries. 

In[4]:= ReplaceList@f@a, b, c, dD, f@x__, y__D -> g@8x<, 8y<DD

Out[4]= 8g@8a<, 8b, c, d<D, g@8a, b<, 8c, d<D, g@8a, b, c<, 8d<D<

This forces Mathematica to try the longest matches for x__ first. 

In[5]:= ReplaceList@f@a, b, c, dD, f@Longest@x__D, y__D -> g@8x<, 8y<DD

Out[5]= 8g@8a, b, c<, 8d<D, g@8a, b<, 8c, d<D, g@8a<, 8b, c, d<D<

Many kinds of enumeration can be done by using ReplaceList with various kinds of patterns. 

In[6]:= ReplaceList@f@a, b, c, dD, f@___, x__D -> g@xDD

Out[6]= 8g@a, b, c, dD, g@b, c, dD, g@c, dD, g@dD<

This effectively enumerates all sublists with at least one element. 

In[7]:= ReplaceList@f@a, b, c, dD, f@___, x__, ___D -> g@xDD

Out[7]= 8g@aD, g@a, bD, g@a, b, cD, g@a, b, c, dD, g@bD, g@b, cD, g@b, c, dD, g@cD, g@c, dD, g@dD<

This tries the shortest matches for x__ first. 

In[8]:= ReplaceList@f@a, b, c, dD, f@___, Shortest@x__D, ___D -> g@xDD

Out[8]= 8g@aD, g@bD, g@cD, g@dD, g@a, bD, g@b, cD, g@c, dD, g@a, b, cD, g@b, c, dD, g@a, b, c, dD<
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Optional and Default Arguments
Sometimes you may want to set up functions where certain arguments, if omitted, are given "default values". The pattern x_: v stands

for an object that can be omitted, and if so, will be replaced by the default value v.

This defines a function j with a required argument x, and optional arguments y and z, with default values 1 and 2, respectively. 

In[1]:= j@x_, y_: 1, z_: 2D := jp@x, y, zD

The default value of z is used here. 

In[2]:= j@a, bD

Out[2]= jp@a, b, 2D

Now the default values of both y and z are used. 

In[3]:= j@aD

Out[3]= jp@a, 1, 2D

x _:v an expression which, if omitted, is taken to have default value v

x _ h:v an expression with head h and default value v

x _. an expression with a built−in default value

Pattern objects with default values. 

Some common Mathematica functions have built−in default values for their arguments. In such cases, you need not explicitly give the

default value in x_: v, but instead you can use the more convenient notation x_. in which a built−in default value is assumed. 

x_+y_. default for y is 0

x_ y_. default for y is 1

x_^y_. default for y is 1

Some patterns with optional pieces. 

Here a matches the pattern x_ + y_. with y taken to have the default value 0. 

In[4]:= 8f@aD, f@a + bD< �. f@x_ + y_.D -> p@x, yD

Out[4]= 8p@a, 0D, p@b, aD<

Because Plus  is a flat function, a pattern such as x_ + y_ can match a sum with any number of terms. This pattern cannot, however,

match a single term such as a. However, the pattern x_ + y_. contains an optional piece, and can match either an explicit sum of terms

in which both x_ and y_ appear, or a single term x_, with y taken to be 0. 

Using constructs such as x_., you can easily construct single patterns that match expressions with several different structures. This is

particularly useful when you want to match several mathematically equal forms that do not have the same structure. 

The pattern matches g@a^2D, but not g@a + bD. 

In[5]:= 8g@a^2D, g@a + bD< �. g@x_^n_D -> p@x, nD

Out[5]= 8p@a, 2D, g@a + bD<
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By giving a pattern in which the exponent is optional, you can match both cases. 

In[6]:= 8g@a^2D, g@a + bD< �. g@x_^n_.D -> p@x, nD

Out[6]= 8p@a, 2D, p@a + b, 1D<

The pattern a_. + b_. x_ matches any linear function of x_. 

In[7]:= lin@a_. + b_. x_, x_D := p@a, bD

In this case, b ® 1. 

In[8]:= lin@1 + x, xD

Out[8]= p@1, 1D

Here b ® 1 and a ® 0. 

In[9]:= lin@y, yD

Out[9]= p@0, 1D

Standard  Mathematica  functions  such  as  Plus  and  Times  have  built−in  default  values  for  their  arguments.  You  can  also  set  up

defaults for your own functions, as described in "Patterns". 

Sometimes  it  is  convenient  not  to  assign  a  default  value  to  an  optional  argument;  such  arguments  can  be  specified  with  the  help  of

PatternSequence@D.

p PatternSequence@D optional pattern p with no default value

Optional argument without a default value.

The pattern matches an optional second argument of 2, without a default value.

In[10]:= 8g@1D, g@1, 1D, g@1, 2D< �. g@x_, 2 PatternSequence@DD ¦ p@xD

Out[10]= 8p@1D, g@1, 1D, p@1D<
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Setting Up Functions with Optional Arguments
When you define a complicated function, you will  often want to let some of the arguments of the function be ú optional ø . If you do not

give those arguments explicitly, you want them to take on certain ú defaultø  values.

Built−in  Mathematica  functions  use  two  basic  methods  for  dealing  with  optional  arguments.  You  can  choose  between  the  same  two

methods when you define your own functions in Mathematica. 

The  first  method  is  to  have  the  meaning  of  each  argument  determined  by  its  position,  and  then  to  allow  one  to  drop  arguments,

replacing  them  by  default  values.  Almost  all  built−in  Mathematica  functions  that  use  this  method  drop  arguments  from  the  end.  For

example,  the  built−in  function  Flatten@list, nD  allows  you  to  drop  the  second  argument,  which  is  taken  to  have  a  default  value  of

Infinity. 

You can implement this kind of ú positionalø  argument using _ : patterns. 

f@x_,k_: kdefD:=value a typical definition for a function whose second argument is optional, with default 

value kdef

Defining a function with positional arguments. 

This defines a function with an optional second argument. When the second argument is omitted, it is taken to have the default value 

Infinity. 

In[1]:= f@list_, n_: InfinityD := f0@list, nD

Here is a function with two optional arguments. 

In[2]:= fx@list_, n1_: 1, n2_: 2D := fx0@list, n1, n2D

Mathematica assumes that arguments are dropped from the end. As a result m here gives the value of n1, while n2 has its default value of 
2. 

In[3]:= fx@k, mD

Out[3]= fx0@k, m, 2D

The second method that built−in Mathematica functions use for dealing with optional arguments is to give explicit names to the optional

arguments, and then to allow their values to be given using transformation rules. This method is particularly convenient for functions like

Plot  which have a very large number of optional parameters, only a few of which usually need to be set in any particular instance.

The typical  arrangement  is  that  values  for  ú named ø  optional  arguments  can be specified  by  including the  appropriate  transformation

rules at the end of the arguments to a particular function. Thus, for example, the rule Joined -> True , which specifies the setting for

the named optional argument Joined, could appear as ListPlot@list, Joined -> TrueD. 

When you set up named optional arguments for a function f , it is conventional to store the default values of these arguments as a list of

transformation rules assigned to Options@ fD.

f@x_,OptionsPattern@DD:=value a typical definition for a function with zero or more named optional arguments

OptionValue@nameD the value of a named optional argument in the body of the function

Named arguments. 

This sets up default values for two named optional arguments opt1 and opt2 in the function fn. 

In[4]:= Options@fnD = 8opt1 -> 1, opt2 -> 2<

Out[4]= 8opt1 ® 1, opt2 ® 2<
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Here is the definition for a function fn which allows zero or more named optional arguments to be specified. 

In[5]:= fn@x_, OptionsPattern@DD := k@x, OptionValue@opt2DD

With no optional arguments specified, the default rule for opt2 is used.

In[6]:= fn@4D

Out[6]= k@4, 2D

If you explicitly give a rule for opt2, it will override the default rules stored in Options@fnD. 

In[7]:= fn@4, opt2 -> 7D

Out[7]= k@4, 7D

FilterRules@opts,Options@nameDD the rules in opts used as options by the function f

FilterRules@opts,Except@Options@nameDDD

the rules in opts not used as options by the function f

Filtering options.

Sometimes when you write a function you will want to pass on options to functions that it calls.

Here is a simple function that solves a differential equation numerically and plots its solution.

In[8]:= odeplot@de_, y_, 8x_, x0_, x1_<, opts : OptionsPattern@DD :=
Module@8sol<,
sol = NDSolve@de, y, 8x, x0, x1<, FilterRules@8opts<, Options@NDSolveDDD;
If@Head@solD === NDSolve,
$Failed,
Plot@Evaluate@y �. solD, 8x, x0, x1<, Evaluate@FilterRules@8opts<, Options@PlotDDDD
D
D

With no options given, the default options for NDSolve and Plot  are used.

In[9]:= odeplot@8y’’@xD + y@xD == 0, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 0<, y@xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[9]=

This changes the method used by NDSolve and the color in the plot.

In[10]:= odeplot@8y’’@xD + y@xD == 0, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 0<,
y@xD, 8x, 0, 10<, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta", PlotStyle ® RedD

Out[10]=
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Repeated Patterns

expr.. a pattern or other expression repeated one or more times

expr... a pattern or other expression repeated zero or more times

Repeated patterns. 

Multiple blanks such as x__ allow you to give patterns in which sequences of arbitrary expressions can occur. The Mathematica pattern

repetition operators .. and ... allow you to construct patterns in which particular forms can be repeated any number of times. Thus,

for example, f@a ..D represents any expression of the form f@aD, f@a, aD, f@a, a, aD, and so on. 

The pattern f@a ..D allows the argument a to be repeated any number of times. 

In[1]:= Cases@8f@aD, f@a, b, aD, f@a, a, aD<, f@a ..DD

Out[1]= 8f@aD, f@a, a, aD<

This pattern allows any number of a arguments, followed by any number of b arguments. 

In[2]:= Cases@8f@aD, f@a, a, bD, f@a, b, aD, f@a, b, bD<, f@a .., b ..DD

Out[2]= 8f@a, a, bD, f@a, b, bD<

Here each argument can be either a or b. 

In[3]:= Cases@8f@aD, f@a, b, aD, f@a, c, aD<, f@Ha bL ..DD

Out[3]= 8f@aD, f@a, b, aD<

You can use .. and ... to represent repetitions of any pattern. If the pattern contains named parts, then each instance of these parts

must be identical. 

This defines a function whose argument must consist of a list of pairs. 

In[4]:= v@x : 88_, _< ..<D := Transpose@xD

The definition applies in this case. 

In[5]:= v@88a1, b1<, 8a2, b2<, 8a3, b3<<D

Out[5]= 88a1, a2, a3<, 8b1, b2, b3<<

With this definition, the second elements of all the pairs must be the same. 

In[6]:= vn@x : 88_, n_< ..<D := Transpose@xD

The definition applies in this case. 

In[7]:= vn@88a, 2<, 8b, 2<, 8c, 2<<D

Out[7]= 88a, b, c<, 82, 2, 2<<

The pattern x .. can be extended to two arguments to control the number of repetitions more precisely. 
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p ..  or Repeated@pD a pattern or other expression repeated one or more times

Repeated@p,maxD a pattern repeated up to max times

Repeated@p,8min,max<D a pattern repeated between min and max times

Repeated@p,8n<D a pattern repeated exactly n times

Controlling the number of repetitions.

This finds from two to three repetitions of the argument a. 

In[8]:= Cases@8f@aD, f@a, aD, f@a, a, aD, f@a, a, a, aD<, f@Repeated@a, 82, 3<DDD

Out[8]= 8f@a, aD, f@a, a, aD<
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Verbatim Patterns

Verbatim@exprD an expression that must be matched verbatim

Verbatim patterns. 

Here the x_ in the rule matches any expression. 

In[1]:= 8f@2D, f@aD, f@x_D, f@y_D< �. f@x_D -> x^2

Out[1]= 94, a2, x_2, y_2=

The Verbatim tells Mathematica that only the exact expression x_ should be matched. 

In[2]:= 8f@2D, f@aD, f@x_D, f@y_D< �. f@Verbatim@x_DD -> x^2

Out[2]= 9f@2D, f@aD, x2, f@y_D=
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Patterns for Some Common Types of Expression
Using the objects described above, you can set up patterns for many kinds of expressions. In all  cases, you must remember that the

patterns must represent the structure of the expressions in Mathematica internal form, as shown by FullForm. 

Especially for some common kinds of expressions, the standard output format used by Mathematica is not particularly close to the full

internal form. But it is the internal form that you must use in setting up patterns. 

n _Integer an integer n

x _Real an approximate real number x

z _Complex a complex number z

Complex@x _,y _D a complex number x + i y

Complex@x _Integer,y _IntegerD a complex number where both real and imaginary parts are integers

Hr _Rational r _IntegerL rational number or integer r

Rational@n _,d _D a rational number 
n

d

Hx _�;NumberQ@xD&&Im@xD==0L a real number of any kind

Hx _�;NumberQ@xDL a number of any kind

Some typical patterns for numbers. 

Here are the full forms of some numbers. 

In[1]:= 82, 2.5, 2.5 + I, 2�7< �� FullForm

Out[1]//FullForm= List@2, 2.5‘, Complex@2.5‘, 1D, Rational@2, 7DD

The rule picks out each piece of the complex numbers. 

In[2]:= 82.5 - I, 3 + I< �. Complex@x_, y_D -> p@x, yD

Out[2]= 8p@2.5, -1D, p@3, 1D<

The fact that these expressions have different full forms means that you cannot use x_ + I y_ to match a complex number. 

In[3]:= 82.5 - I, x + I y< �� FullForm

Out[3]//FullForm= List@Complex@2.5‘, -1D, Plus@x, Times@Complex@0, 1D, yDDD

The pattern here matches both ordinary integers, and complex numbers where both the real and imaginary parts are integers. 

In[4]:= Cases@82.5 - I, 2, 3 + I, 2 - 0.5 I, 2 + 2 I<, _Integer Complex@_Integer, _IntegerDD

Out[4]= 82, 3 + ä, 2 + 2 ä<

As discussed  in  "Symbolic  Computation",  Mathematica  puts  all  algebraic  expressions  into  a  standard  form,  in  which  they  are  written

essentially  as a sum of  products  of  powers.  In  addition,  ratios are converted into products  of  powers,  with  denominator  terms having

negative exponents, and differences are converted into sums with negated terms. To construct patterns for algebraic expressions, you

must use this standard form. This form often differs from the way Mathematica prints out the algebraic expressions. But in all cases, you

can find the full internal form using FullForm@exprD. 

Here is a typical algebraic expression. 

In[5]:= -1�z^2 - z�y + 2 Hx zL^2 y

Out[5]= -

1

z2
-

z

y
+ 2 x2 y z2
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This is the full internal form of the expression. 

In[6]:= FullForm@%D

Out[6]//FullForm= Plus@Times@-1, Power@z, -2DD, Times@-1, Power@y, -1D, zD, Times@2, Power@x, 2D, y, Power@z, 2DDD

This is what you get by applying a transformation rule to all powers in the expression. 

In[7]:= % �. x_^n_ -> e@x, nD

Out[7]= -z e@y, -1D - e@z, -2D + 2 y e@x, 2D e@z, 2D

x _+y _ a sum of two or more terms

x _+y _. a single term or a sum of terms

n _Integer x_ an expression with an explicit integer multiplier

a _.+b _. x _ a linear expression a + b x

x _^n _ xn  with n¹0, 1

x _^n _. xn  with n¹0

a _.+b _. x _+c _. x _^2 a quadratic expression with nonzero linear term

Some typical patterns for algebraic expressions. 

This pattern picks out linear functions of x. 

In[8]:= 81, a, x, 2 x, 1 + 2 x< �. a_. + b_. x -> p@a, bD

Out[8]= 81, a, p@0, 1D, p@0, 2D, p@1, 2D<

x _List or x:8___< a list

x _List�;VectorQ@xD a vector containing no sublists

x _List�;VectorQ@x,NumberQD a vector of numbers

x:8___List< or x:88___<...< a list of lists

x _List�;MatrixQ@xD a matrix containing no sublists

x _List�;MatrixQ@x,NumberQD a matrix of numbers

x:88_,_<...< a list of pairs

Some typical patterns for lists. 

This defines a function whose argument must be a list containing lists with either one or two elements. 

In[9]:= h@x : 8H8_< 8_, _<L ...<D := q

The definition applies in the second and third cases. 

In[10]:= 8h@8a, b<D, h@88a<, 8b<<D, h@88a<, 8b, c<<D<

Out[10]= 8h@8a, b<D, q, q<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Patterns
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An Example: Defining Your Own Integration 
Function
Now that we have introduced the basic features of patterns in Mathematica, we can use them to give a more or less complete example.

We will show how you could define your own simple integration function in Mathematica.

From a mathematical point of view, the integration function is defined by a sequence of mathematical relations. By setting up transforma−

tion rules for patterns, you can implement these mathematical relations quite directly in Mathematica. 

mathematical form Mathematica definition

Ù Hy + zL â x = Ù y â x + Ù z â x integrate@y_+z_,x_D:=integrate@y,xD+integrate@z,xD

Ù cy â x = c Ù y â x (c independent of x) integrate@c_y _,x_D:=c integrate@y,xD�;FreeQ@c,xD

Ù c â x = cx integrate@c_,x_D:=cx�;FreeQ@c,xD

Ù x
n
â x =

xHn+1L

n+1
, n ¹ -1 integrate@x_^n_.,x_D:=x^Hn+1L�Hn+1L�;FreeQ@n,xD&&n!=-1

Ù
1

a x+b
â x =

logHa x+bL

a
integrate@1�Ha_. x_+b_.L,x_D:=Log@ax+bD�a�;FreeQ@8a,b<,xD

Ù e
a x+b
â x =

1

a
ea x+b integrate@Exp@a_. x_+b_.D,x_D:=Exp@ax+bD�a�;FreeQ@8a,b<,xD

Definitions for an integration function. 

This implements the linearity relation for integrals: Ù Hy + zL â x = Ù y â x + Ù z â x. 

In[1]:= integrate@y_ + z_, x_D := integrate@y, xD + integrate@z, xD

The associativity of Plus  makes the linearity relation work with any number of terms in the sum. 

In[2]:= integrate@a x + b x^2 + 3, xD

Out[2]= integrate@3, xD + integrate@a x, xD + integrateAb x2, xE

This makes integrate pull out factors that are independent of the integration variable x. 

In[3]:= integrate@c_ y_, x_D := c integrate@y, xD �; FreeQ@c, xD

Mathematica tests each term in each product to see whether it satisfies the FreeQ condition, and so can be pulled out. 

In[4]:= integrate@a x + b x^2 + 3, xD

Out[4]= integrate@3, xD + a integrate@x, xD + b integrateAx2, xE

This gives the integral Ù c â x = c x of a constant. 

In[5]:= integrate@c_, x_D := c x �; FreeQ@c, xD

Now the constant term in the sum can be integrated. 

In[6]:= integrate@a x + b x^2 + 3, xD

Out[6]= 3 x + a integrate@x, xD + b integrateAx2, xE

This gives the standard formula for the integral of xn. By using the pattern x_^n_., rather than x_^n_, we include the case of x1 = x. 

In[7]:= integrate@x_^n_., x_D := x^Hn + 1L�Hn + 1L �; FreeQ@n, xD && n != -1
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Now this integral can be done completely. 

In[8]:= integrate@a x + b x^2 + 3, xD

Out[8]= 3 x +
a x2

2
+

b x3

3

Of course, the built−in integration function Integrate  (with a capital I) could have done the integral anyway. 

In[9]:= Integrate@a x + b x^2 + 3, xD

Out[9]= 3 x +
a x2

2
+

b x3

3

Here is the rule for integrating the reciprocal of a linear function. The pattern a_. x_ + b_. stands for any linear function of x. 

In[10]:= integrate@1�Ha_. x_ + b_.L, x_D := Log@a x + bD�a �; FreeQ@8a, b<, xD

Here both a and b take on their default values. 

In[11]:= integrate@1�x, xD

Out[11]= Log@xD

Here is a more complicated case. The symbol a now matches 2 p. 

In[12]:= integrate@1�H2 p x - 1L, xD

Out[12]= 

Log@-1 + 2 p xD

2 p

You can go on and add many more rules for integration. Here is a rule for integrating exponentials. 

In[13]:= integrate@Exp@a_. x_ + b_.D, x_D := Exp@a x + bD�a �; FreeQ@8a, b<, xD

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Patterns
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Applying Transformation Rules

expr�.lhs->rhs apply a transformation rule to expr

expr�.8lhs1->rhs1,lhs2->rhs2,¼< try a sequence of rules on each part of expr

Applying transformation rules. 

The replacement operator �. (pronounced ú slash−dot ø ) applies rules to expressions. 

In[1]:= x + y �. x -> 3

Out[1]= 3 + y

You can give a list of rules to apply. Each rule will be tried once on each part of the expression. 

In[2]:= x + y �. 8x -> a, y -> b<

Out[2]= a + b

expr�.8rules1,rules2,¼< give a list of the results from applying each of the rulesi to expr

Applying lists of transformation rules. 

If you give a list of lists of rules, you get a list of results. 

In[3]:= x + y �. 88x -> 1, y -> 2<, 8x -> 4, y -> 2<<

Out[3]= 83, 6<

Functions such as Solve and NSolve return lists whose elements are lists of rules, each representing a solution. 

In[4]:= Solve@x^3 - 5 x^2 + 2 x + 8 == 0, xD

Out[4]= 88x ® -1<, 8x ® 2<, 8x ® 4<<

When you apply these rules, you get a list of results, one corresponding to each solution. 

In[5]:= x^2 + 6 �. %

Out[5]= 87, 10, 22<

When you use expr �. rules, each rule is tried in turn on each part of expr. As soon as a rule applies, the appropriate transformation is

made, and the resulting part is returned. 

The rule for x^3 is tried first; if it does not apply, the rule for x^n_ is used. 

In[6]:= 8x^2, x^3, x^4< �. 8x^3 -> u, x^n_ -> p@nD<

Out[6]= 8p@2D, u, p@4D<

A result is returned as soon as the rule has been applied, so the inner instance of h is not replaced. 

In[7]:= h@x + h@yDD �. h@u_D -> u^2

Out[7]= Hx + h@yDL
2

The replacement expr �. rules tries each rule just once on each part of expr. 
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Since each rule is tried just once, this serves to swap x and y. 

In[8]:= 8x^2, y^3< �. 8x -> y, y -> x<

Out[8]= 9y
2, x3=

You can use this notation to apply one set of rules, followed by another. 

In[9]:= x^2 �. x -> H1 + yL �. y -> b

Out[9]= H1 + bL
2

Sometimes you may need to go on applying rules over and over again, until the expression you are working on no longer changes. You

can do this using the repeated replacement operation expr ��. rules (or ReplaceRepeated@expr, rulesD). 

expr�.rules try rules once on each part of expr

expr��.rules try rules repeatedly until the result no longer changes

Single and repeated rule application. 

With the single replacement operator �. each rule is tried only once on each part of the expression. 

In[10]:= x^2 + y^6 �. 8x -> 2 + a, a -> 3<

Out[10]= H2 + aL
2
+ y6

With the repeated replacement operator ��. the rules are tried repeatedly until the expression no longer changes. 

In[11]:= x^2 + y^6 ��. 8x -> 2 + a, a -> 3<

Out[11]= 25 + y6

Here the rule is applied only once. 

In[12]:= log@a b c dD �. log@x_ y_D -> log@xD + log@yD

Out[12]= log@aD + log@b c dD

With the repeated replacement operator, the rule is applied repeatedly, until the result no longer changes. 

In[13]:= log@a b c dD ��. log@x_ y_D -> log@xD + log@yD

Out[13]= log@aD + log@bD + log@cD + log@dD

When you use ��. (pronounced ú slash−slash−dot ø ), Mathematica repeatedly passes through your expression, trying each of the rules

given. It goes on doing this until it gets the same result on two successive passes. 

If  you give  a  set  of  rules  that  is  circular,  then ��.  can keep on getting  different  results  forever.  In  practice,  the  maximum number  of

passes  that  ��.  makes  on  a  particular  expression  is  determined by  the  setting  for  the  option  MaxIterations.  If  you  want  to  keep

going for  as long as possible,  you can use ReplaceRepeated@expr, rules, MaxIterations -> InfinityD.  You can always stop

by explicitly interrupting Mathematica. 

By setting the option MaxIterations, you can explicitly tell ReplaceRepeated how many times to try the rules you give. 

In[14]:= ReplaceRepeated@x, x -> x + 1, MaxIterations -> 1000D

ReplaceRepeated::rrlim : Exiting after x scanned 1000 times. �

Out[14]= 1000 + x

The  replacement  operators  �.  and  ��.  share  the  feature  that  they  try  each  rule  on  every  subpart  of  your  expression.  On  the  other

hand, Replace@expr, rulesD tries the rules only on the whole of expr, and not on any of its subparts. 
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You can use Replace,  together with functions like Map  and MapAt,  to control  exactly which parts of an expression a replacement is

applied to.  Remember that you can use the function ReplacePart@expr, new, posD  to replace part  of  an expression with a specific

object. 

The operator �. applies rules to all subparts of an expression. 

In[15]:= x^2 �. x -> a

Out[15]= a2

Without a level specification, Replace applies rules only to the whole expression. 

In[16]:= Replace@x^2, x^2 -> bD

Out[16]= b

No replacement is done here. 

In[17]:= Replace@x^2, x -> aD

Out[17]= x2

This applies rules down to level 2, and so replaces x. 

In[18]:= Replace@x^2, x -> a, 2D

Out[18]= a2

expr�.rules apply rules to all subparts of expr

Replace@expr,rulesD apply rules to the whole of expr only

Replace@expr,rules,levspecD apply rules to parts of expr on levels specified by levspec

Applying rules to whole expressions. 

Replace returns the result from using the first rule that applies. 

In[19]:= Replace@f@uD, 8f@x_D -> x^2, f@x_D -> x^3<D

Out[19]= u2

ReplaceList gives a list of the results from every rule that applies. 

In[20]:= ReplaceList@f@uD, 8f@x_D -> x^2, f@x_D -> x^3<D

Out[20]= 9u
2, u3=

If a single rule can be applied in several ways, ReplaceList gives a list of all the results. 

In[21]:= ReplaceList@a + b + c, x_ + y_ -> g@x, yDD

Out[21]= 8g@a, b + cD, g@b, a + cD, g@c, a + bD, g@a + b, cD, g@a + c, bD, g@b + c, aD<

This gives a list of ways of breaking the original list in two. 

In[22]:= ReplaceList@8a, b, c, d<, 8x__, y__< -> g@8x<, 8y<DD

Out[22]= 8g@8a<, 8b, c, d<D, g@8a, b<, 8c, d<D, g@8a, b, c<, 8d<D<

This finds all sublists that are flanked by the same element. 

In[23]:= ReplaceList@8a, b, c, a, d, b, d<, 8___, x_, y__, x_, ___< -> g@x, 8y<DD

Out[23]= 8g@a, 8b, c<D, g@b, 8c, a, d<D, g@d, 8b<D<
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Replace@expr,rulesD apply rules in one way only

ReplaceList@expr,rulesD apply rules in all possible ways

Applying rules in one way or all possible ways. 
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Manipulating Sets of Transformation Rules
You can manipulate lists of transformation rules in Mathematica just like other symbolic expressions. It is common to assign a name to

a rule or set of rules. 

This assigns the ú nameø  sinexp to the trigonometric expansion rule. 

In[1]:= sinexp = Sin@2 x_D -> 2 Sin@xD Cos@xD

Out[1]= Sin@2 x_D ® 2 Cos@xD Sin@xD

You can now request the rule ú by name ø . 

In[2]:= Sin@2 H1 + xL^2D �. sinexp

Out[2]= 2 CosAH1 + xL2E SinAH1 + xL2E

You can use lists of rules to represent mathematical and other relations. Typically you will find it convenient to give names to the lists,

so that you can easily specify the list you want in a particular case. 

In most situations, it  is only one rule from any given list that actually applies to a particular expression. Nevertheless, the �.  operator

tests each of the rules in the list in turn. If the list is very long, this process can take a long time. 

Mathematica  allows you to preprocess lists of  rules so that  �.  can operate more quickly on them. You can take any list  of  rules and

apply the function Dispatch  to them. The result is a representation of the original list of rules, but including dispatch tables which allow

�. to ú dispatchø  to potentially applicable rules immediately, rather than testing all the rules in turn. 

Here is a list of rules for the first five factorials. 

In[3]:= facs = Table@f@iD -> i!, 8i, 5<D

Out[3]= 8f@1D ® 1, f@2D ® 2, f@3D ® 6, f@4D ® 24, f@5D ® 120<

This sets up dispatch tables that make the rules faster to use. 

In[4]:= dfacs = Dispatch@facsD

Out[4]= Dispatch@8f@1D ® 1, f@2D ® 2, f@3D ® 6, f@4D ® 24, f@5D ® 120<, -DispatchTables -D

You can apply the rules using the �. operator. 

In[5]:= f@4D �. dfacs

Out[5]= 24

Dispatch@rulesD create a representation of a list of rules that includes dispatch tables

expr�.drules apply rules that include dispatch tables

Creating and using dispatch tables. 

For long lists of rules, you will  find that setting up dispatch tables makes replacement operations much faster. This is particularly true

when your rules are for individual symbols or other expressions that do not involve pattern objects. Once you have built dispatch tables

in such cases, you will find that the �. operator takes a time that is more or less independent of the number of rules you have. Without

dispatch tables, however, �. will take a time directly proportional to the total number of rules. 
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Making Definitions
The  replacement  operator  �.  allows  you  to  apply  transformation  rules  to  a  specific  expression.  Often,  however,  you  want  to  have

transformation rules automatically applied whenever possible. 

You can do this by assigning explicit values to Mathematica expressions and patterns. Each assignment specifies a transformation rule

to be applied whenever an expression of the appropriate form occurs. 

expr�.lhs->rhs apply a transformation rule to a specific expression

lhs=rhs assign a value which defines a transformation rule to be used whenever possible

Manual and automatic application of transformation rules. 

This applies a transformation rule for x to a specific expression. 

In[1]:= H1 + xL^6 �. x -> 3 - a

Out[1]= H4 - aL
6

By assigning a value to x, you tell Mathematica to apply a transformation rule for x whenever possible. 

In[2]:= x = 3 - a

Out[2]= 3 - a

Now x is transformed automatically. 

In[3]:= H1 + xL^7

Out[3]= H4 - aL
7

You  should  realize  that  except  inside  constructs  like  Module  and  Block,  all  assignments  you  make  in  a  Mathematica  session  are

permanent. They continue to be used for the duration of the session, unless you explicitly clear or overwrite them. 

The fact that assignments are permanent means that they must be made with care. Probably the single most common mistake in using

Mathematica is to make an assignment for a variable like x at one point in your session, and then later to use x having forgotten about

the assignment you made. 

There are several  ways to avoid this  kind of  mistake.  First,  you should avoid using assignments whenever possible,  and instead use

more controlled constructs such as the �.  replacement operator.  Second,  you should explicitly  use the deassignment operator  =.  or

the function Clear to remove values you have assigned when you have finished with them. 

Another  important  way to  avoid mistakes is  to  think particularly  carefully  before assigning values to  variables with  common or  simple

names. You will often want to use a variable such as x as a symbolic parameter. But if you make an assignment such as x = 3, then x

will be replaced by 3 whenever it occurs, and you can no longer use x as a symbolic parameter. 

In general, you should be sure not to assign permanent values to any variables that you might want to use for more than one purpose. If

at one point in your session you wanted the variable c to stand for the speed of light, you might assign it a value such as 3.*10^8.

But then you cannot use c later in your session to stand, say, for an undetermined coefficient. One way to avoid this kind of problem is

to make assignments only for variables with more explicit names, such as SpeedOfLight.

x=. remove the value assigned to the object x

Clear@x,y,¼D clear all the values of x, y, ¼ 

Removing assignments. 
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This does not give what you might expect, because x still has the value you assigned it above. 

In[4]:= Factor@x^2 - 1D

Out[4]= H-4 + aL H-2 + aL

This removes any value assigned to x. 

In[5]:= Clear@xD

Now this gives the result you expect. 

In[6]:= Factor@x^2 - 1D

Out[6]= H-1 + xL H1 + xL

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Special Forms of Assignment
Particularly  when  you  write  procedural  programs  in  Mathematica,  you  will  often  need  to  modify  the  value  of  a  particular  variable

repeatedly. You can always do this by constructing the new value and explicitly performing an assignment such as x = value. Mathemat−

ica, however, provides special notations for incrementing the values of variables, and for some other common cases. 

i++ increment the value of i by 1

i-- decrement i

++i pre−increment i

--i pre−decrement i

i+=di add di to the value of i

i-=di subtract di from i

x*=c multiply x by c

x�=c divide x by c

Modifying values of variables. 

This assigns the value 7 x to the variable t. 

In[1]:= t = 7 x

Out[1]= 7 x

This increments the value of t by 18 x. 

In[2]:= t += 18 x

Out[2]= 25 x

The value of t has been modified. 

In[3]:= t

Out[3]= 25 x

This sets t to 8, multiplies its value by 7, then gives the final value of t. 

In[4]:= t = 8; t *= 7; t

Out[4]= 56

The value of i++ is the value of i before the increment is done. 

In[5]:= i = 5; Print@i++D; Print@iD

5

6

The value of ++i is the value of i after the increment. 

In[6]:= i = 5; Print@++iD; Print@iD

6

6
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x=y=value assign the same value to both x and y

8x,y<=8value1,value2< assign different values to x and y

8x,y<=8y,x< interchange the values of x and y

Assigning values to several variables at a time. 

This assigns the value 5 to x and 8 to y. 

In[7]:= 8x, y< = 85, 8<

Out[7]= 85, 8<

This interchanges the values of x and y. 

In[8]:= 8x, y< = 8y, x<

Out[8]= 88, 5<

Now x has value 8. 

In[9]:= x

Out[9]= 8

And y has value 5. 

In[10]:= y

Out[10]= 5

You can use assignments to lists to permute values of variables in any way. 

In[11]:= 8a, b, c< = 81, 2, 3<; 8b, a, c< = 8a, c, b<; 8a, b, c<

Out[11]= 83, 1, 2<

When you write programs in Mathematica, you will sometimes find it convenient to take a list, and successively add elements to it. You

can do this using the functions PrependTo  and AppendTo. 

PrependTo@v,elemD prepend elem to the value of v

AppendTo@v,elemD append elem

v=8v,elem< make a nested list containing elem

Assignments for modifying lists. 

This assigns the value of v to be the list 85, 7, 9<. 

In[12]:= v = 85, 7, 9<

Out[12]= 85, 7, 9<

This appends the element 11 to the value of v. 

In[13]:= AppendTo@v, 11D

Out[13]= 85, 7, 9, 11<
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Now the value of v has been modified. 

In[14]:= v

Out[14]= 85, 7, 9, 11<

Although  AppendTo@v, elemD  is  always  equivalent  to  v = Append@v, elemD,  it  is  often  a  convenient  notation.  However,  you  should

realize that because of the way Mathematica stores lists, it is usually less efficient to add a sequence of elements to a particular list than

to create a nested structure that consists, for example, of lists of length 2 at each level. When you have built up such a structure, you

can always reduce it to a single list using Flatten. 

This sets up a nested list structure for w. 

In[15]:= w = 81<; Do@w = 8w, k^2<, 8k, 1, 4<D; w

Out[15]= 888881<, 1<, 4<, 9<, 16<

You can use Flatten to unravel the structure. 

In[16]:= Flatten@wD

Out[16]= 81, 1, 4, 9, 16<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Making Definitions for Indexed Objects
In many kinds of calculations, you need to set up "arrays" which contain sequences of expressions, each specified by a certain index.

One way to implement arrays in Mathematica  is by using lists. You can define a list, say a = 8x, y, z, ¼<,  then access its elements

using  a@@iDD,  or  modify  them  using  a@@iDD = value.  This  approach  has  a  drawback,  however,  in  that  it  requires  you  to  fill  in  all  the

elements when you first create the list. 

Often, it is more convenient to set up arrays in which you can fill in only those elements that you need at a particular time. You can do

this by making definitions for expressions such as a@iD. 

This defines a value for a@1D. 

In[1]:= a@1D = 9

Out[1]= 9

This defines a value for a@2D. 

In[2]:= a@2D = 7

Out[2]= 7

This shows all the values you have defined for expressions associated with a so far. 

In[3]:= ?a

Global‘a

a@1D = 9

a@2D = 7

You can define a value for a@5D, even though you have not yet given values to a@3D and a@4D. 

In[4]:= a@5D = 0

Out[4]= 0

This generates a list of the values of the a@iD. 

In[5]:= Table@a@iD, 8i, 5<D

Out[5]= 89, 7, a@3D, a@4D, 0<

You can think of the expression a@iD as being like an ú indexedø  or ú subscripted ø  variable.

a@iD=value add or overwrite a value

a@iD access a value

a@iD=. remove a value

?a show all defined values

Clear@aD clear all defined values

Table@a@iD,8i,1,n<D  or Array@a,nD

convert to an explicit List

Manipulating indexed variables. 

ú ø
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When you have an expression of the form a@iD, there is no requirement that the ú index ø  i be a number. In fact, Mathematica allows the

index to be any expression whatsoever. By using indices that are symbols, you can for example build up simple databases in Mathemat−

ica. 

This defines the ú object ø  area with ú index ø  square to have value 1. 

In[6]:= area@squareD = 1

Out[6]= 1

This adds another result to the area ú databaseø . 

In[7]:= area@triangleD = 1�2

Out[7]=

1

2

Here are the entries in the area database so far. 

In[8]:= ?area

Global‘area

area@squareD = 1

area@triangleD =
1

2

You can use these definitions wherever you want. You have not yet assigned a value for area@pentagonD. 

In[9]:= 4 area@squareD + area@pentagonD

Out[9]= 4 + area@pentagonD

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Making Definitions for Functions
"Defining  Functions"  discussed  how  you  can  define  functions  in  Mathematica.  In  a  typical  case,  you  would  type  in  f@x_D = x^2  to

define  a  function  f.  (Actually,  the  definitions  in  "Defining  Functions"  used  the  :=  operator,  rather  than  the  =  one.  "Immediate  and

Delayed Definitions" will explain exactly when to use each of the := and = operators.) 

The  definition  f@x_D = x^2  specifies  that  whenever  Mathematica  encounters  an  expression  which  matches  the  pattern  f@x_D,  it

should replace the expression by x^2. Since the pattern f@x_D matches all expressions of the form f@anythingD, the definition applies

to functions f with any ú argumentø . 

Function  definitions  like  f@x_D = x^2  can  be  compared  with  definitions  like  f@aD = b  for  indexed  variables  discussed  in  "Making

Definitions  for  Indexed  Objects".  The  definition  f@aD = b  specifies  that  whenever  the  particular  expression  f@aD  occurs,  it  is  to  be

replaced by b. But the definition says nothing about expressions such as f@yD, where f appears with another ú indexø . 

To define a ú function ø , you need to specify values for expressions of the form f@xD, where the argument x can be anything. You can

do this by giving a definition for the pattern f@x_D, where the pattern object x_ stands for any expression. 

f@xD=value definition for a specific expression x

f@x _D=value definition for any expression, referred to as x

The difference between defining an indexed variable and a function. 

Making definitions for f@2D or f@aD can be thought of as being like giving values to various elements of an ú array ø  named f. Making a

definition for  f@x_D  is  like giving a value for  a set  of  ú array elementsø  with arbitrary ú indices ø . In fact,  you can actually think of  any

function as being like an array with an arbitrarily variable index.

In mathematical terms, you can think of f as a mapping. When you define values for, say, f@1D and f@2D, you specify the image of this

mapping for various discrete points in its domain. Defining a value for f@x_D specifies the image of f on a continuum of points. 

This defines a transformation rule for the specific expression f@xD. 

In[1]:= f@xD = u

Out[1]= u

When the specific expression f@xD appears, it is replaced by u. Other expressions of the form f@argumentD are, however, not modified. 

In[2]:= f@xD + f@yD

Out[2]= u + f@yD

This defines a value for f with any expression as an ú argument ø . 

In[3]:= f@x_D = x^2

Out[3]= x2

The old definition for the specific expression f@xD is still used, but the new general definition for f@x_D is now used to find a value for 

f@yD.

In[4]:= f@xD + f@yD

Out[4]= u + y2

This removes all definitions for f. 

In[5]:= Clear@fD
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Mathematica  allows you to  define transformation rules for  any expression or  pattern.  You can mix definitions for  specific  expressions

such as f@1D or f@aD with definitions for patterns such as f@x_D. 

Many kinds of mathematical functions can be set up by mixing specific and general definitions in Mathematica. As an example, consider

the factorial function. This particular function is in fact built into Mathematica (it is written n!). But you can use Mathematica definitions

to set up the function for yourself. 

The  standard  mathematical  definition  for  the  factorial  function  can  be  entered  almost  directly  into  Mathematica,  in  the  form:

f@n_D := n f@n - 1D; f@1D = 1. This definition specifies that for any n, f@nD should be replaced by n f@n - 1D, except that when n is

1, f@1D should simply be replaced by 1. 

Here is the value of the factorial function with argument 1. 

In[6]:= f@1D = 1

Out[6]= 1

Here is the general recursion relation for the factorial function. 

In[7]:= f@n_D := n f@n - 1D

Now you can use these definitions to find values for the factorial function. 

In[8]:= f@10D

Out[8]= 3628 800

The results are the same as you get from the built−in version of factorial. 

In[9]:= 10!

Out[9]= 3628 800

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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The Ordering of Definitions
When you make a sequence of definitions in Mathematica, some may be more general than others. Mathematica follows the principle of

trying to  put  more general  definitions after  more specific  ones.  This  means that  special  cases of  rules  are typically  tried before more

general cases. 

This behavior is crucial  to the factorial  function example given in "Making Definitions for Functions".  Regardless of  the order in which

you entered them, Mathematica will  always put the rule for the special case f@1D ahead of the rule for the general case f@n_D. This

means that when Mathematica looks for the value of an expression of the form f@nD, it tries the special case f@1D first, and only if this

does not apply, it tries the general case f@n_D. As a result, when you ask for f@5D, Mathematica will  keep on using the general rule

until the ú end condition ø  rule for f@1D applies. 

� Mathematica tries to put specific definitions before more general definitions.

Treatment of definitions in Mathematica. 

If  Mathematica  did  not  follow the  principle  of  putting  special  rules  before  more  general  ones,  then the  special  rules  would  always be

ú shadowed ø  by  more  general  ones.  In  the  factorial  example,  if  the  rule  for  f@n_D  was  ahead of  the  rule  for  f@1D,  then  even when

Mathematica tried to evaluate f@1D, it would use the general f@n_D rule, and it would never find the special f@1D rule. 

Here is a general definition for f@n_D. 

In[1]:= f@n_D := n f@n - 1D

Here is a definition for the special case f@1D. 

In[2]:= f@1D = 1

Out[2]= 1

Mathematica puts the special case before the general one. 

In[3]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@1D = 1

f@n_D := n f@n - 1D

In  the  factorial  function  example  used  above,  it  is  clear  which  rule  is  more  general.  Often,  however,  there  is  no  definite  ordering  in

generality of the rules you give. In such cases, Mathematica simply tries the rules in the order you give them. 

These rules have no definite ordering in generality. 

In[4]:= log@x_ y_D := log@xD + log@yD; log@x_^n_D := n log@xD

Mathematica stores the rules in the order you gave them. 

In[5]:= ?log

Global‘log

log@x_ y_D := log@xD + log@yD

log@x_n_D := n log@xD
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This rule is a special case of the rule for log@x_ y_D. 

In[6]:= log@2 x_D := log@xD + log2

Mathematica puts the special rule before the more general one. 

In[7]:= ?log

Global‘log

log@2 x_D := log@xD + log2

log@x_ y_D := log@xD + log@yD

log@x_n_D := n log@xD

Although in many practical cases, Mathematica can recognize when one rule is more general than another, you should realize that this

is  not  always possible.  For  example,  if  two rules both contain complicated �;  conditions,  it  may not  be possible to work out  which is

more general,  and,  in  fact,  there may not  be a definite  ordering.  Whenever  the appropriate  ordering is  not  clear,  Mathematica  stores

rules in the order you give them. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Immediate and Delayed Definitions
You  may  have  noticed  that  there  are  two  different  ways  to  make  assignments  in  Mathematica:  lhs = rhs  and  lhs := rhs.  The  basic

difference between these forms is when the expression rhs is evaluated. lhs = rhs is an immediate assignment, in which rhs is evaluated

at the time when the assignment is made. lhs := rhs, on the other hand, is a delayed assignment, in which rhs is not evaluated when the

assignment is made, but is instead evaluated each time the value of lhs is requested. 

lhs=rhs  (immediate assignment) rhs is evaluated when the assignment is made

lhs:=rhs  (delayed assignment) rhs is evaluated each time the value of lhs is requested

The two types of assignments in Mathematica. 

This uses the := operator to define the function ex. 

In[1]:= ex@x_D := Expand@H1 + xL^2D

Because := was used, the definition is maintained in an unevaluated form. 

In[2]:= ?ex

Global‘ex

ex@x_D := ExpandAH1 + xL
2
E

When you make an assignment with the = operator, the right−hand side is evaluated immediately. 

In[3]:= iex@x_D = Expand@H1 + xL^2D

Out[3]= 1 + 2 x + x2

The definition now stored is the result of the Expand command. 

In[4]:= ?iex

Global‘iex

iex@x_D = 1 + 2 x + x2

When you execute ex, the Expand is performed. 

In[5]:= ex@y + 2D

Out[5]= 9 + 6 y + y2

iex simply substitutes its argument into the already expanded form, giving a different answer. 

In[6]:= iex@y + 2D

Out[6]= 1 + 2 H2 + yL + H2 + yL2

As you can see from the example above, both = and := can be useful in defining functions, but they have different meanings, and you

must be careful about which one to use in a particular case. 

One rule  of  thumb is  the  following.  If  you think  of  an  assignment  as  giving  the  final  ú value ø  of  an  expression,  use the  =  operator.  If

instead you think of the assignment as specifying a ú commandø  for finding the value, use the := operator. If in doubt, it is usually better

to use the := operator than the = one. 
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lhs=rhs rhs is intended to be the ú final value ø  of lhs (e.g., f@x_D = 1 - x^2)

lhs:=rhs rhs gives a ú command ø  or ú program ø  to be executed whenever you ask for the 

value of lhs (e.g., f@x_D := Expand@1 - x^2D)

Interpretations of assignments with the = and := operators. 

Although := is probably used more often than = in defining functions, there is one important case in which you must use = to define a

function.  If  you do a calculation,  and get  an answer  in  terms of  a  symbolic  parameter  x,  you often want  to  go on and find results  for

various specific values of x. One way to do this is to use the �. operator to apply appropriate rules for x in each case. It is usually more

convenient, however, to use = to define a function whose argument is x. 

Here is an expression involving x. 

In[7]:= D@Log@Sin@xDD^2, xD

Out[7]= 2 Cot@xD Log@Sin@xDD

This defines a function whose argument is the value to be taken for x. 

In[8]:= dlog@x_D = %

Out[8]= 2 Cot@xD Log@Sin@xDD

Here is the result when x is taken to be 1 + a. 

In[9]:= dlog@1 + aD

Out[9]= 2 Cot@1 + aD Log@Sin@1 + aDD

An important point to notice in the example above is that there is nothing special about the name x that appears in the x_ pattern. It is

just a symbol, indistinguishable from an x that appears in any other expression. 

f@x _D=expr define a function which gives the value expr for any particular value of x

Defining functions for evaluating expressions. 

You can use = and := not only to define functions, but also to assign values to variables. If you type x = value, then value is immediately

evaluated, and the result is assigned to x. On the other hand, if you type x := value, then value is not immediately evaluated. Instead, it

is maintained in an unevaluated form, and is evaluated afresh each time x is used. 

This evaluates RandomReal@D to find a pseudorandom number, then assigns this number to r1. 

In[10]:= r1 = RandomReal@D

Out[10]= 0.0560708

Here RandomReal@D is maintained in an unevaluated form, to be evaluated afresh each time r2 is used. 

In[11]:= r2 := RandomReal@D

Here are values for r1 and r2. 

In[12]:= 8r1, r2<

Out[12]= 80.0560708, 0.6303<

The value of r1 never changes. Every time r2 is used, however, a new pseudorandom number is generated. 

In[13]:= 8r1, r2<

Out[13]= 80.0560708, 0.359894<
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The distinction between immediate and delayed assignments is particularly important when you set up chains of assignments. 

This defines a to be 1. 

In[14]:= a = 1

Out[14]= 1

Here a + 2 is evaluated to give 3, and the result is assigned to be the value of ri. 

In[15]:= ri = a + 2

Out[15]= 3

Here a + 2 is maintained in an unevaluated form, to be evaluated every time the value of rd is requested. 

In[16]:= rd := a + 2

In this case, ri and rd give the same values. 

In[17]:= 8ri, rd<

Out[17]= 83, 3<

Now the value of a is changed. 

In[18]:= a = 2

Out[18]= 2

Now rd uses the new value for a, while ri keeps its original value. 

In[19]:= 8ri, rd<

Out[19]= 83, 4<

You  can  use  delayed  assignments  such  as  t := rhs  to  set  up  variables  whose  values  you  can  find  in  a  variety  of  different

ú environmentsø . Every time you ask for t, the expression rhs is evaluated using the current values of the objects on which it depends. 

The right−hand side of the delayed assignment is maintained in an unevaluated form. 

In[20]:= t := 8a, Factor@x^a - 1D<

This sets a to 4, then finds the value of t. 

In[21]:= a = 4; t

Out[21]= 94, H-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 + x
2M=

Here a is 6. 

In[22]:= a = 6; t

Out[22]= 96, H-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 - x + x
2M I1 + x + x2M=

In the example above, the symbol a acts as a ú global variable ø , whose value affects the value of t. When you have a large number of

parameters,  many  of  which  change  only  occasionally,  you  may  find  this  kind  of  setup  convenient.  However,  you  should  realize  that

implicit  or  hidden  dependence  of  one  variable  on  others  can  often  become  quite  confusing.  When  possible,  you  should  make  all

dependencies explicit, by defining functions which take all necessary parameters as arguments. 
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lhs->rhs rhs is evaluated when the rule is given

lhs:>rhs rhs is evaluated when the rule is used

Two types of transformation rules in Mathematica. 

Just as you can make immediate and delayed assignments in Mathematica, so you can also set up immediate and delayed transforma−

tion rules. 

The right−hand side of this rule is evaluated when you give the rule. 

In[23]:= f@x_D -> Expand@H1 + xL^2D

Out[23]= f@x_D ® 1 + 2 x + x2

A rule like this is probably not particularly useful. 

In[24]:= f@x_D -> Expand@xD

Out[24]= f@x_D ® x

Here the right−hand side of the rule is maintained in an unevaluated form, to be evaluated every time the rule is used. 

In[25]:= f@x_D :> Expand@xD

Out[25]= f@x_D ¦ Expand@xD

Applying the rule causes the expansion to be done. 

In[26]:= f@H1 + pL^2D �. f@x_D :> Expand@xD

Out[26]= 1 + 2 p + p2

In analogy with assignments, you should typically use -> when you want to replace an expression with a definite value, and you should

use :> when you want to give a command for finding the value. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Functions That Remember Values They Have Found
When  you  make  a  function  definition  using  :=,  the  value  of  the  function  is  recomputed  every  time  you  ask  for  it.  In  some  kinds  of

calculations, you may end up asking for the same function value many times. You can save time in these cases by having Mathematica

remember all the function values it finds. Here is an ú idiom ø  for defining a function that does this. 

f@x _D:=f@xD=rhs define a function which remembers values that it finds

Defining a function that remembers values it finds. 

This defines a function f which stores all values that it finds. 

In[1]:= f@x_D := f@xD = f@x - 1D + f@x - 2D

Here are the end conditions for the recursive function f. 

In[2]:= f@0D = f@1D = 1

Out[2]= 1

Here is the original definition of f. 

In[3]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@0D = 1

f@1D = 1

f@x_D := f@xD = f@x - 1D + f@x - 2D

This computes f@5D. The computation involves finding the sequence of values f@5D, f@4D, ¼ f@2D. 

In[4]:= f@5D

Out[4]= 8

All the values of f found so far are explicitly stored. 

In[5]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@0D = 1

f@1D = 1

f@2D = 2

f@3D = 3

f@4D = 5

f@5D = 8

f@x_D := f@xD = f@x - 1D + f@x - 2D
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If you ask for f@5D again, Mathematica can just look up the value immediately; it does not have to recompute it.

In[6]:= f@5D

Out[6]= 8

You can see how a definition like f@x_D := f@xD = f@x - 1D + f@x - 2D  works.  The function f@x_D  is  defined to  be the ú program ø
f@xD = f@x - 1D + f@x - 2D. When you ask for a value of the function f, the ú program ø  is executed. The program first calculates the

value of f@x - 1D + f@x - 2D, then saves the result as f@xD. 

It is often a good idea to use functions that remember values when you implement mathematical recursion relations in Mathematica. In

a typical case, a recursion relation gives the value of a function f  with an integer argument x  in terms of values of the same function

with  arguments  x - 1,  x - 2,  etc.  The  Fibonacci  function  definition  f HxL = f Hx - 1L + f Hx - 2L  used  above  is  an  example  of  this  kind  of

recursion relation. The point is that if  you calculate say f H10L  by just  applying the recursion relation over and over again, you end up

having to recalculate quantities like f H5L many times. In a case like this, it is therefore better just to remember the value of f H5L, and look

it up when you need it, rather than having to recalculate it. 

There is of course a trade−off involved in remembering values. It is faster to find a particular value, but it takes more memory space to

store  all  of  them.  You  should  usually  define  functions  to  remember  values  only  if  the  total  number  of  different  values  that  will  be

produced is comparatively small, or the expense of recomputing them is very great. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Associating Definitions with Different Symbols
When you make a definition in the form f@argsD = rhs or f@argsD := rhs, Mathematica associates your definition with the object f . This

means, for example, that such definitions are displayed when you type ? f . In general, definitions for expressions in which the symbol f

appears as the head are termed downvalues of f . 

Mathematica however also supports upvalues, which allow definitions to be associated with symbols that do not appear directly as their

head. 

Consider  for  example  a  definition  like  Exp@g@x_DD := rhs.  One  possibility  is  that  this  definition  could  be  associated  with  the  symbol

Exp, and considered as a downvalue of Exp. This is however probably not the best thing either from the point of view of organization or

efficiency. 

Better is to consider Exp@g@x_DD := rhs to be associated with g, and to correspond to an upvalue of g. 

f@argsD:=rhs define a downvalue for f

f@g@argsD,¼D^:=rhs define an upvalue for g

Associating definitions with different symbols. 

This is taken to define a downvalue for f. 

In[1]:= f@g@x_DD := fg@xD

You can see the definition when you ask about f. 

In[2]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@g@x_DD := fg@xD

This defines an upvalue for g. 

In[3]:= Exp@g@x_DD ^:= expg@xD

The definition is associated with g. 

In[4]:= ?g

Global‘g

ã
g@x_D ^:= expg@xD

It is not associated with Exp. 

In[5]:= ?? Exp

Exp@zD is the exponential function. �

Attributes@ExpD = 8Listable, NumericFunction, Protected, ReadProtected<

The definition is used to evaluate this expression. 

In[6]:= Exp@g@5DD

Out[6]= expg@5D
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In simple cases, you will  get the same answers to calculations whether you give a definition for f@g@xDD  as a downvalue for f  or an

upvalue for g. However, one of the two choices is usually much more natural and efficient than the other. 

A good rule of thumb is that a definition for f@g@xDD should be given as an upvalue for g in cases where the function f  is more common

than g. Thus, for example, in the case of Exp@g@xDD, Exp  is a built−in Mathematica function, while g is presumably a function you have

added.  In  such  a  case,  you  will  typically  think  of  definitions  for  Exp@g@xDD  as  giving  relations  satisfied  by  g.  As  a  result,  it  is  more

natural to treat the definitions as upvalues for g than as downvalues for Exp. 

This gives the definition as an upvalue for g. 

In[7]:= g �: g@x_D + g@y_D := gplus@x, yD

Here are the definitions for g so far. 

In[8]:= ?g

Global‘g

ã
g@x_D ^:= expg@xD

g@x_D + g@y_D ^:= gplus@x, yD

The definition for a sum of g÷ s is used whenever possible. 

In[9]:= g@5D + g@7D

Out[9]= gplus@5, 7D

Since the full form of the pattern g@x_D + g@y_D is Plus@g@x_D, g@y_DD, a definition for this pattern could be given as a downvalue

for Plus . It is almost always better, however, to give the definition as an upvalue for g. 

In general, whenever Mathematica encounters a particular function, it tries all the definitions you have given for that function. If you had

made  the  definition  for  g@x_D + g@y_D  a  downvalue  for  Plus ,  then  Mathematica  would  have  tried  this  definition  whenever  Plus

occurs. The definition would thus be tested every time Mathematica  added expressions together, making this very common operation

slower in all cases. 

However, by giving a definition for g@x_D + g@y_D as an upvalue for g, you associate the definition with g. In this case, Mathematica

only tries the definition when it finds a g inside a function such as Plus . Since g presumably occurs much less frequently than Plus ,

this is a much more efficient procedure. 

f@gD^=value   or  f@g@argsDD^=value

make assignments to be associated with g, rather than f

f@gD^:=value   or  f@g@argsDD^:=value

make delayed assignments associated with g

f@arg
1
,arg

2
,¼D^=value make assignments associated with the heads of all the argi

Shorter ways to define upvalues. 

A  typical  use  of  upvalues  is  in  setting  up  a  ú database ø  of  properties  of  a  particular  object.  With  upvalues,  you  can  associate  each

definition you make with the object that it concerns, rather than with the property you are specifying. 

This defines an upvalue for square which gives its area. 

In[10]:= area@squareD ^= 1

Out[10]= 1
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This adds a definition for the perimeter. 

In[11]:= perimeter@squareD ^= 4

Out[11]= 4

Both definitions are now associated with the object square. 

In[12]:= ?square

Global‘square

area@squareD ^= 1

perimeter@squareD ^= 4

In general, you can associate definitions for an expression with any symbol that occurs at a sufficiently high level in the expression. With

an expression of the form f@argsD, you can define an upvalue for a symbol g so long as either g itself, or an object with head g, occurs

in args. If g occurs at a lower level in an expression, however, you cannot associate definitions with it. 

g occurs as the head of an argument, so you can associate a definition with it. 

In[13]:= g �: h@w@x_D, g@y_DD := hwg@x, yD

Here g appears too deep in the left−hand side for you to associate a definition with it. 

In[14]:= g �: h@w@g@x_DD, y_D := hw@x, yD

TagSetDelayed::tagpos :
Tag g in h@w@g@x_DD, y_D is too deep for an assigned rule to be found. �

Out[14]= $Failed

f@¼D:=rhs downvalue for f

f�: f@g@¼DD@¼D:=rhs downvalue for f

g�: f@¼,g,¼D:=rhs upvalue for g

g�: f@¼,g@¼D,¼D:=rhs upvalue for g

Possible positions for symbols in definitions. 

As discussed in "The Meaning of Expressions", you can use Mathematica symbols as ú tagsø , to indicate the ú typeø  of an expression.

For  example,  complex  numbers  in  Mathematica  are  represented  internally  in  the  form  Complex@x, yD,  where  the  symbol  Complex

serves as a tag to indicate that the object is a complex number. 

Upvalues  provide  a  convenient  mechanism for  specifying  how  operations  act  on  objects  that  are  tagged  to  have  a  certain  type.  For

example, you might want to introduce a class of abstract mathematical objects of type quat. You can represent each object of this type

by a Mathematica expression of the form quat@dataD. 

In  a  typical  case,  you might  want  quat  objects  to  have special  properties  with  respect  to  arithmetic  operations such as addition  and

multiplication. You can set up such properties by defining upvalues for quat with respect to Plus  and Times. 

This defines an upvalue for quat with respect to Plus . 

In[15]:= quat@x_D + quat@y_D ^:= quat@x + yD

The upvalue you have defined is used to simplify this expression. 

In[16]:= quat@aD + quat@bD + quat@cD

Out[16]= quat@a + b + cD
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When you define an upvalue for quat with respect to an operation like Plus , what you are effectively doing is to extend the domain of

the Plus  operation to include quat objects. You are telling Mathematica to use special rules for addition in the case where the things

to be added together are quat objects. 

In  defining  addition  for  quat  objects,  you  could  always  have  a  special  addition  operation,  say  quatPlus,  to  which  you  assign  an

appropriate  downvalue.  It  is  usually  much more  convenient,  however,  to  use  the  standard  Mathematica  Plus  operation  to  represent

addition, but then to ú overloadø  this operation by specifying special behavior when quat objects are encountered. 

You can think  of  upvalues as  a  way to  implement  certain  aspects  of  object−oriented programming.  A symbol  like  quat  represents  a

particular  type of  object.  Then the various upvalues for  quat  specify  ú methodsø  that  define how quat  objects  should  behave under

certain operations, or on receipt of certain ú messagesø . 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Defining Numerical Values
If  you  make  a  definition  such  as  f@x_D := value,  Mathematica  will  use  the  value  you  give  for  any  f  function  it  encounters.  In  some

cases, however, you may want to define a value that is to be used specifically when you ask for numerical values. 

expr=value define a value to be used whenever possible

N@exprD=value define a value to be used for numerical approximation

Defining ordinary and numerical values. 

This defines a numerical value for the function f. 

In[1]:= N@f@x_DD := Sum@x^-i�i^2, 8i, 20<D

Defining the numerical value does not tell Mathematica anything about the ordinary value of f. 

In[2]:= f@2D + f@5D

Out[2]= f@2D + f@5D

If you ask for a numerical approximation, however, Mathematica uses the numerical values you have defined. 

In[3]:= N@%D

Out[3]= 0.793244

You can define numerical  values for both functions and symbols.  The numerical  values are used by all  numerical  Mathematica  func−

tions, including NIntegrate, FindRoot and so on. 

N@exprD=value define a numerical value to be used when default numerical precision is requested

N@expr,8n,Infinity<D=value define a numerical value to be used when n−digit precision and any accuracy is 
requested

Defining numerical values that depend on numerical precision. 

This defines a numerical value for the symbol const, using 4 n + 5 terms in the product for n−digit precision. 

In[4]:= N@const, 8n_, Infinity<D := Product@1 - 2^-i, 8i, 2, 4 n + 5<D

Here is the value of const, computed to 30−digit precision using the value you specified. 

In[5]:= N@const, 30D

Out[5]= 0.577576190173204842557799443858

Mathematica treats numerical values essentially like upvalues. When you define a numerical value for f , Mathematica effectively enters

your definition as an upvalue for f  with respect to the numerical evaluation operation N. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Modifying Built−in Functions
Mathematica allows you to define transformation rules for any expression. You can define such rules not only for functions that you add

to  Mathematica,  but  also  for  intrinsic  functions  that  are  already  built  into  Mathematica.  As  a  result,  you  can  enhance,  or  modify,  the

features of built−in Mathematica functions. 

This capability is powerful, but potentially dangerous. Mathematica will  always follow the rules you give it. This means that if the rules

you give are incorrect, then Mathematica will give you incorrect answers. 

To avoid the possibility of changing built−in functions by mistake, Mathematica ú protectsø  all built−in functions from redefinition. If you

want to give a definition for a built−in function, you have to remove the protection first. After you give the definition, you should usually

restore the protection, to prevent future mistakes. 

Unprotect@ fD remove protection

Protect@ fD add protection

Protection for functions. 

Built−in functions are usually ú protectedø , so you cannot redefine them. 

In[1]:= Log@7D = 2

Set::write : Tag Log in Log@7D is Protected. �

Out[1]= 2

This removes protection for Log. 

In[2]:= Unprotect@LogD

Out[2]= 8Log<

Now you can give your own definitions for Log. This particular definition is not mathematically correct, but Mathematica will still allow you 

to give it.

In[3]:= Log@7D = 2

Out[3]= 2

Mathematica will use your definitions whenever it can, whether they are mathematically correct or not. 

In[4]:= Log@7D + Log@3D

Out[4]= 2 + Log@3D

This removes the incorrect definition for Log. 

In[5]:= Log@7D =.

This restores the protection for Log. 

In[6]:= Protect@LogD

Out[6]= 8Log<

Definitions you give can override built−in features of Mathematica.  In general,  Mathematica  tries to use your definitions before it  uses

built−in definitions. 

The  rules  that  are  built  into  Mathematica  are  intended  to  be  appropriate  for  the  broadest  range  of  calculations.  In  specific  cases,

however, you may not like what the built−in rules do. In such cases, you can give your own rules to override the ones that are built in. 
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There is a built−in rule for simplifying Exp@Log@exprDD. 

In[7]:= Exp@Log@yDD

Out[7]= y

You can give your own rule for Exp@Log@exprDD, overriding the built−in rule. 

In[8]:= HUnprotect@ExpD; Exp@Log@expr_DD := explog@exprD; Protect@ExpD;L

Now your rule is used, rather than the built−in one. 

In[9]:= Exp@Log@yDD

Out[9]= explog@yD

MORE ABOUT

� Attributes

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Manipulating Value Lists

DownValues@ fD give the list of downvalues of f

UpValues@ fD give the list of upvalues of f

DownValues@ fD=rules set the downvalues of f

UpValues@ fD=rules set the upvalues of f

Finding and setting values of symbols. 

Mathematica effectively stores all definitions you give as lists of transformation rules. When a particular symbol is encountered, the lists

of rules associated with it are tried. 

Under most circumstances, you do not need direct access to the actual transformation rules associated with definitions you have given.

Instead, you can simply use lhs = rhs and lhs =. to add and remove rules. In some cases, however, you may find it useful to have direct

access to the actual rules. 

Here is a definition for f. 

In[1]:= f@x_D := x^2

This gives the explicit rule corresponding to the definition you made for f. 

In[2]:= DownValues@fD

Out[2]= 9HoldPattern@f@x_DD ¦ x2=

Notice that the rules returned by DownValues and UpValues  are set up so that neither their left− nor right−hand sides get evaluated.

The  left−hand  sides  are  wrapped  in  HoldPattern,  and  the  rules  are  delayed,  so  that  the  right−hand  sides  are  not  immediately

evaluated. 

As discussed in "Making Definitions for Functions", Mathematica tries to order definitions so that more specific ones appear before more

general ones. In general, however, there is no unique way to make this ordering, and you may want to choose a different ordering from

the one that Mathematica chooses by default. You can do this by reordering the list of rules obtained from DownValues or UpValues. 

Here are some definitions for the object g. 

In[3]:= g@x_ + y_D := gp@x, yD; g@x_ y_D := gm@x, yD

This shows the default ordering used for the definitions. 

In[4]:= DownValues@gD

Out[4]= 8HoldPattern@g@x_ + y_DD ¦ gp@x, yD, HoldPattern@g@x_ y_DD ¦ gm@x, yD<

This reverses the order of the definitions for g. 

In[5]:= DownValues@gD = Reverse@DownValues@gDD

Out[5]= 8HoldPattern@g@x_ y_DD ¦ gm@x, yD, HoldPattern@g@x_ + y_DD ¦ gp@x, yD<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Transformation Rules and Definitions
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Defining Functions
There  are  many  functions  that  are  built  into  Mathematica.  This  tutorial  discusses  how  you  can  add  your  own  simple  functions  to

Mathematica.

As a first example, consider adding a function called f which squares its argument. The Mathematica command to define this function is

f@x_D := x^2. The _ (referred to as "blank") on the left−hand side is very important; what it means will be discussed below. For now,

just remember to put a _ on the left−hand side, but not on the right−hand side, of your definition. 

This defines the function f. Notice the _ on the left−hand side. 

In[1]:= f@x_D := x^2

f squares its argument. 

In[2]:= f@a + 1D

Out[2]= H1 + aL
2

The argument can be a number. 

In[3]:= f@4D

Out[3]= 16

Or it can be a more complicated expression. 

In[4]:= f@3 x + x^2D

Out[4]= I3 x + x
2M

2

You can use f in a calculation. 

In[5]:= Expand@f@Hx + 1 + yLDD

Out[5]= 1 + 2 x + x2 + 2 y + 2 x y + y2

This shows the definition you made for f. 

In[6]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@x_D := x2

f@x_D:=x^2 define the function f

?f show the definition of f

Clear@fD clear all definitions for f

Defining a function in Mathematica. 

The names like f  that  you use for  functions in  Mathematica  are just  symbols.  Because of  this,  you should make sure to  avoid using

names  that  begin  with  capital  letters,  to  prevent  confusion  with  built−in  Mathematica  functions.  You  should  also  make  sure  that  you

have not used the names for anything else earlier in your session. 

Mathematica functions can have any number of arguments. 

In[7]:= hump@x_, xmax_D := Hx - xmaxL^2�xmax
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You can use the hump function just as you would any of the built−in functions. 

In[8]:= 2 + hump@x, 3.5D

Out[8]= 2 + 0.285714 H-3.5 + xL2

This gives a new definition for hump, which overwrites the previous one. 

In[9]:= hump@x_, xmax_D := Hx - xmaxL^4

The new definition is displayed. 

In[10]:= ?hump

Global‘hump

hump@x_, xmax_D := Hx - xmaxL4

This clears all definitions for hump. 

In[11]:= Clear@humpD

When you have finished with a particular function, it is always a good idea to clear definitions you have made for it. If you do not do this,

then you will run into trouble if you try to use the same function for a different purpose later in your Mathematica session. You can clear

all definitions you have made for a function or symbol f  by using Clear@ fD. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Functions and Programs
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Functions as Procedures

In many kinds of calculations, you may find yourself typing the same input to Mathematica over and over again. You can save yourself a

lot of typing by defining a function that contains your input commands. 

This constructs a product of three terms, and expands out the result. 

In[1]:= Expand@Product@x + i, 8i, 3<DD

Out[1]= 6 + 11 x + 6 x2 + x3

This does the same thing, but with four terms. 

In[2]:= Expand@Product@x + i, 8i, 4<DD

Out[2]= 24 + 50 x + 35 x2 + 10 x3 + x4

This defines a function exprod which constructs a product of n terms, then expands it out. 

In[3]:= exprod@n_D := Expand@Product@x + i, 8i, 1, n<DD

Every time you use the function, it will execute the Product and Expand operations. 

In[4]:= exprod@5D

Out[4]= 120 + 274 x + 225 x2 + 85 x3 + 15 x4 + x5

The functions you define in Mathematica are essentially procedures that execute the commands you give. You can have several steps

in your procedures, separated by semicolons. 

The result you get from the whole function is simply the last expression in the procedure. Notice that you have to put parentheses around 
the procedure when you define it like this. 

In[5]:= cex@n_, i_D := Ht = exprod@nD; Coefficient@t, x^iDL

This ú runs ø  the procedure. 

In[6]:= cex@5, 3D

Out[6]= 85

expr
1
;expr

2
;¼ a sequence of expressions to evaluate

Module@8a,b,¼<,procD a procedure with local variables a, b, ¼ 

Constructing procedures. 

When you write procedures in Mathematica, it is usually a good idea to make variables you use inside the procedures local, so that they

do not interfere with things outside the procedures. You can do this by setting up your procedures as modules, in which you give a list of

variables to be treated as local. 

The function cex defined above is not a module, so the value of t ú escapes ø , and exists even after the function returns. 

In[7]:= t

Out[7]= 120 + 274 x + 225 x2 + 85 x3 + 15 x4 + x5

This function is defined as a module with local variable u. 

In[8]:= ncex@n_, i_D := Module@8u<, u = exprod@nD; Coefficient@u, x^iDD
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The function gives the same result as before. 

In[9]:= ncex@5, 3D

Out[9]= 85

Now, however, the value of u does not escape from the function. 

In[10]:= u

Out[10]= u

MORE ABOUT

� Procedural Programming

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Functions and Programs
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Manipulating Options
There are a number of functions built into Mathematica which, like Plot , have various options you can set. Mathematica provides some

general mechanisms for handling such options. 

If you do not give a specific setting for an option to a function like Plot , then Mathematica will automatically use a default value for the

option. The function Options@ function, optionD allows you to find out the default value for a particular option. You can reset the default

using  SetOptions@ function, option -> valueD.  Note  that  if  you  do  this,  the  default  value  you  have  given  will  stay  until  you  explicitly

change it. 

Options@ functionD give a list of the current default settings for all options

Options@ function,optionD give the default setting for a particular option

SetOptions@ function,option->value,¼D

reset defaults

Manipulating default settings for options. 

Here is the default setting for the PlotRange  option of Plot . 

In[1]:= Options@Plot, PlotRangeD

Out[1]= 8PlotRange ® 8Full, Automatic<<

This resets the default for the PlotRange  option. The semicolon stops Mathematica from printing out the rather long list of options for 

Plot . 

In[2]:= SetOptions@Plot, PlotRange -> AllD;

Until you explicitly reset it, the default for the PlotRange  option will now be All. 

In[3]:= Options@Plot, PlotRangeD

Out[3]= 8PlotRange ® All<

The  graphics  objects  that  you  get  from  Plot  or  Show  store  information  on  the  options  they  use.  You  can  get  this  information  by

applying the Options function to these graphics objects. 

Options@plotD show all the options used for a particular plot

Options@plot,optionD show the setting for a specific option

AbsoluteOptions@plot,optionD show the absolute form used for a specific option, even if the setting for the option 

is Automatic  or All

Getting information on options used in plots. 

Here is a plot, with default settings for all options. 

In[4]:= g = Plot@SinIntegral@xD, 8x, 0, 20<D

Out[4]=
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The setting used for the PlotRange  option was All. 

In[5]:= Options@g, PlotRangeD

Out[5]= 8PlotRange ® 8All, All<<

AbsoluteOptions gives the absolute automatically chosen values used for PlotRange . 

In[6]:= AbsoluteOptions@g, PlotRangeD

Out[6]= 9PlotRange ® 994.08163´10
-7, 20.=, 94.08163´10-7, 1.85194===

While  it  is  often  convenient  to  use  a  variable  to  represent  a  graphic  as  in  the  above  examples,  the  graphic  itself  can  be  evaluated

directly. The typical ways to do this in the notebook interface are to copy and paste the graphic or to simply begin typing in the graphical

output cell, at which point the output cell will be converted into a new input cell.

When a plot  created with  no explicit  ImageSize  is  placed into an input  cell,  it  will  automatically  shrink to  more easily  accommodate

input.

The following input cell was created by copying and pasting the graphical output created in the previous example.

In[7]:= AbsoluteOptionsB

5 10 15 20

0.5

1.0

1.5

, PlotRangeF

Out[7]= 9PlotRange ® 994.08163´10
-7, 20.=, 94.08163´10-7, 1.85194===

MORE ABOUT

� Options Management

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound
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Repetitive Operations
In using Mathematica, you sometimes need to repeat an operation many times. There are many ways to do this. Often the most natural

is in fact to set up a structure such as a list with many elements, and then apply your operation to each of the elements. 

Another approach is to use the Mathematica  function Do,  which works much like the iteration constructs in languages such as C and

Fortran. Do uses the same Mathematica iterator notation as Sum and Product, described in "Sums and Products". 

Do@expr,8i,imax<D evaluate expr with i running from 1 to imax

Do@expr,8i,imin,imax,di<D evaluate expr with i running from imin to imax in steps of di

Print@exprD print expr

Table@expr,8i,imax<D make a list of the values of expr with i running from 1 to imax

Implementing repetitive operations. 

This prints out the values of the first five factorials. 

In[1]:= Do@Print@i!D, 8i, 5<D

1

2

6

24

120

It is often more useful to have a list of results, which you can then manipulate further. 

In[2]:= Table@i!, 8i, 5<D

Out[2]= 81, 2, 6, 24, 120<

If you do not give an iteration variable, Mathematica simply repeats the operation you have specified, without changing anything. 

In[3]:= r = 1; Do@r = 1�H1 + rL, 8100<D; r

Out[3]= 

573 147844 013817084 101

927 372692 193078999 176

MORE ABOUT

� Procedural Programming

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Functions and Programs
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Transformation Rules for Functions

"Values for Symbols" discussed how you can use transformation rules of the form x -> value to replace symbols by values. The notion

of transformation rules in Mathematica is, however, quite general. You can set up transformation rules not only for symbols, but for any

Mathematica expression. 

Applying the transformation rule x -> 3 replaces x by 3. 

In[1]:= 1 + f@xD + f@yD �. x -> 3

Out[1]= 1 + f@3D + f@yD

You can also use a transformation rule for f@xD. This rule does not affect f@yD. 

In[2]:= 1 + f@xD + f@yD �. f@xD -> p

Out[2]= 1 + p + f@yD

f@t_D is a pattern that stands for f with any argument. 

In[3]:= 1 + f@xD + f@yD �. f@t_D -> t^2

Out[3]= 1 + x2 + y2

Probably the most powerful aspect of transformation rules in Mathematica is that they can involve not only literal expressions, but also

patterns. A pattern is an expression such as f@t_D which contains a blank (underscore). The blank can stand for any expression. Thus,

a  transformation  rule  for  f@t_D  specifies  how  the  function  f  with  any  argument  should  be  transformed.  Notice  that,  in  contrast,  a

transformation rule for f@xD  without a blank, specifies only how the literal  expression f@xD  should be transformed, and does not,  for

example, say anything about the transformation of f@yD. 

When you give a function definition such as f@t_D := t^2, all you are doing is telling Mathematica to automatically apply the transfor−

mation rule f@t_D -> t^2 whenever possible. 

You can set up transformation rules for expressions of any form. 

In[4]:= f@a bD + f@c dD �. f@x_ y_D -> f@xD + f@yD

Out[4]= f@aD + f@bD + f@cD + f@dD

This uses a transformation rule for x^p_. 

In[5]:= 1 + x^2 + x^4 �. x^p_ -> f@pD

Out[5]= 1 + f@2D + f@4D

"Patterns" and "Transformation Rules and Definitions" will explain in detail how to set up patterns and transformation rules for any kind

of expression. Suffice it  to say here that in Mathematica  all  expressions have a definite symbolic structure; transformation rules allow

you to transform parts of that structure. 
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Function Names as Expressions
In an expression like f@xD, the ú function name ø  f  is itself an expression, and you can treat it as you would any other expression. 

You can replace names of functions using transformation rules. 

In[1]:= f@xD + f@1 - xD �. f -> g

Out[1]= g@1 - xD + g@xD

Any assignments you have made are used on function names. 

In[2]:= p1 = p2; p1@x, yD

Out[2]= p2@x, yD

This defines a function which takes a function name as an argument. 

In[3]:= pf@f_, x_D := f@xD + f@1 - xD

This gives Log as the function name to use. 

In[4]:= pf@Log, qD

Out[4]= Log@1 - qD + Log@qD

The ability to treat the names of functions just like other kinds of expressions is an important consequence of the symbolic nature of the

Mathematica language. It makes possible the whole range of functional operations. 

Ordinary  Mathematica  functions  such  as  Log  or  Integrate  typically  operate  on  data  such  as  numbers  and  algebraic  expressions.

Mathematica  functions  that  represent  functional  operations,  however,  can  operate  not  only  on  ordinary  data,  but  also  on  functions

themselves. Thus, for example, the functional operation InverseFunction takes a Mathematica function name as an argument, and

represents the inverse of that function. 

InverseFunction is a functional operation: it takes a Mathematica function as an argument, and returns another function which 

represents its inverse. 

In[5]:= InverseFunction@ArcSinD

Out[5]= Sin

The result obtained from InverseFunction is a function which you can apply to data. 

In[6]:= %@xD

Out[6]= Sin@xD

You can also use InverseFunction in a purely symbolic way. 

In[7]:= InverseFunction@fD@xD

Out[7]= fH-1L@xD

There  are  many  kinds  of  functional  operations  in  Mathematica.  Some  represent  mathematical  operations;  others  represent  various

kinds of procedures and algorithms. 

Unless you are familiar with advanced symbolic languages, you will probably not recognize most of the functional operations discussed.

At  first,  the  operations  may  seem  difficult  to  understand.  But  it  is  worth  persisting.  Functional  operations  provide  one  of  the  most

conceptually and practically efficient ways to use Mathematica. 
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Applying Functions Repeatedly
Many programs you write will  involve operations that need to be iterated several times. Nest  and NestList  are powerful constructs

for doing this. 

Nest@ f,x,nD apply the function f  nested n times to x

NestList@ f,x,nD generate the list 8x, f @xD, f @ f @xDD,¼<, where f  is nested up to n deep

Applying functions of one argument repeatedly. 

Nest@ f, x, nD takes the ú name ø  f  of a function, and applies the function n times to x. 

In[1]:= Nest@f, x, 4D

Out[1]= f@f@f@f@xDDDD

This makes a list of each successive nesting. 

In[2]:= NestList@f, x, 4D

Out[2]= 8x, f@xD, f@f@xDD, f@f@f@xDDD, f@f@f@f@xDDDD<

Here is a simple function. 

In[3]:= recip@x_D := 1�H1 + xL

You can iterate the function using Nest . 

In[4]:= Nest@recip, x, 3D

Out[4]= 

1

1 +
1

1+
1

1+x

Nest  and NestList  allow you to apply functions a fixed number of times. Often you may want to apply functions until  the result  no

longer changes. You can do this using FixedPoint and FixedPointList .

FixedPoint@ f,xD apply the function f  repeatedly until the result no longer changes

FixedPointList@ f,xD generate the list 8x, f @xD, f @ f @xDD,¼<, stopping when the elements no longer 

change

Applying functions until the result no longer changes. 

Here is a function that takes one step in Newton÷ s approximation to 3 . 

In[5]:= newton3@x_D := N@1�2 Hx + 3�xLD

Here are five successive iterates of the function, starting at x = 1. 

In[6]:= NestList@newton3, 1.0, 5D

Out[6]= 81., 2., 1.75, 1.73214, 1.73205, 1.73205<

Using the function FixedPoint, you can automatically continue applying newton3 until the result no longer changes. 

In[7]:= FixedPoint@newton3, 1.0D

Out[7]= 1.73205
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Here is the sequence of results. 

In[8]:= FixedPointList@newton3, 1.0D

Out[8]= 81., 2., 1.75, 1.73214, 1.73205, 1.73205, 1.73205<

NestWhile@ f,x,testD apply the function f  repeatedly until applying test to the result no longer yields 

True

NestWhileList@ f,x,testD generate the list 8x, f @xD, f @ f @xDD,¼<, stopping when applying test to the result no 

longer yields True

NestWhile@ f,x,test,mD , NestWhileList@ f,x,test,mD

supply the m most recent results as arguments for test at each step

NestWhile@ f,x,test,AllD , NestWhileList@ f,x,test,AllD

supply all results so far as arguments for test

Applying functions repeatedly until a test fails. 

Here is a function which divides a number by 2. 

In[9]:= divide2@n_D := n�2

This repeatedly applies divide2 until the result is no longer an even number. 

In[10]:= NestWhileList@divide2, 123 456, EvenQD

Out[10]= 8123456, 61 728, 30864, 15 432, 7716, 3858, 1929<

This repeatedly applies newton3, stopping when two successive results are no longer considered unequal, just as in 

FixedPointList . 

In[11]:= NestWhileList@newton3, 1.0, Unequal, 2D

Out[11]= 81., 2., 1.75, 1.73214, 1.73205, 1.73205, 1.73205<

This goes on until the first time a result that has been seen before reappears. 

In[12]:= NestWhileList@Mod@5 ð, 7D &, 1, Unequal, AllD

Out[12]= 81, 5, 4, 6, 2, 3, 1<

Operations such as Nest  take a function f  of one argument, and apply it repeatedly. At each step, they use the result of the previous

step as the new argument of f . 

It is important to generalize this notion to functions of two arguments. You can again apply the function repeatedly, but now each result

you get supplies only one of the new arguments you need. A convenient approach is to get the other argument at each step from the

successive elements of a list. 

FoldList@ f,x,8a,b,¼<D create the list 8x, f @x, aD, f @ f @x, aD, bD,¼<

Fold@ f,x,8a,b,¼<D give the last element of the list produced by FoldList@ f, x, 8a, b, ¼<D

Ways to repeatedly apply functions of two arguments. 

Here is an example of what FoldList does. 

In[13]:= FoldList@f, x, 8a, b, c<D

Out[13]= 8x, f@x, aD, f@f@x, aD, bD, f@f@f@x, aD, bD, cD<
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Fold  gives the last element of the list produced by FoldList. 

In[14]:= Fold@f, x, 8a, b, c<D

Out[14]= f@f@f@x, aD, bD, cD

This gives a list of cumulative sums. 

In[15]:= FoldList@Plus, 0, 8a, b, c<D

Out[15]= 80, a, a + b, a + b + c<

Using Fold  and FoldList  you can write many elegant and efficient programs in Mathematica. In some cases, you may find it helpful

to think of Fold  and FoldList as producing a simple nesting of a family of functions indexed by their second argument. 

This defines a function nextdigit. 

In[16]:= nextdigit@a_, b_D := 10 a + b

This is now like the built−in function FromDigits. 

In[17]:= fromdigits@digits_D := Fold@nextdigit, 0, digitsD

Here is an example of the function in action. 

In[18]:= fromdigits@81, 3, 7, 2, 9, 1<D

Out[18]= 137291
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Applying Functions to Lists and Other Expressions
In  an  expression  like  f@8a, b, c<D  you  are  giving  a  list  as  the  argument  to  a  function.  Often  you  need  instead  to  apply  a  function

directly to the elements of a list, rather than to the list as a whole. You can do this in Mathematica using Apply. 

This makes each element of the list an argument of the function f. 

In[1]:= Apply@f, 8a, b, c<D

Out[1]= f@a, b, cD

This gives Times@a, b, cD which yields the product of the elements in the list. 

In[2]:= Apply@Times, 8a, b, c<D

Out[2]= a b c

Here is a definition of a function that works like the built−in function GeometricMean, written using Apply. 

In[3]:= geom@list_D := Apply@Times, listD^H1�Length@listDL

Apply@ f,8a,b,¼<D apply f  to a list, giving f @a, b,¼D

Apply@ f,exprD or f��expr apply f  to the top level of an expression

Apply@ f,expr,81<D or f���expr apply f  at the first level in an expression

Apply@ f,expr,levD apply f  at the specified levels in an expression

Applying functions to lists and other expressions. 

What Apply does in general is to replace the head of an expression with the function you specify. Here it replaces Plus  by List . 

In[4]:= Apply@List, a + b + cD

Out[4]= 8a, b, c<

Here is a matrix. 

In[5]:= m = 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<<

Out[5]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<<

Using Apply without an explicit level specification replaces the top−level list with f. 

In[6]:= Apply@f, mD

Out[6]= f@8a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<D

This applies f only to parts of m at level 1. 

In[7]:= Apply@f, m, 81<D

Out[7]= 8f@a, b, cD, f@b, c, dD<

This applies f at levels 0 through 1. 

In[8]:= Apply@f, m, 80, 1<D

Out[8]= f@f@a, b, cD, f@b, c, dDD
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Applying Functions to Parts of Expressions
If you have a list of elements, it is often important to be able to apply a function separately to each of the elements. You can do this in

Mathematica using Map. 

This applies f separately to each element in a list. 

In[1]:= Map@f, 8a, b, c<D

Out[1]= 8f@aD, f@bD, f@cD<

This defines a function which takes the first two elements from a list. 

In[2]:= take2@list_D := Take@list, 2D

You can use Map to apply take2 to each element of a list. 

In[3]:= Map@take2, 881, 3, 4<, 85, 6, 7<, 82, 1, 6, 6<<D

Out[3]= 881, 3<, 85, 6<, 82, 1<<

Map@ f,8a,b,¼<D apply f  to each element in a list, giving 8 f@aD, f@bD, ¼< 

Applying a function to each element in a list. 

What Map@ f, exprD effectively does is to ú wrap ø  the function f  around each element of the expression expr. You can use Map  on any

expression, not just a list. 

This applies f to each element in the sum. 

In[4]:= Map@f, a + b + cD

Out[4]= f@aD + f@bD + f@cD

This applies Sqrt  to each argument of g. 

In[5]:= Map@Sqrt, g@x^2, x^3DD

Out[5]= gB x2 , x3 F

Map@ f, exprD applies f  to the first level of parts in expr. You can use MapAll@ f, exprD to apply f  to all the parts of expr.

This defines a 2x2 matrix m. 

In[6]:= m = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

Out[6]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

Map applies f to the first level of m, in this case the rows of the matrix. 

In[7]:= Map@f, mD

Out[7]= 8f@8a, b<D, f@8c, d<D<

MapAll applies f at all levels in m. If you look carefully at this expression, you will see an f wrapped around every part. 

In[8]:= MapAll@f, mD

Out[8]= f@8f@8f@aD, f@bD<D, f@8f@cD, f@dD<D<D
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In general, you can use level specifications as described in "Levels in Expressions" to tell Map  to which parts of an expression to apply

your function. 

This applies f only to the parts of m at level 2. 

In[9]:= Map@f, m, 82<D

Out[9]= 88f@aD, f@bD<, 8f@cD, f@dD<<

Setting the option Heads -> True  wraps f around the head of each part, as well as its elements. 

In[10]:= Map@f, m, Heads -> TrueD

Out[10]= f@ListD@f@8a, b<D, f@8c, d<DD

Map@ f,exprD or f��expr apply f  to the first−level parts of expr

MapAll@ f,exprD or f���expr apply f  to all parts of expr

Map@ f,expr,levD apply f  to each part of expr at levels specified by lev

Ways to apply a function to different parts of expressions. 

Level specifications allow you to tell Map  to which levels of parts in an expression you want a function applied. With MapAt, however,

you can instead give an explicit list of parts where you want a function applied. You specify each part by giving its indices, as discussed

in "Parts of Expressions". 

Here is a 2x3 matrix. 

In[11]:= mm = 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<<

Out[11]= 88a, b, c<, 8b, c, d<<

This applies f to parts 81, 2< and 82, 3<. 

In[12]:= MapAt@f, mm, 881, 2<, 82, 3<<D

Out[12]= 88a, f@bD, c<, 8b, c, f@dD<<

This gives a list of the positions at which b occurs in mm. 

In[13]:= Position@mm, bD

Out[13]= 881, 2<, 82, 1<<

You can feed the list of positions you get from Position directly into MapAt. 

In[14]:= MapAt@f, mm, %D

Out[14]= 88a, f@bD, c<, 8f@bD, c, d<<

To avoid ambiguity, you must put each part specification in a list, even when it involves only one index. 

In[15]:= MapAt@f, 8a, b, c, d<, 882<, 83<<D

Out[15]= 8a, f@bD, f@cD, d<

MapAt@ f,expr,8part
1
,part

2
,¼<D apply f  to specified parts of expr

Applying a function to specific parts of an expression. 
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Here is an expression. 

In[16]:= t = 1 + H3 + xL^2�x

Out[16]= 1 +
H3 + xL2

x

This is the full form of t. 

In[17]:= FullForm@tD

Out[17]//FullForm= Plus@1, Times@Power@x, -1D, Power@Plus@3, xD, 2DDD

You can use MapAt on any expression. Remember that parts are numbered on the basis of the full forms of expressions. 

In[18]:= MapAt@f, t, 882, 1, 1<, 82, 2<<D

Out[18]= 1 +

fAH3 + xL2E

f@xD

MapIndexed@ f,exprD apply f  to the elements of an expression, giving the part specification of each 

element as a second argument to f

MapIndexed@ f,expr,levD apply f  to parts at specified levels, giving the list of indices for each part as a 

second argument to f

Applying a function to parts and their indices. 

This applies f to each element in a list, giving the index of the element as a second argument to f. 

In[19]:= MapIndexed@f, 8a, b, c<D

Out[19]= 8f@a, 81<D, f@b, 82<D, f@c, 83<D<

This applies f to both levels in a matrix. 

In[20]:= MapIndexed@f, 88a, b<, 8c, d<<, 2D

Out[20]= 8f@8f@a, 81, 1<D, f@b, 81, 2<D<, 81<D, f@8f@c, 82, 1<D, f@d, 82, 2<D<, 82<D<

Map  allows you to apply a function of one argument to parts of an expression. Sometimes, however, you may instead want to apply a

function of several arguments to corresponding parts of several different expressions. You can do this using MapThread . 

MapThread@ f,8expr
1
,expr

2
,¼<D apply f  to corresponding elements in each of the expri

MapThread@ f,8expr
1
,expr

2
,¼<,levD apply f  to parts of the expri at the specified level

Applying a function to several expressions at once. 

This applies f to corresponding pairs of list elements. 

In[21]:= MapThread@f, 88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<<D

Out[21]= 8f@a, apD, f@b, bpD, f@c, cpD<

MapThread  works with any number of expressions, so long as they have the same structure. 

In[22]:= MapThread@f, 88a, b<, 8ap, bp<, 8app, bpp<<D

Out[22]= 8f@a, ap, appD, f@b, bp, bppD<

ú ø
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Functions like Map  allow you to create expressions with parts modified. Sometimes you simply want to go through an expression, and

apply  a  particular  function  to  some parts  of  it,  without  building  a  new expression.  A  typical  case  is  when  the  function  you  apply  has

certain ú side effectsø , such as making assignments, or generating output. 

Scan@ f,exprD evaluate f  applied to each element of expr in turn

Scan@ f,expr,levD evaluate f  applied to parts of expr on levels specified by lev

Evaluating functions on parts of expressions. 

Map constructs a new list in which f has been applied to each element of the list. 

In[23]:= Map@f, 8a, b, c<D

Out[23]= 8f@aD, f@bD, f@cD<

Scan  evaluates the result of applying a function to each element, but does not construct a new expression. 

In[24]:= Scan@Print, 8a, b, c<D

a

b

c

Scan  visits the parts of an expression in a depth−first walk, with the leaves visited first. 

In[25]:= Scan@Print, 1 + x^2, InfinityD

1

x

2

x2
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Pure Functions

Function@x,bodyD a pure function in which x is replaced by any argument you provide

Function@8x1,x2,¼<,bodyD a pure function that takes several arguments

body& a pure function in which arguments are specified as ð or ð1, ð2, ð3, etc.

Pure functions. 

When you use functional operations such as Nest  and Map, you always have to specify a function to apply. In all the examples above,

we  have  used  the  "name"  of  a  function  to  specify  the  function.  Pure  functions  allow  you  to  give  functions  which  can  be  applied  to

arguments, without having to define explicit names for the functions. 

This defines a function h. 

In[1]:= h@x_D := f@xD + g@xD

Having defined h, you can now use its name in Map. 

In[2]:= Map@h, 8a, b, c<D

Out[2]= 8f@aD + g@aD, f@bD + g@bD, f@cD + g@cD<

Here is a way to get the same result using a pure function. 

In[3]:= Map@f@ðD + g@ðD &, 8a, b, c<D

Out[3]= 8f@aD + g@aD, f@bD + g@bD, f@cD + g@cD<

There are several equivalent ways to write pure functions in Mathematica. The idea in all cases is to construct an object which, when

supplied with appropriate arguments, computes a particular function. Thus, for example, if fun is a pure function, then fun@aD evaluates

the function with argument a. 

Here is a pure function which represents the operation of squaring. 

In[4]:= Function@x, x^2D

Out[4]= FunctionAx, x2E

Supplying the argument n to the pure function yields the square of n. 

In[5]:= %@nD

Out[5]= n2

You can use a pure function wherever you would usually give the name of a function. 

You can use a pure function in Map. 

In[6]:= Map@Function@x, x^2D, a + b + cD

Out[6]= a2 + b2 + c2

Or in Nest . 

In[7]:= Nest@Function@q, 1�H1 + qLD, x, 3D

Out[7]= 

1

1 +
1

1+
1

1+x
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This sets up a pure function with two arguments and then applies the function to the arguments a and b. 

In[8]:= Function@8x, y<, x^2 + y^3D@a, bD

Out[8]= a2 + b3

If you are going to use a particular function repeatedly, then you can define the function using f@x_D := body, and refer to the function

by its name f . On the other hand, if you only intend to use a function once, you will probably find it better to give the function in pure

function form, without ever naming it. 

If  you are familiar with formal logic or the LISP programming language, you will  recognize Mathematica  pure functions as being like Λ

expressions or anonymous functions. Pure functions are also close to the pure mathematical notion of operators. 

ð the first variable in a pure function

ð n the nth variable in a pure function

ðð the sequence of all variables in a pure function

ðð n the sequence of variables starting with the nth one

Short forms for pure functions. 

Just as the name of a function is irrelevant if you do not intend to refer to the function again, so also the names of arguments in a pure

function are irrelevant. Mathematica allows you to avoid using explicit names for the arguments of pure functions, and instead to specify

the arguments by giving "slot numbers" ð n. In a Mathematica pure function, ð n stands for the nth argument you supply. ð stands for the

first argument. 

ð^2 & is a short form for a pure function that squares its argument. 

In[9]:= Map@ð^2 &, a + b + cD

Out[9]= a2 + b2 + c2

This applies a function that takes the first two elements from each list. By using a pure function, you avoid having to define the function 
separately. 

In[10]:= Map@Take@ð, 2D &, 882, 1, 7<, 84, 1, 5<, 83, 1, 2<<D

Out[10]= 882, 1<, 84, 1<, 83, 1<<

Using short forms for pure functions, you can simplify the definition of fromdigits given in "Applying Functions Repeatedly". 

In[11]:= fromdigits@digits_D := Fold@H10 ð1 + ð2L &, 0, digitsD

When you use short forms for pure functions, it is very important that you do not forget the ampersand. If you leave the ampersand out,

Mathematica will not know that the expression you give is to be used as a pure function. 

When you use the ampersand notation for  pure functions,  you must  be careful  about  the grouping of  pieces in  your  input.  As shown

in "Operator Input Forms" the ampersand notation has fairly low precedence, which means that you can type expressions like ð1 + ð2 &

without parentheses. On the other hand, if you want, for example, to set an option to be a pure function, you need to use parentheses,

as in option -> H fun &L. 

Pure functions in Mathematica can take any number of arguments. You can use ðð to stand for all the arguments that are given, and

ðð n to stand for the nth and subsequent arguments. 

ðð stands for all arguments. 

In[12]:= f@ðð, ððD &@x, yD

Out[12]= f@x, y, x, yD
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ðð2 stands for all arguments except the first one. 

In[13]:= Apply@f@ðð2, ð1D &, 88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp<<, 81<D

Out[13]= 8f@b, c, aD, f@bp, apD<
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Building Lists from Functions

Array@ f,nD generate a length n list of the form 8 f@1D, f@2D, ¼<

Array@ f,8n1,n2,¼<D generate an n1×n2×¼ nested list, each of whose entries consists of f  applied to 

its indices

NestList@ f,x,nD generate a list of the form 8x, f@xD, f@ f@xDD, ¼<, where f  is nested up to n 

deep

FoldList@ f,x,8a,b,¼<D generate a list of the form 8x, f@x, aD, f@ f@x, aD, bD, ¼<

ComposeList@8 f1, f2,¼<,xD generate a list of the form 8x, f1@xD, f2@ f1@xDD, ¼<

Making lists from functions. 

This makes a list of 5 elements, each of the form p@iD. 

In[1]:= Array@p, 5D

Out[1]= 8p@1D, p@2D, p@3D, p@4D, p@5D<

Here is another way to produce the same list. 

In[2]:= Table@p@iD, 8i, 5<D

Out[2]= 8p@1D, p@2D, p@3D, p@4D, p@5D<

This produces a list whose elements are i + i2. 

In[3]:= Array@ð + ð^2 &, 5D

Out[3]= 82, 6, 12, 20, 30<

This generates a 2×3 matrix whose entries are m@i, jD. 

In[4]:= Array@m, 82, 3<D

Out[4]= 88m@1, 1D, m@1, 2D, m@1, 3D<, 8m@2, 1D, m@2, 2D, m@2, 3D<<

This generates a 3×3 matrix whose elements are the squares of the sums of their indices. 

In[5]:= Array@Plus@ððD^2 &, 83, 3<D

Out[5]= 884, 9, 16<, 89, 16, 25<, 816, 25, 36<<

NestList  and FoldList  were discussed in "Applying Functions Repeatedly". Particularly by using them with pure functions, you can

construct some very elegant and efficient Mathematica programs. 

This gives a list of results obtained by successively differentiating xn with respect to x. 

In[6]:= NestList@D@ð, xD &, x^n, 3D

Out[6]= 9x
n, n x-1+n, H-1 + nL n x-2+n, H-2 + nL H-1 + nL n x-3+n=
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Selecting Parts of Expressions with Functions
"Manipulating Elements of Lists" shows how you can pick out elements of lists based on their positions. Often, however, you will need to

select elements based not on where they are, but rather on what they are. 

Select@list, fD selects elements of list using the function f  as a criterion. Select applies f  to each element of list in turn, and keeps

only those for which the result is True . 

This selects the elements of the list for which the pure function yields True , i.e., those numerically greater than 4. 

In[1]:= Select@82, 15, 1, a, 16, 17<, ð > 4 &D

Out[1]= 815, 16, 17<

You can use Select to pick out pieces of any expression, not just elements of a list. 

This gives a sum of terms involving x, y and z. 

In[2]:= t = Expand@Hx + y + zL^2D

Out[2]= x2 + 2 x y + y2 + 2 x z + 2 y z + z2

You can use Select to pick out only those terms in the sum that do not involve the symbol x. 

In[3]:= Select@t, FreeQ@ð, xD &D

Out[3]= y2 + 2 y z + z2

Select@expr, fD select the elements in expr for which the function f  gives True

Select@expr, f,nD select the first n elements in expr for which the function f  gives True

Selecting pieces of expressions. 

"Putting Constraints on Patterns" discusses some ú predicatesø  that are often used as criteria in Select. 

This gives the first element which satisfies the criterion you specify. 

In[4]:= Select@8-1, 3, 10, 12, 14<, ð > 3 &, 1D

Out[4]= 810<
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Expressions with Heads That Are Not Symbols
In most cases, you want the head f  of a Mathematica expression like f@xD to be a single symbol. There are, however, some important

applications of heads that are not symbols. 

This expression has f@3D as a head. You can use heads like this to represent ú indexed functionsø . 

In[1]:= f@3D@x, yD

Out[1]= f@3D@x, yD

You can use any expression as a head. Remember to put in the necessary parentheses. 

In[2]:= Ha + bL@xD

Out[2]= Ha + bL@xD

One case where we have already encountered the use of complicated expressions as heads is in working with pure functions in "Pure

Functions". By giving Function@vars, bodyD as the head of an expression, you specify a function of the arguments to be evaluated. 

With the head Function@x, x^2D, the value of the expression is the square of the argument. 

In[3]:= Function@x, x^2D@a + bD

Out[3]= Ha + bL
2

There  are  several  constructs  in  Mathematica  which  work  much  like  pure  functions,  but  which  represent  specific  kinds  of  functions,

typically  numerical  ones.  In  all  cases,  the  basic  mechanism  involves  giving  a  head  which  contains  complete  information  about  the

function you want to use. 

Function@vars,bodyD@argsD pure function

InterpolatingFunction@dataD@argsD

approximate numerical function (generated by Interpolation and NDSolve)

CompiledFunction@dataD@argsD compiled numerical function (generated by Compile)

LinearSolveFunction@dataD@vecD

matrix solution function (generated by LinearSolve)

Some expressions which have heads that are not symbols. 

NDSolve returns a list of rules that give y as an InterpolatingFunction object. 

In[4]:= NDSolve@8y’’@xD == y@xD, y@0D == y’@0D == 1<, y, 8x, 0, 5<D

Out[4]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 5.<<, <>D<<

Here is the InterpolatingFunction object. 

In[5]:= y �. First@%D

Out[5]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 5.<<, <>D

You can use the InterpolatingFunction object as a head to get numerical approximations to values of the function y. 

In[6]:= %@3.8D

Out[6]= 44.7012

Another important use of more complicated expressions as heads is in implementing functionals and functional operators in mathemat−

ics. 

ú ø
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As one example,  consider  the operation of  differentiation.  As will  be discussed in  "The Representation of  Derivatives",  an expression

like f’ represents a derivative function, obtained from f by applying a functional operator to it. In Mathematica, f’ is represented as

Derivative@1D@fD: the ú functional operator ø  Derivative@1D is applied to f to give another function, represented as f’.

This expression has a head which represents the application of the ú functional operatorø  Derivative@1D to the ú function ø  f. 

In[7]:= f’@xD �� FullForm

Out[7]//FullForm= Derivative@1D@fD@xD

You can replace the head f’ with another head, such as fp. This effectively takes fp to be a ú derivative functionø  obtained from f. 

In[8]:= % �. f’ -> fp

Out[8]= fp@xD
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Working with Operators
You can think of an expression like f @xD as being formed by applying an operator f  to the expression x. You can think of an expression

like f @g@xDD as the result of composing the operators f  and g, and applying the result to x. 

Composition@ f,g,¼D the composition of functions f , g,¼

InverseFunction@ fD the inverse of a function f

Identity the identity function

Some functional operations. 

This represents the composition of the functions f , g and h. 

In[1]:= Composition@f, g, hD

Out[1]= Composition@f, g, hD

You can manipulate compositions of functions symbolically. 

In[2]:= InverseFunction@Composition@%, qDD

Out[2]= CompositionAqH-1L, hH-1L, gH-1L, fH-1LE

The composition is evaluated explicitly when you supply a specific argument. 

In[3]:= %@xD

Out[3]= qH-1LAhH-1LAgH-1LAfH-1L@xDEEE

You can get  the  sum of  two expressions in  Mathematica  just  by  typing x + y.  Sometimes it  is  also  worthwhile  to  consider  performing

operations like addition on operators. 

You can think of this as containing a sum of two operators f  and g. 

In[4]:= Hf + gL@xD

Out[4]= Hf + gL@xD

Using Through, you can convert the expression to a more explicit form. 

In[5]:= Through@%, PlusD

Out[5]= f@xD + g@xD

This corresponds to the mathematical operator 1 +
¶

¶x
. 

In[6]:= Identity + HD@ð, xD &L

Out[6]= Identity + H¶x ð1 &L

Mathematica does not automatically apply the separate pieces of the operator to an expression. 

In[7]:= %@x^2D

Out[7]= HIdentity + H¶x ð1 &LLAx
2E
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You can use Through to apply the operator. 

In[8]:= Through@%, PlusD

Out[8]= 2 x + x2

Identity@exprD the identity function

Through@p@ f1, f2D@xD,qD give p@ f1@xD, f2@xDD if p is the same as q

Operate@p, f@xDD give p@ f D@xD

Operate@p, f@xD,nD apply p at level n in f

MapAll@p,expr,Heads->TrueD apply p to all parts of expr, including heads

Operations for working with operators. 

This has a complicated expression as a head. 

In[9]:= t = HH1 + aL H1 + bLL@xD

Out[9]= HH1 + aL H1 + bLL@xD

Functions like Expand do not automatically go inside heads of expressions. 

In[10]:= Expand@%D

Out[10]= HH1 + aL H1 + bLL@xD

With the Heads option set to True , MapAll goes inside heads. 

In[11]:= MapAll@Expand, t, Heads -> TrueD

Out[11]= H1 + a + b + a bL@xD

The replacement operator �. does go inside heads of expressions. 

In[12]:= t �. a -> 1

Out[12]= H2 H1 + bLL@xD

You can use Operate to apply a function specifically to the head of an expression. 

In[13]:= Operate@p, tD

Out[13]= p@H1 + aL H1 + bLD@xD
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Structural Operations
Mathematica  contains  some  powerful  primitives  for  making  structural  changes  to  expressions.  You  can  use  these  primitives  both  to

implement  mathematical  properties  such  as  associativity  and  distributivity,  and  to  provide  the  basis  for  some  succinct  and  efficient

programs. 

Here we describe various operations that you can explicitly perform on expressions. "Attributes" describes how some of these opera−

tions can be performed automatically on all expressions with a particular head by assigning appropriate attributes to that head. 

You can use the Mathematica function Sort@exprD to sort elements not only of lists, but of expressions with any head. In this way, you

can implement the mathematical properties of commutativity or symmetry for arbitrary functions. 

You can use Sort  to put the arguments of any function into a standard order. 

In[1]:= Sort@f@c, a, bDD

Out[1]= f@a, b, cD

Sort@exprD sort the elements of a list or other expression into a standard order

Sort@expr,predD sort using the function pred to determine whether pairs are in order

Ordering@exprD give the ordering of elements when sorted

Ordering@expr,nD give the ordering of the first n elements when sorted

Ordering@expr,n,predD use the function pred to determine whether pairs are in order

OrderedQ@exprD give True  if the elements of expr are in standard order, and False otherwise

Order@expr
1
,expr

2
D give 1 if expr

1
 comes before expr

2
 in standard order, and -1 if it comes after

Sorting into order. 

The second argument to Sort  is a function used to determine whether pairs are in order. This sorts numbers into descending order. 

In[2]:= Sort@85, 1, 8, 2<, Hð2 < ð1L &D

Out[2]= 88, 5, 2, 1<

This sorting criterion puts elements that do not depend on x before those that do. 

In[3]:= Sort@8x^2, y, x + y, y - 2<, FreeQ@ð1, xD &D

Out[3]= 9y, -2 + y, x + y, x2=

Flatten@exprD flatten out all nested functions with the same head as expr

Flatten@expr,nD flatten at most n levels of nesting

Flatten@expr,n,hD flatten functions with head h

FlattenAt@expr,iD flatten only the ith element of expr

Flattening out expressions. 

Flatten removes nested occurrences of a function. 

In[4]:= Flatten@f@a, f@b, cD, f@f@dDDDD

Out[4]= f@a, b, c, dD
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You can use Flatten to ú splice ø  sequences of elements into lists or other expressions. 

In[5]:= Flatten@8a, f@b, cD, f@a, b, dD<, 1, fD

Out[5]= 8a, b, c, a, b, d<

You  can  use  Flatten  to  implement  the  mathematical  property  of  associativity.  The  function  Distribute  allows  you  to  implement

properties such as distributivity and linearity. 

Distribute@ f@a+b+¼,¼DD distribute f  over sums to give f@a, ¼D + f@b, ¼D +¼

Distribute@ f@argsD,gD distribute f  over any arguments which have head g

Distribute@expr,g, fD distribute only when the head is f

Distribute@expr,g, f,gp, fpD distribute f  over g, replacing them with fp and gp, respectively

Applying distributive laws. 

This ú distributes ø  f over a + b. 

In[6]:= Distribute@f@a + bDD

Out[6]= f@aD + f@bD

Here is a more complicated example. 

In[7]:= Distribute@f@a + b, c + dDD

Out[7]= f@a, cD + f@a, dD + f@b, cD + f@b, dD

In  general,  if  f  is  distributive  over  Plus ,  then  an  expression  like  f@a + bD  can  be  ú expandedø  to  give  f@aD + f@bD.  The  function

Expand  does this  kind  of  expansion for  standard  algebraic  operators  such as  Times.  Distribute  allows you to  perform the  same

kind of expansion for arbitrary operators. 

Expand uses the distributivity of Times over Plus  to perform algebraic expansions. 

In[8]:= Expand@Ha + bL Hc + dLD

Out[8]= a c + b c + a d + b d

This applies distributivity over lists, rather than sums. The result contains all possible pairs of arguments. 

In[9]:= Distribute@f@8a, b<, 8c, d<D, ListD

Out[9]= 8f@a, cD, f@a, dD, f@b, cD, f@b, dD<

This distributes over lists, but does so only if the head of the whole expression is f. 

In[10]:= Distribute@f@8a, b<, 8c, d<D, List, fD

Out[10]= 8f@a, cD, f@a, dD, f@b, cD, f@b, dD<

This distributes over lists, making sure that the head of the whole expression is f. In the result, it uses gp in place of List , and fp in 

place of f. 

In[11]:= Distribute@f@8a, b<, 8c, d<D, List, f, gp, fpD

Out[11]= gp@fp@a, cD, fp@a, dD, fp@b, cD, fp@b, dDD

Related to Distribute is the function Thread. What Thread effectively does is to apply a function in parallel to all the elements of a

list or other expression. 
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Thread@ f@8a1,a2<,8b1,b2<DD

thread f  over lists to give 8 f@a1, b1D, f@a2, b2D<

Thread@ f@argsD,gD thread f  over objects with head g in args

Functions for threading expressions. 

Here is a function whose arguments are lists. 

In[12]:= f@8a1, a2<, 8b1, b2<D

Out[12]= f@8a1, a2<, 8b1, b2<D

Thread applies the function ú in parallelø  to each element of the lists. 

In[13]:= Thread@%D

Out[13]= 8f@a1, b1D, f@a2, b2D<

Arguments that are not lists get repeated. 

In[14]:= Thread@f@8a1, a2<, 8b1, b2<, c, dDD

Out[14]= 8f@a1, b1, c, dD, f@a2, b2, c, dD<

As mentioned in "Collecting Objects Together", and discussed in more detail in "Attributes", many built−in Mathematica functions have

the property of being ú listable ø , so that they are automatically threaded over any lists that appear as arguments. 

Built−in mathematical functions such as Log are listable, so that they are automatically threaded over lists. 

In[15]:= Log@8a, b, c<D

Out[15]= 8Log@aD, Log@bD, Log@cD<

Log is, however, not automatically threaded over equations. 

In[16]:= Log@x == yD

Out[16]= Log@x � yD

You can use Thread to get functions applied to both sides of an equation. 

In[17]:= Thread@%, EqualD

Out[17]= Log@xD � Log@yD

Outer@ f,list1,list2D generalized outer product

Inner@ f,list1,list2,gD generalized inner product

Generalized outer and inner products. 

Outer@ f, list1, list2D takes all possible combinations of elements from list1 and list2, and combines them with f . Outer can be viewed

as a generalization of a Cartesian product for tensors, as discussed in "Tensors". 

Outer forms all possible combinations of elements, and applies f to them. 

In[18]:= Outer@f, 8a, b<, 81, 2, 3<D

Out[18]= 88f@a, 1D, f@a, 2D, f@a, 3D<, 8f@b, 1D, f@b, 2D, f@b, 3D<<
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Here Outer produces a lower−triangular Boolean matrix. 

In[19]:= Outer@Greater, 81, 2, 3<, 81, 2, 3<D

Out[19]= 88False, False, False<, 8True, False, False<, 8True, True, False<<

You can use Outer on any sequence of expressions with the same head. 

In[20]:= Outer@g, f@a, bD, f@c, dDD

Out[20]= f@f@g@a, cD, g@a, dDD, f@g@b, cD, g@b, dDDD

Outer,  like Distribute,  constructs all  possible combinations of  elements.  On the other hand, Inner,  like Thread,  constructs only

combinations of elements that have corresponding positions in the expressions it acts on. 

Here is a structure built by Inner. 

In[21]:= Inner@f, 8a, b<, 8c, d<, gD

Out[21]= g@f@a, cD, f@b, dDD

Inner is a generalization of Dot. 

In[22]:= Inner@Times, 8a, b<, 8c, d<, PlusD

Out[22]= a c + b d
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Sequences

The function Flatten allows you to explicitly flatten out all sublists. 

In[1]:= Flatten@8a, 8b, c<, 8d, e<<D

Out[1]= 8a, b, c, d, e<

FlattenAt  lets you specify at what positions you want sublists flattened. 

In[2]:= FlattenAt@8a, 8b, c<, 8d, e<<, 2D

Out[2]= 8a, b, c, 8d, e<<

Sequence objects automatically get spliced in, and do not require any explicit flattening. 

In[3]:= 8a, Sequence@b, cD, Sequence@d, eD<

Out[3]= 8a, b, c, d, e<

Sequence@e1,e2,¼D a sequence of arguments that will automatically be spliced into any function

Representing sequences of arguments in functions. 

Sequence works in any function. 

In[4]:= f@Sequence@a, bD, cD

Out[4]= f@a, b, cD

This includes functions with special input forms. 

In[5]:= a == Sequence@b, cD

Out[5]= a � b � c

Here is a common way that Sequence is used. 

In[6]:= 8a, b, f@x, yD, g@wD, f@z, yD< �. f -> Sequence

Out[6]= 8a, b, x, y, g@wD, z, y<
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Local Constants

With@8x=x0,y=y0,¼<,bodyD define local constants x, y, ¼ 

Defining local constants. 

Module allows you to set up local variables, to which you can assign values and then change them. Often, however, all you really need

are local constants, to which you assign a value only once. The Mathematica With  construct allows you to set up such local constants. 

This defines a global value for t. 

In[1]:= t = 17

Out[1]= 17

This defines a function using t as a local constant. 

In[2]:= w@x_D := With@8t = x + 1<, t + t^3D

This uses the definition of w. 

In[3]:= w@aD

Out[3]= 1 + a + H1 + aL3

t still has its global value. 

In[4]:= t

Out[4]= 17

Just as in Module, the initial values you define in With  are evaluated before With  is executed. 

The expression t + 1 which gives the value of the local constant t is evaluated using the global t. 

In[5]:= With@8t = t + 1<, t^2D

Out[5]= 324

The  way  With@8x = x0, ¼<, bodyD  works  is  to  take  body,  and  replace  every  occurrence  of  x,  etc.  in  it  by  x0,  etc.  You  can  think  of

With  as a generalization of the �. operator, suitable for application to Mathematica code instead of other expressions. 

This replaces x with a. 

In[6]:= With@8x = a<, x = 5D

Out[6]= 5

After the replacement, the body of With  is a = 5, so a gets the global value 5. 

In[7]:= a

Out[7]= 5

This clears the value of a. 

In[8]:= Clear@aD

In some respects, With  is like a special case of Module, in which each local variable is assigned a value exactly once. 
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One of the main reasons for using With  rather than Module  is  that it  typically makes the Mathematica  programs you write easier to

understand. In a module, if  you see a local variable x  at a particular point,  you potentially have to trace through all  of the code in the

module to  work  out  the value of  x  at  that  point.  In  a  With  construct,  however,  you can always find out  the value of  a  local  constant

simply by looking at the initial list of values, without having to trace through specific code. 

If you have several With  constructs, it is always the innermost one for a particular variable that is in effect. You can mix Module  and

With . The general rule is that the innermost one for a particular variable is the one that is in effect. 

With nested With  constructs, the innermost one is always the one in effect. 

In[9]:= With@8t = 8<, With@8t = 9<, t^2DD

Out[9]= 81

You can mix Module and With  constructs. 

In[10]:= Module@8t = 8<, With@8t = 9<, t^2DD

Out[10]= 81

Local variables in inner constructs do not mask ones outside unless the names conflict. 

In[11]:= With@8t = a<, With@8u = b<, t + uDD

Out[11]= a + b

Except for the question of when x and body are evaluated, With@8x = x0, ¼<, bodyD works essentially like body �. x -> x0. However,

With  behaves in a special way when the expression body itself contains With  or Module constructs. The main issue is to prevent the

local constants in the various With  constructs from conflicting with each other, or with global objects. The details of how this is done

are discussed in "How Modules Work". 

The y in the inner With  is renamed to prevent it from conflicting with the global y. 

In[12]:= With@8x = 2 + y<, Hold@With@8y = 4<, x + yDDD

Out[12]= Hold@With@8y$ = 4<, H2 + yL + y$DD
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Modules and Local Variables

Mathematica  normally  assumes  that  all  your  variables  are  global.  This  means  that  every  time  you  use  a  name  like  x,  Mathematica

normally assumes that you are referring to the same object. 

Particularly when you write programs, however, you may not want all your variables to be global. You may, for example, want to use the

name x to refer to two quite different variables in two different programs. In this case, you need the x in each program to be treated as a

local variable. 

You  can  set  up  local  variables  in  Mathematica  using  modules.  Within  each  module,  you  can  give  a  list  of  variables  which  are  to  be

treated as local to the module. 

Module@8x,y,¼<,bodyD a module with local variables x, y, ¼ 

Creating modules in Mathematica. 

This defines the global variable t to have value 17. 

In[1]:= t = 17

Out[1]= 17

The t inside the module is local, so it can be treated independently of the global t. 

In[2]:= Module@8t<, t = 8; Print@tDD

8

The global t still has value 17. 

In[3]:= t

Out[3]= 17

The most common way that modules are used is to set up temporary or intermediate variables inside functions you define. It is impor−

tant  to  make  sure  that  such  variables  are  kept  local.  If  they  are  not,  then  you  will  run  into  trouble  whenever  their  names  happen  to

coincide with the names of other variables. 

The intermediate variable t is specified to be local to the module. 

In[4]:= f@v_D := Module@8t<, t = H1 + vL^2; t = Expand@tDD

This runs the function f. 

In[5]:= f@a + bD

Out[5]= 1 + 2 a + a2 + 2 b + 2 a b + b2

The global t still has value 17. 

In[6]:= t

Out[6]= 17

You can treat local variables in modules just like other symbols. Thus, for example, you can use them as names for local functions, you

can assign attributes to them, and so on. 

This sets up a module which defines a local function f. 

In[7]:= gfac10@k_D := Module@8f, n<, f@1D = 1; f@n_D := k + n f@n - 1D; f@10DD
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In this case, the local function f is just an ordinary factorial. 

In[8]:= gfac10@0D

Out[8]= 3628 800

In this case, f is set up as a generalized factorial. 

In[9]:= gfac10@2D

Out[9]= 8841 802

When you set up a local variable in a module, Mathematica initially assigns no value to the variable. This means that you can use the

variable in a purely symbolic way, even if there was a global value defined for the variable outside the module. 

This uses the global value of t defined above, and so yields a number. 

In[10]:= Expand@H1 + tL^3D

Out[10]= 5832

Here Length simply receives a number as its argument. 

In[11]:= Length@Expand@H1 + tL^3DD

Out[11]= 0

The local variable t has no value, so it acts as a symbol, and Expand produces the anticipated algebraic result. 

In[12]:= Module@8t<, Length@Expand@H1 + tL^3DDD

Out[12]= 4

Module@8x=x0,y=y0,¼<,bodyD

a module with initial values for local variables

Assigning initial values to local variables. 

This specifies t to be a local variable, with initial value u. 

In[13]:= g@u_D := Module@8t = u<, t += t�H1 + uLD

This uses the definition of g. 

In[14]:= g@aD

Out[14]= a +
a

1 + a

You can  define  initial  values  for  any  of  the  local  variables  in  a  module.  The  initial  values  are  always  evaluated  before  the  module  is

executed. As a result, even if a variable x is defined as local to the module, the global x will be used if it appears in an expression for an

initial value. 

The initial value of u is taken to be the global value of t. 

In[15]:= Module@8t = 6, u = t<, u^2D

Out[15]= 289

lhs:=Module@vars,rhs�;condD share local variables between rhs and cond

Using local variables in definitions with conditions. 
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When you set up �; conditions for definitions, you often need to introduce temporary variables. In many cases, you may want to share

these temporary  variables  with  the body of  the right−hand side of  the definition.  Mathematica  allows you to  enclose the whole  right−

hand side of your definition in a module, including the condition. 

This defines a function with a condition attached. 

In[16]:= h@x_D := Module@8t<, t^2 - 1 �; Ht = x - 4L > 1D

Mathematica shares the value of the local variable t between the condition and the body of the right−hand side. 

In[17]:= h@10D

Out[17]= 35

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things
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How Modules Work

The way modules work in Mathematica is basically very simple. Every time any module is used, a new symbol is created to represent

each of its local variables. The new symbol is given a unique name which cannot conflict with any other names. The name is formed by

taking the name you specify for the local variable, followed by $, with a unique ú serial numberø  appended. 

The serial number is found from the value of the global variable $ModuleNumber. This variable counts the total number of times any

Module of any form has been used. 

Module generates symbols with names of the form x$nnn to represent each local variable.

The basic principle of modules in Mathematica. 

This shows the symbol generated for t within the module. 

In[1]:= Module@8t<, Print@tDD

t$1

The symbols are different every time any module is used. 

In[2]:= Module@8t, u<, Print@tD; Print@uDD

t$2

u$2

For most purposes, you will never have to deal directly with the actual symbols generated inside modules. However, if for example you

start up a dialog while a module is being executed, then you will see these symbols. The same is true whenever you use functions like

Trace to watch the evaluation of modules. 

You see the symbols that are generated inside modules when you use Trace. 

In[3]:= Trace@Module@8t<, t = 3DD

Out[3]= 8Module@8t<, t = 3D, 8t$3 = 3, 3<, 3<

This starts a dialog inside a module. 

In[4]:= Module@8t<, t = 6; Dialog@DD

Inside the dialog, you see the symbols generated for local variables such as t. 

In[5]:= Stack@_D

Out[5]= 8Module@8t<, t = 6; Dialog@DD, t$4 = 6; Dialog@D, Dialog@D<

You can work with these symbols as you would with any other symbols. 

In[6]:= t$4 + 1

Out[6]= 7

This returns from the dialog. 

In[7]:= Return@t$4^2D

Out[7]= 36

Under some circumstances, it is convenient explicitly to return symbols that are generated inside modules. 
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You can explicitly return symbols that are generated inside modules. 

In[8]:= Module@8t<, tD

Out[8]= t$6

You can treat these symbols as you would any others. 

In[9]:= %^2 + 1

Out[9]= 1 + t$62

Unique@xD generate a new symbol with a unique name of the form x$nnn

Unique@8x,y,¼<D generate a list of new symbols

Generating new symbols with unique names. 

The  function  Unique  allows  you  to  generate  new  symbols  in  the  same  way  as  Module  does.  Each  time  you  call  Unique,

$ModuleNumber is incremented, so that the names of new symbols are guaranteed to be unique. 

This generates a unique new symbol whose name starts with x. 

In[10]:= Unique@xD

Out[10]= x$7

Each time you call Unique you get a symbol with a larger serial number. 

In[11]:= 8Unique@xD, Unique@xD, Unique@xD<

Out[11]= 8x$8, x$9, x$10<

If you call Unique with a list of names, you get the same serial number for each of the symbols. 

In[12]:= Unique@8x, xa, xb<D

Out[12]= 8x$11, xa$11, xb$11<

You can use the standard Mathematica ?name mechanism to get information on symbols that were generated inside modules or by the

function Unique. 

Executing this module generates the symbol q$nnn. 

In[13]:= Module@8q<, q^2 + 1D

Out[13]= 1 + q$122

You can see the generated symbol here. 

In[14]:= ?q*

q    q$12

Symbols  generated  by  Module  behave  in  exactly  the  same  way  as  other  symbols  for  the  purposes  of  evaluation.  However,  these

symbols  carry  the  attribute  Temporary ,  which  specifies  that  they  should  be  removed completely  from the  system when they  are  no

longer used. Thus most symbols that are generated inside modules are removed when the execution of those modules is finished. The

symbols survive only if they are explicitly returned. 

This shows a new q variable generated inside a module. 

In[15]:= Module@8q<, Print@qDD

q$13
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The new variable is removed when the execution of the module is finished, so it does not show up here. 

In[16]:= ?q*

q    q$12

You should realize that the use of  names such as x$nnn  for  generated symbols is purely a convention. You can in principle give any

symbol a name of this form. But if you do, the symbol may collide with one that is produced by Module. 

An important  point  to  note is  that  symbols  generated by Module  are  in  general  unique only  within  a  particular  Mathematica  session.

The variable $ModuleNumber which determines the serial numbers for these symbols is always reset at the beginning of each session. 

This means in particular that if you save expressions containing generated symbols in a file, and then read them into another session,

there is no guarantee that conflicts will not occur. 

One way to avoid such conflicts is explicitly to set $ModuleNumber  differently at the beginning of each session. In particular, if you set

$ModuleNumber = 10^10 $SessionID,  you  should  avoid  any  conflicts.  The  global  variable  $SessionID  should  give  a  unique

number which characterizes a particular Mathematica  session on a particular computer.  The value of this variable is determined from

such  quantities  as  the  absolute  date  and  time,  the  ID  of  your  computer,  and,  if  appropriate,  the  ID  of  the  particular  Mathematica

process. 

$ModuleNumber the serial number for symbols generated by Module and Unique

$SessionID a number that should be different for every Mathematica session

Variables to be used in determining serial numbers for generated symbols. 

Having generated appropriate symbols to represent the local variables you have specified, Module@vars, bodyD  then has to evaluate

body  using these symbols.  The first  step is  to  take the actual  expression body  as it  appears inside the module,  and effectively  to  use

With  to replace all occurrences of each local variable name with the appropriate generated symbol. After this is done, Module actually

performs the evaluation of the resulting expression. 

An important point to note is that Module@vars, bodyD inserts generated symbols only into the actual expression body. It does not, for

example, insert such symbols into code that is called from body, but does not explicitly appear in body. 

"Blocks and Local Values" will discuss how you can use Block to set up ú local values ø  which work in a different way. 

Since x does not appear explicitly in the body of the module, the local value is not used. 

In[17]:= tmp = x^2 + 1; Module@8x = 4<, tmpD

Out[17]= 1 + x2

Most  of  the  time,  you  will  probably  set  up  modules  by  giving  explicit  Mathematica  input  of  the  form  Module@vars, bodyD.  Since  the

function Module has the attribute HoldAll, the form of body will usually be kept unevaluated until the module is executed. 

It is, however, possible to build modules dynamically in Mathematica. The generation of new symbols, and their insertion into body are

always done only when a module is actually executed, not when the module is first given as Mathematica input. 

This evaluates the body of the module immediately, making x appear explicitly. 

In[18]:= tmp = x^2 + 1; Module@8x = 4<, Evaluate@tmpDD

Out[18]= 17

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things
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Variables in Pure Functions and Rules

Module and With  allow you to give a specific list of symbols whose names you want to treat as local. In some situations, however, you

want to automatically treat certain symbol names as local. 

For example, if  you use a pure function such as Function@8x<, x + aD,  you want x  to be treated as a ú formal parameter ø , whose

specific name is local. The same is true of the x that appears in a rule like f@x_D -> x^2, or a definition like f@x_D := x^2. 

Mathematica uses a uniform scheme to make sure that the names of formal parameters which appear in constructs like pure functions

and rules are kept local, and are never confused with global names. The basic idea is to replace formal parameters when necessary by

symbols with names of the form x$. By convention, x$ is never used as a global name. 

Here is a nested pure function. 

In[1]:= Function@8x<, Function@8y<, x + yDD

Out[1]= Function@8x<, Function@8y<, x + yDD

Mathematica renames the formal parameter y in the inner function to avoid conflict with the global object y. 

In[2]:= %@2 yD

Out[2]= Function@8y$<, 2 y + y$D

The resulting pure function behaves as it should. 

In[3]:= %@aD

Out[3]= a + 2 y

In general, Mathematica renames the formal parameters in an object like Function@vars, bodyD whenever body is modified in any way

by the action of another pure function. 

The formal parameter y is renamed because the body of the inner pure function was changed. 

In[4]:= Function@8x<, Function@8y<, x + yDD@aD

Out[4]= Function@8y$<, a + y$D

Since the body of the inner function does not change, the formal parameter is not renamed. 

In[5]:= Function@8x<, x + Function@8y<, y^2DD@aD

Out[5]= a + FunctionA8y<, y2E

Mathematica  renames  formal  parameters  in  pure  functions  more  liberally  than  is  strictly  necessary.  In  principle,  renaming  could  be

avoided if the names of the formal parameters in a particular function do not actually conflict with parts of expressions substituted into

the body of the pure function. For uniformity, however, Mathematica still renames formal parameters even in such cases. 

In this case, the formal parameter x in the inner function shields the body of the function, so no renaming is needed.

In[6]:= Function@8x<, Function@8x<, x + yDD@aD

Out[6]= Function@8x<, x + yD

Here are three nested functions. 

In[7]:= Function@8x<, Function@8y<, Function@8z<, x + y + zDDD

Out[7]= Function@8x<, Function@8y<, Function@8z<, x + y + zDDD
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Both inner functions are renamed in this case. 

In[8]:= %@aD

Out[8]= Function@8y$<, Function@8z$<, a + y$ + z$DD

As  mentioned  in  "Pure  Functions",  pure  functions  in  Mathematica  are  like  Λ  expressions  in  formal  logic.  The  renaming  of  formal

parameters allows Mathematica pure functions to reproduce all the semantics of standard Λ expressions faithfully. 

Function@8x,¼<,bodyD local parameters

lhs->rhs  and lhs:>rhs local pattern names

lhs=rhs  and lhs:=rhs local pattern names

With@8x=x0,¼<,bodyD local constants

Module@8x,¼<,bodyD local variables

Scoping constructs in Mathematica. 

Mathematica has several ú scoping constructs ø  in which certain names are treated as local. When you mix these constructs in any way,

Mathematica does appropriate renamings to avoid conflicts. 

Mathematica renames the formal parameter of the pure function to avoid a conflict. 

In[9]:= With@8x = a<, Function@8a<, a + xDD

Out[9]= Function@8a$<, a$ + aD

Here the local constant in the inner With  is renamed to avoid a conflict. 

In[10]:= With@8x = y<, Hold@With@8y = 4<, x + yDDD

Out[10]= Hold@With@8y$ = 4<, y + y$DD

There is no conflict between names in this case, so no renaming is done. 

In[11]:= With@8x = y<, Hold@With@8z = x + 2<, z + 2DDD

Out[11]= Hold@With@8z = y + 2<, z + 2DD

The local variable y in the module is renamed to avoid a conflict. 

In[12]:= With@8x = y<, Hold@Module@8y<, x + yDDD

Out[12]= Hold@Module@8y$<, y + y$DD

If you execute the module, however, the local variable is renamed again to make its name unique. 

In[13]:= ReleaseHold@%D

Out[13]= y + y$1

Mathematica  treats  transformation  rules  as  scoping  constructs,  in  which  the  names  you  give  to  patterns  are  local.  You  can  set  up

named patterns either using x_, x__ and so on, or using x : patt. 

The x in the h goes with the x_, and is considered local to the rule. 

In[14]:= With@8x = 5<, g@x_, xD -> h@xDD

Out[14]= g@x_, 5D ® h@xD

In a rule like f@x_D -> x + y, the x which appears on the right−hand side goes with the name of the x_ pattern. As a result, this x is

treated as a variable local to the rule, and cannot be modified by other scoping constructs. 
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The y,  on the other hand, is not local to the rule, and can  be modified by other scoping constructs. When this happens, Mathematica

renames the patterns in the rule to prevent the possibility of a conflict. 

Mathematica renames the x in the rule to prevent a conflict. 

In[15]:= With@8w = x<, f@x_D -> w + xD

Out[15]= f@x$_D ® x + x$

When you use With  on a scoping construct, Mathematica automatically performs appropriate renamings. In some cases, however, you

may want to make substitutions inside scoping constructs, without any renaming. You can do this using the �. operator. 

When you substitute for y using With , the x in the pure function is renamed to prevent a conflict. 

In[16]:= With@8y = x + a<, Function@8x<, x + yDD

Out[16]= Function@8x$<, x$ + Ha + xLD

If you use �. rather than With , no such renaming is done. 

In[17]:= Function@8x<, x + yD �. y -> a + x

Out[17]= Function@8x<, x + Ha + xLD

When you apply a rule such as f@x_D -> rhs,  or  use a definition such as f@x_D := rhs,  Mathematica  implicitly  has to substitute for  x

everywhere in the expression rhs. It effectively does this using the �. operator. As a result, such substitution does not respect scoping

constructs.  However,  when  the  insides  of  a  scoping  construct  are  modified  by  the  substitution,  the  other  variables  in  the  scoping

construct are renamed. 

This defines a function for creating pure functions. 

In[18]:= mkfun@var_, body_D := Function@8var<, bodyD

The x and x^2 are explicitly inserted into the pure function, effectively by using the �. operator. 

In[19]:= mkfun@x, x^2D

Out[19]= FunctionA8x<, x2E

This defines a function that creates a pair of nested pure functions. 

In[20]:= mkfun2@var_, body_D := Function@8x<, Function@8var<, body + xDD

The x in the outer pure function is renamed in this case. 

In[21]:= mkfun2@x, x^2D

Out[21]= FunctionA8x$<, FunctionA8x<, x2 + x$EE

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M221: Introduction to Programming in Mathematica
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Dummy Variables in Mathematics
When you  set  up  mathematical  formulas,  you  often  have  to  introduce  various  kinds  of  local  objects  or  ú dummy variablesø . You  can

treat such dummy variables using modules and other Mathematica scoping constructs. 

Integration variables are a common example of dummy variables in mathematics. When you write down a formal integral, conventional

notation requires you to introduce an integration variable with a definite name. This variable is essentially ú localø  to the integral, and its

name, while arbitrary, must not conflict with any other names in your mathematical expression. 

Here is a function for evaluating an integral. 

In[1]:= p@n_D := Integrate@f@sD s^n, 8s, 0, 1<D

The s here conflicts with the integration variable. 

In[2]:= p@s + 1D

Out[2]= à
0

1

s1+s f@sD âs

Here is a definition with the integration variable specified as local to a module. 

In[3]:= pm@n_D := Module@8s<, Integrate@f@sD s^n, 8s, 0, 1<DD

Since you have used a module, Mathematica automatically renames the integration variable to avoid a conflict. 

In[4]:= pm@s + 1D

Out[4]= à
0

1

s$201+s f@s$20D âs$20

In many cases, the most important issue is that dummy variables should be kept local, and should not interfere with other variables in

your  mathematical  expression.  In  some cases,  however,  what  is  instead important  is  that  different  uses of  the same  dummy variable

should not conflict. 

Repeated dummy variables often appear in  products of  vectors and tensors.  With the ú summation convention ø , any vector  or  tensor

index that  appears exactly  twice is  summed over  all  its  possible  values.  The actual  name of  the repeated index never  matters,  but  if

there are two separate repeated indices, it is essential that their names do not conflict. 

This sets up the repeated index j as a dummy variable. 

In[5]:= q@i_D := Module@8j<, a@i, jD b@jDD

The module gives different instances of the dummy variable different names. 

In[6]:= q@i1D q@i2D

Out[6]= a@i1, j$29D a@i2, j$30D b@j$29D b@j$30D

There  are  many  situations  in  mathematics  where  you  need  to  have  variables  with  unique  names.  One  example  is  in  representing

solutions to equations. With an equation like cosHxL = 1, there are an infinite number of solutions, each of the form x = 2 Π n, where n is a

dummy variable that can be equal to any integer.

When Mathematica solves this equation, it creates a dummy variable.

In[7]:= Reduce@Cos@xD == 1, xD

Out[7]= C@1D Î Integers && x � 2 Π C@1D
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Here is a way to make the dummy variable unique. 

In[8]:= Reduce@Cos@xD == 1, x, GeneratedParameters :> Unique@CDD

Out[8]= C$489@1D Î Integers && x � 2 Π C$489@1D

Another  place  where  unique  objects  are  needed  is  in  representing  ú constants of  integration ø . When  you  do  an  integral,  you  are

effectively  solving  an  equation  for  a  derivative.  In  general,  there  are  many  possible  solutions  to  the  equation,  differing  by  additive

ú constants of  integrationø . The standard Mathematica  Integrate  function always returns a solution with no constant  of  integration.

But if you were to introduce constants of integration, you would need to use modules to make sure that they are always unique.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things
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Blocks and Local Values

Modules in Mathematica allow you to treat the names of variables as local. Sometimes, however, you want the names to be global, but

values to be local. You can do this in Mathematica using Block. 

Block@8x,y,¼<,bodyD evaluate body using local values for x, y, ¼

Block@8x=x0,y=y0,¼<,bodyD assign initial values to x, y, ¼

Setting up local values. 

Here is an expression involving x. 

In[1]:= x^2 + 3

Out[1]= 3 + x
2

This evaluates the previous expression, using a local value for x. 

In[2]:= Block@8x = a + 1<, %D

Out[2]= 3 + H1 + aL2

There is no global value for x. 

In[3]:= x

Out[3]= x

As described in Modules and Local  Variables,  the variable x  in  a module such as Module@8x<, bodyD  is  always set  up to refer  to a

unique  symbol,  different  each  time  the  module  is  used,  and  distinct  from  the  global  symbol  x.  The  x  in  a  block  such  as

Block@8x<, bodyD is, however, taken to be the global symbol x. What the block does is to make the value of x local. The value x had

when you entered the block is always restored when you exit the block. And during the execution of the block, x can take on any value. 

This sets the symbol t to have value 17. 

In[4]:= t = 17

Out[4]= 17

Variables in modules have unique local names. 

In[5]:= Module@8t<, Print@tDD

t$1

In blocks, variables retain their global names, but can have local values. 

In[6]:= Block@8t<, Print@tDD

t

t is given a local value inside the block. 

In[7]:= Block@8t<, t = 6; t^4 + 1D

Out[7]= 1297
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When the execution of the block is over, the previous value of t is restored. 

In[8]:= t

Out[8]= 17

Blocks  in  Mathematica  effectively  allow  you  to  set  up  ú environmentsø  in  which  you  can  temporarily  change  the  values  of  variables.

Expressions you evaluate at  any point  during the execution of  a block will  use the values currently  defined for  variables in the block.

This is true whether the expressions appear directly as part of the body of the block, or are produced at any point in its evaluation. 

This defines a delayed value for the symbol u. 

In[9]:= u := x^2 + t^2

If you evaluate u outside a block, the global value for t is used. 

In[10]:= u

Out[10]= 289 + x
2

You can specify a temporary value for t to use inside the block. 

In[11]:= Block@8t = 5<, u + 7D

Out[11]= 32 + x
2

An important implicit use of Block in Mathematica is for iteration constructs such as Do, Sum  and Table. Mathematica effectively uses

Block to set up local values for the iteration variables in all of these constructs. 

Sum automatically makes the value of the iterator t local. 

In[12]:= Sum@t^2, 8t, 10<D

Out[12]= 385

The local values in iteration constructs are slightly more general than in Block. They handle variables such as a@1D, as well as pure 

symbols. 

In[13]:= Sum@a@1D^2, 8a@1D, 10<D

Out[13]= 385

When you set up functions in Mathematica, it is sometimes convenient to have ú global variablesø  which can affect the functions without

being given explicitly as arguments. Thus, for example, Mathematica itself has a global variable $RecursionLimit which affects the

evaluation of all functions, but is never explicitly given as an argument. 

Mathematica will usually keep any value you define for a global variable until you explicitly change it. Often, however, you want to set up

values which last only for the duration of a particular computation, or part of a computation. You can do this by making the values local

to a Mathematica block. 

This defines a function which depends on the ú global variable ø  t. 

In[14]:= f@x_D := x^2 + t

In this case, the global value of t is used. 

In[15]:= f@aD

Out[15]= 17 + a
2

Inside a block, you can set up a local value for t. 

In[16]:= Block@8t = 2<, f@bDD

Out[16]= 2 + b
2
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You can use global variables not only to set parameters in functions, but also to accumulate results from functions. By setting up such

variables to be local to a block, you can arrange to accumulate results only from functions called during the execution of the block. 

This function increments the global variable t, and returns its current value. 

In[17]:= h@x_D := Ht += x^2L

If you do not use a block, evaluating h@aD changes the global value of t. 

In[18]:= h@aD

Out[18]= 17 + a
2

With a block, only the local value of t is affected. 

In[19]:= Block@8t = 0<, h@cDD

Out[19]= c
2

The global value of t remains unchanged. 

In[20]:= t

Out[20]= 17 + a
2

When  you  enter  a  block  such  as  Block@8x<, bodyD,  any  value  for  x  is  removed.  This  means  that  you  can  in  principle  treat  x  as  a

ú symbolic variable ø  inside the block. However, if you explicitly return x from the block, it will be replaced by its value outside the block

as soon as it is evaluated. 

The value of t is removed when you enter the block. 

In[21]:= Block@8t<, Print@Expand@Ht + 1L^2DDD

1 + 2 t + t
2

If you return an expression involving t, however, it is evaluated using the global value for t. 

In[22]:= Block@8t<, t^2 - 3D

Out[22]= -3 + I17 + a
2M

2

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Blocks Compared with Modules
When you write a program in Mathematica,  you should always try to set it  up so that its parts are as independent as possible. In this

way, the program will be easier for you to understand, maintain and add to. 

One  of  the  main  ways  to  ensure  that  different  parts  of  a  program  do  not  interfere  is  to  give  their  variables  only  a  certain  ú scope ø
Mathematica provides two basic mechanisms for limiting the scope of variables: modules and blocks. 

In  writing actual  programs,  modules are far  more common than blocks.  When scoping is  needed in interactive calculations,  however,

blocks are often convenient. 

Module@vars,bodyD lexical scoping

Block@vars,bodyD dynamic scoping

Mathematica variable scoping mechanisms. 

Most  traditional  computer  languages  use  a  so−called  ú lexical scopingø  mechanism  for  variables,  which  is  analogous  to  the  module

mechanism in Mathematica. Some symbolic computer languages such as LISP also allow ú dynamic scopingø , analogous to Mathemat−

ica blocks. 

When lexical  scoping is used, variables are treated as local  to a particular section of  the code  in a program. In dynamic scoping, the

values of variables are local to a part of the execution history of the program. 

In compiled languages like C and Java, there is a very clear distinction between ú codeø  and ú execution history ø . The symbolic nature

of Mathematica makes this distinction slightly less clear, since ú code ø  can in principle be built up dynamically during the execution of a

program. 

What Module@vars, bodyD does is to treat the form of the expression body at the time when the module is executed as the ú codeø  of a

Mathematica program. Then when any of the vars explicitly appears in this ú codeø , it is considered to be local. 

Block@vars, bodyD  does not look at the form  of the expression body.  Instead, throughout the evaluation of body,  the block uses local

values for the vars. 

This defines m in terms of i. 

In[1]:= m = i^2

Out[1]= i
2

The local value for i in the block is used throughout the evaluation of i + m. 

In[2]:= Block@8i = a<, i + mD

Out[2]= a + a
2

Here only the i that appears explicitly in i + m is treated as a local variable. 

In[3]:= Module@8i = a<, i + mD

Out[3]= a + i
2

MORE ABOUT

� Procedural Programming
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Contexts

It is always a good idea to give variables and functions names that are as explicit as possible. Sometimes, however, such names may

get inconveniently long. 

In Mathematica, you can use the notion of ú contexts ø  to organize the names of symbols. Contexts are particularly important in Mathe−

matica  packages which introduce symbols  whose names must  not  conflict  with  those of  any other  symbols.  If  you write  Mathematica

packages, or make sophisticated use of packages that others have written, then you will need to know about contexts. 

The basic  idea is  that  the full  name  of  any symbol  is  broken into  two parts:  a  context  and a  short  name.  The full  name is  written as

context‘short, where the ‘ is the backquote or grave accent character (ASCII decimal code 96), called a ú context markø  in Mathemat−

ica. 

Here is a symbol with short name x, and context aaaa. 

In[1]:= aaaa‘x

Out[1]= aaaa‘x

You can use this symbol just like any other symbol. 

In[2]:= %^2 - %

Out[2]= -aaaa‘x + aaaa‘x
2

You can for example define a value for the symbol. 

In[3]:= aaaa‘x = 78

Out[3]= 78

Mathematica treats a‘x and b‘x as completely different symbols. 

In[4]:= a‘x == b‘x

Out[4]= a‘x � b‘x

It  is  typical  to  have  all  the  symbols  that  relate  a  particular  topic  in  a  particular  context.  Thus,  for  example,  symbols  that  represent

physical  units  might  have  a  context  PhysicalUnits‘.  Such  symbols  might  have  full  names  like  PhysicalUnits‘Joule  or

PhysicalUnits‘Mole. 

Although you can always refer to a symbol by its full name, it is often convenient to use a shorter name. 

At  any given point  in  a  Mathematica  session,  there  is  always a  current  context  $Context.  You can refer  to  symbols  that  are  in  this

context simply by giving their short names. 

The default context for Mathematica sessions is Global‘. 

In[5]:= $Context

Out[5]= Global‘

Short names are sufficient for symbols that are in the current context. 

In[6]:= 8x, Global‘x<

Out[6]= 8x, x<

Contexts  in  Mathematica  work  somewhat  like  file  directories  in  many  operating  systems.  You  can  always  specify  a  particular  file  by

giving its complete name, including its directory.  But at  any given point,  there is usually a current working directory,  analogous to the

current Mathematica context. Files that are in this directory can then be specified just by giving their short names. 
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Like directories in many operating systems, contexts in Mathematica can be hierarchical. Thus, for example, the full name of a symbol

can involve a sequence of context names, as in c1 ‘c2 ‘c3 ‘name. 

context ‘ name  or c1 ‘ c2 ‘¼ ‘ name a symbol in an explicitly specified context

‘ name a symbol in the current context

‘ context ‘ name  or ‘ c1 ‘ c2 ‘ ¼ ‘ name a symbol in a specific context relative to the current context

name a symbol in the current context, or found on the context search path

Specifying symbols in various contexts. 

Here is a symbol in the context a‘b‘. 

In[7]:= a‘b‘x

Out[7]= a‘b‘x

When  you  start  a  Mathematica  session,  the  default  current  context  is  Global‘.  Symbols  that  you  introduce  will  usually  be  in  this

context. However, built−in symbols such as Pi are in the context System‘. 

In  order  to  let  you  easily  access  not  only  symbols  in  the  context  Global‘,  but  also  in  contexts  such  as  System‘,  Mathematica

supports  the notion of  a context  search path.  At  any point  in  a Mathematica  session,  there is  both a current  context  $Context,  and

also a current context search path $ContextPath. The idea of the search path is to allow you to type in the short name of a symbol,

then have Mathematica search in a sequence of contexts to find a symbol with that short name. 

The context search path for symbols in Mathematica is analogous to the ú search pathø  for program files provided in operating systems. 

The default context path includes the contexts for system−defined symbols. 

In[8]:= $ContextPath

Out[8]= 8System‘, Global‘<

When you type in Pi, Mathematica interprets it as the symbol with full name System‘Pi. 

In[9]:= Context@PiD

Out[9]= System‘

Context@sD the context of a symbol

$Context the current context in a Mathematica session

$ContextPath the current context search path

Contexts@D a list of all contexts

Finding contexts and context search paths. 

When you use contexts in Mathematica, there is no reason that two symbols which are in different contexts cannot have the same short

name. Thus, for example, you can have symbols with the short name Mole  both in the context PhysicalUnits‘  and in the context

BiologicalOrganisms‘. 

There is, however, then the question of which symbol you actually get when you type in only the short name Mole. The answer to this

question is determined by which of the contexts comes first in the sequence of contexts listed in the context search path. 

This introduces two symbols, both with short name Mole. 

In[10]:= 8PhysicalUnits‘Mole, BiologicalOrganisms‘Mole<

Out[10]= 8PhysicalUnits‘Mole, BiologicalOrganisms‘Mole<
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This adds two additional contexts to $ContextPath. Typically, Mathematica adds new contexts to the beginning of $ContextPath.

In[11]:= $ContextPath = Join@8"PhysicalUnits‘", "BiologicalOrganisms‘"<, $ContextPathD

Out[11]= 8PhysicalUnits‘, BiologicalOrganisms‘, System‘, Global‘<

Now if you type in Mole, you get the symbol in the context PhysicalUnits‘. 

In[12]:= Context@MoleD

Out[12]= PhysicalUnits‘

In general, when you type in a short name for a symbol, Mathematica assumes that you want the symbol with that name whose context

appears earliest in the context search path. As a result, symbols with the same short name whose contexts appear later in the context

search path are effectively ú shadowed ø . To refer to these symbols, you need to use their full names. 

Mathematica  issues  a  message  when  you  introduce  new  symbols  that  ú shadow ø  existing  symbols  with  your  current  choice  for

$ContextPath. In addition, in the notebook front end Mathematica warns you of shadowed symbols by coloring them red. 

This introduces a symbol with short name Mole in the context Global‘. Mathematica warns you that the new symbol shadows existing 

symbols with short name Mole. 

In[13]:= Global‘Mole

Global‘Mole::shdw : Symbol Mole appears in multiple contexts
8Global‘, PhysicalUnits‘, BiologicalOrganisms‘<; definitions in
context Global‘ may shadow or be shadowed by other definitions. �

Out[13]= Global‘Mole

Now when you type in Mole, you get the symbol that appears first in the context path, PhysicalUnits‘. 

In[14]:= Context@MoleD

Out[14]= PhysicalUnits‘

If you once introduce a symbol which shadows existing symbols, it will continue to do so until you either rearrange $ContextPath, or

explicitly remove the symbol. You should realize that it is not sufficient to clear the value of the symbol; you need to actually remove the

symbol completely from Mathematica. You can do this using the function Remove@sD. 

Clear@sD clear the values of a symbol

Remove@sD remove a symbol completely from the system

Clearing and removing symbols in Mathematica. 

This removes the symbol PhysicalUnits‘Mole. 

In[15]:= Remove@MoleD

Now if you type in Mole, you get the symbol BiologicalOrganisms‘Mole. 

In[16]:= Context@MoleD

Out[16]= BiologicalOrganisms‘

When Mathematica prints out the name of a symbol, it has to choose whether to give the full name, or just the short name. What it does

is to give whatever version of the name you would have to type in to get the particular symbol, given your current settings for $Context

and $ContextPath. 

The short name is printed for the first symbol, so this would give that symbol if you typed it in. 

In[17]:= 8BiologicalOrganisms‘Mole, Global‘Mole<

Out[17]= 8Mole, Global‘Mole<
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If you type in a short name for which there is no symbol either in the current context, or in any context on the context search path, then

Mathematica has to create a new symbol with this name. It always puts new symbols of this kind in the current context, as specified by

$Context. 

This introduces the new symbol with short name tree. 

In[18]:= tree

Out[18]= tree

Mathematica puts tree in the current context Global‘. 

In[19]:= Context@treeD

Out[19]= Global‘

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things
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Contexts and Packages
A typical package written in Mathematica  introduces several new symbols intended for use outside the package. These symbols may

correspond for example to new functions or new objects defined in the package. 

There is a general convention that all new symbols introduced in a particular package are put into a context whose name is related to

the  name  of  the  package.  When  you  read  in  the  package,  it  adds  this  context  at  the  beginning  of  your  context  search  path

$ContextPath. 

This reads in a package for proving primality.

In[1]:= << PrimalityProving‘

The package prepends its context to $ContextPath. 

In[2]:= $ContextPath

Out[2]= 8PrimalityProving‘, System‘, Global‘<

The symbol ProvablePrimeQ is in the context set up by the package. 

In[3]:= Context@ProvablePrimeQD

Out[3]= PrimalityProving‘

You can refer to the symbol using its short name. 

In[4]:= ProvablePrimeQ@2143D

Out[4]= True

The  full  names  of  symbols  defined  in  packages  are  often  quite  long.  In  most  cases,  however,  you  will  only  need  to  use  their  short

names. The reason for this is that after you have read in a package, its context is added to $ContextPath, so the context is automati−

cally searched whenever you type in a short name. 

There  is  a  complication,  however,  when  two  symbols  with  the  same  short  name  appear  in  two  different  packages.  In  such  a  case,

Mathematica will warn you when you read in the second package. It will tell you which symbols will be ú shadowed ø  by the new symbols

that are being introduced. 

The symbol ProvablePrimeQ in the context PrimalityProving‘ is shadowed by the symbol with the same short name in the new 

package. 

In[5]:= << NewPrimalityProving‘

ProvablePrimeQ::shdw : Symbol ProvablePrimeQ appears in multiple contexts
8NewPrimalityProving‘, PrimalityProving‘<; definitions in context
NewPrimalityProving‘ may shadow or be shadowed by other definitions. �

You can access the shadowed symbol by giving its full name. 

In[6]:= PrimalityProving‘ProvablePrimeQ@2143D

Out[6]= True

Conflicts  can  occur  not  only  between  symbols  in  different  packages,  but  also  between  symbols  in  packages  and  symbols  that  you

introduce directly in your Mathematica session. If you define a symbol in your current context, then this symbol may become shadowed

by  another  symbol  with  the  same  short  name  in  packages  that  you  read  in.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  Mathematica  searches  for

symbols in contexts on the context search path before looking in the current context. 
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This defines a function in the current context. 

In[7]:= Div@f_D = 1�f

Out[7]=

1

f

The Div function in your current context will be shadowed by the one in the package. 

In[8]:= << VectorAnalysis‘

Div::shdw : Symbol Div appears in multiple
contexts 8VectorAnalysis‘, Global‘<; definitions in context
VectorAnalysis‘ may shadow or be shadowed by other definitions. �

This sets up the coordinate system for vector analysis. 

In[9]:= SetCoordinates@Cartesian@x, y, zDD

Out[9]= Cartesian@x, y, zD

The Div from the package is used. 

In[10]:= Div@8x, y^2, x<D

Out[10]= 1 + 2 y

If you get into the situation where unwanted symbols are shadowing the symbols you want, the best thing to do is usually to get rid of

the unwanted symbols  using Remove@sD.  An alternative  that  is  sometimes appropriate  is  to  rearrange the entries  in  $ContextPath

and to reset the value of $Context so as to make the contexts that contain the symbols you want be the ones that are searched first.

$Packages a list of the contexts corresponding to all packages loaded into your Mathematica 
session

Getting a list of packages. 

MORE ABOUT

� Package Development

� Namespace Management

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Contexts

� Setting Up Mathematica Packages

� Modularity and the Naming of Things

� Mathematica Packages
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Mathematica Packages
One of  the most  important  features of  Mathematica  is  that  it  is  an extensible system. There is  a certain amount of  mathematical  and

other functionality that is built into Mathematica. But by using the Mathematica language, it is always possible to add more functionality. 

For many kinds of calculations, what is built into the standard version of Mathematica will be quite sufficient. However, if you work in a

particular specialized area, you may find that you often need to use certain functions that are not built into Mathematica. 

In such cases, you may well be able to find a Mathematica package that contains the functions you need. Mathematica packages are

files  written  in  the  Mathematica  language.  They  consist  of  collections  of  Mathematica  definitions  which  "teach"  Mathematica  about

particular application areas. 

<<package read in a Mathematica package

Reading in Mathematica packages. 

If you want to use functions from a particular package, you must first read the package into Mathematica. The details of how to do this

are discussed in "External Programs". There are various conventions that govern the names you should use to refer to packages. 

This command reads in a particular Mathematica package. 

In[1]:= << PrimalityProving‘

The ProvablePrimeQ  function is defined in the package. 

In[2]:= ProvablePrimeQ@1093D

Out[2]= True

There are a number of subtleties associated with such issues as conflicts between names of functions in different packages. These are

discussed in "Contexts and Packages". One point to note, however, is that you should not refer to a function that you will read from a

package  before  actually  reading  in  the  package.  If  you  do  this  by  mistake,  Mathematica  will  issue  a  message  warning  about  the

duplicate names and use the one last defined. This means that your version of the function will not be used; it will be the one from the

package. You can execute the command Remove@"name"D to get rid of the package function.

Remove@"name"D remove a function that has been introduced in error

Making sure that Mathematica uses correct definitions from packages. 

The fact that Mathematica can be extended using packages means that the boundary of exactly what is "part of Mathematica" is quite

blurred.  As  far  as  usage  is  concerned,  there  is  actually  no  difference  between  functions  defined  in  packages  and  functions  that  are

fundamentally built into Mathematica. 

In  fact,  a  fair  number  of  the  functions  built  into  the  core  Mathematica  system  are  actually  implemented  as  Mathematica  packages.

However, on most Mathematica  systems, the necessary packages have been preloaded, so that the functions they define are always

present. 

To blur the boundary of what is part of Mathematica even further, "Automatic Loading of Packages" describes how you can tell Mathe−

matica automatically to load a particular package if you ever try to use a certain function. If you never use that function, then it will not

be present. But as soon as you try to use it, its definition will be read in from a Mathematica package. 

As a practical matter, the functions that should be considered "part of Mathematica" are probably those that are present in all Mathemat−

ica systems. It is these functions that are primarily discussed in this documentation. 

Nevertheless,  most  versions  of  Mathematica  come with  a  standard  set  of  Mathematica  packages,  which  contain  definitions  for  many

more functions. To use these functions, you must usually read in the necessary packages explicitly. 
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You can use the Documentation Center to get information on Mathematica 7 Standard Extra Packages.

It is possible to set your Mathematica system up so that particular packages are preloaded, or are automatically loaded when needed. If

you do this, then there may be many functions that appear as standard in your version of Mathematica, but which are not documented

in the Mathematica system reference pages. 

One point  that  should be mentioned is  the relationship between packages and notebooks.  Both are stored as files on your  computer

system, and both can be read into Mathematica. However, a notebook is intended to be displayed, typically with a notebook interface,

while a package is intended only to be used as Mathematica input. Many notebooks in fact contain sections that can be considered as

packages, and which contain sequences of definitions intended for input to Mathematica.  There are also capabilities that allow pack−

ages set up to correspond to notebooks to be maintained automatically.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things

� Packages for Symbolic Mathematics

� Setting Up Mathematica Packages
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Setting Up Mathematica Packages
In a typical  Mathematica  package, there are generally two kinds of new symbols that are introduced. The first  kind are ones that you

want to ú exportø  for use outside the package. The second kind are ones that you want to use only internally within the package. You

can distinguish these two kinds of symbols by putting them in different contexts. 

The  usual  convention  is  to  put  symbols  intended  for  export  in  a  context  with  a  name  Package‘  that  corresponds  to  the  name  of  the

package. Whenever the package is read in, it adds this context to the context search path, so that the symbols in this context can be

referred to by their short names. 

Symbols that are not intended for export, but are instead intended only for internal use within the package, are conventionally put into a

context with the name Package‘Private‘. This context is not added to the context search path. As a result, the symbols in this context

cannot be accessed except by giving their full names. 

Package ‘ symbols for export

Package ‘Private‘ symbols for internal use only

System‘ built−in Mathematica symbols

Needed1 ‘ , Needed2 ‘ , ¼ other contexts needed in the package

Contexts conventionally used in Mathematica packages. 

There is a standard sequence of Mathematica commands that is typically used to set up the contexts in a package. These commands

set the values of $Context and $ContextPath so that the new symbols which are introduced are created in the appropriate contexts. 

BeginPackage@"Package‘"D set Package ‘ to be the current context, and put only System‘ on the context 

search path

f::usage="text" , ¼ introduce the objects intended for export (and no others)

Begin@"‘Private‘"D set the current context to Package ‘Private‘

f@argsD=value , ¼ give the main body of definitions in the package

End@D revert to the previous context (here Package ‘)

EndPackage@D end the package, prepending the Package ‘ to the context search path

The standard sequence of context control commands in a package. 

BeginPackage["Collatz‘"]

Collatz::usage =
        "Collatz[n] gives a list of the iterates in the 3n+1 problem,
        starting from n. The conjecture is that this sequence always
        terminates."

Begin["‘Private‘"]

Collatz[1] := {1}

Collatz[n_Integer]  := Prepend[Collatz[3 n + 1], n] /; OddQ[n] && n > 0

Collatz[n_Integer] := Prepend[Collatz[n/2], n] /; EvenQ[n] && n > 0

End[ ]

EndPackage[ ]
The sample package Collatz.m. 

Defining  usage  messages  at  the  beginning  of  a  package  is  the  standard  way  of  making  sure  that  symbols  you  want  to  export  are

created in the appropriate context. The way this works is that in defining these messages, the only symbols you mention are exactly the

ones you want to export. These symbols are then created in the context Package‘, which is then current. 
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In  the  actual  definitions  of  the  functions  in  a  package,  there  are  typically  many  new  symbols,  introduced  as  parameters,  temporary

variables,  and  so  on.  The  convention  is  to  put  all  these  symbols  in  the  context  Package‘Private‘,  which  is  not  put  on  the  context

search path when the package is read in. 

This reads in the sample package given above. 

In[1]:= << ExampleData/Collatz.m

The EndPackage command in the package adds the context associated with the package to the context search path. 

In[2]:= $ContextPath

Out[2]= 8Collatz‘, Global‘, System‘<

The Collatz function was created in the context Collatz‘. 

In[3]:= Context@CollatzD

Out[3]= Collatz‘

The parameter n is put in the private context Collatz‘Private‘. 

In[4]:= ?Collatz‘Private‘*

Collatz‘Private‘n

In the Collatz package, the functions that are defined depend only on built−in Mathematica functions. Often, however, the functions

defined in one package may depend on functions defined in another package. 

Two  things  are  needed  to  make  this  work.  First,  the  other  package  must  be  read  in,  so  that  the  functions  needed  are  defined.  And

second, the context search path must include the context that these functions are in. 

You can explicitly tell Mathematica to read in a package at any point using the command << context‘. ("Files for Packages" discusses

the tricky issue of translation from system−independent context names to system−dependent file names.) Often, however, you want to

set it  up so that a particular package is read in only if  it  is needed. The command Needs@"context‘"D  tells Mathematica  to read in a

package if the context associated with that package is not already in the list $Packages . 

Get@"context‘"D  or <<context ‘ read in the package corresponding to the specified context

Needs@"context‘"D read in the package if the specified context is not already in $Packages

BeginPackage@"Package‘",8" Needed1 ‘ ", ¼ <D

begin a package, specifying that certain contexts in addition to System‘ are 

needed

Functions for specifying interdependence of packages. 

If  you  use  BeginPackage@"Package‘"D  with  a  single  argument,  Mathematica  puts  on  the  context  search  path  only  the  Package‘

context  and  the  contexts  for  built−in  Mathematica  symbols.  If  the  definitions  you  give  in  your  package  involve  functions  from  other

packages, you must make sure that the contexts for these packages are also included in your context search path. You can do this by

giving a list  of the additional contexts as a second argument to BeginPackage.  BeginPackage  automatically calls Needs  on these

contexts, reading in the corresponding packages if necessary, and then making sure that the contexts are on the context search path. 

Begin@"context‘"D switch to a new current context

End@D revert to the previous context

Context manipulation functions. 
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Executing a function like Begin which manipulates contexts changes the way that Mathematica interprets names you type in. However,

you should realize that the change is effective only in subsequent expressions that you type in. The point is that Mathematica  always

reads in a complete input expression, and interprets the names in it, before it executes any part of the expression. As a result, by the

time  Begin  is  executed  in  a  particular  expression,  the  names  in  the  expression  have  already  been  interpreted,  and  it  is  too  late  for

Begin to have an effect. 

The fact that context manipulation functions do not have an effect until the next complete expression is read in means that you must be

sure to give those functions as separate expressions, typically on separate lines, when you write Mathematica packages. 

The name x is interpreted before this expression is executed, so the Begin has no effect. 

In[5]:= Begin@"a‘"D; Print@Context@xDD; End@D

Global‘

Out[5]= a‘

Context manipulation functions are used primarily as part of packages intended to be read into Mathematica. Sometimes, however, you

may find it convenient to use such functions interactively. 

This can happen, for example, if you go into a dialog, say using TraceDialog, while executing a function defined in a package. The

parameters and temporary variables in the function are typically in a private context associated with the package. Since this context is

not  on  your  context  search  path,  Mathematica  will  print  out  the  full  names  of  the  symbols,  and  will  require  you  to  type  in  these  full

names  in  order  to  refer  to  the  symbols.  You  can  however  use  Begin@"Package‘Private‘"D  to  make  the  private  context  of  the

package your current context. This will make Mathematica print out short names for the symbols, and allow you to refer to the symbols

by their short names.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things

� Mathematica Packages
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Files for Packages
When  you  create  or  use  Mathematica  packages,  you  will  often  want  to  refer  to  files  in  a  system−independent  way.  You  can  use

contexts to do this. 

The basic idea is that on every computer system there is a convention about how files corresponding to Mathematica contexts should

be  named.  Then,  when  you  refer  to  a  file  using  a  context,  the  particular  version  of  Mathematica  you  are  using  converts  the  context

name to the file name appropriate for the computer system you are on. 

<<context‘ read in the file corresponding to the specified context

Using contexts to specify files. 

This reads in one of the standard packages that come with Mathematica. 

In[1]:= << VectorAnalysis‘

name.mx file in DumpSave format

name.mx�$SystemID�name.mx file in DumpSave format for your computer system

name.m file in Mathematica source format

name�init.m initialization file for a particular directory

dir�¼ files in other directories specified by $Path

The typical sequence of files looked for by << name‘. 

Mathematica is set up so that << name‘ will automatically try to load the appropriate version of a file. It will first try to load a name.mx file

that  is  optimized  for  your  particular  computer  system.  If  it  finds  no  such  file,  then  it  will  try  to  load  a  name.m  file  containing  ordinary

system−independent Mathematica input. 

If name is a directory, then Mathematica will try to load the initialization file init.m in that directory. The purpose of the init.m file is to

provide a convenient  way to set  up Mathematica  packages that  involve many separate files.  The idea is  to allow you to give just  the

command << name‘, but then to load init.m to initialize the whole package, reading in whatever other files are necessary.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Automatic Loading of Packages
Previous  sections  have  discussed  explicit  loading  of  Mathematica  packages  using  << package  and  Needs@packageD.  Sometimes,

however, you may want to set Mathematica up so that it automatically loads a particular package when the package is needed. 

You  can  use  DeclarePackage  to  give  the  names  of  symbols  which  are  defined  in  a  particular  package.  Then,  when  one  of  these

symbols is actually used, Mathematica will automatically load the package where the symbol is defined. 

DeclarePackage@"context‘",8"name1","name2",¼<D

declare that a package should automatically be loaded if a symbol with any of the 
names namei is used 

Arranging for automatic loading of packages. 

This specifies that the symbols Div, Grad  and Curl  are defined in VectorAnalysis‘. 

In[1]:= DeclarePackage@"VectorAnalysis‘", 8"Div", "Grad", "Curl"<D

Out[1]= VectorAnalysis‘

When you first use Grad , Mathematica automatically loads the package that defines it. 

In[2]:= Grad@x^2 + y^2, Cartesian@x, y, zDD

Out[2]= 82 x, 2 y, 0<

When you set up a large collection of Mathematica packages, it is often a good idea to create an additional ú names file ø  which contains

a  sequence  of  DeclarePackage  commands,  specifying  packages  to  load  when  particular  names  are  used.  Within  a  particular

Mathematica  session,  you  then  need  to  load  explicitly  only  the  names  file.  When  you  have  done  this,  all  the  other  packages  will

automatically be loaded if and when they are needed. 

DeclarePackage  works by immediately creating symbols with the names you specify,  but  giving each of  these symbols the special

attribute Stub . Whenever Mathematica finds a symbol with the Stub  attribute, it automatically loads the package corresponding to the

context of the symbol, in an attempt to find the definition of the symbol.

MORE ABOUT

� Package Development

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things

� Mathematica Packages
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Manipulating Symbols and Contexts by Name

Symbol@"name"D construct a symbol with a given name

SymbolName@symbD find the name of a symbol

Converting between symbols and their names. 

Here is the symbol x. 

In[1]:= x �� InputForm

Out[1]//InputForm= x

Its name is a string. 

In[2]:= SymbolName@xD �� InputForm

Out[2]//InputForm= "x"

This gives the symbol x again. 

In[3]:= Symbol@"x"D �� InputForm

Out[3]//InputForm= x

Once you have made an assignment such as x = 2, then whenever x is evaluated, it is replaced by 2. Sometimes, however, you may

want to continue to refer to x itself, without immediately getting the value of x. 

You can do this by referring to x by name. The name of the symbol x is the string "x", and even though x itself may be replaced by a

value, the string "x" will always stay the same. 

The names of the symbols x and xp are the strings "x" and "xp". 

In[4]:= t = 8SymbolName@xD, SymbolName@xpD< �� InputForm

Out[4]//InputForm= {"x", "xp"}

This assigns a value to x. 

In[5]:= x = 2

Out[5]= 2

Whenever you enter x it is now replaced by 2. 

In[6]:= 8x, xp< �� InputForm

Out[6]//InputForm= {2, xp}

The name "x" is not affected, however. 

In[7]:= t �� InputForm

Out[7]//InputForm= InputForm[{"x", "xp"}]
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NameQ@" form"D test whether any symbol has a name which matches form

Names@" form"D give a list of all symbol names which match form

Contexts@" form‘"D give a list of all context names which match form

Referring to symbols and contexts by name. 

x and xp are symbols that have been created in this Mathematica session; xpp is not. 

In[8]:= 8NameQ@"x"D, NameQ@"xp"D, NameQ@"xpp"D<

Out[8]= 8True, True, False<

You can specify the form of symbol names using string patterns of the kind discussed in "String Patterns". "x*" stands, for example, for

all names that start with x. 

This gives a list of all symbol names in this Mathematica session that begin with x. 

In[9]:= Names@"x*"D �� InputForm

Out[9]//InputForm= {"x", "xp"}

These names correspond to built−in functions in Mathematica. 

In[10]:= Names@"Qu*"D �� InputForm

Out[10]//InputForm= {"QuadraticIrrationalQ", "Quantile", "Quartics", "QuartileDeviation", "Quartiles", 
 "QuartileSkewness", "Quiet", "Quit", "Quotient", "QuotientRemainder"}

This asks for names ú close ø  to WeierstrssP. 

In[11]:= Names@"WeierstrssP", SpellingCorrection -> TrueD

Out[11]= 8WeierstrassP<

Clear@" form"D clear the values of all symbols whose names match form

Clear@"context‘*"D clear the values of all symbols in the specified context

Remove@" form"D remove completely all symbols whose names match form

Remove@"context‘*"D remove completely all symbols in the specified context

Getting rid of symbols by name. 

This clears the values of all symbols whose names start with x. 

In[12]:= Clear@"x*"D

The name "x" is still known, however. 

In[13]:= Names@"x*"D

Out[13]= 8x, xp<

But the value of x has been cleared. 

In[14]:= 8x, xp<

Out[14]= 8x, xp<

This removes completely all symbols whose names start with x. 

In[15]:= Remove@"x*"D
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Now not even the name "x" is known. 

In[16]:= Names@"x*"D

Out[16]= 8<

Remove@"Global‘*"D remove completely all symbols in the Global‘ context

Removing all symbols you have introduced. 

If  you  do  not  set  up  any  additional  contexts,  then  all  the  symbols  that  you  introduce  in  a  Mathematica  session  will  be  placed  in  the

Global‘  context.  You can remove these symbols completely  using Remove@"Global‘*"D.  Built−in Mathematica  objects are in  the

System‘ context, and are thus unaffected by this.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Modularity and the Naming of Things
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Intercepting the Creation of New Symbols
Mathematica creates a new symbol when you first enter a particular name. Sometimes it is useful to ú interceptø  the process of creating

a new symbol. Mathematica provides several ways to do this. 

On@General::newsymD print a message whenever a new symbol is created

Off@General::newsymD switch off the message printed when new symbols are created

Printing a message when new symbols are created. 

This tells Mathematica to print a message whenever a new symbol is created. 

In[1]:= On@General::newsymD

Mathematica now prints a message about each new symbol that it creates. 

In[2]:= sin@kD

General::newsym : Symbol sin is new. �

General::newsym : Symbol k is new. �

Out[2]= sin@kD

This switches off the message. 

In[3]:= Off@General::newsymD

Generating  a  message  when  Mathematica  creates  a  new  symbol  is  often  a  good  way  to  catch  typing  mistakes.  Mathematica  itself

cannot tell  the difference between an intentionally new name, and a misspelling of a name it  already knows. But by reporting all  new

names it encounters, Mathematica allows you to see whether any of them are mistakes. 

$NewSymbol a function to be applied to the name and context of new symbols which are created

Performing operations when new symbols are created. 

When Mathematica creates a new symbol, you may want it not just to print a message, but instead to perform some other action. Any

function you specify as the value of the global variable $NewSymbol will automatically be applied to strings giving the name and context

of each new symbol that Mathematica creates. 

This defines a function to be applied to each new symbol which is created. 

In[4]:= $NewSymbol = Print@"Name: ", ð1, " Context: ", ð2D &

Out[4]= Print@Name: , ð1, Context: , ð2D &

The function is applied once to v and once to w. 

In[5]:= v + w

Name: v Context: Global‘

Name: w Context: Global‘

Out[5]= v + w
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Properties of Strings
Much of what Mathematica does revolves around manipulating structured expressions. But you can also use Mathematica as a system

for handling unstructured strings of text.

"text" a string containing arbitrary text

Text strings. 

When you input a string of text to Mathematica you must always enclose it in quotes. However, when Mathematica outputs the string it

usually does not explicitly show the quotes.

You can see the quotes by asking for the input form of the string. In addition, in a Mathematica notebook, quotes will typically appear

automatically as soon as you start to edit a string. 

When Mathematica outputs a string, it usually does not explicitly show the quotes. 

In[1]:= "This is a string."

Out[1]= This is a string.

You can see the quotes, however, by asking for the input form of the string. 

In[2]:= InputForm@%D

Out[2]//InputForm= "This is a string."

The fact that Mathematica does not usually show explicit quotes around strings makes it possible for you to use strings to specify quite

directly the textual output you want. 

The strings are printed out here without explicit quotes. 

In[3]:= Print@"The value is ", 567, "."D

The value is 567.

You should understand, however, that even though the string "x" often appears as x in output, it is still a quite different object from the

symbol x. 

The string "x" is not the same as the symbol x. 

In[4]:= "x" === x

Out[4]= False

You can test whether any particular expression is a string by looking at its head. The head of any string is always String. 

All strings have head String. 

In[5]:= Head@"x"D

Out[5]= String

The pattern _String matches any string. 

In[6]:= Cases@8"ab", x, "a", y<, _StringD

Out[6]= 8ab, a<

You  can  use  strings  just  like  other  expressions  as  elements  of  patterns  and  transformations.  Note,  however,  that  you  cannot  assign

values directly to strings. 
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This gives a definition for an expression that involves a string. 

In[7]:= z@"gold"D = 79

Out[7]= 79

This replaces each occurrence of the string "aa" by the symbol x. 

In[8]:= 8"aaa", "aa", "bb", "aa"< �. "aa" -> x

Out[8]= 8aaa, x, bb, x<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Strings and Characters
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Operations on Strings
Mathematica  provides  a  variety  of  functions  for  manipulating  strings.  Most  of  these  functions  are  based  on  viewing  strings  as  a

sequence of characters, and many of the functions are analogous to ones for manipulating lists. 

s1<>s2<>¼   or  StringJoin@8s1,s2,¼<D

join several strings together

StringLength@sD give the number of characters in a string

StringReverse@sD reverse the characters in a string

Operations on complete strings. 

You can join together any number of strings using <>. 

In[1]:= "aaaaaaa" <> "bbb" <> "cccccccccc"

Out[1]= aaaaaaabbbcccccccccc

StringLength gives the number of characters in a string. 

In[2]:= StringLength@%D

Out[2]= 20

StringReverse reverses the characters in a string. 

In[3]:= StringReverse@"A string."D

Out[3]= .gnirts A

StringTake@s,nD make a string by taking the first n characters from s

StringTake@s,8n<D take the nth character from s

StringTake@s,8n1,n2<D take characters n1 through n2

StringDrop@s,nD make a string by dropping the first n characters in s

StringDrop@s,8n1,n2<D drop characters n1 through n2

Taking and dropping substrings. 

StringTake  and  StringDrop  are  the  analogs  for  strings  of  Take  and  Drop  for  lists.  Like  Take  and  Drop ,  they  use  standard

Mathematica sequence specifications, so that, for example, negative numbers count character positions from the end of a string. Note

that the first character of a string is taken to have position 1. 

Here is a sample string. 

In[4]:= alpha = "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"

Out[4]= ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

This takes the first five characters from alpha. 

In[5]:= StringTake@alpha, 5D

Out[5]= ABCDE
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Here is the fifth character in alpha. 

In[6]:= StringTake@alpha, 85<D

Out[6]= E

This drops the characters 10 through 2, counting from the end of the string. 

In[7]:= StringDrop@alpha, 8-10, -2<D

Out[7]= ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPZ

StringInsert@s,snew,nD insert the string snew at position n in s

StringInsert@s,snew,8n1,n2,¼<D

insert several copies of snew into s

Inserting into a string. 

StringInsert@s, snew, nD is set up to produce a string whose nth character is the first character of snew. 

This produces a new string whose fourth character is the first character of the string "XX". 

In[8]:= StringInsert@"abcdefgh", "XX", 4D

Out[8]= abcXXdefgh

Negative positions are counted from the end of the string. 

In[9]:= StringInsert@"abcdefgh", "XXX", -1D

Out[9]= abcdefghXXX

Each copy of "XXX" is inserted at the specified position in the original string. 

In[10]:= StringInsert@"abcdefgh", "XXX", 82, 4, -1<D

Out[10]= aXXXbcXXXdefghXXX

This uses Riffle to add a space between the words in a list. 

In[11]:= StringJoin@Riffle@8"cat", "in", "the", "hat"<, " "DD

Out[11]= cat in the hat

StringReplacePart@s,snew,8m,n<D

replace the characters at positions m through n in s by the string snew

StringReplacePart@s,snew,88m1,n1<,8m2,n2<,¼<D

replace several substrings in s by snew

StringReplacePart@s,8snew1,snew2,¼<,88m1,n1<,8m2,n2<,¼<D

replace substrings in s by the corresponding snewi

Replacing parts of a string. 

This replaces characters 2 through 6 by the string "XXX". 

In[12]:= StringReplacePart@"abcdefgh", "XXX", 82, 6<D

Out[12]= aXXXgh
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This replaces two runs of characters by the string "XXX". 

In[13]:= StringReplacePart@"abcdefgh", "XXX", 882, 3<, 85, -1<<D

Out[13]= aXXXdXXX

Now the two runs of characters are replaced by different strings. 

In[14]:= StringReplacePart@"abcdefgh", 8"XXX", "YYYY"<, 882, 3<, 85, -1<<D

Out[14]= aXXXdYYYY

StringPosition@s,subD give a list of the starting and ending positions at which sub appears as a substring 

of s

StringPosition@s,sub,kD include only the first k occurrences of sub in s

StringPosition@s,8sub1,sub2,¼<D

include occurrences of any of the subi

Finding positions of substrings. 

You  can  use  StringPosition  to  find  where  a  particular  substring  appears  within  a  given  string.  StringPosition  returns  a  list,

each  of  whose  elements  corresponds  to  an  occurrence  of  the  substring.  The  elements  consist  of  lists  giving  the  starting  and  ending

character  positions for  the substring.  These lists  are in  the form used as sequence specifications in  StringTake,  StringDrop  and

StringReplacePart. 

This gives a list of the positions of the substring "abc". 

In[15]:= StringPosition@"abcdabcdaabcabcd", "abc"D

Out[15]= 881, 3<, 85, 7<, 810, 12<, 813, 15<<

This gives only the first occurrence of "abc". 

In[16]:= StringPosition@"abcdabcdaabcabcd", "abc", 1D

Out[16]= 881, 3<<

This shows where both "abc" and "cd" appear. By default, overlaps are included. 

In[17]:= StringPosition@"abcdabcdcd", 8"abc", "cd"<D

Out[17]= 881, 3<, 83, 4<, 85, 7<, 87, 8<, 89, 10<<

This does not include overlaps. 

In[18]:= StringPosition@"abcdabcdcd", 8"abc", "cd"<, Overlaps -> FalseD

Out[18]= 881, 3<, 85, 7<, 89, 10<<

StringCount@s,subD count the occurrences of sub in s

StringCount@s,8sub1,sub2,¼<D count occurrences of any of the subi

StringFreeQ@s,subD test whether s is free of sub

StringFreeQ@s,8sub1,sub2,¼<D test whether s is free of all the subi

Testing for substrings. 
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This counts occurrences of either substring, by default not including overlaps. 

In[19]:= StringCount@"abcdabcdcd", 8"abc", "cd"<D

Out[19]= 3

StringReplace@s,sb->sbnewD replace sb by sbnew wherever it appears in s

StringReplace@s,8sb1->sbnew1,sb2->sbnew2,¼<D

replace sbi by the corresponding sbnewi

StringReplace@s,rules,nD do at most n replacements

StringReplaceList@s,rulesD give a list of the strings obtained by making each possible single replacement

StringReplaceList@s,rules,nD give at most n results

Replacing substrings according to rules. 

This replaces all occurrences of the character a by the string XX. 

In[20]:= StringReplace@"abcdabcdaabcabcd", "a" -> "XX"D

Out[20]= XXbcdXXbcdXXXXbcXXbcd

This replaces abc by Y, and d by XXX. 

In[21]:= StringReplace@"abcdabcdaabcabcd", 8"abc" -> "Y", "d" -> "XXX"<D

Out[21]= YXXXYXXXaYYXXX

The first occurrence of cde is not replaced because it overlaps with abc. 

In[22]:= StringReplace@"abcde abacde", 8"abc" -> "X", "cde" -> "Y"<D

Out[22]= Xde abaY

StringReplace  scans a string from left to right, doing all the replacements it can, and then returning the resulting string. Sometimes,

however,  it  is  useful  to  see  what  all  possible  single  replacements  would  give.  You  can  get  a  list  of  all  these  results  using

StringReplaceList. 

This gives a list of the results of replacing each of the a÷ s. 

In[23]:= StringReplaceList@"aaaaa", "a" -> "X"D

Out[23]= 8Xaaaa, aXaaa, aaXaa, aaaXa, aaaaX<

This shows the results of all possible single replacements. 

In[24]:= StringReplaceList@"abcde abacde", 8"abc" -> "X", "cde" -> "Y"<D

Out[24]= 8Xde abacde, abY abacde, abcde abaY<

StringSplit@sD split s into substrings delimited by whitespace

StringSplit@s,delD split at delimiter del

StringSplit@s,8del1,del2,¼<D split at any of the deli

StringSplit@s,del,nD split into at most n substrings

Splitting strings. 
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This splits the string at every run of spaces. 

In[25]:= StringSplit@"a b::c d::e f g"D

Out[25]= 8a, b::c, d::e, f, g<

This splits at each "::". 

In[26]:= StringSplit@"a b::c d::e f g", "::"D

Out[26]= 8a b, c d, e f g<

This splits at each colon or space. 

In[27]:= StringSplit@"a b::c d::e f g", 8":", " "<D

Out[27]= 8a, b, , c, d, , e, f, g<

StringSplit@s,del->rhsD insert rhs at the position of each delimiter

StringSplit@s,8del1->rhs1,del2->rhs2,¼<D

insert rhsi at the position of the corresponding deli

Splitting strings with replacements for delimiters. 

This inserts 8x, y< at each :: delimiter. 

In[28]:= StringSplit@"a b::c d::e f g", "::" -> 8x, y<D

Out[28]= 8a b, 8x, y<, c d, 8x, y<, e f g<

Sort@8s1,s2,s3,¼<D sort a list of strings

Sorting strings. 

Sort  sorts strings into standard dictionary order. 

In[29]:= Sort@8"cat", "fish", "catfish", "Cat"<D

Out[29]= 8cat, Cat, catfish, fish<

StringTrim@sD trims whitespace from the beginning and end of s

StringTrim@s,pattD trims substrings matching patt from the beginning and end

Remove whitespace from ends of string.

In[30]:= StringTrim@" abcabc "D �� FullForm

Out[30]//FullForm= "abcabc"

SequenceAlignment@s1,s2D finds an optimal alignment of s1 and s2

Find an optimal alignment of two strings.

In[31]:= SequenceAlignment@"abcXabcXabc", "abcYabcYabc"D

Out[31]= 8abc, 8X, Y<, abc, 8X, Y<, abc<
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Characters in Strings

Characters@"string"D convert a string to a list of characters

StringJoin@8"c1","c2",¼<D convert a list of characters to a string

Converting between strings and lists of characters. 

This gives a list of the characters in the string. 

In[1]:= Characters@"A string."D

Out[1]= 8A, , s, t, r, i, n, g, .<

You can apply standard list manipulation operations to this list. 

In[2]:= RotateLeft@%, 3D

Out[2]= 8t, r, i, n, g, ., A, , s<

StringJoin converts the list of characters back to a single string. 

In[3]:= StringJoin@%D

Out[3]= tring.A s

DigitQ@stringD test whether all characters in a string are digits

LetterQ@stringD test whether all characters in a string are letters

UpperCaseQ@stringD test whether all characters in a string are uppercase letters

LowerCaseQ@stringD test whether all characters in a string are lowercase letters

Testing characters in a string. 

All characters in the string given are letters. 

In[4]:= LetterQ@"Mixed"D

Out[4]= True

Not all the letters are uppercase, so the result is False. 

In[5]:= UpperCaseQ@"Mixed"D

Out[5]= False

ToUpperCase@stringD generate a string in which all letters are uppercase

ToLowerCase@stringD generate a string in which all letters are lowercase

Converting between upper and lower case. 

This converts all letters to upper case. 

In[6]:= ToUpperCase@"Mixed Form"D

Out[6]= MIXED FORM
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CharacterRange@"c1","c2"D generate a list of all characters from c1 and c2

Generating ranges of characters. 

This generates a list of lowercase letters in alphabetical order. 

In[7]:= CharacterRange@"a", "h"D

Out[7]= 8a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h<

Here is a list of uppercase letters. 

In[8]:= CharacterRange@"T", "Z"D

Out[8]= 8T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z<

Here are some digits. 

In[9]:= CharacterRange@"0", "7"D

Out[9]= 80, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7<

CharacterRange  will  usually  give  meaningful  results  for  any  range  of  characters  that  have  a  natural  ordering.  The  way

CharacterRange  works is by using the character codes that Mathematica internally assigns to every character. 

This shows the ordering defined by the internal character codes used by Mathematica. 

In[10]:= CharacterRange@"T", "e"D

Out[10]= 8T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, @, \, D, ^, _, ‘, a, b, c, d, e<

MORE ABOUT

� Character Operations

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Strings and Characters
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String Patterns
An important feature of string manipulation functions like StringReplace  is that they handle not only literal strings but also patterns

for collections of strings. 

This replaces b or c by X. 

In[1]:= StringReplace@"abcd abcd", "b" "c" -> "X"D

Out[1]= aXXd aXXd

This replaces any character by u. 

In[2]:= StringReplace@"abcd abcd", _ -> "u"D

Out[2]= uuuuuuuuu

You can specify patterns for strings by using string expressions that contain ordinary strings mixed with Mathematica symbolic pattern

objects. 

s1~~s2~~¼   or  StringExpression@s1,s2,¼D

a sequence of strings and pattern objects

String expressions. 

Here is a string expression that represents the string ab followed by any single character. 

In[3]:= "ab" ~~ _

Out[3]= ab ~~ _

This makes a replacement for each occurrence of the string pattern. 

In[4]:= StringReplace@"abc abcb abdc", "ab" ~~ _ -> "X"D

Out[4]= X Xb Xc

StringMatchQ@"s",pattD test whether "s" matches patt

StringFreeQ@"s",pattD test whether "s" is free of substrings matching patt

StringCases@"s",pattD give a list of the substrings of "s" that match patt

StringCases@"s",lhs->rhsD replace each case of lhs by rhs

StringPosition@"s",pattD give a list of the positions of substrings that match patt

StringCount@"s",pattD count how many substrings match patt

StringReplace@"s",lhs->rhsD replace every substring that matches lhs

StringReplaceList@"s",lhs->rhsD

give a list of all ways of replacing lhs

StringSplit@"s",pattD split s at every substring that matches patt

StringSplit@"s",lhs->rhsD split at lhs, inserting rhs in its place

Functions that support string patterns. 

This gives all cases of the pattern that appear in the string. 

In[5]:= StringCases@"abc abcb abdc", "ab" ~~ _D

Out[5]= 8abc, abc, abd<
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This gives each character that appears after an "ab" string. 

In[6]:= StringCases@"abc abcb abdc", "ab" ~~ x_ -> xD

Out[6]= 8c, c, d<

This gives all pairs of identical characters in the string. 

In[7]:= StringCases@"abbcbccaabbabccaa", x_ ~~ x_D

Out[7]= 8bb, cc, aa, bb, cc, aa<

You  can  use  all  the  standard  Mathematica  pattern  objects  in  string  patterns.  Single  blanks  (_)  always  stand  for  single  characters.

Double blanks (__) stand for sequences of one or more characters. 

Single blank (_) stands for any single character. 

In[8]:= StringReplace@8"ab", "abc", "abcd"<, "b" ~~ _ -> "X"D

Out[8]= 8ab, aX, aXd<

Double blank (__) stands for any sequence of one or more characters. 

In[9]:= StringReplace@8"ab", "abc", "abcd"<, "b" ~~ __ -> "X"D

Out[9]= 8ab, aX, aX<

Triple blank (___) stands for any sequence of zero or more characters. 

In[10]:= StringReplace@8"ab", "abc", "abcd"<, "b" ~~ ___ -> "X"D

Out[10]= 8aX, aX, aX<

"string" a literal string of characters

_ any single character

__ any sequence of one or more characters

___ any sequence of zero or more characters

x_ , x__ , x___ substrings given the name x

x:pattern pattern given the name x

pattern.. pattern repeated one or more times

pattern... pattern repeated zero or more times

8patt
1
,patt

2
,¼<  or patt

1
patt

2
¼

a pattern matching at least one of the patti

patt�;cond a pattern for which cond evaluates to True

pattern?test a pattern for which test yields True  for each character

Whitespace a sequence of whitespace characters

NumberString the characters of a number

charobj an object representing a character class (see below)

RegularExpression@"regexp"D substring matching a regular expression

Objects in string patterns. 

This splits at either a colon or semicolon. 

In[11]:= StringSplit@"a:b;c:d", ":" ";"D

Out[11]= 8a, b, c, d<
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This finds all runs containing only a or b. 

In[12]:= StringCases@"aababbcccdbaa", H"a" "b"L ..D

Out[12]= 8aababb, baa<

Alternatives can be given in lists in string patterns. 

In[13]:= StringCases@"aababbcccdbaa", 8"a", "b"< ..D

Out[13]= 8aababb, baa<

You can use standard Mathematica constructs such as Characters@"c1c2¼"D and CharacterRange@"c1", "c2"D to generate lists

of alternative characters to use in string patterns. 

This gives a list of characters. 

In[14]:= Characters@"aeiou"D

Out[14]= 8a, e, i, o, u<

This replaces the vowel characters. 

In[15]:= StringReplace@"abcdefghijklm", Characters@"aeiou"D -> "X"D

Out[15]= XbcdXfghXjklm

This gives characters in the range "A" through "H". 

In[16]:= CharacterRange@"A", "H"D

Out[16]= 8A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H<

In addition to allowing explicit lists of characters, Mathematica provides symbolic specifications for several common classes of possible

characters in string patterns. 

8"c1","c2",¼< any of the "ci"

Characters@"c1c2¼"D any of the "ci"

CharacterRange@"c1","c2"D any character in the range "c1" to "c2"

DigitCharacter digit 0| 9

LetterCharacter letter

WhitespaceCharacter space, newline, tab or other whitespace character

WordCharacter letter or digit

Except@pD any character except ones matching p

Specifications for classes of characters. 

This picks out the digit characters in a string. 

In[17]:= StringCases@"a6;b23c456;", DigitCharacterD

Out[17]= 86, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6<

This picks out all characters except digits. 

In[18]:= StringCases@"a6;b23c456;", Except@DigitCharacterDD

Out[18]= 8a, ;, b, c, ;<
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This picks out all runs of one or more digits. 

In[19]:= StringCases@"a6;b23c456", DigitCharacter ..D

Out[19]= 86, 23, 456<

The results are strings. 

In[20]:= InputForm@%D

Out[20]//InputForm= {"6", "23", "456"}

This converts the strings to numbers. 

In[21]:= ToExpression@%D + 1

Out[21]= 87, 24, 457<

String patterns are often used as a way to extract structure from strings of textual data. Typically this works by having different parts of a

string pattern match substrings that correspond to different parts of the structure. 

This picks out each = followed by a number. 

In[22]:= StringCases@"a1=6.7, b2=8.87", "=" ~~ NumberStringD

Out[22]= 8=6.7, =8.87<

This gives the numbers alone. 

In[23]:= StringCases@"a1=6.7, b2=8.87", "=" ~~ x : NumberString -> xD

Out[23]= 86.7, 8.87<

This extracts ú variables ø  and ú values ø  from the string. 

In[24]:= StringCases@"a1=6.7, b2=8.87", v : WordCharacter .. ~~ "=" ~~ x : NumberString -> 8v, x<D

Out[24]= 88a1, 6.7<, 8b2, 8.87<<

ToExpression converts them to ordinary symbols and numbers. 

In[25]:= ToExpression@%D^2

Out[25]= 99a1
2, 44.89=, 9b22, 78.6769==

In  many  situations,  textual  data  may  contain  sequences  of  spaces,  newlines  or  tabs  that  should  be  considered  ú whitespaceø , and

perhaps ignored. In Mathematica, the symbol Whitespace stands for any such sequence. 

This removes all whitespace from the string. 

In[26]:= StringReplace@"aa b cc d", Whitespace -> ""D

Out[26]= aabccd

This replaces each sequence of spaces by a single comma. 

In[27]:= StringReplace@"aa b cc d", Whitespace -> ","D

Out[27]= aa,b,cc,d

String patterns normally apply to substrings that appear at any position in a given string. Sometimes, however, it is convenient to specify

that patterns can apply only to substrings at particular positions. You can do this by including symbols such as StartOfString  in your

string patterns. 
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StartOfString start of the whole string

EndOfString end of the whole string

StartOfLine start of a line

EndOfLine end of a line

WordBoundary boundary between word characters and others

Except@StartOfStringD , etc. anywhere except at the particular positions StartOfString, etc.

Constructs representing special positions in a string. 

This replaces "a" wherever it appears in a string. 

In[28]:= StringReplace@8"abc", "baca"<, "a" -> "XX"D

Out[28]= 8XXbc, bXXcXX<

This replaces "a" only when it immediately follows the start of a string. 

In[29]:= StringReplace@8"abc", "baca"<, StartOfString ~~ "a" -> "XX"D

Out[29]= 8XXbc, baca<

This replaces all occurrences of the substring "the". 

In[30]:= StringReplace@"the others", "the" -> "XX"D

Out[30]= XX oXXrs

This replaces only occurrences that have a word boundary on both sides. 

In[31]:= StringReplace@"the others", WordBoundary ~~ "the" ~~ WordBoundary -> "XX"D

Out[31]= XX others

String patterns allow the same kind of �; and other conditions as ordinary Mathematica patterns. 

This gives cases of unequal successive characters in the string. 

In[32]:= StringCases@"aaabbcaaaabaaa", x_ ~~ y_ �; x != yD

Out[32]= 8ab, bc, ab<

When you give an object such as x__ or e .. in a string pattern, Mathematica normally assumes that you want this to match the longest

possible sequence of characters. Sometimes, however, you may instead want to match the shortest possible sequence of characters.

You can specify this using Shortest@pD. 

Longest@pD the longest consistent match for p (default)

Shortest@pD the shortest consistent match for p

Objects representing longest and shortest matches. 

The string pattern by default matches the longest possible sequence of characters. 

In[33]:= StringCases@"-HaL--HbbL--HcL-", "H" ~~ __ ~~ "L"D

Out[33]= 8HaL--HbbL--HcL<
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Shortest specifies that instead the shortest possible match should be found. 

In[34]:= StringCases@"-HaL--HbbL--HcL-", Shortest@"H" ~~ __ ~~ "L"DD

Out[34]= 8HaL, HbbL, HcL<

Mathematica  by  default  treats  characters  such  "X"  and  "x"  as  distinct.  But  by  setting  the  option  IgnoreCase -> True  in  string

manipulation operations, you can tell Mathematica to treat all such uppercase and lowercase letters as equivalent. 

IgnoreCase->True treat uppercase and lowercase letters as equivalent

Specifying case−independent string operations. 

This replaces all occurrences of "the", independent of case. 

In[35]:= StringReplace@"The cat in the hat.", "the" -> "a", IgnoreCase -> TrueD

Out[35]= a cat in a hat.

In  some  string  operations,  one  may  have  to  specify  whether  to  include  overlaps  between  substrings.  By  default  StringCases  and

StringCount do not include overlaps, but StringPosition  does. 

This picks out pairs of successive characters, by default omitting overlaps. 

In[36]:= StringCases@"abcdefg", _ ~~ _D

Out[36]= 8ab, cd, ef<

This includes the overlaps. 

In[37]:= StringCases@"abcdefg", _ ~~ _, Overlaps -> TrueD

Out[37]= 8ab, bc, cd, de, ef, fg<

StringPosition  includes overlaps by default. 

In[38]:= StringPosition@"abcdefg", _ ~~ _D

Out[38]= 881, 2<, 82, 3<, 83, 4<, 84, 5<, 85, 6<, 86, 7<<

Overlaps->All include all overlaps

Overlaps->True include at most one overlap beginning at each position

Overlaps->False exclude all overlaps

Options for handling overlaps in strings. 

This yields only a single match. 

In[39]:= StringCases@"abcd", __, Overlaps -> FalseD

Out[39]= 8abcd<

This yields a succession of overlapping matches. 

In[40]:= StringCases@"abcd", __, Overlaps -> TrueD

Out[40]= 8abcd, bcd, cd, d<
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This includes all possible overlapping matches. 

In[41]:= StringCases@"abcd", __, Overlaps -> AllD

Out[41]= 8abcd, abc, ab, a, bcd, bc, b, cd, c, d<

MORE ABOUT

� String Patterns

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Regular Expressions

� Working with String Patterns

� Strings and Characters
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Regular Expressions
General  Mathematica  patterns  provide  a  powerful  way  to  do  string  manipulation.  But  particularly  if  you  are  familiar  with  specialized

string manipulation languages, you may sometimes find it convenient to specify string patterns using regular expression notation. You

can do this in Mathematica with RegularExpression objects.

RegularExpression@"regex"D a regular expression specified by "regex"

Using regular expression notation in Mathematica. 

This replaces all occurrences of a or b. 

In[1]:= StringReplace@"abcd acbd", RegularExpression@"@abD"D -> "XX"D

Out[1]= XXXXcd XXcXXd

This specifies the same operation using a general Mathematica string pattern. 

In[2]:= StringReplace@"abcd acbd", "a" "b" -> "XX"D

Out[2]= XXXXcd XXcXXd

You can mix regular expressions with general patterns. 

In[3]:= StringReplace@"abcd acbd", RegularExpression@"@abD"D ~~ _ -> "YY"D

Out[3]= YYcd YYYY

RegularExpression in Mathematica supports all standard regular expression constructs. 

c the literal character c

. any character except newline

@c1 c2 ¼D any of the characters ci

@c1-c2D any character in the range c1|c2

@^c1 c2 ¼D any character except the ci

p* p repeated zero or more times

p+ p repeated one or more times

p? zero or one occurrence of p

p 8m,n< p repeated between m and n times

p*?, p+?, p ?? the shortest consistent strings that match

Hp1 p2 ¼L strings matching the sequence p1 p2 ¼

p1 p2 strings matching p1 or p2

Basic constructs in Mathematica regular expressions. 

This finds substrings that match the specified regular expression. 

In[4]:= StringCases@"abcddbbbacbbaa", RegularExpression@"HaÈbbL+"DD

Out[4]= 8a, bb, a, bbaa<

This does the same operation with a general Mathematica string pattern. 

In[5]:= StringCases@"abcddbbbacbbaa", H"a" "bb"L ..D

Out[5]= 8a, bb, a, bbaa<
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There is a close correspondence between many regular expression constructs and basic general Mathematica string pattern constructs. 

. _  (strictly Except@"�n"D )

@c1 c2 ¼D Characters@" c1 c2 ¼ "D

@c1-c2D CharacterRange@"c1","c2"D

@^c1 c2 ¼D Except@Characters@" c1 c2 ¼ "DD

p* p...

p+ p..

p? p ""

p*?, p+?, p ?? Shortest@p¼D,¼

Hp1 p2 ¼L Hp1~~p2~~¼L

p1 p2 p1 p2

Correspondences between regular expression and general string pattern constructs. 

Just  as  in  general  Mathematica  string  patterns,  there  are  special  notations  in  regular  expressions  for  various  common  classes  of

characters.  Note that  you need to  use double  backslashes (� �)  to  enter  most  of  these notations in  Mathematica  regular  expression

strings. 

\\ d digit 0| 9 (DigitCharacter )

\\ D non−digit (Except@DigitCharacterD)

\\ s space, newline, tab or other whitespace character (WhitespaceCharacter )

\\ S non−whitespace character (Except@WhitespaceCharacterD)

\\ w word character (letter, digit or _) (WordCharacter)

\\ W non−word character (Except@WordCharacterD)

@@:class:DD characters in a named class

@^@:class:DD characters not in a named class

Regular expression notations for classes of characters. 

This gives each occurrence of a followed by digit characters. 

In[6]:= StringCases@"a10b6a77a3að", RegularExpression@"a\\d+"DD

Out[6]= 8a10, a77, a3<

Here is the same thing done with a general Mathematica string pattern. 

In[7]:= StringCases@"a10b6a77a3að", "a" ~~ DigitCharacter ..D

Out[7]= 8a10, a77, a3<

Mathematica  supports the standard POSIX character classes alnum,  alpha,  ascii,  blank,  cntrl,  digit,  graph,  lower,  print,

punct, space, upper, word, xdigit. 

This finds runs of uppercase letters. 

In[8]:= StringCases@"AaBBccDDeefG", RegularExpression@"@@:upper:DD+"DD

Out[8]= 8A, BB, DD, G<

This does the same thing. 

In[9]:= StringCases@"AaBBccDDeefG", CharacterRange@"A", "Z"D ..D

Out[9]= 8A, BB, DD, G<
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^ the beginning of the string (StartOfString)

$ the end of the string (EndOfString)

\\ b word boundary (WordBoundary)

\\ B anywhere except a word boundary (Except@WordBoundaryD)

Regular expression notations for positions in strings. 

In  general  Mathematica  patterns,  you can use constructs  like  x_  and x : patt  to  give arbitrary  names to  objects  that  are  matched.  In

regular expressions, there is a way to do something somewhat like this using numbering: the nth  parenthesized pattern object HpL in a

regular expression can be referred to as \\ n within the body of the pattern, and $n outside it. 

This finds pairs of identical letters that appear together. 

In[10]:= StringCases@"aaabcccabbaacba", RegularExpression@"H.L\\1"DD

Out[10]= 8aa, cc, bb, aa<

This does the same thing using a general Mathematica string pattern. 

In[11]:= StringCases@"aaabcccabbaacba", x_ ~~ x_D

Out[11]= 8aa, cc, bb, aa<

The $1 refers to the letter matched by H.L. 

In[12]:= StringCases@"aaabcccabbaacba", RegularExpression@"H.L\\1"D -> "$1"D

Out[12]= 8a, c, b, a<

Here is the Mathematica pattern version. 

In[13]:= StringCases@"aaabcccabbaacba", x_ ~~ x_ -> xD

Out[13]= 8a, c, b, a<

MORE ABOUT

� String Patterns
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� String Patterns

� Working with String Patterns

� Strings and Characters
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Special Characters
In  addition to the ordinary characters that  appear on a standard keyboard,  you can include in Mathematica  strings any of  the special

characters that are supported by Mathematica. 

Here is a string containing special characters. 

In[1]:= "ΑÅΒÅ¼"

Out[1]= ΑÅΒÅ¼

You can manipulate this string just as you would any other. 

In[2]:= StringReplace@%, "Å" -> " �� "D

Out[2]= Α �� Β �� ¼

Here is the list of the characters in the string. 

In[3]:= Characters@%D

Out[3]= 8Α, , �, �, , Β, , �, �, , ¼<

In a Mathematica notebook, a special character such as Α can always be displayed directly. But if you use a text−based interface, then

typically the only characters that can readily be displayed are the ones that appear on your keyboard. 

As  a  result,  what  Mathematica  does  in  such  situations  is  to  try  to  approximate  special  characters  by  similar−looking  sequences  of

ordinary characters. And when this is not practical, Mathematica just gives the full name of the special character. 

In a Mathematica notebook using StandardForm, special characters can be displayed directly. 

In[4]:= "Lamé � ΑΒ+"

Out[4]= Lamé � ΑΒ+

In OutputForm, however, the special characters are approximated when possible by sequences of ordinary ones. 

In[5]:= % �� OutputForm

Out[5]//OutputForm= Lamé � ΑΒ +

Mathematica always uses full names for special characters in InputForm . This means that when special characters are written out to

files or external programs, they are by default represented purely as sequences of ordinary characters. 

This uniform representation is crucial  in allowing special  characters in Mathematica  to be used in a way that does not depend on the

details of particular computer systems. 

In InputForm  the full names of all special characters are always written out explicitly. 

In[6]:= "Lamé � ΑΒ+" �� InputForm

Out[6]//InputForm= "Lamé � ΑΒ +"

a a literal character

�@NameD a character specified using its full name

�" a " to be included in a string

�� a � to be included in a string

Ways to enter characters in a string. 
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You have to use � to ú escapeø  any " or � characters in strings that you enter. 

In[7]:= "Strings can contain \"quotes\" and \\ characters."

Out[7]= Strings can contain "quotes" and \ characters.

�� produces a literal � rather than forming part of the specification of Α. 

In[8]:= "\\@AlphaD is Α."

Out[8]= \[Alpha] is Α.

This breaks the string into a list of individual characters. 

In[9]:= Characters@%D

Out[9]= 8\, @, A, l, p, h, a, D, , i, s, , Α, .<

This creates a list of the characters in the full name of Α. 

In[10]:= Characters@ToString@FullForm@"Α"DDD

Out[10]= 8", \, @, A, l, p, h, a, D, "<

And this produces a string consisting of an actual Α from its full name. 

In[11]:= ToExpression@"\"\\@" <> "Alpha" <> "D\""D

Out[11]= Α
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Newlines and Tabs in Strings

�n a newline (line feed) to be included in a string

�t a tab to be included in a string

Explicit representations of newlines and tabs in strings. 

This prints on two lines. 

In[1]:= "First line.\nSecond line."

Out[1]= First line.
Second line.

In InputForm  there is an explicit �n to represent the newline. 

In[2]:= InputForm@%D

Out[2]//InputForm= "First line.\nSecond line."

Mathematica keeps line breaks entered within a string.

In[3]:= "A string on
two lines."

Out[3]= A string on
two lines.

There is a newline in the string. 

In[4]:= InputForm@%D

Out[4]//InputForm= "A string on \ntwo lines."

With a single backslash at the end of a line, Mathematica ignores the line break. 

In[5]:= "A string on \
one line."

Out[5]= A string on one line.

You should realize that even though it is possible to achieve some formatting of Mathematica output by creating strings which contain

raw tabs and newlines, this is rarely a good idea. Typically a much better approach is to use the higher−level Mathematica formatting

primitives discussed in "String−Oriented Output Formats", "Output Formats for Numbers", and "Tables and Matrices". These primitives

will always yield consistent output, independent of such issues as the positions of tab settings on a particular device. 

In strings with newlines, text is always aligned on the left. 

In[6]:= 8"Here is\na string\non several lines.", "Here is\nanother"<

Out[6]= 8Here is
a string
on several lines., Here is
another<

The front end formatting construct Column gives more control. Here text is aligned on the right. 

In[7]:= Column@8"First line", "Second", "Third"<, RightD

Out[7]=

First line

Second

Third
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And here the text is centered. 

In[8]:= Column@8"First line", "Second", "Third"<, CenterD

Out[8]=

First line

Second

Third

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Character Codes

ToCharacterCode@"string"D give a list of the character codes for the characters in a string

FromCharacterCode@nD construct a character from its character code

FromCharacterCode@8n1,n2,¼<D

construct a string of characters from a list of character codes

Converting to and from character codes. 

Mathematica  assigns  every  character  that  can  appear  in  a  string  a  unique  character  code.  This  code  is  used  internally  as  a  way  to

represent the character. 

This gives the character codes for the characters in the string. 

In[1]:= ToCharacterCode@"ABCD abcd"D

Out[1]= 865, 66, 67, 68, 32, 97, 98, 99, 100<

FromCharacterCode reconstructs the original string. 

In[2]:= FromCharacterCode@%D

Out[2]= ABCD abcd

Special characters also have character codes. 

In[3]:= ToCharacterCode@"ΑÅG�Æ"D

Out[3]= 8945, 8853, 915, 8854, 8709<

CharacterRange@"c1","c2"D generate a list of characters with successive character codes

Generating sequences of characters. 

This gives part of the English alphabet. 

In[4]:= CharacterRange@"a", "k"D

Out[4]= 8a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k<

Here is the Greek alphabet. 

In[5]:= CharacterRange@"Α", "Ω"D

Out[5]= 8Α, Β, Γ, ∆, ¶, Ζ, Η, Θ, Ι, Κ, Λ, Μ, Ν, Ξ, Ο, Π, Ρ, V, Σ, Τ, Υ, j, Χ, Ψ, Ω<

Mathematica assigns names such as �@AlphaD to a large number of special characters. This means that you can always refer to such

characters just by giving their names, without ever having to know their character codes. 

This generates a string of special characters from their character codes. 

In[6]:= FromCharacterCode@88706, 8709, 8711, 8712<D

Out[6]= ¶ÆÑÎ
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You can always refer to these characters by their names, without knowing their character codes. 

In[7]:= InputForm@%D

Out[7]//InputForm= "¶ÆÑÎ"

Mathematica  has names for  all  the common characters that  are used in mathematical  notation and in standard European languages.

But for  a language such as Japanese, there are more than 3,000 additional  characters,  and Mathematica  does not assign an explicit

name to each of them. Instead, it refers to such characters by standardized character codes. 

Here is a string containing Japanese characters. 

In[8]:= "���w"

Out[8]= ���w

In InputForm , these characters are referred to by standardized character codes. The character codes are given in hexadecimal. 

In[9]:= InputForm@%D

Out[9]//InputForm= "���w"

The  notebook  front  end  for  Mathematica  is  typically  set  up  so  that  when  you  enter  a  character  in  a  particular  font,  Mathematica  will

automatically work out the character code for that character. 

Sometimes, however, you may find it convenient to be able to enter characters directly using character codes. 

�0 null byte (code 0)

�.nn a character with hexadecimal code nn

\:nnnn a character with hexadecimal code nnnn

Ways to enter characters directly in terms of character codes. 

For  characters  with  character  codes  below  256,  you  can  use  �.nn.  For  characters  with  character  codes  above  256,  you  must  use

� : nnnn. Note that in all cases you must give a fixed number of hexadecimal digits, padding with leading 0s if necessary. 

This gives character codes in hexadecimal for a few characters. 

In[10]:= BaseForm@ToCharacterCode@"AàΑÀ"D, 16D

Out[10]//BaseForm= 84116, e016, 3b116, 213516<

This enters the characters using their character codes. Note the leading 0 inserted in the character code for Α. 

In[11]:= "AàΑÀ"

Out[11]= AàΑÀ

In assigning codes to characters, Mathematica follows three compatible standards: ASCII, ISO Latin−1, and Unicode. ASCII covers the

characters on a normal American English keyboard. ISO Latin−1 covers characters in many European languages. Unicode is a more

general  standard which defines character  codes for  several  tens of  thousands of  characters used in languages and notations around

the world. 
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0 | 127 (� .00 | � .7f) ASCII characters

1 | 31 (� .01 | � .1f) ASCII control characters

32 | 126 (� .20 | � .7e) printable ASCII characters

97 | 122 (� .61 | � .7a) lower−case English letters

129 | 255 (� .81 | � .ff) ISO Latin−1 characters

192 | 255 (� .c0 | � .ff) letters in European languages

0 | 59391 (� :0000 | � :e7ff) Unicode standard public characters

913 | 1009 (� :0391 | � :03f1) Greek letters

12288 | 35839 (� :3000 | � :8bff) Chinese, Japanese and Korean characters

8450 | 8504 (� :2102 | � :2138) modified letters used in mathematical notation

8592 | 8677 (� :2190 | � :21e5) arrows

8704 | 8945 (� :2200 | � :22f1) mathematical symbols and operators

64256 | 64300 (� :fb00 | � :fb2c) Unicode private characters defined specially by Mathematica

A few ranges of character codes used by Mathematica. 

Here are all the printable ASCII characters. 

In[12]:= FromCharacterCode@Range@32, 126DD

Out[12]= !"ð$%&’HL*+,-.�0123456789:;<=>?�ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ@\D^_‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz8È<~

Here are some ISO Latin−1 letters. 

In[13]:= FromCharacterCode@Range@192, 255DD

Out[13]= ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓÔÕÖ´ØÙÚÛÜÝÞßàáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõö¸øùúûüýþÿ

Here are some special characters used in mathematical notation. The empty boxes correspond to characters not available in the current 
font. 

In[14]:= FromCharacterCode@Range@8704, 8750DD

Out[14]= " ¶$±Æ ÑÎÏ ��' Ûÿ Ú−¡ � ë , µ¥ ¬ Ð ®ýIþ JßÞ�¿�¾Ù�Ł �

Here are a few Japanese characters. 

In[15]:= FromCharacterCode@Range@30 000, 30030DD

Out[15]= �c�R�b�\ �j�† �‹�æÆU ÆV Æ[ ÆYÆX�À�EÆW

MORE ABOUT

� Locale & Internationalization

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Strings and Characters
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Raw Character Encodings
Mathematica always allows you to refer to special characters by using names such as �@AlphaD or explicit hexadecimal codes such

as � : 03 b1. And when Mathematica writes out files, it by default uses these names or hexadecimal codes.

But  sometimes you may find it  convenient  to  use raw encodings for  at  least  some special  characters.  What  this  means is  that  rather

than representing special characters by names or explicit hexadecimal codes, you instead represent them by raw bit patterns appropri−

ate for a particular computer system or particular font. 

$CharacterEncoding=None use printable ASCII names for all special characters

$CharacterEncoding="name" use the raw character encoding specified by name

$SystemCharacterEncoding the default raw character encoding for your particular computer system

Setting up raw character encodings. 

When you press a key or combination of keys on your keyboard, the operating system of your computer sends a certain bit pattern to

Mathematica. How this bit pattern is interpreted as a character within Mathematica will depend on the character encoding that has been

set up. 

The notebook front end for Mathematica typically takes care of setting up the appropriate character encoding automatically for whatever

font  you  are  using.  But  if  you  use  Mathematica  with  a  text−based  interface  or  via  files  or  pipes,  then  you  may  need  to  set

$CharacterEncoding explicitly. 

By specifying an appropriate value for $CharacterEncoding  you will typically be able to get Mathematica to handle raw text gener−

ated by whatever language−specific text editor or operating system you use. 

You should realize, however,  that while the standard representation of special  characters used in Mathematica  is completely portable

across different computer systems, any representation that involves raw character encodings will inevitably not be. 

"PrintableASCII" printable ASCII characters only (default)

"ASCII" all ASCII including control characters

"ISOLatin1" characters for common western European languages

"ISOLatin2" characters for central and eastern European languages

"ISOLatin3" characters for additional European languages (e.g. Catalan, Turkish)

"ISOLatin4" characters for other additional European languages (e.g. Estonian, Lappish)

"ISOLatinCyrillic" English and Cyrillic characters

"AdobeStandard" Adobe standard PostScript font encoding

"MacintoshRoman" Macintosh roman font encoding

"WindowsANSI" Windows standard font encoding

"Symbol" symbol font encoding

"ZapfDingbats" Zapf dingbats font encoding

"ShiftJIS" shift−JIS for Japanese (mixture of 8− and 16−bit)

"EUC" extended Unix code for Japanese (mixture of 8− and 16−bit)

"UTF8" Unicode transformation format encoding

"Unicode" raw 16−bit Unicode bit patterns

Some raw character encodings supported by Mathematica. 

Mathematica  knows  about  various  raw  character  encodings,  appropriate  for  different  computer  systems  and  different  languages.

Copying of  characters between the Mathematica  notebook interface and user interface environment on your computer generally uses

the native character encoding for that environment. Mathematica characters which are not included in the native encoding will be written

out using standard Mathematica full names or hexadecimal codes.

The Mathematica kernel can use any character encoding you specify when it writes or reads text files. By default, Put  and PutAppend

produce an ASCII representation for reliable portability of Mathematica language files from one system to another.
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This writes a string to the file tmp.

In[1]:= "a b c é Α Π " >> tmp

Special characters are written out using full names or explicit hexadecimal codes. 

In[2]:= Read@"tmp", StringD

Out[2]= "a b c \[EAcute] \[Alpha] \[Pi] \:2766"

Mathematica  supports both 8− and 16−bit raw character encodings. In an encoding such as "ISOLatin1",  all  characters are repre−

sented by bit patterns containing 8 bits. But in an encoding such as "ShiftJIS" some characters instead involve bit patterns contain−

ing 16 bits.

Most of the raw character encodings supported by Mathematica include basic ASCII as a subset. This means that even when you are

using such encodings, you can still give ordinary Mathematica input in the usual way, and you can specify special characters using �@

and � : sequences. 

Some raw character encodings, however, do not include basic ASCII as a subset. An example is the "Symbol" encoding, in which the

character codes normally used for a and b are instead used for Α and Β.

This gives the usual ASCII character codes for a few English letters. 

In[3]:= ToCharacterCode@"abcdefgh"D

Out[3]= 897, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104<

In the "Symbol" encoding, these character codes are used for Greek letters. 

In[4]:= FromCharacterCode@%, "Symbol"D

Out[4]= ΑΒΧ∆ΕΦΓΗ

ToCharacterCode@"string"D generate codes for characters using the standard Mathematica encoding

ToCharacterCode@"string","encoding"D

generate codes for characters using the specified encoding

FromCharacterCode@8n1,n2,¼<D

generate characters from codes using the standard Mathematica encoding

FromCharacterCode@8n1,n2,¼<,"encoding"D

generate characters from codes using the specified encoding

Handling character codes with different encodings. 

This gives the codes assigned to various characters by Mathematica. 

In[5]:= ToCharacterCode@"abcéΠ"D

Out[5]= 897, 98, 99, 233, 960<

Here are the codes assigned to the same characters in the Macintosh roman encoding. 

In[6]:= ToCharacterCode@"abcéΠ", "MacintoshRoman"D

Out[6]= 897, 98, 99, 142, 185<

Here are the codes in the Windows standard encoding. There is no code for �@PiD in that encoding. 

In[7]:= ToCharacterCode@"abcéΠ", "WindowsANSI"D

Out[7]= 897, 98, 99, 233, None<
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The character codes used internally by Mathematica  are based on Unicode. But externally Mathematica  by default  always uses plain

ASCII  sequences  such  as  �@NameD  or  � : nnnn  to  refer  to  special  characters.  By  telling  it  to  use  the  raw  "Unicode"  character

encoding, however, you can get Mathematica to read and write characters in raw 16−bit Unicode form. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Strings and Characters
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Principles of Evaluation
The fundamental  operation  that  Mathematica  performs is  evaluation.  Whenever  you  enter  an  expression,  Mathematica  evaluates  the

expression, then returns the result. 

Evaluation  in  Mathematica  works  by  applying  a  sequence  of  definitions.  The  definitions  can  either  be  ones  you  explicitly  entered,  or

ones that are built into Mathematica. 

Thus, for example, Mathematica evaluates the expression 6 + 7 using a built−in procedure for adding integers. Similarly, Mathematica

evaluates  the  algebraic  expression  x - 3 x + 1  using  a  built−in  simplification  procedure.  If  you  had  made  the  definition  x = 5,  then

Mathematica would use this definition to reduce x - 3 x + 1 to -9. 

The two most central concepts in Mathematica are probably expressions and evaluation. "Expressions" discussed how all the different

kinds of objects that Mathematica  handles are represented in a uniform way using expressions. Here we describe how all  the opera−

tions that Mathematica can perform can also be viewed in a uniform way as examples of evaluation. 

Computation 5+6�11

Simplification x−3x+1�1−2x

Execution x=5�5

Some interpretations of evaluation. 

Mathematica is an infinite evaluation system. When you enter an expression, Mathematica will keep on using definitions it knows until it

gets a result to which no definitions apply. 

This defines x1 in terms of x2, and then defines x2. 

In[1]:= x1 = x2 + 2; x2 = 7

Out[1]= 7

If you ask for x1, Mathematica uses all the definitions it knows to give you a result. 

In[2]:= x1

Out[2]= 9

Here is a recursive definition in which the factorial function is defined in terms of itself. 

In[3]:= fac@1D = 1; fac@n_D := n fac@n - 1D

If you ask for fac@10D, Mathematica will keep on applying the definitions you have given until the result it gets no longer changes. 

In[4]:= fac@10D

Out[4]= 3628 800

When  Mathematica  has  used  all  the  definitions  it  knows,  it  gives  whatever  expression  it  has  obtained  as  the  result.  Sometimes  the

result may be an object such as a number. But usually the result is an expression in which some objects are represented in a symbolic

form. 

Mathematica uses its built−in definitions for simplifying sums, but knows no definitions for f@3D, so leaves this in symbolic form. 

In[5]:= f@3D + 4 f@3D + 1

Out[5]= 1 + 5 f@3D

Mathematica follows the principle of applying definitions until the result it gets no longer changes. This means that if you take the final

result that Mathematica gives, and enter it as Mathematica input, you will get back the same result again. (There are some subtle cases

discussed in "Controlling Infinite Evaluation" in which this does not occur.) 
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If you type in a result from Mathematica, you get back the same expression again. 

In[6]:= 1 + 5 f@3D

Out[6]= 1 + 5 f@3D

At  any  given  time,  Mathematica  can  only  use  those  definitions  that  it  knows  at  that  time.  If  you  add  more  definitions  later,  however,

Mathematica will be able to use these. The results you get from Mathematica may change in this case. 

Here is a new definition for the function f. 

In[7]:= f@x_D = x^2

Out[7]= x
2

With the new definition, the results you get can change. 

In[8]:= 1 + 5 f@3D

Out[8]= 46

The  simplest  examples  of  evaluation  involve  using  definitions  such  as  f@x_D = x^2  which  transform  one  expression  directly  into

another. But evaluation is also the process used to execute programs written in Mathematica. Thus, for example, if you have a proce−

dure  consisting  of  a  sequence of  Mathematica  expressions,  some perhaps representing  conditionals  and loops,  the  execution  of  this

procedure corresponds to the evaluation of  these expressions. Sometimes the evaluation process may involve evaluating a particular

expression several times, as in a loop. 

The expression Print@zzzzD is evaluated three times during the evaluation of the Do expression. 

In[9]:= Do@Print@zzzzD, 83<D

zzzz

zzzz

zzzz

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Reducing Expressions to Their Standard Form
The built−in  functions  in  Mathematica  operate  in  a  wide  variety  of  ways.  But  many of  the  mathematical  functions  share  an  important

approach: they are set up so as to reduce classes of mathematical expressions to standard forms. 

The built−in definitions for  the Plus  function,  for  example,  are set  up to write any sum of terms in a standard unparenthesized form.

The  associativity  of  addition  means  that  expressions  like  Ha + bL + c,  a + Hb + cL  and  a + b + c  are  all  equivalent.  But  for  many

purposes it is convenient for all these forms to be reduced to the single standard form a + b + c. The built−in definitions for Plus  are set

up to do this. 

Through the built−in definitions for Plus , this expression is reduced to a standard unparenthesized form. 

In[1]:= Ha + bL + c

Out[1]= a + b + c

Whenever Mathematica knows that a function is associative, it tries to remove parentheses (or nested invocations of the function) to get

the function into a standard ú flattened ø  form.

A function like addition is  not  only  associative,  but  also commutative,  which means that  expressions like a + c + b  and a + b + c  with

terms in  different  orders  are  equal.  Once again,  Mathematica  tries  to  put  all  such expressions  into  a  ú standardø  form.  The standard

form it chooses is the one in which all the terms are in a definite order, corresponding roughly to alphabetical order.

Mathematica sorts the terms in this sum into a standard order.

In[2]:= c + a + b

Out[2]= a + b + c

flat (associative) f[f[a,b],c] is equivalent to f[a,b,c], etc.

orderless (commutative) f[b,a] is equivalent to f[a,b], etc.

Two important properties that Mathematica uses in reducing certain functions to standard form.

There  are  several  reasons  to  try  to  put  expressions  into  standard  forms.  The  most  important  is  that  if  two  expressions  are  really  in

standard form, it is obvious whether or not they are equal.

When the two sums are put into standard order, they are immediately seen to be equal, so that two f÷ s cancel, leaving the result 0. 

In[3]:= f@a + c + bD - f@c + a + bD

Out[3]= 0

You could  imagine finding out  whether  a + c + b  was equal  to  c + a + b  by  testing all  possible  orderings of  each sum.  It  is  clear  that

simply reducing both sums to standard form is a much more efficient procedure. 

One might think that Mathematica  should somehow automatically reduce all  mathematical  expressions to a single standard canonical

form. With all but the simplest kinds of expressions, however, it is quite easy to see that you do not want the same standard form for all

purposes. 

For polynomials, for example, there are two obvious standard forms, which are good for different purposes. The first standard form for a

polynomial  is  a simple sum of  terms,  as would be generated in  Mathematica  by applying the function Expand.  This  standard form is

most appropriate if you need to add and subtract polynomials. 

There is, however, another possible standard form that you can use for polynomials. By applying Factor, you can write any polynomial

as a product of irreducible factors. This canonical form is useful if you want to do operations like division. 

Expanded and factored forms are in a sense both equally good standard forms for polynomials.  Which one you decide to use simply

depends on what you want to use it for. As a result, Mathematica does not automatically put polynomials into one of these two forms.

Instead, it gives you functions like Expand and Factor that allow you explicitly to put polynomials in whatever form you want. 
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Here is a list of two polynomials that are mathematically equal. 

In[4]:= t = 8x^2 - 1, Hx + 1L Hx - 1L<

Out[4]= 9-1 + x
2, H-1 + xL H1 + xL=

You can write both of them in expanded form just by applying Expand. In this form, the equality of the polynomials is obvious. 

In[5]:= Expand@tD

Out[5]= 9-1 + x
2, -1 + x2=

You can also see that the polynomials are equal by writing them both in factored form. 

In[6]:= Factor@tD

Out[6]= 8H-1 + xL H1 + xL, H-1 + xL H1 + xL<

Although it is clear that you do not always want expressions reduced to the same standard form, you may wonder whether it is at least

possible to reduce all expressions to some standard form. 

There  is  a  basic  result  in  the  mathematical  theory  of  computation  which  shows  that  this  is,  in  fact,  not  always  possible.  You  cannot

guarantee that any finite sequence of transformations will take any two arbitrarily chosen expressions to a standard form.

In a sense, this is not particularly surprising. If you could in fact reduce all mathematical expressions to a standard form, then it would

be quite easy to tell  whether any two expressions were equal.  The fact  that  so many of  the difficult  problems of  mathematics can be

stated as questions about the equality of expressions suggests that this can in fact be difficult. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Attributes

Definitions  such as  f@x_D = x^2  specify  values  for  functions.  Sometimes,  however,  you need to  specify  general  properties  of  func−

tions, without necessarily giving explicit values. 

Mathematica provides a selection of attributes that you can use to specify various properties of functions. For example, you can use the

attribute Flat  to specify that a particular function is ú flat ø , so that nested invocations are automatically flattened, and it behaves as if it

were associative. 

This assigns the attribute Flat  to the function f. 

In[1]:= SetAttributes@f, FlatD

Now f behaves as a flat, or associative, function, so that nested invocations are automatically flattened. 

In[2]:= f@f@a, bD, cD

Out[2]= f@a, b, cD

Attributes like Flat  can affect not only evaluation, but also operations such as pattern matching. If you give definitions or transforma−

tion rules for a function, you must be sure to have specified the attributes of the function first. 

Here is a definition for the flat function f. 

In[3]:= f@x_, x_D := f@xD

Because f is flat, the definition is automatically applied to every subsequence of arguments. 

In[4]:= f@a, a, a, b, b, b, c, cD

Out[4]= f@a, b, cD

Attributes@ fD give the attributes of f

Attributes@ fD=8attr1,attr2,¼< set the attributes of f

Attributes@ fD=8< set f  to have no attributes

SetAttributes@ f,attrD add attr to the attributes of f

ClearAttributes@ f,attrD remove attr from the attributes of f

Manipulating attributes of symbols. 

This shows the attributes assigned to f. 

In[5]:= Attributes@fD

Out[5]= 8Flat<

This removes the attributes assigned to f. 

In[6]:= Attributes@fD = 8<

Out[6]= 8<
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Orderless orderless, commutative function (arguments are sorted into standard order)

Flat flat, associative function (arguments are ú flattened outø )

OneIdentity f@ f@aDD, etc. are equivalent to a for pattern matching

Listable f  is automatically ú threaded ø  over lists that appear as arguments (e.g., 

f@8a, b<D becomes 8 f@aD, f@bD<)

Constant all derivatives of f  are zero

NumericFunction f  is assumed to have a numerical value when its arguments are numeric quantities

Protected values of f  cannot be changed

Locked attributes of f  cannot be changed

ReadProtected values of f  cannot be read

HoldFirst the first argument of f  is not evaluated

HoldRest all but the first argument of f  is not evaluated

HoldAll none of the arguments of f  are evaluated

HoldAllComplete the arguments of f  are treated as completely inert

NHoldFirst the first argument of f  is not affected by N

NHoldRest all but the first argument of f  is not affected by N

NHoldAll none of the arguments of f  are affected by N

SequenceHold Sequence objects appearing in the arguments of f  are not flattened out

Temporary f  is a local variable, removed when no longer used

Stub Needs is automatically called if f  is ever explicitly input

The complete list of attributes for symbols in Mathematica. 

Here are the attributes for the built−in function Plus . 

In[7]:= Attributes@PlusD

Out[7]= 8Flat, Listable, NumericFunction, OneIdentity, Orderless, Protected<

An  important  attribute  assigned  to  built−in  mathematical  functions  in  Mathematica  is  the  attribute  Listable.  This  attribute  specifies

that a function should automatically be distributed or ú threadedø  over lists that appear as its arguments. This means that the function

effectively gets applied separately to each element in any lists that appear as its arguments. 

The built−in Log function is Listable. 

In[8]:= Log@85, 8, 11<D

Out[8]= 8Log@5D, Log@8D, Log@11D<

This defines the function p to be listable. 

In[9]:= SetAttributes@p, ListableD

Now p is automatically threaded over lists that appear as its arguments. 

In[10]:= p@8a, b, c<, dD

Out[10]= 8p@a, dD, p@b, dD, p@c, dD<

Many  of  the  attributes  you  can  assign  to  functions  in  Mathematica  directly  affect  the  evaluation  of  those  functions.  Some  attributes,

however, affect only other aspects of the treatment of functions. For example, the attribute OneIdentity affects only pattern matching,

as discussed in "Flat and Orderless Functions". Similarly, the attribute Constant  is only relevant in differentiation, and operations that

rely on differentiation. 
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The Protected  attribute affects assignments. Mathematica  does not allow you to make any definition associated with a symbol that

carries this attribute. The functions Protect  and Unprotect  discussed in "Modifying Built−in Functions" can be used as alternatives

to SetAttributes  and ClearAttributes to set and clear this attribute. As discussed in "Modifying Built−in Functions" most built−in

Mathematica objects are initially protected so that you do not make definitions for them by mistake. 

Here is a definition for the function g. 

In[11]:= g@x_D = x + 1

Out[11]= 1 + x

This sets the Protected  attribute for g. 

In[12]:= Protect@gD

Out[12]= 8g<

Now you cannot modify the definition of g. 

In[13]:= g@x_D = x

Set::write : Tag g in g@x_D is Protected. �

Out[13]= x

You can usually see the definitions you have made for a particular symbol by typing ? f , or by using a variety of built−in Mathematica

functions.  However,  if  you  set  the  attribute  ReadProtected,  Mathematica  will  not  allow  you  to  look  at  the  definition  of  a  particular

symbol. It will nevertheless continue to use the definitions in performing evaluation. 

Although you cannot modify it, you can still look at the definition of g. 

In[14]:= ?g

Global‘g

Attributes@gD = 8Protected<

g@x_D = 1 + x

This sets the ReadProtected attribute for g. 

In[15]:= SetAttributes@g, ReadProtectedD

Now you can no longer read the definition of g. 

In[16]:= ?g

Global‘g

Attributes@gD = 8Protected, ReadProtected<

Functions like SetAttributes  and ClearAttributes usually allow you to modify the attributes of a symbol in any way. However, if

you  once  set  the  Locked  attribute  on  a  symbol,  then  Mathematica  will  not  allow  you  to  modify  the  attributes  of  that  symbol  for  the

remainder of your Mathematica  session. Using the Locked  attribute in addition to Protected  or ReadProtected,  you can arrange

for it to be impossible for users to modify or read definitions. 

Clear@ fD remove values for f , but not attributes

ClearAll@ fD remove both values and attributes of f

Clearing values and attributes. 
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This clears values and attributes of p which was given attribute Listable above. 

In[17]:= ClearAll@pD

Now p is no longer listable. 

In[18]:= p@8a, b, c<, dD

Out[18]= p@8a, b, c<, dD

By  defining  attributes  for  a  function  you  specify  properties  that  Mathematica  should  assume  whenever  that  function  appears.  Often,

however, you want to assume the properties only in a particular instance. In such cases, you will be better off not to use attributes, but

instead to call a particular function to implement the transformation associated with the attributes. 

By explicitly calling Thread, you can implement the transformation that would be done automatically if p were listable. 

In[19]:= Thread@p@8a, b, c<, dDD

Out[19]= 8p@a, dD, p@b, dD, p@c, dD<

Orderless Sort@ f@argsDD

Flat Flatten@ f@argsDD

Listable Thread@ f@argsDD

Constant Dt@expr,Constants-> fD

Functions that perform transformations associated with some attributes. 

Attributes in Mathematica  can only be permanently defined for single symbols.  However,  Mathematica  also allows you to set up pure

functions which behave as if they carry attributes. 

Function@vars,body,8attr1,¼<D a pure function with attributes attr1, ¼ 

Pure functions with attributes. 

This pure function applies p to the whole list. 

In[20]:= Function@8x<, p@xDD@8a, b, c<D

Out[20]= p@8a, b, c<D

By adding the attribute Listable, the function gets distributed over the elements of the list before applying p. 

In[21]:= Function@8x<, p@xD, 8Listable<D@8a, b, c<D

Out[21]= 8p@aD, p@bD, p@cD<

MORE ABOUT

� Attributes
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The Standard Evaluation Procedure

Here we describe the standard procedure used by Mathematica  to evaluate expressions. This procedure is the one followed for most

kinds  of  expressions.  There  are  however  some  kinds  of  expressions,  such  as  those  used  to  represent  Mathematica  programs  and

control structures, which are evaluated in a non−standard way.

In the standard evaluation procedure, Mathematica first evaluates the head of an expression, and then evaluates each element of the

expressions. These elements are in general themselves expressions, to which the same evaluation procedure is recursively applied. 

The three Print functions are evaluated in turn, each printing its argument, then returning the value Null . 

In[1]:= 8Print@1D, Print@2D, Print@3D<

1

2

3

Out[1]= 8Null, Null, Null<

This assigns the symbol ps to be Plus . 

In[2]:= ps = Plus

Out[2]= Plus

The head ps is evaluated first, so this expression behaves just like a sum of terms. 

In[3]:= ps@ps@a, bD, cD

Out[3]= a + b + c

As  soon  as  Mathematica  has  evaluated  the  head  of  an  expression,  it  sees  whether  the  head  is  a  symbol  that  has  attributes.  If  the

symbol has the attributes Orderless , Flat  or Listable, then immediately after evaluating the elements of the expression Mathemat−

ica performs the transformations associated with these attributes. 

The  next  step  in  the  standard  evaluation  procedure  is  to  use  definitions  that  Mathematica  knows  for  the  expression  it  is  evaluating.

Mathematica first tries to use definitions that you have made, and if there are none that apply, it tries built−in definitions. 

If  Mathematica  finds  a  definition  that  applies,  it  performs  the  corresponding  transformation  on  the  expression.  The  result  is  another

expression, which must then in turn be evaluated according to the standard evaluation procedure. 

� Evaluate the head of the expression.

� Evaluate each element in turn.

� Apply transformations associated with the attributes Orderless , Listable and Flat .

� Apply any definitions that you have given.

� Apply any built−in definitions.

� Evaluate the result.

The standard evaluation procedure. 

As discussed in "Principles of Evaluation",  Mathematica  follows the principle that each expression is evaluated until  no further defini−

tions  apply.  This  means  that  Mathematica  must  continue  re−evaluating  results  until  it  gets  an  expression  which  remains  unchanged

through the evaluation procedure. 

Here is an example that shows how the standard evaluation procedure works on a simple expression. We assume that a = 7. 
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2 a x+a^2+1 here is the original expression

Plus@Times@2,a,xD,Power@a,2D,1D

this is the internal form

Times@2,a,xD this is evaluated first

Times@2,7,xD a is evaluated to give 7

Times@14,xD built−in definitions for Times give this result

Power@a,2D this is evaluated next

Power@7,2D here is the result after evaluating a

49 built−in definitions for Power give this result

Plus@Times@14,xD,49,1D here is the result after the arguments of Plus  have been evaluated

Plus@50,Times@14,xDD built−in definitions for Plus  give this result

50+14 x the result is printed like this

A simple example of evaluation in Mathematica. 

Mathematica provides various ways to ú trace ø  the evaluation process, as discussed in "Tracing Evaluation". The function Trace@exprD

gives a nested list showing each subexpression generated during evaluation. (Note that the standard evaluation traverses the expres−

sion tree in a depth−first way, so that the smallest subparts of the expression appear first in the results of Trace.) 

First set a to 7. 

In[4]:= a = 7

Out[4]= 7

This gives a nested list of all the subexpressions generated during the evaluation of the expression. 

In[5]:= Trace@2 a x + a^2 + 1D

Out[5]= 988a, 7<, 2 ´ 7 x, 14 x<, 98a, 7<, 72, 49=, 14 x + 49 + 1, 50 + 14 x=

The  order  in  which  Mathematica  applies  different  kinds  of  definitions  is  important.  The  fact  that  Mathematica  applies  definitions  you

have given before  it  applies  built−in  definitions  means that  you can give  definitions  which  override  the  built−in  ones,  as  discussed in

"Modifying Built−in Functions". 

This expression is evaluated using the built−in definition for ArcSin. 

In[6]:= ArcSin@1D

Out[6]= 

Π

2

You can give your own definitions for ArcSin. You need to remove the protection attribute first. 

In[7]:= Unprotect@ArcSinD; ArcSin@1D = 5 Pi�2;

Your definition is used before the one that is built in. 

In[8]:= ArcSin@1D

Out[8]= 

5 Π

2

As  discussed  in  "Associating  Definitions  with  Different  Symbols",  you  can  associate  definitions  with  symbols  either  as  upvalues  or

downvalues. Mathematica always tries upvalue definitions before downvalue ones. 

If you have an expression like f@g@xDD, there are in general two sets of definitions that could apply: downvalues associated with f , and

upvalues associated with g. Mathematica tries the definitions associated with g before those associated with f . 
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This ordering follows the general strategy of trying specific definitions before more general ones. By applying upvalues associated with

arguments before applying downvalues associated with a function, Mathematica  allows you to make definitions for special  arguments

which override the general definitions for the function with any arguments. 

This defines a rule for f@g@x_DD, to be associated with f. 

In[9]:= f �: f@g@x_DD := frule@xD

This defines a rule for f@g@x_DD, to be associated with g. 

In[10]:= g �: f@g@x_DD := grule@xD

The rule associated with g is tried before the rule associated with f. 

In[11]:= f@g@2DD

Out[11]= grule@2D

If you remove rules associated with g, the rule associated with f is used. 

In[12]:= Clear@gD; f@g@1DD

Out[12]= frule@1D

� Definitions associated with g are applied before definitions associated with f  in the expression f@g@xDD.

The order in which definitions are applied. 

Most  functions  such  as  Plus  that  are  built  into  Mathematica  have  downvalues.  There  are,  however,  some  objects  in  Mathematica

which have built−in upvalues. For example, SeriesData objects, which represent power series, have built−in upvalues with respect to

various mathematical operations. 

For an expression like f@g@xDD, the complete sequence of definitions that are tried in the standard evaluation procedure is: 

� Definitions you have given associated with g; 

� Built−in definitions associated with g;

� Definitions you have given associated with f ;

� Built−in definitions associated with f .

The  fact  that  upvalues  are  used  before  downvalues  is  important  in  many  situations.  In  a  typical  case,  you  might  want  to  define  an

operation  such  as  composition.  If  you  give  upvalues  for  various  objects  with  respect  to  composition,  these  upvalues  will  be  used

whenever such objects appear. However, you can also give a general procedure for composition, to be used if no special objects are

present. You can give this procedure as a downvalue for composition. Since downvalues are tried after upvalues, the general procedure

will be used only if no objects with upvalues are present. 

Here is a definition associated with q for composition of ú q objectsø . 

In[13]:= q �: comp@q@x_D, q@y_DD := qcomp@x, yD

Here is a general rule for composition, associated with comp. 

In[14]:= comp@f_@x_D, f_@y_DD := gencomp@f, x, yD

If you compose two q objects, the rule associated with q is used. 

In[15]:= comp@q@1D, q@2DD

Out[15]= qcomp@1, 2D
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If you compose r objects, the general rule associated with comp is used. 

In[16]:= comp@r@1D, r@2DD

Out[16]= gencomp@r, 1, 2D

In  general,  there  can  be  several  objects  that  have  upvalues  in  a  particular  expression.  Mathematica  first  looks  at  the  head  of  the

expression, and tries any upvalues associated with it. Then it successively looks at each element of the expression, trying any upvalues

that exist. Mathematica performs this procedure first for upvalues that you have explicitly defined, and then for upvalues that are built in.

The procedure means that in a sequence of elements, upvalues associated with earlier elements take precedence over those associ−

ated with later elements. 

This defines an upvalue for p with respect to c. 

In[17]:= p �: c@l___, p@x_D, r___D := cp@x, 8l, r<D

This defines an upvalue for q. 

In[18]:= q �: c@l___, q@x_D, r___D := cq@x, 8l, r<D

Which upvalue is used depends on which occurs first in the sequence of arguments to c. 

In[19]:= 8c@p@1D, q@2DD, c@q@1D, p@2DD<

Out[19]= 8cp@1, 8q@2D<D, cq@1, 8p@2D<D<
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Non−Standard Evaluation

While most built−in Mathematica functions follow the standard evaluation procedure, some important ones do not. For example, most of

the  Mathematica  functions  associated  with  the  construction  and  execution  of  programs  use  non−standard  evaluation  procedures.  In

typical cases, the functions either never evaluate some of their arguments, or do so in a special way under their own control. 

x=y do not evaluate the left−hand side

If@p,a,bD evaluate a if p is True , and b if it is False

Do@expr,8n<D evaluate expr n times

Plot@ f,8x,¼<D evaluate f  with a sequence of numerical values for x

Function@8x<,bodyD do not evaluate until the function is applied

Some functions that use non−standard evaluation procedures. 

When you give a definition such as a = 1, Mathematica does not evaluate the a that appears on the left−hand side. You can see that

there would be trouble if the a was evaluated. The reason is that if you had previously set a = 7, then evaluating a in the definition a = 1

would put the definition into the nonsensical form 7 = 1. 

In  the  standard  evaluation  procedure,  each  argument  of  a  function  is  evaluated  in  turn.  This  is  prevented  by  setting  the  attributes

HoldFirst , HoldRest and HoldAll. These attributes make Mathematica ú holdø  particular arguments in an unevaluated form.

HoldFirst do not evaluate the first argument

HoldRest evaluate only the first argument

HoldAll evaluate none of the arguments

Attributes for holding function arguments in unevaluated form. 

With the standard evaluation procedure, all arguments to a function are evaluated. 

In[1]:= f@1 + 1, 2 + 4D

Out[1]= f@2, 6D

This assigns the attribute HoldFirst  to h. 

In[2]:= SetAttributes@h, HoldFirstD

The first argument to h is now held in an unevaluated form. 

In[3]:= h@1 + 1, 2 + 4D

Out[3]= h@1 + 1, 6D

When you use the first argument to h like this, it will get evaluated. 

In[4]:= h@1 + 1, 2 + 4D �. h@x_, y_D -> x^y

Out[4]= 64

Built−in functions like Set carry attributes such as HoldFirst . 

In[5]:= Attributes@SetD

Out[5]= 8HoldFirst, Protected, SequenceHold<

Even though a function may have attributes which specify that it should hold certain arguments unevaluated, you can always explicitly

tell Mathematica to evaluate those arguments by giving the arguments in the form Evaluate@argD. 
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Evaluate effectively overrides the HoldFirst  attribute, and causes the first argument to be evaluated. 

In[6]:= h@Evaluate@1 + 1D, 2 + 4D

Out[6]= h@2, 6D

f@Evaluate@argDD evaluate arg immediately, even though attributes of f  may specify that it should be 

held

Forcing the evaluation of function arguments. 

By holding its arguments,  a function can control  when those arguments are evaluated. By using Evaluate,  you can force the argu−

ments to be evaluated immediately, rather than being evaluated under the control of the function. This capability is useful in a number of

circumstances. 

The Mathematica Set function holds its first argument, so the symbol a is not evaluated in this case. 

In[7]:= a = b

Out[7]= b

You can make Set evaluate its first argument using Evaluate. In this case, the result is the object which is the value of a, namely b is 

set to 6. 

In[8]:= Evaluate@aD = 6

Out[8]= 6

b has now been set to 6. 

In[9]:= b

Out[9]= 6

In most cases, you want all expressions you give to Mathematica to be evaluated. Sometimes, however, you may want to prevent the

evaluation of certain expressions. For example, if you want to manipulate pieces of a Mathematica program symbolically, then you must

prevent those pieces from being evaluated while you are manipulating them. 

You  can  use  the  functions  Hold  and  HoldForm  to  keep  expressions  unevaluated.  These  functions  work  simply  by  carrying  the

attribute HoldAll, which prevents their arguments from being evaluated. The functions provide ú wrappersø  inside which expressions

remain unevaluated. 

The  difference  between Hold@exprD  and  HoldForm@exprD  is  that  in  standard  Mathematica  output  format,  Hold  is  printed  explicitly,

while HoldForm is not. If you look at the full internal Mathematica form, you can however see both functions. 

Hold  maintains expressions in an unevaluated form. 

In[10]:= Hold@1 + 1D

Out[10]= Hold@1 + 1D

HoldForm also keeps expressions unevaluated, but is invisible in standard Mathematica output format. 

In[11]:= HoldForm@1 + 1D

Out[11]= 1 + 1

HoldForm is still present internally. 

In[12]:= FullForm@%D

Out[12]//FullForm= HoldForm@Plus@1, 1DD
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The function ReleaseHold removes Hold  and HoldForm, so the expressions they contain get evaluated. 

In[13]:= ReleaseHold@%D

Out[13]= 2

Hold@exprD keep expr unevaluated

HoldComplete@exprD keep expr unevaluated and prevent upvalues associated with expr from being used

HoldForm@exprD keep expr unevaluated, and print without HoldForm

ReleaseHold@exprD remove Hold  and HoldForm in expr

Extract@expr,index,HoldD get a part of expr, wrapping it with Hold  to prevent evaluation

Functions for handling unevaluated expressions. 

Parts of expressions are usually evaluated as soon as you extract them. 

In[14]:= Extract@Hold@1 + 1, 2 + 3D, 2D

Out[14]= 5

This extracts a part and immediately wraps it with Hold , so it does not get evaluated. 

In[15]:= Extract@Hold@1 + 1, 2 + 3D, 2, HoldD

Out[15]= Hold@2 + 3D

f@¼,Unevaluated@exprD,¼D give expr unevaluated as an argument to f

Temporary prevention of argument evaluation. 

1 + 1 evaluates to 2, and Length@2D gives 0. 

In[16]:= Length@1 + 1D

Out[16]= 0

This gives the unevaluated form 1 + 1 as the argument of Length. 

In[17]:= Length@Unevaluated@1 + 1DD

Out[17]= 2

Unevaluated@exprD  effectively  works  by  temporarily  giving  a  function  an  attribute  like  HoldFirst ,  and  then  supplying  expr  as  an

argument to the function. 

SequenceHold do not flatten out Sequence objects that appear as arguments

HoldAllComplete treat all arguments as completely inert

Attributes for preventing other aspects of evaluation. 

By setting the attribute HoldAll, you can prevent Mathematica from evaluating the arguments of a function. But even with this attribute

set, Mathematica will still do some transformations on the arguments. By setting SequenceHold  you can prevent it from flattening out

Sequence  objects  that  appear  in  the  arguments.  And  by  setting  HoldAllComplete  you  can  also  inhibit  the  stripping  of

Unevaluated, and prevent Mathematica from using any upvalues it finds associated with the arguments.
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Evaluation in Patterns, Rules and Definitions

There  are  a  number  of  important  interactions  in  Mathematica  between  evaluation  and  pattern  matching.  The  first  observation  is  that

pattern matching is usually done on expressions that have already been at least partly evaluated. As a result, it is usually appropriate

that the patterns to which these expressions are matched should themselves be evaluated. 

The fact that the pattern is evaluated means that it matches the expression given. 

In[1]:= f@k^2D �. f@x_^H1 + 1LD -> p@xD

Out[1]= p@kD

The right−hand side of the �; condition is not evaluated until it is used during pattern matching. 

In[2]:= f@8a, b<D �. f@list_ �; Length@listD > 1D -> list^2

Out[2]= 9a
2, b2=

There are some cases,  however,  where you may want  to keep all  or  part  of  a pattern unevaluated.  You can do this  by wrapping the

parts you do not want to evaluate with HoldPattern. In general, whenever HoldPattern@pattD appears within a pattern, this form is

taken to be equivalent to patt for the purpose of pattern matching, but the expression patt is maintained unevaluated. 

HoldPattern@pattD equivalent to patt for pattern matching, with patt kept unevaluated

Preventing evaluation in patterns. 

One  application  for  HoldPattern  is  in  specifying  patterns  which  can  apply  to  unevaluated  expressions,  or  expressions  held  in  an

unevaluated form. 

HoldPattern keeps the 1 + 1 from being evaluated, and allows it to match the 1 + 1 on the left−hand side of the �. operator. 

In[3]:= Hold@u@1 + 1DD �. HoldPattern@1 + 1D -> x

Out[3]= Hold@u@xDD

Notice that while functions like Hold  prevent evaluation of expressions, they do not affect the manipulation of parts of those expres−

sions with �. and other operators. 

This defines values for r whenever its argument is not an atomic object. 

In[4]:= r@x_D := x^2 �; ! AtomQ@xD

According to the definition, expressions like r@3D are left unchanged. 

In[5]:= r@3D

Out[5]= r@3D

However, the pattern r@x_D is transformed according to the definition for r. 

In[6]:= r@x_D

Out[6]= x_2

You need to wrap HoldPattern around r@x_D to prevent it from being evaluated. 

In[7]:= 8r@3D, r@5D< �. HoldPattern@r@x_DD -> x

Out[7]= 83, 5<
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As illustrated above,  the left−hand sides of  transformation rules such as lhs -> rhs  are usually  evaluated immediately,  since the rules

are usually applied to expressions which have already been evaluated. The right−hand side of lhs -> rhs is also evaluated immediately.

With the delayed rule lhs :> rhs, however, the expression rhs is not evaluated. 

The right−hand side is evaluated immediately in -> but not :> rules. 

In[8]:= 88x -> 1 + 1<, 8x :> 1 + 1<<

Out[8]= 88x ® 2<, 8x ¦ 1 + 1<<

Here are the results of applying the rules. The right−hand side of the :> rule gets inserted inside the Hold  without evaluation. 

In[9]:= 8x^2, Hold@xD< �. %

Out[9]= 884, Hold@2D<, 84, Hold@1 + 1D<<

lhs->rhs evaluate both lhs and rhs

lhs:>rhs evaluate lhs but not rhs

Evaluation in transformation rules. 

While the left−hand sides of transformation rules are usually evaluated, the left−hand sides of definitions are usually not. The reason for

the  difference  is  as  follows.  Transformation  rules  are  typically  applied  using  �.  to  expressions  that  have  already  been  evaluated.

Definitions, however, are used during the evaluation of expressions, and are applied to expressions that have not yet been completely

evaluated.  To  work  on  such  expressions,  the  left−hand  sides  of  definitions  must  be  maintained  in  a  form  that  is  at  least  partially

unevaluated. 

Definitions for symbols are the simplest case. As discussed in "Non−Standard Evaluation", a symbol on the left−hand side of a definition

such as x = value is not evaluated. If x had previously been assigned a value y, then if the left−hand side of x = value were evaluated, it

would turn into the quite unrelated definition y = value. 

Here is a definition. The symbol on the left−hand side is not evaluated. 

In[10]:= k = w@3D

Out[10]= w@3D

This redefines the symbol. 

In[11]:= k = w@4D

Out[11]= w@4D

If you evaluate the left−hand side, then you define not the symbol k, but the value w@4D of the symbol k. 

In[12]:= Evaluate@kD = w@5D

Out[12]= w@5D

Now w@4D has value w@5D. 

In[13]:= w@4D

Out[13]= w@5D

Although  individual  symbols  that  appear  on  the  left−hand  sides  of  definitions  are  not  evaluated,  more  complicated  expressions  are

partially evaluated. In an expression such as f@argsD on the left−hand side of a definition, the args are evaluated. 
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The 1 + 1 is evaluated, so that a value is defined for g@2D. 

In[14]:= g@1 + 1D = 5

Out[14]= 5

This shows the value defined for g. 

In[15]:= ?g

Global‘g

g@2D = 5

You can see why the arguments of a function that appears on the left−hand side of a definition must be evaluated by considering how

the definition is used during the evaluation of an expression. As discussed in "Principles of Evaluation", when Mathematica evaluates a

function,  it  first  evaluates  each  of  the  arguments,  then  tries  to  find  definitions  for  the  function.  As  a  result,  by  the  time  Mathematica

applies any definition you have given for a function, the arguments of the function must already have been evaluated. An exception to

this occurs when the function in question has attributes which specify that it should hold some of its arguments unevaluated. 

symbol=value symbol is not evaluated; value is evaluated

symbol:=value neither symbol nor value is evaluated

f@argsD=value args are evaluated; left−hand side as a whole is not

f@HoldPattern@argDD=value f[arg] is assigned, without evaluating arg

Evaluate@lhsD=value left−hand side is evaluated completely

Evaluation in definitions. 

While in most cases it is appropriate for the arguments of a function that appears on the left−hand side of a definition to be evaluated,

there are some situations in which you do not want this to happen. In such cases, you can wrap HoldPattern  around the parts that

you do not want to be evaluated. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Evaluation in Iteration Functions

The built−in Mathematica iteration functions such as Table and Sum evaluate their arguments in a slightly special way. 

When  evaluating  an  expression  like  Table@ f, 8i, imax<D,  the  first  step,  as  discussed  in "Blocks  and  Local  Values",  is  to  make  the

value of i local. Next, the limit imax  in the iterator specification is evaluated. The expression f  is maintained in an unevaluated form, but

is repeatedly evaluated as a succession of values are assigned to i. When this is finished, the global value of i is restored. 

The function RandomReal@D is evaluated four separate times here, so four different pseudorandom numbers are generated.

In[1]:= Table@RandomReal@D, 84<D

Out[1]= 80.300949, 0.450179, 0.831238, 0.161379<

This evaluates RandomReal@D before feeding it to Table. The result is a list of four identical numbers. 

In[2]:= Table@Evaluate@RandomReal@DD, 84<D

Out[2]= 80.653098, 0.653098, 0.653098, 0.653098<

In most cases, it  is convenient for the function f  in an expression like Table@ f, 8i, imax<D  to be maintained in an unevaluated form

until specific values have been assigned to i. This is true in particular if a complete symbolic form for f  valid for any i cannot be found. 

This defines fac to give the factorial when it has an integer argument, and to give NaN (standing for ú Not a Numberø ) otherwise. 

In[3]:= fac@n_IntegerD := n!; fac@x_D := NaN

In this form, fac@iD is not evaluated until an explicit integer value has been assigned to i. 

In[4]:= Table@fac@iD, 8i, 5<D

Out[4]= 81, 2, 6, 24, 120<

Using Evaluate forces fac@iD to be evaluated with i left as a symbolic object. 

In[5]:= Table@Evaluate@fac@iDD, 8i, 5<D

Out[5]= 8NaN, NaN, NaN, NaN, NaN<

In cases where a complete symbolic form for f  with arbitrary i  in expressions such as Table@ f, 8i, imax<D  can  be found, it  is  often

more efficient to compute this form first, and then feed it to Table. You can do this using Table@Evaluate@ fD, 8i, imax<D. 

The Sum in this case is evaluated separately for each value of i. 

In[6]:= Table@Sum@i^k, 8k, 4<D, 8i, 8<D

Out[6]= 84, 30, 120, 340, 780, 1554, 2800, 4680<

It is however possible to get a symbolic formula for the sum, valid for any value of i. 

In[7]:= Sum@i^k, 8k, 4<D

Out[7]= i + i
2
+ i

3
+ i

4

By inserting Evaluate, you tell Mathematica first to evaluate the sum symbolically, then to iterate over i. 

In[8]:= Table@Evaluate@Sum@i^k, 8k, 4<DD, 8i, 8<D

Out[8]= 84, 30, 120, 340, 780, 1554, 2800, 4680<
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Table@ f,8i,imax<D keep f  unevaluated until specific values are assigned to i

Table@Evaluate@ fD,8i,imax<D evaluate f  first with i left symbolic

Evaluation in iteration functions.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Conditionals

Mathematica provides various ways to set up conditionals, which specify that particular expressions should be evaluated only if certain

conditions hold. 

lhs:=rhs�;test use the definition only if test evaluates to True

If@test,then,elseD evaluate then if test is True , and else if it is False

Which@test1,value1,test2,¼D evaluate the testi in turn, giving the value associated with the first one that is True

Switch@expr, form
1
,value1, form2

,¼D

compare expr with each of the formi, giving the value associated with the first 

form it matches

Switch@expr, form
1
,value1, form2

,¼,_,defD

use def  as a default value

Piecewise@88value1,test1<,¼<,defD

give the value corresponding to the first testi which yields True

Conditional constructs. 

The test gives False, so the ú elseø  expression y is returned. 

In[1]:= If@7 > 8, x, yD

Out[1]= y

Only the ú elseø  expression is evaluated in this case. 

In[2]:= If@7 > 8, Print@xD, Print@yDD

y

When  you  write  programs  in  Mathematica,  you  will  often  have  a  choice  between  making  a  single  definition  whose  right−hand  side

involves several branches controlled by If  functions, or making several definitions, each controlled by an appropriate �; condition. By

using several definitions, you can often produce programs that are both clearer, and easier to modify. 

This defines a step function, with value 1 for x > 0, and -1 otherwise. 

In[3]:= f@x_D := If@x > 0, 1, -1D

This defines the positive part of the step function using a �; condition. 

In[4]:= g@x_D := 1 �; x > 0

Here is the negative part of the step function. 

In[5]:= g@x_D := -1 �; x <= 0

This shows the complete definition using �; conditions. 

In[6]:= ?g

Global‘g

g@x_D := 1 �; x > 0

g@x_D := -1 �; x £ 0
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The function If  provides a way to choose between two alternatives. Often, however, there will be more than two alternatives. One way

to handle this is to use a nested set of If functions. Usually, however, it is instead better to use functions like Which and Switch. 

This defines a function with three regions. Using True  as the third test makes this the default case. 

In[7]:= h@x_D := Which@x < 0, x^2, x > 5, x^3, True, 0D

This uses the first case in the Which. 

In[8]:= h@-5D

Out[8]= 25

This uses the third case. 

In[9]:= h@2D

Out[9]= 0

This defines a function that depends on the values of its argument modulo 3. 

In[10]:= r@x_D := Switch@Mod@x, 3D, 0, a, 1, b, 2, cD

Mod@7, 3D is 1, so this uses the second case in the Switch. 

In[11]:= r@7D

Out[11]= b

17 matches neither 0 nor 1, but does match _. 

In[12]:= Switch@17, 0, a, 1, b, _, qD

Out[12]= q

An important  point  about  symbolic  systems such as  Mathematica  is  that  the  conditions  you give  may yield  neither  True  nor  False.

Thus, for example, the condition x == y does not yield True  or False unless x and y have specific values, such as numerical ones. 

In this case, the test gives neither True  nor False, so both branches in the If remain unevaluated. 

In[13]:= If@x == y, a, bD

Out[13]= If@x � y, a, bD

You can add a special fourth argument to If, which is used if the test does not yield True  or False. 

In[14]:= If@x == y, a, b, cD

Out[14]= c

If@test,then,else,unknownD a form of If which includes the expression to use if test is neither True  nor 

False

TrueQ@exprD give True  if expr is True , and False otherwise

lhs===rhs  or SameQ@lhs,rhsD give True  if lhs and rhs are identical, and False otherwise

lhs=!=rhs  or UnsameQ@lhs,rhsD give True  if lhs and rhs are not identical, and False otherwise

MatchQ@expr, formD give True  if the pattern form matches expr, and give False otherwise

Functions for dealing with symbolic conditions. 
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Mathematica leaves this as a symbolic equation. 

In[15]:= x == y

Out[15]= x � y

Unless expr is manifestly True , TrueQ@exprD effectively assumes that expr is False. 

In[16]:= TrueQ@x == yD

Out[16]= False

Unlike ==, === tests whether two expressions are manifestly identical. In this case, they are not. 

In[17]:= x === y

Out[17]= False

The main difference between lhs === rhs  and lhs == rhs  is that ===  always returns True  or False,  whereas ==  can leave its input in

symbolic form, representing a symbolic equation, as discussed in "Equations". You should typically use === when you want to test the

structure of an expression, and == if you want to test mathematical equality. The Mathematica pattern matcher effectively uses === to

determine when one literal expression matches another. 

You can use === to test the structure of expressions. 

In[18]:= Head@a + b + cD === Times

Out[18]= False

The == operator gives a less useful result. 

In[19]:= Head@a + b + cD == Times

Out[19]= Plus � Times

In  setting up conditionals,  you will  often need to  use combinations of  tests,  such as test1 && test2 &&¼.  An important  point  is  that  the

result  from  this  combination  of  tests  will  be  False  if  any  of  the  testi  yield  False.  Mathematica  always  evaluates  the  testi  in  turn,

stopping if any of the testi yield False. 

expr
1
&&expr

2
&&expr

3
evaluate until one of the expri is found to be False

expr
1
ÈÈexpr

2
ÈÈexpr

3
evaluate until one of the expri is found to be True

Evaluation of logical expressions. 

This function involves a combination of two tests. 

In[20]:= t@x_D := Hx != 0 && 1�x < 3L

Here both tests are evaluated. 

In[21]:= t@2D

Out[21]= True

Here the first test yields False, so the second test is not tried. The second test would involve 1�0, and would generate an error. 

In[22]:= t@0D

Out[22]= False
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The way that Mathematica evaluates logical expressions allows you to combine sequences of tests where later tests may make sense

only if the earlier ones are satisfied. The behavior, which is analogous to that found in languages such as C, is convenient in construct−

ing many kinds of Mathematica programs. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Loops and Control Structures
The execution of a Mathematica program involves the evaluation of a sequence of Mathematica expressions. In simple programs, the

expressions to be evaluated may be separated by semicolons, and evaluated one after another. Often, however, you need to evaluate

expressions several times, in some kind of "loop". 

Do@expr,8i,imax<D evaluate expr repetitively, with i varying from 1 to imax in steps of 1

Do@expr,8i,imin,imax,di<D evaluate expr with i varying from imin to imax in steps of di

Do@expr,8i,list<D evaluate expr with i taking on values from list

Do@expr,8n<D evaluate expr n times

Simple looping constructs. 

This evaluates Print@i^2D, with i running from 1 to 4. 

In[1]:= Do@Print@i^2D, 8i, 4<D

1

4

9

16

This executes an assignment for t in a loop with k running from 2 to 6 in steps of 2. 

In[2]:= t = x; Do@t = 1�H1 + k tL, 8k, 2, 6, 2<D; t

Out[2]= 

1

1 +
6

1+
4

1+2 x

The way iteration is specified in Do  is exactly the same as in functions like Table and Sum. Just as in those functions, you can set up

several nested loops by giving a sequence of iteration specifications to Do. 

This loops over values of i from 1 to 4, and for each value of i, loops over j from 1 to i - 1. 

In[3]:= Do@Print@8i, j<D, 8i, 4<, 8j, i - 1<D

82, 1<

83, 1<

83, 2<

84, 1<

84, 2<

84, 3<

Sometimes you may want to repeat a particular operation a certain number of times, without changing the value of an iteration variable.

You can specify this kind of repetition in Do just as you can in Table and other iteration functions. 
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This repeats the assignment t = 1�H1 + tL three times. 

In[4]:= t = x; Do@t = 1�H1 + tL, 83<D; t

Out[4]= 

1

1 +
1

1+
1

1+x

You can put a procedure inside Do. 

In[5]:= t = 67; Do@Print@tD; t = Floor@t�2D, 83<D

67

33

16

Nest@ f,expr,nD apply f  to expr n times

FixedPoint@ f,exprD start with expr, and apply f  repeatedly until the result no longer changes

NestWhile@ f,expr,testD start with expr, and apply f  repeatedly until applying test to the result no longer 

yields True

Applying functions repetitively. 

Do  allows you to repeat operations by evaluating a particular expression many times with different values for iteration variables. Often,

however,  you  can  make  more  elegant  and  efficient  programs  using  the  functional  programming  constructs  discussed  in  "Applying

Functions Repeatedly". Nest@ f, x, nD, for example, allows you to apply a function repeatedly to an expression. 

This nests f three times. 

In[6]:= Nest@f, x, 3D

Out[6]= f@f@f@xDDD

By nesting a pure function, you can get the same result as in the example with Do above. 

In[7]:= Nest@Function@t, 1�H1 + tLD, x, 3D

Out[7]= 

1

1 +
1

1+
1

1+x

Nest  allows  you  to  apply  a  function  a  specified  number  of  times.  Sometimes,  however,  you  may  simply  want  to  go  on  applying  a

function until the results you get no longer change. You can do this using FixedPoint@ f, xD. 

FixedPoint goes on applying a function until the result no longer changes. 

In[8]:= FixedPoint@Function@t, Print@tD; Floor@t�2DD, 67D
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67

33

16

8

4

2

1

0

Out[8]= 0

You  can  use  FixedPoint  to  imitate  the  evaluation  process  in  Mathematica,  or  the  operation  of  functions  such  as  expr ��. rules.

FixedPoint goes on until two successive results it gets are the same. NestWhile  allows you to go on until an arbitrary function no

longer yields True . 

Catch@exprD evaluate expr until Throw@valueD is encountered, then return value

Catch@expr, formD evaluate expr until Throw@value, tagD is encountered, where form matches tag

Catch@expr, form, fD return f@value, tagD instead of value

Non local control of evaluation. 

When the Throw  is encountered, evaluation stops, and the current value of i is returned as the value of the enclosing Catch. 

In[9]:= Catch@Do@Print@iD; If@i > 3, Throw@iDD, 8i, 10<DD

1

2

3

4

Out[9]= 4

Throw  and Catch provide a flexible way to control the process of evaluation in Mathematica. The basic idea is that whenever a Throw

is  encountered,  the  evaluation  that  is  then  being  done  is  stopped,  and  Mathematica  immediately  returns  to  the  nearest  appropriate

enclosing Catch.

Scan  applies the function Print to each successive element in the list, and in the end just returns Null . 

In[10]:= Scan@Print, 87, 6, 5, 4<D

7

6

5

4

The evaluation of Scan  stops as soon as Throw  is encountered, and the enclosing Catch returns as its value the argument of Throw . 

In[11]:= Catch@Scan@HPrint@ðD; If@ð < 6, Throw@ðDDL &, 87, 6, 5, 4<DD
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7

6

5

Out[11]= 5

The same result is obtained with Map, even though Map would have returned a list if its evaluation had not been stopped by encountering 

a Throw . 

In[12]:= Catch@Map@HPrint@ðD; If@ð < 6, Throw@ðDDL &, 87, 6, 5, 4<DD

7

6

5

Out[12]= 5

You can use  Throw  and  Catch  to  divert  the  operation  of  functional  programming constructs,  allowing  for  example  the  evaluation  of

such constructs to continue only until some condition has been met. Note that if you stop evaluation using Throw , then the structure of

the result you get may be quite different from what you would have got if you had allowed the evaluation to complete. 

Here is a list generated by repeated application of a function. 

In[13]:= NestList@1�Hð + 1L &, -2.5, 6D

Out[13]= 8-2.5, -0.666667, 3., 0.25, 0.8, 0.555556, 0.642857<

Since there is no Throw  encountered, the result here is just as before. 

In[14]:= Catch@NestList@1�Hð + 1L &, -2.5, 6DD

Out[14]= 8-2.5, -0.666667, 3., 0.25, 0.8, 0.555556, 0.642857<

Now the evaluation of the NestList is diverted, and the single number given as the argument of Throw  is returned.

In[15]:= Catch@NestList@If@ð > 1, Throw@ðD, 1�Hð + 1LD &, -2.5, 6DD

Out[15]= 3.

Throw  and  Catch  operate  in  a  completely  global  way:  it  does  not  matter  how  or  where  a  Throw  is  generated~it  will  always  stop

evaluation and return to the enclosing Catch. 

The Throw  stops the evaluation of f, and causes the Catch to return just a, with no trace of f left. 

In[16]:= Catch@f@Throw@aDDD

Out[16]= a

This defines a function which generates a Throw  when its argument is larger than 10. 

In[17]:= g@x_D := If@x > 10, Throw@overflowD, x!D

No Throw  is generated here. 

In[18]:= Catch@g@4DD

Out[18]= 24
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But here the Throw  generated inside the evaluation of g returns to the enclosing Catch. 

In[19]:= Catch@g@40DD

Out[19]= overflow

In small programs, it is often adequate to use Throw@valueD and Catch@exprD in their simplest form. But particularly if you write larger

programs that contain many separate pieces, it is usually much better to use Throw@value, tagD and Catch@expr, formD. By keeping

the expressions  tag  and form  local  to  a  particular  piece of  your  program,  you can then ensure  that  your  Throw  and Catch  will  also

operate only within that piece.

Here the Throw  is caught by the inner Catch. 

In[20]:= Catch@f@Catch@Throw@x, aD, aDD, bD

Out[20]= f@xD

But here it is caught only by the outer Catch. 

In[21]:= Catch@f@Catch@Throw@x, bD, aDD, bD

Out[21]= x

You can use patterns in specifying the tags which a particular Catch should catch. 

In[22]:= Catch@Throw@x, aD, a bD

Out[22]= x

This keeps the tag a completely local. 

In[23]:= Module@8a<, Catch@Throw@x, aD, aDD

Out[23]= x

You should realize that there is no need for the tag that appears in Throw  to be a constant; in general it can be any expression.

Here the inner Catch catches all throws with tags less than 4, and continues the Do. But as soon as the tag reaches 4, the outer Catch 

is needed. 

In[24]:= Catch@Do@Catch@Throw@i^2, iD, n_ �; n < 4D, 8i, 10<D, _D

Out[24]= 16

When you use Catch@expr, formD  with Throw@value, tagD,  the value returned by Catch  is simply the expression value  given in the

Throw . If you use Catch@expr, form, fD, however, then the value returned by Catch is instead f@value, tagD. 

Here f is applied to the value and tag in the Throw . 

In[25]:= Catch@Throw@x, aD, a, fD

Out[25]= f@x, aD

If there is no Throw , f is never used. 

In[26]:= Catch@x, a, fD

Out[26]= x

While@test,bodyD evaluate body repetitively, so long as test is True

For@start,test,incr,bodyD evaluate start, then repetitively evaluate body and incr, until test fails

General loop constructs. 
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Functions like Do, Nest  and FixedPoint provide structured ways to make loops in Mathematica programs, while Throw  and Catch

provide opportunities for modifying this structure. Sometimes, however,  you may want to create loops that even from the outset have

less structure. And in such cases, you may find it convenient to use the functions While and For, which perform operations repeatedly,

stopping when a specified condition fails to be true. 

The While loop continues until the condition fails. 

In[27]:= n = 17; While@Hn = Floor@n�2DL != 0, Print@nDD

8

4

2

1

The  functions  While  and  For  in  Mathematica  are  similar  to  the  control  structures  while  and  for  in  languages  such  as  C.  Notice,

however, that there are a number of important differences. For example, the roles of comma and semicolon are reversed in Mathemat−

ica For loops relative to C language ones.

This is a very common form for a For loop. i++ increments the value of i. 

In[28]:= For@i = 1, i < 4, i++, Print@iDD

1

2

3

Here is a more complicated For loop. Notice that the loop terminates as soon as the test i^2 < 10 fails. 

In[29]:= For@i = 1; t = x, i^2 < 10, i++, t = t^2 + i; Print@tDD

1 + x2

2 + I1 + x2M
2

3 + J2 + I1 + x2M
2
N
2

In Mathematica,  both While  and For  always evaluate the loop test  before evaluating the body of  the loop. As soon as the loop test

fails to be True , While and For terminate. The body of the loop is thus only evaluated in situations where the loop test is True . 

The loop test fails immediately, so the body of the loop is never evaluated. 

In[30]:= While@False, Print@xDD

In a While or For  loop, or in general in any Mathematica procedure, the Mathematica expressions you give are evaluated in a definite

sequence. You can think of this sequence as defining the "flow of control" in the execution of a Mathematica program. 

In most  cases,  you should try  to keep the flow of  control  in  your Mathematica  programs as simple as possible.  The more the flow of

control depends for example on specific values generated during the execution of the program, the more difficult you will typically find it

to understand the structure and operation of the program. 

Functional  programming constructs  typically  involve very  simple  flow of  control.  While  and For  loops are  always more complicated,

since they are set up to make the flow of control depend on the values of the expressions given as tests. Nevertheless, even in such

loops, the flow of control does not usually depend on the values of expressions given in the body of the loop. 

In some cases, however, you may need to construct Mathematica programs in which the flow of control is affected by values generated

during the execution of a procedure or of the body of a loop. One way to do this, which fits in with functional programming ideas, is to

use Throw  and Catch. But Mathematica also provides various functions for modifying the flow of control which work like in languages

such as C. 
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Break@D exit the nearest enclosing loop

Continue@D go to the next step in the current loop

Return@exprD return the value expr, exiting all procedures and loops in a function

Goto@nameD go to the element Label@nameD in the current procedure

Throw@valueD return value as the value of the nearest enclosing Catch (non local return)

Control flow functions. 

The Break@D causes the loop to terminate as soon as t exceeds 19. 

In[31]:= t = 1; Do@t *= k; Print@tD; If@t > 19, Break@DD, 8k, 10<D

1

2

6

24

When k < 3, the Continue@D causes the loop to be continued, without executing t += 2. 

In[32]:= t = 1; Do@t *= k; Print@tD; If@k < 3, Continue@DD; t += 2, 8k, 10<D

1

2

6

32

170

1032

7238

57920

521298

5213 000

Return@exprD  allows you to exit  a particular  function,  returning a value.  You can think of  Throw  as a kind of  non local  return which

allows you to exit a whole sequence of nested functions. Such behavior can be convenient for handling certain error conditions. 

Here is an example of the use of Return. This particular procedure could equally well have been written without using Return. 

In[33]:= f@x_D := HIf@x > 5, Return@bigDD; t = x^3; Return@t - 7DL

When the argument is greater than 5, the first Return in the procedure is used. 

In[34]:= f@10D

Out[34]= big

This function "throws" error if its argument is negative. 

In[35]:= h@x_D := If@x < 0, Throw@errorD, Sqrt@xDD

No Throw  is generated here. 

In[36]:= Catch@h@6D + 2D

Out[36]= 2 + 6
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But in this case a Throw  is generated, and the whole Catch returns the value error. 

In[37]:= Catch@h@-6D + 2D

Out[37]= error

Functions like Continue@D and Break@D allow you to "transfer control" to the beginning or end of a loop in a Mathematica program.

Sometimes you may instead need to  transfer  control  to  a  particular  element  in  a  Mathematica  procedure.  If  you give a  Label  as  an

element in a procedure, you can use Goto  to transfer control to this element. 

This goes on looping until q exceeds 6. 

In[38]:= Hq = 2; Label@beginD; Print@qD; q += 3; If@q < 6, Goto@beginDDL

2

5

Note that you can use Goto  in a particular Mathematica procedure only when the Label it specifies occurs as an element of the same

Mathematica  procedure.  In  general,  use  of  Goto  reduces  the  degree  of  structure  that  can  readily  be  perceived  in  a  program,  and

therefore makes the operation of the program more difficult to understand. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Collecting Expressions During Evaluation
In many computations one is concerned only with the final result of evaluating the expression given as input. But sometimes one also

wants to collect expressions that were generated in the course of the evaluation. You can do this using Sow and Reap . 

Sow@valD sow the value val for the nearest enclosing Reap

Reap@exprD evaluate expr, returning also a list of values sown by Sow

Using Sow  and Reap . 

Here the output contains only the final result. 

In[1]:= a = 3; a += a^2 + 1; a = Sqrt@a + a^2D

Out[1]= 182

Here two intermediate results are also given. 

In[2]:= Reap@Sow@a = 3D; a += Sow@a^2 + 1D; a = Sqrt@a + a^2DD

Out[2]= 9 182 , 883, 10<<=

This computes a sum, collecting all terms that are even. 

In[3]:= Reap@Sum@If@EvenQ@ðD, Sow@ðD, ðD &@i^2 + 1D, 8i, 10<DD

Out[3]= 8395, 882, 10, 26, 50, 82<<<

Like Throw  and Catch, Sow and Reap  can be used anywhere in a computation. 

This defines a function that can do a Sow. 

In[4]:= f@x_D := HIf@x < 1�2, Sow@xDD; 3.5 x H1 - xLL

This nests the function, reaping all cases below 1/2. 

In[5]:= Reap@Nest@f, 0.8, 10DD

Out[5]= 80.868312, 880.415332, 0.446472, 0.408785, 0.456285<<<

Sow@val,tagD sow val with a tag to indicate when to reap

Sow@val,8tag
1
,tag

2
,¼<D sow val for each of the tagi

Reap@expr, formD reap all values whose tags match form

Reap@expr,8 form
1
, form

2
,¼<D make separate lists for each of the formi

Reap@expr,8 form
1
,¼<, fD apply f  to each distinct tag and list of values

Sowing and reaping with tags. 

This reaps only values sown with tag x. 

In[6]:= Reap@Sow@1, xD; Sow@2, yD; Sow@3, xD, xD

Out[6]= 83, 881, 3<<<
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Here 1 is sown twice with tag x. 

In[7]:= Reap@Sow@1, 8x, x<D; Sow@2, yD; Sow@3, xD, xD

Out[7]= 83, 881, 1, 3<<<

Values sown with different tags always appear in different sublists. 

In[8]:= Reap@Sow@1, 8x, x<D; Sow@2, yD; Sow@3, xDD

Out[8]= 83, 881, 1, 3<, 82<<<

The makes a sublist for each form of tag being reaped. 

In[9]:= Reap@Sow@1, 8x, x<D; Sow@2, yD; Sow@3, xD, 8x, x, y<D

Out[9]= 83, 8881, 1, 3<<, 881, 1, 3<<, 882<<<<

This applies f to each distinct tag and list of values. 

In[10]:= Reap@Sow@1, 8x, x<D; Sow@2, yD; Sow@3, xD, _, fD

Out[10]= 83, 8f@x, 81, 1, 3<D, f@y, 82<D<<

The tags can be part of the computation. 

In[11]:= Reap@Do@Sow@i�j, GCD@i, jDD, 8i, 4<, 8j, i<DD

Out[11]= 9Null, 991, 2, 3,
3

2

, 4,
4

3

=, 81, 2<, 81<, 81<==

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Tracing Evaluation
The standard way in  which Mathematica  works is  to  take any expression you give as input,  evaluate the expression completely,  and

then return the result. When you are trying to understand what Mathematica is doing, however, it is often worthwhile to look not just at

the final result of evaluation, but also at intermediate steps in the evaluation process. 

Trace@exprD generate a list of all expressions used in the evaluation of expr

Trace@expr, formD include only expressions which match the pattern form

Tracing the evaluation of expressions. 

The expression 1 + 1 is evaluated immediately to 2. 

In[1]:= Trace@1 + 1D

Out[1]= 81 + 1, 2<

The 2^3 is evaluated before the addition is done. 

In[2]:= Trace@2^3 + 4D

Out[2]= 992
3, 8=, 8 + 4, 12=

The evaluation of each subexpression is shown in a separate sublist. 

In[3]:= Trace@2^3 + 4^2 + 1D

Out[3]= 992
3, 8=, 942, 16=, 8 + 16 + 1, 25=

Trace@exprD  gives  a  list  which  includes  all  the  intermediate  expressions  involved  in  the  evaluation  of  expr.  Except  in  rather  simple

cases, however, the number of intermediate expressions generated in this way is typically very large, and the list returned by Trace is

difficult to understand. 

Trace@expr, formD allows you to ú filter ø  the expressions that Trace records, keeping only those which match the pattern form. 

Here is a recursive definition of a factorial function. 

In[4]:= fac@n_D := n fac@n - 1D; fac@1D = 1

Out[4]= 1

This gives all the intermediate expressions generated in the evaluation of fac@3D. The result is quite complicated. 

In[5]:= Trace@fac@3DD

Out[5]= 8fac@3D, 3 fac@3 - 1D, 883 - 1, 2<, fac@2D, 2 fac@2 - 1D, 882 - 1, 1<, fac@1D, 1<, 2 ´ 1, 2<, 3 ´ 2, 6<

This shows only intermediate expressions of the form fac@n_D. 

In[6]:= Trace@fac@3D, fac@n_DD

Out[6]= 8fac@3D, 8fac@2D, 8fac@1D<<<

You can specify any pattern in Trace. 

In[7]:= Trace@fac@10D, fac@n_ �; n > 5DD

Out[7]= 8fac@10D, 8fac@9D, 8fac@8D, 8fac@7D, 8fac@6D<<<<<
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Trace@expr, formD effectively works by intercepting every expression that is about to be evaluated during the evaluation of expr, and

picking out those that match the pattern form. 

If you want to trace ú callsø  to a function like fac, you can do so simply by telling Trace to pick out expressions of the form fac@n_D.

You can also use patterns like f@n_, 2D to pick out calls with particular argument structure. 

A  typical  Mathematica  program,  however,  consists  not  only  of  ú function calls ø  like  fac@nD,  but  also  of  other  elements,  such  as

assignments to variables, control structures, and so on. All of these elements are represented as expressions. As a result, you can use

patterns in Trace to pick out any kind of Mathematica program element. Thus, for example, you can use a pattern like k = _ to pick out

all assignments to the symbol k. 

This shows the sequence of assignments made for k. 

In[8]:= Trace@Hk = 2; For@i = 1, i < 4, i++, k = i�kD; kL, k = _D

Out[8]= 98k = 2<, 99k =
1

2

=, 8k = 4<, 9k =
3

4

===

Trace@expr, formD can pick out expressions that occur at any time in the evaluation of expr. The expressions need not, for example,

appear directly in the form of expr that you give. They may instead occur, say, during the evaluation of functions that are called as part

of the evaluation of expr. 

Here is a function definition. 

In[9]:= h@n_D := Hk = n�2; Do@k = i�k, 8i, n<D; kL

You can look for expressions generated during the evaluation of h. 

In[10]:= Trace@h@3D, k = _D

Out[10]= 99k =
3

2

=, 99k =
2

3

=, 8k = 3<, 8k = 1<==

Trace allows you to monitor intermediate steps in the evaluation not only of functions that you define, but also of some functions that

are built into Mathematica. You should realize, however, that the specific sequence of intermediate steps followed by built−in Mathemat−

ica functions depends in detail on their implementation and optimization in a particular version of Mathematica. 

Trace@expr, f@___DD show all calls to the function f

Trace@expr,i=_D show assignments to i

Trace@expr,_=_D show all assignments

Trace@expr,Message@___DD show messages generated

Some ways to use Trace. 

The function Trace returns a list that represents the ú history ø  of a Mathematica computation. The expressions in the list are given in

the  order  that  they  were  generated  during  the  computation.  In  most  cases,  the  list  returned by  Trace  has  a  nested  structure,  which

represents the ú structure ø  of the computation. 

The  basic  idea  is  that  each  sublist  in  the  list  returned  by  Trace  represents  the  ú evaluation chain ø  for  a  particular  Mathematica

expression. The elements of this chain correspond to different forms of the same expression. Usually, however, the evaluation of one

expression requires the evaluation of a number of other expressions, often subexpressions. Each subsidiary evaluation is represented

by a sublist in the structure returned by Trace. 

Here is a sequence of assignments. 

In[11]:= a@1D = a@2D; a@2D = a@3D; a@3D = a@4D

Out[11]= a@4D
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This yields an evaluation chain reflecting the sequence of transformations for a@iD used. 

In[12]:= Trace@a@1DD

Out[12]= 8a@1D, a@2D, a@3D, a@4D<

The successive forms generated in the simplification of y + x + y show up as successive elements in its evaluation chain. 

In[13]:= Trace@y + x + yD

Out[13]= 8y + x + y, x + y + y, x + 2 y<

Each argument of the function f has a separate evaluation chain, given in a sublist. 

In[14]:= Trace@f@1 + 1, 2 + 3, 4 + 5DD

Out[14]= 881 + 1, 2<, 82 + 3, 5<, 84 + 5, 9<, f@2, 5, 9D<

The evaluation chain for each subexpression is given in a separate sublist. 

In[15]:= Trace@x x + y yD

Out[15]= 99x x, x2=, 9y y, y2=, x2 + y2=

Tracing the evaluation of a nested expression yields a nested list. 

In[16]:= Trace@f@f@f@1 + 1DDDD

Out[16]= 88881 + 1, 2<, f@2D<, f@f@2DD<, f@f@f@2DDD<

There are two basic ways that subsidiary evaluations can be required during the evaluation of a Mathematica expression. The first way

is that the expression may contain subexpressions, each of which has to be evaluated. The second way is that there may be rules for

the evaluation of the expression that involve other expressions which themselves must be evaluated. Both kinds of subsidiary evalua−

tions are represented by sublists in the structure returned by Trace. 

The subsidiary evaluations here come from evaluation of the arguments of f and g. 

In[17]:= Trace@f@g@1 + 1D, 2 + 3DD

Out[17]= 8881 + 1, 2<, g@2D<, 82 + 3, 5<, f@g@2D, 5D<

Here is a function with a condition attached. 

In[18]:= fe@n_D := n + 1 �; EvenQ@nD

The evaluation of fe@6D involves a subsidiary evaluation associated with the condition. 

In[19]:= Trace@fe@6DD

Out[19]= 8fe@6D, 88EvenQ@6D, True<, RuleCondition@$ConditionHold@$ConditionHold@6 + 1DD, TrueD, $ConditionHold@$ConditionHold

You  often  get  nested  lists  when  you  trace  the  evaluation  of  functions  that  are  defined  ú recursivelyø  in  terms  of  other  instances  of

themselves. The reason is typically that each new instance of the function appears as a subexpression in the expressions obtained by

evaluating previous instances of the function. 

Thus,  for  example,  with  the  definition  fac@n_D := n fac@n - 1D,  the  evaluation  of  fac@6D  yields  the  expression  6 fac@5D,  which

contains fac@5D as a subexpression. 

The successive instances of fac generated appear in successively nested sublists. 

In[20]:= Trace@fac@6D, fac@_DD

Out[20]= 8fac@6D, 8fac@5D, 8fac@4D, 8fac@3D, 8fac@2D, 8fac@1D<<<<<<
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With this definition, fp@n - 1D is obtained directly as the value of fp@nD. 

In[21]:= fp@n_D := fp@n - 1D �; n > 1

fp@nD never appears in a subexpression, so no sublists are generated. 

In[22]:= Trace@fp@6D, fp@_DD

Out[22]= 8fp@6D, fp@6 - 1D, fp@5D, fp@5 - 1D, fp@4D, fp@4 - 1D, fp@3D, fp@3 - 1D, fp@2D, fp@2 - 1D, fp@1D<

Here is the recursive definition of the Fibonacci numbers. 

In[23]:= fib@n_D := fib@n - 1D + fib@n - 2D

Here are the end conditions for the recursion. 

In[24]:= fib@0D = fib@1D = 1

Out[24]= 1

This shows all the steps in the recursive evaluation of fib@5D. 

In[25]:= Trace@fib@5D, fib@_DD

Out[25]= 

Each step in the evaluation of any Mathematica expression can be thought of as the result of applying a particular transformation rule.

As  discussed  in  "Associating  Definitions  with  Different  Symbols",  all  the  rules  that  Mathematica  knows  are  associated  with  specific

symbols or ú tagsø . You can use Trace@expr, fD to see all the steps in the evaluation of expr that are performed using transformation

rules associated with the symbol f . In this case, Trace gives not only the expressions to which each rule is applied, but also the results

of applying the rules. 

In general, Trace@expr, formD picks out all the steps in the evaluation of expr  where form matches either the expression about to be

evaluated, or the tag associated with the rule used. 

Trace@expr, fD show all evaluations which use transformation rules associated with the symbol f

Trace@expr, f gD show all evaluations associated with either f  or g

Tracing evaluations associated with particular tags. 

This shows only intermediate expressions that match fac@_D. 

In[26]:= Trace@fac@3D, fac@_DD

Out[26]= 8fac@3D, 8fac@2D, 8fac@1D<<<

This shows all evaluations that use transformation rules associated with the symbol fac. 

In[27]:= Trace@fac@3D, facD

Out[27]= 8fac@3D, 3 fac@3 - 1D, 8fac@2D, 2 fac@2 - 1D, 8fac@1D, 1<<<

Here is a rule for the log function. 

In[28]:= log@x_ y_D := log@xD + log@yD

This traces the evaluation of log@a b c dD, showing all transformations associated with log. 

In[29]:= Trace@log@a b c dD, logD

Out[29]= 8log@a b c dD, log@aD + log@b c dD, 8log@b c dD, log@bD + log@c dD, 8log@c dD, log@cD + log@dD<<<
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Trace@expr, form,TraceOn->oformD

switch on tracing only within forms matching oform

Trace@expr, form,TraceOff->oformD

switch off tracing within any form matching oform

Switching off tracing inside certain forms. 

Trace@expr, formD  allows you to trace expressions matching form  generated at  any point  in the evaluation of  expr.  Sometimes,  you

may want to trace only expressions generated during certain parts of the evaluation of expr. 

By setting the option TraceOn -> oform, you can specify that tracing should be done only during the evaluation of forms which match

oform. Similarly, by setting TraceOff -> oform, you can specify that tracing should be switched off during the evaluation of forms which

match oform. 

This shows all steps in the evaluation. 

In[30]:= Trace@log@fac@2D xDD

Out[30]= 888fac@2D, 2 fac@2 - 1D, 882 - 1, 1<, fac@1D, 1<, 2 ´ 1, 2<, 2 x<, log@2 xD, log@2D + log@xD<

This shows only those steps that occur during the evaluation of fac. 

In[31]:= Trace@log@fac@2D xD, TraceOn -> facD

Out[31]= 888fac@2D, 2 fac@2 - 1D, 882 - 1, 1<, fac@1D, 1<, 2 ´ 1, 2<<<

This shows only those steps that do not occur during the evaluation of fac. 

In[32]:= Trace@log@fac@2D xD, TraceOff -> facD

Out[32]= 888fac@2D, 2<, 2 x<, log@2 xD, log@2D + log@xD<

Trace@expr,lhs->rhsD find all expressions matching lhs that arise during the evaluation of expr, and 

replace them with rhs

Applying rules to expressions encountered during evaluation. 

This tells Trace to return only the arguments of fib used in the evaluation of fib@5D. 

In[33]:= Trace@fib@5D, fib@n_D -> nD

Out[33]= 

A powerful aspect of the Mathematica Trace function is that the object it returns is basically a standard Mathematica expression which

you can manipulate using other Mathematica  functions.  One important  point  to realize,  however,  is  that  Trace  wraps all  expressions

that appear in the list  it  produces with HoldForm  to prevent them from being evaluated. The HoldForm  is not displayed in standard

Mathematica output format, but it is still present in the internal structure of the expression. 

This shows the expressions generated at intermediate stages in the evaluation process. 

In[34]:= Trace@1 + 3^2D

Out[34]= 993
2, 9=, 1 + 9, 10=

The expressions are wrapped with HoldForm to prevent them from evaluating. 

In[35]:= Trace@1 + 3^2D �� InputForm

Out[35]//InputForm= {{HoldForm[3^2], HoldForm[9]}, HoldForm[1 + 9],   HoldForm[10]}
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In standard Mathematica output format, it is sometimes difficult to tell which lists are associated with the structure returned by Trace, and 

which are expressions being evaluated. 

In[36]:= Trace@81 + 1, 2 + 3<D

Out[36]= 881 + 1, 2<, 82 + 3, 5<, 82, 5<<

Looking at the input form resolves any ambiguities. 

In[37]:= InputForm@%D

Out[37]//InputForm= {{HoldForm[1 + 1], HoldForm[2]},   {HoldForm[2 + 3], HoldForm[5]}, HoldForm[{2, 5}]}

When you use a transformation rule in Trace, the result is evaluated before being wrapped with HoldForm. 

In[38]:= Trace@fac@4D, fac@n_D -> n + 1D

Out[38]= 85, 84, 83, 82<<<<

For  sophisticated  computations,  the  list  structures  returned  by  Trace  can  be  quite  complicated.  When you  use  Trace@expr, formD,

Trace  will  include as  elements  in  the  lists  only  those expressions  which  match  the  pattern  form.  But  whatever  pattern  you give,  the

nesting structure of the lists remains the same. 

This shows all occurrences of fib@_D in the evaluation of fib@3D. 

In[39]:= Trace@fib@3D, fib@_DD

Out[39]= 8fib@3D, 8fib@2D, 8fib@1D<, 8fib@0D<<, 8fib@1D<<

This shows only occurrences of fib@1D, but the nesting of the lists is the same as for fib@_D. 

In[40]:= Trace@fib@3D, fib@1DD

Out[40]= 888fib@1D<<, 8fib@1D<<

You can set the option TraceDepth -> n to tell Trace to include only lists nested at most n levels deep. In this way, you can often pick

out the ú big steps ø  in a computation, without seeing the details. Note that by setting TraceDepth or TraceOff  you can avoid looking

at many of the steps in a computation, and thereby significantly speed up the operation of Trace for that computation. 

This shows only steps that appear in lists nested at most two levels deep. 

In[41]:= Trace@fib@3D, fib@_D, TraceDepth -> 2D

Out[41]= 8fib@3D, 8fib@1D<<

Trace@expr, form,TraceDepth->nD

trace the evaluation of expr, ignoring steps that lead to lists nested more than n 

levels deep

Restricting the depth of tracing. 

When  you  use  Trace@expr, formD,  you  get  a  list  of  all  the  expressions  which  match  form  produced  during  the  evaluation  of  expr.

Sometimes it is useful to see not only these expressions, but also the results that were obtained by evaluating them. You can do this by

setting the option TraceForward -> True  in Trace. 

This shows not only expressions which match fac@_D, but also the results of evaluating those expressions. 

In[42]:= Trace@fac@4D, fac@_D, TraceForward -> TrueD

Out[42]= 8fac@4D, 8fac@3D, 8fac@2D, 8fac@1D, 1<, 2<, 6<, 24<
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Expressions  picked  out  using  Trace@expr, formD  typically  lie  in  the  middle  of  an  evaluation  chain.  By  setting

TraceForward -> True ,  you  tell  Trace  to  include  also  the  expression  obtained  at  the  end  of  the  evaluation  chain.  If  you  set

TraceForward -> All, Trace will include all the expressions that occur after the expression matching form on the evaluation chain. 

With TraceForward -> All, all elements on the evaluation chain after the one that matches fac@_D are included. 

In[43]:= Trace@fac@4D, fac@_D, TraceForward -> AllD

Out[43]= 8fac@4D, 4 fac@4 - 1D, 8fac@3D, 3 fac@3 - 1D, 8fac@2D, 2 fac@2 - 1D, 8fac@1D, 1<, 2 ´ 1, 2<, 3 ´ 2, 6<, 4 ´ 6, 24<

By setting  the  option  TraceForward,  you can effectively  see what  happens to  a  particular  form of  expression during  an evaluation.

Sometimes, however, you want to find out not what happens to a particular expression, but instead how that expression was generated.

You can do this by setting the option TraceBackward. What TraceBackward  does is to show you what preceded a particular form of

expression on an evaluation chain. 

This shows that the number 120 came from the evaluation of fac@5D during the evaluation of fac@10D. 

In[44]:= Trace@fac@10D, 120, TraceBackward -> TrueD

Out[44]= 888888fac@5D, 120<<<<<<

Here is the whole evaluation chain associated with the generation of the number 120. 

In[45]:= Trace@fac@10D, 120, TraceBackward -> AllD

Out[45]= 888888fac@5D, 5 fac@5 - 1D, 5 ´ 24, 120<<<<<<

TraceForward  and TraceBackward  allow you to look forward and backward in a particular evaluation chain. Sometimes, you may

also want to look at the evaluation chains within which the particular evaluation chain occurs. You can do this using TraceAbove. If you

set the option TraceAbove -> True , then Trace will include the initial and final expressions in all the relevant evaluation chains. With

TraceAbove -> All, Trace includes all the expressions in all these evaluation chains.

This includes the initial and final expressions in all evaluation chains which contain the chain that contains 120. 

In[46]:= Trace@fac@7D, 120, TraceAbove -> TrueD

Out[46]= 8fac@7D, 8fac@6D, 8fac@5D, 120<, 720<, 5040<

This shows all the ways that fib@2D is generated during the evaluation of fib@5D. 

In[47]:= Trace@fib@5D, fib@2D, TraceAbove -> TrueD

Out[47]= 

Trace@expr, form,optsD trace the evaluation of expr using the specified options

TraceForward->True include the final expression in the evaluation chain containing form

TraceForward->All include all expressions following form in the evaluation chain

TraceBackward->True include the first expression in the evaluation chain containing form

TraceBackward->All include all expressions preceding form in the evaluation chain

TraceAbove->True include the first and last expressions in all evaluation chains which contain the 

chain containing form

TraceAbove->All include all expressions in all evaluation chains which contain the chain containing 
form

Option settings for including extra steps in trace lists. 
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The basic way that Trace@expr, ¼D works is to intercept each expression encountered during the evaluation of expr, and then to use

various criteria to determine whether this expression should be recorded. Normally, however, Trace  intercepts expressions only after

function arguments have been evaluated. By setting TraceOriginal -> True , you can get Trace also to look at expressions before

function arguments have been evaluated. 

This includes expressions which match fac@_D both before and after argument evaluation. 

In[48]:= Trace@fac@3D, fac@_D, TraceOriginal -> TrueD

Out[48]= 8fac@3D, 8fac@3 - 1D, fac@2D, 8fac@2 - 1D, fac@1D<<<

The list structure produced by Trace normally includes only expressions that constitute steps in non−trivial evaluation chains. Thus, for

example, individual symbols that evaluate to themselves are not normally included. Nevertheless, if you set TraceOriginal -> True ,

then Trace looks at absolutely every expression involved in the evaluation process, including those that have trivial evaluation chains. 

In this case, Trace includes absolutely all expressions, even those with trivial evaluation chains. 

In[49]:= Trace@fac@1D, TraceOriginal -> TrueD

Out[49]= 8fac@1D, 8fac<, 81<, fac@1D, 1<

option name default value

TraceForward False whether to show expressions following form in the evaluation 

chain

TraceBackward False whether to show expressions preceding form in the 

evaluation chain

TraceAbove False whether to show evaluation chains leading to the evaluation 

chain containing form

TraceOriginal False whether to look at expressions before their heads and 
arguments are evaluated

Additional options for Trace. 

When you use Trace to study the execution of a program, there is an issue about how local variables in the program should be treated.

As discussed in "How Modules Work", Mathematica scoping constructs such as Module  create symbols with new names to represent

local  variables.  Thus,  even  if  you  called  a  variable  x  in  the  original  code  for  your  program,  the  variable  may  effectively  be  renamed

x$nnn when the program is executed. 

Trace@expr, formD  is set up so that by default a symbol x  that appears in form  will  match all  symbols with names of the form x$nnn

that arise in the execution of expr. As a result, you can for example use Trace@expr, x = _D to trace assignment to all variables, local

and global, that were named x in your original program. 

Trace@expr, form,MatchLocalNames->FalseD

include all steps in the execution of expr that match form, with no replacements 

for local variable names allowed

Preventing the matching of local variables. 

In some cases, you may want to trace only the global variable x, and not any local variables that were originally named x. You can do

this by setting the option MatchLocalNames -> False. 

This traces assignments to all variables with names of the form x$nnn. 

In[50]:= Trace@Module@8x<, x = 5D, x = _D

Out[50]= 88x$1 = 5<<
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This traces assignments only to the specific global variable x. 

In[51]:= Trace@Module@8x<, x = 5D, x = _, MatchLocalNames -> FalseD

Out[51]= 8<

The  function  Trace  performs  a  complete  computation,  then  returns  a  structure  which  represents  the  history  of  the  computation.

Particularly  in  very  long  computations,  it  is  however  sometimes  useful  to  see  traces  of  the  computation  as  it  proceeds.  The  function

TracePrint  works essentially like Trace,  except that it  prints expressions when it  encounters them, rather than saving up all  of the

expressions to create a list structure. 

This prints expressions encountered in the evaluation of fib@3D. 

In[52]:= TracePrint@fib@3D, fib@_DD

fib@3D

fib@3 - 1D

fib@2D

fib@2 - 1D

fib@1D

fib@2 - 2D

fib@0D

fib@3 - 2D

fib@1D

Out[52]= 3

The sequence of expressions printed by TracePrint corresponds to the sequence of expressions given in the list structure returned

by Trace. Indentation in the output from TracePrint corresponds to nesting in the list structure from Trace. You can use the Trace

options TraceOn, TraceOff  and TraceForward in TracePrint. However, since TracePrint produces output as it goes, it cannot

support the option TraceBackward. In addition, TracePrint is set up so that TraceOriginal is effectively always set to True . 

Trace@expr,¼D trace the evaluation of expr, returning a list structure containing the expressions 

encountered

TracePrint@expr,¼D trace the evaluation of expr, printing the expressions encountered

TraceDialog@expr,¼D trace the evaluation of expr, initiating a dialog when each specified expression is 

encountered

TraceScan@ f,expr,¼D trace the evaluation of expr, applying f  to HoldForm of each expression 

encountered

Functions for tracing evaluation. 

This enters a dialog when fac@5D is encountered during the evaluation of fac@10D. 

In[53]:= TraceDialog@fac@10D, fac@5DD

TraceDialog::dgbgn : Entering Dialog; use Return@D to exit.

Out[53]= fac@5D

Inside the dialog you can for example find out where you are by looking at the ú stackø . 

In[54]:= Stack@D

Out[54]= 8TraceDialog, Times, Times, Times, Times, Times, fac<
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This returns from the dialog, and gives the final result from the evaluation of fac@10D. 

In[55]:= Return@D

TraceDialog::dgend : Exiting Dialog.

Out[55]= 3628 800

The function TraceDialog  effectively allows you to stop in the middle of a computation, and interact with the Mathematica  environ−

ment that exists at that time. You can for example find values of intermediate variables in the computation, and even reset those values.

There are however a number of subtleties, mostly associated with pattern and module variables. 

What TraceDialog  does is to call the function Dialog  on a sequence of expressions. The Dialog  function is discussed in detail in

"Dialogs".  When  you  call  Dialog,  you  are  effectively  starting  a  subsidiary  Mathematica  session  with  its  own  sequence  of  input  and

output lines. 

In general, you may need to apply arbitrary functions to the expressions you get while tracing an evaluation. TraceScan@ f, expr, ¼D

applies f  to each expression that arises. The expression is wrapped with HoldForm to prevent it from evaluating. 

In  TraceScan@ f, expr, ¼D,  the  function  f  is  applied  to  expressions  before  they  are  evaluated.  TraceScan@ f, expr, patt, fpD

applies f  before evaluation, and fp after evaluation. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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The Evaluation Stack

Throughout any computation, Mathematica maintains an evaluation stack containing the expressions it is currently evaluating. You can

use the function Stack to look at the stack. This means, for example, that if you interrupt Mathematica in the middle of a computation,

you can use Stack to find out what Mathematica is doing. 

The  expression  that  Mathematica  most  recently  started  to  evaluate  always  appears  as  the  last  element  of  the  evaluation  stack.  The

previous elements of the stack are the other expressions whose evaluation is currently in progress. 

Thus at the point when x is being evaluated, the stack associated with the evaluation of an expression like f @g@xDD will have the form

8 f @g@xDD, g@xD, x<. 

Stack@_D gives the expressions that are being evaluated at the time when it is called, in this case including the Print function. 

In[1]:= f@g@Print@Stack@_DDDD;

8f@g@Print@Stack@_DDDD;, f@g@Print@Stack@_DDDD, g@Print@Stack@_DDD, Print@Stack@_DD<

Stack@D gives the tags associated with the evaluations that are being done when it is called. 

In[2]:= f@g@Print@Stack@DDDD;

8CompoundExpression, f, g, Print<

In general, you can think of the evaluation stack as showing what functions called what other functions to get to the point Mathematica

is  at  in your computation. The sequence of expressions corresponds to the first  elements in the successively nested lists returned by

Trace with the option TraceAbove set to True . 

Stack@D give a list of the tags associated with evaluations that are currently being done

Stack@_D give a list of all expressions currently being evaluated

Stack@ formD include only expressions which match form

Looking at the evaluation stack. 

It  is  rather  rare  to  call  Stack  directly  in  your  main  Mathematica  session.  More  often,  you  will  want  to  call  Stack  in  the  middle  of  a

computation. Typically, you can do this from within a dialog, or subsidiary session, as discussed in "Dialogs". 

Here is the standard recursive definition of the factorial function. 

In[3]:= fac@1D = 1; fac@n_D := n fac@n - 1D

This evaluates fac@10D, starting a dialog when it encounters fac@4D.

In[4]:= TraceDialog@fac@10D, fac@4DD

TraceDialog::dgbgn : Entering Dialog; use Return@D to exit.

Out[4]= fac@4D

This shows what objects were being evaluated when the dialog was started. 

In[5]:= Stack@D

Out[5]= 8TraceDialog, Times, Times, Times, Times, Times, Times, fac<
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This ends the dialog. 

In[6]:= Return@D

TraceDialog::dgend : Exiting Dialog.

Out[6]= 3628 800

In  the  simplest  cases,  the  Mathematica  evaluation  stack  is  set  up  to  record  all  expressions  currently  being  evaluated.  Under  some

circumstances, however, this may be inconvenient. For example, executing Print@Stack@DD will always show a stack with Print as

the last function. 

The  function  StackInhibit  allows  you  to  avoid  this  kind  of  problem.  StackInhibit@exprD  evaluates  expr  without  modifying  the

stack. 

StackInhibit prevents Print from being included on the stack. 

In[7]:= f@g@StackInhibit@Print@Stack@DDDDD;

Out[7]= 8CompoundExpression, f, g<

Functions like TraceDialog  automatically call StackInhibit  each time they start a dialog. This means that Stack does not show

functions that are called within the dialog, only those outside. 

StackInhibit@exprD evaluate expr without modifying the stack

StackBegin@exprD evaluate expr with a fresh stack

StackComplete@exprD evaluate expr with intermediate expressions in evaluation chains included on the 

stack

Controlling the evaluation stack. 

By  using  StackInhibit  and  StackBegin,  you  can  control  which  parts  of  the  evaluation  process  are  recorded  on  the  stack.

StackBegin@exprD  evaluates  expr,  starting  a  fresh  stack.  This  means  that  during  the  evaluation  of  expr,  the  stack  does  not  include

anything  outside  the  StackBegin.  Functions  like  TraceDialog@expr, ¼D  call  StackBegin  before  they  begin  evaluating  expr,  so

that the stack shows how expr is evaluated, but not how TraceDialog was called. 

StackBegin@exprD uses a fresh stack in the evaluation of expr. 

In[8]:= f@StackBegin@g@h@StackInhibit@Print@Stack@DDDDDDD

8g, h<

Out[8]= f@g@h@NullDDD

Stack  normally  shows you  only  those  expressions  that  are  currently  being  evaluated.  As  a  result,  it  includes  only  the  latest  form of

each  expression.  Sometimes,  however,  you  may  find  it  useful  also  to  see  earlier  forms  of  the  expressions.  You  can  do  this  using

StackComplete. 

What  StackComplete@exprD  effectively  does  is  to  keep  on  the  stack  the  complete  evaluation  chain  for  each  expression  that  is

currently  being  evaluated.  In  this  case,  the  stack  corresponds  to  the  sequence  of  expressions  obtained  from  Trace  with  the  option

TraceBackward -> All as well as TraceAbove -> True . 

MORE ABOUT

� Symbolic Execution History
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Controlling Infinite Evaluation
The general principle that Mathematica follows in evaluating expressions is to go on applying transformation rules until the expressions

no longer change. This means, for example, that if you make an assignment like x = x + 1, Mathematica should go into an infinite loop.

In fact, Mathematica stops after a definite number of steps, determined by the value of the global variable $RecursionLimit. You can

always stop Mathematica earlier by explicitly interrupting it. 

This assignment could cause an infinite loop. Mathematica stops after a number of steps determined by $RecursionLimit. 

In[1]:= x = x + 1

$RecursionLimit::reclim : Recursion depth of 256 exceeded. �

Out[1]= 255 + Hold@1 + xD

When Mathematica stops without finishing evaluation, it returns a held result. You can continue the evaluation by explicitly calling 

ReleaseHold.

In[2]:= ReleaseHold@%D

$RecursionLimit::reclim : Recursion depth of 256 exceeded. �

Out[2]= 510 + Hold@1 + xD

$RecursionLimit maximum depth of the evaluation stack

$IterationLimit maximum length of an evaluation chain

Global variables that limit infinite evaluation. 

Here is a circular definition, whose evaluation is stopped by $IterationLimit. 

In[3]:= 8a, b< = 8b, a<

$IterationLimit::itlim : Iteration limit of 4096 exceeded. �

$IterationLimit::itlim : Iteration limit of 4096 exceeded. �

Out[3]= 8Hold@bD, Hold@aD<

The  variables  $RecursionLimit  and  $IterationLimit  control  the  two  basic  ways  that  an  evaluation  can  become  infinite  in

Mathematica.  $RecursionLimit  limits the maximum depth of the evaluation stack, or equivalently, the maximum nesting depth that

would occur in the list structure produced by Trace. $IterationLimit limits the maximum length of any particular evaluation chain,

or the maximum length of any single list in the structure produced by Trace. 

$RecursionLimit  and  $IterationLimit  are  by  default  set  to  values  that  are  appropriate  for  most  computations,  and  most

computer  systems. You can,  however,  reset  these variables to any integer (above a lower limit),  or  to Infinity.  Note that  on most

computer systems, you should never set $RecursionLimit = Infinity, as discussed in "Memory Management". 

This resets $RecursionLimit and $IterationLimit to 20. 

In[4]:= $RecursionLimit = $IterationLimit = 20

Out[4]= 20
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Now infinite definitions like this are stopped after just 20 steps. 

In[5]:= t = 8t<

$RecursionLimit::reclim : Recursion depth of 20 exceeded. �

Out[5]=

Without an end condition, this recursive definition leads to infinite computations. 

In[6]:= fn@n_D := 8fn@n - 1D, n<

A fairly large structure is built up before the computation is stopped. 

In[7]:= fn@10D

$RecursionLimit::reclim : Recursion depth of 20 exceeded. �

Out[7]=

Here is another recursive definition. 

In[8]:= fm@n_D := fm@n - 1D

In this case, no complicated structure is built up, and the computation is stopped by $IterationLimit. 

In[9]:= fm@0D

$IterationLimit::itlim : Iteration limit of 20 exceeded. �

Out[9]= Hold@fm@-19 - 1DD

It  is  important  to  realize  that  infinite  loops  can  take  up  not  only  time  but  also  computer  memory.  Computations  limited  by

$IterationLimit do not normally build up large intermediate structures. But those limited by $RecursionLimit often do. In many

cases, the size of the structures produced is a linear function of the value of $RecursionLimit. But in some cases, the size can grow

exponentially, or worse, with $RecursionLimit. 

An assignment  like x = x + 1  is  obviously  circular.  When you set  up more complicated recursive definitions,  however,  it  can be much

more difficult to be sure that the recursion terminates, and that you will not end up in an infinite loop. The main thing to check is that the

right−hand sides of your transformation rules will always be different from the left−hand sides. This ensures that evaluation will always

ú make progress ø , and Mathematica will not simply end up applying the same transformation rule to the same expression over and over

again. 

Some of  the  trickiest  cases  occur  when you have rules  that  depend on complicated  �;  conditions  (see "Putting  Constraints  on  Pat−

terns"). One particularly awkward case is when the condition involves a ú global variable ø . Mathematica may think that the evaluation is

finished because the expression did not change. However, a side effect of some other operation could change the value of the global

variable, and so should lead to a new result in the evaluation. The best way to avoid this kind of difficulty is not to use global variables in

�;  conditions.  If  all  else  fails,  you  can  type  Update@sD  to  tell  Mathematica  to  update  all  expressions  involving  s.  Update@D  tells

Mathematica to update absolutely all expressions. 

MORE ABOUT

� Evaluation Control

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Interrupts and Aborts
"Interrupting Calculations" describes how you can interrupt a Mathematica computation by pressing appropriate keys on your keyboard. 

In some cases, you may want to simulate such interrupts from within a Mathematica program. In general, executing Interrupt@D has

the same effect as pressing interrupt keys. On a typical system, a menu of options is displayed, as discussed in "Interrupting Calcula−

tions". 

Interrupt@D interrupt a computation

Abort@D abort a computation

CheckAbort@expr, failexprD evaluate expr and return the result, or failexpr if an abort occurs

AbortProtect@exprD evaluate expr, masking the effect of aborts until the evaluation is complete

Interrupts and aborts. 

The function Abort@D has the same effect as interrupting a computation, and selecting the abort option in the interrupt menu. 

You can use Abort@D to implement an ú emergency stopø  in a program. In almost all cases, however, you should try to use functions

like Return and Throw , which lead to more controlled behavior. 

Abort terminates the computation, so only the first Print is executed. 

In[1]:= Print@aD; Abort@D; Print@bD

a

Out[1]= $Aborted

If  you  abort  at  any  point  during  the  evaluation  of  a  Mathematica  expression,  Mathematica  normally  abandons  the  evaluation  of  the

whole expression, and returns the value $Aborted. 

You  can,  however,  ú catch ø  aborts  using  the  function  CheckAbort.  If  an  abort  occurs  during  the  evaluation  of  expr  in

CheckAbort@expr, failexprD,  then  CheckAbort  returns  failexpr,  but  the  abort  propagates  no  further.  Functions  like  Dialog  use

CheckAbort in this way to contain the effect of aborts. 

CheckAbort catches the abort, prints c and returns the value aborted. 

In[2]:= CheckAbort@Print@aD; Abort@D; Print@bD, Print@cD; abortedD

a

c

Out[2]= aborted

The effect of the Abort is contained by CheckAbort, so b is printed. 

In[3]:= CheckAbort@Print@aD; Abort@D, Print@cD; abortedD; Print@bD

a

c

b

When you construct sophisticated programs in Mathematica, you may sometimes want to guarantee that a particular section of code in

a program cannot be aborted, either interactively or by calling Abort. The function AbortProtect  allows you to evaluate an expres−

sion, saving up any aborts until after the evaluation of the expression is complete. 
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The Abort is saved up until AbortProtect is finished. 

In[4]:= AbortProtect@Abort@D; Print@aDD; Print@bD

a

Out[4]= $Aborted

The CheckAbort sees the abort, but does not propagate it further. 

In[5]:= AbortProtect@Abort@D; CheckAbort@Print@aD, xDD; Print@bD

b

Even inside AbortProtect,  CheckAbort  will  see any aborts that occur, and will  return the appropriate failexpr.  Unless this failexpr

itself contains Abort@D, the aborts will be ú absorbedø  by the CheckAbort. 

MORE ABOUT

� Flow Control

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Compiling Mathematica Expressions
If you make a definition like f@x_D := x Sin@xD, Mathematica will store the expression x Sin@xD in a form that can be evaluated for

any x.  Then when you give a particular  value for  x,  Mathematica  substitutes this value into x Sin@xD,  and evaluates the result.  The

internal  code  that  Mathematica  uses  to  perform  this  evaluation  is  set  up  to  work  equally  well  whether  the  value  you  give  for  x  is  a

number, a list, an algebraic object, or any other kind of expression. 

Having to take account of all these possibilities inevitably makes the evaluation process slower. However, if Mathematica could assume

that  x  will  be  a  machine  number,  then  it  could  avoid  many  steps,  and  potentially  evaluate  an  expression  like  x Sin@xD  much  more

quickly. 

Using Compile, you can construct compiled functions in Mathematica, which evaluate Mathematica expressions assuming that all the

parameters  which  appear  are  numbers  (or  logical  variables).  Compile@8x1, x2, ¼<, exprD  takes  an  expression  expr  and  returns  a

ú compiled functionø  which evaluates this expression when given arguments x1, x2,¼. 

In  general,  Compile  creates  a  CompiledFunction  object  which  contains  a  sequence  of  simple  instructions  for  evaluating  the

compiled function. The instructions are chosen to be close to those found in the machine code of a typical computer, and can thus be

executed quickly. 

Compile@8x1,x2,¼<,exprD create a compiled function which evaluates expr for numerical values of the xi

Creating compiled functions. 

This defines f to be a pure function which evaluates x Sin@xD for any x. 

In[1]:= f = Function@8x<, x Sin@xDD

Out[1]= Function@8x<, x Sin@xDD

This creates a compiled function for evaluating x Sin@xD. 

In[2]:= fc = Compile@8x<, x Sin@xDD

Out[2]= CompiledFunction@8x<, x Sin@xD, -CompiledCode-D

f and fc yield the same results, but fc runs faster when the argument you give is a number. 

In[3]:= 8f@2.5D, fc@2.5D<

Out[3]= 81.49618, 1.49618<

Compile  is useful in situations where you have to evaluate a particular numerical or logical expression many times. By taking the time

to call Compile, you can get a compiled function which can be executed more quickly than an ordinary Mathematica function. 

For  simple  expressions  such  as  x Sin@xD,  there  is  usually  little  difference  between  the  execution  speed  for  ordinary  and  compiled

functions. However, as the size of the expressions involved increases, the advantage of compilation also increases. For large expres−

sions, compilation can speed up execution by a factor as large as 20. 

Compilation  makes  the  biggest  difference  for  expressions  containing  a  large  number  of  simple,  say  arithmetic,  functions.  For  more

complicated  functions,  such  as  BesselK  or  Eigenvalues,  most  of  the  computation  time  is  spent  executing  internal  Mathematica

algorithms, on which compilation has no effect. 

This creates a compiled function for finding values of the tenth Legendre polynomial. The Evaluate tells Mathematica to construct the 

polynomial explicitly before doing compilation. 

In[4]:= pc = Compile@8x<, Evaluate@LegendreP@10, xDDD

Out[4]= CompiledFunctionA8x<,
1

256
I-63 + 3465 x2 - 30030 x4 + 90090 x6 - 109395 x8 + 46 189 x10M, -CompiledCode-E
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This finds the value of the tenth Legendre polynomial with argument 0.4. 

In[5]:= pc@0.4D

Out[5]= 0.0968391

This uses built−in numerical code. 

In[6]:= LegendreP@10, 0.4D

Out[6]= 0.0968391

Even though you can use compilation to speed up numerical  functions that  you write,  you should still  try  to use built−in Mathematica

functions  whenever  possible.  Built−in  functions  will  usually  run  faster  than  any  compiled  Mathematica  programs  you  can  create.  In

addition, they typically use more extensive algorithms, with more complete control over numerical precision and so on. 

You  should  realize  that  built−in  Mathematica  functions  quite  often  themselves  use  Compile.  Thus,  for  example,  NIntegrate  by

default automatically uses Compile  on the expression you tell it to integrate. Similarly, functions like Plot  and Plot3D use Compile

on  the  expressions  you  ask  them  to  plot.  Built−in  functions  that  use  Compile  typically  have  the  option  Compiled.  Setting

Compiled -> False tells the functions not to use Compile. 

Compile@88x1,t1<,8x2,t2<,¼<,exprD

compile expr assuming that xi is of type ti

Compile@88x1,t1,n1<,8x2,t2,n2<,¼<,exprD

compile expr assuming that xi is a rank ni array of objects each of type ti

Compile@vars,expr,88p1,pt1<,¼<D

compile expr, assuming that subexpressions which match pi are of type pti

_Integer machine−size integer

_Real machine−precision approximate real number

_Complex machine−precision approximate complex number

True False logical variable

Specifying types for compilation. 

Compile  works  by  making  assumptions  about  the  types  of  objects  that  occur  in  evaluating  the  expression  you  give.  The  default

assumption is that all variables in the expression are approximate real numbers. 

Compile  nevertheless also allows integers,  complex numbers and logical  variables (True  or  False),  as well  as arrays of  numbers.

You can specify the type of a particular variable by giving a pattern which matches only values that have that type. Thus, for example,

you can use the pattern _Integer  to specify the integer type. Similarly, you can use True False  to specify a logical variable that

must be either True  or False. 

This compiles the expression 5 i + j with the assumption that i and j are integers. 

In[7]:= Compile@88i, _Integer<, 8j, _Integer<<, 5 i + jD

Out[7]= CompiledFunction@8i, j<, 5 i + j, -CompiledCode-D

This yields an integer result. 

In[8]:= %@8, 7D

Out[8]= 47

This compiles an expression that performs an operation on a matrix of integers. 

In[9]:= Compile@88m, _Integer, 2<<, Apply@Plus, Flatten@mDDD

Out[9]= CompiledFunction@8m<, Plus �� Flatten@mD, -CompiledCode-D
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The list operations are now carried out in a compiled way, and the result is an integer. 

In[10]:= %@881, 2, 3<, 87, 8, 9<<D

Out[10]= 30

The types that Compile handles correspond essentially to the types that computers typically handle at a machine−code level. Thus, for

example,  Compile  can  handle  approximate  real  numbers  that  have  machine  precision,  but  it  cannot  handle  arbitrary−precision

numbers. In addition, if you specify that a particular variable is an integer, Compile  generates code only for the case when the integer

is of ú machine sizeø , typically between ±231. 

When the expression you ask to compile involves only standard arithmetic and logical  operations,  Compile  can deduce the types of

objects generated at every step simply from the types of the input variables. However, if you call other functions, Compile  will typically

not know what type of value they return. If you do not specify otherwise, Compile  assumes that any other function yields an approxi−

mate real number value. You can, however, also give an explicit list of patterns, specifying what type to assume for an expression that

matches a particular pattern. 

This defines a function which yields an integer result when given an integer argument. 

In[11]:= com@i_D := Binomial@2 i, iD

This compiles x^com@iD using the assumption that com@_D is always an integer. 

In[12]:= Compile@8x, 8i, _Integer<<, x^com@iD, 88com@_D, _Integer<<D

Out[12]= CompiledFunctionA8x, i<, xcom@iD, -CompiledCode-E

This evaluates the compiled function. 

In[13]:= %@5.6, 1D

Out[13]= 31.36

The idea of Compile  is to create a function which is optimized for certain types of arguments. Compile  is nevertheless set up so that

the  functions  it  creates  work  with  whatever  types  of  arguments  they  are  given.  When  the  optimization  cannot  be  used,  a  standard

Mathematica expression is evaluated to find the value of the function. 

Here is a compiled function for taking the square root of a variable. 

In[14]:= sq = Compile@8x<, Sqrt@xDD

Out[14]= CompiledFunctionB8x<, x , -CompiledCode-F

If you give a real number argument, optimized code is used. 

In[15]:= sq@4.5D

Out[15]= 2.12132

The compiled code cannot be used, so Mathematica prints a warning, then just evaluates the original symbolic expression. 

In[16]:= sq@1 + uD

CompiledFunction::cfsa :
Argument 1 + u at position 1 should be a machine-size real number. �

Out[16]= 1 + u

The compiled  code generated  by  Compile  must  make assumptions  not  only  about  the  types  of  arguments  you  will  supply,  but  also

about the types of  all  objects that  arise during the execution of  the code. Sometimes these types depend on the actual  values  of  the

arguments  you  specify.  Thus,  for  example,  Sqrt@xD  yields  a  real  number  result  for  real  x  if  x  is  not  negative,  but  yields  a  complex

number if x is negative. 
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Compile  always makes a definite assumption about the type returned by a particular function. If this assumption turns out to be invalid

in a particular case when the code generated by Compile  is executed, then Mathematica simply abandons the compiled code in this

case, and evaluates an ordinary Mathematica expression to get the result. 

The compiled code does not expect a complex number, so Mathematica has to revert to explicitly evaluating the original symbolic 
expression. 

In[17]:= sq@-4.5D

CompiledFunction::cfn : Numerical error encountered
at instruction 2; proceeding with uncompiled evaluation. �

Out[17]= 0. + 2.12132 ä

An  important  feature  of  Compile  is  that  it  can  handle  not  only  mathematical  expressions,  but  also  various  simple  Mathematica

programs. Thus, for example, Compile can handle conditionals and control flow structures. 

In  all  cases,  Compile@vars, exprD  holds  its  arguments  unevaluated.  This  means  that  you  can  explicitly  give  a  ú program ø  as  the

expression to compile. 

This creates a compiled version of a Mathematica program which implements Newton÷ s approximation to square roots. 

In[18]:= newt = Compile@8x, 8n, _Integer<<, Module@8t<, t = x; Do@t = Ht + x�tL�2, 8n<D; tDD

Out[18]= CompiledFunctionB8x, n<, ModuleB8t<, t = x; DoBt =
1

2
t +

x

t
, 8n<F; tF, -CompiledCode-F

This executes the compiled code. 

In[19]:= newt@2.4, 6D

Out[19]= 1.54919

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Manipulating Compiled Code
If  you  use  compiled  code  created  by  Compile  only  within  Mathematica  itself,  then  you  should  never  need  to  know the  details  of  its

internal form. Nevertheless, the compiled code can be represented by an ordinary Mathematica expression, and it is sometimes useful

to manipulate it. 

For  example,  you can take compiled code generated by Compile,  and feed it  to  external  programs or  devices.  You can also create

CompiledFunction objects yourself, then execute them in Mathematica.

In all of these cases, you need to know the internal form of CompiledFunction  objects. The first element of a CompiledFunction

object  is  always  a  list  of  patterns  which  specifies  the  types  of  arguments  accepted  by  the  object.  The  fifth  element  of  a

CompiledFunction  object is a Mathematica pure function that is used if the compiled code instruction stream fails for any reason to

give a result. 

CompiledFunction@8arg
1
,arg

2
,¼<,8reg

1
,reg

2
,¼<,8nl,ni,nr,nc,nt<,instr, funcD

compiled code taking arguments of type argi and executing the instruction stream 

instr using nk registers of type k

The structure of a compiled code object. 

This shows the explicit form of the compiled code generated by Compile. 

In[1]:= Compile@8x<, x^2D �� InputForm

Out[1]//InputForm= CompiledFunction[{_Real}, {{3, 0, 0}, {3, 0, 1}}, {0, 1, 2, 0, 0}, 
 {{1, 5}, {7, 2, 0}, {94, 264, 3, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1}, {2}}, 
 Function[{x}, x^2], Evaluate]

The instruction stream in a CompiledFunction  object consists of a list of instructions for a simple idealized computer. The computer

is  assumed  to  have  numbered  "registers",  on  which  operations  can  be  performed.  There  are  five  basic  types  of  registers:  logical,

integer, real, complex and tensor. For each of these basic types it is then possible to have either a single scalar register or an array of

registers of any rank. A list of the total number of registers of each type required to evaluate a particular CompiledFunction object is

given as the second element of the object. 

The  actual  instructions  in  the  compiled  code  object  are  given  as  lists.  The  first  element  is  an  integer  "opcode"  which  specifies  what

operation  should  be  performed.  Subsequent  elements  are  either  the  numbers  of  registers  of  particular  types,  or  literal  constants.

Typically the last element of the list is the number of a "destination register", into which the result of the operation should be put. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Evaluation of Expressions
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Basic Objects

Expressions
Expressions are the main type of data in Mathematica.

Expressions  can  be  written  in  the  form  h@e1, e2, ¼D.  The  object  h  is  known  generically  as  the  head  of  the  expression.  The  ei  are

termed the elements of the expression. Both the head and the elements may themselves be expressions.

The parts  of  an expression can be referred to by numerical  indices. The head has index 0; element ei  has index i.  Part@expr, iD  or

expr@@iDD gives the part of expr with index i. Negative indices count from the end. 

Part@expr, i1, i2, ¼D, expr@@i1, i2, ¼DD, or Extract@expr, 8i1, i2, ¼<D gives the piece of expr found by successively extracting

parts of  subexpressions with indices i1, i2, ¼.  If  you think of  expressions as trees,  the indices specify which branch to take at  each

node as you descend from the root. 

The pieces of an expression that are specified by giving a sequence of exactly n indices are defined to be at level n in the expression.

You can use levels to determine the domain of application of functions like Map. Level 0 corresponds to the whole expression.

The depth of an expression is defined to be the maximum number of indices needed to specify any part of the expression, plus one. A

negative level number -n refers to all parts of an expression that have depth n. 

Symbols
Symbols are the basic named objects in Mathematica.

The name of  a symbol  must  be a sequence of  letters,  letter−like forms and digits,  not  starting with a digit.  Uppercase and lowercase

letters are always distinguished in Mathematica.

aaaaa user−defined symbol

Aaaaa system−defined symbol

$Aaaa global or internal system−defined symbol

aaaa$ symbol renamed in a scoping construct

aa$nn unique local symbol generated in a module

Conventions for symbol names. 

Essentially  all  system−defined  symbols  have  names  that  contain  only  ordinary  English  letters,  together  with  numbers  and  $.  The

exceptions are Π, ¥, ã, ä and ü.

System−defined symbols conventionally have names that consist of one or more complete English words. The first letter of each word is

capitalized, and the words are run together. 

Once created,  an ordinary symbol  in Mathematica  continues to exist  unless it  is  explicitly  removed using Remove.  However,  symbols

created automatically in scoping constructs such as Module carry the attribute Temporary  which specifies that they should automati−

cally be removed as soon as they no longer appear in any expression. 

When a new symbol is to be created, Mathematica first applies any value that has been assigned to $NewSymbol to strings giving the

name of the symbol, and the context in which the symbol would be created. 

If the message General::newsym is switched on, then Mathematica reports new symbols that are created. This message is switched

off by default. Symbols created automatically in scoping constructs are not reported.
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Contexts
The full  name of  any  symbol  in  Mathematica  consists  of  two parts:  a  context  and a  short  name.  The full  name is  written  in  the  form

context‘name. The context context‘ can contain the same characters as the short name. It may also contain any number of context mark

characters ‘, and must end with a context mark.

At any point in a Mathematica session, there is a current context $Context  and a context search path $ContextPath  consisting of a

list  of  contexts.  Symbols  in  the current  context,  or  in  contexts  on the context  search path,  can be specified  by  giving only  their  short

names.

name search $Context, then $ContextPath; create in $Context if necessary

‘ name search $Context only; create there if necessary

context ‘ name search context only; create there if necessary

‘ context ‘ name search $Context‘ context only; create there if necessary

Contexts used for various specifications of symbols. 

With Mathematica  packages, it  is  conventional  to associate contexts whose names correspond to the names of the packages. Pack−

ages typically use BeginPackage  and EndPackage to define objects in the appropriate context, and to add the context to the global

$ContextPath.  EndPackage  prints  a  warning  about  any  symbols  that  were  created  in  a  package  but  which  are  ú shadowed ø  by

existing symbols on the context search path. 

The context is included in the printed form of a symbol only if it would be needed to specify the symbol at the time of printing.

Atomic Objects
All expressions in Mathematica are ultimately made up from a small number of basic or atomic types of objects. 

These objects have heads which are symbols that can be thought of as ú taggingø  their types. The objects contain ú raw dataø , which

can usually be accessed only by functions specific to the particular type of object. You can extract the head of the object using Head ,

but you cannot directly extract any of its other parts.

Symbol symbol (extract name using SymbolName)

String character string "cccc" (extract characters using Characters)

Integer integer (extract digits using IntegerDigits)

Real approximate real number (extract digits using RealDigits)

Rational rational number (extract parts using Numerator  and Denominator)

Complex complex number (extract parts using Re and Im)

Atomic objects. 

Atomic objects in Mathematica are considered to have depth 0 and yield True  when tested with AtomQ. 

Numbers

Integer integer nnnn

Real approximate real number nnn.nnn

Rational rational number nnn�nnn

Complex complex number nnn + nnn I

Basic types of numbers. 
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All numbers in Mathematica can contain any number of digits. Mathematica does exact computations when possible with integers and

rational numbers, and with complex numbers whose real and imaginary parts are integers or rational numbers. 

There are two types of approximate real numbers in Mathematica: arbitrary precision and machine precision. In manipulating arbitrary−

precision numbers, Mathematica tries to modify the precision so as to ensure that all digits actually given are correct. 

With machine−precision numbers, all computations are done to the same fixed precision, so some digits given may not be correct. 

Unless  otherwise  specified,  Mathematica  treats  as  machine−precision  numbers  all  approximate  real  numbers  that  lie  between

$MinMachineNumber and $MaxMachineNumber and that are input with less than $MachinePrecision digits. 

In InputForm , Mathematica prints machine−precision numbers with $MachinePrecision digits, except when trailing digits are zero. 

In  any  implementation  of  Mathematica,  the  magnitudes  of  numbers  (except  0)  must  lie  between  $MinNumber  and  $MaxNumber.

Numbers with magnitudes outside this range are represented by Underflow@D and Overflow@D.

Character Strings
Character strings in Mathematica can contain any sequence of characters. They are input in the form "ccccc".

The individual characters can be printable ASCII (with character codes between 32 and 126), or in general any 8− or 16−bit characters.

Mathematica uses the Unicode character encoding for 16−bit characters. 

In input form, 16−bit characters are represented when possible in the form �@nameD, and otherwise as � : nnnn. 

Null bytes can appear at any point within Mathematica strings. 
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Input Syntax

Entering Characters

� Enter it directly (e.g. +)

� Enter it by full name (e.g. �@AlphaD)

� Enter it by alias (e.g. Esc aEsc) (notebook front end only)

� Enter it by choosing from a palette (notebook front end only)

� Enter it by character code (e.g. � : 03 b1)

Typical ways to enter characters. 

All  printable  ASCII  characters  can be entered directly.  Those that  are  not  alphanumeric  are assigned explicit  names in  Mathematica,

allowing them to be entered even on keyboards where they do not explicitly appear. 

�@RawSpaceD

! �@RawExclamationD

" �@RawDoubleQuoteD

ð �@RawNumberSignD

$ �@RawDollarD

% �@RawPercentD

& �@RawAmpersandD

’ �@RawQuoteD

H �@RawLeftParenthesisD

L �@RawRightParenthesisD

* �@RawStarD

+ �@RawPlusD

, �@RawCommaD

- �@RawDashD

. �@RawDotD

� �@RawSlashD

: �@RawColonD

; �@RawSemicolonD

< �@RawLessD

= �@RawEqualD

> �@RawGreaterD

? �@RawQuestionD

� �@RawAtD

@ �@RawLeftBracketD

� �@RawBackslashD

D �@RawRightBracketD

^ �@RawWedgeD

_ �@RawUnderscoreD

‘ �@RawBackquoteD

8 �@RawLeftBraceD

�@RawVerticalBarD

< �@RawRightBraceD

~ �@RawTildeD

Full names for non−alphanumeric printable ASCII characters. 

All  characters  which  are  entered  into  the  Mathematica  kernel  are  interpreted  according  to  the  setting  for  the  CharacterEncoding

option for the stream from which they came. 

�@NameD a character with the specified full name

�nnn a character with octal code nnn

�.nn a character with hexadecimal code nn

�:nnnn a character with hexadecimal code nnnn

Ways to enter characters. 

Codes for characters can be generated using ToCharacterCode. The Unicode standard is followed, with various extensions. 

8−bit characters have codes less than 256; 16−bit characters have codes between 256 and 65535. Approximately 900 characters are

assigned explicit names in Mathematica. Other characters must be entered using their character codes. 
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�� single backslash (decimal code 92)

�b backspace or Ctrl+H (decimal code 8)

�t tab or Ctrl+I (decimal code 9)

�n newline or Ctrl+J (decimal code 10; full name �@NewLineD)

�f form feed or Ctrl+L (decimal code 12)

�r carriage return or Ctrl+M (decimal code 13)

�000 null byte (code 0)

Some special 8−bit characters. 

Types of Input Syntax
The standard input syntax used by Mathematica  is  the one used by default  in InputForm  and StandardForm.  You can modify the

syntax by making definitions for MakeExpression@expr, formD. 

Options can be set to specify what form of input should be accepted by a particular cell in a notebook or from a particular stream. 

The input syntax in TraditionalForm, for example, is different from that in InputForm  and StandardForm. 

In general, what input syntax does is to determine how a particular string or collection of boxes should be interpreted as an expression.

When boxes are set up, say with the notebook front end, there can be hidden InterpretationBox  or TagBox objects which modify

the interpretation of the boxes. 

Character Strings

"characters" a character string

�" a literal " in a character string

� � a literal � in a character string

� (at end of line) ignore the following newline

�! �H¼�L a substring representing two−dimensional boxes

Entering character strings. 

Character strings can contain any sequence of 8− or 16−bit characters. Characters entered by name or character code are stored the

same as if they were entered directly. 

In a notebook front end, text pasted into a string by default automatically has appropriate � characters inserted so that the string stored

in Mathematica reproduces the text that was pasted.

Within �! �H¼�L any box structures represented using backslash sequences can be used. 

StringExpression objects can be used to represent strings that contain symbolic constructs, such as pattern elements. 

Symbol Names and Contexts

name symbol name

‘name symbol name in current context

context‘name symbol name in specified context

context‘ context name

context1‘context2‘ compound context name

‘context‘ context relative to the current context

Symbol names and contexts. 

Symbol  names  and  contexts  can  contain  any  characters  that  are  treated  by  Mathematica  as  letters  or  letter−like  forms.  They  can

contain digits but cannot start with them. Contexts must end in a backquote ‘. 
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Numbers

digits integer

digits.digits approximate number

base^^digits integer in specified base

base^^digits.digits approximate number in specified base

mantissa*^n scientific notation (mantissa×10n)

base^^mantissa*^n scientific notation in specified base (mantissa×base
n
)

number‘ machine−precision approximate number

number‘s arbitrary−precision number with precision s

number‘‘s arbitrary−precision number with accuracy s

Input forms for numbers. 

Numbers can be entered with the notation base^ ^digits in any base from 2 to 36. The base itself is given in decimal. For bases larger

than  10,  additional  digits  are  chosen  from  the  letters  a|z  or  A|Z.  Upper−  and  lower−case  letters  are  equivalent  for  these  purposes.

Floating−point numbers can be specified by including . in the digits sequence.

In scientific notation, mantissa can contain ‘ marks. The exponent n must always be an integer, specified in decimal.

The precision or accuracy s can be any real number; it does not need to be an integer. 

In the form base^ ^number‘s  the precision s  is given in decimal, but it  gives the effective number of digits of precision in the specified

base, not in base 10. 

An approximate number x is taken to be machine precision if the number of digits given in it is Ceiling@$MachinePrecisionD + 1

or less.  If  more digits are given, then x  is  taken to be an arbitrary−precision number.  The accuracy of  x  is  taken to be the number of

digits that appear to the right of the decimal point, while its precision is taken to be Log@10, Abs@xDD + Accuracy@xD. 

A number entered in the form 0‘‘ s is taken to have precision 0 and accuracy s. 

Bracketed Objects
Bracketed objects use explicit left and right delimiters to indicate their extent. They can appear anywhere within Mathematica input, and

can be nested in any way. 

The  delimiters  in  bracketed  objects  are  matchfix  operators.  But  since  these  delimiters  explicitly  enclose  all  operands,  no  precedence

need be assigned to such operators. 

H*any text*L comment

HexprL parenthesization: grouping of input

Bracketed objects without comma−separated elements. 

Comments can be nested, and can continue for any number of lines. They can contain any 8− or 16−bit characters.

Parentheses must enclose a single complete expression; neither He, eL nor HL are allowed. 
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8e1,e2,¼< List@e1,e2,¼D

Xe1,e2,¼\ AngleBracket@e1,e2,¼D

dexprt Floor@exprD

`exprp Ceiling@exprD

 e1,e2,¼¤ BracketingBar@e1,e2,¼D

°e1,e2,¼´ DoubleBracketingBar@e1,e2,¼D

�Hinput�L input or grouping of boxes

Bracketed objects that allow comma−separated elements. 

The notation ¼ is used to stand for any sequence of expressions. 

8e1, e2, ¼< can include any number of elements, with successive elements separated by commas. 

8< is List@D, a list with zero elements. 

Xe1, e2, ¼\ can be entered as �@LeftAngleBracketD e1, e2, ¼�@RightAngleBracketD. 

The  character  �@InvisibleCommaD  can  be  used  interchangeably  with  ordinary  commas;  the  only  difference  is  that

�@InvisibleCommaD will not be displayed. 

When the delimiters are special characters, it is a convention that they are named �@LeftNameD and �@RightNameD. 

�H¼�L  is used to enter boxes using one−dimensional strings. Note that within the outermost �H¼�L  in a piece of input the syntax

used is slightly different from outside, as described in "Input of Boxes". 

h@e1,e2,¼D standard expression

e@@i1,i2,¼DD Part@e,i1,i2,¼D

ePi1,i2,¼T Part@e,i1,i2,¼D

Bracketed objects with heads. 

Bracketed objects with heads explicitly delimit all their operands except the head. A precedence must be assigned to define the extent

of the head. 

The precedence of h@eD is high enough that ! h@eD is interpreted as Not@h@eDD. However, h_s@eD is interpreted as Hh_sL@eD. 

Two−Dimensional Input Forms

xy Power@x, yD
x

y
Divide@x, yD

x Sqrt@xD

x
n

Power@x, 1�nD

a11 a12
¼

a21 a22
¼ 88a11, a12, ¼<, 8a21, a22, ¼<<

¶x y D@y, xD

¶x,¼ y D@y, x, ¼D

Ù
xmin

xmax
y â x Integrate@y, 8x, xmin, xmax<D

Ù
xmin

xmax y w

z
â x Integrate@y w� z, 8x, xmin, xmax<D

Ú
x=xmin

xmax

y Sum@y, 8x, xmin, xmax<D

Û
x=xmin

xmax

y Product@y, 8x, xmin, xmax<D

Two−dimensional input forms with built−in evaluation rules. 

Any array of expressions represented by a GridBox is interpreted as a list of lists. Even if the GridBox has only one row, the interpreta−

tion is still 88a1, a2,¼<<. 

In the form Ùxmin
xmax

y w
âx

z
 the limits xmin and xmax can be omitted, as can y and w.
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xy Subscript@x, yD

x+ SubPlus@xD

x- SubMinus@xD

x* SubStar@xD

x+ SuperPlus@xD

x- SuperMinus@xD

x* SuperStar@xD

xÖ SuperDagger@xD

x
y

Overscript@x, yD

x
y

Underscript@x, yD

x OverBar@xD

x
Ó

OverVector@xD

x
�

OverTilde@xD

x
`

OverHat@xD

x
 

OverDot@xD

x UnderBar@xD

Two−dimensional input forms without built−in evaluation rules. 

There is no issue of precedence for forms such as x  and x
`
 in which operands are effectively spanned by the operator. For forms such

as xy and xÖ a left precedence does need to be specified, so such forms are included in the main table of precedences above. 

Input of Boxes

� Use a palette

� Use control keys

Ways to input boxes. 

Control Keys

Ctrl+2 or Ctrl+@ square root

Ctrl+5 or Ctrl+% switch to alternate position (e.g. subscript to superscript)

Ctrl+6 or Ctrl+^ superscript

Ctrl+7 or Ctrl+& overscript

Ctrl+9 or Ctrl+( begin a new cell within an existing cell

Ctrl+0 or Ctrl+) end a new cell within an existing cell

Ctrl+− or Ctrl+_ subscript

Ctrl+= or Ctrl+Plus underscript

Ctrl+Enter create a new row in a table

Ctrl+, create a new column in a table

Ctrl+. expand current selection

Ctrl+/ fraction

Ctrl+Space return from current position or state

Ctrl+¬, Ctrl+®, Ctrl+, Ctrl+¯

move an object by minimal increments on the screen

Standard control keys. 

On English−language keyboards both forms will work where alternates are given. On other keyboards the first form should work but the

second may not. 

Boxes Constructed from Text

When textual input that you give is used to construct boxes, as in StandardForm  or TraditionalForm cells in a notebook, the input

is handled slightly differently from when it is fed directly to the kernel. 

The input is broken into tokens, and then each token is included in the box structure as a separate character string. Thus, for example,

xx + yyy is broken into the tokens "xx", "+", "yyy". 
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� symbol name (e.g. x123)

� number (e.g. 12.345)

� operator (e.g. +=)

� spacing (e.g. �)

� character string (e.g. "text")

Types of tokens in text used to construct boxes. 

A RowBox  is constructed to hold each operator and its operands. The nesting of RowBox  objects is determined by the precedence of

the operators in standard Mathematica syntax. 

Note that  spacing characters are not  automatically  discarded.  Instead,  each sequence of  consecutive such characters is  made into a

separate token. 

String−Based Input

�H¼�L input raw boxes

�!�H¼�L input and interpret boxes

Inputting raw and interpreted boxes. 

Any textual input that you give between \H and \L is taken to specify boxes to construct. The boxes are only interpreted if you specify

with  \!  that  this  should  be  done.  Otherwise  x \^ y  is  left  for  example  as  SuperscriptBox@x, yD,  and  is  not  converted  to

Power@x, yD. 

Within the outermost \H¼�L, further \H¼�L specify grouping and lead to the insertion of RowBox objects. 

�Hbox1,box2,¼�L RowBox@box1,box2,¼D

box1�^box2 SuperscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�_ box2 SubscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�_ box2�% box3 SubsuperscriptBox@box1,box2,box3D

box1�& box2 OverscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�+box2 UnderscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�+box2�% box3 UnderoverscriptBox@box1,box2,box3D

box1��box2 FractionBox@box1,box2D

\�box SqrtBox@boxD

form�‘ box FormBox@box, formD

\*input construct box by interpreting input

\� insert a space

\n insert a newline

\t indent at the beginning of a line

String−based ways of constructing raw boxes. 

In string−based input between \H and \L spaces, tabs and newlines are discarded. �� can be used to insert a single space. Special

spacing characters such as \[ThinSpace], \[ThickSpace] or \[NegativeThinSpace] are not discarded. 

When you input typesetting forms into a string, the internal representation of the string uses the above forms. The front end displays the

typeset form, but uses the \H¼�L notation when saving the content to a file or when sending the string to the kernel for evaluation.

The Extent of Input Expressions
Mathematica will treat all input that you give on a single line as being part of the same expression. 
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Mathematica allows a single expression to continue for several lines. In general, it treats the input that you give on successive lines as

belonging to the same expression whenever no complete expression would be formed without doing this. 

Thus, for example, if one line ends with =, then Mathematica will assume that the expression must continue on the next line. It will do

the same if for example parentheses or other matchfix operators remain open at the end of the line. 

If at the end of a particular line the input you have given so far corresponds to a complete expression, then Mathematica will normally

begin immediately to process that expression. 

You can however explicitly tell  Mathematica  that a particular expression is incomplete by putting a �  or a �  (\[Continuation]) at

the end of the line. Mathematica will then include the next line in the same expression, discarding any spaces or tabs that occur at the

beginning of that line. 

Special Input

?symbol get information

??symbol get more information

?s1 s2 ¼ get information on several objects

!command execute an external command (text−based interface only)

!! file display the contents of an external file (text−based interface only)

Special input lines. 

In  most  implementations  of  Mathematica,  you  can  give  a  line  of  special  input  anywhere  in  your  input.  The  only  constraint  is  that  the

special input must start at the beginning of a line.

Some implementations of Mathematica may not allow you to execute external commands using ! command. 

Front End Files
Notebook  files  as  well  as  front  end  initialization  files  can  contain  a  subset  of  standard  Mathematica  language  syntax.  This  syntax

includes: 

� Any Mathematica expression in FullForm.

� Lists in 8¼< form. The operators ->, :> and &. Function slots in ð form.

� Various Mathematica operators such as +, *, ;, etc.

� Special characters in �@NameD, � : nnnn or �.xx form.

� String representation of boxes involving �H, �L and other backslash operators.

� Mathematica comments delimited by H* and *L.

MORE ABOUT

� Low Level Notebook Structure

� Syntax

RELATED TUTORIALS

� String Representation of Boxes

� Operator Input Forms
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Operator Input Forms
Characters that are not letters, letter−like forms or structural elements are treated by Mathematica as operators. Mathematica has built−

in  rules  for  interpreting  all  operators.  The  functions  to  which  these  operators  correspond  may  or  may  not,  however,  have  built−in

evaluation or other rules. Cases in which built−in meanings are by default defined are indicated by 0 in the tables below. 

Operators that construct two−dimensional boxes~all of which have names beginning with backslash~can only be used inside \H¼\L.

The table  below gives the interpretations of  these operators  within  �! �H¼�L. "Input  of  Boxes"  gives  interpretations  when no \!  is

included. 

expr  and expri any expression

symb any symbol

patt any pattern object

string  and stringi "cccc" or a sequence of letters, letter−like forms and digits

filename like string, but can include additional characters described below

0 built−in meanings exist

Objects used in the tables of operator input forms. 
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Operator Precedence

operator form full form grouping

forms representing numbers (see Numbers) 0

forms representing symbols (see Symbol Names and Contexts) 0

forms representing character strings (see Character Strings) 0

e11 e12 ¼

e21 e22 ¼

¼

88e11,e12,¼<,8e21,e22,¼<,¼< 0

e11 e12

e21 e22

¼

Piecewise@88e11,e12<,8e21,e22<,¼<D 0

expr::string MessageName@expr,"string"D 0

expr::string
1
::string

2
MessageName@expr,"string

1
","string

2
"D 0

forms containing ð (see additional input forms) 0

forms containing % (see additional input forms) 0

forms containing _ (see additional input forms) 0

<< filename Get@" filename"D 0

expr
1

expr
2

Overscript@expr
1
,expr

2
D e

Ke
e
O

expr
1
\&expr

2
Overscript@expr

1
,expr

2
D e\&He\&eL

expr
1

expr
2

Underscript@expr
1
,expr

2
D e

J
e
e
N

expr
1
\+expr

2
Underscript@expr

1
,expr

2
D e\+He\+eL

expr
1

expr
2

expr
3

UnderoverscriptAexpr
1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E

expr
1
\+expr

2
\%expr

3
UnderoverscriptAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E

expr
1
\&expr

2
\%expr

3
UnderoverscriptAexpr

1
,expr

3
,expr

2
E

expr
1expr

2

Subscript@expr
1
,expr

2
D eHeeL

expr
1
\_expr

2
Subscript@expr

1
,expr

2
D e\_He\_eL

expr
1
\_expr

2
\%expr

3
PowerASubscript@expr

1
,expr

2
D,expr

3
E 0

\!boxes (interpreted version of boxes)

expr
1
?expr

2
PatternTest@expr

1
,expr

2
D 0

expr
1
@expr

2
,¼D expr

1
@expr

2
,¼D He@eDL@eD 0

expr
1
@@expr

2
,¼DD Part@expr

1
,expr

2
,¼D He@@eDDL@@eDD 0

expr
1
Pexpr

2
,¼T Part@expr

1
,expr

2
,¼D HePeTLPeT 0

expr
1Qexpr

2
U

Part@expr
1
,expr

2
,¼D HePeTLPeT 0

\*expr (boxes constructed from expr)

expr++ Increment@exprD 0
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expr-- Decrement@exprD 0

++expr PreIncrement@exprD 0

--expr PreDecrement@exprD 0

expr
1
�expr

2
expr

1
@expr

2
D e�He�eL 0

expr
1

expr
2

(invisible application, input as expr
1
 Esc @Esc expr

2
) 0

expr
1
@expr

2
D

expr
1
~expr

2
~expr

3
expr

2
Aexpr

1
,expr

3
E He~e~eL~e~e 0

expr
1
��expr

2
Map@expr

1
,expr

2
D e��He��eL 0

expr
1
���expr

2
MapAll@expr

1
,expr

2
D e���He���eL 0

expr
1
��expr

2
Apply@expr

1
,expr

2
D e��He��eL 0

expr
1
���expr

2
Apply@expr

1
,expr

2
,81<D e���He���eL 0

expr! Factorial@exprD 0

expr!! Factorial2@exprD 0

expr - Conjugate@exprD 0

expr ¬ Transpose@exprD 0

expr ¾ ConjugateTranspose@exprD 0

expr ® ConjugateTranspose@exprD 0

expr’ Derivative@1D@exprD 0

expr’’¼’  (n times) Derivative@nD@exprD 0

expr
1
<>expr

2
<>expr

3
StringJoinAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e<>e<>e 0

expr
1
^expr

2
Power@expr

1
,expr

2
D e^He^eL 0

expr
1

expr
2 Power@expr

1
,expr

2
D eHe

eL
0

expr
1expr2

expr
3

PowerASubscript@expr
1
,expr

2
D,expr

3
E 0

expr
1
\^expr

2
\%expr

3
PowerASubscriptAexpr

1
,expr

3
E,expr

2
E 0

vertical arrow and vector operators

expr Sqrt@exprD J e N 0

\� expr Sqrt@exprD \�H\� eL 0

\� expr\%n Power@expr,1�nD 0

Ù expr
1
â expr

2
Integrate@expr

1
,expr

2
D Ù IÙ e â eM â e 0

Ù
e1

e2e3 âe4 Integrate@e3,8e4,e1,e2<D Ù IÙ e â eM â e 0

other integration operators

¶expr
1

expr
2

D@expr
2
,expr

1
D ¶eH¶eeL 0

Ñ expr Del@exprD ÑHÑeL

Ã expr
1
expr

2
DiscreteShift@expr

2
,expr

1
D Ã eHÃ eeL 0

É expr
1
expr

2
DiscreteRatio@expr

2
,expr

1
D É eHÉ eeL 0

Æ expr
1
expr

2
DifferenceDelta@expr

2
,expr

1
D Æ eHÆ eeL 0

� expr Square@exprD �H� eL

expr
1
ë expr

2
ë expr

3
SmallCircleAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eë eë e
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expr
1
� expr

2
� expr

3
CircleDotAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e � e � e

expr
1
**expr

2
**expr

3
NonCommutativeMultiplyAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e**e**e

expr
1
�expr

2
�expr

3
CrossAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e�e�e 0

expr
1
.expr

2
.expr

3
DotAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e.e.e 0

-expr Times@-1,exprD 0

+expr expr 0

±expr PlusMinus@exprD

¡expr MinusPlus@exprD

expr
1
�expr

2
expr

1
Hexpr

2
L^-1 He�eL�e 0

expr
1
¸expr

2
Divide@expr

1
,expr

2
D He¸eL¸e 0

expr
1
\�expr

2
Divide@expr

1
,expr

2
D He\�eL\�e 0

expr
1
\expr

2
\expr

3
BackslashAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e\e\e

expr
1
�expr

2
�expr

3
DiamondAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e�e�e

expr
1
ïexpr

2
ïexpr

3
WedgeAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eïeïe

expr
1
îexpr

2
îexpr

3
VeeAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eîeîe

expr
1
Äexpr

2
Äexpr

3
CircleTimesAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eÄeÄe

expr
1
×expr

2
×expr

3
CenterDotAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e×e×e

expr
1

expr
2

expr
3

TimesAexpr
1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e e e 0

expr
1
*expr

2
*expr

3
TimesAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e*e*e 0

expr
1
´expr

2
´expr

3
TimesAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e´e´e 0

expr
1
*expr

2
*expr

3
StarAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e*e*e

Ûe1=e2
e3

e4 Product@e4,8e1,e2,e3<D ÛHÛ eL 0

expr
1
ªexpr

2
ªexpr

3
VerticalTildeAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eªeªe

expr
1
ÿ expr

2
ÿ expr

3
CoproductAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e ÿ e ÿ e

expr
1
[expr

2
[expr

3
CapAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e[e[e

expr
1
\expr

2
\expr

3
CupAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e\e\e

expr
1
Å expr

2
Å expr

3
CirclePlusAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eÅeÅe

expr
1
� expr

2
CircleMinus@expr

1
,expr

2
D He � eL� e

Úe1=e2
e3

e4 Sum@e4,8e1,e2,e3<D ÚHÚ eL 0

expr
1
+expr

2
+expr

3
PlusAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e+e+e 0

expr
1
-expr

2
expr

1
+H-1 expr

2
L He-eL-e 0

expr
1
±expr

2
PlusMinus@expr

1
,expr

2
D He±eL±e

expr
1
¡expr

2
MinusPlus@expr

1
,expr

2
D He¡eL¡e

expr
1
Ýexpr

2
Intersection@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÝeÝe 0

other intersection operators

expr
1
Üexpr

2
Union@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÜeÜe 0

other union operators
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i;; j;;k Span@i, j,kD e;;e;;e 0

expr
1
==expr

2
Equal@expr

1
,expr

2
D e==e==e 0

expr
1
==expr

2
Equal@expr

1
,expr

2
D e==e==e 0

expr
1
�expr

2
Equal@expr

1
,expr

2
D e�e�e 0

expr
1
!= expr

2
Unequal@expr

1
,expr

2
D e!=e!=e 0

expr
1
!=expr

2
Unequal@expr

1
,expr

2
D e!=e!=e 0

other equality and similarity operators

expr
1
>expr

2
Greater@expr

1
,expr

2
D e>e>e 0

expr
1
>=expr

2
GreaterEqual@expr

1
,expr

2
D e>=e>=e 0

expr
1
³expr

2
GreaterEqual@expr

1
,expr

2
D e³e³e 0

expr
1
rexpr

2
GreaterEqual@expr

1
,expr

2
D erere 0

expr
1
<expr

2
Less@expr

1
,expr

2
D e<e<e 0

expr
1
<=expr

2
LessEqual@expr

1
,expr

2
D e<=e<=e 0

expr
1
£expr

2
LessEqual@expr

1
,expr

2
D e£e£e 0

expr
1
bexpr

2
LessEqual@expr

1
,expr

2
D ebebe 0

other ordering operators

expr
1
ýexpr

2
VerticalBar@expr

1
,expr

2
D e ýe ýe

expr
1
Iexpr

2
NotVerticalBar@expr

1
,expr

2
D eIeIe

expr
1
þ expr

2
DoubleVerticalBar@expr

1
,expr

2
D e þ e þ e

expr
1
Jexpr

2
NotDoubleVerticalBar@expr

1
,expr

2
D eJeJe

horizontal arrow and vector operators

diagonal arrow operators

expr
1
===expr

2
SameQ@expr

1
,expr

2
D e===e===e 0

expr
1
=!=expr

2
UnsameQ@expr

1
,expr

2
D e=!=e=!=e 0

expr
1
Îexpr

2
Element@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÎeÎe 0

expr
1
Ïexpr

2
NotElement@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÏeÏe 0

expr
1
Ìexpr

2
Subset@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÌeÌe

expr
1
Éexpr

2
Superset@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÉeÉe

other set relation operators

"expr
1

expr
2

ForAll@expr
1
,expr

2
D "eH"eeL 0

$expr
1

expr
2

Exists@expr
1
,expr

2
D $eH$eeL 0

±expr
1

expr
2

NotExists@expr
1
,expr

2
D ±eH±eeL

!expr Not@exprD !H!eL 0

Øexpr Not@exprD ØHØeL 0

expr
1
&&expr

2
&&expr

3
AndAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e&&e&&e 0

expr
1
ìexpr

2
ìexpr

3
AndAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eßeße 0

expr
1
~ expr

2
~ expr

3
NandAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e ~ e ~ e 0

expr
1
� expr

2
� expr

3
XorAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e� e� e 0

expr
1
Â expr

2
Â expr

3
XnorAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e À e À e 0
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expr
1
ÈÈexpr

2
ÈÈexpr

3
OrAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eÈÈeÈÈe 0

expr
1
êexpr

2
êexpr

3
OrAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E eÞeÞe 0

expr
1
� expr

2
� expr

3
NorAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e� e� e 0

expr
1
Í expr

2
Í expr

3
EquivalentAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e Í e Í e 0

expr
1
Þexpr

2
Implies@expr

1
,expr

2
D eÞHeÞeL 0

expr
1
Vexpr

2
Implies@expr

1
,expr

2
D eVeVe 0

expr
1
¢expr

2
RightTee@expr

1
,expr

2
D e¢He¢eL

expr
1
£expr

2
DoubleRightTee@expr

1
,expr

2
D e£He£eL

expr
1
¤expr

2
LeftTee@expr

1
,expr

2
D He¤eL¤e

expr
1
¥expr

2
DoubleLeftTee@expr

1
,expr

2
D He¥eL¥e

expr
1
'expr

2
SuchThat@expr

1
,expr

2
D e'He'eL

expr.. Repeated@exprD 0

expr... RepeatedNull@exprD 0

expr
1

expr
2

Alternatives@expr
1
,expr

2
D e e e 0

symb:expr Pattern@symb,exprD 0

patt:expr Optional@patt,exprD 0

expr
1
~~expr

2
~~expr

3
StringExpressionAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E e~~e~~e 0

expr
1
�;expr

2
Condition@expr

1
,expr

2
D He�;eL�;e 0

expr
1
->expr

2
Rule@expr

1
,expr

2
D e->He->eL 0

expr
1
®expr

2
Rule@expr

1
,expr

2
D e®He®eL 0

expr
1
:>expr

2
RuleDelayed@expr

1
,expr

2
D e:>He:>eL 0

expr
1
¦ expr

2
RuleDelayed@expr

1
,expr

2
D e¦He¦eL 0

expr
1
�.expr

2
ReplaceAll@expr

1
,expr

2
D He�.eL�.e 0

expr
1
��.expr

2
ReplaceRepeated@expr

1
,expr

2
D He��.eL��.e 0

expr
1
+=expr

2
AddTo@expr

1
,expr

2
D e+=He+=eL 0

expr
1
-=expr

2
SubtractFrom@expr

1
,expr

2
D e-=He-=eL 0

expr
1
*=expr

2
TimesBy@expr

1
,expr

2
D e*=He*=eL 0

expr
1
�=expr

2
DivideBy@expr

1
,expr

2
D e�=He�=eL 0

expr& Function@exprD 0

expr
1
:expr

2
Colon@expr

1
:expr

2
D e:e:e

expr
1
��expr

2
expr

2
@expr

1
D He��eL��e

expr
1

expr
2

VerticalSeparator@expr
1
,expr

2
D e e e

expr
1
\expr

2
Therefore@expr

1
,expr

2
D e\He\eL

expr
1
�expr

2
Because@expr

1
,expr

2
D He�eL�e

expr
1
=expr

2
Set@expr

1
,expr

2
D e=He=eL 0

expr
1
:=expr

2
SetDelayed@expr

1
,expr

2
D e:=He:=eL 0

expr
1
^=expr

2
UpSet@expr

1
,expr

2
D e^=He^=eL 0

expr
1
^:=expr

2
UpSetDelayed@expr

1
,expr

2
D e^:=He^:=eL 0

symb�:expr
1
=expr

2
TagSet@symb,expr

1
,expr

2
D 0
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symb�:expr
1
:=expr

2
TagSetDelayed@symb,expr

1
,expr

2
D 0

expr=. Unset@exprD 0

symb�:expr=. TagUnset@symb,exprD 0

expr
1
Ì expr

2
Function@8expr

1
<,expr

2
D e Ì Ie Ì eM 0

expr>> filename Put@expr," filename"D 0

expr>>> filename PutAppend@expr," filename"D 0

expr
1
;expr

2
;expr

3
CompoundExpressionAexpr

1
,expr

2
,expr

3
E 0

expr
1
;expr

2
; CompoundExpression@expr

1
,expr

2
,NullD 0

expr
1
\‘expr

2
FormBox@expr

2
,expr

1
D e\‘He\‘eL 0

Operator input forms, in order of decreasing precedence.

special input form full form

ð Slot@1D

ð n Slot@nD

ðð SlotSequence@1D

ðð n SlotSequence@nD

% Out@ D

%% Out@-2D

%%¼ %  (n times) Out@-nD

% n Out@nD

_ Blank@ D

_expr Blank@exprD

__ BlankSequence@ D

__expr BlankSequence@exprD

___ BlankNullSequence@ D

___expr BlankNullSequence@exprD

_. Optional@Blank@ DD

symb_ Pattern@symb,Blank@ DD

symb_expr Pattern@symb,Blank@exprDD

symb__ Pattern@symb,BlankSequence@ DD

symb__expr Pattern@symb,BlankSequence@exprDD

symb___ Pattern@symb,BlankNullSequence@ DD

symb___expr Pattern@symb,BlankNullSequence@exprDD

symb_. Optional@Pattern@symb,Blank@ DDD

Additional input forms, in order of decreasing precedence. 

Special Characters

Special characters that appear in operators usually have names that correspond to the names of the functions they represent. Thus the

character  Å  has  name  \@CirclePlusD  and  yields  the  function  CirclePlus.  Exceptions  are  \@GreaterSlantEqualD,

\@LessSlantEqualD and \@RoundImpliesD. 

The delimiters in matchfix operators have names \@LeftNameD and \@RightNameD. 

"Listing of Named Characters" gives a complete listing of special characters that appear in operators. 
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keyboard characters special character

-> \@RuleD ®

:> \@RuleDelayedD ¦

== \@EqualD �

!= \@NotEqualD ¹

keyboard characters special character

>= \@GreaterEqualD ³

>= \@GreaterSlantEqualD r

<= \@LessEqualD £

<= \@LessSlantEqualD b

Keyboard and special characters with the same interpretations. 

keyboard character special character

\@RawColonD : \@ColonD :

\@RawTildeD ~ \@TildeD ~

\@RawWedgeD ^ \@WedgeD ï

\@RawWedgeD ^ \@AndD ß

\@RawStarD * \@StarD *

\@RawBackslashD � \@BackslashD �

keyboard character special character

\@RawDotD . \@CenterDotD ×

\@RawVerticalBarD \@VerticalBarD ý

\@RawVerticalBarD \@VerticalSeparatorD È

\@RawVerticalBarD \@LeftBracketingBarD  

\@RawDashD - \[Dash] |

... \[Ellipsis] ¼

Some keyboard and special characters with different interpretations.

Precedence and the Ordering of Input Forms

The tables  of  input  forms are  arranged in  decreasing order  of  precedence.  Input  forms in  the same box have the same precedence.

Each page in the table begins a new box. As discussed in "Special Ways to Input Expressions", precedence determines how Mathemat−

ica  groups  terms  in  input  expressions.  The  general  rule  is  that  if  Ä  has  higher  precedence  than  Å,  then  aÅbÄc  is  interpreted  as

aÅ HbÄcL, and aÄbÅc is interpreted as HaÄbLÅc. 

Grouping of Input Forms

The third columns in the tables show how multiple occurrences of a single input form, or of several input forms with the same prece−

dence, are grouped. For example, a�b�c is grouped as Ha�bL�c ( ú left associativeø ), while a^b^c is grouped as a^Hb^cL ( ú right

associative ø ). No grouping is  needed in  an expression like  a + b + c,  since Plus  is  fully  associative,  as  represented by  the attribute

Flat .

Precedence of Integration Operators

Forms such as Ù  expr
1
 â  expr

2
 have an ú outerø  precedence just below Power, as indicated in the table above, but an ú innerø  prece−

dence just above Ú. The outer precedence determines when expr
2
 needs to be parenthesized; the inner precedence determines when

expr
1
 needs to be parenthesized. 

\@ContourIntegralD ,  \@ClockwiseContourIntegralD  and  \@DoubleContourIntegralD  work  the  same  as

\@IntegralD . 

See "Two−Dimensional Input Forms" for two−dimensional input forms associated with integration operators. 

Spaces and Multiplication

Spaces  in  Mathematica  denote  multiplication,  just  as  they  do  in  standard  mathematical  notation.  In  addition,  Mathematica  takes

complete expressions that are adjacent, not necessarily separated by spaces, to be multiplied together.
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� x y z � x*y*z

� 2x � 2*x

� 2(x+1) � 2*(x+1)

� c(x+1) � c*(x+1)

� (x+1)(y+2) � (x+1)*(y+2)

� x! y � x!*y

� x!y � x!*y

Alternative forms for multiplication. 

An expression like x! y could potentially mean either Hx!L*y or x*H! yL. The first interpretation is chosen because Factorial  has

higher precedence than Not. 

Spaces  within  single  input  forms  are  ignored.  Thus,  for  example,  a + b  is  equivalent  to  a + b.  You  will  often  want  to  insert  spaces

around lower precedence operators to improve readability. 

You can give a ú coefficientø  for a symbol by preceding it with any sequence of digits. When you use numbers in bases larger than 10,

the digits can include letters. (In bases other than 10, there must be a space between the end of the coefficient, and the beginning of

the symbol name.)

� x^2 y, like x^2 y, means Hx^2L y

� x�2 y, like x�2 y, means Hx�2L y

� xy is a single symbol, not x*y

Some cases to be careful about. 

Spaces to Avoid

You should  avoid  inserting  any  spaces  between the  different  characters  in  composite  operators  such  as  �.,  =.  and  >=.  Although in

some cases such spaces are allowed, they are liable to lead to confusion. 

Another  case  where  spaces  must  be  avoided  is  between  the  characters  of  the  pattern  object  x_.  If  you  type  x _,  Mathematica  will

interpret this as x*_, rather than the single named pattern object x_. 

Similarly, you should not insert any spaces inside pattern objects like x_: value. 

Spacing Characters

� Ordinary keyboard space (\[RawSpace])

� \[VeryThinSpace], \[ThinSpace], ¼, \[ThickSpace]

� \[NegativeVeryThinSpace] , \[NegativeThinSpace], ¼, \[NegativeThickSpace]

� � (\[SpaceIndicator])

Spacing characters equivalent to an ordinary keyboard space. 

Relational Operators

Relational  operators  can  be  mixed.  An  expression  like  a > b >= c  is  converted  to

Inequality@a, Greater, b, GreaterEqual, cD,  which  effectively  evaluates  as  Ha > bL && Hb >= cL.  (The  reason  for  the

intermediate Inequality form is that it prevents objects from being evaluated twice when input like a > b >= c is processed.)
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File Names

Any file name can be given in quotes after <<, >> and >>>. File names can also be given without quotes if they contain only alphanu−

meric  characters,  special  characters  and  the  characters  ‘,  �,  .,  �,  !,  -,  _,  :,  $,  *,  ~  and  ?,  together  with  matched  pairs  of  square

brackets enclosing any characters other than spaces, tabs and newlines. Note that file names given without quotes can be followed only

by spaces, tabs or newlines, or by the characters L, D, <, as well as semicolon and comma. 

MORE ABOUT

� Syntax

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input Syntax
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Some General Notations and Conventions

Function Names
The names of built−in functions follow some general guidelines.

� The name consists of complete English words, or standard mathematical abbreviations. American spelling is used.

� The first letter of each word is capitalized.

� Functions whose names end with Q usually ú ask a question ø , and return either True  or False.

� Mathematical functions that are named after people usually have names in Mathematica of the form PersonSymbol.

Function Arguments
The  main  expression  or  object  on  which  a  built−in  function  acts  is  usually  given  as  the  first  argument  to  the  function.  Subsidiary

parameters appear as subsequent arguments.

The following are exceptions: 

� In functions like Map and Apply, the function to apply comes before the expression it is to be applied to. 

� In scoping constructs such as Module and Function, local variables and parameter names come before bodies.

� In functions like Write and Export, the name of the file is given before the objects to be written to it.

For mathematical functions, arguments that are written as subscripts in standard mathematical notation are given before those that are

written as superscripts. 

Options
Some built−in functions can take options. Each option has a name, represented as a symbol, or in some cases a string. Options are set

by giving rules of the form name -> value or name :> value. Such rules must appear after all the other arguments in a function. Rules for

different options can be given in any order. If you do not explicitly give a rule for a particular option, a default setting for that option is

used. 

Options@ fD give the default rules for all options associated with f

Options@exprD give the options set in a particular expression

Options@expr,nameD give the setting for the option name in an expression

AbsoluteOptions@expr,nameD give the absolute setting for name, even if its actual setting is Automatic

SetOptions@ f,name->value,¼D set default rules for options associated with f

CurrentValue@nameD give the option setting for the front end option name; can be used on the left−hand 
side of an assignment to set the option

Operations on options. 

Part Numbering

n element n (starting at 1)

-n element n from the end

0 head

Numbering of parts. 
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Sequence Specifications

All all elements

None no elements

n elements 1 through n

-n last n elements

8n< element n only

8m,n< elements m through n (inclusive)

8m,n,s< elements m through n in steps of s

Specifications for sequences of parts. 

The sequence specification 8m, n, s< corresponds to elements m, m + s, m + 2 s, ¼, up to the largest element not greater than n. 

Sequence specifications are used in the functions Drop , Ordering, StringDrop, StringTake, Take  and Thread.

Level Specifications

n levels 1 through n

Infinity levels 1 through Infinity

8n< level n only

8n1,n2< levels n1 through n2

Heads->True include heads of expressions

Heads->False do not include heads of expressions

Level specifications. 

The level in an expression corresponding to a non−negative integer n  is defined to consist  of  parts specified by n  indices. A negative

level  number -n  represents all  parts of  an expression that  have depth n.  The depth of  an expression,  Depth@exprD,  is  the maximum

number  of  indices  needed  to  specify  any  part,  plus  one.  Levels  do  not  include  heads  of  expressions,  except  with  the  option  setting

Heads -> True . Level 0 is the whole expression. Level -1 contains all symbols and other objects that have no subparts. 

Ranges of levels specified by 8n1, n2< contain all parts that are neither above level n1, nor below level n2  in the tree. The ni  need not

have the same sign. Thus, for  example,  82, -2<  specifies subexpressions which occur anywhere below the top level,  but above the

leaves, of the expression tree. 

Level specifications are used by functions such as Apply,  Cases,  Count,  FreeQ,  Level,  Map,  MapIndexed,  Position,  Replace

and Scan . Note, however, that the default level specifications are not the same for all of these functions.

Iterators

8imax< iterate imax times

8i,imax< i goes from 1 to imax in steps of 1

8i,imin,imax< i goes from imin to imax in steps of 1

8i,imin,imax,di< i goes from imin to imax in steps of di

8i,list< i takes on the successive values in list

8i,imin,imax<,8 j, jmin, jmax<,¼ i goes from imin to imax, and for each value of i, j goes from jmin to jmax, etc.

Iterator notation. 

Iterators are used in such functions as Sum, Table, Do and Range. 
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The iteration parameters imin, imax  and di do not need to be integers. The variable i is given a sequence of values starting at imin, and

increasing  in  steps  of  di,  stopping  when  the  next  value  of  i  would  be  greater  than  imax.  The  iteration  parameters  can  be  arbitrary

symbolic expressions, so long as Himax - iminL�di is a number.

When several iteration variables are used, the limits for the later ones can depend on the values of earlier ones. 

The variable i can be any symbolic expression; it need not be a single symbol. The value of i is automatically set up to be local to the

iteration function. This is effectively done by wrapping a Block construct containing i around the iteration function.

The procedure for evaluating iteration functions is described in "Evaluation".

Scoping Constructs

Function@8x,¼<,bodyD local parameters

lhs->rhs  and lhs:>rhs local pattern names

lhs=rhs  and lhs:=rhs local pattern names

With@8x=x0,¼<,bodyD local constants

Module@8x,¼<,bodyD local variables

Block@8x,¼<,bodyD local values of global variables

DynamicModule@8x,¼<,bodyD local variables in a Dynamic interface

Scoping constructs in Mathematica. Functions in the first group scope variables lexically.

Scoping constructs allow the names or values of certain symbols to be local.

Some scoping contracts scope lexically, meaning that literal instances of the specified variables or patterns are replaced with appropri−

ate values. When local variable names are required, symbols with names of the form xxx are generally renamed to xxx$. When nested

scoping  constructs  are  evaluated,  new  symbols  are  automatically  generated  in  the  inner  scoping  constructs  so  as  to  avoid  name

conflicts with symbols in outer scoping constructs. 

When a transformation rule or definition is used, ReplaceAll (�.) is effectively used to replace the pattern names that appear on the

right−hand  side.  Nevertheless,  new  symbols  are  generated  when  necessary  to  represent  other  objects  that  appear  in  scoping  con−

structs on the right−hand side. 

Each time it is evaluated, Module generates symbols with unique names of the form xxx$nnn as replacements for all local variables that

appear in its body. 

Block localizes the value of global variables. Any evaluations in the body of a block which rely on the global variable will use the locally

specified value even if  the variable does not explicitly  appear in the body, but  is  only referenced through subsequent evaluation.  The

body of the Block may also make changes to the global variable, but any such changes will only persist until the Block has finished

executing.

DynamicModule  localizes  its  variables  to  each  instance  of  the  DynamicModule  output  in  a  notebook.  This  means  each  copy  of  a

DynamicModule output created using copy and paste will use its own localized variables.

Ordering of Expressions
The canonical  ordering  of  expressions  used automatically  with  the  attribute  Orderless  and  in  functions  such  as  Sort  satisfies  the

following rules: 

� Integers, rational and approximate real numbers are ordered by their numerical values.

� Complex numbers are ordered by their real parts, and in the event of a tie, by the absolute values of their imaginary parts.

� Symbols are ordered according to their names, and in the event of a tie, by their contexts.

� Expressions are usually ordered by comparing their parts in a depth−first manner. Shorter expressions come first.

�
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�

Powers and products are treated specially, and are ordered to correspond to terms in a polynomial.

� Strings are ordered as they would be in a dictionary, with the uppercase versions of letters coming after lowercase ones.

Ordinary letters appear first,  followed in order by script,  Gothic,  double−struck,  Greek and Hebrew. Mathematical  operators appear in

order of decreasing precedence.

Mathematical Functions
The  mathematical  functions  such  as  Log@xD  and  BesselJ@n, xD  that  are  built  into  Mathematica  have  a  number  of  features  in

common.

� They carry the attribute Listable, so that they are automatically ú threadedø  over any lists that appear as arguments.

� They  carry  the  attribute  NumericFunction,  so  that  they  are  assumed  to  give  numerical  values  when  their  arguments  are
numerical. 

� They give exact results in terms of integers, rational numbers and algebraic expressions in special cases.

� Except  for  functions  whose  arguments  are  always  integers,  mathematical  functions  in  Mathematica  can  be  evaluated  to  any
numerical  precision,  with  any  complex  numbers  as  arguments.  If  a  function  is  undefined  for  a  particular  set  of  arguments,  it  is
returned in symbolic form in this case.

� Numerical evaluation leads to results of a precision no higher than can be justified on the basis of the precision of the arguments.
Thus N@Gamma@27�10D, 100D yields a high−precision result, but N@Gamma@2.7D, 100D cannot.

� When possible, symbolic derivatives, integrals and series expansions of built−in mathematical functions are evaluated in terms of
other built−in functions.

Mathematical Constants
Mathematical constants such as E and Pi that are built into Mathematica have the following properties: 

� They do not have values as such.

� They have numerical values that can be found to any precision.

� They are treated as numeric quantities in NumericQ and elsewhere.

� They carry the attribute Constant, and so are treated as constants in derivatives.

Protection
Mathematica allows you to make assignments that override the standard operation and meaning of built−in Mathematica objects. 

To make it difficult to make such assignments by mistake, most built−in Mathematica objects have the attribute Protected . If you want

to make an assignment for a built−in object, you must first remove this attribute. You can do this by calling the function Unprotect .

There  are  a  few  fundamental  Mathematica  objects  to  which  you  absolutely  cannot  assign  your  own  values.  These  objects  carry  the

attribute  Locked,  as  well  as  Protected .  The  Locked  attribute  prevents  you  from  changing  any  of  the  attributes,  and  thus  from

removing the Protected  attribute.

Abbreviated String Patterns
Functions  such  as  StringMatchQ,  Names  and  Remove  allow  you  to  give  abbreviated  string  patterns,  as  well  as  full  string  patterns

specified by StringExpression.  Abbreviated string patterns can contain certain metacharacters,  which can stand for sequences of

ordinary characters. 
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* zero or more characters

� one or more characters excluding uppercase letters

\\*, etc. literal *, etc.

Metacharacters used in abbreviated string patterns. 

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M221: Introduction to Programming in Mathematica
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Evaluation

The Standard Evaluation Sequence
The following is the sequence of steps that Mathematica follows in evaluating an expression like h@e1, e2 ¼D. Every time the expres−

sion changes, Mathematica effectively starts the evaluation sequence over again.

� If the expression is a raw object (e.g., Integer, String, etc.), leave it unchanged. 

� Evaluate the head h of the expression. 

� Evaluate each element ei of the expression in turn. If h is a symbol with attributes HoldFirst , HoldRest, HoldAll or 

HoldAllComplete, then skip evaluation of certain elements. 

� Unless h has attribute HoldAllComplete, strip the outermost of any Unevaluated wrappers that appear in the ei.

� Unless h has attribute SequenceHold, flatten out all Sequence objects that appear among the ei.

� If h has attribute Flat , then flatten out all nested expressions with head h.

� If h has attribute Listable, then thread through any ei that are lists.

� If h has attribute Orderless , then sort the ei into order.

� Unless h has attribute HoldAllComplete, use any applicable transformation rules associated with f  that you have defined for objects of the 

form h@ f@e1, ¼D, ¼D.

� Use any built−in transformation rules associated with f  for objects of the form h@ f@e1, ¼D, ¼D.

� Use any applicable transformation rules that you have defined for h@ f@e1, e2, ¼D, ¼D or for h@¼D@¼D.

� Use any built−in transformation rules for h@e1, e2, ¼D or for h@¼D@¼D.

Nonstandard Argument Evaluation
There are a number of built−in Mathematica functions that evaluate their arguments in special ways. The control structure While is an

example. The symbol While has the attribute HoldAll. As a result, the arguments of While are not evaluated as part of the standard

evaluation  process.  Instead,  the  internal  code  for  While  evaluates  the  arguments  in  a  special  way.  In  the  case  of  While,  the  code

evaluates the arguments repeatedly, so as to implement a loop. 

Control structures arguments evaluated in a sequence determined by control flow (e.g., 

CompoundExpression)

Conditionals arguments evaluated only when they correspond to branches that are taken (e.g., 

If, Which)

Logical operations arguments evaluated only when they are needed in determining the logical result 

(e.g., And, Or)

Iteration functions first argument evaluated for each step in the iteration (e.g., Do, Sum, Plot )

Tracing functions form never evaluated (e.g., Trace)

Assignments first argument only partially evaluated (e.g., Set, AddTo)

Pure functions function body not evaluated (e.g., Function)

Scoping constructs variable specifications not evaluated (e.g., Module, Block)

Holding functions argument maintained in unevaluated form (e.g., Hold , HoldPattern)

Built−in functions that evaluate their arguments in special ways. 
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Logical Operations

In  an  expression  of  the  form  e1 && e2 && e3  the  ei  are  evaluated  in  order.  As  soon  as  any  ei  is  found  to  be  False,  evaluation  is

stopped, and the result False is returned. This means that you can use the ei  to represent different ú branchesø  in a program, with a

particular branch being evaluated only if certain conditions are met.

The Or  function works much like And; it returns True  as soon as it finds any argument that is True . Xor, on the other hand, always

evaluates all its arguments. 

Iteration Functions

An iteration function such as Do@ f, 8i, imin, imax<D is evaluated as follows:

� The limits imin, imax are evaluated. 

� The value of the iteration variable i is made local, effectively using Block. 

� imin and imax are used to determine the sequence of values to be assigned to the iteration variable i.

� The iteration variable is successively set to each value, and f  is evaluated in each case.

� The local values assigned to i are cleared.

If  there  are  several  iteration  variables,  the  same  procedure  is  followed  for  each  variable  in  turn,  for  every  value  of  all  the  preceding

variables. 

Unless otherwise specified, f  is not evaluated until  a specific value has been assigned to i,  and is then evaluated for each value of i

chosen. You can use Evaluate@ fD to make f  be evaluated immediately, rather than only after a specific value has been assigned to i. 

Assignments

The left−hand sides of assignments are only partially evaluated. 

� If the left−hand side is a symbol, no evaluation is performed.

� If the left−hand side is a function without hold attributes, the arguments of the function are evaluated, but the function itself is not evaluated.

The right−hand side is evaluated for immediate (=), but not for delayed (:=), assignments. 

Any subexpression of the form HoldPattern@exprD that appears on the left−hand side of an assignment is not evaluated. When the

subexpression is used for pattern matching, it matches as though it were expr without the HoldPattern. 

Overriding Nonstandard Argument Evaluation

f@¼,Evaluate@exprD,¼D evaluates the argument expr, whether or not f  has a HoldFirst , HoldRest, 

or HoldAll attribute specifying that it should be held

Overriding holding of arguments. 

By using Evaluate, you can get any argument of a function evaluated immediately, even if the argument would usually be evaluated

later  under  the  control  of  the  function.  An  exception  to  this  is  when  the  function  has  the  HoldComplete  attribute;  in  this  case,  the

contents of the function are not modified by the evaluator.
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Preventing Evaluation
Mathematica provides various functions which act as ú wrappersø  to prevent the expressions they contain from being evaluated. 

Hold@exprD treated as Hold@exprD in all cases

HoldComplete@exprD treated as HoldComplete@exprD with upvalues disabled

HoldForm@exprD treated as expr for printing

HoldPattern@exprD treated as expr in rules, definitions and patterns

Unevaluated@exprD treated as expr when arguments are passed to a function

Wrappers that prevent expressions from being evaluated. 

Global Control of Evaluation
In the evaluation procedure described so far, two basic kinds of steps are involved: 

� Iteration: evaluate a particular expression until it no longer changes.

� Recursion: evaluate subsidiary expressions needed to find the value of a particular expression.

Iteration leads to evaluation chains in which successive expressions are obtained by the application of various transformation rules. 

Trace shows evaluation chains as lists, and shows subsidiary evaluations corresponding to recursion in sublists. 

The  expressions  associated  with  the  sequence  of  subsidiary  evaluations  which  lead  to  an  expression  currently  being  evaluated  are

given in the list returned by Stack@D. 

$RecursionLimit maximum recursion depth

$IterationLimit maximum number of iterations

Global variables controlling the evaluation of expressions.

Aborts
You  can  ask  Mathematica  to  abort  at  any  point  in  a  computation,  either  by  calling  the  function  Abort@D,  or  by  typing  appropriate

interrupt keys. 

When asked to abort, Mathematica will terminate the computation as quickly as possible. If the answer obtained would be incorrect or

incomplete, then Mathematica returns $Aborted instead of giving that answer. 

Aborts can be caught using CheckAbort, and can be postponed using AbortProtect. 
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Patterns and Transformation Rules

Patterns
Patterns stand for classes of expressions. They contain pattern objects which represent sets of possible expressions.

_ any expression

x _ any expression, given the name x

x:pattern a pattern, given the name x

pattern?test a pattern that yields True  when test is applied to its value

_ h any expression with head h

x _ h any expression with head h, given the name x

__ any sequence of one or more expressions

___ any sequence of zero or more expressions

x __  and x ___ sequences of expressions, given the name x

__ h  and ___ h sequences of expressions, each with head h

x __ h  and x ___ h sequences of expressions with head h, given the name x

PatternSequence@p1,p2,¼D a sequence of patterns

x _:v an expression with default value v

x _ h:v an expression with head h and default value v

x _. an expression with a globally defined default value

Optional@x _ hD an expression that must have head h, and has a globally defined default value

Except@cD any expression except one that matches c

Except@c,patternD any expression matching pattern, except one that matches c

pattern.. a pattern repeated one or more times

pattern... a pattern repeated zero or more times

Repeated@pattern, specD a pattern repeated according to spec

pattern1 pattern2 ¼ a pattern which matches at least one of the patterni

pattern�;cond a pattern for which cond evaluates to True

HoldPattern@patternD a pattern not evaluated

Verbatim@exprD an expression to be matched verbatim

OptionsPattern@D a sequence of options

Longest@patternD the longest sequence consistent with pattern

Shortest@patternD the shortest sequence consistent with pattern

Pattern objects. 

When several pattern objects with the same name occur in a single pattern, all the objects must stand for the same expression. Thus

f@x_, x_D can stand for f@2, 2D but not f@2, 3D. 

In a pattern object such as _h, the head h can be any expression, but cannot itself be a pattern. 

A pattern object such as x__ stands for a sequence of expressions. So, for example, f@x__D can stand for f@a, b, cD, with x being

Sequence@a, b, cD. If you use x, say in the result of a transformation rule, the sequence will be spliced into the function in which x

appears. Thus g@u, x, uD would become g@u, a, b, c, uD. 

When the pattern objects x_: v and x_. appear as arguments of functions, they represent arguments which may be omitted. When the

argument corresponding to x_: v is omitted, x is taken to have value v. When the argument corresponding to x_. is omitted, x is taken

to have a default  value  that is associated with the function in which it  appears.  You can specify this default  value by making assign−

ments for Default@ fD and so on. 
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Default@ fD default value for x _. when it appears as any argument of the function f

Default@ f,nD default value for x _. when it appears as the nth argument (negative n count from 

the end)

Default@ f,n,totD default value for the nth argument when there are a total of tot arguments

Default values. 

A pattern like f@x__, y__, z__D  can match an expression like f@a, b, c, d, eD  with several different choices of x,  y and z.  The

choices with x and y of minimum length are tried first. In general, when there are multiple __ or ___ in a single function, the case that is

tried first  takes all  the __  and ___  to  stand for  sequences of  minimum length,  except  the last  one,  which stands for  "the rest"  of  the

arguments.

When x_: v or x_. are present, the case that is tried first is the one in which none of them correspond to omitted arguments. Cases in

which later arguments are dropped are tried next.

The order in which the different cases are tried can be changed using Shortest and Longest. 

Orderless f @x, yD and f @y, xD are equivalent

Flat f @ f @xD, yD and f @x, yD are equivalent

OneIdentity f @xD and x are equivalent

Attributes used in matching patterns. 

Pattern objects like x_  can represent any sequence of arguments in a function f  with attribute Flat .  The value of x  in this case is f

applied  to  the  sequence  of  arguments.  If  f  has  the  attribute  OneIdentity,  then  e  is  used  instead  of  f @eD  when  x  corresponds  to  a

sequence of just one argument. 

Assignments

lhs=rhs immediate assignment: rhs is evaluated at the time of assignment

lhs:=rhs delayed assignment: rhs is evaluated when the value of lhs is requested

The two basic types of assignment in Mathematica. 

Assignments in Mathematica specify transformation rules for expressions. Every assignment that you make must be associated with a

particular Mathematica symbol.

f@argsD=rhs assignment is associated with f  (downvalue)

t�: f@argsD=rhs assignment is associated with t (upvalue)

f@g@argsDD^=rhs assignment is associated with g (upvalue)

Assignments associated with different symbols. 

In the case of an assignment like f@argsD = rhs,  Mathematica  looks at f ,  then the head of f ,  then the head of that, and so on, until  it

finds a symbol with which to associate the assignment. 

When you make an assignment like lhs ^= rhs,  Mathematica  will  set  up transformation rules associated with each distinct  symbol that

occurs either as an argument of lhs, or as the head of an argument of lhs. 

The transformation rules associated with a particular symbol s are always stored in a definite order, and are tested in that order when

they are used. Each time you make an assignment, the corresponding transformation rule is inserted at the end of the list of transforma−

tion rules associated with s, except in the following cases: 

� The left−hand side of the transformation rule is identical to a transformation rule that has already been stored, and any �; conditions on the right−
hand side are also identical. In this case, the new transformation rule is inserted in place of the old one.

�
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�

Mathematica determines that the new transformation rule is more specific than a rule already present, and would never be used if it were placed 
after this rule. In this case, the new rule is placed before the old one. Note that in many cases it is not possible to determine whether one rule is 
more specific than another; in such cases, the new rule is always inserted at the end.

Types of Values

Attributes@ f D attributes of f

DefaultValues@ f D default values for arguments of f

DownValues@ f D values for f@¼D, f@¼D@¼D, etc.

FormatValues@ f D print forms associated with f

Messages@ f D messages associated with f

NValues@ f D numerical values associated with f

Options@ f D defaults for options associated with f

OwnValues@ f D values for f  itself

UpValues@ f D values for ¼@¼, f@¼D, ¼D

Types of values associated with symbols. 

Clearing and Removing Objects

expr=. clear a value defined for expr

f�:expr=. clear a value associated with f  defined for expr

Clear@s1,s2,¼D clear all values for the symbols si, except for attributes, messages and defaults

ClearAll@s1,s2,¼D clear all values for the si, including attributes, messages and defaults

Remove@s1,s2,¼D clear all values, and then remove the names of the si

Ways to clear and remove objects. 

In Clear, ClearAll  and Remove, each argument can be either a symbol or the name of a symbol as a string. String arguments can

contain the metacharacters * and @ to specify action on all symbols whose names match the pattern.

Clear, ClearAll and Remove do nothing to symbols with the attribute Protected . 

Transformation Rules

lhs->rhs immediate rule: rhs is evaluated when the rule is first given

lhs:>rhs delayed rule: rhs is evaluated when the rule is used

The two basic types of transformation rules in Mathematica. 

Replacements for pattern variables that appear in transformation rules are effectively done using ReplaceAll (the �. operator). 

MORE ABOUT

� Patterns

� Rules & Patterns

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Introduction to Patterns

�
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�

Pattern Sequences

� Verbatim Patterns

� Optional and Default Arguments

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M221: Introduction to Programming in Mathematica
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Files and Streams

File Names

name.m Mathematica language source file

name.nb Mathematica notebook file

name.ma Mathematica notebook file from before Version 3

name.mx Mathematica expression dump

name.exe MathLink executable program

name.tm MathLink template file

name.ml MathLink stream file

Conventions for file names. 

Most files used by Mathematica are completely system independent. .mx and .exe files are however system dependent. For these files,

there  is  a  convention  that  bundles  of  versions  for  different  computer  systems  have  names  with  forms  such  as

name�$SystemID �name. 

In general, when you refer to a file, Mathematica tries to resolve its name as follows: 

� If the name starts with !, Mathematica treats the remainder of the name as an external command, and uses a pipe to this command. 

� If the name contains metacharacters used by your operating system, then Mathematica passes the name directly to the operating system for 
interpretation. 

� Unless the file is to be used for input, no further processing on the name is done.

� Unless the name given is an absolute file name under your operating system, Mathematica will search each of the directories specified in the list 

$Path.

� If what is found is a directory rather than a file, then Mathematica will look for a file name�$SystemID �name.

For names of the form name‘ the following further translations are done in Get and related functions: 

� A file name.mx is used if it exists.

� If name.mx is a directory, then name.mx�$SystemID �name.mx is used if it exists.

� A file name.m is used if it exists.

� If name is a directory, then the file name�init.m is used if it exists.

In Install, name‘ is taken to refer to a file or directory named name.exe. 

Streams

InputStream@"name",nD input from a file or pipe

OutputStream@"name",nD output to a file or pipe

Types of streams. 
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option name default value

CharacterEncoding Automatic encoding to use for special characters

BinaryFormat False whether to treat the file as being in binary format

FormatType InputForm default format for expressions

PageWidth 78 number of characters per line

TotalWidth Infinity maximum number of characters in a single expression

Options for output streams. 

You can test options for streams using Options, and reset them using SetOptions. 
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Types of Numbers
Four underlying types of numbers are built into Mathematica. 

Integer arbitrary−length exact integer

Rational integer/integer in lowest terms

Real approximate real number, with any specified precision

Complex complex number of the form number + number I

Intrinsic types of numbers in Mathematica.

Rational numbers always consist of a ratio of two integers, reduced to lowest terms. 

In[1]:= 12 344�2222

Out[1]= 

6172

1111

Approximate real numbers are distinguished by the presence of an explicit decimal point. 

In[2]:= 5456.

Out[2]= 5456.

An approximate real number can have any number of digits. 

In[3]:= 4.54543523454543523453452345234543

Out[3]= 4.5454352345454352345345234523454

Complex numbers can have integer or rational components. 

In[4]:= 4 + 7�8 I

Out[4]= 4 +
7 ä

8

They can also have approximate real number components. 

In[5]:= 4 + 5.6 I

Out[5]= 4 + 5.6 ä

123 an exact integer

123. an approximate real number

123.0000000000000 an approximate real number with a certain precision

123.+0. I a complex number with approximate real number components

Several versions of the number 123. 

You  can  distinguish  different  types  of  numbers  in  Mathematica  by  looking  at  their  heads.  (Although  numbers  in  Mathematica  have

heads like other expressions, they do not have explicit elements which you can extract.)

The object 123 is taken to be an exact integer, with head Integer. 

In[6]:= Head@123D

Out[6]= Integer
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The presence of an explicit decimal point makes Mathematica treat 123. as an approximate real number, with head Real . 

In[7]:= Head@123.D

Out[7]= Real

NumberQ@xD test whether x is any kind of number

IntegerQ@xD test whether x is an integer

EvenQ@xD test whether x is even

OddQ@xD test whether x is odd

PrimeQ@xD test whether x is a prime integer

Head@xD===type test the type of a number

Tests for different types of numbers.

NumberQ@xD tests for any kind of number. 

In[8]:= NumberQ@5.6D

Out[8]= True

5. is treated as a Real , so IntegerQ gives False. 

In[9]:= IntegerQ@5.D

Out[9]= False

If you use complex numbers extensively, there is one subtlety you should be aware of. When you enter a number like 123., Mathemat−

ica  treats  it  as  an  approximate  real  number,  but  assumes  that  its  imaginary  part  is  exactly  zero.  Sometimes  you  may  want  to  enter

approximate complex numbers with imaginary parts that are zero, but only to a certain precision.

When the imaginary part is the exact integer 0, Mathematica simplifies complex numbers to real ones. 

In[10]:= Head@123 + 0 ID

Out[10]= Integer

Here the imaginary part is only zero to a certain precision, so Mathematica retains the complex number form. 

In[11]:= Head@123. + 0. ID

Out[11]= Complex

The distinction between complex numbers whose imaginary parts are exactly zero, or are only zero to a certain precision, may seem

like a pedantic one. However, when we discuss, for example, the interpretation of powers and roots of complex numbers in "Functions

That Do Not Have Unique Values", the distinction will become significant. 

One way to find out the type of a number in Mathematica is just to pick out its head using Head@exprD. For many purposes, however, it

is  better  to use functions like IntegerQ  which explicitly  test  for  particular  types.  Functions like this are set  up to return True  if  their

argument is manifestly of the required type, and to return False otherwise. As a result, IntegerQ@xD will give False, unless x has

an explicit integer value.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Complex Numbers

You can enter complex numbers in Mathematica just by including the constant I, equal to -1 . Make sure that you type a capital I. 

If  you  are  using  notebooks,  you  can  also  enter  I  as  ä  by  typing  Esc iiEsc  (see  "Mathematical  Notation  in  Notebooks:  Numerical

Calculations"). The form ä is normally what is used in output. Note that an ordinary i means a variable named i, not -1 . 

This gives the imaginary number result 2 i. 

In[1]:= Sqrt@-4D

Out[1]= 2 ä

This gives the ratio of two complex numbers. 

In[2]:= H4 + 3 IL�H2 - IL

Out[2]= 1 + 2 ä

Here is the numerical value of a complex exponential. 

In[3]:= Exp@2 + 9 ID �� N

Out[3]= -6.73239 + 3.04517 ä

x+I y the complex number x + i y

Re@zD real part

Im@zD imaginary part

Conjugate@zD complex conjugate z* or z

Abs@zD absolute value z

Arg@zD the argument j in z e
i
j

Complex number operations. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Calculations
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Numeric Quantities

NumberQ@exprD test whether expr is explicitly a number

NumericQ@exprD test whether expr has a numerical value

Testing for numeric quantities. 

Pi is a symbol, so Pi + 3 is not explicitly a number. 

In[1]:= NumberQ@Pi + 3D

Out[1]= False

It does however have a numerical value. 

In[2]:= NumericQ@Pi + 3D

Out[2]= True

This finds the explicit numerical value of Pi + 3. 

In[3]:= N@Pi + 3D

Out[3]= 6.14159

Mathematica knows that constants such as Pi  are numeric quantities. It also knows that standard mathematical functions such as Log

and Sin have numerical values when their arguments are numerical.

Log@2 + xD contains x, and is therefore not a numeric quantity. 

In[4]:= 8NumericQ@Log@2DD, NumericQ@Log@2 + xDD<

Out[4]= 8True, False<

Many functions implicitly use the numerical values of numeric quantities. 

In[5]:= Min@Exp@2D, Log@2D, Sqrt@2DD

Out[5]= Log@2D

In  general,  Mathematica  assumes  that  any  function  which  has  the  attribute  NumericFunction  will  yield  numerical  values  when  its

arguments  are  numerical.  All  standard  mathematical  functions  in  Mathematica  already  have  this  attribute.  But  when  you  define  your

own functions, you can explicitly set the attribute to tell  Mathematica  to assume that these functions will  have numerical  values when

their arguments are numerical.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Digits in Numbers

IntegerDigits@nD a list of the decimal digits in the integer n

IntegerDigits@n,bD the digits of n in base b

IntegerDigits@n,b,lenD the list of digits padded on the left with zeros to give total length len

IntegerLength@nD the number of decimal digits in n

IntegerLength@n,bD the number of base b digits in n

IntegerExponent@n,bD the number of zeros at the end of n in base b

RealDigits@xD a list of the decimal digits in the approximate real number x, together with the 
number of digits to the left of the decimal point

RealDigits@x,bD the digits of x in base b

RealDigits@x,b,lenD the first len digits of x in base b

RealDigits@x,b,len,nD the first len digits starting with the coefficient of bn

FromDigits@listD construct a number from its decimal digit sequence

FromDigits@list,bD construct a number from its digit sequence in base b

FromDigits@"string"D construct an integer from a string of digits

FromDigits@"string",bD construct an integer from a string of digits in base b

IntegerString@nD a string of the decimal digits in the integer n

IntegerString@n,bD a string of the digits of n in base b

Converting between numbers and lists or strings of digits. 

Here is the list of base 16 digits for an integer. 

In[1]:= IntegerDigits@1 234135 634, 16D

Out[1]= 84, 9, 8, 15, 6, 10, 5, 2<

This gives a list of digits, together with the number of digits that appear to the left of the decimal point. 

In[2]:= RealDigits@123.4567890123456D

Out[2]= 881, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6<, 3<

Here is the binary digit sequence for 56, padded with zeros so that it is of total length 8. 

In[3]:= IntegerDigits@56, 2, 8D

Out[3]= 80, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0<

This reconstructs the original number from its binary digit sequence. 

In[4]:= FromDigits@%, 2D

Out[4]= 56

Here is 56 as a binary string. 

In[5]:= IntegerString@56, 2D

Out[5]= 111000

This reconstructs the original number again. 

In[6]:= FromDigits@%, 2D

Out[6]= 56
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b^^nnnn a number in base b

BaseForm@x,bD print with x in base b

IntegerString@n,bD a string representing n in base b

Numbers in other bases. 

When the base is larger than 10, extra digits are represented by letters a|z. 

The number 1001012 in base 2 is 37 in base 10. 

In[7]:= 2^^100101

Out[7]= 37

This prints 37 in base 2. 

In[8]:= BaseForm@37, 2D

Out[8]//BaseForm= 1001012

This gives the base 2 representation as a string.

In[9]:= IntegerString@37, 2D

Out[9]= 100101

Here is a number in base 16. 

In[10]:= 16^^ffffaa00

Out[10]= 4294 945280

You can do computations with numbers in base 16. Here the result is given in base 10. 

In[11]:= 16^^fffaa2 + 16^^ff - 1

Out[11]= 16776 096

This gives the result in base 16. 

In[12]:= BaseForm@%, 16D

Out[12]//BaseForm= fffba016

You can give approximate real numbers, as well as integers, in other bases. 

In[13]:= 2^^101.100101

Out[13]= 5.57813

Here are the first few digits of 2  in octal. 

In[14]:= BaseForm@N@Sqrt@2D, 30D, 8D

Out[14]//BaseForm= 1.3240474631771674622042627661154678

This gives an explicit list of the first 15 octal digits. 

In[15]:= RealDigits@Sqrt@2D, 8, 15D

Out[15]= 881, 3, 2, 4, 0, 4, 7, 4, 6, 3, 1, 7, 7, 1, 6<, 1<
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This gives 15 octal digits starting with the coefficient of 8-10. 

In[16]:= RealDigits@Sqrt@2D, 8, 15, -10D

Out[16]= 881, 7, 7, 1, 6, 7, 4, 6, 2, 2, 0, 4, 2, 6, 2<, -9<

"Output Formats for Numbers" describes how to print numbers in various formats. If you want to create your own formats, you will often

need to use MantissaExponent to separate the pieces of real numbers. 

MantissaExponent@xD give a list containing the mantissa and exponent of x

MantissaExponent@x,bD give the mantissa and exponent in base b

Separating the mantissa and exponent of numbers.

This gives a list in which the mantissa and exponent of the number are separated. 

In[17]:= MantissaExponent@3.45 ´ 10^125D

Out[17]= 80.345, 126<

MORE ABOUT

� Numerical Evaluation and Precision

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Exact and Approximate Results
A standard electronic calculator does all your calculations to a particular accuracy, say ten decimal digits. With Mathematica, however,

you can often get exact results.

Mathematica gives an exact result for 2100, even though it has 31 decimal digits. 

In[1]:= 2^100

Out[1]= 1267 650600 228229401 496703 205376

You can tell Mathematica to give you an approximate numerical result, just as a calculator would, by ending your input with �� N. The N

stands for "numerical". It must be a capital letter. "Special Ways to Input Expressions" will explain what the �� means. 

This gives an approximate numerical result. 

In[2]:= 2^100 �� N

Out[2]= 1.26765´1030

Mathematica can give results in terms of rational numbers.

In[3]:= 1�3 + 2�7

Out[3]= 

13

21

�� N always gives the approximate numerical result. 

In[4]:= 1�3 + 2�7 �� N

Out[4]= 0.619048

expr��N give an approximate numerical value for expr

Getting numerical approximations. 

When you type in  an  integer  like  7,  Mathematica  assumes that  it  is  exact.  If  you type in  a  number  like  4.5,  with  an  explicit  decimal

point, Mathematica assumes that it is accurate only to a fixed number of decimal places. 

This is taken to be an exact rational number, and reduced to its lowest terms. 

In[5]:= 452�62

Out[5]= 

226

31

Whenever you give a number with an explicit decimal point, Mathematica produces an approximate numerical result. 

In[6]:= 452.3�62

Out[6]= 7.29516

Here again, the presence of the decimal point makes Mathematica give you an approximate numerical result. 

In[7]:= 452.�62

Out[7]= 7.29032
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When any number in an arithmetic expression is given with an explicit decimal point, you get an approximate numerical result for the whole 
expression. 

In[8]:= 1. + 452�62

Out[8]= 8.29032

MORE ABOUT

� Numerical Evaluation and Precision

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Calculations

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica
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Numerical Precision

As  discussed  in  "Exact  and  Approximate  Results",  Mathematica  can  handle  approximate  real  numbers  with  any  number  of  digits.  In

general, the precision  of an approximate real number is the effective number of decimal digits in it  which are treated as significant for

computations. The accuracy is the effective number of these digits which appear to the right of the decimal point. Note that to achieve

full  consistency in  the treatment  of  numbers,  precision and accuracy often have values that  do not  correspond to  integer  numbers of

digits. 

Precision@xD the total number of significant decimal digits in x

Accuracy@xD the number of significant decimal digits to the right of the decimal point in x

Precision and accuracy of real numbers. 

This generates a number with 30−digit precision. 

In[1]:= x = N@Pi^10, 30D

Out[1]= 93648.0474760830209737166901849

This gives the precision of the number. 

In[2]:= Precision@xD

Out[2]= 30.

The accuracy is lower since only some of the digits are to the right of the decimal point. 

In[3]:= Accuracy@xD

Out[3]= 25.0285

This number has all its digits to the right of the decimal point. 

In[4]:= x�10^6

Out[4]= 0.0936480474760830209737166901849

Now the accuracy is larger than the precision. 

In[5]:= 8Precision@%D, Accuracy@%D<

Out[5]= 830., 31.0285<

An approximate  real  number  always has  some uncertainty  in  its  value,  associated with  digits  beyond those known.  One can think  of

precision as providing a measure of the relative size of this uncertainty. Accuracy gives a measure of the absolute size of the uncer−

tainty. 

Mathematica is set up so that if a number x has uncertainty ∆, then its true value can lie anywhere in an interval of size ∆ from x - ∆ �2 to

x + ∆ �2.  An  approximate  number  with  accuracy  a  is  defined  to  have  uncertainty  10-a,  while  a  nonzero  approximate  number  with

precision p is defined to have uncertainty x 10
-p. 

Precision@xD -log10H∆� x L

Accuracy@xD -log10H∆L

Definitions of precision and accuracy in terms of uncertainty. 
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Adding or subtracting a quantity smaller than the uncertainty has no visible effect. 

In[6]:= 8x - 10^-26, x, x + 10^-26<

Out[6]= 893648.0474760830209737166901849, 93 648.0474760830209737166901849, 93648.0474760830209737166901849<

N@expr,nD evaluate expr to n−digit precision using arbitrary−precision numbers

N@exprD evaluate expr numerically using machine−precision numbers

Numerical evaluation with arbitrary−precision and machine−precision numbers. 

Mathematica  distinguishes  two  kinds  of  approximate  real  numbers:  arbitrary−precision  numbers,  and  machine−precision  numbers  or

machine numbers. Arbitrary−precision numbers can contain any number of digits, and maintain information on their precision. Machine

numbers, on the other hand, always contain the same number of digits, and maintain no information on their precision. 

Here is a machine−number approximation to Π. 

In[7]:= N@PiD

Out[7]= 3.14159

These are both arbitrary−precision numbers. 

In[8]:= 8N@Pi, 4D, N@Pi, 20D<

Out[8]= 83.142, 3.1415926535897932385<

As  discussed  in  more  detail  below,  machine  numbers  work  by  making  direct  use  of  the  numerical  capabilities  of  your  underlying

computer  system.  As  a  result,  computations  with  them  can  often  be  done  more  quickly.  They  are  however  much  less  flexible  than

arbitrary−precision  numbers,  and  difficult  numerical  analysis  can  be  needed  to  determine  whether  results  obtained  with  them  are

correct. 

MachinePrecision the precision specification used to indicate machine numbers

$MachinePrecision the effective precision for machine numbers on your computer system

MachineNumberQ@xD test whether x is a machine number

Machine numbers. 

This returns the symbol MachinePrecision to indicate a machine number. 

In[9]:= Precision@N@PiDD

Out[9]= MachinePrecision

On this computer, machine numbers have slightly less than 16 decimal digits. 

In[10]:= $MachinePrecision

Out[10]= 15.9546

When  you  enter  an  approximate  real  number,  Mathematica  has  to  decide  whether  to  treat  it  as  a  machine  number  or  an  arbitrary−

precision number. Unless you specify otherwise, if you give less than $MachinePrecision  digits, Mathematica will treat the number

as machine precision, and if you give more digits, it will treat the number as arbitrary precision.
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123.4 a machine−precision number 

123.45678901234567890 an arbitrary−precision number on some computer systems 

123.45678901234567890‘ a machine−precision number on all computer systems 

123.456‘200 an arbitrary−precision number with 200 digits of precision 

123.456‘‘200 an arbitrary−precision number with 200 digits of accuracy 

1.234*^6 a machine−precision number in scientific notation (1.234´106) 

1.234‘200*^6 a number in scientific notation with 200 digits of precision 

2^^101.111‘200 a number in base 2 with 200 binary digits of precision 

2^^101.111‘200*^6 a number in base 2 scientific notation (101.1112´2
6) 

Input forms for numbers. 

When Mathematica prints out numbers, it usually tries to give them in a form that will be as easy as possible to read. But if you want to

take numbers that  are printed out by Mathematica,  and then later use them as input to Mathematica,  you need to make sure that  no

information gets lost.

In standard output form, Mathematica prints a number like this to six digits. 

In[11]:= N@PiD

Out[11]= 3.14159

In input form, Mathematica prints all the digits it knows. 

In[12]:= InputForm@%D

Out[12]//InputForm= 3.141592653589793

Here is an arbitrary−precision number in standard output form. 

In[13]:= N@Pi, 20D

Out[13]= 3.1415926535897932385

In input form, Mathematica explicitly indicates the precision of the number, and gives extra digits to make sure the number can be 
reconstructed correctly. 

In[14]:= InputForm@%D

Out[14]//InputForm= 3.1415926535897932384626433832795028842‘20.

This makes Mathematica not explicitly indicate precision. 

In[15]:= InputForm@%, NumberMarks -> FalseD

Out[15]//InputForm= 3.14159265358979323846

InputForm@expr,NumberMarks->TrueD

use ‘ marks in all approximate numbers

InputForm@expr,NumberMarks->AutomaticD

use ‘ only in arbitrary−precision numbers

InputForm@expr,NumberMarks->FalseD

never use ‘ marks

Controlling printing of numbers. 

The default setting for the NumberMarks option, both in InputForm  and in functions such as ToString  and OpenWrite  is given by

the  value  of  $NumberMarks.  By  resetting  $NumberMarks,  therefore,  you  can  globally  change  the  way  that  numbers  are  printed  in

InputForm .
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This makes Mathematica by default always include number marks in input form. 

In[16]:= $NumberMarks = True

Out[16]= True

Even a machine−precision number is now printed with an explicit number mark. 

In[17]:= InputForm@N@PiDD

Out[17]//InputForm= 3.141592653589793‘

Even with no number marks, InputForm  still uses * ^ for scientific notation. 

In[18]:= InputForm@N@Exp@600D, 20D, NumberMarks -> FalseD

Out[18]//InputForm= 3.7730203009299398234*^260

In  doing  numerical  computations,  it  is  inevitable  that  you  will  sometimes  end  up  with  results  that  are  less  precise  than  you  want.

Particularly when you get numerical results that are very close to zero, you may well want to assume that the results should be exactly

zero. The function Chop  allows you to replace approximate real numbers that are close to zero by the exact integer 0. 

Chop@exprD replace all approximate real numbers in expr with magnitude less than 10-10 by 0

Chop@expr,dxD replace numbers with magnitude less than dx by 0

Removing numbers close to zero. 

This computation gives a small imaginary part. 

In[19]:= Exp@N@2 Pi IDD

Out[19]= 1. - 2.44921´10-16 ä

You can get rid of the imaginary part using Chop . 

In[20]:= Chop@%D

Out[20]= 1.
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Arbitrary−Precision Calculations
When you use �� N  to get a numerical result, Mathematica  does what a standard calculator would do: it  gives you a result to a fixed

number of significant figures. You can also tell Mathematica exactly how many significant figures to keep in a particular calculation. This

allows you to get numerical results in Mathematica to any degree of precision. 

expr��N   or  N@exprD approximate numerical value of expr

N@expr,nD numerical value of expr calculated with n−digit precision

Numerical evaluation functions. 

This gives the numerical value of Π to a fixed number of significant digits. Typing N@PiD is exactly equivalent to Pi �� N. 

In[1]:= N@PiD

Out[1]= 3.14159

This gives Π to 40 digits. 

In[2]:= N@Pi, 40D

Out[2]= 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197

Here is 7  to 30 digits. 

In[3]:= N@Sqrt@7D, 30D

Out[3]= 2.64575131106459059050161575364

Doing any kind of numerical calculation can introduce small roundoff errors into your results. When you increase the numerical preci−

sion, these errors typically become correspondingly smaller. Making sure that you get the same answer when you increase numerical

precision is often a good way to check your results. 

The quantity eΠ 163  turns out to be very close to an integer. To check that the result is not, in fact, an integer, you have to use sufficient 
numerical precision. 

In[4]:= N@Exp@Pi Sqrt@163DD, 40D

Out[4]= 2.625374126407687439999999999992500725972´10
17
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Arbitrary−Precision Numbers
When you do calculations with arbitrary−precision numbers, Mathematica keeps track of precision at all points. In general, Mathematica

tries to give you results which have the highest possible precision, given the precision of the input you provided. 

Mathematica  treats arbitrary−precision numbers as representing the values of  quantities where a certain number of  digits  are known,

and the rest are unknown. In general, an arbitrary−precision number x is taken to have Precision@xD digits which are known exactly,

followed by an infinite number of digits which are completely unknown. 

This computes Π to 10−digit precision. 

In[1]:= N@Pi, 10D

Out[1]= 3.141592654

After a certain point, all digits are indeterminate. 

In[2]:= RealDigits@%, 10, 13D

Out[2]= 883, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5, 3, Indeterminate, Indeterminate, Indeterminate<, 1<

When you do a computation, Mathematica keeps track of which digits in your result could be affected by unknown digits in your input. It

sets the precision of your result so that no affected digits are ever included. This procedure ensures that all digits returned by Mathemat−

ica are correct, whatever the values of the unknown digits may be. 

This evaluates GH1 �7L to 30−digit precision. 

In[3]:= N@Gamma@1�7D, 30D

Out[3]= 6.54806294024782443771409334943

The result has a precision of exactly 30 digits. 

In[4]:= Precision@%D

Out[4]= 30.

If you give input only to a few digits of precision, Mathematica cannot give you such high−precision output. 

In[5]:= N@Gamma@0.142D, 30D

Out[5]= 6.58965

If you want Mathematica to assume that the argument is exactly 142�1000, then you have to say so explicitly. 

In[6]:= N@Gamma@142�1000D, 30D

Out[6]= 6.58964729492039788328481917496

In many computations, the precision of the results you get progressively degrades as a result of ú roundoff errorø . A typical case of this

occurs  if  you  subtract  two  numbers  that  are  close  together.  The  result  you  get  depends  on  high−order  digits  in  each  number,  and

typically has far fewer digits of precision than either of the original numbers. 

Both input numbers have a precision of around 20 digits, but the result has much lower precision. 

In[7]:= 1.11111111111111111111 - 1.11111111111111111000

Out[7]= 1.1´10-18
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Adding extra digits in one number but not the other is not sufficient to allow extra digits to be found in the result. 

In[8]:= 1.11111111111111111111345 - 1.11111111111111111000

Out[8]= 1.1´10-18

The precision of the output from a function can depend in a complicated way on the precision of the input. Functions that vary rapidly

typically give less precise output, since the variation of the output associated with uncertainties in the input is larger. Functions that are

close to constants can actually give output that is more precise than their input.

Here is a case where the output is less precise than the input. 

In[9]:= Sin@111 111111.0000000000000000D

Out[9]= -0.2975351033349432

Here is e-40 evaluated to 20−digit precision. 

In[10]:= N@Exp@-40D, 20D

Out[10]= 4.2483542552915889953´10-18

The result you get by adding the exact integer 1 has a higher precision. 

In[11]:= 1 + %

Out[11]= 1.0000000000000000042483542552915889953

It  is  worth  realizing  that  different  ways  of  doing  the  same  calculation  can  end  up  giving  you  results  with  very  different  precisions.

Typically, if you once lose precision in a calculation, it is essentially impossible to regain it; in losing precision, you are effectively losing

information about your result. 

Here is a 40−digit number that is close to 1. 

In[12]:= x = N@1 - 10^-30, 40D

Out[12]= 0.9999999999999999999999999999990000000000

Adding 1 to it gives another 40−digit number. 

In[13]:= 1 + x

Out[13]= 1.999999999999999999999999999999000000000

The original precision has been maintained. 

In[14]:= Precision@%D

Out[14]= 40.301

This way of computing 1 + x loses precision. 

In[15]:= Hx^2 - 1L�Hx - 1L

Out[15]= 2.000000000

The result obtained in this way has quite low precision. 

In[16]:= Precision@%D

Out[16]= 9.69897

The fact  that  different  ways of  doing the same calculation can give you different  numerical  answers means,  among other  things,  that

comparisons between approximate real numbers must be treated with care. In testing whether two real numbers are ú equalø , Mathemat−

ica effectively finds their difference, and tests whether the result is ú consistent with zeroø  to the precision given.
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These numbers are equal to the precision given. 

In[17]:= 3 == 3.000000000000000000

Out[17]= True

The internal algorithms that Mathematica uses to evaluate mathematical functions are set up to maintain as much precision as possible.

In most cases, built−in Mathematica functions will give you results that have as much precision as can be justified on the basis of your

input. In some cases, however, it is simply impractical to do this, and Mathematica will give you results that have lower precision. If you

give  higher−precision  input,  Mathematica  will  use  higher  precision  in  its  internal  calculations,  and  you  will  usually  be  able  to  get  a

higher−precision result. 

N@exprD evaluate expr numerically to machine precision

N@expr,nD evaluate expr numerically trying to get a result with n digits of precision

Numerical evaluation. 

If you start with an expression that contains only integers and other exact numeric quantities, then N@expr, nD will  in almost all cases

succeed  in  giving  you  a  result  to  n  digits  of  precision.  You  should  realize,  however,  that  to  do  this  Mathematica  sometimes  has  to

perform internal intermediate calculations to much higher precision.

The global variable $MaxExtraPrecision specifies how many additional digits should be allowed in such intermediate calculations. 

variable default value

$MaxExtraPrecision 50 maximum additional precision to use

Controlling precision in intermediate calculations. 

Mathematica automatically increases the precision that it uses internally in order to get the correct answer here. 

In[18]:= N@Sin@10^40D, 30D

Out[18]= -0.569633400953636327308034181574

Using the default setting $MaxExtraPrecision = 50, Mathematica cannot get the correct answer here. 

In[19]:= N@Sin@10^100D, 30D

N::meprec :
Internal precision limit $MaxExtraPrecision = 50.‘ reached while evaluating

Sin@10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000�
000000000000000000000000000000D. �

Out[19]= 0.

This tells Mathematica that it can use more digits in its internal calculations. 

In[20]:= $MaxExtraPrecision = 200

Out[20]= 200

Now it gets the correct answer. 

In[21]:= N@Sin@10^100D, 30D

Out[21]= -0.372376123661276688262086695553

This resets $MaxExtraPrecision to its default value. 

In[22]:= $MaxExtraPrecision = 50

Out[22]= 50
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Even when you are doing computations that give exact results, Mathematica still occasionally uses approximate numbers for some of its

internal calculations, so that the value of $MaxExtraPrecision can thus have an effect. 

Mathematica works this out using bounds from approximate numbers. 

In[23]:= Sin@Exp@100DD > 0

Out[23]= True

With the default value of $MaxExtraPrecision, Mathematica cannot work this out. 

In[24]:= Sin@Exp@200DD > 0

N::meprec : Internal precision limit

$MaxExtraPrecision = 50.‘ reached while evaluating -SinAã200E. �

Out[24]= SinAã200E > 0

Temporarily resetting $MaxExtraPrecision allows Mathematica to get the result. 

In[25]:= Block@8$MaxExtraPrecision = 100<, Sin@Exp@200DD > 0D

Out[25]= False

In doing calculations that degrade precision, it is possible to end up with numbers that have no significant digits at all. But even in such

cases, Mathematica still maintains information on the accuracy of the numbers. Given a number with no significant digits, but accuracy

a, Mathematica can then still tell that the actual value of the number must be in the range 8-10-a, +10-a<�2. Mathematica by default

prints such numbers in the form 0.´10e.

Here is a number with 20−digit precision. 

In[26]:= x = N@Exp@50D, 20D

Out[26]= 5.1847055285870724641´1021

Here there are no significant digits left. 

In[27]:= Sin@xD�x

Out[27]= 0.´10-22

But Mathematica still keeps track of the accuracy of the result. 

In[28]:= Accuracy@%D

Out[28]= 21.7147

Adding the result to an exact 1 gives a number with quite high precision. 

In[29]:= 1 + %%

Out[29]= 1.000000000000000000000

One subtlety in characterizing numbers by their precision is that any number that is consistent with zero must be treated as having zero

precision. The reason for this is that such a number has no digits that can be recognized as significant, since all its known digits are just

zero. 

This gives a number whose value is consistent with zero. 

In[30]:= d = N@Pi, 20D - Pi

Out[30]= 0.´10-20
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The number has no recognizable significant digits of precision. 

In[31]:= Precision@dD

Out[31]= 0.

But it still has a definite accuracy, that characterizes the uncertainty in it. 

In[32]:= Accuracy@dD

Out[32]= 19.5029

If you do computations whose results are likely to be near zero, it can be convenient to specify the accuracy, rather than the precision,

that you want to get. 

N@expr,pD evaluate expr to precision p

N@expr,8p,a<D evaluate expr to at most precision p and accuracy a

N@expr,8Infinity,a<D evaluate expr to any precision but to accuracy a

Specifying accuracy as well as precision. 

Here is a symbolic expression. 

In[33]:= u = ArcTan@1�3D - ArcCot@3D

Out[33]= -ArcCot@3D + ArcTanB
1

3
F

This shows that the expression is equivalent to zero. 

In[34]:= FullSimplify@uD

Out[34]= 0

N cannot guarantee to get a result to precision 20. 

In[35]:= N@u, 20D

N::meprec : Internal precision limit $MaxExtraPrecision

= 50.‘ reached while evaluating -ArcCot@3D + ArcTanB
1

3
F. �

Out[35]= 0.´10-71

But it can get a result to accuracy 20. 

In[36]:= N@u, 8Infinity, 20<D

Out[36]= 0.´10-20

When  Mathematica  works  out  the  potential  effect  of  unknown  digits  in  arbitrary−precision  numbers,  it  assumes  by  default  that  these

digits are completely independent in different numbers. While this assumption will never yield too high a precision in a result, it may lead

to unnecessary loss of precision. 

In particular, if two numbers are generated in the same way in a computation, some of their unknown digits may be equal. Then, when

these numbers are, for example, subtracted, the unknown digits may cancel. By assuming that the unknown digits are always indepen−

dent, however, Mathematica will miss such cancellations. 

Here is a number computed to 20−digit precision. 

In[37]:= d = N@3^-30, 20D

Out[37]= 4.8569357496188611379´10-15
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The quantity 1 + d has about 34−digit precision. 

In[38]:= Precision@1 + dD

Out[38]= 34.3136

This quantity has lower precision, since Mathematica assumes that the unknown digits in each number d are independent.

In[39]:= Precision@H1 + dL - dD

Out[39]= 34.0126

Numerical algorithms sometimes rely on cancellations between unknown digits in different numbers yielding results of higher precision.

If  you  can  be  sure  that  certain  unknown  digits  will  eventually  cancel,  then  you  can  explicitly  introduce  fixed  digits  in  place  of  the

unknown ones. You can carry these fixed digits through your computation, then let them cancel, and get a result of higher precision. 

SetPrecision@x,nD create a number with n decimal digits of precision, padding with base−2 zeros if 
necessary

SetAccuracy@x,nD create a number with n decimal digits of accuracy

Functions for modifying precision and accuracy.

This introduces 10 more digits in d. 

In[40]:= d = SetPrecision@d, 30D

Out[40]= 4.85693574961886113790624266497´10-15

The digits that were added cancel out here. 

In[41]:= H1 + dL - d

Out[41]= 1.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

The precision of the result is now about 44 digits, rather than 34. 

In[42]:= Precision@%D

Out[42]= 44.0126

SetPrecision  works by adding digits which are zero in base 2. Sometimes, Mathematica  stores slightly more digits in an arbitrary−

precision number than it displays, and in such cases, SetPrecision will use these extra digits before introducing zeros. 

This creates a number with a precision of 40 decimal digits. The extra digits come from conversion to base 10. 

In[43]:= SetPrecision@0.400000000000000, 40D

Out[43]= 0.4000000000000000222044604925031308084726

variable default value

$MaxPrecision Infinity maximum total precision to be used

$MinPrecision 0 minimum precision to be used

Global precision control parameters. 

By making the global assignment $MinPrecision = n, you can effectively apply SetPrecision@expr, nD at every step in a computa−

tion. This means that even when the number of correct digits in an arbitrary−precision number drops below n, the number will always be

padded to have n digits. 

If  you  set  $MaxPrecision = n  as  well  as  $MinPrecision = n,  then  you  can  force  all  arbitrary−precision  numbers  to  have  a  fixed

precision  of  n  digits.  In  effect,  what  this  does  is  to  make Mathematica  treat  arbitrary−precision  numbers  in  much the  same way as  it

treats machine numbers~but with more digits of precision.
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Fixed−precision computation can make some calculations more efficient, but without careful analysis you can never be sure how many

digits are correct in the results you get.

Here is a small number with 20−digit precision. 

In[44]:= k = N@Exp@-60D, 20D

Out[44]= 8.7565107626965203385´10-27

With Mathematica÷ s usual arithmetic, this works fine. 

In[45]:= Evaluate@1 + kD - 1

Out[45]= 8.7565107626965203385´10-27

This tells Mathematica to use fixed−precision arithmetic. 

In[46]:= $MinPrecision = $MaxPrecision = 20

Out[46]= 20

The first few digits are correct, but the rest are wrong. 

In[47]:= Evaluate@1 + kD - 1

Out[47]= 8.7565107626963908935´10-27
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Machine−Precision Numbers

Whenever machine−precision numbers appear in a calculation, the whole calculation is typically done in machine precision. Mathemat−

ica will then give machine−precision numbers as the result. 

Whenever the input contains any machine−precision numbers, Mathematica does the computation to machine precision. 

In[1]:= 1.4444444444444444444^5.7

Out[1]= 8.13382

Zeta@5.6D yields a machine−precision result, so the N is irrelevant. 

In[2]:= N@Zeta@5.6D, 30D

Out[2]= 1.02338

This gives a higher−precision result. 

In[3]:= N@Zeta@56�10D, 30D

Out[3]= 1.02337547922702991086041788103

When you do calculations with arbitrary−precision numbers, as discussed in "Arbitrary−Precision Numbers", Mathematica always keeps

track of the precision of your results, and gives only those digits which are known to be correct, given the precision of your input. When

you do calculations with machine−precision numbers, however, Mathematica always gives you a machine−precision result, whether or

not all the digits in the result can, in fact, be determined to be correct on the basis of your input. 

This subtracts two machine−precision numbers. 

In[4]:= diff = 1.11111111 - 1.11111000

Out[4]= 1.11´10-6

The result is taken to have machine precision. 

In[5]:= Precision@diffD

Out[5]= MachinePrecision

Here are all the digits in the result. 

In[6]:= InputForm@diffD

Out[6]//InputForm= 1.1099999999153454‘*^−6

The  fact  that  you  can  get  spurious  digits  in  machine−precision  numerical  calculations  with  Mathematica  is  in  many  respects  quite

unsatisfactory. The ultimate reason, however, that Mathematica uses fixed precision for these calculations is a matter of computational

efficiency. 

Mathematica  is usually set up to insulate you as much as possible from the details of  the computer system you are using. In dealing

with machine−precision numbers, you would lose too much, however, if Mathematica did not make use of some specific features of your

computer. 

The important point is that almost all computers have special hardware or microcode for doing floating−point calculations to a particular

fixed precision. Mathematica makes use of these features when doing machine−precision numerical calculations. 

The  typical  arrangement  is  that  all  machine−precision  numbers  in  Mathematica  are  represented  as  "double−precision  floating−point

numbers"  in  the  underlying  computer  system.  On  most  current  computers,  such  numbers  contain  a  total  of  64  binary  bits,  typically

yielding 16 decimal digits of mantissa. 

The main advantage of  using the built−in floating−point  capabilities of  your computer is speed. Arbitrary−precision numerical  calcula−

tions, which do not make such direct use of these capabilities, are usually many times slower than machine−precision calculations. 
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There are several disadvantages of using built−in floating−point capabilities. One already mentioned is that it forces all numbers to have

a fixed precision, independent of what precision can be justified for them. 

A second disadvantage is that the treatment of machine−precision numbers can vary slightly from one computer system to another. In

working  with  machine−precision  numbers,  Mathematica  is  at  the  mercy  of  the  floating−point  arithmetic  system  of  each  particular

computer. If floating−point arithmetic is done differently on two computers, you may get slightly different results for machine−precision

Mathematica calculations on those computers.

$MachinePrecision the number of decimal digits of precision

$MachineEpsilon the minimum positive machine−precision number which can be added to 1.0 to 
give a result distinguishable from 1.0

$MaxMachineNumber the maximum machine−precision number

$MinMachineNumber the minimum positive machine−precision number

$MaxNumber the maximum magnitude of an arbitrary−precision number

$MinNumber the minimum magnitude of a positive arbitrary−precision number

Properties of numbers on a particular computer system. 

Since  machine−precision  numbers  on  any  particular  computer  system  are  represented  by  a  definite  number  of  binary  bits,  numbers

which are too close together will have the same bit pattern, and so cannot be distinguished. The parameter $MachineEpsilon gives

the distance between 1.0 and the closest number which has a distinct binary representation. 

This gives the value of $MachineEpsilon for the computer system on which these examples are run. 

In[7]:= $MachineEpsilon

Out[7]= 2.22045´10-16

Although this prints as 1., Mathematica knows that the result is larger than 1. 

In[8]:= 1. + $MachineEpsilon

Out[8]= 1.

InputForm  reveals that the result is not exactly 1.

In[9]:= % �� InputForm

Out[9]//InputForm= 1.0000000000000002

Subtracting 1 gives $MachineEpsilon. 

In[10]:= % - 1.

Out[10]= 2.22045´10-16

This prints as 1. again.

In[11]:= 1. + $MachineEpsilon�2

Out[11]= 1.

In this case, however, the result is not distinguished from 1. to machine precision.

In[12]:= % �� InputForm

Out[12]//InputForm= 1.

Subtracting 1 from the result yields 0. 

In[13]:= % - 1.

Out[13]= 0.
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Machine numbers have not  only  limited precision,  but  also limited magnitude.  If  you generate a  number  which lies  outside the range

specified  by  $MinMachineNumber  and  $MaxMachineNumber,  Mathematica  will  automatically  convert  the  number  to  arbitrary−

precision form. 

This is the maximum machine−precision number which can be handled on the computer system used for this example. 

In[14]:= $MaxMachineNumber

Out[14]= 1.79769´10308

Mathematica automatically converts any result larger than $MaxMachineNumber to arbitrary precision. 

In[15]:= 2 $MaxMachineNumber

Out[15]= 3.595386269724631´10308

Here is another computation whose result is outside the range of machine−precision numbers.

In[16]:= Exp@1000.D

Out[16]= 1.970071114017´10434

MORE ABOUT

� Precision and Accuracy Control

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Interval Arithmetic

Interval@8min,max<D the interval from min to max

Interval@8min1,max1<,8min2,max2<,¼D

the union of intervals from min1 to max1, min2 to max2, ¼ 

Representations of real intervals. 

This represents all numbers between -2 and +5. 

In[1]:= Interval@8-2, 5<D

Out[1]= Interval@8-2, 5<D

The square of any number between -2 and +5 is always between 0 and 25.

In[2]:= Interval@8-2, 5<D^2

Out[2]= Interval@80, 25<D

Taking the reciprocal gives two distinct intervals. 

In[3]:= 1�Interval@8-2, 5<D

Out[3]= IntervalB:-¥, -
1

2

>, :
1

5

, ¥>F

Abs folds the intervals back together again. 

In[4]:= Abs@%D

Out[4]= IntervalB:
1

5

, ¥>F

You can use intervals in many kinds of functions. 

In[5]:= Solve@3 x + 2 == Interval@8-2, 5<D, xD

Out[5]= ::x ® IntervalB:-
4

3

, 1>F>>

Some functions automatically generate intervals. 

In[6]:= Limit@Sin@1�xD, x -> 0D

Out[6]= Interval@8-1, 1<D

IntervalUnion@interval1,interval2,¼D

find the union of several intervals

IntervalIntersection@interval1,interval2,¼D

find the intersection of several intervals

IntervalMemberQ@interval,xD test whether the point x lies within an interval

IntervalMemberQ@interval1,interval2D

test whether interval2 lies completely within interval1

Operations on intervals. 
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This finds the overlap of the two intervals. 

In[7]:= IntervalIntersection@Interval@83, 7<D, Interval@8-2, 5<DD

Out[7]= Interval@83, 5<D

You can use Max and Min to find the end points of intervals. 

In[8]:= Max@%D

Out[8]= 5

This finds out which of a list of intervals contains the point 7.

In[9]:= IntervalMemberQ@Table@Interval@8i, i + 1<D, 8i, 1, 20, 3<D, 7D

Out[9]= 8False, False, True, False, False, False, False<

You  can  use  intervals  not  only  with  exact  quantities  but  also  with  approximate  numbers.  Even  with  machine−precision  numbers,

Mathematica always tries to do rounding in such a way as to preserve the validity of results.

This shows explicitly the interval treated by Mathematica as the machine−precision number 0.

In[10]:= Interval@0.D

Out[10]= IntervalA9-2.22507´10-308, 2.22507´10
-308=E

This shows the corresponding interval around 100., shifted back to zero. 

In[11]:= Interval@100.D - 100

Out[11]= IntervalA9-1.42109´10-14, 1.42109´10
-14=E

The same kind of thing works with numbers of any precision. 

In[12]:= Interval@N@Pi, 50DD - Pi

Out[12]= IntervalA9-0.´10-50, 0.´10
-50=E

With ordinary machine−precision arithmetic, this computation gives an incorrect result. 

In[13]:= Sin@N@PiDD

Out[13]= 1.22461´10
-16

The interval generated here, however, includes the correct value of 0. 

In[14]:= Sin@Interval@N@PiDDD

Out[14]= IntervalA9-3.21629´10-16, 5.6655´10
-16=E

MORE ABOUT

� Interval Arithmetic

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Indeterminate and Infinite Results

If you type in an expression like 0�0, Mathematica prints a message, and returns the result Indeterminate. 

In[1]:= 0�0

Power::infy : Infinite expression
1

0
encountered. �

¥::indet : Indeterminate expression 0 ComplexInfinity encountered. �

Out[1]= Indeterminate

An expression like 0�0 is an example of an indeterminate numerical result. If you type in 0�0, there is no way for Mathematica to know

what answer you want. If you got 0�0 by taking the limit of x � x as x ® 0, then you might want the answer 1. On the other hand, if you

got 0�0 instead as the limit of 2 x � x, then you probably want the answer 2. The expression 0�0 on its own does not contain enough

information to choose between these and other cases. As a result, its value must be considered indeterminate.

Whenever an indeterminate result is produced in an arithmetic computation, Mathematica prints a warning message, and then returns

Indeterminate  as the result of the computation. If you ever try to use Indeterminate  in an arithmetic computation, you always get

the  result  Indeterminate.  A  single  indeterminate  expression  effectively  ú poisons ø  any  arithmetic  computation.  (The  symbol

Indeterminate plays a role in Mathematica similar to the ú not a numberø  object in the IEEE Floating Point Standard.)

The usual laws of arithmetic simplification are suspended in the case of Indeterminate. 

In[2]:= Indeterminate - Indeterminate

Out[2]= Indeterminate

Indeterminate ú poisonsø  any arithmetic computation, and leads to an indeterminate result. 

In[3]:= 2 Indeterminate - 7

Out[3]= Indeterminate

When you do arithmetic computations inside Mathematica programs, it is often important to be able to tell whether indeterminate results

were generated in the computations. You can do this by using the function Check discussed in "Messages" to test whether any warning

messages associated with indeterminate results were produced. 

You can use Check inside a program to test whether warning messages are generated in a computation. 

In[4]:= Check@H7 - 7L�H8 - 8L, meaninglessD

Power::infy : Infinite expression
1

0
encountered. �

¥::indet : Indeterminate expression 0 ComplexInfinity encountered. �

Out[4]= meaningless

Indeterminate an indeterminate numerical result

Infinity a positive infinite quantity

-Infinity a negative infinite quantity (DirectedInfinity@-1D)

DirectedInfinity@rD an infinite quantity with complex direction r

ComplexInfinity an infinite quantity with an undetermined direction

DirectedInfinity@D equivalent to ComplexInfinity

Indeterminate and infinite quantities. 
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There are many situations where it is convenient to be able to do calculations with infinite quantities. The symbol Infinity  in Mathe−

matica  represents  a  positive  infinite  quantity.  You  can  use  it  to  specify  such  things  as  limits  of  sums and  integrals.  You  can  also  do

some arithmetic calculations with it. 

Here is an integral with an infinite limit. 

In[5]:= Integrate@1�x^3, 8x, 1, Infinity<D

Out[5]=

1

2

Mathematica knows that 1 �¥ = 0. 

In[6]:= 1�Infinity

Out[6]= 0

If you try to find the difference between two infinite quantities, you get an indeterminate result. 

In[7]:= Infinity - Infinity

¥::indet : Indeterminate expression -¥ + ¥ encountered. �

Out[7]= Indeterminate

There  are  a  number  of  subtle  points  that  arise  in  handling  infinite  quantities.  One  of  them  concerns  the  ú directionø  of  an  infinite

quantity. When you do an infinite integral, you typically think of performing the integration along a path in the complex plane that goes to

infinity in some direction. In this case, it is important to distinguish different versions of infinity that correspond to different directions in

the complex plane. +¥ and -¥ are two examples, but for some purposes one also needs i¥ and so on.

In Mathematica,  infinite quantities can have a ú directionø , specified by a complex number.  When you type in the symbol  Infinity,

representing  a  positive  infinite  quantity,  this  is  converted  internally  to  the  form DirectedInfinity@1D,  which  represents  an infinite

quantity  in  the  +1  direction.  Similarly,  -Infinity  becomes  DirectedInfinity@-1D,  and  I Infinity  becomes

DirectedInfinity@ID.  Although  the  DirectedInfinity  form  is  always  used  internally,  the  standard  output  format  for

DirectedInfinity@rD is r Infinity.

Infinity is converted internally to DirectedInfinity@1D. 

In[8]:= Infinity �� FullForm

Out[8]//FullForm= DirectedInfinity@1D

Although the notion of a ú directed infinity ø  is often useful,  it  is not always available. If  you type in 1�0,  you get an infinite result,  but

there is  no way to  determine the ú directionø  of  the infinity.  Mathematica  represents the result  of  1�0  as DirectedInfinity@D.  In

standard output form, this undirected infinity is printed out as ComplexInfinity. 

1�0 gives an undirected form of infinity. 

In[9]:= 1�0

Power::infy : Infinite expression
1

0
encountered. �

Out[9]= ComplexInfinity

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Controlling Numerical Evaluation

NHoldAll prevent any arguments of a function from being affected by N

NHoldFirst prevent the first argument from being affected

NHoldRest prevent all but the first argument from being affected

Attributes for controlling numerical evaluation. 

Usually N goes inside functions and gets applied to each of their arguments. 

In[1]:= N@f@2�3, PiDD

Out[1]= f@0.666667, 3.14159D

This tells Mathematica not to apply N to the first argument of f. 

In[2]:= SetAttributes@f, NHoldFirstD

Now the first argument of f is left in its exact form. 

In[3]:= N@f@2�3, PiDD

Out[3]= fB
2

3

, 3.14159F

MORE ABOUT

� Attributes

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numbers
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Symbolic Computation
One of the important features of Mathematica is that it can do symbolic, as well as numerical calculations. This means that it can handle

algebraic formulas as well as numbers. 

Here is a typical numerical computation. 

In[1]:= 3 + 62 - 1

Out[1]= 64

This is a symbolic computation. 

In[2]:= 3 x - x + 2

Out[2]= 2 + 2 x

Numerical computation 3+62−1�64

Symbolic computation 3x−x+2�2+2x

Numerical and symbolic computations. 

You can type any algebraic expression into Mathematica. 

In[3]:= -1 + 2 x + x^3

Out[3]= -1 + 2 x + x
3

Mathematica automatically carries out basic algebraic simplifications. Here it combines x2 and -4 x2 to get -3 x2.

In[4]:= x^2 + x - 4 x^2

Out[4]= x - 3 x2

You can type in any algebraic expression,  using the operators listed in "Arithmetic".  You can use spaces to denote multiplication.  Be

careful not to forget the space in x y. If you type in xy with no space, Mathematica will interpret this as a single symbol, with the name

xy, not as a product of the two symbols x and y. 

Mathematica rearranges and combines terms using the standard rules of algebra. 

In[5]:= x y + 2 x^2 y + y^2 x^2 - 2 y x

Out[5]= -x y + 2 x
2 y + x2 y2

Here is another algebraic expression. 

In[6]:= Hx + 2 y + 1L Hx - 2L^2

Out[6]= H-2 + xL
2 H1 + x + 2 yL

The function Expand multiplies out products and powers. 

In[7]:= Expand@%D

Out[7]= 4 - 3 x2 + x3 + 8 y - 8 x y + 2 x2 y

Factor does essentially the inverse of Expand. 

In[8]:= Factor@%D

Out[8]= H-2 + xL
2 H1 + x + 2 yL
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When you type in  more complicated expressions,  it  is  important  that  you put  parentheses in  the right  places.  Thus,  for  example,  you

have to give the expression x4 y  in the form x^H4 yL. If you leave out the parentheses, you get x4 y instead. It never hurts to put in too

many parentheses, but to find out exactly when you need to use parentheses, look at "Operator Input Forms". 

Here is a more complicated formula, requiring several parentheses. 

In[9]:= Sqrt@2D�9801 H4 nL! H1103 + 26390 nL�Hn!^4 396^H4 nLL

Out[9]= 

2

1

2
-8 n

99-2-4 n H1103 + 26390 nL H4 nL!

Hn!L4

When you  type  in  an  expression,  Mathematica  automatically  applies  its  large  repertoire  of  rules  for  transforming  expressions.  These

rules include the standard rules of algebra, such as x - x = 0, together with much more sophisticated rules involving higher mathemati−

cal functions. 

Mathematica uses standard rules of algebra to replace J 1 + x N
4

 by H1 + xL
2
.

In[10]:= Sqrt@1 + xD^4

Out[10]= H1 + xL
2

Mathematica knows no rules for this expression, so it leaves the expression in the original form you gave. 

In[11]:= Log@1 + Cos@xDD

Out[11]= Log@1 + Cos@xDD

The  notion  of  transformation  rules  is  a  very  general  one.  In  fact,  you  can  think  of  the  whole  of  Mathematica  as  simply  a  system for

applying a collection of transformation rules to many different kinds of expressions. 

The  general  principle  that  Mathematica  follows  is  simple  to  state.  It  takes  any  expression  you  input,  and  gets  results  by  applying  a

succession of transformation rules, stopping when it knows no more transformation rules that can be applied. 

� Take any expression, and apply transformation rules until the result no longer changes.

The fundamental principle of Mathematica. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Algebraic Calculations

� Symbolic Calculations
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Values for Symbols
When Mathematica transforms an expression such as x + x into 2 x, it is treating the variable x in a purely symbolic or formal fashion.

In such cases, x is a symbol which can stand for any expression. 

Often,  however,  you need to  replace a  symbol  like  x  with  a  definite  ú value ø . Sometimes this  value  will  be  a  number;  often  it  will  be

another expression. 

To take an expression such as 1 + 2 x and replace the symbol x that appears in it with a definite value, you can create a Mathematica

transformation rule, and then apply this rule to the expression. To replace x with the value 3, you would create the transformation rule

x -> 3. You must type -> as a pair of characters, with no space in between. You can think of x -> 3 as being a rule in which ú x goes to

3ø . 

To apply a transformation rule to a particular Mathematica expression, you type expr �. rule. The ú replacement operator ø  �. is typed

as a pair of characters, with no space in between. 

This uses the transformation rule x -> 3 in the expression 1 + 2 x. 

In[1]:= 1 + 2 x �. x -> 3

Out[1]= 7

You can replace x with any expression. Here every occurrence of x is replaced by 2 - y. 

In[2]:= 1 + x + x^2 �. x -> 2 - y

Out[2]= 3 + H2 - yL2 - y

Here is a transformation rule. Mathematica treats it like any other symbolic expression. 

In[3]:= x -> 3 + y

Out[3]= x ® 3 + y

This applies the transformation rule on the previous line to the expression x^2 - 9. 

In[4]:= x^2 - 9 �. %

Out[4]= -9 + H3 + yL
2

expr�.x->value replace x by value in the expression expr

expr�.8x->xval,y->yval< perform several replacements

Replacing symbols by values in expressions. 

You can apply rules together by putting the rules in a list. 

In[5]:= Hx + yL Hx - yL^2 �. 8x -> 3, y -> 1 - a<

Out[5]= H4 - aL H2 + aL
2

The replacement operator �. allows you to apply transformation rules to a particular expression. Sometimes, however, you will want to

define transformation rules that should always be applied. For example, you might want to replace x with 3 whenever x occurs. 

As discussed in "Defining Variables", you can do this by assigning the value 3 to x using x = 3. Once you have made the assignment

x = 3, x will always be replaced by 3, whenever it appears. 
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This assigns the value 3 to x. 

In[6]:= x = 3

Out[6]= 3

Now x will automatically be replaced by 3 wherever it appears. 

In[7]:= x^2 - 1

Out[7]= 8

This assigns the expression 1 + a to be the value of x. 

In[8]:= x = 1 + a

Out[8]= 1 + a

Now x is replaced by 1 + a. 

In[9]:= x^2 - 1

Out[9]= -1 + H1 + aL
2

You can define the value of  a  symbol  to  be any expression,  not  just  a  number.  You should realize that  once you have given such a

definition, the definition will continue to be used whenever the symbol appears, until you explicitly change or remove the definition. For

most  people,  forgetting  to  remove  values  you  have  assigned  to  symbols  is  the  single  most  common  source  of  mistakes  in  using

Mathematica. 

x=value define a value for x which will always be used

x=. remove any value defined for x

Assigning values to symbols. 

The symbol x still has the value you assigned to it. 

In[10]:= x + 5 - 2 x

Out[10]= 6 + a - 2 H1 + aL

This removes the value you assigned to x. 

In[11]:= x =.

Now x has no value defined, so it can be used as a purely symbolic variable. 

In[12]:= x + 5 - 2 x

Out[12]= 5 - x

A symbol such as x can serve many different purposes in Mathematica, and in fact, much of the flexibility of Mathematica comes from

being able to mix these purposes at will. However, you need to keep some of the different uses of x straight in order to avoid making

mistakes.  The most  important  distinction is  between the use of  x  as  a  name for  another  expression,  and as a  symbolic  variable  that

stands only for itself. 

Traditional  programming  languages  that  do  not  support  symbolic  computation  allow  variables  to  be  used  only  as  names  for  objects,

typically  numbers,  that  have  been  assigned  as  values  for  them.  In  Mathematica,  however,  x  can  also  be  treated  as  a  purely  formal

variable,  to  which various transformation rules  can be applied.  Of  course,  if  you explicitly  give a  definition,  such as x = 3,  then x  will

always be replaced by 3, and can no longer serve as a formal variable. 

You  should  understand  that  explicit  definitions  such  as  x = 3  have  a  global  effect.  On  the  other  hand,  a  replacement  such  as

expr �. x -> 3  affects  only  the  specific  expression  expr.  It  is  usually  much  easier  to  keep  things  straight  if  you  avoid  using  explicit

definitions except when absolutely necessary.
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You can always mix replacements with assignments.  With assignments,  you can give names to expressions in which you want to do

replacements, or to rules that you want to use to do the replacements. 

This assigns a value to the symbol t. 

In[13]:= t = 1 + x^2

Out[13]= 1 + x2

This finds the value of t, and then replaces x by 2 in it. 

In[14]:= t �. x -> 2

Out[14]= 5

This finds the value of t for a different value of x. 

In[15]:= t �. x -> 5 a

Out[15]= 1 + 25 a2

This finds the value of t when x is replaced by Pi, and then evaluates the result numerically. 

In[16]:= t �. x -> Pi �� N

Out[16]= 10.8696

MORE ABOUT

� Managing Computations in Notebooks

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Algebraic Calculations
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Transforming Algebraic Expressions
There are often many different ways to write the same algebraic expression. As one example, the expression H1 + xL

2  can be written as

1 + 2 x + x
2. Mathematica provides a large collection of functions for converting between different forms of algebraic expressions.

Expand@exprD multiply out products and powers, writing the result as a sum of terms

Factor@exprD write expr as a product of minimal factors

Two common functions for transforming algebraic expressions. 

Expand gives the ú expanded formø , with products and powers multiplied out. 

In[1]:= Expand@H1 + xL^2D

Out[1]= 1 + 2 x + x2

Factor recovers the original form.

In[2]:= Factor@%D

Out[2]= H1 + xL
2

It is easy to generate complicated expressions with Expand. 

In[3]:= Expand@H1 + x + 3 yL^4D

Out[3]= 1 + 4 x + 6 x2 + 4 x3 + x4 + 12 y + 36 x y + 36 x2 y + 12 x3 y + 54 y2 + 108 x y2 + 54 x2 y2 + 108 y3 + 108 x y3 + 81 y4

Factor often gives you simpler expressions. 

In[4]:= Factor@%D

Out[4]= H1 + x + 3 yL
4

There are some cases, though, where Factor can give you more complicated expressions. 

In[5]:= Factor@x^10 - 1D

Out[5]= H-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 - x + x
2
- x3 + x4M I1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4M

In this case, Expand gives the ú simpler ø  form. 

In[6]:= Expand@%D

Out[6]= -1 + x
10

MORE ABOUT

� Polynomial Algebra

� Polynomial Systems

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Algebraic Calculations
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Simplifying Algebraic Expressions
There are many situations where you want to write a particular algebraic expression in the simplest possible form. Although it is difficult

to know exactly what one means in all cases by the ú simplest form ø , a worthwhile practical procedure is to look at many different forms

of an expression, and pick out the one that involves the smallest number of parts.

Simplify@exprD try to find the simplest form of expr by applying various standard algebraic 

transformations

FullSimplify@exprD try to find the simplest form by applying a wide range of transformations

Simplifying algebraic expressions. 

Simplify writes x2 + 2 x + 1 in factored form. 

In[1]:= Simplify@x^2 + 2 x + 1D

Out[1]= H1 + xL
2

Simplify leaves x10 - 1 in expanded form, since for this expression, the factored form is larger. 

In[2]:= Simplify@x^10 - 1D

Out[2]= -1 + x
10

You can often use Simplify to ú clean upø  complicated expressions that you get as the results of computations. 

Here is the integral of 1� Ix4 - 1M. Integrals are discussed in more detail in "Integration". 

In[3]:= Integrate@1�Hx^4 - 1L, xD

Out[3]= -

ArcTan@xD

2
+

1

4
Log@-1 + xD -

1

4
Log@1 + xD

Differentiating the result from Integrate  should give back your original expression. In this case, as is common, you get a more 

complicated version of the expression. 

In[4]:= D@%, xD

Out[4]= 

1

4 H-1 + xL
-

1

4 H1 + xL
-

1

2 I1 + x2M

Simplify succeeds in getting back the original, simpler, form of the expression. 

In[5]:= Simplify@%D

Out[5]= 

1

-1 + x4

Simplify  is  set  up to  try  various standard algebraic  transformations on the expressions you give.  Sometimes,  however,  it  can take

more sophisticated transformations to make progress in finding the simplest form of an expression. 

FullSimplify  tries  a  much  wider  range  of  transformations,  involving  not  only  algebraic  functions,  but  also  many  other  kinds  of

functions. 

Simplify does nothing to this expression. 

In[6]:= Simplify@Gamma@xD Gamma@1 - xDD

Out[6]= Gamma@1 - xD Gamma@xD
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FullSimplify, however, transforms it to a simpler form. 

In[7]:= FullSimplify@Gamma@xD Gamma@1 - xDD

Out[7]= Π Csc@Π xD

For fairly small expressions, FullSimplify  will often succeed in making some remarkable simplifications. But for larger expressions,

it can become unmanageably slow. 

The reason for this is that to do its job, FullSimplify  effectively has to try combining every part of an expression with every other,

and for large expressions the number of cases that it has to consider can be astronomically large.

Simplify  also has a difficult  task to do, but it  is set up to avoid some of the most time−consuming transformations that are tried by

FullSimplify.  For  simple  algebraic  calculations,  therefore,  you  may  often  find  it  convenient  to  apply  Simplify  quite  routinely  to

your results. 

In more complicated calculations, however, even Simplify, let alone FullSimplify, may end up needing to try a very large number

of different forms, and therefore taking a long time. In such cases, you typically need to do more controlled simplification, and use your

knowledge of the form you want to get to guide the process.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Algebraic Calculations
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Putting Expressions into Different Forms
Complicated  algebraic  expressions  can  usually  be  written  in  many  different  ways.  Mathematica  provides  a  variety  of  functions  for

converting expressions from one form to another. 

In many applications, the most common of these functions are Expand, Factor and Simplify. However, particularly when you have

rational expressions that contain quotients, you may need to use other functions.

Expand@exprD multiply out products and powers

ExpandAll@exprD apply Expand everywhere

Factor@exprD reduce to a product of factors

Together@exprD put all terms over a common denominator

Apart@exprD separate into terms with simple denominators

Cancel@exprD cancel common factors between numerators and denominators

Simplify@exprD try a sequence of algebraic transformations and give the smallest form of expr 

found

Functions for transforming algebraic expressions. 

Here is a rational expression that can be written in many different forms. 

In[1]:= e = Hx - 1L^2 H2 + xL�HH1 + xL Hx - 3L^2L

Out[1]=

H-1 + xL2 H2 + xL

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

Expand expands out the numerator, but leaves the denominator in factored form. 

In[2]:= Expand@eD

Out[2]=

2

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

-

3 x

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

+

x3

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

ExpandAll  expands out everything, including the denominator. 

In[3]:= ExpandAll@eD

Out[3]=

2

9 + 3 x - 5 x2 + x3
-

3 x

9 + 3 x - 5 x2 + x3
+

x3

9 + 3 x - 5 x2 + x3

Together collects all the terms together over a common denominator.

In[4]:= Together@%D

Out[4]=

2 - 3 x + x3

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

Apart breaks the expression apart into terms with simple denominators. 

In[5]:= Apart@%D

Out[5]= 1 +
5

H-3 + xL2
+

19

4 H-3 + xL
+

1

4 H1 + xL
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Factor factors everything, in this case reproducing the original form. 

In[6]:= Factor@%D

Out[6]=

H-1 + xL2 H2 + xL

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

According to Simplify, this is the simplest way to write the original expression. 

In[7]:= Simplify@eD

Out[7]=

H-1 + xL2 H2 + xL

H-3 + xL2 H1 + xL

Getting  expressions  into  the  form  you  want  is  something  of  an  art.  In  most  cases,  it  is  best  simply  to  experiment,  trying  different

transformations until you get what you want. Often you will be able to use palettes in the front end to do this. 

When you have an expression with a single variable, you can choose to write it as a sum of terms, a product, and so on. If you have an

expression with several variables, there is an even wider selection of possible forms. You can, for example, choose to group terms in

the expression so that one or another of the variables is ú dominant ø .

Collect@expr,xD group together powers of x

FactorTerms@expr,xD pull out factors that do not depend on x

Rearranging expressions in several variables. 

Here is an algebraic expression in two variables. 

In[8]:= v = Expand@H3 + 2 xL^2 Hx + 2 yL^2D

Out[8]= 9 x2 + 12 x3 + 4 x4 + 36 x y + 48 x2 y + 16 x3 y + 36 y2 + 48 x y2 + 16 x2 y2

This groups together terms in v that involve the same power of x.

In[9]:= Collect@v, xD

Out[9]= 4 x4 + 36 y2 + x3 H12 + 16 yL + x2 I9 + 48 y + 16 y2M + x I36 y + 48 y2M

This groups together powers of y. 

In[10]:= Collect@v, yD

Out[10]= 9 x2 + 12 x3 + 4 x4 + I36 x + 48 x2 + 16 x3M y + I36 + 48 x + 16 x2M y2

This factors out the piece that does not depend on y. 

In[11]:= FactorTerms@v, yD

Out[11]= I9 + 12 x + 4 x
2M Ix2 + 4 x y + 4 y2M

As we have seen, even when you restrict yourself to polynomials and rational expressions, there are many different ways to write any

particular expression. If you consider more complicated expressions, involving, for example, higher mathematical functions, the variety

of possible forms becomes still  greater. As a result, it  is totally infeasible to have a specific function built into Mathematica to produce

each possible form. Rather, Mathematica allows you to construct arbitrary sets of transformation rules for converting between different

forms. Many Mathematica  packages include such rules; the details of how to construct them for yourself  are given in "Transformation

Rules and Definitions". 

There are nevertheless a few additional built−in Mathematica functions for transforming expressions.
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TrigExpand@exprD expand out trigonometric expressions into a sum of terms

TrigFactor@exprD factor trigonometric expressions into products of terms

TrigReduce@exprD reduce trigonometric expressions using multiple angles

TrigToExp@exprD convert trigonometric functions to exponentials

ExpToTrig@exprD convert exponentials to trigonometric functions

FunctionExpand@exprD expand out special and other functions

ComplexExpand@exprD perform expansions assuming that all variables are real

PowerExpand@exprD transform Hx yLp into xp yp, etc.

Some other functions for transforming expressions. 

This expands out the trigonometric expression, writing it so that all functions have argument x.

In[12]:= TrigExpand@Tan@xD Cos@2 xDD

Out[12]=

3

2
Cos@xD Sin@xD -

Tan@xD

2
-

1

2
Sin@xD2 Tan@xD

This uses trigonometric identities to generate a factored form of the expression. 

In[13]:= TrigFactor@%D

Out[13]= 2 SinA
Π

4
- xE SinA

Π

4
+ xE Tan@xD

This reduces the expression by using multiple angles. 

In[14]:= TrigReduce@%D

Out[14]= -

1

2
Sec@xD HSin@xD - Sin@3 xDL

This expands the sine assuming that x and y are both real. 

In[15]:= ComplexExpand@Sin@x + I yDD

Out[15]= Cosh@yD Sin@xD + ä Cos@xD Sinh@yD

This does the expansion allowing x and y to be complex. 

In[16]:= ComplexExpand@Sin@x + I yD, 8x, y<D

Out[16]= -Cosh@Im@xD + Re@yDD Sin@Im@yD - Re@xDD + ä Cos@Im@yD - Re@xDD Sinh@Im@xD + Re@yDD

The  transformations  on  expressions  done  by  functions  like  Expand  and  Factor  are  always  correct,  whatever  values  the  symbolic

variables  in  the  expressions  may  have.  Sometimes,  however,  it  is  useful  to  perform  transformations  that  are  only  correct  for  some

possible values of symbolic variables. One such transformation is performed by PowerExpand. 

Mathematica does not automatically expand out non−integer powers of products. 

In[17]:= Sqrt@x yD

Out[17]= x y

PowerExpand does the expansion. 

In[18]:= PowerExpand@%D

Out[18]= x y
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Simplifying with Assumptions

Simplify@expr,assumD simplify expr with assumptions

Simplifying with assumptions. 

Mathematica does not automatically simplify this, since it is only true for some values of x. 

In[1]:= Simplify@Sqrt@x^2DD

Out[1]= x2

x2  is equal to x for x ³ 0, but not otherwise. 

In[2]:= 8Sqrt@4^2D, Sqrt@H-4L^2D<

Out[2]= 84, 4<

This tells Simplify to make the assumption x > 0, so that simplification can proceed. 

In[3]:= Simplify@Sqrt@x^2D, x > 0D

Out[3]= x

No automatic simplification can be done on this expression. 

In[4]:= 2 a + 2 Sqrt@a - Sqrt@-bDD Sqrt@a + Sqrt@-bDD

Out[4]= 2 a + 2 a - -b a + -b

If a and b are assumed to be positive, the expression can however be simplified. 

In[5]:= Simplify@%, a > 0 && b > 0D

Out[5]= 2 a + a2 + b

Here is a simple example involving trigonometric functions. 

In[6]:= Simplify@ArcSin@Sin@xDD, -Pi�2 < x < Pi�2D

Out[6]= x

Element@x,domD state that x is an element of the domain dom

Element@8x1,x2,¼<,domD state that all the xi are elements of the domain dom

Reals real numbers

Integers integers

Primes prime numbers

Some domains used in assumptions. 

This simplifies x2  assuming that x is a real number. 

In[7]:= Simplify@Sqrt@x^2D, Element@x, RealsDD

Out[7]= Abs@xD
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This simplifies the sine assuming that n is an integer. 

In[8]:= Simplify@Sin@x + 2 n PiD, Element@n, IntegersDD

Out[8]= Sin@xD

With the assumptions given, Fermat÷ s Little Theorem can be used.

In[9]:= Simplify@Mod@a^p, pD, Element@a, IntegersD && Element@p, PrimesDD

Out[9]= Mod@a, pD

This uses the fact that sin HxL, but not arcsin HxL, is real when x is real. 

In[10]:= Simplify@Re@8Sin@xD, ArcSin@xD<D, Element@x, RealsDD

Out[10]= 8Sin@xD, Re@ArcSin@xDD<
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Picking Out Pieces of Algebraic Expressions

Coefficient@expr, formD coefficient of form in expr

Exponent@expr, formD maximum power of form in expr

Part@expr,nD  or expr@@nDD nth term of expr

Functions to pick out pieces of polynomials. 

Here is an algebraic expression. 

In[1]:= e = Expand@H1 + 3 x + 4 y^2L^2D

Out[1]= 1 + 6 x + 9 x2 + 8 y2 + 24 x y2 + 16 y4

This gives the coefficient of x in e. 

In[2]:= Coefficient@e, xD

Out[2]= 6 + 24 y2

Exponent@expr, yD gives the highest power of y that appears in expr. 

In[3]:= Exponent@e, yD

Out[3]= 4

This gives the fourth term in e. 

In[4]:= Part@e, 4D

Out[4]= 8 y2

You  may  notice  that  the  function  Part@expr, nD  used  to  pick  out  the  nth  term  in  a  sum  is  the  same  as  the  function  described  in

"Manipulating Elements of Lists" for picking out elements in lists. This is no coincidence. In fact, as discussed in "Manipulating Expres−

sions like Lists," every Mathematica expression can be manipulated structurally much like a list. However, as discussed in "Manipulating

Expressions like Lists," you must be careful, because Mathematica often shows algebraic expressions in a form that is different from the

way it treats them internally. 

Coefficient works even with polynomials that are not explicitly expanded out. 

In[5]:= Coefficient@H1 + 3 x + 4 y^2L^2, xD

Out[5]= 6 + 24 y2

Numerator@exprD numerator of expr

Denominator@exprD denominator of expr

Functions to pick out pieces of rational expressions. 

Here is a rational expression. 

In[6]:= r = H1 + xL�H2 H2 - yLL

Out[6]= 

1 + x

2 H2 - yL
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Denominator picks out the denominator. 

In[7]:= Denominator@%D

Out[7]= 2 H2 - yL

Denominator gives 1 for expressions that are not explicit quotients. 

In[8]:= Denominator@1�x + 2�yD

Out[8]= 1
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Controlling the Display of Large Expressions
When you do symbolic calculations, it is quite easy to end up with extremely complicated expressions. Often, you will not even want to

see the complete result of a computation. 

If  you  end  your  input  with  a  semicolon,  Mathematica  will  do  the  computation  you  asked  for,  but  will  not  display  the  result.  You  can

nevertheless use % or Out@nD to refer to the result.

By default, the Mathematica front end will display any outputs which are excessively large in a shortened form inside an interface which

allows you to refine the display of the output.

Mathematica shows this output with 5138 of the terms omitted.

In[1]:= Expand@Hx + 2 y + 1L^100D

Out[1]=

A very large output was generated. Here is a sample of it:

1 + 100 x + 4950 x2 + 161 700 x3 + 3 921225 x4 + 75 287520 x5 + 1192052 400 x6 + �5138� + 1568 717617 782433884 352170

Show Less Show More Show Full Output Set Size Limit...

The Show Less and Show More buttons allow you to decrease or increase the level of detail to which Mathematica shows the expression. The 

Show Full Output button removes the interface entirely and displays the full result, but the result may take considerable time to display. The default 

threshold size at which this feature starts working may be set using the Set Size Limit option, which opens the Preferences dialog to the panel with 

the appropriate setting.

The  large  output  suppression  feature  is  implemented  using  the  Mathematica  function  Short.  You  can  use  Short  directly  for  finer

control  over  the  display  of  expressions.  You can  also  use  it  for  outputs  which  are  not  large  enough to  be  suppressed by  the  default

suppression scheme.

Ending your input with ; stops Mathematica from displaying the complicated result of the computation. 

In[2]:= Expand@Hx + 5 y + 10L^8D;

You can still refer to the result as %. �� Short displays a one−line outline of the result. The << n >> stands for n terms that have been 

left out. 

In[3]:= % �� Short

Out[3]//Short= 100 000000 + 80000 000 x + 28 000000 x2 + �39� + 6 250000 y7 + 625 000 x y7 + 390625 y8

This shows a three−line version of the expression. More parts are now visible. 

In[4]:= Short@%, 3D

Out[4]//Short= 100 000000 + 80000 000 x + 28 000000 x2 + 5600000 x3 + 700000 x4 + 56000 x5 + 2800 x6 + 80 x7 + x8 + �28� + 5250 000 x2

This gives the total number of terms in the sum.

In[5]:= Length@%D

Out[5]= 45

command; execute command, but do not print the result

expr��Short show a one−line outline form of expr

Short@expr,nD show an n−line outline of expr

Some ways to shorten your output. 
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Using Symbols to Tag Objects
There are many ways to use symbols in Mathematica. Here we use symbols as ú tagsø  for different types of objects. 

Working with physical units gives one simple example. When you specify the length of an object, you want to give not only a number,

but also the units in which the length is measured. In standard notation, you might write a length as 12 meters. 

You can imitate this notation almost directly in Mathematica. You can for example simply use a symbol meters to indicate the units of

our measurement. 

The symbol meters here acts as a tag, which indicates the units used. 

In[1]:= 12 meters

Out[1]= 12 meters

You can add lengths like this. 

In[2]:= % + 5.3 meters

Out[2]= 17.3 meters

This gives a speed. 

In[3]:= %�H25 secondsL

Out[3]= 

0.692 meters

seconds

This converts to a speed in feet per second. 

In[4]:= % �. meters -> 3.28084 feet

Out[4]= 

2.27034 feet

seconds

There is in fact a Mathematica package that allows you to work with units. The package defines many symbols that represent standard

types of units. 

Load the Mathematica package for handling units. 

In[5]:= << Units‘

The package uses standardized names for units. 

In[6]:= 12 Meter�Second

Out[6]= 

12 Meter

Second

The function Convert@expr, unitsD converts to the specified units. 

In[7]:= Convert@%, Mile�HourD

Out[7]= 

37 500 Mile

1397 Hour

Usually you have to give prefixes for units as separate words.

In[8]:= Convert@3 Kilo Meter�Hour, Inch�MinuteD

Out[8]= 

250 000 Inch

127 Minute
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Structural Operations on Polynomials

Expand@polyD expand out products and powers

Factor@polyD factor completely

FactorTerms@polyD pull out any overall numerical factor

FactorTerms@poly,8x,y,¼<D pull out any overall factor that does not depend on x, y, ¼

Collect@poly,xD arrange a polynomial as a sum of powers of x

Collect@poly,8x,y,¼<D arrange a polynomial as a sum of powers of x, y, ¼

Structural operations on polynomials. 

Here is a polynomial in one variable. 

In[1]:= H2 + 4 x^2L^2 Hx - 1L^3

Out[1]= H-1 + xL
3 I2 + 4 x2M

2

Expand expands out products and powers, writing the polynomial as a simple sum of terms. 

In[2]:= t = Expand@%D

Out[2]= -4 + 12 x - 28 x
2
+ 52 x3 - 64 x4 + 64 x5 - 48 x6 + 16 x7

Factor performs complete factoring of the polynomial. 

In[3]:= Factor@tD

Out[3]= 4 H-1 + xL3 I1 + 2 x2M
2

FactorTerms pulls out the overall numerical factor from t. 

In[4]:= FactorTerms@tD

Out[4]= 4 I-1 + 3 x - 7 x2 + 13 x3 - 16 x4 + 16 x5 - 12 x6 + 4 x7M

There are several ways to write any polynomial. The functions Expand, FactorTerms and Factor give three common ways. Expand

writes a polynomial as a simple sum of terms, with all products expanded out. FactorTerms pulls out common factors from each term.

Factor does complete factoring, writing the polynomial as a product of terms, each of as low degree as possible. 

When you have a polynomial in more than one variable, you can put the polynomial in different forms by essentially choosing different

variables to  be ú dominant ø . Collect@poly, xD  takes a polynomial  in  several  variables and rewrites it  as a sum of  terms containing

different powers of the ú dominant variable ø  x.

Here is a polynomial in two variables. 

In[5]:= Expand@H1 + 2 x + yL^3D

Out[5]= 1 + 6 x + 12 x2 + 8 x3 + 3 y + 12 x y + 12 x2 y + 3 y2 + 6 x y2 + y3

Collect reorganizes the polynomial so that x is the ú dominant variable ø . 

In[6]:= Collect@%, xD

Out[6]= 1 + 8 x3 + 3 y + 3 y2 + y3 + x2 H12 + 12 yL + x I6 + 12 y + 6 y2M
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If you specify a list of variables, Collect will effectively write the expression as a polynomial in these variables. 

In[7]:= Collect@Expand@H1 + x + 2 y + 3 zL^3D, 8x, y<D

Out[7]= 1 + x3 + 8 y3 + 9 z + 27 z2 + 27 z3 + x2 H3 + 6 y + 9 zL + y2 H12 + 36 zL + y I6 + 36 z + 54 z2M + x I3 + 12 y2 + 18 z + 27 z2 + y H12

Expand@poly,pattD expand out poly avoiding those parts which do not contain terms matching patt

Controlling polynomial expansion. 

This avoids expanding parts which do not contain x. 

In[8]:= Expand@Hx + 1L^2 Hy + 1L^2, xD

Out[8]= H1 + yL
2
+ 2 x H1 + yL2 + x2 H1 + yL2

This avoids expanding parts which do not contain objects matching b@_D. 

In[9]:= Expand@Ha@1D + a@2D + 1L^2 H1 + b@1DL^2, b@_DD

Out[9]= H1 + a@1D + a@2DL
2
+ 2 H1 + a@1D + a@2DL2 b@1D + H1 + a@1D + a@2DL2 b@1D2

PowerExpand@exprD expand out Ha bL
c
 and IabM

c
 in expr

PowerExpand@expr,Assumptions->assumD

expand out expr assuming assum

Expanding powers and logarithms. 

Mathematica does not automatically expand out expressions of the form Ha bL^c except when c is an integer. In general it is only correct

to do this expansion if  a  and b  are positive reals.  Nevertheless, the function PowerExpand  does the expansion, effectively assuming

that a and b are indeed positive reals. 

Mathematica does not automatically expand out this expression. 

In[10]:= Hx yL^n

Out[10]= Hx yL
n

PowerExpand does the expansion, effectively assuming that x and y are positive reals. 

In[11]:= PowerExpand@%D

Out[11]= xn yn

Log is not automatically expanded out. 

In[12]:= Log@%D

Out[12]= LogAxn ynE

PowerExpand does the expansion. 

In[13]:= PowerExpand@%D

Out[13]= n Log@xD + n Log@yD
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PowerExpand returns a result correct for the given assumptions. 

In[14]:= PowerExpand@%%, Assumptions ® 8x > 0, n < 0<D

Out[14]= 2 ä Π FloorA
1

2
-

Im@n Log@xDD

2 Π
-

Im@n Log@yDD

2 Π
E + n Log@xD + n Log@yD

Collect@poly,pattD collect separately terms involving each object that matches patt

Collect@poly,patt,hD apply h to each final coefficient obtained

Ways of collecting terms. 

Here is an expression involving various functions f. 

In[15]:= t = 3 + x f@1D + x^2 f@1D + y f@2D^2 + z f@2D^2

Out[15]= 3 + x f@1D + x2 f@1D + y f@2D2 + z f@2D2

This collects terms that match f@_D. 

In[16]:= Collect@t, f@_DD

Out[16]= 3 + Ix + x2M f@1D + Hy + zL f@2D2

This applies Factor to each coefficient obtained. 

In[17]:= Collect@t, f@_D, FactorD

Out[17]= 3 + x H1 + xL f@1D + Hy + zL f@2D2

HornerForm@expr,xD puts expr into Horner form with respect to x

Horner form. 

Horner form is a way of arranging a polynomial that allows numerical values to be computed more efficiently by minimizing the number

of multiplications.

This gives the Horner form of a polynomial.

In[18]:= HornerForm@1 + 2 x + 3 x^2 + 4 x^3, xD

Out[18]= 1 + x H2 + x H3 + 4 xLL
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Finding the Structure of a Polynomial

PolynomialQ@expr,xD test whether expr is a polynomial in x

PolynomialQ@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D test whether expr is a polynomial in the xi

Variables@polyD a list of the variables in poly

Exponent@poly,xD the maximum exponent with which x appears in poly

Coefficient@poly,exprD the coefficient of expr in poly

Coefficient@poly,expr,nD the coefficient of exprn in poly

Coefficient@poly,expr,0D the term in poly independent of expr

CoefficientList@poly,8x1,x2,¼<D generate an array of the coefficients of the xi in poly

CoefficientRules@poly,8x1,x2,¼<D get exponent vectors and coefficients of monomials

Finding the structure of polynomials written in expanded form. 

Here is a polynomial in two variables. 

In[1]:= t = H1 + xL^3 H1 - y - xL^2

Out[1]= H1 + xL
3 H1 - x - yL2

This is the polynomial in expanded form. 

In[2]:= Expand@tD

Out[2]= 1 + x - 2 x2 - 2 x3 + x4 + x5 - 2 y - 4 x y + 4 x3 y + 2 x4 y + y2 + 3 x y2 + 3 x2 y2 + x3 y2

PolynomialQ reports that t is a polynomial in x. 

In[3]:= PolynomialQ@t, xD

Out[3]= True

This expression, however, is not a polynomial in x. 

In[4]:= PolynomialQ@x + Sin@xD, xD

Out[4]= False

Variables  gives a list of the variables in the polynomial t. 

In[5]:= Variables@tD

Out[5]= 8x, y<

This gives the maximum exponent with which x appears in the polynomial t. For a polynomial in one variable, Exponent gives the 

degree of the polynomial. 

In[6]:= Exponent@t, xD

Out[6]= 5

Coefficient@poly, exprD gives the total coefficient with which expr appears in poly. In this case, the result is a sum of two terms. 

In[7]:= Coefficient@t, x^2D

Out[7]= -2 + 3 y
2
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This is equivalent to Coefficient@t, x^2D. 

In[8]:= Coefficient@t, x, 2D

Out[8]= -2 + 3 y
2

This picks out the coefficient of x0 in t. 

In[9]:= Coefficient@t, x, 0D

Out[9]= 1 - 2 y + y2

CoefficientList gives a list of the coefficients of each power of x, starting with x0. 

In[10]:= CoefficientList@1 + 3 x^2 + 4 x^4, xD

Out[10]= 81, 0, 3, 0, 4<

For multivariate polynomials, CoefficientList gives an array of the coefficients for each power of each variable. 

In[11]:= CoefficientList@t, 8x, y<D

Out[11]= 881, -2, 1<, 81, -4, 3<, 8-2, 0, 3<, 8-2, 4, 1<, 81, 2, 0<, 81, 0, 0<<

CoefficientRules includes only those monomials that have nonzero coefficients.

In[12]:= CoefficientRules@t, 8x, y<D

Out[12]= 885, 0< ® 1, 84, 1< ® 2, 84, 0< ® 1, 83, 2< ® 1, 83, 1< ® 4, 83, 0< ® -2, 82, 2< ® 3, 82, 0< ® -2, 81, 2< ® 3, 81, 1<

It  is  important  to notice that  the functions in this section will  often work even on polynomials that  are not  explicitly  given in expanded

form. 

Many of the functions also work on expressions that are not strictly polynomials. 

Without giving specific integer values to a, b and c, this expression cannot strictly be considered a polynomial. 

In[13]:= x^a + x^b + y^c

Out[13]= xa + xb + yc

Exponent@expr, xD still gives the maximum exponent of x in expr, but here has to write the result in symbolic form. 

In[14]:= Exponent@%, xD

Out[14]= Max@0, a, bD
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Polynomial Orderings
The leading term of a polynomial can be chosen in many different ways. For multivariate polynomials sorting by the total degree of the

monomials is often useful.

MonomialList@polyD get the list of monomials

CoefficientRules@polyD represent the monomials by exponent vectors and coefficients

FromCoefficientRules@listD construct a polynomial from a list of rules

Different representations of polynomials.

Here is a polynomial in three variables.

In[1]:= poly = -10 x^5 y^4 z^2 + 7 x^2 y^5 z^3 - 10 x^2 y z^5 -
7 x y^5 z^4 + 6 x y^4 z^3 + 6 x y^3 z^3 + 3 x y^2 z + y^4 z - 7 y^2 z + 2 z^5

Out[1]= -7 y
2 z + 3 x y2 z + y4 z - 10 x5 y4 z2 + 6 x y3 z3 + 6 x y4 z3 + 7 x2 y5 z3 - 7 x y5 z4 + 2 z5 - 10 x2 y z5

This is the list of the monomials.

In[2]:= MonomialList@poly, 8x, y, z<D

Out[2]= 9-10 x
5 y4 z2, 7 x2 y5 z3, -10 x2 y z5, -7 x y5 z4, 6 x y4 z3, 6 x y3 z3, 3 x y2 z, y4 z, -7 y2 z, 2 z5=

This is the list of the monomials represented as exponent vectors and coefficients.

In[3]:= CoefficientRules@poly, 8x, y, z<D

Out[3]= 885, 4, 2< ® -10, 82, 5, 3< ® 7, 82, 1, 5< ® -10, 81, 5, 4< ® -7, 81, 4, 3< ® 6, 81, 3, 3< ® 6, 81, 2, 1< ® 3, 80, 4,

The first vector corresponds to x5 y4 z2.

In[4]:= MemberQ@poly, -10 x^5 y^4 z^2D

Out[4]= True

FromCoefficientRules constructs the original polynomial from the list of rules and variables.

In[5]:= FromCoefficientRules@CoefficientRules@poly, 8x, y, z<D, 8x, y, z<D � poly

Out[5]= True

If  the second argument to MonomialList  or  CoefficientRules  is  omitted,  the variables are taken in the order in  which they are

returned by the function Variables .

The list of the variables is not always sorted.

In[6]:= Variables@polyD

Out[6]= 8y, z, x<

Now the first vector corresponds to y5 z4 x.

In[7]:= CoefficientRules@polyD

Out[7]= 885, 4, 1< ® -7, 85, 3, 2< ® 7, 84, 3, 1< ® 6, 84, 2, 5< ® -10, 84, 1, 0< ® 1, 83, 3, 1< ® 6, 82, 1, 1< ® 3, 82, 1, 0

In[8]:= MemberQ@poly, -7 y^5 z^4 xD

Out[8]= True
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By  default  the  monomials  are  sorted  lexicographically  and  given  in  the  decreasing  order.  In  the  previous  example,  85, 4, 1<

(corresponding to y5 z4 x) is taken to precede 85, 3, 2< (corresponding to y5 z3 x2) by the second element.

An order is described by defining how two vectors of exponents 8Α1, ¼, Αn<, 8Β1, ¼, Βn< are sorted. For the lexicographic order,

8Α1,¼, Αn< � 8Β1,¼, Βn<�$i,1£i£n IΑ1 � Β1 ì¼ ì Αi-1 � Βi-1 ì Αi > ΒiM.

An order can also be described by giving a weight matrix. In that case the exponent vectors are multiplied by the weight matrix and the

results are sorted lexicographically, also in the decreasing order. The matrices for different orderings are given as follows.

Negative lexicographic

-1

¼

-1

Degree lexicographic

1 ¼ 1 1

1

¼

1

Degree reverse lexicographic

1 1 ¼ 1

-1

¼

-1

Negative degree lexicographic

-1 ¼ -1 -1

1

¼

1

Negative degree reverse lexicographic

-1 -1 ¼ -1

-1

¼

-1

Weight matrices corresponding to different orderings.

For functions such as GroebnerBasis  and PolynomialReduce, it is necessary that the order be well−founded, which ensures that

any decreasing sequence of elements is finite (the elements being the vectors of non−negative exponents). In order for that condition to

hold, the first nonzero value in each column of the weight matrix must be positive.

The default sorting used for polynomial terms in an expression corresponds to the negative lexicographic ordering with variables sorted

in the reversed order. This is commonly known as reverse lexicographic ordering.

This is the internal representation of a polynomial. The arguments of Plus  and Times are sorted on evaluation.

In[9]:= y x + x �� FullForm

Out[9]//FullForm= Plus@x, Times@x, yDD

This is the sorted list of terms.

In[10]:= List �� Hy x + xL

Out[10]= 8x, x y<

This is the reverse lexicographic order in variables 8x, y, z<.

In[11]:= MonomialList@poly, Reverse@8x, y, z<D, "NegativeLexicographic"D

Out[11]= 9-7 y
2 z, 3 x y2 z, y4 z, -10 x5 y4 z2, 6 x y3 z3, 6 x y4 z3, 7 x2 y5 z3, -7 x y5 z4, 2 z5, -10 x2 y z5=

This is the same order specified by a weight matrix.

In[12]:= MonomialList@poly, 8x, y, z<, 880, 0, -1<, 80, -1, 0<, 8-1, 0, 0<<D

Out[12]= 9-7 y
2 z, 3 x y2 z, y4 z, -10 x5 y4 z2, 6 x y3 z3, 6 x y4 z3, 7 x2 y5 z3, -7 x y5 z4, 2 z5, -10 x2 y z5=
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The result is identical to the automatically sorted list of terms in poly.

In[13]:= % � List �� poly

Out[13]= True

TraditionalForm tries to arrange the terms in an order close to the lexicographic ordering.

The polynomial displayed in TraditionalForm.

In[14]:= poly �� TraditionalForm

Out[14]//TraditionalForm= -10 x
5 y4 z2+7 x2 y5 z3-10 x2 y z5-7 x y5 z4+6 x y4 z3+6 x y3 z3+3 x y2 z+ y4 z-7 y2 z+2 z5

This uses advanced typesetting capabilities to obtain the list of terms in the same order as they appear in the TraditionalForm output.

In[15]:= ToExpression@RowBox �� Partition@Prepend@ToBoxes@poly, TraditionalFormD@@1, 1DD, "+"D, 2DD

Out[15]= 9-10 x
5 y4 z2, 7 x2 y5 z3, -10 x2 y z5, -7 x y5 z4, 6 x y4 z3, 6 x y3 z3, 3 x y2 z, y4 z, -7 y2 z, 2 z5=

The result agrees with the list of the monomials given in the default (lexicographic) order.

In[16]:= % � MonomialList@poly, 8x, y, z<D

Out[16]= True

The option ParameterVariables tells TraditionalForm which variables should be excluded from the ordering.

By default the list of independent variables is assumed to be 8a, b, x<.

In[17]:= TraditionalForm@x^3 + a x + bD

Out[17]//TraditionalForm= a x+b+ x3

Here x is assumed to be the only variable.

In[18]:= TraditionalForm@x^3 + a x + b, ParameterVariables ¦ 8a, b<D

Out[18]//TraditionalForm= x3+a x+b

One  can  obtain  additional  orderings  from  the  six  orderings  used  in  MonomialList  simply  by  reversing  the  resulting  list.  This  is

effectively equivalent to negating the exponent vectors. In a commutative setting, one can also obtain other orderings by reversing the

order of the variables.

This diagram illustrates the relations between various orderings. Red lines indicate reversing the list of variables and blue lines indicate

negating the power vectors.

Lex

InvLex

DegLex

DegInvLex

DegRevLex

DegNegLex

NegLex

RevLex

NegDegLex

NegDegInvLex

NegDegRevLex

NegDegNegLex
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Structural Operations on Rational Expressions
For ordinary polynomials, Factor and Expand give the most important forms. For rational expressions, there are many different forms

that can be useful. 

ExpandNumerator@exprD expand numerators only

ExpandDenominator@exprD expand denominators only

Expand@exprD expand numerators, dividing the denominator into each term

ExpandAll@exprD expand numerators and denominators completely

Different kinds of expansion for rational expressions. 

Here is a rational expression. 

In[1]:= t = H1 + xL^2�H1 - xL + 3 x^2�H1 + xL^2 + H2 - xL^2

Out[1]= H2 - xL
2
+

3 x2

H1 + xL2
+

H1 + xL2

1 - x

ExpandNumerator writes the numerator of each term in expanded form. 

In[2]:= ExpandNumerator@tD

Out[2]= 4 - 4 x + x2 +
3 x2

H1 + xL2
+

1 + 2 x + x2

1 - x

Expand expands the numerator of each term, and divides all the terms by the appropriate denominators. 

In[3]:= Expand@tD

Out[3]= 4 +
1

1 - x

- 4 x +
2 x

1 - x

+ x2 +
x2

1 - x

+

3 x2

H1 + xL2

ExpandDenominator expands out the denominator of each term. 

In[4]:= ExpandDenominator@tD

Out[4]= H2 - xL
2
+

H1 + xL2

1 - x

+

3 x2

1 + 2 x + x2

ExpandAll  does all possible expansions in the numerator and denominator of each term. 

In[5]:= ExpandAll@tD

Out[5]= 4 +
1

1 - x

- 4 x +
2 x

1 - x

+ x2 +
x2

1 - x

+

3 x2

1 + 2 x + x2

ExpandAll@expr,pattD ,  etc. avoid expanding parts which contain no terms matching patt

Controlling expansion. 

This avoids expanding the term which does not contain z. 

In[6]:= ExpandAll@Hx + 1L^2�y^2 + Hz + 1L^2�z^2, zD

Out[6]= 1 +
H1 + xL2

y2
+

1

z2
+

2

z
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Together@exprD combine all terms over a common denominator

Apart@exprD write an expression as a sum of terms with simple denominators

Cancel@exprD cancel common factors between numerators and denominators

Factor@exprD perform a complete factoring

Structural operations on rational expressions. 

Here is a rational expression. 

In[7]:= u = H-4 x + x^2L�H-x + x^2L + H-4 + 3 x + x^2L�H-1 + x^2L

Out[7]= 

-4 x + x2

-x + x2
+

-4 + 3 x + x2

-1 + x2

Together puts all terms over a common denominator. 

In[8]:= Together@uD

Out[8]= 

2 I-4 + x2M

H-1 + xL H1 + xL

You can use Factor to factor the numerator and denominator of the resulting expression. 

In[9]:= Factor@%D

Out[9]= 

2 H-2 + xL H2 + xL

H-1 + xL H1 + xL

Apart writes the expression as a sum of terms, with each term having as simple a denominator as possible. 

In[10]:= Apart@uD

Out[10]= 2 -
3

-1 + x

+

3

1 + x

Cancel cancels any common factors between numerators and denominators. 

In[11]:= Cancel@uD

Out[11]= 

-4 + x

-1 + x

+

4 + x

1 + x

Factor first puts all terms over a common denominator, then factors the result. 

In[12]:= Factor@%D

Out[12]= 

2 H-2 + xL H2 + xL

H-1 + xL H1 + xL

In mathematical terms, Apart decomposes a rational expression into ú partial fractions ø . 

In  expressions  with  several  variables,  you  can  use  Apart@expr, varD  to  do  partial  fraction  decompositions  with  respect  to  different

variables. 

Here is a rational expression in two variables. 

In[13]:= v = Hx^2 + y^2L�Hx + x yL

Out[13]= 

x2 + y2

x + x y
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This gives the partial fraction decomposition with respect to x. 

In[14]:= Apart@v, xD

Out[14]= 

x

1 + y

+

y2

x H1 + yL

Here is the partial fraction decomposition with respect to y. 

In[15]:= Apart@v, yD

Out[15]= -

1

x

+

y

x

+

1 + x2

x H1 + yL
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Algebraic Operations on Polynomials
For many kinds of practical calculations, the only operations you will need to perform on polynomials are essentially the structural ones

already discussed. 

If you do more advanced algebra with polynomials, however, you will have to use the algebraic operations discussed in this tutorial.

You should realize that most of the operations discussed in this tutorial work only on ordinary polynomials, with integer exponents and

rational−number coefficients for each term.

PolynomialQuotient@poly
1
,poly

2
,xD find the result of dividing the polynomial poly

1
 in x by poly

2
, dropping any 

remainder term

PolynomialRemainder@poly
1
,poly

2
,xD find the remainder from dividing the polynomial poly

1
 in x by poly

2

PolynomialQuotientRemainder@poly
1
,poly

2
,xD

give the quotient and remainder in a list

PolynomialMod@poly,mD reduce the polynomial poly modulo m

PolynomialGCD@poly
1
,poly

2
D find the greatest common divisor of two polynomials

PolynomialLCM@poly
1
,poly

2
D find the least common multiple of two polynomials

PolynomialExtendedGCD@poly
1
,poly

2
D find the extended greatest common divisor of two polynomials

Resultant@poly
1
,poly

2
,xD find the resultant of two polynomials

Subresultants@poly
1
,poly

2
,xD find the principal subresultant coefficients of two polynomials

Discriminant@poly,xD find the discriminant of the polynomial poly

GroebnerBasis@8poly
1
,poly

2
,¼<,8x1,x2,¼<D

find the Gröbner basis for the polynomials polyi

GroebnerBasis@8poly
1
,poly

2
,¼<,8x1,x2,¼<,8y1,y2,¼<D

find the Gröbner basis eliminating the yi

PolynomialReduce@poly,8poly
1
,poly

2
,¼<,8x1,x2,¼<D

find a minimal representation of poly in terms of the polyi

Reduction of polynomials. 

Given two polynomials pHxL and qHxL, one can always uniquely write 
pHxL

qHxL
= aHxL +

bHxL

qHxL
, where the degree of bHxL is less than the degree of

qHxL. PolynomialQuotient gives the quotient aHxL, and PolynomialRemainder  gives the remainder bHxL. 

This gives the remainder from dividing x2 by 1 + x. 

In[1]:= PolynomialRemainder@x^2, x + 1, xD

Out[1]= 1

Here is the quotient of x2 and x + 1, with the remainder dropped. 

In[2]:= PolynomialQuotient@x^2, x + 1, xD

Out[2]= -1 + x

This gives back the original expression. 

In[3]:= Simplify@Hx + 1L % + %%D

Out[3]= x2
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Here the result depends on whether the polynomials are considered to be in x or y. 

In[4]:= 8PolynomialRemainder@x + y, x - y, xD, PolynomialRemainder@x + y, x - y, yD<

Out[4]= 82 y, 2 x<

PolynomialMod  is  essentially  the  analog  for  polynomials  of  the  function  Mod  for  integers.  When  the  modulus  m  is  an  integer,

PolynomialMod@poly, mD  simply  reduces  each  coefficient  in  poly  modulo  the  integer  m.  If  m  is  a  polynomial,  then

PolynomialMod@poly, mD effectively tries to get a polynomial with as low a degree as possible by subtracting from poly appropriate

multiples q m of m. The multiplier q can itself be a polynomial, but its degree is always less than the degree of poly. PolynomialMod

yields a final polynomial whose degree and leading coefficient are both as small as possible. 

This reduces x2 modulo x + 1. The result is simply the remainder from dividing the polynomials. 

In[5]:= PolynomialMod@x^2, x + 1D

Out[5]= 1

In this case, PolynomialMod and PolynomialRemainder  do not give the same result. 

In[6]:= 8PolynomialMod@x^2, a x + 1D, PolynomialRemainder@x^2, a x + 1, xD<

Out[6]= 9x
2,

1

a2
=

The main difference between PolynomialMod  and PolynomialRemainder  is that while the former works simply by multiplying and

subtracting polynomials, the latter uses division in getting its results. In addition, PolynomialMod  allows reduction by several moduli at

the same time. A typical case is reduction modulo both a polynomial and an integer. 

This reduces the polynomial x2 + 1 modulo both x + 1 and 2. 

In[7]:= PolynomialMod@x^2 + 1, 8x + 1, 2<D

Out[7]= 0

PolynomialGCD@poly
1
, poly

2
D finds the highest degree polynomial that divides the polyi exactly. It gives the analog for polynomials of

the integer function GCD.

PolynomialGCD gives the greatest common divisor of the two polynomials. 

In[8]:= PolynomialGCD@H1 - xL^2 H1 + xL H2 + xL, H1 - xL H2 + xL H3 + xLD

Out[8]= H-1 + xL H2 + xL

PolynomialExtendedGCD gives the extended greatest common divisor of the two polynomials. 

In[9]:= 8g, 8r, s<< = PolynomialExtendedGCD@x^3 + 2 x^2 - x + 1, x^4 + x + 2, xD

Out[9]= 91, 9
29

215
-

26 x

215
-

23 x2

215
+

21 x3

215
,

93

215
-

19 x

215
-

21 x2

215
==

The returned polynomials r and s can be used to represent the GCD in terms of the original polynomials.

In[10]:= r Hx^3 + 2 x^2 - x + 1L + s Hx^4 + x + 2L �� Expand

Out[10]= 1

The function  Resultant@poly
1
, poly

2
, xD  is  used in  a  number  of  classical  algebraic  algorithms.  The resultant  of  two polynomials  a

and b,  both  with  leading  coefficient  one,  is  given by  the  product  of  all  the  differences ai - b j  between the  roots  of  the  polynomials.  It

turns out that for any pair of polynomials, the resultant is always a polynomial in their coefficients. By looking at when the resultant is

zero,  you can tell  for  what values of  their  parameters two polynomials have a common root.  Two polynomials with leading coefficient

one have k common roots if exactly the first k elements in the list Subresultants@poly
1
, poly

2
, xD are zero. 
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Here is the resultant with respect to y of two polynomials in x and y. The original polynomials have a common root in y only for values of x 

at which the resultant vanishes. 

In[11]:= Resultant@Hx - yL^2 - 2, y^2 - 3, yD

Out[11]= 1 - 10 x2 + x4

The function Discriminant@poly, xD is the product of the squares of the differences of its roots. It can be used to determine whether

the  polynomial  has  any  repeated  roots.  The  discriminant  is  equal  to  the  resultant  of  the  polynomial  and  its  derivative,  up  to  a  factor

independent of the variable. 

This polynomial has a repeated root, so its discriminant vanishes. 

In[12]:= Discriminant@Hx - 1L^2, xD

Out[12]= 0

This polynomial has distinct roots, so its discriminant is nonzero. 

In[13]:= Discriminant@x^4 - 1, xD

Out[13]= -256

Gröbner  bases  appear  in  many  modern  algebraic  algorithms  and  applications.  The  function

GroebnerBasis@8poly
1
, poly

2
, ¼<, 8x1, x2, ¼<D takes a set of polynomials, and reduces this set to a canonical form from which

many  properties  can  conveniently  be  deduced.  An  important  feature  is  that  the  set  of  polynomials  obtained  from  GroebnerBasis

always has exactly the same collection of common roots as the original set.

The Hx + yL2 is effectively redundant, and so does not appear in the Gröbner basis. 

In[14]:= GroebnerBasis@8Hx + yL, Hx + yL^2<, 8x, y<D

Out[14]= 8x + y<

The polynomial 1 has no roots, showing that the original polynomials have no common roots. 

In[15]:= GroebnerBasis@8x + y, x^2 - 1, y^2 - 2 x<, 8x, y<D

Out[15]= 81<

The polynomials are effectively unwound here, and can now be seen to have exactly five common roots. 

In[16]:= GroebnerBasis@8x y^2 + 2 x y + x^2 + 1, x y + y^2 + 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[16]= 9-1 - y
2
+ y3 + y4 + y5, x + y2 + y3 + y4=

PolynomialReduce@poly, 8p1, p2, ¼<, 8x1, x2, ¼<D yields a list 88a1, a2,¼<, b< of polynomials with the property that b is minimal

and a1 p1 + a2 p2 + ¼ + b is exactly poly.

This writes x2 + y2 in terms of x - y and y + a, leaving a remainder that depends only on a. 

In[17]:= PolynomialReduce@x^2 + y^2, 8x - y, y + a<, 8x, y<D

Out[17]= 98x + y, -2 a + 2 y<, 2 a2=

Factor@polyD factor a polynomial

FactorSquareFree@polyD write a polynomial as a product of powers of square−free factors

FactorTerms@poly,xD factor out terms that do not depend on x

FactorList@polyD , FactorSquareFreeList@polyD , FactorTermsList@polyD

give results as lists of factors

Functions for factoring polynomials. 
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Factor,  FactorTerms  and  FactorSquareFree  perform  various  degrees  of  factoring  on  polynomials.  Factor  does  full  factoring

over  the  integers.  FactorTerms  extracts  the  "content"  of  the  polynomial.  FactorSquareFree  pulls  out  any  multiple  factors  that

appear. 

Here is a polynomial, in expanded form. 

In[18]:= t = Expand@2 H1 + xL^2 H2 + xL H3 + xLD

Out[18]= 12 + 34 x + 34 x2 + 14 x3 + 2 x4

FactorTerms pulls out only the factor of 2 that does not depend on x. 

In[19]:= FactorTerms@t, xD

Out[19]= 2 I6 + 17 x + 17 x2 + 7 x3 + x4M

FactorSquareFree factors out the 2 and the term H1 + xL^2, but leaves the rest unfactored. 

In[20]:= FactorSquareFree@tD

Out[20]= 2 H1 + xL2 I6 + 5 x + x2M

Factor does full factoring, recovering the original form. 

In[21]:= Factor@tD

Out[21]= 2 H1 + xL2 H2 + xL H3 + xL

Particularly when you write programs that work with polynomials, you will often find it convenient to pick out pieces of polynomials in a

standard form. The function FactorList gives a list of all the factors of a polynomial, together with their exponents. The first element

of the list is always the overall numerical factor for the polynomial.

The form that FactorList returns is the analog for polynomials of the form produced by FactorInteger for integers. 

Here is a list of the factors of the polynomial in the previous set of examples. Each element of the list gives the factor, together with its 
exponent. 

In[22]:= FactorList@tD

Out[22]= 882, 1<, 81 + x, 2<, 82 + x, 1<, 83 + x, 1<<

Factor@poly,GaussianIntegers->TrueD

factor a polynomial, allowing coefficients that are Gaussian integers

Factoring polynomials with complex coefficients. 

Factor and related functions usually handle only polynomials with ordinary integer or rational−number coefficients. If you set the option

GaussianIntegers -> True ,  however, then Factor  will  allow polynomials with coefficients that are complex numbers with rational

real and imaginary parts. This often allows more extensive factorization to be performed. 

This polynomial is irreducible when only ordinary integers are allowed. 

In[23]:= Factor@1 + x^2D

Out[23]= 1 + x2

When Gaussian integer coefficients are allowed, the polynomial factors. 

In[24]:= Factor@1 + x^2, GaussianIntegers -> TrueD

Out[24]= H-ä + xL Hä + xL
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IrreduciblePolynomialQ@polyD test whether poly is an irreducible polynomial over the rationals

IrreduciblePolynomialQ@

poly,GaussianIntegers®TrueD
test whether poly is irreducible over the Gaussian rationals

IrreduciblePolynomialQ@

poly,Extension®AutomaticD
test irreducibility over the rationals extended by the algebraic number coefficients 

of poly

Irreducibility testing.

A polynomial is irreducible over a field F if it cannot be represented as a product of two nonconstant polynomials with coefficients in F. 

This polynomial is irreducible over the rationals. 

In[25]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 + 4D

Out[25]= True

Over the Gaussian rationals, the polynomial is reducible. 

In[26]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 + 4, GaussianIntegers -> TrueD

Out[26]= False

By default, algebraic numbers are treated as independent variables. 

In[27]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 + 2 Sqrt@2D x + 2D

Out[27]= True

Over the rationals extended by Sqrt@2D, the polynomial is reducible. 

In[28]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 + 2 Sqrt@2D x + 2, Extension ® AutomaticD

Out[28]= False

Cyclotomic@n,xD give the cyclotomic polynomial of order n in x

Cyclotomic polynomials. 

Cyclotomic polynomials arise as "elementary polynomials" in various algebraic algorithms. The cyclotomic polynomials are defined by

CnHxL =Ûk Ix - e2 Π i k�nM, where k runs over all positive integers less than n that are relatively prime to n.

This is the cyclotomic polynomial C6 HxL. 

In[29]:= Cyclotomic@6, xD

Out[29]= 1 - x + x2

C6HxL appears in the factors of x6 - 1. 

In[30]:= Factor@x^6 - 1D

Out[30]= H-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 - x + x
2M I1 + x + x2M

Decompose@poly,xD decompose poly, if possible, into a composition of a list of simpler polynomials

Decomposing polynomials. 
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Factorization  is  one  important  way  of  breaking  down  polynomials  into  simpler  parts.  Another,  quite  different,  way  is  decomposition.

When you factor a polynomial PHxL, you write it as a product p1HxL p2HxL ... of polynomials piHxL. Decomposing a polynomial QHxL consists

of writing it as a composition of polynomials of the form q1Hq2H ... HxL ...LL.

Here is a simple example of Decompose . The original polynomial x4 + x2 + 1 can be written as the polynomial x
2
+ x + 1, where x is the 

polynomial x2. 

In[31]:= Decompose@x^4 + x^2 + 1, xD

Out[31]= 91 + x + x
2, x2=

Here are two polynomial functions. 

In[32]:= Hq1@x_D = 1 - 2 x + x^4; q2@x_D = 5 x + x^3;L

This gives the composition of the two functions. 

In[33]:= Expand@q1@q2@xDDD

Out[33]= 1 - 10 x - 2 x3 + 625 x4 + 500 x6 + 150 x8 + 20 x10 + x12

Decompose  recovers the original functions. 

In[34]:= Decompose@%, xD

Out[34]= 91 - 2 x + x
4, 5 x + x3=

Decompose@poly, xD  is  set  up to  give a  list  of  polynomials  in  x,  which,  if  composed,  reproduce the original  polynomial.  The original

polynomial  can  contain  variables  other  than  x,  but  the  sequence  of  polynomials  that  Decompose  produces  are  all  intended  to  be

considered as functions of x. 

Unlike factoring, the decomposition of polynomials is not completely unique. For example, the two sets of polynomials pi  and qi, related

by  q1HxL = p1Hx - aL  and  q2HxL = p2HxL + a  give  the  same  result  on  composition,  so  that  p1Hp2HxLL = q1Hq2HxLL.  Mathematica  follows  the

convention of absorbing any constant terms into the first polynomial in the list produced by Decompose . 

InterpolatingPolynomial@8 f1, f2,¼<,xD

give a polynomial in x which is equal to fi when x is the integer i

InterpolatingPolynomial@88x1, f1<,8x2, f2<,¼<,xD

give a polynomial in x which is equal to fi when x is xi

Generating interpolating polynomials. 

This yields a quadratic polynomial which goes through the specified three points. 

In[35]:= InterpolatingPolynomial@88-1, 4<, 80, 2<, 81, 6<<, xD

Out[35]= 4 + H1 + xL H-2 + 3 xL

When x is 0, the polynomial has value 2. 

In[36]:= % �. x -> 0

Out[36]= 2

MORE ABOUT

� Polynomial Algebra

� Polynomial Division

� Polynomial Systems
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Polynomials Modulo Primes
Mathematica can work with polynomials whose coefficients are in the finite field Zp of integers modulo a prime p.

PolynomialMod@poly,pD reduce the coefficients in a polynomial modulo p

Expand@poly,Modulus->pD expand poly modulo p

Factor@poly,Modulus->pD factor poly modulo p

PolynomialGCD@poly
1
,poly

2
,Modulus->pD

find the GCD of the polyi modulo p

GroebnerBasis@polys,vars,Modulus->pD

find the Gröbner basis modulo p

Functions for manipulating polynomials over finite fields. 

Here is an ordinary polynomial. 

In[1]:= Expand@H1 + xL^6D

Out[1]= 1 + 6 x + 15 x2 + 20 x3 + 15 x4 + 6 x5 + x6

This reduces the coefficients modulo 2. 

In[2]:= PolynomialMod@%, 2D

Out[2]= 1 + x2 + x4 + x6

Here are the factors of the resulting polynomial over the integers. 

In[3]:= Factor@%D

Out[3]= I1 + x
2M I1 + x4M

If you work modulo 2, further factoring becomes possible. 

In[4]:= Factor@%, Modulus -> 2D

Out[4]= H1 + xL
6
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Symmetric Polynomials
A symmetric polynomial in variables x1,¼, xn is a polynomial that is invariant under arbitrary permutations of x1,¼, xn. Polynomials

s1 = x1 + x2 + ¼ + xn
s2 = x1 x2 + x1 x3 + ¼ + xn-1 xn
¼

sn = x1 x2¼ xn

are called elementary symmetric polynomials in variables x1,¼, xn.

The  fundamental  theorem  of  symmetric  polynomials  says  that  every  symmetric  polynomial  in  x1,¼, xn  can  be  represented  as  a

polynomial in elementary symmetric polynomials in x1,¼, xn.

When the ordering of variables is fixed, an arbitrary polynomial f  can be uniquely represented as a sum of a symmetric polynomial p,

called  the  symmetric  part  of  f ,  and  a  remainder  q  that  does  not  contain  descending  monomials.  A  monomial  c x1
e1
¼ xn

en
 is  called

descending iff e1 ³ ¼ ³ en. 

SymmetricPolynomial@k,8x1,¼,xn<D give the kth elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables x1,¼, xn

SymmetricReduction@ f,8x1,¼,xn<D give a pair of polynomials 8p, q< in x1,¼, xn such that f == p + q, where p is the 

symmetric part and q is the remainder

SymmetricReduction@ f,8x1,¼,xn<,8s1,¼,sn<D

give the pair 8p, q< with the elementary symmetric polynomials in p replaced by 
s1,¼, sn

Functions for symmetric polynomial computations.

Here is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree three in four variables. 

In[1]:= SymmetricPolynomial@3, 8x, y, z, t<D

Out[1]= t x y + t x z + t y z + x y z

This writes the polynomial Hx + yL2 + Hx + zL2 + Hz + yL2 in terms of elementary symmetric polynomials. The input polynomial is symmetric, 

so the remainder is zero. 

In[2]:= SymmetricReductionAHx + yL2 + Hx + zL2 + Hz + yL2, 8x, y, z<E

Out[2]= 92 Hx + y + zL
2
- 2 Hx y + x z + y zL, 0=

Here the elementary symmetric polynomials in the symmetric part are replaced with variables s1, s2, s3. The polynomial is not symmetric, 

so the remainder is not zero.

In[3]:= SymmetricReductionAx5 + y5 + z4, 8x, y, z<, 8s1, s2, s3<E

Out[3]= 9s1
5
- 5 s

1

3
s2 + 5 s1 s2

2
+ 5 s1

2 s3 - 5 s2 s3, z4 - z5=

SymmetricReduction can be applied to polynomials with symbolic coefficients.

In[4]:= SymmetricReductionAx5 + y5 + z4 + a x4 + b y4 + c z5, 8x, y, z<, 8s1, s2, s3<E

Out[4]= 9a s1
4
+ s

1

5
- 4 a s1

2 s2 - 5 s1
3
s2 + 2 a s2

2
+ 5 s1 s2

2
+ 4 a s1 s3 + 5 s1

2 s3 - 5 s2 s3, H-a + bL y
4
+ H1 - aL z4 + H-1 + cL z5=
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Polynomials over Algebraic Number Fields
Functions like Factor  usually assume that all coefficients in the polynomials they produce must involve only rational numbers. But by

setting the option Extension  you can extend the domain of coefficients that will be allowed. 

Factor@poly,Extension->8a1,a2,¼<D

factor poly allowing coefficients that are rational combinations of the ai

Factoring polynomials over algebraic number fields. 

Allowing only rational number coefficients, this polynomial cannot be factored. 

In[1]:= Factor@1 + x^4D

Out[1]= 1 + x4

With coefficients that can involve 2 , the polynomial can now be factored. 

In[2]:= Factor@1 + x^4, Extension -> 8Sqrt@2D<D

Out[2]= -J-1 + 2 x - x2N J1 + 2 x + x2N

The polynomial can also be factored if one allows coefficients involving -1 . 

In[3]:= Factor@1 + x^4, Extension -> 8Sqrt@-1D<D

Out[3]= I-ä + x
2M Iä + x2M

GaussianIntegers -> True  is equivalent to Extension -> Sqrt@-1D. 

In[4]:= Factor@1 + x^4, GaussianIntegers -> TrueD

Out[4]= I-ä + x
2M Iä + x2M

If one allows coefficients that involve both 2  and -1  the polynomial can be factored completely. 

In[5]:= Factor@1 + x^4, Extension -> 8Sqrt@2D, Sqrt@-1D<D

Out[5]= 

1

4
J 2 - H1 + äL xN J 2 - H1 - äL xN J 2 + H1 - äL xN J 2 + H1 + äL xN

Expand gives the original polynomial back again. 

In[6]:= Expand@%D

Out[6]= 1 + x4

Factor@poly,Extension->AutomaticD

factor poly allowing algebraic numbers in poly to appear in coefficients

Factoring polynomials with algebraic number coefficients. 

Here is a polynomial with a coefficient involving 2 . 

In[7]:= t = Expand@HSqrt@2D + xL^2D

Out[7]= 2 + 2 2 x + x2
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By default, Factor will not factor this polynomial. 

In[8]:= Factor@tD

Out[8]= 2 + 2 2 x + x2

But now the field of coefficients is extended by including 2 , and the polynomial is factored. 

In[9]:= Factor@t, Extension -> AutomaticD

Out[9]= J 2 + xN
2

Other polynomial functions work much like Factor. By default, they treat algebraic number coefficients just like independent symbolic

variables. But with the option Extension -> Automatic  they perform operations on these coefficients. 

By default, Cancel does not reduce these polynomials.

In[10]:= Cancel@t�Hx^2 - 2LD

Out[10]= 

2 + 2 2 x + x2

-2 + x2

But now it does. 

In[11]:= Cancel@t�Hx^2 - 2L, Extension -> AutomaticD

Out[11]= 

- 2 - x

2 - x

By default, PolynomialLCM pulls out no common factors.

In[12]:= PolynomialLCM@t, x^2 - 2D

Out[12]= I-2 + x
2M J2 + 2 2 x + x2N

But now it does. 

In[13]:= PolynomialLCM@t, x^2 - 2, Extension -> AutomaticD

Out[13]= -2 2 - 2 x + 2 x2 + x3

IrreduciblePolynomialQ@

poly,Extension®AutomaticD
test whether poly is an irreducible polynomial over the rationals extended by the 

coefficients of poly

IrreduciblePolynomialQ@

poly,Extension->8a1,a2,¼<D
test whether poly is irreducible over the rationals extended by the coefficients of 

poly and by a1, a2, ¼

IrreduciblePolynomialQ@

poly,Extension®AllD
test irreducibility over the field of all complex numbers

Irreducibility testing.

A polynomial is irreducible over a field F if it cannot be represented as a product of two nonconstant polynomials with coefficients in F. 

By default, algebraic numbers are treated as independent variables. 

In[14]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 + 2 Sqrt@2D x + 2D

Out[14]= True
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Over the rationals extended by Sqrt@2D, the polynomial is reducible. 

In[15]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 + 2 Sqrt@2D x + 2, Extension ® AutomaticD

Out[15]= False

This polynomial is irreducible over the rationals. 

In[16]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 - 3D

Out[16]= True

Over the rationals extended by Sqrt@3D, the polynomial is reducible. 

In[17]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^2 - 3, Extension ® 8Sqrt@3D<D

Out[17]= False

This polynomial is irreducible over the field of all complex numbers. 

In[18]:= IrreduciblePolynomialQ@x^3 - 5 x y + 7, Extension ® AllD

Out[18]= True
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Trigonometric Expressions

TrigExpand@exprD expand trigonometric expressions out into a sum of terms

TrigFactor@exprD factor trigonometric expressions into products of terms

TrigFactorList@exprD give terms and their exponents in a list

TrigReduce@exprD reduce trigonometric expressions using multiple angles

Functions for manipulating trigonometric expressions. 

This expands out a trigonometric expression. 

In[1]:= TrigExpand@Sin@2 xD Cos@2 yDD

Out[1]= 2 Cos@xD Cos@yD2 Sin@xD - 2 Cos@xD Sin@xD Sin@yD2

This factors the expression. 

In[2]:= TrigFactor@%D

Out[2]= 4 Cos@xD Sin@xD SinA
Π

4

- yE SinA
Π

4

+ yE

And this reduces the expression to a form that is linear in the trigonometric functions. 

In[3]:= TrigReduce@%D

Out[3]=

1

2

HSin@2 x - 2 yD + Sin@2 x + 2 yDL

TrigExpand works on hyperbolic as well as circular functions. 

In[4]:= TrigExpand@Tanh@x + yDD

Out[4]=

Cosh@yD Sinh@xD

Cosh@xD Cosh@yD + Sinh@xD Sinh@yD

+

Cosh@xD Sinh@yD

Cosh@xD Cosh@yD + Sinh@xD Sinh@yD

TrigReduce reproduces the original form again. 

In[5]:= TrigReduce@%D

Out[5]= Tanh@x + yD

Mathematica automatically uses functions like Tan whenever it can. 

In[6]:= Sin@xD^2�Cos@xD

Out[6]= Sin@xD Tan@xD

With TrigFactorList , however, you can see the parts of functions like Tan. 

In[7]:= TrigFactorList@%D

Out[7]= 881, 1<, 8Sin@xD, 2<, 8Cos@xD, -1<<

TrigToExp@exprD write trigonometric functions in terms of exponentials

ExpToTrig@exprD write exponentials in terms of trigonometric functions

Converting to and from exponentials. 
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TrigToExp  writes trigonometric functions in terms of exponentials. 

In[8]:= TrigToExp@Tan@xDD

Out[8]=

ä Iã-ä x - ãä xM

ã
-ä x
+ ã

ä x

TrigToExp  also works with hyperbolic functions. 

In[9]:= TrigToExp@Tanh@xDD

Out[9]=

-ã
-x
+ ã

x

ã
-x
+ ã

x

ExpToTrig  does the reverse, getting rid of explicit complex numbers whenever possible. 

In[10]:= ExpToTrig@%D

Out[10]= Tanh@xD

ExpToTrig  deals with hyperbolic as well as circular functions. 

In[11]:= ExpToTrig@Exp@xD - Exp@-xDD

Out[11]= 2 Sinh@xD

You can also use ExpToTrig  on purely numerical expressions.

In[12]:= ExpToTrig@H-1L^H1�17LD

Out[12]= CosA
Π

17

E + ä SinA
Π

17

E
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Expressions Involving Complex Variables
Mathematica  usually pays no attention to whether variables like x  stand for real  or complex numbers. Sometimes, however,  you may

want to make transformations which are appropriate only if particular variables are assumed to be either real or complex. 

The function ComplexExpand  expands out algebraic and trigonometric expressions, making definite assumptions about the variables

that appear. 

ComplexExpand@exprD expand expr assuming that all variables are real

ComplexExpand@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D

expand expr assuming that the xi are complex

Expanding complex expressions. 

This expands the expression, assuming that x and y are both real. 

In[1]:= ComplexExpand@Tan@x + I yDD

Out[1]= 

Sin@2 xD

Cos@2 xD + Cosh@2 yD
+

ä Sinh@2 yD

Cos@2 xD + Cosh@2 yD

In this case, a is assumed to be real, but x is assumed to be complex, and is broken into explicit real and imaginary parts. 

In[2]:= ComplexExpand@a + x^2, 8x<D

Out[2]= a - Im@xD2 + 2 ä Im@xD Re@xD + Re@xD2

With several complex variables, you quickly get quite complicated results. 

In[3]:= ComplexExpand@Sin@xD Exp@yD, 8x, y<D

Out[3]= ã
Re@yD Cos@Im@yDD Cosh@Im@xDD Sin@Re@xDD - ãRe@yD Cos@Re@xDD Sin@Im@yDD Sinh@Im@xDD + ä IãRe@yD Cosh@Im@xDD Sin@Im@

There  are  several  ways  to  write  a  complex  variable  z  in  terms  of  real  parameters.  As  above,  for  example,  z  can  be  written  in  the

ú Cartesian form ø  Re@zD + I Im@zD. But it can equally well be written in the ú polar form ø  Abs@zD Exp@I Arg@zDD. 

The  option  TargetFunctions  in  ComplexExpand  allows  you  to  specify  how  complex  variables  should  be  written.

TargetFunctions can be set to a list of functions from the set 8Re, Im, Abs, Arg, Conjugate, Sign <. ComplexExpand  will try

to give results in terms of whichever of these functions you request. The default is typically to give results in terms of Re and Im. 

This gives an expansion in Cartesian form. 

In[4]:= ComplexExpand@Re@z^2D, 8z<D

Out[4]= -Im@zD
2
+ Re@zD2

Here is an expansion in polar form. 

In[5]:= ComplexExpand@Re@z^2D, 8z<, TargetFunctions -> 8Abs, Arg<D

Out[5]= Abs@zD2 Cos@Arg@zDD2 - Abs@zD2 Sin@Arg@zDD2

Here is another form of expansion. 

In[6]:= ComplexExpand@Re@z^2D, 8z<, TargetFunctions -> ConjugateD

Out[6]= 

z2

2
+

Conjugate@zD2

2
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Logical and Piecewise Functions
Nested  logical  and  piecewise  functions  can  be  expanded  out  much  like  nested  arithmetic  functions.  You  can  do  this  using

LogicalExpand and PiecewiseExpand. 

LogicalExpand@exprD expand out logical functions in expr

PiecewiseExpand@exprD expand out piecewise functions in expr

PiecewiseExpand@expr,assumD expand out with the specified assumptions

Expanding out logical and piecewise functions. 

LogicalExpand puts logical expressions into a standard disjunctive normal form (DNF), consisting of an OR of ANDs.

By default, Mathematica leaves this expression unchanged. 

In[1]:= Ha ÈÈ bL && c

Out[1]= Ha ÈÈ bL && c

LogicalExpand expands this into an OR of ANDs. 

In[2]:= LogicalExpand@%D

Out[2]= Ha && cL ÈÈ Hb && cL

LogicalExpand  works on all logical functions, always converting them into a standard OR of ANDs form. Sometimes the results are

inevitably quite large. 

Xor can be expressed as an OR of ANDs. 

In[3]:= LogicalExpand@Xor@a, b, cDD

Out[3]= Ha && b && cL ÈÈ Ha && ! b && ! cL ÈÈ Hb && ! a && ! cL ÈÈ Hc && ! a && ! bL

Any collection of nested conditionals can always in effect be flattened into a piecewise normal form consisting of a single Piecewise

object. You can do this in Mathematica using PiecewiseExpand. 

By default, Mathematica leaves this expression unchanged. 

In[4]:= If@x > 0, If@x < 1, a, bD, cD

Out[4]= If@x > 0, If@x < 1, a, bD, cD

PiecewiseExpand flattens it into a single Piecewise  object. 

In[5]:= PiecewiseExpand@%D

Out[5]= 

a 0 < x < 1

b x ³ 1

c True

Functions like Max  and Abs,  as well  as Clip  and UnitStep,  implicitly involve conditionals,  and combinations of them can again be

reduced to a single Piecewise  object using PiecewiseExpand. 
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This gives a result as a single Piecewise  object. 

In[6]:= PiecewiseExpand@Max@Min@a, bD, cDD

Out[6]= 

a a - c > 0 && a - b £ 0

b a - b > 0 && b - c > 0

c True

With x assumed real, this can also be written as a Piecewise  object. 

In[7]:= PiecewiseExpand@Abs@xD, x Î RealsD

Out[7]= 
-x x < 0

x True

Functions like Floor, Mod  and FractionalPart  can also be expressed in terms of Piecewise  objects, though in principle they can

involve an infinite number of cases. 

Without a bound on x, this would yield an infinite number of cases. 

In[8]:= PiecewiseExpand@Floor@x^2D, 0 < x < 2D

Out[8]= 

1 1 £ x < 2

2 2 £ x < 3

3 x ³ 3

Mathematica  by  default  limits  the number  of  cases that  Mathematica  will  explicitly  generate  in  the expansion of  any single  piecewise

function such as Floor at any stage in a computation. You can change this limit by resetting the value of $MaxPiecewiseCases. 
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Simplification

Simplify@exprD try various algebraic and trigonometric transformations to simplify an expression

FullSimplify@exprD try a much wider range of transformations

Simplifying expressions. 

Mathematica does not automatically simplify an algebraic expression like this. 

In[1]:= H1 - xL�H1 - x^2L

Out[1]= 

1 - x

1 - x2

Simplify performs the simplification. 

In[2]:= Simplify@%D

Out[2]= 

1

1 + x

Simplify performs standard algebraic and trigonometric simplifications. 

In[3]:= Simplify@Sin@xD^2 + Cos@xD^2D

Out[3]= 1

It does not, however, do more sophisticated transformations that involve, for example, special functions. 

In[4]:= Simplify@Gamma@1 + nD�nD

Out[4]= 

Gamma@1 + nD

n

FullSimplify does perform such transformations. 

In[5]:= FullSimplify@%D

Out[5]= Gamma@nD

FullSimplify@expr,ExcludedForms->patternD

try to simplify expr, without touching subexpressions that match pattern

Controlling simplification. 

Here is an expression involving trigonometric functions and square roots. 

In[6]:= t = H1 - Sin@xD^2L Sqrt@Expand@H1 + Sqrt@2DL^20DD

Out[6]= 22619537 + 15994 428 2 I1 - Sin@xD2M

By default, FullSimplify will try to simplify everything. 

In[7]:= FullSimplify@tD

Out[7]= J3363 + 2378 2 N Cos@xD2
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This makes FullSimplify avoid simplifying the square roots. 

In[8]:= FullSimplify@t, ExcludedForms -> Sqrt@_DD

Out[8]= 22619537 + 15994 428 2 Cos@xD2

FullSimplify@expr,TimeConstraint->tD

try to simplify expr, working for at most t seconds on each transformation

FullSimplify@expr,TransformationFunctions->8 f1, f2,¼<D

use only the functions fi in trying to transform parts of expr

FullSimplify@expr,TransformationFunctions->8Automatic, f1, f2,¼<D

use built−in transformations as well as the fi

Simplify@expr,ComplexityFunction->cD  and FullSimplify@expr,ComplexityFunction->cD

simplify using c to determine what form is considered simplest

Further control of simplification. 

In both Simplify  and FullSimplify  there is always an issue of what counts as the ú simplest ø  form of an expression. You can use

the option ComplexityFunction -> c to provide a function to determine this. The function will  be applied to each candidate form of

the expression, and the one that gives the smallest numerical value will be considered simplest.

With its default definition of simplicity, Simplify leaves this unchanged. 

In[9]:= Simplify@4 Log@10DD

Out[9]= 4 Log@10D

This now tries to minimize the number of elements in the expression. 

In[10]:= Simplify@4 Log@10D, ComplexityFunction -> LeafCountD

Out[10]= Log@10000D
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Using Assumptions
Mathematica normally makes as few assumptions as possible about the objects you ask it to manipulate. This means that the results it

gives are as general as possible. But sometimes these results are considerably more complicated than they would be if more assump−

tions were made. 

Refine@expr,assumD refine expr using assumptions

Simplify@expr,assumD simplify with assumptions

FullSimplify@expr,assumD full simplify with assumptions

FunctionExpand@expr,assumD function expand with assumptions

Doing operations with assumptions. 

Simplify by default does essentially nothing with this expression. 

In[1]:= Simplify@1�Sqrt@xD - Sqrt@1�xDD

Out[1]= -

1

x
+

1

x

The reason is that its value is quite different for different choices of x. 

In[2]:= % �. x -> 8-3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3<

Out[2]= 9-
2 ä

3

, -ä 2 , -2 ä, 0, 0, 0=

With the assumption x > 0, Simplify can immediately reduce the expression to 0. 

In[3]:= Simplify@1�Sqrt@xD - Sqrt@1�xD, x > 0D

Out[3]= 0

Without making assumptions about x and y, nothing can be done. 

In[4]:= FunctionExpand@Log@x yDD

Out[4]= Log@x yD

If x and y are both assumed positive, the log can be expanded. 

In[5]:= FunctionExpand@Log@x yD, x > 0 && y > 0D

Out[5]= Log@xD + Log@yD

By applying Simplify  and FullSimplify  with appropriate assumptions to equations and inequalities you can in effect  establish a

vast range of theorems.

Without making assumptions about x the truth or falsity of this equation cannot be determined. 

In[6]:= Simplify@Abs@xD == xD

Out[6]= x � Abs@xD

Now Simplify can prove that the equation is true. 

In[7]:= Simplify@Abs@xD == x, x > 0D

Out[7]= True
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This establishes the standard result that the arithmetic mean is larger than the geometric one. 

In[8]:= Simplify@Hx + yL�2 >= Sqrt@x yD, x >= 0 && y >= 0D

Out[8]= True

This proves that erfHxL lies in the range H0, 1L for all positive arguments. 

In[9]:= FullSimplify@0 < Erf@xD < 1, x > 0D

Out[9]= True

Simplify and FullSimplify always try to find the simplest forms of expressions. Sometimes, however, you may just want Mathemat−

ica to follow its ordinary evaluation process, but with certain assumptions made. You can do this using Refine. The way it works is that

Refine@expr, assumD  performs  the  same  transformations  as  Mathematica  would  perform  automatically  if  the  variables  in  expr  were

replaced by numerical expressions satisfying the assumptions assum.

There is no simpler form that Simplify can find. 

In[10]:= Simplify@Log@xD, x < 0D

Out[10]= Log@xD

Refine just evaluates Log@xD as it would for any explicit negative number x. 

In[11]:= Refine@Log@xD, x < 0D

Out[11]= ä Π + Log@-xD

An important class of assumptions are those which assert that some object is an element of a particular domain. You can set up such

assumptions using x Î dom, where the Î character can be entered as � el or �@ElementD. 

xÎdom   or  Element@x,domD assert that x is an element of the domain dom

8x1,x2,¼<Îdom assert that all the xi are elements of the domain dom

pattÎdom assert that any expression which matches patt is an element of the domain dom

Asserting that objects are elements of domains. 

This confirms that Π is an element of the domain of real numbers. 

In[12]:= Pi Î Reals

Out[12]= True

These numbers are all elements of the domain of algebraic numbers. 

In[13]:= 81, Sqrt@2D, 3 + Sqrt@5D< Î Algebraics

Out[13]= True

Mathematica knows that Π is not an algebraic number. 

In[14]:= Pi Î Algebraics

Out[14]= False

Current mathematics has not established whether e + Π is an algebraic number or not. 

In[15]:= E + Pi Î Algebraics

Out[15]= ã + Π Î Algebraics
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This represents the assertion that the symbol x is an element of the domain of real numbers. 

In[16]:= x Î Reals

Out[16]= x Î Reals

Complexes the domain of complex numbers C

Reals the domain of real numbers R

Algebraics the domain of algebraic numbers A

Rationals the domain of rational numbers Q

Integers the domain of integers Z

Primes the domain of primes P

Booleans the domain of Booleans (True  and False) B

Domains supported by Mathematica. 

If n is assumed to be an integer, sinHnΠL is zero. 

In[17]:= Simplify@Sin@n PiD, n Î IntegersD

Out[17]= 0

This establishes the theorem coshHxL ³ 1 if x is assumed to be a real number. 

In[18]:= Simplify@Cosh@xD >= 1, x Î RealsD

Out[18]= True

If you say that a variable satisfies an inequality, Mathematica will automatically assume that it is real. 

In[19]:= Simplify@x Î Reals, x > 0D

Out[19]= True

By using Simplify,  FullSimplify  and FunctionExpand  with assumptions you can access many of Mathematica÷ s vast collec−

tion of mathematical facts. 

This uses the periodicity of the tangent function. 

In[20]:= Simplify@Tan@x + Pi kD, k Î IntegersD

Out[20]= Tan@xD

The assumption k�2 Î Integers implies that k must be even. 

In[21]:= Simplify@Tan@x + Pi k�2D, k�2 Î IntegersD

Out[21]= Tan@xD

Mathematica knows that logHxL < expHxL for positive x. 

In[22]:= Simplify@Log@xD < Exp@xD, x > 0D

Out[22]= True

FullSimplify accesses knowledge about special functions. 

In[23]:= FullSimplify@Im@BesselJ@0, xDD, x Î RealsD

Out[23]= 0
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Mathematica knows about discrete mathematics and number theory as well as continuous mathematics. 

This uses Wilson ÷ s theorem to simplify the result. 

In[24]:= FunctionExpand@Mod@Hp - 1L!, pD, p Î PrimesD

Out[24]= -1 + p

This uses the multiplicative property of the Euler phi function. 

In[25]:= FunctionExpand@EulerPhi@m nD, 8m, n< Î Integers && GCD@m, nD == 1D

Out[25]= EulerPhi@mD EulerPhi@nD

In something like Simplify@expr, assumD  or Refine@expr, assumD  you explicitly give the assumptions you want to use. But some−

times you may want to specify one set of assumptions to use in a whole collection of operations. You can do this by using Assuming. 

Assuming@assum,exprD use assumptions assum in the evaluation of expr

$Assumptions the default assumptions to use

Specifying assumptions with larger scopes. 

This tells Simplify to use the default assumption x > 0. 

In[26]:= Assuming@x > 0, Simplify@Sqrt@x^2DDD

Out[26]= x

This combines the two assumptions given. 

In[27]:= Assuming@x > 0, Assuming@x Î Integers, Refine@Floor@Sqrt@x^2DDDDD

Out[27]= x

Functions like Simplify  and Refine  take the option Assumptions,  which specifies what default  assumptions they should use. By

default,  the  setting  for  this  option  is  Assumptions :> $Assumptions.  The way Assuming  then works  is  to  assign  a  local  value  to

$Assumptions, much as in Block.

In  addition  to  Simplify  and  Refine,  a  number  of  other  functions  take  Assumptions  options,  and  thus  can  have  assumptions

specified for them by Assuming. Examples are FunctionExpand , Integrate , Limit, Series, LaplaceTransform. 

The assumption is automatically used in Integrate . 

In[28]:= Assuming@n > 0, 1 + Integrate@x^n, 8x, 0, 1<D^2D

Out[28]= 1 +
1

H1 + nL2

MORE ABOUT

� Assumptions and Domains
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Equations
"Defining Variables" discussed assignments such as x = y which set x  equal to y. Here we discuss equations, which test equality. The

equation x == y tests whether x is equal to y.

This tests whether 2 + 2 and 4 are equal. The result is the symbol True . 

In[1]:= 2 + 2 == 4

Out[1]= True

It is very important that you do not confuse x = y with x == y. While x = y is an imperative statement that actually causes an assignment

to be done, x == y merely tests whether x and y are equal, and causes no explicit action. If you have used the C programming language,

you will recognize that the notation for assignment and testing in Mathematica is the same as in C.

x=y assigns x to have value y

x==y tests whether x and y are equal

Assignments and tests. 

This assigns x to have value 4. 

In[2]:= x = 4

Out[2]= 4

If you ask for x, you now get 4. 

In[3]:= x

Out[3]= 4

This tests whether x is equal to 4. In this case, it is. 

In[4]:= x == 4

Out[4]= True

x is equal to 4, not 6. 

In[5]:= x == 6

Out[5]= False

This removes the value assigned to x. 

In[6]:= x =.

The tests we have used so far involve only numbers, and always give a definite answer, either True  or False. You can also do tests

on symbolic expressions. 

Mathematica cannot get a definite result for this test unless you give x a specific numerical value. 

In[7]:= x == 5

Out[7]= x � 5
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If you replace x by the specific numerical value 4, the test gives False. 

In[8]:= % �. x -> 4

Out[8]= False

Even when you do tests on symbolic expressions, there are some cases where you can get definite results. An important one is when

you test the equality of two expressions that are identical. Whatever the numerical values of the variables in these expressions may be,

Mathematica knows that the expressions must always be equal. 

The two expressions are identical, so the result is True , whatever the value of x may be. 

In[9]:= 2 x + x^2 == 2 x + x^2

Out[9]= True

Mathematica does not try to tell whether these expressions are equal. In this case, using Expand would make them have the same form. 

In[10]:= 2 x + x^2 == x H2 + xL

Out[10]= 2 x + x2 � x H2 + xL

Expressions  like  x == 4  represent  equations  in  Mathematica.  There  are  many  functions  in  Mathematica  for  manipulating  and  solving

equations. 

This is an equation in Mathematica. "Solving Equations" will discuss how to solve it for x. 

In[11]:= x^2 + 2 x - 7 == 0

Out[11]= -7 + 2 x + x
2
� 0

You can assign a name to the equation. 

In[12]:= eqn = %

Out[12]= -7 + 2 x + x
2
� 0

If you ask for eqn, you now get the equation. 

In[13]:= eqn

Out[13]= -7 + 2 x + x
2
� 0

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities
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Solving Equations
An expression like x^2 + 2 x - 7 == 0  represents an equation in Mathematica.  You will  often need to solve  equations like this, to find

out for what values of x they are true.

This gives the two solutions to the quadratic equation x2 + 2 x - 7 = 0. The solutions are given as replacements for x. 

In[1]:= Solve@x^2 + 2 x - 7 == 0, xD

Out[1]= 99x ® -1 - 2 2 =, 9x ® -1 + 2 2 ==

Here are the numerical values of the solutions.

In[2]:= N@%D

Out[2]= 88x ® -3.82843<, 8x ® 1.82843<<

You can get a list of the actual solutions for x by applying the rules generated by Solve to x using the replacement operator. 

In[3]:= x �. %

Out[3]= 8-3.82843, 1.82843<

You can equally well apply the rules to any other expression involving x. 

In[4]:= x^2 + 3 x �. %%

Out[4]= 83.17157, 8.82843<

Solve@lhs==rhs,xD solve an equation, giving a list of rules for x

x�.solution use the list of rules to get values for x

expr�.solution use the list of rules to get values for an expression

Finding and using solutions to equations. 

Solve  always  tries  to  give  you  explicit  formulas  for  the  solutions  to  equations.  However,  it  is  a  basic  mathematical  result  that,  for

sufficiently complicated equations, explicit algebraic formulas in terms of radicals cannot be given. If you have an algebraic equation in

one variable, and the highest power of the variable is at most four, then Mathematica  can always give you formulas for the solutions.

However, if  the highest power is five or more, it  may be mathematically impossible to give explicit  algebraic formulas for all  the solu−

tions. 

Mathematica can always solve algebraic equations in one variable when the highest power is less than five. 

In[5]:= Solve@x^4 - 5 x^2 - 3 == 0, xD

Out[5]= 99x ® -
5

2
+

37

2
=, 9x ®

5

2
+

37

2
=, 9x ® -ä

1

2
J-5 + 37 N =, 9x ® ä

1

2
J-5 + 37 N ==

It can solve some equations that involve higher powers. 

In[6]:= Solve@x^6 == 1, xD

Out[6]= 98x ® -1<, 8x ® 1<, 9x ® -H-1L
1�3=, 9x ® H-1L1�3=, 9x ® -H-1L2�3=, 9x ® H-1L2�3==
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There are some equations, however, for which it is mathematically impossible to find explicit formulas for the solutions. Mathematica uses 

Root  objects to represent the solutions in this case.

In[7]:= Solve@2 - 4 x + x^5 == 0, xD

Out[7]= 99x ® RootA2 - 4 ð1 + ð1
5 &, 1E=, 9x ® RootA2 - 4 ð1 + ð15 &, 2E=, 9x ® RootA2 - 4 ð1 + ð15 &, 3E=, 9x ® RootA2 - 4 ð1 + ð

Even though you cannot get explicit formulas, you can still evaluate the solutions numerically. 

In[8]:= N@%D

Out[8]= 88x ® -1.51851<, 8x ® 0.508499<, 8x ® 1.2436<, 8x ® -0.116792 - 1.43845 ä<, 8x ® -0.116792 + 1.43845 ä<<

In addition to being able to solve purely algebraic equations, Mathematica can also solve some equations involving other functions. 

After printing a warning, Mathematica returns one solution to this equation. 

In[9]:= Solve@Sin@xD == a, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[9]= 88x ® ArcSin@aD<<

It is important to realize that an equation such as sinHxL = a actually has an infinite number of possible solutions, in this case differing by

multiples of  2 Π.  However,  Solve  by default  returns just  one solution,  but  prints a message telling you that  other solutions may exist.

You can use Reduce to get more information. 

There is no explicit ú closed formø  solution for a transcendental equation like this. 

In[10]:= Solve@Cos@xD == x, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[10]= Solve@Cos@xD � x, xD

You can find an approximate numerical solution using FindRoot, and giving a starting value for x. 

In[11]:= FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 0<D

Out[11]= 8x ® 0.739085<

Solve  can also handle equations involving symbolic functions. In such cases, it  again prints a warning, then gives results in terms of

formal inverse functions. 

Mathematica returns a result in terms of the formal inverse function of f. 

In[12]:= Solve@f@x^2D == a, xD

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

Out[12]= 99x ® - fH-1L@aD =, 9x ® fH-1L@aD ==

Solve@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,8x,y,¼<D

solve a set of simultaneous equations for x, y, ¼

Solving sets of simultaneous equations. 

You can also  use  Mathematica  to  solve  sets  of  simultaneous equations.  You simply  give  the  list  of  equations,  and specify  the  list  of

variables to solve for. 
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Here is a list of two simultaneous equations, to be solved for the variables x and y. 

In[13]:= Solve@8a x + y == 0, 2 x + H1 - aL y == 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[13]= 99x ® -
1

-2 + a - a2
, y ® -

a

2 - a + a2
==

Here are some more complicated simultaneous equations. The two solutions are given as two lists of replacements for x and y. 

In[14]:= Solve@8x^2 + y^2 == 1, x + 3 y == 0<, 8x, y<D

Out[14]= 99x ® -
3

10

, y ®
1

10

=, 9x ®
3

10

, y ® -
1

10

==

This uses the solutions to evaluate the expression x + y. 

In[15]:= x + y �. %

Out[15]= 9-
2

5
,

2

5
=

Mathematica can solve any set of simultaneous linear or polynomial equations. 

When you are working with sets of equations in several variables, it is often convenient to reorganize the equations by eliminating some

variables between them.

This eliminates y between the two equations, giving a single equation for x. 

In[16]:= Eliminate@8a x + y == 0, 2 x + H1 - aL y == 1<, yD

Out[16]= I2 - a + a
2M x � 1

If you have several equations, there is no guarantee that there exists any consistent solution for a particular variable.

There is no consistent solution to these equations, so Mathematica returns 8<, indicating that the set of solutions is empty. 

In[17]:= Solve@8x == 1, x == 2<, xD

Out[17]= 8<

There is also no consistent solution to these equations for almost all values of a. 

In[18]:= Solve@8x == 1, x == a<, xD

Out[18]= 8<

The general question of whether a set of equations has any consistent solution is quite a subtle one. For example, for most values of a,

the equations 8x == 1, x == a< are inconsistent, so there is no possible solution for x. However, if a is equal to 1, then the equations

do  have a solution.  Solve  is  set  up to give you generic  solutions to equations.  It  discards any solutions that  exist  only when special

constraints between parameters are satisfied.

If  you use Reduce  instead of  Solve,  Mathematica  will  however keep all  the possible solutions to a set  of  equations,  including those

that require special conditions on parameters.

This shows that the equations have a solution only when a == 1. The notation a == 1 && x == 1 represents the requirement that both 

a == 1 and x == 1 should be True . 

In[19]:= Reduce@8x == a, x == 1<, xD

Out[19]= a � 1 && x � 1
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This gives the complete set of possible solutions to the equation. The answer is stated in terms of a combination of simpler equations. && 
indicates equations that must simultaneously be true; ÈÈ indicates alternatives. 

In[20]:= Reduce@a x - b == 0, xD

Out[20]= Hb � 0 && a � 0L ÈÈ a ¹ 0 && x �
b

a

This gives a more complicated combination of equations. 

In[21]:= Reduce@a x^2 - b == 0, xD

Out[21]= Hb � 0 && a � 0L ÈÈ a ¹ 0 && x � -
b

a

ÈÈ x �
b

a

This gives a symbolic representation of all solutions. 

In[22]:= Reduce@Sin@xD == a, xD

Out[22]= C@1D Î Integers && Hx � Π - ArcSin@aD + 2 Π C@1D ÈÈ x � ArcSin@aD + 2 Π C@1DL

Solve@lhs==rhs,xD solve an equation for x

Solve@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,8x,y,¼<D

solve a set of simultaneous equations for x, y, ¼

Eliminate@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,8x,¼<D

eliminate x, ¼ in a set of simultaneous equations

Reduce@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,8x,y,¼<D

give a set of simplified equations, including all possible solutions

Functions for solving and manipulating equations. 

Reduce  also  has  powerful  capabilities  for  handling  equations  specifically  over  real  numbers  or  integers.  "Equations  and  Inequalities

over Domains" discusses this in more detail. 

This reduces the equation assuming x and y are complex. 

In[23]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 == 1, yD

Out[23]= y � - 1 - x2 ÈÈ y � 1 - x2

This includes the conditions for x and y to be real. 

In[24]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 == 1, y, RealsD

Out[24]= -1 £ x £ 1 && y � - 1 - x2 ÈÈ y � 1 - x2

This gives only the integer solutions. 

In[25]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 == 1, y, IntegersD

Out[25]= Hx � -1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � -1L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Complex Polynomial Systems
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The Representation of Equations and Solutions
Mathematica  treats  equations  as  logical  statements.  If  you  type  in  an  equation  like  x^2 + 3 x == 2,  Mathematica  interprets  this  as  a

logical statement which asserts that x^2 + 3 x is equal to 2. If you have assigned an explicit value to x, say x = 4, then Mathematica

can explicitly determine that the logical statement x^2 + 3 x == 2 is False. 

If you have not assigned any explicit value to x, however, Mathematica cannot work out whether x^2 + 3 x == 2 is True  or False. As

a result, it leaves the equation in the symbolic form x^2 + 3 x == 2. 

You  can  manipulate  symbolic  equations  in  Mathematica  in  many  ways.  One  common  goal  is  to  rearrange  the  equations  so  as  to

ú solve ø  for a particular set of variables. 

Here is a symbolic equation. 

In[1]:= x^2 + 3 x == 2

Out[1]= 3 x + x2 � 2

You can use the function Reduce to reduce the equation so as to give ú solutionsø  for x. The result, like the original equation, can be 

viewed as a logical statement. 

In[2]:= Reduce@%, xD

Out[2]= x �
1

2

J-3 - 17 N ÈÈ x �
1

2

J-3 + 17 N

The  quadratic  equation  x^2 + 3 x == 2  can  be  thought  of  as  an  implicit  statement  about  the  value  of  x.  As  shown  in  the  example

above, you can use the function Reduce  to get a more explicit  statement about the value of x.  The expression produced by Reduce

has the form x ==r1 ÈÈ x ==r2. This expression is again a logical statement, which asserts that either x is equal to r1, or x is equal to r2.

The values of x that are consistent with this statement are exactly the same as the ones that are consistent with the original quadratic

equation. For many purposes, however, the form that Reduce gives is much more useful than the original equation. 

You can combine and manipulate equations just like other logical statements. You can use logical connectives such as ÈÈ  and &&  to

specify  alternative  or  simultaneous  conditions.  You  can  use  functions  like  LogicalExpand,  as  well  as  FullSimplify,  to  simplify

collections of equations. 

For  many  purposes,  you  will  find  it  convenient  to  manipulate  equations  simply  as  logical  statements.  Sometimes,  however,  you  will

actually  want  to  use explicit  solutions to  equations in  other  calculations.  In  such cases,  it  is  convenient  to  convert  equations that  are

stated in the form lhs == rhs into transformation rules of the form lhs -> rhs. Once you have the solutions to an equation in the form of

explicit transformation rules, you can substitute the solutions into expressions by using the �. operator.

Reduce produces a logical statement about the values of x corresponding to the roots of the quadratic equation. 

In[3]:= Reduce@x^2 + 3 x == 2, xD

Out[3]= x �
1

2

J-3 - 17 N ÈÈ x �
1

2

J-3 + 17 N

ToRules converts the logical statement into an explicit list of transformation rules. 

In[4]:= 8ToRules@%D<

Out[4]= 99x ®
1

2

J-3 - 17 N=, 9x ®
1

2

J-3 + 17 N==

You can now use the transformation rules to substitute the solutions for x into expressions involving x. 

In[5]:= x^2 + a x �. %

Out[5]= 9
1

4

J-3 - 17 N
2

+

1

2

J-3 - 17 N a,
1

4

J-3 + 17 N
2

+

1

2

J-3 + 17 N a=
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The function Solve produces transformation rules for solutions directly. 

In[6]:= Solve@x^2 + 3 x == 2, xD

Out[6]= 99x ®
1

2

J-3 - 17 N=, 9x ®
1

2

J-3 + 17 N==

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities
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Equations in One Variable
The main equations that Solve and related Mathematica functions deal with are polynomial equations. 

It is easy to solve a linear equation in x. 

In[1]:= Solve@a x + b == c, xD

Out[1]= 99x ®
-b + c

a
==

One can also solve quadratic equations just by applying a simple formula. 

In[2]:= Solve@x^2 + a x + 2 == 0, xD

Out[2]= 99x ®
1

2
-a - -8 + a2 =, 9x ®

1

2
-a + -8 + a2 ==

Mathematica can also find exact solutions to cubic equations. Here is the first solution to a comparatively simple cubic equation. 

In[3]:= Solve@x^3 + 34 x + 1 == 0, xD@@1DD

Out[3]= 9x ® -34
2

3 J-9 + 471 729 N

1�3

+

J
1

2
J-9 + 471 729 NN

1�3

32�3
=

For cubic and quartic equations the results are often complicated, but for all equations with degrees up to four Mathematica is always

able to give explicit formulas for the solutions. 

An important feature of these formulas is that they involve only radicals: arithmetic combinations of square roots, cube roots and higher

roots. 

It  is  a  fundamental  mathematical  fact,  however,  that  for  equations of  degree five or  higher,  it  is  no longer  possible  in  general  to  give

explicit formulas for solutions in terms of radicals.

There are some specific equations for which this is still possible, but in the vast majority of cases it is not. 

This constructs a degree six polynomial. 

In[4]:= Expand@Product@x^2 - 2 i, 8i, 3<DD

Out[4]= -48 + 44 x
2
- 12 x4 + x6

For a polynomial that factors in the way this one does, it is straightforward for Solve to find the roots. 

In[5]:= Solve@% == 0, xD

Out[5]= 98x ® -2<, 8x ® 2<, 9x ® - 2 =, 9x ® 2 =, 9x ® - 6 =, 9x ® 6 ==

This constructs a polynomial of degree eight. 

In[6]:= Expand@x^2 - 2 �. x -> x^2 - 3 �. x -> x^2 - 5D

Out[6]= 482 - 440 x2 + 144 x4 - 20 x6 + x8

The polynomial does not factor, but it can be decomposed into nested polynomials, so Solve can again find explicit formulas for the roots. 

In[7]:= Solve@% == 0, xD

Out[7]= 99x ® - 5 - 3 - 2 =, 9x ® 5 - 3 - 2 =, 9x ® - 5 + 3 - 2 =, 9x ® 5 + 3 - 2 =, 9x ® - 5 - 3 +
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Root@ f,kD the kth root of the equation f@xD == 0

Implicit representation for roots. 

No explicit formulas for the solution to this equation can be given in terms of radicals, so Mathematica uses an implicit symbolic 
representation.

In[8]:= Solve@x^5 - x + 11 == 0, xD

Out[8]= 99x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð1
5 &, 1E=, 9x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð15 &, 2E=, 9x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð15 &, 3E=, 9x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð15

This finds a numerical approximation to each root. 

In[9]:= N@%D

Out[9]= 88x ® -1.66149<, 8x ® -0.46194 - 1.565 ä<, 8x ® -0.46194 + 1.565 ä<, 8x ® 1.29268 - 0.903032 ä<, 8x ® 1.29268 + 0.903032

If what you want in the end is a numerical solution, it is usually much faster to use NSolve from the outset. 

In[10]:= NSolve@x^5 - x + 11 == 0, xD

Out[10]= 88x ® -1.66149<, 8x ® -0.46194 - 1.565 ä<, 8x ® -0.46194 + 1.565 ä<, 8x ® 1.29268 - 0.903032 ä<, 8x ® 1.29268 + 0.903032

Root  objects provide an exact, though implicit, representation for the roots of a polynomial. You can work with them much as you would

work with Sqrt@2D or any other expression that represents an exact numerical quantity. 

Here is the Root  object representing the first root of the polynomial discussed above. 

In[11]:= r = Root@ð^5 - ð + 11 &, 1D

Out[11]= RootA11 - ð1 + ð15 &, 1E

This is a numerical approximation to its value. 

In[12]:= N@rD

Out[12]= -1.66149

Round does an exact computation to find the closest integer to the root. 

In[13]:= Round@rD

Out[13]= -2

If you substitute the root into the original polynomial, and then simplify the result, you get zero. 

In[14]:= FullSimplify@x^5 - x + 11 �. x -> rD

Out[14]= 0

This finds the product of all the roots of the original polynomial. 

In[15]:= FullSimplify@Product@Root@11 - ð + ð^5 &, kD, 8k, 5<DD

Out[15]= -11

The complex conjugate of the third root is the second root. 

In[16]:= Conjugate@Root@11 - ð + ð^5 &, 3DD

Out[16]= RootA11 - ð1 + ð15 &, 2E
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If the only symbolic parameter that exists in an equation is the variable that you are solving for, then all the solutions to the equation will

just  be  numbers.  But  if  there  are  other  symbolic  parameters  in  the  equation,  then  the  solutions  will  typically  be  functions  of  these

parameters.

The solution to this equation can again be represented by Root  objects, but now each Root  object involves the parameter a. 

In[17]:= Solve@x^5 + x + a == 0, xD

Out[17]= 99x ® RootAa + ð1 + ð1
5 &, 1E=, 9x ® RootAa + ð1 + ð15 &, 2E=, 9x ® RootAa + ð1 + ð15 &, 3E=, 9x ® RootAa + ð1 + ð15 &, 4

When a is replaced with 1, the Root  objects can be simplified, and some are given as explicit radicals. 

In[18]:= Simplify@% �. a -> 1D

Out[18]= 99x ® RootA1 - ð1
2
+ ð13 &, 1E=, 9x ® -

1

2
ä J-ä + 3 N=, 9x ®

1

2
ä Jä + 3 N=, 9x ® RootA1 - ð12 + ð13 &, 2E=, 9x ® RootA

This shows the behavior of the first root as a function of a. 

In[19]:= Plot@Root@ð^5 + ð + a &, 1D, 8a, -2, 2<D

Out[19]= 

This finds the derivative of the first root with respect to a. 

In[20]:= D@Root@ð^5 + ð + a &, 1D, aD

Out[20]= -

1

1 + 5 RootAa + ð1 + ð15 &, 1E
4

If  you give Solve  any nth−degree polynomial  equation,  then it  will  always return exactly  n  solutions,  although some of  these may be

represented by Root  objects. If there are degenerate solutions, then the number of times that each particular solution appears will be

equal to its multiplicity.

Solve gives two identical solutions to this equation. 

In[21]:= Solve@Hx - 1L^2 == 0, xD

Out[21]= 88x ® 1<, 8x ® 1<<

Here are the first four solutions to a tenth degree equation. The solutions come in pairs. 

In[22]:= Take@Solve@Hx^5 - x + 11L^2 == 0, xD, 4D

Out[22]= 99x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð1
5 &, 1E=, 9x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð15 &, 1E=, 9x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð15 &, 2E=, 9x ® RootA11 - ð1 + ð15

Mathematica also knows how to solve equations which are not explicitly in the form of polynomials. 

Here is an equation involving square roots. 

In[23]:= Solve@Sqrt@xD + Sqrt@1 + xD == a, xD

Out[23]= 99x ®
1 - 2 a2 + a4

4 a2
==
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And here is one involving logarithms. 

In[24]:= Solve@Log@xD + Log@1 - xD == a, xD

Out[24]= 99x ®
1

2
1 - 1 - 4 ãa =, 9x ®

1

2
1 + 1 - 4 ãa ==

So long as it can reduce an equation to some kind of polynomial form, Mathematica will always be able to represent its solution in terms

of  Root  objects.  However,  with  more  general  equations,  involving  say  transcendental  functions,  there  is  no  systematic  way  to  use

Root  objects, or even necessarily to find numerical approximations.

Here is a simple transcendental equation for x. 

In[25]:= Solve@ArcSin@xD == a, xD

Out[25]= 88x ® Sin@aD<<

There is no solution to this equation in terms of standard functions. 

In[26]:= Solve@Cos@xD == x, xD

Solve::tdep : The equations appear to involve the
variables to be solved for in an essentially non-algebraic way.

Out[26]= Solve@Cos@xD � x, xD

Mathematica can nevertheless find a numerical solution even in this case. 

In[27]:= FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 0<D

Out[27]= 8x ® 0.739085<

Polynomial  equations in  one variable only  ever  have a finite  number of  solutions.  But  transcendental  equations often have an infinite

number. Typically the reason for this is that functions like Sin  in effect have infinitely many possible inverses. With the default option

setting  InverseFunctions -> True ,  Solve  will  nevertheless  assume that  there  is  a  definite  inverse  for  any  such  function.  Solve

may then be able to return particular solutions in terms of this inverse function. 

Mathematica returns a particular solution in terms of ArcSin, but prints a warning indicating that other solutions are lost. 

In[28]:= Solve@Sin@xD == a, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information.

Out[28]= 88x ® ArcSin@aD<<

Here the answer comes out in terms of ProductLog. 

In[29]:= Solve@Exp@xD + x + 1 == 0, xD

InverseFunction::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses.

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information.

Out[29]= 99x ® -1 - ProductLogA
1

ã

E==

If you ask Solve to solve an equation involving an arbitrary function like f, it will by default try to construct a formal solution in terms of

inverse functions. 
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Solve by default uses a formal inverse for the function f. 

In[30]:= Solve@f@xD == a, xD

InverseFunction::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses.

Out[30]= 99x ® f
H-1L@aD==

This is the structure of the inverse function. 

In[31]:= InputForm@%D

Out[31]//InputForm= {{x −> InverseFunction[f, 1, 1][a]}}

InverseFunction@ fD the inverse function of f

InverseFunction@ f,k,nD the inverse function of the n−argument function f  with respect to its kth argument

Inverse functions. 

This returns an explicit inverse function. 

In[32]:= InverseFunction@TanD

Out[32]= ArcTan

Mathematica can do formal operations on inverse functions. 

In[33]:= D@InverseFunction@fD@x^2D, xD

Out[33]= 

2 x

f¢AfH-1LAx2EE

While Solve can only give specific solutions to an equation, Reduce can give a representation of a whole solution set. For transcenden−

tal equations, it often ends up introducing new parameters, say with values ranging over all possible integers. 

This is a complete representation of the solution set. 

In[34]:= Reduce@Sin@xD == a, xD

Out[34]= C@1D Î Integers && Hx � Π - ArcSin@aD + 2 Π C@1D ÈÈ x � ArcSin@aD + 2 Π C@1DL

Here again is a representation of the general solution. 

In[35]:= Reduce@Exp@xD + x + 1 == 0, xD

Out[35]= C@1D Î Integers && x � -1 - ProductLogAC@1D,
1

ã

E

As  discussed  at  more  length  in  "Equations  and  Inequalities  over  Domains",  Reduce  allows  you  to  restrict  the  domains  of  variables.

Sometimes this will let you generate definite solutions to transcendental equations~or show that they do not exist. 

With the domain of x restricted, this yields definite solutions. 

In[36]:= Reduce@8Sin@xD == 1�2, Abs@xD < 4<, xD

Out[36]= x � -
7 Π

6
ÈÈ x �

Π

6
ÈÈ x �

5 Π

6
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With x constrained to be real, only one solution is possible. 

In[37]:= Reduce@Exp@xD + x + 1 == 0, x, RealsD

Out[37]= x � -1 - ProductLogA
1

ã

E

Reduce knows there can be no solution here. 

In[38]:= Reduce@8Sin@xD == x, x > 1<, xD

Out[38]= False

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities
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Counting and Isolating Polynomial Roots

Counting Roots of Polynomials

CountRoots@poly,xD give the number of real roots of the polynomial poly in x

CountRoots@poly,8x,a,b<D give the number of roots of the polynomial poly in x with 

ReHaL £ ReHrL £ ReHbL ì ImHaL £ ImHrL £ ImHbL

Counting roots of polynomials.

CountRoots accepts polynomials with Gaussian rational coefficients. The root count includes multiplicities.

This gives the number of real roots of Ix2 - 2M Ix2 - 3M Ix2 - 4M. 

In[1]:= CountRootsAIx2 - 2M Ix2 - 3M Ix2 - 4M, xE

Out[1]= 6

This counts the roots of Ix2 - 2M Ix2 - 3M Ix2 - 4M in the closed interval @1, 2D. 

In[2]:= CountRootsAIx2 - 2M Ix2 - 3M Ix2 - 4M, 8x, 1, 2<E

Out[2]= 3

The roots of Ix2 + 1M x3 in the vertical axis segment between 0 and 2 ä consist of a triple root at 0 and a single root at ä. 

In[3]:= CountRootsAIx2 + 1M x3, 8x, 0, 2 ä<E

Out[3]= 4

This counts 17th−degree roots of unity in the closed unit square. 

In[4]:= CountRootsAx17 - 1, 8x, 0, 1 + ä<E

Out[4]= 5

The coefficients of the polynomial can be Gaussian rationals.

In[5]:= CountRootsAx3 - ä x +
3 ä

4
- 1, 8x, 0, 1 + ä<E

Out[5]= 1

Isolating Intervals
A set S Í K, where K  is R or C, is an isolating set for a root a of a polynomial f  if a is the only root of f  in S. Isolating roots of a polyno−

mial means finding disjoint isolating sets for all the roots of the polynomial. 

RootIntervals@8poly1,poly2,¼<D give a list of disjoint isolating intervals for the real roots of any of the polyi, 

together with a list of which polynomials actually have each successive root

RootIntervals@polyD give disjoint isolating intervals for real roots of a single polynomial

RootIntervals@polys,ComplexesD give disjoint isolating intervals or rectangles for complex roots of polys

IsolatingInterval@aD give an isolating interval for the algebraic number a

IsolatingInterval@a,dxD give an isolating interval of width at most dx

Functions for isolating roots of polynomials.
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RootIntervals accepts polynomials with rational number coefficients.

For a real root r  the returned isolating interval is a pair of rational numbers 8a, b<,  such that either a < r < b  or a � b � r.  For a nonreal

root r the isolating rectangle returned is a pair of Gaussian rational numbers 8a, b<, such that ReHaL < ReHrL < ReHbL ì ImHaL < ImHrL < ImHbL

and either ImHaL ³ 0 or ImHbL £ 0.

Here are isolating intervals for the real roots of f . 

In[6]:= f = Ix2 - 2M Ix2 - 3M Ix2 - 4M; RootIntervals@fD

Out[6]= 998-2, -2<, 9-2, -
3

2
=, 9-

3

2
, -1=, 91,

3

2
=, 9

3

2
, 2=, 82, 2<=, 881<, 81<, 81<, 81<, 81<, 81<<=

The second list shows which interval contains a root of which polynomial. 

In[7]:= RootIntervals@8f + 3, f + 5, f + 7<D

Out[7]= 999-
5

4
, -

9

8
=, 9-

9

8
, -1=, 8-1, 0<, 80, 1<, 91,

9

8
=, 9

9

8
,
5

4
==, 881<, 82<, 83<, 83<, 82<, 81<<=

This gives isolating intervals for all complex roots of f + 3. 

In[8]:= RootIntervals@f + 3, ComplexesD

Out[8]= 998-2, -1<, 81, 2<, 9-7 - 7 ä, -
7

4
=, 9-7, -

7

4
+ 7 ä=, 9-

7

4
- 7 ä,

7

2
=, 9-

7

4
,
7

2
+ 7 ä==, 881<, 81<, 81<, 81<, 81<, 81<

Here are isolating intervals for the third− and fourth−degree roots of unity. The second interval contains a root common to both polynomi−
als. 

In[9]:= RootIntervalsA9x3 - 1, x4 - 1=, ComplexesE

Out[9]= 998-1, -1<, 80, 2<, 9-
3

4
-

3 ä

2
, -

3

16
-

3 ä

4
=, 9-

3

4
+

3 ä

4
, -

3

16
+

3 ä

2
=, 9-

3

16
-

3 ä

2
,
3

8
-

3 ä

4
=, 9-

3

16
+

3 ä

4
,
3

8
+

3 ä

2
==,

Here is an isolating interval for a root of a polynomial of degree seven. 

In[10]:= IsolatingInterval@Root@ð^7 - 11 ð + 3 &, 5DD

Out[10]= 8-4, 4 ä<

This gives an isolating interval of width at most 10-10.

In[11]:= IsolatingInterval@Root@ð^7 - 11 ð + 3 &, 5D, 10^-10D

Out[11]= 9-
866877392 461

1 099511 627776
+

355 978878 543 ä

274877906 944
, -

3467 509569843

4398 046511104
+

5695 662056689 ä

4398 046511104
=

All numbers in the interval have the first ten decimal digits in common. 

In[12]:= N@%, 10D

Out[12]= 8-0.788420396 + 1.295043616 ä, -0.788420396 + 1.295043616 ä<
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Algebraic Numbers

Root@ f,kD the kth root of the polynomial equation f@xD == 0

The representation of algebraic numbers. 

When you enter a Root  object, the polynomial that appears in it is automatically reduced to a minimal form. 

In[1]:= Root@24 - 2 ð + 4 ð^5 &, 1D

Out[1]= RootA12 - ð1 + 2 ð15 &, 1E

This extracts the pure function which represents the polynomial, and applies it to x. 

In[2]:= First@%D@xD

Out[2]= 12 - x + 2 x5

Root  objects are the way that Mathematica represents algebraic numbers. Algebraic numbers have the property that when you perform

algebraic operations on them, you always get a single algebraic number as the result. 

Here is the square root of an algebraic number. 

In[3]:= Sqrt@Root@2 - ð + ð^5 &, 1DD

Out[3]= RootA2 - ð1 + ð15 &, 1E

RootReduce reduces this to a single Root  object. 

In[4]:= RootReduce@%D

Out[4]= RootA2 - ð12 + ð110 &, 6E

Here is a more complicated expression involving an algebraic number. 

In[5]:= Sqrt@2D + Root@2 - ð + ð^5 &, 1D^2

Out[5]= 2 + RootA2 - ð1 + ð15 &, 1E
2

Again this can be reduced to a single Root  object, albeit a fairly complicated one. 

In[6]:= RootReduce@%D

Out[6]= RootA14 - 72 ð1 + 25 ð12 - 144 ð13 - 88 ð14 - 8 ð15 + 62 ð16 - 14 ð18 + ð110 &, 2E

RootReduce@exprD attempt to reduce expr to a single Root  object

ToRadicals@exprD attempt to transform Root  objects to explicit radicals

Operations on algebraic numbers. 

In this simple case the Root  object is automatically expressed in terms of radicals. 

In[7]:= Root@ð^2 - ð - 1 &, 1D

Out[7]= 

1

2

J1 - 5 N
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When cubic polynomials are involved, Root  objects are not automatically expressed in terms of radicals. 

In[8]:= Root@ð^3 - 2 &, 1D

Out[8]= RootA-2 + ð13 &, 1E

ToRadicals attempts to express all Root  objects in terms of radicals. 

In[9]:= ToRadicals@%D

Out[9]= 21�3

If Solve and ToRadicals do not succeed in expressing the solution to a particular polynomial equation in terms of radicals, then it is a

good guess that this fundamentally cannot be done. However, you should realize that there are some special cases in which a reduction

to radicals is in principle possible, but Mathematica cannot find it. The simplest example is the equation x5 + 20 x + 32 = 0, but here the

solution  in  terms  of  radicals  is  very  complicated.  The  equation  x6 - 9 x4 - 4 x3 + 27 x2 - 36 x - 23  is  another  example,  where  now

x = 2

1

3 + 3

1

2  is a solution. 

This gives a Root  object involving a degree six polynomial. 

In[10]:= RootReduce@2^H1�3L + Sqrt@3DD

Out[10]= RootA-23 - 36 ð1 + 27 ð12 - 4 ð13 - 9 ð14 + ð16 &, 2E

Even though a simple form in terms of radicals does exist, ToRadicals does not find it. 

In[11]:= ToRadicals@%D

Out[11]= RootA-23 - 36 ð1 + 27 ð12 - 4 ð13 - 9 ð14 + ð16 &, 2E

Beyond degree four, most polynomials do not have roots that can be expressed at all in terms of radicals. However, for degree five it

turns  out  that  the  roots  can  always  be  expressed  in  terms  of  elliptic  or  hypergeometric  functions.  The  results,  however,  are  typically

much too complicated to be useful in practice. 

RootSum@ f, formD the sum of form@xD for all x satisfying the polynomial equation f@xD == 0

Normal@exprD the form of expr with RootSum replaced by explicit sums of Root  objects

Sums of roots. 

This computes the sum of the reciprocals of the roots of 1 + 2 x + x5. 

In[12]:= RootSum@H1 + 2 ð + ð^5L &, H1�ðL &D

Out[12]= -2

Now no explicit result can be given in terms of radicals. 

In[13]:= RootSum@H1 + 2 ð + ð^5L &, Hð Log@1 + ðDL &D

Out[13]= RootSumA1 + 2 ð1 + ð15 &, Log@1 + ð1D ð1 &E

This expands the RootSum into an explicit sum involving Root  objects. 

In[14]:= Normal@%D

Out[14]= LogA1 + RootA1 + 2 ð1 + ð15 &, 1EE RootA1 + 2 ð1 + ð15 &, 1E + LogA1 + RootA1 + 2 ð1 + ð15 &, 2EE RootA1 + 2 ð1 + ð15 &, 2E
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RootApproximant@xD converts the number x to one of the "simplest" algebraic numbers that approxi−
mates it well

RootApproximant@x,nD finds an algebraic number of degree at most n that approximates x

This recovers 2  from a numerical approximation.

In[15]:= RootApproximant@N@Sqrt@2DDD

Out[15]= 2

In this case, the result has degree at most 4.

In[16]:= RootApproximant@N@Sqrt@2D + Sqrt@3DD, 4D

Out[16]= RootA1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4E

This confirms that the Root  expression does correspond to 2  + 3 .

In[17]:= RootReduce@Sqrt@2D + Sqrt@3DD

Out[17]= RootA1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4E

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities
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Simultaneous Equations
You  can  give  Solve  a  list  of  simultaneous  equations  to  solve.  Solve  can  find  explicit  solutions  for  a  large  class  of  simultaneous

polynomial equations. 

Here is a simple linear equation with two unknowns. 

In[1]:= Solve@8a x + b y == 1, x - y == 2<, 8x, y<D

Out[1]= 99x ® -
-1 - 2 b

a + b

, y ® -
-1 + 2 a

a + b

==

Here is a more complicated example. The result is a list of solutions, with each solution consisting of a list of transformation rules for the 
variables. 

In[2]:= Solve@8x^2 + y^2 == 1, x + y == a<, 8x, y<D

Out[2]= 99x ®
1

2

a - 2 - a2 , y ®
1

2

a + 2 - a2 =, 9x ®
a

2

+

2 - a2

2

, y ®
1

2

a - 2 - a2 ==

You can use the list of solutions with the �. operator. 

In[3]:= x^3 + y^4 �. % �. a -> 0.7

Out[3]= 80.846577, 0.901873<

Even when Solve cannot find explicit solutions, it often can ú unwindø  simultaneous equations to produce a symbolic result in terms of 

Root  objects. 

In[4]:= First@Solve@8x^2 + y^3 == x y, x + y + x y == 1<, 8x, y<DD

Out[4]= 9x ®
1

2

J1 - RootA1 - 3 ð1 + ð12 + 2 ð13 + 2 ð14 + ð15 &, 1E
2
- RootA1 - 3 ð1 + ð12 + 2 ð13 + 2 ð14 + ð15 &, 1E

3
- RootA1 - 3 ð1

You can then use N to get a numerical result. 

In[5]:= N@%D

Out[5]= 8x ® -3.4875, y ® -1.80402<

The  variables  that  you  use  in  Solve  do  not  need  to  be  single  symbols.  Often  when  you  set  up  large  collections  of  simultaneous

equations, you will want to use expressions like a@iD as variables.

Here is a list of three equations for the a@iD. 

In[6]:= Table@2 a@iD + a@i - 1D == a@i + 1D, 8i, 3<D

Out[6]= 8a@0D + 2 a@1D � a@2D, a@1D + 2 a@2D � a@3D, a@2D + 2 a@3D � a@4D<

This solves for some of the a@iD. 

In[7]:= Solve@%, 8a@1D, a@2D, a@3D<D

Out[7]= 99a@1D ®
1

12

H-5 a@0D + a@4DL, a@2D ®
1

6

Ha@0D + a@4DL, a@3D ®
1

12

H-a@0D + 5 a@4DL==

Solve@eqns,8x1,x2,¼<D solve eqns for the specific objects xi

Solve@eqnsD try to solve eqns for all the objects that appear in them

Solving simultaneous equations. 
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If you do not explicitly specify objects to solve for, Solve will try to solve for all the variables. 

In[8]:= Solve@8x + y == 1, x - 3 y == 2<D

Out[8]= 99x ®
5

4

, y ® -
1

4

==

� Solve@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,varsD

� Solve@lhs1==rhs1&&lhs2==rhs2&&¼,varsD

� Solve@8lhs1,lhs2,¼<==8rhs1,rhs2,¼<,varsD

Ways to present simultaneous equations to Solve. 

If you construct simultaneous equations from matrices, you typically get equations between lists of expressions. 

In[9]:= 883, 1<, 82, -5<<.8x, y< == 87, 8<

Out[9]= 83 x + y, 2 x - 5 y< � 87, 8<

Solve converts equations involving lists to lists of equations. 

In[10]:= Solve@%, 8x, y<D

Out[10]= 99x ®
43

17

, y ® -
10

17

==

You can use LogicalExpand to do the conversion explicitly.

In[11]:= LogicalExpand@%%D

Out[11]= 2 x - 5 y � 8 && 3 x + y � 7

In some kinds of computations, it is convenient to work with arrays of coefficients instead of explicit equations. You can construct such

arrays from equations by using CoefficientArrays. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities
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Generic and Non−Generic Solutions

If you have an equation like 2 x == 0, it is perfectly clear that the only possible solution is x -> 0. However, if you have an equation like

a x == 0, things are not so clear. If a is not equal to zero, then x -> 0 is again the only solution. However, if a is in fact equal to zero,

then any value of x is a solution. You can see this by using Reduce.

Solve implicitly assumes that the parameter a does not have the special value 0. 

In[1]:= Solve@a x == 0, xD

Out[1]= 88x ® 0<<

Reduce, on the other hand, gives you all the possibilities, without assuming anything about the value of a. 

In[2]:= Reduce@a x == 0, xD

Out[2]= a � 0 ÈÈ x � 0

A basic difference between Reduce and Solve is that Reduce gives all the possible solutions to a set of equations, while Solve gives

only the generic ones. Solutions are considered "generic" if they involve conditions only on the variables that you explicitly solve for, and

not  on  other  parameters  in  the  equations.  Reduce  and  Solve  also  differ  in  that  Reduce  always  returns  combinations  of  equations,

while Solve gives results in the form of transformation rules. 

Solve@eqns,varsD find generic solutions to equations

Reduce@eqns,varsD reduce equations, maintaining all solutions

Solving equations. 

This is the solution to an arbitrary linear equation given by Solve. 

In[3]:= Solve@a x + b == 0, xD

Out[3]= 99x ® -
b

a

==

Reduce gives the full version, which includes the possibility a == b == 0. In reading the output, note that && has higher precedence than 

ÈÈ. 

In[4]:= Reduce@a x + b == 0, xD

Out[4]= Hb � 0 && a � 0L ÈÈ a ¹ 0 && x � -
b

a

Here is the full solution to a general quadratic equation. There are three alternatives. If a is nonzero, then there are two solutions for x, 

given by the standard quadratic formula. If a is zero, however, the equation reduces to a linear one. Finally, if a, b and c are all zero, there 
is no restriction on x. 

In[5]:= Reduce@a x^2 + b x + c == 0, xD

Out[5]= a ¹ 0 && x �
-b - b2 - 4 a c

2 a

ÈÈ x �
-b + b2 - 4 a c

2 a

ÈÈ a � 0 && b ¹ 0 && x � -
c

b

ÈÈ Hc � 0 && b � 0 && a � 0L

When you have  several  simultaneous  equations,  Reduce  can  show you under  what  conditions  the  equations  have  solutions.  Solve

shows you whether there are any generic solutions.

This shows there can never be any solution to these equations. 

In[6]:= Reduce@8x == 1, x == 2<, xD

Out[6]= False
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There is a solution to these equations, but only when a has the special value 1. 

In[7]:= Reduce@8x == 1, x == a<, xD

Out[7]= a � 1 && x � 1

The solution is not generic, and is rejected by Solve. 

In[8]:= Solve@8x == 1, x == a<, xD

Out[8]= 8<

But if a is constrained to have value 1, then Solve again returns a solution. 

In[9]:= Solve@8x == 1, x == a, a == 1<, xD

Out[9]= 88x ® 1<<

This equation is true for any value of x. 

In[10]:= Reduce@x == x, xD

Out[10]= True

This is the kind of result Solve returns when you give an equation that is always true. 

In[11]:= Solve@x == x, xD

Out[11]= 88<<

When you work with systems of linear equations, you can use Solve to get generic solutions, and Reduce to find out for what values of

parameters solutions exist. 

Here is a matrix whose i, j
th

 element is i + j. 

In[12]:= m = Table@i + j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[12]= 882, 3, 4<, 83, 4, 5<, 84, 5, 6<<

The matrix has determinant zero. 

In[13]:= Det@mD

Out[13]= 0

This makes a set of three simultaneous equations. 

In[14]:= eqn = m.8x, y, z< == 8a, b, c<

Out[14]= 82 x + 3 y + 4 z, 3 x + 4 y + 5 z, 4 x + 5 y + 6 z< � 8a, b, c<

Solve reports that there are no generic solutions. 

In[15]:= Solve@eqn, 8x, y, z<D

Out[15]= 8<

Reduce, however, shows that there would be a solution if the parameters satisfied the special condition a == 2 b - c. 

In[16]:= Reduce@eqn, 8x, y, z<D

Out[16]= a � 2 b - c && y � -6 b + 5 c - 2 x && z � 5 b - 4 c + x

For nonlinear equations, the conditions for the existence of solutions can be much more complicated. 
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Here is a very simple pair of nonlinear equations. 

In[17]:= eqn = 8x y == a, x^2 y^2 == b<

Out[17]= 9x y � a, x2 y2 � b=

Solve shows that the equations have no generic solutions. 

In[18]:= Solve@eqn, 8x, y<D

Out[18]= 8<

Reduce gives the complete conditions for a solution to exist. 

In[19]:= Reduce@eqn, 8x, y<D

Out[19]= Hb � 0 && a � 0 && x � 0L ÈÈ Ja � - b ÈÈ a � b N && x ¹ 0 && y �
a

x

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities

� Complex Polynomial Systems
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Eliminating Variables
When you write down a set of simultaneous equations in Mathematica, you are specifying a collection of constraints between variables.

When you use Solve, you are finding values for some of the variables in terms of others, subject to the constraints represented by the

equations.

Solve@eqns,vars,elimsD find solutions for vars, eliminating the variables elims

Eliminate@eqns,elimsD rearrange equations to eliminate the variables elims

Eliminating variables. 

Here are two equations involving x, y and the ú parameters ø  a and b. 

In[1]:= eqn = 8x + y == 6 a + 3 b, y == 9 a + 2 x<

Out[1]= 8x + y � 6 a + 3 b, y � 9 a + 2 x<

If you solve for both x and y, you get results in terms of a and b. 

In[2]:= Solve@eqn, 8x, y<D

Out[2]= 88x ® -a + b, y ® 7 a + 2 b<<

Similarly, if you solve for x and a, you get results in terms of y and b. 

In[3]:= Solve@eqn, 8x, a<D

Out[3]= 99x ®
1

7

H9 b - yL, a ®
1

7

H-2 b + yL==

If you only want to solve for x, however, you have to specify whether you want to eliminate y or a or b. This eliminates y, and so gives the 

result in terms of a and b. 

In[4]:= Solve@eqn, x, yD

Out[4]= 88x ® -a + b<<

If you eliminate a, then you get a result in terms of y and b. 

In[5]:= Solve@eqn, x, aD

Out[5]= 99x ®
1

7

H9 b - yL==

In  some  cases,  you  may  want  to  construct  explicitly  equations  in  which  variables  have  been  eliminated.  You  can  do  this  using

Eliminate . 

This combines the two equations in the list eqn, by eliminating the variable a. 

In[6]:= Eliminate@eqn, aD

Out[6]= 9 b - y � 7 x

This is what you get if you eliminate y instead of a. 

In[7]:= Eliminate@eqn, yD

Out[7]= b - x � a

ú ø
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As a more sophisticated example of Eliminate , consider the problem of writing x5 + y5  in terms of the ú symmetric polynomials ø  x + y

and x y.

To solve the problem, we simply have to write f in terms of a and b, eliminating the original variables x and y. 

In[8]:= Eliminate@8f == x^5 + y^5, a == x + y, b == x y<, 8x, y<D

Out[8]= f � a5 - 5 a3 b + 5 a b2

In  dealing  with  sets  of  equations,  it  is  common  to  consider  some  of  the  objects  that  appear  as  true  ú variables ø , and  others  as

ú parametersø . In  some  cases,  you  may  need  to  know  for  what  values  of  parameters  a  particular  relation  between  the  variables  is

always satisfied. 

SolveAlways@eqns,varsD solve for the values of parameters for which the eqns are satisfied for all values of 

the vars

Solving for parameters that make relations always true. 

This finds the values of parameters that make the equation hold for all x. 

In[9]:= SolveAlways@a + b x + c x^2 == H1 + xL^2, xD

Out[9]= 88a ® 1, b ® 2, c ® 1<<

This equates two series. 

In[10]:= Series@a Cos@xD + b Cos@2 xD + Cos@3 xD, 8x, 0, 3<D == Series@Cosh@xD, 8x, 0, 3<D

Out[10]= H1 + a + bL + -
9

2

-

a

2

- 2 b x2 + O@xD4 � 1 +
x2

2

+ O@xD4

This finds values of the undetermined coefficients. 

In[11]:= SolveAlways@%, xD

Out[11]= 99a ®
10

3

, b ® -
10

3

==

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities
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Relational and Logical Operators

x==y equal (also input as x � y)

x!=y unequal (also input as x ¹ y)

x>y greater than

x>=y greater than or equal to (also input as x ³ y)

x<y less than

x<=y less than or equal to (also input as x £ y)

x==y==z all equal

x!=y!=z all unequal (distinct)

x>y>z , etc. strictly decreasing, etc.

Relational operators. 

This tests whether 10 is less than 7. The result is False. 

In[1]:= 10 < 7

Out[1]= False

Not all of these numbers are unequal, so this gives False. 

In[2]:= 3 != 2 != 3

Out[2]= False

You can mix < and <=. 

In[3]:= 3 < 5 <= 6

Out[3]= True

Since both of the quantities involved are numeric, Mathematica can determine that this is true. 

In[4]:= Pi^E < E^Pi

Out[4]= True

Mathematica does not know whether this is true or false. 

In[5]:= x > y

Out[5]= x > y

!p not (also input as Øp)

p&&q&&¼ and (also input as p ß q ß ¼ )

pÈÈqÈÈ¼ or (also input as p Þ q Þ ¼ )

Xor@p,q,¼D exclusive or (also input as p �  q �  ¼ )

Nand@p,q,¼D   and  Nor@p,q,¼D

nand and nor (also input as |  and � )

If@p,then,elseD give then if p is True , and else if p is False

LogicalExpand@exprD expand out logical expressions

Logical operations. 
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Both tests give True , so the result is True . 

In[6]:= 7 > 4 && 2 != 3

Out[6]= True

You should remember that the logical operations ==, && and ÈÈ are all double characters in Mathematica. If you have used a program−

ming language such as C, you will be familiar with this notation.

Mathematica does not know whether this is true or false. 

In[7]:= p && q

Out[7]= p && q

Mathematica leaves this expression unchanged. 

In[8]:= Hp ÈÈ qL && ! Hr ÈÈ sL

Out[8]= Hp ÈÈ qL && ! Hr ÈÈ sL

You can use LogicalExpand to expand out the terms. 

In[9]:= LogicalExpand@%D

Out[9]= Hp && ! r && ! sL ÈÈ Hq && ! r && ! sL

MORE ABOUT

� Boolean Computation

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Symbolic Computation
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Solving Logical Combinations of Equations
When you give a list of equations to Solve, it assumes that you want all the equations to be satisfied simultaneously. It is also possible

to give Solve more complicated logical combinations of equations. 

Solve assumes that the equations x + y == 1 and x - y == 2 are simultaneously valid. 

In[1]:= Solve@8x + y == 1, x - y == 2<, 8x, y<D

Out[1]= 99x ®
3

2
, y ® -

1

2
==

Here is an alternative form, using the logical connective && explicitly. 

In[2]:= Solve@x + y == 1 && x - y == 2, 8x, y<D

Out[2]= 99x ®
3

2
, y ® -

1

2
==

This specifies that either x + y == 1 or x - y == 2. Solve gives two solutions for x, corresponding to these two possibilities. 

In[3]:= Solve@x + y == 1 ÈÈ x - y == 2, xD

Out[3]= 88x ® 1 - y<, 8x ® 2 + y<<

Solve gives three solutions to this equation. 

In[4]:= Solve@x^3 == x, xD

Out[4]= 88x ® -1<, 8x ® 0<, 8x ® 1<<

If you explicitly include the assertion that x != 0, one of the previous solutions is suppressed. 

In[5]:= Solve@x^3 == x && x != 0, xD

Out[5]= 88x ® -1<, 8x ® 1<<

Here is a slightly more complicated example. Note that the precedence of ÈÈ is lower than the precedence of &&, so the equation is 

interpreted as Hx^3 == x && x != 1L ÈÈ x^2 == 2, not x^3 == x && Hx != 1 ÈÈ x^2 == 2L. 

In[6]:= Solve@x^3 == x && x != 1 ÈÈ x^2 == 2, xD

Out[6]= 98x ® -1<, 8x ® 0<, 9x ® - 2 =, 9x ® 2 ==

When you use Solve, the final results you get are in the form of transformation rules. If you use Reduce or Eliminate , on the other

hand, then your results are logical statements, which you can manipulate further. 

This gives a logical statement representing the solutions of the equation x^2 == x. 

In[7]:= Reduce@x^2 == x, xD

Out[7]= x � 0 ÈÈ x � 1

This finds values of x which satisfy x^5 == x but do not satisfy the statement representing the solutions of x^2 == x. 

In[8]:= Reduce@x^5 == x && ! %, xD

Out[8]= x � -1 ÈÈ x � -ä ÈÈ x � ä

The logical  statements  produced by  Reduce  can  be  thought  of  as  representations  of  the  solution  set  for  your  equations.  The logical

connectives &&, ÈÈ and so on then correspond to operations on these sets. 
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eqns
1
ÈÈeqns

2
union of solution sets

eqns
1
&&eqns

2
intersection of solution sets

!eqns complement of a solution set

Implies@eqns
1
,eqns

2
D the part of eqns

1
 that contains eqns

2

Operations on solution sets. 

You may often find it convenient to use special notations for logical connectives, as discussed in "Operators". 

The input uses special notations for Implies and Or. 

In[9]:= Reduce@x^2 == 1 Þ Hx == 1 ê x == -1L, xD

Out[9]= True

MORE ABOUT

� Boolean Computation

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities

� Complex Polynomial Systems
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Inequalities
Just as the equation x^2 + 3 x == 2 asserts that x^2 + 3 x is equal to 2, so also the inequality x^2 + 3 x > 2 asserts that x^2 + 3 x is

greater than 2. In Mathematica, Reduce works not only on equations, but also on inequalities.

Reduce@8ineq
1
,ineq

2
,¼<,xD reduce a collection of inequalities in x

Manipulating univariate inequalities. 

This pair of inequalities reduces to a single inequality. 

In[1]:= Reduce@80 < x < 2, 1 < x < 4<, xD

Out[1]= 1 < x < 2

These inequalities can never simultaneously be satisfied. 

In[2]:= Reduce@8x < 1, x > 3<, xD

Out[2]= False

When applied to an equation, Reduce@eqn, xD tries to get a result consisting of simple equations for x  of the form x ==r1, ¼ . When

applied to an inequality, Reduce@ineq, xD does the exactly analogous thing, and tries to get a result consisting of simple inequalities for

x of the form l1 < x <r1, ¼ . 

This reduces a quadratic equation to two simple equations for x. 

In[3]:= Reduce@x^2 + 3 x == 2, xD

Out[3]= x �
1

2
J-3 - 17 N ÈÈ x �

1

2
J-3 + 17 N

This reduces a quadratic inequality to two simple inequalities for x. 

In[4]:= Reduce@x^2 + 3 x > 2, xD

Out[4]= x <
1

2
J-3 - 17 N ÈÈ x >

1

2
J-3 + 17 N

You can think  of  the result  generated by Reduce@ineq, xD  as  representing a  series  of  intervals,  described by inequalities.  Since the

graph of a polynomial of degree n can go up and down as many as n times, a polynomial inequality of degree n can give rise to as many

as n �2 + 1 distinct intervals. 

This inequality yields three distinct intervals. 

In[5]:= Reduce@Hx - 1L Hx - 2L Hx - 3L Hx - 4L > 0, xD

Out[5]= x < 1 ÈÈ 2 < x < 3 ÈÈ x > 4

The ends of the intervals are at roots and poles. 

In[6]:= Reduce@1 < Hx^2 + 3 xL�Hx + 1L < 2, xD

Out[6]= -1 - 2 < x < -2 ÈÈ -1 + 2 < x < 1
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Solving this inequality requires introducing ProductLog. 

In[7]:= Reduce@x - 2 < Log@xD < x, xD

Reduce::ztest : Unable to decide whether numeric quantities

:-2 - Log@-ProductLog@-Power@�2�DDD - ProductLogB-
1

ã
2
F, -2 - Log@-ProductLog@

-1, -Power@�2�DDD - ProductLogB-1, -
1

ã
2
F>

are equal to zero. Assuming they are.

Out[7]= -ProductLogA-
1

ã
2

E < x < -ProductLogA-1, -
1

ã
2

E

Transcendental  functions  like  sin HxL  have  graphs  that  go  up  and  down  infinitely  many  times,  so  that  infinitely  many  intervals  can  be

generated. 

The second inequality allows only finitely many intervals. 

In[8]:= Reduce@8Sin@xD > 0, 0 < x < 20<, xD

Out[8]= 0 < x < Π ÈÈ 2 Π < x < 3 Π ÈÈ 4 Π < x < 5 Π ÈÈ 6 Π < x < 20

This is how Reduce represents infinitely many intervals. 

In[9]:= Reduce@8Sin@xD > 0, 0 < x<, xD

Out[9]= C@1D Î Integers && H0 < x < Π ÈÈ HC@1D ³ 1 && 2 Π C@1D < x < Π + 2 Π C@1DLL

Fairly simple inputs can give fairly complicated results. 

In[10]:= Reduce@8Sin@xD^2 + Sin@3 xD > 0, x^2 + 2 < 20<, xD

Out[10]= -3 2 < x < -Π ÈÈ 2 ArcTanA
1

3
J-4 - 7 NE < x < 2 ArcTanA

1

3
J-4 + 7 NE ÈÈ 0 < x <

Π

2
ÈÈ
Π

2
< x < Π ÈÈ 2 Π + 2 ArcTanA

1

3
J-4

If  you  have  inequalities  that  involve  <=  as  well  as  <,  there  may  be  isolated  points  where  the  inequalities  can  be  satisfied.  Reduce

represents such points by giving equations. 

This inequality can be satisfied at just two isolated points. 

In[11]:= Reduce@Hx^2 - 3 x + 1L^2 <= 0, xD

Out[11]= x �
1

2
J3 - 5 N ÈÈ x �

1

2
J3 + 5 N

This yields both intervals and isolated points. 

In[12]:= Reduce@8Max@Sin@2 xD, Cos@3 xDD <= 0, 0 < x < 10<, xD

Out[12]= x �
Π

2
ÈÈ

5 Π

6
£ x £ Π ÈÈ

3 Π

2
£ x £

11 Π

6
ÈÈ x �

5 Π

2
ÈÈ

17 Π

6
£ x £ 3 Π

Reduce@8ineq1,ineq2,¼<,8x1 , x2 , ¼ }] reduce a collection of inequalities in several variables

Multivariate inequalities. 

For inequalities involving several variables, Reduce  in effect yields nested collections of interval specifications, in which later variables

have bounds that depend on earlier variables. 
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This represents the unit disk as nested inequalities for x and y. 

In[13]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 < 1, 8x, y<D

Out[13]= -1 < x < 1 && - 1 - x2 < y < 1 - x2

In geometrical  terms, any linear inequality divides space into two halves. Lists of  linear inequalities thus define polyhedra, sometimes

bounded,  sometimes  not.  Reduce  represents  such  polyhedra  in  terms  of  nested  inequalities.  The  corners  of  the  polyhedra  always

appear among the endpoints of these inequalities. 

This defines a triangular region in the plane. 

In[14]:= Reduce@8x > 0, y > 0, x + y < 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[14]= 0 < x < 1 && 0 < y < 1 - x

Even a single triangle may need to be described as two components. 

In[15]:= Reduce@8x > y - 1, y > 0, x + y < 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[15]= H-1 < x £ 0 && 0 < y < 1 + xL ÈÈ H0 < x < 1 && 0 < y < 1 - xL

Lists  of  inequalities  in  general  represent  regions  of  overlap  between geometrical  objects.  Often  the  description  of  these can be quite

complicated. 

This represents the part of the unit disk on one side of a line. 

In[16]:= Reduce@8x^2 + y^2 < 1, x + 3 y > 2<, 8x, y<D

Out[16]=

1

10
J2 - 3 6 N < x <

1

10
J2 + 3 6 N &&

2 - x

3
< y < 1 - x2

Here is the intersection between two disks. 

In[17]:= Reduce@8Hx - 1L^2 + y^2 < 2, x^2 + y^2 < 2<, 8x, y<D

Out[17]= 1 - 2 < x £
1

2
&& - 1 + 2 x - x2 < y < 1 + 2 x - x2 ÈÈ

1

2
< x < 2 && - 2 - x2 < y < 2 - x2

If the disks are too far apart, there is no intersection. 

In[18]:= Reduce@8Hx - 4L^2 + y^2 < 2, x^2 + y^2 < 2<, 8x, y<D

Out[18]= False

Here is an example involving a transcendental inequality. 

In[19]:= Reduce@8Sin@x yD > 1�2, x^2 + y^2 < 3�2<, 8x, y<D

Out[19]= -

3

4
+

1

12
81 - 4 Π2 < x < -

1

2

1

3
9 - 81 - 4 Π2 && -

3 - 2 x2

2

< y <
Π

6 x
ÈÈ

1

2

1

3
9 - 81 - 4 Π2 < x <

3

4

If  you have inequalities  that  involve  parameters,  Reduce  automatically  handles  the  different  cases that  can occur,  just  as  it  does for

equations. 

The form of the intervals depends on the value of a. 

In[20]:= Reduce@Hx - 1L Hx - aL > 0, xD

Out[20]= Ha £ 1 && Hx < a ÈÈ x > 1LL ÈÈ Ha > 1 && Hx < 1 ÈÈ x > aLL
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One gets a hyperbolic or an elliptical region, depending on the value of a. 

In[21]:= Reduce@x^2 + a y^2 < 1, 8x, y<D

Out[21]= y Î Reals && a < 0 && x £ -1 && y < -
1 - x2

a
ÈÈ y >

1 - x2

a
ÈÈ -1 < x < 1 ÈÈ x ³ 1 && y < -

1 - x2

a
ÈÈ y >

1 -

a

Reduce tries to give you a complete description of the region defined by a set of inequalities. Sometimes, however, you may just want

to find individual instances of values of variables that satisfy the inequalities. You can do this using FindInstance.

FindInstance@ineqs,8x1,x2,¼<D try to find an instance of the xi satisfying ineqs

FindInstance@ineqs,vars,nD try to find n instances

Finding individual points that satisfy inequalities. 

This finds a specific instance that satisfies the inequalities. 

In[22]:= FindInstance@8Sin@x yD > 1�2, x^2 + y^2 < 3�2<, 8x, y<D

Out[22]= 99x ® -
88

151
, y ® -

543

566
==

This shows that there is no way to satisfy the inequalities. 

In[23]:= FindInstance@8Sin@x yD > 1�2, x^2 + y^2 < 1�4<, 8x, y<D

Out[23]= 8<

FindInstance  is  in  some  ways  an  analog  for  inequalities  of  Solve  for  equations.  For  like  Solve,  it  returns  a  list  of  rules  giving

specific  values for  variables.  But  while  for  equations these values can generically  give an accurate representation of  all  solutions,  for

inequalities they can only correspond to isolated sample points within the regions described by the inequalities. 

Every time you call  FindInstance  with specific input,  it  will  give the same output.  And when there are instances that correspond to

special,  limiting,  points  of  some  kind,  it  will  preferentially  return  these.  But  in  general,  the  distribution  of  instances  returned  by

FindInstance will typically seem somewhat random. Each instance is, however, in effect a constructive proof that the inequalities you

have given can in fact be satisfied. 

If you ask for one point in the unit disk, FindInstance gives the origin. 

In[24]:= FindInstance@x^2 + y^2 <= 1, 8x, y<D

Out[24]= 88x ® 0, y ® 0<<

This finds 500 points in the unit disk. 

In[25]:= FindInstance@x^2 + y^2 <= 1, 8x, y<, 500D;

Their distribution seems somewhat random. 

In[26]:= ListPlot@8x, y< �. %, AspectRatio -> AutomaticD

Out[26]=
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities

� Complex Polynomial Systems
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Equations and Inequalities over Domains
Mathematica  normally assumes that variables which appear in equations can stand for arbitrary complex numbers. But when you use

Reduce, you can explicitly tell Mathematica that the variables stand for objects in more restricted domains. 

Reduce@expr,vars,domD reduce eqns over the domain dom

Complexes complex numbers C

Reals real numbers R

Integers integers Z

Solving over domains. 

Reduce by default assumes that x can be complex, and gives all five complex solutions. 

In[1]:= Reduce@x^6 - x^4 - 4 x^2 + 4 == 0, xD

Out[1]= x � -1 ÈÈ x � 1 ÈÈ x � - 2 ÈÈ x � -ä 2 ÈÈ x � ä 2 ÈÈ x � 2

But here it assumes that x is real, and gives only the real solutions. 

In[2]:= Reduce@x^6 - x^4 - 4 x^2 + 4 == 0, x, RealsD

Out[2]= x � -1 ÈÈ x � 1 ÈÈ x � - 2 ÈÈ x � 2

And here it assumes that x is an integer, and gives only the integer solutions. 

In[3]:= Reduce@x^6 - x^4 - 4 x^2 + 4 == 0, x, IntegersD

Out[3]= x � -1 ÈÈ x � 1

A single  polynomial  equation  in  one  variable  will  always  have  a  finite  set  of  discrete  solutions.  And  in  such  a  case  one  can  think  of

Reduce@eqns, vars, domD as just filtering the solutions by selecting the ones that happen to lie in the domain dom. 

But as soon as there are more variables, things can become more complicated, with solutions to equations corresponding to parametric

curves or surfaces in which the values of some variables can depend on the values of others. Often this dependence can be described

by  some  collection  of  equations  or  inequalities,  but  the  form  of  these  can  change  significantly  when  one  goes  from  one  domain  to

another. 

This gives solutions over the complex numbers as simple formulas. 

In[4]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 == 1, 8x, y<D

Out[4]= y � - 1 - x2 ÈÈ y � 1 - x2

To represent solutions over the reals requires introducing an inequality. 

In[5]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 == 1, 8x, y<, RealsD

Out[5]= -1 £ x £ 1 && y � - 1 - x2 ÈÈ y � 1 - x2

Over the integers, the solution can be represented as equations for discrete points. 

In[6]:= Reduce@x^2 + y^2 == 1, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[6]= Hx � -1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � -1L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L
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If  your  input  involves  only  equations,  then  Reduce  will  by  default  assume  that  all  variables  are  complex.  But  if  your  input  involves

inequalities, then Reduce will assume that any algebraic variables appearing in them are real, since inequalities can only compare real

quantities. 

Since the variables appear in an inequality, they are assumed to be real. 

In[7]:= Reduce@8x + y + z == 1, x^2 + y^2 + z^2 < 1<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[7]= -

1

3
< x < 1 &&

1 - x

2
-

1

2
1 + 2 x - 3 x2 < y <

1 - x

2
+

1

2
1 + 2 x - 3 x2 && z � 1 - x - y

Complexes polynomial != 0, xi == Root@¼D

Reals Root@¼D < xi < Root@¼D, xi == Root@¼D

Integers arbitrarily complicated

Schematic building blocks for solutions to polynomial equations and inequalities. 

For systems of polynomials over real and complex domains, the solutions always consist of a finite number of components, within which

the values of variables are given by algebraic numbers or functions. 

Here the components are distinguished by equations and inequations on x. 

In[8]:= Reduce@x y^3 + y == 1, 8x, y<, ComplexesD

Out[8]= Hx � 0 && y � 1L ÈÈ Ix ¹ 0 && Iy � RootA-1 + ð1 + x ð13 &, 1E ÈÈ y � RootA-1 + ð1 + x ð13 &, 2E ÈÈ y � RootA-1 + ð1 + x ð13 &

And here the components are distinguished by inequalities on x. 

In[9]:= Reduce@x y^3 + y == 1, 8x, y<, RealsD

Out[9]= x < -
4

27
&& y � RootA-1 + ð1 + x ð13 &, 1E ÈÈ x � -

4

27
&& y � -3 ÈÈ y �

3

2
ÈÈ -

4

27
< x < 0 && Iy � RootA-1 + ð1 + x ð1

While in principle Reduce  can always find the complete solution to any collection of polynomial equations and inequalities with real or

complex variables, the results are often very complicated, with the number of components typically growing exponentially as the number

of variables increases. 

With 3 variables, the solution here already involves 8 components. 

In[10]:= Reduce@x^2 == y^2 == z^2 == 1, 8x, y, z<D

Out[10]= Hz � -1 && y � -1 && x � -1L ÈÈ Hz � -1 && y � -1 && x � 1L ÈÈ Hz � -1 && y � 1 && x � -1L ÈÈ Hz � -1 && y � 1 && x � 1L ÈÈ Hz

As soon as one introduces functions like Sin  or  Exp,  even equations in  single real  or  complex variables can have solutions with  an

infinite number of components. Reduce labels these components by introducing additional parameters. By default, the nth  parameter in

a  given  solution  will  be  named  C@nD.  In  general  you  can  specify  that  it  should  be  named  f@nD  by  giving  the  option  setting

GeneratedParameters -> f . 

The components here are labeled by the integer parameter c1. 

In[11]:= Reduce@Exp@xD == 2, x, GeneratedParameters -> HSubscript@c, ðD &LD

Out[11]= c1 Î Integers && x � Log@2D + 2 ä Π c1

Reduce can handle equations not only over real and complex variables, but also over integers. Solving such Diophantine equations can

often be a very difficult problem. 
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Describing the solution to this equation over the reals is straightforward. 

In[12]:= Reduce@x y == 8, 8x, y<, RealsD

Out[12]= Hx < 0 ÈÈ x > 0L && y �
8

x

The solution over the integers involves the divisors of 8. 

In[13]:= Reduce@x y == 8, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[13]= Hx � -8 && y � -1L ÈÈ Hx � -4 && y � -2L ÈÈ Hx � -2 && y � -4L ÈÈ Hx � -1 && y � -8L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 8L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 4L

Solving an equation like this effectively requires factoring a large number. 

In[14]:= Reduce@8x y == 7777777, x > y > 0<, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[14]= Hx � 4649 && y � 1673L ÈÈ Hx � 32543 && y � 239L ÈÈ Hx � 1111 111 && y � 7L ÈÈ Hx � 7777 777 && y � 1L

Reduce  can  solve  any  system  of  linear  equations  or  inequalities  over  the  integers.  With  m  linear  equations  in  n  variables,  n - m

parameters typically need to be introduced. But with inequalities, a much larger number of parameters may be needed. 

Three parameters are needed here, even though there are only two variables. 

In[15]:= Reduce@83 x - 2 y > 1, x > 0, y > 0<, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[15]= HC@1D C@2D C@3DL Î Integers && C@1D ³ 0 && C@2D ³ 0 && C@3D ³ 0 && HHx � 2 + 2 C@1D + C@2D + C@3D && y � 2 + 3 C@1D + C@

With two variables, Reduce  can solve any quadratic equation over the integers. The result can be a Fibonacci−like sequence, repre−

sented in terms of powers of quadratic irrationals. 

Here is the solution to a Pell equation. 

In[16]:= Reduce@8x^2 == 13 y^2 + 1, x > 0, y > 0<, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[16]= C@1D Î Integers && C@1D ³ 1 && x �
1

2
J649 - 180 13 N

C@1D

+ J649 + 180 13 N
C@1D

&& y � -

J649 - 180 13 N
C@1D

- J649 +

2 13

The actual values for specific C@1D as integers, as they should be. 

In[17]:= FullSimplify@% �. Table@8C@1D -> i<, 8i, 4<DD

Out[17]= 8x � 649 && y � 180, x � 842 401 && y � 233 640, x � 1093 435849 && y � 303264540, x � 1419278 889601 && y � 393637

Reduce can handle many specific classes of equations over the integers. 

Here Reduce finds the solution to a Thue equation. 

In[18]:= Reduce@x^3 - 4 x y^2 + y^3 == 1, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[18]= Hx � -2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 4L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 508 && y � 273L

Changing the right−hand side to 3, the equation now has no solution. 

In[19]:= Reduce@x^3 - 4 x y^2 + y^3 == 3, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[19]= False

Equations over the integers sometimes have seemingly quite random collections of solutions. And even small changes in equations can

often lead them to have no solutions at all. 

For  polynomial  equations  over  real  and  complex  numbers,  there  is  a  definite  decision  procedure  for  determining  whether  or  not  any

solution exists. But for polynomial equations over the integers, the unsolvability of Hilbert÷ s Tenth Problem demonstrates that there can

never be any such general procedure. 
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For  specific  classes  of  equations,  however,  procedures  can  be  found,  and  indeed  many  are  implemented  in  Reduce.  But  handling

different classes of equations can often seem to require whole different branches of number theory, and quite different kinds of computa−

tions. And in fact it is known that there are universal integer polynomial equations, for which filling in some variables can make solutions

for  other  variables  correspond  to  the  output  of  absolutely  any  possible  program.  This  then  means  that  for  such  equations  there  can

never in general be any closed−form solution built from fixed elements like algebraic functions. 

If one includes functions like Sin, then even for equations involving real and complex numbers the same issues can arise. 

Reduce here effectively has to solve an equation over the integers. 

In[20]:= Reduce@Sin@Pi xD^2 + Sin@Pi yD^2 + Hx^2 + y^2 - 25L^2 == 0, 8x, y<, RealsD

Out[20]= Hx � -5 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � -4 && Hy � -3 ÈÈ y � 3LL ÈÈ Hx � -3 && Hy � -4 ÈÈ y � 4LL ÈÈ Hx � 0 && Hy � -5 ÈÈ y � 5LL ÈÈ Hx �

Reduce@eqns,vars,Modulus->nD find solutions modulo n

Handling equations involving integers modulo n. 

Since there are only ever a finite number of possible solutions for integer equations modulo n, Reduce can systematically find them. 

This finds all solutions modulo 4. 

In[21]:= Reduce@x^5 == y^4 + x y + 1, 8x, y<, Modulus -> 4D

Out[21]= Hx � 1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 3L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 3L ÈÈ Hx � 3 && y � 2L ÈÈ Hx � 3 && y � 3L

Reduce can also handle equations that involve several different moduli. 

Here is an equation involving two different moduli. 

In[22]:= Reduce@Mod@2 x + 1, 5D == Mod@x, 7D && 0 < x < 50, xD

Out[22]= x � 4 ÈÈ x � 7 ÈÈ x � 15 ÈÈ x � 23 ÈÈ x � 31 ÈÈ x � 39 ÈÈ x � 42

Reduce@expr,vars,domD specify a default domain for all variables

Reduce@8expr
1
,¼,x1Îdom1,¼<,varsD explicitly specify individual domains for variables

Different ways to specify domains for variables. 

This assumes that x is an integer, but y is a real. 

In[23]:= Reduce@8x^2 + 2 y^2 == 1, x Î Integers, y Î Reals<, 8x, y<D

Out[23]= Hx � -1 && y � 0L ÈÈ x � 0 && y � -
1

2

ÈÈ y �
1

2

ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L

Reduce  normally treats complex variables as single objects. But in dealing with functions that are not analytic or have branch cuts, it

sometimes has to break them into pairs of real variables Re@zD and Im@zD.

The result involves separate real and imaginary parts. 

In[24]:= Reduce@Abs@zD == 1, zD

Out[24]= -1 £ Re@zD £ 1 && Im@zD � - 1 - Re@zD2 ÈÈ Im@zD � 1 - Re@zD2

Here again there is a separate condition on the imaginary part. 

In[25]:= Reduce@Log@zD == a, 8a, z<D

Out[25]= -Π < Im@aD £ Π && z � ã
a
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Reduce  by  default  assumes  that  variables  that  appear  algebraically  in  inequalities  are  real.  But  you  can  override  this  by  explicitly

specifying Complexes  as the default domain. It is often useful in such cases to be able to specify that certain variables are still real. 

Reduce by default assumes that x is a real. 

In[26]:= Reduce@x^2 < 1, xD

Out[26]= -1 < x < 1

This forces Reduce to consider the case where x can be complex. 

In[27]:= Reduce@x^2 < 1, x, ComplexesD

Out[27]= H-1 < Re@xD < 0 && Im@xD � 0L ÈÈ Re@xD � 0 ÈÈ H0 < Re@xD < 1 && Im@xD � 0L

Since x does not appear algebraically, Reduce immediately assumes that it can be complex. 

In[28]:= Reduce@Abs@xD < 1, xD

Out[28]= -1 < Re@xD < 1 && - 1 - Re@xD2 < Im@xD < 1 - Re@xD2

Here x is a real, but y can be complex. 

In[29]:= Reduce@8Abs@yD < Abs@xD, x Î Reals<, 8x, y<D

Out[29]= x < 0 && - x2 < Re@yD < x2 && - x2 - Re@yD2 < Im@yD < x2 - Re@yD2 ÈÈ x > 0 && - x2 < Re@yD < x2 && - x2 - Re

FindInstance@expr,8x1,x2,¼<,domD try to find an instance of the xi in dom satisfying expr

FindInstance@expr,vars,dom,nD try to find n instances

Complexes the domain of complex numbers C

Reals the domain of real numbers R

Integers the domain of integers Z

Booleans the domain of Booleans (True  and False) B

Finding particular solutions in domains. 

Reduce  always returns  a  complete  representation of  the solution to  a  system of  equations or  inequalities.  Sometimes,  however,  you

may just want to find particular sample solutions. You can do this using FindInstance. 

If FindInstance@expr, vars, domD returns 8< then this means that Mathematica has effectively proved that expr  cannot be satisfied

for  any  values  of  variables  in  the  specified  domain.  When  expr  can  be  satisfied,  FindInstance  will  normally  pick  quite  arbitrarily

among values that do this, as discussed for inequalities in "Inequalities: Manipulating Equations and Inequalities". 

Particularly  for  integer  equations,  FindInstance  can  often  find  particular  solutions  to  equations  even  when  Reduce  cannot  find  a

complete solution. In such cases it usually returns one of the smallest solutions to the equations. 

This finds the smallest integer point on an elliptic curve. 

In[30]:= FindInstance@8x^2 == y^3 + 12, x > 0, y > 0<, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[30]= 88x ® 47, y ® 13<<

One feature of FindInstance  is that it also works with Boolean expressions whose variables can have values True  or False. You

can use FindInstance  to determine whether a particular expression is satisfiable, so that there is some choice of truth values for its

variables that makes the expression True .
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This expression cannot be satisfied for any choice of p and q. 

In[31]:= FindInstance@p && ! Hp ÈÈ ! qL, 8p, q<, BooleansD

Out[31]= 8<

But this can. 

In[32]:= FindInstance@p && ! H! p ÈÈ ! qL, 8p, q<, BooleansD

Out[32]= 88p ® True, q ® True<<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Equations and Inequalities

� Complex Polynomial Systems
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The Representation of Solution Sets
Any combination of equations or inequalities can be thought of as implicitly defining a region in some kind of space. The fundamental

function of Reduce is to turn this type of implicit description into an explicit one. 

An implicit  description in terms of equations or inequalities is sufficient if  one just wants to test whether a point specified by values of

variables is in the region. But to understand the structure of the region, or to generate points in it,  one typically needs a more explicit

description, of the kind obtained from Reduce. 

Here are inequalities that implicitly define a semicircular region. 

In[1]:= semi = x > 0 && x^2 + y^2 < 1

Out[1]= x > 0 && x2 + y2 < 1

This shows that the point H1 �2, 1 �2L lies in the region. 

In[2]:= semi �. 8x -> 1�2, y -> 1�2<

Out[2]= True

Reduce gives a more explicit representation of the region. 

In[3]:= Reduce@semi, 8x, y<D

Out[3]= 0 < x < 1 && - 1 - x2 < y < 1 - x2

If we pick a value for x consistent with the first inequality, we then immediately get an explicit inequality for y. 

In[4]:= % �. x -> 1�2

Out[4]= -

3

2
< y <

3

2

Reduce@expr, 8x1, x2, ¼<D  is  set  up  to  describe  regions  by  first  giving  fixed  conditions  for  x1,  then  giving  conditions  for  x2  that

depend on x1, then conditions for x3  that depend on x1  and x2, and so on. This structure has the feature that it allows one to pick points

by successively choosing values for each of the xi in turn~in much the same way as when one uses iterators in functions like Table. 

This gives a representation for the region in which one first picks a value for y, then x. 

In[5]:= Reduce@semi, 8y, x<D

Out[5]= -1 < y < 1 && 0 < x < 1 - y2

In  some  simple  cases  the  region  defined  by  a  system  of  equations  or  inequalities  will  end  up  having  only  one  component.  In  such

cases, the output from Reduce will be of the form e1 && e2 ¼ where each of the ei  is an equation or inequality involving variables up to

xi. 

In  most  cases,  however,  there  will  be  several  components,  represented  by  output  containing  forms  such  as  u1 ÈÈ u2 ÈÈ¼.  Reduce

typically tries to minimize the number of components used in describing a region. But in some cases multiple parametrizations may be

needed  to  cover  a  single  connected  component,  and  each  one  of  these  will  appear  as  a  separate  component  in  the  output  from

Reduce. 

In  representing  solution  sets,  it  is  common  to  find  that  several  components  can  be  described  together  by  using  forms  such  as

¼ && Hu1 ÈÈ u2L &&¼. Reduce by default does this so as to return its results as compactly as possible. You can use LogicalExpand

to generate an expanded form in which each component appears separately. 
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In  generating  the  most  compact  results,  Reduce  sometimes  ends  up  making  conditions  on  later  variables  xi  depend  on  more  of  the

earlier xi  than is strictly necessary. You can force Reduce to generate results in which a particular xi  only has minimal dependence on

earlier xi by giving the option Backsubstitution -> True . Usually this will lead to much larger output, although sometimes it may be

easier to interpret.

By default, Reduce expresses the condition on y in terms of x.

In[6]:= Reduce@x^2 + y == 4 && x^3 - 4 y == 8, 8x, y<D

Out[6]= Jx � 2 ÈÈ x � -3 - ä 3 ÈÈ x � -3 + ä 3 N && y � 4 - x2

Backsubstituting allows conditions for y to be given without involving x. 

In[7]:= Reduce@x^2 + y == 4 && x^3 - 4 y == 8, 8x, y<, Backsubstitution -> TrueD

Out[7]= Hx � 2 && y � 0L ÈÈ Jx � -ä J-3 ä + 3 N && y � -2 ä J-ä + 3 3 NN ÈÈ Jx � ä J3 ä + 3 N && y � 2 ä Jä + 3 3 NN

CylindricalDecomposition@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D

generate the cylindrical algebraic decomposition of the region defined by expr

GenericCylindricalDecomposition@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D

find the full−dimensional part of the decomposition of the region defined by expr, 

together with any hypersurfaces containing the rest of the region

SemialgebraicComponentInstances@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D

give at least one point in each connected component of the region defined by expr 

Cylindrical algebraic decomposition. 

For polynomial equations or inequalities over the reals, the structure of the result returned by Reduce is typically a cylindrical algebraic

decomposition  or  CAD.  Sometimes  Reduce  can  yield  a  simpler  form.  But  in  all  cases  you  can  get  the  complete  CAD  by  using

CylindricalDecomposition .  For systems containing inequalities only, GenericCylindricalDecomposition  gives you "most"

of the solution set and is often faster.

Here is the cylindrical algebraic decomposition of a region bounded by a hyperbola.

In[8]:= CylindricalDecomposition@x^2 - y^2 >= 1, 8x, y<D

Out[8]= x < -1 && - -1 + x2 £ y £ -1 + x2 ÈÈ Hx � -1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L ÈÈ x > 1 && - -1 + x2 £ y £ -1 + x2

This gives the two−dimensional part of the solution set along with a curve containing the boundary.

In[9]:= GenericCylindricalDecomposition@x^2 - y^2 >= 1, 8x, y<D

Out[9]= 9 x < -1 && - -1 + x2 < y < -1 + x2 ÈÈ x > 1 && - -1 + x2 < y < -1 + x2 , 1 - x2 + y2 � 0=

This finds solutions from both parts of the solution set.

In[10]:= SemialgebraicComponentInstances@x^2 - y^2 >= 1, 8x, y<D

Out[10]= 98x ® -2, y ® -1<, 8x ® -2, y ® 1<, 8x ® -1, y ® 0<, 8x ® 1, y ® 0<, 8x ® 2, y ® -1<, 8x ® 2, y ® 1<, 9x ® - 2 , y ® -1
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The results include a few points from each piece of the solution set.

In[11]:= Show@8RegionPlot@x^2 - y^2 >= 1, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<D, Graphics@Point@8x, y<D �. %D<D

Out[11]=
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Quantifiers

In  a  statement  like  x^4 + x^2 > 0,  Mathematica  treats  the  variable  x  as  having  a  definite,  though  unspecified,  value.  Sometimes,

however, it is useful to be able to make statements about whole collections of possible values for x. You can do this using quantifiers. 

ForAll@x,exprD expr holds for all values of x

ForAll@8x1,x2,¼<,exprD expr holds for all values of all the xi

ForAll@8x1,x2,¼<,cond,exprD expr holds for all xi satisfying cond

Exists@x,exprD there exists a value of x for which expr holds

Exists@8x1,x2,¼<,exprD there exist values of the xi for which expr holds

Exists@8x1,¼<,cond,exprD there exist values of the xi satisfying cond for which expr holds

The structure of quantifiers. 

You can work with quantifiers in Mathematica much as you work with equations, inequalities or logical connectives. In most cases, the

quantifiers will not immediately be changed by evaluation. But they can be simplified or reduced by functions like FullSimplify  and

Reduce. 

This asserts that an x exists that makes the inequality true. The output here is just a formatted version of the input. 

In[1]:= Exists@x, x^4 + x^2 > 0D

Out[1]= $x x
2
+ x4 > 0

FullSimplify establishes that the assertion is true. 

In[2]:= FullSimplify@%D

Out[2]= True

This gives False, since the inequality fails when x is zero. 

In[3]:= FullSimplify@ForAll@x, x^4 + x^2 > 0DD

Out[3]= False

Mathematica supports a version of the standard notation for quantifiers used in predicate logic and pure mathematics. You can input "

as �@ForAllD  or  �fa�,  and you can input  $  as  �@ExistsD  or  �ex�.  To make the notation precise,  however,  Mathematica  makes the

quantified variable a subscript. The conditions on the variable can also be given in the subscript, separated by a comma. 

"xexpr ForAll@x,exprD

"8x1,x2,¼<expr ForAll@8x1,x2,¼<,exprD

"x,condexpr ForAll@x,cond,exprD

$xexpr Exists@x,exprD

$8x1,x2,¼<expr Exists@8x1,x2,¼<,exprD

$x,condexpr Exists@x,cond,exprD

Notation for quantifiers. 

Given  a  statement  that  involves  quantifiers,  there  are  certain  important  cases  where  it  is  possible  to  resolve  it  into  an  equivalent

statement in which the quantifiers have been eliminated. Somewhat like solving an equation, such quantifier elimination turns an implicit

statement about what is true for all x or for some x into an explicit statement about the conditions under which this holds. 
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Resolve@exprD attempt to eliminate quantifiers from expr

Resolve@expr,domD attempt to eliminate quantifiers with all variables assumed to be in domain dom

Quantifier elimination. 

This shows that an x exists that makes the equation true. 

In[4]:= Resolve@Exists@x, x^2 == x^3DD

Out[4]= True

This shows that the equations can only be satisfied if c obeys a certain condition. 

In[5]:= Resolve@Exists@x, x^2 == c && x^3 == c + 1DD

Out[5]= -1 - 2 c - c
2
+ c3 � 0

Resolve  can  always  eliminate  quantifiers  from  any  collection  of  polynomial  equations  and  inequations  over  complex  numbers,  and

from any collection of polynomial equations and inequalities over real numbers. It can also eliminate quantifiers from Boolean expres−

sions. 

This finds the conditions for a quadratic form over the reals to be positive. 

In[6]:= Resolve@ForAll@x, a x^2 + b x + c > 0D, RealsD

Out[6]= Ia > 0 && -a b
2
+ 4 a2 c > 0M ÈÈ Ha � 0 && b � 0 && c > 0L ÈÈ Ia ³ 0 && b � 0 && c > 0 && -a b2 + 4 a2 c > 0M

This shows that there is a way of assigning truth values to p and q that makes the expression true. 

In[7]:= Resolve@Exists@8p, q<, p ÈÈ q && ! qD, BooleansD

Out[7]= True

You  can  also  use  quantifiers  with  Reduce.  If  you  give  Reduce  a  collection  of  equations  or  inequalities,  then  it  will  try  to  produce  a

detailed representation of the complete solution set. But sometimes you may want to address a more global question, such as whether

the solution set covers all values of x, or whether it covers none of these values. Quantifiers provide a convenient way to specify such

questions. 

This gives the complete structure of the solution set. 

In[8]:= Reduce@x^2 + x + c == 0, 8c, x<, RealsD

Out[8]= c <
1

4

&& x � -
1

2

-

1

2

1 - 4 c ÈÈ x � -
1

2

+

1

2

1 - 4 c ÈÈ c �
1

4

&& x � -
1

2

This instead just gives the condition for a solution to exist. 

In[9]:= Reduce@Exists@x, x^2 + x + c == 0D, 8c<, RealsD

Out[9]= c £
1

4

It is possible to formulate a great many mathematical questions in terms of quantifiers. 

This finds the conditions for a circle to be contained within an arbitrary conic section. 

In[10]:= Reduce@ForAll@8x, y<, x^2 + y^2 < 1, a x^2 + b y^2 < cD, 8a, b, c<, RealsD

Out[10]= Ha £ 0 && HHb £ 0 && c > 0L ÈÈ Hb > 0 && c ³ bLLL ÈÈ Ha > 0 && HHb < a && c ³ aL ÈÈ Hb ³ a && c ³ bLLL
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This finds the conditions for a line to intersect a circle. 

In[11]:= Reduce@Exists@8x, y<, x^2 + y^2 < 1, r x + s y == 1D, 8r, s<, RealsD

Out[11]= r < -1 ÈÈ -1 £ r £ 1 && s < - 1 - r2 ÈÈ s > 1 - r2 ÈÈ r > 1

This defines q to be a general monic quartic. 

In[12]:= q@x_D := x^4 + b x^3 + c x^2 + d x + e

This finds the condition for all pairs of roots to the quartic to be equal. 

In[13]:= Reduce@ForAll@8x, y<, q@xD == 0 && q@yD == 0, x == yD, 8b, c, d, e<D

Out[13]= c �
3 b2

8

&& d �
b3

16

&& e �
b4

256

ÈÈ Hb � 0 && c � 0 && d � 0 && e � 0L

Although quantifier elimination over the integers is in general a computationally impossible problem, Mathematica  can do it  in specific

cases. 

This shows that 2  cannot be a rational number. 

In[14]:= Resolve@Exists@8x, y<, x^2 == 2 y^2 && y > 0D, IntegersD

Out[14]= False

9 �4  is, though. 

In[15]:= Resolve@Exists@8x, y<, 4 x^2 == 9 y^2 && y > 0D, IntegersD

Out[15]= True
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Minimization and Maximization

Minimize@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D minimize expr

Minimize@8expr,cons<,8x1,x2,¼<D minimize expr subject to the constraints cons

Maximize@expr,8x1,x2,¼<D maximize expr

Maximize@8expr,cons<,8x1,x2,¼<D maximize expr subject to the constraints cons

Minimization and maximization. 

Minimize  and Maximize  yield lists  giving the value attained at  the minimum or maximum, together  with rules specifying where the

minimum or maximum occurs. 

This finds the minimum of a quadratic function. 

In[1]:= Minimize@x^2 - 3 x + 6, xD

Out[1]= 9
15

4
, 9x ®

3

2
==

Applying the rule for x gives the value at the minimum. 

In[2]:= x^2 - 3 x + 6 �. Last@%D

Out[2]= 

15

4

This maximizes with respect to x and y. 

In[3]:= Maximize@5 x y - x^4 - y^4, 8x, y<D

Out[3]= 9
25

8
, 9x ® -

5

2
, y ® -

5

2
==

Minimize@expr, xD  minimizes  expr  allowing  x  to  range  over  all  possible  values  from  -¥  to  +¥.  Minimize@8expr, cons<, xD

minimizes expr subject to the constraints cons being satisfied. The constraints can consist of any combination of equations and inequali−

ties. 

This finds the minimum subject to the constraint x ³ 3. 

In[4]:= Minimize@8x^2 - 3 x + 6, x >= 3<, xD

Out[4]= 86, 8x ® 3<<

This finds the maximum within the unit circle. 

In[5]:= Maximize@85 x y - x^4 - y^4, x^2 + y^2 <= 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[5]= 92, 9x ® -
1

2

, y ® -
1

2

==

This finds the maximum within an ellipse. The result is fairly complicated. 

In[6]:= Maximize@85 x y - x^4 - y^4, x^2 + 2 y^2 <= 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[6]= 9-RootA-811219 + 320160 ð1 + 274 624 ð1
2
- 170 240 ð13 + 25600 ð14 &, 1E, 9x ® RootA25 - 102 ð12 + 122 ð14 - 70 ð16 + 50
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This finds the maximum along a line. 

In[7]:= Maximize@85 x y - x^4 - y^4, x + y == 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[7]= 9
9

8
, 9x ®

1

2
, y ®

1

2
==

Minimize  and Maximize  can solve any linear programming problem in which both the objective function expr and the constraints cons

involve the variables xi only linearly.

Here is a typical linear programming problem. 

In[8]:= Minimize@8x + 3 y, x - 3 y <= 7 && x + 2 y >= 10<, 8x, y<D

Out[8]= 9
53

5
, 9x ®

44

5
, y ®

3

5
==

They  can  also  in  principle  solve  any  polynomial  programming  problem  in  which  the  objective  function  and  the  constraints  involve

arbitrary polynomial functions of the variables. There are many important geometrical and other problems that can be formulated in this

way. 

This solves the simple geometrical problem of maximizing the area of a rectangle with fixed perimeter. 

In[9]:= Maximize@8x y, x + y == 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[9]= 9
1

4
, 9x ®

1

2
, y ®

1

2
==

This finds the maximal volume of a cuboid that fits inside the unit sphere. 

In[10]:= Maximize@88 x y z, x^2 + y^2 + z^2 <= 1<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[10]= 9
8

3 3

, 9x ®
1

3

, y ® -
1

3

, z ® -
1

3

==

An important feature of Minimize  and Maximize  is that they always find global minima and maxima. Often functions will have various

local  minima and maxima at  which derivatives vanish.  But  Minimize  and Maximize  use global  methods to find absolute minima or

maxima, not just local extrema. 

Here is a function with many local maxima and minima. 

In[11]:= Plot@x + 2 Sin@xD, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[11]= 

Maximize finds the global maximum. 

In[12]:= Maximize@8x + 2 Sin@xD, -10 <= x <= 10<, xD

Out[12]= 9 3 +
8 Π

3
, 9x ®

8 Π

3
==

If you give functions that are unbounded, Minimize  and Maximize  will return -¥ and +¥ as the minima and maxima. And if you give

constraints that can never be satisfied, they will return +¥ and -¥ as the minima and maxima, and Indeterminate  as the values of

variables.

One subtle issue is that Minimize  and Maximize  allow both nonstrict inequalities of the form x <= v, and strict ones of the form x < v.

With  nonstrict  inequalities  there  is  no  problem  with  a  minimum  or  maximum  lying  exactly  on  the  boundary  x -> v.  But  with  strict

inequalities, a minimum or maximum must in principle be at least infinitesimally inside the boundary. 
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With a strict inequality, Mathematica prints a warning, then returns the point on the boundary. 

In[13]:= Minimize@8x^2 - 3 x + 6, x > 3<, xD

Minimize::wksol :
Warning: There is no minimum in the region described by the contraints;

returning a result on the boundary.

Out[13]= 86, 8x ® 3<<

Minimize  and Maximize  normally assume that all variables you give are real. But by giving a constraint such as x Î Integers  you

can specify that a variable must in fact be an integer. 

This does maximization only over integer values of x and y. 

In[14]:= Maximize@8x y, x^2 + y^2 < 120 && Hx yL Î Integers<, 8x, y<D

Out[14]= 856, 8x ® -8, y ® -7<<

Minimize  and Maximize  can compute maxima and minima of linear functions over the integers in bounded polyhedra. This is known

as integer linear programming.

This does maximization over integer values of x and y in a triangle.

In[15]:= Maximize@85 + 3 y + 7 x, x >= 0 && y >= 0 && 3 x + 4 y <= 100 && Hx yL Î Integers<, 8x, y<D

Out[15]= 8236, 8x ® 33, y ® 0<<

Minimize and Maximize can produce exact symbolic results for polynomial optimization problems with parameters.

This finds the minimum of a general quadratic polynomial.

In[16]:= Minimize@a x^2 + b x + c, xD

Out[16]=

MinValue@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D give the minimum value of f  subject to the constraints cons

MaxValue@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D give the maximum value of f  subject to the constraints cons

ArgMin@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D give a position at which f  is minimized subject to the constraints cons

ArgMax@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D give a position at which f  is maximized subject to the constraints cons

Computing values and positions of minima and maxima.

Maximize gives both the value and the position of a maximum.

In[17]:= Maximize@8x + 2 y, x^2 + y^2 £ 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[17]= 9 5 , 9x ® -
4

5

+ 5 , y ®
2

5

==

Use MaxValue if you only need the maximum value.

In[18]:= MaxValue@8x + 2 y, x^2 + y^2 £ 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[18]= 5
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For strict polynomial inequality constraints computing only the maximum value may be much faster.

In[19]:= TimeConstrained@Maximize@8-x^2 + 2 x y - z - 1, x^2 y < z^3 && x - z^2 > y^2 + 2<, 8x, y, z<D, 300D

Out[19]= $Aborted

In[20]:= MaxValue@8-x^2 + 2 x y - z - 1, x^2 y < z^3 && x - z^2 > y^2 + 2<, 8x, y, z<D �� Timing

Out[20]= 90.312, -1 - RootA-6674484 057677 824 + 27 190416 613703680 ð1 - 9 845871213 297967 104 ð1
2
+ 30310 812947 042320

ArgMax gives a position at which the maximum value is attained.

In[21]:= ArgMax@8x + 2 y, x^2 + y^2 £ 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[21]= 9-
4

5

+ 5 ,
2

5

=
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Constructing Matrices

Table@ f,8i,m<,8 j,n<D build an m×n matrix where f  is a function of i and j that gives the value of the 

i, jth entry

Array@ f,8m,n<D build an m×n matrix whose i, jth entry is f@i, jD

ConstantArray@a,8m,n<D build an m×n matrix with all entries equal to a

DiagonalMatrix@listD generate a diagonal matrix with the elements of list on the diagonal

IdentityMatrix@nD generate an n×n identity matrix

Normal@SparseArray@88i1, j1<->v1,8i2, j2<->v2,¼<,8m,n<DD

make a matrix with non−zero values vk at positions 8ik, jk<

Functions for constructing matrices. 

This generates a 2×2 matrix whose i, jth entry is a@i, jD. 

In[1]:= Table@a@i, jD, 8i, 2<, 8j, 2<D

Out[1]= 88a@1, 1D, a@1, 2D<, 8a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D<<

Here is another way to produce the same matrix. 

In[2]:= Array@a, 82, 2<D

Out[2]= 88a@1, 1D, a@1, 2D<, 8a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D<<

This creates a 3×2 matrix of zeros.

In[3]:= ConstantArray@0, 83, 2<D

Out[3]= 880, 0<, 80, 0<, 80, 0<<

DiagonalMatrix  makes a matrix with zeros everywhere except on the leading diagonal. 

In[4]:= DiagonalMatrix@8a, b, c<D

Out[4]= 88a, 0, 0<, 80, b, 0<, 80, 0, c<<

IdentityMatrix@nD produces an n×n identity matrix. 

In[5]:= IdentityMatrix@3D

Out[5]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<

This makes a 3×4 matrix with two non−zero values filled in. 

In[6]:= Normal@SparseArray@882, 3< -> a, 83, 2< -> b<, 83, 4<DD

Out[6]= 880, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, a, 0<, 80, b, 0, 0<<

MatrixForm prints the matrix in a two−dimensional form. 

In[7]:= MatrixForm@%D

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0

0 0 a 0

0 b 0 0
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Table@0,8m<,8n<D a matrix of zeros

Table@If@i>= j,1,0D,8i,m<,8 j,n<D

a lower−triangular matrix

RandomReal@80,1<,8m,n<D a matrix with random numerical entries

Constructing special types of matrices. 

Table evaluates If@i ³ j, a++, 0D separately for each element, to give a matrix with sequentially increasing entries in the lower 

triangular part. 

In[8]:= a = 1; Table@If@i ³ j, a++, 0D, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[8]= 881, 0, 0<, 82, 3, 0<, 84, 5, 6<<

SparseArray@8<,8n,n<D a zero matrix

SparseArray@8i _,i _<->1,8n,n<D

an n´n identity matrix

SparseArray@8i _, j _< �; i>= j->1,8n,n<D

a lower−triangular matrix

Constructing special types of matrices with SparseArray.

This sets up a general lower−triangular matrix. 

In[9]:= SparseArray@8i_, j_< �; i >= j -> f@i, jD, 83, 3<D �� MatrixForm

Out[9]//MatrixForm=

f@1, 1D 0 0

f@2, 1D f@2, 2D 0

f@3, 1D f@3, 2D f@3, 3D
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Getting and Setting Pieces of Matrices

m@@i, jDD the i, jth entry

m@@iDD the ith row

m@@All,iDD the ith column

Take@m,8i0,i1<,8 j0, j1<D the submatrix with rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1

m@@i0;;i1, j0;; j1DD the submatrix with rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1

m@@8i1,¼,ir }, { j1 , ¼ , js }]] the r×s submatrix with elements having row indices ik and column indices jk

Tr@m,ListD elements on the diagonal

ArrayRules@mD positions of nonzero elements

Ways to get pieces of matrices. 

Matrices  in  Mathematica  are  represented  as  lists  of  lists.  You  can  use  all  the  standard  Mathematica  list−manipulation  operations  on

matrices. 

Here is a sample 3×3 matrix. 

In[1]:= t = Array@a, 83, 3<D

Out[1]= 88a@1, 1D, a@1, 2D, a@1, 3D<, 8a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D, a@2, 3D<, 8a@3, 1D, a@3, 2D, a@3, 3D<<

This picks out the second row of the matrix. 

In[2]:= t@@2DD

Out[2]= 8a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D, a@2, 3D<

Here is the second column of the matrix. 

In[3]:= t@@All, 2DD

Out[3]= 8a@1, 2D, a@2, 2D, a@3, 2D<

This picks out a submatrix. 

In[4]:= Take@t, 81, 2<, 82, 3<D

Out[4]= 88a@1, 2D, a@1, 3D<, 8a@2, 2D, a@2, 3D<<

m=88a11,a12,¼<,8a21,a22,¼<,¼< assign m to be a matrix

m@@i, jDD=a reset element 8i, j< to be a

m@@iDD=a reset all elements in row i to be a

m@@iDD=8a1,a2,¼< reset elements in row i to be 8a1, a2, ¼<

m@@i0;;i1DD=8v1,v2,¼< reset rows i0 through i1 to be vectors 8v1, v2, ¼<

m@@All, jDD=a reset all elements in column j to be a

m@@All, jDD=8a1,a2,¼< reset elements in column j to be 8a1, a2, ¼<

m@@i0;;i1, j0;; j1DD=88a11,a12,¼<,8a21,a22,¼<,¼<

reset the submatrix with rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1 to new 

values 

Resetting parts of matrices. 
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Here is a 3×3 matrix. 

In[5]:= m = 88a, b, c<, 8d, e, f<, 8g, h, i<<

Out[5]= 88a, b, c<, 8d, e, f<, 8g, h, i<<

This resets the 2, 2 element to be x, then shows the whole matrix. 

In[6]:= m@@2, 2DD = x; m

Out[6]= 88a, b, c<, 8d, x, f<, 8g, h, i<<

This resets all elements in the second column to be z. 

In[7]:= m@@All, 2DD = z; m

Out[7]= 88a, z, c<, 8d, z, f<, 8g, z, i<<

This separately resets the three elements in the second column. 

In[8]:= m@@All, 2DD = 8i, j, k<; m

Out[8]= 88a, i, c<, 8d, j, f<, 8g, k, i<<

This increments all the values in the second column. 

In[9]:= m@@All, 2DD++; m

Out[9]= 88a, 1 + i, c<, 8d, 1 + j, f<, 8g, 1 + k, i<<

A range of indices can be specified by using ;; (Span ). 

This resets the first two rows to be new vectors. 

In[10]:= m@@1 ;; 2DD = 88u, v, w<, 8x, y, z<<; m

Out[10]= 88u, v, w<, 8x, y, z<, 8g, 1 + k, i<<

This resets elements in the first and third columns of each row. 

In[11]:= m@@All, 1 ;; 3 ;; 2DD = 881, 2<, 83, 4<, 85, 6<<; m

Out[11]= 881, v, 2<, 83, y, 4<, 85, 1 + k, 6<<

This resets elements in the first and third columns of rows 2 through 3. 

In[12]:= m@@2 ;; 3, 1 ;; 3 ;; 2DD = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<; m

Out[12]= 881, v, 2<, 8a, y, b<, 8c, 1 + k, d<<
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Scalars, Vectors and Matrices

Mathematica represents matrices and vectors using lists. Anything that is not a list Mathematica considers as a scalar. 

A vector in Mathematica consists of a list of scalars. A matrix consists of a list of vectors, representing each of its rows. In order to be a

valid matrix, all the rows must be the same length, so that the elements of the matrix effectively form a rectangular array.

VectorQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a vector, and False otherwise

MatrixQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a matrix, and False otherwise

Dimensions@exprD a list of the dimensions of a vector or matrix

Functions for testing the structure of vectors and matrices. 

The list 8a, b, c< has the form of a vector. 

In[1]:= VectorQ@8a, b, c<D

Out[1]= True

Anything that is not manifestly a list is treated as a scalar, so applying VectorQ gives False. 

In[2]:= VectorQ@x + yD

Out[2]= False

This is a 2´3 matrix. 

In[3]:= Dimensions@88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<<D

Out[3]= 82, 3<

For a vector, Dimensions gives a list with a single element equal to the result from Length. 

In[4]:= Dimensions@8a, b, c<D

Out[4]= 83<

This object does not count as a matrix because its rows are of different lengths. 

In[5]:= MatrixQ@88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp<<D

Out[5]= False
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Operations on Scalars, Vectors and Matrices
Most mathematical functions in Mathematica are set up to apply themselves separately to each element in a list. This is true in particu−

lar of all functions that carry the attribute Listable. 

A consequence is that most mathematical functions are applied element by element to matrices and vectors. 

The Log applies itself separately to each element in the vector. 

In[1]:= Log@8a, b, c<D

Out[1]= 8Log@aD, Log@bD, Log@cD<

The same is true for a matrix, or, for that matter, for any nested list. 

In[2]:= Log@88a, b<, 8c, d<<D

Out[2]= 88Log@aD, Log@bD<, 8Log@cD, Log@dD<<

The differentiation function D also applies separately to each element in a list. 

In[3]:= D@8x, x^2, x^3<, xD

Out[3]= 91, 2 x, 3 x2=

The sum of two vectors is carried out element by element. 

In[4]:= 8a, b< + 8ap, bp<

Out[4]= 8a + ap, b + bp<

If you try to add two vectors with different lengths, you get an error. 

In[5]:= 8a, b, c< + 8ap, bp<

Thread::tdlen :
Objects of unequal length in 8a, b, c< + 8ap, bp< cannot be combined. �

Out[5]= 8ap, bp< + 8a, b, c<

This adds the scalar 1 to each element of the vector. 

In[6]:= 1 + 8a, b<

Out[6]= 81 + a, 1 + b<

Any object that is not manifestly a list is treated as a scalar. Here c is treated as a scalar, and added separately to each element in the 
vector. 

In[7]:= 8a, b< + c

Out[7]= 8a + c, b + c<

This multiplies each element in the vector by the scalar k.

In[8]:= k 8a, b<

Out[8]= 8a k, b k<

It is important to realize that Mathematica treats an object as a vector in a particular operation only if the object is explicitly a list at the

time when the operation is done. If the object is not explicitly a list, Mathematica always treats it as a scalar. This means that you can

get different results, depending on whether you assign a particular object to be a list before or after you do a particular operation. 
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The object p is treated as a scalar, and added separately to each element in the vector. 

In[9]:= 8a, b< + p

Out[9]= 8a + p, b + p<

This is what happens if you now replace p by the list 8c, d<. 

In[10]:= % �. p -> 8c, d<

Out[10]= 88a + c, a + d<, 8b + c, b + d<<

You would have got a different result if you had replaced p by 8c, d< before you did the first operation. 

In[11]:= 8a, b< + 8c, d<

Out[11]= 8a + c, b + d<
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Multiplying Vectors and Matrices

c v , c m ,  etc. multiply each element by a scalar

u.v , v.m , m.v , m1.m2 ,  etc. vector and matrix multiplication

Cross@u,vD vector cross product (also input as u�v)

Outer@Times,t,uD outer product

KroneckerProduct@m1,m2,¼D Kronecker product

Different kinds of vector and matrix multiplication. 

This multiplies each element of the vector by the scalar k. 

In[1]:= k 8a, b, c<

Out[1]= 8a k, b k, c k<

The "dot" operator gives the scalar product of two vectors. 

In[2]:= 8a, b, c<.8ap, bp, cp<

Out[2]= a ap + b bp + c cp

You can also use dot to multiply a matrix by a vector. 

In[3]:= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<.8x, y<

Out[3]= 8a x + b y, c x + d y<

Dot is also the notation for matrix multiplication in Mathematica. 

In[4]:= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<.881, 2<, 83, 4<<

Out[4]= 88a + 3 b, 2 a + 4 b<, 8c + 3 d, 2 c + 4 d<<

It  is  important  to  realize that  you can use ú dotø  for  both left− and right−multiplication of  vectors by matrices.  Mathematica  makes no

distinction between ú rowø  and ú column ø  vectors. Dot carries out whatever operation is possible. (In formal terms, a.b contracts the last

index of the tensor a with the first index of b.)

Here are definitions for a matrix m and a vector v. 

In[5]:= m = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<; v = 8x, y<

Out[5]= 8x, y<

This left−multiplies the vector v by m. The object v is effectively treated as a column vector in this case. 

In[6]:= m.v

Out[6]= 8a x + b y, c x + d y<

You can also use dot to right−multiply v by m. Now v is effectively treated as a row vector. 

In[7]:= v.m

Out[7]= 8a x + c y, b x + d y<
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You can multiply m by v on both sides, to get a scalar. 

In[8]:= v.m.v

Out[8]= x Ha x + c yL + y Hb x + d yL

For some purposes, you may need to represent vectors and matrices symbolically, without explicitly giving their elements. You can use

dot to represent multiplication of such symbolic objects.

Dot effectively acts here as a noncommutative form of multiplication. 

In[9]:= a.b.a

Out[9]= a.b.a

It is, nevertheless, associative. 

In[10]:= Ha.bL.Ha.bL

Out[10]= a.b.a.b

Dot products of sums are not automatically expanded out. 

In[11]:= Ha + bL.c.Hd + eL

Out[11]= Ha + bL.c.Hd + eL

You can apply the distributive law in this case using the function Distribute, as discussed in "Structural Operations". 

In[12]:= Distribute@%D

Out[12]= a.c.d + a.c.e + b.c.d + b.c.e

The  "dot"  operator  gives  "inner  products"  of  vectors,  matrices,  and  so  on.  In  more  advanced  calculations,  you  may  also  need  to

construct outer or Kronecker products of vectors and matrices. You can use the general function Outer or KroneckerProduct to do

this.

The outer product of two vectors is a matrix. 

In[13]:= Outer@Times, 8a, b<, 8c, d<D

Out[13]= 88a c, a d<, 8b c, b d<<

The outer product of a matrix and a vector is a rank three tensor.

In[14]:= Outer@Times, 881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[14]= 888x, y, z<, 82 x, 2 y, 2 z<<, 883 x, 3 y, 3 z<, 84 x, 4 y, 4 z<<<

Outer products are discussed in more detail in "Tensors". 

The Kronecker product of a matrix and a vector is a matrix.

In[15]:= KroneckerProduct@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[15]= 88x, y, z, 2 x, 2 y, 2 z<, 83 x, 3 y, 3 z, 4 x, 4 y, 4 z<<

The Kronecker product of a pair of 2×2 matrices is a 4×4 matrix. 

In[16]:= KroneckerProduct@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 88a, b<, 8c, d<<D

Out[16]= 88a, b, 2 a, 2 b<, 8c, d, 2 c, 2 d<, 83 a, 3 b, 4 a, 4 b<, 83 c, 3 d, 4 c, 4 d<<
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Vector Operations

v@@iDD  or Part@v,iD give the ith element in the vector v

c v scalar multiplication of c times the vector v

u.v dot product of two vectors

Norm@vD give the norm of v

Normalize@vD give a unit vector in the direction of v

Standardize@vD shift v to have zero mean and unit sample variance

Standardize@v, f1D shift v by f1@vD and scale to have unit sample variance

Basic vector operations.

This is a vector in three dimensions.

In[1]:= v = 81, 3, 2<

Out[1]= 81, 3, 2<

This gives a vector u  in the direction opposite to v with twice the magnitude.

In[2]:= u = -2 v

Out[2]= 8-2, -6, -4<

This reassigns the first component of u to be its negative.

In[3]:= u@@1DD = -u@@1DD; u

Out[3]= 82, -6, -4<

This gives the dot product of u and v.

In[4]:= u.v

Out[4]= -24

This is the norm of v.

In[5]:= Norm@vD

Out[5]= 14

This is the unit vector in the same direction as v.

In[6]:= Normalize@vD

Out[6]= 9
1

14

,
3

14

,
2

7

=

This verifies that the norm is 1.

In[7]:= Norm@%D

Out[7]= 1
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Transform v to have zero mean and unit sample variance.

In[8]:= Standardize@vD

Out[8]= 8-1, 1, 0<

This shows the transformed values have mean 0 and variance 1.

In[9]:= 8Mean@%D, Variance@%D<

Out[9]= 80, 1<

Two  vectors  are  orthogonal  if  their  dot  product  is  zero.  A  set  of  vectors  is  orthonormal  if  they  are  all  unit  vectors  and  are  pairwise

orthogonal.

Projection@u,vD give the orthogonal projection of u onto v

Orthogonalize@8v1,v2, ¼<D generate an orthonormal set from the given list of vectors

Orthogonal vector operations.

This gives the projection of u onto v.

In[10]:= p = Projection@u, vD

Out[10]= 9-
12

7

, -
36

7

, -
24

7

=

p is a scalar multiple of v.

In[11]:= p�v

Out[11]= 9-
12

7

, -
12

7

, -
12

7

=

u - p is orthogonal to v.

In[12]:= Hu - pL.v

Out[12]= 0

Starting from the set of vectors 8u, v<, this finds an orthonormal set of two vectors.

In[13]:= Orthogonalize@8u, v<D

Out[13]= 99
1

14

, -
3

14

, -
2

7

=, 9
13

14

,
3

182

,
2

91

==

When one of the vectors is linearly dependent on the vectors preceding it, the corresponding position in the result will be a zero vector.

In[14]:= Orthogonalize@8v, p, u<D

Out[14]= 99
1

14

,
3

14

,
2

7

=, 80, 0, 0<, 9
13

14

, -
3

182

, -
2

91

==
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Matrix Inversion

Inverse@mD find the inverse of a square matrix

Matrix inversion. 

Here is a simple 2×2 matrix.

In[1]:= m = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

Out[1]= 88a, b<, 8c, d<<

This gives the inverse of m. In producing this formula, Mathematica implicitly assumes that the determinant a d - b c is nonzero.

In[2]:= Inverse@mD

Out[2]= 99
d

-b c + a d
, -

b

-b c + a d
=, 9-

c

-b c + a d
,

a

-b c + a d
==

Multiplying the inverse by the original matrix should give the identity matrix. 

In[3]:= %.m

Out[3]= 99-
b c

-b c + a d
+

a d

-b c + a d
, 0=, 90, -

b c

-b c + a d
+

a d

-b c + a d
==

You have to use Together to clear the denominators, and get back a standard identity matrix. 

In[4]:= Together@%D

Out[4]= 881, 0<, 80, 1<<

Here is a matrix of rational numbers. 

In[5]:= hb = Table@1�Hi + jL, 8i, 4<, 8j, 4<D

Out[5]= 99
1

2
,
1

3
,
1

4
,
1

5
=, 9

1

3
,
1

4
,
1

5
,
1

6
=, 9

1

4
,
1

5
,
1

6
,
1

7
=, 9

1

5
,
1

6
,
1

7
,
1

8
==

Mathematica finds the exact inverse of the matrix. 

In[6]:= Inverse@hbD

Out[6]= 88200, -1200, 2100, -1120<, 8-1200, 8100, -15120, 8400<, 82100, -15 120, 29400, -16 800<, 8-1120, 8400, -16800

Multiplying by the original matrix gives the identity matrix. 

In[7]:= %.hb

Out[7]= 881, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 1<<

If you try to invert a singular matrix, Mathematica prints a warning message, and returns the input unchanged.

In[8]:= Inverse@881, 2<, 81, 2<<D

Inverse::sing : Matrix 881, 2<, 81, 2<< is singular. �

Out[8]= Inverse@881, 2<, 81, 2<<D

If  you give a matrix with exact symbolic or numerical entries, Mathematica  gives the exact inverse. If,  on the other hand, some of the

entries in your matrix are approximate real numbers, then Mathematica finds an approximate numerical result. 
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Here is a matrix containing approximate real numbers. 

In[9]:= m = 881.2, 5.7<, 81.3, 5.6<<

Out[9]= 881.2, 5.7<, 81.3, 5.6<<

This finds the numerical inverse. 

In[10]:= Inverse@%D

Out[10]= 88-8.11594, 8.26087<, 81.88406, -1.73913<<

Multiplying by the original matrix gives you an identity matrix with small round−off errors. 

In[11]:= %.m

Out[11]= 991., 1.66187´10-15=, 93.27429´10-16, 1.==

You can get rid of small off−diagonal terms using Chop . 

In[12]:= Chop@%D

Out[12]= 881., 0<, 80, 1.<<

When you try to invert a matrix with exact numerical entries, Mathematica  can always tell  whether or not the matrix is singular. When

you invert an approximate numerical matrix, Mathematica can usually not tell for certain whether or not the matrix is singular: all it can

tell is, for example, that the determinant is small compared to the entries of the matrix. When Mathematica suspects that you are trying

to invert a singular numerical matrix, it prints a warning.

Mathematica prints a warning if you invert a numerical matrix that it suspects is singular. 

In[13]:= Inverse@881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<D

Inverse::sing : Matrix 881., 2.<, 81., 2.<< is singular. �

Out[13]= Inverse@881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<D

This matrix is singular, but the warning is different, and the result is useless.

In[14]:= Inverse@N@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<DD

Inverse::luc : Result for Inverse of badly
conditioned matrix 881., 2., 3.<, 84., 5., 6.<, 87., 8., 9.<<
may contain significant numerical errors. �

Out[14]= 993.15221´10
15, -6.30442´1015, 3.15221´1015=, 9-6.30442´1015, 1.26088´1016, -6.30442´1015=, 93.15221´1015,

If you work with high−precision approximate numbers, Mathematica will keep track of the precision of matrix inverses that you generate.

This generates a 6×6 numerical matrix with entries of 20−digit precision. 

In[15]:= m = N@Table@GCD@i, jD + 1, 8i, 6<, 8j, 6<D, 20D;

This takes the matrix, multiplies it by its inverse, and shows the first row of the result. 

In[16]:= Hm.Inverse@mDL@@1DD

Out[16]= 91.000000000000000000, 0.´10-19, 0.´10-19, 0.´10-20, 0.´10-20, 0.´10-20=

This generates a 20−digit numerical approximation to a 6×6 Hilbert matrix. Hilbert matrices are notoriously hard to invert numerically. 

In[17]:= m = N@Table@1�Hi + j - 1L, 8i, 6<, 8j, 6<D, 20D;
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The result is still correct, but the zeros now have lower accuracy. 

In[18]:= Hm.Inverse@mDL@@1DD

Out[18]= 91.000000000000000, 0.´10-15, 0.´10-14, 0.´10-14, 0.´10-14, 0.´10-14=

Inverse  works only on square matrices.  "Advanced Matrix  Operations"  discusses the function PseudoInverse,  which can also be

used with nonsquare matrices. 

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Vectors and Matrices

� Constructing Matrices

� Basic Matrix Operations

� Solving Linear Systems

� Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

� Advanced Matrix Operations
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Basic Matrix Operations

Transpose@mD transpose m¬

ConjugateTranspose@mD conjugate transpose m¾  (Hermitian conjugate)

Inverse@mD matrix inverse

Det@mD determinant

Minors@mD matrix of minors

Minors@m,kD kth minors

Tr@mD trace

MatrixRank@mD rank of matrix

Some basic matrix operations. 

Transposing a matrix interchanges the rows and columns in the matrix. If you transpose an m×n matrix, you get an n×m matrix as the

result. 

Transposing a 2×3 matrix gives a 3×2 result. 

In[1]:= Transpose@88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<<D

Out[1]= 88a, ap<, 8b, bp<, 8c, cp<<

Det@mD  gives  the  determinant  of  a  square  matrix  m.  Minors@mD  is  the  matrix  whose  Hi, jLth  element  gives  the  determinant  of  the

submatrix  obtained  by  deleting  the  Hn - i + 1Lth  row  and  the  Hn - j + 1Lth  column  of  m.  The  Hi, jLth  cofactor  of  m  is  H-1Li+ j  times  the

Hn - i + 1, n - j + 1Lth element of the matrix of minors. 

Minors@m, kD gives the determinants of the k×k  submatrices obtained by picking each possible set of k  rows and k  columns from m.

Note that you can apply Minors to rectangular, as well as square, matrices. 

Here is the determinant of a simple 2×2 matrix. 

In[2]:= Det@88a, b<, 8c, d<<D

Out[2]= -b c + a d

This generates a 3×3 matrix, whose i, jth entry is a@i, jD. 

In[3]:= m = Array@a, 83, 3<D

Out[3]= 88a@1, 1D, a@1, 2D, a@1, 3D<, 8a@2, 1D, a@2, 2D, a@2, 3D<, 8a@3, 1D, a@3, 2D, a@3, 3D<<

Here is the determinant of m. 

In[4]:= Det@mD

Out[4]= -a@1, 3D a@2, 2D a@3, 1D + a@1, 2D a@2, 3D a@3, 1D + a@1, 3D a@2, 1D a@3, 2D - a@1, 1D a@2, 3D a@3, 2D - a@1, 2D a@2,

The trace or spur of a matrix Tr@mD is the sum of the terms on the leading diagonal.

This finds the trace of a simple 2×2 matrix. 

In[5]:= Tr@88a, b<, 8c, d<<D

Out[5]= a + d

The rank of a matrix is the number of linearly independent rows or columns.
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This finds the rank of a matrix.

In[6]:= MatrixRank@881, 2<, 81, 2<<D

Out[6]= 1

MatrixPower@m,nD nth matrix power

MatrixExp@mD matrix exponential

Powers and exponentials of matrices. 

Here is a 2×2 matrix. 

In[7]:= m = 880.4, 0.6<, 80.525, 0.475<<

Out[7]= 880.4, 0.6<, 80.525, 0.475<<

This gives the third matrix power of m. 

In[8]:= MatrixPower@m, 3D

Out[8]= 880.465625, 0.534375<, 80.467578, 0.532422<<

It is equivalent to multiplying three copies of the matrix. 

In[9]:= m.m.m

Out[9]= 880.465625, 0.534375<, 80.467578, 0.532422<<

Here is the millionth matrix power. 

In[10]:= MatrixPower@m, 10^6D

Out[10]= 880.466667, 0.533333<, 80.466667, 0.533333<<

The matrix exponential of a matrix m is Úk=0
¥ mk �k !, where mk indicates a matrix power.

This gives the matrix exponential of m. 

In[11]:= MatrixExp@mD

Out[11]= 881.7392, 0.979085<, 80.8567, 1.86158<<

Here is an approximation to the exponential of m, based on a power series approximation. 

In[12]:= Sum@MatrixPower@m, kD�k!, 8k, 0, 5<D

Out[12]= 881.73844, 0.978224<, 80.855946, 1.86072<<

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra
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Solving Linear Systems
Many calculations involve solving systems of  linear  equations.  In  many cases,  you will  find it  convenient  to  write  down the equations

explicitly, and then solve them using Solve. 

In  some  cases,  however,  you  may  prefer  to  convert  the  system  of  linear  equations  into  a  matrix  equation,  and  then  apply  matrix

manipulation operations to solve it.  This approach is often useful when the system of equations arises as part of a general algorithm,

and you do not know in advance how many variables will be involved. 

A system of linear equations can be stated in matrix form as m.x = b, where x is the vector of variables. 

Note that if your system of equations is sparse, so that most of the entries in the matrix m are zero, then it is best to represent the matrix

as  a  SparseArray  object.  As  discussed  in  "Sparse  Arrays:  Linear  Algebra",  you  can  convert  from  symbolic  equations  to

SparseArray  objects  using  CoefficientArrays.  All  the  functions  described  here  work  on  SparseArray  objects  as  well  as

ordinary matrices. 

LinearSolve@m,bD a vector x which solves the matrix equation m.x == b

NullSpace@mD a list of linearly independent vectors whose linear combinations span all solutions 

to the matrix equation m.x == 0

MatrixRank@mD the number of linearly independent rows or columns of m

RowReduce@mD a simplified form of m obtained by making linear combinations of rows

Solving and analyzing linear systems. 

Here is a 2x2 matrix. 

In[1]:= m = 881, 5<, 82, 1<<

Out[1]= 881, 5<, 82, 1<<

This gives two linear equations. 

In[2]:= m.8x, y< == 8a, b<

Out[2]= 8x + 5 y, 2 x + y< � 8a, b<

You can use Solve directly to solve these equations. 

In[3]:= Solve@%, 8x, y<D

Out[3]= 99x ®
1

9

H-a + 5 bL, y ®
1

9

H2 a - bL==

You can also get the vector of solutions by calling LinearSolve. The result is equivalent to the one you get from Solve. 

In[4]:= LinearSolve@m, 8a, b<D

Out[4]= 9
1

9

H-a + 5 bL,
1

9

H2 a - bL=

Another way to solve the equations is to invert the matrix m, and then multiply 8a, b< by the inverse. This is not as efficient as using 

LinearSolve. 

In[5]:= Inverse@mD.8a, b<

Out[5]= 9-
a

9

+

5 b

9

,
2 a

9

-

b

9

=
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RowReduce  performs a version of Gaussian elimination and can also be used to solve the equations. 

In[6]:= RowReduce@881, 5, a<, 82, 1, b<<D

Out[6]= 991, 0,
1

9

H-a + 5 bL=, 90, 1,
1

9

H2 a - bL==

If you have a square matrix m with a nonzero determinant, then you can always find a unique solution to the matrix equation m.x = b for

any  b.  If,  however,  the  matrix  m  has  determinant  zero,  then  there  may  be  either  no  vector,  or  an  infinite  number  of  vectors  x  which

satisfy m.x = b for a particular b. This occurs when the linear equations embodied in m are not independent.

When  m  has  determinant  zero,  it  is  nevertheless  always  possible  to  find  nonzero  vectors  x  that  satisfy  m.x = 0.  The  set  of  vectors  x

satisfying this equation form the null space or kernel of the matrix m. Any of these vectors can be expressed as a linear combination of a

particular set of basis vectors, which can be obtained using NullSpace@mD. 

Here is a simple matrix, corresponding to two identical linear equations. 

In[7]:= m = 881, 2<, 81, 2<<

Out[7]= 881, 2<, 81, 2<<

The matrix has determinant zero. 

In[8]:= Det@mD

Out[8]= 0

LinearSolve cannot find a solution to the equation m.x � b in this case. 

In[9]:= LinearSolve@m, 8a, b<D

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[9]= LinearSolve@881, 2<, 81, 2<<, 8a, b<D

There is a single basis vector for the null space of m. 

In[10]:= NullSpace@mD

Out[10]= 88-2, 1<<

Multiplying the basis vector for the null space by m gives the zero vector. 

In[11]:= m.%@@1DD

Out[11]= 80, 0<

There is only 1 linearly independent row in m. 

In[12]:= MatrixRank@mD

Out[12]= 1

NullSpace  and  MatrixRank  have  to  determine  whether  particular  combinations  of  matrix  elements  are  zero.  For  approximate

numerical matrices, the Tolerance  option can be used to specify how close to zero is considered good enough. For exact symbolic

matrices, you may sometimes need to specify something like ZeroTest -> HFullSimplify@ðD == 0 &L to force more to be done to

test whether symbolic expressions are zero.

Here is a simple symbolic matrix with determinant zero. 

In[13]:= m = 88a, b, c<, 82 a, 2 b, 2 c<, 83 a, 3 b, 3 c<<

Out[13]= 88a, b, c<, 82 a, 2 b, 2 c<, 83 a, 3 b, 3 c<<
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The basis for the null space of m contains two vectors. 

In[14]:= NullSpace@mD

Out[14]= 99-
c

a

, 0, 1=, 9-
b

a

, 1, 0==

Multiplying m by any linear combination of these vectors gives zero. 

In[15]:= Simplify@m.Hx %@@1DD + y %@@2DDLD

Out[15]= 80, 0, 0<

An important feature of functions like LinearSolve and NullSpace  is that they work with rectangular, as well as square, matrices.

When  you  represent  a  system  of  linear  equations  by  a  matrix  equation  of  the  form  m.x = b,  the  number  of  columns  in  m  gives  the

number of variables, and the number of rows gives the number of equations. There are a number of cases. 

Underdetermined number of equations less than the number of variables; no solutions or many 
solutions may exist

Overdetermined number of equations more than the number of variables; solutions may or may not 
exist

Nonsingular number of independent equations equal to the number of variables, and determi−
nant nonzero; a unique solution exists

Consistent at least one solution exists

Inconsistent no solutions exist

Classes of linear systems represented by rectangular matrices. 

This asks for the solution to the inconsistent set of equations x = 1 and x = 0. 

In[16]:= LinearSolve@881<, 81<<, 81, 0<D

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[16]= LinearSolve@881<, 81<<, 81, 0<D

This matrix represents two equations, for three variables. 

In[17]:= m = 881, 3, 4<, 82, 1, 3<<

Out[17]= 881, 3, 4<, 82, 1, 3<<

LinearSolve gives one of the possible solutions to this underdetermined set of equations. 

In[18]:= v = LinearSolve@m, 81, 1<D

Out[18]= 9
2

5

,
1

5

, 0=

When a matrix represents an underdetermined system of equations, the matrix has a nontrivial null space. In this case, the null space is 
spanned by a single vector. 

In[19]:= NullSpace@mD

Out[19]= 88-1, -1, 1<<

If you take the solution you get from LinearSolve, and add any linear combination of the basis vectors for the null space, you still get a 

solution. 

In[20]:= m.Hv + 4 %@@1DDL

Out[20]= 81, 1<
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The  number  of  independent  equations  is  the  rank  of  the  matrix  MatrixRank@mD.  The  number  of  redundant  equations  is

Length@NullSpace@mDD. Note that the sum of these quantities is always equal to the number of columns in m.

LinearSolve@mD generate a function for solving equations of the form m.x = b

Generating LinearSolveFunction  objects. 

In some applications, you will want to solve equations of the form m.x = b many times with the same m, but different b. You can do this

efficiently  in  Mathematica  by  using  LinearSolve@mD  to  create  a  single  LinearSolveFunction  that  you  can  apply  to  as  many

vectors as you want. 

This creates a LinearSolveFunction . 

In[21]:= f = LinearSolve@881, 4<, 82, 3<<D

Out[21]= LinearSolveFunction@82, 2<, <>D

You can apply this to a vector. 

In[22]:= f@85, 7<D

Out[22]= 9
13

5

,
3

5

=

You get the same result by giving the vector as an explicit second argument to LinearSolve. 

In[23]:= LinearSolve@881, 4<, 82, 3<<, 85, 7<D

Out[23]= 9
13

5

,
3

5

=

But you can apply f to any vector you want. 

In[24]:= f@8-5, 9<D

Out[24]= 9
51

5

, -
19

5

=

LeastSquares@m,bD give a vector x that solves the least−squares problem m.x == b

Solving least−squares problems.

This linear system is inconsistent. 

In[25]:= LinearSolve@881, 2<, 83, 4<, 85, 6<<, 8-1, 0, 2<D

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[25]= LinearSolve@881, 2<, 83, 4<, 85, 6<<, 8-1, 0, 2<D

LeastSquares finds a vector x that minimizes m.x - b in the least−squares sense. 

In[26]:= LeastSquares@881, 2<, 83, 4<, 85, 6<<, 8-1, 0, 2<D

Out[26]= 9
8

3

, -
23

12

=

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra

�
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Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Eigenvalues@mD a list of the eigenvalues of m

Eigenvectors@mD a list of the eigenvectors of m

Eigensystem@mD a list of the form 8eigenvalues, eigenvectors<

Eigenvalues@N@mDD , etc. numerical eigenvalues

Eigenvalues@N@m,pDD , etc. numerical eigenvalues, starting with p−digit precision

CharacteristicPolynomial@m,xD

the characteristic polynomial of m

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 

The eigenvalues of a matrix m are the values Λi for which one can find nonzero vectors vi such that m.vi = Λi vi. The eigenvectors are the

vectors vi. 

The  characteristic  polynomial  CharacteristicPolynomial@m, xD  for  an  n�n  matrix  is  given  by

Det@m - x IdentityMatrix@nDD. The eigenvalues are the roots of this polynomial. 

Finding the eigenvalues of an n�n matrix in general involves solving an nth−degree polynomial equation. For n ³ 5, therefore, the results

cannot in general be expressed purely in terms of explicit radicals. Root  objects can nevertheless always be used, although except for

fairly sparse or otherwise simple matrices the expressions obtained are often unmanageably complex.

Even for a matrix as simple as this, the explicit form of the eigenvalues is quite complicated. 

In[1]:= Eigenvalues@88a, b<, 8-b, 2 a<<D

Out[1]= 9
1

2
3 a - a2 - 4 b2 ,

1

2
3 a + a2 - 4 b2 =

If you give a matrix of approximate real numbers, Mathematica will find the approximate numerical eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 

Here is a 2×2 numerical matrix. 

In[2]:= m = 882.3, 4.5<, 86.7, -1.2<<

Out[2]= 882.3, 4.5<, 86.7, -1.2<<

The matrix has two eigenvalues, in this case both real. 

In[3]:= Eigenvalues@mD

Out[3]= 86.31303, -5.21303<

Here are the two eigenvectors of m. 

In[4]:= Eigenvectors@mD

Out[4]= 880.746335, 0.66557<, 8-0.513839, 0.857886<<

Eigensystem computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors at the same time. The assignment sets vals to the list of eigenvalues, and 

vecs to the list of eigenvectors. 

In[5]:= 8vals, vecs< = Eigensystem@mD

Out[5]= 886.31303, -5.21303<, 880.746335, 0.66557<, 8-0.513839, 0.857886<<<
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This verifies that the first eigenvalue and eigenvector satisfy the appropriate condition. 

In[6]:= m.vecs@@1DD == vals@@1DD vecs@@1DD

Out[6]= True

This finds the eigenvalues of a random 4×4 matrix. For nonsymmetric matrices, the eigenvalues can have imaginary parts.

In[7]:= Eigenvalues@Table@RandomReal@D, 84<, 84<DD

Out[7]= 82.30022, 0.319764 + 0.547199 ä, 0.319764 - 0.547199 ä, 0.449291<

The function Eigenvalues  always gives you a list of n eigenvalues for an n×n matrix. The eigenvalues correspond to the roots of the

characteristic polynomial for the matrix, and may not necessarily be distinct. Eigenvectors, on the other hand, gives a list of eigenvec−

tors  which are guaranteed to  be independent.  If  the number  of  such eigenvectors  is  less than n,  then Eigenvectors  appends zero

vectors to the list it returns, so that the total length of the list is always n. 

Here is a 3×3 matrix. 

In[8]:= mz = 880, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<, 80, 0, 0<<

Out[8]= 880, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<, 80, 0, 0<<

The matrix has three eigenvalues, all equal to zero. 

In[9]:= Eigenvalues@mzD

Out[9]= 80, 0, 0<

There is, however, only one independent eigenvector for the matrix. Eigenvectors appends two zero vectors to give a total of three 

vectors in this case. 

In[10]:= Eigenvectors@mzD

Out[10]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<

This gives the characteristic polynomial of the matrix.

In[11]:= CharacteristicPolynomial@mz, xD

Out[11]= -x
3

Eigenvalues@m,kD the largest k eigenvalues of m

Eigenvectors@m,kD the corresponding eigenvectors of m

Eigensystem@m,kD the largest k eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors

Eigenvalues@m,-kD the smallest k eigenvalues of m

Eigenvectors@m,-kD the corresponding eigenvectors of m

Eigensystem@m,-kD the smallest k eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors

Finding largest and smallest eigenvalues. 

Eigenvalues  sorts  numeric  eigenvalues  so  that  the  ones  with  large  absolute  value  come  first.  In  many  situations,  you  may  be

interested  only  in  the  largest  or  smallest  eigenvalues  of  a  matrix.  You  can  get  these  efficiently  using  Eigenvalues@m, kD  and

Eigenvalues@m, -kD. 

This computes the exact eigenvalues of an integer matrix. 

In[12]:= Eigenvalues@881, 2<, 83, 4<<D

Out[12]= 9
1

2
J5 + 33 N,

1

2
J5 - 33 N=
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The eigenvalues are sorted in decreasing order of size. 

In[13]:= N@%D

Out[13]= 85.37228, -0.372281<

This gives the three eigenvalues with largest absolute value. 

In[14]:= Eigenvalues@Table@N@Tan@i�jDD, 8i, 10<, 8j, 10<D, 3D

Out[14]= 810.044, 2.94396 + 6.03728 ä, 2.94396 - 6.03728 ä<

Eigenvalues@8m,a<D the generalized eigenvalues of m with respect to a

Eigenvectors@8m,a<D the generalized eigenvectors of m with respect to a

Eigensystem@8m,a<D the generalized eigensystem of m with respect to a

CharacteristicPolynomial@8m,a<,xD

the generalized characteristic polynomial of m with respect to a

Generalized eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and characteristic polynomial. 

The generalized eigenvalues for a matrix m with respect to a matrix a are defined to be those Λi for which m.vi = Λi a.vi. 

The generalized eigenvalues correspond to zeros of the generalized characteristic polynomial Det@m - x aD. 

Note  that  while  ordinary  matrix  eigenvalues  always  have  definite  values,  some  generalized  eigenvalues  will  always  be

Indeterminate  if  the  generalized characteristic  polynomial  vanishes,  which  happens if  m  and a  share  a  null  space.  Note  also  that

generalized eigenvalues can be infinite.

These two matrices share a one−dimensional null space, so one generalized eigenvalue is Indeterminate. 

In[15]:= Eigenvalues@8881.5, 0<, 80, 0<<, 882, 0<, 81, 0<<<D

Out[15]= 80., Indeterminate<

This gives a generalized characteristic polynomial.

In[16]:= CharacteristicPolynomial@8881.5, 0<, 80, 1<<, 882, 0<, 81, 0<<<, xD

Out[16]= 1.5 - 2. x
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Advanced Matrix Operations

SingularValueList@mD the list of nonzero singular values of m

SingularValueList@m,kD the k largest singular values of m

SingularValueList@8m,a<D the generalized singular values of m with respect to a

Norm@m,pD the p−norm of m

Norm@m,"Frobenius"D the Frobenius norm of m

Finding singular values and norms of matrices. 

The singular values of a matrix m are the square roots of the eigenvalues of m.m*, where * denotes Hermitian transpose. The number of

such singular values is the smaller  dimension of  the matrix.  SingularValueList  sorts the singular values from largest to smallest.

Very small singular values are usually numerically meaningless. With the option setting Tolerance -> t, SingularValueList  drops

singular  values  that  are  less  than  a  fraction  t  of  the  largest  singular  value.  For  approximate  numerical  matrices,  the  tolerance  is  by

default slightly greater than zero.

If  you multiply the vector for each point in a unit  sphere in n−dimensional space by an m×n  matrix m,  then you get an m−dimensional

ellipsoid, whose principal axes have lengths given by the singular values of m. 

The 2−norm of a matrix Norm@m, 2D is the largest principal axis of the ellipsoid, equal to the largest singular value of the matrix. This is

also the maximum 2−norm length of m.v for any possible unit vector v.

The  p−norm  of  a  matrix  Norm@m, pD  is  in  general  the  maximum  p−norm  length  of  m.v  that  can  be  attained.  The  cases  most  often

considered  are  p = 1,  p = 2  and  p = ¥.  Also  sometimes  considered  is  the  Frobenius  norm  Norm@m, "Frobenius"D,  which  is  the

square root of the trace of m.m*.

LUDecomposition@mD the LU decomposition

CholeskyDecomposition@mD the Cholesky decomposition

Decomposing square matrices into triangular forms. 

When you create a LinearSolveFunction  using LinearSolve@mD,  this  often works by decomposing the matrix  m  into triangular

forms, and sometimes it is useful to be able to get such forms explicitly. 

LU decomposition effectively factors any square matrix into a product of lower− and upper−triangular matrices. Cholesky decomposition

effectively factors any Hermitian positive−definite matrix into a product of a lower−triangular matrix and its Hermitian conjugate, which

can be viewed as the analog of finding a square root of a matrix. 

PseudoInverse@mD the pseudoinverse

QRDecomposition@mD the QR decomposition

SingularValueDecomposition@mD the singular value decomposition

SingularValueDecomposition@8m,a<D the generalized singular value decomposition

Orthogonal decompositions of matrices. 

The standard definition for the inverse of a matrix fails if the matrix is not square or is singular. The pseudoinverse mH-1L  of a matrix m

can however still  be defined. It is set up to minimize the sum of the squares of all entries in m.mH-1L - I, where I  is the identity matrix.

The pseudoinverse is sometimes known as the generalized inverse, or the Moore| Penrose inverse. It is particularly used for problems

related to least−squares fitting.

QR decomposition writes any matrix m as a product q*.r, where q is an orthonormal matrix, * denotes Hermitian transpose, and r is a

triangular matrix, in which all entries below the leading diagonal are zero. 
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Singular  value  decomposition,  or  SVD,  is  an  underlying  element  in  many numerical  matrix  algorithms.  The basic  idea  is  to  write  any

matrix m in the form u.s.v*, where s is a matrix with the singular values of m on its diagonal, u and v are orthonormal matrices, and v*  is

the Hermitian transpose of v. 

JordanDecomposition@mD the Jordan decomposition

SchurDecomposition@mD the Schur decomposition

SchurDecomposition@8m,a<D the generalized Schur decomposition

HessenbergDecomposition@mD the Hessenberg decomposition

Functions related to eigenvalue problems. 

Most  square  matrices  can  be  reduced  to  a  diagonal  matrix  of  eigenvalues  by  applying  a  matrix  of  their  eigenvectors  as  a  similarity

transformation.  But  even when there are not  enough eigenvectors  to  do this,  one can still  reduce a matrix  to  a Jordan form  in  which

there are both eigenvalues and Jordan blocks on the diagonal. Jordan decomposition in general writes any square matrix in the form as

s. j.s-1. 

Numerically  more  stable  is  the  Schur  decomposition,  which  writes  any  square  matrix  m  in  the  form q.t.q*,  where  q  is  an  orthonormal

matrix, and t is block upper−triangular. Also related is the Hessenberg decomposition, which writes a square matrix m in the form p.h.p*,

where p is an orthonormal matrix, and h can have nonzero elements down to the diagonal below the leading diagonal. 
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Tensors

Tensors are mathematical objects that give generalizations of vectors and matrices. In Mathematica, a tensor is represented as a set of

lists, nested to a certain number of levels. The nesting level is the rank of the tensor. 

rank 0 scalar

rank 1 vector

rank 2 matrix

rank k rank k tensor

Interpretations of nested lists. 

A tensor of rank k is essentially a k−dimensional table of values. To be a true rank k tensor, it must be possible to arrange the elements

in the table in a k−dimensional cuboidal array. There can be no holes or protrusions in the cuboid. 

The indices  that  specify  a particular  element in the tensor correspond to the coordinates in the cuboid.  The dimensions  of  the tensor

correspond to the side lengths of the cuboid. 

One simple way that  a  rank k  tensor  can arise is  in  giving a table  of  values for  a  function of  k  variables.  In  physics,  the tensors that

occur  typically  have  indices  which  run  over  the  possible  directions  in  space  or  spacetime.  Notice,  however,  that  there  is  no  built−in

notion of covariant and contravariant tensor indices in Mathematica: you have to set these up explicitly using metric tensors.

Table@ f,8i1,n1<,8i2,n2<,¼,8ik,nk<D

create an n1×n2×¼×nk tensor whose elements are the values of f

Array@a,8n1,n2,¼,nk<D create an n1×n2×¼×nk tensor with elements given by applying a to each set of 

indices

ArrayQ@t,nD test whether t is a tensor of rank n

Dimensions@tD give a list of the dimensions of a tensor

ArrayDepth@tD find the rank of a tensor

MatrixForm@tD print with the elements of t arranged in a two−dimensional array

Functions for creating and testing the structure of tensors. 

Here is a 2×3×2 tensor. 

In[1]:= t = Table@i1 + i2 i3, 8i1, 2<, 8i2, 3<, 8i3, 2<D

Out[1]= 8882, 3<, 83, 5<, 84, 7<<, 883, 4<, 84, 6<, 85, 8<<<

This is another way to produce the same tensor. 

In[2]:= Array@Hð1 + ð2 ð3L &, 82, 3, 2<D

Out[2]= 8882, 3<, 83, 5<, 84, 7<<, 883, 4<, 84, 6<, 85, 8<<<

MatrixForm displays the elements of the tensor in a two−dimensional array. You can think of the array as being a 2×3 matrix of column 

vectors. 

In[3]:= MatrixForm@tD

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
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Dimensions gives the dimensions of the tensor. 

In[4]:= Dimensions@tD

Out[4]= 82, 3, 2<

Here is the 111 element of the tensor. 

In[5]:= t@@1, 1, 1DD

Out[5]= 2

ArrayDepth gives the rank of the tensor. 

In[6]:= ArrayDepth@tD

Out[6]= 3

The rank of a tensor is equal to the number of indices needed to specify each element. You can pick out subtensors by using a smaller

number of indices. 

Transpose@tD transpose the first two indices in a tensor

Transpose@t,8p1,p2,¼<D transpose the indices in a tensor so that the kth becomes the pk
th

Tr@t, fD form the generalized trace of the tensor t

Outer@ f,t1,t2D form the generalized outer product of the tensors t1 and t2 with "multiplication 

operator" f

t1.t2 form the dot product of t1 and t2 (last index of t1 contracted with first index of t2)

Inner@ f,t1,t2,gD form the generalized inner product, with "multiplication operator" f  and "addition 

operator" g

Tensor manipulation operations. 

You can think of a rank k tensor as having k "slots" into which you insert indices. Applying Transpose  is effectively a way of reordering

these slots. If you think of the elements of a tensor as forming a k−dimensional cuboid, you can view Transpose  as effectively rotating

(and possibly reflecting) the cuboid. 

In  the  most  general  case,  Transpose  allows  you  to  specify  an  arbitrary  reordering  to  apply  to  the  indices  of  a  tensor.  The  function

Transpose@T, 8p1, p2, ¼, pk<D gives you a new tensor T¢ such that the value of T¢i1 i2 ¼ ik  is given by Tip
1
ip
2
¼ ipk

. 

If you originally had an np1´np2´¼´npk  tensor, then by applying Transpose , you will get an n1´n2´¼´nk tensor. 

Here is a matrix that you can also think of as a 2×3 tensor. 

In[7]:= m = 88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<<

Out[7]= 88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<<

Applying Transpose  gives you a 3×2 tensor. Transpose  effectively interchanges the two "slots" for tensor indices. 

In[8]:= mt = Transpose@mD

Out[8]= 88a, ap<, 8b, bp<, 8c, cp<<

The element m@@2, 3DD in the original tensor becomes the element m@@3, 2DD in the transposed tensor. 

In[9]:= 8m@@2, 3DD, mt@@3, 2DD<

Out[9]= 8cp, cp<
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This produces a 2×3×1×2 tensor. 

In[10]:= t = Array@a, 82, 3, 1, 2<D

Out[10]= 8888a@1, 1, 1, 1D, a@1, 1, 1, 2D<<, 88a@1, 2, 1, 1D, a@1, 2, 1, 2D<<, 88a@1, 3, 1, 1D, a@1, 3, 1, 2D<<<, 888a@2

This transposes the first two levels of t. 

In[11]:= tt1 = Transpose@tD

Out[11]= 8888a@1, 1, 1, 1D, a@1, 1, 1, 2D<<, 88a@2, 1, 1, 1D, a@2, 1, 1, 2D<<<, 888a@1, 2, 1, 1D, a@1, 2, 1, 2D<<, 88a@2

The result is a 3×2×1×2 tensor. 

In[12]:= Dimensions@tt1D

Out[12]= 83, 2, 1, 2<

If  you  have  a  tensor  that  contains  lists  of  the  same  length  at  different  levels,  then  you  can  use  Transpose  to  effectively  collapse

different levels.

This collapses all three levels, giving a list of the elements on the "main diagonal". 

In[13]:= Transpose@Array@a, 83, 3, 3<D, 81, 1, 1<D

Out[13]= 8a@1, 1, 1D, a@2, 2, 2D, a@3, 3, 3D<

This collapses only the first two levels. 

In[14]:= Transpose@Array@a, 82, 2, 2<D, 81, 1<D

Out[14]= 88a@1, 1, 1D, a@1, 1, 2D<, 8a@2, 2, 1D, a@2, 2, 2D<<

You can also use Tr to extract diagonal elements of a tensor. 

This forms the ordinary trace of a rank 3 tensor. 

In[15]:= Tr@Array@a, 83, 3, 3<DD

Out[15]= a@1, 1, 1D + a@2, 2, 2D + a@3, 3, 3D

Here is a generalized trace, with elements combined into a list. 

In[16]:= Tr@Array@a, 83, 3, 3<D, ListD

Out[16]= 8a@1, 1, 1D, a@2, 2, 2D, a@3, 3, 3D<

This combines diagonal elements only down to level 2. 

In[17]:= Tr@Array@a, 83, 3, 3<D, List, 2D

Out[17]= 88a@1, 1, 1D, a@1, 1, 2D, a@1, 1, 3D<, 8a@2, 2, 1D, a@2, 2, 2D, a@2, 2, 3D<, 8a@3, 3, 1D, a@3, 3, 2D, a@3, 3, 3D

Outer  products,  and  their  generalizations,  are  a  way  of  building  higher−rank  tensors  from  lower−rank  ones.  Outer  products  are  also

sometimes known as direct, tensor or Kronecker products.

From a structural point of view, the tensor you get from Outer@ f, t, uD  has a copy of the structure of u  inserted at the "position" of

each element in t. The elements in the resulting structure are obtained by combining elements of t and u using the function f . 

This gives the "outer f" of two vectors. The result is a matrix. 

In[18]:= Outer@f, 8a, b<, 8ap, bp<D

Out[18]= 88f@a, apD, f@a, bpD<, 8f@b, apD, f@b, bpD<<
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If you take the "outer f" of a length 3 vector with a length 2 vector, you get a 3×2 matrix. 

In[19]:= Outer@f, 8a, b, c<, 8ap, bp<D

Out[19]= 88f@a, apD, f@a, bpD<, 8f@b, apD, f@b, bpD<, 8f@c, apD, f@c, bpD<<

The result of taking the "outer f" of a 2×2 matrix and a length 3 vector is a 2×2×3 tensor. 

In[20]:= Outer@f, 88m11, m12<, 8m21, m22<<, 8a, b, c<D

Out[20]= 888f@m11, aD, f@m11, bD, f@m11, cD<, 8f@m12, aD, f@m12, bD, f@m12, cD<<, 88f@m21, aD, f@m21, bD, f@m21, cD<,

Here are the dimensions of the tensor. 

In[21]:= Dimensions@%D

Out[21]= 82, 2, 3<

If you take the generalized outer product of an m1´m2´¼´mr  tensor and an n1´n2´¼´ns  tensor, you get an m1´¼´mr´n1´¼´ns  tensor.

If the original tensors have ranks r and s, your result will be a rank r + s tensor. 

In  terms  of  indices,  the  result  of  applying  Outer  to  two  tensors  Ti1 i2 ¼ ir  and  U j1 j2 ¼ js  is  the  tensor  Vi1 i2 ¼ ir j1 j2 ¼ js  with  elements

f@Ti1 i2 ¼ ir, U j1 j2 ¼ jsD. 

In  doing  standard  tensor  calculations,  the  most  common  function  f  to  use  in  Outer  is  Times,  corresponding  to  the  standard  outer

product. 

Particularly  in doing combinatorial  calculations,  however,  it  is  often convenient  to take f  to be List .  Using Outer,  you can then get

combinations of all possible elements in one tensor, with all possible elements in the other.

In constructing Outer@ f, t, uD you effectively insert a copy of u at every point in t. To form Inner@ f, t, uD, you effectively combine

and collapse the last dimension of t and the first dimension of u. The idea is to take an m1´m2´¼´mr  tensor and an n1´n2´¼´ns tensor,

with mr = n1, and get an m1´m2´¼´mr-1´n2´¼´ns tensor as the result. 

The  simplest  examples  are  with  vectors.  If  you  apply  Inner  to  two  vectors  of  equal  length,  you  get  a  scalar.  Inner@ f, v1, v2, gD

gives a generalization of the usual scalar product, with f  playing the role of multiplication, and g playing the role of addition.

This gives a generalization of the standard scalar product of two vectors.

In[22]:= Inner@f, 8a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<, gD

Out[22]= g@f@a, apD, f@b, bpD, f@c, cpDD

This gives a generalization of a matrix product. 

In[23]:= Inner@f, 881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 88a, b<, 8c, d<<, gD

Out[23]= 88g@f@1, aD, f@2, cDD, g@f@1, bD, f@2, dDD<, 8g@f@3, aD, f@4, cDD, g@f@3, bD, f@4, dDD<<

Here is a 3×2×2 tensor. 

In[24]:= a = Array@1 &, 83, 2, 2<D

Out[24]= 8881, 1<, 81, 1<<, 881, 1<, 81, 1<<, 881, 1<, 81, 1<<<

Here is a 2×3×1 tensor. 

In[25]:= b = Array@2 &, 82, 3, 1<D

Out[25]= 8882<, 82<, 82<<, 882<, 82<, 82<<<
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This gives a 3×2×3×1 tensor. 

In[26]:= a.b

Out[26]= 88884<, 84<, 84<<, 884<, 84<, 84<<<, 8884<, 84<, 84<<, 884<, 84<, 84<<<, 8884<, 84<, 84<<, 884<, 84<, 84<<<<

Here are the dimensions of the result. 

In[27]:= Dimensions@%D

Out[27]= 83, 2, 3, 1<

You  can  think  of  Inner  as  performing  a  ú contractionø  of  the  last  index  of  one  tensor  with  the  first  index  of  another.  If  you  want  to

perform  contractions  across  other  pairs  of  indices,  you  can  do  so  by  first  transposing  the  appropriate  indices  into  the  first  or  last

position, then applying Inner, and then transposing the result back. 

In many applications of  tensors,  you need to insert  signs to implement antisymmetry.  The function Signature@8i1, i2, ¼<D,  which

gives the signature of a permutation, is often useful for this purpose. 

Outer@ f,t1,t2,¼D form a generalized outer product by combining the lowest−level elements of 
t1, t2, ¼

Outer@ f,t1,t2,¼,nD treat only sublists at level n as separate elements

Outer@ f,t1,t2,¼,n1,n2,¼D treat only sublists at level ni in ti as separate elements

Inner@ f,t1,t2,gD form a generalized inner product using the lowest−level elements of t1

Inner@ f,t1,t2,g,nD contract index n of the first tensor with the first index of the second tensor

Treating only certain sublists in tensors as separate elements. 

Here every single symbol is treated as a separate element. 

In[28]:= Outer@f, 88i, j<, 8k, l<<, 8x, y<D

Out[28]= 888f@i, xD, f@i, yD<, 8f@j, xD, f@j, yD<<, 88f@k, xD, f@k, yD<, 8f@l, xD, f@l, yD<<<

But here only sublists at level 1 are treated as separate elements. 

In[29]:= Outer@f, 88i, j<, 8k, l<<, 8x, y<, 1D

Out[29]= 88f@8i, j<, xD, f@8i, j<, yD<, 8f@8k, l<, xD, f@8k, l<, yD<<

ArrayFlatten@t,rD create a flat rank r tensor from a rank r tensor of rank r tensors

ArrayFlatten@tD flatten a matrix of matrices (equivalent to ArrayFlatten@t, 2D)

Flattening block tensors. 

Here is a block matrix (a matrix of matrices that can be viewed as blocks that fit edge to edge within a larger matrix). 

In[30]:= TableForm@88 881, 2<, 84, 5<<, 883<, 86<< <, 8 887, 8<<, 889<< <<D

Out[30]//TableForm=
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Here is the matrix formed by piecing the blocks together.

In[31]:= TableForm@ArrayFlatten@%DD

Out[31]//TableForm=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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Sparse Arrays: Linear Algebra
Many large−scale applications of linear algebra involve matrices that have many elements, but comparatively few that are nonzero. You

can represent such sparse matrices efficiently in Mathematica using SparseArray objects, as discussed in "Sparse Arrays: Manipulat−

ing Lists". SparseArray objects work by having lists of rules that specify where nonzero values appear.

SparseArray@listD a SparseArray version of an ordinary list

SparseArray@88i1, j1<->v1,8i2, j2<->v2,¼<,8m,n<D

an m×n sparse array with element 8ik, jk< having value vk

SparseArray@88i1, j1<,8i2, j2<,¼<->8v1,v2,¼<,8m,n<D

the same sparse array

Normal@arrayD the ordinary list corresponding to a SparseArray

Specifying sparse arrays. 

As discussed in "Sparse Arrays: Manipulating Lists", you can use patterns to specify collections of elements in sparse arrays. You can

also have sparse arrays that correspond to tensors of any rank. 

This makes a 50×50 sparse numerical matrix, with 148 nonzero elements. 

In[1]:= m = SparseArray@8830, _< -> 11.5, 8_, 30< -> 21.5, 8i_, i_< -> i<, 850, 50<D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<148>, 850, 50<D

This shows a visual representation of the matrix elements. 

In[2]:= ArrayPlot@mD

Out[2]=

Here are the four largest eigenvalues of the matrix. 

In[3]:= Eigenvalues@m, 4D

Out[3]= 8129.846, -92.6878, 49.7867, 48.7478<

Dot gives a SparseArray result. 

In[4]:= m.m

Out[4]= SparseArray@<2500>, 850, 50<D
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You can extract parts just like in an ordinary array. 

In[5]:= %@@20, 20DD

Out[5]= 647.25

You  can  apply  most  standard  structural  operations  directly  to  SparseArray  objects,  just  as  you  would  to  ordinary  lists.  When  the

results are sparse, they typically return SparseArray objects. 

Dimensions@mD the dimensions of an array

ArrayRules@mD the rules for nonzero elements in an array

m@@i, jDD element i, j

m@@iDD the ith row

m@@All, jDD the ith column

m@@i, jDD=v reset element i, j

A few structural operations that can be done directly on SparseArray objects. 

This gives the first column of m. It has only 2 nonzero elements. 

In[6]:= m@@All, 1DD

Out[6]= SparseArray@<2>, 850<D

This adds 3 to each element in the first column of m. 

In[7]:= m@@All, 1DD = 3 + m@@All, 1DD

Out[7]= SparseArray@<2>, 850<, 3D

Now all the elements in the first column are nonzero. 

In[8]:= m@@All, 1DD

Out[8]= SparseArray@<50>, 850<D

This gives the rules for the nonzero elements on the second row. 

In[9]:= ArrayRules@m@@2DDD

Out[9]= 881< ® 3, 82< ® 2, 830< ® 21.5, 8_< ® 0<

SparseArray@rulesD generate a sparse array from rules

CoefficientArrays@8eqns
1
,eqns

2
,¼<,8x1,x2,¼<D

get arrays of coefficients from equations

Import@" file.mtx"D import a sparse array from a file

Typical ways to get sparse arrays. 

This generates a tridiagonal random matrix. 

In[10]:= SparseArray@8i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD <= 1 :> RandomReal@D, 8100, 100<D

Out[10]= SparseArray@<298>, 8100, 100<D
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Even the tenth power of the matrix is still fairly sparse. 

In[11]:= MatrixPower@%, 10D

Out[11]= SparseArray@<1990>, 8100, 100<D

This extracts the coefficients as sparse arrays. 

In[12]:= s = CoefficientArrays@8c + x - z == 0, x + 2 y + z == 0<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[12]= 8SparseArray@<1>, 82<D, SparseArray@<5>, 82, 3<D<

Here are the corresponding ordinary arrays. 

In[13]:= Normal@%D

Out[13]= 88c, 0<, 881, 0, -1<, 81, 2, 1<<<

This reproduces the original forms. 

In[14]:= s@@1DD + s@@2DD.8x, y, z<

Out[14]= 8c + x - z, x + 2 y + z<

CoefficientArrays can handle general polynomial equations. 

In[15]:= s = CoefficientArrays@8c + x^2 - z == 0, x^2 + 2 y + z^2 == 0<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[15]= 8SparseArray@<1>, 82<D, SparseArray@<2>, 82, 3<D, SparseArray@<3>, 82, 3, 3<D<

The coefficients of the quadratic part are given in a rank 3 tensor. 

In[16]:= Normal@%D

Out[16]= 88c, 0<, 880, 0, -1<, 80, 2, 0<<, 8881, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<, 881, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<<<

This reproduces the original forms. 

In[17]:= s@@1DD + s@@2DD.8x, y, z< + s@@3DD.8x, y, z<.8x, y, z<

Out[17]= 9c + x
2
- z, x2 + 2 y + z2=

For  machine−precision  numerical  sparse  matrices,  Mathematica  supports  standard  file  formats  such  as  Matrix  Market  (.mtx)  and

Harwell| Boeing. You can import and export matrices in these formats using Import and Export.

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M185: Numerical Computation in Mathematica
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Structure Matrices and Convolution Kernels

DiskMatrix@rD a radius r disk of 1s inside a H2 r + 1L´H2 r + 1L matrix of 0s

DiskMatrix@8r1,¼<D an ellipsoid of 1s with radii r1, ¼ inside an array of dimension H2 r1 + 1L ´ ¼

DiskMatrix@8r1, ¼<,8n1, ¼<D an ellipsoid with radii r1, ¼ inside an array of dimension n1 ´ ¼

DiamondMatrix@8r1,¼<,8n1,¼<D a diamond of 1s with radii r1, ¼ inside an array of dimension n1 ´ ¼

BoxMatrix@8r1,¼<,8n1,¼<D a box of 1s with radii r1, ¼ inside an array of dimension n1 ´ ¼

CrossMatrix@8r1,¼<,8n1,¼<D a cross of 1s with radii r1, ¼ inside an array of dimension n1 ´ ¼

Constructing matrices with special shapes.

This creates a matrix of 0s containing a radius 4 diamond of 1s. The result is a 9×9 matrix.

In[1]:= DiamondMatrix@4D �� MatrixForm

Out[1]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

The size of the matrix can be explicitly specified.

In[2]:= BoxMatrix@2, 10D �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

In[3]:= DiamondMatrix@7, 810, 20<D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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This creates a matrix containing an ellipse and displays it graphically.

In[4]:= ArrayPlot@DiskMatrix@8100, 200<, 8251, 501<DD

Out[4]=

Here is the same matrix, converted to an Image.  Note that 1 is White and 0 is Black.

In[5]:= Image@DiskMatrix@8100, 200<, 8251, 501<DD

Out[5]=

The shape matrix family of functions can make arrays with any rank.

In[6]:= Image �� CrossMatrix@83, 5, 10<D

Out[6]=

In[7]:= Graphics3D@Cuboid �� Position@DiskMatrix@812, 10, 8<D, 1D, BoxRatios ® AutomaticD

Out[7]=

GaussianMatrix@rD A H2 r + 1L´H2 r + 1L matrix which samples a Gaussian

GaussianMatrix@8r,Σ<D A H2 r + 1L´H2 r + 1L matrix which samples a Gaussian with standard 

deviation Σ 

GaussianMatrix@88r1,¼<,8Σ1,¼<<D A H2 r1 + 1L ´ ¼ array which samples a Gaussian with standard deviation Σi in 

the ith direction

GaussianMatrix@
88r1,¼<,8Σ1,¼<<,8n1,¼<D

A H2 r1 + 1L ´ ¼ array which samples the ni
th discrete derivative in the ith 

direction of a Gaussian with standard deviation Σi in the ith direction

Gaussian matrices.
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This creates a radius 2 Gaussian kernel.

In[8]:= GaussianMatrix@2D �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

0.002589 0.0107788 0.0241466 0.0107788 0.002589

0.0107788 0.0448755 0.10053 0.0448755 0.0107788

0.0241466 0.10053 0.225206 0.10053 0.0241466

0.0107788 0.0448755 0.10053 0.0448755 0.0107788

0.002589 0.0107788 0.0241466 0.0107788 0.002589

GaussianMatrix can construct arrays with any rank.

In[9]:= GaussianMatrix@882<<D

Out[9]= 80.0508822, 0.211838, 0.474559, 0.211838, 0.0508822<

By default, the matrix elements are numerical and constructed to behave optimally under discrete convolution. Using 

WorkingPrecision -> Infinity  will produce an exact representation.

In[10]:= GaussianMatrix@1, WorkingPrecision ® InfinityD �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

Use Method -> "Gaussian" to sample a true Gaussian.

In[11]:= GaussianMatrix@2, Method ® "Gaussian", WorkingPrecision ® InfinityD �� MatrixForm

Out[11]//MatrixForm=

1

2 ã4 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã4 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã4 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã5�2 Π ErfB 2 F

2

1

2 ã4 Π ErfB 2 F

2

This shows a comparison of the two types of Gaussians.

In[12]:= ListLinePlot@8GaussianMatrix@8810<<, Method ® "Bessel"D, GaussianMatrix@8810<<, Method ® "Gaussian"D<,
DataRange ® 8-10, 10<, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<D

Out[12]=

-10 -5 5 10

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
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This specifies a standard deviation of 1 in both directions of a rectangular Gaussian matrix.

In[13]:= GaussianMatrix@883, 2<, 1<D �� MatrixForm

Out[13]//MatrixForm=

0.000415888 0.00173147 0.00387883 0.00173147 0.000415888

0.00254668 0.0106026 0.0237519 0.0106026 0.00254668

0.0106026 0.0441419 0.0988864 0.0441419 0.0106026

0.0237519 0.0988864 0.221525 0.0988864 0.0237519

0.0106026 0.0441419 0.0988864 0.0441419 0.0106026

0.00254668 0.0106026 0.0237519 0.0106026 0.00254668

0.000415888 0.00173147 0.00387883 0.00173147 0.000415888

Plot the second derivative of the Gaussian in the row direction.

In[14]:= ListPlot3D@GaussianMatrix@10, 82, 0<D, DataRange ® 88-10, 10<, 8-10, 10<<D

Out[14]=

Sum derivatives by using nested List  objects in the second argument. For example, this plots the Laplacian.

In[15]:= ListDensityPlot@GaussianMatrix@10, 882, 0<, 80, 2<<D, DataRange ® 88-10, 10<, 8-10, 10<<D

Out[15]=

This finds the length of the vector which has a minimum of 95% of the integrated fraction of the Gaussian with standard deviation 1.

In[16]:= Dimensions@GaussianMatrix@88Automatic<, 81<, 8.95<<DD

Out[16]= 85<

This finds the dimensions of the matrix which, in each direction, has a minimum of 95% of the integrated fraction of the Gaussian with 
standard deviation 1.

In[17]:= Dimensions@GaussianMatrix@8Automatic, 1, .95<DD

Out[17]= 85, 5<

In[18]:= Dimensions@GaussianMatrix@8Automatic, 1, 8.85, .95, .99<<DD

Out[18]= 83, 5, 7<

MORE ABOUT

� Structure Matrices & Convolution Kernels
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Sums and Products

This constructs the sum Úi=1
7 xi

i
. 

In[1]:= Sum@x^i�i, 8i, 1, 7<D

Out[1]= x +
x2

2

+

x3

3

+

x4

4

+

x5

5

+

x6

6

+

x7

7

You can leave out the lower limit if it is equal to 1. 

In[2]:= Sum@x^i�i, 8i, 7<D

Out[2]= x +
x2

2

+

x3

3

+

x4

4

+

x5

5

+

x6

6

+

x7

7

This makes i increase in steps of 2, so that only odd−numbered values are included. 

In[3]:= Sum@x^i�i, 8i, 1, 5, 2<D

Out[3]= x +
x3

3

+

x5

5

Products work just like sums. 

In[4]:= Product@x + i, 8i, 1, 4<D

Out[4]= H1 + xL H2 + xL H3 + xL H4 + xL

Sum@ f,8i,imin,imax<D the sum Úi=imin
imax

f

Sum@ f,8i,imin,imax,di<D the sum with i increasing in steps of di

Sum@ f,8i,imin,imax<,8 j, jmin, jmax<D

the nested sum Úi=imin
imax
Új= jmin

jmax
f

Product@ f,8i,imin,imax<D the product Ûi=imin

imax
f

Sums and products. 

This sum is computed symbolically as a function of n. 

In[5]:= Sum@i^2, 8i, 1, n<D

Out[5]= 

1

6

n H1 + nL H1 + 2 nL

Mathematica can also give an exact result for this infinite sum.

In[6]:= Sum@1�i^4, 8i, 1, Infinity<D

Out[6]= 

Π
4

90
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As with integrals, simple sums can lead to complicated results.

In[7]:= Sum@x^Hi Hi + 1LL, 8i, 1, Infinity<D

Out[7]= 

-2 x1�4 + EllipticTheta@2, 0, xD

2 x1�4

This sum cannot be evaluated exactly using standard mathematical functions. 

In[8]:= Sum@1�Hi! + H2 iL!L, 8i, 1, Infinity<D

Out[8]= â

i=1

¥ 1

i! + H2 iL!

You can nevertheless find a numerical approximation to the result. 

In[9]:= N@%D

Out[9]= 0.373197

Mathematica  also  has  a  notation  for  multiple  sums  and  products.  Sum@ f, 8i, imin, imax<, 8 j, jmin, jmax<D  represents  a  sum  over  i

and j, which would be written in standard mathematical notation as Úi=imin
imax
Új= jmin

jmax
f . Notice that in Mathematica notation, as in standard

mathematical notation, the range of the outermost variable is given first.

This is the multiple sum Úi=1
3
Új=1
i

xi y j. Notice that the outermost sum over i is given first, just as in the mathematical notation. 

In[10]:= Sum@x^i y^j, 8i, 1, 3<, 8j, 1, i<D

Out[10]= x y + x2 y + x3 y + x2 y2 + x3 y2 + x3 y3

The way the ranges of variables are specified in Sum  and Product is an example of the rather general iterator notation that Mathemat−

ica  uses. You will  see this notation again when we discuss generating tables and lists using Table  ("Making Tables of Values"),  and

when we describe Do loops ("Repetitive Operations").

8imax< iterate imax times, without incrementing any variables

8i,imax< i goes from 1 to imax in steps of 1

8i,imin,imax< i goes from imin to imax in steps of 1

8i,imin,imax,di< i goes from imin to imax in steps of di

8i,imin,imax<,8 j, jmin, jmax<,¼ i goes from imin to imax, and for each such value, j goes from jmin to jmax, etc.

Mathematica iterator notation. 

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Power Series

The mathematical operations we have discussed so far are exact. Given precise input, their results are exact formulas. 

In many situations, however, you do not need an exact result. It may be quite sufficient, for example, to find an approximate formula that

is valid, say, when the quantity x is small.

This gives a power series approximation to H1 + xL
n
 for x close to 0, up to terms of order x3. 

In[1]:= Series@H1 + xL^n, 8x, 0, 3<D

Out[1]= 1 + n x +
1

2

H-1 + nL n x2 +
1

6

H-2 + nL H-1 + nL n x3 + O@xD4

Mathematica knows the power series expansions for many mathematical functions. 

In[2]:= Series@Exp@-a tD H1 + Sin@2 tDL, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[2]= 1 + H2 - aL t + -2 a +
a2

2

t2 + -
4

3

+ a2 -
a3

6

t3 +
1

24

I32 a - 8 a3 + a4M t4 + O@tD5

If you give it a function that it does not know, Series writes out the power series in terms of derivatives. 

In[3]:= Series@1 + f@tD, 8t, 0, 3<D

Out[3]= H1 + f@0DL + f
¢@0D t +

1

2

f¢¢@0D t2 +
1

6

fH3L@0D t3 + O@tD4

Power series are approximate formulas that  play much the same role with respect  to  algebraic  expressions as approximate numbers

play with respect to numerical expressions. Mathematica allows you to perform operations on power series, in all cases maintaining the

appropriate order or "degree of precision" for the resulting power series. 

Here is a simple power series, accurate to order x5. 

In[4]:= Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 0, 5<D

Out[4]= 1 + x +
x2

2

+

x3

6

+

x4

24

+

x5

120

+ O@xD6

When you do operations on a power series, the result is computed only to the appropriate order in x. 

In[5]:= %^2 H1 + %L

Out[5]= 2 + 5 x +
13 x2

2

+

35 x3

6

+

97 x4

24

+

55 x5

24

+ O@xD6

This turns the power series back into an ordinary expression. 

In[6]:= Normal@%D

Out[6]= 2 + 5 x +
13 x2

2

+

35 x3

6

+

97 x4

24

+

55 x5

24

Now the square is computed exactly. 

In[7]:= %^2

Out[7]= 2 + 5 x +
13 x2

2

+

35 x3

6

+

97 x4

24

+

55 x5

24

2
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Applying Expand gives a result with eleven terms. 

In[8]:= Expand@%D

Out[8]= 4 + 20 x + 51 x2 +
265 x3

3

+

467 x4

4

+

1505 x5

12

+

7883 x6

72

+

1385 x7

18

+

24 809 x8

576

+

5335 x9

288

+

3025 x10

576

Series@expr,8x,x0,n<D find the power series expansion of expr about the point x = x0 to at most nth order

Normal@seriesD truncate a power series to give an ordinary expression

Power series operations. 

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Making Power Series Expansions

Series@expr,8x,x0,n<D find the power series expansion of expr about the point x = x0 to order at most 

Hx - x0L
n

SeriesAexpr,9x,x0,nx=,9y,y0,ny=E

find series expansions with respect to y then x

Functions for creating power series. 

Here is the power series expansion for expHxL about the point x = 0 to order x4. 

In[1]:= Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[1]= 1 + x +
x2

2
+

x3

6
+

x4

24
+ O@xD5

Here is the series expansion of expHxL about the point x = 1. 

In[2]:= Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 1, 4<D

Out[2]= ã + ã Hx - 1L +
1

2
ã Hx - 1L2 +

1

6
ã Hx - 1L3 +

1

24
ã Hx - 1L4 + O@x - 1D5

If Mathematica does not know the series expansion of a particular function, it writes the result symbolically in terms of derivatives. 

In[3]:= Series@f@xD, 8x, 0, 3<D

Out[3]= f@0D + f¢@0D x +
1

2
f¢¢@0D x2 +

1

6
fH3L@0D x3 + O@xD4

In mathematical terms, Series can be viewed as a way of constructing Taylor series for functions. 

The  standard  formula  for  the  Taylor  series  expansion  about  the  point  x = x0  of  a  function  gHxL  with  kth  derivative  gHkLHxL  is

gHxL = Úk=0
¥ gHkLHx0L

Ix-x0M
k

k!
. Whenever this formula applies, it gives the same results as Series. (For common functions, Series neverthe−

less internally uses somewhat more efficient algorithms.) 

Series  can also generate some power series that involve fractional and negative powers, not directly covered by the standard Taylor

series formula. 

Here is a power series that contains negative powers of x. 

In[4]:= Series@Exp@xD�x^2, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[4]=

1

x2
+

1

x
+

1

2
+

x

6
+

x2

24
+

x3

120
+

x4

720
+ O@xD5

Here is a power series involving fractional powers of x. 

In[5]:= Series@Exp@Sqrt@xDD, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[5]= 1 + x +
x

2
+

x3�2

6
+

x2

24
+ O@xD5�2

Series can also handle series that involve logarithmic terms.

In[6]:= Series@Exp@2 xD Log@xD, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[6]= Log@xD + 2 Log@xD x + 2 Log@xD x2 + O@xD3
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There are, of course, mathematical functions for which no standard power series exist. Mathematica recognizes many such cases. 

Series sees that expJ
1

x
N has an essential singularity at x = 0, and does not produce a power series.

In[7]:= Series@Exp@1�xD, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[7]= ã

1

x

Series can nevertheless give you the power series for expJ
1

x
N about the point x = ¥.

In[8]:= Series@Exp@1�xD, 8x, Infinity, 3<D

Out[8]= 1 +
1

x
+

1

2

1

x

2

+

1

6

1

x

3

+ OA
1

x
E

4

Especially  when  negative  powers  occur,  there  is  some  subtlety  in  exactly  how  many  terms  of  a  particular  power  series  the  function

Series will generate. 

One way to understand what happens is to think of the analogy between power series taken to a certain order, and real numbers taken

to a certain precision. Power series are "approximate formulas" in much the same sense as finite−precision real numbers are approxi−

mate numbers.

The procedure that Series follows in constructing a power series is largely analogous to the procedure that N follows in constructing a

real−number approximation. Both functions effectively start by replacing the smallest pieces of your expression by finite−order, or finite−

precision,  approximations,  and  then  evaluating  the  resulting  expression.  If  there  are,  for  example,  cancellations,  this  procedure  may

give a final result whose order or precision is less than the order or precision that you originally asked for. Like N, however, Series has

some ability to retry its computations so as to get results to the order you ask for. In cases where it does not succeed, you can usually

still get results to a particular order by asking for a higher order than you need. 

Series compensates for cancellations in this computation, and succeeds in giving you a result to order x3. 

In[9]:= Series@Sin@xD�x^2, 8x, 0, 3<D

Out[9]=

1

x
-

x

6
+

x3

120
+ O@xD4

When you make a power series expansion in a variable x, Mathematica assumes that all objects that do not explicitly contain x are in

fact independent of x. Series thus does partial derivatives (effectively using D) to build up Taylor series. 

Both a and n are assumed to be independent of x.

In[10]:= Series@Ha + xL^n, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[10]= an + a-1+n n x +
1

2
a-2+n H-1 + nL n x2 + O@xD3

a@xD is now given as an explicit function of x. 

In[11]:= Series@Ha@xD + xL^n, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[11]= a@0Dn + n a@0D-1+n H1 + a¢@0DL x +
1

2
H-1 + nL n a@0D-2+n H1 + a¢@0DL2 +

1

2
n a@0D-1+n a¢¢@0D x2 + O@xD3

You can use Series  to generate power series in a sequence of different variables. Series  works like Integrate ,  Sum  and so on,

and expands first with respect to the last variable you specify.

Series performs a series expansion successively with respect to each variable. The result in this case is a series in x, whose coeffi−

cients are series in y. 

In[12]:= Series@Exp@x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<D

Out[12]= 1 + Iy + O@yD4M x +
y2

2
+ O@yD4 x2 +

y3

6
+ O@yD4 x3 + O@xD4
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The Representation of Power Series
Power series are represented in Mathematica as SeriesData objects.

The power series is printed out as a sum of terms, ending with O@xD raised to a power. 

In[1]:= Series@Cos@xD, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[1]= 1 -
x2

2
+

x4

24
+ O@xD5

Internally, however, the series is stored as a SeriesData object. 

In[2]:= InputForm@%D

Out[2]//InputForm= SeriesData[x, 0, {1, 0, −1/2, 0, 1/24}, 0, 5, 1]

By using SeriesData  objects, rather than ordinary expressions, to represent power series, Mathematica  can keep track of the order

and expansion point, and do operations on the power series appropriately. You should not normally need to know the internal structure

of SeriesData objects. 

You can recognize a power series that is printed out in standard output form by the presence of an O@xD  term. This term mimics the

standard mathematical notation OHxL,  and represents omitted terms of order x.  For various reasons of consistency, Mathematica  uses

the  notation  O@xD^n  for  omitted  terms  of  order  xn,  corresponding  to  the  mathematical  notation  OHxLn,  rather  than  the  slightly  more

familiar, though equivalent, form OHxnL.

Any time that an object like O@xD appears in a sum of terms, Mathematica will in fact convert the whole sum into a power series. 

The presence of O@xD makes Mathematica convert the whole sum to a power series. 

In[3]:= a x + Exp@xD + O@xD^3

Out[3]= 1 + H1 + aL x +
x2

2
+ O@xD3

Series objects can involve fractional powers.

In[4]:= Series@Sqrt@1 - x^3D, 8x, 1, 5<D

Out[4]= ä 3 x - 1 +
1

2
ä 3 Hx - 1L3�2 +

ä Hx - 1L5�2

8 3

+ -

ä Hx - 1L7�2

16 3

+

11 ä Hx - 1L9�2

384 3

+ O@x - 1D11�2

Here is the series’ internal representation.

In[5]:= % �� InputForm

Out[5]//InputForm= SeriesData[x, 1, {I*Sqrt[3], 0, (I/2)*Sqrt[3], 0, (I/8)/Sqrt[3], 0, (−I/16)/Sqrt[3], 0, ((11*I)/384)/Sqrt[3]},
 2]

Series can involve logarithmic terms.

In[6]:= Series@x^x, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[6]= 1 + Log@xD x +
1

2
Log@xD2 x2 +

1

6
Log@xD3 x3 +

1

24
Log@xD4 x4 + O@xD5

The logarithmic factors appear explicitly inside the SeriesData coefficient list.

In[7]:= % �� InputForm

Out[7]//InputForm= SeriesData[x, 0, {1, Log[x], Log[x]^2/2, Log[x]^3/6, Log[x]^4/24}, 0, 5, 1]
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Operations on Power Series
Mathematica allows you to perform many operations on power series. In all cases, Mathematica gives results only to as many terms as

can be justified from the accuracy of your input. 

Here is a power series accurate to fourth order in x. 

In[1]:= Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[1]= 1 + x +

x
2

2

+

x
3

6

+

x
4

24

+ O@xD5

When you square the power series, you get another power series, also accurate to fourth order. 

In[2]:= %^2

Out[2]= 1 + 2 x + 2 x
2
+

4 x
3

3

+

2 x
4

3

+ O@xD5

Taking the logarithm gives you the result 2 x, but only to order x4. 

In[3]:= Log@%D

Out[3]= 2 x + O@xD5

Mathematica  keeps track  of  the  orders  of  power  series  in  much the  same way as  it  keeps track  of  the  precision  of  approximate  real

numbers. Just as with numerical calculations, there are operations on power series which can increase, or decrease, the precision (or

order) of your results. 

Here is a power series accurate to order x10. 

In[4]:= Series@Cos@xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[4]= 1 -

x
2

2

+

x
4

24

-

x
6

720

+

x
8

40320

-

x
10

3628 800

+ O@xD11

This gives a power series that is accurate only to order x6. 

In[5]:= 1�H1 - %L

Out[5]=

2

x
2

+

1

6

+

x
2

120

+

x
4

3024

+

x
6

86400

+ O@xD7

Mathematica also allows you to do calculus with power series.

Here is a power series for tan HxL. 

In[6]:= Series@Tan@xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[6]= x +

x
3

3

+

2 x
5

15

+

17 x
7

315

+

62 x
9

2835

+ O@xD11

Here is its derivative with respect to x. 

In[7]:= D@%, xD

Out[7]= 1 + x
2
+

2 x
4

3

+

17 x
6

45

+

62 x
8

315

+ O@xD10
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Integrating with respect to x gives back the original power series. 

In[8]:= Integrate@%, xD

Out[8]= x +

x
3

3

+

2 x
5

15

+

17 x
7

315

+

62 x
9

2835

+ O@xD11

When  you  perform  an  operation  that  involves  both  a  normal  expression  and  a  power  series,  Mathematica  ú absorbsø  the  normal

expression into the power series whenever possible. 

The 1 is automatically absorbed into the power series. 

In[9]:= 1 + Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[9]= 2 + x +

x
2

2

+

x
3

6

+

x
4

24

+ O@xD5

The x^2 is also absorbed into the power series. 

In[10]:= % + x^2

Out[10]= 2 + x +

3 x
2

2

+

x
3

6

+

x
4

24

+ O@xD5

If you add Sin@xD, Mathematica generates the appropriate power series for Sin@xD, and combines it with the power series you have. 

In[11]:= % + Sin@xD

Out[11]= 2 + 2 x +

3 x
2

2

+

x
4

24

+ O@xD5

Mathematica also absorbs expressions that multiply power series. The symbol a is assumed to be independent of x. 

In[12]:= Ha + xL %^2

Out[12]= 4 a + H4 + 8 aL x + H8 + 10 aL x2 + H10 + 6 aL x3 + 6 +

29 a

12

x
4
+ O@xD5

Mathematica  knows how to  apply  a  wide  variety  of  functions  to  power  series.  However,  if  you  apply  an  arbitrary  function  to  a  power

series, it is impossible for Mathematica to give you anything but a symbolic result.

Mathematica does not know how to apply the function f to a power series, so it just leaves the symbolic result. 

In[13]:= f@Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 0, 3<DD

Out[13]= fA1 + x +
x
2

2

+

x
3

6

+ O@xD4E
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Composition and Inversion of Power Series
When  you  manipulate  power  series,  it  is  sometimes  convenient  to  think  of  the  series  as  representing  functions,  which  you  can,  for

example, compose or invert. 

ComposeSeries@series1,series2,¼D compose power series

InverseSeries@series,xD invert a power series

Composition and inversion of power series. 

Here is the power series for expHxL to order x5. 

In[1]:= Series@Exp@xD, 8x, 0, 5<D

Out[1]= 1 + x +

x2

2

+

x3

6

+

x4

24

+

x5

120

+ O@xD6

This replaces the variable x in the power series for expHxL by a power series for sinHxL. 

In[2]:= ComposeSeries@%, Series@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 5<DD

Out[2]= 1 + x +

x2

2

-

x4

8

-

x5

15

+ O@xD6

The result is the power series for expHsinHxLL. 

In[3]:= Series@Exp@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 5<D

Out[3]= 1 + x +

x2

2

-

x4

8

-

x5

15

+ O@xD6

If  you have a power series for a function f HyL,  then it  is often possible to get a power series approximation to the solution for y  in the

equation  f HyL = x.  This  power  series  effectively  gives  the  inverse  function  f -1HxL  such  that  f I f -1HxLM = x.  The  operation  of  finding  the

power series for an inverse function is sometimes known as reversion of power series.

Here is the series for sinHyL. 

In[4]:= Series@Sin@yD, 8y, 0, 5<D

Out[4]= y -

y3

6

+

y5

120

+ O@yD6

Inverting the series gives the series for sin
-1
HxL. 

In[5]:= InverseSeries@%, xD

Out[5]= x +

x3

6

+

3 x5

40

+ O@xD6

This agrees with the direct series for sin
-1
HxL. 

In[6]:= Series@ArcSin@xD, 8x, 0, 5<D

Out[6]= x +

x3

6

+

3 x5

40

+ O@xD6
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Composing the series with its inverse gives the identity function.

In[7]:= ComposeSeries@%, %%%D

Out[7]= y + O@yD6
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Converting Power Series to Normal Expressions

Normal@exprD convert a power series to a normal expression

Converting power series to normal expressions. 

As  discussed,  power  series  in  Mathematica  are  represented  in  a  special  internal  form,  which  keeps  track  of  such  attributes  as  their

expansion order. 

For some purposes, you may want to convert power series to normal expressions. From a mathematical point of view, this corresponds

to truncating the power series, and assuming that all higher−order terms are zero. 

This generates a power series, with four terms. 

In[1]:= t = Series@ArcTan@xD, 8x, 0, 8<D

Out[1]= x -

x
3

3

+

x
5

5

-

x
7

7

+ O@xD9

Squaring the power series gives you another power series, with the appropriate number of terms. 

In[2]:= t^2

Out[2]= x
2
-

2 x
4

3

+

23 x
6

45

-

44 x
8

105

+ O@xD10

Normal truncates the power series, giving a normal expression. 

In[3]:= Normal@%D

Out[3]= x
2
-

2 x
4

3

+

23 x
6

45

-

44 x
8

105

You can now apply standard algebraic operations. 

In[4]:= Factor@%D

Out[4]= -

1

315

x
2 I-315 + 210 x2 - 161 x4 + 132 x6M

SeriesCoefficient@series,nD give the coefficient of the nth order term in a power series

Extracting coefficients of terms in power series. 

This gives the coefficient of x7 in the original power series. 

In[5]:= SeriesCoefficient@t, 7D

Out[5]= -

1

7

This gives the coefficient for the term xn in the Taylor expansion of the function ex
2

 about zero. 

In[6]:= SeriesCoefficient@E^x^2, 8x, 0, n<D

Out[6]=

KroneckerDelta@Mod@n, 2DD

n

2

!
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Solving Equations Involving Power Series

LogicalExpand@series1==series2D give the equations obtained by equating corresponding coefficients in the power 
series

Solve@series1==series2,8a1,a2,¼<D solve for coefficients in power series

Solving equations involving power series. 

Here is a power series. 

In[1]:= y = 1 + Sum@a@iD x^i, 8i, 3<D + O@xD^4

Out[1]= 1 + a@1D x + a@2D x2 + a@3D x3 + O@xD4

This gives an equation involving the power series. 

In[2]:= D@y, xD^2 - y == x

Out[2]= I-1 + a@1D
2M + H-a@1D + 4 a@1D a@2DL x + I-a@2D + 4 a@2D2 + 6 a@1D a@3DM x2 + O@xD3 � x

LogicalExpand generates a sequence of equations for each power of x. 

In[3]:= LogicalExpand@%D

Out[3]= -1 + a@1D
2
� 0 && -1 - a@1D + 4 a@1D a@2D � 0 && -a@2D + 4 a@2D2 + 6 a@1D a@3D � 0

This solves the equations for the coefficients a@iD. You can also feed equations involving power series directly to Solve. 

In[4]:= Solve@%D

Out[4]= 99a@3D ® -
1

12
, a@1D ® 1, a@2D ®

1

2
=, 8a@3D ® 0, a@1D ® -1, a@2D ® 0<=

Some  equations  involving  power  series  can  also  be  solved  using  the  InverseSeries  function  discussed  in  "Composition  and

Inversion of Power Series". 
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Summation of Series

Sum@expr,8n,nmin,nmax<D find the sum of expr as n goes from nmin to nmax

Evaluating sums. 

Mathematica recognizes this as the power series expansion of ex.

In[1]:= Sum@x^n�n!, 8n, 0, Infinity<D

Out[1]= ã
x

This sum comes out in terms of a Bessel function.

In[2]:= Sum@x^n�Hn!^2L, 8n, 0, Infinity<D

Out[2]= BesselIA0, 2 x E

Here is another sum that can be done in terms of common special functions. 

In[3]:= Sum@n! x^n�H2 nL!, 8n, 1, Infinity<D

Out[3]=

1

2
ã
x�4

Π x ErfA
x

2
E

Generalized hypergeometric functions are not uncommon in sums.

In[4]:= Sum@x^n�Hn!^4L, 8n, 0, Infinity<D

Out[4]= HypergeometricPFQ@8<, 81, 1, 1<, xD

There are many analogies between sums and integrals. And just as it is possible to have indefinite integrals, so indefinite sums can be

set up by using symbolic variables as upper limits.

This is effectively an indefinite sum. 

In[5]:= Sum@k, 8k, 0, n<D

Out[5]=

1

2
n H1 + nL

This sum comes out in terms of incomplete gamma functions.

In[6]:= Sum@x^k�k!, 8k, 0, n<D

Out[6]=

ã
x H1 + nL Gamma@1 + n, xD

Gamma@2 + nD

This sum involves polygamma functions.

In[7]:= Sum@1�Hk + 1L^4, 8k, 0, n<D

Out[7]=

Π
4

90
-

1

6
PolyGamma@3, 2 + nD
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Taking the difference between results for successive values of n gives back the original summand. 

In[8]:= FullSimplify@% - H% �. n -> n - 1LD

Out[8]=

1

H1 + nL4

Mathematica can do essentially all sums that are found in books of tables. Just as with indefinite integrals, indefinite sums of expres−

sions  involving  simple  functions  tend  to  give  answers  that  involve  more  complicated  functions.  Definite  sums,  like  definite  integrals,

often, however, come out in terms of simpler functions. 

This indefinite sum gives a quite complicated result. 

In[9]:= Sum@Binomial@2 k, kD�3^H2 kL, 8k, 0, n<D

Out[9]=

3

5

-

J
9

4
N
-1-n

GammaA
3

2
+ nE Hypergeometric2F1A1,

3

2
+ n, 2 + n,

4

9
E

Π Gamma@2 + nD

The definite form is much simpler. 

In[10]:= Sum@Binomial@2 k, kD�3^H2 kL, 8k, 0, Infinity<D

Out[10]=

3

5

Here is a slightly more complicated definite sum. 

In[11]:= Sum@PolyGamma@kD�k^2, 8k, 1, Infinity<D

Out[11]=

1

6
I-EulerGamma Π2 + 6 Zeta@3DM
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Solving Recurrence Equations
If you represent the nth  term in a sequence as a@nD, you can use a recurrence equation to specify how it is related to other terms in the

sequence.

RSolve takes recurrence equations and solves them to get explicit formulas for a@nD. 

This solves a simple recurrence equation. 

In[1]:= RSolve@8a@nD == 2 a@n - 1D, a@1D == 1<, a@nD, nD

Out[1]= 99a@nD ® 2
-1+n==

This takes the solution and makes an explicit table of the first ten a@nD. 

In[2]:= Table@a@nD �. First@%D, 8n, 10<D

Out[2]= 81, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512<

RSolve@eqn,a@nD,nD solve a recurrence equation

Solving a recurrence equation. 

This solves a recurrence equation for a geometric series. 

In[3]:= RSolve@8a@nD == r a@n - 1D + 1, a@1D == 1<, a@nD, nD

Out[3]= 99a@nD ®
-1 + rn

-1 + r
==

This gives the same result. 

In[4]:= RSolve@8a@n + 1D == r a@nD + 1, a@1D == 1<, a@nD, nD

Out[4]= 99a@nD ®
-1 + rn

-1 + r
==

This gives an algebraic solution to a recurrence equation. 

In[5]:= RSolve@8a@nD == 4 a@n - 1D + a@n - 2D<, a@nD, nD

Out[5]= 99a@nD ® J2 - 5 N
n

C@1D + J2 + 5 N
n

C@2D==

This solves the Fibonacci recurrence equation. 

In[6]:= RSolve@8a@nD == a@n - 1D + a@n - 2D, a@1D == a@2D == 1<, a@nD, nD

Out[6]= 88a@nD ® Fibonacci@nD<<

RSolve can be thought of as a discrete analog of DSolve. Many of the same functions generated in solving differential equations also

appear in finding symbolic solutions to recurrence equations. 

This generates a gamma function, which generalizes the factorial. 

In[7]:= RSolve@8a@nD == n a@n - 1D, a@1D == 1<, a@nD, nD

Out[7]= 88a@nD ® Gamma@1 + nD<<
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This second−order recurrence equation comes out in terms of Bessel functions. 

In[8]:= RSolve@8a@n + 1D == n a@nD + a@n - 1D, a@1D == 0, a@2D == 1<, a@nD, nD

Out[8]= 99a@nD ®
BesselI@n, -2D BesselK@1, 2D + BesselI@1, 2D BesselK@n, 2D

BesselI@2, 2D BesselK@1, 2D + BesselI@1, 2D BesselK@2, 2D
==

RSolve does not require you to specify explicit values for terms such as a@1D. Like DSolve, it automatically introduces undetermined

constants C@iD to give a general solution. 

This gives a general solution with one undetermined constant. 

In[9]:= RSolve@a@nD == n a@n - 1D, a@nD, nD

Out[9]= 88a@nD ® C@1D Gamma@1 + nD<<

RSolve  can solve equations that do not depend only linearly on a@nD. For nonlinear equations, however, there are sometimes several

distinct  solutions  that  must  be  given.  Just  as  for  differential  equations,  it  is  a  difficult  matter  to  find  symbolic  solutions  to  recurrence

equations, and standard mathematical functions only cover a limited set of cases. 

Here is the general solution to a nonlinear recurrence equation. 

In[10]:= RSolve@8a@nD == a@n + 1D a@n - 1D<, a@nD, nD

Out[10]= 99a@nD ® ã
C@1D CosB

n Π

3
F+C@2D SinB

n Π

3
F
==

This gives two distinct solutions. 

In[11]:= RSolve@a@nD == Ha@n + 1D a@n - 1DL^2, a@nD, nD

Out[11]= 99a@nD ® ã
C@2D CosBn ArcTanB 15 FF+C@1D SinBn ArcTanB 15 FF

=, 9a@nD ® ã

2 ä Π

3
+C@2D CosBn ArcTanB 15 FF+C@1D SinBn ArcTanB 15 FF

==

RSolve can solve not only ordinary difference equations in which the arguments of a differ by integers, but also q−difference equations

in which the arguments of a are related by multiplicative factors.

This solves the q−difference analog of the factorial equation. 

In[12]:= RSolve@a@q nD == n a@nD, a@nD, nD

Out[12]= 99a@nD ® n

1

2
K-1+

Log@nD

Log@qD
O
C@1D==

Here is a second−order q−difference equation. 

In[13]:= RSolve@a@nD == a@q nD + a@n�qD, a@nD, nD

Out[13]= 99a@nD ® C@1D CosA
Π Log@nD

3 Log@qD
E + C@2D SinA

Π Log@nD

3 Log@qD
E==

RSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8a1@nD,a2@nD,¼<,nD

solve a coupled system of recurrence equations

Solving systems of recurrence equations. 

This solves a system of two coupled recurrence equations. 

In[14]:= RSolve@8a@nD == b@n - 1D + n, b@nD == a@n - 1D - n, a@1D == b@1D == 1<, 8a@nD, b@nD<, nD

Out[14]= 99a@nD ®
1

4
I4 + 3 H-1Ln + H-1L2 n + 2 H-1L2 n nM, b@nD ®

1

4
I4 - 3 H-1Ln - H-1L2 n - 2 H-1L2 n nM==
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RSolve@eqns,a@n1,n2,¼D,8n1,n2,¼<D

solve partial recurrence equations

Solving partial recurrence equations. 

Just as one can set up partial differential equations that involve functions of several variables, so one can also set up partial recurrence

equations  that  involve  multidimensional  sequences.  Just  as  in  the  differential  equations  case,  general  solutions  to  partial  recurrence

equations can involve undetermined functions.

This gives the general solution to a simple partial recurrence equation. 

In[15]:= RSolve@a@i + 1, j + 1D == i j a@i, jD, a@i, jD, 8i, j<D

Out[15]= 99a@i, jD ®
Gamma@iD Gamma@jD C@1D@i - jD

Gamma@1 - i + jD
==
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Finding Limits
In doing many kinds of calculations, you need to evaluate expressions when variables take on particular values. In many cases, you can

do this simply by applying transformation rules for the variables using the �. operator. 

You can get the value of cos Ix2M at 0 just by explicitly replacing x with 0, and then evaluating the result. 

In[1]:= Cos@x^2D �. x -> 0

Out[1]= 1

In some cases, however, you have to be more careful. 

Consider, for example, finding the value of the expression 
sin HxL

x
 when x = 0. If you simply replace x by 0 in this expression, you get the

indeterminate result 
0

0
. To find the correct value of 

sin HxL

x
 when x = 0, you need to take the limit. 

Limit@expr,x->x0D find the limit of expr when x approaches x0

Finding limits. 

This gives the correct value for the limit of 
sin HxL

x
 as x ® 0. 

In[2]:= Limit@Sin@xD�x, x -> 0D

Out[2]= 1

No finite limit exists in this case. 

In[3]:= Limit@Sin@xD�x^2, x -> 0D

Out[3]= ¥

Limit can find this limit, even though you cannot get an ordinary power series for x log HxL at x = 0. 

In[4]:= Limit@x Log@xD, x -> 0D

Out[4]= 0

The same is true here. 

In[5]:= Limit@H1 + 2 xL^H1�xL, x -> 0D

Out[5]= ã
2

The value of Sign@xD at x = 0 is 0.

In[6]:= Sign@0D

Out[6]= 0

Its limit, however, is 1. The limit is by default taken from above. 

In[7]:= Limit@Sign@xD, x -> 0D

Out[7]= 1
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Not all functions have definite limits at particular points. For example, the function sin H1 � xL oscillates infinitely often near x = 0, so it has

no definite limit there. Nevertheless, at least so long as x remains real, the values of the function near x = 0 always lie between -1 and

1.  Limit  represents  values  with  bounded  variation  using  Interval  objects.  In  general,  Interval@8xmin,  xmax<D  represents  an

uncertain value which lies somewhere in the interval xmin to xmax. 

Limit returns an Interval object, representing the range of possible values of sin H1 � xL near its essential singularity at x = 0. 

In[8]:= Limit@Sin@1�xD, x -> 0D

Out[8]= Interval@8-1, 1<D

Mathematica can do arithmetic with Interval objects. 

In[9]:= H1 + %L^3

Out[9]= Interval@80, 8<D

Mathematica represents this limit symbolically in terms of an Interval object. 

In[10]:= Limit@Exp@Sin@xDD, x -> InfinityD

Out[10]= IntervalA9
1

ã

, ã=E

Some functions may have different limits at particular points, depending on the direction from which you approach those points. You can

use the Direction  option for Limit to specify the direction you want. 

Limit@expr,x->x0,Direction->1D find the limit as x approaches x0 from below

Limit@expr,x->x0,Direction->-1D find the limit as x approaches x0 from above

Directional limits. 

The function 1 � x has a different limiting value at x = 0, depending on whether you approach from above or below. 

In[11]:= Plot@1�x, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[11]=

Approaching from below gives a limiting value of -¥. 

In[12]:= Limit@1�x, x -> 0, Direction -> 1D

Out[12]= -¥

Approaching from above gives a limiting value of ¥. 

In[13]:= Limit@1�x, x -> 0, Direction -> -1D

Out[13]= ¥

Limit makes no assumptions about functions like f@xD about which it does not have definite knowledge. As a result, Limit remains

unevaluated in most cases involving symbolic functions. 
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Limit has no definite knowledge about f, so it leaves this limit unevaluated. 

In[14]:= Limit@x f@xD, x -> 0D

Out[14]= Limit@x f@xD, x ® 0D
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Residues

Limit@expr, x -> x0D tells you what the value of expr is when x tends to x0. When this value is infinite, it is often useful instead to know

the residue of expr when x equals x0. The residue is given by the coefficient of Hx - x0L
-1 in the power series expansion of expr about the

point x0. 

Residue@expr,8x,x0<D the residue of expr when x equals x0

Computing residues. 

The residue here is equal to 1. 

In[1]:= Residue@1�x, 8x, 0<D

Out[1]= 1

The residue here is zero. 

In[2]:= Residue@1�x^2, 8x, 0<D

Out[2]= 0

Residues can be computed at the point at infinity.

In[3]:= Residue@1�x, 8x, ComplexInfinity<D

Out[3]= -1
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Padé Approximation
The Padé approximation is a rational function that can be thought of as a generalization of a Taylor polynomial. A rational function is the

ratio of polynomials. Because these functions only use the elementary arithmetic operations, they are very easy to evaluate numerically.

The polynomial in the denominator allows you to approximate functions that have rational singularities.

PadeApproximant@ f,8x,x0,8n,m<<D give the Padé approximation to f  centered at x0 of order Hn, mL

PadeApproximant@ f,8x,x0,n<D give the diagonal Padé approximation to f  centered at x0 of order n

Padé approximations.

More precisely, a Padé approximation of order Hn, mL to an analytic function f HxL at a regular point or pole x0  is the rational function 
p HxL

q HxL

where pHxL is a polynomial of degree n, qHxL is a polynomial of degree m, and the formal power series of f HxL qHxL - pHxL about the point

x0 begins with the term Hx - x0L
n+m+1. If m is equal to n, the approximation is called a diagonal Padé approximation of order n.

Here is the Padé approximation of order H2, 4L to cosHxL at x = 0. 

In[1]:= PadeApproximant@Cos@xD, 8x, 0, 82, 4<<D

Out[1]=

1 -
61 x2

150

1 +
7 x2

75
+

x4

200

This gives another Padé approximation of the same order. 

In[2]:= pd = PadeApproximantAãx, 8x, 1, 82, 4<<E

Out[2]=

ã +
1

3
ã H-1 + xL +

1

30
ã H-1 + xL2

1 -
2

3
H-1 + xL +

1

5
H-1 + xL2 -

1

30
H-1 + xL3 +

1

360
H-1 + xL4

The initial terms of this series vanish. This is the property that characterizes the Padé approximation. 

In[3]:= SeriesAãx Denominator@pdD - Numerator@pdD, 8x, 1, 8<E

Out[3]=

ã Hx - 1L7

75600

+

ã Hx - 1L8

120960

+ O@x - 1D9

This plots the difference between the approximation and the true function. Notice that the approximation is very good near the center of 
expansion, but the error increases rapidly as you move away. 

In[4]:= PlotApd - ãx, 8x, 0, 2<E

Out[4]=

In Mathematica PadeApproximant is generalized to allow expansion about branch points.
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This gives the diagonal Padé approximation of order 1 to a generalized rational function at x = 0. 

In[5]:= PadeApproximantA
Sqrt@xD

H1 + Sqrt@xDL^3
, 8x, 0, 1<E

Out[5]=

x -
x

3

1 +
8 x

3
+ 2 x

This gives the diagonal Padé approximation of order 5 to the logarithm of a rational function at the branch point x = 0.

In[6]:= PadeApproximantALogA
x

1 + x
E, 8x, 0, 5<E

Out[6]=

-x - 2 x2 -
47 x3

36
-

11 x4

36
-

137 x5

7560

1 +
5 x

2
+

20 x2

9
+

5 x3

6
+

5 x4

42
+

x5

252

+ Log@xD

The series expansion of the function agrees with the diagonal Padé approximation up to order 10.

In[7]:= SeriesA% - LogA
x

1 + x
E, 8x, 0, 11<E

Out[7]=

x11

698 544

+ O@xD12
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Differentiation

D@ f,xD partial derivative 
¶

¶x
f

D@ f,x,y,¼D multiple derivative 
¶

¶x

¶

¶y
¼ f  

D@ f 8x,n<D nth derivative 
¶
n

¶xn
f

D@ f,x,NonConstants->8v1,v2,¼<D

¶

¶x
f  with the vi taken to depend on x 

Partial differentiation operations. 

This gives 
¶

¶x
xn. 

In[1]:= D@x^n, xD

Out[1]= n x-1+n

This gives the third derivative. 

In[2]:= D@x^n, 8x, 3<D

Out[2]= H-2 + nL H-1 + nL n x
-3+n

You can differentiate with respect to any expression that does not involve explicit mathematical operations.

In[3]:= D@x@1D^2 + x@2D^2, x@1DD

Out[3]= 2 x@1D

D does partial differentiation. It assumes here that y is independent of x. 

In[4]:= D@x^2 + y^2, xD

Out[4]= 2 x

If y does in fact depend on x, you can use the explicit functional form y@xD. "The Representation of Derivatives" describes how objects 

like y’@xD work. 

In[5]:= D@x^2 + y@xD^2, xD

Out[5]= 2 x + 2 y@xD y¢@xD

Instead of giving an explicit function y@xD, you can tell D that y implicitly depends on x. D@y, x, NonConstants -> 8y<D then 

represents 
¶y

¶x
, with y implicitly depending on x.

In[6]:= D@x^2 + y^2, x, NonConstants -> 8y<D

Out[6]= 2 x + 2 y D@y, x, NonConstants ® 8y<D
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D@ f,88x1,x2,¼<<D the gradient of a scalar function f H¶ f �¶ x1, ¶ f �¶ x2,¼ L

D@ f,88x1,x2,¼<,2<D the Hessian matrix for f

D@ f,88x1,x2,¼<,n<D the nth−order Taylor series coefficient

D@8 f1, f2,¼<,88x1,x2,¼<<D the Jacobian for a vector function f

Vector derivatives. 

This gives the gradient of the function x2 + y2. 

In[7]:= D@x^2 + y^2, 88x, y<<D

Out[7]= 82 x, 2 y<

This gives the Hessian. 

In[8]:= D@x^2 + y^2, 88x, y<, 2<D

Out[8]= 882, 0<, 80, 2<<

This gives the Jacobian for a vector function. 

In[9]:= D@8x^2 + y^2, x y<, 88x, y<<D

Out[9]= 882 x, 2 y<, 8y, x<<

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Total Derivatives

Dt@ fD total differential d f

Dt@ f,xD total derivative 
d f

d x

Dt@ f,x,y,¼D multiple total derivative 
d

d x

d

d y
¼ f

Dt@ f,x,Constants->8c1,c2,¼<D

total derivative with ci constant (i.e., d ci = 0)

y�:Dt@y,xD=0 set 
d y

d x
= 0

SetAttributes@c,ConstantD define c to be a constant in all cases

Total differentiation operations. 

When you find the derivative of some expression f  with respect to x, you are effectively finding out how fast f  changes as you vary x.

Often f  will depend not only on x, but also on other variables, say y and z. The results that you get then depend on how you assume

that y and z vary as you change x. 

There  are  two  common  cases.  Either  y  and  z  are  assumed  to  stay  fixed  when  x  changes,  or  they  are  allowed  to  vary  with  x.  In  a

standard partial derivative 
¶ f

¶x
, all variables other than x are assumed fixed. On the other hand, in the total derivative 

d f

d x
, all variables are

allowed to change with x. 

In Mathematica, D@ f, xD gives a partial derivative, with all other variables assumed independent of x. Dt@ f, xD gives a total deriva−

tive,  in  which  all  variables  are  assumed  to  depend  on  x.  In  both  cases,  you  can  add  an  argument  to  give  more  information  on

dependencies.

This gives the partial derivative 
¶

¶x
Ix2 + y2M. y is assumed to be independent of x. 

In[1]:= D@x^2 + y^2, xD

Out[1]= 2 x

This gives the total derivative 
d

d x
Ix2 + y2M. Now y is assumed to depend on x. 

In[2]:= Dt@x^2 + y^2, xD

Out[2]= 2 x + 2 y Dt@y, xD

You can make a replacement for 
d y

d x
. 

In[3]:= % �. Dt@y, xD -> yp

Out[3]= 2 x + 2 y yp

You can also make an explicit definition for 
d y

d x
. You need to use y �: to make sure that the definition is associated with y. 

In[4]:= y �: Dt@y, xD = 0

Out[4]= 0

With this definition made, Dt treats y as independent of x. 

In[5]:= Dt@x^2 + y^2 + z^2, xD

Out[5]= 2 x + 2 z Dt@z, xD
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This removes your definition for the derivative of y. 

In[6]:= Clear@yD

This takes the total derivative, with z held fixed. 

In[7]:= Dt@x^2 + y^2 + z^2, x, Constants -> 8z<D

Out[7]= 2 x + 2 y Dt@y, x, Constants ® 8z<D

This specifies that c is a constant under differentiation. 

In[8]:= SetAttributes@c, ConstantD

The variable c is taken as a constant. 

In[9]:= Dt@a^2 + c x^2, xD

Out[9]= 2 c x + 2 a Dt@a, xD

The function c is also assumed to be a constant.

In[10]:= Dt@a^2 + c@xD x^2, xD

Out[10]= 2 x c@xD + 2 a Dt@a, xD

This gives the total differential d Ix2 + c y2M.

In[11]:= Dt@x^2 + c y^2D

Out[11]= 2 x Dt@xD + 2 c y Dt@yD

You can make replacements and assignments for total differentials. 

In[12]:= % �. Dt@yD -> dy

Out[12]= 2 c dy y + 2 x Dt@xD
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Derivatives of Unknown Functions

Differentiating a known function gives an explicit result. 

In[1]:= D@Log@xD^2, xD

Out[1]= 

2 Log@xD

x

Differentiating an unknown function f gives a result in terms of f’. 

In[2]:= D@f@xD^2, xD

Out[2]= 2 f@xD f¢@xD

Mathematica applies the chain rule for differentiation, and leaves the result in terms of f’. 

In[3]:= D@x f@x^2D, xD

Out[3]= fAx2E + 2 x2 f¢Ax2E

Differentiating again gives a result in terms of f, f’ and f’’. 

In[4]:= D@%, xD

Out[4]= 6 x f¢Ax2E + 4 x3 f¢¢Ax2E

When a function has more than one argument, superscripts are used to indicate how many times each argument is being differentiated. 

In[5]:= D@g@x^2, y^2D, xD

Out[5]= 2 x gH1,0LAx2, y2E

This represents 
¶

¶x

¶

¶x

¶

¶y
g Hx, yL. Mathematica assumes that the order in which derivatives are taken with respect to different variables is 

irrelevant. 

In[6]:= D@g@x, yD, x, x, yD

Out[6]= gH2,1L@x, yD

You can find the value of the derivative when x = 0 by replacing x with 0. 

In[7]:= % �. x -> 0

Out[7]= gH2,1L@0, yD

f ’[x] first derivative of a function of one variable 

f HnL[x] nth derivative of a function of one variable 

f Hn1,n2,¼ L[x] derivative of a function of several variables, ni times with respect to variable i 

Output forms for derivatives of unknown functions. 
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The Representation of Derivatives
Derivatives  in  Mathematica  work  essentially  the  same as  in  standard  mathematics.  The  usual  mathematical  notation,  however,  often

hides many details. To understand how derivatives are represented in Mathematica, we must look at these details. 

The  standard  mathematical  notation  f ¢H0L  is  really  a  shorthand  for  
d

d t
f HtL t=0,  where  t  is  a  ú dummy variableø . Similarly,  f ¢Ix2M  is  a

shorthand for 
d

d t
f HtL t=x2 . As suggested by the notation f ¢, the object 

d

d t
f HtL can in fact be viewed as a ú pure functionø , to be evaluated

with  a  particular  choice  of  its  parameter  t.  You  can  think  of  the  operation  of  differentiation  as  acting  on  a  function  f ,  to  give  a  new

function, usually called f ¢.

With  functions  of  more  than  one  argument,  the  simple  notation  based  on  primes  breaks  down.  You  cannot  tell  for  example  whether

g¢H0, 1L stands for 
d

d t
gHt, 1L t=0 or 

d

d t
gH0, tL t=1, and for almost any g, these will have totally different values. Once again, however, t is just

a dummy variable, whose sole purpose is to show with respect to which ú slot ø  g is to be differentiated. 

In  Mathematica,  as  in  some  branches  of  mathematics,  it  is  convenient  to  think  about  a  kind  of  differentiation  that  acts  on  functions,

rather than expressions. We need an operation that takes the function f , and gives us the derivative function f ¢. Operations such as this

that act on functions, rather than variables, are known in mathematics as operators. 

The  object  f’  in  Mathematica  is  the  result  of  applying  the  differentiation  operator  to  the  function  f.  The  full  form  of  f’  is  in  fact

Derivative@1D@fD. Derivative@1D is the Mathematica differentiation operator. 

The  arguments  in  the  operator  Derivative@n1, n2, ¼D  specify  how many  times  to  differentiate  with  respect  to  each  ú slot ø  of  the

function  on  which  it  acts.  By  using  operators  to  represent  differentiation,  Mathematica  avoids  any  need to  introduce explicit  ú dummy

variables ø . 

This is the full form of the derivative of the function f. 

In[1]:= f’ �� FullForm

Out[1]//FullForm= Derivative@1D@fD

Here an argument x is supplied. 

In[2]:= f’@xD �� FullForm

Out[2]//FullForm= Derivative@1D@fD@xD

This is the second derivative. 

In[3]:= f’’@xD �� FullForm

Out[3]//FullForm= Derivative@2D@fD@xD

This gives a derivative of the function g with respect to its second ú slotø . 

In[4]:= D@g@x, yD, yD

Out[4]= gH0,1L@x, yD

Here is the full form. 

In[5]:= % �� FullForm

Out[5]//FullForm= Derivative@0, 1D@gD@x, yD
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Here is the second derivative with respect to the variable y, which appears in the second slot of g. 

In[6]:= D@g@x, yD, 8y, 2<D �� FullForm

Out[6]//FullForm= Derivative@0, 2D@gD@x, yD

This is a mixed derivative. 

In[7]:= D@g@x, yD, x, y, yD �� FullForm

Out[7]//FullForm= Derivative@1, 2D@gD@x, yD

Since Derivative only specifies how many times to differentiate with respect to each slot, the order of the derivatives is irrelevant. 

In[8]:= D@g@x, yD, y, y, xD �� FullForm

Out[8]//FullForm= Derivative@1, 2D@gD@x, yD

Here is a more complicated case, in which both arguments of g depend on the differentiation variable. 

In[9]:= D@g@x, xD, xD

Out[9]= gH0,1L@x, xD + gH1,0L@x, xD

This is the full form of the result. 

In[10]:= % �� FullForm

Out[10]//FullForm= Plus@Derivative@0, 1D@gD@x, xD, Derivative@1, 0D@gD@x, xDD

The object f’  behaves essentially like any other function in Mathematica.  You can evaluate the function with any argument, and you

can use standard Mathematica �. operations to change the argument. (This would not be possible if explicit dummy variables had been

introduced in the course of the differentiation.) 

This is the Mathematica representation of the derivative of a function f, evaluated at the origin. 

In[11]:= f’@0D �� FullForm

Out[11]//FullForm= Derivative@1D@fD@0D

The result of this derivative involves f’ evaluated with the argument x^2. 

In[12]:= D@f@x^2D, xD

Out[12]= 2 x f¢Ax2E

You can evaluate the result at the point x = 2 by using the standard Mathematica replacement operation. 

In[13]:= % �. x -> 2

Out[13]= 4 f¢@4D

There is some slight subtlety when you need to deduce the value of f’ based on definitions for objects like f@x_D.

Here is a definition for a function h. 

In[14]:= h@x_D := x^4

When you take the derivative of h@xD, Mathematica first evaluates h@xD, then differentiates the result. 

In[15]:= D@h@xD, xD

Out[15]= 4 x3
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You can get the same result by applying the function h’ to the argument x. 

In[16]:= h’@xD

Out[16]= 4 x3

Here is the function h’ on its own. 

In[17]:= h’

Out[17]= 4 ð13 &

The  function  f’  is  completely  determined  by  the  form of  the  function  f.  Definitions  for  objects  like  f@x_D  do  not  immediately  apply

however  to  expressions like f’@xD.  The problem is  that  f’@xD  has the full  form Derivative@1D@fD@xD,  which nowhere contains

anything  that  explicitly  matches  the  pattern  f@x_D.  In  addition,  for  many  purposes  it  is  convenient  to  have  a  representation  of  the

function f’ itself, without necessarily applying it to any arguments. 

What Mathematica does is to try and find the explicit form of a pure function which represents the object f’. When Mathematica gets

an  expression  like  Derivative@1D@fD,  it  effectively  converts  it  to  the  explicit  form  D@f@ðD, ðD &  and  then  tries  to  evaluate  the

derivative. In the explicit form, Mathematica can immediately use values that have been defined for objects like f@x_D. If Mathematica

succeeds in doing the derivative, it returns the explicit pure−function result. If it does not succeed, it leaves the derivative in the original

f’ form. 

This gives the derivative of Tan in pure−function form. 

In[18]:= Tan’

Out[18]= Sec@ð1D2 &

Here is the result of applying the pure function to the specific argument y. 

In[19]:= %@yD

Out[19]= Sec@yD2
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Defining Derivatives
You can define the derivative in Mathematica of a function f of one argument simply by an assignment like f’@x_D = fp@xD.

This defines the derivative of f HxL to be f pHxL. In this case, you could have used = instead of :=. 

In[1]:= f’@x_D := fp@xD

The rule for f’@x_D is used to evaluate this derivative. 

In[2]:= D@f@x^2D, xD

Out[2]= 2 x fpAx2E

Differentiating again gives derivatives of f p. 

In[3]:= D@%, xD

Out[3]= 2 fpAx2E + 4 x2 fp¢Ax2E

This defines a value for the derivative of g at the origin. 

In[4]:= g’@0D = g0

Out[4]= g0

The value for g’@0D is used. 

In[5]:= D@g@xD^2, xD �. x -> 0

Out[5]= 2 g0 g@0D

This defines the second derivative of g, with any argument. 

In[6]:= g’’@x_D = gpp@xD

Out[6]= gpp@xD

The value defined for the second derivative is used. 

In[7]:= D@g@xD^2, 8x, 2<D

Out[7]= 2 g@xD gpp@xD + 2 g¢@xD2

To define derivatives of functions with several arguments, you have to use the general representation of derivatives in Mathematica. 

f’@x _D:=rhs define the first derivative of f

Derivative@nD@ fD@x _D:=rhs define the nth derivative of f

Derivative@m,n,¼D@gD@x _,_,¼D:=rhs

define derivatives of g with respect to various arguments

Defining derivatives. 

This defines the second derivative of g with respect to its second argument. 

In[8]:= Derivative@0, 2D@gD@x_, y_D := g2p@x, yD
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This uses the definition just given. 

In[9]:= D@g@a^2, x^2D, x, xD

Out[9]= 4 x2 g2pAa2, x2E + 2 gH0,1LAa2, x2E
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Integration

Here is the integral Ù x
n d x in Mathematica. 

In[1]:= Integrate@x^n, xD

Out[1]= 

x1+n

1 + n

Here is a slightly more complicated example. 

In[2]:= Integrate@1�Hx^4 - a^4L, xD

Out[2]= -

ArcTanA
x

a
E

2 a3
+

Log@a - xD

4 a3
-

Log@a + xD

4 a3

Mathematica knows how to do almost any integral that can be done in terms of standard mathematical functions. But you should realize

that even though an integrand may contain only fairly simple functions, its integral  may involve much more complicated functions~or

may not be expressible at all in terms of standard mathematical functions.

Here is a fairly straightforward integral. 

In[3]:= Integrate@Log@1 - x^2D, xD

Out[3]= -2 x - Log@-1 + xD + Log@1 + xD + x LogA1 - x
2E

This integral can be done only in terms of a dilogarithm function. 

In[4]:= Integrate@Log@1 - x^2D�x, xD

Out[4]= -

1

2
PolyLogA2, x2E

This integral involves Erf. 

In[5]:= Integrate@Exp@1 - x^2D, xD

Out[5]= 

1

2
ã Π Erf@xD

And this one involves a Fresnel function. 

In[6]:= Integrate@Sin@x^2D, xD

Out[6]= 

Π

2
FresnelSA

2

Π

xE

Even this integral requires a hypergeometric function. 

In[7]:= Integrate@H1 - x^2L^n, xD

Out[7]= x Hypergeometric2F1A
1

2
, -n,

3

2
, x2E

This integral simply cannot be done in terms of standard mathematical functions. As a result, Mathematica just leaves it undone. 

In[8]:= Integrate@x^x, xD

Out[8]= à x
x
âx
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Integrate@ f,xD the indefinite integral Ù f d x

Integrate@ f,x,yD the multiple integral Ùd x d y f

Integrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D the definite integral Ù
xmin

xmax
f d x

Integrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

the multiple integral Ù
xmin

xmax
d x Ù

ymin

ymax
d y f

Integration. 

Here is the definite integral Ùa
b
sin

2
HxL d x. 

In[9]:= Integrate@Sin@xD^2, 8x, a, b<D

Out[9]= 

1

2
H-a + b + Cos@aD Sin@aD - Cos@bD Sin@bDL

Here is another definite integral. 

In[10]:= Integrate@Exp@-x^2D, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[10]= 

Π

2

Mathematica cannot give you a formula for this definite integral. 

In[11]:= Integrate@x^x, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[11]= à
0

1

xx âx

You can still get a numerical result, though. 

In[12]:= N@%D

Out[12]= 0.783431

This evaluates the multiple integral Ù
0

1
d x Ù

0

x
d y Ix2 + y2M. The range of the outermost integration variable appears first. 

In[13]:= Integrate@x^2 + y^2, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, x<D

Out[13]= 

1

3

This integrates x10 over a circular region. 

In[14]:= Integrate@x^10 Boole@x^2 + y^2 <= 1D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[14]= 

21 Π

512
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Indefinite Integrals
The  Mathematica  function  Integrate@ f, xD  gives  you  the  indefinite  integral  Ù f d x.  You  can  think  of  the  operation  of  indefinite

integration as being an inverse of differentiation. If you take the result from Integrate@ f, xD, and then differentiate it, you always get

a result that is mathematically equal to the original expression f . 

In general, however, there is a whole family of results which have the property that their derivative is f . Integrate@ f, xD gives you

an expression whose derivative is f . You can get other expressions by adding an arbitrary constant of integration, or indeed by adding

any function that is constant except at discrete points.

If you fill in explicit limits for your integral, any such constants of integration must cancel out. But even though the indefinite integral can

have arbitrary constants added, it is still often very convenient to manipulate it without filling in the limits. 

Mathematica applies standard rules to find indefinite integrals. 

In[1]:= Integrate@x^2, xD

Out[1]= 

x3

3

You can add an arbitrary constant to the indefinite integral, and still get the same derivative. Integrate  simply gives you an expression 

with the required derivative. 

In[2]:= D@% + c, xD

Out[2]= x2

This gives the indefinite integral Ù
d x

x
2
-1

. 

In[3]:= Integrate@1�Hx^2 - 1L, xD

Out[3]= 

1

2
Log@-1 + xD -

1

2
Log@1 + xD

Differentiating should give the original function back again. 

In[4]:= D@%, xD

Out[4]= 

1

2 H-1 + xL
-

1

2 H1 + xL

You need to manipulate it to get it back into the original form. 

In[5]:= Simplify@%D

Out[5]= 

1

-1 + x2

The Integrate  function assumes that any object that does not explicitly contain the integration variable is independent of it, and can

be treated as a constant. As a result, Integrate  is like an inverse of the partial differentiation function D.

The variable a is assumed to be independent of x. 

In[6]:= Integrate@a x^2, xD

Out[6]= 

a x3

3
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The integration variable can be any expression that does not involve explicit mathematical operations.

In[7]:= Integrate@x b@xD^2, b@xDD

Out[7]= 

1

3
x b@xD3

Another assumption that Integrate  implicitly makes is that all the symbolic quantities in your integrand have ú generic ø  values. Thus,

for example, Mathematica will tell you that Ù x
n
â x is 

x
n+1

n+1
 even though this is not true in the special case n = -1.

Mathematica gives the standard result for this integral, implicitly assuming that n is not equal to -1. 

In[8]:= Integrate@x^n, xD

Out[8]= 

x1+n

1 + n

If you specifically give an exponent of -1, Mathematica produces a different result. 

In[9]:= Integrate@x^-1, xD

Out[9]= Log@xD

You should realize that the result for any particular integral can often be written in many different forms. Mathematica tries to give you

the most convenient form, following principles such as avoiding explicit complex numbers unless your input already contains them. 

This integral is given in terms of ArcTan. 

In[10]:= Integrate@1�H1 + a x^2L, xD

Out[10]= 

ArcTanA a xE

a

This integral is given in terms of ArcTanh. 

In[11]:= Integrate@1�H1 - b x^2L, xD

Out[11]= 

ArcTanhA b xE

b

This is mathematically equal to the first integral, but is given in a somewhat different form. 

In[12]:= % �. b -> -a

Out[12]= 

ArcTanhA -a xE

-a

The derivative is still correct. 

In[13]:= D@%, xD

Out[13]= 

1

1 + a x2

Even though they look quite different, both ArcTan@xD and -ArcTan@1�xD are indefinite integrals of 1� I1 + x
2M. 

In[14]:= Simplify@D@8ArcTan@xD, -ArcTan@1�xD<, xDD

Out[14]= 9
1

1 + x2
,

1

1 + x2
=
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Integrate  chooses to use the simpler of the two forms. 

In[15]:= Integrate@1�H1 + x^2L, xD

Out[15]= ArcTan@xD
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Integrals That Can and Cannot Be Done
Evaluating  integrals  is  much  more  difficult  than  evaluating  derivatives.  For  derivatives,  there  is  a  systematic  procedure  based  on  the

chain rule that effectively allows any derivative to be worked out. But for integrals, there is no such systematic procedure. 

One of the main problems is that it is difficult to know what kinds of functions will be needed to evaluate a particular integral. When you

work out a derivative, you always end up with functions that are of the same kind or simpler than the ones you started with. But when

you work out integrals, you often end up needing to use functions that are much more complicated than the ones you started with. 

This integral can be evaluated using the same kind of functions that appeared in the input. 

In[1]:= Integrate@Log@xD^2, xD

Out[1]= 2 x - 2 x Log@xD + x Log@xD2

But for this integral the special function LogIntegral is needed. 

In[2]:= Integrate@Log@Log@xDD, xD

Out[2]= x Log@Log@xDD - LogIntegral@xD

It is not difficult to find integrals that require all sorts of functions. 

In[3]:= Integrate@Sin@x^2D, xD

Out[3]= 

Π

2
FresnelSA

2

Π

xE

This integral involves an incomplete gamma function. Note that the power is carefully set up to allow any complex value of x. 

In[4]:= Integrate@Exp@-x^aD, xD

Out[4]= -

x HxaL
-1�a

GammaA
1

a
, xaE

a

Mathematica includes a very wide range of mathematical functions, and by using these functions a great many integrals can be done.

But  it  is  still  possible  to  find  even  fairly  simple−looking  integrals  that  just  cannot  be  done  in  terms  of  any  standard  mathematical

functions. 

Here is a fairly simple−looking integral that cannot be done in terms of any standard mathematical functions. 

In[5]:= Integrate@Sin@xD�Log@xD, xD

Out[5]= à

Sin@xD

Log@xD
âx

The main point of being able to do an integral in terms of standard mathematical functions is that it lets one use the known properties of

these functions to evaluate or manipulate the result one gets. 

In  the  most  convenient  cases,  integrals  can  be  done  purely  in  terms  of  elementary  functions  such  as  exponentials,  logarithms  and

trigonometric functions. In fact, if you give an integrand that involves only such elementary functions, then one of the important capabili−

ties  of  Integrate  is  that  if  the  corresponding  integral  can  be  expressed  in  terms  of  elementary  functions,  then  Integrate  will

essentially always succeed in finding it.

Integrals of rational functions are straightforward to evaluate, and always come out in terms of rational functions, logarithms and inverse 
trigonometric functions. 

In[6]:= Integrate@x�HHx - 1L Hx + 2LL, xD

Out[6]= 

1

3
Log@-1 + xD +

2

3
Log@2 + xD
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The integral here is still of the same form, but now involves an implicit sum over the roots of a polynomial. 

In[7]:= Integrate@1�H1 + 2 x + x^3L, xD

Out[7]= RootSumA1 + 2 ð1 + ð13 &,
Log@x - ð1D

2 + 3 ð12
&E

This finds numerical approximations to all the root objects. 

In[8]:= N@%D

Out[8]= H-0.19108 - 0.088541 äL Log@H-0.226699 - 1.46771 äL + xD - H0.19108 - 0.088541 äL Log@H-0.226699 + 1.46771 äL + xD

Integrals of trigonometric functions usually come out in terms of other trigonometric functions. 

In[9]:= Integrate@Sin@xD^3 Cos@xD^2, xD

Out[9]= -

Cos@xD

8
-

1

48
Cos@3 xD +

1

80
Cos@5 xD

This is a fairly simple integral involving algebraic functions. 

In[10]:= Integrate@Sqrt@xD Sqrt@1 + xD, xD

Out[10]= 

1

4
J x 1 + x H1 + 2 xL - ArcSinhA x EN

Here is an integral involving nested square roots. 

In[11]:= Integrate@Sqrt@x + Sqrt@xDD, xD

Out[11]= 

1

12
x + x J-3 + 2 x + 8 xN +

1

8
LogA1 + 2 x + 2 x + x E

By nesting elementary functions you sometimes get integrals that can be done in terms of elementary functions. 

In[12]:= Integrate@Cos@Log@xDD, xD

Out[12]= 

1

2
x Cos@Log@xDD +

1

2
x Sin@Log@xDD

But more often other kinds of functions are needed. 

In[13]:= Integrate@Log@Cos@xDD, xD

Out[13]= 

ä x2

2
- x LogA1 + ã2 ä xE + x Log@Cos@xDD +

1

2
ä PolyLogA2, -ã2 ä xE

Integrals like this typically come out in terms of elliptic functions. 

In[14]:= Integrate@Sqrt@Cos@xDD, xD

Out[14]= 2 EllipticEA
x

2
, 2E

But occasionally one can get results in terms of elementary functions alone. 

In[15]:= Integrate@Sqrt@Tan@xDD, xD

Out[15]= 

1

2 2

K-2 ArcTanA1 - 2 Tan@xD E + 2 ArcTanA1 + 2 Tan@xD E + LogA-1 + 2 Tan@xD - Tan@xDE - LogA1 + 2
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Integrals like this can systematically be done using Piecewise . 

In[16]:= Integrate@2^Max@x, 1 - xD, xD

Out[16]= 

-
21-x

Log@2D
x £

1

2

-

2 2

Log@2D
+

2x

Log@2D
True

Beyond  working  with  elementary  functions,  Integrate  includes  a  large  number  of  algorithms  for  dealing  with  special  functions.

Sometimes it uses a direct generalization of the procedure for elementary functions. But more often its strategy is first to try to write the

integrand in  a  form that  can be integrated in  terms of  certain  sophisticated special  functions,  and then having done this  to  try  to  find

reductions of these sophisticated functions to more familiar functions. 

To integrate this Bessel function requires a generalized hypergeometric function. 

In[17]:= Integrate@BesselJ@0, xD, xD

Out[17]= x HypergeometricPFQA9
1

2
=, 91,

3

2
=, -

x2

4
E

Sometimes the integrals can be reduced to more familiar forms. 

In[18]:= Integrate@x^3 BesselJ@0, xD, xD

Out[18]= -x
2 H-2 BesselJ@2, xD + x BesselJ@3, xDL

A large book of integral tables will list perhaps a few thousand indefinite integrals. Mathematica can do essentially all of these integrals.

And  because  it  contains  general  algorithms  rather  than  just  specific  cases,  Mathematica  can  actually  do  a  vastly  wider  range  of

integrals.

You could expect to find this integral in any large book of integral tables. 

In[19]:= Integrate@Log@1 - xD�x, xD

Out[19]= -PolyLog@2, xD

To do this integral, however, requires a more general algorithm, rather than just a direct table lookup. 

In[20]:= Integrate@Log@1 + 3 x + x^2D�x, xD

Out[20]= Log@xD LogA
1

2
J3 - 5 N + xE - LogA1 +

2 x

3 - 5

E + Log@xD LogA
1

2
J3 + 5 N + xE - LogA1 +

2 x

3 + 5

E + Log@xD -LogA

Particularly if you introduce new mathematical functions of your own, you may want to teach Mathematica new kinds of integrals. You

can do this by making appropriate definitions for Integrate . 

In the case of differentiation, the chain rule allows one to reduce all derivatives to a standard form, represented in Mathematica using

Derivative.  But for integration, no such similar standard form exists, and as a result  you often have to make definitions for several

different versions of the same integral. Changes of variables and other transformations can rarely be done automatically by Integrate .

This integral cannot be done in terms of any of the standard mathematical functions built into Mathematica. 

In[21]:= Integrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, xD

Out[21]= à Sin@Sin@xDD âx

Before you add your own rules for integration, you have to remove write protection. 

In[22]:= Unprotect@IntegrateD

Out[22]= 8Integrate<
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You can set up your own rule to define the integral to be, say, a ú Jonesø  function. 

In[23]:= Integrate@Sin@Sin@a_. + b_. x_DD, x_D := Jones@a, xD�b

Now Mathematica can do integrals that give Jones functions. 

In[24]:= Integrate@Sin@Sin@3 xDD, xD

Out[24]= 

1

3
Jones@0, xD

As it  turns out,  the integral  Ù sinHsinHxLL â x  can in principle be represented as an infinite  sum of  2 F1  hypergeometric  functions,  or  as a

suitably generalized Kampé de Fériet hypergeometric function of two variables.
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Definite Integrals

Integrate@ f,xD the indefinite integral Ù f dx

Integrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D the definite integral Ùxmin

xmax
f dx

Integrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

the multiple integral Ùxmin

xmax
d x Ùymin

ymax
d y f

Integration functions. 

Here is the integral Ùa
b
x2 d x. 

In[1]:= Integrate@x^2, 8x, a, b<D

Out[1]= -

a3

3
+

b3

3

This gives the multiple integral Ù
0

a
d x Ù

0

b
dyIx2 + y2M. 

In[2]:= Integrate@x^2 + y^2, 8x, 0, a<, 8y, 0, b<D

Out[2]=

1

3
a b Ia2 + b2M

The y integral is done first. Its limits can depend on the value of x. This ordering is the same as is used in functions like Sum and Table. 

In[3]:= Integrate@x^2 + y^2, 8x, 0, a<, 8y, 0, x<D

Out[3]=

a4

3

In  simple  cases,  definite  integrals  can  be  done  by  finding  indefinite  forms  and  then  computing  appropriate  limits.  But  there  is  a  vast

range of integrals for which the indefinite form cannot be expressed in terms of standard mathematical functions, but the definite form

still can be. 

This indefinite integral cannot be done in terms of standard mathematical functions. 

In[4]:= Integrate@Cos@Sin@xDD, xD

Out[4]= à Cos@Sin@xDD âx

This definite integral, however, can be done in terms of a Bessel function. 

In[5]:= Integrate@Cos@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D

Out[5]= 2 Π BesselJ@0, 1D

Here is an integral where the indefinite form can be found, but it is much more efficient to work out the definite form directly. 

In[6]:= Integrate@Log@xD Exp@-x^2D, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[6]= -

1

4
Π HEulerGamma + Log@4DL
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Just because an integrand may contain special functions, it does not mean that the definite integral will necessarily be complicated. 

In[7]:= Integrate@BesselK@0, xD^2, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[7]=

Π
2

4

Special functions nevertheless occur in this result. 

In[8]:= Integrate@BesselK@0, xD BesselJ@0, xD, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[8]=

GammaA
1

4
E
2

4 2 Π

The integrand here is simple, but the definite integral is not. 

In[9]:= Integrate@Sin@x^2D Exp@-xD, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[9]=

1

4
-2 HypergeometricPFQA81<, 9

3

4
,
5

4
=, -

1

64
E + 2 Π CosA

1

4
E + SinA

1

4
E

Even when you can find the indefinite form of  an integral,  you will  often not  get  the correct  answer for  the definite integral  if  you just

subtract the values of the limits at each end point. The problem is that within the domain of integration there may be singularities whose

effects are ignored if you follow this procedure. 

Here is the indefinite integral of 1� x2. 

In[10]:= Integrate@1�x^2, xD

Out[10]= -

1

x

This subtracts the limits at each end point. 

In[11]:= Limit@%, x -> 2D - Limit@%, x -> -2D

Out[11]= -1

The true definite integral is divergent because of the double pole at x = 0. 

In[12]:= Integrate@1�x^2, 8x, -2, 2<D

Integrate::idiv : Integral of
1

x2
does not converge on 8-2, 2<. �

Out[12]= à
-2

2 1

x2
âx

Here is a more subtle example, involving branch cuts rather than poles. 

In[13]:= Integrate@1�H1 + a Sin@xDL, xD

Out[13]=

2 ArcTanA
a+TanB

x

2
F

1-a2

E

1 - a2

Taking limits in the indefinite integral gives 0. 

In[14]:= Limit@%, x -> 2 PiD - Limit@%, x -> 0D

Out[14]= 0
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The definite integral, however, gives the correct result which depends on a. The assumption assures convergence. 

In[15]:= Integrate@1�H1 + a Sin@xDL, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Assumptions -> -1 < a < 1D

Out[15]=

2 Π

1 - a2

Integrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,PrincipalValue->TrueD

the Cauchy principal value of a definite integral

Principal value integrals. 

Here is the indefinite integral of 1 � x. 

In[16]:= Integrate@1�x, xD

Out[16]= Log@xD

Substituting in the limits -1 and +2 yields a strange result involving i Π. 

In[17]:= Limit@%, x -> 2D - Limit@%, x -> -1D

Out[17]= -ä Π + Log@2D

The ordinary Riemann definite integral is divergent. 

In[18]:= Integrate@1�x, 8x, -1, 2<D

Integrate::idiv : Integral of
1

x
does not converge on 8-1, 2<. �

Out[18]= à
-1

2 1

x
âx

The Cauchy principal value, however, is finite. 

In[19]:= Integrate@1�x, 8x, -1, 2<, PrincipalValue -> TrueD

Out[19]= Log@2D

When parameters appear in an indefinite integral, it is essentially always possible to get results that are correct for almost all values of

these  parameters.  But  for  definite  integrals  this  is  no  longer  the  case.  The  most  common  problem  is  that  a  definite  integral  may

converge only when the parameters that appear in it satisfy certain specific conditions. 

This indefinite integral is correct for all n ¹ -1. 

In[20]:= Integrate@x^n, xD

Out[20]=

x1+n

1 + n

For the definite integral, however, n must satisfy a condition in order for the integral to be convergent. 

In[21]:= Integrate@x^n, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[21]= IfARe@nD > -1,
1

1 + n
, IntegrateAxn, 8x, 0, 1<, Assumptions ® Re@nD £ -1EE
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If n is replaced by 2, the condition is satisfied. 

In[22]:= % �. n -> 2

Out[22]=

1

3

option name default value

GenerateConditions Automatic whether to generate explicit conditions

Assumptions $Assumptions what relations about parameters to assume

Options for Integrate . 

With the assumption n > 2, the result is always 1 � H1 + nL. 

In[23]:= Integrate@x^n, 8x, 0, 1<, Assumptions -> Hn > 2LD

Out[23]=

1

1 + n

Even  when  a  definite  integral  is  convergent,  the  presence  of  singularities  on  the  integration  path  can  lead  to  discontinuous  changes

when the parameters vary. Sometimes a single formula containing functions like Sign  can be used to summarize the result.  In other

cases, however, an explicit If is more convenient. 

The If here gives the condition for the integral to be convergent. 

In[24]:= Integrate@Sin@a xD�x, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[24]= IfAa Î Reals,
1

2
Π Sign@aD, IntegrateA

Sin@a xD

x
, 8x, 0, ¥<, Assumptions ® a ¹ Re@aDEE

Here is the result assuming that a is real. 

In[25]:= Integrate@Sin@a xD�x, 8x, 0, Infinity<, Assumptions -> Im@aD == 0D

Out[25]=

1

2
Π Sign@aD

The result is discontinuous as a function of a. The discontinuity can be traced to the essential singularity of sinHxL at x = ¥. 

In[26]:= Plot@%, 8a, -5, 5<D

Out[26]=

There is no convenient way to represent this answer in terms of Sign , so Mathematica generates an explicit If. 

In[27]:= Integrate@Sin@xD BesselJ@0, a xD�x, 8x, 0, Infinity<, Assumptions -> Im@aD == 0D

Out[27]= IfAa < -1 ÈÈ a > 1,

a ArcSinA
1

a
E

Abs@aD
,
Π

2
E
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Here is a plot of the resulting function of a. 

In[28]:= Plot@Evaluate@%D, 8a, -5, 5<D

Out[28]=
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Integrals over Regions

This does an integral over the interior of the unit circle. 

In[1]:= Integrate@If@x^2 + y^2 < 1, 1, 0D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[1]= Π

Here is an equivalent form. 

In[2]:= Integrate@Boole@x^2 + y^2 < 1D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[2]= Π

Even though an integral may be straightforward over a simple rectangular region, it can be significantly more complicated even over a

circular region. 

This gives a Bessel function. 

In[3]:= Integrate@Exp@xD Boole@x^2 + y^2 < 1D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[3]= 2 Π BesselI@1, 1D

Integrate@ f Boole@condD,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

integrate f  over the region where cond is True

Integrals over regions. 

Particularly if there are parameters inside the conditions that define regions, the results for integrals over regions may break into several

cases. 

This gives a piecewise function of a. 

In[4]:= Integrate@Boole@a x < yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<D

Out[4]= 

1 a £ 0

2-a

2
0 < a £ 1

1

2 a
True

With two parameters even this breaks into quite a few cases. 

In[5]:= Integrate@Boole@a x < bD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[5]= 

1 Ha > 0 && a - b £ 0L ÈÈ Ha £ 0 && b > 0L

a-b

a
a £ 0 && a - b < 0 && b £ 0

b

a
a > 0 && b > 0 && a - b > 0

This involves intersecting a circle with a square. 

In[6]:= Integrate@Boole@x^2 + y^2 < aD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<D

Out[6]= 

1 a ³ 2

a Π

4
0 < a £ 1

1

2
J2 -1 + a + a ArcCotA -1 + a E - a ArcTanA -1 + a EN 1 < a < 2
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The region can have an infinite number of components. 

In[7]:= Integrate@Boole@Sin@xD > 1�2D Exp@-xD, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D

Integrate::isum :
Warning: infinite subdivision of the integration domain has been used

in computation of the definite integral à
-¥

¥

ã
-x BooleBSin@xD >

1

2
F âx.

If the integral is divergent, the result may be incorrect.

Out[7]= â

K$2064@1D=-¥

¥

ã

-

5 Π

6
-2 Π K$2064@1D

I-1 + ã2 Π�3M
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Manipulating Integrals in Symbolic Form
When  Mathematica  cannot  give  you  an  explicit  result  for  an  integral,  it  leaves  the  integral  in  a  symbolic  form.  It  is  often  useful  to

manipulate this symbolic form.

Mathematica cannot give an explicit result for this integral, so it leaves the integral in symbolic form. 

In[1]:= Integrate@x^2 f@xD, xD

Out[1]= à x
2
f@xD âx

Differentiating the symbolic form gives the integrand back again. 

In[2]:= D@%, xD

Out[2]= x
2
f@xD

Here is a definite integral which cannot be done explicitly. 

In[3]:= Integrate@f@xD, 8x, a@xD, b@xD<D

Out[3]= à
a@xD

b@xD

f@xD âx

This gives the derivative of the definite integral. 

In[4]:= D@%, xD

Out[4]= -f@a@xDD a
¢@xD + f@b@xDD b¢@xD

Here is a definite integral with end points that do not explicitly depend on x. 

In[5]:= defint = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, a, b<D

Out[5]= à
a

b

f@xD âx

The partial derivative of this with respect to u is zero. 

In[6]:= D@defint, uD

Out[6]= 0

There is a non−trivial total derivative, however. 

In[7]:= Dt@defint, uD

Out[7]= -Dt@a, uD f@aD + Dt@b, uD f@bD
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Differential Equations
You can use the Mathematica function DSolve to find symbolic solutions to ordinary and partial differential equations. 

Solving a differential  equation consists essentially in finding the form of an unknown function. In Mathematica,  unknown functions are

represented by expressions like y@xD. The derivatives of such functions are represented by y’@xD, y’’@xD and so on. 

The  Mathematica  function  DSolve  returns  as  its  result  a  list  of  rules  for  functions.  There  is  a  question  of  how  these  functions  are

represented. If you ask DSolve to solve for y@xD, then DSolve will indeed return a rule for y@xD. In some cases, this rule may be all

you need. But this rule, on its own, does not give values for y’@xD or even y@0D. In many cases, therefore, it is better to ask DSolve

to  solve not  for  y@xD,  but  instead for  y  itself.  In  this  case,  what  DSolve  will  return is  a rule which gives y  as a pure function,  in  the

sense discussed in "Pure Functions". 

If you ask DSolve to solve for y@xD, it will give a rule specifically for y@xD. 

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD + y@xD == 1, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® 1 + ã
-x C@1D==

The rule applies only to y@xD itself, and not, for example, to objects like y@0D or y’@xD. 

In[2]:= y@xD + 2 y’@xD + y@0D �. %

Out[2]= 91 + ã
-x C@1D + y@0D + 2 y¢@xD=

If you ask DSolve to solve for y, it gives a rule for the object y on its own as a pure function. 

In[3]:= DSolve@y’@xD + y@xD == 1, y, xD

Out[3]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, 1 + ã-x C@1DE==

Now the rule applies to all occurrences of y. 

In[4]:= y@xD + 2 y’@xD + y@0D �. %

Out[4]= 92 + C@1D - ã
-x C@1D=

Substituting the solution into the original equation yields True . 

In[5]:= y’@xD + y@xD == 1 �. %%

Out[5]= 8True<

DSolve@eqn,y@xD,xD solve a differential equation for y@xD

DSolve@eqn,y,xD solve a differential equation for the function y

Getting solutions to differential equations in different forms. 

In  standard  mathematical  notation,  one  typically  represents  solutions  to  differential  equations  by  explicitly  introducing  ú dummy vari−

ablesø  to represent the arguments of the functions that appear. If all you need is a symbolic form for the solution, then introducing such

dummy variables may be convenient. However, if you actually intend to use the solution in a variety of other computations, then you will

usually find it better to get the solution in pure−function form, without dummy variables. Notice that this form, while easy to represent in

Mathematica, has no direct analog in standard mathematical notation. 
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DSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8y1,y2,¼<,xD

solve a list of differential equations

Solving simultaneous differential equations. 

This solves two simultaneous differential equations. 

In[6]:= DSolve@8y@xD == -z’@xD, z@xD == -y’@xD<, 8y, z<, xD

Out[6]= 99z ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2
ã
-x I1 + ã2 xM C@1D -

1

2
ã
-x I-1 + ã2 xM C@2DE, y ® FunctionA8x<, -

1

2
ã
-x I-1 + ã2 xM C@1D +

1

2
ã
-x I1

Mathematica returns two distinct solutions for y in this case. 

In[7]:= DSolve@y@xD y’@xD == 1, y, xD

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, - 2 x + C@1D E=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<, 2 x + C@1D E==

You can add constraints and boundary conditions for differential equations by explicitly giving additional equations such as y@0D == 0. 

This asks for a solution which satisfies the condition y@0D == 1. 

In[8]:= DSolve@8y’@xD == a y@xD, y@0D == 1<, y@xD, xD

Out[8]= 99y@xD ® ã
a x==

If  you  ask  Mathematica  to  solve  a  set  of  differential  equations  and  you  do  not  give  any  constraints  or  boundary  conditions,  then

Mathematica will try to find a general solution to your equations. This general solution will involve various undetermined constants. One

new constant is introduced for each order of derivative in each equation you give. 

The default is that these constants are named C@nD, where the index n starts at 1 for each invocation of DSolve. You can override this

choice, by explicitly giving a setting for the option GeneratedParameters . Any function you give is applied to each successive index

value n to get the constants to use for each invocation of DSolve. 

The general solution to this fourth−order equation involves four undetermined constants. 

In[9]:= DSolve@y’’’’@xD == y@xD, y@xD, xD

Out[9]= 99y@xD ® ã
x C@1D + ã-x C@3D + C@2D Cos@xD + C@4D Sin@xD==

Each independent initial or boundary condition you give reduces the number of undetermined constants by one. 

In[10]:= DSolve@8y’’’’@xD == y@xD, y@0D == y’@0D == 0<, y@xD, xD

Out[10]= 99y@xD ® ã
-x IC@3D + ã2 x C@3D - ã2 x C@4D - 2 ãx C@3D Cos@xD + ãx C@4D Cos@xD + ãx C@4D Sin@xDM==

You should realize that finding exact formulas for the solutions to differential equations is a difficult matter. In fact, there are only fairly

few kinds of equations for which such formulas can be found, at least in terms of standard mathematical functions. 

The most widely investigated differential equations are linear ones, in which the functions you are solving for, as well as their deriva−

tives, appear only linearly. 

This is a homogeneous first−order linear differential equation, and its solution is quite simple. 

In[11]:= DSolve@y’@xD - x y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[11]= 99y@xD ® ã

x2

2 C@1D==
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Making the equation inhomogeneous leads to a significantly more complicated solution. 

In[12]:= DSolve@y’@xD - x y@xD == 1, y@xD, xD

Out[12]= 99y@xD ® ã

x2

2 C@1D + ã

x2

2

Π

2
ErfA

x

2

E==

If you have only a single linear differential equation, and it involves only a first derivative of the function you are solving for, then it turns

out that the solution can always be found just by doing integrals. 

But  as  soon  as  you  have  more  than  one  differential  equation,  or  more  than  a  first−order  derivative,  this  is  no  longer  true.  However,

some  simple  second−order  linear  differential  equations  can  nevertheless  be  solved  using  various  special  functions  from  "Special

Functions".  Indeed,  historically  many of  these special  functions were first  introduced specifically  in  order  to  represent  the solutions to

such equations.

This is Airy÷ s equation, which is solved in terms of Airy functions.

In[13]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - x y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[13]= 88y@xD ® AiryAi@xD C@1D + AiryBi@xD C@2D<<

This equation comes out in terms of Bessel functions. 

In[14]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - Exp@xD y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[14]= 99y@xD ® BesselIA0, 2 ã
x E C@1D + 2 BesselKA0, 2 ã

x E C@2D==

This requires Mathieu functions. 

In[15]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + Cos@xD y@xD == 0, y, xD

Out[15]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, C@1D MathieuCA0, -2,
x

2
E + C@2D MathieuSA0, -2,

x

2
EE==

And this Legendre functions. 

In[16]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - Cot@xD^2 y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[16]= 99y@xD ® C@1D I-1 + Cos@xD
2M

1�4
LegendrePA

1

2
,

5

2
, Cos@xDE + C@2D I-1 + Cos@xD2M

1�4
LegendreQA

1

2
,

5

2
, Cos@xDE==

Occasionally second−order linear equations can be solved using only elementary functions. 

In[17]:= DSolve@x^2 y’’@xD + y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[17]= 99y@xD ® x C@1D CosA
1

2
3 Log@xDE + x C@2D SinA

1

2
3 Log@xDE==

Beyond second order, the kinds of functions needed to solve even fairly simple linear differential equations become extremely compli−

cated. At third order, the generalized Meijer G function MeijerG  can sometimes be used, but at fourth order and beyond absolutely no

standard mathematical functions are typically adequate, except in very special cases. 

Here is a third−order linear differential equation which can be solved in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions. 

In[18]:= DSolve@y’’’@xD + x y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[18]= 99y@xD ® C@1D HypergeometricPFQA8<, 9
1

2
,
3

4
=, -

x4

64
E +

1

2 2

x C@2D HypergeometricPFQA8<, 9
3

4
,
5

4
=, -

x4

64
E +

1

8
x2 C@

This requires more general Meijer G functions. 

In[19]:= DSolve@y’’’@xD + Exp@xD y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[19]= 99y@xD ® C@1D HypergeometricPFQA8<, 81, 1<, -ãxE + C@2D MeijerGA88<, 8<<, 880, 0<, 80<<, -ãxE + C@3D MeijerGA88
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For nonlinear differential equations, only rather special cases can usually ever be solved in terms of standard mathematical functions.

Nevertheless,  DSolve  includes  fairly  general  procedures  which  allow  it  to  handle  almost  all  nonlinear  differential  equations  whose

solutions are found in standard reference books. 

First−order nonlinear differential equations in which x does not appear on its own are fairly easy to solve. 

In[20]:= DSolve@y’@xD - y@xD^2 == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[20]= 99y@xD ®
1

-x - C@1D
==

This Riccati equation already gives a significantly more complicated solution.

In[21]:= DSolve@y’@xD - y@xD^2 == x, y@xD, xD �� FullSimplify

Out[21]= 99y@xD ® x -BesselJA-
2

3
,
2 x3�2

3
E + BesselJA

2

3
,
2 x3�2

3
E C@1D � BesselJA

1

3
,
2 x3�2

3
E + BesselJA-

1

3
,
2 x3�2

3
E C@1

This Bernoulli equation, however, has a fairly simple solution.

In[22]:= DSolve@y’@xD - x y@xD^2 - y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[22]= 99y@xD ® -
ã
x

-ã
x
+ ã

x x - C@1D
==

An nth order Bernoulli equation typically has n - 1 distinct solutions. 

In[23]:= DSolve@y’@xD - x y@xD^3 + y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[23]= 99y@xD ® -
2

1 + 2 x + 2 ã2 x C@1D

=, 9y@xD ®
2

1 + 2 x + 2 ã2 x C@1D

==

This Abel equation can be solved, but only implicitly.

In[24]:= DSolve@y’@xD + x y@xD^3 + y@xD^2 == 0, y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep : The equations appear to involve the
variables to be solved for in an essentially non-algebraic way.

Out[24]= SolveA
1

2

2 ArcTanhA
-1-2 x y@xD

5

E

5

+ LogA
-1 - x y@xD H-1 - x y@xDL

x2 y@xD2
E � C@1D - Log@xD, y@xDE

In  practical  applications,  it  is  quite  often  convenient  to  set  up  differential  equations  that  involve  piecewise  functions.  You  can  use

DSolve to find symbolic solutions to such equations. 

This equation involves a piecewise forcing function. 

In[25]:= DSolve@y’@xD - y@xD == UnitStep@xD, y@xD, xD

Out[25]= 

Here the solution is explicitly broken into three cases. 

In[26]:= DSolve@y’@xD + Clip@xD y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[26]= 99y@xD ® ã

x x£-1

-

1

2
-

x2

2
-1<x£1

-x True C@1D==

Beyond  ordinary  differential  equations,  one  can  consider  differential−algebraic  equations  that  involve  a  mixture  of  differential  and

algebraic equations.
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This solves a differential−algebraic equation. 

In[27]:= DSolve@8y’@xD + 3 z’@xD == 4 y@xD + 1�x, y@xD + z@xD == 1<, 8y@xD, z@xD<, xD

Out[27]= 99y@xD ®
3

2
+

1

18
I-ã-2 x C@1D - 9 ã-2 x I3 ã2 x + ExpIntegralEi@2 xDMM, z@xD ® -

1

2
+

1

18
Iã-2 x C@1D + 9 ã-2 x I3 ã2 x + ExpIntegralEi

DSolve@eqn,y@x1,x2,¼D,8x1,x2,¼<D

solve a partial differential equation for y@x1, x2, ¼D

DSolve@eqn,y,8x1,x2,¼<D solve a partial differential equation for the function y

Solving partial differential equations. 

DSolve  is set up to handle not only ordinary differential equations in which just a single independent variable appears, but also partial

differential equations in which two or more independent variables appear. 

This finds the general solution to a simple partial differential equation with two independent variables. 

In[28]:= DSolve@D@y@x1, x2D, x1D + D@y@x1, x2D, x2D == 1�Hx1 x2L, y@x1, x2D, 8x1, x2<D

Out[28]= 99y@x1, x2D ®
1

x1 - x2
H-Log@x1D + Log@x2D + x1 C@1D@-x1 + x2D - x2 C@1D@-x1 + x2DL==

Here is the result represented as a pure function. 

In[29]:= DSolve@D@y@x1, x2D, x1D + D@y@x1, x2D, x2D == 1�Hx1 x2L, y, 8x1, x2<D

Out[29]= 99y ® FunctionA8x1, x2<,
1

x1 - x2
H-Log@x1D + Log@x2D + x1 C@1D@-x1 + x2D - x2 C@1D@-x1 + x2DLE==

The basic mathematics of partial differential equations is considerably more complicated than that of ordinary differential equations. One

feature is that whereas the general solution to an ordinary differential equation involves only arbitrary constants, the general solution to

a partial  differential  equation, if  it  can be found at all,  must involve arbitrary functions.  Indeed, with m  independent variables,  arbitrary

functions of m - 1 arguments appear. DSolve by default names these functions C@nD. 

Here is a simple PDE involving three independent variables. 

In[30]:= HD@ð, x1D + D@ð, x2D + D@ð, x3DL &@y@x1, x2, x3DD == 0

Out[30]= yH0,0,1L@x1, x2, x3D + yH0,1,0L@x1, x2, x3D + yH1,0,0L@x1, x2, x3D � 0

The solution involves an arbitrary function of two variables. 

In[31]:= DSolve@%, y@x1, x2, x3D, 8x1, x2, x3<D

Out[31]= 88y@x1, x2, x3D ® C@1D@-x1 + x2, -x1 + x3D<<

Here is the one−dimensional wave equation. 

In[32]:= Hc^2 D@ð, x, xD - D@ð, t, tDL &@y@x, tDD == 0

Out[32]= -y
H0,2L@x, tD + c2 yH2,0L@x, tD � 0

The solution to this second−order equation involves two arbitrary functions. 

In[33]:= DSolve@%, y@x, tD, 8x, t<D

Out[33]= 99y@x, tD ® C@1DAt -
c2 x

c2
E + C@2DAt +

c2 x

c2
E==
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For an ordinary differential equation, it is guaranteed that a general solution must exist, with the property that adding initial or boundary

conditions simply corresponds to forcing specific choices for arbitrary constants in the solution. But for partial differential equations this

is no longer true. Indeed, it is only for linear partial differential and a few other special types that such general solutions exist.

Other  partial  differential  equations  can  be  solved  only  when  specific  initial  or  boundary  values  are  given,  and  in  the  vast  majority  of

cases no solutions can be found as exact formulas in terms of standard mathematical functions. 

Since y and its derivatives appear only linearly here, a general solution exists. 

In[34]:= DSolve@x1 D@y@x1, x2D, x1D + x2 D@y@x1, x2D, x2D == Exp@x1 x2D, y@x1, x2D, 8x1, x2<D

Out[34]= 99y@x1, x2D ®
1

2
ExpIntegralEi@x1 x2D + 2 C@1DA

x2

x1
E ==

This weakly nonlinear PDE turns out to have a general solution. 

In[35]:= DSolve@D@y@x1, x2D, x1D + D@y@x1, x2D, x2D == Exp@y@x1, x2DD, y@x1, x2D, 8x1, x2<D

Out[35]= 88y@x1, x2D ® -Log@-x1 - C@1D@-x1 + x2DD<<

Here is a nonlinear PDE which has no general solution. 

In[36]:= DSolve@D@y@x1, x2D, x1D D@y@x1, x2D, x2D == a, y@x1, x2D, 8x1, x2<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a complete integral.

Out[36]= 99y@x1, x2D ® C@1D +
a x1

C@2D
+ x2 C@2D==

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Calculus
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Integral Transforms and Related Operations

Laplace Transforms

LaplaceTransform@expr,t,sD the Laplace transform of expr

InverseLaplaceTransform@expr,s,tD

the inverse Laplace transform of expr

One−dimensional Laplace transforms. 

The  Laplace  transform  of  a  function  f HtL  is  given  by  Ù
0

¥

f HtL e-s t â t.  The  inverse  Laplace  transform  of  FHsL  is  given  for  suitable  Γ  by

1

2 Π i
Ù
Γ-i¥

Γ+i¥
FHsL est â s.

Here is a simple Laplace transform. 

In[1]:= LaplaceTransform@t^4 Sin@tD, t, sD

Out[1]= 

24 I1 - 10 s2 + 5 s4M

I1 + s2M
5

Here is the inverse. 

In[2]:= InverseLaplaceTransform@%, s, tD

Out[2]= t4 Sin@tD

Even simple transforms often involve special functions. 

In[3]:= LaplaceTransform@1�H1 + t^2L, t, sD

Out[3]= CosIntegral@sD Sin@sD +
1

2
Cos@sD HΠ - 2 SinIntegral@sDL

Here the result involves a Meijer G function. 

In[4]:= LaplaceTransform@1�H1 + t^3L, t, sD

Out[4]= 

MeijerGA99
2

3
=, 8<=, 990,

1

3
,

2

3
,

2

3
=, 8<=,

s3

27
E

2 3 Π

InverseLaplaceTransform returns the original function.

In[6]:= InverseLaplaceTransform@%, s, tD

Out[6]=

1

1 + t3

The Laplace transform of this Bessel function just involves elementary functions. 

In[5]:= LaplaceTransform@BesselJ@n, tD, t, sD

Out[5]= 

s + 1 + s2
-n

1 + s2
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Laplace  transforms  have  the  property  that  they  turn  integration  and  differentiation  into  essentially  algebraic  operations.  They  are

therefore commonly used in studying systems governed by differential equations. 

Integration becomes multiplication by 1 � s when one does a Laplace transform. 

In[6]:= LaplaceTransform@Integrate@f@uD, 8u, 0, t<D, t, sD

Out[6]= 

LaplaceTransform@f@tD, t, sD

s

LaplaceTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8s1,s2,¼<D

the multidimensional Laplace transform of expr

InverseLaplaceTransform@expr,8s1,s2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

the multidimensional inverse Laplace transform of expr

Multidimensional Laplace transforms. 

Fourier Transforms

FourierTransform@expr,t,ΩD the Fourier transform of expr

InverseFourierTransform@expr,Ω,tD

the inverse Fourier transform of expr

One−dimensional Fourier transforms. 

Integral transforms can produce results that involve "generalized functions" such as HeavisideTheta .

In[1]:= FourierTransform@1�H1 + t^4L, t, ΩD

Out[1]= 

1

4
+

ä

4
ã

-

I1+äM Ω

2 Π ã
2 Ω

-ä + ã
ä 2 Ω HeavisideTheta@-ΩD + 1 - ä ãä 2 Ω HeavisideTheta@ΩD

This finds the inverse. 

In[2]:= InverseFourierTransform@%, Ω, tD

Out[2]= 

1

1 + t4

In Mathematica the Fourier transform of a function f HtL is by default defined to be 
1

2 Π

Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL eiΩ t
â t. The inverse Fourier transform of

FHΩL is similarly defined as 
1

2 Π

Ù
-¥

¥

FHΩL e-iΩ t
âΩ. 

In  different  scientific  and  technical  fields  different  conventions  are  often  used  for  defining  Fourier  transforms.  The  option

FourierParameters in Mathematica allows you to choose any of these conventions you want. 
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common convention setting Fourier transform inverse Fourier transform

Mathematica default 80, 1<
1

2 Π

Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL eiΩ t
â t

1

2 Π

Ù
-¥

¥

FHΩL e-iΩ t
âΩ

pure mathematics 81, -1< Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL e-iΩ t
â t

1

2 Π
Ù
-¥

¥

FHΩL eiΩ t
âΩ

classical physics 8-1, 1<
1

2 Π
Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL eiΩ t
â t Ù

-¥

¥

FHΩL e-iΩ t
âΩ

modern physics 80, 1<
1

2 Π

Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL eiΩ t
â t

1

2 Π

Ù
-¥

¥

FHΩL e-iΩ t
âΩ

systems engineering 81, -1< Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL e-iΩ t
â t

1

2 Π
Ù
-¥

¥

FHΩL eiΩ t
âΩ

signal processing 80, -2 Pi< Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL e-2 Π iΩ t
â t Ù

-¥

¥

FHΩL e2 Π iΩ t
âΩ

general case 8a, b< H b L � H2 ΠL
1-a

Ù
-¥

¥

f HtL ei bΩ t
â t

b

H2 ΠL1+a
Ù
-¥

¥

FHΩL e-i bΩ t
âΩ

Typical settings for FourierParameters with various conventions. 

Here is a Fourier transform with the default choice of parameters. 

In[3]:= FourierTransform@Exp@-t^2D, t, ΩD

Out[3]= 

ã
-

Ω
2

4

2

Here is the same Fourier transform with the choice of parameters typically used in signal processing. 

In[4]:= FourierTransform@Exp@-t^2D, t, Ω, FourierParameters -> 80, -2 Pi<D

Out[4]= ã
-Π

2
Ω
2

Π

FourierSinTransform@expr,t,ΩD

Fourier sine transform

FourierCosTransform@expr,t,ΩD

Fourier cosine transform

InverseFourierSinTransform@expr,Ω,tD

inverse Fourier sine transform

InverseFourierCosTransform@expr,Ω,tD

inverse Fourier cosine transform

Fourier sine and cosine transforms. 

In  some  applications  of  Fourier  transforms,  it  is  convenient  to  avoid  ever  introducing  complex  exponentials.  Fourier  sine  and  cosine

transforms correspond to integrating respectively with sinHΩ tL and cosHΩ tL instead of expHiΩ tL, and using limits 0 and ¥ rather than -¥

and ¥. 

Here are the Fourier sine and cosine transforms of e-t. 

In[5]:= 8FourierSinTransform@Exp@-tD, t, ΩD, FourierCosTransform@Exp@-tD, t, ΩD<

Out[5]= 9

2

Π

Ω

1 + Ω2
,

2

Π

1 + Ω2
=
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FourierTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8Ω1,Ω2,¼<D

the multidimensional Fourier transform of expr

InverseFourierTransform@expr,8Ω1,Ω2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

the multidimensional inverse Fourier transform of expr

FourierSinTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8Ω1,Ω2,¼<D ,
FourierCosTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8Ω1,Ω2,¼<D

the multidimensional sine and cosine Fourier transforms of expr

InverseFourierSinTransform@expr,8Ω1,Ω2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D ,
InverseFourierCosTransform@expr,8Ω1,Ω2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

the multidimensional inverse Fourier sine and cosine transforms of expr

Multidimensional Fourier transforms. 

This evaluates a two−dimensional Fourier transform. 

In[6]:= FourierTransform@Hu vL^2 Exp@-u^2 - v^2D, 8u, v<, 8a, b<D

Out[6]= 

1

32
I-2 + a2M I-2 + b2M ã

-

a2

4
-

b2

4

This inverts the transform. 

In[7]:= InverseFourierTransform@%, 8a, b<, 8u, v<D

Out[7]= ã
-u2-v2 u2 v2

Z Transforms

ZTransform@expr,n,zD Z transform of expr

InverseZTransform@expr,z,nD inverse Z transform of expr

Z transforms. 

The  Z  transform  of  a  function  f HnL  is  given  by  Ún=0
¥ f HnL z-n.  The  inverse  Z  transform  of  FHzL  is  given  by  the  contour  integral

1

2 Π i
� FHzL z

n-1
â z.  Z  transforms  are  effectively  discrete  analogs  of  Laplace  transforms.  They  are  widely  used  for  solving  difference

equations, especially in digital  signal processing and control theory. They can be thought of as producing generating functions, of the

kind commonly used in combinatorics and number theory. 

This computes the Z transform of 2-n. 

In[1]:= ZTransform@2^-n, n, zD

Out[1]= 

2 z

-1 + 2 z

Here is the inverse Z transform. 

In[2]:= InverseZTransform@%, z, nD

Out[2]= 2-n

The generating function for 1 �n ! is an exponential function.

In[3]:= ZTransform@1�n!, n, zD

Out[3]= ã

1

z
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Generalized Functions and Related Objects
In many practical situations it is convenient to consider limits in which a fixed amount of something is concentrated into an infinitesimal

region. Ordinary mathematical functions of the kind normally encountered in calculus cannot readily represent such limits. However, it is

possible to introduce generalized functions or distributions which can represent these limits in integrals and other types of calculations. 

DiracDelta@xD Dirac delta function ∆HxL

HeavisideTheta@xD Heaviside theta function ΘHxL, equal to 0 for x < 0 and 1 for x > 0

Dirac delta and Heaviside theta functions. 

Here is a function concentrated around x = 0. 

In[1]:= Plot@Sqrt@50�PiD Exp@-50 x^2D, 8x, -2, 2<, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[1]= 

As n gets larger, the functions become progressively more concentrated. 

In[2]:= Plot@Evaluate@Sqrt@n�PiD Exp@-n x^2D �. n -> 81, 10, 100<D, 8x, -2, 2<, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[2]= 

For any n > 0, their integrals are nevertheless always equal to 1. 

In[3]:= Integrate@Sqrt@n�PiD Exp@-n x^2D, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<, Assumptions -> n > 0D

Out[3]= 1

The limit of the functions for infinite n is effectively a Dirac delta function, whose integral is again 1. 

In[4]:= Integrate@DiracDelta@xD, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D

Out[4]= 1

DiracDelta evaluates to 0 at all real points except x = 0. 

In[5]:= Table@DiracDelta@xD, 8x, -3, 3<D

Out[5]= 80, 0, 0, DiracDelta@0D, 0, 0, 0<

Inserting a delta function in an integral effectively causes the integrand to be sampled at discrete points where the argument of the delta

function vanishes. 

This samples the function f with argument 2. 

In[6]:= Integrate@DiracDelta@x - 2D f@xD, 8x, -4, 4<D

Out[6]= f@2D
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Here is a slightly more complicated example. 

In[7]:= Integrate@DiracDelta@x^2 - x - 1D, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[7]= 

1

5

This effectively counts the number of zeros of cosHxL in the region of integration. 

In[8]:= Integrate@DiracDelta@Cos@xDD, 8x, -30, 30<D

Out[8]= 20

The Heaviside function HeavisideTheta@xD is the indefinite integral of the delta function. It is variously denoted HHxL, ΘHxL, ΜHxL, and

UHxL. As a generalized function, the Heaviside function is defined only inside an integral. This distinguishes it from the unit step function

UnitStep@xD, which is a piecewise function.

The indefinite integral of the delta function is the Heaviside theta function. 

In[9]:= Integrate@DiracDelta@xD, xD

Out[9]= HeavisideTheta@xD

The value of this integral depends on whether a lies in the interval H-2, 2L. 

In[10]:= Integrate@f@xD DiracDelta@x - aD, 8x, -2, 2<, Assumptions -> a Î RealsD

Out[10]= f@aD HeavisideTheta@2 - aD HeavisideTheta@2 + aD

DiracDelta and HeavisideTheta  often arise in doing integral transforms. 

The Fourier transform of a constant function is a delta function. 

In[11]:= FourierTransform@1, t, ΩD

Out[11]= 2 Π DiracDelta@ΩD

The Fourier transform of cosHtL involves the sum of two delta functions. 

In[12]:= FourierTransform@Cos@tD, t, ΩD

Out[12]= 

Π

2

DiracDelta@-1 + ΩD +
Π

2

DiracDelta@1 + ΩD

Dirac delta functions can be used in DSolve  to find the impulse response or Green ÷ s function of  systems represented by linear and

certain other differential equations. 

This finds the behavior of a harmonic oscillator subjected to an impulse at t = 0. 

In[13]:= DSolve@8x’’@tD + r x@tD == DiracDelta@tD, x@0D == 0, x’@0D == 1<, x@tD, tD

Out[13]= 99x@tD ®

HeavisideTheta@tD SinA r tE

r

==

DiracDelta@x1,x2,¼D multidimensional Dirac delta function

HeavisideTheta@x1,x2,¼D multidimensional Heaviside theta function

Multidimensional Dirac delta and Heaviside theta functions. 

Multidimensional generalized functions are essentially products of univariate generalized functions.
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Here is a derivative of a multidimensional Heaviside function.

In[14]:= D@HeavisideTheta@x, y, zD, xD

Out[14]= DiracDelta@xD HeavisideTheta@y, zD

Related  to  the  multidimensional  Dirac  delta  function  are  two  integer  functions:  discrete  delta  and  Kronecker  delta.  Discrete  delta

∆Hn1, n2,¼L is 1 if all the ni = 0, and is zero otherwise. Kronecker delta ∆n1 n2¼ is 1 if all the ni are equal, and is zero otherwise. 

DiscreteDelta@n1,n2,¼D discrete delta ∆Hn1, n2,¼L

KroneckerDelta@n1,n2,¼D Kronecker delta ∆n1 n2¼

Integer delta functions. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Calculus
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Arithmetic

You can do arithmetic with Mathematica just as you would on an electronic calculator. 

This is the sum of two numbers.

In[1]:= 2.3 + 5.63

Out[1]= 7.93

Here the � stands for division, and the ^ stands for power.

In[2]:= 2.4�8.9^2

Out[2]= 0.0302992

Spaces denote multiplication in Mathematica. The front end automatically replaces spaces between numbers with light gray multiplication 
signs. 

In[3]:= 2 ´ 3 ´ 4

Out[3]= 24

You can use a * for multiplication if you want to.

In[4]:= 2*3*4

Out[4]= 24

You can type arithmetic expressions with parentheses. 

In[5]:= H3 + 4L^2 - 2 H3 + 1L

Out[5]= 41

Spaces are not needed, though they often make your input easier to read. 

In[6]:= H3 + 4L^2 - 2 H3 + 1L

Out[6]= 41

x^y power

-x minus

x�y divide

x y z   or  x*y*z multiply

x+y+z add

Arithmetic operations in Mathematica. 

Arithmetic  operations  in  Mathematica  are  grouped  according  to  the  standard  mathematical  conventions.  As  usual,  2^3 + 4,  for

example, means H2^3L + 4, and not 2^H3 + 4L. You can always control grouping by explicitly using parentheses.

This result is given in scientific notation. 

In[7]:= 2.4^45

Out[7]= 1.28678´1017
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You can enter numbers in scientific notation like this. 

In[8]:= 2.3 ´ 10^70

Out[8]= 2.3´1070

Or like this. 

In[9]:= 2.3*^70

Out[9]= 2.3´1070

With  Mathematica,  you  can  perform  calculations  with  a  particular  precision,  usually  higher  than  an  ordinary  calculator.  When  given

precise numbers, Mathematica does not convert them to an approximate representation, but gives a precise result.

This gives the result in terms of rational numbers.

In[10]:= 1�3 + 2�7

Out[10]=

13

21

This gives the approximate numerical result.

In[11]:= 1�3 + 2�7 �� N

Out[11]= 0.619048

This gives the approximate numerical result with 40 significant digits.

In[12]:= N@1�3 + 2�7, 40D

Out[12]= 0.6190476190476190476190476190476190476190

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Calculations
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Numerical Mathematics in Mathematica

One of  the important  features of  Mathematica  is  its  ability  to  give you exact,  symbolic,  results  for  computations.  There are,  however,

computations  where  it  is  just  mathematically  impossible  to  get  exact  ú closed form ø  results.  In  such  cases,  you  can  still  often  get

approximate numerical results. 

There is no "closed form" result for Ù
0

1
sin Hsin HxLL â x. Mathematica returns the integral in symbolic form. 

In[1]:= Integrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[1]= à
0

1

Sin@Sin@xDD âx

You can now take the symbolic form of the integral, and ask for its approximate numerical value. 

In[2]:= N@%D

Out[2]= 0.430606

When  Mathematica  cannot  find  an  explicit  result  for  something  like  a  definite  integral,  it  returns  a  symbolic  form.  You  can  take  this

symbolic form, and try to get an approximate numerical value by applying N. 

By giving a second argument to N, you can specify the numerical precision to use. 

In[3]:= N@Integrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<D, 40D

Out[3]= 0.4306061031206906049123773552484657864336

If  you  want  to  evaluate  an  integral  numerically  in  Mathematica,  then  using  Integrate  and  applying  N  to  the  result  is  not  the  most

efficient  way  to  do  it.  It  is  better  instead to  use  the  function  NIntegrate,  which  immediately  gives  a  numerical  answer,  without  first

trying  to  get  an  exact,  symbolic,  result.  You  should  realize  that  even  when Integrate  does  not  in  the  end  manage to  give  you  an

exact result, it may spend a lot of time trying to do so. 

NIntegrate evaluates numerical integrals directly, without first trying to get a symbolic result. 

In[4]:= NIntegrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[4]= 0.430606

Integrate NIntegrate definite integrals

Sum NSum sums

Product NProduct products

Solve NSolve solutions of algebraic equations

DSolve NDSolve solutions of differential equations

Maximize NMaximize maximization

Symbolic and numerical versions of some Mathematica functions.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions

� The Internals of Mathematica
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The Uncertainties of Numerical Mathematics

Mathematica does operations like numerical integration very differently from the way it does their symbolic counterparts.

When you do a symbolic integral,  Mathematica  takes the functional form of the integrand you have given, and applies a sequence of

exact symbolic transformation rules to it, to try and evaluate the integral.

However, when Mathematica does a numerical integral, after some initial symbolic preprocessing, the only information it has about your

integrand is  a  sequence of  numerical  values  for  it.  To  get  a  definite  result  for  the  integral,  Mathematica  then effectively  has  to  make

certain assumptions about the smoothness and other properties of your integrand. If you give a sufficiently pathological integrand, these

assumptions may not be valid, and as a result, Mathematica may simply give you the wrong answer for the integral. 

This problem may occur, for example, if you try to integrate numerically a function which has a very thin spike at a particular position.

Mathematica  samples your function at a number of points, and then assumes that the function varies smoothly between these points.

As a result, if none of the sample points come close to the spike, then the spike will go undetected, and its contribution to the numerical

integral will not be correctly included. 

Here is a plot of the function expI-x2M. 

In[1]:= Plot@Exp@-x^2D, 8x, -10, 10<, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[1]= 

NIntegrate gives the correct answer for the numerical integral of this function from −10 to +10. 

In[2]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-x^2D, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[2]= 1.77245

If, however, you ask for the integral from −10000 to 10000, with its default settings NIntegrate will miss the peak near x = 0, and give 

the wrong answer. 

In[3]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-x^2D, 8x, -10000, 10000<D

NIntegrate::ncvb : NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 10
recursive bisections in x near 8x< = 86670.<. NIntegrate obtained 0.‘
and 0.‘ for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[3]= 0.

NIntegrate tries to make the best possible use of the information that it can get about the numerical values of the integrand. Thus, for

example,  by  default,  if  NIntegrate  notices  that  the  estimated  error  in  the  integral  in  a  particular  region  is  large,  it  will  take  more

samples in that region. In this way, NIntegrate tries to ú adaptø  its operation to the particular integrand you have given.

The kind of adaptive procedure that NIntegrate uses is similar, at least in spirit, to what Plot  does in trying to draw smooth curves

for functions. In both cases, Mathematica tries to go on taking more samples in a particular region until it has effectively found a smooth

approximation to the function in that region. 

The kinds of problems that can appear in numerical integration can also arise in doing other numerical operations on functions. 

For example, if you ask for a numerical approximation to the sum of an infinite series, Mathematica samples a certain number of terms

in the series, and then does an extrapolation to estimate the contributions of other terms. If you insert large terms far out in the series,

they may not be detected when the extrapolation is done, and the result you get for the sum may be incorrect. 

A similar problem arises when you try to find a numerical approximation to the minimum of a function. Mathematica samples only a finite

number of values, then effectively assumes that the actual function interpolates smoothly between these values. If  in fact the function

has a sharp dip in a particular region, then Mathematica may miss this dip, and you may get the wrong answer for the minimum. 
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If  you work only  with  numerical  values of  functions,  there is  simply  no way to  avoid the kinds of  problems we have been discussing.

Exact symbolic computation, of course, allows you to get around these problems. 

In many calculations, it is therefore worthwhile to go as far as you can symbolically, and then resort to numerical methods only at the

very end. This gives you the best chance of avoiding the problems that can arise in purely numerical computations. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Introduction to Numerical Sums, Products and 
Integrals

NSum@ f,8i,imin,Infinity<D numerical approximation to Úimin
¥ f

NProduct@ f,8i,imin,Infinity<D numerical approximation to Ûimin
¥ f

NIntegrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D numerical approximation to Ùxmin

xmax
f dx

NIntegrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

the multiple integral Ùxmin

xmax
d x Ùymin

ymax
d y f

Numerical sums, products and integrals. 

Here is a numerical approximation to Úi=1
¥

1

i3
. 

In[1]:= NSum@1�i^3, 8i, 1, Infinity<D

Out[1]= 1.20206

NIntegrate can handle singularities in the integration region. 

In[2]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@x H1 - xLD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[2]= 3.14159

You can do numerical integrals over infinite regions. 

In[3]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-x^2D, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D

Out[3]= 1.77245

Here is a double integral over a triangular domain. Note the order in which the variables are given.

In[4]:= NIntegrate@Sin@x yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, x<D

Out[4]= 0.119906

Here is a double integral over a more complicated domain.

In[5]:= NIntegrate@ Sin@x yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, Sqrt@x^3 + 3D<D

Out[5]= 0.727332

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Numerical Integration

N@Integrate@expr,8x,xmin,xmax<DD try to perform an integral exactly, then find numerical approximations to the parts 
that remain

NIntegrate@expr,8x,xmin,xmax<D find a numerical approximation to an integral

NIntegrate@expr,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<,¼D

multidimensional numerical integral Ùxmin

xmax
d x Ùymin

ymaxdy¼ expr

NIntegrate@expr,8x,xmin,x1,x2,¼,xmax<D

do a numerical integral along a line, starting at xmin, going through the points xi, 

and ending at xmax

Numerical integration functions. 

This finds a numerical approximation to the integral Ù
0

¥

e-x
3

â x. 

In[1]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-x^3D, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[1]= 0.89298

Here is the numerical value of the double integral Ù
-1

1
d x Ù

-1

1
d y Ix2 + y2M. 

In[2]:= NIntegrate@x^2 + y^2, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[2]= 2.66667

An  important  feature  of  NIntegrate  is  its  ability  to  deal  with  functions  that  "blow  up"  at  known  points.  NIntegrate  automatically

checks for such problems at the endpoints of the integration region. 

The function 1� x  blows up at x = 0, but NIntegrate still succeeds in getting the correct value for the integral. 

In[3]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[3]= 2.

Mathematica can find the integral of 1� x  exactly. 

In[4]:= Integrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[4]= 2

NIntegrate detects that the singularity in 1 � x at x = 0 is not integrable. 

In[5]:= NIntegrate@1�x, 8x, 0, 1<D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::ncvb :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 recursive

bisections in x near 8x< = 91.22413 ´ 10-225=. NIntegrate

obtained 191612.2902185145‘ and 160378.51781028978‘
for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[5]= 191612.
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NIntegrate  does not  automatically  look for  singularities except  at  the endpoints of  your  integration region.  When other  singularities

are  present,  NIntegrate  may  not  give  you  the  right  answer  for  the  integral.  Nevertheless,  in  following  its  adaptive  procedure,

NIntegrate will often detect the presence of potentially singular behavior, and will warn you about it. 

NIntegrate warns you of a possible problem due to the singularity in the middle of the integration region. The final result is numerically 

quite close to the correct answer. 

In[6]:= NIntegrate@x^2 Sin@1�xD, 8x, -1, 2<D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[6]= 1.38755

If  you  know  that  your  integrand  has  singularities  at  particular  points,  you  can  explicitly  tell  NIntegrate  to  deal  with  them.

NIntegrate@expr, 8x, xmin, x1, x2, ¼, xmax<D  integrates  expr  from  xmin  to  xmax,  looking  for  possible  singularities  at  each  of  the

intermediate points xi.

This gives the same integral, but now explicitly deals with the singularity at x = 0. 

In[7]:= NIntegrate@x^2 Sin@1�xD, 8x, -1, 0, 2<D

Out[7]= 1.38755

You can also use the list of intermediate points xi  in NIntegrate to specify an integration contour to follow in the complex plane. The

contour is taken to consist of a sequence of line segments, starting at xmin, going through each of the xi, and ending at xmax. 

This integrates 1 � x around a closed contour in the complex plane, going from -1, through the points -i, 1 and i, then back to -1. 

In[8]:= NIntegrate@1�x, 8x, -1, -I, 1, I, -1<D

Out[8]= 0. + 6.28319 ä

The integral gives 2 Π i, as expected from Cauchy’s theorem.

In[9]:= N@2 Pi ID

Out[9]= 0. + 6.28319 ä

option name default value

MinRecursion 0 minimum number of recursions for the integration method

MaxRecursion Automatic maximum number of recursions for the integration method

MaxPoints Automatic maximum total number of times to sample the integrand

Special options for NIntegrate. 

When NIntegrate tries to evaluate a numerical integral, it samples the integrand at a sequence of points. If it finds that the integrand

changes rapidly in a particular region, then it recursively takes more sample points in that region. The parameters MinRecursion and

MaxRecursion  specify the minimum and maximum number of recursions to use. Increasing the value of MinRecursion guarantees

that NIntegrate will use a larger number of sample points. MaxPoints and MaxRecursion  limit the number of sample points which

NIntegrate will ever try to use. Increasing MinRecursion or MaxRecursion will make NIntegrate work more slowly. 
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With the default settings for all options, NIntegrate misses the peak in expI-Hx - 1L
2
M near x = 1, and gives the wrong answer for the 

integral. 

In[10]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-Hx - 1L^2D, 8x, -1000, 1000<D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::ncvb :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 recursive

bisections in x near 8x< = 83.87517<. NIntegrate
obtained 1.6330510571683285‘ and 0.004736564243403896‘
for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[10]= 1.63305

With the option MinRecursion -> 3, NIntegrate samples enough points that it notices the peak around x = 1. With the default 

setting of MaxRecursion, however, NIntegrate cannot use enough sample points to be able to expect an accurate answer. 

In[11]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-Hx - 1L^2D, 8x, -50 000, 1000<, MinRecursion ® 3D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::ncvb :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 recursive

bisections in x near 8x< = 8-8.44584<. NIntegrate
obtained 1.8181913371063452‘ and 1.165089629798181‘
for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[11]= 1.81819

With this setting of MaxRecursion, NIntegrate can get an accurate answer for the integral. 

In[12]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-Hx - 1L^2D, 8x, -50 000, 1000<, MinRecursion ® 3, MaxRecursion ® 20D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[12]= 1.77242

Another way to solve the problem is to make NIntegrate break the integration region into several pieces, with a small piece that 

explicitly covers the neighborhood of the peak. 

In[13]:= NIntegrate@Exp@-Hx - 1L^2D, 8x, -1000, -10, 10, 1000<D

Out[13]= 1.77245

For  integrals  in  many  dimensions,  it  can  take  a  long  time  for  NIntegrate  to  get  a  precise  answer.  However,  by  setting  the  option

MaxPoints, you can tell NIntegrate to give you just a rough estimate, sampling the integrand only a limited number of times. 

Here is a way to get a rough estimate for an integral that takes a long time to compute. 

In[14]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@x + Log@y + zD^2D, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<, MaxPoints -> 1000D

NIntegrate::maxp :
The integral failed to converge after 1023 integrand evaluations.

NIntegrate obtained 1.4548878649546768‘ and
0.03247010762528413‘ for the integral and error estimates.

Out[14]= 1.45489
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Numerical Evaluation of Sums and Products

NSum@ f,8i,imin,imax<D find a numerical approximation to the sum Úi=imin
imax

f

NSum@ f,8i,imin,imaxdi<D use step di in the sum 

NProduct@ f,8i,imin,imax<D find a numerical approximation to the product Ûi=imin

imax
f

Numerical sums and products. 

This gives a numerical approximation to Úi=1
¥

1

i
3
+i!

. 

In[1]:= NSum@1�Hi^3 + i!L, 8i, 1, Infinity<D

Out[1]= 0.64703

There is no exact result for this sum, so Mathematica leaves it in a symbolic form. 

In[2]:= Sum@1�Hi^3 + i!L, 8i, 1, Infinity<D

Out[2]= â

i=1

¥ 1

i3 + i!

You can apply N explicitly to get a numerical result. 

In[3]:= N@%D

Out[3]= 0.64703

The way NSum  works is to include a certain number of terms explicitly,  and then to try and estimate the contribution of the remaining

ones. There are three approaches to estimating this contribution. The first uses the Euler| Maclaurin method, and is based on approximat−

ing the sum by an integral. The second method, known as the Wynn epsilon method, samples a number of additional terms in the sum,

and then tries to fit them to a polynomial multiplied by a decaying exponential. The third approach, useful for alternating series, uses an

alternating  signs  method;  it  also  samples  a  number  of  additional  terms  and  approximates  their  sum  by  the  ratio  of  two  polynomials

(Padé approximation).

option name default value

Method Automatic Automatic , "EulerMaclaurin", "WynnEpsilon", 

or "AlternatingSigns"

NSumTerms 15 number of terms to include explicitly

VerifyConvergence True whether the convergence of the series should be verified

Special options for NSum . 

If you do not explicitly specify the method to use, NSum  will try to choose between the EulerMaclaurin or WynnEpsilon methods. In

any case, some implicit assumptions about the functions you are summing have to be made. If these assumptions are not correct, you

may get inaccurate answers. 

The most common place to use NSum  is in evaluating sums with infinite limits. You can, however, also use it for sums with finite limits.

By making implicit assumptions about the objects you are evaluating, NSum  can often avoid doing as many function evaluations as an

explicit Sum computation would require. 

This finds the numerical value of Ún=0
100

e
-n by extrapolation techniques. 

In[4]:= NSum@Exp@-nD, 8n, 0, 100<D

Out[4]= 1.58198
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You can also get the result, albeit much less efficiently, by constructing the symbolic form of the sum, then evaluating it numerically. 

In[5]:= Sum@Exp@-nD, 8n, 0, 100<D �� N

Out[5]= 1.58198

NProduct works in essentially the same way as NSum , with analogous options. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Numerical Equation Solving

NSolve@lhs==rhs,xD solve a polynomial equation numerically

NSolve@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,8x,y,¼<D

solve a system of polynomial equations numerically

FindRoot@lhs==rhs,8x,x0<D search for a numerical solution to an equation, starting at x = x0

FindRoot@8lhs1==rhs1,lhs2==rhs2,¼<,88x,x0<,8y,y0<,¼<D

search for numerical solutions to simultaneous equations

Numerical root finding. 

NSolve gives you numerical approximations to all the roots of a polynomial equation. 

In[1]:= NSolve@x^5 + x + 1 == 0, xD

Out[1]= 88x ® -0.754878<, 8x ® -0.5 - 0.866025 ä<, 8x ® -0.5 + 0.866025 ä<, 8x ® 0.877439 - 0.744862 ä<, 8x ® 0.877439 + 0.744862

You can also use NSolve to solve sets of simultaneous equations numerically. 

In[2]:= NSolve@8x + y == 2, x - 3 y + z == 3, x - y + z == 0<, 8x, y, z<D

Out[2]= 88x ® 3.5, y ® -1.5, z ® -5.<<

If  your  equations  involve  only  linear  functions  or  polynomials,  then  you  can  use  NSolve  to  get  numerical  approximations  to  all  the

solutions. However, when your equations involve more complicated functions, there is in general no systematic procedure for finding all

solutions, even numerically. In such cases, you can use FindRoot  to search for solutions. You have to give FindRoot  a place to start

its search. 

This searches for a numerical solution, starting at x = 1. 

In[3]:= FindRoot@3 Cos@xD == Log@xD, 8x, 1<D

Out[3]= 8x ® 1.44726<

The equation has several solutions. If you start at a different x, FindRoot may return a different solution. 

In[4]:= FindRoot@3 Cos@xD == Log@xD, 8x, 10<D

Out[4]= 8x ® 13.1064<

You can search for solutions to sets of equations. Here the solution involves complex numbers. 

In[5]:= FindRoot@8x == Log@yD, y == Log@xD<, 88x, I<, 8y, 2<<D

Out[5]= 8x ® 0.318132 + 1.33724 ä, y ® 0.318132 + 1.33724 ä<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Numerical Solution of Polynomial Equations

When Solve cannot find solutions in terms of radicals to polynomial equations, it returns a symbolic form of the result in terms of Root  

objects. 

In[1]:= Solve@x^5 + 7 x + 1 == 0, xD

Out[1]= 99x ® RootA1 + 7 ð1 + ð1
5 &, 1E=, 9x ® RootA1 + 7 ð1 + ð15 &, 2E=, 9x ® RootA1 + 7 ð1 + ð15 &, 3E=, 9x ® RootA1 + 7 ð1 + ð

You can get numerical solutions by applying N. 

In[2]:= N@%D

Out[2]= 88x ® -0.142849<, 8x ® -1.11308 - 1.15173 ä<, 8x ® -1.11308 + 1.15173 ä<, 8x ® 1.1845 - 1.15139 ä<, 8x ® 1.1845 + 1.15139

This gives the numerical solutions to 25−digit precision. 

In[3]:= N@%%, 25D

Out[3]= 88x ® -0.1428486455250044341134116<, 8x ® -1.113077976547710735600398 - 1.151734362151674305046770 ä<, 8x ® -

You can use NSolve to get numerical solutions to polynomial equations directly, without first trying to find exact results. 

In[4]:= NSolve@x^7 + x + 1 == 0, xD

Out[4]= 88x ® -0.796544<, 8x ® -0.705298 - 0.637624 ä<, 8x ® -0.705298 + 0.637624 ä<, 8x ® 0.123762 - 1.05665 ä<, 8x ® 0.123762

NSolve@poly==0,xD get approximate numerical solutions to a polynomial equation

NSolve@poly==0,x,nD get solutions using n−digit precision arithmetic

NSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8var1,var2,¼<D

get solutions to a polynomial system

Numerical solution of polynomial equations and systems. 

NSolve will give you the complete set of numerical solutions to any polynomial equation or system of polynomial equations.

NSolve can find solutions to sets of simultaneous polynomial equations.

In[5]:= NSolve@8x^2 + y^2 == 1, x^3 + y^3 == 2<, 8x, y<D

Out[5]= 88x ® -1.09791 - 0.839887 ä, y ® -1.09791 + 0.839887 ä<, 8x ® -1.09791 + 0.839887 ä, y ® -1.09791 - 0.839887 ä<, 8x

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Numerical Root Finding
NSolve gives you a general way to find numerical approximations to the solutions of polynomial equations. Finding numerical solutions

to more general equations, however, can be much more difficult, as discussed in "Equations in One Variable". FindRoot  gives you a

way to search for a numerical root of a function or a numerical solution to an arbitrary equation, or set of equations.

FindRoot@ f,8x,x0<D search for a numerical root of f , starting with x = x0

FindRoot@lhs==rhs,8x,x0<D search for a numerical solution to the equation lhs == rhs, starting with x = x0

FindRoot@ f1, f2,¼,88x,x0<,8y,y0<,¼<D

search for a simultaneous numerical root of all the fi

FindRoot@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,88x,x0<,8y,y0<,¼<D

search for a numerical solution to the simultaneous equations eqni

Numerical root finding. 

The curves for cos HxL and x intersect at one point. 

In[1]:= Plot@8Cos@xD, x<, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[1]=

This finds a numerical approximation to the value of x at which the intersection occurs. The 0 tells FindRoot what value of x to try first. 

In[2]:= FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 0<D

Out[2]= 8x ® 0.739085<

In  trying  to  find  a  solution  to  your  equation,  FindRoot  starts  at  the  point  you specify,  and then progressively  tries  to  get  closer  and

closer to a solution. Even if  your equations have several solutions, FindRoot  always returns the first solution it  finds. Which solution

this is will depend on what starting point you chose. If you start sufficiently close to a particular solution, FindRoot  will usually return

that solution. 

The function sinHxL has an infinite number of roots of the form x = n Π. If you start sufficiently close to a particular root, FindRoot will give 

you that root. 

In[3]:= FindRoot@Sin@xD, 8x, 3<D

Out[3]= 8x ® 3.14159<

If you start with x = 6, you get a numerical approximation to the root x = 2 Π. 

In[4]:= FindRoot@Sin@xD, 8x, 6<D

Out[4]= 8x ® 6.28319<

If you want FindRoot to search for complex solutions, then you have to give a complex starting value. 

In[5]:= FindRoot@Sin@xD == 2, 8x, I<D

Out[5]= 8x ® 1.5708 + 1.31696 ä<
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This finds a zero of the Riemann zeta function. 

In[6]:= FindRoot@Zeta@1�2 + I tD, 8t, 12<D

Out[6]= 9t ® 14.1347 - 2.54839´10
-15
ä=

This finds a solution to a set of simultaneous equations. 

In[7]:= FindRoot@8Sin@xD == Cos@yD, x + y == 1<, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<D

Out[7]= 8x ® -1.85619, y ® 2.85619<

The variables used by FindRoot  can have values that are lists.  This allows you to find roots of functions that take vectors as argu−

ments. 

This is a way to solve a linear equation for the variable x. 

In[8]:= FindRoot@881, 2<, 83, 4<<.x == 85, 6<, 8x, 81, 1<<D

Out[8]= 8x ® 8-4., 4.5<<

This finds a normalized eigenvector x and eigenvalue a.

In[9]:= FindRoot@8881, 2<, 83, 4<<.x == a x, x.x == 1<, 88x, 81, 1<<, 8a, 1<<D

Out[9]= 8x ® 80.415974, 0.909377<, a ® 5.37228<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Introduction to Numerical Differential Equations

NDSolve@eqns,y,8x,xmin,xmax<D

solve numerically for the function y, with the independent variable x in the range 

xmin to xmax

NDSolve@eqns,8y1,y2,¼<,8x,xmin,xmax<D

solve a system of equations for the yi

Numerical solution of differential equations. 

This generates a numerical solution to the equation y¢HxL = yHxL with 0 < x < 2. The result is given in terms of an 

InterpolatingFunction. 

In[1]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == y@xD, y@0D == 1<, y, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[1]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<

Here is the value of y H1.5L. 

In[2]:= y@1.5D �. %

Out[2]= 84.48169<

With an algebraic equation such as x2 + 3 x + 1 = 0, each solution for x is simply a single number. For a differential equation, however,

the solution is a function, rather than a single number. For example, in the equation y¢HxL = yHxL, you want to get an approximation to the

function yHxL as the independent variable x varies over some range. 

Mathematica  represents  numerical  approximations  to  functions  as  InterpolatingFunction  objects.  These  objects  are  functions

which,  when  applied  to  a  particular  x,  return  the  approximate  value  of  yHxL  at  that  point.  The  InterpolatingFunction  effectively

stores a table of values for yHxiL, then interpolates this table to find an approximation to yHxL at the particular x you request. 

y@xD�.solution use the list of rules for the function y to get values for y@xD

InterpolatingFunction@dataD@xD evaluate an interpolated function at the point x

Plot@Evaluate@y@xD�.solutionD,8x,xmin,xmax<D

plot the solution to a differential equation

Using results from NDSolve. 

This solves a system of two coupled differential equations. 

In[3]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == z@xD, z’@xD == -y@xD, y@0D == 0, z@0D == 1<, 8y, z<, 8x, 0, Pi<D

Out[3]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 3.14159<<, <>D, z ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 3.14159<<, <>D<<

Here is the value of z@2D found from the solution. 

In[4]:= z@2D �. %

Out[4]= 8-0.416147<
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Here is a plot of the solution for z@xD found on line 3. Plot  is discussed in "Basic Plotting". 

In[5]:= Plot@Evaluate@z@xD �. %3D, 8x, 0, Pi<D

Out[5]= 

NDSolve@eqn,u,8x,xmin,xmax<,8t,tmin,tmax<,¼D

solve a partial differential equation

Numerical solution of partial differential equations. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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Numerical Solution of Differential Equations
The function NDSolve  discussed in "Numerical  Differential  Equations" allows you to find numerical  solutions to differential  equations.

NDSolve  handles  both  single  differential  equations,  and  sets  of  simultaneous  differential  equations.  It  can  handle  a  wide  range  of

ordinary differential equations as well as some partial differential equations. In a system of ordinary differential equations there can be

any number of unknown functions yi, but all of these functions must depend on a single "independent variable" x, which is the same for

each function. Partial differential equations involve two or more independent variables. NDSolve  can also handle differential−algebraic

equations that mix differential equations with algebraic ones. 

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,y,8x,xmin,xmax<D

find a numerical solution for the function y with x in the range xmin to xmax

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8y1,y2,¼<,8x,xmin,xmax<D

find numerical solutions for several functions yi

Finding numerical solutions to ordinary differential equations. 

NDSolve  represents  solutions  for  the  functions  yi  as  InterpolatingFunction  objects.  The  InterpolatingFunction  objects

provide approximations to the yi over the range of values xmin to xmax for the independent variable x. 

NDSolve  finds  solutions  iteratively.  It  starts  at  a  particular  value  of  x,  then  takes  a  sequence of  steps,  trying  eventually  to  cover  the

whole range xmin to xmax. 

In  order  to  get  started,  NDSolve  has  to  be  given  appropriate  initial  or  boundary  conditions  for  the  yi  and  their  derivatives.  These

conditions  specify  values  for  yi@xD,  and  perhaps  derivatives  yi ’@xD,  at  particular  points  x.  In  general,  at  least  for  ordinary  differential

equations, the conditions you give can be at any x: NDSolve will automatically cover the range xmin to xmax.

This finds a solution for y with x in the range 0 to 2, using an initial condition for y@0D. 

In[1]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == y@xD, y@0D == 1<, y, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[1]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<

This still finds a solution with x in the range 0 to 2, but now the initial condition is for y@3D. 

In[2]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == y@xD, y@3D == 1<, y, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[2]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<

Here is a simple boundary value problem. 

In[3]:= NDSolve@8y’’@xD + x y@xD == 0, y@0D == 1, y@1D == -1<, y, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[3]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<<

When you use NDSolve, the initial or boundary conditions you give must be sufficient to determine the solutions for the yi  completely.

When you use DSolve to find symbolic solutions to differential equations, you can get away with specifying fewer initial conditions. The

reason is that DSolve  automatically inserts arbitrary constants C@iD to represent degrees of freedom associated with initial conditions

that  you  have  not  specified  explicitly.  Since  NDSolve  must  give  a  numerical  solution,  it  cannot  represent  these  kinds  of  additional

degrees of freedom. As a result, you must explicitly give all the initial or boundary conditions that are needed to determine the solution. 

In a typical case, if  you have differential  equations with up to nth  derivatives, then you need to give initial  conditions for up to Hn - 1Lth

derivatives, or give boundary conditions at n points. 
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With a third−order equation, you need to give initial conditions for up to second derivatives. 

In[4]:= NDSolve@8y’’’@xD + 8 y’’@xD + 17 y’@xD + 10 y@xD == 0, y@0D == 6, y’@0D == -20, y’’@0D == 84<, y, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[4]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<<

This plots the solution obtained.

In[5]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. %D, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[5]= 

With a third−order equation, you can also give boundary conditions at three points. 

In[6]:= NDSolve@8y’’’@xD + Sin@xD == 0, y@0D == 4, y@1D == 7, y@2D == 0<, y, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[6]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<

Mathematica allows you to use any appropriate linear combination of function values and derivatives as boundary conditions. 

In[7]:= NDSolve@8y’’@xD + y@xD == 12 x, 2 y@0D - y’@0D == -1, 2 y@1D + y’@1D == 9<, y, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[7]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<<

In most cases, all the initial conditions you give must involve the same value of x, say x0. As a result, you can avoid giving both xmin and

xmax explicitly. If you specify your range of x as 8x, x1<, then Mathematica will automatically generate a solution over the range x0 to x1. 

This generates a solution over the range 0 to 2. 

In[8]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == y@xD, y@0D == 1<, y, 8x, 2<D

Out[8]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<

You can give initial  conditions as equations of  any kind. In some cases, these equations may have multiple solutions. In such cases,

NDSolve will correspondingly generate multiple solutions. 

The initial conditions in this case lead to multiple solutions. 

In[9]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD^2 - y@xD^2 == 0, y@0D^2 == 4<, y@xD, 8x, 1<D

Out[9]= 88y@xD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@xD<, 8y@xD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@xD<, 8y@x

Here is a plot of all the solutions. 

In[10]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. %D, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[10]=

You can use NDSolve to solve systems of coupled differential equations. 

This finds a numerical solution to a pair of coupled equations. 

In[11]:= sol = NDSolve@8x’@tD == -y@tD - x@tD^2, y’@tD == 2 x@tD - y@tD, x@0D == y@0D == 1<, 8x, y<, 8t, 10<D

Out[11]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D, y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D<<
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This plots the solution for y from these equations. 

In[12]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@tD �. solD, 8t, 0, 10<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[12]=

This generates a parametric plot using both x and y. 

In[13]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD< �. solD, 8t, 0, 10<, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[13]=

Unknown functions in differential equations do not necessarily have to be represented by single symbols. If you have a large number of

unknown functions, you will often find it more convenient, for example, to give the functions names like y@iD. 

This constructs a set of five coupled differential equations and initial conditions. 

In[14]:= eqns = Join@Table@y@iD’@xD == y@i - 1D@xD - y@iD@xD, 8i, 2, 4<D,
8y@1D’@xD == -y@1D@xD, y@5D’@xD == y@4D@xD, y@1D@0D == 1<, Table@y@iD@0D == 0, 8i, 2, 5<DD

Out[14]= 8y@2D
¢@xD � y@1D@xD - y@2D@xD, y@3D¢@xD � y@2D@xD - y@3D@xD, y@4D¢@xD � y@3D@xD - y@4D@xD, y@1D¢@xD � -y@1D@xD, y

This solves the equations. 

In[15]:= NDSolve@eqns, Table@y@iD, 8i, 5<D, 8x, 10<D

Out[15]= 88y@1D ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D, y@2D ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D, y@3D ® InterpolatingFunction

Here is a plot of the solutions. 

In[16]:= Plot@Evaluate@Table@y@iD@xD, 8i, 5<D �. %D, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[16]=

NDSolve  can  handle  functions  whose  values  are  lists  or  arrays.  If  you  give  initial  conditions  like  y@0D == 8v1, v2, ¼, vn<,  then

NDSolve will assume that y is a function whose values are lists of length n. 

This solves a system of four coupled differential equations. 

In[17]:= NDSolve@8y’’@xD == -RandomReal@80, 1<, 84, 4<D.y@xD, y@0D == y’@0D == Table@1, 84<D<, y, 8x, 0, 8<D

Out[17]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 8.<<, <>D<<
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Here are the solutions. 

In[18]:= With@8s = y@xD �. First@%D<, Plot@8s@@1DD, s@@2DD, s@@3DD, s@@4DD<, 8x, 0, 8<, PlotRange -> AllDD

Out[18]=

option name default value

MaxSteps Automatic maximum number of steps in x to take

StartingStepSize Automatic starting size of step in x to use

MaxStepSize Automatic maximum size of step in x to use

NormFunction Automatic the norm to use for error estimation

Special options for NDSolve. 

NDSolve  has many methods for solving equations, but essentially all of them at some level work by taking a sequence of steps in the

independent variable x, and using an adaptive procedure to determine the size of these steps. In general, if the solution appears to be

varying rapidly in a particular region, then NDSolve will reduce the step size or change the method so as to be able to track the solution

better. 

This solves a differential equation in which the derivative has a discontinuity. 

In[19]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == If@x < 0, 1�Hx - 1L, 1�Hx + 1LD, y@-5D == 5<, y, 8x, -5, 5<D

Out[19]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<<, <>D<<

NDSolve reduced the step size around x = 0 so as to reproduce the kink accurately. 

In[20]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. %D, 8x, -5, 5<D

Out[20]=

Through its adaptive procedure, NDSolve is able to solve "stiff" differential equations in which there are several components which vary

with x at very different rates. 

In these equations, y varies much more rapidly than z. 

In[21]:= sol = NDSolve@8y’@xD == -40 y@xD, z’@xD == -z@xD�10, y@0D == z@0D == 1<, 8y, z<, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[21]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D, z ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<<

NDSolve nevertheless tracks both components successfully. 

In[22]:= Plot@Evaluate@8y@xD, z@xD< �. solD, 8x, 0, 1<, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[22]=
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NDSolve follows the general procedure of reducing step size until it tracks solutions accurately. There is a problem, however, when the

true solution has a singularity.  In  this  case,  NDSolve  might  go on reducing the step size forever,  and never  terminate.  To avoid this

problem, the option MaxSteps  specifies the maximum number of steps that NDSolve will ever take in attempting to find a solution. For

ordinary differential equations the default setting is MaxSteps -> 10000. 

NDSolve stops after taking 10000 steps. 

In[23]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == -1�x^2, y@-1D == -1<, y@xD, 8x, -1, 0<D

NDSolve::mxst :

Maximum number of 10000 steps reached at the point x == -1.00413 ´ 10-172. �

Out[23]= 99y@xD ® InterpolatingFunctionA99-1., -1.00413´10
-172==, <>E@xD==

There is in fact a singularity in the solution at x = 0. 

In[24]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. %D, 8x, -1, 0<D

Out[24]=

The default  setting  for  MaxSteps  should  be sufficient  for  most  equations  with  smooth  solutions.  When solutions  have a  complicated

structure,  however,  you  may  occasionally  have  to  choose  larger  settings  for  MaxSteps.  With  the  setting  MaxSteps -> Infinity

there is no upper limit on the number of steps used. 

To take the solution to the Lorenz equations this far, you need to remove the default bound on MaxSteps. 

In[25]:= NDSolve@8x’@tD == -3 Hx@tD - y@tDL, y’@tD == -x@tD z@tD + 26.5 x@tD - y@tD,
z’@tD == x@tD y@tD - z@tD, x@0D == z@0D == 0, y@0D == 1<, 8x, y, z<, 8t, 0, 200<, MaxSteps -> InfinityD

Out[25]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 200.<<, <>D, y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 200.<<, <>D, z ® InterpolatingFunction

Here is a parametric plot of the solution in three dimensions. 

In[26]:= ParametricPlot3D@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD, z@tD< �. %D, 8t, 0, 200<, PlotPoints -> 10000D

Out[26]=

When NDSolve  solves a particular set of differential equations, it always tries to choose a step size appropriate for those equations. In

some cases, the very first step that NDSolve  makes may be too large, and it may miss an important feature in the solution. To avoid

this problem, you can explicitly set the option StartingStepSize to specify the size to use for the first step. 

The equations  you  give  to  NDSolve  do  not  necessarily  all  have  to  involve  derivatives;  they  can  also  just  be  algebraic.  You can use

NDSolve to solve many such differential−algebraic equations. 
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This solves a system of differential−algebraic equations. 

In[27]:= NDSolve@8x’@tD == y@tD^2 + x@tD y@tD, 2 x@tD^2 + y@tD^2 == 1, x@0D == 0, y@0D == 1<, 8x, y<, 8t, 0, 5<D

Out[27]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 5.<<, <>D, y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 5.<<, <>D<<

Here is the solution. 

In[28]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD< �. %D, 8t, 0, 5<D

Out[28]=

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,u,8t,tmin,tmax<,8x,xmin,xmax<,¼D

solve a system of partial differential equations for u

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8u1,u2,¼<,8t,tmin,tmax<,8x,xmin,xmax<,¼D

solve a system of partial differential equations for several functions ui

Finding numerical solutions to partial differential equations. 

This finds a numerical solution to the wave equation. The result is a two−dimensional interpolating function. 

In[29]:= NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD, t, tD == D@u@t, xD, x, xD, u@0, xD == Exp@-x^2D,
Derivative@1, 0D@uD@0, xD == 0, u@t, -6D == u@t, 6D<, u, 8t, 0, 6<, 8x, -6, 6<D

Out[29]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.<, 8..., -6., 6., ...<<, <>D<<

This generates a plot of the result. 

In[30]:= Plot3D@Evaluate@u@t, xD �. First@%DD, 8t, 0, 6<, 8x, -6, 6<, PlotPoints -> 50D

Out[30]= 

This finds a numerical solution to a nonlinear wave equation. 

In[31]:= NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD, t, tD == D@u@t, xD, x, xD + H1 - u@t, xD^2L H1 + 2 u@t, xDL, u@0, xD == Exp@-x^2D,
Derivative@1, 0D@uD@0, xD == 0, u@t, -10D == u@t, 10D<, u, 8t, 0, 10<, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[31]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<, 8..., -10., 10., ...<<, <>D<<

Here is a 3D plot of the result. 

In[32]:= Plot3D@Evaluate@u@t, xD �. First@%DD, 8t, 0, 10<, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[32]=
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This is a higher−resolution density plot of the solution. 

In[33]:= DensityPlot@Evaluate@u@10 - t, xD �. First@%%DD, 8x, -10, 10<, 8t, 0, 10<, PlotPoints -> 200, Mesh -> FalseD

Out[33]=

Here is a version of the equation in 2+1 dimensions. 

In[34]:= eqn = D@u@t, x, yD, t, tD == D@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yD�2 + H1 - u@t, x, yD^2L H1 + 2 u@t, x, yDL

Out[34]= uH2,0,0L@t, x, yD � H1 + 2 u@t, x, yDL I1 - u@t, x, yD2M +
1

2
uH0,0,2L@t, x, yD + uH0,2,0L@t, x, yD

This solves the equation. 

In[35]:= NDSolve@8eqn, u@0, x, yD == Exp@-Hx^2 + y^2LD, u@t, -5, yD == u@t, 5, yD, u@t, x, -5D == u@t, x, 5D,
Derivative@1, 0, 0D@uD@0, x, yD == 0<, u, 8t, 0, 4<, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<D

Out[35]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<, 8..., -5., 5., ...<, 8..., -5., 5., ...<<, <>D<<

This generates a list of plots of the solution. 

In[36]:= Table@Plot3D@Evaluate@u@t, x, yD �. First@%DD, 8x, -5, 5<,
8y, -5, 5<, PlotRange -> All, PlotPoints -> 100, Mesh -> FalseD, 8t, 1, 4<D

Out[36]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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Numerical Optimization

FindMinimum@ f,8x,x0<D search for a local minimum of f , starting at x = x0

FindMinimum@ f,xD search for a local minimum of f

FindMinimum@ f,88x,x0<,8y,y0<,¼<D

search for a local minimum in several variables

FindMinimum@8 f,cons<,88x,x0<,8y,y0<,¼<D

search for a local minimum subject to the constraints cons starting at 
x = x0, y = y0, ¼

FindMinimum@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D search for a local minimum subject to the constraints cons

FindMaximum@ f,xD , etc. search for a local maximum

Searching for local minima and maxima. 

This finds the value of x which minimizes GHxL, starting at x = 2. 

In[1]:= FindMinimum@Gamma@xD, 8x, 2<D

Out[1]= 80.885603, 8x ® 1.46163<<

The last element of the list gives the value at which the minimum is achieved. 

In[2]:= Gamma@xD �. Last@%D

Out[2]= 0.885603

Like  FindRoot,  FindMinimum  and  FindMaximum  work  by  starting  from  a  point,  then  progressively  searching  for  a  minimum  or

maximum.  But  since  they  return  a  result  as  soon  as  they  find  anything,  they  may  give  only  a  local  minimum  or  maximum  of  your

function, not a global one. 

This curve has two local minima. 

In[3]:= Plot@x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, 8x, -3, 2<D

Out[3]= 

Starting at x = 1, you get the local minimum on the right. 

In[4]:= FindMinimum@x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, 8x, 1<D

Out[4]= 8-1.07023, 8x ® 1.1309<<

This gives the local minimum on the left, which in this case is also the global minimum. 

In[5]:= FindMinimum@x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, 8x, -1<D

Out[5]= 8-3.51391, 8x ® -1.30084<<

You can specify variables without initial values.

In[6]:= FindMinimum@x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, xD

Out[6]= 8-1.07023, 8x ® 1.1309<<
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You can specify a constraint.

In[7]:= FindMinimum@8x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, x < 0<, xD

Out[7]= 8-3.51391, 8x ® -1.30084<<

NMinimize@ f,xD try to find the global minimum of f

NMinimize@ f,8x,y,¼<D try to find the global minimum over several variables

NMaximize@ f,xD try to find the global maximum of f

NMaximize@ f,8x,y,¼<D try to find the global maximum over several variables

Finding global minima and maxima. 

This immediately finds the global minimum. 

In[8]:= NMinimize@x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, xD

Out[8]= 8-3.51391, 8x ® -1.30084<<

NMinimize  and NMaximize  are numerical analogs of Minimize  and Maximize. But unlike Minimize  and Maximize  they usually

cannot  guarantee  to  find  absolute  global  minima  and  maxima.  Nevertheless,  they  typically  work  well  when  the  function  f  is  fairly

smooth, and has a limited number of local minima and maxima. 

NMinimize@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D try to find the global minimum of f  subject to constraints cons

NMaximize@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D try to find the global maximum of f  subject to constraints cons

Finding global minima and maxima subject to constraints. 

With the constraint x > 0, NMinimize  will give the local minimum on the right. 

In[9]:= NMinimize@8x^4 - 3 x^2 + x, x > 0<, xD

Out[9]= 8-1.07023, 8x ® 1.1309<<

This finds the minimum of x + 2 y within the unit circle. 

In[10]:= NMinimize@8x + 2 y, x^2 + y^2 <= 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[10]= 8-2.23607, 8x ® -0.447214, y ® -0.894427<<

In this case Minimize can give an exact result. 

In[11]:= Minimize@8x + 2 y, x^2 + y^2 <= 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[11]= 9- 5 , 9x ®
4

5

- 5 , y ® -
2

5

==

But in this case it cannot. 

In[12]:= Minimize@8Cos@x + 2 yD, x^2 + y^2 <= 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[12]= MinimizeA9Cos@x + 2 yD, x2 + y2 £ 1=, 8x, y<E

This gives a numerical approximation, effectively using NMinimize . 

In[13]:= N@%D

Out[13]= 8-0.617273, 8x ® 0.447214, y ® 0.894427<<
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If both the objective function f  and the constraints cons are linear in all variables, then minimization and maximization correspond to a

linear programming problem. Sometimes it is convenient to state such problems not in terms of explicit equations, but instead in terms

of matrices and vectors. 

LinearProgramming@c,m,bD find the vector x which minimizes c.x subject to the constraints m.x ³ b and x ³ 0

LinearProgramming@c,m,b,lD use the constraints m.x ³ b and x ³ l

Linear programming in matrix form. 

Here is a linear programming problem in equation form. 

In[14]:= Minimize@82 x + 3 y, x + 5 y >= 10, x - y >= 2, x >= 1<, 8x, y<D

Out[14]= 9
32

3

, 9x ®
10

3

, y ®
4

3

==

Here is the corresponding problem in matrix form. 

In[15]:= LinearProgramming@82, 3<, 881, 5<, 81, -1<, 81, 0<<, 810, 2, 1<D

Out[15]= 9
10

3

,
4

3

=

You can specify a mixture of equality and inequality constraints by making the list b be a sequence of pairs 8bi, si<. If si  is 1, then the ith

constraint is mi .x ³ bi. If si is 0 then it is mi .x == bi, and if si is -1 then it is mi.x £ bi. 

This makes the first inequality use £. 

In[16]:= LinearProgramming@82, 3<, 881, 5<, 81, -1<, 81, 0<<, 8810, -1<, 82, 1<, 81, 1<<D

Out[16]= 82, 0<

In LinearProgramming@c, m, b, lD,  you can make l  be a list  of  pairs 88l1, u1<, 8l2, u2<,¼<  representing lower and upper bounds on

the xi. 

In doing large linear programming problems, it is often convenient to give the matrix m as a SparseArray object. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Controlling the Precision of Results
In doing numerical operations like NDSolve and NMinimize , Mathematica by default uses machine numbers. But by setting the option

WorkingPrecision -> n you can tell it to use arbitrary−precision numbers with n−digit precision. 

This does a machine−precision computation of a numerical integral. 

In[1]:= NIntegrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[1]= 0.430606

This does the computation with 30−digit arbitrary−precision numbers. 

In[2]:= NIntegrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<, WorkingPrecision -> 30D

Out[2]= 0.430606103120690604912377355248

When you give a setting for WorkingPrecision, this typically defines an upper limit on the precision of the results from a computa−

tion. But within this constraint you can tell Mathematica how much precision and accuracy you want it to try to get. You should realize

that  for  many  kinds  of  numerical  operations,  increasing  precision  and  accuracy  goals  by  only  a  few  digits  can  greatly  increase  the

computation  time required.  Nevertheless,  there  are  many cases where  it  is  important  to  ensure  that  high  precision  and accuracy  are

obtained. 

WorkingPrecision the number of digits to use for computations

PrecisionGoal the number of digits of precision to try to get

AccuracyGoal the number of digits of accuracy to try to get

Options for controlling precision and accuracy. 

This gives a result to 25−digit precision. 

In[3]:= NIntegrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<, WorkingPrecision -> 30, PrecisionGoal -> 25D

Out[3]= 0.430606103120690604912377355248

50−digit precision cannot be achieved with 30−digit working precision. 

In[4]:= NIntegrate@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 1<, WorkingPrecision -> 30, PrecisionGoal -> 50, MaxRecursion ® 20D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0,
highly oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small.

NIntegrate::eincr :
The global error of the strategy GlobalAdaptive has increased more than 400

times. The global error is expected to decrease monotonically after
a number of integrand evaluations. Suspect one of the following: the
difference between the values of PrecisionGoal and WorkingPrecision
is too small; the integrand is highly oscillatory or it is not a
HpiecewiseL smooth function; or the true value of the integral is 0.
Increasing the value of the GlobalAdaptive option MaxErrorIncreases
might lead to a convergent numerical integration. NIntegrate obtained
0.4306061031206906049123773552484657864321926846970047795778889945386244093�
5086147‘79.99999999999999 and

5.0389168023978522428584079640683380095800609705541481317302318308282727459�
335312‘79.99999999999999*^−40 for the integral and error estimates.

Out[4]= 0.430606103120690604912377355248
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Given a particular setting for WorkingPrecision, each of the functions for numerical operations in Mathematica uses certain default

settings for PrecisionGoal  and AccuracyGoal. Typical is the case of NDSolve, in which these default settings are equal to half the

settings given for WorkingPrecision. 

The precision and accuracy goals normally  apply both to the final  results  returned,  and to various norms or  error  estimates for  them.

Functions for numerical operations in Mathematica typically try to refine their results until either the specified precision goal or accuracy

goal is reached. If the setting for either of these goals is Infinity, then only the other goal is considered. 

In doing ordinary numerical evaluation with N@expr, nD, Mathematica automatically adjusts its internal computations to achieve n−digit

precision in the result. But in doing numerical operations on functions, it is in practice usually necessary to specify WorkingPrecision

and PrecisionGoal more explicitly. 

MORE ABOUT

� Numerical Evaluation and Precision

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Monitoring and Selecting Algorithms
Functions  in  Mathematica  are  carefully  set  up  so  that  you  normally  do  not  have  to  know  how  they  work  inside.  But  particularly  for

numerical functions that use iterative algorithms, it is sometimes useful to be able to monitor the internal progress of these algorithms. 

StepMonitor an expression to evaluate whenever a successful step is taken

EvaluationMonitor an expression to evaluate whenever functions from the input are evaluated

Options for monitoring progress of numerical functions. 

This prints the value of x every time a step is taken. 

In[1]:= FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 1<, StepMonitor :> Print@xDD

0.750364

0.739113

0.739085

0.739085

Out[1]= 8x ® 0.739085<

Note the importance of using option :> expr rather than option -> expr. You need a delayed rule :> to make expr be evaluated each time

it is used, rather than just when the rule is given. 

Reap  and Sow provide a convenient way to make a list of the steps taken. 

In[2]:= Reap@FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 1<, StepMonitor :> Sow@xDDD

Out[2]= 88x ® 0.739085<, 880.750364, 0.739113, 0.739085, 0.739085<<<

This counts the steps. 

In[3]:= Block@8ct = 0<, 8FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 1<, StepMonitor :> ct++D, ct<D

Out[3]= 88x ® 0.739085<, 4<

To take a successful step towards an answer, iterative numerical algorithms sometimes have to do several evaluations of the functions

they have been given.  Sometimes this  is  because each step requires,  say,  estimating a  derivative from differences between function

values, and sometimes it is because several attempts are needed to achieve a successful step. 

This shows the successful steps taken in reaching the answer. 

In[4]:= Reap@FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 5<, StepMonitor :> Sow@xDDD

Out[4]= 88x ® 0.739085<, 88-1., -0.0283783, 1.02962, 0.752589, 0.739125, 0.739085, 0.739085<<<

This shows every time the function was evaluated. 

In[5]:= Reap@FindRoot@Cos@xD == x, 8x, 5<, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@xDDD

Out[5]= 88x ® 0.739085<, 885., -55., -1., 8.71622, -0.0283783, 1.02962, 0.752589, 0.739125, 0.739085, 0.739085<<<
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The pattern of evaluations done by algorithms in Mathematica can be quite complicated. 

In[6]:= ListPlot@Reap@NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, -1, 0, 1<, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@xDDD@@2, 1DDD

Out[6]=
50 100 150 200 250

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Method->Automatic pick methods automatically (default)

Method->"name" specify an explicit method to use

Method->8"name",8"par
1
"->val1,¼<<

specify more details of a method

Method options. 

There are often several different methods known for doing particular types of numerical computations. Typically Mathematica supports

most generally successful ones that have been discussed in the literature, as well as many that have not. For any specific problem, it

goes to considerable effort to pick the best method automatically. But if you have sophisticated knowledge of a problem, or are studying

numerical methods for their own sake, you may find it useful to tell Mathematica explicitly what method it should use. Function reference

pages  list  some  of  the  methods  built  into  Mathematica;  others  are  discussed  in  Numerical  and  Related  Functions  or  in  advanced

documentation. 

This solves a differential equation using method m, and returns the number of steps and evaluations needed. 

In[7]:= try@m_D := Block@8s = e = 0<, NDSolve@8y’’@xD + Sin@y@xDD == 0, y’@0D == y@0D == 1<,
y, 8x, 0, 100<, StepMonitor :> s++, EvaluationMonitor :> e++, Method -> mD; 8s, e<D

With the method selected automatically, this is the number of steps and evaluations that are needed. 

In[8]:= try@AutomaticD

Out[8]= 81118, 2329<

This shows what happens with several other possible methods. The Adams method that is selected automatically is the fastest. 

In[9]:= try �� 8"Adams", "BDF", "ExplicitRungeKutta", "ImplicitRungeKutta", "Extrapolation"<

Out[9]= 881118, 2329<, 82415, 2861<, 8287, 4595<, 8882, 13092<, 884, 4146<<

This shows what happens with the explicit Runge−Kutta method when the difference order parameter is changed. 

In[10]:= Table@try@8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" -> n<D, 8n, 4, 9<D

Out[10]= 883519, 14078<, 8614, 4300<, 8849, 6794<, 8472, 4722<, 8288, 3746<, 8287, 4594<<

MORE ABOUT

� Numerical Evaluation and Precision

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Functions
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Functions with Sensitive Dependence on Their 
Input
Functions that are specified by simple algebraic formulas tend to be such that when their input is changed only slightly, their output also

changes  only  slightly.  But  functions  that  are  instead  based  on  executing  procedures  quite  often  show  almost  arbitrarily  sensitive

dependence on their input. Typically the reason this happens is that the procedure ú excavatesø  progressively less and less significant

digits in the input. 

This shows successive steps in a simple iterative procedure with input 0.1111. 

In[1]:= NestList@FractionalPart@2 ðD &, 0.1111, 10D

Out[1]= 80.1111, 0.2222, 0.4444, 0.8888, 0.7776, 0.5552, 0.1104, 0.2208, 0.4416, 0.8832, 0.7664<

Here is the result with input 0.1112. Progressive divergence from the result with input 0.1111 is seen. 

In[2]:= NestList@FractionalPart@2 ðD &, 0.1112, 10D

Out[2]= 80.1112, 0.2224, 0.4448, 0.8896, 0.7792, 0.5584, 0.1168, 0.2336, 0.4672, 0.9344, 0.8688<

The action of FractionalPart@2 xD is particularly simple in terms of the binary digits of the number x: it just drops the first one, and

shifts the remaining ones to the left. After several steps, this means that the results one gets are inevitably sensitive to digits that are far

to the right, and have an extremely small effect on the original value of x.

This shows the shifting process achieved by FractionalPart@2 xD in the first 8 binary digits of x.

In[3]:= RealDigits@Take@%, 5D, 2, 8, -1D

Out[3]= 8880, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0<, 0<, 880, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0<, 0<, 880, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1<, 0<, 881, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,

If  you give input only to a particular precision,  you are effectively specifying only a certain number of  digits.  And once all  these digits

have been ú excavated ø  you can no longer get accurate results, since to do so would require knowing more digits of your original input.

So  long  as  you  use  arbitrary−precision  numbers,  Mathematica  automatically  keeps  track  of  this  kind  of  degradation  in  precision,

indicating a number with no remaining significant digits by 0.´10e, as discussed in "Arbitrary−Precision Numbers". 

Successive steps yield numbers of progressively lower precision, and eventually no precision at all. 

In[4]:= NestList@FractionalPart@40 ðD &, N@1�9, 20D, 20D

Out[4]= 90.11111111111111111111, 0.4444444444444444444, 0.77777777777777778, 0.1111111111111111, 0.44444444444444

This asks for the precision of each number. Zero precision indicates that there are no correct significant digits. 

In[5]:= Map@Precision, %D

Out[5]= 820., 19., 17.641, 15.1938, 14.1938, 12.8348, 10.3876, 9.38764, 8.02862, 5.58146, 4.58146, 3.22244, 0.77528

This shows that the exact result is a periodic sequence. 

In[6]:= NestList@FractionalPart@40 ðD &, 1�9, 10D

Out[6]= 9
1

9
,
4

9
,
7

9
,
1

9
,
4

9
,
7

9
,
1

9
,
4

9
,
7

9
,
1

9
,
4

9
=

It  is  important  to  realize  that  if  you  use  approximate  numbers  of  any  kind,  then  in  an  example  like  the  one  above  you  will  always

eventually run out of precision. But so long as you use arbitrary−precision numbers, Mathematica will explicitly show you any decrease

in precision that is occurring. However, if you use machine−precision numbers, then Mathematica will not keep track of precision, and

you cannot tell when your results become meaningless. 
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If you use machine−precision numbers, Mathematica will no longer keep track of any degradation in precision. 

In[7]:= NestList@FractionalPart@40 ðD &, N@1�9D, 20D

Out[7]= 80.111111, 0.444444, 0.777778, 0.111111, 0.444444, 0.777778, 0.111111, 0.444445, 0.77781, 0.112405, 0.496185

By iterating the operation FractionalPart@2 xD you extract successive binary digits in whatever number you start with. And if these

digits are apparently random~as in a number like Π~then the results will  be correspondingly random. But if  the digits have a simple

pattern~as in any rational number~then the results you get will be correspondingly simple. 

By iterating an operation such as FractionalPart@3�2 xD it turns out however to be possible to get seemingly random sequences

even from very simple input. This is an example of a very general phenomenon first identified by Stephen Wolfram in the mid−1980s,

which has nothing directly to do with sensitive dependence on input.

This generates a seemingly random sequence, even starting from simple input. 

In[8]:= NestList@FractionalPart@3�2 ðD &, 1, 15D

Out[8]= 91,
1

2
,
3

4
,
1

8
,

3

16
,

9

32
,
27

64
,

81

128
,
243

256
,
217

512
,

651

1024
,
1953

2048
,
1763

4096
,
5289

8192
,
15867

16384
,
14833

32768
=

After the values have been computed, one can safely find numerical approximations to them. 

In[9]:= N@%D

Out[9]= 81., 0.5, 0.75, 0.125, 0.1875, 0.28125, 0.421875, 0.632813, 0.949219, 0.423828, 0.635742, 0.953613, 0.43042

Here are the last 5 results after 1000 iterations, computed using exact numbers. 

In[10]:= Take@N@NestList@FractionalPart@3�2 ðD &, 1, 1000DD, -5D

Out[10]= 80.0218439, 0.0327659, 0.0491488, 0.0737233, 0.110585<

Using machine−precision numbers gives completely incorrect results. 

In[11]:= Take@NestList@FractionalPart@3�2 ðD &, 1., 1000D, -5D

Out[11]= 80.670664, 0.0059966, 0.0089949, 0.0134924, 0.0202385<

Many kinds of  iterative procedures yield functions that  depend sensitively on their  input.  Such functions also arise when one looks at

solutions  to  differential  equations.  In  effect,  varying  the  independent  parameter  in  the  differential  equation  is  a  continuous  analog  of

going from one step to the next in an iterative procedure.

This finds a solution to the Duffing equation with initial condition 1. 

In[12]:= NDSolve@8x’’@tD + 0.15 x’@tD - x@tD + x@tD^3 == 0.3 Cos@tD, x@0D == -1, x’@0D == 1<, x, 8t, 0, 50<D

Out[12]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 50.<<, <>D<<

Here is a plot of the solution. 

In[13]:= Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. %D, 8t, 0, 50<D

Out[13]=

Here is the same equation with initial condition 1.001. 

In[14]:= NDSolve@8x’’@tD + 0.15 x’@tD - x@tD + x@tD^3 == 0.3 Cos@tD, x@0D == -1, x’@0D == 1.001<, x, 8t, 0, 50<D

Out[14]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 50.<<, <>D<<
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The solution progressively diverges from the one shown above. 

In[15]:= Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. %D, 8t, 0, 50<D

Out[15]=
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Basic Statistics

Mean@listD mean (average)

Median@listD median (central value)

Max@listD maximum value

Variance@listD variance

StandardDeviation@listD standard deviation

Quantile@list,qD qth quantile

Total@listD total

Basic descriptive statistics operations. 

Given a list with n elements xi, the mean Mean@listD is defined to be ΜHxL = x = Úxi �n. 

The  variance  Variance@listD  is  defined  to  be  varHxL = Σ2HxL = ÚHxi - ΜHxLL
2 � Hn - 1L,  for  real  data.  (For  complex  data

var HxL = Σ2HxL =âHxi - ΜHxLL Hxi - ΜHxLL � Hn - 1L.) 

The standard deviation StandardDeviation@listD is defined to be ΣHxL = varHxL . 

If  the  elements  in  list  are  thought  of  as  being  selected  at  random according  to  some probability  distribution,  then the  mean gives  an

estimate of where the center of the distribution is located, while the standard deviation gives an estimate of how wide the dispersion in

the distribution is. 

The  median  Median@listD  effectively  gives  the  value  at  the  halfway  point  in  the  sorted  version  of  list.  It  is  often  considered  a  more

robust measure of the center of a distribution than the mean, since it depends less on outlying values.

The qth quantile Quantile@list, qD effectively gives the value that is q of the way through the sorted version of list. 

For a list of length n, Mathematica defines Quantile@list, qD to be s@@Ceiling@n qDDD, where s is Sort@list, LessD. 

There are, however, about ten other definitions of quantile in use, all potentially giving slightly different results. Mathematica covers the

common cases by introducing four quantile parameters in the form Quantile@list, q, 88a, b<, 8c, d<<D. The parameters a and b in

effect define where in the list should be considered a fraction q of the way through. If this corresponds to an integer position, then the

element at that position is taken to be the qth  quantile. If it is not an integer position, then a linear combination of the elements on either

side is used, as specified by c and d. 

The position in a sorted list s for the qth  quantile is taken to be k = a + Hn + bL q. If k is an integer, then the quantile is sk. Otherwise, it is

sdkt + Hs`kp - sdktL Hc + d Hk - dktLL, with the indices taken to be 1 or n if they are out of range. 

880,0<,81,0<< inverse empirical CDF (default)

880,0<,80,1<< linear interpolation (California method)

881�2,0<,80,0<< element numbered closest to qn

881�2,0<,80,1<< linear interpolation (hydrologist method)

880,1<,80,1<< mean−based estimate (Weibull method)

881,-1<,80,1<< mode−based estimate

881�3,1�3<,80,1<< median−based estimate

883�8,1�4<,80,1<< normal distribution estimate

Common choices for quantile parameters. 
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Whenever d = 0, the value of the qth  quantile is always equal to some actual element in list, so that the result changes discontinuously

as  q  varies.  For  d = 1,  the  qth  quantile  interpolates  linearly  between  successive  elements  in  list.  Median  is  defined  to  use  such  an

interpolation. 

Note that Quantile@list, qD yields quartiles when q = m �4 and percentiles when q = m �100.

Mean@8x1,x2,¼<D the mean of the xi

Mean@88x1,y1,¼<,8x2,y2,¼<,¼<D a list of the means of the xi, yi, ¼

Handling multidimensional data. 

Sometimes each item in your data may involve a list of values. The basic statistics functions in Mathematica automatically apply to all

corresponding elements in these lists. 

This separately finds the mean of each ú columnø  of data. 

In[1]:= Mean@88x1, y1<, 8x2, y2<, 8x3, y3<<D

Out[1]= 9
1

3

Hx1 + x2 + x3L,
1

3

Hy1 + y2 + y3L=

Note that you can extract the elements in the ith ú column ø  of a multidimensional list using list@@All, iDD. 
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Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics refers to properties of distributions, such as location, dispersion, and shape. The functions described here compute

descriptive  statistics  of  lists  of  data.  You  can  calculate  some  of  the  standard  descriptive  statistics  for  various  known  distributions  by

using the functions described in "Continuous Distributions" and "Discrete Distributions".

The statistics are calculated assuming that each value of data xi  has probability equal to 
1

n
,  where n  is the number of elements in the

data. 

Mean@dataD average value 
1

n
Úi xi

Median@dataD median (central value)

Commonest@dataD list of the elements with highest frequency

GeometricMean@dataD geometric mean IÛi xiM

1

n  

HarmonicMean@dataD harmonic mean n�Úi
1

xi

RootMeanSquare@dataD root mean square 
1

n
Úi xi

2  

TrimmedMean@data, fD mean of remaining entries, when a fraction f  is removed from each end of the 

sorted list of data 

TrimmedMean@data,8 f1, f2<D mean of remaining entries, when fractions f1 and f2 are dropped from each end of 

the sorted data 

Quantile@data,qD qth quantile

Quartiles@dataD list of the 
1

4

th, 
1

2

th, 
3

4

th quantiles of the elements in list

Location statistics. 

Location  statistics  describe  where  the  data  are  located.  The  most  common  functions  include  measures  of  central  tendency  like  the

mean,  median,  and  mode.  Quantile@data, qD  gives  the  location  before  which  H100 qL  percent  of  the  data  lie.  In  other  words,

Quantile  gives a value z such that the probability that Hxi < zL is less than or equal to q and the probability that Hxi £ zL is greater than or

equal to q. 

Here is a dataset. 

In[1]:= data = 86.5, 3.8, 6.6, 5.7, 6.0, 6.4, 5.3<

Out[1]= 86.5, 3.8, 6.6, 5.7, 6., 6.4, 5.3<

This finds the mean and median of the data. 

In[2]:= 8Mean@dataD, Median@dataD<

Out[2]= 85.75714, 6.<

This is the mean when the smallest entry in the list is excluded. TrimmedMean allows you to describe the data with removed outliers. 

In[3]:= TrimmedMeanBdata, :
1

7
, 0>F

Out[3]= 6.08333
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Variance@dataD unbiased estimate of variance, 
1

n-1
Úi Hxi - xL

2
 

StandardDeviation@dataD unbiased estimate of standard deviation 

MeanDeviation@dataD mean absolute deviation, 
1

n
Úi xi - x  

MedianDeviation@dataD median absolute deviation, median of xi - median  values 

InterquartileRange@dataD difference between the first and third quartiles

QuartileDeviation@dataD half the interquartile range

Dispersion statistics. 

Dispersion statistics summarize the scatter or spread of the data. Most of these functions describe deviation from a particular location.

For instance, variance is a measure of deviation from the mean, and standard deviation is just the square root of the variance. 

This gives an unbiased estimate for the variance of the data with n - 1 as the divisor. 

In[4]:= Variance@dataD

Out[4]= 0.962857

This compares three types of deviation. 

In[5]:= 8StandardDeviation@dataD, MeanDeviation@dataD, MedianDeviation@dataD<

Out[5]= 80.981253, 0.706122, 0.5<

Covariance@v1,v2D covariance coefficient between lists v1 and v2

Covariance@mD covariance matrix for the matrix m

Covariance@m1,m2D covariance matrix for the matrices m1 and m2

Correlation@v1,v2D correlation coefficient between lists v1 and v2

Correlation@mD correlation matrix for the matrix m

Correlation@m1,m2D correlation matrix for the matrices m1 and m2

Covariance and correlation statistics.

Covariance is the multivariate extension of variance. For two vectors of equal length, the covariance is a number. For a single matrix m,

the i, jth element of the covariance matrix is the covariance between the ith and jth columns of m. For two matrices m1 and m2, the i, jth

element of the covariance matrix is the covariance between the ith column of m1 and the jth column of m2.

While  covariance  measures  dispersion,  correlation  measures  association.  The  correlation  between  two  vectors  is  equivalent  to  the

covariance  between the  vectors  divided  by  the  standard  deviations  of  the  vectors.  Likewise,  the  elements  of  a  correlation  matrix  are

equivalent to the elements of the corresponding covariance matrix scaled by the appropriate column standard deviations.

This gives the covariance between data and a random vector.

In[6]:= Covariance@data, RandomReal@1, Length@dataDDD

Out[6]= 0.0258505

Here is a random matrix.

In[7]:= m = RandomReal@10, 820, 2<D

Out[7]= 888.01573, 5.3642<, 86.70564, 0.352495<, 82.17328, 7.48353<, 81.33259, 3.27026<, 89.54907, 8.35172<, 81.56138
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This is the correlation matrix for the matrix m.

In[8]:= Correlation@mD

Out[8]= 881., -0.132314<, 8-0.132314, 1.<<

This is the covariance matrix.

In[9]:= Covariance@mD

Out[9]= 888.48155, -1.13411<, 8-1.13411, 8.66215<<

Scaling the covariance matrix terms by the appropriate standard deviations gives the correlation matrix.

In[10]:= With@8sd = StandardDeviation@mD<,
Transpose@Transpose@%�sdD�sdDD

Out[10]= 881., -0.132314<, 8-0.132314, 1.<<

CentralMoment@data,rD rth central moment 
1

n
Úi Hxi - xL

r

Skewness@dataD coefficient of skewness 

Kurtosis@dataD kurtosis coefficient

QuartileSkewness@dataD quartile skewness coefficient

Shape statistics. 

You can get some information about the shape of a distribution using shape statistics. Skewness describes the amount of asymmetry.

Kurtosis measures the concentration of data around the peak and in the tails versus the concentration in the flanks. 

Skewness  is calculated by dividing the third central moment by the cube of the population standard deviation. Kurtosis  is calculated

by dividing the fourth central  moment by the square of the population variance of the data, equivalent to CentralMoment@data, 2D.

(The population variance is the second central moment, and the population standard deviation is its square root.)

QuartileSkewness  is  calculated  from the  quartiles  of  data.  It  is  equivalent  to  Hq1 - 2 q2 + q3L � Hq3 - q1L,  where  q1,  q2  and  q3  are  the

first, second and third quartiles respectively.

Here is the second central moment of the data. 

In[11]:= CentralMoment@data, 2D

Out[11]= 0.825306

A negative value for skewness indicates that the distribution underlying the data has a long left−sided tail. 

In[12]:= Skewness@dataD

Out[12]= -1.20108

ExpectedValue@ f,listD expected value of the pure function f  with respect to the values in list

ExpectedValue@ f@xD,list,xD expected value of the function f  of x with respect to the values of list

Expected values.

The expected value of a function f  is 
1

n
Úi=1
n

f HxiL for the list of values x1, x2, ¼, xn. Many descriptive statistics are expected values. For

instance, the mean is the expected value of x, and the rth central moment is the expected value of Hx - xL
r where x is the mean of the xi.
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Here is the expected value of the Log of the data.

In[13]:= ExpectedValue@Log, dataD

Out[13]= 1.73573

MORE ABOUT
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Discrete Distributions

The  functions  described  here  are  among  the  most  commonly  used  discrete  statistical  distributions.  You  can  compute  their  densities,

means,  variances,  and  other  related  properties.  The  distributions  themselves  are  represented  in  the  symbolic  form

name@param1, param2, ¼D. Functions such as Mean , which give properties of statistical distributions, take the symbolic representation

of the distribution as an argument. "Continuous Distributions" describes many continuous statistical distributions.

BernoulliDistribution@pD Bernoulli distribution with mean p

BetaBinomialDistribution@Α,Β,nD binomial distribution where the success probability is a 

BetaDistribution@Α, ΒD random variable

BetaNegativeBinomialDistribution@Α,Β,nD

negative binomial distribution where the success probability is a 

BetaDistribution@Α, ΒD random variable 

BinomialDistribution@n,pD binomial distribution for the number of successes that occur in n trials, where the 

probability of success in a trial is p

DiscreteUniformDistribution@8imin,imax<D

discrete uniform distribution over the integers from imin to imax

GeometricDistribution@pD geometric distribution for the number of trials before the first success, where the 
probability of success in a trial is p

HypergeometricDistribution@n,nsucc,ntotD

hypergeometric distribution for the number of successes out of a sample of size n, 
from a population of size ntot containing nsucc successes 

LogSeriesDistribution@ΘD logarithmic series distribution with parameter Θ

NegativeBinomialDistribution@n,pD

negative binomial distribution with parameters n and p 

PoissonDistribution@ΜD Poisson distribution with mean Μ

ZipfDistribution@ΡD Zipf distribution with parameter Ρ

Discrete statistical distributions.

Most  of  the  common  discrete  statistical  distributions  can  be  understood  by  considering  a  sequence  of  trials,  each  with  two  possible

outcomes, for example, success and failure. 

The Bernoulli distribution BernoulliDistribution@pD is the probability distribution for a single trial in which success, corresponding

to value 1, occurs with probability p, and failure, corresponding to value 0, occurs with probability 1 - p. 

The binomial distribution  BinomialDistribution@n, pD  is the distribution of the number of successes that occur in n  independent

trials, where the probability of success in each trial is p. 

The negative binomial distribution NegativeBinomialDistribution@n, pD for positive integer n is the distribution of the number of

failures  that  occur  in  a  sequence of  trials  before  n  successes have occurred,  where  the  probability  of  success  in  each trial  is  p.  The

distribution is defined for any positive n, though the interpretation of n as the number of successes and p as the success probability no

longer holds if n is not an integer. 

The  beta  binomial  distribution  BetaBinomialDistribution@Α, Β, nD  is  a  mixture  of  binomial  and  beta  distributions.  A

BetaBinomialDistribution@Α, Β, nD  random  variable  follows  a  BinomialDistribution@n, pD  distribution,  where  the

success probability p is itself a random variable following the beta distribution BetaDistribution@Α, ΒD. The beta negative binomial

distribution BetaNegativeBinomialDistribution@Α, Β, nD is a similar mixture of the beta and negative binomial distributions. 

The  geometric  distribution  GeometricDistribution@pD  is  the  distribution  of  the  total  number  of  trials  before  the  first  success

occurs, where the probability of success in each trial is p. 
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The  hypergeometric  distribution  HypergeometricDistribution@n, nsucc, ntotD  is  used  in  place  of  the  binomial  distribution  for

experiments  in  which  the  n  trials  correspond  to  sampling  without  replacement  from  a  population  of  size  ntot  with  nsucc  potential  suc−

cesses. 

The  discrete  uniform  distribution  DiscreteUniformDistribution@8imin, imax<D  represents  an  experiment  with  multiple  equally

probable outcomes represented by integers imin through imax. 

The Poisson distribution PoissonDistribution@ΜD describes the number of events that occur in a given time period where Μ is the

average number of events per period.

The terms in the series expansion of log H1 - ΘL about Θ = 0 are proportional to the probabilities of a discrete random variable following

the logarithmic series distribution LogSeriesDistribution@ΘD. The distribution of the number of items of a product purchased by a

buyer in a specified interval is sometimes modeled by this distribution. 

The Zipf  distribution  ZipfDistribution@ΡD,  sometimes referred to as the zeta distribution,  was first  used in linguistics and its  use

has been extended to model rare events. 

PDF@dist,xD probability mass function at x 

CDF@dist,xD cumulative distribution function at x

InverseCDF@dist,qD the largest integer x such that CDF@dist, xD is at most q

Quantile@dist,qD qth quantile 

Mean@distD mean

Variance@distD variance

StandardDeviation@distD standard deviation 

Skewness@distD coefficient of skewness 

Kurtosis@distD coefficient of kurtosis 

CharacteristicFunction@dist,tD characteristic function ΦHtL 

ExpectedValue@ f,distD expected value of the pure function f  in dist

ExpectedValue@ f@xD,dist,xD expected value of f@xD for x in dist

Median@distD median

Quartiles@distD list of the 
1

4

th, 
1

2

th, 
3

4

th quantiles for dist

InterquartileRange@distD difference between the first and third quartiles

QuartileDeviation@distD half the interquartile range

QuartileSkewness@distD quartile−based skewness measure

RandomInteger@distD pseudorandom number with specified distribution 

RandomInteger@dist,dimsD pseudorandom array with dimensionality dims, and elements from the specified 
distribution 

Functions of statistical distributions.

Distributions are represented in symbolic form. PDF@dist, xD evaluates the mass function at x if x is a numerical value, and otherwise

leaves the function in symbolic form whenever possible. Similarly, CDF@dist, xD gives the cumulative distribution and Mean@distD gives

the  mean  of  the  specified  distribution.  For  a  more  complete  description  of  the  various  functions  of  a  statistical  distribution,  see  the

description of their continuous analogues in "Continuous Distributions".

Here is a symbolic representation of the binomial distribution for 34 trials, each having probability 0.3 of success. 

In[1]:= bdist = BinomialDistribution@34, 0.3D

Out[1]= BinomialDistribution@34, 0.3D

This is the mean of the distribution. 

In[2]:= Mean@bdistD

Out[2]= 10.2
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You can get the expression for the mean by using symbolic variables as arguments. 

In[3]:= Mean@BinomialDistribution@n, pDD

Out[3]= n p

Here is the 50% quantile, which is equal to the median. 

In[4]:= Quantile@bdist, 0.5D

Out[4]= 10

This gives the expected value of x3 with respect to the binomial distribution. 

In[5]:= ExpectedValue[x^3, bdist, x]

Out[5]= 1282.55

The elements of this matrix are pseudorandom numbers from the binomial distribution. 

In[6]:= RandomInteger@bdist, 82, 3<D

Out[6]= 8810, 7, 9<, 812, 10, 11<<
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Continuous Distributions

The functions described here are among the most commonly used continuous statistical distributions. You can compute their densities,

means,  variances,  and  other  related  properties.  The  distributions  themselves  are  represented  in  the  symbolic  form

name@param1, param2, ¼D. Functions such as Mean , which give properties of statistical distributions, take the symbolic representation

of the distribution as an argument. "Discrete Distributions" describes many discrete statistical distributions.

NormalDistribution@Μ,ΣD normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean Μ and standard deviation Σ

HalfNormalDistribution@ΘD half−normal distribution with scale inversely proportional to parameter Θ

LogNormalDistribution@Μ,ΣD lognormal distribution based on a normal distribution with mean Μ and standard 

deviation Σ

InverseGaussianDistribution@Μ,ΛD inverse Gaussian distribution with mean Μ and scale Λ

Distributions related to the normal distribution. 

The lognormal  distribution  LogNormalDistribution@Μ, ΣD  is  the distribution followed by the exponential  of  a  normally  distributed

random variable. This distribution arises when many independent random variables are combined in a multiplicative fashion. The half−

normal  distribution  HalfNormalDistribution@ΘD  is  proportional  to  the  distribution

NormalDistribution@0, 1�HΘ Sqrt@2�ΠDLD limited to the domain @0,¥L. 

The inverse Gaussian distribution  InverseGaussianDistribution@Μ, ΛD,  sometimes called the Wald distribution, is the distribu−

tion of first passage times in Brownian motion with positive drift. 

ChiSquareDistribution@ΝD Χ
2 distribution with Ν degrees of freedom

InverseChiSquareDistribution@ΝD inverse Χ2 distribution with Ν degrees of freedom

FRatioDistribution@n,mD F−ratio distribution with n numerator and m denominator degrees of freedom

StudentTDistribution@ΝD Student t distribution with Ν degrees of freedom

NoncentralChiSquareDistribut�

ion

@Ν,ΛD noncentral Χ2 distribution with Ν degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter Λ

NoncentralStudentTDistributi�
on

@Ν,∆D noncentral Student t distribution with Ν degrees of freedom and noncentrality 

parameter ∆

NoncentralFRatioDistribution@n,m,ΛD noncentral F−ratio distribution with n numerator degrees of freedom and m 

denominator degrees of freedom and numerator noncentrality parameter Λ

Distributions related to normally distributed samples. 

If X1,¼, XΝ are independent normal random variables with unit variance and mean zero, then Úi=1
Ν

Xi
2 has a Χ2 distribution with Ν degrees

of freedom. If a normal variable is standardized by subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation, then the sum of squares

of such quantities follows this distribution. The Χ2 distribution is most typically used when describing the variance of normal samples. 

If  Y  follows  a  Χ2  distribution  with  Ν  degrees  of  freedom,  1 �Y  follows  the  inverse  Χ2  distribution

InverseChiSquareDistribution@ΝD.  A  scaled  inverse  Χ2  distribution  with  Ν  degrees  of  freedom  and  scale  Ξ  can  be  given  as

InverseChiSquareDistribution@Ν, ΞD.  Inverse  Χ2  distributions  are  commonly  used  as  prior  distributions  for  the  variance  in

Bayesian analysis of normally distributed samples.
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A variable that has a Student t  distribution can also be written as a function of normal random variables. Let X  and Z  be independent

random variables, where X  is a standard normal distribution and Z  is a Χ2  variable with Ν degrees of freedom. In this case, X� Z �Ν

has a t distribution with Ν degrees of freedom. The Student t distribution is symmetric about the vertical axis, and characterizes the ratio

of  a  normal  variable  to  its  standard  deviation.  Location  and  scale  parameters  can  be  included  as  Μ  and  Σ  in

StudentTDistribution@Μ, Σ, ΝD. When Ν = 1, the t distribution is the same as the Cauchy distribution. 

The F−ratio distribution is the distribution of the ratio of two independent Χ2  variables divided by their respective degrees of freedom. It

is commonly used when comparing the variances of two populations in hypothesis testing. 

Distributions that are derived from normal distributions with nonzero means are called noncentral distributions. 

The  sum of  the  squares  of  Ν  normally  distributed  random variables  with  variance  Σ2 = 1  and  nonzero  means  follows a  noncentral  Χ2

distribution NoncentralChiSquareDistribution@Ν, ΛD. The noncentrality parameter Λ is the sum of the squares of the means of

the random variables in the sum. Note that in various places in the literature, Λ �2 or Λ  is used as the noncentrality parameter. 

The  noncentral  Student  t  distribution  NoncentralStudentTDistribution@Ν, ∆D  describes  the  ratio  X� Χ
Ν

2 �Ν  where  Χ
Ν

2  is  a

central  Χ2  random  variable  with  Ν  degrees  of  freedom,  and  X  is  an  independent  normally  distributed  random  variable  with  variance

Σ
2
= 1 and mean ∆. 

The  noncentral  F−ratio  distribution  NoncentralFRatioDistribution@n, m, ΛD  is  the  distribution  of  the  ratio  of  
1

n
Χn
2HΛL  to  

1

m
Χm
2 ,

where  Χn
2HΛL  is  a  noncentral  Χ2  random  variable  with  noncentrality  parameter  Λ  and  n1  degrees  of  freedom  and  Χm

2  is  a  central  Χ2

random variable with m degrees of freedom. 

TriangularDistribution@8a,b<D symmetric triangular distribution on the interval 8a, b<

TriangularDistribution@8a,b<,cD triangular distribution on the interval 8a, b< with maximum at c

UniformDistribution@8min,max<D uniform distribution on the interval 8min, max<

Piecewise linear distributions. 

The triangular distribution  TriangularDistribution@8a, b<, cD  is  a triangular distribution for a < X < b  with maximum probability

at  c  and  a < c < b.  If  c  is  
a+b

2
,  TriangularDistribution@8a, b<, cD  is  the  symmetric  triangular  distribution

TriangularDistribution@8a, b<D.

The uniform distribution UniformDistribution@8min, max<D, commonly referred to as the rectangular distribution, characterizes a

random variable whose value is  everywhere equally  likely.  An example of  a  uniformly distributed random variable is  the location of  a

point chosen randomly on a line from min to max. 
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BetaDistribution@Α,ΒD continuous beta distribution with shape parameters Α and Β

CauchyDistribution@a,bD Cauchy distribution with location parameter a and scale parameter b

ChiDistribution@ΝD Χ distribution with Ν degrees of freedom 

ExponentialDistribution@ΛD exponential distribution with scale inversely proportional to parameter Λ

ExtremeValueDistribution@Α,ΒD extreme maximum value (Fisher| Tippett) distribution with location parameter Α 

and scale parameter Β

GammaDistribution@Α,ΒD gamma distribution with shape parameter Α and scale parameter Β

GumbelDistribution@Α,ΒD Gumbel minimum extreme value distribution with location parameter Α and scale 

parameter Β

InverseGammaDistribution@Α,ΒD inverse gamma distribution with shape parameter Α and scale parameter Β

LaplaceDistribution@Μ,ΒD Laplace (double exponential) distribution with mean Μ and scale parameter Β

LevyDistribution@Μ,ΣD Lévy distribution with location parameter Μ and dispersion parameter Σ

LogisticDistribution@Μ,ΒD logistic distribution with mean Μ and scale parameter Β

MaxwellDistribution@ΣD Maxwell (Maxwell| Boltzmann) distribution with scale parameter Σ

ParetoDistribution@k,ΑD Pareto distribution with minimum value parameter k and shape parameter Α

RayleighDistribution@ΣD Rayleigh distribution with scale parameter Σ

WeibullDistribution@Α,ΒD Weibull distribution with shape parameter Α and scale parameter Β

Other continuous statistical distributions. 

If X  is uniformly distributed on@-Π, ΠD, then the random variable tanHXL follows a Cauchy distribution CauchyDistribution@a, bD,

with a = 0 and b = 1. 

When Α = n �2 and Λ = 2, the gamma distribution GammaDistribution@Α, ΛD describes the distribution of a sum of squares of n−unit

normal  random variables.  This  form of  the  gamma distribution  is  called  a  Χ2  distribution  with  Ν  degrees  of  freedom.  When Α = 1,  the

gamma distribution  takes  on  the  form of  the  exponential  distribution  ExponentialDistribution@ΛD,  often  used  in  describing  the

waiting time between events.

If  a  random  variable  X  follows  the  gamma  distribution  GammaDistribution@Α, ΒD,  1 �X  follows  the  inverse  gamma  distribution

InverseGammaDistribution@Α, 1� ΒD.  If  a  random  variable  X  follows  InverseGammaDistribution@1�2, Σ�2D,  X + Μ

follows a Lévy distribution LevyDistribution@Μ, ΣD.

When  X1  and  X2  have  independent  gamma  distributions  with  equal  scale  parameters,  the  random  variable  
X1

X1+X2

 follows  the  beta

distribution BetaDistribution@Α, ΒD, where Α and Β are the shape parameters of the gamma variables. 

The  Χ  distribution  ChiDistribution@ΝD  is  followed  by  the  square  root  of  a  Χ2  random  variable.  For  n = 1,  the  Χ  distribution  is

identical  to  HalfNormalDistribution@ΘD  with  Θ =
Π

2
.  For  n = 2,  the  Χ  distribution  is  identical  to  the  Rayleigh  distribution

RayleighDistribution@ΣD  with  Σ = 1.  For  n = 3,  the  Χ  distribution  is  identical  to  the  Maxwell| Boltzmann distribution

MaxwellDistribution@ΣD with Σ = 1.

The Laplace distribution LaplaceDistribution@Μ, ΒD is the distribution of the difference of two independent random variables with

identical  exponential  distributions. The logistic distribution  LogisticDistribution@Μ, ΒD  is  frequently used in place of  the normal

distribution when a distribution with longer tails is desired. 

The  Pareto  distribution  ParetoDistribution@k, ΑD  may  be  used  to  describe  income,  with  k  representing  the  minimum  income

possible. 
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The Weibull  distribution  WeibullDistribution@Α, ΒD  is  commonly  used  in  engineering  to  describe  the  lifetime of  an  object.  The

extreme  value  distribution  ExtremeValueDistribution@Α, ΒD  is  the  limiting  distribution  for  the  largest  values  in  large  samples

drawn from a variety of distributions, including the normal distribution. The limiting distribution for the smallest values in such samples is

the  Gumbel  distribution,  GumbelDistribution@Α, ΒD.  The  names  "extreme value"  and  "Gumbel  distribution"  are  sometimes  used

interchangeably  because the  distributions  of  the  largest  and  smallest  extreme values  are  related  by  a  linear  change of  variable.  The

extreme value distribution is also sometimes referred to as the log−Weibull distribution because of logarithmic relationships between an

extreme value−distributed random variable and a properly shifted and scaled Weibull−distributed random variable. 

PDF@dist,xD probability density function at x

CDF@dist,xD cumulative distribution function at x

InverseCDF@dist,qD the value of x such that CDF@dist, xD equals q

Quantile@dist,qD qth quantile 

Mean@distD mean

Variance@distD variance

StandardDeviation@distD standard deviation 

Skewness@distD coefficient of skewness 

Kurtosis@distD coefficient of kurtosis 

CharacteristicFunction@dist,tD characteristic function ΦHtL 

ExpectedValue@ f,distD expected value of the pure function f  in dist

ExpectedValue@ f@xD,dist,xD expected value of f@xD for x in dist

Median@distD median

Quartiles@distD list of the 
1

4

th, 
1

2

th, 
3

4

th quantiles for dist

InterquartileRange@distD difference between the first and third quartiles

QuartileDeviation@distD half the interquartile range

QuartileSkewness@distD quartile−based skewness measure

RandomReal@distD pseudorandom number with specified distribution 

RandomReal@dist,dimsD pseudorandom array with dimensionality dims, and elements from the specified 
distribution 

Functions of statistical distributions.

The  cumulative  distribution  function  (cdf)  at  x  is  given  by  the  integral  of  the  probability  density  function  (pdf)  up  to  x.  The  pdf  can

therefore  be obtained by  differentiating  the cdf  (perhaps in  a  generalized sense).  In  this  package the distributions are  represented in

symbolic  form.  PDF@dist, xD  evaluates the density  at  x  if  x  is  a  numerical  value,  and otherwise leaves the function in  symbolic  form.

Similarly, CDF@dist, xD gives the cumulative distribution.

The  inverse  cdf  InverseCDF@dist, qD  gives  the  value  of  x  at  which  CDF@dist, xD  reaches  q.  The  median  is  given  by

InverseCDF@dist, 1�2D. Quartiles, deciles and percentiles are particular values of the inverse cdf. Quartile skewness is equivalent to

Hq1 - 2 q2 + q3L � Hq3 - q1L, where q1, q2  and q3  are the first, second and third quartiles respectively. Inverse cdfs are used in constructing

confidence intervals for  statistical  parameters.  InverseCDF@dist, qD  and Quantile@dist, qD  are equivalent  for  continuous distribu−

tions. 

The mean Mean@distD is the expectation of the random variable distributed according to dist and is usually denoted by Μ. The mean is

given by y Ù x f HxL â x,  where f HxL  is the pdf of the distribution. The variance Variance@distD  is given by Ù Hx - ΜL
2 f HxL â x.  The square

root of the variance is called the standard deviation, and is usually denoted by Σ. 

The  Skewness@distD  and  Kurtosis@distD  functions  give  shape  statistics  summarizing  the  asymmetry  and  the  peakedness  of  a

distribution, respectively. Skewness is given by 
1

Σ
3 Ù Hx - ΜL

3 f HxL â x and kurtosis is given by 
1

Σ
4 Ù Hx - ΜL

4 f HxL â x. 

The  characteristic  function  CharacteristicFunction@dist, tD  is  given  by  Φ HtL = Ù f HxL expHi t xL â x.  In  the  discrete  case,

Φ HtL = Ú f HxL expHi t xL.  Each  distribution  has  a  unique  characteristic  function,  which  is  sometimes  used  instead  of  the  pdf  to  define  a

distribution. 
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The expected value ExpectedValue@g, distD of a function g is given by Ù f HxL gHxL â x. In the discrete case, the expected value of g is

given by Ú f HxL gHxL. ExpectedValue@g@xD, dist, xD is equivalent to ExpectedValue@g, distD.

RandomReal@distD gives pseudorandom numbers from the specified distribution.

This gives a symbolic representation of the gamma distribution with Α = 3 and Β = 1. 

In[1]:= gdist = GammaDistribution@3, 1D

Out[1]= GammaDistribution@3, 1D

Here is the cumulative distribution function evaluated at 10. 

In[2]:= CDF@gdist, 10D

Out[2]= GammaRegularized@3, 0, 10D

This is the cumulative distribution function. It is given in terms of the built−in function GammaRegularized. 

In[3]:= cdfunction = CDF@gdist, xD

Out[3]= GammaRegularized@3, 0, xD

Here is a plot of the cumulative distribution function. 

In[4]:= Plot@cdfunction, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[4]=

This is a pseudorandom array with elements distributed according to the gamma distribution. 

In[5]:= RandomReal@gdist, 5D

Out[5]= 81.46446, 8.56359, 2.70647, 1.97748, 2.97108<

MORE ABOUT

� Continuous Statistical Distributions

� Statistical Distributions

� Descriptive Statistics

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M215: Applied Statistical Analysis with Mathematica
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Partitioning Data into Clusters
Cluster analysis is an unsupervised learning technique used for classification of data. Data elements are partitioned into groups called

clusters that represent proximate collections of data elements based on a distance or dissimilarity function. Identical element pairs have

zero distance or dissimilarity, and all others have positive distance or dissimilarity.

FindClusters@dataD partition data into lists of similar elements

FindClusters@data,nD partition data into exactly n lists of similar elements

General clustering function.

The data argument of FindClusters can be a list of data elements or rules indexing elements and labels.

8e1,e2,¼< data specified as a list of data elements ei

8e1®v1,e2®v2,¼< data specified as a list of rules between data elements ei and labels vi

8e1,e2,¼<®8v1,v2,¼< data specified as a rule mapping data elements ei to labels vi

Ways of specifying data in FindClusters.

The data elements ei  can be numeric lists, matrices, tensors, lists of True  and False elements, or lists of strings. All data elements ei

must have the same dimensions.

Here is a list of numbers.

In[1]:= data = 81.2, 9.1, 2.3, 15.4, 71.8<;

FindClusters clusters the numbers based on their proximity.

In[2]:= FindClusters@dataD

Out[2]= 881.2, 2.3<, 89.1, 15.4<, 871.8<<

The rule−based data syntax allows for clustering data elements and returning labels for those elements.

Here two−dimensional points are clustered and labeled with their positions in the data list.

In[3]:= data1 = 881, 2<, 83, 7<, 80, 3<, 83, 1<< ;
FindClusters@data1 -> Range@Length@data1DDD

Out[3]= 881, 3, 4<, 82<<

The rule−based data syntax can also be used to cluster data based on parts of each data entry. For instance, you might want to cluster

data in a data table while ignoring particular columns in the table. 

Here is a list of data entries.

In[4]:= datarecords = 88"Joe", "Smith", 158, 64.4<, 8"Mary", "Davis", 137, 64.4<,
8"Bob", "Lewis", 141, 62.8<, 8"John", "Thompson", 235, 71.1<, 8"Lewis", "Black", 225, 71.4<,
8"Sally", "Jones", 168, 62.<, 8"Tom", "Smith", 243, 70.9<, 8"Jane", "Doe", 225, 71.4<<;

This clusters the data while ignoring the first two elements in each data entry.

In[5]:= FindClusters@Drop@datarecords, None, 81, 2<D ® datarecordsD

Out[5]= 888Joe, Smith, 158, 64.4<, 8Sally, Jones, 168, 62.<<, 88Mary, Davis, 137, 64.4<, 8Bob, Lewis, 141, 62.8<<, 88

In  principle,  it  is  possible  to  cluster  points  given  in  an  arbitrary  number  of  dimensions.  However,  it  is  difficult  at  best  to  visualize  the

clusters  above  two  or  three  dimensions.  To  compare  optional  methods  in  this  documentation,  an  easily  visualizable  set  of  two−

dimensional data will be used.
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The following commands define a set of 300 two−dimensional data points chosen to group into four somewhat nebulous clusters.

In[6]:= GaussianRandomData@n_Integer, p_, sigma_D :=

TableAp + 8Re@ðD, Im@ðD< &ARandomReal@NormalDistribution@0, sigmaDD ãä RandomReal@80,2 Π<DE, 8n<E;

datapairs = BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@1234D;
Join@GaussianRandomData@100, 82, 1<, .3D, GaussianRandomData@100, 81, 1.5<, .2D,
GaussianRandomData@100, 81, 1.1<, .4D, GaussianRandomData@100, 81.75, 1.75<, 0.1DDD;

This clusters the data based on the proximity of points.

In[7]:= cl = FindClusters@datapairsD;

Here is a plot of the clusters.

In[8]:= ListPlot@clD

Out[8]=

With the default settings, FindClusters has found the four clusters of points. 

You can also direct FindClusters to find a specific number of clusters.

This shows the effect of choosing 3 clusters.

In[9]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, 3DD

Out[9]=

This shows the effect of choosing 5 clusters.

In[10]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, 5DD

Out[10]=

option name default value

DistanceFunction Automatic the distance or dissimilarity measure to use

Method Automatic the clustering method to use

Options for FindClusters.

Randomness is used in clustering in two different ways. Some of the methods use a random assignment of some points to a specific

number of clusters as a starting point. Randomness may also be used to help determine what seems to be the best number of clusters

to  use.  Changing  the  random  seed  for  generating  the  randomness  by  using

FindClusters@8e1, e2, ¼<, Method ® 8Automatic, "RandomSeed" -> s<D may lead to different results for some cases.
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In principle, clustering techniques can be applied to any set of data. All that is needed is a measure of how far apart each element in the

set is from other elements, that is, a function giving the distance between elements.

FindClusters@8e1, e2, ¼<, DistanceFunction -> fD  treats  pairs  of  elements  as  being  less  similar  when  their  distances

f@ei, e jD  are  larger.  The  function  f  can  be  any  appropriate  distance  or  dissimilarity  function.  A  dissimilarity  function  f  satisfies  the

following:

f Hei, eiL = 0

f Iei, e jM ³ 0

f Iei, e jM = f Ie j, eiM

If the ei  are vectors of numbers, FindClusters  by default uses a squared Euclidean distance. If the ei  are lists of Boolean True  and

False  (or  0  and  1)  elements,  FindClusters  by  default  uses  a  dissimilarity  based  on  the  normalized  fraction  of  elements  that

disagree. If the ei are strings, FindClusters by default uses a distance function based on the number of point changes needed to get

from one string to another.

EuclideanDistance@u,vD the Euclidean norm ÚHu - vL2

SquaredEuclideanDistance@u,vD squared Euclidean norm ÚHu - vL2

ManhattanDistance@u,vD the Manhattan distance Ú u - v¤

ChessboardDistance@u,vD the chessboard or Chebyshev distance maxH u - v¤L

CanberraDistance@u,vD the Canberra distance Ú u - v¤ � H u¤ +  v¤L

CosineDistance@u,vD the cosine distance 1 - u.v � H°u´ °v´L

CorrelationDistance@u,vD the correlation distance 

1 - Hu - Mean@uDL.Hv - Mean@vDL�H°u - Mean@uD´ °v - Mean@vD´L 

BrayCurtisDistance@u,vD the Bray| Curtis distance Ú u - v¤ �Ú u + v¤

Distance functions for numerical data.

This shows the clusters in datapairs found using a Manhattan distance.

In[11]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, DistanceFunction ® ManhattanDistanceDD

Out[11]=

Dissimilarities  for  Boolean  vectors  are  typically  calculated  by  comparing  the  elements  of  two  Boolean  vectors  u  and  v  pairwise.  It  is

convenient to summarize each dissimilarity function in terms of ni j, where ni j is the number of corresponding pairs of elements in u and v

respectively equal to i and j. The number ni j  counts the pairs 8i, j< in 8u1, v1<, 8u2, v2<¼, with i and j being either 0 or 1. If the Boolean

values are True  and False, True  is equivalent to 1 and False is equivalent to 0.
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MatchingDissimilarity@u,vD simple matching Hn10 + n01L�Length@uD

JaccardDissimilarity@u,vD the Jaccard dissimilarity Hn10 + n01L � Hn11 + n10 + n01L

RussellRaoDissimilarity@u,vD the Russell| Rao dissimilarity Hn10 + n01 + n00L�Length@uD

SokalSneathDissimilarity@u,vD the Sokal| Sneath dissimilarity 2 Hn10 + n01L � Hn11 + 2 Hn10 + n01LL

RogersTanimotoDissimilarity@u,vD the Rogers| Tanimoto dissimilarity 2 Hn10 + n01L � Hn11 + 2 Hn10 + n01L + n00L

DiceDissimilarity@u,vD the dice dissimilarity Hn10 + n01L � H2 n11 + n10 + n01L

YuleDissimilarity@u,vD the Yule dissimilarity 2 n10 n01 � Hn11 n00 + n10 n01L

Dissimilarity functions for Boolean data.

Here is some Boolean data.

In[12]:= bdata = 88False, False, False, False, False, True, False, False, True, True<,
8True, False, False, False, False, False, False, False, False, True<,
8True, False, False, True, False, False, True, False, True, True<,
8True, True, False, False, True, False, False, False, True, True<,
8True, True, False, False, True, True, True, True, True, True<<;

These are the clusters found using the default dissimilarity for Boolean data.

In[13]:= FindClusters@bdataD

Out[13]= 888False, False, False, False, False, True, False, False, True, True<<, 88True, False, False, False, False,

EditDistance@u,vD the number of edits to transform u into string v

DamerauLevenshteinDistance@u,vD Damerau| Levenshtein distance between u and v

HammingDistance@u,vD the number of elements whose values disagree in u and v

Dissimilarity functions for string data.

The edit distance is determined by counting the number of deletions, insertions, and substitutions required to transform one string into

another  while  preserving  the  ordering  of  characters.  In  contrast,  the  Damerau| Levenshtein distance  counts  the  number  of  deletions,

insertions, substitutions, and transpositions, while the Hamming distance counts only the number of substitutions. 

Here is some string data.

In[14]:= sdata = 8"The", "quick", "brown", "fox", "jumps", "over", "the", "lazy", "dog"<;

This clusters the string data using the edit distance.

In[15]:= FindClusters@sdataD

Out[15]= 88The, fox, over, the, lazy, dog<, 8quick, brown, jumps<<

The Method option can be used to specify different methods of clustering.

"Agglomerate" find clustering hierarchically

"Optimize" find clustering by local optimization

Explicit settings for the Method option.

The  methods  "Agglomerate"  and  "Optimize"  determine  how  to  cluster  the  data  for  a  particular  number  of  clusters  k.

"Agglomerate"  uses an agglomerative  hierarchical  method starting  with  each member  of  the  set  in  a  cluster  of  its  own and fusing

nearest  clusters  until  there  are  k  remaining.  "Optimize"  starts  by  building  a  set  of  k  representative  objects  and  clustering  around

those, iterating until a (locally) optimal clustering is found. The default "Optimize" method is based on partitioning around medoids.

Additional Method  suboptions are available to allow for more control over the clustering. Available suboptions depend on the Method

chosen.
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"SignificanceTest" test for identifying the best number of clusters

Suboption for all methods.

For  a  given  set  of  data  and  distance  function,  the  choice  of  the  best  number  of  clusters  k  may  be  unclear.  With

Method -> 8methodname, "SignificanceTest" -> "stest"<,  "stest"  is  used  to  determine  statistically  significant  clusters  to  help

choose an appropriate number. Possible values of "stest" are "Silhouette" and "Gap". The "Silhouette" test uses the silhou−

ette statistic to test how well the data is clustered. The "Gap" test uses the gap statistic to determine how well the data is clustered.

The "Silhouette" test subdivides the data into successively more clusters looking for the first minimum of the silhouette statistic.

The "Gap" test compares the dispersion of clusters generated from the data to that derived from a sample of null hypothesis sets. The

null  hypothesis  sets  are  uniformly  randomly  distributed  data  in  the  box  defined  by  the  principal  components  of  the  input  data.  The

"Gap" method takes two suboptions: "NullSets" and "Tolerance". The suboption "NullSets" sets the number of null hypothe−

sis  sets  to  compare  with  the  input  data.  The  option  "Tolerance"  sets  the  sensitivity.  Typically  larger  values  of  "Tolerance"  will

favor fewer clusters being chosen. The default settings are "NullSets" -> 5 and "Tolerance" -> 1.

This shows the result of clustering datapairs using the "Silhouette" test.

In[16]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, Method ® 8Automatic, "SignificanceTest" -> "Silhouette"<DD

Out[16]=

Here are the clusters found using the "Gap" test with the tolerance parameter set to 3. The larger value leads to fewer clusters being 

selected.

In[17]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, Method ® 8Automatic, "SignificanceTest" ® 8"Gap", "Tolerance" ® 3<<DD

Out[17]=

Note that the clusters found in these two examples are identical. The only difference is how the number of clusters is chosen.

"Linkage" the clustering linkage to use

Suboption for the "Agglomerate" method.

With Method -> 8"Agglomerate", "Linkage" -> f<, the specified linkage function f  is used for agglomerative clustering. 
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"Single" smallest intercluster dissimilarity

"Average" average intercluster dissimilarity

"Complete" largest intercluster dissimilarity

"WeightedAverage" weighted average intercluster dissimilarity

"Centroid" distance from cluster centroids

"Median" distance from cluster medians 

"Ward" Ward’s minimum variance dissimilarity

f a pure function

Possible values for the "Linkage" suboption.

Linkage methods determine this intercluster dissimilarity, or fusion level, given the dissimilarities between member elements. 

With Linkage -> f , f  is a pure function that defines the linkage algorithm. Distances or dissimilarities between clusters are determined

recursively using information about the distances or dissimilarities between unmerged clusters to determine the distances or dissimilari−

ties for the newly merged cluster. The function f  defines a distance from a cluster k to the new cluster formed by fusing clusters i and j.

The arguments supplied to f  are dik, d jk, dij, ni, n j, and nk, where d is the distance between clusters and n is the number of elements in a

cluster.

These are the clusters found using complete linkage hierarchical clustering.

In[18]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, Method ® 8"Agglomerate", "Linkage" ® "Complete"<DD

Out[18]=

"Iterations" the maximum number of iterations to use

Suboption for the "Optimize" method.

Here are the clusters determined from a single iteration of the "Optimize" method.

In[19]:= ListPlot@FindClusters@datapairs, Method ® 8"Optimize", "Iterations" ® 1<DD

Out[19]=

MORE ABOUT

� Distance and Similarity Measures
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Using Nearest
Nearest is used to find elements in a list that are closest to a given data point.

Nearest@8elem1,elem2,¼<,xD give the list of elemi to which x is nearest

Nearest@8elem1->v1,elem2->v2,¼<,xD

give the vi corresponding to the elemi to which x is nearest

Nearest@8elem1,elem2,¼<->8v1,v2,¼<,xD

give the same result

Nearest@8elem1,elem2,¼<->Automatic,xD

take the vi to be the integers 1, 2, 3, ¼

Nearest@data,x,nD give the n nearest elements to x

Nearest@data,x,8n,r<D give up to the n nearest elements to x within a radius r

Nearest@dataD generate a NearestFunction@¼D which can be applied repeatedly to 

different x

Nearest function.

Nearest works with numeric lists, tensors, or a list of strings.

This finds the elements nearest to 4.5.

In[1]:= Nearest@81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<, 4.5D

Out[1]= 84, 5<

This finds 3 elements nearest to 4.5.

In[2]:= Nearest@81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<, 4.5, 3D

Out[2]= 84, 5, 3<

This finds all elements nearest to 4.5 within a radius of 2.

In[3]:= Nearest@81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<, 4.5, 8Infinity, 2<D

Out[3]= 84, 5, 3, 6<

This finds the points nearest to 81, 2< in 2D.

In[4]:= Nearest@881, 1<, 82, 2<, 83, 3<<, 81, 2<D

Out[4]= 881, 1<, 82, 2<<

This finds the nearest string to "cat".

In[5]:= Nearest@8"bat", "sad", "cake"<, "cat"D

Out[5]= 8bat<

The rule−based data syntax lets you use nearest elements to return their labels.

Here two−dimensional points are labeled.

In[6]:= Nearest@881, 1< ® a, 82, 2< ® b, 83, 3< ® c<, 81, 2<D

Out[6]= 8a, b<
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In[7]:= Nearest@881, 1<, 82, 2<, 83, 3<< ® 8a, b, c<, 81, 2<D

Out[7]= 8a, b<

This labels the elements using successive integers.

In[8]:= Nearest@881, 1<, 82, 2<, 83, 3<, 84, 5<, 87, 7<< ® Automatic, 84, 4<D

Out[8]= 84<

If  Nearest  is  to  be  applied  repeatedly  to  the  same  numerical  data,  you  can  get  significant  performance  gains  by  first  generating  a

NearestFunction.

This generates a set of 10,000 points in 2D and a NearestFunction.

In[9]:= pts = RandomReal@1, 810000, 2<D;
nf = Nearest@ptsD

Out[9]= NearestFunction@810000, 2<, <>D

This finds points in the set that are closest to the 10 target points.

In[10]:= target = RandomReal@1, 810, 2<D;
res = Map@nf, targetD; �� Timing

Out[10]= 94.85723´10
-16

, Null=

It takes much longer if NearestFunction is not used.

In[11]:= res2 = Map@Nearest@pts, ðD &, targetD; �� Timing

Out[11]= 80.504032, Null<

In[12]:= res � res2

Out[12]= True

option name default value

DistanceFunction Automatic the distance metric to use 

Option for Nearest.

For numerical data, by default Nearest uses the EuclideanDistance. For strings, EditDistance is used.
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Manipulating Numerical Data
When you have numerical data, it  is often convenient to find a simple formula that approximates it.  For example, you can try to "fit" a

line or curve through the points in your data. 

Fit@8y1,y2,¼<,8 f1 , f2,¼<,xD

fit the values yn to a linear combination of functions fi

Fit@88x1,y1<,8x2,y2<,¼<,8 f1 , f2,¼<,xD

fit the points Hxn, ynL to a linear combination of the fi

Fitting curves to linear combinations of functions. 

This generates a table of the numerical values of the exponential function. Table is discussed in "Making Tables of Values". 

In[1]:= data = Table@Exp@x�5.D, 8x, 7<D

Out[1]= 81.2214, 1.49182, 1.82212, 2.22554, 2.71828, 3.32012, 4.0552<

This finds a least−squares fit to data of the form c1 + c2 x + c3 x
2. The elements of data are assumed to correspond to values 1, 2, ... of 

x. 

In[2]:= Fit@data, 81, x, x^2<, xD

Out[2]= 1.09428 + 0.0986337 x + 0.0459482 x
2

This finds a fit of the form c1 + c2 x + c3 x
3
+ c4 x

5. 

In[3]:= Fit@data, 81, x, x^3, x^5<, xD

Out[3]= 0.96806 + 0.246829 x + 0.00428281 x
3
- 6.57948´10

-6
x
5

This gives a table of x, y pairs. 

In[4]:= data = Table@8x, Exp@Sin@xDD<, 8x, 0., 1., 0.2<D

Out[4]= 880., 1.<, 80.2, 1.21978<, 80.4, 1.47612<, 80.6, 1.75882<, 80.8, 2.04901<, 81., 2.31978<<

This finds a fit to the new data, of the form c1 + c2 sin HxL + c3 sin H2 xL. 

In[5]:= Fit@%, 81, Sin@xD, Sin@2 xD<, xD

Out[5]= 0.989559 + 2.04199 Sin@xD - 0.418176 Sin@2 xD

FindFit@data, form,8p1,p2,¼<,xD

find a fit to form with parameters pi

Fitting data to general forms. 

This finds the best parameters for a linear fit. 

In[6]:= FindFit@data, a + b x + c x^2, 8a, b, c<, xD

Out[6]= 8a ® 0.991251, b ® 1.16421, c ® 0.174256<
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This does a nonlinear fit. 

In[7]:= FindFit@data, a + b^Hc + d xL, 8a, b, c, d<, xD

Out[7]= 8a ® -3.65199, b ® 1.65838, c ® 3.03496, d ® 0.50107<

One common way of picking out "signals" in numerical data is to find the Fourier transform, or frequency spectrum, of the data. 

Fourier@dataD numerical Fourier transform

InverseFourier@dataD inverse Fourier transform

Fourier transforms. 

Here is a simple square pulse. 

In[8]:= data = 81, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1<

Out[8]= 81, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1<

This takes the Fourier transform of the pulse. 

In[9]:= Fourier@dataD

Out[9]= 80. + 0. ä, 0.707107 + 1.70711 ä, 0. + 0. ä, 0.707107 + 0.292893 ä, 0. + 0. ä, 0.707107 - 0.292893 ä, 0. + 0. ä, 0.707107

Note that the Fourier  function in Mathematica is defined with the sign convention typically used in the physical sciences~opposite to

the one often used in electrical engineering. "Fourier Transforms" gives more details. 

MORE ABOUT

� Numerical Data

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Data
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Curve Fitting
There are many situations where one wants to find a formula that best fits a given set of data. One way to do this in Mathematica is to

use Fit. 

Fit@8 f1, f2,¼<,8 fun1, fun2,¼<,xD find a linear combination of the funi that best fits the values fi

Basic linear fitting. 

Here is a table of the first 20 primes. 

In[1]:= fp = Table@Prime@xD, 8x, 20<D

Out[1]= 82, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71<

Here is a plot of this ú dataø . 

In[2]:= gp = ListPlot@fpD

Out[2]=
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This gives a linear fit to the list of primes. The result is the best linear combination of the functions 1 and x.

In[3]:= Fit@fp, 81, x<, xD

Out[3]= -7.67368 + 3.77368 x

Here is a plot of the fit. 

In[4]:= Plot@%, 8x, 0, 20<D

Out[4]=
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Here is the fit superimposed on the original data. 

In[5]:= Show@%, gpD

Out[5]=
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This gives a quadratic fit to the data. 

In[6]:= Fit@fp, 81, x, x^2<, xD

Out[6]= -1.92368 + 2.2055 x + 0.0746753 x
2

Here is a plot of the quadratic fit. 

In[7]:= Plot@%, 8x, 0, 20<D

Out[7]=
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This shows the fit superimposed on the original data. The quadratic fit is better than the linear one. 

In[8]:= Show@%, gpD

Out[8]=
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8 f1, f2,¼< data points obtained when a single coordinate takes on values 1, 2,¼

88x1, f1<,8x2, f2<,¼< data points obtained when a single coordinate takes on values x1, x2,¼

88x1,y1,¼, f1<,8x2,y2,¼, f2<,¼< data points obtained with values xi, yi,¼ of a sequence of coordinates

Ways of specifying data. 

If  you  give  data  in  the  form 8 f1, f2,¼<  then  Fit  will  assume that  the  successive  fi  correspond  to  values  of  a  function  at  successive

integer points 81, 2,¼<. But you can also give Fit  data that corresponds to the values of a function at arbitrary points, in one or more

dimensions. 
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Fit@data,8 fun
1
, fun

2
,¼<,8x,y,¼<D fit to a function of several variables

Multivariate fitting. 

This gives a table of the values of x, y and 1 + 5 x - x y. You need to use Flatten to get it in the right form for Fit. 

In[9]:= Flatten@Table@8x, y, 1 + 5 x - x y<, 8x, 0, 1, 0.4<, 8y, 0, 1, 0.4<D, 1D

Out[9]= 880., 0., 1.<, 80., 0.4, 1.<, 80., 0.8, 1.<, 80.4, 0., 3.<, 80.4, 0.4, 2.84<, 80.4, 0.8, 2.68<, 80.8, 0., 5.<,

This produces a fit to a function of two variables. 

In[10]:= Fit@%, 81, x, y, x y<, 8x, y<D

Out[10]= 1. + 5. x + 5.21108´10-15 y - 1. x y

Fit  takes a list of functions, and uses a definite and efficient procedure to find what linear combination of these functions gives the best

least−squares fit to your data. Sometimes, however, you may want to find a nonlinear fit that does not just consist of a linear combina−

tion  of  specified  functions.  You  can  do  this  using  FindFit,  which  takes  a  function  of  any  form,  and  then  searches  for  values  of

parameters that yield the best fit to your data. 

FindFit@data, form,8par
1
,par

2
,¼<,xD search for values of the pari that make form best fit data

FindFit@data, form,pars,8x,y,¼<D fit multivariate data

Searching for general fits to data. 

This fits the list of primes to a simple linear combination of terms. 

In[11]:= FindFit@fp, a + b x + c Exp@xD, 8a, b, c<, xD

Out[11]= 9a ® -6.78932, b ® 3.64309, c ® 1.26883´10-8=

The result is the same as from Fit. 

In[12]:= Fit@fp, 81, x, Exp@xD<, xD

Out[12]= -6.78932 + 1.26883´10
-8
ã
x
+ 3.64309 x

This fits to a nonlinear form, which cannot be handled by Fit. 

In[13]:= FindFit@fp, a x Log@b + c xD, 8a, b, c<, xD

Out[13]= 8a ® 1.42076, b ® 1.65558, c ® 0.534645<

By default,  both Fit  and FindFit  produce least−squares  fits,  which are defined to minimize the quantity  Χ2 = Úi ri
2,  where the ri

are residuals giving the difference between each original data point and its fitted value. One can, however, also consider fits based on

other  norms.  If  you  set  the  option  NormFunction -> u,  then  FindFit  will  attempt  to  find  the  fit  that  minimizes  the  quantity  u@rD,

where r is the list of residuals. The default is NormFunction -> Norm , corresponding to a least−squares fit.

This uses the ¥−norm, which minimizes the maximum distance between the fit and the data. The result is slightly different from least−
squares. 

In[14]:= FindFit@fp, a x Log@b + c xD, 8a, b, c<, x, NormFunction -> HNorm@ð, InfinityD &LD

Out[14]= 8a ® 1.15077, b ® 1.0023, c ® 1.04686<

FindFit  works by searching for values of parameters that yield the best fit. Sometimes you may have to tell it where to start in doing

this search. You can do this by giving parameters in the form 88a, a0<, 8b, b0<,¼<. FindFit  also has various options that you can set to

control how it does its search. 
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FindFit@data,8 form,cons<,pars,varsD finds a best fit subject to the parameter constraints cons

Searching for general fits to data. 

This gives a best fit subject to constraints on the parameters.

In[15]:= FindFit@fp, 8a x Log@b + c xD, 80 <= a <= 1, 0 <= b £ 1, c ³ 1<<, 8a, b, c<, xD

Out[15]= 9a ® 1., b ® 1.34569´10-9, c ® 1.69145=

option name default value

NormFunction Norm the norm to use

AccuracyGoal Automatic number of digits of accuracy to try to get

PrecisionGoal Automatic number of digits of precision to try to get

WorkingPrecision Automatic precision to use in internal computations

MaxIterations 100 maximum number of iterations to use

StepMonitor None expression to evaluate whenever a step is taken

EvaluationMonitor None expression to evaluate whenever form is evaluated

Method Automatic method to use

Options for FindFit.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Data

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M215: Applied Statistical Analysis with Mathematica
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Approximate Functions and Interpolation
In many kinds of numerical computations, it is convenient to introduce approximate functions. Approximate functions can be thought of

as generalizations of ordinary approximate real numbers. While an approximate real number gives the value to a certain precision of a

single numerical quantity,  an approximate function gives the value to a certain precision of a quantity which depends on one or more

parameters.  Mathematica  uses approximate functions, for example, to represent numerical  solutions to differential  equations obtained

with NDSolve, as discussed in "Numerical Differential Equations". 

Approximate  functions  in  Mathematica  are  represented  by  InterpolatingFunction  objects.  These  objects  work  like  the  pure

functions discussed in "Pure Functions". The basic idea is that when given a particular argument, an InterpolatingFunction object

finds the approximate function value that corresponds to that argument. 

The  InterpolatingFunction  object  contains  a  representation  of  the  approximate  function  based  on  interpolation.  Typically  it

contains values and possibly derivatives at a sequence of points. It effectively assumes that the function varies smoothly between these

points.  As a result,  when you ask for the value of  the function with a particular argument,  the InterpolatingFunction  object can

interpolate to find an approximation to the value you want. 

Interpolation@8 f1, f2,¼<D construct an approximate function with values fi at successive integers

Interpolation@88x1, f1<,8x2, f2<,¼<D

construct an approximate function with values fi at points xi

Constructing approximate functions. 

Here is a table of the values of the sine function. 

In[1]:= Table@8x, Sin@xD<, 8x, 0, 2, 0.25<D

Out[1]= 880., 0.<, 80.25, 0.247404<, 80.5, 0.479426<, 80.75, 0.681639<, 81., 0.841471<, 81.25, 0.948985<, 81.5, 0.997495

This constructs an approximate function which represents these values. 

In[2]:= sin = Interpolation@%D

Out[2]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D

The approximate function reproduces each of the values in the original table. 

In[3]:= sin@0.25D

Out[3]= 0.247404

It also allows you to get approximate values at other points. 

In[4]:= sin@0.3D

Out[4]= 0.2955

In this case the interpolation is a fairly good approximation to the true sine function. 

In[5]:= Sin@0.3D

Out[5]= 0.29552

You can work with approximate functions much as you would with any other Mathematica  functions.  You can plot  approximate func−

tions, or perform numerical operations such as integration or root finding. 
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If you give a non−numerical argument, the approximate function is left in symbolic form. 

In[6]:= sin@xD

Out[6]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D@xD

Here is a numerical integral of the approximate function. 

In[7]:= NIntegrate@sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, Pi�2<D

Out[7]= 0.78531

Here is the same numerical integral for the true sine function. 

In[8]:= NIntegrate@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, Pi�2<D

Out[8]= 0.785398

A plot of the approximate function is essentially indistinguishable from the true sine function. 

In[9]:= Plot@sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2<D

Out[9]=

If you differentiate an approximate function, Mathematica will return another approximate function that represents the derivative. 

This finds the derivative of the approximate sine function, and evaluates it at Π �6.

In[10]:= sin’@Pi�6D

Out[10]= 0.865372

The result is close to the exact one. 

In[11]:= N@Cos@Pi�6DD

Out[11]= 0.866025

InterpolatingFunction objects contain all the information Mathematica needs about approximate functions. In standard Mathemat−

ica output format, however, only the part that gives the domain of the InterpolatingFunction object is printed explicitly. The lists of

actual parameters used in the InterpolatingFunction object are shown only in iconic form. 

In standard output format, the only part of an InterpolatingFunction object printed explicitly is its domain. 

In[12]:= sin

Out[12]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D

If you ask for a value outside of the domain, Mathematica prints a warning, then uses extrapolation to find a result.

In[13]:= sin@3D

InterpolatingFunction::dmval :
Input value 83< lies outside the range of data in the

interpolating function. Extrapolation will be used. �

Out[13]= 0.0155471

The more information you give about the function you are trying to approximate, the better the approximation Mathematica  constructs

can be. You can, for example, specify not only values of the function at a sequence of points, but also derivatives. 
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Interpolation@888x1<, f1,df1,ddf1,¼<,¼<D

construct an approximate function with specified derivatives at points xi

Constructing approximate functions with specified derivatives. 

This interpolates through the values of the sine function and its first derivative.

In[14]:= sind = Interpolation@Table@88x<, Sin@xD, Cos@xD<, 8x, 0, 2, 0.25<DD

Out[14]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D

This finds a better approximation to the derivative than the previous interpolation.

In[15]:= sind’@Pi�6D

Out[15]= 0.865974

Interpolation  works by fitting polynomial curves between the points you specify. You can use the option InterpolationOrder  to

specify the degree of these polynomial curves. The default setting is InterpolationOrder -> 3, yielding cubic curves. 

This makes a table of values of the cosine function. 

In[16]:= tab = Table@8x, Cos@xD<, 8x, 0, 6<D;

This creates an approximate function using linear interpolation between the values in the table. 

In[17]:= Interpolation@tab, InterpolationOrder -> 1D

Out[17]= InterpolatingFunction@880, 6<<, <>D

The approximate function consists of a collection of straight−line segments. 

In[18]:= Plot@%@xD, 8x, 0, 6<D

Out[18]=

With the default setting InterpolationOrder -> 3, cubic curves are used, and the function looks smooth. 

In[19]:= Plot@Evaluate@Interpolation@tabDD@xD, 8x, 0, 6<D

Out[19]=

Increasing  the  setting  for  InterpolationOrder  typically  leads  to  smoother  approximate  functions.  However,  if  you  increase  the

setting too much, spurious wiggles may develop. 
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ListInterpolation@88 f11, f12,¼<,8 f21,¼<,¼<D

construct an approximate function from a two−dimensional grid of values at integer 
points

ListInterpolation@list,88xmin,xmax<,8ymin,ymax<<D

assume the values are from an evenly spaced grid with the specified domain

ListInterpolation@list,88x1,x2,¼<,8y1,y2,¼<<D

assume the values are from a grid with the specified grid lines

Interpolating multidimensional arrays of data. 

This interpolates an array of values from integer grid points. 

In[20]:= ListInterpolation@Table@1.5�Hx^2 + y^3L, 8x, 10<, 8y, 15<DD

Out[20]= InterpolatingFunction@881., 10.<, 81., 15.<<, <>D

Here is the value at a particular position. 

In[21]:= %@6.5, 7.2D

Out[21]= 0.00360759

Here is another array of values. 

In[22]:= tab = Table@1.5�Hx^2 + y^3L, 8x, 5.5, 7.2, .2<, 8y, 2.3, 8.9, .1<D;

To interpolate this array you explicitly have to tell Mathematica the domain it covers. 

In[23]:= ListInterpolation@tab, 885.5, 7.2<, 82.3, 8.9<<D

Out[23]= InterpolatingFunction@885.5, 7.2<, 82.3, 8.9<<, <>D

ListInterpolation  works for arrays of any dimension, and in each case it  produces an InterpolatingFunction  object which

takes the appropriate number of arguments.

This interpolates a three−dimensional array. 

In[24]:= ListInterpolation@Array@ð1^2 + ð2^2 - ð3^2 &, 810, 10, 10<DD;

The resulting InterpolatingFunction object takes three arguments. 

In[25]:= %@3.4, 7.8, 2.6D

Out[25]= 65.64

Mathematica can handle not only purely numerical approximate functions, but also ones which involve symbolic parameters. 

This generates an InterpolatingFunction that depends on the parameters a and b. 

In[26]:= sfun = ListInterpolation@81 + a, 2, 3, 4 + b, 5<D

Out[26]= InterpolatingFunction@881, 5<<, <>D

This shows how the interpolated value at 2.2 depends on the parameters. 

In[27]:= sfun@2.2D �� Simplify

Out[27]= 2.2 - 0.048 a - 0.032 b
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With the default setting for InterpolationOrder used, the value at this point no longer depends on a. 

In[28]:= sfun@3.8D �� Simplify

Out[28]= 3.8 + 0.864 b

In  working  with  approximate  functions,  you  can  quite  often  end  up  with  complicated  combinations  of  InterpolatingFunction

objects.  You  can  always  tell  Mathematica  to  produce  a  single  InterpolatingFunction  object  valid  over  a  particular  domain  by

using FunctionInterpolation. 

This generates a new InterpolatingFunction object valid in the domain 0 to 1. 

In[29]:= FunctionInterpolation@x + sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[29]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D

This generates a nested InterpolatingFunction object. 

In[30]:= ListInterpolation@83, 4, 5, sin@aD, 6<D

Out[30]= InterpolatingFunction@881, 5<<, <>D

This produces a pure two−dimensional InterpolatingFunction object. 

In[31]:= FunctionInterpolation@a^2 + %@xD, 8x, 1, 3<, 8a, 0, 1.5<D

Out[31]= InterpolatingFunction@881., 3.<, 80., 1.5<<, <>D

FunctionInterpolation@expr,8x,xmin,xmax<D

construct an approximate function by evaluating expr with x ranging from xmin to 
xmax

FunctionInterpolation@expr,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<,¼D

construct a higher−dimensional approximate function

Constructing approximate functions by evaluating expressions. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Data
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Discrete Fourier Transforms

A common operation in analyzing various kinds of data is to find the discrete Fourier transform (or spectrum) of a list of values. The idea

is typically to pick out components of the data with particular frequencies or ranges of frequencies.

Fourier@8u1,u2,¼,un<D discrete Fourier transform

InverseFourier@8v1,v2,¼,vn<D inverse discrete Fourier transform

Discrete Fourier transforms. 

Here is some data, corresponding to a square pulse.

In[1]:= 8-1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1<

Out[1]= 8-1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1<

Here is the discrete Fourier transform of the data. It involves complex numbers. 

In[2]:= Fourier@%D

Out[2]= 80. + 0. ä, -0.707107 - 1.70711 ä, 0. + 0. ä, -0.707107 - 0.292893 ä, 0. + 0. ä, -0.707107 + 0.292893 ä, 0. + 0. ä, -

Here is the inverse discrete Fourier transform. 

In[3]:= InverseFourier@%D

Out[3]= 8-1., -1., -1., -1., 1., 1., 1., 1.<

Fourier works whether or not your list of data has a length which is a power of two. 

In[4]:= Fourier@81, -1, 1<D

Out[4]= 80.57735 + 0. ä, 0.57735 - 1. ä, 0.57735 + 1. ä<

This generates a list of 200 elements containing a periodic signal with random noise added. 

In[5]:= data = Table@N@Sin@30 ´ 2 Pi n�200D + HRandomReal@D - 1�2LD, 8n, 200<D;

The data looks fairly random if you plot it directly. 

In[6]:= ListLinePlot@dataD

Out[6]=
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The discrete Fourier transform, however, shows a strong peak at 30 + 1, and a symmetric peak at 201 - 30, reflecting the frequency 

component of the original signal near 30 �200. 

In[7]:= ListLinePlot@Abs@Fourier@dataDD, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[7]=
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In Mathematica, the discrete Fourier transform vs  of a list ur  of length n is by default defined to be 
1

n

Úr=1
n

ur e
2 Π i Hr-1L Hs-1L�n. Notice that

the zero frequency term appears at position 1 in the resulting list. 

The inverse discrete Fourier transform ur of a list vs of length n is by default defined to be 
1

n

Ús=1
n

vs e
-2 Π i Hr-1L Hs-1L�n. 

In  different  scientific  and  technical  fields  different  conventions  are  often  used  for  defining  discrete  Fourier  transforms.  The  option

FourierParameters allows you to choose any of these conventions you want.

common convention setting discrete Fourier transform inverse discrete Fourier transform

Mathematica default 80,1<
1

n
1�2
Úr=1
n

ur e
2 Π i Hr-1L Hs-1L�n 1

n
1�2
Ús=1
n

vs e
-2 Π i Hr-1L Hs-1L�n

data analysis 8-1,1<
1

n
Úr=1
n

ur e
2 Π i Hr-1L Hs-1L�n Ús=1

n
vs e
-2 Π iHr-1L Hs-1L�n

signal processing 81,-1< Úr=1
n

ur e
-2 Π iHr-1L Hs-1L�n 1

n
Ús=1
n

vs e
2 Π i Hr-1L Hs-1L�n

general case 8a,b< 1�nH1-aL�2Úr=1
n

ur e
2 Π i bHr-1L Hs-1L�n 1

n
H1+aL�2
Ús=1
n

vs e
-2 Π i b Hr-1L Hs-1L�n

Typical settings for FourierParameters with various conventions. 

Fourier@88u11,u12,¼<,8u21,u22,¼<,¼<D

two−dimensional discrete Fourier transform

Two−dimensional discrete Fourier transform. 

Mathematica can find discrete Fourier transforms for data in any number of dimensions. In n dimensions, the data is specified by a list

nested n levels deep. Two−dimensional discrete Fourier transforms are often used in image processing. 

One issue with the usual discrete Fourier transform for real data is that the result is complex−valued. There are variants of real discrete

Fourier transforms that have real results. Mathematica has commands for computing the discrete cosine transform and the discrete sine

transform.

FourierDCT@listD Fourier discrete cosine transform of a list of real numbers

FourierDST@listD Fourier discrete sine transform of a list of real numbers

Discrete real Fourier transforms.

Here is some data, corresponding to a square pulse.

In[8]:= pulse = 8-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1<

Out[8]= 8-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1<
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Here is the Fourier discrete cosine transform of the data.

In[9]:= FourierDCT@pulseD

Out[9]= 90., -2.02147, 3.29753´10
-17

, 0.696552, -5.68065´10
-17

, -0.447214, -4.12723´10
-17

, 0.354911, 4.76294´10
-17

,

Here is the Fourier discrete sine transform of the data.

In[10]:= FourierDST@pulseD

Out[10]= 98.03365´10
-17

, -2.04667, -3.85062´10
-17

, -9.37835´10
-18

, 0., -0.781758, 9.84259´10
-17

, 4.4886´10
-17

, 5.83679

There  are  four  types  each  of  Fourier  discrete  sine  and  cosine  transforms  typically  in  use,  denoted  by  number  or  sometimes  roman

numeral as in "DCTII" for the discrete cosine transform of type 2.

FourierDCT@list,mD Fourier discrete cosine transform of type m

FourierDST@list,mD Fourier discrete sine transform of type m

Discrete real Fourier transforms of different types.

The default is type 2 for both FourierDCT and FourierDST.

Mathematica does not need InverseFourierDCT or InverseFourierDST functions because FourierDCT and FourierDST are their own

inverses when used with the appropriate type. The inverse transforms for types 1, 2, 3, 4 are types 1, 3, 2, 4, respectively.

Check that the type 3 transform is the inverse of the type 2 transform.

In[11]:= FourierDCT@FourierDCT@pulse, 2D, 3D

Out[11]= 8-1., -1., -1., -1., -1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.<

The discrete real transforms are convenient to use for data or image compression.

Here is data that might be like a front or an edge.

In[12]:= data = Table@ArcTan@x - 100D, 8x, 1., 200.<D;
ListLinePlot@dataD

Out[12]=

The discrete cosine transform has most of the information in the first few modes.

In[13]:= dct = FourierDCT@dataD;
ListLinePlot@dct, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[13]=
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Reconstruct the front from only the first 20 modes (1/10 of the original data size). The oscillations are a consequence of the truncation and 
are known to show up in image processing applications as well.

In[14]:= tdata = FourierDCT@PadRight@Take@dct, 20D, 200, 0D, 3D;
ListLinePlot@8data, tdata<D

Out[14]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Data
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Convolutions and Correlations

Convolution and correlation are central to many kinds of operations on lists of data. They are used in such areas as signal and image

processing, statistical data analysis, approximations to partial differential equations, as well as operations on digit sequences and power

series.

In both convolution and correlation the basic idea is to combine a kernel list with successive sublists of a list of data. The convolution of

a kernel Kr with a list us has the general form ÚrKr us-r, while the correlation has the general form ÚrKr us+r. 

ListConvolve@kernel,listD form the convolution of kernel with list

ListCorrelate@kernel,listD form the correlation of kernel with list

Convolution and correlation of lists. 

This forms the convolution of the kernel 8x, y< with a list of data. 

In[1]:= ListConvolve@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d, e<D

Out[1]= 8b x + a y, c x + b y, d x + c y, e x + d y<

This forms the correlation. 

In[2]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d, e<D

Out[2]= 8a x + b y, b x + c y, c x + d y, d x + e y<

In this case reversing the kernel gives exactly the same result as ListConvolve. 

In[3]:= ListCorrelate@8y, x<, 8a, b, c, d, e<D

Out[3]= 8b x + a y, c x + b y, d x + c y, e x + d y<

This forms successive differences of the data. 

In[4]:= ListCorrelate@8-1, 1<, 8a, b, c, d, e<D

Out[4]= 8-a + b, -b + c, -c + d, -d + e<

In  forming  sublists  to  combine  with  a  kernel,  there  is  always  an  issue  of  what  to  do  at  the  ends  of  the  list  of  data.  By  default,

ListConvolve  and  ListCorrelate  never  form sublists  which  would  "overhang"  the  ends  of  the  list  of  data.  This  means  that  the

output you get is normally shorter than the original list of data. 

With an input list of length 6, the output is in this case of length 4. 

In[5]:= ListCorrelate@81, 1, 1<, Range@6DD

Out[5]= 86, 9, 12, 15<

In practice one often wants to get output that is as long as the original list of data. To do this requires including sublists that overhang

one or both ends of the list of data. The additional elements needed to form these sublists must be filled in with some kind of "padding".

By default, Mathematica takes copies of the original list to provide the padding, thus effectively treating the list as being cyclic. 
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ListCorrelate@kernel,listD do not allow overhangs on either side (result shorter than list)

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,1D allow an overhang on the right (result same length as list)

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,-1D allow an overhang on the left (result same length as list)

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,8-1,1<D allow overhangs on both sides (result longer than list)

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,8kL,kR<D allow particular overhangs on left and right

Controlling how the ends of the list of data are treated. 

The default involves no overhangs. 

In[6]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d<D

Out[6]= 8a x + b y, b x + c y, c x + d y<

The last term in the last element now comes from the beginning of the list. 

In[7]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d<, 1D

Out[7]= 8a x + b y, b x + c y, c x + d y, d x + a y<

Now the first term of the first element and the last term of the last element both involve wraparound. 

In[8]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d<, 8-1, 1<D

Out[8]= 8d x + a y, a x + b y, b x + c y, c x + d y, d x + a y<

In the general case ListCorrelate@kernel, list, 8kL, kR<D is set up so that in the first element of the result, the first element of list

appears multiplied by the element at position kL  in kernel, and in the last element of the result, the last element of list appears multiplied

by  the  element  at  position  kR  in  kernel.  The  default  case  in  which  no  overhang  is  allowed  on  either  side  thus  corresponds  to

ListCorrelate@kernel, list, 81, -1<D. 

With a kernel of length 3, alignments 8-1, 2< always make the first and last elements of the result the same. 

In[9]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y, z<, 8a, b, c, d<, 8-1, 2<D

Out[9]= 8c x + d y + a z, d x + a y + b z, a x + b y + c z, b x + c y + d z, c x + d y + a z<

For many kinds of data, it  is convenient to assume not that the data is cyclic, but rather that it  is padded at either end by some fixed

element, often 0, or by some sequence of elements. 

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,klist,pD pad with element p

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,klist,8p1,p2,¼<D

pad with cyclic repetitions of the pi

ListCorrelate@kernel,list,klist,listD pad with cyclic repetitions of the original data

Controlling the padding for a list of data. 

This pads with element p. 

In[10]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d<, 8-1, 1<, pD

Out[10]= 8p x + a y, a x + b y, b x + c y, c x + d y, d x + p y<

A common case is to pad with zero. 

In[11]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y<, 8a, b, c, d<, 8-1, 1<, 0D

Out[11]= 8a y, a x + b y, b x + c y, c x + d y, d x<
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When the padding is indicated by 8p, q<, the list 8a, b, c< overlays 8¼, p, q, p, q, ¼< with a p aligned under the a. 

In[12]:= ListCorrelate@8x, y, z<, 8a, b, c<, 8-1, 1<, 8p, q<D

Out[12]= 8p x + q y + a z, q x + a y + b z, a x + b y + c z, b x + c y + q z, c x + q y + p z<

Different choices of kernel allow ListConvolve and ListCorrelate to be used for different kinds of computations. 

This finds a moving average of data. 

In[13]:= ListCorrelate@81, 1, 1<�3, 8a, b, c, d, e<D

Out[13]= 9
a

3

+

b

3

+

c

3

,
b

3

+

c

3

+

d

3

,
c

3

+

d

3

+

e

3

=

Here is a Gaussian kernel. 

In[14]:= kern = Table@Exp@-n^2�100D�Sqrt@2. PiD, 8n, -10, 10<D;

This generates some "data". 

In[15]:= data = Table@BesselJ@1, xD + 0.2 RandomReal@D, 8x, 0, 10, .1<D;

Here is a plot of the data. 

In[16]:= ListPlot@dataD

Out[16]= 

This convolves the kernel with the data. 

In[17]:= ListConvolve@kern, dataD;

The result is a smoothed version of the data. 

In[18]:= ListPlot@%D

Out[18]=

20 40 60 80
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You can use ListConvolve and ListCorrelate to handle symbolic as well as numerical data. 

This forms the convolution of two symbolic lists. 

In[19]:= ListConvolve@8a, b, c<, 8u, v, w<, 81, -1<, 0D

Out[19]= 8a u, b u + a v, c u + b v + a w, c v + b w, c w<

The result corresponds exactly with the coefficients in the expanded form of this product of polynomials. 

In[20]:= Expand@Ha + b x + c x^2L Hu + v x + w x^2LD

Out[20]= a u + b u x + a v x + c u x2 + b v x2 + a w x2 + c v x3 + b w x3 + c w x4
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ListConvolve and ListCorrelate work on data in any number of dimensions. 

This imports image data from a file. 

In[21]:= g = ReadList@"ExampleData�fish.data", Number, RecordLists -> TrueD;

Here is the image. 

In[22]:= Graphics@Raster@gDD

Out[22]=

This convolves the data with a two−dimensional kernel. 

In[23]:= ListConvolve@881, 1, 1<, 81, -8, 1<, 81, 1, 1<<, gD;

This shows the image corresponding to the data. 

In[24]:= Graphics@Raster@%DD

Out[24]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Operations on Data
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Cellular Automata

Cellular automata provide a convenient way to represent many kinds of systems in which the values of cells in an array are updated in

discrete steps according to a local rule. 

CellularAutomaton@rnum,init,tD evolve rule rnum from init for t steps

Generating a cellular automaton evolution. 

This starts with the list given, then evolves rule 30 for four steps. 

In[1]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 80, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0<, 4D

Out[1]= 880, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0<, 81, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1<, 80, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0<<

This shows 100 steps of rule 30 evolution from random initial conditions. 

In[2]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@30, RandomInteger@1, 250D, 100DD

Out[2]=

This starts with the list given, then evolves rule 30 for four steps. 

In[3]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 80, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0<, 4D

Out[3]= 880, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0<, 81, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1<, 80, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0<<

8a1,a2,¼< explicit list of values ai

88a1,a2,¼<,b< values ai superimposed on a b background

88a1,a2,¼<,blist< values ai superimposed on a background of repetitions of blist

8888a11,a12,¼<,8d1<<,¼<,blist< values aij at offsets di

Ways of specifying initial conditions for one−dimensional cellular automata. 

If  you give an explicit  list  of  initial  values, CellularAutomaton  will  take the elements in this list  to correspond to all  the cells in the

system, arranged cyclically. 

The right neighbor of the cell at the end is the cell at the beginning. 

In[4]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 81, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 1D

Out[4]= 881, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 81, 1, 0, 0, 1<<

It is often convenient to set up initial conditions in which there is a small ú seedø  region, superimposed on a constant ú background ø . By

default,  CellularAutomaton  automatically  fills  in  enough  background  to  cover  the  size  of  the  pattern  that  can  be  produced  in  the

number of steps of evolution you specify. 
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This shows rule 30 evolving from an initial condition containing a single black cell. 

In[5]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@30, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[5]=

This shows rule 30 evolving from an initial condition consisting of a 81, 1< seed on a background of repeated 81, 0, 1, 1< blocks. 

In[6]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@30, 881, 1<, 81, 0, 1, 1<<, 100DD

Out[6]=

Particularly  in  studying  interactions  between  structures,  you  may  sometimes  want  to  specify  initial  conditions  for  cellular  automata  in

which certain blocks are placed at particular offsets. 

This sets up an initial condition with black cells at offsets ±40. 

In[7]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@30, 88881<, 8-40<<, 881<, 840<<<, 0<, 100DD

Out[7]=

n k = 2, r = 1, elementary rule

8n,k< general nearest−neighbor rule with k colors

8n,k,r< general rule with k colors and range r

8n,8k,1<< k−color nearest−neighbor totalistic rule

8n,8k,1<,r< k−color range r totalistic rule

8n,8k,8wt1,wt2,¼<<,r< rule in which neighbor i is assigned weight wti

9n,kspec,98off
1
<,8off

2
<,¼,9offs=== rule with neighbors at specified offsets

8lhs1->rhs1,lhs2->rhs2,¼< explicit replacements for lists of neighbors 

8 fun,8<,rspec< rule obtained by applying function fun to each neighbor list

Specifying rules for one−dimensional cellular automata. 

In the simplest cases, a cellular automaton allows k possible values or ú colorsø  for each cell, and has rules that involve up to r neigh−

bors on each side. The digits of the ú rule number ø  n then specify what the color of a new cell should be for each possible configuration

of the neighborhood.
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This evolves a single neighborhood for 1 step. 

In[8]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 81, 1, 0<, 1D

Out[8]= 881, 1, 0<, 81, 0, 0<<

Here are the 8 possible neighborhoods for a k = 2, r = 1 cellular automaton. 

In[9]:= Tuples@81, 0<, 3D

Out[9]= 881, 1, 1<, 81, 1, 0<, 81, 0, 1<, 81, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 1<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<, 80, 0, 0<<

This shows the new color of the center cell for each of the 8 neighborhoods. 

In[10]:= Map@CellularAutomaton@30, ð, 1D@@2, 2DD &, %D

Out[10]= 80, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0<

For rule 30, this sequence corresponds to the base−2 digits of the number 30. 

In[11]:= FromDigits@%, 2D

Out[11]= 30

This runs the general k = 3, r = 1 rule with rule number 921408. 

In[12]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@8921408, 3, 1<, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[12]=

For a general cellular automaton rule, each digit of the rule number specifies what color a different possible neighborhood of 2 r + 1 cells

should yield. To find out which digit corresponds to which neighborhood, one effectively treats the cells in a neighborhood as digits in a

number.  For  an  r = 1  cellular  automaton,  the  number  is  obtained  from  the  list  of  elements  neig  in  the  neighborhood  by

neig.8k^2, k, 1<. 

It  is  sometimes  convenient  to  consider  totalistic  cellular  automata,  in  which  the  new value  of  a  cell  depends  only  on  the  total  of  the

values  in  its  neighborhood.  One  can  specify  totalistic  cellular  automata  by  rule  numbers  or  ú codes ø  in  which  each  digit  refers  to

neighborhoods with a given total value, obtained for example from neig.81, 1, 1<. 

In general, CellularAutomaton  allows one to specify rules using any sequence of weights. Another choice sometimes convenient is

8k, 1, k<, which yields outer totalistic rules. 
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This runs the k = 3, r = 1 totalistic rule with code number 867. 

In[13]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@8867, 83, 1<, 1<, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[13]=

Rules with range r involve all cells with offsets -r through +r. Sometimes it is convenient to think about rules that involve only cells with

specific offsets. You can do this by replacing a single r with a list of offsets. 

Any  k = 2  cellular  automaton  rule  can  be  thought  of  as  corresponding  to  a  Boolean  function.  In  the  simplest  case,  basic  Boolean

functions  like  And  or  Nor  take  two  arguments.  These  are  conveniently  specified  in  a  cellular  automaton  rule  as  being  at  offsets

880<, 81<<. Note that for compatibility with handling higher−dimensional cellular automata, offsets must always be given in lists, even

for one−dimensional cellular automata. 

This generates the truth table for 2−cell−neighborhood rule number 7, which turns out to be the Boolean function Nand. 

In[14]:= Map@CellularAutomaton@87, 2, 880<, 81<<<, ð, 1D@@2, 2DD &, 881, 1<, 81, 0<, 80, 1<, 80, 0<<D

Out[14]= 80, 1, 1, 1<

Rule numbers provide a highly compact way to specify cellular automaton rules. But sometimes it is more convenient to specify rules by

giving an explicit function that should be applied to each possible neighborhood. 

This runs an additive cellular automaton whose rule adds all values in each neighborhood modulo 4. 

In[15]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@8Mod@Apply@Plus, ðD, 4D &, 8<, 1<, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[15]=

The function is given the step number as a second argument.

In[16]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@8Mod@Total@ðD + ð2, 4D &, 8<, 1<, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[16]=
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When you specify rules by functions, the values of cells need not be integers.

In[17]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@8Mod@1�2 Apply@Plus, ðD, 1D &, 8<, 1<, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[17]=

They can even be symbolic. 

In[18]:= Simplify@CellularAutomaton@8Mod@Apply@Plus, ðD, 2D &, 8<, 1<, 88a<, 0<, 2D, a Î IntegersD

Out[18]= 880, 0, a, 0, 0<, 80, Mod@a, 2D, Mod@a, 2D, Mod@a, 2D, 0<, 8Mod@a, 2D, 0, Mod@a, 2D, 0, Mod@a, 2D<<

CellularAutomaton@rnum,init,tD evolve for t steps, keeping all steps

CellularAutomaton@rnum,init,88t<<D evolve for t steps, keeping only the last step

CellularAutomatonArnum,init,9spect=E keep only steps specified by spect

CellularAutomaton@rnum,initD evolve rule for one step, giving only the last step

Selecting which steps to keep. 

This runs rule 30 for 5 steps, keeping only the last step. 

In[19]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 881<, 0<, 885<<D

Out[19]= 881, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1<<

This keeps the last 2 steps. 

In[20]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 881<, 0<, 884, 5<<D

Out[20]= 880, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0<, 81, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1<<

This gives one step. 

In[21]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 80, 0, 1, 0, 0<D

Out[21]= 80, 1, 1, 1, 0<

The  step  specification  spect  works  very  much  like  taking  elements  from  a  list  with  Take .  One  difference,  though,  is  that  the  initial

condition for the cellular automaton is considered to be step 0. Note that any step specification of the form 8¼< must be enclosed in an

additional list. 

u steps 0 through u

8u< step u

8u1,u2< steps u1 through u2

8u1,u2,du< steps u1, u1 + du, ¼

Cellular automaton step specifications. 
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This evolves for 100 steps, but keeps only every other step. 

In[22]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@30, 881<, 0<, 880, 100, 2<<DD

Out[22]=

CellularAutomaton@rnum,init,tD keep all steps, and all relevant cells

CellularAutomatonArnum,init,9spect,specx=E

keep only specified steps and cells

Selecting steps and cells to keep. 

Much as you can specify which steps to keep in a cellular automaton evolution, so also you can specify which cells to keep. If you give

an initial condition such as 8a1, a2,¼<, blist, then ai is taken to have offset 0 for the purpose of specifying which cells to keep. 

All all cells that can be affected by the specified initial condition

Automatic all cells in the region that differs from the background (default)

0 cell aligned with beginning of aspec

x cells at offsets up to x on the right

-x cells at offsets up to x on the left

8x< cell at offset x to the right

8-x< cell at offset x to the left

8x1,x2< cells at offsets x1 through x2

8x1,x2,dx< cells x1, x1 + dx, ¼

Cellular automaton cell specifications. 

This keeps all steps, but drops cells at offsets more than 20 on the left. 

In[23]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@30, 881<, 0<, 8100, 8-20, 100<<DD

Out[23]=

This keeps just the center column of cells. 

In[24]:= CellularAutomaton@30, 881<, 0<, 820, 80<<D

Out[24]= 881<, 81<, 80<, 81<, 81<, 81<, 80<, 80<, 81<, 81<, 80<, 80<, 80<, 81<, 80<, 81<, 81<, 80<, 80<, 81<, 80<<
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If you give an initial condition such as 88a1, a2,¼<, blist<, then CellularAutomaton  will always effectively do the cellular automaton as

if  there  were  an  infinite  number  of  cells.  By  using  a  specx  such  as  8x1, x2<  you  can tell  CellularAutomaton  to  include only  cells  at

specific  offsets x1  through x2  in  its  output.  CellularAutomaton  by default  includes cells  out  just  far  enough that  their  values never

simply stay the same as in the background blist. 

In  general,  given  a  cellular  automaton  rule  with  range  r,  cells  out  to  distance  rt  on  each  side  could  in  principle  be  affected  in  the

evolution of the system. With specx  being All, all these cells are included; with the default setting of Automatic , cells whose values

effectively stay the same as in blist are trimmed off. 

By default, only the parts that are not constant black are kept. 

In[25]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@225, 881<, 0<, 100DD

Out[25]=

Using All for specx includes all cells that could be affected by a cellular automaton with this range. 

In[26]:= ArrayPlot@CellularAutomaton@225, 881<, 0<, 8100, All<DD

Out[26]=

CellularAutomaton  generalizes  quite  directly  to  any  number  of  dimensions.  Above  two  dimensions,  however,  totalistic  and  other

special types of rules tend to be more useful, since the number of entries in the rule table for a general rule rapidly becomes astronomi−

cal. 

8n,k,8r1,r2,¼,rd<< d−dimensional rule with H2 r1 + 1L� H2 r2 + 1L�¼� H2 rd + 1L neighborhood

8n,8k,1<,81,1<< two−dimensional 9−neighbor totalistic rule

8n,8k,880,1,0<,81,1,1<,80,1,0<<<,81,1<<

two−dimensional 5−neighbor totalistic rule

8n,8k,880,k,0<,8k,1,k<,80,k,0<<<,81,1<<

two−dimensional 5−neighbor outer totalistic rule

Higher−dimensional rule specifications. 

This is the rule specification for the two−dimensional 9−neighbor totalistic cellular automaton with code 797. 

In[27]:= code797 = 8797, 82, 1<, 81, 1<<;
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This gives steps 0 and 1 in its evolution. 

In[28]:= CellularAutomaton@code797, 8881<<, 0<, 1D

Out[28]= 8880, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<, 880, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<<

This shows step 70 in the evolution. 

In[29]:= ArrayPlot@First@CellularAutomaton@code797, 8881<<, 0<,
8870<<DDD

Out[29]=

This shows all steps in a slice along the x axis. 

In[30]:= ArrayPlot@Map@First,
CellularAutomaton@code797, 8881<<, 0<,

870, 80<, All<DDD

Out[30]=

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Naming Conventions
Mathematical functions in Mathematica are given names according to definite rules. As with most Mathematica functions, the names are

usually  complete  English  words,  fully  spelled  out.  For  a  few  very  common  functions,  Mathematica  uses  the  traditional  abbreviations.

Thus the modulo function, for example, is Mod, not Modulo. 

Mathematical functions that are usually referred to by a person ÷ s name have names in Mathematica of the form PersonSymbol. Thus,

for  example,  the  Legendre  polynomials  PnHxL  are  denoted  LegendreP@n, xD.  Although  this  convention  does  lead  to  longer  function

names, it avoids any ambiguity or confusion. 

When the standard notation for a mathematical function involves both subscripts and superscripts, the subscripts are given before the

superscripts  in  the  Mathematica  form.  Thus,  for  example,  the  associated  Legendre  polynomials  Pn

m
HxL  are  denoted

LegendreP@n, m, xD.
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Generic and Non−Generic Cases

This gives a result for the integral of xn that is valid for almost all values of n. 

In[1]:= Integrate@x^n, xD

Out[1]=

x1+n

1 + n

For the special case of x-1, however, the correct result is different. 

In[2]:= Integrate@x^-1, xD

Out[2]= Log@xD

The overall goal of symbolic computation is typically to get formulas that are valid for many possible values of the variables that appear

in them. It is however often not practical to try to get formulas that are valid for absolutely every possible value of each variable. 

Mathematica always replaces 0 � x by 0. 

In[3]:= 0�x

Out[3]= 0

If x is equal to 0, however, then the true result is not 0. 

In[4]:= 0�0

Power::infy : Infinite expression
1

0
encountered. �

¥::indet : Indeterminate expression 0 ComplexInfinity encountered. �

Out[4]= Indeterminate

This construct treats both cases, but would be quite unwieldy to use. 

In[5]:= If@x != 0, 0, IndeterminateD

Out[5]= If@x ¹ 0, 0, IndeterminateD

If Mathematica did not automatically replace 0 � x by 0, then few symbolic computations would get very far. But you should realize that

the practical necessity of making such replacements can cause misleading results to be obtained when exceptional values of parame−

ters are used. 

The basic operations of Mathematica are nevertheless carefully set up so that whenever possible the results obtained will  be valid for

almost all values of each variable. 

x
2  is not automatically replaced by x. 

In[6]:= Sqrt@x^2D

Out[6]= x2

If it were, then the result here would be -2, which is incorrect. 

In[7]:= % �. x -> -2

Out[7]= 2
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This makes the assumption that x is a positive real variable, and does the replacement. 

In[8]:= Simplify@Sqrt@x^2D, x > 0D

Out[8]= x
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Numerical Functions

IntegerPart@xD integer part of x

FractionalPart@xD fractional part of x

Round@xD integer Xx\ closest to x

Floor@xD greatest integer dxt not larger than x

Ceiling@xD least integer `xp not smaller than x

Rationalize@xD rational number approximation to x

Rationalize@x,dxD rational approximation within tolerance dx

Functions relating real numbers and integers.

x IntegerPart@xD FractionalPart@xD Round@xD Floor@xD Ceiling@xD

2.4 2 0.4 2 2 3
2.5 2 0.5 2 2 3
2.6 2 0.6 3 2 3
-2.4 -2 -0.4 -2 -3 -2
-2.5 -2 -0.5 -2 -3 -2
-2.6 -2 -0.6 -3 -3 -2

Extracting integer and fractional parts. 

IntegerPart@xD and FractionalPart@xD can be thought of as extracting digits to the left and right of the decimal point. Round@xD

is often used for forcing numbers that are close to integers to be exactly integers. Floor@xD  and Ceiling@xD  often arise in working

out how many elements there will be in sequences of numbers with non−integer spacings. 

Sign@xD 1 for x > 0, −1 for x < 0

UnitStep@xD 1 for x ³ 0, 0 for x < 0

Abs@xD absolute value  x¤ of x

Clip@xD x clipped to be between −1 and +1

Rescale@x,8xmin,xmax<D x rescaled to run from 0 to 1

Max@x1,x2,¼D  or Max@8x1,x2,¼<,¼D

the maximum of x1, x2, ¼ 

Min@x1,x2,¼D  or Min@8x1,x2,¼<,¼D

the minimum of x1, x2, ¼

Numerical functions of real variables. 

x+Iy the complex number x + i y 

Re@zD the real part Re z 

Im@zD the imaginary part Im z 

Conjugate@zD the complex conjugate z* or z  

Abs@zD the absolute value  z¤ 

Arg@zD the argument Φ such that z =  z¤ eiΦ 

Numerical functions of complex variables.
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Piecewise Functions

Boole@exprD give 1 if expr is True , and 0 if it is False

Turning conditions into numbers. 

Boole@exprD  is  a  basic  function  that  turns  True  and  False  into  1  and  0.  It  is  sometimes  known  as  the  characteristic  function  or

indicator function. 

This gives the area of a unit disk. 

In[1]:= Integrate@Boole@x^2 + y^2 <= 1D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[1]= Π

Piecewise@88val1,cond1<,8val2,cond2<,¼<D

give the first vali for which condi is True

Piecewise@88val1,cond1<,¼<,valD give val if all condi are False

Piecewise functions. 

It is often convenient to have functions with different forms in different regions. You can do this using Piecewise .

This plots a piecewise function. 

In[2]:= Plot@Piecewise@88x^2, x < 0<, 81 - x, x > 0<<D, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[2]= 

Piecewise functions appear in systems where there is discrete switching between different domains. They are also at the core of many

computational methods, including splines and finite elements. Special cases include such functions as Abs,  UnitStep,  Clip ,  Sign ,

Floor and Max. Mathematica handles piecewise functions in both symbolic and numerical situations. 

This generates a square wave.

In[3]:= Plot@UnitStep@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 30<D

Out[3]=

Here is the integral of the square wave.

In[4]:= Integrate@UnitStep@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 30<D

Out[4]= 5 Π
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Pseudorandom Numbers

Mathematica has three functions for generating pseudorandom numbers that are distributed uniformly over a range of values.

RandomInteger@D 0 or 1 with probability 
1

2

RandomInteger@8imin,imax<D an integer between imin and imax, inclusive

RandomInteger@imaxD an integer between 0 and imax, inclusive

RandomReal@ D a real number between 0 and 1

RandomReal@8xmin, xmax<D a real number between xmin and xmax

RandomReal@xmaxD a real number between 0 and xmax

RandomComplex@D a complex number in the unit square

RandomComplex@8zmin,zmax<D a complex number in the rectangle defined by zmin and zmax

RandomComplex@zmaxD a complex number in the rectangle defined by 0 and zmax

Pseudorandom number generation.

RandomReal@range,nD , RandomComplex@range,nD , RandomInteger@range,nD

a list of n pseudorandom numbers from the given range

RandomReal@range,8n1,n2,¼<D , RandomComplex@range,8n1,n2,¼<D , RandomInteger@range,8n1,n2,¼<D

an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom numbers

Generating tables of pseudorandom numbers.

This will give 0 or 1 with equal probability.

In[1]:= RandomInteger@D

Out[1]= 1

This gives a pseudorandom complex number.

In[2]:= RandomComplex@D

Out[2]= 0.2597 + 0.789124 ä

This gives a list of 10 pseudorandom integers between 0 and 9 (inclusive).

In[3]:= RandomInteger@80, 9<, 10D

Out[3]= 87, 8, 0, 7, 5, 5, 1, 4, 2, 3<

This gives a matrix of pseudorandom reals between 0 and 1.

In[4]:= RandomReal@1, 83, 3<D

Out[4]= 880.798457, 0.90866, 0.0501389<, 80.254316, 0.428327, 0.734689<, 80.293283, 0.628561, 0.463396<<

RandomReal and RandomComplex allow you to obtain pseudorandom numbers with any precision.
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option name default value

WorkingPrecision
MachinePrecis�

ion
precision to use for real or complex numbers 

Changing the precision for pseudorandom numbers.

Here is a 30−digit pseudorandom real number in the range 0 to 1.

In[5]:= RandomReal@WorkingPrecision ® 30D

Out[5]= 0.592425435593582531459708475075

Here is a list of four 20−digit pseudorandom complex numbers.

In[6]:= RandomComplex@8-1 - I, 1 + I<, 4, WorkingPrecision ® 20D

Out[6]= 80.90904993322285593741 + 0.12394429399708576389 ä, -0.32862367115658248044 - 0.99682159655818692192 ä, 0.28641328852741506413

If  you  get  arrays  of  pseudorandom  numbers  repeatedly,  you  should  get  a  "typical"  sequence  of  numbers,  with  no  particular  pattern.

There are many ways to use such numbers. 

One  common  way  to  use  pseudorandom  numbers  is  in  making  numerical  tests  of  hypotheses.  For  example,  if  you  believe  that  two

symbolic expressions are mathematically equal, you can test this by plugging in "typical" numerical values for symbolic parameters, and

then comparing the numerical results. (If you do this, you should be careful about numerical accuracy problems and about functions of

complex variables that may not have unique values.)

Here is a symbolic equation. 

In[7]:= Sqrt@x^2D � Abs@xD

Out[7]= x2 � Abs@xD

Substituting in a random numerical value shows that the equation is not always True . 

In[8]:= % �. x -> RandomComplex@D

Out[8]= False

Other common uses of pseudorandom numbers include simulating probabilistic processes, and sampling large spaces of possibilities.

The pseudorandom numbers that Mathematica  generates for a range of numbers are always uniformly distributed over the range you

specify. 

RandomInteger,  RandomReal  and RandomComplex  are unlike almost  any other  Mathematica  functions in  that  every time you call

them,  you  potentially  get  a  different  result.  If  you  use  them  in  a  calculation,  therefore,  you  may  get  different  answers  on  different

occasions. 

The  sequences  that  you  get  from  RandomInteger,  RandomReal  and  RandomComplex  are  not  in  most  senses  "truly  random",

although they should be "random enough" for practical purposes. The sequences are in fact produced by applying a definite mathemati−

cal algorithm, starting from a particular "seed". If you give the same seed, then you get the same sequence. 

When  Mathematica  starts  up,  it  takes  the  time  of  day  (measured  in  small  fractions  of  a  second)  as  the  seed  for  the  pseudorandom

number  generator.  Two  different  Mathematica  sessions  will  therefore  almost  always  give  different  sequences  of  pseudorandom

numbers.

If  you  want  to  make sure  that  you  always  get  the  same sequence of  pseudorandom numbers,  you  can  explicitly  give  a  seed for  the

pseudorandom generator, using SeedRandom. 

SeedRandom@D reseed the pseudorandom generator, with the time of day

SeedRandom@sD reseed with the integer s

Pseudorandom number generator seed.
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This reseeds the pseudorandom generator. 

In[9]:= SeedRandom@143D

Here are three pseudorandom numbers. 

In[10]:= RandomReal@1, 83<D

Out[10]= 80.110762, 0.364563, 0.163681<

If you reseed the pseudorandom generator with the same seed, you get the same sequence of pseudorandom numbers. 

In[11]:= SeedRandom@143D; RandomReal@1, 83<D

Out[11]= 80.110762, 0.364563, 0.163681<

Every single time RandomInteger, RandomReal or RandomComplex  is called, the internal state of the pseudorandom generator that

it  uses  is  changed.  This  means  that  subsequent  calls  to  these  functions  made  in  subsidiary  calculations  will  have  an  effect  on  the

numbers returned in your main calculation. To avoid any problems associated with this, you can localize this effect of their use by doing

the calculation inside of BlockRandom.

BlockRandom@exprD evaluates expr with the current state of the pseudorandom generators localized

Localizing the effects of using RandomInteger, RandomReal or RandomComplex.

By localizing the calculation inside BlockRandom, the internal state of the pseudorandom generator is restored after generating the first 

list. 

In[12]:= 8BlockRandom@8RandomReal@D, RandomReal@D<D, 8RandomReal@D, RandomReal@D<<

Out[12]= 880.952312, 0.93591<, 80.952312, 0.93591<<

Many applications require random numbers from non−uniform distributions.  Mathematica  has many distributions built  into the system.

You can give a distribution with appropriate parameters instead of a range to RandomInteger or RandomReal.

RandomInteger@distD , RandomReal@distD

a pseudorandom number distributed by the random distribution dist

RandomInteger@dist,nD , RandomReal@dist,nD

a list of n pseudorandom numbers distributed by the random distribution dist

RandomInteger@dist,8n1,n2,¼<D , RandomReal@dist,8n1,n2,¼<D

an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom numbers distributed by the random 

distribution dist

Generating pseudorandom numbers with non−uniform distributions.

This generates 12 integers distributed by the Poisson distribution with mean 3.

In[13]:= RandomInteger@PoissonDistribution@3D, 12D

Out[13]= 84, 3, 1, 3, 2, 2, 5, 3, 5, 2, 1, 3<

This generates a 4×4 matrix of real numbers using the standard normal distribution.

In[14]:= RandomReal@NormalDistribution@D, 84, 4<D

Out[14]= 881.17681, -0.774733, -1.74139, 1.3577<, 8-1.261, 0.0408214, 0.989022, 2.80942<, 8-1.27146, 1.63037, 1.98221
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This generates five high−precision real numbers distributed normally with mean 2 and standard deviation 4.

In[15]:= RandomReal@NormalDistribution@2, 4D, 5, WorkingPrecision ® 32D

Out[15]= 8-3.7899344407106290701062146195097, -1.1607986070402381009885236231751, 12.042079595098604792470496688453

An additional use of pseudorandom numbers is for selecting from a list. RandomChoice  selects with replacement and RandomSample

samples without replacement.

RandomChoice@list, nD choose n items at random from list

RandomChoice@list,8n1,n2,¼<D an n1×n2×¼ array of values chosen randomly from list

RandomSample@list, nD a sample of size n from list  

Selecting at random.

Choose 10 items at random from the digits 0 through 9.

In[16]:= RandomChoice@Range@0, 9D, 10D

Out[16]= 88, 8, 3, 5, 3, 5, 0, 8, 4, 1<

Chances are very high that at  least one of the choices was repeated in the output.  That is because when an element is chosen, it  is

immediately replaced. On the other hand, if you want to select from an actual set of elements, there should be no replacement.

Sample 10 items at random from the digits 0 through 9 without replacement. The result is a random permutation of the digits.

In[17]:= RandomSample@Range@0, 9D, 10D

Out[17]= 87, 9, 2, 5, 3, 4, 1, 8, 0, 6<

Sample 10 items from a set having different frequencies for each digit.

In[18]:= RandomSample@80, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6,
6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9<, 10D

Out[18]= 86, 6, 7, 8, 9, 7, 2, 2, 9, 9<
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Integer and Number Theoretic Functions

Mod@k,nD k modulo n (remainder from dividing k by n)

Quotient@m,nD the quotient of m and n (truncation of m�n)

QuotientRemainder@m,nD a list of the quotient and the remainder

Divisible@m,nD test whether m is divisible by n

CoprimeQ@n1,n2,¼D test whether the ni are pairwise relatively prime

GCD@n1,n2,¼D the greatest common divisor of n1, n2, ¼

LCM@n1,n2,¼D the least common multiple of n1, n2, ¼

KroneckerDelta@n1,n2,¼D the Kronecker delta ∆n1 n2¼ equal to 1 if all the ni are equal, and 0 otherwise

IntegerDigits@n,bD the digits of n in base b

IntegerExponent@n,bD the highest power of b that divides n

Some integer functions.

The remainder on dividing 17 by 3. 

In[1]:= Mod@17, 3D

Out[1]= 2

The integer part of 17/3. 

In[2]:= Quotient@17, 3D

Out[2]= 5

Mod also works with real numbers. 

In[3]:= Mod@5.6, 1.2D

Out[3]= 0.8

The result from Mod always has the same sign as the second argument. 

In[4]:= Mod@-5.6, 1.2D

Out[4]= 0.4

For any integers a and b, it is always true that b*Quotient@a, bD + Mod@a, bD is equal to a. 

Mod@k,nD result in the range 0 to n - 1

Mod@k,n,1D result in the range 1 to n

Mod@k,n,-n�2D result in the range `-n�2p to d+n�2t

Mod@k,n,dD result in the range d to d + n - 1

Integer remainders with offsets. 

Particularly when you are using Mod to get indices for parts of objects, you will often find it convenient to specify an offset. 

This effectively extracts the 18th part of the list, with the list treated cyclically. 

In[5]:= Part@8a, b, c<, Mod@18, 3, 1DD

Out[5]= c
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The greatest common divisor function GCD@n1, n2, ¼D gives the largest integer that divides all the ni  exactly. When you enter a ratio

of two integers, Mathematica effectively uses GCD to cancel out common factors and give a rational number in lowest terms.

The least common multiple function LCM@n1, n2, ¼D gives the smallest integer that contains all the factors of each of the ni. 

The largest integer that divides both 24 and 15 is 3. 

In[6]:= GCD@24, 15D

Out[6]= 3

The Kronecker  delta  function  KroneckerDelta@n1, n2, ¼D  is  equal  to  1  if  all  the  ni  are  equal,  and  is  0  otherwise.  ∆n1 n2¼  can  be

thought of as a totally symmetric tensor. 

This gives a totally symmetric tensor of rank 3. 

In[7]:= Array@KroneckerDelta, 83, 3, 3<D

Out[7]= 8881, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<, 880, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<, 880, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<<

FactorInteger@nD a list of the prime factors of n, and their exponents

Divisors@nD a list of the integers that divide n

Prime@kD the kth prime number

PrimePi@xD the number of primes less than or equal to x

PrimeQ@nD give True  if n is a prime, and False otherwise

PrimeNu@nD the number of distinct primes ΝHnL in n

PrimeOmega@nD the number of prime factors counting multiplicities WHnL in n.

LiouvilleLambda@nD the Liouville function ΛHnL

MangoldtLambda@nD the von Mandgoldt function LHnL

FactorInteger@n,GaussianIntegers->TrueD

a list of the Gaussian prime factors of the Gaussian integer n, and their exponents

PrimeQ@n,GaussianIntegers->TrueD

give True  if n is a Gaussian prime, and False otherwise

Integer factoring and related functions.

This gives the factors of 24 as 23, 31. The first element in each list is the factor; the second is its exponent. 

In[8]:= FactorInteger@24D

Out[8]= 882, 3<, 83, 1<<

Here are the factors of a larger integer. 

In[9]:= FactorInteger@111 111111 111111111D

Out[9]= 883, 2<, 87, 1<, 811, 1<, 813, 1<, 819, 1<, 837, 1<, 852579, 1<, 8333 667, 1<<

You should realize that according to current mathematical thinking, integer factoring is a fundamentally difficult computational problem.

As a result, you can easily type in an integer that Mathematica will not be able to factor in anything short of an astronomical length of

time. But as long as the integers you give are less than about 50 digits long, FactorInteger  should have no trouble. And in special

cases it will be able to deal with much longer integers.

Here is a rather special long integer. 

In[10]:= 30!

Out[10]= 265252 859812 191058636 308480 000000
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Mathematica can easily factor this special integer. 

In[11]:= FactorInteger@%D

Out[11]= 882, 26<, 83, 14<, 85, 7<, 87, 4<, 811, 2<, 813, 2<, 817, 1<, 819, 1<, 823, 1<, 829, 1<<

Although Mathematica may not be able to factor a large integer, it can often still test whether or not the integer is a prime. In addition,

Mathematica has a fast way of finding the kth prime number. 

It is often much faster to test whether a number is prime than to factor it. 

In[12]:= PrimeQ@234 242423D

Out[12]= False

Here is a plot of the first 100 primes. 

In[13]:= ListPlot@Table@Prime@nD, 8n, 100<DD

Out[13]=

20 40 60 80 100

100

200

300

400

500

This is the millionth prime. 

In[14]:= Prime@1 000000D

Out[14]= 15485 863

Particularly  in  number  theory,  it  is  often  more  important  to  know  the  distribution  of  primes  than  their  actual  values.  The  function

PrimePi@xD gives the number of primes ΠHxL that are less than or equal to x. 

This gives the number of primes less than a billion. 

In[15]:= PrimePi@10^9D

Out[15]= 50847 534

PrimeNu gives the number of distinct primes.

In[16]:= PrimeNu@10^9D

Out[16]= 2

PrimeOmega gives the number of prime factors counting multiplicities WHnL in n.

In[17]:= PrimeOmega@10^9D

Out[17]= 18

Liouville’s function gives H-1L
k
 where k is the number of prime factors counting multiplicity.

In[18]:= 8LiouvilleLambda@3^5D, LiouvilleLambda@2 ´ 3^5D<

Out[18]= 8-1, 1<
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The Mangoldt function returns the log of prime power base or zero when composite.

In[19]:= 8MangoldtLambda@3^5D, MangoldtLambda@2 ´ 3^5D<

Out[19]= 8Log@3D, 0<

By  default,  FactorInteger  allows  only  real  integers.  But  with  the  option  setting  GaussianIntegers -> True ,  it  also  handles

Gaussian integers, which are complex numbers with integer real and imaginary parts. Just as it is possible to factor uniquely in terms of

real  primes,  it  is  also  possible  to  factor  uniquely  in  terms of  Gaussian  primes.  There  is  nevertheless  some potential  ambiguity  in  the

choice  of  Gaussian  primes.  In  Mathematica,  they  are  always  chosen  to  have  positive  real  parts,  and  non−negative  imaginary  parts,

except for a possible initial factor of -1 or ± i.

Over the Gaussian integers, 2 can be factored as H-iL H1 + iL
2
. 

In[20]:= FactorInteger@2, GaussianIntegers -> TrueD

Out[20]= 88-ä, 1<, 81 + ä, 2<<

Here are the factors of a Gaussian integer. 

In[21]:= FactorInteger@111 + 78 I, GaussianIntegers -> TrueD

Out[21]= 882 + ä, 1<, 83, 1<, 820 + 3 ä, 1<<

PowerMod@a,b,nD the power ab modulo n

DirichletCharacter@k, j,nD the Dirichlet character Χ9k, j=HnL

EulerPhi@nD the Euler totient function ΦHnL

MoebiusMu@nD the Möbius function ΜHnL

DivisorSigma@k,nD the divisor function ΣkHnL

DivisorSum@n, formD the sum of form@iD for all i that divide n

DivisorSum@n, form,condD the sum for only those divisors for which cond@iD gives True

JacobiSymbol@n,mD the Jacobi symbol J
n

m
N

ExtendedGCD@n1,n2,¼D the extended GCD of n1, n2, ¼

MultiplicativeOrder@k,nD the multiplicative order of k modulo n

MultiplicativeOrder@k,n,8r1,r2,¼<D

the generalized multiplicative order with residues ri

CarmichaelLambda@nD the Carmichael function ΛHnL

PrimitiveRoot@nD a primitive root of n

Some functions from number theory.

The modular power function PowerMod@a, b, nD gives exactly the same results as Mod@a^b, nD for b > 0. PowerMod  is much more

efficient, however, because it avoids generating the full form of a^b. 

You  can  use  PowerMod  not  only  to  find  positive  modular  powers,  but  also  to  find  modular  inverses.  For  negative  b,

PowerMod@a, b, nD gives, if possible, an integer k  such that k a-b º 1mod n. (Whenever such an integer exists, it is guaranteed to be

unique modulo n.) If no such integer k exists, Mathematica leaves PowerMod unevaluated. 

PowerMod is equivalent to using Power, then Mod, but is much more efficient. 

In[22]:= PowerMod@2, 13 451, 3D

Out[22]= 2
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This gives the modular inverse of 3 modulo 7. 

In[23]:= PowerMod@3, -1, 7D

Out[23]= 5

Multiplying the inverse by 3 modulo 7 gives 1, as expected. 

In[24]:= Mod@3 %, 7D

Out[24]= 1

This finds the smallest non−negative integer x so that x2 is equal to 3 mod 11. 

In[25]:= PowerMod@3, 1�2, 11D

Out[25]= 5

This verifies the result. 

In[26]:= ModA52, 11E

Out[26]= 3

This returns all integers less than 11 which satisfy the relation. 

In[27]:= PowerModList@3, 1�2, 11D

Out[27]= 85, 6<

If d does not have a square root modulo n, PowerMod@d, nD will remain unevaluated and PowerModList will return an empty list. 

In[28]:= PowerMod@3, 1�2, 5D

PowerMod::root : The equation x^2 = 3 Hmod 5L has no integer solutions.

Out[28]= PowerModA3,
1

2
, 5E

In[29]:= PowerModList@3, 1�2, 5D

Out[29]= 8<

This checks that 3 is not a square modulo 5. 

In[30]:= ModA80, 1, 2, 3, 4<2, 5E

Out[30]= 80, 1, 4, 4, 1<

Even for a large modulus, the square root can be computed fairly quickly. 

In[31]:= PowerModA2, 1�2, 1064 + 57E �� Timing

Out[31]= 80.01, 876504 467496 681643735 926111 996546100 401033 611976777 074909 122865<

PowerMod@d, nD also works for composite n. 

In[32]:= PowerModA3, 1�2, 113E

Out[32]= 578

There are  ΦHkL  distinct  Dirichlet  characters  for  a  given modulus  k,  as  labeled by  the  index j.   Different  conventions  can give  different

orderings for the possible characters.
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DirichletCharacter works for very large numbers.

In[33]:= DirichletCharacter@20!, 300, 23D

Out[33]= ã

ä Π

9

The Euler totient function ΦHnL gives the number of integers less than n that are relatively prime to n. An important relation (Fermat’s little

theorem) is that aΦ HnL º 1mod n for all a relatively prime to n. 

The Möbius function ΜHnL is defined to be H-1Lk  if n is a product of k distinct primes, and 0 if n contains a squared factor (other than 1).

An important relation is the Möbius inversion formula, which states that if gHnL = Úd n f HdL for all n, then f HnL = Úd n ΜHdL gHn �dL, where the

sums are over all positive integers d that divide n.

The divisor function ΣkHnL is the sum of the kth powers of the divisors of n. The function Σ0HnL gives the total number of divisors of n, and

is variously denoted dHnL, ΝHnL and ΤHnL. The function Σ1HnL, equal to the sum of the divisors of n, is often denoted ΣHnL. 

For prime n, ΦHnL = n - 1. 

In[34]:= EulerPhi@17D

Out[34]= 16

The result is 1, as guaranteed by Fermat÷ s little theorem. 

In[35]:= PowerMod@3, %, 17D

Out[35]= 1

This gives a list of all the divisors of 24. 

In[36]:= Divisors@24D

Out[36]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24<

Σ0HnL gives the total number of distinct divisors of 24. 

In[37]:= DivisorSigma@0, 24D

Out[37]= 8

The function DivisorSum@n, formD represents the sum of form@iD for all i that divide n. DivisorSum@n, form, condD includes only

those divisors for which cond@iD gives True .

This gives a list of sums for the divisors of five positive integers. 

In[38]:= Table@DivisorSum@n, ð &D, 8n, 5<D

Out[38]= 81, 3, 4, 7, 6<

This imposes the condition that the value of each divisor i must be less than 6.

In[39]:= Table@DivisorSum@n, ð &, ð < 6 &D, 8n, 11, 15<D

Out[39]= 81, 10, 1, 3, 9<

The  Jacobi  symbol  JacobiSymbol@n, mD  reduces  to  the  Legendre  symbol  J
n

m
N  when  m  is  an  odd  prime.  The  Legendre  symbol  is

equal  to  zero if  n  is  divisible  by m;  otherwise it  is  equal  to  1  if  n  is  a  quadratic  residue modulo the prime m,  and to  -1  if  it  is  not.  An

integer  n  relatively  prime to  m  is  said  to  be  a  quadratic  residue modulo  m  if  there  exists  an  integer  k  such  that  k2 º nmodm.  The full

Jacobi symbol is a product of the Legendre symbols J
n

pi
N for each of the prime factors pi such that m =Ûi pi. 
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The extended GCD ExtendedGCD@n1, n2, ¼D gives a list 8g, 8r1, r2,¼<< where g is the greatest common divisor of the ni, and the ri

are integers such that g = r1 n1 + r2 n2 + ¼. The extended GCD is important in finding integer solutions to linear Diophantine equations.

The first number in the list is the GCD of 105 and 196. 

In[40]:= ExtendedGCD@105, 196D

Out[40]= 87, 8-13, 7<<

The second pair of numbers satisfies g = r m + s n. 

In[41]:= -13 105 + 7 ´ 196

Out[41]= 7

The multiplicative order function MultiplicativeOrder@k, nD gives the smallest integer m such that km º 1mod n. Then

m is known as the order of k modulo n. The notation ordnHkL is occasionally used. 

The generalized multiplicative order function MultiplicativeOrder@k, n, 8r1, r2, ¼<D gives the smallest integer

m  such  that  km º ri mod n  for  some  i.  MultiplicativeOrder@k, n, 8-1, 1<D  is  sometimes  known  as  the  suborder  function  of  k

modulo  n,  denoted  sordnHkL.   MultiplicativeOrder@k, n, 8a<D  is  sometimes  known  as  the  discrete  log  of  a  with  respect  to  the

base k modulo n.

The Carmichael function or least universal exponent ΛHnL gives the smallest integer m such that km º 1mod n for all integers k  relatively

prime to n.

ContinuedFraction@x,nD generate the first n terms in the continued fraction representation of x

FromContinuedFraction@listD reconstruct a number from its continued fraction representation

Rationalize@x,dxD find a rational approximation to x with tolerance dx

Continued fractions. 

This generates the first 10 terms in the continued fraction representation for Π. 

In[42]:= ContinuedFraction@Pi, 10D

Out[42]= 83, 7, 15, 1, 292, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1<

This reconstructs the number represented by the list of continued fraction terms. 

In[43]:= FromContinuedFraction@%D

Out[43]=

1 146408

364913

The result is close to Π. 

In[44]:= N@%D

Out[44]= 3.14159

This gives directly a rational approximation to Π. 

In[45]:= Rationalize@Pi, 1�1000D

Out[45]=

201

64

Continued fractions  appear in many number theoretic settings.  Rational  numbers have terminating continued fraction representations.

Quadratic irrational numbers have continued fraction representations that become repetitive. 
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ContinuedFraction@xD the complete continued fraction representation for a rational or quadratic irrational 
number

QuadraticIrrationalQ@xD test whether x is a quadratic irrational

RealDigits@xD the complete digit sequence for a rational number

RealDigits@x,bD the complete digit sequence in base b

Complete representations for numbers. 

The continued fraction representation of 79  starts with the term 8, then involves a sequence of terms that repeat forever. 

In[46]:= ContinuedFraction@Sqrt@79DD

Out[46]= 88, 81, 7, 1, 16<<

This reconstructs 79  from its continued fraction representation. 

In[47]:= FromContinuedFraction@%D

Out[47]= 79

This number is a quadratic irrational. 

In[48]:= QuadraticIrrationalQ@ Sqrt@79DD

Out[48]= True

This shows the recurring sequence of decimal digits in 3/7. 

In[49]:= RealDigits@3�7D

Out[49]= 8884, 2, 8, 5, 7, 1<<, 0<

FromDigits reconstructs the original number. 

In[50]:= FromDigits@%D

Out[50]=

3

7

Continued fraction convergents are often used to approximate irrational numbers by rational ones. Those approximations alternate from

above and below, and converge exponentially in the number of terms. Furthermore, a convergent p �q of a simple continued fraction is

better than any other rational approximation with denominator less than or equal to q.

Convergents@xD give a list of rational approximations of x

Convergents@x,nD give only the first n approximations

Continued fraction convergents. 

This gives a list of rational approximations of 101/9801, derived from its continued fraction expansion.

In[51]:= Convergents@ 101�9801 D

Out[51]= 90,
1

97
,

25

2426
,

101

9801
=

This lists only the first 10 convergents.

In[52]:= Convergents@ 10201�96 059601, 10 D

Out[52]= 90,
1

9416
,

1

9417
,

3

28250
,

16

150 667
,

19

178 917
,

92

866335
,

203

1911 587
,

498

4 689509
,

701

6601 096
=
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This lists successive rational approximations to Π, until the numerical precision is exhausted.

In[53]:= Convergents@ N@ Pi D D

Out[53]= 93,
22

7
,
333

106
,
355

113
,
103993

33102
,
104348

33215
,
208 341

66 317
,
312 689

99 532
,
833719

265381
,
1146 408

364913
,
4 272943

1 360120
,
5419 351

1725 033
,
80143857

25510582
=

With an exact irrational number, you have to explicitly ask for a certain number of terms.

In[54]:= Convergents@ Pi, 10 D

Out[54]= 93,
22

7
,
333

106
,
355

113
,
103993

33102
,
104348

33215
,
208 341

66 317
,
312 689

99 532
,
833719

265381
,
1146 408

364913
=

LatticeReduce@8v1 v2,¼<D a reduced lattice basis for the set of integer vectors vi

HermiteDecomposition@8v1,v2,¼<D the echelon form for the set of integer vectors vi

Functions for integer lattices.

The lattice reduction function LatticeReduce@8v1, v2, ¼<D is used in several kinds of modern algorithms. The basic idea is to think

of the vectors vk  of integers as defining a mathematical lattice. Any vector representing a point in the lattice can be written as a linear

combination  of  the  form  Úck vk,  where  the  ck  are  integers.  For  a  particular  lattice,  there  are  many  possible  choices  of  the  ú basis

vectors ø  vk. What LatticeReduce does is to find a reduced set of basis vectors vk for the lattice, with certain special properties. 

Three unit vectors along the three coordinate axes already form a reduced basis. 

In[55]:= LatticeReduce@881, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<D

Out[55]= 881, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<

This gives the reduced basis for a lattice in four−dimensional space specified by three vectors. 

In[56]:= l = LatticeReduce@881, 0, 0, 12345<, 80, 1, 0, 12 435<, 80, 0, 1, 12354<<D

Out[56]= 88-1, 0, 1, 9<, 89, 1, -10, 0<, 885, -143, 59, 6<<

Notice that in the last example, LatticeReduce  replaces vectors that are nearly parallel by vectors that are more perpendicular. In the

process, it finds some quite short basis vectors. 

For a matrix m,  HermiteDecomposition  gives matrices u  and r  such that u  is unimodular, u.m = r,  and r  is in reduced row echelon

form. In contrast to RowReduce , pivots may be larger than 1 because there are no fractions in the ring of integers. Entries above a pivot

are minimized by subtracting appropriate multiples of the pivot row. 

In this case, the original matrix is recovered because it was in row echelon form.

In[57]:= 8u, r< = HermiteDecomposition@lD

Out[57]= 8881371, 143, 1<, 81381, 144, 1<, 81372, 143, 1<<, 881, 0, 0, 12345<, 80, 1, 0, 12 435<, 80, 0, 1, 12354<<<

This satisfies the required identities. 

In[58]:= 8Abs@Det@uDD � 1, u.l � r<

Out[58]= 8True, True<

Here the second matrix has some pivots larger than 1, and nonzero entries over pivots.

In[59]:= HermiteDecomposition@88-2, 1, 1<, 85, 9, 4<, 8-4, 2, -11<<D

Out[59]= 8882, 1, 0<, 83, 2, 1<, 82, 0, -1<<, 881, 11, 6<, 80, 23, 0<, 80, 0, 13<<<
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DigitCount@n,b,dD the number of d digits in the base b representation of n

Digit count function. 

Here are the digits in the base 2 representation of the number 77. 

In[60]:= IntegerDigits@77, 2D

Out[60]= 81, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1<

This directly computes the number of ones in the base 2 representation. 

In[61]:= DigitCount@77, 2, 1D

Out[61]= 4

The plot of the digit count function is self−similar.

In[62]:= ListLinePlot@Table@DigitCount@n, 2, 1D, 8n, 128<DD

Out[62]=

20 40 60 80 100 120

2

3

4

5

6

7

BitAnd@n1,n2,¼D bitwise AND of the integers ni

BitOr@n1,n2,¼D bitwise OR of the integers ni

BitXor@n1,n2,¼D bitwise XOR of the integers ni

BitNot@nD bitwise NOT of the integer n

BitLength@nD number of binary bits in the integer n

BitSet@n,kD set bit k to 1 in the integer n

BitGet@n,kD get bit k from the integer n

BitClear@n,kD set bit k to 0 in the integer n

BitShiftLeft@n,kD shift the integer n to the left by k bits, padding with zeros

BitShiftRight@n,kD shift to the right, dropping the last k bits

Bitwise operations. 

Bitwise operations act on integers represented as binary bits.  BitAnd@n1, n2, ¼D  yields the integer whose binary bit  representation

has ones at positions where the binary bit representations of all of the ni  have ones. BitOr@n1, n2, ¼D yields the integer with ones at

positions where any of  the ni  have ones.  BitXor@n1, n2D  yields the integer  with ones at  positions where n1  or  n2  but  not  both have

ones. BitXor@n1, n2, ¼D has ones where an odd number of the ni have ones. 

This finds the bitwise AND of the numbers 23 and 29 entered in base 2. 

In[63]:= BaseForm@BitAnd@2^^10111, 2^^11101D, 2D

Out[63]//BaseForm= 101012

÷
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Bitwise  operations  are  used  in  various  combinatorial  algorithms.  They  are  also  commonly  used  in  manipulating  bitfields  in  low−level

computer  languages.  In such languages,  however,  integers normally  have a limited number of  digits,  typically  a multiple of  8.  Bitwise

operations in Mathematica in effect allow integers to have an unlimited number of digits. When an integer is negative, it is taken to be

represented in two÷ s complement form, with an infinite sequence of ones on the left. This allows BitNot@nD to be equivalent simply to

-1 - n. 

SquareFreeQ@nD give True  if n does not contain a squared factor, False otherwise

Testing for a squared factor. 

SquareFreeQ@nD checks to see if n has a square prime factor. This is done by computing MoebiusMu@nD and seeing if the result is

zero; if it is, then n is not squarefree, otherwise it is. Computing MoebiusMu@nD involves finding the smallest prime factor q of n. If n has

a small prime factor (less than or equal to 1223), this is very fast. Otherwise, FactorInteger is used to find q. 

This product of primes contains no squared factors. 

In[64]:= SquareFreeQ@2 ´ 3 ´ 5 ´ 7D

Out[64]= True

The square number 4 divides 60. 

In[65]:= SquareFreeQ@60D

Out[65]= False

SquareFreeQ can handle large integers. 

In[66]:= SquareFreeQA2101 - 1E

Out[66]= True

NextPrime@nD give the smallest prime larger than n

RandomPrime@8min,max<D return a random prime number between min and max

RandomPrime@maxD return a random prime number less than or equal to max

RandomPrime@8min,max<,nD return n random prime numbers between min and max

RandomPrime@max,nD return n random prime numbers less than or equal to max

Finding prime numbers. 

NextPrime@nD finds the smallest prime p such that p > n. For n less than 20 digits, the algorithm does a direct search using PrimeQ

on the odd numbers greater than n. For n with more than 20 digits, the algorithm builds a small sieve and first checks to see whether the

candidate prime is divisible by a small prime before using PrimeQ. This seems to be slightly faster than a direct search.

This gives the next prime after 10. 

In[67]:= NextPrime@10D

Out[67]= 11

Even for large numbers, the next prime can be computed rather quickly. 

In[68]:= NextPrimeA10100E �� Timing

Out[68]= 80.06, 10000 000000 000000000 000000 000000000 000000 000000000 000000 000000000 000000 000000000 000000 000
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This gives the largest prime less than 34. 

In[69]:= -NextPrime@-34D

Out[69]= 31

For RandomPrime@8min, max<D and RandomPrime@maxD, a random prime p is obtained by randomly selecting from a prime lookup

table if max is small and by a random search of integers in the range if max is large. If no prime exists in the specified range, the input is

returned unevaluated with an error message. 

Here is a random prime between 10 and 100. 

In[70]:= RandomPrime@810, 100<D

Out[70]= 79

PrimePowerQ@nD determine whether n is a positive integer power of a rational prime

Testing for involving prime powers. 

The algorithm for PrimePowerQ involves first computing the least prime factor p of n and then attempting division by n until either 1 is

obtained, in which case n is a prime power, or until division is no longer possible, in which case n is not a prime power. 

Here is a number that is a power of a single prime. 

In[71]:= PrimePowerQ@12 167D

Out[71]= True

Over the GaussianIntegers this is a prime power. 

In[72]:= PrimePowerQ@H1 + IL^3D

Out[72]= True

ChineseRemainder@list1,list2D give the smallest non−negative integer r with Mod@r, list2D == list1

Solving simultaneous congruences. 

The  Chinese  remainder  theorem  states  that  a  certain  class  of  simultaneous  congruences  always  has  a  solution.

ChineseRemainder@list1, list2D  finds  the  smallest  non−negative  integer  r  such  that  Mod@r, list2D  is  list1.  The  solution  is  unique

modulo the least common multiple of the elements of list2. 

This means that 244 º 0mod 4, 244 º 1mod 9, and 244 º 2mod 121. 

In[73]:= ChineseRemainder@80, 1, 2<, 84, 9, 121<D

Out[73]= 244

This confirms the result. 

In[74]:= Mod@244, 84, 9, 121<D

Out[74]= 80, 1, 2<

Longer lists are still quite fast. 

In[75]:= ChineseRemainder@Range@20D, Prime@Range@20DDD

Out[75]= 169991 099649 125127278 835143
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PrimitiveRoot@nD give a primitive root of n, where n is a prime power or twice a prime power

Computing primitive roots. 

PrimitiveRoot@nD returns a generator for the group of numbers relatively prime to n under multiplication mod n. This has a generator

if  and only  if  n  is  2,  4,  a  power of  an odd prime,  or  twice a power of  an odd prime.  If  n  is  a  prime or  prime power,  the least  positive

primitive root will be returned. 

Here is a primitive root of 5. 

In[76]:= PrimitiveRoot@5D

Out[76]= 2

This confirms that it does generate the group. 

In[77]:= SortAModA2Range@4D, 5EE

Out[77]= 81, 2, 3, 4<

Here is a primitive root of a prime power. 

In[78]:= PrimitiveRootA10933E

Out[78]= 5

Here is a primitive root of twice a prime power. 

In[79]:= PrimitiveRootA2 55E

Out[79]= 3127

If the argument is composite and not a prime power or twice a prime power, the function does not evaluate. 

In[80]:= PrimitiveRoot@11 ´ 13D

Out[80]= PrimitiveRoot@143D

SquaresR@d,nD give the number of representations of an integer n as a sum of d squares

PowersRepresentations@n,k,pD give the distinct representations of the integer n as a sum of k non−negative pth 

integer powers

Representing an integer as a sum of squares or other powers. 

Here are the representations of 101 as a sum of 3 squares. 

In[81]:= PowersRepresentations@101, 3, 2D

Out[81]= 880, 1, 10<, 81, 6, 8<, 82, 4, 9<, 84, 6, 7<<

MORE ABOUT

� Bitwise Operations

� Cryptographic Number Theory
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Combinatorial Functions

n! factorial nHn - 1L Hn - 2L´¼´1

n!! double factorial nHn - 2L Hn - 4L´¼

Binomial@n,mD binomial coefficient 
n

m
= n ! � @m ! Hn - mL !D

Multinomial@n1,n2,¼D multinomial coefficient Hn1 + n2 + ¼L ! � Hn1 ! n2 !¼L

CatalanNumber@nD Catalan number cn

Hyperfactorial@nD hyperfactorial 11 22 ... nn

BarnesG@nD Barnes G−function 1 ! 2 ! ... Hn - 2L !

Subfactorial@nD number of derangements of n objects

Fibonacci@nD Fibonacci number Fn

Fibonacci@n,xD Fibonacci polynomial FnHxL

LucasL@nD Lucas number Ln

LucasL@n,xD Lucas polynomial LnHxL

HarmonicNumber@nD harmonic number Hn

HarmonicNumber@n,rD harmonic number Hn
r  of order r

BernoulliB@nD Bernoulli number Bn

BernoulliB@n,xD Bernoulli polynomial BnHxL

NorlundB@n,aD Nörlund polynomial Bn
HaL

 

NorlundB@n,a,xD generalized Bernoulli polynomial Bn
HaL
HxL 

EulerE@nD Euler number En

EulerE@n,xD Euler polynomial EnHxL

StirlingS1@n,mD Stirling number of the first kind Sn
HmL

StirlingS2@n,mD Stirling number of the second kind S nHmL

BellB@nD Bell number Bn

BellB@n,xD Bell polynomial BnHxL

PartitionsP@nD the number pHnL of unrestricted partitions of the integer n

IntegerPartitions@nD partitions of an integer

PartitionsQ@nD the number qHnL of partitions of n into distinct parts

Signature@8i1,i2,¼<D the signature of a permutation

Combinatorial functions.

The factorial function n ! gives the number of ways of ordering n objects. For non−integer n, the numerical value of n ! is obtained from

the gamma function, discussed in "Special Functions". 

The binomial coefficient Binomial@n, mD can be written as 
n

m
= n ! � @m ! Hn - mL !D. It gives the number of ways of choosing m objects

from a collection of n  objects, without regard to order. The Catalan numbers,  which appear in various tree enumeration problems, are

given in terms of binomial coefficients as cn =
2 n

n
�Hn + 1L. 

The subfactorial  Subfactorial@nD  gives the number of  permutations of  n  objects that  leave no object  fixed.  Such a permutation is

called a derangement. The subfactorial is given by n !Úk=0
n
H-1L

k
�k !.
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The  multinomial  coefficient  Multinomial@n1, n2, ¼D,  denoted  HN; n1, n2,¼, nmL = N ! � Hn1 ! n2 !¼ nm !L,  gives  the  number  of  ways  of

partitioning N distinct objects into m sets of sizes ni (with N =â
i=1

m
ni).

Mathematica gives the exact integer result for the factorial of an integer. 

In[1]:= 30!

Out[1]= 265252 859812 191058636 308480 000000

For non−integers, Mathematica evaluates factorials using the gamma function. 

In[2]:= 3.6!

Out[2]= 13.3813

Mathematica can give symbolic results for some binomial coefficients. 

In[3]:= Binomial@n, 2D

Out[3]=

1

2
H-1 + nL n

This gives the number of ways of partitioning 6 + 5 = 11 objects into sets containing 6 and 5 objects. 

In[4]:= Multinomial@6, 5D

Out[4]= 462

The result is the same as 
11

6
. 

In[5]:= Binomial@11, 6D

Out[5]= 462

The Fibonacci numbers Fibonacci@nD satisfy the recurrence relation Fn = Fn-1 + Fn-2 with F1 = F2 = 1. They appear in a wide range of

discrete mathematical  problems.  For  large n,  Fn �Fn-1  approaches the golden ratio.  The Lucas numbers  LucasL@nD  satisfy  the same

recurrence relation as the Fibonacci numbers do, but with initial conditions L1 = 1 and L2 = 3. 

The Fibonacci polynomials Fibonacci@n, xD appear as the coefficients of tn in the expansion of t � I1 - x t - t2M = Ún=0
¥ Fn HxL t

n .

The harmonic numbers  HarmonicNumber@nD  are given by Hn = Úi=1
n

1 � i;  the harmonic numbers of order r  HarmonicNumber@n, rD

are given by Hn
HrL
= Úi=1

n
1� ir.  Harmonic  numbers appear  in  many combinatorial  estimation problems,  often playing the role  of  discrete

analogs of logarithms. 

The  Bernoulli  polynomials  BernoulliB@n, xD  satisfy  the  generating  function  relation  t ex t � Iet - 1M = Ún=0
¥ BnHxL t

n �n ! .  The  Bernoulli

numbers  BernoulliB@nD  are  given by  Bn = BnH0L.  The Bn  appear  as  the  coefficients  of  the  terms in  the  Euler| Maclaurin summation

formula for approximating integrals. The Bernoulli numbers are related to the Genocchi numbers by Gn = 2 H1 - 2nL Bn. 

Numerical values for Bernoulli numbers are needed in many numerical algorithms. You can always get these numerical values by first

finding exact rational results using BernoulliB@nD, and then applying N. 

The Euler polynomials EulerE@n, xD have generating function 2 ex t � Iet + 1M = Ún=0
¥ EnHxL t

n �n ! , and the Euler numbers EulerE@nD are

given by En = 2n EnJ
1

2
N. 

The Nörlund polynomials NorlundB@n, aD satisfy the generating function relation ta � Iet - 1M
a
= Ún=0

¥ Bn
HaL

tn �n ! . The Nörlund polynomi−

als give the Bernoulli  numbers when a = 1.  For other positive integer values of a,  the Nörlund polynomials give higher−order Bernoulli

numbers.  The  generalized  Bernoulli  polynomials  NorlundB@n, a, xD  satisfy  the  generating  function  relation

ta ex t � Iet - 1M
a
= Ún=0

¥ Bn
HaL
HxL tn �n ! . 
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This gives the second Bernoulli polynomial B2HxL. 

In[6]:= BernoulliB@2, xD

Out[6]=

1

6
- x + x2

You can also get Bernoulli polynomials by explicitly computing the power series for the generating function. 

In[7]:= Series@t Exp@x tD�HExp@tD - 1L, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[7]= 1 + -
1

2
+ x t +

1

12
I1 - 6 x + 6 x2M t2 +

1

12
Ix - 3 x2 + 2 x3M t3 +

1

720
I-1 + 30 x2 - 60 x3 + 30 x4M t4 + O@tD5

BernoulliB@nD gives exact rational−number results for Bernoulli numbers. 

In[8]:= BernoulliB@20D

Out[8]= -

174 611

330

Stirling  numbers  show  up  in  many  combinatorial  enumeration  problems.  For  Stirling  numbers  of  the  first  kind  StirlingS1@n, mD,

H-1L
n-m

Sn
HmL

 gives the number of permutations of n elements which contain exactly m cycles. These Stirling numbers satisfy the generat−

ing function relation x Hx - 1L¼ Hx - n + 1L = Úm=0
n

Sn
HmL

xm. Note that some definitions of the Sn
HmL

 differ by a factor H-1Ln-m from what is used

in Mathematica. 

Stirling numbers of the second kind  StirlingS2@n, mD,  sometimes denoted S nHmL,  give the number of ways of partitioning a set of n

elements into m non−empty subsets. They satisfy the relation xn = Úm=0
n S nHmL x Hx - 1L ... Hx - m + 1L. 

The Bell numbers BellB@nD give the total number of ways that a set of n elements can be partitioned into non−empty subsets. The Bell

polynomials BellB@n, xD satisfy the generating function relation eIe
t
-1M x
= Ún=0

¥ BnHxL
tn

n!
.

The partition function PartitionsP@nD gives the number of ways of writing the integer n as a sum of positive integers, without regard

to order. PartitionsQ@nD gives the number of ways of writing n as a sum of positive integers, with the constraint that all the integers

in each sum are distinct.

IntegerPartitions@nD gives a list of the partitions of n, with length PartitionsP@nD.

This gives a table of Stirling numbers of the first kind. 

In[9]:= Table@StirlingS1@5, iD, 8i, 5<D

Out[9]= 824, -50, 35, -10, 1<

The Stirling numbers appear as coefficients in this product. 

In[10]:= Expand@Product@x - i, 8i, 0, 4<DD

Out[10]= 24 x - 50 x2 + 35 x3 - 10 x4 + x5

Here are the partitions of 4.

In[11]:= IntegerPartitions@4D

Out[11]= 884<, 83, 1<, 82, 2<, 82, 1, 1<, 81, 1, 1, 1<<

The number of partitions is given by PartitionsP@4D.

In[12]:= Length@%D � PartitionsP@4D

Out[12]= True
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This gives the number of partitions of 100, with and without the constraint that the terms should be distinct. 

In[13]:= 8PartitionsQ@100D, PartitionsP@100D<

Out[13]= 8444793, 190 569292<

The partition function pHnL increases asymptotically like e n . Note that you cannot simply use Plot  to generate a plot of a function like 

PartitionsP because the function can only be evaluated with integer arguments. 

In[14]:= ListPlot@Table@N@Log@PartitionsP@nDDD, 8n, 100<DD

Out[14]=

20 40 60 80 100

5

10

15

Most  of  the  functions  here  allow  you  to  count  various  kinds  of  combinatorial  objects.  Functions  like  IntegerPartitions  and

Permutations allow you instead to generate lists of various combinations of elements. 

The  signature  function  Signature@8i1, i2, ¼<D  gives  the  signature  of  a  permutation.  It  is  equal  to  +1  for  even  permutations

(composed of an even number of transpositions), and to -1 for odd permutations. The signature function can be thought of as a totally

antisymmetric tensor, Levi−Civita symbol or epsilon symbol.

ClebschGordan@8 j1,m1<,8 j2,m2<,8 j,m<D Clebsch−Gordan coefficient

ThreeJSymbol@8 j1,m1<,8 j2,m2<,8 j3,m3<D Wigner 3−j symbol

SixJSymbol@8 j1, j2, j3<,8 j4, j5, j6<D Racah 6−j symbol

Rotational coupling coefficients. 

Clebsch| Gordan coefficients and n−j symbols arise in the study of angular momenta in quantum mechanics, and in other applications of

the  rotation  group.  The  Clebsch| Gordan coefficients  ClebschGordan@8 j1, m1<, 8 j2, m2<, 8 j, m<D  give  the  coefficients  in  the

expansion of the quantum mechanical angular momentum state j, m\ in terms of products of states j1, m1\ j2, m2\. 

The  3−j  symbols  or  Wigner  coefficients  ThreeJSymbol@8 j1, m1<, 8 j2, m2<, 8 j3, m3<D  are  a  more  symmetrical  form  of  Clebsch|

Gordan  coefficients.  In  Mathematica,  the  Clebsch| Gordan  coefficients  are  given  in  terms  of  3−j  symbols  by

Cm1 m2 m3

j1 j2 j3
= H-1L

m3+ j1- j2 2 j3 + 1
j1

m1

j2

m2

j3

-m3

. 

The  6−j  symbols  SixJSymbol@8 j1, j2, j3<, 8 j4, j5, j6<D  give  the  couplings  of  three  quantum  mechanical  angular  momentum

states. The Racah coefficients are related by a phase to the 6−j symbols. 

You can give symbolic parameters in 3−j symbols. 

In[15]:= ThreeJSymbol@8j, m<, 8j + 1�2, -m - 1�2<, 81�2, 1�2<D

Out[15]= -

H-1L-j+m
1+j+m

1+3 j+2 j2

2
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Elementary Transcendental Functions

Exp@zD exponential function ez

Log@zD logarithm logeHzL

Log@b,zD logarithm logbHzL to base b

Log2@zD , Log10@zD logarithm to base 2 and 10

Sin@zD , Cos@zD , Tan@zD , Csc@zD , Sec@zD , Cot@zD

trigonometric functions (with arguments in radians)

ArcSin@zD , ArcCos@zD , ArcTan@zD , ArcCsc@zD , ArcSec@zD , ArcCot@zD

inverse trigonometric functions (giving results in radians)

ArcTan@x,yD the argument of x + iy

Sinh@zD , Cosh@zD , Tanh@zD , Csch@zD , Sech@zD , Coth@zD

hyperbolic functions

ArcSinh@zD , ArcCosh@zD , ArcTanh@zD , ArcCsch@zD , ArcSech@zD , ArcCoth@zD

inverse hyperbolic functions

Sinc@zD sinc function sinHzL � z

Haversine@zD haversine function havHzL

InverseHaversine@zD inverse haversine function hav-1HzL

Gudermannian@zD Gudermannian function gdHzL

InverseGudermannian@zD inverse Gudermannian function gd-1HzL

Elementary transcendental functions.

Mathematica gives exact results for logarithms whenever it can. Here is log2 1024. 

In[1]:= Log@2, 1024D

Out[1]= 10

You can find the numerical values of mathematical functions to any precision. 

In[2]:= N@Log@2D, 40D

Out[2]= 0.6931471805599453094172321214581765680755

This gives a complex number result. 

In[3]:= N@Log@-2DD

Out[3]= 0.693147 + 3.14159 ä

Mathematica can evaluate logarithms with complex arguments. 

In[4]:= N@Log@2 + 8 IDD

Out[4]= 2.10975 + 1.32582 ä

The arguments of trigonometric functions are always given in radians.

In[5]:= Sin@Pi�2D

Out[5]= 1
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You can convert from degrees by explicitly multiplying by the constant Degree. 

In[6]:= N@Sin@30 DegreeDD

Out[6]= 0.5

Here is a plot of the hyperbolic tangent function. It has a characteristic ú sigmoidal ø  form. 

In[7]:= Plot@Tanh@xD, 8x, -8, 8<D

Out[7]=

The haversine function  Haversine@zD  is  defined by sin2Hz �2L.  The inverse haversine function  InverseHaversine@zD  is  defined by

2 sin-1J z N.  The Gudermannian function  Gudermannian@zD  is  defined as  gdHzL = 2 tan-1HezL -
Π

2
.  The inverse  Gudermannian function

InverseGudermannian@zD  is  defined  by  gd-1HzL = log@tanHz �2 + Π �4LD.  The  Gudermannian  satisfies  such  relations  as

sinhHzL = tan@gdHxLD. The sinc function Sinc@zD is the Fourier transform of a square signal.

There are a number of  additional  trigonometric  and hyperbolic  functions that  are sometimes used.  The versine  function is  sometimes

encountered  in  the  literature  and  simply  is  versHzL = 2 havHzL.  The  coversine  function  is  defined  as  coversHzL = 1 - sinHzL.  The  complex

exponential eix is sometimes written as cisHxL.

MORE ABOUT

� Elementary Functions

� Hyperbolic Functions

� Trigonometric Functions
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Functions That Do Not Have Unique Values
When  you  ask  for  the  square  root  s  of  a  number  a,  you  are  effectively  asking  for  the  solution  to  the  equation  s2 = a.  This  equation,

however,  in  general  has  two  different  solutions.  Both  s = 2  and  s = -2  are,  for  example,  solutions  to  the  equation  s2 = 4.  When  you

evaluate the ú function ø  4 , however, you usually want to get a single number, and so you have to choose one of these two solutions.

A standard choice is that x  should be positive for x > 0. This is what the Mathematica function Sqrt@xD does.

The need to  make one choice from two solutions means that  Sqrt@xD  cannot  be a true inverse function  for  x^2.  Taking a number,

squaring it, and then taking the square root can give you a different number than you started with. 

4  gives +2, not -2. 

In[1]:= Sqrt@4D

Out[1]= 2

Squaring and taking the square root does not necessarily give you the number you started with. 

In[2]:= Sqrt@H-2L^2D

Out[2]= 2

When you evaluate -2 i , there are again two possible answers: -1 + i and 1 - i. In this case, however, it is less clear which one to

choose. 

There is in fact no way to choose z  so that it is continuous for all complex values of z. There has to be a ú branch cut ø ~a line in the

complex plane across which the function z  is  discontinuous. Mathematica  adopts the usual  convention of  taking the branch cut  for

z  to be along the negative real axis.

This gives 1 - i, not -1 + i. 

In[3]:= N@Sqrt@-2 IDD

Out[3]= 1. - 1. ä

The branch cut in Sqrt  along the negative real axis means that values of Sqrt@zD with z just above and below the axis are very 

different. 

In[4]:= 8Sqrt@-2 + 0.1 ID, Sqrt@-2 - 0.1 ID<

Out[4]= 80.0353443 + 1.41466 ä, 0.0353443 - 1.41466 ä<

Their squares are nevertheless close. 

In[5]:= %^2

Out[5]= 8-2. + 0.1 ä, -2. - 0.1 ä<
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The discontinuity along the negative real axis is quite clear in this three−dimensional picture of the imaginary part of the square root 
function. 

In[6]:= Plot3D@Im@Sqrt@x + I yDD, 8x, -4, 4<, 8y, -4, 4<D

Out[6]=

When you find an nth  root  using z1�n,  there are,  in principle,  n  possible results.  To get a single value, you have to choose a particular

principal root. There is absolutely no guarantee that taking the nth root of an nth power will leave you with the same number. 

This takes the tenth power of a complex number. The result is unique. 

In[7]:= H2.5 + IL^10

Out[7]= -15781.2 - 12335.8 ä

There are ten possible tenth roots. Mathematica chooses one of them. In this case it is not the number whose tenth power you took. 

In[8]:= %^H1�10L

Out[8]= 2.61033 - 0.660446 ä

There are many mathematical functions which, like roots, essentially give solutions to equations. The logarithm function and the inverse

trigonometric functions are examples. In almost all cases, there are many possible solutions to the equations. Unique ú principalø  values

nevertheless have to be chosen for the functions. The choices cannot be made continuous over the whole complex plane. Instead, lines

of discontinuity, or branch cuts, must occur. The positions of these branch cuts are often quite arbitrary. Mathematica makes the most

standard mathematical choices for them.

Sqrt@zD  and z^s H-¥, 0L for Re s > 0, H-¥, 0D for Re s £ 0 (s not an integer)

Exp@zD none

Log@zD H-¥, 0D

trigonometric functions none

ArcSin@zD  and ArcCos@zD H-¥, -1L and H+1, +¥L

ArcTan@zD H-i¥, -iD and Hi, i¥D

ArcCsc@zD  and ArcSec@zD H-1, +1L

ArcCot@zD @-i, +iD

hyperbolic functions none

ArcSinh@zD H-i¥, -iL and H+i, +i¥L

ArcCosh@zD H-¥, +1L

ArcTanh@zD H-¥, -1D and @+1, +¥L

ArcCsch@zD H-i, iL

ArcSech@zD H-¥, 0D and H+1, +¥L

ArcCoth@zD @-1, +1D

Some branch−cut discontinuities in the complex plane.

ArcSin is a multiple−valued function, so there is no guarantee that it always gives the ú inverseø  of Sin. 

In[9]:= ArcSin@Sin@4.5DD

Out[9]= -1.35841
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Values of ArcSin@zD on opposite sides of the branch cut can be very different. 

In[10]:= 8ArcSin@2 + 0.1 ID, ArcSin@2 - 0.1 ID<

Out[10]= 81.51316 + 1.31888 ä, 1.51316 - 1.31888 ä<

A three−dimensional picture, showing the two branch cuts for the function sin
-1
HzL. 

In[11]:= Plot3D@Im@ArcSin@x + I yDD, 8x, -4, 4<, 8y, -4, 4<D

Out[11]=
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Mathematical Constants

I i = -1

Infinity ¥

Pi Π > 3.14159

Degree Π �180: degrees to radians conversion factor

GoldenRatio Φ = J1 + 5 N�2 > 1.61803

E e > 2.71828

EulerGamma Euler ÷ s constant Γ > 0.577216

Catalan Catalan ÷ s constant C > 0.915966

Khinchin Khinchin ÷ s constant K > 2.68545

Glaisher Glaisher ÷ s constant A > 1.28243

Mathematical constants.

Euler÷ s constant EulerGamma is given by the limit Γ = limm®¥ JÚk=1
m 1

k
- logmN. It appears in many integrals, and asymptotic formulas. It

is sometimes known as the Euler−Mascheroni constant, and denoted C.

Catalan ÷ s constant  Catalan  is  given  by  the  sum  Úk=0
¥ H-1Lk H2 k + 1L-2.  It  often  appears  in  asymptotic  estimates  of  combinatorial

functions. It is variously denoted by C, K, or G. 

Khinchin÷ s constant Khinchin  (sometimes called Khintchine÷ s constant) is given by Ûs=1
¥ J1 +

1

s Hs+2L
N
log

2
s

. It gives the geometric mean

of the terms in the continued fraction representation for a typical real number. 

Glaisher÷ s constant  Glaisher  A  (sometimes  called  the  Glaisher−Kinkelin  constant)  satisfies  log HAL =
1

12
- Ζ
¢ H-1L,  where  Ζ  is  the

Riemann zeta function. It appears in various sums and integrals, particularly those involving gamma and zeta functions.

Mathematical constants can be evaluated to arbitrary precision. 

In[1]:= N@EulerGamma, 40D

Out[1]= 0.5772156649015328606065120900824024310422

Exact computations can also be done with them. 

In[2]:= IntegerPart@GoldenRatio^100D

Out[2]= 792070 839848 372253126
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Orthogonal Polynomials

LegendreP@n,xD Legendre polynomials PnHxL

LegendreP@n,m,xD associated Legendre polynomials Pn
m
HxL

SphericalHarmonicY@l,m,Θ,ΦD spherical harmonics Yl
m
HΘ, ΦL

GegenbauerC@n,m,xD Gegenbauer polynomials Cn
HmL
HxL

ChebyshevT@n,xD , ChebyshevU@n,xD Chebyshev polynomials TnHxL and UnHxL of the first and second kinds

HermiteH@n,xD Hermite polynomials HnHxL

LaguerreL@n,xD Laguerre polynomials LnHxL

LaguerreL@n,a,xD generalized Laguerre polynomials Ln
a
HxL

ZernikeR@n,m,xD Zernike radial polynomials Rn
HmL
HxL

JacobiP@n,a,b,xD Jacobi polynomials Pn
Ha,bL
HxL

Orthogonal polynomials.

Legendre  polynomials  LegendreP@n, xD  arise  in  studies  of  systems  with  three−dimensional  spherical  symmetry.  They  satisfy  the

differential equation I1 - x2M y¢¢ - 2 x y¢ + nHn + 1L y = 0, and the orthogonality relation Ù
-1

1
PmHxL PnHxL â x = 0 for m ¹ n. 

The associated Legendre polynomials  LegendreP@n, m, xD  are obtained from derivatives of the Legendre polynomials according to

Pn
m
HxL = H-1L

m
I1 - x2M

m�2
dm @PnHxLD �d x

m.  Notice that for odd integers m £ n,  the Pn
m
HxL  contain powers of  1 - x2 ,  and are therefore not

strictly polynomials. The Pn
m
HxL reduce to PnHxL when m = 0. 

The  spherical  harmonics  SphericalHarmonicY@l, m, Θ, ΦD  are  related  to  associated  Legendre  polynomials.  They  satisfy  the

orthogonality relation Ù Yl
m
HΘ, ΦL Y l¢

m¢

HΘ, ΦL âΩ = 0 for l ¹ l¢ or m ¹ m¢, where d Ω represents integration over the surface of the unit sphere. 

This gives the algebraic form of the Legendre polynomial P8HxL. 

In[1]:= LegendreP@8, xD

Out[1]=

1

128

I35 - 1260 x2 + 6930 x4 - 12 012 x6 + 6435 x8M

The integral Ù
-1

1
P7HxL P8HxL d x gives zero by virtue of the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials. 

In[2]:= Integrate@LegendreP@7, xD LegendreP@8, xD, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[2]= 0

Integrating the square of a single Legendre polynomial gives a nonzero result. 

In[3]:= Integrate@LegendreP@8, xD^2, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[3]=

2

17
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High−degree Legendre polynomials oscillate rapidly. 

In[4]:= Plot@LegendreP@10, xD, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[4]=

The associated Legendre "polynomials" involve fractional powers. 

In[5]:= LegendreP@8, 3, xD

Out[5]=

3465

8

1 - x2 I-1 + x2M I3 x - 26 x3 + 39 x5M

"Special Functions" discusses the generalization of Legendre polynomials to Legendre functions, which can have non−integer degrees. 

In[6]:= LegendreP@8.1, 0D

Out[6]= 0.268502

Gegenbauer  polynomials  GegenbauerC@n, m, xD  can  be  viewed  as  generalizations  of  the  Legendre  polynomials  to  systems  with

Hm + 2L−dimensional spherical symmetry. They are sometimes known as ultraspherical polynomials. 

GegenbauerC@n, 0, xD  is  always  equal  to  zero.  GegenbauerC@n, xD  is  however  given  by  the  limit  limm®0Cn
HmL
HxL �m.  This  form  is

sometimes denoted Cn
H0L
HxL. 

Series of Chebyshev polynomials are often used in making numerical approximations to functions. The Chebyshev polynomials of the

first  kind  ChebyshevT@n, xD  are  defined  by  TnHcos ΘL = cosHn ΘL.  They  are  normalized  so  that  TnH1L = 1.  They  satisfy  the  orthogonality

relation Ù
-1

1
TmHxL TnHxL I1 - x2M

-1�2
â x = 0 for m ¹ n. The TnHxL also satisfy an orthogonality relation under summation at discrete points in x

corresponding to the roots of TnHxL. 

The Chebyshev polynomials  of  the second kind  ChebyshevU@n, zD  are defined by Un Hcos ΘL = sin@Hn + 1L ΘD � sin Θ.  With  this  definition,

UnH1L = n + 1. The Un satisfy the orthogonality relation Ù
-1

1
UmHxLUnHxL I1 - x2M

1�2
â x = 0 for m ¹ n. 

The name "Chebyshev" is a transliteration from the Cyrillic alphabet; several other spellings, such as "Tschebyscheff", are sometimes

used. 

Hermite  polynomials  HermiteH@n, xD  arise  as  the  quantum−mechanical  wave  functions  for  a  harmonic  oscillator.  They  satisfy  the

differential  equation  y¢¢ - 2 x y¢ + 2 n y = 0,  and  the  orthogonality  relation  Ù
-¥

¥

HmHxLHnHxL e
-x2
â x = 0  for  m ¹ n.  An  alternative  form  of

Hermite  polynomials  sometimes  used  is  HenHxL = 2
-n�2 HnJx� 2 N  (a  different  overall  normalization  of  the  HenHxL  is  also  sometimes

used). 

The Hermite polynomials are related to the parabolic cylinder functions or Weber functions DnHxL by DnHxL = 2
-n�2 e-x

2�4 HnJx� 2 N.

This gives the density for an excited state of a quantum−mechanical harmonic oscillator. The average of the wiggles is roughly the 
classical physics result. 

In[7]:= Plot@HHermiteH@6, xD Exp@-x^2�2DL^2, 8x, -6, 6<D

Out[7]=
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Generalized  Laguerre  polynomials  LaguerreL@n, a, xD  are  related  to  hydrogen atom wave functions  in  quantum mechanics.  They

satisfy  the  differential  equation  x y¢¢ + Ha + 1 - xL y¢ + n y = 0,  and  the  orthogonality  relation  Ù
0

¥

Lm
a
HxL Ln

a
HxL xa e-x â x = 0  for  m ¹ n.  The

Laguerre polynomials LaguerreL@n, xD correspond to the special case a = 0.

You can get formulas for generalized Laguerre polynomials with arbitrary values of a. 

In[8]:= LaguerreL@2, a, xD

Out[8]=

1

2

I2 + 3 a + a2 - 4 x - 2 a x + x2M

Zernike  radial  polynomials  ZernikeR@n, m, xD  are  used  in  studies  of  aberrations  in  optics.  They  satisfy  the  orthogonality  relation

Ù
0

1
Rn
HmL
HxL Rk

HmL
HxL x â x = 0 for n ¹ k. 

Jacobi  polynomials  JacobiP@n, a, b, xD  occur in studies of  the rotation group, particularly in quantum mechanics.  They satisfy the

orthogonality  relation  Ù
-1

1
Pm
Ha,bL
HxL Pn

Ha,bL
HxL H1 - xL

a
H1 + xL

b
â x = 0  for  m ¹ n.  Legendre,  Gegenbauer,  Chebyshev  and  Zernike  polynomials

can  all  be  viewed  as  special  cases  of  Jacobi  polynomials.  The  Jacobi  polynomials  are  sometimes  given  in  the  alternative  form

GnHp, q, xL = n ! G Hn + pL �G H2 n + pL Pn
Ip-q,q-1M

H2 x - 1L. 

MORE ABOUT

� Special Functions

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical Functions
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Special Functions
Mathematica includes all the common special functions of mathematical physics found in standard handbooks. We will discuss each of

the various classes of functions in turn.

One  point  you  should  realize  is  that  in  the  technical  literature  there  are  often  several  conflicting  definitions  of  any  particular  special

function. When you use a special function in Mathematica, therefore, you should be sure to look at the definition given here to confirm

that it is exactly what you want. 

Mathematica gives exact results for some values of special functions. 

In[1]:= Gamma@15�2D

Out[1]= 

135 135 Π

128

No exact result is known here. 

In[2]:= Gamma@15�7D

Out[2]= GammaA
15

7
E

A numerical result, to arbitrary precision, can nevertheless be found. 

In[3]:= N@%, 40D

Out[3]= 1.069071500448624397994137689702693267367

You can give complex arguments to special functions. 

In[4]:= Gamma@3 + 4 ID �� N

Out[4]= 0.00522554 - 0.172547 ä

Special functions automatically get applied to each element in a list. 

In[5]:= Gamma@83�2, 5�2, 7�2<D

Out[5]= 9
Π

2
,
3 Π

4
,
15 Π

8
=

Mathematica knows analytical properties of special functions, such as derivatives. 

In[6]:= D@Gamma@xD, 8x, 2<D

Out[6]= Gamma@xD PolyGamma@0, xD2 + Gamma@xD PolyGamma@1, xD

You can use FindRoot to find roots of special functions. 

In[7]:= FindRoot@BesselJ@0, xD, 8x, 1<D

Out[7]= 8x ® 2.40483<

Special functions in Mathematica can usually be evaluated for arbitrary complex values of their arguments. Often, however, the defining

relations  given  in  this  tutorial  apply  only  for  some  special  choices  of  arguments.  In  these  cases,  the  full  function  corresponds  to  a

suitable  extension  or  ú analytic continuationø  of  these  defining  relations.  Thus,  for  example,  integral  representations  of  functions  are

valid only when the integral exists, but the functions themselves can usually be defined elsewhere by analytic continuation. 
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As a simple example of how the domain of a function can be extended, consider the function represented by the sum Úk=0
¥ xk. This sum

converges only when x < 1.  Nevertheless,  it  is  easy to show analytically that  for  any x,  the complete function is equal  to 1 � H1 - xL.

Using this form, you can easily find a value of the function for any x, at least so long as x ¹ 1. 

Gamma and Related Functions

Beta@a,bD Euler beta function BHa, bL

Beta@z,a,bD incomplete beta function BzHa, bL

BetaRegularized@z,a,bD regularized incomplete beta function IHz, a, bL

Gamma@zD Euler gamma function GHzL

Gamma@a,zD incomplete gamma function GHa, zL

Gamma@a,z0,z1D generalized incomplete gamma function GHa, z0L - GHa, z1L

GammaRegularized@a,zD regularized incomplete gamma function QHa, zL

InverseBetaRegularized@s,a,bD

inverse beta function

InverseGammaRegularized@a,sD inverse gamma function

Pochhammer@a,nD Pochhammer symbol HaLn

PolyGamma@zD digamma function ΨHzL

PolyGamma@n,zD nth derivative of the digamma function ΨHnLHzL

LogGamma@zD Euler log−gamma function log GHzL

LogBarnesG@zD logarithm of Barnes G−function logGHzL

BarnesG@zD Barnes G−function GHzL

Hyperfactorial@nD hyperfactorial function HHnL

Gamma and related functions.

The Euler  gamma function  Gamma@zD  is  defined by the integral  GHzL = Ù0
¥

tz-1 e-t d t.  For  positive integer n,  GHnL = Hn - 1L ! .  GHzL  can be

viewed as a generalization of the factorial function, valid for complex arguments z.

There are some computations, particularly in number theory, where the logarithm of the gamma function often appears. For positive real

arguments, you can evaluate this simply as Log@Gamma@zDD. For complex arguments, however, this form yields spurious discontinu−

ities.  Mathematica  therefore  includes  the  separate  function  LogGamma@zD,  which  yields  the  logarithm  of  the  gamma  function  with  a

single branch cut along the negative real axis.

The Euler beta function Beta@a, bD is BHa, bL = GHaL GHbL �GHa + bL = Ù0
1
ta-1 H1 - tLb-1 d t. 

The Pochhammer symbol or rising factorial Pochhammer@a, nD is HaLn = aHa + 1L¼Ha + n - 1L = GHa + nL �GHaL. It often appears in series

expansions  for  hypergeometric  functions.  Note  that  the  Pochhammer  symbol  has  a  definite  value  even  when  the  gamma  functions

which appear in its definition are infinite.

The  incomplete  gamma  function  Gamma@a, zD  is  defined  by  the  integral  GHa, zL = Ùz
¥

ta-1 e-t d t.  Mathematica  includes  a  generalized

incomplete gamma function Gamma@a, z0, z1D defined as Ùz0
z1
ta-1 e-t d t. 

The alternative incomplete gamma function ΓHa, zL can therefore be obtained in Mathematica as Gamma@a, 0, zD. 

The  incomplete  beta  function  Beta@z, a, bD  is  given  by  BzHa, bL = Ù0
z
ta-1 H1 - tLb-1 d t.  Notice  that  in  the  incomplete  beta  function,  the

parameter z is an upper limit of integration, and appears as the first argument of the function. In the incomplete gamma function, on the

other hand, z is a lower limit of integration, and appears as the second argument of the function.
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In  certain  cases,  it  is  convenient  not  to  compute  the  incomplete  beta  and  gamma  functions  on  their  own,  but  instead  to  compute

regularized forms  in  which these functions are divided by complete beta and gamma functions.  Mathematica  includes the regularized

incomplete  beta  function  BetaRegularized@z, a, bD  defined  for  most  arguments  by  IHz, a, bL = BHz, a, bL �BHa, bL,  but  taking  into

account singular cases. Mathematica also includes the regularized incomplete gamma function GammaRegularized@a, zD defined by

QHa, zL = GHa, zL �GHaL, with singular cases taken into account. 

The  incomplete  beta  and  gamma  functions,  and  their  inverses,  are  common  in  statistics.  The  inverse  beta  function

InverseBetaRegularized@s, a, bD  is  the  solution  for  z  in  s = IHz, a, bL.  The  inverse  gamma  function

InverseGammaRegularized@a, sD is similarly the solution for z in s = QHa, zL. 

Derivatives of  the gamma function often appear  in  summing rational  series.  The digamma function  PolyGamma@zD  is  the logarithmic

derivative  of  the  gamma  function,  given  by  ΨHzL = G¢HzL �GHzL.  For  integer  arguments,  the  digamma  function  satisfies  the  relation

ΨHnL = -Γ + Hn-1, where Γ is Euler’s constant (EulerGamma in Mathematica) and Hn are the harmonic numbers.

The polygamma functions PolyGamma@n, zD are given by ΨHnLHzL = dn ΨHzL �d zn. Notice that the digamma function corresponds to ΨH0LHzL.

The general form ΨHnLHzL is the Hn + 1Lth,  not the nth,  logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. The polygamma functions satisfy the

relation  ΨHnLHzL = H-1Ln+1 n !Úk=0
¥ 1� Hz + kLn+1.  PolyGamma@Ν, zD  is  defined  for  arbitrary  complex  Ν  by  fractional  calculus  analytic

continuation.

BarnesG@zD  is  a  generalization  of  the  Gamma  function  and  is  defined  by  its  functional  identity

BarnesG@z + 1D = Gamma@zD BarnesG@zD, where the third derivative of the logarithm of BarnesG  is positive for positive z. BarnesG

is an entire function in the complex plane.

LogBarnesG@zD  is  a  holomorphic  function  with  a  branch  cut  along  the  negative  real−axis  such  that

Exp@LogBarnesG@zDD = BarnesG@zD.

Hyperfactorial@nD is a generalization of Ûk=1
n

kk to the complex plane.

Many exact results for gamma and polygamma functions are built into Mathematica. 

In[1]:= PolyGamma@6D

Out[1]= 

137

60
- EulerGamma

Here is a contour plot of the gamma function in the complex plane. 

In[2]:= ContourPlot@Abs@Gamma@x + I yDD, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -2, 2<, PlotPoints -> 50D
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Zeta and Related Functions

DirichletL@k, j,sD Dirichlet L−function LHΧ, sL

LerchPhi@z,s,aD Lerch’s transcendent FHz, s, aL

PolyLog@n,zD polylogarithm function LinHzL

PolyLog@n,p,zD Nielsen generalized polylogarithm function Sn,pHzL

RamanujanTau@nD Ramanujan Τ function Τ HnL

RamanujanTauL@nD Ramanujan Τ Dirichlet L function L HsL

RamanujanTauTheta@nD Ramanujan Τ theta function Θ HtL

RamanujanTauZ@nD Ramanujan Τ Z function Z HtL

RiemannSiegelTheta@tD Riemann| Siegel function JHtL

RiemannSiegelZ@tD Riemann| Siegel function ZHtL

StieltjesGamma@nD Stieltjes constants Γn

Zeta@sD Riemann zeta function ΖHsL

Zeta@s,aD generalized Riemann zeta function ΖHs, aL

HurwitzZeta@s,aD Hurwitz zeta function ΖHs, aL

HurwitzLerchPhi@z,s,aD Hurwitz| Lerch transcendent FHz, s, aL

Zeta and related functions. 

The  Dirichlet−L  function  DirichletL@k, j, sD  is  implemented  as  LHΧ, sL = Ún=1
¥
ΧHnL n-s  (for  Re HsL > 1)  where  ΧHnL  is  a  Dirichlet

character with modulus k and index j.

The Riemann zeta function Zeta@sD is defined by the relation Ζ HsL = Úk=1
¥ k-s  (for s > 1). Zeta functions with integer arguments arise in

evaluating various sums and integrals. Mathematica gives exact results when possible for zeta functions with integer arguments.

There  is  an  analytic  continuation  of  ΖHsL  for  arbitrary  complex  s ¹ 1.  The  zeta  function  for  complex  arguments  is  central  to  number

theoretic studies of the distribution of primes. Of particular importance are the values on the critical line Re HsL =
1

2
. 

In  studying  ΖJ
1

2
+ i tN,  it  is  often  convenient  to  define  the  two  Riemann| Siegel  functions  RiemannSiegelZ@tD  and

RiemannSiegelTheta@tD according to ZHtL = ei J HtL ΖJ
1

2
+ i tN and JHtL = Im log GJ

1

4
+ i t�2N - t logHΠL �2 (for t real). Note that the Riemann|

Siegel functions are both real as long as t is real. 

The  Stieltjes  constants  StieltjesGamma@nD  are  generalizations  of  Euler’s  constant  which  appear  in  the  series  expansion  of  ΖHsL

around its pole at s = 1; the coefficient of H1 - sLn is Γn �n !. Euler’s constant is Γ0. 

The  generalized  Riemann  zeta  function  Zeta@s, aD  is  implemented  as  ΖHs, aL = Úk=0
¥ IHk + aL2M

-s�2
,  where  any  term  with  k + a = 0  is

excluded.

The Hurwitz zeta function HurwitzZeta@s, aD is implemented as ΖHs, aL = Úk=0
¥ Hk + aL-s.

The  Ramanujan  Τ  Dirichlet  L  function  RamanujanTauL@sD  is  defined  by  L HsL = Ún=1
¥

ΤHnL

ns
 (for  Re HsL > 6),  with  coefficients

RamanujanTau@nD. In analogy with the Riemann zeta function, it is again convenient to define the functions RamanujanTauZ@tD and

RamanujanTauTheta@tD.

Here is the numerical approximation for LH6, 2, 1.0 + äL.

In[77]:= DirichletL@6, 2, 1. + äD

Out[77]= 0.978008 + 0.0954731 ä
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Here is a three−dimensional picture of the real part of a Dirichlet L−Function.

In[4]:= Plot3D@Re�DirichletL@6, 2, u + ä vD, 8u, -5, 5<, 8v, -10, 10<, Mesh ® None,
PlotStyle ® Directive@Opacity@0.7D, Green, Specularity@10DD, BoxRatios ® 81, 1, 2<D

Out[4]=

Mathematica gives exact results for Ζ H2 nL. 

In[1]:= Zeta@6D

Out[1]= 

Π
6

945

Here is a three−dimensional picture of the Riemann zeta function in the complex plane. 

In[14]:= Plot3D@Abs@Zeta@x + I yDD, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, 2, 35<D

Out[14]=

This is a plot of the absolute value of the Riemann zeta function on the critical line Re z =
1

2
. You can see the first few zeros of the zeta 

function. 

In[15]:= Plot@Abs@Zeta@1�2 + I yDD, 8y, 0, 40<D

Out[15]=
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This is a plot of the absolute value of the Ramanujan Τ L function on its critical line Re z = 6. 

In[4]:= Plot@Abs@RamanujanTauL@6 + I yDD, 8y, 0, 20<D

Out[4]=

The  polylogarithm  functions  PolyLog@n, zD  are  given  by  LinHzL = Úk=1
¥ zk �kn.  The  polylogarithm  function  is  sometimes  known  as

Jonquière’s  function.  The  dilogarithm  PolyLog@2, zD  satisfies  Li2HzL = Ùz
0
logH1 - tL � t â t.  Sometimes  Li2H1 - zL  is  known  as  Spence’s

integral.  The  Nielsen  generalized  polylogarithm  functions  or  hyperlogarithms  PolyLog@n, p, zD  are  given  by

Sn,pHzL = H-1L
n+p-1

� HHn - 1L ! p !L Ù0
1
logn-1HtL logpH1 - ztL � t â t.  Polylogarithm  functions  appear  in  Feynman  diagram  integrals  in  elementary

particle physics, as well as in algebraic K−theory.

The  Lerch  transcendent  LerchPhi@z, s, aD  is  a  generalization  of  the  zeta  and  polylogarithm  functions,  given  by

FHz, s, aL = Úk=0
¥ zk �IHa + kL2M

s�2
, where any term with a + k = 0 is excluded. Many sums of reciprocal powers can be expressed in terms of

the Lerch transcendent. For example, the Catalan beta function ΒHsL = Úk=0
¥ H-1Lk H2 k + 1L-s can be obtained as 2-s F J-1, s,

1

2
N.

The  Lerch  transcendent  is  related  to  integrals  of  the  Fermi|Dirac  distribution  in  statistical  mechanics  by

Ù0
¥

ks � Iek-Μ + 1M â k = eΜ GHs + 1LFH-eΜ, s + 1, 1L. 

The Lerch transcendent  can also be used to  evaluate  Dirichlet  L−series  which appear  in  number  theory.  The basic  L−series  has the

form LHs, ΧL = Úk=1
¥
ΧHkL k-s, where the "character" ΧHkL is an integer function with period m. L−series of this kind can be written as sums

of Lerch functions with z a power of e2 Π i�m.

LerchPhi@z, s, a, DoublyInfinite -> TrueD gives the doubly infinite sum Úk=-¥
¥ zk �IHa + kL2M

s�2
. 

The  Hurwitz| Lerch  transcendent  HurwitzLerchPhi@z, s, aD  generalizes  HurwitzZeta@s, aD  and  is  defined  by

FHz, s, aL = Úk=0
¥ zk � HHa + kLsL.

ZetaZero@kD the kth zero of the zeta function ΖHzL on the critical line

ZetaZero@k,x0D the kth zero above height x0

Zeros of the zeta function. 

ZetaZero@1D represents the first nontrivial zero of Ζ HzL. 

In[1]:= Zeta@ZetaZero@1DD

Out[1]= 0

This gives its numerical value.

In[2]:= N@ZetaZero@1DD

Out[2]= 0.5 + 14.1347 ä
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This gives the first zero with height greater than 15.

In[3]:= N@ZetaZero@1, 15DD

Out[3]= 0.5 + 21.022 ä

Exponential Integral and Related Functions

CosIntegral@zD cosine integral function CiHzL

CoshIntegral@zD hyperbolic cosine integral function ChiHzL

ExpIntegralE@n,zD exponential integral E n HzL

ExpIntegralEi@zD exponential integral EiHzL

LogIntegral@zD logarithmic integral liHzL

SinIntegral@zD sine integral function SiHzL

SinhIntegral@zD hyperbolic sine integral function ShiHzL

Exponential integral and related functions. 

Mathematica has two forms of exponential integral: ExpIntegralE and ExpIntegralEi.

The exponential integral function ExpIntegralE@n, zD is defined by EnHzL = Ù1
¥

e-z t � tn â t. 

The second exponential integral function ExpIntegralEi@zD is defined by EiHzL = -Ù
-z

¥

e-t � t â t (for z > 0), where the principal value of

the integral is taken. 

The logarithmic  integral  function  LogIntegral@zD  is  given by liHzL = Ù0
z
d t � log t  (for  z > 1),  where the principal  value of  the integral  is

taken.  liHzL  is  central  to  the  study  of  the  distribution  of  primes  in  number  theory.  The  logarithmic  integral  function  is  sometimes  also

denoted by LiHzL. In some number theoretic applications, liHzL is defined as Ù2
z
d t � log t, with no principal value taken. This differs from the

definition used in Mathematica by the constant liH2L.

The  sine  and  cosine  integral  functions  SinIntegral@zD  and  CosIntegral@zD  are  defined  by  SiHzL = Ù0
z
sinHtL � t â t  and

CiHzL = -Ùz
¥

cosHtL � t â t.  The  hyperbolic  sine  and  cosine  integral  functions  SinhIntegral@zD  and  CoshIntegral@zD  are  defined  by

ShiHzL = Ù0
z
sinhHtL � t â t and ChiHzL = Γ + logHzL + Ù0

z
HcoshHtL - 1L � t â t.

Error Function and Related Functions

Erf@zD error function erfHzL

Erf@z0,z1D generalized error function erfHz1L - erfHz0L

Erfc@zD complementary error function erfcHzL

Erfi@zD imaginary error function erfiHzL

FresnelC@zD Fresnel integral C HzL

FresnelS@zD Fresnel integral SHzL

InverseErf@sD inverse error function

InverseErfc@sD inverse complementary error function

Error function and related functions. 

The  error  function  Erf@zD  is  the  integral  of  the  Gaussian  distribution,  given  by  erfHzL = 2� Π Ù0
z
e-t

2

d t.  The  complementary  error

function Erfc@zD is given simply by erfcHzL = 1 - erfHzL. The imaginary error function Erfi@zD is given by erfiHzL = erfHizL � i. The general−

ized error function Erf@z0, z1D is defined by the integral 2� Π Ùz0

z1
e-t

2

d t. The error function is central to many calculations in statistics.
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The inverse error function InverseErf@sD is defined as the solution for z in the equation s = erfHzL. The inverse error function appears

in computing confidence intervals in statistics as well as in some algorithms for generating Gaussian random numbers.

Closely  related  to  the  error  function  are  the  Fresnel  integrals  FresnelC@zD  defined  by  CHzL = Ù0
z
cosIΠ t2 �2M d t  and  FresnelS@zD

defined by SHzL = Ù0
z
sinIΠ t2 �2M d t. Fresnel integrals occur in diffraction theory.

Bessel and Related Functions

AiryAi@zD and AiryBi@zD Airy functions AiHzL and BiHzL

AiryAiPrime@zD and AiryBiPrime@zD

derivatives of Airy functions Ai¢HzL and Bi¢HzL

BesselJ@n,zD and BesselY@n,zD

Bessel functions JnHzL and YnHzL

BesselI@n,zD and BesselK@n,zD

modified Bessel functions I n HzL and Kn HzL

KelvinBer@n,zD  and KelvinBei@n,zD

Kelvin functions bernHzL and beinHzL

KelvinKer@n,zD  and KelvinKei@n,zD

Kelvin functions kernHzL and keinHzL

HankelH1@n,zD  and HankelH2@n,zD

Hankel functions Hn
H1L
HzL and Hn

H2L
HzL

SphericalBesselJ@n,zD  and SphericalBesselY@n,zD

spherical Bessel functions jnHzL and ynHzL

SphericalHankelH1@n,zD  and SphericalHankelH2@n,zD

spherical Hankel functions hn
H1L
HzL and hn

H2L
HzL

StruveH@n,zD and StruveL@n,zD

Struve function HnHzL and modified Struve function LnHzL

Bessel and related functions. 

The  Bessel  functions  BesselJ@n, zD  and  BesselY@n, zD  are  linearly  independent  solutions  to  the  differential  equation

z2 y¢¢ + z y¢ + Iz2 - n2M y = 0. For integer n, the JnHzL are regular at z = 0, while the YnHzL have a logarithmic divergence at z = 0.

Bessel functions arise in solving differential equations for systems with cylindrical symmetry.

JnHzL is often called the Bessel function of the first kind, or simply the Bessel function. YnHzL is referred to as the Bessel function of the

second kind, the Weber function, or the Neumann function (denoted NnHzL).

The Hankel functions (or Bessel functions of the third kind) HankelH1@n, zD and HankelH2@n, zD give an alternative pair of solutions

to the Bessel differential equation, related according to Hn
H1,2L
HzL = JnHzL ± iYnHzL.

The spherical Bessel functions SphericalBesselJ@n, zD and SphericalBesselY@n, zD, as well as the spherical Hankel functions

SphericalHankelH1@n, zD  and SphericalHankelH2@n, zD,  arise  in  studying  wave phenomena with  spherical  symmetry.  These

are related to the ordinary functions by fnHzL = Π �2 � z F
n+

1

2

HzL, where f  and F  can be j and J, y and Y, or hi  and Hi. For integer n,

spherical Bessel functions can be expanded in terms of elementary functions by using FunctionExpand . 

The  modified  Bessel  functions  BesselI@n, zD  and  BesselK@n, zD  are  solutions  to  the  differential  equation

z2 y¢¢ + z y¢ - Iz2 + n2M y = 0.  For  integer  n,  InHzL  is  regular  at  z = 0;  KnHzL  always  has  a  logarithmic  divergence  at  z = 0.  The  InHzL  are

sometimes known as hyperbolic Bessel functions.
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Particularly in electrical engineering, one often defines the Kelvin functions KelvinBer@n, zD, KelvinBei@n, zD, KelvinKer@n, zD

and  KelvinKei@n, zD.  These  are  related  to  the  ordinary  Bessel  functions  by  bernHzL + i beinHzL = en Π i JnIz e
-Π i�4M,

kernHzL + i keinHzL = e-n Π i�2 KnIz e
Π i�4M.

The Airy functions AiryAi@zD and AiryBi@zD are the two independent solutions AiHzL and BiHzL to the differential equation y¢¢ - z y = 0.

AiHzL  tends to zero for  large positive z,  while BiHzL  increases unboundedly.  The Airy functions are related to modified Bessel  functions

with one−third−integer orders. The Airy functions often appear as the solutions to boundary value problems in electromagnetic theory

and quantum mechanics. In many cases the derivatives of the Airy functions AiryAiPrime@zD and AiryBiPrime@zD also appear.

The Struve function  StruveH@n, zD  appears in the solution of  the inhomogeneous Bessel  equation which for  integer n  has the form

z2 y¢¢ + z y¢ + Iz2 - n2M y =
2

Π

zn+1

H2 n-1L!!
;  the  general  solution  to  this  equation  consists  of  a  linear  combination  of  Bessel  functions  with  the

Struve  function  HnHzL  added.  The  modified  Struve  function  StruveL@n, zD  is  given  in  terms  of  the  ordinary  Struve  function  by

LnHzL = -i e
-i n Π�2

HnHzL. Struve functions appear particularly in electromagnetic theory.

Here is a plot of J0J x N. This is a curve that an idealized chain hanging from one end can form when you wiggle it. 

In[16]:= Plot@BesselJ@0, Sqrt@xDD, 8x, 0, 50<D

Out[16]=

Mathematica generates explicit formulas for half−integer−order Bessel functions. 

In[2]:= BesselK@3�2, xD

Out[2]= 

ã
-x Π

2
J1 +

1

x
N

x

The Airy function plotted here gives the quantum−mechanical amplitude for a particle in a potential that increases linearly from left to right. 
The amplitude is exponentially damped in the classically inaccessible region on the right. 

In[17]:= Plot@AiryAi@xD, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[17]=
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BesselJZero@n,kD the kth zero of the Bessel function JnHzL

BesselJZero@n,k,x0D the kth zero greater than x0

BesselYZero@n,kD the kth zero of the Bessel function YnHzL

BesselYZero@n,k,x0D the kth zero greater than x0

AiryAiZero@kD the kth zero of the Airy function Ai HzL

AiryAiZero@k,x0D the kth zero less than x0

AiryBiZero@kD the kth zero of the Airy function Bi HzL

AiryBiZero@k,x0D the kth zero less than x0

Zeros of Bessel and Airy functions. 

BesselJZero@1, 5D represents the fifth zero of J1 HzL. 

In[18]:= BesselJ@1, BesselJZero@1, 5DD

Out[18]= 0

This gives its numerical value. 

In[19]:= N@BesselJZero@1, 5DD

Out[19]= 16.4706

Legendre and Related Functions

LegendreP@n,zD Legendre functions of the first kind PnHzL

LegendreP@n,m,zD associated Legendre functions of the first kind Pn
m
HzL

LegendreQ@n,zD Legendre functions of the second kind QnHzL

LegendreQ@n,m,zD associated Legendre functions of the second kind Qn
m
HzL

Legendre and related functions. 

The  Legendre  functions  and  associated  Legendre  functions  satisfy  the  differential  equation

I1 - z2M y¢¢ - 2 z y¢ + An Hn + 1L - m2 � I1 - z2ME y = 0.  The  Legendre  functions  of  the  first  kind,  LegendreP@n, zD  and

LegendreP@n, m, zD,  reduce  to  Legendre  polynomials  when  n  and  m  are  integers.  The  Legendre  functions  of  the  second  kind

LegendreQ@n, zD and LegendreQ@n, m, zD give the second linearly independent solution to the differential equation. For integer m

they have logarithmic singularities at z = ±1. The PnHzL and QnHzL solve the differential equation with m = 0. 

Legendre functions arise in studies of quantum−mechanical scattering processes. 

LegendreP@n,m,zD  or LegendreP@n,m,1,zD

type 1 function containing I1 - z2M
m�2

LegendreP@n,m,2,zD type 2 function containing H1 + zLm�2 � H1 - zLm�2

LegendreP@n,m,3,zD type 3 function containing H1 + zLm�2 � H-1 + zLm�2

Types of Legendre functions. Analogous types exist for LegendreQ . 

Legendre functions of type 1 and Legendre functions of type 2 have different symbolic forms, but the same numerical values. They have

branch cuts from -¥ to -1 and from +1 to +¥. Legendre functions of type 3, sometimes denoted P nmHzL and Q nmHzL, have a single branch

cut from -¥ to +1. 
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Toroidal functions or ring functions, which arise in studying systems with toroidal symmetry, can be expressed in terms of the Legendre

functions P
Ν-

1

2

Μ

HcoshΗL and Q
Ν-

1

2

Μ

HcoshΗL.

Conical functions can be expressed in terms of P
-

1

2
+i p

Μ

HcosΘL and Q
-

1

2
+i p

Μ

HcosΘL.

When  you  use  the  function  LegendreP@n, xD  with  an  integer  n,  you  get  a  Legendre  polynomial.  If  you  take  n  to  be  an  arbitrary

complex number, you get, in general, a Legendre function. 

In  the  same  way,  you  can  use  the  functions  GegenbauerC  and  so  on  with  arbitrary  complex  indices  to  get  Gegenbauer  functions,

Chebyshev functions,  Hermite functions,  Jacobi functions  and Laguerre functions.  Unlike for associated Legendre functions, however,

there is no need to distinguish different types in such cases.

Hypergeometric Functions and Generalizations

Hypergeometric0F1@a,zD hypergeometric function 0 F1H; a; zL

Hypergeometric0F1Regularized@a,zD

regularized hypergeometric function 0 F1H; a; zL �GHaL

Hypergeometric1F1@a,b,zD Kummer confluent hypergeometric function 1 F1Ha; b; zL

Hypergeometric1F1Regularized@a,b,zD

regularized confluent hypergeometric function 1 F1Ha; b; zL �GHbL

HypergeometricU@a,b,zD confluent hypergeometric function UHa, b, zL

WhittakerM@k,m,zD  and WhittakerW@k,m,zD

Whittaker functions Mk,mHzL and Wk,mHzL

ParabolicCylinderD@Ν,zD parabolic cylinder function DΝHzL

Confluent hypergeometric functions and related functions. 

Many of the special functions that we have discussed so far can be viewed as special cases of the confluent hypergeometric function

Hypergeometric1F1@a, b, zD.

The  confluent  hypergeometric  function  can  be  obtained  from  the  series  expansion

1 F1Ha; b; zL = 1 + az �b + a Ha + 1L �b Hb + 1L z2 �2 ! +º = Úk=0
¥ HaLk � HbLk z

k �k ! .  Some  special  results  are  obtained  when  a  and  b  are  both

integers. If a < 0, and either b > 0 or b < a, the series yields a polynomial with a finite number of terms. 

If  b  is  zero  or  a  negative  integer,  then  1 F1Ha; b; zL  itself  is  infinite.  But  the  regularized  confluent  hypergeometric  function

Hypergeometric1F1Regularized@a, b, zD given by 1 F1Ha; b; zL �GHbL has a finite value in all cases. 

Among the functions that can be obtained from 1 F1  are the Bessel functions, error function, incomplete gamma function, and Hermite

and Laguerre polynomials. 

The function 1 F1Ha; b; zL is sometimes denoted FHa; b; zL or MHa, b, zL. It is often known as the Kummer function.

The 1 F1 function can be written in the integral representation 1 F1Ha; b; zL = GHbL � @GHb - aL GHaLD Ù0
1
ezt ta-1 H1 - tLb-a-1 d t. 

The 1 F1  confluent  hypergeometric  function is  a solution to  Kummer÷ s differential  equation z y¢¢ + Hb - zL y¢ - a y = 0,  with  the boundary

conditions 1 F1Ha; b; 0L = 1 and ¶ @1 F1Ha; b; zLD �¶ z z=0 = a �b. 

The  function  HypergeometricU@a, b, zD  gives  a  second  linearly  independent  solution  to  Kummer’s  equation.  For  Re b > 1  this

function behaves like z1-b for small z. It has a branch cut along the negative real axis in the complex z plane.

The function UHa, b, zL has the integral representation UHa, b, zL = 1 �GHaL Ù0
¥

e-z t ta-1 H1 + tLb-a-1 d t. 

UHa, b, zL, like 1 F1Ha; b; zL, is sometimes known as the Kummer function. The U function is sometimes denoted by Y. 
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The  Whittaker  functions  WhittakerM@k, m, zD  and  WhittakerW@k, m, zD  give  a  pair  of  solutions  to  the  normalized  Kummer

differential  equation,  known  as  Whittaker’s  differential  equation.  The  Whittaker  function  MΚ, Μ  is  related  to  1 F1  by

MΚ, ΜHzL = e-z�2 z1�2+Μ 1 F1J
1

2
+ Μ - Κ; 1 + 2 Μ; zN. The second Whittaker function WΚ, Μ obeys the same relation, with 1 F1 replaced by U.

The parabolic cylinder functions ParabolicCylinderD@Ν, zD are related to the Hermite functions by DΝHzL = 2-Ν�2 e-Hz�2L
2

� HΝJz� 2 N.

The Coulomb wave functions are also special cases of the confluent hypergeometric function. Coulomb wave functions give solutions to

the  radial  Schrödinger  equation  in  the  Coulomb  potential  of  a  point  nucleus.  The  regular  Coulomb  wave  function  is  given  by

FLHΗ, ΡL = CLHΗL Ρ
L+1 e-i Ρ 1 F1HL + 1 - i Η; 2 L + 2; 2 i ΡL, where CLHΗL = 2L e-ΠΗ�2 GHL + 1 + i ΗL �GH2 L + 2L.

Other  special  cases  of  the  confluent  hypergeometric  function  include  the  Toronto  functions  THm, n, rL,  Poisson| Charlier polynomials

ΡnHΝ, xL, Cunningham functions Ωn,mHxL and Bateman functions kΝHxL. 

A limiting form of the confluent hypergeometric function which often appears is Hypergeometric0F1@a, zD. This function is obtained

as the limit 0 F1H; a; zL = limq®¥ 1 F1Hq; a; z �qL. 

The 0 F1 function has the series expansion 0 F1H; a; zL = Úk=0
¥ 1� HaLk z

k �k ! and satisfies the differential equation z y¢¢ + a y¢ - y = 0. 

Bessel functions of the first kind can be expressed in terms of the 0 F1 function. 

Hypergeometric2F1@a,b,c,zD hypergeometric function 2 F1Ha, b; c; zL

Hypergeometric2F1Regularized@a,b,c,zD

regularized hypergeometric function 2 F1Ha, b; c; zL �GHcL

HypergeometricPFQA9a1,¼,ap=,9b1,¼,bq=,zE

generalized hypergeometric function p FqHa; b; zL

HypergeometricPFQRegularizedA9a1,¼,ap=,9b1,¼,bq=,zE

regularized generalized hypergeometric function

MeijerGA98a1,¼,an<,9an+1,¼,ap==,98b1,¼,bm<,9bm+1,¼,bq==,zE

Meijer G function

AppellF1@a,b1,b2,c,x,yD Appell hypergeometric function of two variables F1Ha; b1, b2; c; x, yL

Hypergeometric functions and generalizations. 

The  hypergeometric  function  Hypergeometric2F1@a, b, c, zD  has  series  expansion  2 F1Ha, b; c; zL = Úk=0
¥ HaLk HbLk � HcLk z

k �k ! .  The

function is a solution of the hypergeometric differential equation zH1 - zL y¢¢ + @c - Ha + b + 1L zD y¢ - a b y = 0.

The hypergeometric function can also be written as an integral: 2 F1Ha, b; c; zL = GHcL � @GHbL GHc - bLD ´ Ù0
1
tb-1 H1 - tLc-b-1 H1 - t zL-a d t. 

The hypergeometric function is also sometimes denoted by F, and is known as the Gauss series or the Kummer series.

The Legendre functions, and the functions which give generalizations of other orthogonal polynomials, can be expressed in terms of the

hypergeometric function. Complete elliptic integrals can also be expressed in terms of the 2 F1 function.

The Riemann P function, which gives solutions to Riemann’s differential equation, is also a 2 F1 function.

The  generalized  hypergeometric  function  or  Barnes  extended  hypergeometric  function

HypergeometricPFQ@8a1, ¼, ap<, 8b1, ¼, bq<, zD has series expansion p FqHa; b; zL =â

k=0

¥
Ha1Lk ... IapMk

Hb1Lk ... IbqMk

zk

k!
. 
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The  Meijer  G  function  MeijerG@88a1, ¼, an<, 8an + 1, ¼, ap<<, 88b1, ¼, bm<, 8bm + 1, ¼, bq<<, zD  is  defined  by  the

contour  integral  representation  Gp q
m n

z
a1,¼, ap

b1,¼, bq
=

1

2 Π i
Ù GH1 - a1 - sL¼GH1 - an - sL ´

GHb1 + sL¼GHbm + sL � IGHan+1 + sL¼GIap + sM GH1 - bm+1 - sL¼GI1 - bq - sMM z-s ds, where the contour of integration is set up to lie between

the poles of GH1 - ai - sL and the poles of GHbi + sL. MeijerG is a very general function whose special cases cover most of the functions

discussed in the past few sections. 

The  Appell  hypergeometric  function  of  two  variables  AppellF1@a, b1, b2, c, x, yD  has  series  expansion

F1 Ha; b1, b2; c; x, yL = Úm=0
¥
Ún=0
¥ HaLm+n Hb1Lm Hb2Ln � Im ! n ! HcLm+nM x

m yn. This function appears for example in integrating cubic polynomials to

arbitrary powers.

The Product Log Function

ProductLog@zD product log function WHzL

The product log function.

The product  log function  gives the solution for  w  in z = w ew.  The function can be viewed as a generalization of  a logarithm. It  can be

used to represent solutions to a variety of transcendental equations. The tree generating function for counting distinct oriented trees is

related to the product log by THzL = -WH-zL.

MORE ABOUT

� Bessel−Related Functions

� Error and Exponential Integral Functions

� Hypergeometric Functions

� Zeta Functions & Polylogarithms

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical Functions
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Elliptic Integrals and Elliptic Functions
Even more so than for other special functions, you need to be very careful about the arguments you give to elliptic integrals and elliptic

functions.  There  are  several  incompatible  conventions  in  common  use,  and  often  these  conventions  are  distinguished  only  by  the

specific names given to arguments or by the presence of separators other than commas between arguments. 

� Amplitude Φ (used by Mathematica, in radians)

� Argument u (used by Mathematica): related to amplitude by Φ = amHuL

� Delta amplitude DHΦL: DHΦL = 1 - m sin2HΦL

� Coordinate x: x = sinHΦL

� Characteristic n (used by Mathematica in elliptic integrals of the third kind)

� Parameter m (used by Mathematica): preceded by È, as in IHΦ mL

� Complementary parameter m1: m1 = 1 - m

� Modulus k: preceded by comma, as in IHΦ, kL; m = k2 

� Modular angle Α: preceded by \ , as in IHΦ \ΑL; m = sin2HΑL 

� Nome q: preceded by comma in Θ functions; q = exp@-ΠKH1 - mL �K 8mLD = expHi Π Ω¢ �ΩL 

� Invariants g2, g3 (used by Mathematica) 

� Half−periods Ω, Ω¢: g2 = 60Úr, s
¢ w-4, g3 = 140Úr, s

¢ w-6, where w = 2 rΩ + 2 sΩ¢ 

� Ratio of periods Τ: Τ = Ω¢ �Ω 

� Discriminant D: D = g2
3
- 27 g3

2 

� Parameters of curve a, b (used by Mathematica) 

� Coordinate y (used by Mathematica): related by y2 = x3 + a x2 + b x 

Common argument conventions for elliptic integrals and elliptic functions. 

JacobiAmplitude@u,mD give the amplitude Φ corresponding to argument u and parameter m

EllipticNomeQ@mD give the nome q corresponding to parameter m

InverseEllipticNomeQ@qD give the parameter m corresponding to nome q

WeierstrassInvariants@8Ω,Ω¢<D

give the invariants 8g2, g3< corresponding to the half−periods 8Ω, Ω¢<

WeierstrassHalfPeriods@8g2,g3<D

give the half−periods 8Ω, Ω¢< corresponding to the invariants 8g2, g3<

Converting between different argument conventions. 

Elliptic Integrals

EllipticK@mD complete elliptic integral of the first kind K HmL

EllipticF@Φ,mD elliptic integral of the first kind FHΦ mL

EllipticE@mD complete elliptic integral of the second kind E HmL

EllipticE@Φ,mD elliptic integral of the second kind E HΦ mL

EllipticPi@n,mD complete elliptic integral of the third kind P Hn mL

EllipticPi@n,Φ,mD elliptic integral of the third kind P Hn; Φ mL

JacobiZeta@Φ,mD Jacobi zeta function Z HΦ mL

Elliptic integrals. 

Integrals  of  the  form  Ù RHx, yL â x,  where  R  is  a  rational  function,  and  y2  is  a  cubic  or  quartic  polynomial  in  x,  are  known  as  elliptic

integrals. Any elliptic integral can be expressed in terms of the three standard kinds of Legendre−Jacobi elliptic integrals. 
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The  elliptic  integral  of  the  first  kind  EllipticF@Φ, mD  is  given  for  -Π �2 < Φ < Π �2  by

FHΦ mL = Ù0
Φ

A1 - m sin2HΘLE
-1�2
â Θ= Ù0

sin IΦM
AI1 - t2M I1 - m t2ME

-1�2
â t.  This  elliptic  integral  arises  in  solving  the  equations  of  motion  for  a

simple pendulum. It is sometimes known as an incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind.

Note that the arguments of the elliptic integrals are sometimes given in the opposite order from what is used in Mathematica. 

The complete elliptic integral of the first kind EllipticK@mD is given by KHmL = F I
Π

2
mM. Note that K  is used to denote the complete

elliptic integral of the first kind, while F is used for its incomplete form. In many applications, the parameter m is not given explicitly, and

KHmL is denoted simply by K. The complementary complete elliptic integral of the first kind K¢HmL is given by KH1 - mL. It is often denoted

K¢. K and i K¢ give the ú realø  and ú imaginaryø  quarter−periods of the corresponding Jacobi elliptic functions discussed later. 

The  elliptic  integral  of  the  second  kind  EllipticE@Φ, mD  is  given  for  -Π �2 < Φ < Π �2  by

EHΦ mL = Ù0
Φ

A1 - m sin2HΘLE
1�2
â Θ= Ù0

sin IΦM
I1 - t2M

-1�2
I1 - m t2M

1�2
â t.

The complete elliptic integral of the second kind EllipticE@mD is given by EHmL = E I
Π

2
mM. It is often denoted E. The complementary

form is E¢HmL = EH1 - mL. 

The Jacobi zeta function JacobiZeta@Φ, mD is given by ZHΦ mL = EHΦ mL - EHmL FHΦ mL �KHmL. 

The Heuman lambda function is given by L0HΦ mL = FHΦ 1 - mL �KH1 - mL +
2

Π

KHmL ZHΦ 1 - mL.

The elliptic integral of the third kind EllipticPi@n, Φ, mD is given by PHn; Φ mL = Ù0
Φ

I1 - n sin2HΘLM
-1
A1 - m sin2HΘLE

-1�2
â Θ.

The complete elliptic integral of the third kind EllipticPi@n, mD is given by PHn mL = PIn;
Π

2
mM. 

Here is a plot of the complete elliptic integral of the second kind EHmL. 

In[1]:= Plot@EllipticE@mD, 8m, 0, 1<D

Out[1]= 

Here is KHΑL with Α = 30é. 

In[2]:= EllipticK@Sin@30 DegreeD^2D �� N

Out[2]= 1.68575

The elliptic integrals have a complicated structure in the complex plane. 

In[83]:= Plot3D@Im@EllipticF@px + I py, 2DD, 8px, 0.5, 2.5<, 8py, -1, 1<, PlotPoints -> 60D

Out[1]=
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Elliptic Functions

JacobiAmplitude@u,mD amplitude function amHu mL

JacobiSN@u,mD , JacobiCN@u,mD , etc.

Jacobi elliptic functions snHu mL, etc.

InverseJacobiSN@v,mD , InverseJacobiCN@v,mD , etc.

inverse Jacobi elliptic functions sn-1Hv mL, etc.

EllipticTheta@a,u,qD theta functions JaHu, qL (a = 1,¼, 4)

EllipticThetaPrime@a,u,qD derivatives of theta functions Ja
¢ Hu, qL (a = 1,¼, 4)

SiegelTheta@Τ,sD Siegel theta function QHΤ, sL

SiegelTheta@v,Τ,sD Siegel theta function Q@vD HΤ, sL

WeierstrassP@u,8g2,g3<D Weierstrass elliptic function ÃHu; g2, g3L

WeierstrassPPrime@u,8g2,g3<D

derivative of Weierstrass elliptic function Ã¢Hu; g2, g3L

InverseWeierstrassP@p,8g2,g3<D

inverse Weierstrass elliptic function

WeierstrassSigma@u,8g2,g3<D Weierstrass sigma function ΣHu; g2, g3L

WeierstrassZeta@u,8g2,g3<D Weierstrass zeta function ΖHu; g2, g3L

Elliptic and related functions. 

Rational functions involving square roots of quadratic forms can be integrated in terms of inverse trigonometric functions. The trigonomet−

ric functions can thus be defined as inverses of the functions obtained from these integrals. 

By analogy, elliptic functions are defined as inverses of the functions obtained from elliptic integrals. 

The amplitude for Jacobi elliptic functions JacobiAmplitude@u, mD is the inverse of the elliptic integral of the first kind. If u = FHΦ mL,

then Φ = amHu mL. In working with Jacobi elliptic functions, the argument m is often dropped, so amHu mL is written as amHuL.

The Jacobi elliptic functions JacobiSN@u, mD and JacobiCN@u, mD are given respectively by snHuL = sinHΦL and cnHuL = cosHΦL, where

Φ = amHu mL. In addition, JacobiDN@u, mD is given by dnHuL = 1 - m sin2HΦL = DHΦL.

There are a total of twelve Jacobi elliptic functions JacobiPQ@u, mD, with the letters P and Q chosen from the set S, C, D and N. Each

Jacobi elliptic function JacobiPQ@u, mD satisfies the relation pqHuL = pnHuL �qnHuL, where for these purposes nnHuL = 1. 

There  are  many  relations  between  the  Jacobi  elliptic  functions,  somewhat  analogous  to  those  between  trigonometric  functions.  In

limiting cases, in fact, the Jacobi elliptic functions reduce to trigonometric functions. So, for example, snHu 0L = sinHuL, snHu 1L = tanhHuL,

cnHu 0L = cosHuL, cnHu 1L = sechHuL, dnHu 0L = 1 and dnHu 1L = sechHuL. 

The  notation  PqHuL  is  often  used  for  the  integrals  Ù0
u
pq2HtL â t.  These  integrals  can  be  expressed  in  terms  of  the  Jacobi  zeta  function

defined earlier. 

One  of  the  most  important  properties  of  elliptic  functions  is  that  they  are  doubly  periodic  in  the  complex  values  of  their  arguments.

Ordinary trigonometric functions are singly periodic, in the sense that f Hz + sΩL = f HzL for any integer s. The elliptic functions are doubly

periodic, so that f Hz + rΩ + sΩ¢L = f HzL for any pair of integers r and s. 

The  Jacobi  elliptic  functions  snHu mL,  etc.  are  doubly  periodic  in  the  complex  u  plane.  Their  periods  include  Ω = 4KHmL  and

Ω
¢
= 4 iKH1 - mL, where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 

The choice of p and q in the notation pqHu mL for Jacobi elliptic functions can be understood in terms of the values of the functions at

the quarter periods K and i K¢. 
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This shows two complete periods in each direction of the absolute value of the Jacobi elliptic function snJu
1

3
N. 

In[3]:= ContourPlot@Abs@JacobiSN@ux + I uy, 1�3DD, 8ux, 0, 4 EllipticK@1�3D<, 8uy, 0, 4 EllipticK@2�3D<D

Out[3]=

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0

2

4

6

8

Also built  into Mathematica  are the inverse Jacobi  elliptic  functions  InverseJacobiSN@v, mD,  InverseJacobiCN@v, mD,  etc.  The

inverse function sn-1Hv mL,  for example, gives the value of u  for which v = snHu mL.  The inverse Jacobi elliptic functions are related to

elliptic integrals.

The four theta functions JaHu, qL are obtained from EllipticTheta@a, u, qD by taking a to be 1, 2, 3 or 4. The functions are defined

by:  J1Hu, qL = 2 q1�4Ún=0
¥ H-1Ln qn Hn+1L sin @H2 n + 1L uD,  J2Hu, qL = 2 q1�4Ún=0

¥ qn Hn+1L cos @H2 n + 1L uD,  J3Hu, qL = 1 + 2Ún=1
¥ qn

2

cosH2 n uL,

J4Hu, qL = 1 + 2Ún=1
¥ H-1Ln qn

2

cosH2 n uL.  The theta functions are often written as JaHuL  with the parameter q  not explicitly given. The theta

functions are sometimes written in the form JHu mL,  where m  is related to q  by q = exp @-ΠKH1 - mL �KHmLD.  In addition, q  is sometimes

replaced by Τ, given by q = ei ΠΤ. All the theta functions satisfy a diffusion−like differential equation ¶2 JHu, ΤL �¶u2 = 4 Π i ¶JHu, ΤL �¶Τ. 

The  Siegel  theta  function  SiegelTheta@Τ, sD  with  Riemann  square  modular  matrix  Τ  of  dimension  p  and  vector  s  generalizes  the

elliptic  theta  functions  to  complex  dimension  p.  It  is  defined  by  QHΤ, sL = Ún expHä ΠHn.Τ.n + 2 n.sLL,  where  n  runs  over  all  p−dimensional

integer  vectors.  The  Siegel  theta  function  with  characteristic  SiegelTheta@Ν, Τ, sD  is  defined  by

QHΝ, Τ, sL = Ún expHä ΠHHn + ΑL.Τ.Hn + ΑL + 2 Hn + ΑL.Hs + ΒLLL, where the characteristic Ν is a pair of p−dimensional vectors 8Α, Β<.

The Jacobi elliptic functions can be expressed as ratios of the theta functions. 

An  alternative  notation  for  theta  functions  is  QHu mL = J4Hv mL,  Q1Hu mL = J3Hv mL,  HHu mL = J1HvL,  H1Hu mL = J2HvL,  where

v = Π u �2KHmL. 

The Neville theta functions can be defined in terms of the theta functions as JsHuL = 2KHmL J1Hv mL � ΠJ1
¢
H0 mL, JcHuL = J2Hv mL �J2H0 mL,

JdHuL = J3Hv mL �J3H0 mL,  JnHuL = J4Hv mL �J4H0 mL,  where  v = Π u �2KHmL.  The  Jacobi  elliptic  functions  can  be  represented  as  ratios  of

the Neville theta functions. 

The  Weierstrass  elliptic  function  WeierstrassP@u, 8g2, g3<D  can  be  considered  as  the  inverse  of  an  elliptic  integral.  The  Weier−

strass function ÃHu; g2, g3L gives the value of x for which u = Ù
¥

x
I4 t3 - g2 t - g3M

-1�2
â t. The function WeierstrassPPrime@u, 8g2, g3<D

is given by Ã¢Hu; g2, g3L =
¶

¶u
ÃHu; g2, g3L. 

The Weierstrass functions are also sometimes written in terms of their fundamental half−periods Ω and Ω¢, obtained from the invariants

g2 and g3 using WeierstrassHalfPeriods@8u, 8g2, g3<D. 

The function InverseWeierstrassP@p, 8g2, g3<D finds one of the two values of u for which p = ÃHu; g2, g3L. This value always lies

in the parallelogram defined by the complex number half−periods Ω and Ω¢. 
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InverseWeierstrassP@8p, q<, 8g2, g3<D finds the unique value of u for which p = ÃHu; g2, g3L and q = Ã¢Hu; g2, g3L. In order for any

such value of u to exist, p and q must be related by q2 = 4 p3 - g2 p - g3. 

The Weierstrass zeta function WeierstrassZeta@u, 8g2, g3<D and Weierstrass sigma function WeierstrassSigma@u, 8g2, g3<D

are related to the Weierstrass elliptic functions by Ζ¢Hz; g2, g3L = -ÃHz; g2, g3L and Σ¢Hz; g2, g3L �ΣHz; g2, g3L = ΖHz; g2, g3L. 

The Weierstrass zeta and sigma functions are not strictly elliptic functions since they are not periodic. 

Elliptic Modular Functions

DedekindEta@ΤD Dedekind eta function ΗHΤL

KleinInvariantJ@ΤD Klein invariant modular function JHΤL

ModularLambda@ΤD modular lambda function ΛHΤL

Elliptic modular functions. 

The modular lambda function ModularLambda@ΤD relates the ratio of half−periods Τ = Ω¢ �Ω to the parameter according to m = ΛHΤL. 

The  Klein  invariant  modular  function  KleinInvariantJ@ΤD  and  the  Dedekind  eta  function  DedekindEta@ΤD  satisfy  the  relations

D = g2
3
�JHΤL = H2 ΠL12 Η24HΤL. 

Modular elliptic functions are defined to be invariant under certain fractional linear transformations of their arguments. Thus for example

ΛHΤL is invariant under any combination of the transformations Τ ® Τ + 2 and Τ ® Τ � H1 - 2 ΤL. 

Generalized Elliptic Integrals and Functions

ArithmeticGeometricMean@a,bD the arithmetic−geometric mean of a and b

EllipticExp@u,8a,b<D generalized exponential associated with the elliptic curve y2 = x3 + a x2 + bx

EllipticLog@8x,y<,8a,b<D generalized logarithm associated with the elliptic curve y2 = x3 + a x2 + bx

Generalized elliptic integrals and functions. 

The  definitions  for  elliptic  integrals  and  functions  given  above  are  based  on  traditional  usage.  For  modern  algebraic  geometry,  it  is

convenient to use slightly more general definitions. 

The  function  EllipticLog@8x, y<, 8a, b<D  is  defined  as  the  value  of  the  integral  
1

2
Ù
¥

x
It3 + a t2 + b tM

-1�2
â t,  where  the  sign  of  the

square root is specified by giving the value of y such that y = x3 + a x2 + b x . Integrals of the form Ù
¥

x
It2 + a tM

-1�2
â t can be expressed

in terms of  the ordinary logarithm (and inverse trigonometric  functions).  You can think of  EllipticLog  as giving a generalization of

this, where the polynomial under the square root is now of degree three. 

The  function  EllipticExp@u, 8a, b<D  is  the  inverse  of  EllipticLog.  It  returns  the  list  8x, y<  that  appears  in  EllipticLog.

EllipticExp is an elliptic function, doubly periodic in the complex u plane. 

ArithmeticGeometricMean@a, bD gives the arithmetic−geometric mean (AGM) of two numbers a and b. This quantity is central to

many numerical algorithms for computing elliptic integrals and other functions. For positive reals a and b the AGM is obtained by starting

with a0 = a, b0 = b, then iterating the transformation an+1 =
1

2
Han + bnL, bn+1 = an bn  until an = bn to the precision required. 

MORE ABOUT

� Elliptic Integrals

� Elliptic Functions
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Mathieu and Related Functions

MathieuC@a,q,zD even Mathieu functions with characteristic value a and parameter q

MathieuS@b,q,zD odd Mathieu functions with characteristic value b and parameter q

MathieuCPrime@a,q,zD  and MathieuSPrime@b,q,zD

z derivatives of Mathieu functions

MathieuCharacteristicA@r,qD characteristic value ar for even Mathieu functions with characteristic exponent r 
and parameter q

MathieuCharacteristicB@r,qD characteristic value br for odd Mathieu functions with characteristic exponent r and 

parameter q

MathieuCharacteristicExponent@a,qD

characteristic exponent r for Mathieu functions with characteristic value a and 

parameter q

Mathieu and related functions. 

The  Mathieu  functions  MathieuC@a, q, zD  and  MathieuS@a, q, zD  are  solutions  to  the  equation  y¢¢ + @a - 2 q cos H2 zLD y = 0.  This

equation appears in many physical situations that involve elliptical shapes or periodic potentials. The function MathieuC  is defined to

be even in z, while MathieuS is odd.

When q = 0 the Mathieu functions are simply cos J a zN and sin J a zN. For non−zero q, the Mathieu functions are only periodic in z for

certain  values  of  a.  Such  Mathieu  characteristic  values  are  given  by  MathieuCharacteristicA@r, qD  and

MathieuCharacteristicB@r, qD with r an integer or rational number. These values are often denoted by ar and br. 

For integer r, the even and odd Mathieu functions with characteristic values ar  and br  are often denoted c er Hz, qL and s er Hz, qL, respec−

tively. Note the reversed order of the arguments z and q. 

According  to  Floquet ÷ s Theorem  any  Mathieu  function  can  be  written  in  the  form  ei r z f HzL,  where  f HzL  has  period  2 Π  and  r  is  the

Mathieu  characteristic  exponent  MathieuCharacteristicExponent@a, qD.  When  the  characteristic  exponent  r  is  an  integer  or

rational  number,  the Mathieu function is therefore periodic.  In general,  however,  when r  is  not  a real  integer,  ar  and br  turn out  to be

equal. 

This shows the first five characteristic values ar as functions of q. 

In[1]:= Plot@Evaluate@Table@MathieuCharacteristicA@r, qD, 8r, 0, 4<DD, 8q, 0, 15<D

Out[1]= 

MORE ABOUT

� Mathieu and Related Functions

� Special Functions

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical Functions

� Special Functions

�
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Working with Special Functions

automatic evaluation exact results for specific arguments

N@expr,nD numerical approximations to any precision

D@expr,xD exact results for derivatives

N@D@expr,xDD numerical approximations to derivatives

Series@expr,8x,x0,n<D series expansions

Integrate@expr,xD exact results for integrals

NIntegrate@expr,xD numerical approximations to integrals

FindRoot@expr==0,8x,x0<D numerical approximations to roots

Some common operations on special functions. 

Most  special  functions  have  simpler  forms  when  given  certain  specific  arguments.  Mathematica  will  automatically  simplify  special

functions in such cases. 

Mathematica automatically writes this in terms of standard mathematical constants. 

In[1]:= PolyLog@2, 1�2D

Out[1]=

Π
2

12
-

Log@2D2

2

Here again Mathematica reduces a special case of the Airy function to an expression involving gamma functions. 

In[2]:= AiryAi@0D

Out[2]=

1

32�3 GammaA
2

3
E

For most choices of arguments, no exact reductions of special functions are possible. But in such cases, Mathematica allows you to find

numerical  approximations  to  any  degree  of  precision.  The  algorithms  that  are  built  into  Mathematica  cover  essentially  all  values  of

parameters~real and complex~for which the special functions are defined. 

There is no exact result known here. 

In[3]:= AiryAi@1D

Out[3]= AiryAi@1D

This gives a numerical approximation to 40 digits of precision. 

In[4]:= N@AiryAi@1D, 40D

Out[4]= 0.1352924163128814155241474235154663061749

The result here is a huge complex number, but Mathematica can still find it. 

In[5]:= N@AiryAi@1000 IDD

Out[5]= -4.780266637767027´10
6472

+ 3.674920907226875´106472 ä

Most special functions have derivatives that can be expressed in terms of elementary functions or other special functions. But even in

cases where this is not so, you can still use N to find numerical approximations to derivatives.
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This derivative comes out in terms of elementary functions. 

In[6]:= D@FresnelS@xD, xD

Out[6]= SinA
Π x2

2
E

This evaluates the derivative of the gamma function at the point 3. 

In[7]:= Gamma’@3D

Out[7]= 2
3

2
- EulerGamma

There is no exact formula for this derivative of the zeta function. 

In[8]:= Zeta’@PiD

Out[8]= Zeta¢@ΠD

Applying N gives a numerical approximation. 

In[9]:= N@%D

Out[9]= -0.167603

Mathematica  incorporates  a  vast  amount  of  knowledge  about  special  functions~including  essentially  all  the  results  that  have  been

derived over the years. You access this knowledge whenever you do operations on special functions in Mathematica. 

Here is a series expansion for a Fresnel function. 

In[10]:= Series@FresnelS@xD, 8x, 0, 15<D

Out[10]=

Π x3

6
-

Π
3 x7

336
+

Π
5 x11

42 240
-

Π
7 x15

9 676800
+ O@xD16

Mathematica knows how to do a vast range of integrals involving special functions. 

In[11]:= Integrate@AiryAi@xD^2, 8x, 0, Infinity<D

Out[11]=

1

32�3 GammaA
1

3
E
2

One  feature  of  working  with  special  functions  is  that  there  are  a  large  number  of  relations  between  different  functions,  and  these

relations can often be used in simplifying expressions. 

FullSimplify@exprD try to simplify expr using a range of transformation rules

Simplifying expressions involving special functions. 

This uses the reflection formula for the gamma function. 

In[12]:= FullSimplify@Gamma@xD Gamma@1 - xDD

Out[12]= Π Csc@Π xD

This makes use of a representation for Chebyshev polynomials. 

In[13]:= FullSimplify@ChebyshevT@n, zD - k Cos@n ArcCos@zDDD

Out[13]= -H-1 + kL Cos@n ArcCos@zDD
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The Airy functions are related to Bessel functions. 

In[14]:= FullSimplify@3 AiryAi@1D + Sqrt@3D AiryBi@1DD

Out[14]= 2 BesselIA-
1

3
,
2

3
E

FunctionExpand@exprD try to expand out special functions

Manipulating expressions involving special functions. 

This expands Gauss hypergeometric function into simpler functions: 

In[15]:= FunctionExpand@Hypergeometric2F1@1�2, 3�2, 3, xDD

Out[15]=

16 H2 - xL EllipticE@xD

3 Π x2
+

16 H-2 + 2 xL EllipticK@xD

3 Π x2

Here is an example involving Bessel functions. 

In[16]:= FunctionExpand@BesselY@n, I xDD

Out[16]= -

2 Hä xL-n xn BesselK@n, xD

Π

+ BesselI@n, xD I-Hä xL-n xn + Hä xLn x-n Cos@n ΠDM Csc@n ΠD

In this case the final result does not even involve PolyGamma . 

In[17]:= FunctionExpand@Im@PolyGamma@0, 3 IDDD

Out[17]=

1

6
+

1

2
Π Coth@3 ΠD

This finds an expression for a derivative of the Hurwitz zeta function. 

In[18]:= FunctionExpand@Derivative@1, 0D@ZetaD@-1, 4DD

Out[18]=

1

12
+ 2 Log@2D + 3 Log@3D - Log@GlaisherD
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Complex Polynomial Systems

Introduction
The  Mathematica  functions  Reduce,  Resolve,  and  FindInstance  allow  you  to  solve  a  wide  variety  of  problems  that  can  be

expressed  in  terms  of  equations  and  inequalities.  The  functions  use  a  collection  of  algorithms  applicable  to  classes  of  problems

satisfying particular properties, as well as a set of heuristics that attempt to reduce the given problem to a sequence of problems that

can  be  solved  using  the  algorithms.  This  tutorial  describes  the  algorithms  used  to  solve  the  class  of  problems  known  as  complex

polynomial systems. It characterizes the structure of the returned answers and describes the options that affect various aspects of the

methods involved.

A complex polynomial system is an expression constructed with polynomial equations and inequations

f Hx1,¼, xnL � gHx1,¼, xnL and f Hx1,¼, xnL ¹ gHx1,¼, xnL

combined using logical connectives and quantifiers

F1 ì F2, F1 ê F2, F1 Þ F2, Ø F, "x F, and $x F.

An occurrence of a variable x  inside "x F  or $x F  is called a bound occurrence, and any other occurrence of x  is called a free occur−

rence. A variable x  is called a free variable of a complex polynomial system if  the system contains a free occurrence of x.  A complex

polynomial system is quantifier−free if it contains no quantifiers.

Here is an example of a complex polynomial system with free variables x, y, and z.

(1)x2 + y2 � z2 ì $t I"u t x ¹ u y z + 7 ê x2 t � 2 z + 1M

In Mathematica, quantifiers are represented using the functions Exists ($) and ForAll (").

Any complex polynomial system can be transformed to the prenex normal form

Q1 x1 Q2 x2¼Qn xn
FHx1,¼, xn; y1,¼, ymL,

where each Qi is a quantifier " or $, and FHx1,¼, xn; y1,¼, ymL is quantifier−free.

Any quantifier−free complex polynomial system can be transformed to the disjunctive normal form

Hj1,1 ì¼ ì j1,n1 L ê¼ ê Ijm,1 ì¼ ì jm,nm M,

where each ji, j is a polynomial equation or inequation. 

Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance  always put complex polynomial systems in the prenex normal form, with quantifier−free parts

in the disjunctive normal form, and subtract the sides of the equations and inequations to put them in the form

f Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 and f Hx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0.

In all the tutorials for complex polynomial system solving, assume that the system has been transformed to this form.

Reduce can solve arbitrary complex polynomial systems. The solution (possibly after expanding ß with respect to Þ) is a disjunction of

terms of the form

(2)
x1 = r1 ì g1Hx1L ¹ 0 ì x2 = r2Hx1L ì g2Hx1, x2L ¹ 0 ì¼

gn-1Hx1,¼, xn-1L ¹ 0 ì xn = rnHx1,¼, xn-1L ì gnHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0,

where x1,¼, xn are the free variables of the system, each gi is a polynomial, each ri is an algebraic function expressed using radicals or

Root  objects,  and  any  terms  of  the  conjunction  (2)  may  be  absent.  Each  riHx1,¼, xi-1L  is  well  defined,  that  is,  no  denominators  or

leading terms of Root  objects in ri become zero for any Hx1,¼, xi-1L satisfying the preceding terms of the conjunction (2).
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This solves the system (1).

In[1]:= ReduceAx2 + y2 � z2 && $t I"u t x ¹ u y z + 7 ÈÈ x
2 t � 2 z + 1M, 8x, y, z<E

Out[1]= Hy � 0 && z � -xL ÈÈ Hy � 0 && z � xL ÈÈ HHy � -ä x ÈÈ y � ä xL && z � 0L ÈÈ z � - x2 + y2 ÈÈ z � x2 + y2 && x ¹ 0 ÈÈ

Resolve  can  eliminate  quantifiers  from  arbitrary  complex  polynomial  systems.  If  no  variables  are  specified,  the  result  is  a  logical

combination of terms

f Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 and gHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0,

where f  and g are polynomials, and each xi  is a free variable of the system. With variables specified in the input, Resolve  gives the

same answer as Reduce. 

This eliminates quantifiers from the system (1).

In[2]:= ResolveAx2 + y2 � z2 && $t I"u t x ¹ u y z + 7 ÈÈ x
2 t � 2 z + 1ME

Out[2]= Hy � 0 && x - z � 0L ÈÈ Hy � 0 && x + z � 0L ÈÈ Ix2 + y2 � 0 && z � 0M ÈÈ Hx � 0 && -1 + 2 y � 0 && 1 + 2 z � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && 1 +

FindInstance  can handle arbitrary complex polynomial systems giving instances of complex solutions, or an empty list  for systems

that  have  no  solutions.  If  the  number  of  instances  requested  is  more  than  one,  the  instances  are  randomly  generated  from  the  full

solution of the system, and therefore they may depend on the value of the RandomSeed option. If one instance is requested, a faster

algorithm that produces one instance is used, and the instance returned is always the same.

This finds a solution for the system (1).

In[3]:= FindInstanceAx2 + y2 � z2 && $t I"u t x ¹ u y z + 7 ÈÈ x
2 t � 2 z + 1M, 8x, y, z<E

Out[3]= 88x ® 0, y ® 0, z ® 0<<

The main tool used in solving complex polynomial systems is the Gröbner basis algorithm [1], which is available in Mathematica as the

GroebnerBasis function.

Gröbner Bases

Theory

This section gives a very brief introduction to the theory of Gröbner bases. It presents only the properties that are necessary to describe

the algorithms used by Mathematica in solving complex polynomial systems. For a more complete presentation see, for example, [1, 2].

Note that what [2] calls a monomial, [1] calls a term, and vice versa. This tutorial uses the terminology of [1].

A monomial in x1,¼, xn is an expression of the form x1
e1¼xn

en  with non−negative integers ei.

Let M = MHx1,¼, xnL be the set of all monomials in x1,¼, xn. A monomial order is a linear order � on M, such that 1 � t for all t Î M, and

t1 � t2 implies t1 s � t2 s for all t1, t2, s Î M.

Let  R  be a  field,  the domain of  integers,  or  the domain of  univariate  polynomials  over  a  field.  Let  Quot  and Rem  be functions R2
�R

defined as follows. If R is a field, QuotHa, bL = a �b, and RemHa, bL = 0. If R is the domain of integers, Quot and Rem are the integer quotient

and remainder functions, with - b �2 < RemHa, bL £ b �2. If R is the domain of univariate polynomials over a field, Quot  and Rem are

the polynomial quotient and remainder functions.

A product t = a m, where a is a nonzero element of R and m is a monomial, is called a term.

Let � be a monomial order on M, and let f Î R@x1,¼, xnD \ 80<. The leading monomial LMH f L of f  is the �−largest monomial appearing in

f , the leading coefficient LCH f L of f  is the coefficient at LMH f L in f , and the leading term LTH f L of f  is the product LCH f L LMH f L.

A  Gröbner  basis  of  an ideal  I  in  R@x1,¼, xnD,  with  respect  to  a  monomial  order  �,  is  a  finite  set  G  of  polynomials,  such that  for  each

f Î I, there exists g Î G, such that LTHgL divides LTH f L. Every ideal I has a Gröbner basis (see [1] for a proof).
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Let  p Î R@x1,¼, xnD \ 80<,  and  let  m Î R@x1,¼, xnD  be  a  monomial.  A  term  t = a m  is  reducible  modulo  p,  if  LMHpL  divides  m,  and

a ¹ RemHa, LCHpLL. If t is reducible modulo p, the reduction of t modulo p is the polynomial

RedHt, pL = t - QuotHa, LCHpLL
m

LMHpL
p.

Note that if RemHa, LCHpLL ¹ 0, then LTHRedHt, pLL = RemHa, LCHpLLm; otherwise, LM HRed Ht, pLL � m.

Let  f Î R@x1,¼, xnD,  and  let  P  be  an  ordered  finite  subset  of  R@x1,¼, xnD \ 80<.  f  is  reducible  modulo  P  if  f  contains  a  term  reducible

modulo an element of P.  The reduction RedH f , PL  of  f  modulo P  is defined by the following procedure. While the set RT  of  terms of f

reducible  modulo  an  element  of  P  is  not  empty,  take  the  term t Î RT  with  the  �−largest  monomial,  take  the  first  p Î P,  such that  t  is

reducible modulo p,  and replace the term t  in  f  with RedHt, pL.  Note that  the monomials of  terms t  chosen in subsequent steps of  the

procedure form a �−descending chain, and each monomial can appear at most k times, where k is the number of elements of P, hence

the procedure terminates.

A Gröbner basis G is semi−reduced if for all g Î G, g is not reducible modulo G \ 8g<, and if R is the domain of integers, LCHgL > 0.

The Mathematica  function GroebnerBasis  returns semi−reduced Gröbner bases.  In the following discussion,  all  Gröbner bases are

assumed to be semi−reduced. Note that this is not the same as reduced Gröbner bases defined in the literature, since here the basis

polynomials are not required to be monic. For a fixed monomial order, every ideal has a unique reduced Gröbner basis. Semi−reduced

Gröbner bases defined here are only unique up to multiplication by invertible elements of R (see Property 2). 

Property 1: Let G be a Gröbner basis of an ideal I in R@x1,¼, xnD, and let f Î R@x1,¼, xnD. Then f Î I iff RedH f , GL = 0.

This is a simple consequence of the definitions.

Property 2:  Let G = 9g1,¼gk=  and H = 8h1,¼hm<  be two Gröbner bases of an ideal I  with respect to the same monomial order �,  and

suppose  that  elements  of  G  and  H  are  ordered  by  their  leading  monomials.  Then  k = m,  and  for  all  1 £ i £ k,  if  R  is  the  domain  of

integers, gi = hi; otherwise, gi = ci hi for some invertible element ci of R. 

Proof: If LMH f L = LMHgL, then LTH f L is reducible modulo g or LTHgL is reducible modulo f . Hence the leading monomials of the elements

of  a  Gröbner  basis  are  all  different.  Without  loss  of  generality,  assume  k £ m.  For  induction,  fix  j £ k  and  suppose  that  for  all  i < j,

gi = ci hi  for  some invertible element  ci  of  R.  If  R  is  the domain of  integers,  ci = 1.  Without  loss of  generality,  assume LMIg jM � LMIh jM.

Since g j belongs to I, there exists i such that LTHhiL divides LTIg jM. Then LMHhiL � LMIg jM, and so i £ j. If i < j, then g j would be reducible

modulo hi and also modulo gi = ci hi, which is impossible, since G is semi−reduced. Hence i = j, and LMIg jM = LMIh jM, and LTIh jM divides

LTIg jM.  Similarly,  LTIg jM  divides  LTIh jM.  Therefore,  there  exists  an  invertible  element  c j  of  R,  such  that  LTIg jM = c j LTIh jM.  If  R  is  the

domain of integers, LCIg jM and LCIh jM are positive, and so c j = 1. Let r = c j h j - g j. Suppose r ¹ 0. Since r  belongs to I, LT HrL must be

divisible by LTHgiL, for some i < j. Let Α and Β be the coefficients at LMHrL in g j  and h j. If R is a field, the term Α LMHrL of g j  is reducible

modulo gi, which contradicts the assumption that G is semi−reduced. If R is the domain of univariate polynomials over a field,

degHLCHgiLL £ degHLCHrLL £ maxHdegHΑL, degHΒLL

and so either  g j  is  reducible modulo gi,  or  h j  is  reducible modulo hi = ci gi,  which contradicts the assumption that  G  and H  are semi−

reduced.  Finally,  let  R  be  the  domain  of  integers.  Since  neither  g j  is  reducible  modulo  gi  nor  h j  is  reducible  modulo  hi = gi,

-LCHgiL �2 < Α £ LCHgiL �2  and  -LCHgiL �2 < Β £ LCHgiL �2.  Hence  -LCHgiL < LCHrL = Β - Α < LCHgiL,  which  is  impossible,  since  LTHrL  is

divisible  by  LTHgiL.  Therefore  r = 0,  and  so  g j = c j h j.  By  induction  on  j,  for  all  j £ k,  g j = c j h j.  If  k < m,  then  hk+1  would  be  reducible

modulo  some  g j,  with  j £ k,  and  hence  hk+1  would  be  reducible  modulo  h j = c j
-1 g j.  Therefore  k = m,  which  completes  the  proof  of

Property 2.

Property 3: Let I be an ideal in R@x1,¼, xnD, let f Î R@x1,¼, xnD, and let G be a Gröbner basis of the ideal < I, 1 - y f > in R@x1,¼, xn, yD.

Then f  belongs to the radical of I iff G = 8c< for an invertible element c of R.

If an ideal contains invertible elements of R, GroebnerBasis always returns 81<.
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Proof: Note first that

1 - y2
k

f 2
k

= H1 - y f L H1 + y f L¼I1 + y2
k-1

f 2
k-1

M

belongs to the ideal J = < I, 1 - y f > for any non−negative integer k. Hence, if f  belongs to the radical of I, then 1 belongs to J. Since G

is a Gröbner basis of J, it must contain an element c whose leading coefficient divides 1. Hence c is an invertible element of R. Since G

is semi−reduced and c divides any term, G = 8c<. Now suppose that G = 8c< for an invertible element c of R. Then 1 belongs to J, and so 

1 = a0 + a1 y + ¼ + am ym + H1 - y f L Ib0 + b1 y + ¼ + bm-1 y
m-1M,

where  each  ai  belongs  to  I,  and  each  bi  belongs  to  R@x1,¼, xnD.  Hence  comparing  coefficients  at  powers  of  y  leads  to  the  following

equations modulo I: b0 º 1, bi º bi-1 f , for 1 £ i £ m - 1, and bm-1 f º 0. Then, bi º f i, for 0 £ i £ m - 1, and fm º 0 modulo I. Therefore, f

belongs to the radical of I, which completes the proof of Property 3.

The following more technical property is important for solving complex polynomial systems.

Property 4: Let G be a Gröbner basis of an ideal I  in C@x1,¼, xn, yD with a monomial order that makes monomials containing y greater

than monomials not containing y, let h be the element of G with the lowest positive degree d  in y, let cHx1,¼, xnL be the leading coeffi−

cient of h in y, and let 8h1,¼, hs< be all elements of G that do not depend on y. Then for any polynomial p Î I and any point Ha1,¼, an, bL

if cHa1,¼, anL ¹ 0, hiHa1,¼, anL = 0, for 1 £ i £ s, and hHa1,¼, an, bL = 0, then pHa1,¼, an, bL = 0.

Proof: Consider the pseudoremainder r of the division of p by h as polynomials in y. 

(1)cHx1,¼, xnL
e pHx1,¼, xn, yL = qHx1,¼, xn, yL hHx1,¼, xn, yL + rHx1,¼, xn, yL

Since p  and h  belong to I,  so does r.  By Property 1,  reduction of  r  by G  must  yield zero.  Since the degree of  r  in  y  is  less than d,  r

cannot be reduced by any of the elements of G that depend on y. Hence

rHx1,¼, xn, yL = p1Hx1,¼, xn, yL h1Hx1,¼, xnL + ¼ + psHx1,¼, xn, yL hsHx1,¼, xnL

and so rHa1,¼, an, bL = 0. Since cHa1,¼, anL ¹ 0, (1) implies that pHa1,¼, an, bL = 0, which completes the proof of Property 4.

Mathematica Function GroebnerBasis

The Mathematica function GroebnerBasis  finds semi−reduced Gröbner bases. This section describes GroebnerBasis  options used

in the solving of complex polynomial systems.

option name default value

CoefficientDomain Automatic the type of objects assumed to be coefficients

Method Automatic the method used to compute the basis

MonomialOrder Lexicographic the criterion used for ordering monomials

GroebnerBasis  options used in the solving of complex polynomial systems. 

CoefficientDomain

This option specifies the domain R of coefficients. With the default Automatic  setting, the coefficient domain is the field generated by

numeric coefficients present in the input. 
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Integers the domain of integers

InexactNumbers@precD inexact numbers with precision prec

Polynomials@xD the domain of polynomials in x

RationalFunctions the field of rational functions in variables not on the variable list given to 
GroebnerBasis

Rationals the field of rational numbers

Available settings for CoefficientDomain.

Note that the coefficient domain R also depends on the setting of the Modulus  option of GroebnerBasis. With Modulus -> p, for a

prime  number  p,  the  coefficient  domain  is  the  field  Zp,  or  the  field  of  rational  functions  over  Zp  if

CoefficientDomain -> RationalFunctions.

Method

With  the  default  setting  Method -> Automatic ,  GroebnerBasis  normally  uses  a  variant  of  the  Buchberger  algorithm.  Another

algorithm available  is  the  Gröbner  walk,  which  computes  a  Gröbner  basis  in  an  easier  monomial  order  and  then  transforms  it  to  the

required harder monomial order. This is often faster than directly computing a Gröbner basis in the required order, especially if the input

polynomials are known to be a Gröbner basis for the easier order. With the Method -> Automatic  setting, GroebnerBasis  uses the

Gröbner walk for the default CoefficientDomain -> Rationals  and MonomialOrder -> Lexicographic.

GroebnerBasis@polys,vars,
Method->8"GroebnerWalk","InitialMonomialOrder"->order1<,MonomialOrder->order2D

find a Gröbner basis in order1 and use the Gröbner walk algorithm to transform it 

to a Gröbner basis in order2

Transforming Gröbner bases using the Gröbner walk algorithm.

MonomialOrder

This option specifies the monomial order. The value can be either one of the named monomial orders or a weight matrix. The following

table gives conditions for x1
d1¼xn

dn
� x1

e1¼xn
en .

Lexicographic d1 � e1 ì¼ ì di-1 � ei-1 ì di < ei

DegreeLexicographic d1 + ¼ + dn < e1 + ¼ + en ê

Hd1 + ¼ + dn � e1 + ¼ + en ì d1 � e1 ì¼ ì di-1 � ei-1 ì di < eiL

DegreeReverseLexicographic d1 + ¼ + dn < e1 + ¼ + en ê

Hd1 + ¼ + dn � e1 + ¼ + en ì dn � en ì¼ ì di+1 � ei+1 ì di > eiL

Monomial orders. 

Quantifier  elimination  needs  an  order  in  which  monomials  containing  quantifier  variables  are  greater  than  monomials  not  containing

quantifier variables. The Lexicographic  order satisfies this condition, but the following EliminationOrder  usually leads to faster

computations.

m1HXL n1HYL � m2HXL n2HYL� dHn1HYLL < dHn2HYLL ê HdHn1HYLL � dHn2HYLL ì m1HXL n1HYL �DRL m2HXL n2HYL,

where d denotes total degree, X  denotes free variables, Y  denotes quantifier variables, mi  and ni  are monomials, and �DRL  denotes the

DegreeReverseLexicographic order.

Using EliminationOrder requires the GroebnerBasis syntax with elimination variables specified.
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GroebnerBasis@polys,xvars,yvars,MonomialOrder->EliminationOrderD

find a Gröbner basis in EliminationOrder 

Gröbner basis in elimination order.

By default,  GroebnerBasis  with MonomialOrder -> EliminationOrder  drops the polynomials that contain yvars  from the result,

returning  only  basis  polynomials  in  xvars.  To  get  all  basis  polynomials,  the  value  of  the  system  option

EliminateFromGroebnerBasis  from  the  GroebnerBasisOptions  group  must  be  changed.  (Mathematica  changes  the  option

locally in the quantifier elimination algorithm.) The option value can be changed with

SetSystemOptions@"GroebnerBasisOptions" -> 8"EliminateFromGroebnerBasis" -> False<D.

option name default value

"EliminateFromGroebnerBasis" True whether GroebnerBasis with 

MonomialOrder -> EliminationOrder should 
remove polynomials containing elimination variables

System option EliminateFromGroebnerBasis.

This eliminates y from $y Ix1
2
+ x2

2
- x1 x2 y � 1 ì x1

2
+ x2

2
+ x1 x2 y + 1 � 0M. The answer is a polynomial whose zeros are the Zariski 

closure of the projection of the solution set of the two original equations on the Hx1, x2L plane.

In[4]:= GroebnerBasisA9x1
2
+ x2

2
- x1 x2 y - 1, x1

2
+ x2

2
+ x1 x2 y + 1=, 8x1, x2<, 8y<, MonomialOrder ® EliminationOrderE

Out[4]= 9x1
2
+ x2

2=

The exact description of the projection of the solution set on the Hx1, x2L plane depends on all basis polynomials. Note that the second 

basis polynomial cannot be zero if x1 or x2 is zero.

In[5]:= SetSystemOptions@"GroebnerBasisOptions" ® 8"EliminateFromGroebnerBasis" ® False<D;

GroebnerBasisA9x1
2
+ x2

2
- x1 x2 y - 1, x1

2
+ x2

2
+ x1 x2 y + 1=, 8x1, x2<, 8y<, MonomialOrder ® EliminationOrderE

Out[6]= 9x1
2
+ x2

2, 1 + y x1 x2, -x1 + y x2
3
=

This resets the system option to its default value.

In[7]:= SetSystemOptions@"GroebnerBasisOptions" ® 8"EliminateFromGroebnerBasis" ® True<D;

Resolve gives the exact description of the projection of the solution set on the Hx1, x2L plane.

In[8]:= ResolveB$y Jx1
2
+ x2

2
- x1 x2 y � 1í x1

2
+ x2

2
+ x1 x2 y + 1 � 0NF

Out[8]= x1
2
+ x2

2
� 0 && x2 ¹ 0

Decision Problems
A decision problem is a system with all variables existentially quantified, that is, a system of the form

$x1 $x2 ¼$xn FHx1,¼, xnL,

where x1,¼, xn  are all variables in F. Solving a decision problem means deciding whether it is equivalent to True  or to False, that is,

deciding whether the quantifier−free system of polynomial equations and inequations FHx1,¼, xnL has solutions.

Solving this decision problem proves that a quadratic equation with a zero determinant cannot have two different roots.

In[9]:= ReduceA$8a,b,c,x,y< Ia x
2
+ b x + c � 0 && a y2 + b y + c � 0 && x ¹ y && b2 - 4 a c � 0 && a ¹ 0ME

Out[9]= False

Given the identities
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$x HF1 ê¼ ê Fn L�$x F1 ê¼ ê $x Fn

g1 ¹ 0 ì¼ ì gk ¹ 0� g1 ×¼×gk ¹ 0

solving any decision problem can be reduced to solving a finite number of decision problems of the form

$x1 $x2 ¼$xn f1Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0.

By Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz and Property 3 of Gröbner bases

f1Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0

has complex solutions iff 

GroebnerBasis@8 f1, ¼, fk, 1 - g z<, 8x1, ¼, xn, z<D

with an arbitrary monomial order, is different than {1}. 

This shows that x2 + y2 == 2 ì x == y ì x ¹ -1 has complex solutions.

In[10]:= GroebnerBasisA9x2 + y2 - 2, x - y, 1 - Hx + 1L z=, 8x, y, z<E

Out[10]= 8-1 + 2 z, -1 + y, -1 + x<

This shows that x2 + y2 == 2 ì x == y ì x2 ¹ 1 has no complex solutions.

In[11]:= GroebnerBasisA9x2 + y2 - 2, x - y, 1 - Ix2 - 1M z=, 8x, y, z<E

Out[11]= 81<

When  Mathematica  solves  a  decision  problem,  the  monomial  order  used  by  the  GroebnerBasis  computation  is

MonomialOrder -> EliminationOrder,  with 8z<  specified as the elimination variable list.  This setting corresponds to the monomial

ordering in which monomials containing z are greater than those that do not contain z, and the ordering of monomials not containing z is

degree  reverse  lexicographic.  If  there  is  no  inequation  condition,  there  is  no  need  to  introduce  z,  and  Mathematica  uses

MonomialOrder -> DegreeReverseLexicographic.

Quantifier Elimination
For any complex polynomial  system there exists an equivalent  quantifier−free complex polynomial  system. This follows from Cheval−

ley’s  theorem,  which  states  that  a  projection  of  a  quasi−algebraically  constructible  set  (a  solution  set  of  a  quantifier−free  system  of

polynomial equations and inequations) is a quasi−algebraically constructible set [3]. Quantifier elimination is the procedure of finding a

quantifier−free complex polynomial system equivalent to a given complex polynomial system. In Mathematica, quantifier elimination for

complex polynomial systems is done by Resolve. It is also used by Reduce and FindInstance  as the first step in solving or finding

instances of solutions of complex polynomial systems.

Eliminating quantifiers from this system gives a condition for quadratic equations to have at least two different zeros.

In[12]:= ResolveA$8x,y< Ia x
2
+ b x + c � 0 && a y2 + b y + c � 0 && x ¹ yME

Out[12]= Ia ¹ 0 && -b
2
+ 4 a c ¹ 0M ÈÈ Ha � 0 && b � 0 && c � 0L

For complex polynomial systems Mathematica uses the following quantifier elimination method. Given the identities

"x F� Ø H$x Ø FL

$x HF1 ê¼ ê Fn L�$x F1 ê¼ ê $x Fn

g1 ¹ 0 ì¼ ì gk ¹ 0� g1 ×¼×gk ¹ 0,

eliminating quantifiers from any complex polynomial system can be reduced to a finite number of single existential  quantifier elimina−

tions from systems of the form

(1)$y f1Hx1,¼, xn, yL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xn, yL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xn, yL ¹ 0.
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To eliminate the quantifier from (1), Mathematica first computes the Gröbner basis of equations

G = GroebnerBasis@8 f1, ¼, fk<, 8x1, ¼, xn, y<D

with a monomial order that makes monomials containing y greater than monomials not containing y. 

The monomial order used is EliminationOrder, with 8y< specified as the elimination variable list and all basis polynomials kept.

If G contains no polynomials that depend on y, then a quantifier−free system equivalent to (1) can be obtained by equating all elements

of G to zero, and asserting that at least one coefficient of g as a polynomial in y is not equal to zero. Otherwise let h be the element of G

with the lowest positive degree d  in y, let cHx1,¼, xnL be the leading coefficient of h in y, and let 8h1,¼, hs< be all elements of G that do

not depend on y. Now (1) can be split into a disjunction of two systems

(2)$y cHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì f1Hx1,¼, xn, yL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xn, yL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xn, yL ¹ 0

and

(3)$y cHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0 ì f1Hx1,¼, xn, yL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xn, yL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xn, yL ¹ 0.

To eliminate the quantifier from (2), the quantifier elimination procedure is called recursively. Since the ideal generated by 8c, f1,¼, fk<

strictly contains the ideal generated by 8 f1,¼, fk<, the Noetherian property of polynomial rings guarantees finiteness of the recursion.

If c belongs to the radical of the ideal generated by 8 f1,¼, fk<, which is exactly when 1 belongs to

GroebnerBasis@8h1, ¼, hs, 1 - c z<, 8x1, ¼, xn, z<D,

(3) is equivalent to False. Otherwise let

r = rd-1Hx1,¼, xnL y
d-1
+ ¼ + r0Hx1,¼, xnL � cHx1,¼, xnL

e gHx1,¼, xn, yL
d
- qHx1,¼, xn, yL hHx1,¼, xn, yL

be the pseudoremainder of the division of gd by h as polynomials in y. Then (3) is equivalent to the quantifier−free system

(4)cHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0 ì h1Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì¼ ì hsHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì Hrd-1Hx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0 ê¼ ê r0Hx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0L.

To show that (3) implies (4), suppose that Ha1,¼, anL satisfies (3). Then cHa1,¼, anL ¹ 0 and there exists b, such that

f1Ha1,¼, an, bL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHa1,¼, an, bL � 0 ì gHa1,¼, an, bL ¹ 0.

Since 8h1,¼, hs< and h belong to the ideal generated by 8 f1,¼, fk<,

h1Ha1,¼, anL � 0 ì¼ ì hsHa1,¼, anL � 0

and hHa1,¼, an, bL � 0. Hence

rHa1,¼, an, bL � rd-1Ha1,¼, anL b
d-1
+ ¼ + r0Ha1,¼, anL � cHa1,¼, anL

e gHa1,¼, an, bL
d
¹ 0,

which implies that

rd-1Ha1,¼, anL ¹ 0 ê¼ ê r0Ha1,¼, anL ¹ 0.

To show that (4) implies (3), suppose that Ha1,¼, anL satisfies (4). Then

rHa1,¼, an, yL � rd-1Ha1,¼, anL y
d-1
+ ¼ + r0Ha1,¼, anL � cHa1,¼, anL

e gHa1,¼, an, yL
d
- qHa1,¼, an, yL hHa1,¼, an, yL.

Since hHa1,¼, an, yL  is a polynomial of degree d,  and rHa1,¼, an, yL  is a nonzero polynomial of degree less than d,  there is a root b  of

hHa1,¼, an, yL such that Hy - bLm  divides hHa1,¼, an, yL but not rHa1,¼, an, yL for some 1 £ m £ d. If gHa1,¼, an, bL was zero, then Hy - bLm

would divide gHa1,¼, an, yL
d, which is impossible because it would imply that Hy - bLm  divides rHa1,¼, an, yL. Therefore gHa1,¼, an, bL ¹ 0.

Property 4 shows that pHa1,¼, an, bL � 0 for any polynomial p Î G. Since G is a Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by 8 f1,¼, fk<,
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f1Ha1,¼, an, bL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHa1,¼, an, bL � 0,

which completes the proof of correctness of the quantifier elimination algorithm.

This eliminates the quantifier from $y x1
2
+ x2

2
+ y2 == 1 ì x1 + x2 == y. Here g = 1, h = -y + x1 + x2, and c = -1. Since c is a nonzero 

constant, (2) is False and the equivalent quantifier−free system is given by (4). Since g is a nonzero constant, (4) becomes 

1 - 2 x1
2
- 2 x1 x2 - 2 x2

2
� 0.

In[13]:= SetSystemOptions@"GroebnerBasisOptions" ® 8"EliminateFromGroebnerBasis" ® False<D;

GroebnerBasisA9x1
2
+ x2

2
+ y2 - 1, x1 + x2 - y=, 8x1, x2<, 8y<, MonomialOrder ® EliminationOrderE

Out[14]= 9-1 + 2 x1
2
+ 2 x1 x2 + 2 x2

2, y - x1 - x2=

This resets the system option to its default value.

In[15]:= SetSystemOptions@"GroebnerBasisOptions" ® 8"EliminateFromGroebnerBasis" ® True<D;

Arbitrary Complex Polynomial Systems

FindInstance

FindInstance  can handle arbitrary complex polynomial systems giving instances of complex solutions, or an empty list  for systems

that  have  no  solutions.  If  the  number  of  instances  requested  is  more  than  one,  the  instances  are  randomly  generated  from  the  full

solution of the system given by Reduce. If one instance is requested, a faster algorithm that produces one instance is used. Here is a

description of the algorithm used to find a single instance, or prove that a system has no solutions.

If the system contains general quantifiers ("), the quantifier elimination algorithm is used to eliminate the innermost quantifiers until the

system contains only existential quantifiers ($) or is quantifier−free. Note that

(1)$x1 $x2 ¼$xn FHx1,¼, xn, y1,¼, ymL

has solutions if  and only if  FHx1,¼, xn, y1,¼, ymL  has solutions, and if  Ha1,¼, an, b1,¼, bmL  is a solution of FHx1,¼, xn, y1,¼, ymL,  then

Hb1,¼, bmL is a solution of (1). Hence to find instances of solutions of systems containing only existential quantifiers it is enough to be

able to find instances of quantifier−free systems. Moreover, Ha1,¼, anL is a solution of

F1Hx1,¼, xnL ê¼ ê FmHx1,¼, xnL

if and only if it is a solution of one of the FiHx1,¼, xnL, with 1 £ i £ m, so it is enough to show how to find instances of solutions of

(2)f1Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0.

First compute the GroebnerBasis  G of 8 f1,¼, fk, 1 - g z< with MonomialOrder -> EliminationOrder, eliminating the polynomials

that  depend  on  z  (if  there  is  no  inequation  condition,  G  is  the  GroebnerBasis  of  8 f1,¼, fk<  with

MonomialOrder -> DegreeReverseLexicographic).  If  G  contains  1,  there  are  no  solutions.  Otherwise,  compute  a  subset  S  of

8x1,¼, xn<  of  the highest cardinality among subsets strongly independent modulo the ideal generated by G  with respect to the degree

reverse  lexicographic  order  ([1],  Section  9.3).  Reorder  8x1,¼, xn<  so  that  S � 8xn-d+1,¼, xn<,  and  compute  the  lexicographic  order

GroebnerBasis H of the ideal generated by G. To compute H, Mathematica uses the Gröbner walk algorithm.
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For each of  the variables xi,  1 £ i £ n - d,  select  the polynomial  hi Î H  with  the smallest  leading monomial  among elements of  H  that

depend on xi and not on 8x1,¼, xi-1<. Let ci be the leading coefficient of hi as a polynomial in xi. If ci depends on a variable that is not in

S,  replace  H  with  the  lexicographic  order  Gröbner  basis  of  the  ideal  generated  by  H  and  ci.  The  following  shows  that  this  operation

keeps S strongly independent modulo the ideal generated by H. Hence, possibly after a finite (by the Noetherian property of polynomial

rings)  number  of  extensions  of  H,  the  leading  coefficient  ci  of  hi  depends  only  on  8xn-d+1,¼, xn<,  for  all  1 £ i £ n - d.  For  the  set  of

polynomials P, let ZHPL be the set of common zeros of elements of P. Both ZHGL and ZHHL have dimension d, and ZHHL Ì ZHGL, hence any

d−dimensional  irreducible  component  of  ZHHL  is  also a  component  of  ZHGL.  Since g  does not  vanish on any irreducible  component  of

ZHGL,  it  does  not  vanish  on  any  d−dimensional  irreducible  component  of  ZHHL.  Therefore,  the  Gröbner  basis  of  H  and  g  contains  a

polynomial t  depending only on 8xn-d+1,¼, xn<.  Let p = t c1¼cn-d.  To find a solution of (2),  pick its last d  coordinates 8an-d+1,¼, an<  so

that pHan-d+1,¼, anL ¹ 0. For all 1 £ i £ n - d, ciHan-d+1,¼, anL ¹ 0, and so by Property 4 if ai, for i = n - d,¼, 1, is chosen to be the first

root  of  hiHxi, ai+1,¼, anL,  then  Ha1,¼, anL Î ZHHL Ì ZHGL.  Moreover,  gHa1,¼, anL ¹ 0,  because  otherwise  Ha1,¼, anL  would  belong  to

ZHH Ü 8g<L, which would imply that tHan-d+1,¼, anL � 0, which is impossible since t divides p.

To prove the correctness of the aforementioned algorithm, it must be shown that extending H  by ci  that depend on a variable not in S

preserves strong independence of S modulo the ideal generated by H. Suppose for some 1 £ i £ n - d, ci  depends on a variable, which

is  not  in  S.  Let  Ii+1 Ì C@xi+1,¼, xnD  denote  the  ideal  generated  by  H Ý C@xi+1,¼, xnD,  and  let  Ji+1 Ì C@xi+1,¼, xnD  denote  the  ideal

generated  by  Ii+1  and  ci.  Then  Ji+1  does  not  contain  nonzero  elements  of  C@xn-d+1,¼, xnD.  To  prove  this,  suppose  that

r � p ci + q Î Ji+1 Ý C@xn-d+1,¼, xnD \ 80< where p Î C@xi+1,¼, xnD and q Î Ii+1. Then hi � ci xi
k
+ t, with degxi HtL < k, and

p hi � p ci xi
k
+ p t � r xi

k
- q xi

k
+ p t

belongs  to  the  ideal  generated  by  H,  and  so  does  gi = r xi
k
+ p t.  This  contradicts  the  choice  of  hi  since  the  leading  monomial  of  gi

depends on xi  and is strictly smaller than the leading monomial of hi. Therefore, the projection of ZHJi+1L on Ad = IC
dM
9xn-d+1,¼, xn=

 is dense

in Ad,  and so, since ZHIi+1L  has dimension d,  ci  must be zero on some irreducible component Ci+1  of ZHIi+1L  whose projection on Ad  is

dense in Ad. Since ZHIi+1L is the Zariski closure of the projection of the d−dimensional set ZHHL, Ci+1 is contained in the Zariski closure of

the projection of an irreducible component C of ZHHL. ZHciL Ý C has dimension d, hence ci  is zero on C, and the projection of C on Ad  is

dense in Ad, which proves that S is strongly independent modulo the ideal generated by H and ci.

Here is an example in which H needs to be extended. Here S � 8x3<, h1 � Hx2 - x3L x1, c1 � x2 - x3, and I2 � < Hx2 - x3L
2 Hx2 - 2 x3L >. 

c1 is zero on one of the two one−dimensional components of I2.

In[16]:= GroebnerBasisA9Hx2 - x3L
2 Hx2 - 2 x3L, Hx2 - x3L x1, x1

2
- x1=, 8x1, x2, x3<E

Out[16]= 9x2
3
- 4 x2

2 x3 + 5 x2 x3
2
- 2 x

3

3
, x1 x2 - x1 x3, -x1 + x1

2=

Extending H by c1  results in all ci depending on x3 only (in fact even constant) while preserving the strong independence of 8x3<.

In[17]:= GroebnerBasisB:x
2

3
- 4 x2

2 x3 + 5 x2 x3
2
- 2 x

3

3
, x1 x2 - x1 x3, -x1 + x1

2, x2 - x3 >, 8x1, x2, x3<F

Out[17]= 9x2 - x3, -x1 + x1
2=

Reduce

Reduce can solve arbitrary complex polynomial systems. As the first step, Reduce uses the quantifier elimination algorithm to eliminate

the quantifiers. If the obtained quantifier−free system is a disjunction, each term of the disjunction is solved separately, and the solution

is given as a disjunction of the solutions of the terms. Thus, the problem is reduced to solving quantifier−free systems of the form

(3)f1Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì¼ ì fkHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0.
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First compute the GroebnerBasis  G of 8 f1,¼, fk, 1 - g z< with variable order 8z, xn,¼, x1< and MonomialOrder -> Lexicographic,

and select the polynomials that do not depend on z. Then the solution set of G � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xnL ¹ 0 is equal to the solution set of (3)

and g does not vanish on any component of the zero set ZHGL of G. If G contains 1, (3) has no solutions. Otherwise for each 1 £ i £ n,

such that the set Gi of elements of G depending on xi and not on any x j with j > i is not empty, select an element hi of Gi with the lowest

positive degree in xi. If one of the leading coefficients ci of hi is zero on ZHGL, that is, it belongs to the radical of the ideal generated by G,

replace G by the lexicographic Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by G and ci. Now split the system into

(4)
Hci1 � 0 ì G � 0 ì g ¹ 0L ê Hci2 � 0 ì G � 0 ì ci1 g ¹ 0L ê

¼ ê Icis � 0 ì G � 0 ì ci1¼cis-1 g ¹ 0M ê IG � 0 ì ci1¼cis g ¹ 0M.

and call  the  solving  procedure  recursively  on  all  but  the  last  term of  the  disjunction  (4).  Note  that  the  algebraic  set  ci j � 0 ì G � 0  is

strictly contained in G � 0, so the recursion is finite. If the product of all the ci  and g belongs to the radical of the ideal generated by G,

the last term has no solutions. Otherwise, by Property 4, the solution set of the last term is equal to

ci1 Hx1, ¼, xi1-1L ¹ 0 ì Roots@hi1 � 0, xi1D ì¼ ì

cis Ix1, ¼, xis-1M ¹ 0 ì RootsAhis � 0, xisE ì g Hx1, ¼, xnL ¹ 0.

The  conditions  ci j ¹ 0  guarantee  that  all  the  solutions  (represented  as  radicals  or  Root  objects)  given  by  RootsAhi j � 0, xi jE  are  well

defined.  Reduce  performs  several  operations  in  order  to  simplify  the  inequation  conditions  returned,  like  removing  multiple  factors,

removing factors common with earlier inequation conditions, reducing modulo the hi j , and removing factors that are nonzero on ZHGL.

Options

Options for Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance

The Mathematica  functions for solving complex polynomial systems have a number of options that control the way they operate. This

section gives a summary of these options.

option name default value

Backsubstitution False whether the solutions given by Reduce and Resolve with 

specified variables should be unwound by backsubstitution

Cubics False whether the Cardano formulas should be used to express 
solutions of cubics

Quartics False whether the Cardano formulas should be used to express 
solutions of quartics

Options of Reduce and Resolve affecting the behavior of complex polynomial systems.

option name default value

WorkingPrecision ¥ the working precision to be used in computations, with the 
default settings of system options; the value of working 

precision affects only calls to Roots

Options of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance affecting the behavior of complex polynomial systems.

Backsubstitution

By default, Reduce may use variables appearing earlier in the variable list to express solutions for variables appearing later in the variable 

list.

In[18]:= ReduceAx2 + y2 � 1 && x5 - 3 x + 7 � 0, 8x, y<E

Out[18]= Ix � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &, 1E ÈÈ x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &, 2E ÈÈ x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &, 3E ÈÈ x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &
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With Backsubstitution -> True , Reduce uses backsubstitution to eliminate variables from the right−hand sides of the equations.

In[19]:= ReduceAx2 + y2 � 1 && x5 - 3 x + 7 � 0, 8x, y<, Backsubstitution ® TrueE

Out[19]= x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &, 1E && y � - 1 - RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &, 1E
2
ÈÈ x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð15 &, 1E && y � 1 - Root

Cubics and Quartics

By default Reduce does not use the Cardano formulas for solving cubics or quartics.

In[20]:= ReduceAx3 - 3 x + 7 � 0, xE

Out[20]= x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð13 &, 1E ÈÈ x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð13 &, 2E ÈÈ x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð13 &, 3E

Setting the options Cubics and Quartics to True  allows Reduce to use the Cardano formulas for solving cubics and quartics.

In[21]:= ReduceAx3 - 3 x + 7 � 0, x, Cubics ® TrueE

Out[21]= x � -
2

7 - 3 5

1�3

-

1

2
J7 - 3 5 N

1�3

ÈÈ x �
1

2
J1 + ä 3 N

1

2
J7 - 3 5 N

1�3

+

1 - ä 3

22�3 J7 - 3 5 N
1�3

ÈÈ x �
1

2
J1 - ä 3

WorkingPrecision

With WorkingPrecision set to a finite number, Reduce uses numeric methods to find polynomial roots.

In[22]:= ReduceAx3 - 3 x + 7 � 0, x, WorkingPrecision ® 20E

Out[22]= x � -2.4259887573616221261 ÈÈ x � 1.2129943786808110630 - 1.1891451081065508908 ä ÈÈ x � 1.2129943786808110630

The ReduceOptions Group of System Options

Here are the system options from the ReduceOptions group that may affect the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance

for complex polynomial systems. The options can be set with

SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" -> 8"option name" -> value<D.

This sets the option FinitePrecisionGB to True .

In[23]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"FinitePrecisionGB" ® True<D;

This checks the value of FinitePrecisionGB.

In[24]:= "FinitePrecisionGB" �. H"ReduceOptions" �. SystemOptions@DL

Out[24]= True

This sets the option FinitePrecisionGB back to the default value False.

In[25]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"FinitePrecisionGB" ® False<D;

option name default value

"FinitePrecisionGB" False whether finite values of working precision should be used in 

calls to GroebnerBasis

"ReorderVariables" False whether Reduce and Resolve are allowed to reorder the 

specified variables

ReduceOptions group options that affect the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance for complex polynomial systems.
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FinitePrecisionGB

By default, Reduce uses GroebnerBasis with CoefficientDomain -> Automatic . This means that even with 

WorkingPrecision set to a finite number prec, if the input is exact GroebnerBasis uses exact computations.

In[26]:= SeedRandom@123D;

f =â

i=0

2

â

j=0

3

RandomIntegerA9-10100, 10100=E xi yj; g =â

i=0

3

â

j=0

2

RandomIntegerA9-10100, 10100=E xi yj;

Timing@a1 = Reduce@f � 0 && g � 0, 8x, y<, WorkingPrecision ® 100, Backsubstitution ® TrueD;D

Out[28]= 80.481, Null<

Setting the system option "FinitePrecisionGB" -> True  makes Reduce use GroebnerBasis with 

CoefficientDomain -> InexactNumbers@precD.

In[29]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"FinitePrecisionGB" ® True<D;
Timing@a2 = Reduce@f � 0 && g � 0, 8x, y<, WorkingPrecision ® 100, Backsubstitution ® TrueD;D

Out[30]= 80.25, Null<

Using finite precision may significantly improve the speed of GroebnerBasis computations. However, the numeric computations may 

fail due to loss of precision, or give incorrect answers. They usually give less precise results than exact GroebnerBasis computations 

followed by numeric root finding.

In[31]:= Precision �� 8a1, a2<

Out[31]= 890.7267, 48.2583<

This shows that the results are equal up to their precision.

In[32]:= Sort@8x, y< �. 8ToRules@a1D<D - Sort@8x, y< �. 8ToRules@a2D<D

Out[32]= 990.´10
-55
+ 0.´10-55 ä, 0.´10-49 + 0.´10-49 ä=, 90.´10-55 + 0.´10-55 ä, 0.´10-49 + 0.´10-49 ä=, 90.´10-54, 0.´10-49

In[33]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"FinitePrecisionGB" ® False<D;

ReorderVariables

By default, Reduce is not allowed to reorder the specified variables. Variables appearing earlier in the variable list may be used to 

express solutions for variables appearing later in the variable list, but not vice versa.

In[34]:= ReduceAz3 + 3 z - 2 y + 1 � x && z2 - 7 � y, 8x, y, z<E

Out[34]= Jx � 21 && y � -10 && Jz � -ä 3 ÈÈ z � ä 3 NN ÈÈ Hx � 21 && y � -3 && z � 2L ÈÈ Iy � RootA699 + 2 x - x2 + H244 - 4 xL ð

Setting the system option "ReorderVariables" -> True  allows Reduce to pick a variable order that makes the equations easier 

to solve.

In[35]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ReorderVariables" ® True<D;

ReduceAz3 + 3 z - 2 y + 1 � x && z2 - 7 � y, 8x, y, z<E

Out[35]= y � -7 + z2 && x � 15 + 3 z - 2 z2 + z3

In[36]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ReorderVariables" ® False<D;
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Real Polynomial Systems

Introduction
A real polynomial system is an expression constructed with polynomial equations and inequalities

f Hx1,¼, xnL � gHx1,¼, xnL, f Hx1,¼, xnL ¹ gHx1,¼, xnL,

f Hx1,¼, xnL ³ gHx1,¼, xnL, f Hx1,¼, xnL > gHx1,¼, xnL,

f Hx1,¼, xnL £ gHx1,¼, xnL, f Hx1,¼, xnL < gHx1,¼, xnL

combined using logical connectives and quantifiers

F1 ì F2, F1 ê F2, F1 Þ F2, Ø F, "x F,  and $x F.

An occurrence of a variable x inside "x F or $x F is called a bound occurrence; any other occurrence of x is called a free occurrence. A

variable x is called a free variable of a real polynomial system if the system contains a free occurrence of x. A real polynomial system is

quantifier free if it contains no quantifiers.

An example of a real polynomial system with free variables x, y, and z is the following

(1)x2 + y2 £ z2 ì $t I"u t x > u y z + 7 ê x2 t � 2 z + 1M.

Any real polynomial system can be transformed to the prenex normal form

(2)Q1 y1 Q2 y2¼Qm ym
FHx1,¼, xn; y1,¼, ymL,

where each Qi is " or $, and FHx1,¼, xn; y1,¼, ymL is a quantifier−free formula called the quantifier−free part of the system.

Any quantifier−free real polynomial system can be transformed to the disjunctive normal form

(3)Hj1,1 ì¼ ì j1,n1 L ê¼ ê Ijm,1 ì¼ ì jm,nm M,

where each ji, j is a polynomial equation or inequality. 

Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance always put real polynomial systems in the prenex normal form, with quantifier−free parts in the

disjunctive normal form, and subtract sides of equations and inequalities to put them in the form

f Hx1,¼, xnL � Hor ¹, ³ , > , £ , <L 0.

In all of the real polynomial system solving tutorials, we will always assume the system has been transformed to this form.

Reduce can solve arbitrary real polynomial systems. For a system with free variables x1,¼, xn, the solution (possibly after expanding ß

with respect to Þ) is a disjunction of terms of the form

(4)BHx1;L ì BHx2; x1L ì BHx3; x1, x2L ì¼ ì BHxn; x1,¼, xn-1L,

where BHxk; x1,¼, xk-1L is one of

(5)

xk � r1Hx1,¼, xk-1L

L < Hor £L xk < Hor £L r2Hx1,¼, xk-1L

< Hor £L r2Hx1,¼, xk-1L

> Hor ³L r1Hx1,¼, xk-1L

True

and  r1  and  r2  are  algebraic  functions  (expressed  using  Root  objects  or  radicals)  such  that  for  all  x1,¼, xk-1  satisfying

BHx1;L ì BHx2; x1L ì¼ ì BHxk-1; x1,¼, xk-2L,  r1and  r2  are  well  defined  (that  is,  denominators  and  leading  terms  of  Root  objects  are

nonzero), real valued, continuous, and satisfy inequality r1 < r2.
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The subset of Rn  described by formula (4) is called a cell. The cells described by different terms of solution of a real polynomial system

are disjoint.

This solves the system (1). The cells are represented in a nested form.

In[1]:= sol = ReduceAx2 + y2 £ z2 && $t I"u t x > u y z + 7 ÈÈ x
2 t � 2 z + 1M, 8x, y, z<, RealsE

Out[1]= x < 0 && z £ - x2 + y2 ÈÈ z ³ x2 + y2 ÈÈ x � 0 && -
1

2
£ y £

1

2
&& z � -

1

2
ÈÈ 0 < x <

1

2
&& y < -

1

2
1 - 4 x2 && z £

This defines a function expanding ß with respect to Þ.

In[2]:= lexp@e_OrD := lexp �� e
lexp@And@a___, b_Or, c___DD := lexp@And@a, ð, cDD & �� b
lexp@other_D := other

Here is the solution of the system (1) written explicitly as a union of disjoint cells.

In[5]:= lexp@solD

Out[5]= x < 0 && z £ - x2 + y2 ÈÈ x < 0 && z ³ x2 + y2 ÈÈ x � 0 && -
1

2
£ y £

1

2
&& z � -

1

2
ÈÈ 0 < x <

1

2
&& y < -

1

2
1 - 4 x2 &&

Resolve  can  eliminate  quantifiers  from  arbitrary  real  polynomial  systems.  If  no  variables  are  specified  in  the  input  and  all  input

polynomials are at  most linear in the bound variables,  Resolve  may be able to eliminate the quantifiers without solving the resulting

system. Otherwise, Resolve uses the same algorithm and gives the same answer as Reduce. 

This eliminates quantifiers from the system (1).

In[6]:= ResolveAx2 + y2 £ z2 && $t I"u t x > u y z + 7 ÈÈ x
2 t � 2 z + 1M, RealsE

Out[6]=

1

2
+ z � 0 && x2 + y2 - z2 £ 0 ÈÈ Ix2 ¹ 0 && x2 + y2 - z2 £ 0M ÈÈ I-x < 0 && y z � 0 && x2 + y2 - z2 £ 0M ÈÈ Ix < 0 && y z � 0 && x

FindInstance  can handle arbitrary real polynomial systems, giving instances of real solutions or an empty list for systems that have

no solutions. If the number of instances requested is more than one, the instances are randomly generated from the full solution of the

system  and  therefore  may  depend  on  the  value  of  the  RandomSeed  option.  If  one  instance  is  requested  and  the  system  does  not

contain general (") quantifiers, a faster algorithm producing one instance is used and the instance returned is always the same.

This finds a solution of the system (1).

In[7]:= FindInstanceAx2 + y2 £ z2 && $t I"u t x > u y z + 7 ÈÈ x
2 t � 2 z + 1M, 8x, y, z<, RealsE

Out[7]= 99x ® -18, y ®
8

5
, z ® -115==

The  main  general  tool  used  in  solving  real  polynomial  systems  is  the  Cylindrical  Algebraic  Decomposition  (CAD)  algorithm  (see,  for

example, [1]). CAD for quantifier−free systems is available in Mathematica directly as CylindricalDecomposition . There are also

several other algorithms used to solve special case problems.

Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition

Semi−Algebraic Sets and Cell Decomposition

A subset  of  Rn  is  semi−algebraic  if  it  is  a  solution  set  of  a  quantifier−free  real  polynomial  system.  According  to  Tarski’s  theorem [2],

solution sets of arbitrary (quantified) real polynomial systems are semi−algebraic.

Every semi−algebraic set can be represented as a finite union of disjoint cells [3] defined recursively as follows:

� A cell in R is a point or an open interval

�
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�

A cell in Rk has one of the two forms

(6)
8Ha1,¼, ak, ak+1L : Ha1,¼, akL Î Ckïak+1 = rHa1,¼, akL<

8Ha1,¼, ak, ak+1L : Ha1,¼, akL Î Ckï r1 Ha1,¼, akL < ak+1 < r2Ha1,¼, akL<,

where Ck is a cell in Rk, r is a continuous algebraic function, r1 and r2 are continuous algebraic functions or -¥ or ¥, and r1 < r2 on Ck.

By an algebraic function we mean a function r : Ck�R for which there is a polynomial

f = c0 xk+1
m
+ c1 xk+1

m-1
+ ¼cm Î R@x1,¼, xk, xk+1D

such that 

c0Ha1,¼, akL ¹ 0ï f Ha1,¼, ak, rHa1,¼, akLL = 0.

In Mathematica algebraic functions can be represented as Root  objects or radicals.

The CAD algorithm, introduced by Collins [4], computes a cell decomposition of solution sets of arbitrary real polynomial systems. The

objective  of  the  original  Collins  algorithm  was  to  eliminate  quantifiers  from  a  quantified  real  polynomial  system  and  to  produce  an

equivalent quantifier−free polynomial system. After finding a cell decomposition, the algorithm performed an additional step of finding an

implicit representation of the semi−algebraic set in terms of polynomial equations and inequalities in the free variables. The objective of

Reduce  is  somewhat different.  Given a semi−algebraic set  presented by a real  polynomial  system, quantified or not,  Reduce  finds a

cell decomposition of the set, explicitly written in terms of algebraic functions.

While  Reduce  may use other methods to solve the system, CylindricalDecomposition  gives a direct  access to the CAD algo−

rithm. For a quantifier−free real polynomial system, CylindricalDecomposition  gives a nested formula representing disjunction of

cells in the solved form (4). As in the output of Reduce, the cells are disjoint and additionally are always ordered lexicographically with

respect to ranges of the subsequent variables.

This finds a cell decomposition of an annulus.

In[8]:= CylindricalDecomposition@1 £ x^2 + y^2 < 2, 8x, y<D

Out[8]= - 2 < x < -1 && - 2 - x2 < y < 2 - x2 ÈÈ -1 £ x £ 1 && - 2 - x2 < y £ - 1 - x2 ÈÈ 1 - x2 £ y < 2 - x2 ÈÈ 1 <

The Projection Phase of the CAD Algorithm

Finding  a  cell  decomposition  of  a  semi−algebraic  set  using  the  CAD  algorithm  consists  of  two  phases,  projection  and  lifting.  In  the

projection phase, we start with the set An+m  of factors of the polynomials present in the quantifier−free part FHx1,¼, xn; y1,¼, ymL of the

system (2) and eliminate variables one by one using a projection operator P such that

Pk+1 : R@t1,¼, tk, tk+1D É Ak+1�Ak Ì R@t1,¼, tkD.

Generally speaking, if all polynomials of Ak  have constant signs on a cell C Ì Rk, then all polynomials of Ak+1 are delineable over C, that

is,  each  has  a  fixed  number  of  real  roots  on  C  as  a  polynomial  in  tk+1,  the  roots  are  continuous  functions  on  C,  they  have  constant

multiplicities, and two roots of two of the polynomials are equal either everywhere or nowhere in C. Variables are ordered so that

Ht1,¼, tn+mL = Hx1,¼, xn, y1,¼, ymL.

This way the roots of polynomials of A1,¼, An  are the algebraic functions needed in the construction of the cell  decomposition of the

semi−algebraic set.
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Several  improvements have reduced the size of  the original  Collins projection.  The currently  best  projection operator  applicable in  all

cases  is  due  to  Hong  [5];  however,  in  most  situations  we  can  use  a  smaller  projection  operator  given  by  McCallum  [6,  7],  with  an

improvement by Brown [8].  There are even smaller  projection operators that  can be applied in some special  cases.  When equational

constraints are present, we can use the projection operator suggested by Collins [9], and developed and proven by McCallum [10, 11].

When there are no equations and only strict  inequalities,  and there are no free variables or we are interested only in the full−dimen−

sional  part  of  the  semi−algebraic  set,  we  can  use  an  even  smaller  projection  operator  described  in  [12,  13].  For  systems  containing

equational constraints that generate a zero−dimensional ideal, Gröbner bases are used to find projection polynomials. 

Mathematica uses the smallest of the previously mentioned projections that is appropriate for the given example. Whenever applicable,

we use the equational constraints; otherwise, we attempt to use McCallum÷ s projection with Brown÷ s improvement. When the system

does not turn out to be well oriented, we compute Hong ÷ s projection.

The Lifting Phase of the CAD Algorithm

In the lifting phase, we find a cell decomposition of the semi−algebraic set. Generally speaking, although the actual details depend on

the projection operator used, we start with cells in R1  consisting of all distinct roots of A1  and the open intervals between the roots. We

find  a  sample  point  in  each  of  the  cells  and  remove  the  cells  whose  sample  points  do  not  satisfy  the  system  describing  the  semi−

algebraic set (the system may contain conditions involving only t1). Next we lift the cells to cells in Rn, one dimension at a time. Suppose

we have lifted the cells to Rk. To lift a cell C Ì Rk  to Rk+1, we find the real roots of Ak+1 with t1,¼, tk  replaced with the coordinates of the

sample point c in C. Since the polynomials of Ak+1 are delineable on C, each root r is a value of a continuous algebraic function at c, and

the function can be represented as a pth  root of a polynomial f Î Ak+1  such that r is the pth  root of f Hc, tk+1L. Now the lifting of the cell C

to Rk+1  will consist of graphs of these algebraic functions and of the slices of C×R between the subsequent graphs. The sample points

in each of the new cells will  be obtained by adding the k + 1
st  coordinate to c,  equal to one of the roots, or to a number between two

subsequent roots. As in the first step, we remove those lifted cells whose sample points do not satisfy the system describing the semi−

algebraic set. 

If  k ³ n,  tk+1 = yl  is  a  quantifier  variable  and  we  may  not  need  to  construct  all  the  lifted  cells.  All  we  need  is  to  find  the  (necessarily

constant)  truth  value  of  Ql yl Ql+1 yl+1¼Qm ym F  on  C.  If  Ql � $,  we  know  that  the  value  is  True  as  soon  as  the  truth  value  of

Ql+1 yl+1¼Qm ym F  on  one  of  the  lifted  cells  is  True .  If  Ql � ",  we  know  that  the  value  is  False  as  soon  as  the  truth  value  of

Ql+1 yl+1¼Qm ym F on one of the lifted cells is False.

The coefficients of sample points computed this way are in general algebraic numbers. To save costly algebraic number computations,

Mathematica  uses arbitrary−precision floating−point  number (Mathematica  "bignum") approximations of  the coefficients,  whenever the

results  can  be  validated.  Note  that  using  approximate  arithmetic  may be  enough to  prove  that  two  roots  of  a  polynomial  or  a  pair  of

polynomials are distinct, and to find a nonzero sign of a polynomial at a sample point. What we cannot prove with approximate arith−

metic is that two roots of a polynomial or a pair of polynomials are equal, or that a polynomial is zero at a sample point. However, we

can  often  use  information  about  the  origins  of  the  cell  to  resolve  these  problems.  For  instance,  if  we  know  that  the  resultant  of  two

polynomials  vanishes  on  the  cell,  and  these  two  polynomials  have  exactly  one  pair  of  complex  roots  that  can  be  equal  within  the

precision bounds, we can conclude that these roots are equal. Similarly, if the last coordinate of a sample point was a root of a factor of

the  given  polynomial,  we  know  that  this  polynomial  is  zero  at  the  sample  point.  If  we  cannot  resolve  all  the  uncertainties  using  the

collected information about the cell, we compute the exact algebraic number values of the coordinates. For more details, see [14, 24].

Decision Problems, FindInstance, and Assumptions 
A decision problem is a system with all variables existentially quantified, that is, a system of the form

$x1 $x2 ¼$xn FHx1,¼, xnL,

where x1,¼, xn  are all variables in F. Solving a decision problem means deciding whether it is equivalent to True  or to False, that is,

deciding whether the quantifier−free system of polynomial equations and inequalities FHx1,¼, xnL has solutions.
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All algorithms used by Mathematica to solve real polynomial decision problems are capable of producing a point satisfying FHx1,¼, xnL if

the system has solutions.  Therefore the algorithms discussed in  this  section are used not  only  in  Reduce  and Resolve  for  decision

problems,  but  also  in  FindInstance,  whenever  a  single  instance  is  requested  and  the  system  is  quantifier  free  or  contains  only

existential quantifiers. The algorithms discussed here are also used for inference testing by Mathematica  functions using assumptions

such as Simplify, Refine, Integrate , and so forth.

Solving this decision problem proves that the set S = 9Hx, yL Î R2
: x4 + y4 - 2 x y £ 1= contains the disk of radius 4/5 centered at the 

origin.

In[9]:= ReduceB$8x,y< x2 + y2 £
16

25
&& x4 + y4 - 2 x y > 1 , RealsF

Out[9]= False

This shows that S does not contain the unit disk and provides a counterexample: a point in the unit disk that does not belong to S.

In[10]:= FindInstanceAx2 + y2 £ 1 && x4 + y4 - 2 x y > 1, 8x, y<, RealsE

Out[10]= 99x ®
3

4
, y ® -

1

2
==

The primary method that allows Mathematica to solve arbitrary real polynomial decision problems is the Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposi−

tion (CAD) algorithm. There are, however, several other special case algorithms that provide much better performance in cases in which

they are applicable.

When all  polynomials are linear with rational number or floating−point number coefficients, Mathematica  uses a method based on the

Simplex linear programming method. For other linear systems, Mathematica  uses a variant of the Loos| Weispfenning linear quantifier

elimination  algorithm  [15].  When  the  system contains  no  equations  and  only  strict  inequalities,  a  faster  ú generic ø  version  of  CAD is

used [12, 13]. For systems containing equational constraints that generate a zero−dimensional ideal, Mathematica uses Gröbner bases

to find a solution. For nonlinear systems with floating−point number coefficients, an inexact coefficient version of CAD [16] is used.

There are also some special case methods that can be used as preprocessors to other decision methods. When the system contains an

equational constraint linear with a constant coefficient in one of the variables, the constraint is used to eliminate the linear variable. If

there is a variable that appears in the system only linearly with constant coefficients, the variable is eliminated using the Loos| Weispfen−

ning linear quantifier elimination algorithm [15]. If there is a variable that appears in the system only quadratically, the quadratic case of

Weispfenning’s  quantifier  elimination  by  virtual  substitution  algorithm  [22,  23]  could  be  used  to  eliminate  the  variable.  For  some

examples this gives a substantial speedup; however, quite often it results in a significant slowdown. By default, the algorithm is not used

as  a  preprocessor.  Setting  the  system  option  QVSPreprocessor  in  the  InequalitySolvingOptions  group  to  True  makes

Mathematica use it. 

There are two other special cases of real decision algorithms available in Mathematica. An algorithm by Aubry, Rouillier, and Safey El

Din  [17]  applies  to  systems containing  only  equations.  There  are  examples  for  which  the  algorithm performs  much  better  than  CAD;

however, for randomly chosen systems of equations, it seems to perform significantly worse; therefore, it is not used by default. Setting

the  system  option  ARSDecision  in  the  InequalitySolvingOptions  group  to  True  causes  Mathematica  to  use  the  algorithm.

Another algorithm by G. X. Zeng and X. N. Zeng [18] applies to systems that consist of a single strict inequality. Again, the algorithm is

faster  than  CAD  for  some  examples,  but  slower  in  general;  therefore,  it  is  not  used  by  default.  Setting  the  system  option

ZengDecision in the InequalitySolvingOptions group to True  causes Mathematica to use the algorithm. 

Arbitrary Real Polynomial Systems

Solving Real Polynomial Systems

According to Tarski’s theorem [2], the solution set of an arbitrary (quantified) real polynomial system is a semi−algebraic set. Reduce

gives a description of this set in the solved form (4). 
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This shows for what r > 0 the set S = 9Hx, yL Î R2
: x4 + y4 - 2 x y £ 1= contains the disk of radius r centered at the origin.

In[11]:= ReduceA"
8x,y<,r>0&&x2+y2£r2

x4 + y4 - 2 x y £ 1, r, RealsE

Out[11]= r £ RootA-2 + 2 ð12 + ð14 &, 2E

This gives the projection of x2 + y2 + z2 - x y z £ 1 on the Hx, yL plane along the z axis.

In[12]:= ReduceA$z x
2
+ y2 + z2 - x y z £ 1, 8x, y<E

Out[12]= x < -2 && y £ -
-4 + 4 x2

-4 + x2
ÈÈ y ³

-4 + 4 x2

-4 + x2
ÈÈ Hx � -1 && y � 0L ÈÈ -1 < x < 1 && -

-4 + 4 x2

-4 + x2
£ y £

-4 + 4 x2

-4 + x2
ÈÈ

This finds the projection of Whitney’s umbrella x2 - y2 z � 0 on the Hy, zL plane along the x axis.

In[13]:= ReduceA$x x
2
- y2 z � 0, 8y, z<, RealsE

Out[13]= Hy < 0 && z ³ 0L ÈÈ y � 0 ÈÈ Hy > 0 && z ³ 0L

Here we find the interior of the previous projection set by directly using the definition.

In[14]:= ReduceA$d,d>0 I"8v,w<,Hv-yL2+Hw-zL2£d I$u u
2
- v2 w � 0MM, 8y, z<, RealsE

Out[14]= z > 0

Quantifier Elimination

The objective of Resolve  with no variables specified is to eliminate quantifiers and produce an equivalent quantifier−free formula. The

formula may or may not be in a solved form, depending on the algorithm used.

Producing a fully solved quantifier−free formula here is difficult because of the complexity of polynomials in a, b, and c appearing in the 

input. However, since x appears in the input polynomials only linearly, the quantifier can be quickly eliminated using the Loos| Weispfen−

ning linear quantifier elimination algorithm, which depends very little on the complexity of coefficients.

In[15]:= ResolveA$x Ia x ³ b
3
- 3 a c2 - 5 a3 b c + 9 && b c2 x - 3 x £ 11 a2 b - 3 c3 + 4 a b2 c + 9ME

Out[15]= Ha b cL Î Reals && II-a < 0 && -27 - 9 a - 11 a3 b - 3 b3 + 15 a3 b c - 4 a2 b2 c + 9 a c2 + 9 b c2 + b4 c2 + 3 a c3 - 5 a3 b2 c3 -

Algorithms

The  primary  method  used  by  Mathematica  for  solving  real  polynomial  systems  and  real  quantifier  elimination  is  the  CAD  algorithm.

There are, however, simpler methods applicable in special cases. 

If the system contains an equational constraint in a variable from the innermost quantifier, the constraint is used to simplify the system

using the identity

$y a y � bïFHx1,¼, xn; yL�a ¹ 0ïFHx1,¼, xn; b �aLî$y a � 0ïb � 0ïFHx1,¼, xn; yL.

Note that if a or b is a nonzero constant, this eliminates the variable y. 

If all polynomials in the system are linear in a variable from the innermost quantifier, the variable is eliminated using the Loos| Weispfen−

ning linear quantifier elimination algorithm [15].

If  all  polynomials  in  the  system are  at  most  quadratic  in  a  variable  from the innermost  quantifier,  the  variable  is  eliminated using  the

quadratic case of Weispfenning’s quantifier elimination by virtual substitution algorithm [22, 23].  With the default  setting of the system

option QuadraticQE, the algorithm is used for Resolve  with no variables specified and with at least two parameters present, and for

Reduce  and  Resolve  with  at  least  three  variables  as  long  as  elimination  of  one  variable  at  most  doubles  the  LeafCount  of  the

system.

The CAD algorithm is used when the previous three special case methods are no longer applicable, but there are still quantifiers left to

eliminate or a solution is required.
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For  systems  containing  equational  constraints  that  generate  a  zero−dimensional  ideal,  Mathematica  uses  Gröbner  bases  to  find  the

solution set. 

Options
The Mathematica  functions for solving real polynomial systems have a number of options that control  the way that they operate. This

section gives a summary of these options.

option name default value

Cubics False whether the Cardano formulas should be used to express 
numeric solutions of cubics

Quartics False whether the Cardano formulas should be used to express 
numeric solutions of quartics

WorkingPrecision ¥ the working precision to be used in computations

Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance options affecting the behavior for real polynomial systems.

Cubics and Quartics

By default, Reduce does not use the Cardano formulas for solving cubics or quartics over the reals.

In[16]:= ReduceAx3 - 3 x + 7 � 0, x, RealsE

Out[16]= x � RootA7 - 3 ð1 + ð13 &, 1E

Setting options Cubics and Quartics to True  makes Reduce use the Cardano formulas to represent numeric solutions of cubics 

and quartics. 

In[17]:= ReduceAx3 - 3 x + 7 � 0, x, Reals, Cubics ® TrueE

Out[17]= x � -
2

7 - 3 5

1�3

-

1

2
J7 - 3 5 N

1�3

Solutions of cubics and quartics involving parameters will still be represented using Root  objects.

In[18]:= ReduceAx3 � a, x, Reals, Cubics ® TrueE

Out[18]= x � RootA-a + ð13 &, 1E

This is because the Cardano formulas do not separate real solutions from nonreal ones. For instance, in this case, for a = -1 the third 

radical solution is real, but for a = 1 the first radical solution is real.

In[19]:= sol = ReduceAx3 � a, x, Cubics ® TrueE

Out[19]= x � a1�3 ÈÈ x � -H-1L1�3 a1�3 ÈÈ x � H-1L2�3 a1�3

In[20]:= sol �. 88a ® -1<, 8a ® 1<<

Out[20]= 9x � H-1L
1�3 ÈÈ x � -H-1L2�3 ÈÈ x � -1, x � 1 ÈÈ x � -H-1L1�3 ÈÈ x � H-1L2�3=

WorkingPrecision

The setting of WorkingPrecision affects the lifting phase of the CAD algorithm. With a finite working precision prec, sample points in

the  first  variable  lifted  are  represented  as  arbitrary−precision  floating−point  numbers  with  prec  digits  of  precision.  When  we  compute

sample  points  for  subsequent  variables,  we  find  roots  of  polynomials  whose  coefficients  depend  on  already  computed  sample  point

coordinates and therefore may be inexact. Hence coordinates of sample points will have precision prec or lower. Determining the sign of

polynomials at  sample points is  simply done by evaluating Sign  of  the floating−point  number obtained after  the substitution.  Using a

finite WorkingPrecision may allow getting the answer faster; however, the answer may be incorrect or the computation may fail due

to loss of precision.
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This problem is too hard for Reduce working in infinite WorkingPrecision, due to the high degrees of the algebraic numbers 

involved. Using sample points with 30 digits of precision gives a solution in under two seconds.

In[21]:= ReduceA$8y,z< Ix
4
+ 2 y4 + 3 z4 £ 1 && x3 - 9 y3 + 7 z3 ³ 2M, x, Reals, WorkingPrecision ® 30E �� Timing

Out[21]= 90.821, RootA-192899 - 6912 ð13 + 589 065 ð14 + 5184 ð16 - 589065 ð18 - 1728 ð19 + 196571 ð112 &, 1E £ x £ RootA-192899

ReduceOptions Group of System Options

Here are the system options from the ReduceOptions group that may affect the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance

for real polynomial systems. The options can be set with 

SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" -> 8"option name" -> value<D.

option name default value

"FactorInequalities" False whether inequalities should be factored at the input 
preprocessing stage

"ReorderVariables" False whether Reduce and Resolve are allowed to reorder the 

specified variables

ReduceOptions group options affecting the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance for real polynomial systems.

FactorInequalities

Using transformations

(7)
f g < 0� f < 0 ì g > 0 ê f > 0 ì g < 0

f g £ 0� f £ 0 ì g ³ 0 ê f ³ 0 ì g £ 0

at  the input  preprocessing stage may speed up the computations in  some cases.  In  general,  however,  it  does not  make the problem

easier to solve, and, in some cases, it may make the problem significantly harder. By default, these transformations are not used.

Here Reduce does not use transformations (7).

In[22]:= t1 = TimingA

ReduceAIx3 - 5 x y2 - 3 y2 + 7 z2 - 1M Ix2 - 3 x y + 5 y2 + 3 y z - 2M Ix2 - 2 z + y - 3M £ 0, 8x, y, z<, RealsEEP1T;

t2 = TimingBReduceBä

i=1

10

Hx - y iL £ 0, 8x, y<, RealsFFP1T;

t3 = TimingAReduceAy21 - x y7 + z - 1 < 0 && y14 + 3 x2 y7 - 11 z + 7 > 0 && y7 ³ 0, 8x, y, z<, RealsEEP1T;

8t1, t2, t3<

Out[25]= 88.152, 0.02, 0.04<

Using transformations (7) speeds up the first example; however, it makes the other two examples significantly slower. The second example 

suffers from exponential growth of the number of inequalities. By replacing y7 ³ 0 with y ³ 0 in the third example, we get a degree−21 

system in y instead of a degree−3 system in y7.

In[26]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® "FactorInequalities" ® TrueD;

t1 = TimingA

ReduceAIx3 - 5 x y2 - 3 y2 + 7 z2 - 1M Ix2 - 3 x y + 5 y2 + 3 y z - 2M Ix2 - 2 z + y - 3M £ 0, 8x, y, z<, RealsEEP1T;

t2 = TimingBReduceBä

i=1

10

Hx - y iL £ 0, 8x, y<, RealsFFP1T;

t3 = TimingAReduceAy21 - x y7 + z - 1 < 0 && y14 + 3 x2 y7 - 11 z + 7 > 0 && y7 ³ 0, 8x, y, z<, RealsEEP1T;

8t1,
t2,
t3<

Out[28]= 87.861, 8.833, 0.411<

In[29]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® "FactorInequalities" ® FalseD;
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ReorderVariables

By default, Reduce is not allowed to reorder the specified variables. Variables appearing earlier in the variable list may be used to 

express solutions for variables appearing later in the variable list, but not vice versa.

In[30]:= ReduceAx > y3 + 7 y - 1, 8x, y<, RealsE

Out[30]= y < RootA-1 - x + 7 ð1 + ð13 &, 1E

Setting the system option ReorderVariables -> True  allows Reduce to pick a variable order that makes the system easier to 

solve.

In[31]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® "ReorderVariables" ® TrueD;

ReduceAx > y3 + 7 y - 1, 8x, y<, RealsE

Out[32]= x > -1 + 7 y + y3

In[33]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® "ReorderVariables" ® FalseD;

InequalitySolvingOptions Group of System Options

Here are the system options from the InequalitySolvingOptions  group that  may affect  the behavior  of  Reduce,  Resolve,  and

FindInstance for real polynomial systems. The options can be set with

SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" -> 8"option name" -> value<D.

option name default value

"ARSDecision" False whether to use the decision algorithm given in [17]

"BrownProjection" True whether the CAD algorithm should use the improved 
projection operator given in [8]

"CAD" True whether to use the CAD algorithm

"CADDefaultPrecision" 30.103 the precision to which nonrational roots are computed in the 
lifting phase of the CAD algorithm; if computation with 
approximate roots cannot be validated, the algorithm reverts 
to exact algebraic number computation

"CADSortVariables" True whether the CAD algorithm should use variable reordering 
heuristics for quantifier variables within a single quantifier or 
in decision problems

"CADZeroTest" 80,¥< determines the zero testing method used by the CAD 
algorithm for expressions obtained by evaluating polynomi−
als at points with algebraic number coordinates

"ContinuedFractionRootIsolation"

True whether the CAD algorithm should use a real root isolation 
method based on continued fractions rather than on interval 
bisection [19]

"EquationalConstraintsCAD" Automatic whether the projection phase of the CAD algorithm should 

use equational constraints; with the default Automatic  

setting the operator proven correct in [11] is used; if True  

the unproven projection operator using multiple equational 
constraints suggested in [4] is used
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"FGLMBasisConversion" False whether the CAD algorithm should use a Gröbner basis 
conversion algorithm based on [20] to find univariate 
polynomials in zero−dimensional Gröbner bases; otherwise, 

GroebnerWalk is used

"FGLMElimination" Automatic whether the decision and quantifier elimination algorithms for 
systems with equational constraints forming a zero−
dimensional ideal should use an algorithm based on [20] to 
look for linear equation constraints (with constant leading 
coefficients) in one of the variables to be used for elimination

"GenericCAD" True whether to use the variant of the CAD algorithm described in 
[13] for decision and optimization problems

"GroebnerCAD" True whether the CAD algorithm for systems with equational 
constraints forming a zero−dimensional ideal should use 
Gröbner bases as projection

"LinearDecisionMethodCrossovers"

80,30,20< determines methods used to find solutions of systems of 
linear equations and inequalities with rational number 
coefficients

"LinearEquations" True whether to use linear equation constraints (with constant 
leading coefficients) to eliminate variables in decision 
problems

"LinearQE" True whether to use the Loos| Weispfenning linear quantifier 
elimination algorithm [15] for quantifier elimination problems

"LWDecision" True whether to use the Loos| Weispfenning linear quantifier 
elimination algorithm [15] for decision problems with linear 
inequality systems

"LWPreprocessor" Automatic whether to use the Loos| Weispfenning linear quantifier 
elimination algorithm [15] as a preprocessor for the decision 
problems

"ProjectAlgebraic" Automatic whether the CAD algorithm should compute projections with 
respect to variables replacing algebraic number coefficients 
or use their minimal polynomials instead

"ProveMultiplicities" True determines the way in which the lifting phase of the CAD 
algorithm validates multiple roots and zero leading coeffi−
cients of projection polynomials

"QuadraticQE" Automatic whether to use the quadratic case of Weispfenning’s 
quantifier elimination by virtual substitution algorithm in 
quantifier elimination

"QVSPreprocessor" False whether to use the quadratic case of Weispfenning’s 
quantifier elimination by virtual substitution algorithm as a 
preprocessor for the decision problems

"ReducePowers" True whether to replace xd with x in the input to the CAD, where d 

is the GCD of all exponents of x in the system

"RootReduced" False whether the coordinates of solutions of systems with 
equational constraints forming a zero−dimensional ideal 

should be reduced to single Root  objects

"Simplex" True whether to use the Simplex algorithm in the decision 
algorithm for linear inequality systems

"ThreadOr" True whether to solve each case of disjunction separately in 
decision problems, optimization, and in quantifier elimination 
of existential quantifiers when the quantifier free system 
does not need to be solved

"ZengDecision" False whether to use the decision algorithm given in [18]

InequalitySolvingOptions group options affecting the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance for real polynomial systems.
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ARSDecision

The option ARSDecision specifies whether Mathematica should use the algorithm by Aubry, Rouillier, and Safey El Din [17]. The 
algorithm applies to decision problems containing only equations. There are examples for which the algorithm performs much better than 
the CAD algorithm; however, for randomly chosen systems of equations it seems to perform significantly worse. Therefore it is not used by 
default. Here is a decision problem (referred to as butcher8 in the literature), which is not done by CAD in 1000 seconds, but which can be 
done quite fast by the algorithm given in [17].

In[34]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ARSDecision" ® TrueD; FindInstanceB

-a - b + b1 + b2 + b3 � 0 && -
1

2
-

b

2
+ a b - b2 + b2 c2 + b3 c3 � 0 &&

4 b

3
+ b2 + b3 - a

1

3
+ b2 + b2 c2

2
+ b3 c3

2
� 0 &&

2 b

3
+ b2 + b3 - a

1

6
+

b

2
+ b2 + b3 c2 a3,2 � 0 && -

1

4
-

b

4
-

5 b2

2
-

3 b3

2
- b4 + a Ib + b3M + b2 c2

3
+ b3 c3

3
� 0 &&

-

1

8
-

3 b

8
-

7 b2

4
-

3 b3

2
- b4 + a

b

2
+

b2

2
+ b3 + b3 c2 c3 a3,2 � 0 &&

-

1

12
-

b

12
-

7 b2

6
-

3 b3

2
- b4 + a

2 b

3
+ b2 + b3 + b3 c2

2 a3,2 � 0 &&
1

24
+

7 b

24
+

13 b2

12
+

3 b3

2
+ b4 - a

b

3
+ b2 + b3 � 0,

8a, b, a3,2, b1, b2, b3, c2, c3<, RealsF �� Timing

Out[34]= 90.46, 99a ® RootA-8 + 25 ð1 - 30 ð1
2
+ 12 ð13 &, 1E, b ® -1 + RootA-8 + 25 ð1 - 30 ð12 + 12 ð13 &, 1E, a3,2 ®

1

356
J-93 + 630

In[35]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ARSDecision" ® FalseD;

BrownProjection

By default, the Mathematica implementation of the CAD algorithm uses Brown÷ s improved projection operator [8]. The improvement 
usually speeds up computations substantially. There are some cases where using Brown÷ s projection operator results in a slight slow−

down. The option BrownProjection specifies whether Brown ÷ s improvement should be used. In the first example [21], using Brown ÷ s 

improved projection operator results in a speedup by a factor of 3; in the second, it results in a 40% slowdown.

In[36]:= t1 = TimingAReduceA$8q1,q2<,q1>1&&q2>0 I"w,wÎReals II4 - q1
2M w4 + I4 IH1 + q1L2 - 2 q2M - Iq22 + q12MM w2 + 3 q22 ³ 0 &&

I4 - q12M w4 + I4 IH-1 + q1L2 - 2 q2M - Iq22 + q12MM w2 + 3 q22 ³ 0MMEEP1T;

f = x3 - 5 x y - 3 y2 + 7;

g = x4 - 4 x2 y - y3 - 1;

t2 = TimingAReduceAf z2 < f + g, 8x, y, z<, RealsEEP1T;

8t1, t2<

Out[40]= 80.301, 0.24<

In[41]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "BrownProjection" ® FalseD;

In[42]:= t1 = TimingAReduceA$8q1,q2<,q1>1&&q2>0 I"w,wÎReals II4 - q1
2M w4 + I4 IH1 + q1L2 - 2 q2M - Iq22 + q12MM w2 + 3 q22 ³ 0 &&

I4 - q12M w4 + I4 IH-1 + q1L2 - 2 q2M - Iq22 + q12MM w2 + 3 q22 ³ 0MMEEP1T;

t2 = TimingAReduceAf z2 < f + g, 8x, y, z<, RealsEEP1T;

8t1, t2<

Out[44]= 80.611, 0.17<

In[45]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "BrownProjection" ® TrueD;

CAD

The option CAD specifies whether Mathematica is allowed to use the CAD algorithm. With CAD set to False, computations that require 

CAD will fail immediately instead of attempting the high complexity CAD computation. With CAD enabled, this computation is not done in 
1000 seconds. 

In[46]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CAD" ® FalseD;

ReduceAx12 + 2 x7 y5 z3 - 21 z4 t2 y7 + 19 £ 0 && t7 - 24 x5 y4 z - 32 z11 � 0, 8x, y, z, t<, RealsE �� Timing

Reduce::nsmet :
This system cannot be solved with the methods available to Reduce. �

Out[47]= 90.641, ReduceA19 + x12 + 2 x7 y5 z3 - 21 t2 y7 z4 £ 0 && t7 - 24 x5 y4 z - 32 z11 � 0, 8x, y, z, t<, RealsE=

In[48]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CAD" ® TrueD;
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CADDefaultPrecision

By default, Mathematica uses validated numeric computations in the lifting phase of the CAD algorithm, reverting to exact algebraic 

number computations only if the numeric computations cannot be validated [14]. The option CADDefaultPrecision specifies the 

initial precision with which the sample point coordinates are computed. Choosing the value of CADDefaultPrecision is a trade−off 
between speed of numeric computations and the number of points where the algorithm reverts to exact computations due to precision loss. 
With the default value of 100 bits, the cases where the algorithm needs to revert to exact computations due to precision loss seem quite 

rare. Setting CADDefaultPrecision to Infinity causes Mathematica to use exact algebraic number computations in the lifting 

phase of CAD. Here is an example that runs fastest with the lowest CADDefaultPrecision setting. (Specifying values lower than 

16.2556 (54 bits) results in CADDefaultPrecision being set to 16.2556.) With CADDefaultPrecision -> Infinity, the 

example did not finish in 1000 seconds.

In[49]:= ReduceA$8x,y< I931 + 576 y
3
+ 626 x2 y - 564 y z - 750 z2 < 0 && -535 + 961 y + 578 z £ 0 &&

-410 + 528 y2 - 905 x £ 0 && z2 - 71 x y + 4 y2 - 81 £ 0M, z, RealsE �� Timing

Out[49]= 90.611, RootA-39135 557564 264692223 468097 + 70369 504018854 614821 499160 ð1 - 7499 740633 203604239 774740

In[50]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CADDefaultPrecision" ® 16D;

ReduceA$8x,y< I931 + 576 y
3
+ 626 x2 y - 564 y z - 750 z2 < 0 &&

-535 + 961 y + 578 z £ 0 && -410 + 528 y2 - 905 x £ 0 && z2 - 71 x y + 4 y2 - 81 £ 0M, z, RealsE �� Timing

Out[51]= 90.551, RootA-39135 557564 264692223 468097 + 70369 504018854 614821 499160 ð1 - 7499 740633 203604239 774740

In[52]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CADDefaultPrecision" ® 30.103D;

CADSortVariables

The performance of the CAD algorithm often depends quite strongly on the order of variables used. Some aspects of the variable ordering 
are fixed by the problem we are solving: quantifier variables need to be projected before free variables, and variables from innermost 

quantifiers need to be projected first. Variables specified in Reduce and Resolve cannot be reordered unless ReorderVariables 

is set to True . This, however, still leaves some freedom in ordering of variables: variables from the same quantifier can be reordered, and 

so can be variables given to FindInstance. By default, Mathematica uses a variable ordering heuristic to determine the order of these 

variables. In most cases the heuristic improves the performance of CAD; in some examples, however, the heuristic does not pick the best 

ordering. Setting CADSortVariables to False disables the heuristic and the order of variables used is as given in the quantifier 

variable list or in the variable list argument to FindInstance. Here is an example [21] that without reordering of quantified variables 

does not finish in 1000 seconds.

In[53]:= TimingAReduceA"8p1,p2,w1,w2<,16£20 p1£25&&16£20 p2£25&&0£w1£2 Ip2 H1 + p1 q1L < 0 &&

-24 w1
2
+ p2

2 IH1 + p1 q1L
2
- 25M > 0 && I400 - q1

2M w2
2
+ p2

2 I400 H1 + p1 q1L
2
- q1

2M > 0M, q1, RealsEE

Out[53]= 90.521, -20 £ q1 <
5

4
J-1 - 5 7 N=

This shows the optimal variable ordering for the example.

In[54]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CADSortVariables" ® FalseD;

In[55]:= TimingAReduceA"8w1,w2,p2,p1<,16£20 p1£25&&16£20 p2£25&&0£w1£2 Ip2 H1 + p1 q1L < 0 &&

-24 w1
2
+ p2

2 IH1 + p1 q1L
2
- 25M > 0 && I400 - q1

2M w2
2
+ p2

2 I400 H1 + p1 q1L
2
- q1

2M > 0M, q1, RealsEE

Out[55]= 90.47, -20 £ q1 <
5

4
J-1 - 5 7 N=

In[56]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CADSortVariables" ® TrueD;
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CADZeroTest

One of the most time−consuming operations in the lifting phase of the CAD algorithm is determining the sign of a polynomial evaluated

at  a  sample  point  with  algebraic  number  coordinates.  We  try  to  avoid  the  problem  by  using  sample  points  with  arbitrary−precision

floating−point  number  coordinates  and  keeping  track  of  the  ú genealogyø  of  projection  polynomials  and  sample  points  in  order  to

validate the results. However, if some of the results cannot be validated, we have to revert to computations with exact algebraic number

coordinates. To determine the sign of a polynomial evaluated at a sample point with algebraic number coordinates, we first evaluate the

polynomial at numeric approximations of the algebraic numbers. If  the result is nonzero (that is, zero is not within the error bounds of

the resulting bignum), we know the sign. Otherwise, we need to test whether a polynomial expression in algebraic numbers is zero. The

value  of  the  CADZeroTest  option  specifies  what  zero  testing  method  should  be  used  at  this  moment.  The  value  should  be  a  pair

8t, acc<. With the default value t � 0, Mathematica computes an accuracy eacc such that if the expression is zero up to this accuracy, it

must  be  zero.  If  eacc £ acc,  the  value  of  the  expression  is  computed  up  to  accuracy  eacc  and  its  sign  is  checked.  Otherwise,  the

expression is represented as a single Root  object using RootReduce and the sign of the Root  object is found. With the default value

acc � ¥, we revert to RootReduce if eacc > $MaxPrecision. If t � 1, RootReduce is always used. If t � 2, expressions that are zero

up  to  accuracy  acc  are  considered  zero.  This  is  the  fastest  method,  but,  unlike  the  other  two,  it  may  give  incorrect  results  because

expressions that are nonzero but close to zero may be treated as zero.

This example runs faster with the CAD algorithm using the 30 digits of accuracy numeric zero test. The result in this example is correct; 
however, this setting of CADZeroTest may lead to incorrect results. 

In[57]:= t1 = TimingAReduceA$z Iz
3
- a2 z + b � 0 && z3 - b2 z + a � 0M, 8a, b<, RealsEE@@1DD;

SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CADZeroTest" ® 82, 30<D;

t2 = TimingAReduceA$z Iz
3
- a2 z + b � 0 && z3 - b2 z + a � 0M, 8a, b<, RealsEE@@1DD;

8t1, t2<

Out[60]= 80.271, 0.23<

In[61]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "CADZeroTest" ® 80, Infinity<D;

ContinuedFractionRootIsolation

To isolate real roots of polynomials, Mathematica  uses methods based on Descartes÷  rule of sign. There are two interval subdivision

strategies  implemented,  one  based  on  interval  bisection  and  another  based  on  continued  fractions  (see  [19]  for  details).  The  variant

based  on  continued  fractions  is  generally  faster  and  is  used  by  default.  Setting  ContinuedFractionRootIsolation  to  False

causes Mathematica to use the interval bisection variant.

Here is an example where the speed difference between the two root isolation methods affects Reduce timing. We need to clear the 

Root  cache between the Reduce calls; otherwise, the second call would save time on factoring the 400th degree polynomial when Root  

objects are created.

In[62]:= SeedRandom@1234D;

f =â

i=0

399

RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D xi + x400;

t1 = Timing@Reduce@f £ 0, x, RealsDD;
ClearSystemCache@"Root"D;
SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ContinuedFractionRootIsolation" ® FalseD;
t2 = Timing@Reduce@f £ 0, x, RealsDD;
8t1P1T, t2P1T, t1P2T === t2P2T<

Out[68]= 83.705, 4.607, True<

In[69]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ContinuedFractionRootIsolation" ® TrueD;

EquationalConstraintsCAD

The  EquationalConstraintsCAD  option  specifies  whether  the  projection  phase  of  the  CAD  algorithm  should  use  equational

constraints.  With  the  default  setting  Automatic ,  Mathematica  uses  the  projection  operator  proven  correct  in  [11].  With

EquationalConstraintsCAD -> True , the smaller but unproven projection operator suggested in [4] is used. 
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Here we find an instance satisfying the system using the CAD algorithm with EquationalConstraintsCAD -> True . Even though 

the method used to find the solution was based on an unproven conjecture, the solution is proven to be correct, that is, it satisfies the input 
system.

In[70]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "EquationalConstraintsCAD" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceA

-1 + a £ 0 && -1 - a < 0 && -3 - a + k2 + a k2 £ 0 && v1
2
� 2 && 1 + a - v2

2
� 0 && k + a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && -k - a k - v2 v3 £ 0 &&

3 + a - v3
2
� 0 && 18 + 6 a + 6 a2 + 2 a3 - 21 k - 27 a k - 7 a2 k - a3 k + 6 k2 + 10 a k2 + 2 a2 k2 - 2 a3 k2 + k3 + 3 a k3 +

3 a2 k3 + a3 k3 - 3 v1 v4 + 6 a v1 v4 + a
2 v1 v4 - 4 a k v1 v4 - 4 a

2 k v1 v4 + k
2 v1 v4 + 2 a k

2 v1 v4 + a
2 k2 v1 v4 � 0 &&

-3 - a + k2 + a k2 + v4
2
� 0 && v1 > 0 && v2 ³ 0 && v3 ³ 0 && v4 ³ 0, 8v1, k, a, v2, v3, v4<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[71]= 90.18, 99v1 ® 2 , k ® 1, a ® -
7

16
, v2 ®

3

4
, v3 ®

41

4
, v4 ® 2 ===

With the default setting EquationalConstraintsCAD -> Automatic , finding a solution of this system takes more than twice as 

long.

In[72]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "EquationalConstraintsCAD" ® AutomaticD;

FindInstanceA-1 + a £ 0 && -1 - a < 0 && -3 - a + k2 + a k2 £ 0 &&

v1
2
� 2 && 1 + a - v2

2
� 0 && k + a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && -k - a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && 3 + a - v3

2
� 0 &&

18 + 6 a + 6 a2 + 2 a3 - 21 k - 27 a k - 7 a2 k - a3 k + 6 k2 + 10 a k2 + 2 a2 k2 - 2 a3 k2 + k3 + 3 a k3 + 3 a2 k3 +

a3 k3 - 3 v1 v4 + 6 a v1 v4 + a
2 v1 v4 - 4 a k v1 v4 - 4 a

2 k v1 v4 + k
2 v1 v4 + 2 a k

2 v1 v4 + a
2 k2 v1 v4 � 0 &&

-3 - a + k2 + a k2 + v4
2
� 0 && v1 > 0 && v2 ³ 0 && v3 ³ 0 && v4 ³ 0, 8v1, k, a, v2, v3, v4<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[73]= 90.491, 99v1 ® 2 , k ® 1, a ® -
7

16
, v2 ®

3

4
, v3 ®

41

4
, v4 ® 2 ===

With EquationalConstraintsCAD -> False, finding a solution of this system again takes almost twice as long.

In[74]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "EquationalConstraintsCAD" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceA

-1 + a £ 0 && -1 - a < 0 && -3 - a + k2 + a k2 £ 0 && v1
2
� 2 && 1 + a - v2

2
� 0 && k + a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && -k - a k - v2 v3 £ 0 &&

3 + a - v3
2
� 0 && 18 + 6 a + 6 a2 + 2 a3 - 21 k - 27 a k - 7 a2 k - a3 k + 6 k2 + 10 a k2 + 2 a2 k2 - 2 a3 k2 + k3 + 3 a k3 +

3 a2 k3 + a3 k3 - 3 v1 v4 + 6 a v1 v4 + a
2 v1 v4 - 4 a k v1 v4 - 4 a

2 k v1 v4 + k
2 v1 v4 + 2 a k

2 v1 v4 + a
2 k2 v1 v4 � 0 &&

-3 - a + k2 + a k2 + v4
2
� 0 && v1 > 0 && v2 ³ 0 && v3 ³ 0 && v4 ³ 0, 8v1, k, a, v2, v3, v4<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[75]= 90.921, 99v1 ® 2 , k ® 1, a ® -
7

16
, v2 ®

3

4
, v3 ®

41

4
, v4 ® 2 ===

Here FindInstance shows that the system has no solutions. Since it is using the CAD algorithm with 

EquationalConstraintsCAD -> True , the correctness of the answer depends on an unproven conjecture.

In[76]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "EquationalConstraintsCAD" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceAk ¹ 1 && -1 + a £ 0 && -1 - a < 0 && -3 - a + k2 + a k2 £ 0 &&

v1
2
� 2 && 1 + a - v2

2
� 0 && k + a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && -k - a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && 3 + a - v3

2
� 0 &&

18 + 6 a + 6 a2 + 2 a3 - 21 k - 27 a k - 7 a2 k - a3 k + 6 k2 + 10 a k2 + 2 a2 k2 - 2 a3 k2 + k3 + 3 a k3 + 3 a2 k3 +

a3 k3 - 3 v1 v4 + 6 a v1 v4 + a
2 v1 v4 - 4 a k v1 v4 - 4 a

2 k v1 v4 + k
2 v1 v4 + 2 a k

2 v1 v4 + a
2 k2 v1 v4 � 0 &&

-3 - a + k2 + a k2 + v4
2
� 0 && v1 > 0 && v2 ³ 0 && v3 ³ 0 && v4 ³ 0, 8v1, k, a, v2, v3, v4<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[77]= 80.301, 8<<

With the default setting EquationalConstraintsCAD -> Automatic , proving that the system has no solutions takes longer, but 

the answer is known to be correct.

In[78]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "EquationalConstraintsCAD" ® AutomaticD;

FindInstanceAk ¹ 1 && -1 + a £ 0 && -1 - a < 0 && -3 - a + k2 + a k2 £ 0 &&

v1
2
� 2 && 1 + a - v2

2
� 0 && k + a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && -k - a k - v2 v3 £ 0 && 3 + a - v3

2
� 0 &&

18 + 6 a + 6 a2 + 2 a3 - 21 k - 27 a k - 7 a2 k - a3 k + 6 k2 + 10 a k2 + 2 a2 k2 - 2 a3 k2 + k3 + 3 a k3 + 3 a2 k3 +

a3 k3 - 3 v1 v4 + 6 a v1 v4 + a
2 v1 v4 - 4 a k v1 v4 - 4 a

2 k v1 v4 + k
2 v1 v4 + 2 a k

2 v1 v4 + a
2 k2 v1 v4 � 0 &&

-3 - a + k2 + a k2 + v4
2
� 0 && v1 > 0 && v2 ³ 0 && v3 ³ 0 && v4 ³ 0, 8v1, k, a, v2, v3, v4<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[79]= 80.911, 8<<
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FGLMBasisConversion

For systems with equational constraints generating a zero−dimensional ideal I,  Mathematica  uses a variant of the CAD algorithm that

finds projection polynomials using Gröbner basis methods. If the lexicographic order Gröbner basis of I does not contain linear polynomi−

als  with  constant  coefficients  in  every  variable  but  the  last  one,  then  for  every  variable  xi  we  find  a  univariate  polynomial  in  xi  that

belongs  to  I.  Mathematica  can  do  this  in  two  ways.  By  default,  it  uses  a  method  based  on  GroebnerWalk  computations.  Setting

FGLMBasisConversion to True  causes Mathematica to use a method based on [20].

The method based on [20] seems to be slightly slower in general.

In[80]:= t1 = TimingAReduceAx10 + 3 x4 - 5 x3 + 7 x2 - 9 x � 11 && y3 - y2 + x � 1 && z3 + 2 z - 3 x � 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsEE;

SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "FGLMBasisConversion" ® TrueD;

t2 = TimingAReduceAx10 + 3 x4 - 5 x3 + 7 x2 - 9 x � 11 && y3 - y2 + x � 1 && z3 + 2 z - 3 x � 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsEE;

8t1P1T, t2P1T, t1P2T === t2P2T<

Out[83]= 80.15, 0.181, True<

In[84]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "FGLMBasisConversion" ® FalseD;

FGLMElimination

The FGLMElimination  option specifies whether Mathematica  should use a special  case heuristic  applicable to systems with equa−

tional  constraints  generating  a  zero−dimensional  ideal  I.  The heuristic  uses a  method based on [20]  to  find  in  I  polynomials  that  are

linear (with a constant coefficient) in one of the quantified variables and uses such polynomials for elimination. The method can be used

both  in  the  decision  algorithm and  in  quantifier  elimination.  With  the  default  Automatic  setting,  it  is  used  only  in  Resolve  with  no

ú solve ø  variables specified and for systems with at least two free variables.

This by default uses the elimination method based on [20], and returns a quantifier−free system in an unsolved form.

In[85]:= ResolveA$z Ix
2
+ 2 y3 - 3 x y + 4 x z + 2 z3 � 1 && y3 - 2 x2 z + 5 x - 7 z3 � 2 && 3 x y + 4 z3 - 5 y3 � 0M, RealsE �� Timing

Out[85]= 90.05, -387703 943456 010 + 836 307322497 954 x + 94016 672514000 x
2
+ 42483 692361858 x3 + 48951 449972226 x4 +

With FGLMElimination set to False, the example takes longer to compute and the answer is in a solved form. (We show N of the 

answer for better readability.)

In[86]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "FGLMElimination" ® FalseD;

ResolveA$z Ix
2
+ 2 y3 - 3 x y + 4 x z + 2 z3 � 1 && y3 - 2 x2 z + 5 x - 7 z3 � 2 && 3 x y + 4 z3 - 5 y3 � 0M, RealsE ��

Timing �� N

Out[87]= 90.11, Iy � -0.616811 && x � -5.18103 - 137.347 y - 1010.78 y
2
- 2069.96 y3 + 92.7062 y4 + 7185.17 y5 + 10827. y6 - 17

If there is only one free variable, Resolve by default does not use the elimination method based on [20]. (We show N of the answer for 

better readability.)

In[88]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "FGLMElimination" ® AutomaticD;

ResolveA$8y,z< Ix
2
+ 2 y3 - 3 x y + 4 x z + 2 z3 � 1 && y3 - 2 x2 z + 5 x - 7 z3 � 2 && 3 x y + 4 z3 - 5 y3 � 0M, RealsE ��

Timing �� N

Out[89]= 80.13, x � -1.05088 ÈÈ x � 0.452835 ÈÈ x � 0.47114 ÈÈ x � 0.534627<

With FGLMElimination set to True , the example takes longer to compute and the answer is given in an unsolved form.

In[90]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "FGLMElimination" ® TrueD;

ResolveA$8y,z< Ix
2
+ 2 y3 - 3 x y + 4 x z + 2 z3 � 1 && y3 - 2 x2 z + 5 x - 7 z3 � 2 && 3 x y + 4 z3 - 5 y3 � 0M, RealsE ��

Timing

Out[91]= 90.2, -27206 534396 294947 + 328914818 820879 210 x - 1654010 622073 883961 x
2
+ 4 186250 649401504 955 x3 - 4 131

In[92]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "FGLMElimination" ® AutomaticD;
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GenericCAD

Mathematica  uses  a  simplified  version  of  the  CAD  algorithm  described  in  [13]  to  solve  decision  problems  or  find  solutions  of  real

polynomial systems that do not contain equations. The method finds a solution or proves that there are no solutions if all inequalities in

the system are strict  (<  or  >).  The method is also used for systems containing weak (<=  or  >=)  inequalities.  In this case, if  it  finds a

solution  of  the  strict  inequality  version  of  the  system,  it  is  also  a  solution  of  the  original  system.  However,  if  it  proves  that  the  strict

inequality version of the system has no solutions, the full version of the CAD algorithm is needed to decide whether the original system

has solutions. The system option GenericCAD specifies whether Mathematica should use the method.

Here the GenericCAD method finds a solution of the strict inequality version of the system.

In[93]:= FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 £ 12 && x2 y2 - 3 x2 z2 ³ 1 && x y £ 3 z3 + 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[93]= 90.191, 99x ®
145

128
, y ® -

113

64
, z ® -

113

128
===

Without GenericCAD, finding a solution of the system takes much longer.

In[94]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GenericCAD" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 £ 12 && x2 y2 - 3 x2 z2 ³ 1 && x y £ 3 z3 + 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[95]= 90.961, 99x ®
309

256
, y ® -

223

128
, z ® -

1809

2048
===

In[96]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GenericCAD" ® TrueD;

This system has no solutions and contains weak inequalities. After the GenericCAD method finds no solutions of the strict inequality 
version of the system, Mathematica needs to run the full CAD to prove that there are no solutions.

In[97]:= FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 £ 12 && x3 + y3 - z3 ³ 9, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[97]= 81.122, 8<<

Running the same example with GenericCAD -> False allows to save the time previously used by the GenericCAD computation.

In[98]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GenericCAD" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 £ 12 && x3 + y3 - z3 ³ 9, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[99]= 80.611, 8<<

In[100]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GenericCAD" ® TrueD;

This system contains only strict inequalities, so GenericCAD can prove that it has no solutions.

In[101]:= FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 < 12 && x2 y2 - 3 x2 z2 > 7 && x y < 3 z3 + 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[101]= 80.18, 8<<

Without GenericCAD, it takes much longer to prove that the system has no solutions.

In[102]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GenericCAD" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 < 12 && x2 y2 - 3 x2 z2 > 7 && x y < 3 z3 + 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[103]= 82.393, 8<<

In[104]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GenericCAD" ® TrueD;

GroebnerCAD

For systems with equational constraints generating a zero−dimensional ideal I,  Mathematica  uses a variant of the CAD algorithm that

finds projection polynomials using Gröbner basis methods. Setting GroebnerCAD to False, causes Mathematica to use the standard

CAD projection instead.
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With GroebnerCAD -> False, this example runs three orders of magnitude slower.

In[105]:= a1 = ReduceAx2 + y2 + z2 � 12 && x2 y2 - 3 x2 z2 � 1 && x y � 3 z3 + 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE; �� Timing

Out[105]= 80.03, Null<

In[106]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GroebnerCAD" ® FalseD;

In[107]:= a2 = ReduceAx2 + y2 + z2 � 12 && x2 y2 - 3 x2 z2 � 1 && x y � 3 z3 + 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE; �� Timing

Out[107]= 82.043, Null<

This checks that the solutions are equivalent.

In[108]:= Chop@H8x, y, z< ��. N@8ToRules@a1D<, 30DL - H8x, y, z< ��. N@8ToRules@a2D<, 30DLD

Out[108]= 880, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0<<

In[109]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "GroebnerCAD" ® TrueD;

LinearDecisionMethodCrossovers, LWDecision, and Simplex

These  three  options  specify  methods  used  to  solve  decision  problems  or  find  solution  instances  for  systems  of  linear  equations  and

inequalities.  The  available  methods  are  the  Loos| Weispfenning algorithm  [15],  the  Simplex  algorithm,  and  the  Revised  Simplex

algorithm.  All  three  methods  can  handle  systems  with  rational  or  floating−point  number  coefficients.  For  systems  with  exact  numeric

nonrational coefficients, only the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is implemented. LWDecision specifies whether the Loos| Weispfenning

algorithm  is  available.  Simplex  specifies  whether  the  Simplex  and  Revised  Simplex  algorithms  can  be  used.

LinearDecisionMethodCrossovers  determines which method is  used if  all  are  available  and applicable.  The value of  the option

should  be  a  triple  8m, n, p<.  For  linear  systems  with  up  to  m  variables,  Mathematica  uses  the  Loos| Weispfenning method  [15];  for

systems with m + 1 to n variables, the Simplex algorithm; and for more than n variables, the Revised Simplex algorithm. If the Simplex

algorithm is used, the slack variables are used if the number of inequalities is no more than p times the number of variables. The default

values are m = 0, n = 30, and p = 20. 

By default, the Simplex algorithm is used to find a solution of a linear system with three variables.

In[110]:= FindInstance@x + 2 y + 3 z � 4 && 5 x + 6 y - 7 z £ 8 && 9 x - 10 y + 11 z > 12, 8x, y, z<, RealsD �� Timing

Out[110]= 90., 99x ®
199

138
, y ®

149

276
, z ®

34

69
===

Here the Revised Simplex algorithm is used.

In[111]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearDecisionMethodCrossovers" ® 80, 0, 20<D;
FindInstance@x + 2 y + 3 z � 4 && 5 x + 6 y - 7 z £ 8 && 9 x - 10 y + 11 z > 12, 8x, y, z<, RealsD �� Timing

Out[112]= 90.081, 99x ® 0, y ®
5

52
, z ®

33

26
===

Here the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used.

In[113]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearDecisionMethodCrossovers" ® 810, 0, 20<D;
FindInstance@x + 2 y + 3 z � 4 && 5 x + 6 y - 7 z £ 8 && 9 x - 10 y + 11 z > 12, 8x, y, z<, RealsD �� Timing

Out[114]= 93.17801´10
-15, 99x ®

34

23
, y ®

5

46
, z ®

53

69
===

In[115]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearDecisionMethodCrossovers" ® 80, 30, 20<D;

Here the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used because the Simplex and Revised Simplex algorithms are not implemented for systems 
with exact nonrational coefficients.

In[116]:= FindInstanceBx + Π y + ã z > Sin@1D && Log@2D x + Πã y - 7Π z �
8

ã

, 8x, y, z<, RealsF �� Timing

Out[116]= 90.01, 99x ® 0, y ® 2, z ® -
8 7-Π

ã

+ 2 7-Π Πã===
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With LWDecision set to False, and Simplex and Revised Simplex not applicable, FindInstance has to use the CAD algorithm 

here.

In[117]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWDecision" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceBx + Π y + ã z > Sin@1D && Log@2D x + Πã y - 7Π z �
8

ã

, 8x, y, z<, RealsF �� Timing

Out[118]= 90.03, 99x ®
33

10
, y ® 66, z ®

7-Π H-80 + 660 ã Πã + 33 ã Log@2DL

10 ã
===

In[119]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWDecision" ® TrueD;

LinearEquations

The  LinearEquations  option  specifies  whether  linear  equation  constraints  with  constant  leading  coefficients  should  be  used  to

eliminate variables. This generally improves the performance of the algorithm. The option is provided to allow experimentation with the

ú pureø  CAD−based decision algorithm.

Here Mathematica uses the first equation to eliminate x before using CAD to find a solution of the resulting system with two variables.

In[120]:= FindInstanceAx + 2 y2 + z3 � 7 && 2 x2 y3 - 3 x z3 + 5 x y z - x3 + x + y - z ³ 3 &&

4 x y3 + 5 y4 z2 + 11 y z2 £ 3 z3 + 7 && x2 + y2 + z2 £ 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[120]= 90.15, 99x ® -
17411

55296
, y ®

123

64
, z ® -

5

12
===

Here Mathematica uses CAD to find a solution of the original system with three variables.

In[121]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearEquations" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceAx + 2 y2 + z3 � 7 && 2 x2 y3 - 3 x z3 + 5 x y z - x3 + x + y - z ³ 3 &&

4 x y3 + 5 y4 z2 + 11 y z2 £ 3 z3 + 7 && x2 + y2 + z2 £ 4, 8x, y, z<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[122]= 90.31, 99x ® -
78015

262144
, y ®

491

256
, z ® -

25

64
===

In[123]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearEquations" ® TrueD;

LinearQE

The LinearQE option specifies methods used to handle systems containing at least one innermost quantifier variable that appears at

most linearly in all  equations and inequalities in the system. The option setting does not affect solving of decision problems. With the

default  setting  True ,  Mathematica  uses  the  Loos| Weispfenning algorithm  [15]  to  eliminate  all  quantifier  variables  that  appear  only

linearly in the system, and then if there are any quantifiers left or the result needs to be solved for the free variables, the CAD algorithm

is  used.  With  LinearQE -> Automatic ,  the  Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is  used  only  for  variables  that  appear  in  the  system only

linearly with constant coefficients. With LinearQE -> False, the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is not used.

With the default setting LinearQE -> True , the Loos|Weispfenning algorithm is used to eliminate both x and y, and CAD is used to 

solve the remaining quantifier−free system with two variables.

In[124]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® TrueD;

In[125]:= a1 = ReduceA$8x,y< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 - x £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t3 + z3 £ z2 y - 3 y + 5 xM, 8z, t<E; �� Timing

Out[125]= 810.205, Null<

In[126]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® AutomaticD;

With LinearQE -> Automatic , the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used only to eliminate x, and CAD is used to solve the remaining 

system with three variables. For this example, the default method is much faster.

In[127]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® AutomaticD;

a2 = ReduceA$8x,y< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 - x £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t3 + z3 £ z2 y - 3 y + 5 xM, 8z, t<E; �� Timing

Out[128]= 848.81, Null<
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With LinearQE -> False, the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is not used. Reduce uses CAD to solve the original system with four 

variables, which for this example takes much longer.

In[129]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® FalseD;

a3 = ReduceA$8x,y< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 - x £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t3 + z3 £ z2 y - 3 y + 5 xM, 8z, t<E; �� Timing

Out[130]= 897.881, Null<

All three methods give the same answer.

In[131]:= a1 === a2 === a3

Out[131]= True

Here is an example where the default method is not the fastest. With the default setting LinearQE -> True , the Loos| Weispfenning 

algorithm is used to eliminate both x and y, and CAD is used to solve the remaining system with one quantified and one free variable. 

In[132]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® TrueD;

ReduceA

$8x,y,z< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 && 3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 £ z yM,

tE �� Timing

Out[133]= 90.421, t £ RootA55696 + 611712 ð1 + 3248 544 ð12 + 13 500064 ð13 + 41 178060 ð14 + 72638592 ð15 + 76002 697 ð16 + 88

With LinearQE -> Automatic , the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used only to eliminate x, and then CAD is used to solve the 

remaining system with two quantified variables and one free variable. This is the fastest method for this example.

In[134]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® AutomaticD;

ReduceA

$8x,y,z< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 && 3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 £ z yM,

tE �� Timing

Out[135]= 90.31, t £ RootA55696 + 611712 ð1 + 3248 544 ð12 + 13 500064 ð13 + 41 178060 ð14 + 72638592 ð15 + 76002 697 ð16 + 88447

With LinearQE -> False, the CAD algorithm is used to solve the system.

In[136]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® FalseD;

ReduceA

$8x,y,z< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 && 3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 £ z yM,

tE �� Timing

Out[137]= 90.401, t £ RootA55696 + 611712 ð1 + 3248 544 ð12 + 13 500064 ð13 + 41 178060 ð14 + 72638592 ð15 + 76002 697 ð16 + 88

The default setting LinearQE -> True  is definitely advantageous for quantifier elimination problems where all quantified variables 

appear only linearly in the system and the quantifier−free version of the system does not need to be given in a solved form. This is 
because the complexity of the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm depends very little on the number of free variables, unlike the complexity of 

the CAD algorithm that is doubly exponential in the number of all variables. With LinearQE -> False, this example does not finish in 

1000 seconds.

In[138]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LinearQE" ® TrueD;

ResolveA$8x,y< I2 x + 3 y z + 4 z
2 t £ 1 &&

5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 u + v^7 - 6 w^4 t £ 3 && 3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t - 5 y w z ³ 2M, RealsE �� Timing

Out[139]= 90.01, I-t
3
< 0 && 5 t3 + 30 t5 + 27 z + 6 t z + 36 t3 z + 8 t4 z - 9 v7 z - 2 t v7 z + 30 w z + 40 t3 w z - 10 v7 w z + 54 t w4 z + 12

LWPreprocessor

The LWPreprocessor  option  setting  affects  solving decision problems and instance finding.  The option  specifies  whether  the  Loos|

Weispfenning algorithm [8]  should  be used to  eliminate  variables  that  appear  at  most  linearly  in  all  equations and inequalities  before

applying  the  CAD algorithm  to  the  resulting  system.  With  the  default  setting  Automatic ,  Mathematica  uses  the  Loos| Weispfenning

algorithm  to  eliminate  variables  that  appear  only  linearly  with  constant  coefficients.  With  LWPreprocessor -> True ,  the  Loos|

Weispfenning  algorithm is  used  for  all  variables  that  appear  only  linearly.  With  LWPreprocessor -> False,  the  Loos| Weispfenning

algorithm is not used as a preprocessor to the CAD−based decision algorithm.
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With the default setting LWPreprocessor -> Automatic , the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used only to eliminate x, and CAD is 

used to find a solution of the remaining system with three variables. 

In[140]:= FindInstanceA2 x + 3 y z + 4 z2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 £ z y, 8x, y, z, t<E �� Timing

Out[140]= 90.06, 99x ® -
44923

48
, y ® 306, z ®

3

4
, t ® -15===

With LWPreprocessor -> True , the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used to eliminate both x and y, and CAD is used to find a 

solution of the remaining system with two variables. For this example, this method is slower than the default one.

In[141]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWPreprocessor" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceA2 x + 3 y z + 4 z2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 £ z y, 8x, y, z, t<E �� Timing

Out[142]= 90.17, 99x ® -
845057

1109760
, y ®

54 532

24 565
, z ® 1, t ® -

17

16
===

With LWPreprocessor -> False, the CAD algorithm is used to find a solution of the original system with four variables. For this 

example, this method is as fast as the default.

In[143]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWPreprocessor" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceA2 x + 3 y z + 4 z2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 £ z y, 8x, y, z, t<E �� Timing

Out[144]= 90.06, 99x ® -332, y ® 306, z ®
3

4
, t ® -15===

This example differs from the previous one only in that the last inequality was turned into an equation. With the default setting 

LWPreprocessor -> Automatic , the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is only used to eliminate x, and CAD is used to find a solution of 

the remaining system with three variables. 

In[145]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWPreprocessor" ® AutomaticD;

FindInstanceA2 x + 3 y z + 4 z2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 == z y, 8x, y, z, t<E �� Timing

Out[146]= 90.2, 99x ®
1

3

3341

256
-

4117 943

4096
, y ® 4, z ®

23

16
, t ® -

943

16
===

With LWPreprocessor -> True , the Loos| Weispfenning algorithm is used to eliminate both x and y, and CAD is used to find a 

solution of the remaining system with two variables. For the revised example, this method is faster than the default one.

In[147]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWPreprocessor" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceA2 x + 3 y z + 4 z2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 == z y, 8x, y, z, t<E �� Timing

Out[148]= 90.08, 99x ®
1

3
2 + 5 RootA4 + 4 ð12 + ð13 + 5 ð15 &, 1E + 3 RootA4 + 4 ð12 + ð13 + 5 ð15 &, 1E

2
+

-4 - 4 RootA4 + 4 ð12 + ð13

5 Root

With LWPreprocessor -> False, the CAD algorithm is used to find a solution of the original system with four variables. For the 

revised example, this is seven times slower than the default method.

In[149]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWPreprocessor" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceA2 x + 3 y z + 4 z2 t £ 1 && 5 t3 y + 7 z4 - 4 t3 + 4 z2 t2 £ 3 &&

3 x - 5 t z2 - 3 t2 - y z t ³ 2 && t2 + z2 == z y, 8x, y, z, t<E �� Timing

Out[150]= 91.432, 99x ® 0, y ® 11, z ® 3, t ® -2 6 ===

In[151]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "LWPreprocessor" ® AutomaticD;

ProjectAlgebraic

The setting of the ProjectAlgebraic option affects handling of algebraic number coefficients in the CAD algorithm. 
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Algebraic numbers found in coefficients of the input system are replaced with new variables. The new variables are always put first in

the variable ordering so that in the projection phase of the CAD algorithm they are eliminated last. When the current projection polynomi−

als contain k + 1 variables with at least k  first variables replacing algebraic number coefficients, we have a choice of whether or not to

continue the projection phase. If we do not continue the projection phase, we can start the lifting phase extending the zero−dimensional

cell  in the first  k  variables on which each of  the variables is  equal  to the corresponding algebraic number coefficient.  If  we choose to

compute the last k  projections, we may find in the lifting phase that the algebraic number coefficient corresponding to a variable being

lifted lies between the roots of  the projection polynomials.  Hence for  this  variable we will  be extending a one−dimensional  cell  with a

rational number sample point. Thus there is a trade−off between avoiding computation of the last k  projections and avoiding algebraic

number coordinates in sample points.

With ProjectAlgebraic -> True , the projection phase is continued for variables replacing algebraic number coefficients until there

is one variable left. With ProjectAlgebraic -> False, the projection phase is stopped as soon as there is one variable left that does

not  replace  an  algebraic  number  coefficient.  With  the  default  setting  ProjectAlgebraic -> Automatic ,  the  projection  phase  is

stopped if there is at most one variable left that does not replace an algebraic number coefficient and there are at least three projection

polynomials, or there is a projection polynomial of degree more than two in the projection variable.

With few high−degree algebraic number coefficients, equations, and inequalities in the system, ProjectAlgebraics -> True  tends 

to be a better choice. (N is applied to the output for better readability.)

In[152]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProjectAlgebraic" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceARootAð19 - 11 ð1 + 7 &, 1E x2 - RootAð17 - 5 ð1 + 3 &, 1E y2 - x y � 1, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing �� N

Out[153]= 80.011, 88x ® -1., y ® -1.72698<<<

In[154]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProjectAlgebraic" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceARootAð19 - 11 ð1 + 7 &, 1E x2 - RootAð17 - 5 ð1 + 3 &, 1E y2 - x y � 1, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing �� N

Out[155]= 80.39, 88x ® -1., y ® -1.72698<<<

With many low−degree algebraic number coefficients, equations, and inequalities in the system, ProjectAlgebraics -> False 

tends to be faster.

In[156]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProjectAlgebraic" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceBx2 + y2 - 2 x - 3 y - 5 < 0 && x < 7 y^2, 8x, y<, RealsF �� Timing

Out[157]= 96.509, 99x ®
3

4
, y ® -

57

64
===

In[158]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProjectAlgebraic" ® FalseD;

FindInstanceBx2 + y2 - 2 x - 3 y - 5 < 0 && x < 7 y^2, 8x, y<, RealsF �� Timing

Out[159]= 90.01, 99x ®
3

4
, y ® -

57

64
===

With ProjectAlgebraics -> Automatic , Mathematica picks the faster method in the second example, but fails to pick the faster 

method in the first example.

In[160]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProjectAlgebraic" ® AutomaticD;

In[161]:= FindInstanceARootAð19 - 11 ð1 + 7 &, 1E x2 - RootAð17 - 5 ð1 + 3 &, 1E y2 - x y � 1, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing �� N

Out[161]= 80.291, 88x ® -1., y ® -1.72698<<<

In[162]:= FindInstanceBx2 + y2 - 2 x - 3 y - 5 < 0 && x < 7 y^2, 8x, y<, RealsF �� Timing

Out[162]= 90.01, 99x ®
3

4
, y ® -

57

64
===
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ProveMultiplicities

The setting of ProveMultiplicities determines the way in which the lifting phase of the CAD algorithm validates multiple roots and

zero  leading  coefficients  of  projection  polynomials  obtained  using  arbitrary−precision  floating−point  number  (Mathematica  "bignum")

computations (for more details, see [14, 24]). With the default setting ProveMultiplicities -> True , Mathematica uses information

about the origins of the cell, if this is not sufficient computes exact values of cell coordinates and uses principal subresultant coefficients

and exact zero testing, and only if this fails reverts to exact computations. With ProveMultiplicities -> Automatic , Mathematica

uses  information  about  the  origins  of  the  cell  and,  if  this  is  not  sufficient,  reverts  to  exact  computation.  With

ProveMultiplicities -> False,  Mathematica  reverts  to  exact  computation  each  time  bignum  computations  fail  to  separate  all

roots or prove that the leading coefficients of projection polynomials are nonzero. 

Generally, using all available methods of validating results obtained with arbitrary−precision floating−point number computations leads to 
better performance.

In[163]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProveMultiplicities" ® TrueD;
Reduce@Exists@8y, z<, x^4 + y^4 + z^4 � 1 && 2 + x y + z £ x^2 + y^2 + z^2D, x, RealsD �� Timing

Out[164]= 90.17, RootA-5915 760 + 39 370017 ð12 - 148378932 ð14 + 577876 048 ð16 - 2081 150580 ð18 + 5343033 030 ð110 - 9257957

In[165]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProveMultiplicities" ® AutomaticD;
Reduce@Exists@8y, z<, x^4 + y^4 + z^4 � 1 && 2 + x y + z £ x^2 + y^2 + z^2D, x, RealsD �� Timing

Out[166]= 99.314, RootA-5915 760 + 39 370017 ð12 - 148378932 ð14 + 577876 048 ð16 - 2081 150580 ð18 + 5343033 030 ð110 - 9257

In[167]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProveMultiplicities" ® FalseD;
TimeConstrained@
Reduce@Exists@8y, z<, x^4 + y^4 + z^4 � 1 && 2 + x y + z £ x^2 + y^2 + z^2D, x, RealsD �� Timing, 60D

Out[168]= $Aborted

In[169]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ProveMultiplicities" ® TrueD;

QuadraticQE

The QuadraticQE option specifies whether the quadratic case of Weispfenning’s quantifier elimination by virtual substitution algorithm

[22, 23] should be used to eliminate quantified variables that appear at most quadratically in all equations and inequalities in the system.

The  complexity  of  Weispfenning’s  algorithm  depends  very  little  on  the  number  of  free  variables,  unlike  the  complexity  of  the  CAD

algorithm that is doubly exponential in the number of all variables. Hence, it is definitely advantageous to use it when all quantifiers can

be eliminated using the algorithm, there are many free variables present, and the quantifier−free version of the system does not need to

be given in a solved form. On the other hand, eliminating a variable using Weispfenning’s algorithm often significantly increases the size

of  the  formula.  So  if  Mathematica  needs  to  apply  CAD  to  the  result  or  if  the  system  contains  few  free  variables,  using  CAD  on  the

original  system may  be  faster.  With  the  default  setting  Automatic ,  Mathematica  uses  the  algorithm  for  Resolve  with  no  variables

specified and with at least two parameters present, and for Reduce and Resolve with at least three variables as long as elimination of

one variable at most doubles the LeafCount  of the system. This criterion seems to work reasonably well; however, for some examples

it does not give the optimal choice of the algorithm. Changing the option value may allow problems to be solved which otherwise take a

very  long  time.  With  LinearQE -> True ,  Weispfenning’s  algorithm is  used  whenever  there  is  a  quadratic  variable  to  eliminate,  with

LinearQE -> False, Weispfenning’s algorithm is not used.

Resolve with no variables specified and with at least two parameters present uses Weispfenning’s algorithm to eliminate x. The result is 

not solved for the parameters a, b, and c.

In[170]:= ResolveA$x Ia x
2
+ b x + cM Ic x2 + b x + aM <= 0, RealsE �� Timing

Out[170]= 90.03, a c < 0 ÈÈ Ha � 0 && a b + b c > 0L ÈÈ Hc � 0 && a b + b c > 0L ÈÈ Ia ¹ 0 && -b2 + 4 a c £ 0M ÈÈ Ic ¹ 0 && -b2 + 4 a c £ 0M ÈÈ

Reduce by default uses CAD for this example. The result is solved for the parameters a, b, and c.

In[171]:= ReduceA$x Ia x
2
+ b x + cM Ic x2 + b x + aM <= 0, 8a, b, c<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[171]= 90.291, a < 0 && c ³
b2

4 a
ÈÈ a � 0 ÈÈ a > 0 && c £

b2

4 a
=
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With QuadraticQE -> True , Reduce uses Weispfenning’s algorithm to eliminate x and then CAD to solve the quantifier−free formula 

for the parameters a, b, and c. In this example this is faster than the default method of using CAD from the beginning.

In[172]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "QuadraticQE" ® TrueD;

ReduceA$x Ia x
2
+ b x + cM Ic x2 + b x + aM <= 0, 8a, b, c<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[173]= 90.17, a < 0 && c ³
b2

4 a
ÈÈ a � 0 ÈÈ a > 0 && c £

b2

4 a
=

For this system with three free variables Weispfenning’s algorithm works much better than CAD. With QuadraticQE -> False, 

Resolve does not finish in 1000 seconds.

In[174]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "QuadraticQE" ® AutomaticD;

ResolveA

$t I-602 + 528 z - 222 z
2
- 410 t - 685 z t + 427 t2 + 422 x + 5 z x - 279 t x - 188 x2 + 1000 y - 704 z y + 879 t y -

179 x y - 689 y2 � 0 && -723 - 380 z + 323 z2 - 964 t - 749 z t - 9 t2 + 497 x - 191 z x +

147 t x + 815 x2 + 935 y - 536 z y - 558 t y - 152 x y + 400 y2 ³ 0M, RealsE �� Timing

Out[175]= 90.02, I93310 576 x + 312563 284 x
2
+ 619260 202 y - 174 039637 x y + 343049 591 y2 - 552659 742 z - 119285 170 x z - 72

For this system with only one free variable Resolve uses CAD.

In[176]:= ResolveA"8x,y< ImpliesAx > r && y > r, x2 H1 + 2 yL2 > y2 I1 + 2 x2ME, RealsE �� Timing

Out[176]= 90.06, r ³
1

2

=

Weispfenning’s algorithm is slower here and gives a more complicated result.

In[177]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "QuadraticQE" ® TrueD;

ResolveA"8x,y< ImpliesAx > r && y > r, x2 H1 + 2 yL2 > y2 I1 + 2 x2ME, RealsE �� LeafCount �� Timing

Out[177]= 80.27, 2711<

In[178]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "QuadraticQE" ® AutomaticD;

QVSPreprocessor

The  QVSPreprocessor  option  setting  affects  solving  decision  problems  and  instance  finding.  The  option  specifies  whether  the

quadratic  case of  Weispfenning’s  quantifier  elimination by virtual  substitution algorithm [22,  23]  should  be used to  eliminate variables

that appear at most quadratically in all equations and inequalities before applying the CAD algorithm to the resulting system. The default

setting is False  and the algorithm is not used. There are examples where using Weispfenning’s algorithm as a preprocessor signifi−

cantly helps the performance, and there are examples where using the preprocessor significantly hurts the performance. It seems that

the  preprocessor  tends  to  help  in  examples  with  many  variables  and  where  instances  exist.  With  QVSPreprocessor -> True ,

Weispfenning’s algorithm is used each time there is a quadratic variable. With QVSPreprocessor -> Automatic , Mathematica uses

the algorithm for systems with at least four variables. 

Here Mathematica finds a solution using Weispfenning’s algorithm as a preprocessor. Without the preprocessor this example takes 470 
seconds.

In[179]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "QVSPreprocessor" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceA-11 - 909 y z - 462 y2 z + I657 - 471 y3 + 501 z - 48 x zM t + t2 � 0 &&

258 + 223 x2 y - 544 y3 + 571 z2 + 38 y z2 + I-798 + 79 x2 y + 214 y2 - 828 x2 z - 392 z2M t + t2 ³ 0, 8x,

y, z, t<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[180]= 90.07, 99x ® 0, y ®
1

308
-303 +

282 203

3
, z ® -1, t ® 0===
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This uses CAD to show that there are no solutions. With QVSPreprocessor -> True  this example does not finish in 1000 seconds, 

due to complexity of computing LogicalExpand for the generated large logical formulas.

In[181]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "QVSPreprocessor" ® FalseD; f =.;

FindInstanceA! Ia < 0 ÈÈ b < 0 ÈÈ c < 0 ÈÈ d < 0 ÈÈ e < 0 ÈÈ f < 0 ÈÈ a2 + b2 > e2 ÈÈ c2 + d2 > f2 ÈÈ a c + b d £ e fM,

8a, b, c, d, e, f<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[181]= 80.071, 8<<

ReducePowers

For  any variable  x  in  the input  to  the CAD algorithm,  if  all  powers  of  x  appearing in  the system are  integer  multiples  of  an integer  k,

Mathematica  replaces xk  in the input system with a new variable, runs the CAD on the new system, and then resolves the answer so

that  it  is  expressed  in  terms  of  the  original  variables.  Setting  ReducePowers -> False  turns  off  this  shortcut.  With

ReducePowers -> False,  the  algebraic  functions  appearing  as  cell  bounds  in  the  output  of  the  CAD  algorithm  are  always  rational

functions,  quadratic  radical  expressions,  or  Root  objects.  With  the  default  setting  ReducePowers -> True ,  they  may  in  addition  be

e1�n  for  any  of  the  previous  expressions  e,  or  Root@a ðn - e &, 1D  for  some  integer  a,  and  a  rational  function  or  a  quadratic  radical

expression e.

With the default setting ReducePowers -> True , the CAD algorithm solves a quadratic equation in variables replacing x7 and y5, and 

then the result is represented in terms of x and y. The result contains Root  objects with quadratic radical expressions inside.

In[182]:= ReduceAx14 + 3 x7 y5 - 5 y10 � 1, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[182]= 90.02, x < -
5

29

1�14

21�7 && y � RootA-3 x7 + -20 + 29 x14 + 10 ð15 &, 1E ÈÈ y � RootA-3 x7 - -20 + 29 x14 + 10 ð15 &

With ReducePowers -> True , the CAD algorithm solves the original 14th degree equation that takes several times longer. The result 

contains only Root  objects with polynomial expressions inside.

In[183]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ReducePowers" ® FalseD;

ReduceAx14 + 3 x7 y5 - 5 y10 � 1, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[184]= 90.07, Ix < RootA-20 + 29 ð1
14 &, 1E && Iy � RootA1 - x14 - 3 x7 ð15 + 5 ð110 &, 1E ÈÈ y � RootA1 - x14 - 3 x7 ð15 + 5 ð110 &,

RootReduced

For systems with equational constraints generating a zero−dimensional ideal I,  Mathematica  uses a variant of the CAD algorithm that

finds projection polynomials using Gröbner basis methods. If the lexicographic order Gröbner basis of I contains linear polynomials with

constant coefficients in every variable but the last one (which is true ú generically ø ), then all coordinates of solutions are easily repre−

sented as polynomials  in  the last  coordinate.  Setting RootReduced  to  True  causes Mathematica  to  represent  each coordinate as a

single numeric Root  object. Computing this reduced representation often takes much longer than solving the system.

By default, we get the value of y expressed in terms of x.

In[185]:= ReduceAy5 - 3 y2 + 2 y + x5 + 7 x + 4 � 0 && y2 + y - x5 - 3 x - 11 � 0, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[185]= 90.011, x � RootA156 956 + 220 462 ð1 + 120941 ð12 + 32 850 ð13 + 4455 ð14 + 72765 ð15 + 80 162 ð16 + 32 790 ð17 + 5940 ð1

With Backsubstitution -> True , we get a numeric value of y, but the representation of the value is large.

In[186]:= ReduceAy5 - 3 y2 + 2 y + x5 + 7 x + 4 � 0 && y2 + y - x5 - 3 x - 11 � 0,

8x, y<, Reals, Backsubstitution ® TrueE �� Timing

Out[186]= 90.02, x � RootA156 956 + 220 462 ð1 + 120941 ð12 + 32 850 ð13 + 4455 ð14 + 72765 ð15 + 80 162 ð16 + 32 790 ð17 + 5940 ð18

y �
1

364038
J213472 972 + 322716699 RootA156956 + 220462 ð1 + 120941 ð12 + 32850 ð13 + 4455 ð14 + 72765 ð15 + 80162

611942 RootA156956 + 220462 ð1 + 120941 ð12 + 32850 ð13 + 4455 ð14 + 72765 ð15 + 80162 ð16 + 32790 ð17 + 5940
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Setting RootReduced -> True  causes Mathematica to represent the value of y as a single Root  object. However, the computation 

takes ten times longer.

In[187]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "RootReduced" ® TrueD;

ReduceAy5 - 3 y2 + 2 y + x5 + 7 x + 4 � 0 && y2 + y - x5 - 3 x - 11 � 0, 8x, y<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[188]= 90.09, x � RootA156 956 + 220 462 ð1 + 120941 ð12 + 32 850 ð13 + 4455 ð14 + 72765 ð15 + 80 162 ð16 + 32 790 ð17 + 5940 ð18

In[189]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "RootReduced" ® FalseD;

ThreadOr

The ThreadOr option specifies how the identity

(8)$x1,¼,xn HF1 ê¼ ê FkL�$x1,¼,xn F1 ê¼ ê $x1,¼,xn Fk

should  be  used  in  the  decision  algorithm  (Reduce  and  Resolve  for  systems  containing  no  free  variables  or  parameters),

FindInstance,  and  quantifier  elimination  (Resolve  with  no  variables  specified).  With  the  default  setting  ThreadOr -> True ,  the

identity (8) is used before attempting any solution algorithms. With ThreadOr -> False, the identity (8) may be used by algorithms that

require  using it  (for  instance,  the Simplex algorithm),  but  will  not  be used by algorithms that  do not  require  using it  (for  instance,  the

CAD algorithm).

Here Reduce finds an instance satisfying the first simpler term of Or, and hence avoids dealing with the second, more complicated, term.

In[190]:= ReduceA$8x,y,z< Ix + y + z ³ 0 ÈÈ Ix
5
- 3 x y4 z + 17 x3 z2 - 11 y � 0 && x2 + y2 + z2 £ 1MM, RealsE �� Timing

Out[190]= 92.17604´10
-14, True=

With ThreadOr -> False, Reduce needs to run a CAD−based decision algorithm on the whole system.

In[191]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ThreadOr" ® FalseD;

ReduceA$8x,y,z< Ix + y + z ³ 0 ÈÈ Ix
5
- 3 x y4 z + 17 x3 z2 - 11 y � 0 && x2 + y2 + z2 £ 1MM, RealsE �� Timing

Out[192]= 80.801, True<

This system has no solutions and so with ThreadOr -> True  Reduce needs to run a CAD−based decision algorithm on each of the 

terms. 

In[193]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ThreadOr" ® TrueD;

ReduceA$8x,y,z< IIx
2
+ y2 + z2 < 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 ³ 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 ³ 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 ³ 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 < 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 < 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 < 1MM, RealsE �� Timing

Out[194]= 81.512, False<

Since all six terms of Or involve exactly the same polynomials, running a CAD−based decision algorithm on the whole expression consists 

of very similar computations as running a CAD−based decision algorithm on one of the terms. In this case the computation with 

ThreadOr -> False is faster.

In[195]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ThreadOr" ® FalseD;

ReduceA$8x,y,z< IIx
2
+ y2 + z2 < 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 ³ 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 ³ 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 ³ 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 < 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 < 1M ÈÈ

Ix2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && Hx - 2L2 + y2 + z2 ³ 1 && x2 + Hy - 2L2 + z2 < 1 && x2 + y2 + Hz - 2L2 < 1MM, RealsE �� Timing

Out[196]= 80.341, False<

In[197]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ThreadOr" ® TrueD;
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ZengDecision

The option ZengDecision specifies whether Mathematica should use the algorithm by G. X. Zeng and X. N. Zeng [18]. The algorithm 

applies to decision problems with systems that consist of a single strict inequality. There are examples for which the algorithm performs 
better than the strict inequality variant of the CAD algorithm described in [13]. However, for randomly chosen inequalities, it seems to 

perform worse; therefore, it is not used by default. Here is an example from [18] that runs faster with ZengDecision -> True .

In[198]:= FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 + w4 - 5 x y z w + x2 + y2 + z2 + w2 + 1 < 0, 8x, y, z, w<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[198]= 87.17, 88x ® -5, y ® -5, z ® -6, w ® -4<<<

In[199]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ZengDecision" ® TrueD;

FindInstanceAx4 + y4 + z4 + w4 - 5 x y z w + x2 + y2 + z2 + w2 + 1 < 0, 8x, y, z, w<, RealsE �� Timing

Out[200]= 80.43, 88x ® -5, y ® -5, z ® -6, w ® -4<<<

In[201]:= SetSystemOptions@"InequalitySolvingOptions" ® "ZengDecision" ® FalseD;
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Diophantine Polynomial Systems

Introduction
A Diophantine polynomial system is an expression constructed with polynomial equations and inequalities

f Hx1,¼, xnL � gHx1,¼, xnL, f Hx1,¼, xnL ¹ gHx1,¼, xnL,

f Hx1,¼, xnL ³ gHx1,¼, xnL, f Hx1,¼, xnL > gHx1,¼, xnL,

f Hx1,¼, xnL £ gHx1,¼, xnL, f Hx1,¼, xnL < gHx1,¼, xnL,

combined using logical connectives and quantifiers

F1 ì F2, F1 ê F2, F1 Þ F2, Ø F, "x F, and $x F,

where the variables represent integer quantities.

An occurrence of a variable x inside "x F or $x F is called a bound occurrence; any other occurrence of x is called a free occurrence. A

variable  x  is  called  a  free  variable  of  a  polynomial  system  if  the  system  contains  a  free  occurrence  of  x.  A  Diophantine  polynomial

system is quantifier−free if it contains no quantifiers. A decision problem is a system with all variables existentially quantified, that is, a

system of the form

(1)$x1
$x2
¼$xn FHx1,¼, xnL,

where x1,¼, xn  are all variables in F. The decision problem (1) is equivalent to True  or False, depending on whether the quantifier−

free system of polynomial equations and inequalities FHx1,¼, xnL has integer solutions.

An example of a Diophantine polynomial system is

(2)"n, n³2 $p, p>1 $q, q>1 "a, a>1 "b, b>1 a b ¹ p ì a b ¹ q ì p + q = 2 n.

Goldbach’s  conjecture  [1],  formulated  in  1742  and  still  unproven,  asserts  that  system  (2)  is  equivalent  to  True .  This  suggests  that

Mathematica  may  not  be  able  to  solve  arbitrary  Diophantine  polynomial  systems.  In  fact,  Matiyasevich’s  solution  of  Hilbert’s  tenth

problem [2] shows that no algorithm can be constructed that would solve arbitrary Diophantine polynomial systems, not even quantifier−

free  systems  or  decision  problems.  Nevertheless,  Mathematica  functions  Reduce,  Resolve,  and  FindInstance  are  able  to  solve

several  reasonably  large  classes  of  Diophantine  systems.  This  tutorial  describes  these  classes  of  systems  and  methods  used  by

Mathematica to solve them. The methods are presented in the order in which they are used. The tutorial also covers options affecting

the methods used and how they operate.

Linear Systems

Systems of Linear Equations

Conjunctions of linear Diophantine equations are solvable for an arbitrary number of variables. Mathematica  uses a method based on

the  computation  Hermite  normal  form  of  matrices,  available  in  Mathematica  directly  as  HermiteDecomposition.  The  result  may

contain  new  unrestricted  integer  parameters.  If  the  equations  are  independent,  the  number  of  parameters  is  equal  to  the  difference

between the number of variables and the number of equations.

This system has four variables and two independent equations, hence the result is expressed in terms of two integer parameters.

In[1]:= Reduce@3 a + 4 b + 18 c + 24 d � 30 && 27 a + 16 b + 28 c + 24 d � 30, 8a, b, c, d<, IntegersD

Out[1]= HC@1D C@2DL Î Integers && a � 2 + 8 C@1D && b � 6 - 6 C@1D + 15 C@2D && c � -12 - 12 C@1D - 18 C@2D && d � 9 + 9 C@1D + 11
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Frobenius Equations

A Frobenius equation is an equation of the form

a1 x1 + ¼ + an xn � m,

where  a1,¼, an  are  positive  integers,  m  is  an  integer,  and  the  coordinates  x1,¼, xn  of  solutions  are  required  to  be  non−negative

integers.

For finding solution instances of Frobenius equations Mathematica uses a fast algorithm based on the computation of the critical tree in

the Frobenius graph [11]. The algorithm applies when the smallest of a1,¼, an does not exceed the value of the MaxFrobeniusGraph

system option (the default is 1,000,000). Otherwise the more general methods for solving bounded linear systems are used. Functions

FrobeniusSolve  and FrobeniusNumber provide specialized functionality for solving Frobenius equations and computing Frobenius

numbers.

This finds a solution of a Frobenius equation.

In[2]:= FindInstance@
123456 x + 234567 y + 345678 z + 456789 u + 567890 v + 678901 w + 789012 r + 890123 s + 901 234 t � 123 456789 &&
x ³ 0 && y ³ 0 && z ³ 0 && u ³ 0 && v ³ 0 && w ³ 0 && r ³ 0 && s ³ 0 && t ³ 0, 8x, y, z, u, v, w, r, s, t<, IntegersD

Out[2]= 88x ® 5, y ® 8, z ® 12, u ® 17, v ® 24, w ® 29, r ® 29, s ® 29, t ® 30<<

Bounded Systems of Linear Equations and Inequalities

If  a  real  solution  set  of  a  system of  linear  equations  and  inequalities  is  a  bounded  polyhedron,  the  system has  finitely  many  integer

solutions. To find the solutions, Mathematica uses the following procedure.

You  may  assume  the  system  has  the  form  Meq.x � beq ì Mineq.x ³ bineq,  where  Meq  is  a  k´n  integer  matrix,  beq  is  a  length  k  integer

vector, Mineq  is an l´n  integer matrix, and bineq  is a length l  integer vector. First, the method for solving systems of linear equations is

used to find an integer vector s such that Meq.s � beq  and a p´n integer matrix N whose rows generate the nullspace of Meq.x � 0. The

integer solution set of Meq.x � beq  is equal to 8s + i.N : i Î Zp<.  Put Mmult = Mineq.NT  and bmult = bineq - Mineq.s.  The integer solution set of

Meq.x � beq ì Mineq.x ³ bineq  is  equal  to  8s + i.N : i Î I <,  where  I  is  the  integer  solution  set  of  Mmult.i ³ bmult.  To  improve  efficiency  of

finding the set I ,  Mathematica  simplifies Mmult
T  using LatticeReduce,  obtaining Mred

T .  Note that if  the columns of Mmult  are linearly

dependent, Mmult.i ³ bmult has no solutions (otherwise it would have infinitely many solutions, which contradicts the assumptions). Hence

you may assume that Mmult  has linearly independent columns and so Mred  has p columns. Put R = IMmult
T .MmultM

-1
IMmult

T
MredM. Lattice

reduction techniques are also used to find a small vector bred  in the lattice bmult + Mred.v. Let v0  be such that bred = bmult + Mred.v0. The set

I  can be computed from the set I red of all i Î Zp such that Mred.i ³ bred using the formula I = 8R.Hi - v0L : i Î I red<.

To  find  the  set  I red  a  simple  recursive  algorithm  can  be  used.  The  algorithm  finds  the  bounds  on  the  first  variable  using

LinearProgramming  and, for each integer value a1  between the bounds, calls itself  recursively with the first  variable set to a1.  This

algorithm  is  used  when  the  system  option  BranchLinearDiophantine  is  set  to  False.  With  the  default  setting  True  a  hybrid

algorithm  combining  the  recursive  algorithm  and  a  branch−and−bound  type  algorithm  is  used.  At  each  level  of  the  recursion,  the

recursion  is  continued  for  the  "middle"  values  of  the  first  variable  (defined  as  a  projection  of  the  set  of  points  contained  in  the  real

solution  set  together  with  a  unit  cube)  while  the  remaining  parts  of  the  real  solution  set  are  searched  for  integer  solutions  using  the

branch−and−bound type algorithm. FindInstance finds the single element of I red it needs using a branch−and−bound type algorithm.

There are two system options, BranchLinearDiophantine and LatticeReduceDiophantine, that allow you to control the exact

algorithm used. In some cases changing the values of these options may greatly improve the performance of Reduce.

This finds all integer points in a triangle.

In[3]:= Reduce@7 x + y ³ 3 && 3 x - 33 y + 333 ³ 0 && x < y, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[3]= Hx � -1 && y � 10L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 3L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 4L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 5L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 6L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 7L ÈÈ Hx �
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Mathematica enumerates the solutions explicitly only if the number of integer solutions of the system does not exceed the maximum of

the  pth  power  of  the  value  of  the  system  option  DiscreteSolutionBound,  where  p  is  the  dimension  of  the  solution  lattice  of  the

equations, and the second element of the value of the system option ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints. 

Here Reduce does not give explicit solutions because their number would exceed the default limit of 10000.

In[4]:= Reduce@x ³ 0 && y ³ 0 && x + y £ 200, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[4]= Hx yL Î Integers && HH0 £ x £ 199 && 0 £ y £ 200 - xL ÈÈ Hx � 200 && y � 0LL

This increases the value of the system option DiscreteSolutionBound to 1000.

In[5]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"DiscreteSolutionBound" ® 1000<D;

Since there are two variables and no equations, the limit on the number of solutions is now 10002
, and Reduce can enumerate the 

solutions explicitly.

In[6]:= Reduce@x ³ 0 && y ³ 0 && x + y £ 200, 8x, y<, IntegersD �� Length

Out[6]= 20301

This resets DiscreteSolutionBound to the default value.

In[7]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"DiscreteSolutionBound" ® 10<D;

Arbitrary Systems of Linear Equations and Inequalities

Quantifier−free systems of linear Diophantine equations and inequalities are solvable for an arbitrary number of variables. The system is

written in the disjunctive normal form, that is, as a disjunction of conjunctions, and each conjunction is solved separately. If a conjunc−

tion  contains  only  equations,  the  method  for  solving  systems  of  linear  equations  is  used.  If  the  difference  between  the  number  of

variables and the number of equations is at most one, Mathematica solves the equations using the method for solving systems of linear

equations, and if the solution contains at most one free parameter (which is true in the generic case), back substitutes the solution into

the  inequalities  to  determine  inequality  restrictions  for  the  parameter.  For  all  other  quantifier−free  systems  of  linear  Diophantine

equations  and  inequalities  Mathematica  uses  the  algorithm described  in  [3],  with  some linear−programming−based  improvements  for

handling bounded variables. The result may contain new non−negative integer parameters, and the number of new parameters may be

larger than the number of variables.

This system has three variables; however, to express the solution set, you need eight non−negative integer parameters.

In[8]:= Reduce@a + 2 b - 3 c � 4 && 3 a - 2 b + c ³ 1, 8a, b, c<, IntegersD

Out[8]= HC@1D C@2D C@3D C@4D C@5D C@6D C@7D C@8DL Î Integers && C@1D ³ 0 && C@2D ³ 0 && C@3D ³ 0 && C@4D ³ 0 && C@5D

Univariate Systems

Univariate Equations

To find integer solutions of univariate equations Mathematica uses a variant of the algorithm given in [4] with improvements described in

[5]. The algorithm can find integer solutions of polynomials of much higher degrees than can be handled by real root isolation algorithms

and with much larger free terms than can be handled by integer factorization algorithms.

Here Reduce finds integer solutions of a sparse polynomial of degree 100,000.

In[9]:= poly = x100 000 + 1234 x77 777 - 2121 x12 345 + 7890 x999 - x11;
freeterm = poly �. x ® 1 234567;
Timing@Reduce@poly - freeterm � 0, x, IntegersDD

Out[11]= 85.698, x � 1 234567<
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The free term of this polynomial has 609,152 digits and cannot be easily factored.

In[12]:= N@freetermD

Out[12]= 2.926904998127343´10609 151

In[13]:= TimeConstrained@FactorInteger@freetermD �� Timing, 1000D

Out[13]= $Aborted

Systems of Univariate Equations and Inequalities

Systems of univariate Diophantine equations and inequalities are written in the disjunctive normal form, and each conjunction is solved

separately. If  a conjunction contains an equation, the method for solving univariate equations is used, and the solutions satisfying the

remaining equations and inequalities are selected.

Here Reduce finds integer solutions of x4
- 25 x2 � -144 and selects the ones that satisfy the inequality x100 001

- 27 x + 5 ³ 0.

In[14]:= ReduceAx4 - 25 x2 � -144 && x100 001 - 27 x + 5 ³ 0, x, IntegersE

Out[14]= x � 3 ÈÈ x � 4

Conjunctions containing only inequalities are solved over the reals. Integer solutions in the resulting real intervals are given explicitly if

their number in the given interval does not exceed the value of the system option DiscreteSolutionBound. The default value of the

option is 10. For intervals containing more integer solutions, the solutions are represented implicitly.

Bivariate Systems

Quadratic Equations

Mathematica can solve arbitrary quadratic Diophantine equations in two variables. The general form of such an equation is

(1)FHx, yL = a x2
+ b x y + c y2

+ d x + e y + f � 0.

If  FHx, yL = F1Hx, yLF2Hx, yL,  whereF1Hx, yL  and F2Hx, yL  are linear polynomials, the equation (1) is equivalent to F1Hx, yL = 0 ê F2Hx, yL = 0,

and methods for solving linear Diophantine equations are used. For irreducible polynomials FHx, yL, the algorithms used and the form of

the result  depend on the determinant D = b2
- 4 a c  of  the quadratic form. The algorithms may use integer factorization and hence the

correctness of the results depends on the correctness of the probabilistic primality test used by PrimeQ.

Hyperbolic Type Equations with Square Determinants

If  D > 0  and  D  is  an  integer,  then  DFHx, yL - g = F1Hx, yLF2Hx, yL,  whereF1Hx, yL  and  F2Hx, yL  are  linear  polynomials  and

g = c d2
+ a e2

+ b2 f - b d e - 4 a c f .  In  this  case,  the  equation  (1)  is  equivalent  to  the  disjunction  of  linear  systems

F1Hx, yL = ∆ ì F2Hx, yL = -g �∆, for all divisors ∆ of g. Each of the linear systems has one solution over the rationals, hence the equation

(1) has a finite number of integer solutions.

Here is a binary quadratic equation with D = 9.

In[15]:= ReduceA1 + 12 x + 2 x2 + 7 y + 5 x y + 2 y2 � 0, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[15]= Hx � -4 && y � -1L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � -3L ÈÈ Hx � 4 && y � -9L

Hyperbolic Type Equations with Nonsquare Determinants

If  D > 0  and  D  is  not  an  integer,  then  the  equation  (1)  is  a  Pell−type  equation.  Methods  for  solving  such  equations  have  been

developed since the 18th  century and can be constructed based on [6] and [7] (though these books do not contain a complete descrip−

tion of the algorithm). The solution set is empty or infinite, parametrized by an integer parameter appearing in the exponent.
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A Pell equation is an equation of the form x2
- D y2

� 1, where D is not a square. Solutions to Pell equations with small coefficients can 

be quite complicated.

In[16]:= ReduceAx2 - 61 y2 � 1, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[16]= C@1D Î Integers && C@1D ³ 0 && x �
1

2
-J1766 319049 - 226153 980 61 N

C@1D

- J1766 319049 + 226153 980 61 N
C@1D

&&

Here is the solution of a Pell−type equation with D = 5.

In[17]:= sol = ReduceA7 + 5 x + x2 + 7 y + 3 x y + y2 � 0, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[17]= C@1D Î Integers && C@1D ³ 0 && x �
1

10
5 -5 -

2 J9 - 4 5 N
1+2 C@1D

- J9 + 4 5 N
1+2 C@1D

5

+ 3 1 - 2 J9 - 4 5 N
1+2 C@1D

Even though the solutions are expressed using nonrational numbers, they are in fact integers, as they should be.

In[18]:= Simplify@sol �. C@1D ® 7D

Out[18]= Hy � -143556 140002 351233 && Hx � 375834 853819893 935 ÈÈ x � 54833 566187159 759LL ÈÈ Hy � 375 834853 819893937

Reduce can solve systems consisting of a Pell−type equation and inequalities giving simple bounds on variables.

In[19]:= Reduce@x^2 - 3 y^2 � 22 && 0 £ y £ 1 000000, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[19]= Hx � -856 487 && y � 494 493L ÈÈ Hx � -472765 && y � 272951L ÈÈ Hx � -229495 && y � 132499L ÈÈ Hx � -126 677 && y � 73

Parabolic Type Equations

If  D = 0,  set  g = signHaL gcdHa, cL,  a1 = a �g ,  and  c1 = signHb �gL c �g .  Since  b2
= 4 g2Ha �gL Hc �gL,  a1  and  c1  are  nonzero  integers,  and

b = 2 g a1 c1. Then

FHx, yL = gHa1 x + c1 yL
2
+ d x + e y + f .

Set m = c1 d - a1 e and t = a1 x + c1 y. Then the equation (1) is equivalent to

(2)a1 FHx, yL = a1 gHa1 x + c1 yL
2
+ dHa1 x + c1 yL - m y + a1 f = a1 g t

2
+ d t - m y + a1 f � 0.

Suppose m = 0. If the equation (1) had integer solutions, a1 g t
2
+ d t + a1 f = 0 would have integer solutions in t, and so FHx, yL would be

a product of two linear polynomials. Since here FHx, yL is irreducible, the equation (1) has no integer solutions. 

If m ¹ 0, then the equation (2) implies

(3)a1 g t
2
+ d t + a1 f º 0 Hmod m L.

If the modular equation (3) has no solutions in t, the equation (1) has no integer solutions. (If m = 1, the modular equation (3) has one

solution, t = 0.) Otherwise t = u + k m, for some solution 0 £ u < m  of the modular equation (3). Replacing t ® u + k m in the equation (2)

and solving the resulting linear equation for y gives

(4)y � a1 g m k2
+ Hd + 2 a1 g uL k + Ia1 g u

2
+ d u + a1 f M �m.

Note that since u satisfies the modular equation (3), the division in the last term of (4) gives an integer result. Since t = a1 x + c1 y and

t = u + k m, x = Hu + k m - c1 yL �a1. Taking the equation (4) and the fact that m = c1 d - a1 e into account gives

(5)x � -c1 g m k2
- He + 2 c1 g uL k - Ic1 g u

2
+ e u + c1 f M �m.

Therefore, the full solution of the equation (1) of parabolic type consists of one−parameter solution families given by equations (4) and

(5) for each solution u of the modular equation (3), for which Ic1 g u
2
+ e u + c1 f M �m is an integer.
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Here Reduce finds integer solutions of a quadratic equation of the parabolic type.

In[20]:= ReduceAx2 - 2 x y + y2 + 5 x - 7 y � 22, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[20]= IC@1D Î Integers && x � -11 + 7 C@1D + 2 C@1D
2 && y � -11 + 5 C@1D + 2 C@1D2M ÈÈ IC@1D Î Integers && x � -7 + 9 C@1D + 2 C@

Elliptic Type Equations

If D < 0, the solutions of equation (1) are integer points on an ellipse. Since an ellipse is a bounded set, the number of solutions must be

finite. An obvious algorithm for finding integer points would be to compute the solutions for y  for each of the finite number of possible

integer values of x. This, however, would be prohibitively slow for larger ellipses. Mathematica uses a faster algorithm described in [8].

Here Reduce finds positive integer solutions of a quadratic equation of the elliptic type. There are more than 8´1018
 possible positive 

integer values of x, so the obvious algorithm would not be practical for this ellipse.

In[21]:= ReduceA23 x2 + 17 y2 � 1 693339 429465935 072912 802926367 922572 800 && x > 0 && y > 0, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[21]= Hx � 1 234567890 987654 321 && y � 9 876543210 123456 789L ÈÈ Hx � 2394388 915976 549628 && y � 9583927 013507 483

Thue Equations

A Thue equation is a Diophantine equation of the form

F (x, y) = m,

where FHx, yL is an irreducible homogenous form of degree ³ 3. 

The  number  of  solutions  of  Thue  equations  is  always  finite.  Mathematica  can  in  principle  solve  arbitrary  Thue  equations,  though  the

time necessary to find the solutions lengthens very fast with degree and coefficient size. The hardest part of the algorithm is computing

a bound on the  size  of  solutions.  Mathematica  uses  an algorithm based on the  Baker| Wustholz theorem to  find  the  bound [9].  If  the

input contains inequalities that provide a reasonable size bound on solutions, Mathematica can compute the solutions much faster.

This finds integer solutions of a cubic Thue equation.

In[22]:= ReduceAx3 - 4 x y2 + y3 == 1, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[22]= 80.621, Hx � -2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 4L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 508 && y �

If we give Reduce a bound on the size of solutions, it can solve the equation much faster.

In[23]:= ReduceAx3 - 4 x y2 + y3 == 1 && -10^10 < x < 10^10, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[23]= 80.05, Hx � -2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 1 && y � 4L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 508 && y � 273

Here Reduce finds the only solution of a degree 15 Thue equation with at most a 100−digit x coordinate. Without the bound on the 

solution size, Reduce did not finish in 1000 seconds.

In[24]:= ReduceAx15 - 4 x 12 y3 + 7 x7 y8 - 2 y15 � 23058325 506004 605670097 246320 963935108 919550 &&

-10^100 < x < 10^100, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[24]= 812.36, x � 777 && y � -121<

Multivariate Nonlinear Systems

Systems Solvable with the Modular Sieve Method

Mathematica  uses  a  variant  of  the  modular  sieve  method  (see  e.g.  [9]).  The  method  may  prove  that  a  system  has  no  solutions  in

integers modulo an integer m, and therefore, it has no integer solutions. Otherwise, it may find a solution with small integer coordinates

or prove that the system has no integer solutions with all coordinates between -b and b. The number of candidate solution points that

the sieve method is allowed to test is controlled by the system option SieveMaxPoints. 
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This equation has no solutions modulo 2.

In[25]:= ReduceA-2 x3 y9 + 6 x5 y5 z2 + 6 x8 y2 z5 + 4 x7 y6 z7 � 7, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[25]= False

Here FindInstance finds a small solution using the modular sieve.

In[26]:= FindInstanceA9 x6 y8 z - 81 x2 y9 z - 5 x9 y5 z5 + 2 x6 y2 z9 � 1080, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[26]= 88x ® 1, y ® 2, z ® 3<<

Systems with More Than One Equation

If a Diophantine polynomial system contains more than one equation, Mathematica uses GroebnerBasis  in an attempt to reduce the

problem to a sequence of simpler problems.

Systems Solvable by Recursion over Finitely Many Partial Solutions

Mathematica  attempts  to  solve  an  element  of  the  Gröbner  basis  that  depends  on  the  minimal  number  of  the  initial  variables.  If  the

number of  solutions is  finite,  then for  each solution Mathematica  substitutes the computed values and attempts to solve the obtained

system for the remaining variables.

Here the first equation has four integer solutions for x and y. For each of the solutions, the second equation becomes a univariate equation 

in z. The four univariate equations have a total of two integer solutions. 

In[27]:= ReduceAx4 - x y + y2 � 7 && z4 - x z + y2 + y � 2400, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[27]= Hx � -1 && y � -3 && z � -7L ÈÈ Hx � -1 && y � 2 && z � -7L

Here the first equation is a Thue equation with one solution. After replacing x and y with the values computed from the first equation, the 

second equation becomes a Pell equation.

In[28]:= ReduceAx3 - 2 y3 � 11 && z2 - x y w2 � 1 && z > 0 && w > 0, 8x, y, z, w<, IntegersE

Out[28]= x � 3 && y � 2 && C@1D Î Integers && C@1D ³ 1 && z �
1

2
J5 - 2 6 N

C@1D

+ J5 + 2 6 N
C@1D

&& w � -

J5 - 2 6 N
C@1D

- J5 + 2

2 6

Systems with Linear−Triangular Gröbner Bases

This heuristic applies to systems with Gröbner bases of the form

8c1 x1 - f1HYL,¼, ck xk - fkHYL, gHYL<.

In this case, Mathematica solves the system of congruences

(1)f1HYL º 0 mod c1 ì¼ ì fkHYL º 0 mod ck.

The  solutions  are  represented  using  new  integer  parameters.  These  are  substituted  into  the  equation  gHYL � 0  and  the  inequalities

present in the original system, and Mathematica attempts to solve the so−obtained systems for the new parameters.

This system reduces to solving a congruence and a Pell equation.

In[29]:= ReduceAx2 - 7 y2 � 1 && 2 z � x3 - 1 && t - 4 z2 + y � 7 && x > 0 && y > 0, 8x, y, z, t<, IntegersE

Out[29]= C@1D Î Integers && C@1D ³ 1 && x � 1 +
1

4
-4 + 2 J127 - 48 7 N

C@1D

+ J127 + 48 7 N
C@1D

&& y � -

J127 - 48 7 N
C@1D

- J

2 7
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This system reduces to solving a system of two congruences and a quadratic Diophantine equation of the parabolic type for each family of 
congruence solutions.

In[30]:= ReduceA3 z � x2 - 2 x y && 2 t � x3 + 96 z2 - 1 && Hx - 2 yL2 - 3 x � 18, 8x, y, z, t<, IntegersE

Out[30]= C@1D Î Integers && x � 3 + 6 I-1 + 4 C@1D + 8 C@1D2M && y � 3 + 6 I-1 + C@1D + 4 C@1D2M && z �
1

3
J-2 I3 + 6 I-1 + C@1D + 4 C

Sums of Squares

Mathematica can solve equations of the form

(2)x1
2
+ x2

2
+ ¼ + xn

2
� m

using the algorithm described in [10].  For multivariate quadratic  equations,  Mathematica  attempts to find an affine transformation that

puts  the  equation  in  the  form  (2).  A  heuristic  method  based  on  CholeskyDecomposition  is  used  for  this  purpose.  However,  the

method may fail for some equations that can be represented in the form (2).

This solves a sum−of−squares equation in three variables.

In[31]:= ReduceAHx - 2 y + 3 zL2 + H4 y + 5 zL2 + z2 � 14, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[31]= Hx � -19 && y � -4 && z � 3L ÈÈ Hx � -15 && y � -4 && z � 3L ÈÈ Hx � -9 && y � -2 && z � 1L ÈÈ Hx � -5 && y � -2 && z � 1L ÈÈ

To find a single solution of (2) FindInstance uses an algorithm based on [12].

This finds a decomposition of a 10000−digit integer into a sum of seven squares. N is applied to make the printed result smaller.

In[32]:= SeedRandom@10D; a = RandomIntegerA90, 1010 000=E;

NAs7 = FindInstanceAx2 + y2 + z2 + t2 + u2 + v2 + w2 � a, 8x, y, z, t, u, v, w<, IntegersEE �� Timing

Out[32]= 96.529, 99x ® 4.654783993889879´10
4999, y ® 2.728258415849877´102499, z ® 3.456850125804598´101249, t ® 4.532687928125587

This proves that the decomposition found is correct.

In[33]:= x^2 + y^2 + z^2 + t^2 + u^2 + v^2 + w^2 - a �. s7

Out[33]= 80<

Pythagorean Equation

Mathematica knows the solution to the Pythagorean equation

x2
+ y2

� z2.

This gives the general solution of the Pythagorean equation.

In[34]:= ReduceAx2 + y2 == z2, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[34]= HC@1D C@2D C@3DL Î Integers && C@3D ³ 0 && IIx � C@1D IC@2D2 - C@3D2M && y � 2 C@1D C@2D C@3D && z � C@1D IC@2D2 + C

For quadratic equations in three variables, Mathematica attempts to find a transformation of the form

x1 = x + a y + b z + c,

y1 = y + d z + e,

z1 = z + f ,

transforming the equation to the Pythagorean equation.
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This equation can be transformed to the Pythagorean equation.

In[35]:= ReduceA-4 x + 5 x2 - 2 y + 4 x y + y2 + 28 x z + 6 y z + 72 z2 � 8, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[35]= HC@1D C@2D C@3DL Î Integers && C@3D ³ 0 && IIx � 2 C@1D C@2D C@3D - 8 I3 + C@1D IC@2D2 + C@3D2MM && y � 1 + C@1D IC@2

Equations with Reducible Nonconstant Parts

If the sum of nonconstant terms in an equation factors, Mathematica uses the formula

f g = c� Þd c f = d ì g = c �d

to reduce the equation to a disjunction of pairs of equations with lower degrees. Note that this reduction depends on the ability to find all

divisors of c, hence the correctness of the results depends on the correctness of the probabilistic primality test used by PrimeQ.

This cubic equation reduces to 12 pairs of quadratic and linear equations.

In[36]:= ReduceAHx - 2 y + 3 zL x2 - Hx - 2 y + 3 zL y z � 18, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[36]= Hx � -71 && y � -112 && z � -45L ÈÈ Hx � -55 && y � -82 && z � -37L ÈÈ Hx � -53 && y � -80 && z � -35L ÈÈ Hx � -11 && y � 8

Equations with a Linear Variable

Mathematica attempts to solve Diophantine systems of the form

f Hx1,¼, xnL y + gHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì FHx1,¼, xn, yL,

where FHx1,¼, xn, yL is a conjunction of inequalities or True , by reducing them to

(3)f Hx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì gHx1,¼, xnL � 0 ì FHx1,¼, xn, yL ê y � -gHx1,¼, xnL � f Hx1,¼, xnL ì FHx1,¼, xn, -gHx1,¼, xnL � f Hx1,¼, xnLL.

The first part of the system (3) is solved using the method for solving systems with more than one equation. Mathematica  recognizes

three cases when the second part of the system (3) is solvable. If f Hx1,¼, xnL º 1, the solution is given by y � -gHx1,¼, xnL and by the

restrictions  on  x1,¼, xn  obtained  by  solving  the  inequalities  FHx1,¼, xn, -gHx1,¼, xnLL.  Nonlinear  systems  of  inequalities  are  solved

using CylindricalDecomposition . If f Hx1,¼, xnL º m for an integer constant m ³ 2, the solution of the second part of the system (3)

is given by y � -gHx1,¼, xnL �m  and by the restrictions on x1,¼, xn  obtained by solving the congruence gHx1,¼, xnL º 0 mod m  and then

solving the inequalities FHx1,¼, xn, -gHx1,¼, xnL �mL for each solution of the congruence. If f Hx1,¼, xnL is nonconstant, Mathematica can

solve the second part of the system (3) if n = 1. Since Mathematica factors all equations at the preprocessing stage, f Hx1L and gHx1L can

be assumed to be relatively prime. Then

d gHx1L = qHx1L f Hx1L + rHx1L

for an integer d and polynomials qHx1L and rHx1L with integer coefficients and degHrL < degH f L. If -gHx1L � f Hx1L is an integer, then rHx1L � f Hx1L

is  an  integer,  and  so  rHx1L � 0  or  rHx1L ³ f Hx1L .  Since  degHrL < degH f L,  the  last  condition  is  satisfied  only  by  a  finite  number  of

integers x1. Hence the solutions of the second part of the system (3) can be selected from a finite number of solution candidates. 

Additionally, Mathematica uses the following heuristic to detect cases when the system (3) has no solutions. If there is an integer m ³ 2,

such that f Hx1,¼, xnL is always divisible by m, and gHx1,¼, xnL is never divisible by m, then the system (3) has no solutions. Candidates

for m are found by computing the GCD of the values of f  at several points.

The last two methods use exhaustive search over finite sets of points. The allowed number of search points is controlled by the system

option SieveMaxPoints. 
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This reduces to (3) with f Hx1,¼, xnL º 1.

In[37]:= ReduceAx3 - 7 x y + 5 y4 - z � 3 && 2 x - y > 1, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[37]= HC@1D C@2D C@3D C@4D C@5DL Î Integers && C@1D ³ 0 && C@2D ³ 0 && C@3D ³ 0 && C@4D ³ 0 && C@5D ³ 0 && HHx � 1 + C@1D

This reduces to (3) with f Hx1,¼, xnL º 3.

In[38]:= ReduceAx3 - 2 x2 y + 9 x y4 - 3 z � 8, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[38]= HC@1D C@2DL Î Integers && HHx � 1 + 3 C@1D && y � 1 + 3 C@2DL ÈÈ Hx � 2 + 3 C@1D && y � 3 C@2DLL && z �
1

3
I-8 + x3 - 2 x2

This reduces to the n � 1 case of system (3).

In[39]:= ReduceAx5 + 7 x - 271 + y Ix3 + 21 x2 - 17M � 0, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[39]= Hx � -1 && y � 93L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 3L

Here Reduce detects that the equation has no solutions, because 9 x6 y3 z4
- 9 x2 y3 z8

- 5 y8 z9
- 10 is always divisible by 5, and 

7 - 5 x4 y z4
+ 7 x8 y2 z4

- 9 z8
- 4 x6 y z8 is never divisible by 5.

In[40]:= ReduceAI9 x6 y3 z4 - 9 x2 y3 z8 - 5 y8 z9 - 10M t + 7 - 5 x4 y z4 + 7 x8 y2 z4 - 9 z8 - 4 x6 y z8 � 0, 8x, y, z, t<, IntegersE

Out[40]= False

Systems with Empty or Bounded Real Solution Sets

If  a  Diophantine  polynomial  system  is  not  solved  by  any  other  methods,  Mathematica  solves  the  system  over  the  reals  using  the

Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) algorithm. If the system has no real solutions, then clearly it has no integer solutions. If the

real solution set is bounded, then the number of integer solutions is finite. In principle, all the integer solutions can be found in this case

from a cylindrical  decomposition. Namely, for each cylinder,  you enumerate all  possible integer values of the first  coordinate, then for

each value of  the first  coordinate,  you enumerate all  possible integer values of  the second coordinate,  and so on. However,  for  large

bounded solution sets this method could lead to a huge number of points to try. Therefore, Mathematica has a bound on the number of

explicitly enumerated integer solutions in a real interval. By default this bound is equal to 10. It can be changed using the system option

DiscreteSolutionBound. For systems for which the real solution set is unbounded or bounded but large, the solution is represented

implicitly  by  returning  the  CAD  and  a  condition  that  all  variables  are  integers.  Note  that  for  multivariate  systems  such  an  implicit

representation may not even be enough to tell whether integer solutions exist. This should be expected, given Matiyasevich’s solution of

Hilbert’s tenth problem [2].

Here the real solution set is bounded, but Reduce gives some cylinders in an implicit form. This is because some of the intervals 

bounding y contain more than 10 integers.

In[41]:= Reduce@x^5 + y^2 + z^3 - x y z � 8 && x^2 + y^2 £ 30, 8x, y, z<, IntegersD

Out[41]= Hy zL Î Integers && IIx � -2 && -5 £ y £ 5 && z � RootA-40 + y2 + 2 y ð1 + ð13 &, 1EM ÈÈ Hx � -1 && HHy � -3 && z � 0L ÈÈ H

Increasing the value of the system option DiscreteSolutionBound allows Reduce to find all integer solutions explicitly.

In[42]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"DiscreteSolutionBound" ® 11<D;
Reduce@x^5 + y^2 + z^3 - x y z � 8 && x^2 + y^2 £ 30, 8x, y, z<, IntegersD

Out[43]= Hx � -1 && HHy � -3 && z � 0L ÈÈ Hy � 3 && z � 0LLL ÈÈ Hx � 0 && HHy � -4 && z � -2L ÈÈ Hy � -3 && z � -1L ÈÈ Hy � 0 && z �

This resets DiscreteSolutionBound to the default value.

In[44]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"DiscreteSolutionBound" ® 10<D;

Here the modular sieve method shows that there are no solutions in H-15, 15D3. After adding inequalities to eliminate this cube, Reduce 

then recognizes that this equation has no solutions anywhere.

In[45]:= ReduceA9 x2 y2 + 7 x2 z2 + 5 y2 z2 � x y z + 10, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[45]= False
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Equations of the Form x gHx, y, z1,¼, znL + y � c

Mathematica attempts to solve Diophantine systems of the form

x gHx, y, z1,¼, znL + y � c ì FHx, y, z1,¼, znL,

where FHx, y, z1,¼, znL is a conjunction of inequalities or True , by transforming them to

(4)x � 0 ì y � c ì FH0, c, z1,¼, znL ê y � c + t x ì gHx, c + t x, z1,¼, znL + t � 0 ì FHx, c + t x, z1,¼, znL.

The resulting system (4) may, or may not, be easier to solve. Systems exist for which this transformation could be applied recursively

arbitrarily many times; therefore, Mathematica uses a recursion bound to ensure the heuristic terminates. 

This transforms to a system (4) with no real solutions.

In[46]:= ReduceA-x2 + y + x y + x z � 0 && x > 0 && y > 0 && z > 0, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[46]= False

Here the system (4) obtained after three recursive transformations has a reducible nonconstant part.

In[47]:= ReduceAx3 - 2 x y2 + 20 x y + y � 5, 8x, y<, IntegersE

Out[47]= Hx � -7 && y � 12L ÈÈ Hx � 0 && y � 5L ÈÈ Hx � 7 && y � -2L

Systems Solvable by Exhaustive Search

For  systems  containing  explicit  lower  and  upper  bounds  on  all  variables,  Mathematica  uses  exhaustive  search  to  find  solutions.  The

bounds of the search are specified by the value of the system option ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints. The option value should be a

pair  of  integers  (the  default  is  81000, 10 000<).  If  the  number  of  integer  points  within  the  bounds  does  not  exceed the  first  integer,  the

exhaustive search is used instead of any solution methods other than univariate polynomial solving. Otherwise, if the number of integer

points within the bounds does not exceed the second integer, the exhaustive search is performed after all other methods fail.

This transcendental Diophantine equation with bounded variable values is solved by exhaustive search.

In[48]:= ReduceBSinB
Π x y

2
F

2

� Gamma@21 x - 37 yD && 0 < x < 100 && 1 £ y £ 100, x, IntegersF

Out[48]= Hy � 13 && x � 23L ÈÈ Hy � 55 && x � 97L

Options
The  Mathematica  functions  for  solving  Diophantine  polynomial  systems  have  a  number  of  options  that  control  the  way  they  operate.

This tutorial gives a summary of these options.

option name default value

GeneratedParameters C specifies how the new parameters generated to represent 
solutions should be named

Reduce options affecting the behavior for Diophantine polynomial systems.

GeneratedParameters

To represent  infinite  solutions  of  some Diophantine  systems,  Reduce  needs to  introduce new integer  parameters.  The names of  the

new parameters  are  specified  by  the  option  GeneratedParameters .  With  GeneratedParameters -> f ,  the  new  parameters  are

named f@1D, f@2D, ¼.
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By default, the new parameters generated by Reduce are named C@1D, C@2D, ¼.

In[49]:= Reduce@x + y + z � 2 && x > y + 1, 8x, y, z<, IntegersD

Out[49]= HC@1D C@2D C@3D C@4D C@5DL Î Integers && C@1D ³ 0 && C@2D ³ 0 && C@3D ³ 0 && C@4D ³ 0 && C@5D ³ 0 && HHx � 1 + C@1D

The option GeneratedParameters  allows users to customize the parameter names.

In[50]:= Reduce@x + y + z � 2 && x > y + 1, 8x, y, z<, Integers, GeneratedParameters ® HSubscript@k, ðD &LD

Out[50]= Hk1 k2 k3 k4 k5L Î Integers && k1 ³ 0 && k2 ³ 0 && k3 ³ 0 && k4 ³ 0 && k5 ³ 0 && HHx � 1 + k1 + k2 + k3 - k4 && y � -1 + k1 -

ReduceOptions Group of System Options

Here are the system options from the ReduceOptions group that may affect the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance

for Diophantine polynomial systems. The options can be set with

SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" -> 8"option name" -> value<D.

option name default value

"BranchLinearDiophantine" True whether Reduce should use a branch−and−bound type 

algorithm to compute solutions of bounded systems of linear 
Diophantine inequalities

"DiscreteSolutionBound" 10 the bound on the number of explicitly enumerated integer 
solutions in a real interval

"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" 81000,10000< the maximal number of integer points within variable bounds 
for which the exhaustive search is used before and after all 
other solution methods

"LatticeReduceDiophantine" True whether LatticeReduce should be used to preprocess 

bounded systems of linear Diophantine inequalities

"MaxFrobeniusGraph" 1000000 the maximal size of the smallest coefficient in a Frobenius 

equation for which FindInstance computes the critical 

tree in the Frobenius graph

"SieveMaxPoints" 10000 the maximal number of points at which the modular sieve 
method evaluates the system

ReduceOptions group options affecting the behavior of Reduce, Resolve, and FindInstance for Diophantine polynomial systems.

BranchLinearDiophantine

The value of the system option BranchLinearDiophantine specifies which variant of the algorithm should be used in the final stage

of  solving  bounded  linear  systems.  Neither  variant  seems  to  be  clearly  better.  For  some  examples  the  hybrid  method  combining  a

branch−and−bound type algorithm and a simple recursive enumeration is faster; for other examples the simple recursive enumeration

alone is faster. The hybrid method seems to be more robust for badly conditioned problems, hence it is the default method.

This finds integer points in a long, narrow four−dimensional simplex using the default hybrid method.

In[51]:= a = 10000;
Reduce@a x + a y + a z - 3 Ha - 1L t £ 3 a && a x + a y + a t - 3 Ha - 1L z £ 3 a && a x + a z + a t - 3 Ha - 1L y £ 3 a &&

a y + a z + a t - 3 Ha - 1L x £ 3 a && x + y + z + t ³ 1 && x < y && z < t, 8x, y, z, t<, IntegersD �� Length �� Timing

Out[52]= 80.671, 3336<

This sets the value of the system option BranchLinearDiophantine to False.

In[53]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"BranchLinearDiophantine" ® False<D;

Here the simple recursive enumeration method is used, and for this badly conditioned problem it is several times slower. 

In[54]:= Reduce@a x + a y + a z - 3 Ha - 1L t £ 3 a && a x + a y + a t - 3 Ha - 1L z £ 3 a && a x + a z + a t - 3 Ha - 1L y £ 3 a &&
a y + a z + a t - 3 Ha - 1L x £ 3 a && x + y + z + t ³ 1 && x < y && z < t, 8x, y, z, t<, IntegersD �� Length �� Timing

Out[54]= 84.447, 3336<
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This resets the value of the system option BranchLinearDiophantine to the default value.

In[55]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"BranchLinearDiophantine" ® True<D;

Here are solutions of a system of two randomly generated equations eqns and three randomly generated inequalities ineqs in seven 

variables inside a simplex bounded by bds.

In[56]:= SeedRandom@1D;
A = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 82<, 87<D;
a = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 82<D;
B = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<, 87<D; b = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<D;
X = x �� Range@7D;
eqns = And �� Thread@A.X � aD;
ineqs = And �� Thread@B.X ³ bD;
bds = And �� Thread@X ³ 0D && Total@XD £ 100;
Reduce@eqns && ineqs && bds, X, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[64]= 87.32, Hx@1D � 9 && x@2D � 8 && x@3D � 2 && x@4D � 14 && x@5D � 20 && x@6D � 22 && x@7D � 13L ÈÈ Hx@1D � 12 && x@2D � 15

For this system the nondefault simple recursion method is faster.

In[65]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"BranchLinearDiophantine" ® False<D;
Reduce@eqns && ineqs && bds, X, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[66]= 81.643, Hx@1D � 9 && x@2D � 8 && x@3D � 2 && x@4D � 14 && x@5D � 20 && x@6D � 22 && x@7D � 13L ÈÈ Hx@1D � 12 && x@2D �

Here is a random system very similar to the previous one, except that it contains one more variable and the right−hand side of the last of 

bds is changed from 100 to 200. However, for this system the default method is faster.

In[67]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"BranchLinearDiophantine" ® True<D;
SeedRandom@1D;
A = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 82<, 88<D;
a = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 82<D;
B = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<, 88<D; b = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<D;
X = x �� Range@8D;
eqns = And �� Thread@A.X � aD;
ineqs = And �� Thread@B.X ³ bD;
bds = And �� Thread@X ³ 0D && Total@XD £ 200;
Reduce@eqns && ineqs && bds, X, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[76]= 816.093, Hx@1D � 2 && x@2D � 6 && x@3D � 27 && x@4D � 35 && x@5D � 0 && x@6D � 6 && x@7D � 0 && x@8D � 38L ÈÈ Hx@1D � 10

The nondefault method is slower for this system.

In[77]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"BranchLinearDiophantine" ® False<D;
Reduce@eqns && ineqs && bds, X, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[78]= 847.789, Hx@1D � 2 && x@2D � 6 && x@3D � 27 && x@4D � 35 && x@5D � 0 && x@6D � 6 && x@7D � 0 && x@8D � 38L ÈÈ Hx@1D � 10

This resets the value of the system option BranchLinearDiophantine to the default value.

In[79]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"BranchLinearDiophantine" ® True<D;

DiscreteSolutionBound

The  value  of  the  system option  DiscreteSolutionBound  specifies  whether  integer  solutions  in  a  real  interval  a £ x £ b  should  be

enumerated explicitly or represented implicitly as x Î Z ì a £ x £ b. With DiscreteSolutionBound -> n, the integer solutions in the

given real interval are enumerated explicitly if their number does not exceed n. The default value of the option is 10. 

There are 10 integers in the real interval 0 £ x < 10. Reduce writes them out explicitly. 

In[80]:= ReduceA0 £ x3 < 1000, IntegersE

Out[80]= x � 0 ÈÈ x � 1 ÈÈ x � 2 ÈÈ x � 3 ÈÈ x � 4 ÈÈ x � 5 ÈÈ x � 6 ÈÈ x � 7 ÈÈ x � 8 ÈÈ x � 9

There are 11 integers in the real interval 0 £ x < 10011�3
. Reduce represents them implicitly.

In[81]:= ReduceA0 £ x3 < 1001, IntegersE

Out[81]= x Î Integers && 0 £ x £ 10
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This increases the DiscreteSolutionBound to 11.

In[82]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"DiscreteSolutionBound" ® 11<D;

Now Reduce represents the solutions explicitly.

In[83]:= ReduceA0 £ x3 < 1001, IntegersE

Out[83]= x � 0 ÈÈ x � 1 ÈÈ x � 2 ÈÈ x � 3 ÈÈ x � 4 ÈÈ x � 5 ÈÈ x � 6 ÈÈ x � 7 ÈÈ x � 8 ÈÈ x � 9 ÈÈ x � 10

This resets DiscreteSolutionBound to the default value.

In[84]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"DiscreteSolutionBound" ® 10<D;

The value of DiscreteSolutionBound also affects the solving of bounded linear systems.

ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints

The  system  option  ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints  specifies  the  maximal  number  of  search  points  used  by  the  exhaustive  search

method. The option value should be a pair  of  integers (the default  is 81000, 10 000<).  If  the number of  integer points within the bounds

does  not  exceed  the  first  integer,  the  exhaustive  search  is  used  instead  of  any  solution  methods  other  than  univariate  polynomial

solving.  Otherwise,  if  the  number  of  integer  points  within  the  bounds  does  not  exceed  the  second  integer,  the  exhaustive  search  is

performed after all other methods fail.

With the default setting of ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints, Reduce is unable to solve this equation.

In[85]:= Reduce@Binomial@x, yD � Gamma@x + yD && 1 £ x £ 200 && 1 £ y £ 200, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Reduce::nsmet :
This system cannot be solved with the methods available to Reduce. �

Out[85]= Reduce@Binomial@x, yD � Gamma@x + yD && 1 £ x £ 200 && 1 £ y £ 200, 8x, y<, IntegersD

This increases the value of the second element of ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints to 100 000.

In[86]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" ® 81000, 100000<<D;

Now Reduce can solve the equation.

In[87]:= Reduce@Binomial@x, yD � Gamma@x + yD && 1 £ x £ 200 && 1 £ y £ 200, 8x, y<, IntegersD

Out[87]= Hx � 1 && y � 1L ÈÈ Hx � 2 && y � 1L

With the default setting of ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints, Reduce solves this equation using the method for solving Pell equations.

In[88]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" ® 81000, 10000<<D;

ReduceAx2 - 2 y2 � 1 && 1 £ x £ 1000 && 1 £ y £ 1000, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[88]= 80.06, Hx � 3 && y � 2L ÈÈ Hx � 17 && y � 12L ÈÈ Hx � 99 && y � 70L ÈÈ Hx � 577 && y � 408L<

Increasing the first element of ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints to 106
 makes Reduce use the exhaustive search first. In this 

example the search is much slower than the Pell equation solver.

In[89]:= SetSystemOptionsA"ReduceOptions" ® 9"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" ® 9106, 106==E;

ReduceAx2 - 2 y2 � 1 && 1 £ x £ 1000 && 1 £ y £ 1000, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[90]= 85.538, Hx � 3 && y � 2L ÈÈ Hx � 17 && y � 12L ÈÈ Hx � 99 && y � 70L ÈÈ Hx � 577 && y � 408L<

For this equation the Pell equation solver is slower than the exhaustive search.

In[91]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" ® 81000, 10000<<D;

ReduceAx2 - 21 y2 � 2004 && 1 £ x £ 100 && 1 £ y £ 100, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[92]= 80.381, x � 45 && y � 1<
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The exhaustive search is faster here.

In[93]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" ® 810000, 10 000<<D;

ReduceAx2 - 21 y2 � 2004 && 1 £ x £ 100 && 1 £ y £ 100, 8x, y<, IntegersE �� Timing

Out[93]= 80.12, x � 45 && y � 1<

This resets ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints to the default value.

In[94]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"ExhaustiveSearchMaxPoints" ® 81000, 10000<<D;

LatticeReduceDiophantine

The  value  of  the  system  option  LatticeReduceDiophantine  specifies  whether  LatticeReduce  should  be  used  to  preprocess

systems  of  bounded  linear  inequalities.  The  use  of  LatticeReduce  is  important  for  systems  of  inequalities  describing  polyhedra

whose projections on some nonaxial lines are much smaller than their projections on the axes. However, there are systems for which

LatticeReduce, instead of simplifying the problem, makes it significantly harder.

This finds the only two integer points in a triangle whose projections on both axes have sizes greater than a but whose projection on the 

line x + 5000 y � 0 has size one.

In[95]:= a = 104;
Reduce@a x £ Ha + 1L y && Ha + 1L x ³ Ha + 2L y && 0 £ x £ a + 1, 8x, y<, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[96]= 80., Hx � 0 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 10001 && y � 10000L<

This sets the value of the system option LatticeReduceDiophantine to False.

In[97]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"LatticeReduceDiophantine" ® False<D;

The nondefault method is much slower for this system, and the speed difference grows with a.

In[98]:= Reduce@a x £ Ha + 1L y && Ha + 1L x ³ Ha + 2L y && 0 £ x £ a + 1, 8x, y<, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[98]= 83.875, Hx � 0 && y � 0L ÈÈ Hx � 10001 && y � 10000L<

Here is a system that contains a set of simple inequalities bds, which bound solutions to a reasonably small size polyhedron, combined 

with a set of relatively complicated inequalities ineqs. For such systems, using LatticeReduce tends to increase the timing.

In[99]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"LatticeReduceDiophantine" ® True<D;
SeedRandom@1D;
B = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<, 85<D; b = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<D;
X = x �� Range@5D;
ineqs = And �� Thread@B.X ³ bD;
bds = And �� Thread@X ³ 0D && Total@XD £ 10;
Reduce@ineqs && bds, X, IntegersD �� Length �� Timing

Out[105]= 81.773, 35<

The nondefault method is faster for this system.

In[106]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"LatticeReduceDiophantine" ® False<D;
Reduce@ineqs && bds, X, IntegersD �� Length �� Timing

Out[107]= 80.09, 35<

This resets LatticeReduceDiophantine to the default value.

In[108]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"LatticeReduceDiophantine" ® True<D;

MaxFrobeniusGraph

The  system  option  MaxFrobeniusGraph  specifies  the  maximal  size  of  the  smallest  coefficient  in  a  Frobenius  equation  for  which

FindInstance  uses  an  algorithm  based  on  the  computation  of  the  critical  tree  in  the  Frobenius  graph  [11].  Otherwise,  the  more

general  methods  for  solving  bounded  linear  systems  are  used.  Unlike  the  general  method  for  solving  bounded  linear  systems,  the

method based on the computation of the Frobenius graph depends very little on the number of variables, hence it is the faster choice for

equations  with  many variables.  On the other  hand,  the  method requires  storing  a  graph of  the  size  of  the  smallest  coefficient,  so  for

large coefficients it may run out of memory.
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To find a solution of a Frobenius equation with the smallest coefficient larger than 106
, FindInstance by default uses the general 

method for solving bounded linear systems. For this example the method is relatively slow but uses little memory. The kernel has been 
restarted to show the memory usage by the current example.

In[1]:= SeedRandom@1D;

A = TableARandomIntegerA95 106, 107=E, 825<E;

X = x �� Range@25D;
FindInstance@A.X � 123 456789 && And �� Thread@X ³ 0D, X, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[4]= 842.952, 88x@1D ® 1, x@2D ® 0, x@3D ® 0, x@4D ® 0, x@5D ® 2, x@6D ® 3, x@7D ® 0, x@8D ® 0, x@9D ® 0, x@10D ® 7, x@11

In[5]:= MaxMemoryUsed@D

Out[5]= 10288 400

This increases the value of MaxFrobeniusGraph to 107
.

In[6]:= SetSystemOptionsA"ReduceOptions" ® 9"MaxFrobeniusGraph" ® 107=E;

Now FindInstance uses the method based on the computation of the Frobenius graph. It finds the solution faster, but it uses more 

memory.

In[7]:= FindInstance@A.X � 123 456789 && And �� Thread@X ³ 0D, X, IntegersD �� Timing

Out[7]= 82.213, 88x@1D ® 0, x@2D ® 14, x@3D ® 0, x@4D ® 0, x@5D ® 1, x@6D ® 0, x@7D ® 0, x@8D ® 0, x@9D ® 0, x@10D ® 0, x@11

In[8]:= MaxMemoryUsed@D

Out[8]= 77722 760

This resets MaxFrobeniusGraph to the default value.

In[9]:= SetSystemOptionsA"ReduceOptions" ® 9"MaxFrobeniusGraph" ® 106=E;

SieveMaxPoints

The  system  option  SieveMaxPoints  specifies  the  maximal  number  of  search  points  used  by  the  modular  sieve  method  and  by

searches used in solving equations with a linear variable. The default value of the option is 10,000.

With the default setting of SieveMaxPoints, FindInstance is unable to find a solution for this equation.

In[10]:= FindInstanceAx2 + 21 y3 - 17 z4 � 401, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

FindInstance::nsmet :
The methods available to FindInstance are insufficient to find

the requested instances or prove they do not exist. �

Out[10]= FindInstanceAx2 + 21 y3 - 17 z4 � 401, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Increasing the number of SieveMaxPoints to one million allows FindInstance to find a solution.

In[11]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"SieveMaxPoints" ® 1000 000<D;

FindInstanceAx2 + 21 y3 - 17 z4 � 401, 8x, y, z<, IntegersE

Out[12]= 88x ® -29, y ® -2, z ® -2<<

This resets SieveMaxPoints to the default value.

In[13]:= SetSystemOptions@"ReduceOptions" ® 8"SieveMaxPoints" ® 10000<D;
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Algebraic Number Fields
Mathematica  provides  representation  of  algebraic  numbers  as  Root  objects.  A  Root  object  contains  the  minimal  polynomial  of  the

algebraic number and the root number~an integer indicating which of the roots of the minimal polynomial the Root  object represents.

This allows for unique representation of arbitrary complex algebraic numbers. A disadvantage is that performing arithmetic operations in

this representation is quite costly. That is why Mathematica requires the use of an additional function, RootReduce, in order to simplify

arithmetic  expressions.  Restricting  computations  to  be  within  a  fixed  finite  algebraic  extension  of  the  rationals,  Q@ΘD,  allows  a  more

convenient representation of its elements as polynomials in Θ. 

AlgebraicNumber@Θ,8c0,c1,¼,cn<D represent the algebraic number c0 + c1 Θ + ¼ + cn Θ
n in Q@ΘD

Representation of algebraic numbers as elements of a finite extension of rationals.

If Θ is an algebraic integer with a MinimalPolynomial of degree l, and 8c0,¼, cl< are rational numbers, then 

AlgebraicNumber@Θ, 8c0, ¼, cl<D is an inert numeric object. 

In[1]:= a = AlgebraicNumberARootAð3 - ð + 1 &, 1E, 81, 2, 3<E

Out[1]= AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - ð1 + ð13 &, 1E, 81, 2, 3<E

N can be used to find a numeric approximation of an AlgebraicNumber object.

In[2]:= N@a, 20D

Out[2]= 3.6151970842505862282

For  any  algebraic  number  Θ  and  any  list  of  rational  numbers  8c0,¼, cl<  ,  AlgebraicNumber@Θ, 8c0, ¼, cl<D  evaluates  to

AlgebraicNumber@Ξ, 8d0, ¼, dm<D,  such  that  Ξ = dΘ,  d  is  a  factor  of  the  leading  coefficient  of  MinimalPolynomial  of  Θ,  such

that Ξ is an algebraic integer, m is the degree of MinimalPolynomial of Θ, and

c0 + c1 Θ + ¼ + cl Θ
l
� d0 + d1 Ξ + ¼ + dm Ξ

m
.

AlgebraicNumber automatically makes the generator of the extension an algebraic integer and the coefficient list equal in length to the 

degree of the extension.

In[3]:= AlgebraicNumberARootA2 ð4 - 3 ð + 2 &, 1E, 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6<E

Out[3]= AlgebraicNumberARootA16 - 12 ð1 + ð14 &, 1E, 9-4,
7

4
, 3,

1

2
=E

AlgebraicNumber objects representing rational numbers reduce automatically to numbers.

In[4]:= AlgebraicNumberARootAð5 - 7 ð + 1 &, 1E, 80, 7, 0, 0, 0, -1<E

Out[4]= 1

Adding or multiplying AlgebraicNumber objects that explicitly belong to the same field (i.e., have the same first elements), adding or 

multiplying a rational number and an AlgebraicNumber object, or raising an AlgebraicNumber object to an integer power yields 

an AlgebraicNumber object.

In[5]:= a = AlgebraicNumberARootAð4 + 7 ð - 21 &, 1E, 81, 2, 3, 4<E;

b = AlgebraicNumberARootAð4 + 7 ð - 21 &, 1E, 89, 8, 7, 5<E;

2 a2 - 3 a b + 5 b5 - 3

a8 - b4 +
1

2

+ 9

Out[5]= AlgebraicNumberARootA-21 + 7 ð1 + ð14 &, 1E, 9
41286 695899369 558776 723710439 212189 982056327 290172 063

4586 375026009 762651 263976115 838375 027468985 058462 049
,
13
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RootReduce transforms AlgebraicNumber objects to Root  objects.

In[6]:= RootReduce@aD

Out[6]= RootA-3062 597 - 82 303 ð1 + 1182 ð12 + 80 ð13 + ð14 &, 1E

ToNumberField@a,ΘD express the algebraic number a in the number field generated by Θ

ToNumberField@8a1,a2,¼<,ΘD express the ai in the field generated by Θ

ToNumberField@8a1,a2,¼<D express the ai in a common extension field generated by a single algebraic number

Representing arbitrary algebraic numbers as elements of algebraic number fields.

ToNumberField can be used to find a common finite extension of rationals containing the given algebraic numbers.

In[7]:= ToNumberFieldB: 2 , 3 >F

Out[7]= 9AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 10 ð1
2
+ ð14 &, 4E, 90, -

9

2
, 0,

1

2
=E, AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4E, 90,

11

2

This represents 6 as an element of the field generated by Root@1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4D.

In[8]:= ToNumberFieldB 6 , RootA1 - 10 ð2 + ð4 &, 4EF

Out[8]= AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4E, 9-
5

2
, 0,

1

2
, 0=E

Arithmetic within a fixed finite extension of rationals is much faster than arithmetic within the field of all complex algebraic numbers. 

Suppose you need to find the value of rational function f  with 8x, y, z< replaced by algebraic numbers 8a, b, c<.

In[9]:= 8a, b, c< = :ä, 2 , RootAð3 - 2 ð + 3 &, 1E>;

f =

-2 y z I7 + x - y + z2M + I6 + x2 + 2 yM I-11 + x y + z2M

2 y z H-4 - x + 3 y zL - I6 + x2 + 2 yM I2 - 2 x + z3M

;

A direct computation of the value of f  at 8a, b, c< using RootReduce takes a rather long time.

In[10]:= RootReduce@f �. 8x ® a, y ® b, z ® c<D �� Timing

Out[10]= 934.3301, RootA127463 137729 603858692 + 15069 520316 552576640 ð1 + 3 151085 417830482 145156 ð12 - 10938243

A faster alternative is to do the computation in a common algebraic number field containing 8a, b, c<.

In[11]:= H8aa, bb, cc< = ToNumberField@8a, b, c<DL �� Timing

Out[11]= 90.048003, 9AlgebraicNumberARootA648 + 2592 ð1 + 3492 ð1
2
+ 1524 ð13 + 217 ð14 - 1152 ð15 - 14 ð16 - 72 ð17 + 87 ð18 + 12

Arithmetic within the common number field is much faster.

In[12]:= d =

-2 y z I7 + x - y + z2M + I6 + x2 + 2 yM I-11 + x y + z2M

2 y z H-4 - x + 3 y zL - I6 + x2 + 2 yM I2 - 2 x + z3M

�. 8x ® aa, y ® bb, z ® cc< �� Timing

Out[12]= 90.036002, AlgebraicNumberARootA648 + 2592 ð1 + 3492 ð12 + 1524 ð13 + 217 ð14 - 1152 ð15 - 14 ð16 - 72 ð17 + 87 ð18 + 12

Converting the resulting AlgebraicNumber object to a Root  object is fast as well.

In[13]:= RootReduce@dD �� Timing

Out[13]= 90.044003, RootA127463 137729 603858692 + 15069 520316 552576640 ð1 + 3 151085 417830482 145156 ð12 - 10938243
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ToNumberField@8a1, a2, ¼<D  is  equivalent  to  ToNumberField@8a1, a2, ¼<, AutomaticD,  and  does  not  necessarily  use  the

smallest common field extension. ToNumberField@8a1, a2, ¼<, AllD always uses the smallest common field extension.

Here the first AlgebraicNumber object is equal to 2  so it does not generate the 4th−degree field Q 

(Root@1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4D) it is represented in. However, the common field found by ToNumberField contains the whole field 

Q (Root@1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 4D).

In[14]:= ToNumberFieldB:AlgebraicNumberBRootA1 - 10 ð2 + ð4 &, 4E, :0, -
9

2
, 0,

1

2
>F, 5 >F

Out[14]= 9AlgebraicNumberARootA576 - 960 ð1
2
+ 352 ð14 - 40 ð16 + ð18 &, 8E, 90,

5

3
, 0, -

7

72
, 0, -

7

144
, 0,

1

576
=E, AlgebraicNumber

Specifying the second argument All makes ToNumberField find the smallest field possible.

In[15]:= ToNumberFieldB:AlgebraicNumberBRootA1 - 10 ð2 + ð4 &, 4E, :0, -
9

2
, 0,

1

2
>F, 5 >, AllF

Out[15]= 9AlgebraicNumberARootA9 - 14 ð1
2
+ ð14 &, 4E, 90, -

11

6
, 0,

1

6
=E, AlgebraicNumberARootA9 - 14 ð12 + ð14 &, 4E, 90,

MinimalPolynomial@aD give a pure function representation of the minimal polynomial over the integers of 
the algebraic number a

MinimalPolynomial@a,xD give the minimal polynomial of the algebraic number a as a polynomial in x

AlgebraicIntegerQ@aD give True  if the algebraic number a is an algebraic integer and False otherwise

AlgebraicNumberDenominator@aD give the smallest positive integer n such that na is an algebraic integer

AlgebraicNumberTrace@aD give the trace of the algebraic number a

AlgebraicNumberNorm@aD give the norm of the algebraic number a

AlgebraicUnitQ@aD give True  if the algebraic number a is an algebraic unit and False otherwise

RootOfUnityQ@aD give True  if the algebraic number a is a root of unity and False otherwise

Functions for computing algebraic number properties.

The minimal polynomial of an algebraic number a is the lowest−degree polynomial f  with integer coefficients and the smallest positive

leading coefficient, such that f HaL � 0.

This gives the minimal polynomial of 2 + 3  expressed as a pure function.

In[16]:= MinimalPolynomialB 2 + 3 F

Out[16]= 1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &

This gives the minimal polynomial of Root@ð15 - 2 ð1 + 7 &, 1D
2
+ 1 expressed as a polynomial in x.

In[17]:= MinimalPolynomialBRootAð5 - 2 ð + 7 &, 1E
2
+ 1, xF

Out[17]= -50 - 3 x + 2 x
2
+ 6 x3 - 5 x4 + x5

An algebraic number is an algebraic integer if and only if its MinimalPolynomial is monic.

This shows that 
1

2
J1 + 5 N is an algebraic integer.

In[18]:= AlgebraicIntegerQB
1

2
J1 + 5 NF

Out[18]= True
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This shows that 
1

4
J1 + 5 N is not an algebraic integer.

In[19]:= AlgebraicIntegerQB
1

4
J1 + 5 NF

Out[19]= False

This gives the smallest positive integer n for which n J1 + 5 N�4 is an algebraic integer.

In[20]:= AlgebraicNumberDenominatorB
1

4
J1 + 5 NF

Out[20]= 2

The trace of an algebraic number a is the sum of all roots of MinimalPolynomial@aD.

This gives the trace of H-1L
1�7

.

In[21]:= AlgebraicNumberTraceAH-1L1�7E

Out[21]= 1

The norm of an algebraic number a is the product of all roots of MinimalPolynomial@aD.

This gives the norm of 3 + 5 .

In[22]:= AlgebraicNumberNormB 3 + 5 F

Out[22]= 4

An  algebraic  number  a  is  an  algebraic  unit  if  and  only  if  both  a  and  1 �a  are  algebraic  integers,  or  equivalently,  if  and  only  if

AlgebraicNumberNorm@aD is 1 or -1.

This shows that GoldenRatio is an algebraic unit.

In[23]:= AlgebraicUnitQ@GoldenRatioD

Out[23]= True

This shows that AlgebraicNumber@Root@ð13 - 4 ð1 + 17 &, 1D, 81, 2, 3<D is not an algebraic unit.

In[24]:= AlgebraicUnitQAAlgebraicNumberARootAð3 - 4 ð + 17 &, 1E, 81, 2, 3<EE

Out[24]= False

An algebraic number a is a root of unity if and only if an � 1 for some integer n.

This shows that 2 + 2 + ä 2 - 2 �2 is a root of unity.

In[25]:= RootOfUnityQB
1

2
2 + 2 + ä 2 - 2 F

Out[25]= True
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MinimalPolynomial@s,x,Extension->aD

give the characteristic polynomial of the algebraic number s over the field Q@aD

MinimalPolynomial@s,x,Extension->AutomaticD

give the characteristic polynomial of the AlgebraicNumber object s over the 

number field generated by its first argument

AlgebraicNumberTrace@a,Extension->ΘD

give the trace of the algebraic number a over the field Q@ΘD

AlgebraicNumberTrace@a,Extension->AutomaticD

give the trace of the AlgebraicNumber object a over the number field 

generated by its first argument

AlgebraicNumberNorm@a,Extension->ΘD

give the norm of the algebraic number a over the field Q@ΘD

AlgebraicNumberNorm@a,Extension->AutomaticD

give the norm of the AlgebraicNumber object a over the number field 

generated by its first argument

Functions for computing properties of elements of algebraic number fields. 

If  a  is  AlgebraicNumber@Θ, coeffsD,  then  MinimalPolynomial@a, x, Extension -> AutomaticD  is  equal  to

MinimalPolynomial@a, xD
d, where d is the extension degree of QHΘL �QHaL.

The characteristic polynomial of 2 , represented as an element of an extension of rationals of degree 4, is the square of 

MinimalPolynomial of 2 .

In[26]:= a = AlgebraicNumberBRootA1 - 10 ð2 + ð4 &, 4E, :0, -
9

2
, 0,

1

2
>F;

MinimalPolynomial@a, xD
MinimalPolynomial@a, x, Extension ® AutomaticD �� Factor

Out[26]= -2 + x
2

Out[26]= I-2 + x
2M

2

The  trace  of  an  algebraic  number  is  the  sum of  all  roots  of  its  characteristic  polynomial.  If  a  is  AlgebraicNumber@Θ, coeffsD,  then

AlgebraicNumberTrace@a, Extension -> AutomaticD  is  equal  to  d AlgebraicNumberTrace@aD,  where  d  is  the  extension

degree of Q HΘL �Q HaL.

The trace of 2 + 1, represented as an element of an extension of rationals of degree 4, is twice the AlgebraicNumberTrace of 

2 + 1.

In[27]:= a = AlgebraicNumberBRootA1 - 10 ð2 + ð4 &, 4E, :1, -
9

2
, 0,

1

2
>F;

AlgebraicNumberTrace@aD
AlgebraicNumberTrace@a, Extension ® AutomaticD

Out[27]= 2

Out[27]= 4

The norm of an algebraic number is the product of all roots of its characteristic polynomial. If a is AlgebraicNumber@Θ, coeffsD, then

AlgebraicNumberNorm@a, Extension -> AutomaticD  is  equal  to  AlgebraicNumberNorm@aDd,  where  d  is  the  extension

degree of Q HΘL �Q HaL.
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The norm of 2 + 5, represented as an element of an extension of rationals of degree 4, is the square of AlgebraicNumberNorm  of 

2 + 5.

In[28]:= a = AlgebraicNumberBRootA1 - 10 ð2 + ð4 &, 4E, :5, -
9

2
, 0,

1

2
>F;

AlgebraicNumberNorm@aD
AlgebraicNumberNorm@a, Extension ® AutomaticD

Out[28]= 23

Out[28]= 529

NumberFieldIntegralBasis@aD give an integral basis for the field Q@aD generated by the algebraic number a

NumberFieldRootsOfUnity@aD give the roots of unity for the field Q@aD generated by the algebraic number a

NumberFieldFundamentalUnits@aD give a list of fundamental units for the field Q@aD generated by the algebraic 

number a

NumberFieldNormRepresentatives@a,mD

give a list of representatives of classes of algebraic integers of norm ±m in the 

field Q@aD generated by the algebraic number a

NumberFieldSignature@aD give the signature of the field Q@aD generated by the algebraic number a

NumberFieldDiscriminant@aD give the discriminant of the field Q@aD generated by the algebraic number a

NumberFieldRegulator@aD give the regulator of the field Q@aD generated by the algebraic number a

NumberFieldClassNumber@aD gives the class number of a number field Q@aD generated by an algebraic number 
a

Functions of computing properties of algebraic number fields. 

An integral basis of an algebraic number field K  is a list of algebraic numbers forming a basis of the Z−module of the algebraic integers

of K. The set 8a1,¼, an< is an integral basis of an algebraic number field K if and only if ai ΕK are algebraic integers, and every algebraic

integer z ΕK can be uniquely represented as

z = k1 a1 + ¼ + kn an

with integer coefficients ki.

Here is an integral basis of QI18
1�3
M.

In[29]:= NumberFieldIntegralBasisA181�3E

Out[29]= 91, AlgebraicNumberARootA-18 + ð13 &, 1E, 80, 1, 0<E, AlgebraicNumberARootA-18 + ð13 &, 1E, 90, 0,
1

3
=E=

This gives an integral basis of the field generated by the first root of 533 + 429 ð1 + 18 ð12 + ð13 &.

In[30]:= NumberFieldIntegralBasisARootA533 + 429 ð + 18 ð2 + ð3 &, 1EE

Out[30]= 91, AlgebraicNumberARootA533 + 429 ð1 + 18 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E, 80, 1, 0<E, AlgebraicNumberARootA533 + 429 ð1 + 18 ð12

NumberFieldIntegralBasis  allows specifying the number field by giving a polynomial and a root number.

In[31]:= NumberFieldIntegralBasisA533 + 429 ð + 18 ð2 + ð3 &, 1E

Out[31]= 91, AlgebraicNumberARootA533 + 429 ð1 + 18 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E, 80, 1, 0<E, AlgebraicNumberARootA533 + 429 ð1 + 18 ð12
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This gives the roots of unity in the field generated by RootA9 - 2 ð2 + ð4 &, 4E.

In[32]:= NumberFieldRootsOfUnityARootA9 - 2 ð2 + ð4 &, 4EE

Out[32]= 9-1, 1, AlgebraicNumberARootA9 - 2 ð12 + ð14 &, 4E, 9-
1

4
, -

5

12
,
1

4
,

1

12
=E, AlgebraicNumberARootA9 - 2 ð12 + ð14 &, 4

Here are all roots of unity in the field QJ1 + ä 3 N.

In[33]:= NumberFieldRootsOfUnityB1 + ä 3 F

Out[33]= 9-1, 1, AlgebraicNumberA1 + ä 3 , 9-1,
1

2
=E, AlgebraicNumberA1 + ä 3 , 90, -

1

2
=E, AlgebraicNumberA1 + ä 3 ,

8u1,¼, un< is a list of fundamental units of an algebraic number field K  if and only if ui ΕK  are algebraic units, and every algebraic unit

u ΕK can be uniquely represented as

u = Ξ u1
n1
º ut

nt

with a root of unity Ξ and integer exponents ni.

Here is a set of fundamental units of the field generated by the third root of ð14 - 10 ð12 + 1 &.

In[34]:= NumberFieldFundamentalUnitsARootAð4 - 10 ð2 + 1 &, 3EE

Out[34]= 9AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 10 ð1
2
+ ð14 &, 3E, 9

5

4
,
9

4
, -

1

4
, -

1

4
=E, AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 10 ð12 + ð14 &, 3E, 9-1

This gives a fundamental unit of the quadratic field QJ 21 N.

In[35]:= NumberFieldFundamentalUnitsB 21 F

Out[35]= 9AlgebraicNumberA 21 , 9
5

2
,
1

2
=E=

This gives a set of representatives of classes of elements of norm 9 in the field generated by the first root of ð12 - 7 &.

In[36]:= NumberFieldNormRepresentativesARootAð2 - 7 &, 1E, 9E

Out[36]= 93, AlgebraicNumberA- 7 , 8-4, -1<E, AlgebraicNumberA- 7 , 8-4, 1<E=

Here is a set of representatives of classes of elements of norm 2 in the field QJ 2 + 3 N.

In[37]:= NumberFieldNormRepresentativesB 2 + 3 , 2F

Out[37]= 9AlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 10 ð1
2
+ ð14 &, 4E, 9-

9

4
,
9

4
,
1

4
, -

1

4
=E=

This shows that the polynomial ð5 + ð4 + ð3 + ð2 + 1 & has 1 real root and 2 conjugate pairs of complex roots.

In[38]:= NumberFieldSignatureARootAð5 + ð4 + ð3 + ð2 + 1 &, 1EE

Out[38]= 81, 2<

This shows that the field Q@aD has 12 real embeddings and 6 conjugate pairs of complex embeddings.

In[39]:= a = 2 + RootAð3 - 11 ð - 2 &, 1E + AlgebraicNumberARootAð4 - 3 ð + 1 &, 2E, 81, 2, 3<E;

NumberFieldSignature@aD

Out[39]= 812, 6<
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The  discriminant  of  a  number  field  K  is  the  discriminant  of  an  integral  basis  8a1,¼, an<  of  K  (i.e.,  the  determinant  of  the  matrix  with

elements  AlgebraicNumberTrace@ai a j, Extension -> AutomaticD).  The  value  of  the  determinant  does  not  depend  on  the

choice of integral basis.

Here is the discriminant of QJ2 - 3 + 51�4N.

In[40]:= NumberFieldDiscriminantB2 - 3 + 51�4F

Out[40]= 5184 000000

This gives the discriminant of the field generated by a root of the polynomial ð5 + ð4 + ð3 + ð2 + 1 &. The value of the discriminant does 

not depend on the choice of the root; hence, NumberFieldDiscriminant allows specifying just the polynomial.

In[41]:= NumberFieldDiscriminantAð5 + ð4 + ð3 + ð2 + 1 &E

Out[41]= 2297

The regulator of a number field K is the lattice volume of the image of the group of units of K under the logarithmic embedding

K \ 80< � x� 8Log@Abs@Σ1HxLDD,¼, Log@Abs@ΣsHxLDD, 2 Log@Abs@Σs+1HxLDD,¼, 2 Log@Abs@Σs+tHxLDD< Î R
s+t

,

where Σ1,¼, Σs are the real embeddings of K  in C, and Σs+1,¼, Σs+t  are one of each conjugate pair of the complex embeddings of K  in

C.

Here is the regulator of QJ 61 N.

In[42]:= NumberFieldRegulatorB 61 F

Out[42]= LogA
1

2
J39 + 5 61 NE

This gives the regulator of the field generated by a root of the polynomial ð13 - 3 ð12 + 1 &. The value of the regulator does not depend 

on the choice of the root; hence, NumberFieldRegulator allows specifying just the polynomial.

In[43]:= NumberFieldRegulatorAð3 - 3 ð2 + 1 &E

Out[43]= -LogAAlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 3 ð1
2
+ ð13 &, 1E, 8-1, -2, 1<EE LogAAlgebraicNumberARootA1 - 3 ð12 + ð13 &, 2E, 80,

This gives the class number of Q J -71 N.

In[44]:= NumberFieldClassNumber@Sqrt@-71DD

Out[44]= 7
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Solving Frobenius Equations and Computing 
Frobenius Numbers
A Frobenius equation is an equation of the form

a1 x1 + ... + an xn � m,

where  a1, ..., an  are  positive  integers,  m  is  an  integer,  and  the  coordinates  x1, ..., xn  of  solutions  are  required  to  be  non−negative

integers.

The Frobenius number of a1, ..., an is the largest integer m for which the Frobenius equation a1 x1 + ... + an xn � m has no solutions.

FrobeniusSolve@8a1,¼,an<,bD give a list of all solutions of the Frobenius equation a1 x1 + ¼ + an xn = b

FrobeniusSolve@8a1,¼,an<,b,mD give m  solutions of the Frobenius equation a1 x1 + ¼ + an xn = b; if less than m  

solutions exist, give all solutions

FrobeniusNumber@8a1,¼,an<D give the Frobenius number of a1,¼, an

Functions for solving Frobenius equations and computing Frobenius numbers.

This gives all solutions of the Frobenius equation 12 x + 16 y + 20 z + 27 t == 123.

In[1]:= FrobeniusSolve@812, 16, 20, 27<, 123D

Out[1]= 880, 1, 4, 1<, 80, 6, 0, 1<, 81, 4, 1, 1<, 82, 2, 2, 1<, 83, 0, 3, 1<, 84, 3, 0, 1<, 85, 1, 1, 1<, 88, 0, 0, 1<<

This gives one solution of the Frobenius equation 12 x + 16 y + 20 z + 27 t == 123.

In[2]:= FrobeniusSolve@812, 16, 20, 27<, 123, 1D

Out[2]= 888, 0, 0, 1<<

Here is the Frobenius number of 812, 16, 20, 27<, that is, the largest m for which the Frobenius equation 12 x + 16 y + 20 z + 27 t == m 

has no solutions.

In[3]:= FrobeniusNumber@812, 16, 20, 27<D

Out[3]= 89

This shows that indeed, the Frobenius equation 12 x + 16 y + 20 z + 27 t == 89 has no solutions.

In[4]:= FrobeniusSolve@812, 16, 20, 27<, 89, 1D

Out[4]= 8<

Here are all the ways of making 42 cents change using 1, 5, 10, and 25 cent coins.

In[5]:= FrobeniusSolve@81, 5, 10, 25<, 42D

Out[5]= 882, 0, 4, 0<, 82, 1, 1, 1<, 82, 2, 3, 0<, 82, 3, 0, 1<, 82, 4, 2, 0<, 82, 6, 1, 0<, 82, 8, 0, 0<, 87, 0, 1, 1<, 8

Using 24, 29, 31, 34, 37, and 39 cent stamps, you can pay arbitrary postage of more than 88 cents.

In[6]:= FrobeniusNumber@824, 29, 31, 34, 37, 39<D

Out[6]= 88
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Introduction to Linear Algebra in Mathematica

Mathematica has a broad range of functions to support linear algebra operations and to integrate them into the system. It can work with

vectors, matrices, and tensors that can contain machine−precision floating−point numbers, arbitrary−precision floating−point numbers,

complex floating−point numbers, integers, rational numbers, and general symbolic quantities. Linear algebra operations are supported

for matrices that contain all these different types of entry.

Mathematica  supports  both  dense  and  sparse  matrices.  Several  tutorials  will  concentrate  on  dense  matrices.  Sparse  matrices  are

documented under "Working with Sparse Arrays". In general, all the operations that work on dense matrices work on sparse matrices in

an equivalent way.

Matrices are represented in Mathematica with lists. They can be entered directly with the { } notation that Mathematica provides for lists.

881.5, 1.6<, 81.7, 1.8<<

881.5, 1.6<, 81.7, 1.8<<

They can be created programmatically with Table.

Table@1�Hi*jL, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

991,
1

2

,
1

3

=, 9
1

2

,
1

4

,
1

6

=, 9
1

3

,
1

6

,
1

9

==

mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

88m1,1, m1,2, m1,3<, 8m2,1, m2,2, m2,3<, 8m3,1, m3,2, m3,3<<

You can extract size information.

Dimensions@matD

83, 3<

It is also possible to test if something is a matrix.

MatrixQ@ matD

True

MatrixForm helps to make the structure of the matrix clearer.

MatrixForm@matD

m1,1 m1,2 m1,3

m2,1 m2,2 m2,3

m3,1 m3,2 m3,3

Matrices are important in many areas of computation because they are an efficient way to represent linear systems of equations. Many

computer  applications  can  work  with  matrices  because  they  can  work  efficiently  with  arrays  of  numbers.  However,  Mathematica  can

also work directly with the systems of linear equations the matrices represent. Here, a matrix is multiplied by a vector of the unknowns

and a system of equations is formed.

mat = 881.5, 1.6<, 81.7, 1.8<<;
eqns = Thread@mat.8x, y< � 82, 6<D

81.5 x + 1.6 y � 2, 1.7 x + 1.8 y � 6<

These equations can be solved with the algebraic equation solver, Solve.
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Solve@eqns, 8x, y<D

88x ® 300., y ® -280.<<

Alternatively, the matrix representation of the equations can be solved directly with the LinearSolve command.

LinearSolve@mat, 82, 6<D

8300., -280.<

Conversion  between  matrices  and  the  linear  systems  they  represent  is  often  useful  in  order  to  understand  the  underlying  principles.

Using one form or the other can also be a very useful way to set up particular problems.

Tensors and Arrays
A matrix has two indices that label each entry. By convention the values of these indices label the row and column when the matrix is

written in a tabular form. A generalization of matrices can have less than or more than two indices. Typically an object with no indices is

called a scalar,  and one with one index is called a vector.  An object with more than two indices is called a tensor,  although a scalar,

vector, or matrix can also be called a tensor.

Mathematica  works  with  tensors  that  have  arbitrary  numbers  of  indices  with  the  same  list  structure  that  is  used  for  matrices.  The

number of levels of lists represents the number of indices. For example, the following is a vector.

vec = 81, 2, 3<

81, 2, 3<

Dimensions@vecD

83<

The following is a tensor with 3 indices, with lengths 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The number of indices required to label a tensor can be

called the rank of the tensor.

tensor = 8 881, 2, 3, 4<, 84, 5, 6, 7<, 84, 5, 6, 7<<, 881, 2, 3, 9<, 81, 2, 6, 5<, 81, 2, 6, 5<<<

8881, 2, 3, 4<, 84, 5, 6, 7<, 84, 5, 6, 7<<, 881, 2, 3, 9<, 81, 2, 6, 5<, 81, 2, 6, 5<<<

Dimensions@tensorD

82, 3, 4<

It should be noted that the notion of a tensor as used in physics has additional properties beyond the labeling of elements in generalized

matrices. This is discussed more in the description of tensors given in MathWorld.  In Mathematica  the term tensor is used to refer to

generalized matrices.

Many  of  the  Mathematica  functions  that  operate  on  matrices  are  also  generalized  to  work  for  vectors  and  tensors.  This  important

principle will be demonstrated many times in this document, and is covered under "Matrix and Tensor Operations".

Matrices as Mathematica Expressions
One  important  feature  of  matrices  in  Mathematica  is  that  they  are  Mathematica  expressions.  This  means  that  all  the  Mathematica

commands that operate on Mathematica expressions work on matrices. The same principle applies to vectors and tensors. The fact that

all objects in Mathematica have a common expression structure greatly enhances the expressive nature of Mathematica programming.

This principle, sometimes called the fundamental principle of Mathematica, may seem abstract, uninteresting, or obvious to people who

have a background in purely numerical programming, but users who have a background in object−oriented programming will recognize

the benefits of a common parent object. Some examples of this principle will be discussed in this section.

As demonstrated earlier, a matrix can be entered with a list notation.

mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
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One important way to understand Mathematica expressions is through the function FullForm. This shows the literal details of how the

expression is arranged in Mathematica. In this case, the tree structure of the matrix is seen. There is an outer node, which is a List ; in

Mathematica this is called having a head of List . The outer node has two arguments, each of which has the head List ; each of these

has three arguments that are integers.

FullForm@matD

Out[2]//FullForm= List@List@1, 2, 3D, List@4, 5, 6DD

The head of the matrix expression can be inspected with the function Head .

In[3]:= Head@matD

Out[3]= List

Length returns the number of arguments of the matrix expression.

In[4]:= Length@matD

Out[4]= 2

Part  can be used to extract elements of an expression.

In[5]:= mat@@ 2, 3DD

Out[5]= 6

Mathematica  operations  such  as  FullForm,  Head ,  Length,  and  Part  will  work  for  any  Mathematica  expression.  This  is  very

convenient because it  means that a common set of programming constructs will  work for programming in many different applications,

and not only for linear algebra. The same techniques apply to many other areas in Mathematica,  for example, graphics programming,

document programming, and symbolic algebra programming. These operations are often called structural operations because they work

on  the  structure  of  Mathematica  expressions.  They  can  be  contrasted  with  other  operations  that  are  specific  to  linear  algebra.  For

example, the function MatrixQ is specific to matrix computation.

Expression Input and Output
Mathematica  contains  commands  for  I/O  on  expressions.  It  also  has  many  commands  for  I/O  with  specially  formatted  data.  The

commands  that  can  work  with  formatted  data  are  reviewed  under  "Import  and  Export  of  Matrices".  In  this  section  the  Mathematica

commands for I/O on expressions are reviewed.

The concept of the Mathematica FullForm  is completely equivalent to that of serializable objects in Java or C#. The FullForm  of any

Mathematica expression is a complete specification of the expression. Saving the FullForm into a file and reading it back again will re−

create the expression.

You can save a Mathematica expression into a file with the command Put, entered using >> as a shortcut notation.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
mat >> file.1

The contents of the file can be inspected with FilePrint .

In[3]:= FilePrint@"file.1"D

{{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}}

The file can be read back into Mathematica with Get, entered using << as a shortcut notation.

In[4]:= << file.1

Out[4]= 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<

This restores the matrix from the file so that it can be used for further computation.

Another  way  to  do  I/O  on  matrices  in  Mathematica  is  to  use  MathLink.  This  is  an  interprocess  communication  mechanism  that  is

particularly useful for communicating between different Mathematica sessions.
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Using Put  and Get  to store matrices in files is most useful if you want to save work from Mathematica to be restored later. If you want

to exchange matrices with other applications, data saved in general formats is more useful; this is described under "Import and Export

of Matrices".

Design Principles of Mathematica
The support for linear algebra demonstrates a number of important Mathematica design principles.

� It provides a wide range of functionality for technical computation.

� It  provides  machine−precision  computation  that  meets  or  surpasses  the  speed  of  dedicated  machine−precision  numerical
applications.

� It provides arbitrary−precision computation that is efficient enough to solve important classes of problems.

� It integrates machine−precision and arbitrary−precision computation.

� It  integrates  machine−  and  arbitrary−precision  computation  with  symbolic  computation  so  that  Mathematica  is  suitable  for  many
different solution techniques.

These design principles underpin much of the design of linear algebra functions in Mathematica.
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� Matrices and Linear Algebra

� Linear Systems

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Linear Algebra in Mathematica
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Matrix and Tensor Operations
This tutorial reviews the functions that Mathematica provides for building and working with matrices, vectors, and tensors. It focuses on

functions that  are  specific  to  Mathematica,  and uses matrices for  many of  the examples.  However,  all  the functions are general,  and

they will also work for vectors and tensors.

Building Matrices

Matrices are represented in Mathematica with lists. They can be entered directly with the {  } notation that Mathematica provides for lists. 
An example of a matrix is shown here; by default a matrix prints with the list notation. 

In[1]:= 881.5, 1.6<, 81.7, 1.8<<

Out[1]= 881.5, 1.6<, 81.7, 1.8<<

Mathematica provides a number of ways to build matrices.

Table@ f,8i,m<,8 j,n<D build an m×n matrix where f is a function of i and j that gives the value of i, jth 

entry

Array@ f,8m,n<D build an m×n matrix whose i, jth entry is f@i, jD 

DiagonalMatrix@listD build a diagonal matrix with the elements of list on the diagonal 

IdentityMatrix@nD build an n×n identity matrix 

ConstantArray@val,8m,n<DD build an m×n matrix with each element being val 

RandomReal@80,val<,8m,n<DD build an m×n matrix with random entries

Normal@SparseArray@88i1, j1<->v1,8i2, j2<->v2,¼<,8m,n<DD

build an m×n matrix with nonzero values Νk at positions 8ik, jk<

The function Table is particularly important to generate matrices, when there is not a built−in function to generate your matrix. The 

Mathematica documentation contains more information on Table. In this example a 3×3 matrix is built.

In[2]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[2]= 88m1,1, m1,2, m1,3<, 8m2,1, m2,2, m2,3<, 8m3,1, m3,2, m3,3<<

MatrixForm prints the matrix in a two−dimensional form.

In[3]:= MatrixForm@%D

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

Another way to build matrices in Mathematica is with the Array command. Here it is used to build a 3×3 matrix.

In[4]:= Array@m, 83, 3<D

Out[4]= 88m@1, 1D, m@1, 2D, m@1, 3D<, 8m@2, 1D, m@2, 2D, m@2, 3D<, 8m@3, 1D, m@3, 2D, m@3, 3D<<

Mathematica has a number of functions for building certain specialized matrices. This builds the identity matrix.

In[5]:= IdentityMatrix@5D

Out[5]= 881, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 1, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 1<<
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Note that the identity matrix that is generated is an integer matrix. If you want to compute with floating−point numbers it can be advanta−
geous to use matrices that contain floating−point entries; this is described in more detail under "Matrix Contents". If you start with an 

integer matrix, such as the identity matrix generated previously, it can be converted to a floating−point matrix by using the function N. This 

is shown in the following.

In[6]:= N@IdentityMatrix@5DD

Out[6]= 881., 0., 0., 0., 0.<, 80., 1., 0., 0., 0.<, 80., 0., 1., 0., 0.<, 80., 0., 0., 1., 0.<, 80., 0., 0., 0., 1.<<

Here a diagonal matrix is constructed.

In[7]:= DiagonalMatrix@ 81, 2, 3, 4<D

Out[7]= 881, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 2, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 3, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 4<<

In this example, the elements are put on the first diagonal. MatrixForm is useful for showing the results.

In[8]:= DiagonalMatrix@81, 2, 3, 4<, 1D �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 3 0

0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 0 0

This makes a 5×5 matrix; each element is 2.

In[9]:= ConstantArray@2, 85, 5<D

Out[9]= 882, 2, 2, 2, 2<, 82, 2, 2, 2, 2<, 82, 2, 2, 2, 2<, 82, 2, 2, 2, 2<, 82, 2, 2, 2, 2<<

Here a 2×4 matrix with pseudorandom real numbers in the range 0 to 5 is built.

In[10]:= RandomReal@80, 5<, 82, 4<D

Out[10]= 884.0714, 0.086704, 2.17357, 0.149761<, 80.804428, 0.552156, 2.91043, 2.08587<<

This makes a 3×4 matrix with pseudorandom integers in the range −5 to 5.

In[11]:= RandomInteger@8-5, 5<, 83, 4<D

Out[11]= 885, -3, -3, 3<, 81, 1, 0, -1<, 8-1, -2, 0, 4<<

This makes a 3×4 matrix with two nonzero values filled in. SparseArray expressions are described under "Working with Sparse Arrays".

In[12]:= Normal@SparseArray@882, 3< ® a, 83, 2< ® b<, 83, 4<DD

Out[12]= 880, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, a, 0<, 80, b, 0, 0<<

SparseArray@8<,8n,n<D a zero matrix 

SparseArray@8i_,i_<->1,8n,n<D an n×n identity matrix 

SparseArray@8i_, j_<�;i>= j->1,8n,n<D

a lower−triangular matrix 

Constructing special types of matrices with SparseArray. 

This sets up a general lower−triangular matrix. 

In[13]:= SparseArray[{i_, j_}/;i>=j −> f[i, j], {3, 3}] // MatrixForm

Out[13]//MatrixForm=

f@1, 1D 0 0

f@2, 1D f@2, 2D 0

f@3, 1D f@3, 2D f@3, 3D

Functions that can read in matrices from files are discussed in the section "Import and Export" of matrices.
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Special Matrices

Mathematica contains definitions for a number of special matrices.

HilbertMatrix@nD create an n×n Hilbert matrix, with elements given by 1�Hi + j - 1L 

HilbertMatrix@8m,n<D create an m×n Hilbert matrix

HankelMatrix@nD create an n×n Hankel matrix with the first column given by 1, 2, ¼, n and zeros 
beneath the main antidiagonal

HankelMatrix@listD create a Hankel matrix with the first column given by list and zeros beneath the 
main antidiagonal

HankelMatrix@col,rowD create a Hankel matrix with the first column given by the list col and the last row 

given by the list row

Special matrices. 

Here is a 2×4 Hilbert matrix. 

In[1]:= HilbertMatrix[{2, 4}]//MatrixForm

Out[1]//MatrixForm=

1
1

2

1

3

1

4

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

The elements of the Hankel matrix can be given as a list. 

In[2]:= HankelMatrix[{w, x, y, z}]//MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

w x y z

x y z 0

y z 0 0

z 0 0 0

The Hankel matrix can be filled with nonzero values by giving the final row. This also allows a nonsquare matrix to be generated. Note that 
the last element of the first column and the first element of the final row must be identical. 

In[3]:= HankelMatrix[{w, x, y, z}, {z, m, n}]//MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

w x y

x y z

y z m

z m n

Structural Operations
These operations are all related to the structure of matrices. Many of the techniques shown in this section can be applied to Mathemat−

ica expressions and are not specific just to matrices.

Getting Pieces of Matrices

Extracting  elements,  rows,  or  columns  of  a  matrix  is  quite  straightforward  with  the  Mathematica  function  Part .  Typically  Part  is

entered with @@ DD notation.
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m@@i, jDD the i, jth entry 

m@@iDD the ith row 

m@@i;;iDD rows i through j

m@@All,iDD the ith column 

m@@All,i;; jDD columns i through j

m@@8i1,¼,ir<,8 j1,¼, js<DD the r×s submatrix with elements having row indices ik and column indices jk 

Tr@m,ListD list of the diagonal elements of m

Ways to get pieces of matrices. 

Define the following matrix.

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

This gets the second element in the first row.

In[3]:= mat@@1, 2DD

Out[3]= m1,2

This gets the 3rd row.

In[4]:= mat@@3DD

Out[4]= 8m3,1, m3,2, m3,3, m3,4, m3,5<

It can also obtain a column by using All to specify all rows.

In[5]:= mat@@All, 3DD

Out[5]= 8m1,3, m2,3, m3,3, m4,3, m5,3<

Negative indices are used to refer to the end of the matrix. The following gets the last element of the last row.

In[6]:= mat@@-1, -1DD

Out[6]= m5,5

You can get ranges of a matrix using ;;. This gets the second through the fourth rows.

In[7]:= mat@@2 ;; 4DD

Out[7]=

This gets the second through the fourth columns.

In[10]:= mat@@All, 2 ;; 4DD

Out[10]= 88m1,2, m1,3, m1,4<, 8m2,2, m2,3, m2,4<, 8m3,2, m3,3, m3,4<, 8m4,2, m4,3, m4,4<, 8m5,2, m5,3, m5,4<<

You can also give a step. This gets every other column.

In[12]:= mat@@All, 1 ;; -1 ;; 2DD

Out[12]= 88m1,1, m1,3, m1,5<, 8m2,1, m2,3, m2,5<, 8m3,1, m3,3, m3,5<, 8m4,1, m4,3, m4,5<, 8m5,1, m5,3, m5,5<<
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The function Tr works on the diagonal elements of a matrix. The one−argument form adds them up.

Tr@matD

m1,1 + m2,2 + m3,3 + m4,4 + m5,5

Tr can also take a function, as its second argument, to apply to the diagonal elements. If List  is used this returns the diagonal elements.

Tr@mat, ListD

8m1,1, m2,2, m3,3, m4,4, m5,5<

It should be noted that these commands for extracting parts of matrices will work for any Mathematica expression.

Getting Multiple Pieces

It is possible to extract multiple elements by using indices in lists. This is demonstrated with the following sample matrix.

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

The following gets the first and third elements of the second row.

In[3]:= mat@@2, 81, 3<DD

Out[3]= 8m2,1, m2,3<

The following gets the second and fourth rows.

In[4]:= mat@@82, 4<DD

Out[4]= 88m2,1, m2,2, m2,3, m2,4, m2,5<, 8m4,1, m4,2, m4,3, m4,4, m4,5<<

The following gets the first and third elements of the second and fourth rows.

In[5]:= mat@@82, 4<, 81, 3<DD

Out[5]= 88m2,1, m2,3<, 8m4,1, m4,3<<

Setting Pieces of Matrices

Setting elements, rows, and columns so that a matrix is updated is quite straightforward using the Mathematica  function Part  on the

left−hand side of an assignment.

m=88a11,a12,¼<,8a21,a22,¼<,¼< assign m to be a matrix 

m@@i, jDD=v reset element 8i, j< to be v 

m@@iDD=v reset all elements in row i to be v 

m@@iDD=8v1,v2,¼< reset elements in row i to be 8v1, v2, ¼< 

m@@All, jDD=v reset all elements in column j to be v 

m@@All, jDD=8v1,v2,¼< reset elements in column j to be 8v1, v2, ¼< 

Resetting parts of matrices. 
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Here is a 5×5 matrix.

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

To update parts of a matrix you can use Part  on the left−hand side of an assignment.

This sets the third element of the third row.

In[3]:= mat@@3, 3DD = x;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

This sets the second row to have a particular value.

In[5]:= mat@@2DD = 81, 2, 3, 4, 5<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

This sets the second column.

In[7]:= mat@@All, 2DD = 8-1, -2, -3, -4, -5<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

m1,1 -1 m1,3 m1,4 m1,5

1 -2 3 4 5

m3,1 -3 x m3,4 m3,5

m4,1 -4 m4,3 m4,4 m4,5

m5,1 -5 m5,3 m5,4 m5,5

It is also possible to use negative indices to count from the end of the matrix. The following example sets the last element of the last row.

In[9]:= mat@@-1, -1DD = x;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

m1,1 -1 m1,3 m1,4 m1,5

1 -2 3 4 5

m3,1 -3 x m3,4 m3,5

m4,1 -4 m4,3 m4,4 m4,5

m5,1 -5 m5,3 m5,4 x

You can also use the range syntax for setting pieces of the matrix. This sets every element in every other row to be z.

In[10]:= mat@@All, 1 ;; -1 ;; 2DD = z;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[11]//MatrixForm=

z -1 z m1,4 z

z -2 z 4 z

z -3 z m3,4 z

z -4 z m4,4 z

z -5 z m5,4 z
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Setting Multiple Pieces

It is possible to set multiple elements by using indices in lists. This is demonstrated with the following sample matrix.

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

The following sets the first and third elements of the second row.

In[3]:= mat@@2, 81, 3<DD = x;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

If the right−hand side of the assignment is a list that matches the number of elements being assigned, the assignment is done element by 
element. Thus, the following gives two different values for the first and third elements of the second row.

In[5]:= mat@@2, 81, 3<DD = 8x, y<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

The following sets the second and fourth rows.

In[7]:= mat@@82, 4<DD = 81, 2, 3, 4, 5<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

m1,1 m1,2 m1,3 m1,4 m1,5

1 2 3 4 5

m3,1 m3,2 m3,3 m3,4 m3,5

1 2 3 4 5

m5,1 m5,2 m5,3 m5,4 m5,5

The following gives two different values for the second and fourth rows.

In[9]:= mat@@82, 4<DD = 881, 2, 3, 4, 5<, 8-1, -2, -3, -4, -5<<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

The following sets the first and third elements of the second and fourth rows.

In[11]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat@@82, 4<, 81, 3<DD = x;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[13]//MatrixForm=
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The following sets the first and third elements of the second and fourth rows with different values.

In[14]:= mat@@82, 4<, 81, 3<DD = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[15]//MatrixForm=

Extracting Submatrices

The range syntax is useful to extract a submatrix.

m@@i0;;i1, j0;; j1DD extract the submatrix with rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1 

m@@i0;;i1DD extract the submatrix with rows i0 through i1

m@@All, j0;; j1DD extract the submatrix with columns j0 through j1 

Extracting submatrices. 

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

This extracts the submatrix from m2,1 to m3,2.

In[3]:= mat@@2 ;; 3, 1 ;; 2DD �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

This extracts the submatrix of rows 1 to 3.

In[4]:= mat@@1 ;; 3DD �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

This extracts the submatrix of columns 2 to 4.

In[5]:= mat@@All, 2 ;; 4DD �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

You can use negative indices to count from the end.

This returns the matrix with the first and last columns dropped.

In[6]:= mat@@All, 2 ;; -2DD �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=
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Deleting Rows and Columns

If you want to delete rows or columns you can use Drop .

Drop@m,8i0,i1<D delete rows i0 through i1

Drop@m,8<,8 j0, j1<D delete columns j0 through j1

Drop@m,8i0,i1<,8 j0, j1<D delete rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1 

Deleting rows and columns. 

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

This drops rows 2 through 4.

In[3]:= Drop@mat, 82, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

This drops columns 2 through 4.

In[4]:= Drop@mat, 8<, 82, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

m1,1 m1,5

m2,1 m2,5

m3,1 m3,5

m4,1 m4,5

m5,1 m5,5

In this example rows 2 and 3, and columns 1, 2, and 3 are all dropped.

In[5]:= Drop@mat, 82, 3<, 81, 3<D �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

m1,4 m1,5

m4,4 m4,5

m5,4 m5,5

Inserting Rows and Columns

If you want to insert a row, you can use Insert.

Insert@m,r,iD insert row r into matrix m at position i

Inserting a row. 

In[1]:= mat = Table@mi,j, 8i, 5<, 8j, 5<D;

mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=
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This inserts a row before row 3.

In[3]:= Insert@mat, 8x, x, x, x, x<, 3D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

If you want to insert a column, you must transpose the matrix, insert the column as a row, and then transpose the matrix back. This inserts 
a column before column 5.

In[4]:= Transpose@Insert@Transpose@matD, 8x, x, x, x, x<, 5DD �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

Extending Matrices

You can increase the size of a matrix by padding it with PadLeft and PadRight.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2<, 83, 4<<;

PadLeft adds the elements to the beginning of the matrix.

In[2]:= PadLeft@mat, 84, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 2

0 0 3 4

PadRight adds the elements to the end of the matrix.

In[3]:= PadRight@mat, 84, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

1 2 0 0

3 4 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

One important use of the padding functions is to replicate and tile a matrix. In this example the input matrix is extended to have two 
versions in every row and three in every column.

In[4]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
PadRight@mat, 84, 9<, matD

Out[5]= 881, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6<, 81, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6

In[6]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6
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PadLeft and PadRight have a number of extra features and are completely general so that they work for arbitrary rank tensors. 

These are described in the Mathematica documentation.

Transpose

Transposition of elements is a general matrix operation.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

Transpose  swaps elements at specific indices.

In[3]:= Transpose@matD

Out[3]= 881, 4<, 82, 5<, 83, 6<<

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 4

2 5

3 6

If you wish to compute the conjugate transpose of a matrix, use the function ConjugateTranspose.

In[5]:= mat = 881., -I<, 8I, 10.<<;
matCT = ConjugateTranspose@matD

Out[6]= 881., -ä<, 8ä, 10.<<

If a matrix is equal to its conjugate transpose, it is said to be Hermitian.

In[7]:= mat === matCT

Out[7]= True

You can also test with the function HermitianMatrixQ. 

In[8]:= HermitianMatrixQ@matD

Out[8]= True

Rotating Elements

Another structural operation is to rotate elements within an index. This can be done with the functions RotateLeft and RotateRight.

In[1]:= m = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<;
m �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

This rotates left by one step in the first level, which operates on the rows.

In[3]:= RotateLeft@m, 1D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

4 5 6

7 8 9

1 2 3
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This rotates left by one step in the second level, which operates on the columns.

In[4]:= RotateLeft@m, 80, 1<D �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

2 3 1

5 6 4

8 9 7

This rotates the columns in the opposite direction.

In[5]:= RotateRight@m, 80, 1<D �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

3 1 2

6 4 5

9 7 8

Testing Matrices

Mathematica provides a number of functions for testing matrices and extracting size information.

MatrixQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a matrix, and False otherwise 

Dimensions@exprD a list of the dimensions of a vector or matrix 

mi==m j compare elements of two matrices for equality 

Functions for testing the structure of vectors, matrices, and arrays. 

If you want to test that an expression is a matrix, you can use the predicate MatrixQ.

In[1]:= MatrixQ@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 5<<D

Out[1]= True

The integer 5 is not a matrix.

In[2]:= MatrixQ@ 5D

Out[2]= False

A matrix has to have the same lengths in every dimension.

In[3]:= MatrixQ@ 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5<<D

Out[3]= False

MatrixQ takes an optional second argument that specifies a test to apply to every element. In this example every element is tested to 

see if it is an integer.

In[4]:= MatrixQ@882, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<, IntegerQD

Out[4]= True

In this example every element must be an integer greater than 1.

In[5]:= MatrixQ@882, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<, IntegerQ@ðD && ð > 1 &D

Out[5]= True

The command Dimensions is useful for extracting size information.

In[6]:= Dimensions@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<D

Out[6]= 82, 3<
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To compare if the elements of two matrices are equal, it is possible to use Equal, typically entered using a == shortcut notation. For 

example, comparing a matrix with itself returns True .

In[7]:= mat1 = 881, 2<, 84, 5<<;
mat1 � mat1

Out[8]= True

Equal uses the value of numbers so it can be used to compare integer and real values.

In[9]:= mat1 � N@mat1D

Out[9]= True

It should be noted that Equal works on any Mathematica expression. If you want to compare two matrices for equality using properties

of the matrix as a whole, it may be better to compare matrix norms. These are discussed in a later section.

Further Structural Operations

This section discusses some further structural operations that are useful for working with matrices.

Flatten@mD flatten out nested lists in m

Flatten@m,nD flatten out nested lists in m to level n

Partition@m,nD partition m into sublists of length n

Join@m1,m2D concatenate m1 and m2

Append@m,rD insert row r at the end of m

Prepend@m,rD insert row r at the beginning of m

This generates a sample matrix for demonstration.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<;

This flattens the matrix into a vector.

In[2]:= vec = Flatten@matD

Out[2]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9<

Here the vector is partitioned back into a matrix with rows of length 4 using Partition .

In[3]:= Partition@vec, 4D

Out[3]= 881, 2, 3, 4<, 85, 6, 7, 8<<

Matrices can be joined together with the function Join . This inserts the new matrix as new rows. 

In[4]:= Join@ mat, matD

Out[4]= 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<, 81, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<

Alternatively, you can join the new matrix as new columns.

In[5]:= Join@ mat, mat, 2D

Out[5]= 881, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9<<

A new row can be inserted at the end of a matrix with Append.

In[6]:= Append@mat, 8x, x, x<D

Out[6]= 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<, 8x, x, x<<
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It should be noted that this can also be done with Insert; see the section "Inserting Rows and Columns".

Element−wise Operations

If you want to operate on the elements of a matrix, you can do this easily with Mathematica. First, build a matrix of floating−point numbers.

In[1]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0.239279 0.476713 0.0801062

0.44715 0.275922 0.821974

0.853004 0.637285 0.0826912

Arithmetic operations applied to a matrix thread down to work on each element. Thus, if 5 is added to the matrix, the result is equivalent to 
adding 5 to each element.

In[3]:= mat + 5

Out[3]= 885.23928, 5.47671, 5.08011<, 85.44715, 5.27592, 5.82197<, 85.853, 5.63729, 5.08269<<

Here, every element of the matrix is doubled.

In[4]:= 2 mat

Out[4]= 880.478559, 0.953425, 0.160212<, 80.894299, 0.551844, 1.64395<, 81.70601, 1.27457, 0.165382<<

Here, every element of the matrix is squared.

In[5]:= mat2

Out[5]= 880.0572546, 0.227255, 0.006417<, 80.199943, 0.0761329, 0.675642<, 80.727616, 0.406132, 0.00683783<<

If one matrix is divided by another, the division is done element by element. If the dimensions of the two matrices do not agree, there is an 
error.

In[6]:= mat^2�mat

Out[6]= 880.239279, 0.476713, 0.0801062<, 80.44715, 0.275922, 0.821974<, 80.853004, 0.637285, 0.0826912<<

To apply the Sin function to every element, you apply Sin to the entire matrix.

In[7]:= Sin@matD

Out[7]= 880.237003, 0.458861, 0.0800205<, 80.432397, 0.272434, 0.732491<, 80.75326, 0.595016, 0.082597<<

If both of the arguments of an operation are matrices, the operation is carried out on corresponding elements.

In[8]:= mat + mat

Out[8]= 880.478559, 0.953425, 0.160212<, 80.894299, 0.551844, 1.64395<, 81.70601, 1.27457, 0.165382<<

Note that the dimensions of the two matrices have to be compatible.

In[9]:= mat + 881, 2<, 82, 3<<

Thread::tdlen : Objects of unequal length in
880.239279, 0.476713, 0.0801062<, 8�1�<,�1�< + 881, 2<, 82, 3<<
cannot be combined. �

Out[9]= 881, 2<, 82, 3<< + 880.239279, 0.476713, 0.0801062<, 80.44715, 0.275922, 0.821974<, 80.853004, 0.637285, 0.0826912

If one of the arguments is a matrix and the other is a vector, the operation is carried out between rows of the matrix and elements of the 
vector.

In[10]:= mat + 8x, y, z<

Out[10]= 880.239279 + x, 0.476713 + x, 0.0801062 + x<, 80.44715 + y, 0.275922 + y, 0.821974 + y<, 80.853004 + z, 0.637285 +
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Note that the multiplication of two matrices using the operator Times (typically this is entered by placing two arguments together) 

produces a matrix with elements that are products of the corresponding elements of the matrices. If you want to carry out matrix multiplica−

tion, this can be done with the function Dot and is described in the section "Matrix Multiplication". An example of element−wise multiplica−

tion is shown in the following example.

In[11]:= mat1 = 881, 2<, 83, 4<<;
mat2 = 882, 2<, 83, 3<<;
mat1 mat2

Out[13]= 882, 4<, 89, 12<<

Listability

If you want to apply your own function to each element in a matrix, you may do this by giving your function the attribute Listable. This 

function squares each element and divides the result by 3.

In[1]:= SetAttributes@fun, ListableD;
fun@x_D := x^2 � 3

In[3]:= mat = 881., 4.<, 84., 5.<<;

In[4]:= fun@ matD

Out[4]= 880.333333, 5.33333<, 85.33333, 8.33333<<

Of course, the function will still work with symbolic matrices.

In[5]:= fun@881, 2<, 8x, 4<<D

Out[5]= 99
1

3
,
4

3
=, 9

x2

3
,
16

3
==

Map

Instead of using listability you can use Map to apply a function to every element in a matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 4.<, 84., 5.<<;

This says that the function f should be applied to every element in the matrix.

In[2]:= Map@f, mat, 8-1<D

Out[2]= 88f@1.D, f@4.D<, 8f@4.D, f@5.D<<

Here, a function that squares its argument and divides the result by 3 is applied to every element in the matrix.

In[3]:= Map@ð^2�3 &, mat, 8-1<D

Out[3]= 880.333333, 5.33333<, 85.33333, 8.33333<<

Vectors and Tensors
In  addition  to  supporting  matrices,  Mathematica  supports  vectors  and  tensors.  All  of  these  are  built  from  lists.  As  described  in

"Introduction to Linear Algebra in Mathematica", Mathematica uses the term tensor to refer to generalized matrices. All the operations

for building matrices can be generalized to work for vectors and tensors. Mathematica vectors have one level of list. 

Here a vector is constructed.

In[1]:= vec = 81, 2, 3<

Out[1]= 81, 2, 3<

In addition, there are a number of functions that generate vectors.
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Table@ f,8i,n<D build a length−n vector by evaluating f with i = 1, 2, ¼ , n 

Array@a,nD build a length−n vector of the form 8a@1D, a@2D, ¼< 

Range@nD create the list 81, 2, 3, ¼ , n< 

Range@n1,n2D create the list 8n1, n1 + 1¼, n2< 

Range@n1,n2,dnD create the list 8n1, n1 + dn¼, n2<

Functions for generating vectors. 

One very efficient way to generate a vector is to use the Mathematica function Range. This generates a vector of integers.

In[2]:= Range@10D

Out[2]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10<

This generates a vector of reals, starting with 1., incrementing in 0.1, and ending at 4.

In[3]:= Range@1., 4, 0.1D

Out[3]= 81., 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2., 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 3., 3.1, 3.2

Table can also be used to programmatically construct a vector; this can be useful if you want to execute a function to determine the 

elements of the vector.

In[4]:= vec = Table@Sqrt@i�2.D, 8i, 5<D

Out[4]= 80.707107, 1., 1.22474, 1.41421, 1.58114<

Though it is often more efficient to use listable operations.

In[5]:= vec = Sqrt@Range@5D�2.D

Out[5]= 80.707107, 1., 1.22474, 1.41421, 1.58114<

The operations and functions discussed in previous sections have equivalent versions for vectors.

In[6]:= vec + 4

Out[6]= 84.70711, 5., 5.22474, 5.41421, 5.58114<

In[7]:= vec@@2DD

Out[7]= 1.

In[8]:= vec@@4DD = x;
vec

Out[9]= 80.707107, 1., 1.22474, x, 1.58114<

It  should  be  noted  that  Mathematica  has  no  concept  of  a  row  or  a  column  vector;  a  vector  has  a  single  index  that  can  be  used  to

reference an element of the vector.

Tensors can also be built using the Table command. Here, three iterators are used to generate a 2×3×4 tensor.

In[10]:= tensor = Table@1�Hi j kL, 8i, 2<, 8j, 3<, 8k, 4<D

Out[10]= 9991,
1

2
,
1

3
,
1

4
=, 9

1

2
,
1

4
,
1

6
,
1

8
=, 9

1

3
,
1

6
,
1

9
,

1

12
==, 99

1

2
,
1

4
,
1

6
,
1

8
=, 9

1

4
,
1

8
,

1

12
,

1

16
=, 9

1

6
,

1

12
,

1

18
,

1

24
===

You can extract an element by using Part  with three indices.

In[11]:= tensor@@1, 2, 1DD

Out[11]=

1

2
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Testing Vectors and Tensors

Mathematica provides a number of functions for testing vectors and tensors and extracting size information.

VectorQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a vector, and False otherwise 

MatrixQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a matrix, and False otherwise 

ArrayQ@t,nD test whether t is a tensor of rank n 

Dimensions@exprD a list of the dimensions of a vector or matrix 

ArrayDepth@tD find the rank of a tensor 

ti==t j compare elements of two tensors for equality 

Functions for testing the structure of vectors, matrices, and arrays. 

If you want to test that an expression is a matrix you can use the predicate MatrixQ.

In[1]:= MatrixQ@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 5<<D

Out[1]= True

In addition to MatrixQ, VectorQ and ArrayQ are useful for testing vectors and tensors.

In[2]:= VectorQ@81, 2, 3<D

Out[2]= True

In[3]:= ArrayQ@ 8881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 884, 5<, 86, 7<<<D

Out[3]= True

ArrayQ can also take a rank argument to test the depth of the array.

In[4]:= ArrayQ@ 8881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 884, 5<, 86, 7<<<, 3D

Out[4]= True

ArrayQ also takes a third argument that tests each element. In this example the result is False because not all the elements are 

NumberQ.

In[5]:= ArrayQ@ 888x, 2<, 83, 4<<, 884, 5<, 86, 7<<<, 3, NumberQD

Out[5]= False

The command Dimensions is useful for extracting size information.

In[6]:= Dimensions@8881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 884, 5<, 86, 7<<<D

Out[6]= 82, 2, 2<

Dimensions returns a list of length 2 when the input is a matrix, stating that two indices are used to reference any element in the matrix. 

Another way to test the number of indices required to reference elements is with ArrayDepth. In this example the result is 2.

In[7]:= ArrayDepth@ 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<D

Out[7]= 2

To compare if the elements of two tensors are equal it is possible to use Equal, typically entered using a == shortcut notation. For 

example, comparing a tensor with itself returns True .

In[8]:= ten = 8881, 2<, 83, 4<<, 884, 5<, 86, 7<<<;
ten � ten

Out[9]= True
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Equal uses the value of numbers, so it can be used to compare integer and real values.

In[10]:= ten � N@tenD

Out[10]= True

If the structure of two objects does not match they are not equal.

In[11]:= ten � 81, 2, 3<

Out[11]= False

Visualization of Matrices
This section reviews the functions that are available for formatting and plotting matrices.

MatrixForm@matD print a matrix with the elements arranged in a two−dimensional array 

MatrixPlot@matD show the structural pattern of mat

Formatting Matrices

Matrices can be formatted with the function MatrixForm.

In[1]:= mat = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<;
MatrixForm@matD

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

MatrixForm also works for vectors and higher−rank tensors; the braces can help you to understand the grouping.

In[3]:= MatrixForm@ Array@ m, 83, 2, 2<DD

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

Plotting Matrices

A convenient way to plot matrices is with the function MatrixPlot.

In[1]:= mat = RandomInteger@80, 1<, 810, 10<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
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In[3]:= MatrixPlot@matD

Out[3]=
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MatrixPlot  has  a  number  of  graphics  options  for  controlling  the  appearance  of  the  plot.  Many  of  these  are  the  typical  options  of

Mathematica DensityGraphics objects. It also has a special option, MaxPlotPoints, that controls the maximum size for the display

of a matrix. Above this size the matrix is downsampled. Some of the important options are summarized in the following.

option name default value

MaxPlotPoints 200 maximum size of matrix to display

AspectRatio 1 scaling for the final image shape

ColorRules Automatic coloring for each element

ColorFunction Automatic function for coloring each element

Mesh False whether to draw a mesh

MeshStyle GrayLevel@1D the style of the mesh

Options of MatrixPlot. 

One useful feature of MatrixPlot is that it can plot very large matrices. Here a very large sparse matrix is generated.

In[4]:= n = 10000;
nz = 2000;

sp = SparseArrayA

RandomInteger@81, n<, 8nz, 2<D ® Table@1, 8nz<D, 8n, n<E;

sp = sp + Transpose@spD

Out[7]= SparseArray@<4000>, 810000, 10 000<D

You can still plot this out with MatrixPlot. Here the number of points that are plotted is reduced to 100. 

In[8]:= MatrixPlot@sp, MaxPlotPoints ® 100D

Out[8]=
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By default, no mesh is drawn around the elements; this can be enabled with the Mesh  option. Typically you would not want to draw the 

mesh if the matrix is very large. When the mesh is drawn, it is sometimes useful to change the style of the mesh with the MeshStyle  

option.

In[9]:= MatrixPlot@RandomInteger@80, 1<, 850, 50<D, Mesh ® True, MeshStyle ® WhiteD

Out[9]=

You can change the coloring with the ColorRules option. This example plots zero as white and everything else black.

In[10]:= MatrixPlot@RandomInteger@80, 1<, 850, 50<D, ColorRules ® 80 ® White, 0. ® White, _ ® Black<D

Out[10]=
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You can also use the ColorFunction option to add color.

In[11]:= MatrixPlot@RandomInteger@80, 1<, 850, 50<D, ColorFunction ® HRGBColor@ð, 0, 0D &LD

Out[11]=
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Import and Export of Matrices
This section reviews the functions that are available for importing and exporting matrices.
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Import@ file, formatD import data in the specified format from a file

Export@ file,mat, formatD export matrix to a file, converting it to the specified format

Mathematica provides a number of different tools for input/output. If you want to save your data in a file so that later you or a colleague

can continue to work with it  in Mathematica,  you might want to use some of the functions that work with Mathematica  expressions in

files. These are discussed under "Expression Input and Output".

If you want to work with matrices from a source external to Mathematica using specific data formats, the functions Import and Export 

are useful. The Import function supports a variety of different formats, some of which are relevant to matrices.

In[1]:= $ImportFormats

Out[1]= 83DS, ACO, AIFF, ApacheLog, AU, AVI, Base64, Binary, Bit, BMP, Byte, BYU, BZIP2, CDED, CDF, Character16, Character8

The Table format will read tabular data into Mathematica. This format is not specific to matrices and can process different types of 

information such as numbers, dates, and currencies. However, this is often a simple way to read in a matrix. This example displays a 
sample data file.

In[2]:= FilePrint@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�simplematrix.dat"D

4.5 6.7
3.2 1.2

Now the data file is read into Mathematica with the Import command using a format of Table; the result is a matrix.

In[3]:= Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�simplematrix.dat", "Table"D

Out[3]= 884.5, 6.7<, 83.2, 1.2<<

Export can be used to write out a matrix in some particular format. Here it uses the Table format.

In[4]:= Export@"fileout.dat", 881, 2<, 83, 4<<, "Table"D

Out[4]= fileout.dat

In[5]:= FilePrint@"fileout.dat"D

1 2
3 4

This example shows how to write a matrix into a CSV format. This could be read into another application such as a spreadsheet.

In[6]:= Export@"filecsvout.dat", 881, 2<, 83, 4<<, "CSV"D

Out[6]= filecsvout.dat

In[7]:= FilePrint@"filecsvout.dat"D

1,2
3,4

There are other matrix formats. For example, Harwell| Boeing, used for sparse matrices, and Matrix Market, used for both sparse and

dense matrices.  These are discussed under "Import  and Export  of  Sparse Matrices".  In addition the MAT matrix  format and the FITS

astronomical data format can also be useful as import or export formats.

Matrix Multiplication

Matrix multiplication (also called dot or inner product) is carried out in Mathematica with the function Dot, typically entered with a dot 

shorthand syntax.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2<, 83, 4<<;

This demonstrates matrix multiplication of a matrix with itself.

In[2]:= mat.mat

Out[2]= 887, 10<, 815, 22<<
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This multiplies a matrix with a vector.

In[3]:= mat.84, 5<

Out[3]= 814, 32<

The matrix product can be computed with two matrices of different sizes so long as they are compatible. For matrices this means that to 
multiply a m1×n1 matrix by a m2×n2 matrix, it is required that n1 is equal to m2. Here, a 2×3 matrix is multiplied by a 3×2 matrix.

In[4]:= mat1 = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
mat2 = 884, 1<, 85, 6<, 83, 1<<;

This will result in a 2×2 matrix.

In[6]:= mat1.mat2

Out[6]= 8823, 16<, 859, 40<<

This generates a 3×3 matrix.

In[7]:= mat2.mat1

Out[7]= 888, 13, 18<, 829, 40, 51<, 87, 11, 15<<

If the dimensions do not match, an error is generated.

In[8]:= mat1.81, 2<

Dot::dotsh : Tensors 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<< and 81, 2< have incompatible shapes. �

Out[8]= 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<.81, 2<

Dot can be used to multiply vectors of equal length; the result will be a scalar.

In[9]:= vec = 81, 2, 3<;
vec.vec

Out[10]= 14

Multiplication of a matrix by a vector works equivalently. This multiples a 2×3 matrix by a length 3 vector.

In[11]:= mat1.vec

Out[11]= 814, 32<

This multiplies the length 3 vector by a 3×2 matrix.

In[12]:= vec.mat2

Out[12]= 823, 16<

The definition of matrix multiplication is such that the product C of two matrices A and B, where C � A.B, is given as follows.

(1)ci j � Úk aik bk j

The definition generalizes, so that the product S of two arbitrary rank tensors T and U is as follows.

(2)si1 i2¼im-1 j2¼ jm � Úk ti1 i2¼im-1k uk j2¼ jm

Thus applying Dot to a rank m tensor and a rank n tensor results in a rank n + m - 2 tensor. An example is shown next. 
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First, a 2×3×4 tensor is defined.

In[13]:= tensor1 = 8 881, 2, 3, 4<, 84, 5, 6, 7<, 84, 5, 6, 7<<, 881, 2, 3, 9<, 81, 2, 6, 5<, 81, 2, 6, 5<<<;
tensor1 �� MatrixForm

Out[14]//MatrixForm=

Now, a 4×2×1 tensor is defined.

In[15]:= tensor2 = 8 881<, 84<<, 887<, 81<<, 888<, 83<<, 889<, 81<<<;
tensor2 �� MatrixForm

Out[16]//MatrixForm=

This multiplies tensor1 by tensor2. They are compatible because the length of the innermost index of tensor1 equals the length of 
the outermost index of tensor2.

In[17]:= tensor1.tensor2 �� MatrixForm

Out[17]//MatrixForm=

The result is a 2×3×2×1 tensor.

In[18]:= Dimensions@%D

Out[18]= 82, 3, 2, 1<

Outer Product

The outer product is a way to build a higher−rank tensor from those of lower rank. Mathematica provides this functionality with the function 

Outer. One use of this is to combine two vectors to form a matrix as an outer product.

In[1]:= vec1 = 8a, b, c<;
vec2 = 8x, y, z<;
Outer@Times, vec1, vec2D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

a x a y a z

b x b y b z

c x c y c z

The function that is used to combine corresponding elements is given as the first argument. It can be an unknown function as in the 
following example.

In[4]:= Outer@f, 8a, b, c<, 8ap, bp<D �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

f@a, apD f@a, bpD

f@b, apD f@b, bpD

f@c, apD f@c, bpD

Visualization of the Outer Product

One way to visualize the operation of Outer is demonstrated in this example. First, a list of points is created.

In[1]:= pts = Table@8Sin@tD, Cos@tD<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi, Pi�8.<D;
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This shows how Outer joins each point to each other point.

In[2]:= Show@Graphics@Outer@Line@ 8ðð<D &, pts, pts, 1DD, AspectRatio ® AutomaticD

Out[2]=

Generalized Inner Product

Matrix multiplication is a fundamental operation of linear algebra computation. Consequently, Mathematica provides Dot  as a dedicated

function,  which  is  heavily  optimized.  However,  a  generalization  of  matrix  multiplication  is  provided  by  Inner.  This  allows  the  two

operations that are used to form the product to be specified.

Here are two vectors.

In[1]:= vec1 = 8a, b, c<;
vec2 = 8x, y, z<;

This is the scalar product.

In[3]:= vec1.vec2

Out[3]= a x + b y + c z

This is the equivalent operation using Inner.

In[4]:= Inner@Times, vec1, vec2, PlusD

Out[4]= a x + b y + c z

Now Power is used instead of Times.

In[5]:= Inner@Power, vec1, vec2, PlusD

Out[5]= ax + by + cz

Matrix Permutations
Many  matrix  techniques  rely  on  ordering  a  matrix  in  particular  ways.  For  example,  some  techniques  try  to  order  the  matrix  to  put

elements  on  the  diagonal,  while  others  try  to  group certain  elements  into  dense blocks.  The Mathematica  function  Part  is  very  well

suited to applying permutations to the rows and columns of a matrix.
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m@@permDD apply a permutation to the rows of a matrix

m@@All,permDD apply a permutation to the columns of a matrix

m@@perm,permDD apply a permutation to the rows and columns of a matrix

m@@permDD=m apply the inverse of a permutation to the rows of a matrix

m@@All,permDD=m apply the inverse of a permutation to the columns of a matrix

Applying permutations to matrices. 

This generates a random matrix.

In[1]:= mat = Table@Random@Integer, 80, 3<D, 84<, 84<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

2 2 0 2

1 0 1 0

3 3 2 3

0 1 0 3

Now  the  matrix  will  be  reordered  so  that  the  rows  are  ordered  by  increasing  size  of  2−norm.  (Norms  are  discussed  under  "Matrix

Computations: Norms".) 

First, the norm of each row is computed.

In[3]:= Map@ Norm, matD

Out[3]= 92 3 , 2 , 31 , 10 =

This computes the permutation that puts the smallest numbers first.

In[4]:= perm = Ordering@%, All, LessD

Out[4]= 82, 4, 1, 3<

This applies the ordering to the rows of the matrix; the result has rows ordered by increasing size of 2−norm.

In[5]:= pmat = mat@@permDD;
pmat �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 3

2 2 0 2

3 3 2 3

Now the inverse permutation is applied by using part assignment. Note that this modifies the matrix held by the symbol pmat. Part 

assignment is described previously.

In[7]:= pmat@@permDD = pmat;
pmat �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

2 2 0 2

1 0 1 0

3 3 2 3

0 1 0 3

If the inverse permutation is applied to the permuted matrix, the original matrix is restored.

In[9]:= pmat � mat

Out[9]= True
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Permutation Matrices

Another way to work with permutations is to compute a matrix that applies the permutation by multiplication. For example, this builds a 4×4 
matrix.

In[1]:= mat = RandomInteger@80, 3<, 84, 4<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0 2 3 0

2 3 1 0

0 1 1 3

3 2 1 0

This computes the permutation necessary to order the rows according to ascending 2−norm.

In[3]:= perm = Ordering@Map@Norm, matD, All, LessD

Out[3]= 83, 1, 4, 2<

The permutation matrix is typically a sparse matrix, which is discussed under "Working with Sparse Arrays". This input generates a sparse 
identity matrix.

In[4]:= sp = SparseArray@8i_, i_< ® 1, 84, 4<D

Out[4]= SparseArray@<4>, 84, 4<D

If the permutation is applied to the identity matrix, a permutation matrix is generated.

In[5]:= permMat = sp@@permDD

Out[5]= SparseArray@<4>, 84, 4<D

This applies the permutation. Note that the rows with smallest norms are at the top.

In[6]:= pmat = permMat.mat;
pmat �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

0 1 1 3

0 2 3 0

3 2 1 0

2 3 1 0

This applies the inverse permutation.

In[8]:= Transpose@permMatD.pmat �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

0 2 3 0

2 3 1 0

0 1 1 3

3 2 1 0

Typically  it  is  faster  to  use  the  Mathematica  function  Part  to  apply  a  permutation,  but  sometimes  it  is  convenient  to  work  with  a

permutation matrix.

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra

� Linear Systems

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Linear Algebra in Mathematica

� Matrix and Tensor Operations

� Working with Sparse Arrays

�
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Working with Sparse Arrays
Sparse representations of matrices are useful because they do not store every element. If one particular value appears very frequently

it  can  be  very  advantageous  to  use  a  sparse  representation.  Mathematica  offers  a  sparse  representation  for  matrices,  vectors,  and

tensors with SparseArray.

This tutorial discusses how to create and work with SparseArray  objects in Mathematica.  If  you are interested in carrying out linear

algebra computations on sparse matrices, you should consult "Matrix Computations".

Basic Operations
The basic object for representing a sparse matrix in Mathematica is a SparseArray.

SparseArray@listD a SparseArray version of an ordinary list 

SparseArray@88i1, j1<->v1,8i2, j2<->v2,¼<,8m,n<D

an m×n sparse array with element 8ik, jk< having value vk

SparseArray@88i1, j1<,8i2, j2<,¼<->8v1,v2,¼<,8m,n<D

the same sparse array 

SparseArray@data,8m,n<,defD an m×n sparse array with default element def  

SparseArray@Band@bD->v,8m,n<D an m×n banded sparse array 

Normal@arrayD the ordinary list corresponding to a SparseArray 

ArrayRules@mD positions of nonzero elements 

A SparseArray object can be created by giving a list of those elements that are nonzero.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 4.1, 81, 3< ® 5.2, 83, 2< ® 3.1<D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

By default, a sparse matrix will print with a special output format. You can see the matrix that the sparse array represents by using 

MatrixForm.

In[2]:= sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

4.1 0 5.2

0 0 0

0 3.1 0

Operations on sparse matrices are all equivalent to the operations on dense matrices. For example, arithmetic is supported and a sparse 
array is the result.

In[3]:= 1.5 sp

Out[3]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

6.15 0 7.8

0 0 0

0 4.65 0

Listable operations also work on sparse arrays to thread over all elements.

In[5]:= Sin@spD

Out[5]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D
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In[6]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

-0.818277 0 -0.883455

0 0 0

0 0.0415807 0

All combinations of matrix multiplication using the function Dot are supported. This demonstrates the dot product of two sparse arrays.

In[7]:= sp.sp

Out[7]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

In[8]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

16.81 16.12 21.32

0 0 0

0 0 0

This demonstrates the dot product of a sparse array with a dense vector.

In[9]:= sp.81, 2, 3<

Out[9]= 819.7, 0., 6.2<

The dot product of a sparse array with a dense matrix is supported.

In[10]:= sp.DiagonalMatrix@ 81, 2, 3<D

Out[10]= 884.1, 0., 15.6<, 80., 0., 0.<, 80., 6.2, 0.<<

Sparse representations are useful because they do not store every element. If one particular value, typically this is zero, appears many 
times in the sparse array, it can be much more efficient if only elements that are different from this common value are stored. The default 
output format shows the number of nondefault elements and the dimensions.

In[11]:= sp

Out[11]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

If a single number is added to the sparse array, it is added to all elements and also to the default element, which was zero. Now that the 
default element is no longer zero but 1.5, it is shown in the output.

In[12]:= sp + 1.5

Out[12]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<, 1.5D

If the N command is applied to a sparse matrix, it works on all the elements. This builds an example 3×3 sparse matrix.

In[13]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 4, 81, 3< ® 5, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[14]//MatrixForm=

4 0 5

0 0 0

0 3 0

When N is applied to the sparse matrix, the result is a sparse matrix with elements (including the default element) that are all approximate 

machine numbers.

In[15]:= N@spD �� MatrixForm

Out[15]//MatrixForm=

4. 0. 5.

0. 0. 0.

0. 3. 0.

Here N with a precision argument is applied to the matrix. This generates a sparse matrix of approximate real numbers with 20 digits of 

precision. Note that N@0, 20D is still 0.

In[16]:= N@sp, 20D �� MatrixForm

Out[16]//MatrixForm=

4.0000000000000000000 0 5.0000000000000000000

0 0 0

0 3.0000000000000000000 0
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SparseArray

The main function for generating a sparse array is SparseArray. This can operate on a matrix to generate its sparse representation.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 0, 3<, 80, 3, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<;
SparseArray@ matD

Out[2]= SparseArray@<4>, 83, 3<D

In[3]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

1 0 3

0 3 0

0 0 1

SparseArray can also take a list of rules showing the values for certain parts.

In[4]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 3., 82, 3< ® 2., 82, 1< ® 4.<D

Out[4]= SparseArray@<3>, 82, 3<D

In[5]:= sp �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=
3. 0 0

4. 0 2.

An equivalent syntax for SparseArray groups the indices and element values into their own lists.

In[6]:= sp1 = SparseArray@ 881, 1<, 82, 3<, 82, 1<< ® 83., 2., 4.<D

Out[6]= SparseArray@<3>, 82, 3<D

The results of the two forms of SparseArray are identical. 

In[7]:= sp === sp1

Out[7]= True

A fuller discussion of the relative advantages of the two forms is given in the section "Rule Inputs for SparseArray".

SparseArray can also accept the dimensions of the matrix to be created. Here a 5×5 matrix is created even though the maximum 

explicit index was 82, 3<.

In[8]:= SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 3., 82, 3< ® 2., 82, 1< ® 4.<, 85, 5<D

Out[8]= SparseArray@<3>, 85, 5<D

In[9]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[9]//MatrixForm=

3. 0 0 0 0

4. 0 2. 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

In this example the default value is set to 1; typically the default value is 0.

In[10]:= SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 3., 82, 3< ® 2., 82, 1< ® 4.<, 85, 5<, 1.D

Out[10]= SparseArray@<3>, 85, 5<, 1.D

In[11]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[11]//MatrixForm=

3. 1. 1. 1. 1.

4. 1. 2. 1. 1.

1. 1. 1. 1. 1.

1. 1. 1. 1. 1.

1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
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Allowing the default value to be changed makes many element−wise operations very fast. They just need to work on the elements that are 
actually present and the default value.

In[12]:= Sin@%D

Out[12]= SparseArray@<3>, 85, 5<, 0.841471D

In[13]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[13]//MatrixForm=

0.14112 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471

-0.756802 0.841471 0.909297 0.841471 0.841471

0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471

0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471

0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471 0.841471

You can also give patterns for the rules. This can often be a convenient way to build structured matrices. You can use the names of the 

patterns on the right−hand side of the rules. Typically, it is better to use Band  if this can be done; this is discussed in the section "Banded 

Sparse Arrays".

In[14]:= SparseArrayA 98i_, i_< ® i,

8i_, j_< �; i == j + 1 ® j=, 810, 10<E

Out[14]= SparseArray@<19>, 810, 10<D

In[15]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[15]//MatrixForm=

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 5 6 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 6 7 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 7 8 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 9 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 10

Mathematica uses symbolic algebraic techniques to simplify certain of the patterns for building sparse arrays. This allows it to construct

the sparse array without testing every potential element to see if it is actually present in the array, thus providing a significant saving in

computational time.

You can use the Mathematica function Random to generate sparse arrays with entries that are pseudorandom numbers. You can also use 

Random to generate the indices for the sparse array. In this example a 10×10 sparse matrix with at most 50 nondefault entries is 

generated.

In[16]:= sp = SparseArrayA

Table@ 8Random@Integer, 81, 10<D, Random@Integer, 81, 10<D< ® 1, 850<D, 810, 10<E;

sp �� MatrixForm

Out[17]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

If you want to use Random on the right−hand side of the rules in a sparse array, or in any other expression that will evaluate, you should 

use RuleDelayed (entered with ¦) to form the rules. If you do not do this, the same number will be used throughout the sparse matrix. 

In[18]:= sp = SparseArrayA

8i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD < 2 ¦ Random@D, 84, 4<E;

sp �� MatrixForm

Out[19]//MatrixForm=

0.379371 0.330724 0 0

0.672176 0.413539 0.690329 0

0 0.30654 0.342988 0.542684

0 0 0.426609 0.125734
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The general principle is that the rules you use with SparseArray work in the typical way for rules in Mathematica.

Rule Inputs for SparseArray

There are two different ways that rules can be used as input syntax for SparseArray. These are demonstrated here.

In[1]:= sp1 = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 3., 82, 3< ® 2., 82, 1< ® 4.<D;
sp2 = SparseArray@ 881, 1<, 82, 3<, 82, 1<< ® 83., 2., 4.<D;

Both generate identical sparse arrays.

In[3]:= sp1 === sp2

Out[3]= True

The first  form, which has many rules, is convenient if  you want to mix explicit  indices with patterns. It  is also more readable for small

examples. The second is more efficient, and is preferred if you only have explicit indices, for example, after reading data from a file.

This uses SparseArray with many rules to mix explicit values with patterns.

In[4]:= sp1 = SparseArray@ 881, 2< ® 3., 82, 3< ® 2., 83, 1< ® 4., 8i_, i_< ® -1<D;
sp1 �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

-1 3. 0

0 -1 2.

4. 0 -1

This demonstrates the form of SparseArray that uses only one rule. The timing is measured to demonstrate performance.

In[6]:= ind = Table@8i, i<, 8i, 50000<D;
elems = Range@50000D;
SparseArray@ ind ® elemsD �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.01 Second, SparseArray@<50 000>, 850000, 50000<D<

It is possible to convert the single rule to multiple rules using Thread. This takes more time than generating the sparse array.

In[9]:= tind = Thread@ind ® elemsD; �� Timing

Out[9]= 80.21 Second, Null<

This uses the multiple rule form of SparseArray. It is slower than the single rule form.

In[10]:= SparseArray@tindD �� Timing

Out[10]= 80.11 Second, SparseArray@<50 000>, 850000, 50000<D<

One reason why the single rule form of SparseArray is faster is that the indices and elements can use packed arrays, an efficient 

storage technology. If they are converted from packed arrays, then SparseArray is slower, as shown.

In[11]:= ind = Developer‘FromPackedArray@indD;
elems = Developer‘FromPackedArray@elemsD;
SparseArray@ ind ® elemsD �� Timing

Out[13]= 80.04 Second, SparseArray@<50 000>, 850000, 50000<D<

More information on packed arrays is found under "Packed Arrays".

Banded Sparse Arrays

If you want to build sparse matrices that have some type of banded structure, this can be achieved with Band .
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SparseArray@Band@bD->v,8m,n<D an m×n banded sparse array 

Band@8i, j<D a diagonal band that starts with the position 8i, j< 

Band@8imin, jmin<,8imax,imax<D a diagonal band from 8imin, jmin< to 8imax, imax< 

BandA8imin, jmin<,8imax,imax< 9di,d j=E a diagonal band from 8imin, jmin< moving with step 8di, d j< 

This creates a diagonal matrix.

In[1]:= SparseArray@Band@81, 1<D ® x, 85, 5<D �� MatrixForm

Out[1]//MatrixForm=

x 0 0 0 0

0 x 0 0 0

0 0 x 0 0

0 0 0 x 0

0 0 0 0 x

This has bands above and below the diagonal.

In[2]:= SparseArray@8Band@81, 2<D ® x, Band@82, 1<D ® y<, 85, 5<D �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0 x 0 0 0

y 0 x 0 0

0 y 0 x 0

0 0 y 0 x

0 0 0 y 0

This inserts a band along the anti−diagonal.

In[6]:= SparseArray@Band@81, -1<, 8-1, 1<, 81, -1<D ® x, 85, 5<D �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0 x

0 0 0 x 0

0 0 x 0 0

0 x 0 0 0

x 0 0 0 0

In general, if you can use Band  to create a sparse array, it will be more efficient.

Identity and Diagonal Sparse Matrices

There are a number of ways to create identity and diagonal sparse matrices in Mathematica.

IdentityMatrix@n,Sparse->TrueD a sparse identity matrix

DiagonalMatrix@SparseArray@8a,b,c,d<DD

a sparse diagonal matrix

This generates a 4×4 sparse identity matrix.

In[1]:= sp = IdentityMatrix@4, Sparse ® TrueD;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
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This generates a 4×4 sparse diagonal matrix.

In[3]:= diag = 8a, b, c, d<;
sp = DiagonalMatrix@SparseArray@diagDD;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

a 0 0 0

0 b 0 0

0 0 c 0

0 0 0 d

If you want to compute with floating−point numbers, it can be advantageous to use matrices that contain floating−point entries; this is 

described in more detail under "Matrix Contents". For IdentityMatrix , you can use the WorkingPrecision option.

In[6]:= sp = IdentityMatrix@4, Sparse ® True, WorkingPrecision ® MachinePrecisionD;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

1. 0. 0. 0.

0. 1. 0. 0.

0. 0. 1. 0.

0. 0. 0. 1.

For a diagonal matrix, you can make sure that the diagonals already are machine−precision numbers.

In[8]:= diag = Range@1., 5D;
sp = DiagonalMatrix@SparseArray@diagDD;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

1. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 2. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 3. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 4. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 5.

Notice how all the entries of the matrix are machine−precision numbers. This can help to improve the efficiency of your computations.

The different types of matrices that Mathematica can work with are described in more detail under "Matrix Types".

Normal

To convert from a sparse array to the dense object that it represents, you can use Normal.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 2< ® 3, 83, 4< ® 2<D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<2>, 83, 4<D

In[2]:= Normal@spD

Out[2]= 880, 3, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 2<<

Of course, it is very straightforward to make a sparse array that cannot be represented on your system. For example, the following sparse 
matrix only has two nonzero elements, but it has 2499999998 zero elements.

In[3]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 2< ® 3, 83, 4< ® 2<, 850 000, 50000<D

Out[3]= SparseArray@<2>, 850000, 50 000<D

If this is converted to a dense matrix, an exception is thrown because it is not possible to represent this on typical computers.

In[4]:= Normal@spD

SparseArray::ntb :
Cannot convert the sparse array SparseArray@Automatic,�3�D to

an ordinary array because the 2500000000
elements required exceeds the current size limit.

Out[4]= SystemException@SparseArrayNormalLimit, Normal@SparseArray@<2>, 850000, 50 000<DDD
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ArrayRules

SparseArray can accept a list of rules to form a sparse array. These rules hold the indices and values of nonzero elements. In the 

following example, the element at position {2,1} has the value 5. ArrayRules generates the rules for a sparse array.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 882, 1< ® 5, 81, 2< ® 11<, 83, 3<D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<2>, 83, 3<D

ArrayRules returns the rules that represent the sparse array. It returns a rule of blank patterns 8_, _< to show the default value.

In[2]:= ArrayRules@ spD

Out[2]= 881, 2< ® 11, 82, 1< ® 5, 8_, _< ® 0<

When a scalar is added to the sparse array, the default value is changed. For example, here the default value is 5.

In[3]:= ArrayRules@sp + 5D

Out[3]= 881, 2< ® 16, 82, 1< ® 10, 8_, _< ® 5<

ArrayRules can take a second argument, which is the default value shown on output. Here, a default rule with value 5 is used. Because 

there is only one element with this value, the list of rules is much longer.

In[4]:= ArrayRules@ sp, 5D

Out[4]= 881, 1< ® 0, 81, 2< ® 11, 81, 3< ® 0, 82, 2< ® 0, 82, 3< ® 0, 83, 1< ® 0, 83, 2< ® 0, 83, 3< ® 0, 8_, _< ® 5<

ArrayRules is a useful way to get information about a sparse array such as the nondefault elements or the default value. This example 

shows how to get the indices of the nondefault elements.

In[5]:= Drop@Map@ First, ArrayRules@ spDD, -1D

Out[5]= 881, 2<, 82, 1<<

Structural Operations
Structural operations on sparse arrays are all equivalent to the operations on dense matrices.

Getting Pieces of Matrices

Extracting elements, rows, and columns of a sparse matrix is quite straightforward with the Mathematica function Part . Typically Part

is entered with @@ DD notation.

m@@i, jDD the i, jth entry 

m@@iDD the ith row 

m@@i;;iDD  rows i through j

m@@All,iDD the ith column 

m@@All,i;; jDD  columns i through j

m@@8i1,¼,ir<,8 j1,¼, js<DD the r×s submatrix with elements having row indices ik and column indices jk 

Tr@m,ListD list of the diagonal elements of m

Ways to get pieces of matrices. 

Here is a sample sparse matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3, 83, 3< ® 4, 84, 5< ® 5, 85, 1< ® 5<D;
sp �� MatrixForm
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Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 3 4 0 0

0 0 0 0 5

5 0 0 0 0

This gets the third element in the first row.

In[3]:= sp@@1, 3DD

Out[3]= 2

This gets the third row; the row is returned as a sparse vector.

In[4]:= sp@@3DD

Out[4]= SparseArray@<2>, 85<D

It can also obtain a column by using All to specify all rows; the column is returned as a sparse vector.

In[5]:= sp@@All, 3DD

Out[5]= SparseArray@<2>, 85<D

Negative indices are used to refer to the end of the matrix. The following gets the last element of the last row.

In[6]:= sp@@-1, -1DD

Out[6]= 0

You can get ranges of a matrix using ;;. This gets the second through the fourth rows.

In[7]:= sp@@2 ;; 4DD

Out[7]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 5<D

This gets the second through the fourth columns.

In[8]:= sp@@All, 2 ;; 4DD

Out[8]= SparseArray@<3>, 85, 3<D

You can also give a step. This gets every other column.

In[9]:= sp@@All, 1 ;; -1 ;; 2DD

Out[9]= SparseArray@<5>, 85, 3<D

The function Tr works on the diagonal elements of a matrix. The one−argument form adds them up.

In[7]:= Tr@spD

Out[7]= 5

Tr can also take a function as its second argument, which will apply to the diagonal elements. If List  is used, this returns the diagonal 

elements.

In[8]:= Tr@sp, ListD

Out[8]= 81, 0, 4<

Getting Multiple Pieces

It is possible to extract multiple elements by using indices in lists. This is demonstrated with the following sample matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3, 83, 3< ® 4<D;
sp �� MatrixForm
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Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 4

The following gets the first and third elements of the third row.

In[3]:= sp@@3, 81, 3<DD

Out[3]= SparseArray@<1>, 82<D

The following gets the first and third rows.

In[4]:= sp@@81, 3<DD

Out[4]= SparseArray@<4>, 82, 3<D

The following gets the first and third elements of the first and second rows.

In[5]:= sp@@81, 2<, 81, 3<DD

Out[5]= SparseArray@<2>, 82, 2<D

Setting Pieces of Matrices

Setting  elements,  rows,  and  columns  so  that  a  sparse  matrix  is  updated  is  quite  straightforward  by  using  the  Mathematica  function

Part  on the left−hand side of an assignment.

m=88a11,a12,¼<,8a21,a22,¼<,¼< assign m to be a matrix 

m@@i, jDD=v reset element 8i, j< to be v 

m@@iDD=v reset all elements in row i to be v 

m@@iDD=8v1,v2,¼< reset elements in row i to be 8v1, v2, ¼< 

m@@All, jDD=v reset all elements in column j to be v 

m@@All, jDD=8v1,v2,¼< reset elements in column j to be 8v1, v2, ¼< 

Resetting parts of matrices. 

Here is a sample sparse matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 0

To update parts of a matrix, you can use Part  on the left−hand side of an assignment. This sets the third element of the third row.

In[3]:= sp@@3, 3DD = x;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 x

This sets the second row of the matrix.

In[5]:= sp@@2DD = 81, 2, 3<;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

1 2 3

0 3 x
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Here, the second column is set.

In[7]:= sp@@All, 2DD = 8-1, -2, -3<;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

1 -1 2

1 -2 3

0 -3 x

You can also use the range syntax for setting pieces of the matrix. This sets every element in every other row to be z.

In[9]:= sp@@All, 1 ;; -1 ;; 2DD = z;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

Setting Multiple Pieces

It is possible to set multiple elements by using indices in lists. This is demonstrated with the following sample matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 0

The following sets the first and third elements of the second row.

In[3]:= sp@@2, 81, 3<DD = x;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

x 0 x

0 3 0

If the right−hand side of the assignment is a list that matches the number of elements being assigned, the assignment is done element by 
element. Thus, the following gives two different values for the first and third elements of the second row.

In[5]:= sp@@2, 81, 3<DD = 8x, y<;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

x 0 y

0 3 0

The following sets the second and third rows.

In[7]:= sp@@82, 3<DD = 81, 2, 3<;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

The following gives two different values for the second and third rows.

In[9]:= sp@@82, 3<DD = 881, 2, 3<, 8-1, -2, -3<<;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

1 2 3

-1 -2 -3
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The following sets the first and third elements of the second and third rows.

In[11]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp@@82, 3<, 81, 3<DD = x;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[13]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

x 0 x

x 3 x

The following sets the first and third elements of the second and third rows with different values.

In[14]:= sp@@82, 3<, 81, 3<DD = 88a, b<, 8c, d<<;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[15]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

a 0 b

c 3 d

Extracting Submatrices

The range syntax is useful to extract a submatrix.

m@@i0;;i1, j0;; j1DD extract the submatrix with rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1 

m@@i0;;i1DD extract the submatrix with rows i0 through i1

m@@All, j0;; j1DD extract the submatrix with columns j0 through j1 

Extracting submatrices. 

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 82, 1< ® 2, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3, 84, 5< ® 4, 85, 4< ® 2<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 2 0

This extracts the submatrix from m2,1 to m3,2.

In[3]:= sp@@2 ;; 3, 1 ;; 2DD �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

This extracts the submatrix of rows 1 to 3.

In[4]:= sp@@1 ;; 3DD �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

This extracts the submatrix of columns 2 to 4.

In[5]:= sp@@All, 2 ;; 4DD �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

0 2 0

0 0 0

3 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 2
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You can use negative indices to count from the end. This returns the matrix with the first and last columns dropped.

In[6]:= sp@@All, 2 ;; -2DD �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

0 2 0

0 0 0

3 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 2

Deleting Rows and Columns

If you want to delete rows or columns, you can use Drop .

Drop@m,8i0,i1<D delete rows i0 through i1

Drop@m,8<,8 j0, j1<D delete columns j0 through j1

Drop@m,8i0,i1<,8 j0, j1<D delete rows i0 through i1 and columns j0 through j1 

Deleting rows and columns. 

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 82, 1< ® 2, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3, 84, 5< ® 4, 85, 4< ® 2<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 2 0

This drops rows 2 through 4.

In[3]:= Drop@sp, 82, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
1 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 2 0

This drops columns 2 through 4.

In[4]:= Drop@sp, 8<, 82, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 0

2 0

0 0

0 4

0 0

In this example, rows 2 and 3, and columns 1, 2, and 3 are all dropped.

In[5]:= Drop@sp, 82, 3<, 81, 3<D �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

0 0

0 4

2 0

Inserting Rows and Columns

If you want to insert a row, you can use Insert.

Insert@m,r,iD insert row r into matrix m at position i

Inserting a row. 
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In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 82, 1< ® 2, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3, 84, 5< ® 4, 85, 4< ® 2<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 2 0

This inserts a row before row 3.

In[3]:= Insert@sp, 8x, x, x, x, x<, 3D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 0

2 0 0 0 0

x x x x x

0 3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 2 0

If you want to insert a column, you must transpose the matrix, insert the column as a row, and then transpose the matrix back. This inserts 
a column before column 5.

In[4]:= Transpose@Insert@Transpose@spD, 8x, x, x, x, x<, 5DD �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0 x 0

2 0 0 0 x 0

0 3 0 0 x 0

0 0 0 0 x 4

0 0 0 2 x 0

Extending Matrices

You can increase the size of a matrix by padding it with PadLeft and PadRight.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 0

PadLeft adds the elements to the beginning of the matrix. This example returns a 4×4 sparse matrix.

In[3]:= PadLeft@sp, 84, 4<D

Out[3]= SparseArray@<3>, 84, 4<D

You can see the result with MatrixForm.

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 2

0 0 0 0

0 0 3 0

PadRight adds the elements to the end of the matrix; the result is a sparse array.

In[5]:= PadRight@sp, 84, 4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0

0 0 0 0

0 3 0 0

0 0 0 0
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You can use PadLeft to pad on the right if you specify negative indices.

In[6]:= PadLeft@sp, 8-4, -4<D �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 0

0 0 0 0

0 3 0 0

0 0 0 0

One important use of the padding functions is to replicate and tile a matrix. In this example, the input matrix is extended to have two 
versions in every row and three in every column.

In[7]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 82, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=
1 0 2

0 3 0

In[9]:= PadRight@sp, 84, 9<, spD �� MatrixForm

Out[9]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2

0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0

1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2

0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0

PadLeft and PadRight have a number of extra features. These are described in the Mathematica documentation.

Transpose

Transposition of elements is a general matrix operation.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 82, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

Transpose  swaps elements at specific indices; the result is a sparse array.

In[3]:= Transpose@spD

Out[3]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 2<D

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1 0

0 3

2 0

If you wish to compute the conjugate transpose of a sparse matrix, you can use ConjugateTranspose.

In[5]:= sp = SparseArray@881, 1< ® 1., 82, 3< ® -I, 83, 2< ® I, 83, 3< ® 10.5<D;
spCT = ConjugateTranspose@spD;
spCT �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

1. 0 0

0 0 -ä

0 ä 10.5

If a matrix is equal to its conjugate transpose, it is said to be Hermitian.

In[8]:= sp === spCT

Out[8]= True
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You can also test with the function HermitianMatrixQ. 

In[9]:= HermitianMatrixQ@spD

Out[9]= True

Rotating Elements

Another structural operation is to rotate elements within an index. This can be done with the functions RotateLeft and RotateRight.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 0

This rotates left by one step in the first level thereby operating on the rows; the result is a sparse array.

In[3]:= RotateLeft@sp, 1D

Out[3]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

0 0 0

0 3 0

1 0 2

This rotates left by one step in the second level that operates on the columns; the result is a sparse array.

In[5]:= RotateLeft@sp, 80, 1<D �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

0 2 1

0 0 0

3 0 0

This rotates the columns in the opposite direction.

In[6]:= RotateRight@sp, 80, 1<D �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

2 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 3

Testing Matrices

Mathematica provides a number of functions for testing sparse matrices and extracting size information.

VectorQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a vector, and False otherwise 

MatrixQ@exprD give True  if expr has the form of a matrix, and False otherwise 

ArrayQ@t,nD test whether t is a tensor of rank n 

Dimensions@exprD a list of the dimensions of a vector or matrix 

ArrayDepth@tD find the rank of a tensor 

mi==m j compare two matrices for equality 

The predicate MatrixQ can be used to test sparse matrices. It can also be used to test dense matrices as shown previously.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 2, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm
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Out[2]//MatrixForm=

2 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 0

This tests that sp is a sparse matrix.

In[3]:= MatrixQ@spD

Out[3]= True

MatrixQ takes an optional second argument that specifies a test to apply to every element. In this example, every element is tested to 

see if it is an integer.

In[4]:= MatrixQ@ sp, IntegerQD

Out[4]= True

In this example, every element must be an integer greater than 1. Because some of the elements are 0, the result is False.

In[5]:= MatrixQ@ sp, IntegerQ@ðD && ð > 1 &D

Out[5]= False

In addition to MatrixQ, there are predicates VectorQ and ArrayQ, which are useful for testing vectors and tensors.

In[6]:= VectorQ@SparseArray@ 881< ® 2, 85< ® 2, 89< ® 3<DD

Out[6]= True

In[7]:= ArrayQ@ SparseArray@ 881, 1, 5< ® 2, 82, 1, 3< ® 2, 83, 4, 2< ® 3<DD

Out[7]= True

ArrayQ can also take a rank argument to test the depth of the array. In this example, the sparse argument is not a rank−4 tensor, and the 

result is False.

In[8]:= ArrayQ@ SparseArray@ 881, 1, 5< ® 2, 82, 1, 3< ® 2, 83, 4, 2< ® 3<D, 4D

Out[8]= False

ArrayQ also takes a third argument that tests each element. In this example, the result is True  because all the elements are NumberQ.

In[9]:= ArrayQ@ SparseArray@ 881, 1, 5< ® 2, 82, 1, 3< ® 2, 83, 4, 2< ® 3<D, 3, NumberQD

Out[9]= True

The command Dimensions is useful for extracting size information.

In[10]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 2, 81, 3< ® 2, 83, 2< ® 3<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[11]//MatrixForm=

2 0 2

0 0 0

0 3 0

In[12]:= Dimensions@ spD

Out[12]= 83, 3<

Dimensions returns a list of length 2 when the input is a matrix, stating that two indices are used to reference any element in the matrix. 

Another way to test the number of indices required to reference elements is with ArrayDepth; this is equivalent to 

Length@Dimensions@spDD.

In[13]:= ArrayDepth@ spD

Out[13]= 2
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To compare if the elements of two matrices are equal, it is possible to use Equal, typically entered using a == shorthand notation. For 

example, comparing a matrix with itself returns True .

In[14]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881< ® 2, 85< ® 2, 89< ® 3<D;
sp � sp

Out[15]= True

Equal uses the value of numbers, so it can be used to compare integer and real values.

In[16]:= sp � N@spD

Out[16]= True

It should be noted that Equal works on any Mathematica expression. If you want to compare two matrices for equality using properties

of the matrix as a whole, it may be better to compare matrix norms. These are discussed under "Matrix Norms".

Further Structural Operations

This section discusses some further structural operations that are useful for working with matrices.

Flatten@mD flatten out nested lists in m

Flatten@m,nD flatten out nested lists in m to level n

Partition@m,nD partition m into sublists of length n

Join@m1,m2D concatenate m1 and m2

Append@m,rD insert row r at the end of m

Prepend@m,rD insert row r at the beginning of m

This generates a sample matrix for demonstration.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® a, 82, 3< ® b, 83, 3< ® c<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

a 0 0

0 0 b

0 0 c

This flattens the matrix into a vector.

In[3]:= vec = Flatten@spD;
vec �� Normal

Out[4]= 8a, 0, 0, 0, 0, b, 0, 0, c<

The vector can be partitioned back into a matrix with rows of length 3 using Partition .

In[5]:= Partition@vec, 3D

Out[5]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

Matrices can be joined together with the function Join .

In[6]:= Join@ sp, spD �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

a 0 0

0 0 b

0 0 c

a 0 0

0 0 b

0 0 c
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Alternatively, you can join the new matrix as new columns.

In[7]:= Join@ sp, sp, 2D �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

a 0 0 a 0 0

0 0 b 0 0 b

0 0 c 0 0 c

A new row can be inserted at the end of a matrix with Append.

In[8]:= Append@sp, 8x, x, x<D �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

a 0 0

0 0 b

0 0 c

x x x

It should be noted that this can also be done with Insert. This is shown in the section "Inserting Rows and Columns".

Element−wise Operations

If you want to work on the elements of a sparse matrix, you can do this easily with Mathematica. First, a matrix of floating−point numbers is 
created.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1.2, 81, 3< ® 2.3, 83, 2< ® 3.1<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1.2 0 2.3

0 0 0

0 3.1 0

In general, arithmetic operations applied to a matrix work on each element. This adds 5 to the matrix.

In[3]:= sp + 5 �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

6.2 5. 7.3

5. 5. 5.

5. 8.1 5.

Here, every element of the matrix is squared.

In[4]:= sp2 �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1.44 0 5.29

0 0 0

0 9.61 0

If one matrix is divided by another, the division is done element by element. If the dimensions of the two matrices do not agree, then an 
error ensues.

In[5]:= sp�H1 + spL �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

0.545455 0. 0.69697

0. 0. 0.

0. 0.756098 0.

To apply the Sin function to every element, you apply Sin to the entire matrix.

In[6]:= Sin@spD �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

0.932039 0 0.745705

0 0 0

0 0.0415807 0
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If both of the arguments of an operation are matrices, the operation is carried out on corresponding elements. This result is the same as 
multiplying the matrix by two.

In[7]:= sp + sp �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

2.4 0. 4.6

0. 0. 0.

0. 6.2 0.

If one argument is a matrix and the other is a vector, the operation is carried out between rows of the matrix and elements of the vector. 
This is an efficient way of generating a diagonal sparse matrix.

In[8]:= sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, i_< ® 1, 85, 5<D;
vec = SparseArray@Range@5DD;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1

In[11]:= sp vec

Out[11]= SparseArray@<5>, 85, 5<D

In[12]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[12]//MatrixForm=

1 0 0 0 0

0 2 0 0 0

0 0 3 0 0

0 0 0 4 0

0 0 0 0 5

These operations are all fast because they only need to operate on the elements that are actually stored (including the default element). 

Note that multiplying two matrices using the operator Times is equivalent to multiplying the corresponding elements. On the other hand, 

matrix multiplication can be done with the function Dot, which is described in the section "Matrix Multiplication". Element−wise multiplica−

tion is shown in the following example.

In[8]:= sp = SparseArray@881, 2< ® 3, 82, 3< ® 4<D;
sp sp �� MatrixForm

Out[9]//MatrixForm=
0 9 0

0 0 16

Listability

If you want to apply your own function to each element in a matrix, you may give your function the attribute Listable. This function 

squares each element and divides the result by 3.

In[1]:= SetAttributes@fun, ListableD;
fun@x_D := x^2 � 3

In[3]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1.2, 81, 3< ® 2.3, 83, 2< ® 3.1<D;

In[4]:= fun@ spD �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

0.48 0 1.76333

0 0 0

0 3.20333 0

When a listable operation is applied to a sparse array,  it  only operates on the elements that are actually stored (including the default

element), so the value of fun@0D is only computed once.
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Map

Instead of using listability, you can use Map to apply a function to every element in a matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 1< ® 1.2, 81, 3< ® 2.3, 83, 2< ® 3.1<D;

Map will apply the function fun to every element in the matrix.

In[2]:= Map@f, sp, 8-1<D

Out[2]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<, f@0DD

You can see the matrix that the sparse array represents. Note that because the function f did not have any definition, it is just kept 
wrapped around every element.

In[3]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

f@1.2D f@0D f@2.3D

f@0D f@0D f@0D

f@0D f@3.1D f@0D

Here, a function that squares its argument and divides the result by 5 is applied to every element in the matrix.

In[4]:= Map@ð^2�5 &, sp, 8-1<D

Out[4]= SparseArray@<3>, 83, 3<D

In[5]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

0.288 0 1.058

0 0 0

0 1.922 0

When Map applies a function to a sparse array, it only operates on the elements that are actually stored (including the default element).

Visualization of Sparse Matrices
This  section  reviews  the  functions  that  are  available  for  formatting  and  plotting  sparse  matrices.  Because  sparse  matrices  are  well

integrated  into  the  system,  most  of  the  examples  in  this  section  are  very  similar  to  the  way  that  dense  matrices  work.  Visualization

techniques for dense matrices are described under "Visualization of Matrices".

MatrixForm@matD print a matrix with the elements arranged in a two−dimensional array 

MatrixPlot@matD show the structural pattern of mat

Formatting Sparse Matrices

Sparse matrices can be formatted with the function MatrixForm.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 2< ® 4, 84, 2< ® 2, 82, 3< ® 1<D;
MatrixForm@spD

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0 4 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 2 0
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MatrixForm also works for vectors and higher−rank sparse arrays; the braces can help in understanding the grouping.

In[3]:= MatrixForm@ SparseArray@ 881, 2, 2, 1< ® 4, 84, 1, 2, 2< ® 2, 82, 3, 3, 1< ® 1<DD

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

4 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 2

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

The view that  you get  from MatrixForm  is  dense,  which can help you see the sparsity  pattern.  However,  it  can quickly lead to very

large output, especially as the rank of the array increases.

Plotting Sparse Matrices

A convenient way to plot sparse matrices is with the function MatrixPlot, which is described in greater detail under "Plotting Matrices".

This reads in a sparse matrix, using the Import function demonstrated in the previous section.

In[1]:= sp = Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�dwg961b.cua", "HarwellBoeing"D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<10591>, 8961, 961<D

The matrix can be plotted. This is a useful way to see the structure of the matrix.

In[2]:= MatrixPlot@spD

Out[2]=

If the matrix is multiplied with itself, the result is less sparse, but it still has a related structure.

In[3]:= MatrixPlot@sp.spD

Out[3]=
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Import and Export of Sparse Matrices
Mathematica  provides a number of different tools for I/O. You can save your data in a file so that you or a colleague can continue to

work  with  it  in  Mathematica  later.  For  this  you  might  want  to  use  some  of  the  expression  I/O  functions;  these  are  discussed  under

"Expression Input and Output".

If you want to work with matrices from a source external to Mathematica using specific data formats, the functions Import and Export

are useful. The Import function supports a variety of different formats, some of which are relevant to sparse matrices.

There are two formats that are specific to sparse matrices and are supported in Mathematica: "Harwell|Boeing" and "Matrix Market". This 

example imports the matrix in the file dwg961b.cua using the Harwell| Boeing format.

In[1]:= sp = Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�dwg961b.cua", "HarwellBoeing"D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<10591>, 8961, 961<D

The result is a 961×961 matrix of numbers with 10591 nonzero elements.

In[2]:= MatrixQ@ sp, NumberQD

Out[2]= True

You can confirm the dimensions of the matrix.

In[3]:= Dimensions@spD

Out[3]= 8961, 961<

If the matrix is multiplied with itself, the result may not be as sparse as before.

In[4]:= sp.sp

Out[4]= SparseArray@<40849>, 8961, 961<D

Many examples of matrices in Harwell| Boeing and Matrix Market formats can be found at http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/index.html.

Matrix Multiplication

Matrix multiplication is carried out in Mathematica with the function Dot, which is typically entered with a dot shorthand syntax. The 

operation is fully supported for sparse arrays.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 881, 2< ® 4, 84, 2< ® 2, 82, 3< ® 1, 82, 4< ® 1<D;
MatrixForm@spD

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

0 4 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0

0 2 0 0

The sparse matrix can be multiplied by itself; the result is also a sparse matrix.

In[3]:= sp.sp

Out[3]= SparseArray@<5>, 84, 4<D

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

0 0 4 4

0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 2 2
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This multiplies a sparse matrix by a dense vector. In this case the result is dense.

In[5]:= sp.84, 5, 2, 1<

Out[5]= 820, 3, 0, 10<

If the vector is made into a sparse array, the result of the multiplication will be sparse.

In[6]:= sp.SparseArray@ 84, 5, 1, 1<D

Out[6]= SparseArray@<3>, 84<D

In[7]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

20

2

0

10

In general, the result of matrix multiplication will be sparse if both arguments are sparse. This is not true if the default values are different.

In[8]:= Hsp + 4L.sp

Out[8]= 880, 24, 8, 8<, 80, 26, 4, 4<, 80, 24, 4, 4<, 80, 24, 6, 6<<

What is particularly important about sparse matrix vector multiplication is that it is fast. In this example, a 100000×100000 tri−diagonal 
sparse matrix is multiplied by a dense vector.

In[9]:= sp = SparseArray@8Band@81, 1<D, Band@81, 2<D, Band@82, 1<D< ® 1., 8100000, 100 000<, 0.D;
vec = Table@Random@D, 8100000<D;

In[11]:= sp.vec; �� Timing

Out[11]= 91.52656´10
-16, Null=

Another issue with multiplication of sparse and dense matrices is that there are differences in the speed of computation depending on 
whether the dense matrix is on the left or the right.

In[12]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 81000<, 81000<D;
sp = SparseArray@8Band@81, 1<D ® 1.<, 81000, 1000<D;

The first example is slower than the second, even though the result is the same in both cases.

In[14]:= Timing@Head@mat.spDD

Out[14]= 80.344, List<

In[15]:= Timing@Head@sp.matDD

Out[15]= 80.031, List<

One possibility to improve the speed is to convert the dense matrix to a sparse representation. Now the result is a sparse matrix. 

In[16]:= sp1 = SparseArray@matD;
Timing@Head@sp1.spDD

Out[17]= 80.031, SparseArray<

Another solution would be to reverse the order by working with the transpose of each matrix.

In[18]:= Timing@Head@Transpose@ Transpose@spD.Transpose@matDDDD

Out[18]= 80.047, List<
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Outer Product

The outer product is a way to build a higher−rank tensor from ones of lower rank. Mathematica provides this functionality with the function 

Outer. One use of this is to combine two vectors to form a matrix as an outer product. This works for sparse vector input to generate a 

sparse array.

In[1]:= vec1 = SparseArray@8a, 0, c<D;
vec2 = SparseArray@80, y, z<D;
Outer@Times, vec1, vec2D

Out[3]= SparseArray@<4>, 83, 3<D

In[4]:= % �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

This generation of sparse outer products can be very advantageous if  you want to use Mathematica  sparse arrays as general sparse

data structures.

Matrix Permutations
Many  matrix  techniques  rely  on  ordering  a  matrix  in  particular  ways.  For  example,  some  techniques  try  to  order  the  matrix  to  put

elements  on  the  diagonal,  while  others  try  to  group certain  elements  into  dense blocks.  The Mathematica  function  Part  is  very  well

suited to applying permutations to the rows and columns of a matrix.

m@@permDD apply a permutation to the rows of a matrix

m@@All,permDD apply a permutation to the columns of a matrix

m@@perm,permDD apply a permutation to the rows and columns of a matrix

m@@permDD=m apply the inverse of a permutation to the rows of a matrix

m@@All,permDD=m apply the inverse of a permutation to the columns of a matrix

Applying permutations to matrices. 

This generates a random matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@Table@Random@Integer, 80, 3<D, 84<, 84<DD;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

1 1 0 2

3 3 2 2

3 0 0 3

3 0 0 2

Now the matrix will be reordered so that the rows with smallest 2−norm are first. ("Norms" are discussed under "Matrix Computations".) 
First, the norm of each row is computed.

In[3]:= Map@ Norm, spD

Out[3]= 9 6 , 26 , 3 2 , 13 =

This computes the permutation that is necessary to reorder the matrix.

In[4]:= perm = Ordering@%, All, LessD

Out[4]= 81, 4, 3, 2<
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This applies the ordering to the rows of the matrix; the result has rows with smallest 2−norms first.

In[5]:= spperm = sp@@permDD;
spperm �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1 1 0 2

3 0 0 2

3 0 0 3

3 3 2 2

Now the inverse permutation is applied using part assignment. Note that this modifies the matrix held by the symbol pmat. Part assign−

ment is described previously.

In[7]:= spperm@@permDD = spperm;
spperm �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

1 1 0 2

3 3 2 2

3 0 0 3

3 0 0 2

Converting Equations to Sparse Arrays
Matrices are so important  in  many areas of  science and technology because they are an efficient  way to represent  linear systems of

equations. Mathematica is unique among technical computing systems in that it combines very efficient ways to work with matrices and

also with the equations that the matrices represent.  It  is easy to go from a matrix to a system of equations and back. Here, a sparse

matrix is multiplied by a vector of the unknowns and a system of equations is formed.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@ 8 81, 1< ® 3.1, 81, 3< ® 3.1, 82, 3< ® 1.1, 83, 1< ® 3.2, 83, 2< ® 3.2, 82, 1< ® 1.9<D;
eqns = Thread@sp.8x, y, z< � 82, 6, 8<D

Out[2]= 83.1 x + 3.1 z � 2, 1.9 x + 1.1 z � 6, 3.2 x + 3.2 y � 8<

In[3]:= sp �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

3.1 0 3.1

1.9 0 1.1

3.2 3.2 0

These equations can be solved with the algebraic equation solver, Solve.

In[4]:= Solve@eqns, 8x, y, z<D

Out[4]= 88x ® 6.6129, y ® -4.1129, z ® -5.96774<<

However, it is a bit more involved to go from the equation to the matrix representation. Mathematica provides the function 

CoefficientArrays to make this transformation easier. This takes the equations that were generated; the result is a list of a sparse 

vector and a sparse matrix.

In[5]:= CoefficientArrays@eqns, 8x, y, z<D

Out[5]= 8SparseArray@<3>, 83<D, SparseArray@<6>, 83, 3<D<

You can see the details of the sparse arrays with MatrixForm.

In[6]:= Map@MatrixForm, %D

Out[6]= 9

-2.

-6.

-8.

,

3.1 0 3.1

1.9 0 1.1

3.2 3.2 0

=

CoefficientArrays is general and will work for nonlinear as well as linear polynomial equations. 

In[7]:= 8s0, s1, s2, s3< = CoefficientArrays@ 83 + x^2 + 5 y^3, 1 + x^3 + 2 y^2<, 8x, y<D

Out[7]= 8SparseArray@<2>, 82<D, SparseArray@<0>, 82, 2<D, SparseArray@<2>, 82, 2, 2<D, SparseArray@<2>, 82, 2, 2, 2<
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When the input is a nonlinear polynomial, the result will include higher−rank tensors.

In[8]:= Map@MatrixForm, %D

Out[8]= 9
3

1
,

0 0

0 0
,

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

,

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 5

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

=

You can still regain the original expressions with dot products.

In[9]:= s0 + s1.8x, y< + s2.8x, y<.8x, y< + s3.8x, y<.8x, y<.8x, y<

Out[9]= 93 + x
2
+ 5 y3, 1 + x3 + 2 y2=

The ability to work directly with systems of linear equations can be very advantageous for certain applications. For example, generating

finite difference solutions. This is demonstrated in the example "Finite Difference Solutions".

SparseArray Data Format
There are several different formats that can be used to hold sparse arrays. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Mathemat−

ica  uses the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format as an internal storage format. This can be explained for a sample matrix shown

here.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@881, 1< ® a11, 81, 3< ® a13, 82, 1< ® a21,
82, 4< ® a24, 83, 2< ® a32, 83, 3< ® a33<, 83, 4<D;

sp �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

a11 0 a13 0

a21 0 0 a24

0 a32 a33 0

You can see the internal form in the InputForm  of the matrix.

In[3]:= sp �� InputForm

Out[3]//InputForm= SparseArray[Automatic, {3, 4}, 0, 
 {1, {{0, 2, 4, 6}, {{1}, {3}, {1}, {4}, {2}, 
    {3}}}, {a11, a13, a21, a24, a32, a33}}]

This format is general enough to describe arbitrary rank tensors. Other advantages of the format include the fact that data elements in

the  same row are  stored  next  to  each  other,  which  leads  to  better  cache  performance.  A  disadvantage  is  that  it  is  not  optimized  for

inserting new elements into the matrix.
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Matrix Computations
This  tutorial  reviews  the  functions  that  Mathematica  provides  for  carrying  out  matrix  computations.  Further  information  on  these

functions can be found in standard mathematical texts by such authors as Golub and van Loan or Meyer. The operations described in

this tutorial are unique to matrices; an exception is the computation of norms, which also extends to scalars and vectors.

Basic Operations
This section gives a review of some basic concepts and operations that will be used throughout the tutorial to discuss matrix operations.

Norms

The norm of a mathematical object is a measurement of the length, size, or extent of the object. In Mathematica norms are available for

scalars, vectors, and matrices.

Norm@numD norm of a number

Norm@vecD 2−norm of a vector

Norm@vec,pD p−norm of a vector

Norm@matD 2−norm of a matrix

Norm@mat,pD p−norm of a matrix

Norm@mat,"Frobenius"D Frobenius norm of a matrix

Computing norms in Mathematica. 

For numbers, the norm is the absolute value.

In[1]:= Norm@-4D

Out[1]= 4

In[2]:= Norm@ 4. + 6. ID

Out[2]= 7.2111

Vector Norms

For  vector  spaces,  norms  allow  a  measure  of  distance.  This  allows  the  definition  of  many  familiar  concepts  such  as  neighborhood,

closeness of approximation, and goodness of fit. A vector norm is a function f : Rn
� R that satisfies the following relations.

(1)

f HxL > 0 x Î Rn, H f HxL = 0 iff x = 0L

f Hx + yL £ f HxL + f HyL x, y Î Rn,

f HΑ xL = ý Α ý f HxL Α Î R, x Î Rn

Typically this function uses the notation þ x þp. The subscript is used to distinguish different norms, of which the p−norms are particu−

larly important. For x � 8x1, x2,¼, xn<, the p−norm is defined as follows.

(2)þ x þp = H ý x1 ý
p
+¼ + ý xn ý

pL

1

p p ³ 1

Some common p−norms are the 1−, 2−, and ¥−norms.
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þ x þ1 = ý x1 ý +¼ + ý xn ý

þ x þ2 = I ý x1 ý
2
+¼ + ý xn ý

2M

1

2

þ x þ¥ = max1£i£n ý xi ý

In Mathematica, vector p−norms can be computed with the function Norm . The 1−, 2−, and ¥−norms are demonstrated in the following 

examples.

In[1]:= vec = 81., 2., 5.6<;

In[2]:= Norm@vec, 1D

Out[2]= 8.6

In[3]:= Norm@vec, 2D

Out[3]= 6.02993

In[4]:= Norm@vec, ¥D

Out[4]= 5.6

The 2−norm is particularly useful and this is the default.

In[5]:= Norm@vecD

Out[5]= 6.02993

Norms are implemented for vectors with exact numerical entries.

In[5]:= Norm@ 81, 2, 3<D

Out[5]= 14

Norms are also implemented for vectors with symbolic entries.

In[6]:= Norm@ 8x, y, z<D

Out[6]= Abs@xD2 + Abs@yD2 + Abs@zD2

In addition, if a symbolic p is used, the result is symbolic.

In[7]:= Norm@vec, pD

Out[7]= I1.
p
+ 2.p + 5.6pM

1

p

Matrix Norms

Matrix norms are used to give a measure of distance in matrix spaces. This is necessary if you want to quantify what it means for one

matrix to be near to another, for example, to say that a matrix is nearly singular.

Matrix  norms also  use  the  double  bar  notation  of  vector  norms.  One of  the  most  common matrix  norms is  the  Frobenius  norm (also

called the Euclidean norm).

(4)þ A þE = Úi=1
m
Új=1
n
ý ai j ý

2

Other common norms are the p−norms. These are defined in terms of vector p−norms as follows.

(5)þ x þp = sup
x¹0

þA xþp

þxþp

Thus the matrix p−norms show the maximum expansion that a matrix can apply to any vector. 
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In Mathematica the Frobenius norm can be computed as follows.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 84.5, 2.1<<;

In[2]:= Norm@ mat, "Frobenius"D

Out[2]= 5.4461

The matrix 2−norm can be computed as follows.

In[3]:= Norm@ 881., 2.<, 84.5, 2.1<<D

Out[3]= 5.28744

It is also possible to give an argument to specify the 1, 2, or ¥ matrix p−norms.

In[4]:= Norm@ 881., 2.<, 84.5, 2.1<<, 1D

Out[4]= 5.5

In[5]:= Norm@ 881., 2.<, 84.5, 2.1<<, 2D

Out[5]= 5.28744

In[6]:= Norm@ 881., 2.<, 84.5, 2.1<<, ¥D

Out[6]= 6.6

This computes the expansion that a collection of different vectors gets from an input matrix. You can see that the maximum value is still 
less than the 2−norm.

In[7]:= Max@Table@ vec = 8Random@D, Random@D<; Norm@mat.vecD�Norm@vecD, 8100<DD

Out[7]= 5.28744

All the p−norms are supported for exact numerical matrices.

In[8]:= Norm@ 881, 2<, 84, 3<<, 1D

Out[8]= 5

In[9]:= Norm@ 881, 2<, 84, 3<<, 2D

Out[9]= 5 J3 + 2 2 N

In[10]:= Norm@ 881, 2<, 84, 3<<, ¥D

Out[10]= 7

However, only the 1 and ¥ matrix p−norms are supported for symbolic matrices.

In[11]:= Norm@ 88a, b<, 8c, d<<, 1D

Out[11]= Max@Abs@aD + Abs@cD, Abs@bD + Abs@dDD

In[12]:= Norm@ 88a, b<, 8c, d<<, ¥D

Out[12]= Max@Abs@aD + Abs@bD, Abs@cD + Abs@dDD

NullSpace

One of the fundamental subspaces associated with each matrix is the null space. Vectors in the null space of a matrix are mapped to

zero by the action of the matrix.
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NullSpace@mD a list of basis vectors whose linear combinations satisfy m.x == 0 

For some matrices (for instance, nonsingular square matrices), the null space is empty.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 4.<<;
NullSpace@matD

Out[2]= 8<

This matrix has a null space with one vector.

In[3]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<;
null = NullSpace@matD

Out[4]= 88-0.894427, 0.447214<<

In[5]:= mat.null@@1DD

Out[5]= 94.44089´10
-16, 8.88178´10-16=

This matrix has a null space with two basis vectors.

In[6]:= mat = 881., 1., 1.<, 82., 2., 2.<, 83., 3., 3.<<;
NullSpace@matD

Out[7]= 980.816497, -0.408248, -0.408248<, 9-6.40885´10
-17, -0.707107, 0.707107==

Rank

The rank of a matrix corresponds to the number of linearly independent rows or columns in the matrix.

MatrixRank@matD give the rank of the matrix mat

If an m×n matrix has no linear dependencies between its rows, its rank is equal to minHm, nL and it is said to be full rank.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 4.<<;
MatrixRank@matD

Out[2]= 2

If a matrix has any dependencies in its rows then its rank is less than minHm, nL. In this case the matrix is said to be rank deficient.

In[3]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<;
MatrixRank@matD

Out[4]= 1

Note that the rank of a matrix is equal to the rank of its transpose. This means that the number of linearly independent rows is equal to the 
number of linearly independent columns.

In[5]:= MatrixRank@ Transpose@matDD

Out[5]= 1

For an m×n matrix A the following relations hold: Length@NullSpace@ADD +MatrixRank@AD � n, and Length@NullSpace@ATDD +

MatrixRank@ATD � m. From this it follows that the null space is empty if and only if the rank is equal to n and that the null space of the

transpose of A is empty if and only if the rank of A is equal to m.

If the rank is equal to the number of columns, it is said to have full column rank. If the rank is equal to the number of rows, it is said to

have full row rank. One way to understand the rank of a matrix is to consider the row echelon form.
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Reduced Row Echelon Form

A matrix can be reduced to a row echelon form by a combination of row operations that start with a pivot position at the top−left element

and subtract multiples of the pivot row from following rows so that all entries in the column below the pivot are zero. The next pivot is

chosen  by  going  to  the  next  row  and  column.  If  this  pivot  is  zero  and  any  nonzero  entries  are  in  the  column  beneath,  the  rows  are

exchanged and the process is repeated. The process finishes when the last row or column is reached.

A matrix is in row echelon form if any row that consists entirely of zeros is followed only by other zero rows and if the first nonzero entry

in row i is in the column j, then elements in columns from 1 to j in all rows below i are zero. The row echelon form is not unique but its

form  (in  the  sense  of  the  positions  of  the  pivots)  is  unique.  It  also  gives  a  way  to  determine  the  rank  of  a  matrix  as  the  number  of

nonzero rows.

A matrix is in reduced row echelon form if it is in row echelon form, each pivot is one, and all the entries above (and below) each pivot

are zero. It can be formed by a procedure similar to the procedure for the row echelon form, also taking steps to reduce the pivot to one

(by division) and reduce entries in the column above each pivot to zero (by subtracting multiples of the current pivot row). The reduced

row echelon form of a matrix is unique.

The reduced row echelon form (and row echelon form) give a way to determine the rank of a matrix as the number of nonzero rows. In

Mathematica the reduced row echelon form of a matrix can be computed by the function RowReduce .

RowReduce@matD give the reduced row echelon form of the matrix mat

The reduced row echelon form of this matrix only has one nonzero row. This means that the rank is 1.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<;
RowReduce@matD �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

This is a 3×2 random matrix whose columns are linearly independent.

In[3]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 83<, 82<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

0.67697 0.785949

0.122303 0.644743

0.742935 0.985849

The reduced row echelon form has two nonzero rows; thus, its rank should be 2.

In[5]:= RowReduce@matD �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

1 0.

0 1

0 0

MatrixRank also computes the rank as 2.

In[6]:= MatrixRank@matD

Out[6]= 2

The reduced row echelon form of the transpose of the matrix also has two nonzero rows. This is consistent with the fact that the rank of a 
matrix is equal to the rank of its transpose, even when the matrix is rectangular.

In[7]:= RowReduce@Transpose@matDD �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=
1 0. 1.05313

0 1 0.245283
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Inverse

The inverse of a square matrix A is defined by

(6)A.A-1 = I

where I is the identity matrix. The inverse can be computed in Mathematica with the function Inverse.

Inverse@matD give the inverse of the matrix mat

Here is a sample 2×2 matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 5.<<;
invMat = Inverse@matD;
invMat �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

This demonstrates that the matrix satisfies the definition.

In[4]:= mat.invMat �� Chop �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

Not all matrices have an inverse; if a matrix does not have an inverse it is said to be singular. If a matrix is rank−deficient then it is singular.

In[5]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<;
MatrixRank@matD

Out[6]= 1

In[7]:= Inverse@ matD

Inverse::sing : Matrix 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<< is singular. �

Out[7]= Inverse@881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<D

The matrix inverse can in principle be used to solve the matrix equation

(7)A.X = B

by multiplying it by the inverse of A.

(8)X = A-1.B

However,  it  is  always  better  to  solve  the  matrix  equation  directly.  Such  techniques  are  discussed  in  the  section  "Solving  Linear

Systems".

PseudoInverse

When the matrix is singular or is not square it is still possible to find an approximate inverse that minimizes þ A.A-1 - I þp. When the 2−

norm is used this will find a least squares solution known as the pseudoinverse. 

PseudoInverse@matD give the pseudoinverse of the matrix mat
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This finds the pseudoinverse for the singular matrix defined earlier.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<;
matInv = PseudoInverse@matD;
matInv �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
0.04 0.08

0.08 0.16

The result is not the identity matrix, but it is "close" to the identity matrix.

In[4]:= mat.matInv �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

This computes the pseudoinverse of a rectangular matrix.

In[5]:= mat = 881., 2., 3.<, 82., 5, 4.<<;
matInv = PseudoInverse@matD;
matInv �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

-0.0555556 0.0740741

-0.555556 0.407407

0.722222 -0.296296

The result is quite close to the identity matrix.

In[8]:= mat.matInv �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=
1. 2.22045´10-16

4.44089´10-16 1.

The  solution  found  by  the  pseudoinverse  is  a  least  squares  solution.  These  are  discussed  in  more  detail  under  "Least  Squares

Solutions".

Determinant

The determinant of an n×n matrix is defined as follows.

(9)
detHAL = a11 if n = 1

detHAL = Úi=1
n
H-1L1+i ai 1 detHAi 1L

It can be computed in Mathematica with the function Det.

Det@matD determinant of the matrix mat

Minors@matD matrix of minors of mat

Minors@mat,kD kth minors of mat

Here is a sample 2×2 matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 5.<<;
Det@matD

Out[2]= -1.

One useful property of the determinant is that HdetHAL = 0L if and only if A is singular.

In[3]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<<;
Det@matD

Out[4]= 0.
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As already pointed out, if the matrix is singular, it does not have full rank.

In[5]:= MatrixRank@matD

Out[5]= 1

Minors

A minor of a matrix is the determinant of any k×k submatrix. This example uses the function Minors to compute all the 2×2 minors.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<;
Minors@matD

Out[2]= 88-3, -6, -3<, 8-6, -12, -6<, 8-3, -6, -3<<

The size of the submatrices can be controlled by a second option. Here the 1×1 minors are computed; these are just the entries of the 
matrix.

In[3]:= Minors@ mat, 1D

Out[3]= 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<

Note that Minors@mD is equivalent to Minors@m, n - 1D. In general, Minors@m, kD computes determinants of all the possible k×k 

submatrices that can be generated from the matrix m (this is done by picking different k rows and k columns). For the 2×2 minors of a 4×4 
matrix you obtain a 6×6 matrix because there are only 6 different ways to pick 2 rows from 4 rows, and to pick 2 columns from 4 columns.

In[4]:= mat = N@881, 4, 5, -1<, 82, 3, 0, 4<, 83, 2, -1, -2<, 84, 3, 2, 1<<D; Minors@mat, 2D

Out[4]= 88-5., -10., 6., -15., 19., 20.<, 8-10., -16., 1., -14., -6., -11.<, 8-13., -18., 5., -7., 7., 7.<, 8-5., -2.,

One of the properties of the rank of a matrix is that it is equal to the size of the largest nonsingular submatrix. This can be demonstrated 

with Minors. In this example, the following matrix has a rank of 2.

In[5]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 83, 6, 9<<;
MatrixRank@matD

Out[6]= 2

The determinant of the matrix is zero.

In[7]:= Det@matD

Out[7]= 0

When the 2×2 minors are computed you can see that not all are zero, confirming that the rank of the matrix is 2.

In[8]:= Minors@matD

Out[8]= 88-3, -6, -3<, 80, 0, 0<, 89, 18, 9<<

Solving Linear Systems
One of the most important uses of matrices is to represent and solve linear systems. This section discusses how to solve linear systems

with Mathematica. It makes strong use of LinearSolve, the main function provided for this purpose.

Solving a linear system involves solving a matrix equation A.X � B. Because A is an m×n matrix this is a set of m linear equations in n

unknowns. 

(10)

a11 a12 ¼ a1 n

a21 a22 ¼ a2 n

» » ¸ »

am 1 am 2 ¼ am n

x1

x2

»

xn

�

b1

b2

»

bm

When m � n  the system is  said  to  be square.  If  m > n  there are more equations than unknowns and the system is  overdetermined.  If

m < n there are fewer equations than unknowns and the system is underdetermined.
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square m = n; solution may or may not exist 

overdetermined m > n; solutions may or may not exist 

underdetermined m < n; no solutions or infinitely many solutions exist 

nonsingular number of independent equations equal to the number of variables and determi−
nant nonzero; a unique solution exists

consistent at least one solution exists 

inconsistent no solutions exist 

Classes of linear systems represented by rectangular matrices. 

Note that even though you could solve the matrix equation by computing the inverse via X � A-1.B, this is not a recommended method.

You should use a function that is designed to solve linear systems directly and in Mathematica this is provided by LinearSolve.

LinearSolve@m,bD a vector x that solves the matrix equation m.x == b 

LinearSolve@mD a function that can be applied repeatedly to many b

Solving linear systems with LinearSolve. 

This uses LinearSolve to solve a matrix equation.

In[1]:= A = 881., 2.<, 84., 6.<<;
B = 85.4, 2.<;
X = LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[3]= 8-14.2, 9.8<

The solution can be tested to demonstrate that it solves the problem.

In[4]:= A.X

Out[4]= 85.4, 2.<

You can always generate the linear equations from the input matrices.

In[5]:= Thread@ A.8x1, x2< � BD

Out[5]= 81. x1 + 2. x2 � 5.4, 4. x1 + 6. x2 � 2.<

Solve can then be used to find the solution.

In[6]:= Solve@%D

Out[6]= 88x1 ® -14.2, x2 ® 9.8<<

LinearSolve also works when the right−hand side of the matrix equation is also a matrix.

In[7]:= A = 881., 2.<, 84., 6.<<;
B = 885.4, 2.<, 85.6, 1.1<<;
X = LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[9]= 88-10.6, -4.9<, 88., 3.45<<

In[10]:= A.X

Out[10]= 885.4, 2.<, 85.6, 1.1<<

If the system is overdetermined, LinearSolve will find a solution if it exists.

In[11]:= A = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
B = 85., 6., 8.25<;

In[13]:= LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[13]= 8-4.5, 4.75<
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If no solution can be found, the system is inconsistent. In this case it might still be useful to find a best−fit solution. This is often done

with a least squares technique, which is explored under "Least Squares Solutions". 

If the system is underdetermined, there is either no solution or infinitely many solutions and LinearSolve will return one.

In[14]:= A = 881., 2., 3.<, 85., 6., 7.<<;
B = 85., 6.<;

In[16]:= LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[16]= 8-2.16667, 0.0833333, 2.33333<

A system is consistent if and only if the rank of the matrix A equals the rank of the matrix formed by adding B as an extra column to A 

(known as the augmented matrix). The following demonstrates that the previous system is consistent.

In[17]:= MatrixRank@AD � MatrixRank@ 881., 2., 3., 5.<, 85., 6., 7., 6.<<D

Out[17]= True

LinearSolve can work with all the different types of matrices that Mathematica supports, including symbolic and exact, machine 

number, and arbitrary precision. It also works with both dense and sparse matrices. When a sparse matrix is used in LinearSolve, 

special techniques suitable for sparse matrices are used and the result is the solution vector.

In[18]:= A = SparseArray@8i_, j_< �; i ³ j ¦ Random@D, 83, 3<D;
B = 81., 2., 1.1<;
X = LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[20]= 81.05637, 1.64464, 0.517293<

option name default value

Method Automatic the method to use for solving 

Modulus 0 take the equation to be modulo n  

ZeroTest Hð�0&L the function to be used by symbolic methods for testing for 
zero  

Options for LinearSolve. 

LinearSolve has three options that allow users more control. The Modulus and ZeroTest  options are used by symbolic techniques

and are discussed in the section "Symbolic and Exact Matrices". The Method  option allows you to choose methods that are known to

be suitable for a particular problem; the default setting of Automatic  means that LinearSolve chooses a method based on the input.

Singular Matrices

A matrix is singular if its inverse does not exist. One way to test for singularity is to compute a determinant; this will be zero if the matrix is 
singular. For example, the following matrix is singular.

In[1]:= A = 881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<;
Det@AD

Out[2]= 0.

For many right−hand sides there is no solution.

In[3]:= B = 84., 1.<;
LinearSolve@A, BD

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[4]= LinearSolve@881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<, 84., 1.<D

However, for certain values there will be a solution.

In[5]:= B = 84., 4.<;
LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[6]= 80.8, 1.6<
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For the first example, the rank of A does not equal that of the augmented matrix. This confirms that the system is not consistent and 

cannot be solved by LinearSolve.

In[7]:= MatrixRank@AD � MatrixRank@881., 2., 4.<, 81., 2., 1.<<D

Out[7]= False

For the second example, the rank of A does equal that of the augmented matrix. This confirms that the system is consistent and can be 

solved by LinearSolve.

In[8]:= MatrixRank@AD � MatrixRank@881., 2., 4.<, 81., 2., 4.<<D

Out[8]= True

In those cases where a solution cannot be found, it is still possible to find a solution that makes a best fit to the problem. One important

class of best−fit solutions involves least squares solutions and is discussed in a later section.

Homogeneous Equations

The homogeneous matrix equation involves a zero right−hand side.

(11)A.x � 0

This equation has a nonzero solution if the matrix is singular. To test if a matrix is singular, you can compute the determinant.

In[1]:= A = 881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<;
Det@AD

Out[2]= 0.

To find the solution of the homogeneous equation you can use the function NullSpace . This returns a set of orthogonal vectors, each of 

which solves the homogeneous equation. In the next example, there is only one vector.

In[3]:= null = NullSpace@AD

Out[3]= 88-0.894427, 0.447214<<

This demonstrates that the solution in fact solves the homogeneous equation.

In[4]:= A.null@@1DD

Out[4]= 94.44089´10
-16, 4.44089´10-16=

The function Chop  can be used to replace approximate numbers close to 0.

In[5]:= % �� Chop

Out[5]= 80, 0<

The solution to the homogeneous equation can be used to form an infinite number of solutions to the inhomogeneous equation. This solves 
an inhomogeneous equation.

In[6]:= B = 84., 4.<;
sol = LinearSolve@A, BD

Out[7]= 80.8, 1.6<

The solution does in fact solve the equation.

In[8]:= A.sol

Out[8]= 84., 4.<
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If you add to sol an arbitrary factor times the homogeneous solution, this new vector also solves the matrix equation.

In[9]:= A.Hsol + Random@D null@@1DDL

Out[9]= 84., 4.<

Estimating and Calculating Accuracy

An important way to quantify the accuracy of the solution of a linear system is to compute the condition number ΚHAL. This is defined as

follows for a suitable choice of norm.

(12)ΚHAL � þ A þ þ A-1 þ

It can be shown that for the matrix equation A x � B the relative error in x is ΚHAL times the relative error in A and B. Thus, the condition

number quantifies the accuracy of the solution. If the condition number of a matrix is large, the matrix is said to be ill−conditioned. You

cannot expect a good solution from an ill−conditioned system. For some extremely ill−conditioned systems it  is not possible to obtain

any solution.

In  Mathematica  an  approximation  of  the  condition  number  can  be  computed  with  the  function

LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber.

LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber@matD

infinity−norm approximate condition number of a matrix of approximate numbers 

LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber@mat,Norm->pD

p−norm approximate condition number of a matrix, where p may be 1, 2, or ¥

This computes the condition number of a matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 4.<<;
LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber@matD

Out[2]= 21.

This matrix is singular and the condition number is ¥.

In[3]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<;
LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber@matD

Out[4]= ¥

This matrix has a large condition number and is said to be ill−conditioned.

In[5]:= mat = NA981, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<,

93, 6, 9 + 1011 $MachineEpsilon==E;

LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber@matD

Out[6]= 6.48522´106

If a matrix is multiplied with itself, the condition number increases.

In[7]:= mat2 = mat.mat;
LinearAlgebra‘MatrixConditionNumber@mat2D

Out[8]= 8.76191´1012

When you solve a matrix equation involving an ill−conditioned matrix, the result may not be as accurate. 

In[9]:= vec = 83, 4, 5<;
sol = LinearSolve@mat, vecD;
Norm@mat.sol - vecD

Out[11]= 2.25118´10-10
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The solution is less accurate for the matrix mat2.

In[12]:= sol = LinearSolve@mat2, vecD;
Norm@mat2.sol - vecD

LinearSolve::luc : Result for LinearSolve of badly conditioned
matrix 8818., 30., 42.0001<, 8�1�<, 854.0001,�18�, 126.<<
may contain significant numerical errors. �

Out[13]= 0.000304962

The solution to these problems is to avoid constructing matrices that may be ill−conditioned, for example, by avoiding multiplying matrices 
by themselves. Another method of solving problems more accurately is to use Mathematica’s arbitrary−precision computation; this is 
discussed under "Arbitrary−Precision Matrices".

In[14]:= matAcc = SetPrecision@mat2, 16D;
sol = LinearSolve@matAcc, vecD;
Norm@matAcc.sol - vecD

Out[16]= 0

Symbolic and Exact Matrices

LinearSolve works for all the different types of matrices that can be represented in Mathematica. These are described in more detail

in "Matrix Types". 

Here is an example of working with purely symbolic matrices.

In[1]:= A = 88x1, x2<, 8x3, x4<<;
MatrixForm@AD

Out[2]//MatrixForm=
x1 x2

x3 x4

In[3]:= b = 8y1, y2<;
X = LinearSolve@A, bD

Out[4]= 9
x4 y1 - x2 y2

-x2 x3 + x1 x4
,
x3 y1 - x1 y2

x2 x3 - x1 x4
=

The original matrix can be multiplied into the solution.

In[5]:= A.X

Out[5]= 9
x2 Hx3 y1 - x1 y2L

x2 x3 - x1 x4
+

x1 Hx4 y1 - x2 y2L

-x2 x3 + x1 x4
,
x4 Hx3 y1 - x1 y2L

x2 x3 - x1 x4
+

x3 Hx4 y1 - x2 y2L

-x2 x3 + x1 x4
=

The result of multiplication needs some postprocessing with Simplify to reach the expected value. This demonstrates the need for 

intermediate processing in symbolic linear algebra computation. Without care these intermediate results can become extremely large and 
make the computation run slowly.

In[6]:= % �� Simplify

Out[6]= 8y1, y2<

In order to simplify the intermediate expressions, the ZeroTest option might be useful. 

LinearSolve can also be used to solve exact problems.

In[7]:= A = 881, 2<, 83, 4<<;
MatrixForm@AD

Out[8]//MatrixForm=
1 2

3 4

In[9]:= b = 86, 8<;
X = LinearSolve@A, bD

Out[10]= 8-4, 5<
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In[11]:= A.X

Out[11]= 86, 8<

There  are  a  number  of  methods  that  are  specific  to  symbolic  and  exact  computation:  CofactorExpansion,

DivisionFreeRowReduction, and OneStepRowReduction. These are discussed in the section "Symbolic Methods".

Row Reduction

Row reduction involves adding multiples of rows together so as to produce zero elements when possible. The final matrix is in reduced row 
echelon form as described previously. If the input matrix is a nonsingular square matrix, the result will be an identity matrix. 

In[1]:= RowReduce@ 881, 2<, 81, 1<<D

Out[1]= 881, 0<, 80, 1<<

This can be used as a way to solve a system of equations.

In[2]:= RowReduce@ 881, 2, x<, 81, 1, y<<D

Out[2]= 881, 0, -x + 2 y<, 80, 1, x - y<<

This can be compared with the following use of LinearSolve.

In[3]:= LinearSolve@ 881, 2<, 81, 1<<, 8x, y<D

Out[3]= 8-x + 2 y, x - y<

Saving the Factorization

Many applications of linear systems involve the same matrix A but different right−hand sides B. Because a significant part of the effort 

involved in solving the system involves processing A, it is common to save the factorization and use it to solve repeated problems. In 

Mathematica, this is done by using a one−argument form of LinearSolve; this returns a functional that you can apply to different 

vectors to obtain each solution.

In[1]:= A = 881., 2.<, 84., 6.<<;
fun = LinearSolve@AD

Out[2]= LinearSolveFunction@82, 2<, <>D

When you can apply the LinearSolveFunction  to a particular right−hand side the solution is obtained.

In[3]:= B = 81., 20.<;
X = fun@BD

Out[4]= 817., -8.<

This solves the matrix equation.

In[5]:= A.X

Out[5]= 81., 20.<

A different right−hand side yields a different solution.

In[6]:= B = 811., 2.<;
X = fun@BD

Out[7]= 8-31., 21.<

This new solution solves this matrix equation.

In[8]:= A.X

Out[8]= 811., 2.<
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The  one−argument  form  of  LinearSolve  works  in  a  completely  equivalent  way  to  the  two−argument  form.  It  works  with  the  same

range of input matrices, for example, returning the expected results for symbolic, exact, or sparse matrix input. It also accepts the same

options. 

One issue with the one−argument form is that for certain input matrices the factorization cannot be saved. For example, if the system is 
overdetermined, the exact solution is not certain to exist. In this case a message is generated that warns you that the factorization will be 
repeated each time the functional is applied to a particular right−hand side.

In[9]:= A = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
fun = LinearSolve@AD

LinearSolve::sqmat1 :
The matrix 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<< is not square so a

factorization will not be saved.

Out[10]= LinearSolveFunction@83, 2<, <>D

For this right−hand side there is a solution, and this is returned.

In[11]:= B = 85., 6., 8.25<;
fun@BD

Out[12]= 8-4.5, 4.75<

However, for this right−hand side there is no solution, and an error is encountered.

In[13]:= B = 85., 6., 1.<;
fun@BD

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[14]= LinearSolveFunction@83, 2<, <>D@85., 6., 1.<D

Methods

LinearSolve provides a number of different techniques to solve matrix equations that are specialized to particular problems. You can

select  between  these  using  the  option  Method.  In  this  way  a  uniform  interface  is  provided  to  all  the  functionality  that  Mathematica

provides for solving matrix equations.

The  default  setting  of  the  option  Method  is  Automatic .  As  is  typical  for  Mathematica,  this  means  that  the  system  will  make  an

automatic  choice  of  method  to  use.  For  LinearSolve  if  the  input  matrix  is  numerical  and  dense,  then  a  method  using  LAPACK

routines  is  used;  if  it  is  numerical  and  sparse,  a  multifrontal  direct  solver  is  used.  If  the  matrix  is  symbolic  then  specialized  symbolic

routines are used.

The details of the different methods are now described.

LAPACK

LAPACK is  the default  method for  solving dense numerical  matrices.  When the matrix  is  square and nonsingular  the routines dgesv,

dlange, and dgecon are used for real matrices and zgesv, zlange, and zgecon for complex matrices. When the matrix is nonsquare or

singular dgelss is used for real matrices and zgelss for complex matrices. More information on LAPACK is available in the references.

If the input matrix uses arbitrary−precision numbers, then LAPACK algorithms extended for arbitrary−precision computation are used. 

Multifrontal

The multifrontal method is a direct solver used by default  if  the input matrix is sparse; it  can also be selected by specifying a method

option.

This reads in a sample sparse matrix stored in the Matrix Market format. More information on the importing of matrices is under "Import 
and Export of Sparse Matrices".

In[1]:= sp = Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�dwg961b.mtx", "MatrixMarket"D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<10591>, 8961, 961<D

In[2]:= vec = Table@Random@D, 8961<D;
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This solves the matrix equation using the sample matrix.

In[3]:= LinearSolve@ sp, vec, Method ® MultifrontalD;

If the input matrix to the multifrontal method is dense, it is converted to a sparse matrix.

The implementation of the multifrontal method uses the "UMFPACK" library.

Krylov

The Krylov method is an iterative solver that is suitable for large sparse linear systems, such as those arising from numerical solving of

PDEs.  In  Mathematica  two  Krylov  methods  are  implemented:  conjugate  gradient  (for  symmetric  positive  definite  matrices)  and

BiCGSTAB  (for  nonsymmetric  systems).  It  is  possible  to  set  the  method  that  is  used  and  a  number  of  other  parameters  by  using

appropriate suboptions.

option name default value

MaxIterations Automatic the maximum number of iterations 

Method BiCGSTAB the method to use for solving 

Preconditioner None the preconditioner 

ResidualNormFunction Automatic the norm to minimize

Tolerance Automatic the tolerance to use to terminate the iteration  

Suboptions of the Krylov method. 

The default method for Krylov, BiCGSTAB, is more expensive but more generally applicable. The conjugate gradient method is suitable

for  symmetric  positive  definite  systems,  always  converging  to  a  solution  (though  the  convergence  may  be  slow).  If  the  matrix  is  not

symmetric positive definite the conjugate gradient may not converge to a solution. 

In this example, the matrix is not symmetric positive definite and the conjugate gradient method does not converge.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 100.<, 8-3., .1<<;
vec = 81.2, 3<;
LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method ® 8Krylov, Method ® ConjugateGradient<D

Out[3]= 8-0.999267, 0.0219927<

The default method, BiCGSTAB, converges and returns the solution.

In[4]:= sol = LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method ® KrylovD

Out[4]= 8-0.999267, 0.0219927<

This tests the solution that was found.

In[5]:= Norm@mat.sol - vecD

Out[5]= 4.96507´10-16

Here is an example that shows the benefit of the Krylov method and the use of a preconditioner. First, a function that builds a structured 
banded sparse matrix is defined.

In[6]:= BandedMatrix@n_D := Module@
8A, spar, diag, udiag, udiag2, ldiag, ldiag2<,
diag = Table@8i, i< ® 14., 8i, 1, n<D;
udiag = Table@8i, i + 1< ® 3., 8i, 1, n - 1<D;
udiag2 = Table@8i, i + 8< ® -1., 8i, 1, n - 8<D;
ldiag = Table@8i + 1, i< ® 5., 8i, 1, n - 1<D;
ldiag2 = Table@8i + 500, i< ® -4., 8i, 1, n - 500<D;
spar = Flatten@8diag, udiag, udiag2, ldiag, ldiag2<D;
A = SparseArray@spar, 8n, n<D
D;
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This demonstrates the structure of the matrices generated by this function.

In[7]:= MatrixPlot@BandedMatrix@700DD

Out[7]=

This builds a larger system, with a 10000×10000 matrix.

In[8]:= num = 10000;
mat = BandedMatrix@numD;
vec = mat.Table@i, 8i, num<D;

This will use the default sparse solver, a multifrontal direct solver.

In[11]:= sol = LinearSolve@mat, vecD; �� Timing

Out[11]= 80.328, Null<

The Krylov method is faster.

In[12]:= LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method -> KrylovD; �� Timing

Out[12]= 80.11, Null<

The use of the ILU preconditioner is even faster. Currently, the preconditioner can only work if the matrix has nonzero diagonal elements.

In[14]:= LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method ® 8Krylov, Preconditioner ® ILU0<D; �� Timing

Out[14]= 80.016, Null<

At present, only the ILU preconditioner is built−in. You can still define your own preconditioner by defining a function that is applied to

the input matrix. An example that involves solving a diagonal matrix is shown next. 

First the problem is set up and solved without a preconditioner.

In[15]:= num = 10 000;
mat = SparseArray@88i_, i_< ® N@iD<, 8num, num<D;
rhs = mat.Table@1., 8i, 1, num<D;
LinearSolve@mat, rhs, Method ® KrylovD; �� Timing

Out[18]= 80.016, Null<

Now, a preconditioner function fun is used; there is a significant improvement to the speed of the computation.

In[19]:= fun@x_D := x�Table@N@iD, 8i, num<D;
LinearSolve@mat, rhs, Method ® 8Krylov, Preconditioner ® fun<D; �� Timing

Out[20]= 80.016, Null<

Generally, a problem will not be structured so that it can benefit so much from such a simple preconditioner. However, this example is

useful since it shows how to create and use your own preconditioner.

If the input matrix to the Krylov method is dense, the result is still found because the method is based on matrix/vector multiplication.

The  Krylov  method  can  be  used  to  solve  systems  that  are  too  large  for  a  direct  solver.  However,  it  is  not  a  general  solver,  being

particularly suitable for those problems that have some form of diagonal dominance. 
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Cholesky

The Cholesky method is suitable for solving symmetric positive definite systems.

In[1]:= sp = Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�nos6.mtx", "MatrixMarket"D

Out[1]= SparseArray@<3255>, 8675, 675<D

In[2]:= B = Table@Random@D, 8675<D;

In[3]:= LinearSolve@sp, BD; �� Timing

Out[3]= 80.016, Null<

The Cholesky method is faster for this matrix.

In[3]:= LinearSolve@sp, B, Method ® CholeskyD; �� Timing

Out[3]= 80.016, Null<

The Cholesky method is also more stable. This can be demonstrated with the following matrix.

In[4]:= SeedRandom@4D;
mat = Table@Random@D, 81000<, 81000<D;
mat = mat.Transpose@matD;

For this matrix the default LU decomposition method reports a potential error.

In[7]:= LinearSolve@matD; �� Timing

LinearSolve::luc : Result for LinearSolve of badly conditioned
matrix 88339.271, 252.03,�7�, 251.098,�990�<,�9�,�990�<
may contain significant numerical errors. �

Out[7]= 80.265, Null<

The Cholesky method succeeds.

In[8]:= LinearSolve@mat, Method ® CholeskyD; �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.125, Null<

For dense matrices the Cholesky method uses LAPACK functions such as dpotrf and dpotrs for real matrices and zpotrf and zpotrs for

complex matrices. For sparse matrices the Cholesky method uses the "TAUCS" library.

Symbolic Methods

There are a number of methods that are specific to symbolic and exact computation: CofactorExpansion, 

DivisionFreeRowReduction, and OneStepRowReduction. These can be demonstrated for the following symbolic matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 88a13*a2, a5, 6^H1�2L*a1, 2*a14<, 818*a12, -3*a16, 3*a9, a1 + a3 + a4<,
87*a15, 15�14 - H12*a11L�23 + H9*a2L�2 + H24*a5L�7 + a9�5,
-5�23 + H17*a152L�29 + H9*a3L�4 + H30*a15*a5L�23 + H3*a52L�29 -
H5*a6L�24, H4*a8L�3<,

8-9�16 - H2*a12L�17 - H7*a122L�5 + H9*a163L�13 - H7*a13*a72L�11 + H10*a73L�7,
a11 + a4, H11*a11L�9, -9�26 + H13*a14L�29 + 7*a142 + a15�4 + 25*a153 -
H4*a2L�3 - a22�6 + H4*a15*a22L�3 + H29*a4L�23 + H25*a22*a4L�21<<;

vec = 81, 0, 3, 0<;

The computation is repeated for all three methods.

In[3]:= ByteCount@LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method ® CofactorExpansionDD �� Timing

Out[3]= 80.782 Second, 55 208<

In[4]:= ByteCount@LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method ® DivisionFreeRowReductionDD �� Timing

Out[4]= 80.55 Second, 146 856<
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In[5]:= ByteCount@LinearSolve@mat, vec, Method ® OneStepRowReductionDD �� Timing

Out[5]= 80.151 Second, 655 576<

Least Squares Solutions

This section follows from the previous section. It is concerned with finding solutions to the matrix equation A.X � B, where A is an m×n 

matrix and m > n (i.e., when there are more equations than unknowns). In this case, there may well be no solution and LinearSolve 

will issue an error message.

In[1]:= A = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
B = 85., 6., 8.<;
LinearSolve@A, BD

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[3]= LinearSolve@881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<, 85., 6., 8.<D

In these cases it is possible to find a best−fit solution that minimizes þ A x - B þp. A particularly common choice of p is 2; this generates

a  least  squares  solution.  These  are  often  used  because  the  function  
1

2
þ A x - B þ2

2  is  differentiable  in  x  and  because  the  2−norm  is

preserved under orthogonal transformations.

If  the  rank  of  A  is  n  (i.e.,  it  has  full  column rank),  it  can  be  shown (Golub  and  van  Loan)  that  there  is  a  unique  solution  to  the  least

squares problem and it solves the linear system.

(13)AT .A x � AT B

These are called the normal equations. Although they can be solved directly to get a least squares solution, this is not recommended

because  if  the  matrix  A  is  ill−conditioned  then  the  product  AT .A  will  be  even  more  ill−conditioned.  Ways  of  finding  least  squares

solutions for full rank matrices are explored in "Examples: Full Rank Least Squares Solutions".

It  should  be  noted  that  best−fit  solutions  that  minimize  other  norms,  such  as  1  and  ¥,  are  also  possible.  A  number  of  ways  to  find

solutions  to  overdetermined  systems  that  are  suitable  for  special  types  of  matrices  or  to  minimize  other  norms  are  given  under

"Minimization of 1 and Infinity Norms".

A general way to find a least squares solution to an overdetermined system is to use a singular value decomposition to form a matrix

that is known as the pseudoinverse of a matrix. In Mathematica this is computed with PseudoInverse. This technique works even if

the input matrix is rank deficient. The basis of the technique follows.

(14)

Solve A.x = B

find p = A+  (pseudoinverse)

then x = p.B

Here is an overdetermined system; you can see that the matrix A is rank deficient.

In[4]:= A = 881., 2.<, 82., 4.<, 83., 6.<<;
B = 85., 6., 8.<;
MatrixRank@AD

Out[6]= 1

The least squares solution can still be found using PseudoInverse.

In[7]:= X = PseudoInverse@AD.B

Out[7]= 80.585714, 1.17143<

This shows how close the solution actually is.

In[8]:= A.X

Out[8]= 82.92857, 5.85714, 8.78571<
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Data Fitting

Scientific  measurements  often  result  in  collections  of  ordered  pairs  of  data,  8xi, yi<.  In  order  to  make  predictions  at  times  other  than

those that were measured, it is common to try to fit a curve through the data points. If the curve is a straight line, then the aim is to find

unknown coefficients Α and Β for which

(15)yi � Α + Β xi

for all the data pairs. This can be written in a matrix form as shown here and is immediately recognized as being equivalent to solving

an overdetermined system of linear equations.

(16)

1 x1

1 x2

» »

1 xn

Α

Β

�

y1

y2

»

yn

Fitting a more general curve, for example,

(17)yi � c0 + c1 xi + c2 xi
2
+ ¼

is equivalent to the matrix equation

(18)

1 x1 x1
2
¼

1 x2 x2
2
¼

» » » ¼

1 xn xn
2
¼

c0

c1

»

�

y1

y2

»

yn

.

In this case the left−hand matrix is a Vandermonde matrix. In fact any function that is linear in the unknown coefficients can be used.

An example of how to find best−fit parameters will now be given. This will start with the measurements shown next.

In[1]:= data = 880.2, 4.59<, 80.4, 5.05<, 80.6, 6.2<, 80.8, 6.6<, 81., 7.4<<;

These can be plotted graphically.

In[2]:= plot1 = ListPlot@ data, PlotStyle ® PointSize@0.02DD

Out[2]=

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

You could try to solve this with the PseudoInverse technique introduced earlier. First, split the data into x and y components.

In[2]:= xData = data@@All, 1DD;
yData = data@@All, 2DD;

Now form the left−hand side matrix.

In[4]:= mat = Transpose@ 8Table@1, 8Length@xDataD<D, xData<D;
mat �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

1 0.2

1 0.4

1 0.6

1 0.8

1 1.
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The best−fit parameter can be found as follows.

In[6]:= PseudoInverse@matD.yData

Out[6]= 83.817, 3.585<

Mathematica provides the function FindFit that can find best−fit solutions to data. The solution agrees with that found by the 

PseudoInverse.

In[7]:= sol = FindFit@data, Α + Β x, 8Α, Β<, xD

Out[7]= 8Α ® 3.817, Β ® 3.585<

Finally, a plot is made that shows the data points and the fitted curve.

In[8]:= Plot@ HΑ + Β xL �. sol, 8x, 0, 1<, Epilog ® First@plot1DD

Out[8]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

The function FindFit is quite general; it can also fit functions to data that is not linear in the parameters.

Eigensystem Computations
The solution of the eigenvalue problem is one of the major areas for matrix computations. It has many applications in physics, chem−

istry, and engineering. For an n×n matrix A the eigenvalues are the n roots of its characteristic polynomial, pHzL = detHz I - AL. The set of

roots, ΛHAL = 8Λ1,¼, Λn<, are called the spectrum of the matrix. For each eigenvalue, Λ Î ΛHAL, the vectors, x, that satisfy

(19)A.x = Λ x

are described as eigenvectors. The matrix of the eigenvectors, X, if it exists and is nonsingular, may be used as a similarity transforma−

tion to form a diagonal  matrix with the eigenvalues on the diagonal  elements.  Many important  applications of  eigenvalues involve the

diagonalization of matrices in this way.

(20)diagHΛHALL = X-1.A.X

Mathematica has various functions for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Eigenvalues@mD a list of the eigenvalues of m 

Eigenvectors@mD a list of the eigenvectors of m 

Eigensystem@mD a list of the form 8eigenvalues, eigenvectors< 

CharacteristicPolynomial@m,xD the characteristic polynomial of m 

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 

Here is a sample 2×2 matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 4.<<;
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This computes the eigenvalues.

In[2]:= Eigenvalues@matD

Out[2]= 85.37228, -0.372281<

This computes the eigenvectors.

In[3]:= Eigenvectors@matD

Out[3]= 88-0.415974, -0.909377<, 8-0.824565, 0.565767<<

You can compute both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors with Eigensystem.

In[4]:= 8vals, vecs< = Eigensystem@matD

Out[4]= 885.37228, -0.372281<, 88-0.415974, -0.909377<, 8-0.824565, 0.565767<<<

You can confirm that the first eigenvalue and its eigenvector satisfy the definition.

In[5]:= mat.vecs@@1DD - vals@@1DD vecs@@1DD

Out[5]= 94.44089´10
-16, 0.=

You should note that Eigenvectors and Eigensystem return a list of eigenvectors. This means that if you want a matrix with 

columns that are the eigenvectors you must take a transpose. Here, the eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors are shown to 
meet the definition of the eigenvectors.

In[6]:= mat.Transpose@vecsD - Transpose@vecsD.DiagonalMatrix@valsD �� Chop

Out[6]= 880, 0<, 80, 0<<

You can also obtain the characteristic polynomial of the test matrix.

In[7]:= poly = CharacteristicPolynomial@mat, xD �� Expand

Out[7]= H-2. + 0. äL - H5. + 0. äL x + x
2

This finds the roots of the characteristic polynomial; they are seen to match the eigenvalues of the matrix.

In[8]:= Solve@poly � 0, xD

Out[8]= 88x ® -0.372281<, 8x ® 5.37228<<

Eigenvalue computations work for sparse matrices as well as for dense matrices. In the following example, one of the eigenvalues is zero.

In[9]:= sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD < 2 ® 2., 85, 5<D;
sp �� MatrixForm

Out[10]//MatrixForm=

2. 2. 0 0 0

2. 2. 2. 0 0

0 2. 2. 2. 0

0 0 2. 2. 2.

0 0 0 2. 2.

In[11]:= Eigenvalues@spD

Out[11]= 95.4641, 4., 2., -1.4641, -1.0842´10-19=

An eigenvalue being zero means that the null space of the matrix is not empty.

In[12]:= NullSpace@spD

Out[12]= 99-0.5, 0.5, -4.59702´10-17, -0.5, 0.5==

Certain  applications  of  eigenvalues  do  not  require  all  of  the  eigenvalues  to  be  computed.  Mathematica  provides  a  mechanism  for

obtaining only some eigenvalues.
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Eigenvalues@m,kD the largest k eigenvalues of m 

Eigenvectors@m,kD the corresponding eigenvectors of m 

Eigenvalues@m,-kD the smallest k eigenvalues of m 

Eigenvectors@m,-kD the corresponding eigenvectors of m 

This is particularly useful if the matrix is very large. Here is a 10000×10000 sparse matrix.

In[13]:= sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD < 4 ¦ N@i + jD, 810 000, 10000<D

Out[13]= SparseArray@<69988>, 810 000, 10000<D

This is the largest eigenvalue.

In[14]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 1D

Out[14]= 8139134.<

option name default value

Cubics False whether to return radicals for 3×3 matrices 

Method Automatic the method to use for solving 

Quartics False whether to return radicals for 4×4 matrices 

ZeroTest Hð�0&L the function to be used by symbolic methods for testing for 
zero  

Options for Eigensystem. 

Eigensystem  has four options that allow users more control. The Cubics, Quartics, and ZeroTest  options are used by symbolic

techniques  and  are  discussed  under  "Symbolic  and  Exact  Matrices".  The  Method  option  allows  knowledgeable  users  to  choose

methods  that  are  particularly  appropriate  for  their  problems;  the  default  setting  of  Automatic  means  that  Eigensystem  makes  a

choice of a method that is generally suitable.

Eigensystem Properties

This section describes certain properties of  eigensystem computations.  It  should be remembered that  because the eigenvalues of  an

n×n matrix can be associated with the roots of an nth degree polynomial, there will always be n eigenvalues.

Even if a matrix only contains real numbers, its eigenvalues may not be real.

In[1]:= mat = 881, -1<, 81, 1<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[2]= 881 + ä, 1 - ä<, 88ä, 1<, 8-ä, 1<<<

The eigenvalues of a matrix may be repeated; eigenvalues that are not repeated are called simple. In this example, the repeated eigen−
value has as many eigenvectors as the number of times it is repeated; this is a semisimple eigenvalue.

In[3]:= mat = 882, -1, -2<, 82, 5, 2<, 8-2, -1, 2<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[4]= 884, 4, 1<, 88-1, 0, 1<, 8-1, 2, 0<, 81, -1, 1<<<

The repeated eigenvalue may have fewer eigenvectors than the number of times it is repeated. In this case it is referred to as a defective 
eigenvalue and the matrix is referred to as a defective matrix.

In[5]:= mat = 88-3, 1, -3<, 820, 3, 10<, 82, -2, 4<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[6]= 883, 3, -2<, 88-1, 0, 2<, 80, 0, 0<, 8-1, 2, 1<<<
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A matrix may have a zero eigenvalue, but can still have a complete set of eigenvectors.

In[7]:= mat = 8814, 4, 2<, 8-11, 2, 1<, 814, 4, 2<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[8]= 8812, 6, 0<, 881, -1, 1<, 82, -5, 2<, 80, -1, 2<<<

A matrix may have a zero eigenvalue, but not have a complete set of eigenvectors.

In[9]:= mat = 880, 1<, 80, 0<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[10]= 880, 0<, 881, 0<, 80, 0<<<

If a matrix is real and symmetric, all of the eigenvalues are real, and there is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors.

In[11]:= mat = 881., 5.<, 85., 1.<<;
8lam, vec< = Eigensystem@matD

Out[12]= 886., -4.<, 880.707107, 0.707107<, 80.707107, -0.707107<<<

The eigenvectors are an orthonormal basis.

In[13]:= vec.Transpose@vecD

Out[13]= 991., -1.5702´10
-16=, 9-1.5702´10-16, 1.==

A symmetric real matrix that has positive eigenvalues is known as positive definite.

In[14]:= mat = 8810., 5.<, 85., 16.<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[15]= 8818.831, 7.16905<, 880.492699, 0.8702<, 80.8702, -0.492699<<<

A symmetric real matrix that has nonzero eigenvalues is known as positive semidefinite.

In[16]:= mat = 885, 5<, 85, 5<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[17]= 8810, 0<, 881, 1<, 8-1, 1<<<

If a matrix is complex and Hermitian (i.e., equal to its conjugate transpose), all of the eigenvalues are real and there is an orthonormal 
basis of eigenvectors.

In[18]:= mat = 881., 5. I<, 8-5. I, 10.<<;
8lam, vec< = Eigensystem@matD

Out[19]= 8812.2268, -1.22681<, 880. + 0.406839 ä, 0.9135 + 0. ä<, 80. - 0.9135 ä, 0.406839 + 0. ä<<<

The eigenvectors are an orthonormal basis.

In[20]:= vec.Transpose@Conjugate@vecDD

Out[20]= 991. + 0. ä, -5.52943´10
-18
+ 0. ä=, 9-5.52943´10-18 + 0. ä, 1. + 0. ä==

A Hermitian matrix that has positive eigenvalues is known as positive definite.

In[21]:= mat = 881., 5. I<, 8-5. I, 30.<<;
Eigensystem@matD

Out[22]= 8830.8379, 0.162138<, 880. + 0.165268 ä, 0.986249 + 0. ä<, 80. - 0.986249 ä, 0.165268 + 0. ä<<<

Diagonalizing a Matrix

One of the uses of eigensystem computations is to provide a similarity transformation that diagonalizes a matrix.

(21)X-1.A.X � diagHΛHALL
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In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 83., 4.<<;
vecs = Eigenvectors@matD;
Inverse@Transpose@vecsDD.mat.Transpose@vecsD �� Chop �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
5.37228 0

0 -0.372281

Similarity transformations preserve a number of useful properties of a matrix such as determinant, rank, and trace.

If the matrix of eigenvectors is singular then the matrix cannot be diagonalized. This happens if the matrix is defective (i.e., there is an 
eigenvalue that does not have a complete set of eigenvectors) as in this example.

In[4]:= mat = 88-3, 1, -3<, 820, 3, 10<, 82, -2, 4<<;
8lam, vec< = Eigensystem@matD;
vec = Transpose@vecD;
vec �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

-1 0 -1

0 0 2

2 0 1

The matrix of column eigenvectors is singular and so a similarity transformation that diagonalizes the original matrix does not exist.

In[8]:= Inverse@vecD

Inverse::sing : Matrix 88-1, 0, -1<, 80, 0, 2<, 82, 0, 1<< is singular. �

Out[8]= Inverse@88-1, 0, -1<, 80, 0, 2<, 82, 0, 1<<D

Symbolic and Exact Matrices

As is typical for Mathematica, if a computation is done for a symbolic or exact matrix it will use symbolic computer algebra techniques

and return a symbolic or exact result.

This is a sample 3×3 matrix of integers.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 83, 4, 10<, 8-20, 1, 4<<;

This computes the eigenvalues; the result uses Root  objects.

In[2]:= Eigenvalues@matD

Out[2]= 9RootA169 + 68 ð1 - 9 ð1
2
+ ð13 &, 3E, RootA169 + 68 ð1 - 9 ð12 + ð13 &, 2E, RootA169 + 68 ð1 - 9 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E=

A machine−precision approximation to the result can be computed by using N.

In[3]:= N@%D

Out[3]= 85.45199 + 7.68354 ä, 5.45199 - 7.68354 ä, -1.90399<

The result can be returned in terms of radicals by setting the Cubics option to True .

In[4]:= Eigenvalues@mat, Cubics ® TrueD

Out[4]= 93 -

J1 - ä 3 N J
1

2
J-2871 + 9 069693 NN

1�3

2 32�3
+

41 J1 + ä 3 N

22�3 J3 J-2871 + 9 069693 NN
1�3

, 3 -

J1 + ä 3 N J
1

2
J-2871 + 9 069693

2 32�3

Generalized Eigenvalues

For n×n matrices A, B the generalized eigenvalues are the n roots of its characteristic polynomial, pHzL = detHA - z BL. For each general−

ized eigenvalue, Λ Î ΛHA, BL, the vectors, z, that satisfy

(22)A.x = Λ B.x

are described as generalized eigenvectors.
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Eigenvalues@8a,b<D the generalized eigenvalues of a and b 

Eigenvectors@8a,b<D the generalized eigenvectors of a and b 

Eigensystem@8a,b<D the generalized eigensystem of a and b 

Generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 

Here are two 2×2 matrices.

In[1]:= matA = 881.746, 0.940<, 81.246, 1.898<<;
matB = 880.780, 0.563<, 80.913, 0.659<<;

This computes the generalized eigenvalues.

In[3]:= Eigenvalues@ 8matA, matB<D

Out[3]= 91.07133´10
6, 2.=

If the two matrices share a common nonzero null space, there will be an indeterminate eigenvalue.

In[4]:= matA = 881.5, 0<, 80, 0<<;
matB = 882., 0<, 81., 0<<;

These two matrices share a common one−dimensional null space.

In[6]:= NullSpace@matAD

Out[6]= 880., 1.<<

In[7]:= NullSpace@matBD

Out[7]= 880., 1.<<

One of the generalized eigenvalues is Indeterminate.

In[8]:= Eigenvalues@ 8matA, matB<D

Out[8]= 80., Indeterminate<

Methods

Eigenvalue computations are solved with a number of different techniques that are specialized to particular problems. You can select

between these using the option Method. In this way a uniform interface is provided to all the functionality that Mathematica provides.

The  default  setting  of  the  option  Method  is  Automatic .  As  is  typical  for  Mathematica,  this  means  that  the  system  will  make  an

automatic choice of method to use. For eigenvalue computation when the input is an n×n matrix of machine numbers and the number of

eigenvalues requested is less than 20% of n an Arnoldi method is used. Otherwise, if the input matrix is numerical then a method using

LAPACK routines is used. If the matrix is symbolic then specialized symbolic routines are used.

The details of the different methods are now described.

LAPACK

LAPACK is the default method for computing the entire set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. When the matrix is unsymmetric, dgeev is

used for real matrices and zgeev is used for complex matrices. For symmetric matrices, dsyevr is used for real matrices and zheevr is

used for  complex matrices.  For  generalized eigenvalues the routine dggev is  used for  real  matrices and zggev for  complex matrices.

More information on LAPACK is available in the references section.

It should be noted that the computation of eigenvalues for a symmetric matrix is faster because Mathematica detects this case and 
switches to the appropriate method.

In[1]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 8700<, 8700<D;
matSym = mat + Transpose@matD;
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In[3]:= Eigenvalues@matD; �� Timing

Out[3]= 86.309 Second, Null<

In[4]:= Eigenvalues@matSymD; �� Timing

Out[4]= 81.432 Second, Null<

If the input matrix uses arbitrary−precision numbers, LAPACK algorithms extended for arbitrary−precision computation are used.

Arnoldi

The Arnoldi method is an iterative method used to compute a finite number of eigenvalues. The implementation of the Arnoldi method

uses the "ARPACK" library. The most general problem that can be solved with this technique is to compute a few selected eigenvalues

for

(23)A.x = Λ B.x.

Because it is an iterative technique and only finds a few eigenvalues, it is often suitable for sparse matrices. One of the features of the

technique is the ability to apply a shift Σ and solve for a given eigenvector x and eigenvalue Λ (where Σ ¹ Λ).

(24)HA - Σ BL-1.B.x = x Ν , where Ν = 1 � HΛ - ΣL

This is effective for finding eigenvalues near to Σ.

The following suboptions can be given to the Arnoldi method.

option name default value

BasisSize Automatic the size of the Arnoldi basis 

Criteria Magnitude the method to use for solving 

MaxIterations Automatic the maximum number of iterations 

Shift None an Arnoldi shift

StartingVector Automatic the initial vector to use  

Tolerance Automatic the tolerance to use to terminate the iteration  

Suboptions of the Arnoldi method. 

Here is a 3×3 sparse matrix.

In[1]:= sp = SparseArray@N@881, 1, 1<, 81, 1, 1<, 81, 1, 1<<DD;

This computes the largest eigenvalue, specifying that the Arnoldi method is used.

In[2]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 1, Method ® ArnoldiD

Out[2]= 83.<

This computes the eigenvalue near to -1.

In[3]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 1, Method ® 8Arnoldi, Shift ® 3.00001<D

Out[3]= 83.<

If a shift is given that matches an eigenvalue an error may result.

In[4]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 1, Method ® 8Arnoldi, Shift ® 3.<D

Eigenvalues::ssing :
Failed to factor the matrix involving the shift. This may be

caused by the shift, 3.‘, corresponding exactly to an
eigenvalue. Changing the shift value slightly might help.

Out[4]= Eigenvalues@SparseArray@<9>, 83, 3<D, 1, Method ® 8Arnoldi, Shift ® 3.<D
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This tries to find eigenvalues of a 1500×1500 tridiagonal matrix with 2 on the diagonal and -1 off the diagonal. The algorithm does not 
converge. 

In[5]:= num = 1500;
sp = SparseArray@88i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD £ 1 ® 2. - 3.*Abs@i - jD<, 8num, num<D;
Eigenvalues@sp, 2D �� Timing

Eigenvalues::maxit2 :
Maximum number of iterations, 1000, has been reached by the

Arnoldi algorithm without convergence to the specified tolerance,
but the current best computed value has been returned. You can
use method options with Method -> 8Arnoldi, opts< to increase
the basis size or the maximum number of iterations, reduce the
tolerance, or use an estimate as a shift, any of which may help.

Out[7]= 80.203, 83.99995, 3.99973<<

When the technique does not converge it returns a result, but this may not be very accurate. One way to accelerate the convergence would 
be to use the results generated as a shift.

In[8]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 2, Method ® 8"Arnoldi", Shift ® 4<D �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.03 Second, 84., 3.99998<<

An alternative way to get convergence is to increase the number of iterations.

In[9]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 2, Method ® 8"Arnoldi", MaxIterations ® 100 000<D �� Timing

Out[9]= 88.853 Second, 84., 3.99998<<

Alternatively, the convergence may be achieved by increasing the Arnoldi basis size in addition to the number of iterations. In this example, 
the increased basis size makes the algorithm converge in a smaller number of iterations. Even though each iteration is more expensive, 
the overall computation is faster.

In[10]:= Eigenvalues@sp, 2, Method ® 8"Arnoldi", BasisSize ® 30, MaxIterations ® 100 000<D �� Timing

Out[10]= 84.987 Second, 84., 3.99998<<

The Arnoldi algorithm with a basis size of 30 is still often faster and less memory intensive than the dense eigenvalue computation. (It 
should be noted that specific timings on individual machines can vary.)

In[11]:= mat = Normal@spD;
Eigenvalues@mat, 2D �� Timing

Out[12]= 89.754 Second, 84., 3.99998<<

For many large sparse systems that occur in practical computations the Arnoldi algorithm is able to converge quite quickly.

Symbolic Methods

Symbolic eigenvalue computations work by interpolating the characteristic polynomial. 

Matrix Decompositions
This section will discuss a number of standard techniques for working with matrices. These are often used as building blocks for solving

matrix problems. The decompositions fall into the categories of factorizations, orthogonal transformations, and similarity transformations.

LU Decomposition

The LU decomposition of a matrix is frequently used as part of a Gaussian elimination process for solving a matrix equation. In Mathe−

matica there is no need to use an LU decomposition to solve a matrix equation, because the function LinearSolve does this for you,

as discussed in the section "Solving Linear Systems". Note that if you want to save the factorization of a matrix, so that it can be used to

solve  the  same  left−hand  side,  you  can  use  the  one−argument  form  of  LinearSolve,  as  demonstrated  in  the  section  "Saving  the

Factorization".

The LU decomposition with partial pivoting of a square nonsingular matrix A involves the computation of the unique matrices L, U, and

P such that
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(25)P.A � L.U

where L  is lower triangular with ones on the diagonal, U  is upper triangular, and P is a permutation matrix. Once it is found, it can be

used to solve the matrix equation by finding the solution to the following equivalent system.

(26)L.U.x � P.B

This can be done by first solving for y in the following.

(27)L.y � P.B

Then solve for x to get the desired solution.

(28)U.x � y

Because both L and U are triangular matrices it is particularly easy to solve these systems.

Despite the fact that in Mathematica you do not need to use the LU decomposition for solving matrix equations, Mathematica provides

the function LUDecomposition for computing the LU decomposition.

LUDecomposition@mD the LU decomposition with partial pivoting

LUDecomposition  returns  a  list  of  three  elements.  The  first  element  is  a  combination  of  upper  and  lower  triangular  matrices,  the

second element is a vector specifying rows used for pivoting (a permutation vector which is equivalent to the permutation matrix), and

the third element is an estimate of the condition number.

In this example, the three results of the LUDecomposition computation are shown.

In[189]:= mat = 885., 2., 8.<, 81., 2., 3.<, 83, 4., 1.<<;
8mLU, vecP, cond< = LUDecomposition@matD

Out[190]= 8885., 2., 8.<, 80.6, 2.8, -3.8<, 80.2, 0.571429, 3.57143<<, 81, 3, 2<, 10.2<

One of the features of the LU decomposition is that the lower and upper matrices are stored in the same matrix. The individual L and U

factors can be obtained as follows. Note how they use a vectorized operation for element by element multiplication with a sparse matrix.

This makes the process more efficient; these techniques are discussed further in "Programming Efficiency".

This generates the L matrix.

In[3]:= mL = Transpose@mLUD; num = Length@mLD;
sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, j_< �; i ³ j -> 1, 8num, num<D;
mL = sp mL;
Do@mL@@i, iDD = 1, 8i, num<D;
mL �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

1 0 0

0.6 1 0

0.2 0.571429 1

This generates the U matrix.

In[8]:= mU = Transpose@mLUD; num = Length@mUD;
sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, j_< �; i £ j -> 1, 8num, num<D;
mU = mU sp;
mU �� MatrixForm

Out[11]//MatrixForm=

5. 2. 8.

0 2.8 -3.8

0 0 3.57143
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The original matrix was nonsingular and so this is a factorization. Therefore multiplying L and U recreates the original matrix permuted with 

the row pivot vector.

In[12]:= mL.mU

Out[12]= 885., 2., 8.<, 83., 4., 1.<, 81., 2., 3.<<

The following subtracts the product of the L and U matrices from the permuted original matrix. The difference is very close to zero.

In[13]:= mat@@vecDD - %

Out[13]= 980., 0., 0.<, 9-4.44089´10-16, 0., 0.=, 80., 0., 0.<=

The diagonal elements in the U matrix are known as the pivots. If any zero pivots emerge during a computation of the LU factorization this 

means that the matrix is singular. In such a case LUDecomposition produces a warning.

In[14]:= mat = 881., 2., 3.<, 81., 2., 3.<, 81., 2., 3.<<;
LUDecomposition@matD

LUDecomposition::sing :
Matrix 881., 2., 3.<, 81., 2., 3.<, 81., 2., 3.<< is singular. �

Out[15]= 8881., 2., 3.<, 81., 0., 0.<, 81., 0., 0.<<, 81, 2, 3<, ¥<

Cholesky Decomposition

The Cholesky decomposition of a symmetric positive definite matrix A is a factorization into a unique upper triangular G such that

(29)A � GT .G.

This factorization has a number of uses, one of which is that, because it is a triangular factorization, it can be used to solve systems of

equations involving symmetric positive definite matrices. (The way that a triangular factorization can be used to solve a matrix equation

is shown in the section "LU Decomposition".) If a matrix is known to be of this form it is preferred over the LU factorization because the

Cholesky  factorization  is  faster  to  compute.  If  you  want  to  solve  a  matrix  equation  using  the  Cholesky  factorization  you  can  do  this

directly from LinearSolve using the Cholesky method; this is described in a previous section.

The Cholesky factorization can be computed in Mathematica with the function CholeskyDecomposition.

CholeskyDecomposition@mD the Cholesky decomposition 

In[1]:= mat = 8810., 5.<, 85., 20.<<;
matG = CholeskyDecomposition@matD;
matG �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
3.16228 1.58114

0. 4.1833

This reconstructs the original matrix.

In[4]:= Transpose@matGD.matG

Out[4]= 8810., 5.<, 85., 20.<<

If the matrix is not positive definite then the Cholesky decomposition does not exist.

In[5]:= mat1 = 8810., 5.<, 85., 1.<<;
CholeskyDecomposition@mat1D

CholeskyDecomposition::posdef :
The matrix 8810., 5.<, 85., 1.<< is not sufficiently positive definite

to complete the Cholesky decomposition to reasonable accuracy.

Out[6]= CholeskyDecomposition@8810., 5.<, 85., 1.<<D
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There are a number of equivalent definitions of positive definite, such as the eigenvalues being all positive.

In[7]:= mat = 8810., 5.<, 85., 20.<<;
Eigenvalues@matD

Out[8]= 822.0711, 7.92893<

One way to test if a matrix is positive definite is to see if the Cholesky decomposition exists.

Note that if the matrix is complex, the factorization is defined by the conjugate transpose. The following computes the Cholesky decomposi−
tion of a complex matrix.

In[9]:= mat = 8811., 3. + 1. I<, 83. - 1. I, 3.<<;
matG = CholeskyDecomposition@matD

Out[10]= 883.31662 + 0. ä, 0.904534 + 0.301511 ä<, 80. + 0. ä, 1.446 + 0. ä<<

This demonstrates that the factorization is correct.

In[11]:= Conjugate@Transpose@matGDD.matG �� MatrixForm

Out[11]//MatrixForm=
11. + 0. ä 3. + 1. ä

3. - 1. ä 3. + 0. ä

Cholesky and LU Factorizations

The Cholesky factorization is related to the LU factorization as

(30)GT � L. D

where D is the diagonal matrix of pivots. 

This can be demonstrated as follows.

In[1]:= mat = 8810., 5.<, 85., 20.<<;
8mLU, vec, cond< = LUDecomposition@matD;
matG = CholeskyDecomposition@matD;
matG �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=
3.16228 1.58114

0. 4.1833

Now you can compute the L matrix.

In[5]:= mL = Transpose@mLUD; num = Length@mLD;
sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, j_< �; i ³ j -> 1, 8num, num<D;
mL = sp mL;
Do@mL@@i, iDD = 1, 8i, num<D;
mL �� MatrixForm

Out[9]//MatrixForm=
1 0

0.5 1

This step computes the matrix of pivots.

In[10]:= sp = SparseArray@ 8i_, i_< -> 1, 8num, num<D;
mD = mLU sp;
mD �� MatrixForm

Out[12]//MatrixForm=
10. 0

0 17.5

Finally, this computes L. D ; its transpose is equal to the Cholesky decomposition.

In[13]:= HmL.Sqrt@mDDL �� Transpose �� MatrixForm

Out[13]//MatrixForm=
3.16228 1.58114

0. 4.1833
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Orthogonalization

Orthogonalization generates an orthonormal basis from an arbitrary basis. An orthonormal basis is a basis, 8Ν1, Ν2,¼<, for which

(31)Νi.Ν j � 1 i � j

0 i ¹ j
.

In Mathematica a set of vectors can be orthogonalized with the function Orthogonalize.

Orthogonalize@8v1,v2,¼<D generate an orthonormal set from the given list of real vectors 

This creates a set of three vectors that form a basis for R3.

In[1]:= w1 = 81., 1, 1.<;
w2 = 81, 1.2, 0.9<;
w3 = 81., 1., 0.8<;

A plot visualizes the vectors; they all tend to lie in the same direction.

In[4]:= Show@Graphics3D@ 8Hue@0D, Map@ Line@ 880, 0, 0<, ð<D &, 8w1, w2, w3<D<D, Axes ® TrueD

Out[4]=

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

This computes an orthonormal basis.

In[5]:= 8v1, v2, v3< = Orthogonalize@8w1, w2, w3<D

Out[5]= 880.57735, 0.57735, 0.57735<, 8-0.154303, 0.771517, -0.617213<, 80.801784, -0.267261, -0.534522<<
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The orthonormal vectors are obviously much more spread out.

In[6]:= Show@Graphics3D@ 8Hue@0D, Map@ Line@ 880, 0, 0<, ð<D &, 8v1, v2, v3<D<D, Axes ® TrueD

Out[6]=

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

0.0

0.5

-0.5

0.0

0.5

The vectors v1, v2, and v3 are orthonormal; thus, the dot product of each vector with itself is 1.

In[7]:= Map@ð.ð &, 8v1, v2, v3<D

Out[7]= 81., 1., 1.<

In addition, the dot product of a vector with another vector is 0.

In[8]:= v1.v2

Out[8]= -2.66454´10
-15

This uses Outer to compare all vectors with all other vectors.

In[9]:= Outer@ Dot, 8v1, v2, v3<, 8v1, v2, v3<, 1D �� Chop

Out[9]= 881., 0, 0<, 80, 1., 0<, 80, 0, 1.<<

By default a Gram| Schmidt orthogonalization is computed, but a number of other orthogonalizations can be computed.

GramSchmidt

ModifiedGramSchmidt

Reorthogonalization

Householder

Orthogonalization methods.

This uses a Householder method.

In[10]:= Orthogonalize@8w1, w2, w3<, Method ® HouseholderD

Out[10]= 88-0.57735, -0.57735, -0.57735<, 80.154303, -0.771517, 0.617213<, 8-0.801784, 0.267261, 0.534522<<
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QR Decomposition

The QR decomposition of a rectangular matrix A with linearly independent columns involves the computation of matrices Q and R such

that

(32)A � Q . R

where the columns of Q form an orthonormal basis for the columns of A and R is upper triangular. It can be computed in Mathematica

with the function QRDecomposition.

QRDecomposition@mD the QR decomposition of a matrix

This computes the QR decomposition of a sample matrix. The result is a list of the two matrices.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 3.<, 84., 8.<<;
8matQ, matR< = QRDecomposition@ matD

Out[2]= 888-0.242536, -0.970143<, 8-0.970143, 0.242536<<, 88-4.12311, -8.48875<, 80., -0.970143<<<

In fact the first argument that is returned is a list of the orthonormal columns. To generate the Q matrix it is necessary to compute the 

transpose.

In[3]:= matQ = Transpose@matQD;
8matQ �� MatrixForm, matR �� MatrixForm<

Out[4]= 9
-0.242536 -0.970143

-0.970143 0.242536
,
-4.12311 -8.48875

0. -0.970143
=

This is a matrix factorization, so Q.R is equal to A.

In[5]:= matQ.matR

Out[5]= 881., 3.<, 84., 8.<<

In addition, the columns of Q are orthonormal. Because the result of QRDecomposition returns the list of columns, they can be 

extracted with one part index. The following two examples demonstrate the orthonormal properties of the columns.

In[6]:= matQ@@All, 1DD.matQ@@All, 2DD

Out[6]= 1.88489´10-16

In[7]:= matQ@@All, 2DD.matQ@@All, 2DD

Out[7]= 1.

The QR decomposition is also defined for rectangular matrices. In this case m < n.

In[8]:= mat = 881., 7., 3.<, 84., 5., 1.<<;
8matQ, matR< = QRDecomposition@matD; matQ = Transpose@matQD;
8matQ �� MatrixForm, matR �� MatrixForm<

Out[10]= 9
-0.242536 -0.970143

-0.970143 0.242536
,
-4.12311 -6.54846 -1.69775

0. -5.57832 -2.66789
=

For an input matrix where m £ n, the result of QRDecomposition is two matrices: an m×m matrix Q and an m×n matrix R. When the 

matrix represents an overdetermined system of equations, that is, m > n, QRDecomposition returns an m×n matrix Q and an n×n 

matrix R. (Note that to generate the matrix Q, it is necessary to transpose the result from QRDecomposition.) This is demonstrated in 

the following example.

In[11]:= mat = 881., 7.<, 83., 4.<, 8 5., 1.<<;
8matQ, matR< = QRDecomposition@matD; matQ = Transpose@matQD;
8matQ �� MatrixForm, matR �� MatrixForm<

Out[13]= 9

-0.169031 0.897085

-0.507093 0.276026

-0.845154 -0.345033

,
-5.91608 -4.05674

0. 7.03867
=
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This is often referred to as the thin QR decomposition; see for example Golub and van Loan. If you wish to compute the full QR decomposi−

tion, it is possible to pad out R with extra rows of zeros and Q with extra orthonormal columns. This can be done with the following function.

In[14]:= FullQRDecomposition@ mat_D :=
Module@ 8q, r, n, m<,
8q, r< = QRDecomposition@matD;
8n, m< = Dimensions@matD;
8 Join@q, NullSpace@qDD,
Join@r, Table@0, 8n - Length@rD<, 8m<DD<

D

The Q and R computed by this function are m×m and m×n, respectively.

In[15]:= mat = 881., 7.<, 83., 4.<, 8 5., 1.<<;
8matQ, matR< = FullQRDecomposition@matD; matQ = Transpose@matQD;
8matQ �� MatrixForm, matR �� MatrixForm<

Out[17]= 9

-0.169031 0.897085 0.408248

-0.507093 0.276026 -0.816497

-0.845154 -0.345033 0.408248

,

-5.91608 -4.05674

0. 7.03867

0 0

=

In[18]:= matQ.matR

Out[18]= 881., 7.<, 83., 4.<, 85., 1.<<

Solving Systems of Equations

For a square nonsingular matrix A the QR decomposition can be used to solve the matrix equation A.x � B, as is also the case for the

LU decomposition. However, when the matrix is rectangular, the QR decomposition is also useful for solving the matrix equation.

One particular application of the QR decomposition is to find least squares solutions to overdetermined systems, by solving the system

of normal equations

(33)AT .A.x � AT .B.

Because QT .Q � I, this can be simplified as

(34)AT .A � HQ.RLT .HQ.RL � RT .R.

Thus the normal equations simplify to

(35)RT .R.x � RT .QT .B

and because RT  is nonsingular this simplifies to

(36)R.x � QT .b.

Because R is triangular this is a particularly easy system to solve; sample code to implement this technique is given in "Examples: Least

Squares QR".

Singular Value Decomposition

The singular  value decomposition of  a rectangular  matrix  A  involves the computation of  orthogonal  matrices U  and V  and a diagonal

matrix D such that

(37)A � U.D.VT .

The diagonal elements of the matrix D  are called the singular values of A.  In Mathematica,  the function SingularValueList  com−

putes the singular values and the function SingularValueDecomposition computes the full singular value decomposition.

SingularValueList@mD a list of the nonzero singular values of m 

SingularValueDecomposition@mD the singular value decomposition of m 
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In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 86., 1.<<;
SingularValueList@matD

Out[2]= 86.23607, 1.76393<

In[3]:= 8matU, matD, matV< = SingularValueDecomposition@matD;
8matU �� MatrixForm, matD �� MatrixForm, matV �� MatrixForm<

Out[4]= 9
-0.229753 0.973249

-0.973249 -0.229753
,

6.23607 0.

0. 1.76393
,
-0.973249 -0.229753

-0.229753 0.973249
=

This is a factorization so the original matrix can be restored.

In[5]:= matU.matD.Transpose@matVD �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=
1. 2.

6. 1.

Because the matrices U and V  are orthogonal, they can be used as an orthogonal transformation of the original matrix to generate the 

diagonal matrix with the singular values on the diagonal.

In[6]:= Transpose@matUD.mat.matV �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=
6.23607 -3.45969´10-16

7.09448´10-16 1.76393

If the matrix is singular then some of the singular values will be zero.

In[7]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<;
8matU, matD, matV< = SingularValueDecomposition@matD;
matD �� MatrixForm

Out[9]//MatrixForm=
3.16228 0.

0. 0.

SingularValueList only returns the nonzero singular values.

In[10]:= SingularValueList@matD

Out[10]= 83.16228<

Note that if the matrix is complex, the definition of the singular value decomposition uses the conjugate transpose.

There are many applications of the singular value decomposition. The singular values of a matrix give information on the linear transfor−

mation represented by A.  For  example,  the action of  A  on a unit  sphere generates an ellipsoid with  semi−axes given by the singular

values. The singular values can be used to compute the rank of a matrix; the number of nonzero singular values is equal to the rank.

The singular values can be used to compute the 2−norm of a matrix, and the columns of the V  matrix that correspond to zero singular

values are the null space of the matrix.

Certain applications of singular values do not require all of the singular values to be computed. Mathematica provides a mechanism for

obtaining only some singular values.

SingularValueList@m,kD the largest k singular values of m 

SingularValueDecomposition@m,kD the corresponding singular value decomposition of m 

SingularValueList@m,-kD the smallest k singular values of m 

SingularValueDecomposition@m,-kD the corresponding singular value decomposition of m 

This returns the smallest singular value of the input matrix; because it is zero, this demonstrates the matrix is not full rank.

In[11]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 81., 2.<<;
SingularValueList@mat, -1D

Out[12]= 80.<

Generalized Singular Values

For an m×n matrix A and a p×n matrix B the generalized singular values are given by the pair of factorizations
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(38)A = U.S1.Q
T  and B = V .S2.Q

T

where U is m×m, V is p×p, and Q is n×n; U and V are orthogonal, and Q is invertible.

SingularValueList@8a,b<D the generalized singular values of a and b 

SingularValueDecomposition@8a,b<D the generalized singular value decomposition of a and b

These are some sample matrices.

In[1]:= matA = 881., 2.<, 84., 3.<<;
matB = 884., 1.<, 83., 2.<<;

This returns the generalized singular values of the matrices matA and matB.

In[3]:= SingularValueList@ 8matA, matB<D

Out[3]= 82.23607, 0.447214<

This computes the full generalized singular value decomposition of the matrices matA and matB.

In[4]:= 88matU, matV<, 8dU, dV<, matQ< = SingularValueDecomposition@ 8matA, matB<D;

This demonstrates the identity for matA.

In[5]:= matU.dU.Transpose@matQD �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=
1. 2.

4. 3.

This demonstrates the identity for matB.

In[6]:= matV.dV.Transpose@matQD �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=
4. 1.

3. 2.

Finally, the singular values are computed by dividing the corresponding diagonal elements.

In[7]:= Tr@dU, ListD�Tr@dV, ListD

Out[7]= 82.23607, 0.447214<

Options

The functions SingularValueList and SingularValueDecomposition both take a Tolerance  option. 

option name default value

Tolerance Automatic the tolerance for treating small singular values as zero 

The option controls the size at which singular values are treated as zero. By default, values that are tol times smaller than the largest

singular value are dropped, where tol is 100×$MachineEpsilon for machine−number matrices. For arbitrary−precision matrices, it is

10-p, where p is the precision of the matrix.

The smallest singular value of this matrix is just larger than the default setting for the tolerance. It is not treated as being equivalent to a 
zero singular value.

In[1]:= mat = 981., 2.<, 92., 4. - 6 10-13==;

num = SingularValueList@matD

Out[2]= 95., 1.19689´10-13=
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Increasing the setting for the tolerance causes the small singular value to be treated as zero.

In[3]:= SingularValueListAmat, Tolerance ® 10-12E

Out[3]= 85.<

Schur Decomposition

The Schur decomposition of a square matrix A involves finding a unitary matrix U that can be used for a similarity transformation of A to

form a block upper triangular matrix T  with 1×1 and 2×2 blocks on the diagonal (the 2×2 blocks correspond to complex conjugate pairs

of eigenvalues for a real matrix A). A block upper triangular matrix of this form can be called upper quasi−triangular.

(39)UT .A.U � T

The Schur decomposition always exists and so the similarity transformation of A  to upper triangular always exists. This contrasts with

the eigensystem similarity transformation, used to diagonalize a matrix, which does not always exist.

SchurDecomposition@mD the Schur decomposition of a matrix

This computes the Schur decomposition of a sample matrix. The result is a list of the two matrices.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 4.<, 82., 3.<<;
8matU, matT< = SchurDecomposition@matD;
8matU �� MatrixForm, matT �� MatrixForm<

Out[3]= 9
-0.894427 -0.447214

0.447214 -0.894427
,
-1. 2.

0. 5.
=

The matrix U can be used for a similarity transformation on the matrix to generate the upper triangular result T .

In[4]:= Transpose@matUD.mat.matU �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=
-1. 2.

0. 5.

For this particular matrix, a similarity transformation that generates an even simpler form can be found, because the matrix can be 
diagonalized.

In[5]:= matV = Transpose@Eigenvectors@matDD;
invV = Inverse@matVD;
invV.mat.matV �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=
5. 0.

0. -1.

This matrix cannot be diagonalized because the matrix of eigenvectors is singular.

In[8]:= matNoDiag = 880., 0., 1.<, 81., 0., 0.<, 80., 0., 0.<<;
matV = Transpose@Eigenvectors@matNoDiagDD;
invV = Inverse@ matVD

Inverse::sing : Matrix 880., 0., 0.<, 81., 0., 0.<, 80., 0., 0.<< is singular. �

Out[10]= Inverse@880., 0., 0.<, 81., 0., 0.<, 80., 0., 0.<<D

However, the Schur decomposition can be found and the matrix transformed to an upper triangular form.

In[11]:= 8matQ, matT< = SchurDecomposition@matNoDiagD;
8matQ �� MatrixForm, matT �� MatrixForm<

Out[12]= 9

0. 1. 0.

1. 0. 0.

0. 0. 1.

,

0. 1. 0.

0. 0. 1.

0. 0. 0.

=
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In this example, the matrix has complex eigenvalues.

In[13]:= mat = 881., -1.<, 81., 1.<<;
Eigenvalues@matD

Out[14]= 81. + 1. ä, 1. - 1. ä<

Now the resulting matrix T  has a 2×2 block on the diagonal.

In[15]:= 8matU, matT< = SchurDecomposition@matD;
8matU �� MatrixForm, matT �� MatrixForm<

Out[16]= 9
1. 0.

0. 1.
,

1. -1.

1. 1.
=

The matrix U can be used for a similarity transformation on the matrix to generate the upper quasi−triangular result. Note that an upper 

triangular result (with 1×1 blocks on the diagonal) that may involve complex numbers can be obtained by using the option 

RealBlockForm. When the result is upper triangular (i.e., has 1×1 blocks on the diagonal) the eigenvalues of the matrix are always 

found on the diagonal. 

In[17]:= Transpose@matUD.mat.matU �� MatrixForm

Out[17]//MatrixForm=
1. -1.

1. 1.

Note that if the matrix is complex the definition of the Schur decomposition uses the conjugate transpose and returns an upper triangular 
result. This is demonstrated for the following complex matrix.

In[18]:= mat = 882., 4. + 4. I<, 81., 2.<<;
8matU, matT< = SchurDecomposition@matD;
8matU �� MatrixForm, matT �� MatrixForm<

Out[20]= 9
-0.851664 - 0.352771 ä -0.318011 - 0.221563 ä

-0.387584 + 0. ä 0.900449 + 0.197408 ä
,

4.19737 + 0.91018 ä -3.82093 - 2.6621 ä

0. + 0. ä -0.197368 - 0.91018 ä
=

This demonstrates that the result satisfies the definition of the Schur decomposition.

In[21]:= matU.matT.Conjugate@Transpose@matUDD �� Chop �� MatrixForm

Out[21]//MatrixForm=
2. 4. + 4. ä

1. 2.

The diagonal of T  contains the eigenvalues of A.

In[22]:= Eigenvalues@matD

Out[22]= 84.19737 + 0.91018 ä, -0.197368 - 0.91018 ä<

Generalized Schur Decomposition

For n×n matrices A and B, the generalized Schur decomposition is defined as 

(40)A = Q.S.ZT  and B = Q.T .ZT

where Q and Z are unitary, T is upper triangular, and S is upper quasi−triangular.

SchurDecomposition@8a,b<D the generalized Schur decomposition of a and b

These are some sample matrices.

In[1]:= matA = 881., 2.<, 84., 3.<<;
matB = 884., 1.<, 83., 2.<<;

This returns the generalized Schur decomposition.

In[3]:= 8matQ, matS, matZ, matT< = SchurDecomposition@ 8matA, matB<D

Out[3]= 888-0.523758, -0.851867<, 8-0.851867, 0.523758<<, 883.99936, 3.52734<, 80., -1.2502<<, 88-0.105951, -0.994371
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This demonstrates the results are consistent with the definition of the decomposition.

In[4]:= matQ.matS.Transpose@matZD �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=
1. 2.

4. 3.

In[5]:= matQ.matT.Transpose@matZD �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=
4. 1.

3. 2.

For real input, a result involving complex numbers and an upper triangular result can be obtained with the option RealBlockForm.

Options

SchurDecomposition takes two options.

option name default value

Pivoting False whether to carry out pivoting and scaling

RealBlockForm True whether to return 2×2 real blocks for complex eigenvalues

Options for SchurDecomposition . 

The option Pivoting can be used to allow pivoting and scaling to improve the quality of the result. When it is set to True , pivoting and

scaling  may  be  used  and  a  matrix  P  that  represents  the  changes  to  A  is  returned.  With  this  new  matrix  the  definition  of  the  Schur

decomposition can be seen as follows.

(41)UT .P-1.A.P.U � T

The use of pivoting and scaling is now demonstrated for the following matrix. When Pivoting is set to True , pivoting and scaling are 

used if necessary, and an extra matrix (which here only represents scaling) is returned.

In[1]:= mat = N@8810^16, 100, 1<, 82 ´ 10^16, 115, 2<, 83 ´ 10^16, 120, 3<<D;
8matU, matT, matP< = SchurDecomposition@mat, Pivoting ® TrueD;
8matU �� MatrixForm, matT �� MatrixForm, matP �� MatrixForm<

Out[3]= 9

-1. 1.2096´10-7 -8.89722´10-9

-1.19209´10-7 -0.966705 0.255893

-2.23517´10-8 -0.255893 -0.966705

,

1.´1016 4.46609´108 -2.10595´108

0. -85. 22.5

0. 0. -5.72133´10-16

,

5.96046´10-8 0. 0.

0. 1. 0.

0. 0. 8.

This demonstrates the transformation to an upper triangular form.

In[4]:= Transpose@matUD.Inverse@matPD.mat.matP.matU �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

1.´1016 4.46609´108 -2.10595´108

2.75671´10-7 -85. 22.5

8.28004´10-9 3.31989´10-15 -9.55396´10-16

The diagonal elements of T  are the eigenvalues of A.

In[5]:= Eigenvalues@matD

Out[5]= 91.´10
16, -85., -5.72133´10-16=

When the Schur decomposition is computed without pivoting and scaling, the diagonal elements of T  are not as close to the eigenvalues of 

A. This demonstrates the utility of the Pivoting option.

In[6]:= 8matU, matT< = SchurDecomposition@matD;
matT �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

1.´1016 -3.0802´1016 1.87413´1016

0. -75.1082 104.232

0. 0. -2.41281
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The option RealBlockForm controls the generation of the upper quasi−triangular result. If this is set to True , a result that may have 

2×2 blocks on the diagonal is generated. If it is set to False, the result is an upper triangular with 1×1 blocks on the diagonal (but which 

may involve complex numbers). This is demonstrated for the following real matrix, which has complex eigenvalues and a Schur decomposi−
tion with 2×2 blocks on the diagonal.

In[8]:= mat = 881.0000000000000004, -3.302775637731996<, 80.3027756377319948, 1.0000000000000004<<;
Eigenvalues@matD

Out[9]= 81. + 1. ä, 1. - 1. ä<

Setting RealBlockForm to False generates a matrix T  that is upper triangular; both U and T  are complex.

In[10]:= 8matU, matT< = SchurDecomposition@mat, RealBlockForm ® FalseD;
8matU �� MatrixForm, matT �� MatrixForm<

Out[11]= 9
0. - 0.957092 ä -0.143515 + 0.251751 ä

-0.289784 + 0. ä -0.831476 - 0.473997 ä
,

1. + 1. ä -1.48574 + 2.60626 ä

0. + 0. ä 1. - 1. ä
=

This generates the upper triangular result T .

In[12]:= Conjugate@Transpose@matUDD.mat.matU �� MatrixForm �� Chop

Out[12]//MatrixForm=
1. + 1. ä -1.48574 + 2.60626 ä

0 1. - 1. ä

Jordan Decomposition

The Jordan decomposition of a square matrix A involves finding the nonsingular matrix X that can be used for a similarity transformation

of A to generate a matrix J (known as the Jordan form) that has a particularly simple triangular structure.

(42)X-1.A.X � J

The  Jordan  decomposition  always  exists,  but  it  is  hard  to  compute  with  floating−point  arithmetic.  However,  computation  with  exact

arithmetic avoids these problems.

JordanDecomposition@mD the Jordan decomposition of a matrix

This demonstrates the Jordan form for a sample matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 885, 4, 0, 0, 4, 3<, 82, 3, 1, 0, 5, 1<, 80, -1, 2, 0, 2, 0<,
8-8, -8, -1, 2, -12, -7<, 80, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0<, 8-8, -8, -1, 0, -9, -5<<;

8matX, matJ< = JordanDecomposition@matD;
matX.matJ.Inverse@matXD �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

5 4 0 0 4 3

2 3 1 0 5 1

0 -1 2 0 2 0

-8 -8 -1 2 -12 -7

0 0 0 0 -1 0

-8 -8 -1 0 -9 -5

The Jordan form has the eigenvalues of the matrix along its diagonal. Any defective eigenvalues are grouped into blocks by 1s just above 
the diagonal. The Jordan form of the above matrix is shown here.

In[4]:= matJ �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=

-1 0 0 0 0 0

0 -1 0 0 0 0

0 0 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 1 0

0 0 0 0 2 1

0 0 0 0 0 2
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The Jordan form shows that there are two eigenvalues: -1 and 2. The eigenvalue -1 is repeated twice and has a complete set of 
eigenvectors. The eigenvalue 2 is repeated four times. It appears once with its own eigenvector, and then three times with only one full 
eigenvector. This is demonstrated when the eigensystem for the matrix is computed.

In[5]:= Eigensystem@matD

Out[5]= 882, 2, 2, 2, -1, -1<, 88-1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1<, 80, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<, 8-1, 0, 0

Functions of Matrices
The computation of functions of matrices is a general problem with applications in many areas such as control theory. The function f HAL

of a square matrix A is not the same as the application of the function to each element in the matrix. Clearly element−wise application

would not maintain properties consistent with the application of the function to a scale. 

For example, each element of the following matrix is raised to the zero power.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 84., 5.<<;

mat0

Out[2]= 881, 1<, 81, 1<<

However, a much better result would be the identity matrix. Mathematica has a function for raising a matrix to a power, and when a matrix 
is raised to the zero power the result is the identity matrix.

In[3]:= MatrixExp@mat, 0D

Out[3]= 881, 0<, 80, 1<<

There  are  a  number  of  ways  to  define  functions  of  matrices;  one  useful  way  is  to  consider  a  series  expansion.  For  the  exponential

function this works as follows.

(43)ã
A � I + A +

A2

2!
+

A3

3!
+ ¼

One way to compute this series involves diagonalizing A, so that A � P.D.P-1  and Ak � P.Dk.P-1. Therefore, the exponential of A can be

computed as follows.

(44)ã
A � Úk=0¥

Ak

k!
� P.JÚk=0¥

Dk

k!
N.P-1 � P.diagIãΛ1 ,¼, ãΛn M.P-1

This  technique  can  be  generalized  to  functions  f HΛL  of  the  eigenvalues  of  A.  Note  that  while  this  is  one  way  to  define  functions  of

matrices, it does not provide a good way to compute them.

Mathematica does not have a function for computing general functions of matrices, but it has some specific functions.

MatrixPower@m,nD nth matrix power 

MatrixExp@mD matrix exponential 

m1.m2 matrix multiplication 

Inverse@mD matrix inverse 

Here is a sample matrix.

In[4]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 85., 1.<<;

This raises the matrix to the fourth power.

In[5]:= MatrixPower@mat, 4D

Out[5]= 88161., 88.<, 8220., 161.<<
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The result is equivalent to squaring the square of the matrix.

In[6]:= matSq = mat.mat; matSq.matSq

Out[6]= 88161., 88.<, 8220., 161.<<

This computes the exponential of the matrix.

In[7]:= MatrixExp@matD

Out[7]= 8832.1663, 20.271<, 850.6775, 32.1663<<

It is equivalent to the computation that uses the eigensystem of the matrix. (It should be noted that this is not an efficient way to compute a 
function of a matrix; the example here is only for exposition.)

In[8]:= 8eigs, vecs< = Eigensystem@matD;
vecs = Transpose@vecsD;
vecsInv = Inverse@vecsD;
vecs.DiagonalMatrix@Exp@eigsDD.vecsInv

Out[11]= 8832.1663, 20.271<, 850.6775, 32.1663<<

A technique for computing parametrized functions of matrices by solving differential equations is given in "Examples: Matrix Functions

with NDSolve".

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra

� Linear Systems
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� Matrix Computations

� Matrix Types
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Matrix Types
Matrices in Mathematica can be constructed from all the different types of objects that Mathematica holds. They can contain machine−

precision  real  and  complex  floating−point  numbers,  arbitrary−precision  real  and  complex  floating−point  numbers,  integers,  rational

numbers, and general symbolic quantities. This tutorial considers the different types of matrices that Mathematica supports.

Numbers in Mathematica
In  order  to  understand  the  different  types  of  matrices  that  Mathematica  can  work  with,  it  will  help  to  get  an  overview of  the  different

types of  numbers that  are  supported.  This  section only  gives an overview of  numbers in  Mathematica;  further  information is  found in

"Numbers".

machine−size Integer integers represented by machine hardware 

Integer arbitrary−length exact integer 

Rational integer� integer (fractions) in lowest terms 

machine−size Real approximate real number represented by machine hardware 

Real approximate real number, with any specified precision 

Complex complex number of the form number + number I

AlgebraicNumber root of an algebraic equation 

exact numerical expression composition of numbers and mathematical functions 

infinities and exceptions various special numbers 

Intrinsic types of numbers in Mathematica.

Mathematica provides an arithmetic system that unifies all these different types of numbers. For many purposes it is not necessary to know 

that there are two different types of integer because both types flow together. For example, the integer 210 is represented by machine 
hardware. If this is raised to the tenth power, the result is represented by software.

In[1]:= int1 = 210

Out[1]= 1024

In[2]:= int110

Out[2]= 1267 650600 228229401 496703 205376

Another example shows how a computation of the exponential of a machine−precision floating−point number returns an arbitrary−precision 
number.

In[3]:= Exp@-6000.D

Out[3]= 1.71044289941´10-2606

These examples demonstrate the general point that Mathematica  arithmetic traps overflows and underflows so that it  can switch from

machine  to  software  numbers.  Despite  this  it  tries  to  use  machine  hardware  functionality  whenever  possible,  so  that  Mathematica

computations can be fast.

Exact versus Approximate Numbers

One important issue for Mathematica is that it makes a distinction between exact and approximate numbers. This is done to support the 

symbolic side of Mathematica. This example compares the computation of the Sin function for an integer and a real argument.

In[1]:= Sin@ 5D

Out[1]= Sin@5D
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In[2]:= Sin@5.D

Out[2]= -0.958924

This demonstrates that mathematical functions, such as Sin, maintain the nature of their input. If they get an exact argument, the result

will  be exact.  If  they get  an approximate argument the result  is  approximate.  This feature of  Mathematica  is  essential  to maintain the

system  as  a  symbolic  system,  but  it  stands  in  contrast  to  the  operation  of  a  purely  numerical  environment.  For  example,  in  many

languages such as C or Java the equivalent computation would coerce the integer to a double and the result would be an approximate

number.

This  distinction  means  that  when  you  work  with  numbers  you  need  to  be  more  aware  of  their  types  than  is  the  case  in  many  other

languages.

You can use N to compute a numerical approximation for an exact number.

In[3]:= exact = Sin@5D;
inexact = N@exactD

Out[4]= -0.958924

Mixed Mode Arithmetic

Another important issue concerns the operation of functions that take more than one argument. In this case Mathematica takes the lowest 
precision of the input. For example, the following mixed computations all return approximate results.

In[1]:= 5 + 6.7

Out[1]= 11.7

In[2]:= Sin@5D�1.5

Out[2]= -0.639283

The same principle applies if the input includes an exact integer represented by software.

In[3]:= 1.5 2100

Out[3]= 1.90148´1030

Matrices in Mathematica
Matrices in Mathematica can contain many different types of elements. 

For example, here is a matrix where each element is a machine−precision approximate real number.

In[1]:= 881.5, 2.7<, 83.1, 4.3<< �� MatrixForm

Out[1]//MatrixForm=
1.5 2.7

3.1 4.3

This matrix contains complex numbers with real and imaginary parts that are machine−precision approximate real numbers.

In[2]:= 881.5 + 4.5 I, 2.7 + 4. I<, 83.1 + 2.1 I, 4.3 + 5.1 I<< �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=
1.5 + 4.5 ä 2.7 + 4. ä

3.1 + 2.1 ä 4.3 + 5.1 ä

This matrix contains approximate numbers with 20 digits of precision.

In[3]:= 881.5‘20, 2.7‘20<, 83.1‘20, 4.3‘20<< �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
1.5000000000000000000 2.7000000000000000000

3.1000000000000000000 4.3000000000000000000
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This matrix contains integers.

In[4]:= 881, 2<, 83, 4<< �� MatrixForm

Out[4]//MatrixForm=
1 2

3 4

This matrix contains rational numbers.

In[5]:= Table@1�Random@Integer, 83, 10<D, 84<, 84<D �� MatrixForm

Out[5]//MatrixForm=

1

5

1

8

1

7

1

6

1

9

1

9

1

6

1

4

1

6

1

10

1

4

1

3

1

10

1

7

1

5

1

8

This matrix contains complex numbers with real and imaginary parts that are integers.

In[6]:= 881 + 4 I, 2 + 2 I<, 83 + 1 I, 4 + 11 I<< �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=
1 + 4 ä 2 + 2 ä

3 + ä 4 + 11 ä

This matrix contains polynomials.

In[7]:= TableA SumAi xi, 8i, 0, 2 + Mod@m, nD<E, 8m, 4<, 8n, 4<E �� MatrixForm

Out[7]//MatrixForm=

These different types of matrices can be put into categories according to the types of technique used for computing with them.

machine−precision Real standard numerical techniques 

machine−precision Complex

arbitrary−precision Real arbitrary−precision numerical techniques 

arbitrary−precision Complex  

Integer symbolic algebra techniques

Rational  

exact Complex  

symbolic  

Different types of matrices in Mathematica.

These three different categories are briefly reviewed.

Standard Numerical Techniques

In  Mathematica,  matrix  computations  involving  machine−precision  Real  and  machine−precision  approximate  Complex  numbers  are

carried out with standard numerical techniques. In many cases computations involve optimized libraries, many of which are described in

"Software References".

An important goal for many of these computations is to match and surpass the performance of any software package that is dedicated

to  machine−precision  numbers.  This  is  in  keeping  with  the  design  goals  of  Mathematica,  as  described  under  "Design  Principles  of

Mathematica". In the case of linear algebra computations, Mathematica makes use of a considerable amount of sophisticated technol−

ogy, some of which is described under "Performance of Linear Algebra Computation".
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Arbitrary−Precision Numerical Techniques

In  Mathematica,  matrix  computations  involving  arbitrary−precision  Real  and  arbitrary−precision  approximate  Complex  numbers  are

carried out with special numerical libraries. These libraries are adapted from standard libraries so they can work for arbitrary−precision

computations.

More information can be found in the section "Arbitrary−Precision Matrices".

Symbolic Algebra Techniques

Matrix computations involving exact numbers and general symbolic techniques are carried out with computer algebra techniques.

All  computations  provided  for  numerical  matrices  are  also  available  for  symbolic  matrices.  This  meets  the  design  goal  of  integrating

symbolic and numerical computation.

Mixed Mode Matrices

This section describes what happens if the input matrix contains a mixture of different types of entries.

If the matrix contains anything that is not a number (or something that cannot be converted into a number), the matrix will be treated as a 
symbolic matrix and the computation will proceed with symbolic techniques. In the following example, the presence of the x makes the 
matrix symbolic and the result is a symbolic matrix.

In[1]:= mat = 881., Sin@4D<, 81, x<<;
Inverse@matD

Out[2]= 99
x

1. x - Sin@4D
, -

Sin@4D

1. x - Sin@4D
=, 9-

1

1. x - Sin@4D
,

1.

1. x - Sin@4D
==

If the matrix only contains numbers (or things that can be converted into numbers), the computation will be done according to the lowest 
precision. Thus in the following example, the presence of the machine−precision approximate number, 1., means that the input matrix will 
be converted to machine−precision numbers and the computation is done with machine−precision techniques.

In[3]:= mat = 881., Sin@4D<, 81, 2<<;
Inverse@matD

Out[4]= 880.725478, 0.274522<, 8-0.362739, 0.362739<<

In this example, the lowest precision is a number with 20 digits of precision. Thus, the input matrix will be converted to precision 20 
numbers and the computation done with arbitrary−precision techniques.

In[5]:= mat = 881.‘30, 1.‘20<, 81, 2<<;
Inverse@matD

Out[6]= 882.0000000000000000000, -1.0000000000000000000<, 8-1.0000000000000000000, 1.0000000000000000000<<

The resulting matrix has entries with 20 digits of precision.

In[7]:= Precision@%D

Out[7]= 20.

Note that machine−precision counts as lower precision than any arbitrary−precision numbers. In this example, because there is a machine−
precision number, the input matrix will be converted to machine−precision numbers and the computation done with machine−precision 
techniques.

In[8]:= mat = 881.‘5, 1.‘20<, 81.5, 2<<;
Inverse@matD

Out[9]= 884., -2.<, 8-3., 2.<<

The result is a machine−precision matrix.

In[10]:= Precision@%D

Out[10]= MachinePrecision
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It is important to be aware of these distinctions. For example, if the input matrix consists of integers, the computation will use symbolic 
algebra techniques and return an exact precision result. 

In[11]:= mat = 881, 3<, 84, 2<<;
Inverse@matD

Out[12]= 99-
1

5
,

3

10
=, 9

2

5
, -

1

10
==

In some other computation systems an input matrix of integers would be converted to a floating−point matrix. Mathematica does not do

this, so that it can support symbolic computation. However, it means that users need to be aware of the differences. This is because the

time required for a symbolic technique can be quite different from a machine−precision technique; in many cases the symbolic computa−

tion will take much longer.

Complex Matrices
Complex  matrices  in  Mathematica  are  defined in  a  way that  is  completely  consistent  with  other  types of  matrices  such as  those that

involve real numbers. All the functions that work for real matrices work for complex matrices.

One special detail about complex matrices is that certain linear algebra computations that involve a transpose for real matrices involve a 
conjugate transpose for complex matrices. An example of this is the Cholesky decomposition. For a real symmetric positive definite matrix 
it is defined as shown.

In[1]:= mat = 8811., 3.<, 83., 5.<<;
matG = CholeskyDecomposition@matD;
Transpose@matGD.matG �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=
11. 3.

3. 5.

For a complex Hermitian positive definite matrix the definition is shown as follows.

In[4]:= mat = 8811., 3. + 2. I<, 83. - 2. I, 5.<<;
matG = CholeskyDecomposition@matD;
Conjugate@Transpose@matGDD.matG �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=
11. + 0. ä 3. + 2. ä

3. - 2. ä 5. + 0. ä

Arbitrary−Precision Matrices

Mathematica arbitrary−precision computations support a form of arithmetic known as significance arithmetic. The fundamental idea of 
significance arithmetic is that a number is seen as an approximation with an error specified by its precision. When a number is used in a 
computation the precision of the result may be different according to the properties of the function. For example, here is a number with 30 
digits of precision.

In[1]:= num = NA Pi + 10-20, 30E

Out[1]= 3.14159265358979323847264338328

Now compute the value of the Sin function for this number.

In[2]:= Sin@numD

Out[2]= -1.000000000´10
-20

The result is seen to be less than 30 digits.

In[3]:= Precision@%D

Out[3]= 9.50285

In Mathematica, linear algebra computations generally do not use significance arithmetic. They are carried out in what is known as fixed 
precision, where computations are done with fixed numbers of digits with no attempt to track the error in individual operations. Error 
tracking is done on an algorithmic level, issuing warnings, for example, when the solution of a linear system may not be correct.

In[4]:= mat = Table@Random@ Real, 8-1000., 1000<, 20D, 84<, 84<D;
Inverse@matD

Out[5]= 880.00074348384452465124543, 0.0010109231022827869487, -0.00035692786334131113075, -0.00028315988486426625218
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The inverse matrix that is computed consists entirely of numbers with precision 20.

In[6]:= Min@Map@ If@ð � 0, Accuracy@ðD, Precision@ðDD &, %, 8-1<DD

Out[6]= 20.

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra

� Linear Systems

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Linear Algebra in Mathematica

� Matrix and Tensor Operations

� Working with Sparse Arrays

� Matrix Computations

� Matrix Types
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Performance of Linear Algebra Computation
This tutorial covers issues related to performance.

Packed Arrays
One of the challenges of building Mathematica is to make sure that the system is general enough to support symbolic computation and

fast enough so that numerical computation is efficient. These and other goals are described under "Design Principles of Mathematica".

One technique that Mathematica  provides is to use specialized representations for important types of Mathematica  expression. In the

case of linear algebra this involves what is known as Packed Array Technology, and it was first introduced in Mathematica 4.0.

An example shows a vector of real numbers.

In[1]:= vec = Table@Random@D, 810000<D;
vec �� ByteCount

Out[2]= 80056

In[3]:= Do@vec^2, 850<D �� Timing

Out[3]= 80.08 Second, Null<

Now insert a symbolic quantity into the vector. Updating elements of vectors and matrices is discussed under "Setting Pieces of a Matrix".

In[4]:= vec@@1DD = x

Out[4]= x

When the byte count is measured the vector is shown to use more memory.

In[5]:= vec �� ByteCount

Out[5]= 200016

In addition, a mathematical operation on the vector is much slower.

In[6]:= Do@vec^2, 850<D �� Timing

Out[6]= 80.561 Second, Null<

The  first  vector  uses  less  memory  and  supports  faster  computations  because  it  is  built  from  a  packed  array.  Packed  arrays  are  a

representation for rectangular tensors of machine integers, machine reals, and complex numbers with real and imaginary parts that are

machine reals.

machine−sized integers

machine−precision reals

machine−precision complex numbers

Packed array types. 

There are a number of functions that are useful for working with packed arrays. Developer‘PackedArrayQ tests if its argument is a 

packed array. This demonstrates that the result of the Table computation is a packed array.

In[7]:= vec = Table@Random@D, 81000<D;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ vecD

Out[8]= True
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If a real number is inserted into the array, the result is still packed.

In[9]:= vec@@2DD = 10.1;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@vecD

Out[10]= True

If a computation is done with the packed array, the result is packed.

In[11]:= vec1 = vec^2;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@vec1D

Out[12]= True

However, if a general symbolic quantity is inserted into the packed array, the result is not packed.

In[13]:= vec@@2DD = x;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@vecD

Out[14]= False

All the elements of the packed array must be of the same type. Therefore, if the integer 0 is inserted into a packed array of reals, the result 
is not packed.

In[15]:= vec = Table@Random@D, 81000<D;
vec@@2DD = 0;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ vecD

Out[17]= False

Packed Array Functions

A number of functions for working with packed arrays are summarized.

Developer‘PackedArrayQ@exprD return True  if expr is a packed array

Developer‘ToPackedArray@exprD convert expr to a packed array if possible 

Developer‘ToPackedArray@expr,tD convert expr to a packed array of type t if possible 

Developer‘FromPackedArray@exprD convert expr from a packed array 

Developer‘PackedArrayForm@exprD print packed arrays in expr in a summary form 

Packed array functions.

The function Developer‘ToPackedArray can be used to make a packed array.

In[1]:= pack = Developer‘ToPackedArray@81, 2, 3<D;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ packD

Out[2]= True

If the elements of the list are not all of the same type the result will not be a packed array.

In[3]:= pack = Developer‘ToPackedArray@81, 2, 3.5<D;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ packD

Out[4]= False

By specifying a type of Real , the integers are coerced to reals and the result is packed.

In[5]:= pack = Developer‘ToPackedArray@81, 2, 3.5<, RealD;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ packD

Out[6]= True
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This shows that pack is a packed array of three reals.

In[7]:= Developer‘PackedArrayForm@packD

Out[7]= PackedArray@Real, <3>D

This does not make a packed array because the argument is not a rectangular tensor.

In[8]:= pack = Developer‘ToPackedArray@881, 2<, 2<D;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ packD

Out[9]= False

Packed Array Operations

The important detail of packed arrays is that they work exactly like lists except for the packed array specific functions described earlier. For 

example, SameQ on the packed and nonpacked version of a list will return True .

In[1]:= pack = Developer‘ToPackedArray@81, 2, 3<D;
pack === 81, 2, 3<

Out[2]= True

The packed and nonpacked versions will behave the same in the pattern matcher.

In[3]:= MatchQ@81, 2, 3<, _ListD

Out[3]= True

In[4]:= MatchQ@pack, _ListD

Out[4]= True

Many functions can work more efficiently with packed arrays compared with unpacked lists, but the results will be the same, whether a

packed  or  an  unpacked  version  is  used.  In  order  to  maintain  consistency,  the  system  must,  on  occasion,  unpack  a  packed  array.

Because this is a potential  source of inefficiency, a message is available to let  you know that something has become unpacked. You

can enable this message with a system option.

This sets the system option and creates a packed array to use as an example.

In[5]:= SetSystemOptions@ "PackedArrayOptions" ® 8"UnpackMessage" ® True<D;
v = Range@100D;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ vD

Out[7]= True

Now if a real number is inserted into the packed array, it must be unpacked and a message is produced. This message can warn you that 
your code may not run as efficiently.

In[8]:= v@@1DD = 5.6;

Developer‘FromPackedArray::unpack1 : Unpacking array.

It is usually a good idea to turn the message off again.

In[9]:= SetSystemOptions@ "PackedArrayOptions" ® 8"UnpackMessage" ® False<D;

Packed Array Summary

The main point about packed arrays is that Mathematica uses them automatically where appropriate. This is very much the case for the 
linear algebra functions, which naturally work with the same internal representation. Thus many functions return packed arrays even if the 

input is not packed. For example, the function Dot returns a packed array because internally it works with the packed version.

In[1]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 84., 5.<<;
Developer‘PackedArrayQ@ mat.matD

Out[2]= True
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To  make  use  of  packed  arrays,  it  is  typically  hard  to  exploit  functions  such  as  Developer‘ToPackedArray.  The  main  issue  is  to

make sure that you have a uniformity of elements in your matrices; for example, that you are not mixing integers and reals.

Programming Efficiency
This section discusses techniques for writing efficient Mathematica programs that solve linear algebra problems.

Measuring Performance

If you want to study the performance of your Mathematica code there are a number of timing related functions you can use.

Timing@exprD evaluate expr and return a list of the CPU time needed, together with the result 

obtained

AbsoluteTiming@exprD evaluate expr giving the absolute time taken

Timing Mathematica operations. 

The Timing function is particularly useful because it returns the CPU time needed for the computation.

In[1]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 81000<, 81000<D;
Timing@mat.mat;D

Out[2]= 81.673 Second, Null<

Another useful function is TimeConstrained.

TimeConstrained@expr,tD try to evaluate expr, aborting the calculation after t seconds 

TimeConstrained@expr,t, failexprD return failexpr if the time constraint is not met 

Time−constrained calculation. 

This helps you to develop and test your code, shutting it down if it takes more than a preset limit.

In[3]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 81000<, 81000<D;
TimeConstrained@ Do@mat.mat, 810<D, 1D

Out[4]= $Aborted

Vectorizing Loops

A common operation involves some type of iteration over the elements of a matrix. Because the matrices may be large it is obviously

important to do this efficiently.

One  of  the  most  important  ways  to  write  efficient  code  is  to  avoid  explicit  part  references,  especially  in  inner  loops.  This  is  a  major

source of inefficiency in user code and can be avoided by using functions that work on all the elements of a matrix or a vector at once.

These vectorized operations allow Mathematica to use highly optimized code that runs faster.

List Creation

This problem involves creating a list and then initializing it with certain values. For example, computing 

vP iT � Sin[i]

One way to do this would be to create the list and then to use a For loop that iterates over its elements to set them to a value.

n = 10;

v = Table[0, {n}];

For[i = 1, i <= n, i++, v[[i]] = Sin[2.0 Pi i]];
Slow way to initialize a list. 
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It is much faster to create the list and initialize it all at once; it is also neater. 

n = 10;

v = Table[ Sin[2.0 Pi i], {i, 1, n}]
Faster way to initialize a list. 

An even faster way is to use the optimized function Range to create the list and then to use vectorized operations.

n = 10;

v = Sin[2.0 Pi Range[1., n]]
An even faster way to initialize a list. 

Commands such as Table and Range are very optimized for building lists and matrices. They are discussed under "Building Matrices".

List Updating

This problem involves updating the elements of a list; for example, computing the Sin of every element.

vP iT � Sin[vP iT ]

One way to do this involves iterating over the elements of the list replacing each with the updated version.

Do[v[[i]] = Sin[v[[i]]], {i, n}];

Slow way to update a list. 

It is much faster to compute the new values by using a vectorized operation. The code is also neater and tidier.

v = Sin[v]

Faster way to update a list. 

Another form of updating requires another argument that is not constant across the list.

vP iT � vP iT /i^2

One way to do this involves iterating over the elements of the list, dividing each by the square of the index.

n = Length[v];

Do[ v[[i]] = v[[i]]/i^2 , {i, n}];
Slow way to update a list. 

It is faster to compute the list of updates and then carry out a vectorized division.

d=Range@nD^2;

v=v�d

Faster way to update a list. 

The use of listable operations is discussed under "Listability".

Using Built−in Support

Mathematica  has a very wide range of  functions,  including many for  list  processing that  have important  applications for  writing matrix

computations. Before you start to work it  is worth looking to see if  any of the built−in functions will  do what you want. For example, if

what  you  are  doing  involves  a  convolution  or  correlation  then  you  should  use  the  appropriate  functions;  they  will  almost  certainly  be

faster.

Another important point to remember is that Mathematica can represent a wide range of mathematical objects. For example, Mathemat−

ica can work with the actual linear equations that matrices are used to represent. Sometimes the equational form can be more expres−

sive and convenient and this can lead to greater efficiency. The topic is discussed under "Converting Equations to Sparse Arrays".

One  area  of  built−in  functions  with  many  applications  for  linear  algebra  computations  are  those  for  structural  manipulation  of  lists.

Mathematica  functions  such  as  Part ,  Take ,  Drop ,  Transpose ,  PadLeft,  PadRight,  RotateLeft,  and  RotateRight  are  all

heavily  optimized and have many applications.  These are discussed in more detail  under "Structural  Operations".  It  is  usually good if

you can write your computations to use these functions.
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A worked example will now be given that discusses different techniques to extend a matrix by tiling copies. For example, the input matrix

J
1 2 3

4 5 6
N

should be padded out to return the following matrix.

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6

Three different ways to solve the problem are demonstrated.

A Slow Way

The slowest way to do this is to write this in a step−by−step approach directly manipulating every element.

In[1]:= extendMatSlow@mat_, nRow_, nCol_D :=
Module@ 8m, n, mf, nf, final<,
8m, n< = Dimensions@matD;
mf = m*nRow;
nf = n*nCol;
final = Table@0, 8mf<, 8nf<D;
Do@
Do@final@@m*Hi - 1L + i1, n*Hj - 1L + j1DD = mat@@i1, j1DD, 8i1, m<, 8j1, n<D, 8i, nRow<, 8j, nCol<D;

final
D

In[2]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
extendMatSlow@mat, 2, 3D �� MatrixForm

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6

In[4]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 8100<, 820<D;
extendMatSlow@mat, 10, 15D; �� Timing

Out[5]= 82.253 Second, Null<

This way suffers from several  speed deficiencies, the most severe being the inner loops over the part  indices. These would be much

faster  if  they  were  replaced  by  vectorized  code.  It  was  explained  earlier  that  explicit  part  references  in  an  inner  loop  can  lead  to

inefficient code.

One thing to note about the function is that it will work when given a sparse matrix as input, but it will return a dense matrix as output.

In[6]:= sp = SparseArray@881, 2< ® 4, 82, 3< ® 1<, 82, 3<D;
extendMatSlow@sp, 2, 3D

Out[7]= 880, 4, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 4, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1<, 80, 4, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 4, 0<, 80, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1

A Faster Way

A much faster way to replicate the matrix is to write it to use Mathematica vectorizing functions.

In[1]:= extendMatFaster@mat_, nRow_, nCol_D :=
Module@ 8m, n, mind, nind<,
8m, n< = Dimensions@matD;
mind = Range@mD;
mind = Flatten@Table@mind, 8nRow<DD;
nind = Range@nD;
nind = Flatten@Table@nind, 8nCol<DD;
mat@@mind, nindDD
D

In[2]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
extendMatFaster@mat, 2, 4D

Out[3]= 881, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6<, 81, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<,

In[4]:= mat = Table@Random, 8100<, 820<D;
extendMatFaster@mat, 10, 15D; �� Timing

Out[5]= 80.06 Second, Null<
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This method is much faster; it uses the function Part , which is very flexible and heavily optimized. It is described further under "Getting

Pieces of a Matrix".

This function works for a sparse matrix as input, and it returns the result as a sparse array which maintains equivalent sparsity.

In[6]:= sp = SparseArray@881, 2< ® 4, 82, 3< ® 1<, 82, 3<D;
extendMatFaster@sp, 2, 3D

Out[7]= SparseArray@<12>, 84, 9<D

Also Fast but Neater

Another way to extend the matrix, which involves no programming, is to use the built−in function PadRight. 

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<<;
PadRight@mat, 84, 9<, matD

Out[2]= 881, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6<, 81, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6

In[3]:= mat = Table@Random, 8100<, 820<D;
PadRight@mat, 81000, 300<, matD; �� Timing

Out[4]= 80.05 Second, Null<

This method is also neater and is probably the fastest for small input matrices. For large matrices, it is similar to the speed of the Part

example already shown. The use of PadRight is described under "Extending Matrices".

This function works for a sparse matrix as input, and it returns the result as a sparse array which maintains equivalent sparsity.

In[5]:= sp = SparseArray@881, 2< ® 4, 82, 3< ® 1<, 82, 3<D;
PadRight@sp, 84, 9<, spD

Out[6]= SparseArray@<12>, 84, 9<D

Matrix Contents

Matrices in Mathematica can be constructed from all the different types of object that Mathematica holds. They can contain machine−

precision floating point numbers, arbitrary−precision floating point numbers, complex floating point numbers, integers, rational numbers,

and general symbolic quantities. The different types are discussed under "Matrix Types".

That Mathematica can work with these different types of matrix is a great strength of the system. However, it has a number of implica−

tions for the efficiency of numerical floating point computation: first from a mix of symbolic and numerical entries, secondly from a mix of

different types of numbers, and thirdly from integer matrices.

Mixed Symbolic/Numerical Matrices

If you mix symbolic and numerical elements in a matrix, the linear algebra functions will treat the matrix as symbolic as discussed under

"Mixed  Mode  Matrices".  It  should  be  noted  that  techniques  for  working  with  symbolic  matrices  are  typically  slower  than  the  heavily

optimized techniques available for numerical matrices.

An example here compares matrix multiplication of two 200×200 matrices. The second computation, which involves a symbolic matrix, is 
much slower.

In[1]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 8200<, 8200<D;
mat.mat; �� Timing

Out[2]= 80.03 Second, Null<

In[3]:= mat@@2, 2DD = x;
mat.mat; �� Timing

Out[4]= 83.295 Second, Null<

The solution is to make sure that your matrices only contain numbers.
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Mixed Numerical Type Matrices

If you mix different types of numbers in your matrices the linear algebra functions will treat the matrix as numerical and will coerce the

matrix to the lowest precision. This is discussed under "Mixed Mode Matrices". For linear algebra functions this will not have as severe

an impact on performance as when working with symbolic matrices (this was demonstrated in the previous section).

This example compares matrix multiplication of two 200×200 matrices. The second matrix, which contains an integer, is slower for 
matrix/matrix multiplication. If the operation was something more costly, this difference might not be significant.

In[1]:= mat = Table@Random@D, 8200<, 8200<D;
mat.mat; �� Timing

Out[2]= 80.03 Second, Null<

In[3]:= mat@@2, 2DD = 1;
mat.mat; �� Timing

Out[4]= 80.05 Second, Null<

The cost of mixed numerical matrices comes because Mathematica cannot use its efficient storage techniques, as discussed in the section 
"Packed Arrays". This is demonstrated in the following example. Here, a vector of numbers is allocated and this is updated by some 
process. Because the updated values will be real numbers and the initial vector contained integers, the process cannot use packed arrays.

In[5]:= n = 300;
vec = Table@0, 8n<D;
Do@ind = Random@Integer, 81, n<D; vec@@indDD = Total@1.5 + 2 vecD, 8100<D; �� Timing

Out[7]= 80.1 Second, Null<

In[8]:= Developer‘PackedArrayQ@vecD

Out[8]= False

In this version the vector is initialized with real numbers. Now the computation can use packed arrays throughout and it runs faster.

In[9]:= n = 300;
vec = Table@0.0, 8n<D;
Do@ind = Random@Integer, 81, n<D; vec@@indDD = Total@1.5 + 2 vecD, 8100<D; �� Timing

Out[11]= 80. Second, Null<

In[12]:= Developer‘PackedArrayQ@vecD

Out[12]= True

The solution to this problem is to make sure you initialize with real numbers if you are going to work with real numbers.

Integer Matrices

A final type of problem involves working with purely integer matrices. Mathematica makes a distinction between working with integer and 
approximate real matrices; this is discussed under "Matrices in Mathematica". Because an integer matrix will use symbolic computation 
techniques, it will be slower. Of course, if Mathematica did not use integer matrix techniques with matrices of integers it would not be so 
general.

In[1]:= mat = 881, 2<, 83, 4<<;
Do@ Eigenvalues@matD, 8100<D; �� Timing

Out[2]= 80.241 Second, Null<

In[3]:= mat = 881, 2<, 83, 4<<;
mat = N@matD;
Do@ Eigenvalues@matD, 8100<D; �� Timing

Out[5]= 80. Second, Null<

The difference between the two computations can be compared. The eigenvalues of the integer matrix are returned with the exact values; 
in this case this involves radicals. The eigenvalues of the real matrix are returned with approximate real values. 

In[6]:= Eigenvalues@881, 2<, 83, 4<<D

Out[6]= 9
1

2

J5 + 33 N,
1

2

J5 - 33 N=
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In[7]:= Eigenvalues@N@881, 2<, 83, 4<<DD

Out[7]= 85.37228, -0.372281<

Of course, it is a strength of Mathematica that it can return the exact result for a computation involving an integer matrix. But it should

be noted that many purely numerical systems would return the approximate result.

The solution is that to work with matrices of approximate real numbers, you should start with approximate real numbers.

Expression Efficiency
"Matrices  as  Mathematica  Expressions"  explained  that  Mathematica  represents  matrices  as  expressions,  a  uniform  data  type  that  is

used throughout the system. It described the advantages that came from this uniformity in the system. There are a number of efficiency

implications that arise from the use of Mathematica expressions. This section discusses these.

Updating of Matrices

A general principle of Mathematica expressions is that they cannot be changed directly. This immutability of expressions is very useful; it 
allows an expression to be shared in many locations and each use need not be concerned that some other part of the code will modify the 
expression. This means that when an expression is updated (this was described under "Setting Pieces of a Matrix"), it may be necessary to 
make a copy. In this example, a vector is made and assigned to two different symbols.

In[1]:= vec1 = 81, 2, 3<;
vec2 = vec1;

Now change the contents of one symbol.

In[3]:= vec1@@1DD = 4;
vec1

Out[4]= 84, 2, 3<

However, the other one is left unchanged. This is because the expression was copied before modification.

In[5]:= vec2

Out[5]= 81, 2, 3<

This copying can have an implication for efficiency, especially if you are iterating over the elements of a matrix and updating it. If this is 
done and you also have other copies of the matrix, it will need to be copied. The principle is demonstrated in the following two examples. In 
this first example there are no extra copies of the vector and so it does not need to be copied and the loop runs faster.

In[6]:= vec = Range@1., 50 000D;
Do@vec@@iDD = i - 1, 8i, 1., 50 000<D; �� Timing

Out[7]= 80.21 Second, Null<

In this example there are extra copies of the vector and so it does need to be copied at each step; the loop runs more slowly.

In[8]:= vec = Range@1., 50 000D;
Do@vec1 = vec;

vec@@iDD = i - 1, 8i, 1., 50 000<D; �� Timing

Out[9]= 86.469 Second, Null<

Another slow way to update elements is to use ReplacePart. This also has to copy at every step.

In[10]:= vec = Range@1., 50 000D;
Do@ReplacePart@vec, N@iD - 1, iD, 8i, 1, 50 000<D; �� Timing

Out[11]= 86.42 Second, Null<

If  you use the vectorizing operations described previously,  this  is  a  good way to  avoid  the iteration over  the matrix  and minimize the

number of copying operations. If you really cannot avoid iterating over the matrix, it is a good idea to keep the loop as simple and tidy as

possible so that you can avoid extra copies of the matrix.

The time for the overall process will scale with the square of the length of the list for the technique that has to copy at every step. With

no copying the time will  scale  linearly.  The longer  the input  list,  the greater  the impact,  and the performance of  the code will  start  to

degrade.
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Appending to Matrices

In Mathematica, expressions are implemented as arrays. This allows fast access to any particular elements of an expression. Because

matrices are regular Mathematica expressions, they are also arrays. While arrays are very fast for accessing elements, they are slower

for  adding  elements.  Typically  this  requires  a  copy,  and  it  should  be  avoided.  The  example  that  follows  shows  the  cost  of  adding

elements.

In[1]:= vec = 8<;
Do@AppendTo@vec, iD, 8i, 10 000<D; �� Timing

Out[2]= 80.731 Second, Null<

It is much more efficient to generate the entire vector at once.

In[3]:= vec = Table@i, 8i, 10 000<D; �� Timing

Out[3]= 80. Second, Null<

If the arguments are not known all at once, other techniques may be used. These are demonstrated next. First, build a list of random 
numbers.

In[4]:= num = 10 000;
list = Table@Random@D, 8num<D;

The first technique is using AppendTo.

In[6]:= res1 = 8<;
Map@If@ð > 0.5, AppendTo@res1, ðDD &, listD; �� Timing

Out[7]= 80.21 Second, Null<

It is much faster to accumulate the list, inserting empty lists that can be removed at the end with Flatten.

In[8]:= res2 = Flatten@Map@If@ð > 0.5, ð, 8<D &, listDD; �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.03 Second, Null<

It may be inconvenient to use Flatten because this might interfere with the structure of the list. In this case it might be convenient to use 

Sow and Reap . This is more flexible than the Flatten approach.

In[9]:= res3 = Reap@Map@If@ð > 0.5, Sow@ðDD &, listDD@@2, 1DD; �� Timing

Out[9]= 80.03 Second, Null<

All three methods generate the same result.

In[10]:= res1 � res2 � res3

Out[10]= True

The time for the overall process will scale with the square of the length of the list for the technique that has to copy at every step. With

no copying the time will  scale  linearly.  The longer  the input  list,  the greater  the impact,  and the performance of  the code will  start  to

degrade.

MORE ABOUT

� Matrices and Linear Algebra

� Linear Systems

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Linear Algebra in Mathematica

� Matrix and Tensor Operations

�
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Working with Sparse Arrays

� Matrix Computations

� Matrix Types
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Linear Algebra Examples
This tutorial shows a number of examples of the use of Mathematica for computations that involve linear algebra.

Matrix Ordering
Certain  sparse matrix  techniques try  to  reorder  the matrix  so  that  elements  are  grouped into  blocks.  The computation then works  on

each  block  using  dense  matrix  techniques.  One  simple  way  to  order  a  matrix  into  blocks  involves  sorting  according  to  the  sum  of

elements on each row. This will be demonstrated in this example.

First, generate a symmetric random sparse matrix.

In[1]:= n = 30;
nz = 30;

sp = SparseArrayA

RandomInteger@81, n<, 8nz, 2<D ® Table@1, 8nz<D, 8n, n<E;

sp = sp + Transpose@spD;

Here is a plot of the matrix.

In[6]:= MatrixPlot@spD

Out[6]=
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1
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30

1 10 20 30

1

10

20

30

Now compute a permutation of the matrix and then apply it to the matrix. This topic is discussed in "Matrix Permutations".

In[7]:= perm = Reverse@Ordering@sp.Table@1, 8n<DDD;
spOrdered = sp@@perm, permDD;
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Here is a plot of the reordered matrix; the effect of the reordering can be seen.

In[9]:= MatrixPlot@spOrderedD

Out[9]=
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Here is a much larger matrix with no structure and many random elements.

In[10]:= n = 10000;
nz = 2000;

sp = SparseArrayA

RandomInteger@81, n<, 8nz, 2<D ® Table@1, 8nz<D, 8n, n<E;

sp = sp + Transpose@spD;
perm = Reverse@Ordering@sp.Table@1, 8n<DDD;
spOrdered = sp@@perm, permDD;

This is a plot of the original matrix.

In[17]:= MatrixPlot@ spD

Out[17]=

This plot of the reordered matrix shows that there are many rows and columns with no elements.

In[18]:= MatrixPlot@spOrderedD

Out[18]=
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Full Rank Least Squares Solutions
Solving  a  matrix  equation  A.X � B  is  one  of  the  key  problems  of  matrix  computation;  techniques  for  solving  it  are  discussed  under

"Solving Linear Systems". If A is an m×n matrix, this is a set of m linear equations in n unknowns. If m > n, there are more equations than

unknowns  and  the  system is  overdetermined.  A  general  technique  for  finding  least  squares  solutions  is  given  under  "Least  Squares

Solutions". This example will show some different techniques for finding approximate solutions to overdetermined systems for full rank

matrices.

Note that all the example solutions in this section will work just as well if they were given sparse matrices as input.

Least Squares Cholesky

This technique uses a Cholesky decomposition to find a least squares solution. If a matrix A has full rank, the solution can be found in

the following way.

(1)

Solve A.x = B

C = AT .A

d = AT .B

find G  such that C = GT .G  (Cholesky decomposition)

find y  such that GT .y = d

then G.x = y.

These steps can be placed into a Mathematica function as follows.

In[1]:= L2CholeskySolve@a_, b_D :=
Module@ 8aT, c, d, g, gT, y<,
aT = Transpose@aD;
c = aT.a;
d = aT.b;
g = CholeskyDecomposition@cD;
gT = Transpose@gD;
y = LinearSolve@gT, dD;
LinearSolve@g, yD
D

The function can be applied as follows.

In[2]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
vec = 85., 6., 8.<;
sol1 = L2CholeskySolve@mat, vecD

Out[4]= 8-4.41176, 4.66176<

The solution is close to satisfying the equation.

In[5]:= mat.sol1

Out[5]= 84.91176, 5.91176, 8.11765<

This compares the solution to that from PseudoInverse.

In[6]:= PseudoInverse@matD.vec

Out[6]= 8-4.41176, 4.66176<

This technique is fast, but is less accurate because it computes AT .A.

This computes 1−, 2−, and ¥−norms for the solution that was found.

In[7]:= Map@Norm@mat.sol1 - vec, ðD &, 81, 2, Infinity<D

Out[7]= 80.294118, 0.171499, 0.117647<
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Least Squares QR

When A is full rank, a more accurate way to solve the problem is to use the QR decomposition as follows.

(2)

Solve A.x = B

find Q, R  such that A = QT .R  (QR decomposition)

then solve R.x � Q.B.

A Mathematica program to find the solution is as follows.

In[1]:= L2QRSolve@a_, b_D :=
Module@ 8Q, R, m, n<,
8m, n< = Dimensions@aD;
8Q, R< = QRDecomposition@aD;
LinearSolve@R, Q.bD
D

The solution for this problem is very similar to the Cholesky solution.

In[2]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
vec = 85., 6., 8.<;
sol2 = L2QRSolve@mat, vecD

Out[4]= 8-4.41176, 4.66176<

The QR decomposition solution can be more expensive than the Cholesky approach, but it is more accurate. An example that demon−
strates the difference in accuracy is shown.

In[5]:= mat = 88-4.1799231, -5.010860245276564, -5.841797048032377<,
84.985838406555408, 5.8047054724005, 6.623572538245592<, 83.6958074724742653, 3.687168314818264,
3.678529157162263<, 8-5.488825789918355, -7.024200075119946, -8.559574360321538<<;

vec = 81., 4., 2., 1.<;
sol1 = L2CholeskySolve@mat, vecD;
sol2 = L2QRSolve@mat, vecD;

This shows how close the Cholesky solution is when using the 2−norm.

In[9]:= Norm@mat.sol1 - vecD

Out[9]= 5.07953

This shows how close the QR solution is when using the 2−norm. It can be seen that the QR solution is a better approximation.

In[10]:= Norm@mat.sol2 - vecD

Out[10]= 2.71909

Minimization of 1 and Infinity Norms
Many techniques for finding approximate solutions for the matrix equation A.X � B when it is overdetermined (i.e., when m > n) work by

minimizing the 2−norm. This is because of certain advantages that make it computationally tractable. One reason is that the function

(3)ΦHxL � 1

2
þ A x - b þ2

2

is differentiable and differentiation is a linear operation. Thus, a linear system can be formed that finds the minimizing solutions. Another

reason  is  that  the  2−norm  is  preserved  under  orthogonal  transformations.  This  means  that  a  range  of  equivalent  problems  can  be

formed, which may be easier to solve.

However, there are other solutions that can be found by minimizing other norms, such as the 1−norm or the ¥−norm. These may be

more  desirable  in  the  particular  context  because  they  may  find  solutions  that  maintain  important  properties  relevant  to  the  individual

problem. In this example techniques are shown to find approximate solutions that minimize these norms; both will use a method to find

minimum values of constrained linear problems; typically this is known as linear programming.

In Mathematica, linear programming is provided by the function LinearProgramming. This can solve the linear programming problem

for the different types of numbers that Mathematica supports: integers and rational numbers, as well as machine−precision approximate

real  and  arbitrary−precision  approximate  real  numbers.  In  addition,  it  provides  techniques  that  are  suitable  for  minimizing  extremely

large systems by means of an interior point method.
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The solutions given in this section are suitable for dense matrix input. It would be straightforward to modify them for sparse matrix input;

this would be necessary to take full advantage of the interior point linear programming technique.

Note that the techniques in this section could be extended to add other constraints on the solution.

One−Norm Minimization

Minimizing the 1−norm involves finding the value of x that minimizes the following.

(4)Min þ Ax - b þ1 � MinÚi HA x - bLi

This is done by forming new variables z and finding the minimum.

(5)
Min eT z

subject to z > A x - b , z > -HA x - bL

This is implemented with the following program.

In[1]:= L1Solve@A_, b_D :=
Module@
8m, n, Aall, ball, c, x, bds, id<,
8m, n< = Dimensions@AD;
id = IdentityMatrix@mD;
Aall =
Join@Transpose@Join@Transpose@idD, Transpose@-ADDD, Transpose@Join@Transpose@idD, Transpose@ADDDD;

ball = Join@-b, bD;
c = Join@Table@1, 8m<D, Table@0, 8n<DD;
bds = Table@8-Infinity, Infinity<, 8m + n<D;
x = LinearProgramming@c, Aall, ball, bdsD;
Take@x, -nD
D

This finds the solution.

In[2]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
vec = 85., 6., 8.<;
sol3 = L1Solve@mat, vecD

Out[4]= 8-4.5, 4.75<

Here 1−, 2−, and ¥−norms are computed for the solution that was found.

In[5]:= Map@Norm@mat.sol3 - vec, ðD &, 81, 2, Infinity<D

Out[5]= 80.25, 0.25, 0.25<

Infinity−Norm Minimization

Minimizing the ¥−norm is similar to minimizing the 1−norm. It involves finding the value of x that minimizes the following.

(6)Min þ A x - b þ¥

This is done by forming new variables z and finding the minimum.

(7)
Min z

subject to z e > A x - b , z e ³ -HA x - bL

This is implemented with the following program.

In[1]:= LInfinitySolve@A_, b_D :=
Module@
8m, n, Aall, ball, c, x, bds, onesT<,
8m, n< = Dimensions@AD;
onesT = 8Table@1, 8m<D<;
Aall = Join@Transpose@Join@onesT, Transpose@-ADDD, Transpose@Join@onesT, Transpose@ADDDD;
ball = Join@-b, bD;
c = Join@81<, Table@0, 8n<DD;
bds = Table@8-Infinity, Infinity<, 8n + 1<D;
x = LinearProgramming@c, Aall, ball, bdsD;
Take@x, -nD
D
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This finds the solution.

In[2]:= mat = 881., 2.<, 85., 6.<, 84.5, 6.<<;
vec = 85., 6., 8.<;
sol4 = LInfinitySolve@mat, vecD

Out[4]= 8-4.4, 4.65<

Here 1−, 2−, and ¥−norms are computed for the solution that was found.

In[5]:= Map@Norm@mat.sol4 - vec, ðD &, 81, 2, Infinity<D

Out[5]= 80.3, 0.173205, 0.1<

Finite Difference Solutions
One way  to  solve  partial  differential  equations  is  to  form a  spatial  discretization  and  solve  them with  finite  differences.  This  example

considers a basic finite difference solution for the Poisson equation on a unit square.

(8)

DU � ã-Ix2+y2M
U@0, yD � U@x, 0D � U@1, yD � U@x, 1D � 0
0 £ x £ 1, 0 £ y £ 1

This sets up the problem for an 80×80 grid with xi = i h. An abbreviated form of the variable matrix is printed out.

In[1]:= num = 80; hStep = N@1�Hnum + 1LD;
vars = Table@u@i, jD, 8i, num<, 8j, num<D;
Short@vars, 6D

Out[3]//Short= 88u@1, 1D, u@1, 2D, u@1, 3D, u@1, 4D, u@1, 5D, u@1, 6D, u@1, 7D, u@1, 8D, u@1, 9D, u@1, 10D, u@1, 11D, u@1, 12D

This is the finite difference formula for the differential operator.

In[4]:= kern = 880, 1, 0<, 81, -4, 1<, 80, 1, 0<<�hStep^2;

In this step the application of the finite difference formula to the variable matrix is made. The boundary conditions are incorporated by 
allowing an overhang of one variable with a coefficient of zero around the boundary.

In[5]:= lap = ListCorrelate@kern, vars, 82, 2<, 0D;

Here equations for the solutions on the grid are formed. 

In[6]:= ShortAeqns = ThreadAMapAFlatten, lap � TableAExpA-IHhStep iL2 + HhStep jL2ME, 8i, num<, 8j, num<EEE, 20E

Out[6]//Short= 8-26 244. u@1, 1D + 6561. u@1, 2D + 6561. u@2, 1D � 0.999695, 6561. u@1, 1D - 26244. u@1, 2D + 6561. u@1, 3D + 6561.

The approximate solution to the Poisson equation will be found by solving these equations. One way to solve the equations is to use 

Solve, which will recognize the equations as linear and sparse and accordingly use a sparse matrix solver. Another method that also 

gives you the possibility of solving additional Poisson problems is to construct a matrix from the equations. The matrix represents the linear 
operator when the grid is flattened into a vector.

In[7]:= 8vec, mat< = CoefficientArrays@eqns, Flatten@varsDD

Out[7]= 8SparseArray@<6400>, 86400<D, SparseArray@<31680>, 86400, 6400<D<

Now the solution is quickly found using LinearSolve.

In[8]:= sol = LinearSolve@mat, -vecD; �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.109, Null<

This repartitions the solution to restore the original structure.

In[9]:= sol = Partition@sol, numD;
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This makes a contour plot of the solution.

In[10]:= ListContourPlot@sol, ColorFunction ® HueD

Out[10]=

If you wanted to solve several Poisson equations with the same geometries but different right−hand functions, you could compute a 
factorization of the matrix and use it repeatedly. The way that Mathematica allows you to repeat the factorization is described under 
"Saving the Factorization".

In[11]:= factors = LinearSolve@matD

Out[11]= LinearSolveFunction@86400, 6400<, <>D

Now you just need to give it a vector representing the function Cos@6 x2 + 3 y2D on the grid.

In[12]:= cvec = FlattenATableACosA6 HhStep iL2 + 3 HhStep jL2E, 8i, num<, 8j, num<EE;

sol = Partition@factors@cvecD, numD;

This passes the vector to the factorization, thereby finding the solution.

In[14]:= ListContourPlot@sol, ColorFunction ® HueD

Out[14]=

It should be noted that this solution is only available at discrete points in the interior of the region. It does not include the value on the 
boundary or at other points in the interior. If the solution was to be used for other computational purposes this might be a limitation. 

PadLeft and PadRight could be used to add the boundary value and Interpolation used to generate an interpolating function 

for the region.

In[15]:= sol = PadRight@PadLeft@sol, 8num + 1, num + 1<D, 8num + 2, num + 2<D;
data = Flatten@Table@8i hStep, j hStep, sol@@i + 1, j + 1DD<, 8j, 0, num + 1<, 8i, 0, num + 1<D, 1D;
iFun = Interpolation@dataD

Out[17]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 1.<<, <>D
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This uses Plot3D to plot the solution.

In[18]:= Plot3D@iFun@x, yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<D

Out[18]=

Now the solution can be computed at any position in the region.

In[19]:= Table@iFun@x, 0.5D, 8x, 0, 1, 0.05<D

Out[19]= 9-1.90053´10
-20, 0.00141374, 0.00301408, 0.00481959, 0.00683893, 0.00906038, 0.0114476, 0.0139382, 0.016444

Mesh Partitioning
This  example  demonstrates  a  practical  use  for  extreme  eigenvalues.  The  aim  is  to  partition  the  vertices  of  a  mesh/graph  into  two

subdomains, with each part having roughly equal numbers of vertices and with the partition cutting through as few edges as possible.

(An edge is cut if its two vertices lie in each of the two subdomains.) One way to partition a graph is to form the Laplacian and use its

Fiedler  vector  (the  eigenvector  that  corresponds  to  the  second  smallest  eigenvalue)  to  order  the  vertices.  There  are  more  efficient

algorithms  for  graph  partitioning  that  do  not  require  the  calculation  of  the  eigenvector,  but  the  approach  using  Fiedler  remains  an

important one.
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Data

This is the data for the coordinates of the vertices.

In[1]:= coordinates = 88-60., 60.<, 8-60., -60.<, 860., 60.<, 860., -60.<, 812.809475, 12.5<,
8-12.809475, -12.5<, 8-7., -4.<, 8-7., 2.<, 8-60., 0.<, 80., 60.<, 860., 0.<, 80., -60.<,
8-1., 7.415715<, 81., -7.415715<, 8-7., -1.<, 89., 8.716814<, 8-1., -13.474961<,
84.769961, 25.682898<, 81., 13.474961<, 8-4.769961, -25.682898<, 82.736733, -23.013988<,
8-8.206816, -29.954422<, 85., 1.037611<, 85., 13.301991<, 88.822488, 14.823734<,
8-7.494958, -19.97955<, 8-2.746936, -18.232192<, 813.830102, 22.165298<, 87.494958, 19.97955<,
82.746936, 18.232192<, 8-13.830102, -22.165298<, 8-17.681008, -21.469559<, 8-7.905112, -27.965817<,
8-22.988602, -13.396162<, 88.897511, -15.808074<, 86.245633, 15.852277<, 8-11.891051, -17.475286<,
811.891052, 17.475286<, 8-17.238035, -9.740396<, 8-1., -3.029623<, 8-1., 17.861054<, 81., 3.029623<,
8-1., 2.193046<, 81., -2.193046<, 81., -17.861054<, 81., -12.638385<, 8-1., -8.252292<,
81., 8.252292<, 8-0.561635, -22.748417<, 8-9.895431, -25.457646<, 8-1.937437, -26.879819<,
85., -11.226769<, 84.923133, -17.356056<, 83.197251, -26.32948<, 80.647938, -25.24711<,
8-2.153142, -29.248212<, 8-18.935854, -24.655299<, 85., 7.169801<, 8-14.955767, -17.159894<,
8-18.991451, -15.547121<, 8-13.641527, -25.994504<, 8-15.95189, -23.991475<,
8-10.89993, -27.348592<, 8-4.851524, -27.806102<, 8-18.098166, -2.47478<, 8-60., -30.<,
8-39.049083, 28.76261<, 8-39.467927, -12.32765<, 8-39.049083, -1.23739<, 8-30., -60.<,
8-30.5, 38.930527<, 8-9.467927, -42.32765<, 8-9.549083, 7.693137<, 8-4.103408, -44.977211<,
8-4., 9.930527<, 81.598625, -43.16474<, 8-0.5, 38.930527<, 86.915051, 41.082649<,
810.853493, -1.654037<, 831.598625, -43.16474<, 834.448756, -37.904037<, 830., 60.<,
834.448756, -7.904037<, 836.915051, 11.082649<, 860., 30.<, 8-20.024542, 23.311832<,
821.915051, 41.082649<, 836.915051, 41.082649<, 8-60., -15.<, 8-60., 30.<, 8-39.467927, -42.32765<,
8-49.524542, 14.381305<, 8-49.524542, 44.381305<, 8-41.494301, -6.698081<, 8-39.467927, -27.32765<,
8-28.573625, 13.143915<, 8-30., 60.<, 8-29.536812, 26.037221<, 8-29.20189, -18.491474<,
8-28.573625, -1.856085<, 8-24.467927, -42.32765<, 8-15.75, 28.39579<, 8-19.061354, 10.418526<,
8-15., -60.<, 8-14.20189, -33.491474<, 8-15.25, 49.465263<, 8-10.512271, 20.586443<,
8-6.155112, -37.465817<, 8-3.128275, -37.112712<, 8-4.733963, -51.163825<, 8-1.076571, -44.624106<,
82.397938, -34.74711<, 8-0.75, 28.39579<, 82.384981, 42.841449<, 810.372577, 31.623973<,
89., -3.547565<, 810.957526, 50.541324<, 815.799313, -51.58237<, 817.397938, -34.74711<,
817.872577, 31.623973<, 821.673134, -26.856056<, 815., 60.<, 821.673134, -11.856056<,
823.629115, 2.297981<, 825.372577, 16.623973<, 818.823003, -32.116759<, 825.372577, 31.623973<,
825.957526, 50.541324<, 830., -60.<, 836.404738, 6.25<, 836.915051, 26.082649<,
847.224378, -48.952019<, 845., 60.<, 847.224378, -18.952019<, 860., -30.<, 860., 45.<, 860., 15.<,
8-60., 15.<, 8-60., 45.<, 8-60., -45.<, 8-49.733963, -21.163825<, 8-49.733963, -6.163825<,
8-49.524542, 29.381305<, 8-49.524542, -0.618695<, 8-45.25, 49.465263<, 8-49.733963, -36.163825<,
8-45., -60.<, 8-39.049083, 13.76261<, 8-40.012271, 41.655916<, 8-32.241451, -10.047122<,
8-31.018842, -7.316776<, 8-29.20189, -33.491474<, 8-33.811354, 20.953263<, 8-33.811354, 5.953263<,
8-34.733963, -51.163825<, 8-31.228264, -12.861906<, 8-29.20189, -25.991474<,
8-25.262271, 31.121179<, 8-30.25, 49.465263<, 8-23.335896, 5.334568<, 8-19.733963, -51.163825<,
8-21.70189, -33.491474<, 8-14.786812, 15.502485<, 8-15.5, 38.930527<, 8-15., 60.<,
8-12.233963, -51.163825<, 8-8.375, 23.128422<, 8-8.125, 33.663159<, 8-0.25, 49.465263<,
8-2.051704, -52.488606<, 8-1.614857, -36.936159<, 80.799313, -51.58237<, 83.577471, 34.262174<,
83.457526, 50.541324<, 87.899656, -55.791185<, 89.498282, -38.955925<, 85.842506, 33.382774<,
810.297594, -30.538295<, 812.435192, -26.592768<, 811.010127, -29.223119<, 815., -60.<,
818.457526, 50.541324<, 816.598625, -43.16474<, 815.285322, -21.332065<, 822.651124, -4.779037<,
825.210814, -37.640749<, 824.607106, 9.375<, 828.060945, -32.380046<, 824.862263, 11.791324<,
825.372577, 24.123973<, 823.698969, -47.373555<, 828.060945, -17.380046<, 834.448756, -22.904037<,
833.457526, 50.541324<, 840.957526, 50.541324<, 840.836567, -43.428028<, 845.799313, -51.58237<,
847.224378, -3.952019<, 848.457526, 5.541324<, 848.457526, 20.541324<, 848.457526, 35.541324<,
847.224378, -33.952019<, 848.457526, 50.541324<, 860., -15.<, 860., -45.<, 8-54.762271, 37.190653<,
8-54.762271, 52.190653<, 8-54.762271, 7.190653<, 8-54.762271, 22.190653<, 8-49.733963, -51.163825<,
8-50.74715, -3.349041<, 8-49.733963, -43.663825<, 8-49.733963, -28.663825<,
8-49.733963, -13.663825<, 8-44.286812, 6.571958<, 8-44.286812, 36.571958<, 8-44.286812, 21.571958<,
8-45., 60.<, 8-42.233963, -51.163825<, 8-37.875, 44.197895<, 8-39.049083, 6.26261<,
8-37.625, 54.732632<, 8-31.967927, -42.32765<, 8-27.233963, -51.163825<, 8-22.875, 44.197895<,
8-22.625, 54.732632<, 8-23.125, 33.663159<, 8-7.875, 44.197895<, 8-7.625, 54.732632<,
8-0.538286, -52.312053<, 81.19249, 51.420725<, 88.698969, -47.373555<, 822.899656, -55.791185<,
824.498282, -38.955925<, 826.635879, -35.010398<, 830.799313, -51.58237<, 837.899656, -55.791185<,
840.836567, -28.428028<, 840.836567, -13.428028<, 839.411502, -46.058379<, 845., -60.<,
848.202369, 3.125<, 848.457526, 43.041324<, 848.457526, 13.041324<, 848.457526, 28.041324<,
853.612189, -54.476009<, 853.612189, -9.476009<, 853.612189, -39.476009<, 853.612189, -24.476009<,
8-52.625, 54.732632<, 838.698969, -47.373555<, 852.899656, -55.791185<, 8-39.467927, -34.82765<,
8-39.467927, -19.82765<, 8-33.811354, -1.546737<, 8-34.334909, -30.409562<, 8-28.573625, 5.643915<,
8-27.108433, -13.129034<, 8-25.781113, -7.626123<, 8-24.068872, -21.573387<,
8-24.068872, -29.073387<, 8-26.834909, -37.909562<, 8-23.335896, -2.165432<, 8-18.57976, 3.971873<,
8-19.334909, -37.909562<, 8-16.568872, -29.073387<, 8-18.716608, -18.592506<,
8-15.900463, -14.023561<, 8-16.967927, -42.32765<, 8-15.755555, -21.817429<, 8-13.823625, 2.609179<,
8-14.805062, -19.755279<, 8-13.735814, -24.079901<, 8-14.085381, -28.34564<,
8-12.133847, -24.135439<, 8-12.868763, -5.533022<, 8-8.837372, -36.141036<, 8-8.25, 28.39579<,
8-8., 38.930527<, 8-7.351243, -25.992286<, 8-5.274542, 12.777095<, 8-6.904738, -10.376146<,
8-6.904738, -12.987481<, 8-4., 0.596523<, 8-4., -2.014812<, 8-5.667546, -33.533567<,
8-0.875, 23.128422<, 8-0.625, 33.663159<, 8-4., -6.126146<, 8-2.424183, -24.562157<,
8-1.249536, -24.814118<, 8-0.277258, -36.206476<, 81.087549, -22.881202<, 81.868367, -20.437521<,
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8-1.249536, -24.814118<, 8-0.277258, -36.206476<, 81.087549, -22.881202<, 81.868367, -20.437521<,
82.797594, -30.538295<, 82.134981, 32.306713<, 82.981226, 38.551811<, 82.961567, -14.99722<,
84.193324, -20.325447<, 83.873468, 15.767091<, 85.548454, -41.060333<, 86.347766, -32.642703<,
84.927766, 19.630794<, 87.571269, 28.653436<, 88.158723, 17.401642<, 87.068019, -21.621736<,
87.816221, -26.461124<, 89.875502, -8.731056<, 812.101339, 26.894636<, 89.897938, -34.74711<,
89., 11.782909<, 811.831484, 5.422981<, 812.900312, 15.089181<, 812.393814, 36.353311<,
810.666352, -21.200421<, 814.415051, 41.082649<, 816.263313, -6.755046<, 815.851339, 26.894636<,
815.285322, -13.832065<, 818.219295, 7.398991<, 819.091026, 14.561987<, 819.601339, 26.894636<,
817.241304, 0.321972<, 821.673134, -19.356056<, 818.708291, 10.9375<, 819.601339, 19.394636<,
819.893814, 36.353311<, 829.415051, 41.082649<, 830.016926, 4.273991<, 831.143814, 13.853311<,
831.143814, 28.853311<, 831.143814, 21.353311<, 829.038936, -2.803028<, 836.915051, 18.582649<,
836.915051, 33.582649<, 8-27.615026, -11.721642<, 89.098625, -43.16474<, 8-27.003722, -10.356469<,
8-34.334909, -22.909562<, 8-34.334909, -15.409562<, 8-29.20189, -22.241474<,
8-23.528737, -17.484774<, 8-25.95476, 1.739241<, 8-24.068872, -25.323387<, 8-24.299083, 18.227874<,
8-21.93964, -5.050452<, 8-21.602822, -7.46107<, 8-22.054429, -19.418871<, 8-20.717031, 1.429894<,
8-20.318872, -29.073387<, 8-17.95189, -33.491474<, 8-18.48769, -12.531142<,
8-16.318387, -19.314727<, 8-15.960896, 0.067199<, 8-15.023755, -11.120198<, 8-12.839119, -9.016511<,
8-14.305219, 9.055832<, 8-11.834909, -37.909562<, 8-15.625, 33.663159<, 8-12.983163, 0.839197<,
8-11.204353, -31.722948<, 8-11.768479, -25.726075<, 8-9.904737, -8.25<, 8-10.152217, -16.239775<,
8-8.900272, -26.711731<, 8-9.857106, -11.438073<, 8-10.030677, 14.13979<, 8-7.778206, -15.366096<,
8-5.5, 5.965263<, 8-6.952369, -7.188073<, 8-4.5625, 25.762106<, 8-4.4375, 31.029475<,
8-3.952369, -11.925554<, 8-4., -3.514812<, 8-3.952369, -9.314219<, 8-3.353699, -26.281359<,
8-4.825837, -15.609836<, 8-4.6875, 20.494738<, 8-4.3125, 36.296843<, 8-4., 4.707857<,
8-0.375, 44.197895<, 8-1., -5.640958<, 80.620987, -20.433219<, 80.561635, 22.748417<,
81.947481, 24.40566<, 83.452471, 28.994805<, 82.596662, -19.093251<, 81.359079, 16.044508<,
82.961567, -17.608555<, 83.980783, -13.111995<, 83., 13.388476<, 84.173716, 29.972536<,
84.496285, 17.042234<, 85., -14.292864<, 85.171805, 14.810988<, 85.358865, -24.161617<,
85.306234, 29.532836<, 86.870296, 17.915913<, 86.747423, -28.433888<, 88.936288, 45.811987<,
88.643814, 36.353311<, 87.741415, 15.8575<, 86.706887, 31.018105<, 88.43565, 26.288767<,
89.751605, -24.107252<, 89.969867, 19.213434<, 810.35677, 16.14951<, 811.236958, 29.259304<,
810.815981, 13.661867<, 89.895432, 25.457646<, 810.904737, 10.608407<, 89.926747, 3.531389<,
810.8614, 14.956458<, 812.32048, 8.961491<, 812.580412, -11.28156<, 813.111958, 29.259304<,
812.091417, -18.57007<, 814.122577, 31.623973<, 814.536394, 2.872477<, 814.840721, 24.529967<,
815.514385, 9.949495<, 816.143814, 36.353311<, 814.955767, 17.159894<, 816.436288, 45.811987<,
816.715721, 24.529967<, 817.054163, -26.724412<, 816.752309, -3.216537<, 816.460564, 18.363642<,
818.968223, -9.305551<, 816.861958, 29.259304<, 818.835869, 12.145662<, 819.601339, 23.144636<,
820.924205, 4.848486<, 821.413201, 8.386995<, 821.622577, 31.623973<, 822.231801, 15.59298<,
825.372577, 27.873973<, 825.372577, 20.373973<, 827.393814, 36.353311<, 823.936288, 45.811987<,
827.312016, 6.824495<, 828.060945, -24.880046<, 830.505922, 7.8125<, 831.143814, 36.353311<,
831.143814, 17.603311<, 831.143814, 25.103311<, 830.761079, 10.228824<, 841.814558, 1.148991<,
8-5.756135, 19.223748<, 83., 10.777142<, 87.103689, -27.7763<, 89., 2.584625<<;

This is a list of triangles that forms the mesh.

In[2]:= triangles = 88209, 90, 138<, 8206, 139, 90<, 8207, 1, 139<, 8208, 138, 9<, 8142, 9, 89<, 8141, 89, 66<,
8210, 140, 2<, 8146, 66, 140<, 8250, 1, 207<, 8206, 93, 139<, 8207, 139, 93<, 8208, 92, 138<,
8209, 138, 92<, 8208, 9, 144<, 8206, 90, 143<, 8209, 143, 90<, 8211, 9, 142<, 8211, 144, 9<,
8212, 146, 140<, 8213, 141, 66<, 8213, 66, 146<, 8214, 142, 89<, 8214, 89, 141<, 8212, 140, 210<,
8250, 218, 1<, 8210, 2, 147<, 8250, 207, 145<, 8211, 142, 144<, 8207, 93, 145<, 8215, 92, 208<,
8144, 215, 208<, 8216, 93, 206<, 8143, 216, 206<, 8209, 92, 217<, 8143, 209, 217<, 8250, 145, 218<,
8210, 219, 212<, 8142, 214, 94<, 8142, 94, 144<, 8146, 253, 213<, 8141, 254, 214<, 8212, 91, 146<,
8213, 95, 141<, 8219, 210, 147<, 8149, 145, 93<, 8216, 149, 93<, 8215, 144, 69<, 8216, 143, 67<,
8217, 67, 143<, 8215, 148, 92<, 8217, 92, 148<, 8219, 91, 212<, 8214, 68, 94<, 8144, 94, 69<,
8253, 95, 213<, 8254, 68, 214<, 8254, 141, 95<, 8253, 146, 91<, 8222, 218, 145<, 8216, 67, 149<,
8220, 145, 149<, 8221, 215, 69<, 8221, 148, 215<, 8219, 147, 155<, 8145, 220, 222<, 8153, 67, 217<,
8148, 153, 217<, 8219, 155, 91<, 8255, 69, 94<, 8256, 95, 253<, 8339, 254, 95<, 8340, 68, 254<,
8150, 94, 68<, 8222, 97, 218<, 8221, 154, 148<, 8221, 69, 154<, 8253, 91, 223<, 8155, 147, 70<,
8149, 67, 71<, 8220, 149, 71<, 8254, 339, 340<, 8339, 95, 256<, 8255, 154, 69<, 8151, 255, 94<,
8223, 91, 155<, 8150, 68, 340<, 8220, 159, 222<, 8150, 151, 94<, 8256, 253, 152<, 8153, 98, 67<,
8154, 96, 148<, 8153, 148, 96<, 8152, 253, 223<, 898, 71, 67<, 8220, 71, 159<, 8222, 159, 97<,
8339, 99, 340<, 8157, 339, 256<, 8156, 150, 340<, 8154, 255, 257<, 8340, 99, 156<, 8155, 224, 223<,
8255, 151, 100<, 8256, 152, 157<, 8341, 339, 157<, 8341, 99, 339<, 8224, 155, 70<, 8336, 150, 156<,
8257, 96, 154<, 8255, 100, 257<, 8338, 151, 150<, 8262, 152, 223<, 8345, 98, 153<, 8258, 156, 99<,
8336, 338, 150<, 896, 345, 153<, 8258, 336, 156<, 8259, 100, 151<, 8158, 71, 98<, 8338, 259, 151<,
8224, 101, 223<, 8225, 159, 71<, 8262, 223, 101<, 8343, 257, 100<, 8226, 97, 159<, 8157, 344, 341<,
8261, 157, 152<, 8341, 260, 99<, 8338, 336, 258<, 8257, 160, 96<, 8258, 99, 342<, 8227, 71, 158<,
8343, 100, 263<, 8343, 160, 257<, 8262, 162, 152<, 8263, 100, 259<, 8344, 260, 341<,
8344, 157, 261<, 834, 338, 258<, 8224, 70, 161<, 8342, 99, 260<, 8225, 71, 227<, 8338, 34, 259<,
8159, 225, 226<, 8261, 152, 162<, 8158, 98, 86<, 8345, 86, 98<, 834, 258, 342<, 8345, 96, 103<,
8224, 161, 101<, 8346, 263, 259<, 8160, 103, 96<, 8262, 101, 265<, 8347, 259, 34<, 8343, 263, 349<,
8160, 343, 349<, 8342, 260, 348<, 8346, 259, 347<, 8342, 348, 34<, 8261, 350, 344<, 8162, 262, 265<,
8226, 165, 97<, 8344, 57, 260<, 8350, 261, 162<, 8348, 260, 57<, 8161, 70, 104<, 8227, 158, 102<,
8346, 65, 263<, 8350, 57, 344<, 8349, 264, 160<, 8349, 263, 65<, 8346, 347, 65<, 8164, 225, 227<,
8269, 101, 161<, 8158, 86, 102<, 8264, 103, 160<, 8265, 101, 269<, 8225, 106, 226<, 8162, 351, 350<,
886, 345, 163<, 8351, 162, 265<, 8345, 103, 163<, 8350, 266, 57<, 8264, 349, 354<, 8351, 266, 350<,
8349, 65, 354<, 8359, 227, 102<, 8359, 164, 227<, 8225, 164, 106<, 8352, 60, 268<, 8226, 106, 165<,
8353, 267, 32<, 8267, 59, 60<, 8357, 103, 264<, 8351, 265, 105<, 8355, 39, 352<, 8353, 59, 267<,
8268, 60, 59<, 8353, 32, 270<, 8266, 274, 57<, 8268, 355, 352<, 8270, 32, 62<, 8161, 166, 269<,
8351, 105, 266<, 8354, 271, 264<, 8357, 163, 103<, 8269, 358, 265<, 8354, 65, 360<, 8166, 161, 104<,
8272, 353, 270<, 8271, 357, 264<, 8107, 102, 86<, 8353, 272, 59<, 8270, 62, 31<, 8358, 105, 265<,
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8272, 353, 270<, 8271, 357, 264<, 8107, 102, 86<, 8353, 272, 59<, 8270, 62, 31<, 8358, 105, 265<,
8163, 107, 86<, 8355, 356, 39<, 8266, 105, 274<, 8270, 31, 272<, 8355, 268, 6<, 8268, 59, 6<,
8273, 31, 62<, 8273, 62, 61<, 8356, 276, 39<, 8354, 360, 271<, 8355, 6, 356<, 8273, 275, 31<,
8359, 102, 278<, 8273, 61, 275<, 8361, 274, 105<, 8359, 168, 164<, 8163, 357, 367<, 8166, 72, 269<,
8228, 106, 164<, 8358, 269, 72<, 8229, 165, 106<, 8357, 271, 73<, 8362, 275, 61<, 8362, 61, 63<,
8356, 363, 276<, 86, 366, 356<, 8367, 107, 163<, 8358, 277, 105<, 8364, 6, 37<, 8167, 102, 107<,
8361, 105, 277<, 8357, 73, 367<, 8360, 8, 271<, 8362, 50, 275<, 8361, 22, 274<, 86, 364, 366<,
8366, 363, 356<, 8362, 63, 50<, 8278, 102, 167<, 8168, 359, 278<, 8166, 104, 110<, 8279, 164, 168<,
8279, 228, 164<, 8229, 106, 228<, 8271, 8, 73<, 8358, 72, 277<, 8363, 7, 276<, 8365, 50, 63<,
8364, 37, 26<, 8364, 368, 366<, 8365, 63, 33<, 8366, 282, 363<, 8449, 107, 367<, 8365, 280, 50<,
872, 166, 74<, 8277, 286, 361<, 8364, 26, 368<, 8286, 22, 361<, 8367, 73, 281<, 8449, 167, 107<,
8283, 366, 368<, 8277, 72, 108<, 8365, 33, 280<, 8370, 7, 363<, 8370, 363, 282<, 8366, 283, 282<,
8229, 10, 165<, 8369, 73, 8<, 8371, 278, 167<, 8166, 110, 74<, 8281, 449, 367<, 8372, 168, 278<,
8277, 108, 286<, 8379, 279, 168<, 8280, 33, 64<, 8377, 368, 26<, 8110, 104, 12<, 8108, 72, 74<,
8377, 283, 368<, 8369, 75, 73<, 8281, 73, 75<, 8378, 167, 449<, 8285, 15, 7<, 8284, 8, 15<,
8370, 289, 7<, 8282, 375, 370<, 8373, 282, 283<, 8167, 378, 371<, 8372, 278, 371<, 820, 280, 64<,
8168, 372, 379<, 8380, 369, 8<, 8279, 77, 228<, 8286, 56, 22<, 8169, 229, 228<, 8283, 377, 373<,
827, 377, 26<, 88, 284, 380<, 8285, 284, 15<, 8374, 7, 289<, 8374, 285, 7<, 8286, 108, 109<,
8375, 289, 370<, 8375, 282, 373<, 8108, 74, 109<, 8376, 20, 64<, 8379, 77, 279<, 8449, 281, 41<,
8378, 449, 41<, 8376, 290, 20<, 8369, 13, 75<, 8380, 13, 369<, 8286, 109, 171<, 8281, 75, 41<,
8376, 64, 51<, 8378, 287, 371<, 8111, 74, 110<, 8377, 17, 373<, 8113, 372, 371<, 8372, 288, 379<,
8289, 382, 374<, 8284, 43, 380<, 8285, 40, 284<, 8374, 40, 285<, 8375, 47, 289<, 8375, 373, 47<,
8381, 228, 77<, 8377, 27, 17<, 8381, 169, 228<, 8109, 74, 111<, 8292, 56, 286<, 8170, 111, 110<,
8376, 51, 290<, 8171, 292, 286<, 8170, 110, 12<, 8169, 231, 229<, 8378, 41, 287<, 8231, 10, 229<,
8371, 287, 113<, 8382, 40, 374<, 8284, 40, 43<, 8380, 43, 13<, 8382, 289, 47<, 875, 13, 41<,
8373, 17, 47<, 8171, 109, 111<, 8372, 113, 288<, 8291, 290, 51<, 8379, 288, 77<, 8291, 49, 290<,
8230, 111, 170<, 8230, 170, 12<, 8291, 51, 55<, 8384, 287, 41<, 8291, 55, 49<, 8171, 111, 76<,
8230, 172, 111<, 8292, 171, 76<, 8292, 112, 56<, 8230, 12, 172<, 8385, 113, 287<, 8288, 113, 296<,
8383, 49, 293<, 8293, 49, 55<, 8172, 76, 111<, 8381, 77, 114<, 8385, 287, 384<, 8297, 77, 288<,
8174, 169, 381<, 8295, 56, 112<, 8294, 383, 293<, 8295, 54, 56<, 8387, 45, 383<, 8174, 231, 169<,
8293, 55, 21<, 8113, 385, 386<, 8231, 174, 10<, 8386, 296, 113<, 8297, 114, 77<, 8298, 46, 45<,
8450, 19, 48<, 8294, 387, 383<, 8296, 173, 288<, 8388, 19, 391<, 8114, 174, 381<, 8293, 21, 294<,
8173, 297, 288<, 8389, 45, 387<, 8292, 76, 301<, 8389, 298, 45<, 844, 23, 42<, 844, 14, 23<,
846, 52, 14<, 842, 58, 48<, 8391, 19, 450<, 8385, 384, 18<, 8112, 292, 301<, 8390, 46, 298<,
8388, 300, 30<, 8300, 388, 391<, 8387, 294, 299<, 8172, 12, 175<, 8294, 21, 299<, 8450, 48, 58<,
8386, 392, 296<, 8390, 52, 46<, 8385, 18, 386<, 8389, 387, 53<, 8389, 53, 298<, 852, 23, 14<,
842, 23, 58<, 8391, 450, 24<, 8232, 76, 172<, 8393, 30, 300<, 8295, 112, 302<, 8173, 296, 177<,
8387, 299, 53<, 8390, 298, 394<, 8300, 391, 395<, 8296, 392, 177<, 8393, 303, 30<, 8297, 78, 114<,
8399, 54, 295<, 8394, 298, 53<, 8397, 392, 386<, 8450, 58, 24<, 8391, 24, 395<, 818, 397, 386<,
8300, 395, 393<, 8390, 394, 52<, 8174, 117, 10<, 8174, 114, 400<, 8401, 297, 173<, 8396, 54, 451<,
876, 232, 301<, 8302, 399, 295<, 8395, 36, 393<, 8392, 397, 403<, 8303, 393, 398<, 8177, 392, 403<,
8399, 451, 54<, 8175, 232, 172<, 8301, 176, 112<, 8393, 36, 398<, 8397, 18, 304<, 8177, 401, 173<,
8114, 78, 400<, 8112, 176, 302<, 8401, 78, 297<, 8398, 29, 303<, 8403, 397, 304<, 8307, 396, 451<,
8404, 304, 18<, 8398, 36, 402<, 8306, 396, 405<, 8398, 305, 29<, 8305, 398, 402<, 8175, 12, 181<,
8403, 115, 177<, 8396, 307, 405<, 8404, 18, 410<, 8232, 337, 301<, 8400, 117, 174<, 8399, 302, 178<,
8301, 337, 176<, 8399, 178, 451<, 8403, 304, 115<, 8401, 177, 115<, 8406, 29, 305<, 8176, 310, 302<,
8451, 180, 307<, 8117, 122, 10<, 8305, 402, 407<, 8302, 310, 178<, 8315, 35, 306<, 8402, 25, 407<,
8304, 404, 408<, 8405, 315, 306<, 8308, 116, 35<, 8412, 16, 452<, 8401, 314, 78<, 8451, 178, 180<,
8305, 407, 406<, 8409, 25, 311<, 8452, 116, 79<, 8411, 311, 16<, 8408, 115, 304<, 8408, 404, 410<,
8412, 452, 79<, 8405, 307, 179<, 8407, 25, 413<, 8400, 78, 316<, 8413, 25, 409<, 8311, 411, 409<,
8412, 312, 16<, 8307, 180, 179<, 8415, 308, 35<, 8401, 115, 314<, 8417, 35, 315<, 8407, 38, 406<,
8411, 16, 414<, 8232, 175, 118<, 8405, 179, 315<, 8407, 413, 38<, 8414, 16, 312<, 8309, 408, 410<,
8314, 316, 78<, 8337, 232, 183<, 8411, 5, 409<, 8413, 409, 313<, 8408, 416, 115<, 8308, 317, 116<,
8337, 183, 176<, 8412, 79, 419<, 8413, 313, 38<, 8411, 414, 5<, 8317, 79, 116<, 8417, 319, 35<,
8312, 412, 419<, 8117, 400, 424<, 8408, 309, 416<, 8409, 5, 313<, 8415, 35, 319<, 8310, 176, 119<,
8309, 410, 420<, 8418, 314, 115<, 8310, 119, 178<, 8416, 418, 115<, 8417, 315, 184<, 8315, 179, 184<,
8410, 28, 420<, 8175, 181, 118<, 8178, 119, 180<, 8415, 317, 308<, 8414, 312, 421<, 8400, 316, 424<,
8426, 179, 180<, 8414, 421, 5<, 8416, 309, 318<, 8232, 118, 183<, 8419, 79, 323<, 8422, 314, 418<,
8417, 184, 319<, 8420, 318, 309<, 8422, 316, 314<, 8176, 183, 119<, 8427, 79, 317<, 8430, 418, 416<,
8182, 122, 117<, 8419, 320, 312<, 8426, 184, 179<, 8427, 323, 79<, 8428, 28, 423<, 8420, 28, 425<,
8421, 312, 320<, 8318, 430, 416<, 8424, 182, 117<, 8415, 319, 429<, 8423, 5, 321<, 8126, 426, 180<,
828, 428, 425<, 8431, 5, 421<, 8180, 119, 126<, 8420, 425, 318<, 8317, 415, 429<, 8120, 422, 418<,
8430, 120, 418<, 8422, 327, 316<, 8428, 423, 321<, 8431, 321, 5<, 8425, 322, 318<, 8319, 184, 324<,
8430, 318, 322<, 8421, 320, 325<, 8419, 323, 433<, 8424, 316, 87<, 8428, 432, 425<, 8325, 431, 421<,
8320, 419, 433<, 8233, 118, 181<, 8422, 120, 327<, 8324, 184, 426<, 8430, 322, 120<, 8428, 321, 326<,
8326, 432, 428<, 8427, 317, 185<, 8425, 432, 322<, 8429, 319, 123<, 8191, 183, 118<, 8327, 87, 316<,
8427, 185, 323<, 8426, 126, 121<, 8429, 185, 317<, 8434, 325, 320<, 8234, 119, 183<, 8123, 319, 324<,
8182, 424, 440<, 8431, 325, 434<, 8435, 120, 322<, 8435, 327, 120<, 8182, 128, 122<, 8436, 321, 431<,
8121, 324, 426<, 8434, 320, 433<, 8436, 326, 321<, 8186, 126, 119<, 8433, 323, 124<, 8424, 87, 440<,
8233, 191, 118<, 8429, 123, 185<, 8323, 185, 124<, 8432, 326, 438<, 8432, 190, 322<, 8183, 191, 234<,
8189, 431, 434<, 8189, 436, 431<, 8435, 322, 437<, 8435, 127, 327<, 8434, 433, 187<, 8234, 186, 119<,
8438, 326, 436<, 8233, 181, 129<, 8440, 128, 182<, 8188, 121, 126<, 8439, 87, 327<, 8190, 432, 438<,
8437, 322, 190<, 8235, 126, 186<, 8187, 189, 434<, 8128, 82, 122<, 8121, 442, 324<, 8324, 192, 123<,
8124, 441, 433<, 8127, 435, 437<, 8436, 189, 125<, 8127, 439, 327<, 8441, 187, 433<,
8125, 438, 436<, 8185, 123, 333<, 8235, 188, 126<, 8440, 87, 328<, 8333, 124, 185<, 8236, 191, 233<,
8442, 192, 324<, 8442, 121, 188<, 8439, 328, 87<, 8440, 328, 128<, 8191, 80, 234<, 8447, 189, 187<,
8441, 124, 329<, 8234, 80, 186<, 8330, 125, 189<, 8190, 446, 437<, 8125, 445, 438<, 8438, 332, 190<,
8437, 331, 127<, 8187, 441, 447<, 8329, 124, 333<, 8129, 236, 233<, 8439, 127, 444<, 8192, 83, 123<,
8123, 83, 333<, 8236, 80, 191<, 8235, 186, 81<, 8189, 447, 330<, 8446, 331, 437<, 8127, 331, 444<,
8445, 332, 438<, 8445, 125, 330<, 8446, 190, 332<, 8441, 329, 443<, 8439, 444, 328<,
8441, 443, 447<, 8128, 328, 194<, 8235, 81, 188<, 8194, 82, 128<, 8442, 188, 193<, 8442, 193, 192<,
8186, 80, 81<, 8329, 333, 130<, 8443, 329, 130<, 8444, 88, 328<, 8443, 130, 447<, 8236, 129, 237<,
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8186, 80, 81<, 8329, 333, 130<, 8443, 329, 130<, 8444, 88, 328<, 8443, 130, 447<, 8236, 129, 237<,
8447, 84, 330<, 8331, 335, 444<, 8445, 334, 332<, 8446, 131, 331<, 8445, 330, 334<, 8446, 332, 131<,
8328, 88, 194<, 8251, 80, 236<, 8239, 83, 192<, 8193, 239, 192<, 8188, 81, 238<, 8193, 188, 238<,
8447, 130, 84<, 8194, 195, 82<, 8331, 131, 335<, 8332, 334, 131<, 8330, 84, 334<, 8444, 335, 88<,
8333, 83, 448<, 8196, 81, 80<, 8130, 333, 448<, 8237, 251, 236<, 8251, 240, 80<, 8194, 88, 195<,
8240, 196, 80<, 8237, 129, 241<, 8195, 133, 82<, 8199, 84, 130<, 8334, 84, 244<, 8131, 245, 335<,
8335, 201, 88<, 8334, 200, 131<, 8251, 237, 197<, 8239, 193, 134<, 8238, 81, 202<, 8196, 202, 81<,
8238, 134, 193<, 8239, 198, 83<, 8448, 83, 198<, 8251, 197, 240<, 8195, 88, 243<, 8130, 448, 199<,
8240, 132, 196<, 8237, 241, 197<, 8240, 197, 132<, 8200, 334, 244<, 8245, 201, 335<, 8243, 88, 201<,
8244, 84, 199<, 8245, 131, 200<, 8195, 203, 133<, 8448, 198, 242<, 8203, 195, 243<, 8448, 242, 199<,
8238, 202, 249<, 8134, 238, 249<, 8247, 198, 239<, 8134, 247, 239<, 8248, 202, 196<,
8132, 248, 196<, 8252, 197, 241<, 8246, 132, 197<, 8252, 246, 197<, 8203, 3, 133<, 8242, 198, 11<,
8242, 11, 199<, 8243, 201, 136<, 8243, 136, 203<, 8244, 199, 137<, 8244, 137, 200<, 8245, 85, 201<,
8245, 200, 85<, 8252, 241, 4<, 8247, 11, 198<, 8248, 135, 202<, 8246, 205, 132<, 8249, 204, 134<,
8249, 202, 135<, 8248, 132, 205<, 8247, 134, 204<, 8252, 4, 246<, 8201, 85, 136<, 8203, 136, 3<,
8199, 11, 137<, 8200, 137, 85<, 8248, 205, 135<, 8246, 4, 205<, 8247, 204, 11<, 8249, 135, 204<<;

Plotting the Mesh

To plot the mesh, simply plot each of the triangles.

In[3]:= edges = 8<;
FaceToEdges@8j_, k_, l_<D := 8 8j, k<, 8k, j<, 8j, l<, 8l, j<, 8k, l<, 8l, k<<;
edges = Partition@Flatten@Map@HFaceToEdges@ðDL &, trianglesDD, 82<D;
graphicsEdge@8i_, j_<D := Line@8coordinates@@iDD, coordinates@@jDD<D;
Lines = Map@graphicsEdge, edgesD;
Show@Graphics@LinesD, AspectRatio ® 1D

Out[8]=

The Laplacian

A Laplacian of a graph, L, is an n×n sparse matrix, with n the number of vertices in the graph. The entries of L are mostly zero, except

that the diagonals are positive integers that correspond to the degree of the vertex, where the degree is the number of vertices linked to

the vertex. In addition, if two vertices, i and j, are joined by an edge, the entry Li j is −1. 

(9)Li j �
degreeHiL if i � j

-1 if i  and j  form an edge

0 otherwise

For the mesh here, the off−diagonals are given by the sparse array M.

In[9]:= num = Max@edgesD;
mat = SparseArray@Map@Rule@ð, -1D &, edgesD, 8num, num<D

Out[10]= SparseArray@<2482>, 8452, 452<D

Each diagonal in a row is the negated sum of the off−diagonals. Thus the diagonal part of matrix is as follows.

In[11]:= diag = SparseArray@88i_, i_< ® 1.<, 8num, num<D SparseArray@ -mat.Table@1., 8num<DD

Out[11]= SparseArray@<452>, 8452, 452<D

Therefore, the Laplacian is given as shown here.

In[12]:= lap = mat + diag

Out[12]= SparseArray@<2934>, 8452, 452<D
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This visualizes the matrix.

In[13]:= MatrixPlot@lapD

Out[13]=

The Fiedler Vector

The sum of  each row is  zero,  therefore the Laplacian matrix  is  positive semi−definite with a zero eigenvalue.  The eigenvector  corre−

sponding to the second smallest eigenvalue is called the Fiedler vector.

This calculates the two smallest eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

In[14]:= 88lam2, lam1<, 8vec2, vec1<< = Eigensystem@lap, -2D;

One of these eigenvalues is zero.

In[15]:= Chop@8lam1, lam2<D

Out[15]= 80, 0.0138179<

Partitioning the Nodes

Now use the Fiedler eigenvector to generate an ordering of vertices and form two groups of vertices: domain1 and domain2.

In[16]:= order = Ordering@vec2D;
domain1 = Drop@order, Floor@num�2DD;
domain2 = Drop@order, -Hnum - Floor@num�2DLD;

This sets the colors of vertices in domain1 as Hue@0.D (red) and vertices in domain2 as Hue@0.75D (blue).

In[19]:= Map@HNodeColor@ðD = Hue@0.DL &, domain1D;
Map@HNodeColor@ðD = Hue@0.75DL &, domain2D;

This plots the partition. As can be seen, the partitions avoided the very dense part of the mesh, and each subdomain is nicely connected.

In[21]:= graphicsEdge@8i_, j_<D :=
8NodeColor@iD, Line@8coordinates@@iDD, Hcoordinates@@jDD + coordinates@@iDDL�2.<D,
NodeColor@jD, Line@8coordinates@@jDD, Hcoordinates@@jDD + coordinates@@iDDL�2.<D
<;

Lines = Flatten@Map@graphicsEdge, edgesDD;
Show@Graphics@LinesD, AspectRatio ® 1D

Out[23]=
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The number of edges cut by the partition can be calculated as follows.

In[24]:= vec = Table@1, 8num<D;
vec@@domain1DD = 0;
Total@Abs@lap.vecDD�2

Out[26]= 55.

Matrix Functions with NDSolve
One of the important features of many of Mathematica’s numerical solvers is that they work for vector and matrix input. Typically this is

used to solve coupled systems of equations, but it can be used to solve matrix specific problems. One example will be given here that

uses the numerical differential equation solver, NDSolve, to find parametrized solutions to matrix functions.

Here is a 3×3 matrix.

In[1]:= matA = N@-881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<D;
matA �� MatrixForm

Out[2]//MatrixForm=

-1. -2. -3.

-4. -5. -6.

-7. -8. -9.

The exponential function is the solution of the differential equation.

(10)x ’ HtL � a xHtL, xH0L � 1

This can be demonstrated by solving the equation symbolically.

In[3]:= DSolve@8x’@tD � a x@tD, x@0D � 1<, x, tD

Out[3]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
a tE==

The matrix exponential Exp@A tD can be found by forming a matrix equation and solving with NDSolve. The solution here is valid for 

0 £ t £ 5.

In[4]:= solExp = NDSolve@X’@tD � matA.X@tD && X@0D � IdentityMatrix@3D, X, 8t, 0, 5<D;
matrixExpA = X �. First@solExpD

Out[5]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 5.<<, <>D

The solution is a function that will return the matrix function Exp@A tD for a range of t. If t is 0.0, the identity matrix is returned.

In[6]:= matrixExpA@0.D �� MatrixForm

Out[6]//MatrixForm=

1. 0. 0.

0. 1. 0.

0. 0. 1.

This demonstrates that Exp@AD.Exp@A D = Exp@2 AD.

In[7]:= expA = matrixExpA@1.D;
expA.expA - matrixExpA@2.D �� MatrixForm

Out[8]//MatrixForm=

-8.48927´10-8 -2.30196´10-8 3.88534´10-8

-9.34783´10-9 -2.51193´10-9 4.32398´10-9

6.6197´10-8 1.79958´10-8 -3.02055´10-8
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Mathematica already has a function for computing the exponential of a function, MatrixExp . This can be compared with the solution that 

was computed.

In[9]:= dat = Table@
8t, Norm@MatrixExp@N@matAD, "Parameter" ® tD - matrixExpA@tD, "Frobenius"D<, 8t, 0.0001, 5, 0.2<D;

ListLogPlot@
datD

Out[10]=

Here is a differential equation for the Sin function.

In[11]:= DSolveA9 x’’@tD + a2 x@tD � 0, x@0D � 0, x’@0D � a=, x, tE

Out[11]= 88x ® Function@8t<, Sin@a tDD<<

This computes the Sin of the matrix A.

In[12]:= solSin =
NDSolve@X’’@tD + matA.matA.X@tD � 0 && X@0D � DiagonalMatrix@80, 0, 0<D && X’@0D � matA, X, 8t, 0, 4 Pi<D;

matrixSinA = X �. First@solSinD

Out[13]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 12.5664<<, <>D

The Sin of the matrix has the correct behavior at the origin.

In[14]:= matrixSinA@0.D �� MatrixForm

Out[14]//MatrixForm=

0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0.

This computes the Cos of the matrix A.

In[15]:= solCos = NDSolve@X’’@tD + matA.matA.X@tD � 0 &&
X@0D � IdentityMatrix@3D && X’@0D � DiagonalMatrix@80, 0, 0<D, X, 8t, 0, 4 Pi<D;

matrixCosA = X �. First@solCosD

Out[16]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 12.5664<<, <>D

The Cos of the matrix has the correct behavior at the origin.

In[17]:= matrixCosA@0.D �� MatrixForm

Out[17]//MatrixForm=

1. 0. 0.

0. 1. 0.

0. 0. 1.

This demonstrates the identity sinHxL2 + cosHxL2 � 1, for t � 3.

In[18]:= Hmat1 = matrixCosA@3.D; mat1.mat1L + Hmat2 = matrixSinA@3.D; mat2.mat2L �� MatrixForm

Out[18]//MatrixForm=

1. -1.51777´10-8 -1.76448´10-8

-2.77944´10-8 1. -4.04109´10-8

-4.28782´10-8 -5.3028´10-8 1.
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Matrices and Linear Algebra.

Linear Algebra in Mathematica: References

Software References

ARPACK

ARPACK is  a  collection  of  Fortran77 subroutines  designed to  solve  large−scale  eigenvalue  problems.  http://www.caam.rice.edu/soft−

ware/ARPACK/

ATLAS

The  ATLAS (Automatically  Tuned  Linear  Algebra  Software)  project  provides  C  and  Fortran77  interfaces  to  a  portable  efficient  BLAS

implementation, as well as a few routines from LAPACK. http://math−atlas.sourceforge.net/

Harwell−Boeing

The Harwell−Boeing matrix format is a popular storage and description format for sparse matrix data, http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/−

formats.html. Many examples of matrices in this format can be found at http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/index.html.

Matrix Market

The Matrix Market matrix format provides a simple mechanism to facilitate the exchange of sparse and dense matrix data, http://math−

.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/formats.html. Many examples of matrices in this format can be found at http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/index−

.html.

METIS

METIS is  a  family  of  programs for  partitioning  unstructured  graphs  and  hypergraphs  and  computing  fill−reducing  orderings  of  sparse

matrices. http://www−users.cs.umn.edu/~karypis/metis/index.html

TAUCS

TAUCS is a library of sparse linear solvers. http://www.tau.ac.il/~stoledo/taucs/

UMFPACK

UMFPACK  is  a  set  of  routines  for  solving  unsymmetric  sparse  linear  systems,  Ax = b,  using  the  Unsymmetric  MultiFrontal  method.

http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/umfpack/

Other References
[0] Weisstein E. W. "MathWorld~A Wolfram Web Resource" http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ (2007)

[0] Anderson E., Z. Bai, C. Bischof, S. Blackford, J. Demmel, J. Dongarra, J. Du Croz, A. Greenbaum, S. Hammarling, A. McKenney,

and D. Sorensen. LAPACK Users’ Guide, 3rd ed. Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (1999)

[0] Golub G. H. and C. F. van Loan. Matrix Computations, 3rd ed. The Johns Hopkins University Press (1996)

[0] Meyer C. D. Matrix Analysis and Applied Linear Algebra, 1st ed. The Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (2000)
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Introduction to Differential Equation Solving with 
DSolve
The Mathematica function DSolve finds symbolic solutions to differential equations. (The Mathematica function NDSolve, on the other

hand, is a general numerical differential equation solver.) DSolve can handle the following types of equations:

� Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), in which there is a single independent variable t and one or more dependent variables xiHtL.

DSolve is equipped with a wide variety of techniques for solving single ODEs as well as systems of ODEs.

� Partial  Differential  Equations  (PDEs),  in which there are two or more independent variables and one dependent variable.  Finding
exact symbolic solutions of PDEs is a difficult problem, but DSolve  can solve most first−order PDEs and a limited number of the
second−order PDEs found in standard reference books.

� Differential−Algebraic Equations (DAEs), in which some members of the system are differential equations and the others are purely
algebraic, having no derivatives in them. As with PDEs, it  is difficult to find exact solutions to DAEs, but DSolve  can solve many
examples of such systems that occur in applications.

DSolve@eqn,y@xD,xD solve a differential equation for y@xD

DSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8y1@xD,y2@xD,¼<,xD

solve a system of differential equations for yi@xD

Finding symbolic solutions to ordinary differential equations.

DSolve  returns results as lists of rules. This makes it  possible to return multiple solutions to an equation. For a system of equations,

possibly multiple solution sets are grouped together. You can use the rules to substitute the solutions into other calculations.

This finds the general solution for the given ODE. A rule for the function that satisfies the equation is returned. 

In[1]:= DSolve@8y’@xD � y@xD<, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® ã
x C@1D==

You can pick out a specific solution by using �. (ReplaceAll).

In[2]:= y@xD �. DSolve@8y’@xD � y@xD<, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 9ã
x C@1D=

A  general  solution  contains  arbitrary  parameters  C@iD  that  can  be  varied  to  produce  particular  solutions  for  the  equation.  When  an

adequate number of initial conditions are specified, DSolve returns particular solutions to the given equations.

Here, the initial condition y@0D == 1 is specified, and DSolve returns a particular solution for the problem.

In[3]:= sol = DSolve@8y’@xD � y@xD, y@0D � 1<, y@xD, xD

Out[3]= 99y@xD ® ã
x==
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This plots the solution. ReplaceAll (�.) is used in the Plot  command to substitute the solution for y@xD.

In[4]:= Plot@y@xD �. sol, 8x, -3, 2<D

Out[4]=

-3 -2 -1 1 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DSolve@eqn,y,xD solve a differential equation for y as a pure function

DSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8y1,y2,¼<,xD

solve a system of differential equations for the pure functions yi

Finding symbolic solutions to ordinary differential equations as pure functions.

When the second argument to DSolve  is specified as y instead of y@xD, the solution is returned as a pure function. This form is useful

for verifying the solution of the ODE and for using the solution in further work. More details are given in "Setting Up the Problem".

The solution to this differential equation is given as a pure function.

In[5]:= eqn = 8y’@xD � y@xD^2, y@0D � 1<;
sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

1 - x

E==

This verifies the solution.

In[6]:= eqn �. sol

Out[6]= 88True, True<<

This solves a system of ODEs. Each solution is labeled according to the name of the function (here, x and y), making it easier to pick out 

individual functions.

In[7]:= eqns = 8Ht^2 + 1L*x’@tD � -t*x@tD + y@tD - Sign@tD,
Ht^2 + 1L*y’@tD � -x@tD - t*y@tD + t*UnitStep@tD, x@0D � -1�2, y@0D � 2<;

sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y<, tD

Out[7]=

This substitutes a random value for the independent variable and shows that the solutions are correct at that point.

In[8]:= eqns �. sol �. 8t ® RandomReal@D<

Out[8]= 88True, True, True, True<<
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This plots the solutions.

In[9]:= Plot@8x@tD �. sol, y@tD �. sol<, 8t, -10, 10<D

Out[9]=

DSolve@eqn,u@x,yD,8x,y<D solve a partial differential equation for u@x, yD

Finding symbolic solutions to partial differential equations.

While  general  solutions  to  ordinary  differential  equations  involve  arbitrary  constants,  general  solutions  to  partial  differential  equations

involve arbitrary functions. DSolve labels these arbitrary functions as C@iD.

Here is the general solution to a linear first−order PDE. In the solution, C@1D labels an arbitrary function of 
-x+y

x y
.

In[10]:= eqn = x^2*D@u@x, yD, xD + y^2*D@u@x, yD, yD - Hx + yL*u@x, yD;
sol = DSolve@eqn � 0, u, 8x, y<D

Out[10]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, -x y C@1DA
-x + y

x y

EE==

This obtains a particular solution to the PDE for a specific choice of C@1D.

In[11]:= fn = u@x, yD �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D@t_D ® Sin@t^2D + Ht�10L<

Out[11]= -x y
-x + y

10 x y

+ SinA
H-x + yL2

x2 y2
E

Here is a plot of the surface for this solution.

In[12]:= Plot3D@fn, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<D

Out[12]=

DSolve can also solve differential−algebraic equations. The syntax is the same as for a system of ordinary differential equations.

This solves a DAE.

In[13]:= eqns = 8f’’@xD == g@xD, f@xD + g@xD == 3 Sin@xD, f@PiD == 1, f’@PiD == 0<;
sol = DSolve@eqns, 8f, g<, xD

Out[13]= 99f ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2

H-2 Cos@xD + 3 Π Cos@xD - 3 x Cos@xD + 3 Sin@xDLE, g ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2

H2 Cos@xD - 3 Π Cos@xD
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This verifies the solutions.

In[14]:= Simplify@eqns �. solD

Out[14]= 88True, True, True, True<<

A plot of the solutions shows that their sum satisfies the algebraic relation f@xD + g@xD � 3 Sin@xD.

In[15]:= Plot@8f@xD �. sol, g@xD �. sol, f@xD + g@xD �. sol<, 8x, -5, 5<D

Out[15]=

Goals of These Tutorials
The design of DSolve is modular: the algorithms for different classes of problems work independently of one another. Once a problem

has been classified (as described in "Classification of Differential Equations"), the available methods for that class are tried in a specific

sequence until a solution is obtained. The code has a hierarchical structure whereby the solution of complex problems is reduced to the

solution of relatively simpler problems, for which a greater variety of methods is available. For example, higher−order ODEs are typically

solved by reducing their order to 1 or 2. 

The process described is done internally and does not require any intervention from the user. For this reason, these tutorials have the

following basic goals.

� To provide enough information and tips so that  users can pose problems to DSolve  in  the most  appropriate form and apply the
solutions in their work. This is accomplished through a substantial number of examples. A summary of this information is given in
the tutorials on "Working with DSolve".

� To give a catalog of the kinds of problems that can be handled by DSolve as well as the nature of the solutions for each case. This
is provided in the tutorials on ODEs, PDEs, DAEs, and boundary value problems (BVPs).

The author hopes that these tutorials will be useful in acquiring a basic knowledge of DSolve  and also serve as a ready reference for

information on more advanced topics.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Differential Equation Solving with DSolve
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Classification of Differential Equations
While  differential  equations  have  three  basic  types~ordinary  (ODEs),  partial  (PDEs),  or  differential−algebraic  (DAEs),  they  can  be

further  described  by  attributes  such  as  order,  linearity,  and  degree.  The  solution  method  used  by  DSolve  and  the  nature  of  the

solutions depend heavily on the class of equation being solved.

The order of a differential equation is the order of the highest derivative in the equation. 

This is a first−order ODE because its highest derivative is of order 1.

In[1]:= DSolve@x^2 H1 - x^2L*y’@xD � Hx - 3 x^3 - y@xDL y@xD, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ®
-x + x3

C@1D - Log@xD
==

Here is the general solution to a fourth−order ODE.

In[2]:= DSolve@y’’’’@xD - 16*y@xD � x^2, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ® -
x2

16
+ ã

2 x C@1D + ã-2 x C@3D + C@2D Cos@2 xD + C@4D Sin@2 xD==

A differential  equation is  linear if  the equation is  of  the first  degree in y  and its  derivatives,  and if  the coefficients are functions of  the

independent variable.

This is a nonlinear second−order ODE that represents the motion of a circular pendulum. It is nonlinear because Sin@y@xDD is not a 

linear function of y@xD. The Solve::ifun warning message appears because Solve uses JacobiAmplitude (the inverse of 

EllipticF ) to find an expression for y@xD.

In[3]:= sol = DSolve@y’’@xD + 3*Sin@y@xDD � 0, y, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[3]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, -2 JacobiAmplitudeA
1

2
H6 + C@1DL Hx + C@2DL2 ,

12

6 + C@1D
EE=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<, 2 JacobiAmplitude

This plots the solutions. The discontinuity in the graphs at x = -3 results from the choice of inverse functions used by Solve.

In[4]:= Plot@8y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D ® -1, C@2D ® 3<, y@xD �. sol@@2DD �. 8C@1D ® -1, C@2D ® 3<<, 8x, -5, 5<D

Out[4]=

It  should be noted that sometimes the solutions to fairly simple nonlinear equations are only available in implicit form. In these cases,

DSolve returns an unevaluated Solve object. 
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This nonlinear differential equation only has an implicit solution. The Solve::tdep messages can be ignored; they appear because 

Solve cannot find an explicit expression for y@xD because non−algebraic functions (ArcTan and Log) are involved.

In[5]:= DSolve@Hy@xD + x - 1L*y’@xD - y@xD + 2 x + 3 � 0, y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[5]= SolveA
2

3
2 ArcTanA

-2 +
2 H2+3 xL

-1+x+y@xD

2 2

E - LogA

H-1 + x + y@xDL2 3 +
H2+3 xL K-2+

2+3 x

-1+x+y@xD
O

-1+x+y@xD

H2 + 3 xL2
E � C@1D +

4

3
Log@2 + 3 xD, y@xDE

When the coefficients of a linear ODE do not depend on x, the ODE is said to have constant coefficients.

This is an ODE with constant coefficients.

In[6]:= eqn = y’’’@xD + 3*y’’@xD - 25*y’@xD + 21*y@xD;
sol = DSolve@eqn � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[6]= 99y@xD ® ã
-7 x C@1D + ãx C@2D + ã3 x C@3D==

The previous equation is also homogeneous: all terms contain y or derivatives of y and its right−hand side is zero. Adding a function of

the  independent  variable  makes  the  equation  inhomogeneous.  The  general  solution  to  an  inhomogeneous  equation  with  constant

coefficients is obtained by adding a particular integral to the solution to the corresponding homogeneous equation. 

Here, x2 is added to the right−hand side of the previous equation, making the new equation inhomogeneous. The general solution to this 
new equation is the sum of the previous solution and a particular integral.

In[7]:= sol2 = DSolve@eqn � x^2, y@xD, xD

Out[7]= 99y@xD ®
1124 + 1050 x + 441 x2

9261
+ ã

-7 x C@1D + ãx C@2D + ã3 x C@3D==

When the coefficients of an ODE depend on x, the ODE is said to have variable coefficients. Since equations with variable coefficients

that are rational functions of x have singularities that are easily classified, there are sophisticated algorithms available for solving them.

The coefficients of this equation are rational functions of x. 

In[8]:= sol = DSolve@8y’’@xD - HH1�xL - H3�H16 x^2LLL*y@xD � 0, y@1D � 1, y’@1D � 4<, y@xD, xD

Out[8]= 99y@xD ®
1

8
ã
-2-2 x J-11 ã4 + 19 ã4 x N x1�4==

There is a close relationship between functions and differential  equations. Starting with a function of almost any type, it  is possible to

construct a differential  equation satisfied by that function. Conversely,  any differential  equation gives rise to one or more functions, in

the form of solutions to that equation. In fact, many special functions from classical analysis have their origins in the solution of differen−

tial equations. Mathieu functions  are one such class of special functions. Mathieu was interested in studying the vibrations of elliptical

membranes. The eigenfunctions for the wave equation that describes this motion are given by products of Mathieu functions.

This linear second−order ODE with rational coefficients has a general solution given by Mathieu functions.

In[9]:= DSolve@Ht - 1L Ht + 1L*y’’@tD + t*y’@tD + H-2 - 6*t^2L*y@tD � 0, y@tD, tD

Out[9]= 99y@tD ® C@1D MathieuCA5, -
3

2
, ArcCos@tDE + C@2D MathieuSA5, -

3

2
, ArcCos@tDE==
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The presence of ArcCos@tD in the previous solution suggests that the equation can be given a simpler form using trigonometric 

functions. This is the form in which these equations were introduced by Mathieu in 1868. 

In[10]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + H3 Cos@2 xD + 5L y@xD == 0, y, xD

Out[10]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, C@1D MathieuCA5, -
3

2
, xE + C@2D MathieuSA5, -

3

2
, xEE==

This plots the surface for a particular product of solutions to this equation.

In[11]:= Plot3DBMathieuCB5, -
3

2
, xF* MathieuSB5, -

3

2
, yF, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<F

Out[11]=

The degree of a differential equation is the highest power of the highest−order derivative in the equation. 

This is a first−order ODE of degree 2.

In[12]:= sol = DSolve@8y’@xD^2 � 1 - x^2, y@0D � 2<, y, xD

Out[12]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2
4 - x 1 - x2 - ArcSin@xD E=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<,

1

2
4 + x 1 - x2 + ArcSin@xD E==

The higher degree leads to non−uniqueness of the solution.

In[13]:= Plot@8y@xD �. sol@@1DD, y@xD �. sol@@2DD<, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[13]=

The examples in this tutorial have focused on the classification of ODEs. The classification of PDEs is similar but more involved. PDEs

can also be classified by linearity or nonlinearity, order, degree, and constant or variable coefficients. More important is the classification

that identifies a PDE as hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic. These classifications are discussed in further detail in "Second−Order PDEs".
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Overview of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs)
There are four major areas in the study of ordinary differential equations that are of interest in pure and applied science.

� Exact solutions, which are closed−form or implicit analytical expressions that satisfy the given problem.

� Numerical  solutions,  which  are  available  for  a  wider  class  of  problems,  but  are  typically  only  valid  over  a  limited  range  of  the
independent variables.

� Qualitative theory, which is concerned with the global properties of solutions and is particularly important in the modern approach to
dynamical systems.

� Existence and uniqueness theorems,  which guarantee that  there are solutions with  certain  desirable properties provided a set  of
conditions is fulfilled by the differential equation.

Of these four areas, the study of exact solutions has the longest history, dating back to the period just after the discovery of calculus by

Sir  Isaac  Newton  and  Gottfried  Wilhelm  von  Leibniz.  The  following  table  introduces  the  types  of  equations  that  can  be  solved  by

DSolve.

name of equation general form date of discovery mathematician

Separable y¢HxL � f HxL gHyL 1691 G. Leibniz

Homogeneous y¢HxL � f J
x

yHxL
N 1691 G. Leibniz

Linear first−order ODE y¢HxL + PHxL yHxL � QHxL 1694 G. Leibniz

Bernoulli y¢HxL + PHxL yHxL � QHxL 1695 James Bernoulli

Riccati y¢ HxL � f HxL + gHxL yHxL + hHxL yHxL2 1724 Count Riccati

Exact first−order ODE M d x + N d y � 0 with 
¶M

¶y
=
¶N

¶x
1734 L. Euler

Clairaut yHxL � x y¢HxL + f Hy¢HxLL 1734 A−C. Clairaut

Linear with constant 
coefficients

yHnLHxL + an-1 y
Hn-1LHxL + ¼ + a0 yHxL � PHxL with a1 

constant

1743 L. Euler

Hypergeometric xH1 - xL y¢¢HxL +

Hc - Ha + b + 1L xL y¢HxL - a b yHxL � 0
1769 L. Euler

Legendre I1 - x2M y¢¢HxL - 2 x y¢HxL + nHn + 1L yHxL = 0 1785 M. Legendre

Bessel x2 y¢¢ HxL + x y¢ HxL + Ix2 - n2M y HxL = 0 1824 F. Bessel

Mathieu y¢¢HxL + Ha - 2 q cosH2 xLL yHxL = 0 1868 E. Mathieu

Abel y¢ HxL � f HxL + gHxL yHxL + hHxL yHxL2 + k HxL yHxL3 1834 N. H. Abel

Chini y¢ HxL � f HxL + g HxL y HxL + h HxL y HxLn 1924 M. Chini

Examples of  ODEs belonging to  each of  these types are  given in  other  tutorials  (clicking a  link  in  the table  will  bring up the relevant

examples).

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Differential Equation Solving with DSolve
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Straight Integration

This equation is solved by simply integrating the right−hand side with respect to x.

In[1]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD � x^2*Sin@xD + Sqrt@1 + x^2D, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2

x 1 + x2 +
ArcSinh@xD

2

+ C@1D - I-2 + x2M Cos@xD + 2 x Sin@xDE==

Here is a plot of the integral curves for different values of the arbitrary constant C@1D.

In[2]:= tab = Table@y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D -> k<, 8k, -80, 80, 40<D;

In[3]:= Plot@Evaluate@tabD, 8x, 3, 18<D

Out[3]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Differential Equation Solving with DSolve
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Separable Equations

The general solution to this equation is found by separation of variables.

In[1]:= DSolveBy¢@xD �
x2 y@xD^2

3 - x2

, y, xF

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
2

x 3 - x2 - 3 ArcSinA
x

3

E - 2 C@1D

E==

Even when variables can be separated, the final solution might be accompanied by a warning message from Solve, or it might only be

given as an InverseFunction object.

Solving this ODE generates a warning message because Solve obtains an expression for y@xD using Log, the inverse of Exp. This 

warning message can be ignored.

In[2]:= DSolveBy¢@xD �
x2 Exp@y@xDD

3 - x2

, y, xF

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, -LogA
1

2
x 3 - x2 -

3

2
ArcSinA

x

3

E - C@1DEE==

The solution to this equation is given as an InverseFunction object, in order to get an explicit expression for y@xD.

In[3]:= sol = DSolveBy¢@xD �
x2

9 - x2 Log@y@xDD*Sin@y@xDD

, y@xD, xF

InverseFunction::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses.
�

InverseFunction::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses.
�

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[3]= 99y@xD ® InverseFunction@CosIntegral@ð1D - Cos@ð1D Log@ð1D &DA-ä
1

2
-3 + x x 3 + x + 9 ArcSinhA

-3 + x

6

E + C
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Homogeneous Equations

Here is a homogeneous equation in which the total degree of both the numerator and the denominator of the right−hand side is 2. The two 

parts of the solution list give branches of the integral curves in the form y = f HxL. 

In[1]:= eqn = y’@xD � -Hx^2 - 3 y@xD^2L�Hx*y@xDL;
sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
x2

2

+ x6 C@1D E=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<, -

x2 + 2 x6 C@1D

2

E==

This plots both branches together, showing the complete integral curves y2 � C@1D x6 +
x2

2
 for several values of C@1D.

In[2]:= tab1 = Table@y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. C@1D ® k, 8k, 0, 3, 0.5<D;

In[3]:= tab2 = Table@y@xD �. sol@@2DD �. C@1D ® k, 8k, 0, 3, 0.5<D;

In[4]:= Plot@Evaluate@Join@tab1, tab2DD, 8x, 0, 1.7<D

Out[4]=

If an initial condition is specified, DSolve picks the branch that passes through the initial point. The DSolve::bvnul message indicates 

that one branch of the general solution (the lower branch in the previous graph) did not give a solution satisfying the given initial condition 
y@1D � 3. 

In[5]:= DSolve@8eqn, y@1D � 3<, y@xD, xD

DSolve::bvnul : For some branches of the general solution,
the given boundary conditions lead to an empty solution. �

Out[5]= 99y@xD ®
x2 + 17 x6

2

==
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Linear First−Order Equations

The following is a linear first−order ODE because both y@xD and y¢@xD occur in it with power 1 and y¢@xD is the highest derivative. Note that 

the solution contains the imaginary error function Erfi .

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD + x*y@xD � Exp@3 xD, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® ã
-

x2

2 C@1D + ã
-

9

2
-

x2

2

Π

2

ErfiA
3 + x

2

E==

Here is the solution for a more general linear first−order ODE. The K variables are used as dummy variables for integration. The Erfi  

term in the previous example comes from the integral in the second term of the general solution as follows.

In[2]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD + y@xD � Q@xD, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ® ã
-x C@1D + ã-x à

1

x

ã
K@1D Q@K@1DD âK@1D==

A more traditional form of the solution can be obtained by replacing K@1D with a variable such as t. 

In[3]:= sol �. 8K@1D ® t<

Out[3]= 99y@xD ® ã
-x C@1D + ã-x à

1

x

ã
t Q@tD ât==
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Inverse Linear Equations
It may happen that a given ODE is not linear in yHxL but can be viewed as a linear ODE in xHyL. In this case, it is said to be an inverse

linear ODE.

This is a inverse linear ODE. It is constructed by interchanging x and y in an earlier example.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD � 1�H-x*y@xD + Exp@3*y@xDDL, y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[1]= SolveAx � ã
-

1

2
y@xD2

C@1D + ã
-

9

2
-

y@xD2

2

Π

2

ErfiA
3 + y@xD

2

E, y@xDE
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Bernoulli Equations
A Bernoulli equation is a first−order equation of the form 

y
¢HxL + PHxL yHxL � QHxLyHxLn.

The problem of solving equations of this type was posed by James Bernoulli in 1695. A year later, in 1696, G. Leibniz showed that it can

be reduced to a linear equation by a change of variable.

Here is an example of a Bernoulli equation.

In[1]:= eqn = y’@xD + 11 x*y@xD � x^3*y@xD^3

Out[1]= 11 x y@xD + y¢@xD � x3 y@xD3

In[2]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, -
11

1 + 11 x2 + 121 ã11 x
2

C@1D

E=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<,
11

1 + 11 x2 + 121 ã11 x
2

C@1D

E==

This verifies that the solution is correct.

In[3]:= eqn �. sol �� Simplify

Out[3]= 8True, True<

In general, the solution to a Bernoulli equation will consist of n - 1 branches, where n is the degree of yHxL in the equation. 

Here is an example of a Bernoulli equation with n = 5. The solution has four branches.

In[4]:= DSolve@3 x*y’@xD - 7 x*Log@xD*y@xD^5 - y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[4]= 99y@xD ® -
71�4 x1�3

I12 x7�3 + 7 C@1D - 28 x7�3 Log@xDM
1�4

=, 9y@xD ® -
ä 71�4 x1�3

I12 x7�3 + 7 C@1D - 28 x7�3 Log@xDM
1�4

=, 9y@xD ®

I12 x7�3 + 7
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Riccati Equations
A Riccati equation is a first−order equation of the form 

y¢ HxL � f HxL + gHxL yHxL + hHxL yHxL2.

This equation was used by Count Riccati of Venice (1676| 1754) to help in solving second−order ordinary differential equations.

Solving Riccati equations is considerably more difficult than solving linear ODEs. 

Here is a simple Riccati equation for which the solution is available in closed form.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD + H2�x^2L - 3 y@xD^2 � 0, y@xD, xD �� Simplify

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® -
3 x5 - 2 C@1D

3 x6 + 3 x C@1D

==

Any  Riccati  equation  can  be  transformed  to  a  second−order  linear  ODE.  If  the  latter  can  be  solved  explicitly,  then  a  solution  for  the

Riccati equation can be derived.

Here is an example of a Riccati equation and the corresponding second−order ODE, which is Legendre÷ s equation.

In[2]:= DSolve@u’@xD � HH2 xL�H1 - x^2LL*u@xD - HH15�4L�H1 - x^2LL - u@xD^2, u@xD, xD �� Simplify

Out[2]= 99u@xD ® 5 -x C@1D LegendrePA
3

2

, xE + C@1D LegendrePA
5

2

, xE - x LegendreQA
3

2

, xE + LegendreQA
5

2

, xE � 2 I-1 + x

In[3]:= DSolve@H1 - x^2L*y’’@xD - 2 x*y’@xD + H15�4L*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[3]= 99y@xD ® C@1D LegendrePA
3

2

, xE + C@2D LegendreQA
3

2

, xE==

Finally, consider the following Riccati equation. It is integrable because the sum of the coefficients of the terms on the right−hand side is 0.

In[4]:= eqn = y’@xD � 3 x + 5*y@xD - H3 x + 5L*y@xD^2;

In[5]:= RightHandSideCoeffs = 83 x, 5, -H3 x + 5L<;

In[6]:= Total@RightHandSideCoeffs D

Out[6]= 0

In[7]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, 1 +
ã
-5 x-3 x2

C@1D +
1

12
-6 ã-x H5+3 xL + 5 ã25�12 3 Π ErfA

5+6 x

2 3

E

E==

This verifies the solution.

In[8]:= eqn �. sol �� Simplify

Out[8]= 8True<
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Exact Equations

Here is an example of an exact ODE.

In[1]:= P@x_, y_D := -H5 x^2 - 2 y^2 + 11L

In[2]:= Q@x_, y_D := HSin@yD + 4 x*y + 3L

In[3]:= Simplify@D@P@x, yD, yD - D@Q@x, yD, xDD

Out[3]= 0

In[4]:= eqn = y’@xD == -P@x, y@xDD�Q@x, y@xDD

Out[4]= y¢@xD �
11 + 5 x2 - 2 y@xD2

3 + Sin@y@xDD + 4 x y@xD

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[5]= SolveA-11 x -
5 x3

3

- Cos@y@xDD + 3 y@xD + 2 x y@xD2 � C@1D, y@xDE

This verifies the solution.

In[6]:= Solve@D@sol@@1DD, xD, y’@xDD �� Simplify

Out[6]= 99y
¢@xD ®

11 + 5 x2 - 2 y@xD2

3 + Sin@y@xDD + 4 x y@xD

==

Here is a contour plot of the solution.

In[7]:= ContourPlot@Evaluate@sol@@1, 1DD �. 8y@xD ® y<D, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<D

Out[7]=

If an equation is not exact, it may be possible to find an integrating factor (a multiplier for the functions P and Q, defined previously) that

converts the equation into exact form. DSolve tries a variety of techniques to automatically find integrating factors in such situations.
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Clairaut Equations
A Clairaut equation is a first−order equation of the form 

yHxL � x y¢HxL + f Hy¢HxLL.

A remarkable feature of this nonlinear equation is that its general solution has a very simple form.

This is an example of a Clairaut equation. The warning message from Solve can be ignored. It is given because DSolve first tries to 

find an expression for y¢@xD from the given ODE.

In[1]:= sol = DSolve@y@xD � x*y’@xD + y’@xD^2 + Exp@y’@xDD , y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® ã
C@1D

+ x C@1D + C@1D2==

The general solution to Clairaut equations is simply a family of straight lines.

This plots the solution for several values of C@1D.

In[2]:= Plot@Evaluate@Table@y@xD �. sol �. 8C@1D ® 1�k<, 8k, -5, 5, 2<DD, 8x, 1, 5<D

Out[2]=
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Abel Equations
An Abel ODE is a first−order equation of the form 

y¢ HxL � f HxL + gHxL yHxL + hHxL yHxL2 + kHxL yHxL3.

This  equation  arose  in  the  context  of  the  studies  of  Niels  Henrik  Abel  on  the  theory  of  elliptic  functions,  and  represents  a  natural

generalization of the Riccati equation.

Associated with any Abel ODE is a sequence of expressions that is built from the coefficients of the equation 8 f0, f1, f2, f3< and invariant

under  certain  coordinate transformations of  the independent  variable and the dependent  variable.  These invariants  characterize each

equation and can be used for identifying integrable classes of Abel ODEs. In particular, Abel ODEs with zero or constant invariants can

be integrated easily and constitute an important integrable class of these equations.

Here is the construction of a particular invariant with value 0 and the solution of the corresponding Abel ODE.

In[1]:= f0 = 0; f1 =
1

x
; f2 = -3; f3 = x;

In[2]:= Invariant = f0 f32 +
1

3

2 f23

9
- f1 f3 f2 - ¶x f3 f2 + f3 ¶x f2

Out[2]= 0

In[3]:= AbelODE = y¢@xD � f0 + f1 y@xD + f2 y@xD2 + f3 y@xD3

Out[3]= y¢@xD �
y@xD

x
- 3 y@xD2 + x y@xD3

In[4]:= sol = DSolve@AbelODE, y, xD

Out[4]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

x
-

1

x2
1

x2
+ C@1D

E=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

x
+

1

x2
1

x2
+ C@1D

E==

In[5]:= AbelODE �. sol �� Simplify

Out[5]= 8True, True<

In[6]:= Clear@f0, f1, f2, f3D

Another  important  class  of  integrable  Abel  ODEs are  those that  can be reduced to  inverse linear  first−order  ODEs using a  nonlinear

coordinate transformation.

This Abel ODE is solved by transforming it to an inverse linear first−order ODE. The ExpIntegralEi term in the solution to this 

equation comes from solving the linear ODE.

In[7]:= DSolveBy¢@xD � y@xD3 -
x y@xD2

x - 1
, y@xD, xF

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[7]= SolveA
ã

1-x+
1

y@xD

-1 + x
+ C@1D + ExpIntegralEiA1 - x +

1

y@xD
E � 0, y@xDE
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Another important class of integrable Abel ODEs consists of those that can be transformed to an inverse Riccati equation. Since Riccati

equations can be transformed to second−order linear ODEs, the solutions for this class are usually given in terms of special functions

such as AiryAi and BesselJ.

This Abel ODE is solved by reducing it to an inverse Riccati equation.

In[8]:= AbelODE = y¢@xD ==
y@xD3

8 x2
- y@xD2

Out[8]= y¢@xD � -y@xD2 +
y@xD3

8 x2

In[9]:= sol = DSolve@AbelODE, y@xD, xD

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

General::stop : Further output of
InverseFunction::ifun will be suppressed during this calculation. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[9]= SolveAC@1D + AiryAiPrimeA-
H-1L2�3

2 21�3 x

+ -H-2L1�3 x +
H-2L1�3

y@xD

2

E + AiryAiA-
H-1L2�3

2 21�3 x

+ -H-2L1�3 x +
H-2L1�3

y@xD

2

E -H-2L1�

This verifies the solution.

In[10]:= Solve@D@sol@@1DD, xD, y’@xDD �� FullSimplify

Out[10]= 99y
¢@xD ®

1

8
y@xD2 -8 +

y@xD

x2
==

The  Abel  ODEs  considered  so  far  are  said  to  be  of  the  first  kind.  Abel  ODEs  of  the  second  kind  are  given  by  the  following  general

formula.

y¢HxL �
f HxL + gHxL yHxL + hHxL yHxL2 + kHxL yHxL3

aHxL + bHxL yHxL

An Abel ODE of the second kind can be converted to an equation of the first kind with a coordinate transformation. Thus, the solution

methods for this kind of Abel ODE are identical to the methods for equations of the first kind.

Here is the solution for an Abel ODE of the second kind.

In[11]:= sol = DSolveBy¢@xD �

-

2 x

9
+ x^3 + y@xD

y@xD
, y@xD, xF

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[11]= SolveAC@1D � -1 +
2

3 x
-

2 y@xD

x2

2 1�4

-

3 x

2

-

Hypergeometric2F1A
1

2
,

3

4
,

3

2
,

2

3 x
-

2 y@xD

x2

2

E
2

3 x
-

2 y@xD

x2

2 1 -
2

3 x
-

2 y@xD

x2

2 1�4
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This verifies the solution.

In[12]:= Solve@D@sol@@1DD, xD, y’@xDD �� FullSimplify

Out[12]= 99y
¢@xD ® 1 +

-
2 x

9
+ x3

y@xD
==
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Chini Equations
Chini equations are a generalization of Abel and Riccati equations. 

This solves a Chini equation.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD � 5*y@xD^4 + 3*x^H-4�3L, y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[1]= SolveA-45 RootSumA-45 + 31�4 53�4 ð1 - 45 ð14 &,

LogA-ð1 + J
5

3
N
1�4

Ix4�3M
1�4

y@xDE

31�4 53�4 - 180 ð13
&E � C@1D +

33�4 51�4 Ix4�3M
1�4

Log@xD

x1�3
,
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Overview of Linear Second−Order ODEs

Solving linear first−order ODEs is straightforward and only requires the use of a suitable integrating factor. In sharp contrast, there are a

large number of  methods available for  handling linear  second−order  ODEs,  but  the solution to the general  equation belonging to this

class is still not available. Therefore the linear case is discussed in detail before moving on to nonlinear second−order ODEs.

The general linear second−order ODE has the form 

y
²HxL + PHxL y¢HxL + QHxL yHxL � RHxL.

Here, PHxL, QHxL and RHxL are arbitrary functions of x. The term "linear" refers to the fact that the degree of each term in yHxL, y¢HxL and

y
²HxL is 1. (Thus, terms like yHxL2 or yHxL y²HxL would make the equation nonlinear.)
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Linear Second−Order Equations with Constant 
Coefficients
The simplest type of linear second−order ODE is one with constant coefficients.

This linear second−order ODE has constant coefficients.

In[1]:= sol = DSolve@y’’@xD + 5*y’@xD - 6 y@xD � 0, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
-6 x C@1D + ãx C@2DE==

Notice  that  the  general  solution  is  a  linear  combination  of  two exponential  functions.  The arbitrary  constants  C@1D  and C@2D  can be

varied to produce particular solutions.

This is one particular solution to the equation.

In[2]:= sol1 = y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D ® 2, C@2D ® 3<

Out[2]= 2 ã-6 x + 3 ãx

The exponents  -6  and 1  in  the  basis  9ã-6 x, ãx=  are  obtained by  solving the associated quadratic  equation.  This  quadratic  equation  is

called the auxiliary or characteristic equation.

This solves the auxiliary equation.

In[3]:= Solve@m^2 + 5 m - 6 � 0, mD

Out[3]= 88m ® -6<, 8m ® 1<<

The roots are real and distinct in this case. There are two other cases of interest: real and equal roots, and imaginary roots.

This example has real and equal roots.

In[4]:= sol = DSolve@y’’@xD - 6 y’@xD + 9 y@xD � 0, y, xD

Out[4]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
3 x C@1D + ã3 x x C@2DE==

In[5]:= sol2 = y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D ® 2, C@2D ® 3<

Out[5]= 2 ã3 x + 3 ã3 x x

This example has roots with nonzero imaginary parts.

In[6]:= sol = DSolve@y’’@xD - y’@xD + y@xD � 0, y, xD

Out[6]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
x�2 C@1D CosA

3 x

2

E + ãx�2 C@2D SinA
3 x

2

EE==

In[7]:= sol3 = y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D ® 2, C@2D ® 3<

Out[7]= 2 ãx�2 CosA
3 x

2

E + 3 ãx�2 SinA
3 x

2

E
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Here is a plot of the three solutions.

In[8]:= Plot@8sol1, sol2, sol3<, 8x, -0.5, 0.5<D

Out[8]=
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Euler and Legendre Equations
An Euler equation has the general form

x2 y¢¢HxL + a x y¢HxL + b yHxL � 0.

Euler equations can be solved by transforming them to equations with constant coefficients.

This is an example of an Euler equation.

In[1]:= DSolve@x^2*y’’@xD + 5*x*y’@xD + 6*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ®

C@2D CosA 2 Log@xDE

x
2

+

C@1D SinA 2 Log@xDE

x
2

==

The Legendre linear equation is a generalization of the Euler equation. It is an ODE of the form 

Hc x + dL
2
y¢¢HxL + a Hc x + dL y¢HxL + b yHxL � 0.

Here is an example of a Legendre linear equation.

In[2]:= DSolve@H3 x + 1L^2*y’’@xD + 5*H3 x + 1L*y’@xD + 6*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ®

C@2D CosA
1

3

5 Log@1 + 3 xDE

H1 + 3 xL1�3
+

C@1D SinA
1

3

5 Log@1 + 3 xDE

H1 + 3 xL1�3
==
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Exact Linear Second−Order Equations
A linear second−order ordinary differential equation

a0HxL y
²HxL + a1HxL y

¢HxL + a2HxL yHxL � 0

is said to be exact if 

a0
²HxL - a1

¢HxL + a2HxL � 0.

An exact linear second−order ODE is solved by reduction to a linear first−order ODE.

Here is an example. The appearance of the unevaluated integral in the solution is explained here.

In[1]:= a0 = 1;

In[2]:= a1 = Log@xD;

In[3]:= a2 = 1�x;

In[4]:= eqn = a0*y’’@xD + a1*y’@xD + a2*y@xD � 0;

In[5]:= conditionforexactness = HD@a0, 8x, 2<D - D@a1, xD + a2 � 0L

Out[5]= True

In[6]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[6]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
x-x Log@xD C@2D + ãx-x Log@xD à

1

x

ã
-K@1D+K@1D Log@K@1DD C@1D âK@1DE==

This verifies the solution.

In[7]:= eqn �. sol �� FullSimplify

Out[7]= 8True<

In[8]:= Clear@a0, a1, a2D
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Linear Second−Order Equations with Solutions 
Involving Special Functions
DSolve can find solutions for most of the standard linear second−order ODEs that occur in applied mathematics.

Here is the solution for Airy÷ s equation.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - x*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 88y@xD ® AiryAi@xD C@1D + AiryBi@xD C@2D<<

Here is a plot that shows the oscillatory behavior of the Airy functions for large negative values of x.

In[2]:=
Plot@8AiryAi@xD, AiryBi@xD<, 8x, -15, -12<D

Out[2]=

The solution to this equation is given in terms of the derivatives of the Airy functions, AiryAiPrime and AiryBiPrime.

In[3]:= DSolve@ HHa*x + b LL*y’’@xD - a*y’@xD - Ha*Ha*x + bLL^2* y@xD == 0, y, xD

Out[3]= 88y ® Function@8x<, AiryAiPrime@b + a xD C@1D + AiryBiPrime@b + a xD C@2DD<<

Here is the solution for Bessel ÷ s equation with n = 4. Note that the solution is given in terms of Bessel functions of the first kind, 

BesselJ, as well as those of the second kind, BesselY.

In[4]:= DSolve@x^2*y’’@xD + x*y’@xD + Hx^2 - 16L*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[4]= 88y@xD ® BesselJ@4, xD C@1D + BesselY@4, xD C@2D<<

Here is a plot of the BesselJ functions for specific values of n.

In[5]:= Plot@8BesselJ@1, xD, BesselJ@3, xD, BesselJ@4, xD<, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[5]=
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Here is the general solution for Legendre÷ s equation with n = 7.

In[6]:= DSolve@16 H1 - x^2L*y’’@xD - 32 x*y’@xD + 21*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[6]= 99y@xD ® C@1D LegendrePA
3

4

, xE + C@2D LegendreQA
3

4

, xE==

These  special  functions  can  be  expressed  in  terms  of  elementary  functions  for  certain  values  of  their  parameters.  Mathematica

performs this conversion automatically wherever it is possible.

These are some of these expressions that are automatically converted.

In[7]:= 8BesselJ@1�2, xD, LegendreP@4, xD, HermiteH@5, xD<

Out[7]= 9

2

Π

Sin@xD

x

,
1

8

I3 - 30 x2 + 35 x4M, 120 x - 160 x3 + 32 x5=

As a result of these conversions, the solutions of certain ODEs can be partially expressed in terms of elementary functions. Hermite ÷ s

equation is one such ODE. 

Here is the solution for Hermite÷ s equation with arbitrary n.

In[8]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - 2 x*y’@xD + 2 n*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[8]= 99y@xD ® C@1D HermiteH@n, xD + C@2D Hypergeometric1F1A-
n

2

,
1

2

, x2E==

With n set to 5, the solution is given in terms of polynomials, exponentials, and Erfi .

In[9]:= Collect@
Simplify@PowerExpand@y@xD �. DSolve@y’’@xD - 2*x*y’@xD + 10*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD@@1DDDD, 8C@1D, C@2D<D

Out[9]=

1

8

I960 x - 1280 x3 + 256 x5M C@1D +
1

8

C@2D J8 ãx
2

- 18 ãx
2

x2 + 4 ãx
2

x4 + Π x I-15 + 20 x2 - 4 x4M Erfi@xDN
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Linear Second−Order ODEs with Rational 

Coefficients

The  hypergeometric  functions  play  a  unifying  role  in  mathematical  analysis  since  many  important  functions,  such  as  the  Bessel

functions  and  Legendre  functions,  are  special  cases  of  them.  Each  hypergeometric  function  is  associated  with  a  linear  ODE  having

rational coefficients.

Here is the ODE for the Hypergeometric2F1 function.

In[1]:= DSolve@Hx^2 - xL*y’’@xD + HHa + b + 1L*x - cL*y’@xD + b*a*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® C@1D Hypergeometric2F1@a, b, c, xD + H-1L1-c x1-c C@2D Hypergeometric2F1@1 + a - c, 1 + b - c, 2 - c, xD==

DSolve  can  solve  a  large  class  of  second−order  linear  ODEs  by  reducing  them  to  the  ODEs  for  hypergeometric  functions.  The

reduction involves coordinate transformations of both the independent and dependent variables.

This equation is equivalent to the ODE for Hypergeometric2F1.

In[2]:= sol = DSolveA64 x2 Hx - 1L2 y’’@xD + 32 x Hx - 1L H3 x - 1L y’@xD + H5 x - 21L y@xD == 0, y, xE

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,

ã

1

4
H-2 Log@-1+xD-Log@xDL

C@1D Hypergeometric2F1A-
7

8
, -

3

8
, -

1

4
, xE

x1�8
- H-1L1�4 ã

1

4
H-2 Log@-1+xD-Log@xDL

x9�8 C

This verifies the solution using numerical values.

In[3]:= 64 x2 Hx - 1L2 y’’@xD + 32 x Hx - 1L H3 x - 1L y’@xD + H5 x - 21L y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8x ® RandomComplex@D< ��
Simplify �� Chop

Out[3]= 0

Solutions to this equation are returned in terms of HypergeometricU (the confluent hypergeometric function) and LaguerreL . This 

example appears on (equation 2.16, page 403 of [K59]). 

In[4]:=
sol = Simplify@

PowerExpand@y@xD �. DSolve@Derivative@2D@yD@xD + Ha*x^H2*cL + b*x^Hc - 1LL*y@xD == 0, y, xD@@1DDDD

Out[4]= 2

c

2+2 c
ã

-

a x1+c

-I1+cM2

C@1D HypergeometricUA-

ä b

a

- c

2 + 2 c
,

c

1 + c
,

2 a x1+c

-H1 + cL2

E + C@2D LaguerreLA

ä b

a

- c

2 + 2 c
, -

1

1 + c
,

2 a x1+c

-H1 + cL2

The ODEs for special functions have been studied since the eighteenth century. During the last thirty years, powerful algorithms have

been developed for systematically solving ODEs with rational coefficients. An important algorithm of this type is Kovacic÷ s algorithm, a

decision  procedure  that  either  generates  a  solution  for  the  given  ODE in  terms  of  Liouvillian  functions  or  proves  that  the  given  ODE

does not have a Liouvillian solution.

This equation is solved using Kovacic ÷ s algorithm.

In[5]:= DSolve@x*y’’@xD + H10 x^3 - 1L*y’@xD + 5 x^2 H5 x^3 + 1L*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[5]= 99y@xD ® ã
-

5 x3

3 C@1D +
1

2
ã

-

5 x3

3 x2 C@2D==

The  solution  returned  from  Kovacic ÷ s algorithm  may  occasionally  include  functions  such  as  ExpIntegralEi  or  an  unevaluated

integral of elementary functions because, while it is easy to find a second solution for a second−order linear ODE once one solution is

known, the integral involved in finding the second solution may be hard to evaluate explicitly. 
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The solution to this equation is obtained using Kovacic÷ s algorithm. It includes ExpIntegralEi.

In[6]:= DSolve@4 x*y’’@xD + H7 x + 12L*y’@xD + 21 y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[6]= 99y@xD ® ã
-7 x�4 C@1D -

ã
-7 x�4 C@2D J16 ã7 x�4 + 28 ã7 x�4 x - 49 x2 ExpIntegralEiA

7 x

4
EN

32 x2
==

In  general,  the  solutions  for  linear  ODEs  with  rational  coefficients  and  order  greater  than  one  can  be  given  in  terms  of

DifferentialRoot objects.  This is similar to the representation for solutions of polynomial equations in terms of Root .

The solution to this equation is given in terms of DifferentialRoot.

In[7]:= sol = DSolveAy’’@xD - x2 y’@xD - y@xD - 1 � 0 && y@0D � 0 && y’@0D � -1, y, xE

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, DifferentialRootAFunctionA8 y , x <, 9-1 - y @x D - x 2 y ¢@x D + y ¢¢@x D � 0, y @0D � 0, y ¢@0D � -1=EE@

The solution may be evaluated and plotted in the usual way.

In[8]:= Table@y@xD �. sol@@1DD, 8x, -1, 1, 0.4<D

Out[8]= 81.57269, 0.806671, 0.221252, -0.181388, -0.459045, -0.685918<

In[9]:= Plot@y@xD �. sol@@1DD, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[9]=

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5
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Equations with Non−Rational Coefficients
The  ODEs  that  arise  in  practical  applications  often  have  non−rational  coefficients.  In  such  cases,  DSolve  attempts  to  convert  the

equation into one with rational coefficients using a suitable coordinate transformation. 

Here is an equation that has Exp@xD as a coefficient. It is solved by transforming it to Bessel÷ s equation.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - Exp@5 xD*y@xD == 0, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, BesselIA0,
2 ã

5 x

5
E C@1D + 2 BesselKA0,

2 ã
5 x

5
E C@2DE==

This equation (equation 2.437, page 507 of [K59]) has trigonometric coefficients. The solution is given in terms of elementary functions.

In[2]:= DSolve@y’’@xD*Sin@xD*Cos@xD^2 - y’@xD*H3*Sin@xD^2 + 1L*Cos@xD - y@xD*Sin@xD^3 == 0, y, xD

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, C@2D Cos@xD
-

3

2
-

13

2 + C@1D Cos@xD
-

3

2
+

13

2 E==

Here is an equation with a hyperbolic function in the coefficient of y@xD. The solution is given in terms of Legendre functions.

In[3]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + Hk^2 + 2*Sech@xD^2L y@xD == 0, y@xD, xD

Out[3]= 88y@xD ® C@1D LegendreP@1, ä k, Tanh@xDD + C@2D LegendreQ@1, ä k, Tanh@xDD<<

The solution to this equation is given in terms of HypergeometricU and LaguerreL .

In[4]:= expr = y’’@xD + H-d + d H1 - Exp@-b xDL^2L y@xD - l y@xD;

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@expr � 0, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã

-ä d ã
-b x
+ l LogAã-b xE

b C@1D HypergeometricUA-
-b + 2 ä d - 2 l

2 b
, 1 +

2 l

b
,
2 ä d ã-b x

b
E + ã

-ä d ã

This verifies the solution using random values of x, b, d, and l.

In[6]:= expr �. sol@@1DD �. 8x ® RandomComplex@D,
b ® RandomComplex@D, d ® RandomComplex@D, l ® RandomComplex@D< �� Simplify �� Chop

Out[6]= 0
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Inhomogeneous Linear Second−Order Equations
If  the given second−order ODE is inhomogeneous, DSolve  applies the method of  variation of  parameters  to return a solution for  the

problem.

This solves an inhomogeneous linear second−order ODE. The solution is composed of two parts: the first part is the general solution to the 
homogeneous equation, and the second part is a particular solution to the inhomogeneous equation.

In[1]:= sol = DSolve@x^2 y’’@xD + y@xD � x^2, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® x C@1D CosA
1

2

3 Log@xDE + x C@2D SinA
1

2

3 Log@xDE +
1

3

x2 CosA
1

2

3 Log@xDE

2

+ x2 SinA
1

2

3 Log@x

This solves the homogeneous equation, which is an Euler equation.

In[2]:= DSolve@x^2 y’’@xD + y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ® x C@1D CosA
1

2

3 Log@xDE + x C@2D SinA
1

2

3 Log@xDE==

Different particular solutions can be obtained by varying the constants C@1D and C@2D in the solution. 

In[3]:= particularsolutions = Flatten@Table@y@xD �. sol �. 8C@1D ® i, C@2D ® j<, 8i, 0, 5, 3<, 8j, 1, 3<DD

Out[3]= 9 x SinA
1

2

3 Log@xDE +
1

3

x2 CosA
1

2

3 Log@xDE

2

+ x2 SinA
1

2

3 Log@xDE

2

, 2 x SinA
1

2

3 Log@xDE +
1

3

x2 CosA

In[4]:= Plot@Evaluate@particularsolutionsD, 8x, 0.1, 2< D

Out[4]=
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Nonlinear Second−Order ODEs

The general form of a nonlinear second−order ODE is

FHx, y, y¢HxL, y¢¢HxLL � 0.

For simplicity, assume that the equation can be solved for the highest−order derivative y¢¢HxL to give 

y¢¢HxL � f Hx, yHxL, y¢HxLL.

There are a few classes of nonlinear second−order ODEs for which solutions can be easily found.

The first class consists of equations that do not explicitly depend on yHxL; that is, equations of the form y¢¢HxL = f Hx, y¢HxLL. Such equations

can be regarded as first−order ODEs in uHxL = y¢HxL. 

Here is an example of this type.

In[1]:= eqn = y¢¢@xD � 5 x y¢@xD + y¢@xD2; sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, C@2D - LogA-10 C@1D + 10 Π ErfiA
5

2
xEEE==

As in the case of linear second−order ODEs, the solution depends on two arbitrary parameters C@1D and C@2D. 

Here is a plot of the solution for a specific choice of parameters.

In[2]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. sol �. 8C@1D ® -1�2, C@2D ® -1�8<D, 8x, -0.4, 1<D

Out[2]=

-0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-3

-2

-1

This verifies the solution.

In[3]:= eqn �. sol �� Simplify

Out[3]= 8True<

The second class of easily solvable nonlinear second−order equations consists of equations that do not depend explicitly on x or y¢HxL;

that is, equations of the form y¢¢HxL � f HyHxLL. These equations can be reduced to first−order ODEs with independent variable y. Inverse

functions are needed to give the final solution for yHxL. 

Here is an example of this type.

In[4]:= DSolve@y’’@xD == Exp@3*y@xDD, y@xD, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[4]= 99y@xD ® LogA- -
3

2

1�3

-C@1D + C@1D TanhA
3

2
C@1D Hx + C@2DL2 E

2 1�3

E=, 9y@xD ® LogA
3

2

1�3

-C@1D + C@1D TanhA
3

2
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The third class consists of equations that do not depend explicitly on x; that is, equations of the form y¢¢HxL = f HyHxL, y¢HxLL. Once again,

these equations can be reduced to first−order ODEs with independent variable y. 

This example is based on (equation 6.40, page 550 of [K59]). The underlying first−order ODE is an Abel equation. The hyperbolic functions 
in the solution result from the automatic simplification of Bessel functions.

In[5]:= sol = y@xD �. DSolve@y’’@xD == 3*y@xD*y’@xD + H3 y@xD^2 + 4*y@xD + 1L, y@xD, xD@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[5]= ä 6 ã
-2 x C@1D - 6 C@2D CoshA

3

2
ã
-2 x C@1D E + -3 ä + 2 6 ã

-2 x C@1D C@2D SinhA
3

2
ã
-2 x

The  fourth  class  consists  of  equations  that  are  homogeneous  in  some  or  all  of  the  variables  x,  yHxL,  and  y¢¢HxL.  There  are  several

possibilities in this case, but here only the following simple example is considered.

In this equation, each term has a total degree of 2 in the variables y@xD, y¢@xD, and y¢¢@xD. This equation can be solved by transforming it to 

a first−order ODE. 

In[6]:= DSolve@7*y@xD*y’’@xD - 11*y’@xD^2 � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[6]= 99y@xD ®
C@2D

H4 x + 7 C@1DL7�4
==

The  fifth  and  final  class  of  easily  solvable  nonlinear  second−order  ODEs  consists  of  equations  that  are  exact  or  can  be  made  to  be

exact using an integrating factor.

Here is an example of this type, based on (equation 6.51, page 554 of [K59]).

In[7]:= eqn = y’’@xD + y@xD* y’@xD^2 - x^2*y’@xD � 0;

In[8]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y@xD, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[8]= 99y@xD ® -ä 2 InverseErfA

ä 3 2 Π C@2D -
31�3 2 Π I-x3M

2�3
C@1D GammaB

1

3
,-

x3

3
F

x2

3 Π
E==

It  is important to note that the solutions to fairly simple−looking nonlinear ODEs can be complicated. Verifying and applying the solu−

tions in such cases is a difficult problem.
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Overview of Higher−Order ODEs
The general form of an ODE with order n is

FIx, yHxL, y¢HxL, y²HxL,¼, yHnLHxLM = 0.

As in the case of second−order ODEs, such an ODE can be classified as linear or nonlinear. The general form of a linear ODE of order

n is

a0HxL y
HnLHxL + a1HxL y

Hn-1LHxL + ¼ + anHxL yHxL = bHxL.

If bHxL is the zero function, the equation is said to be homogeneous. This discussion is primarily restricted to that case.

Many methods for  solving linear  second−order  ODEs can be generalized to  linear  ODEs of  order  n,  where n  is  greater  than 2.  If  the

order of the ODE is not important, it is simply called a linear ODE.
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Linear Higher−Order Equations with Constant 
Coefficients
A linear  ODE with  constant  coefficients  can  be  easily  solved  once  the  roots  of  the  auxiliary  equation  (or  characteristic  equation)  are

known. Some examples of this type follow.

The characteristic equation of this ODE has real and distinct roots: 4, 1, and 7. Hence the solution is composed entirely of exponential 
functions.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’’’@xD - 4*y’’@xD - 25*y’@xD + 28*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® ã
-4 x

C@1D + ãx C@2D + ã7 x C@3D==

The characteristic equation of this ODE has two pairs of equal roots: −3 and −5. The repeated roots give rise to the basis of the solutions, 

9ã3 x, x ã3 x, ã5 x, x ã5 x=.

In[2]:= DSolve@y’’’’@xD - 16*y’’’@xD + 94*y’’@xD - 240*y’@xD + 225*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ® ã
3 x

C@1D + ã3 x x C@2D + ã5 x C@3D + ã5 x x C@4D==

The characteristic equation for this ODE has two pairs of roots with nonzero imaginary parts: 3 + 4 ä, 3 - 4 ä, 2 + ä, and 2 - ä. Hence the 
solution basis can be expressed with trigonometric and exponential functions.

In[3]:= DSolve@y’’’’@xD - 10*y’’’@xD + 54*y’’@xD - 130*y’@xD + 125*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[3]= 99y@xD ® ã
2 x

C@2D Cos@xD + ã3 x C@4D Cos@4 xD + ã2 x C@1D Sin@xD + ã3 x C@3D Sin@4 xD==

Finally, here is an example that combines all the previous kinds of solutions.

In[4]:= DSolve@y’’’’’@xD - 17*y’’’’@xD + 108*y’’’@xD - 330*y’’@xD + 488*y’@xD - 280*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[4]= 99y@xD ® ã
2 x

C@3D + ã2 x x C@4D + ã7 x C@5D + ã3 x C@2D Cos@xD + ã3 x C@1D Sin@xD==
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Higher−Order Euler and Legendre Equations
An Euler equation is an ODE of the form

xn yHnLHxL + a1 x
n-1 yHn-1LHxL + a2 x

n-2 yHn-2LHxL¼ + an yHxL � 0.

The following is an example of an Euler equation.

In[1]:= DSolve@x^4*y’’’’@xD - 2*x^3*y’’’@xD - x^2*y’’@xD + 5*x*y’@xD + y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® x
RootA1-4 ð1+16 ð1

2
-8 ð1

3
+ð1

4
&,1E C@1D + xRootA1-4 ð1+16 ð1

2
-8 ð1

3
+ð1

4
&,2E C@2D + xRootA1-4 ð1+16 ð1

2
-8 ð1

3
+ð1

4
&,3E C@3D + xRootA1-4 ð1+16

The Legendre linear equation is a generalization of the Euler equation. It has the form 

Hc x + dL
n
yHnLHxL + a1 Hc x + dL

n-1
yHn-1LHxL + a2 Hc x + dL

n-2
yHn-2LHxL¼ + an yHxL � 0.

This is a Legendre linear equation.

In[2]:= DSolve@
H3 x + 5L^4*y’’’’@xD - 2*H3 x + 5L^3*y’’’@xD - H3 x + 5L^2*y’’@xD + 5*H3 x + 5L*y’@xD + y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ® H5 + 3 xL
RootA1-570 ð1+1044 ð1

2
-540 ð1

3
+81 ð1

4
&,1E C@1D + H5 + 3 xLRootA1-570 ð1+1044 ð1

2
-540 ð1

3
+81 ð1

4
&,2E C@2D + H5 + 3 xLRootA1-570
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Exact Higher−Order Equations
A linear ordinary differential equation of order n

a0HxL y
HnLHxM + a1HxL y

Hn-1LHxL +¼ + an-1HxL y
¢HxL + anHxL yHxL � 0

is said to be exact if 

H-1L
n
a0
HnLHxM + H-1L

Hn-1L
a1
Hn-1LHxL +¼ - an-1

¢HxL + anHxL � 0.

The condition of exactness can be used to reduce the problem to that of solving an equation of order n - 1.

This is an example of an exact ODE.

In[1]:= a0 = 1;

In[2]:= a1 = -1 ;

In[3]:= a2 = 5 x;

In[4]:= a3 = 5;

In[5]:= ExactODE = a0*y’’’@xD + a1*y’’@xD + a2*y’@xD + a3*y@xD

Out[5]= 5 y@xD + 5 x y¢@xD - y¢¢@xD + yH3L@xD

This verifies the condition for exactness.

In[6]:= conditionforexactness = -D@a0, 8x, 3<D + D@a1, 8x, 2<D - D@a2, xD + a3

Out[6]= 0

This solves the equation.

In[7]:= sol = DSolve@ExactODE � 0, y, xD

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
x�2 AiryAiA-

H-1L1�3 J
1

4
- 5 xN

52�3
E C@2D + ãx�2 AiryBiA-

H-1L1�3 J
1

4
- 5 xN

52�3
E C@3D + ãx�2 AiryBiA-

H-1L

This verifies the solution.

In[8]:= ExactODE �. sol@@1DD �. 8x ® RandomReal@D, C@1D ® RandomReal@D, C@2D ® RandomReal@D< �� N �� Simplify ��
Chop

Out[8]= 0

In[9]:= Clear@a0, a1, a2, a3D
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Further Examples of Exactly Solvable Higher−
Order Equations 
The solutions to many second−order ODEs can be expressed in terms of special functions. Solutions to certain higher−order ODEs can

also be expressed using AiryAi, BesselJ, and other special functions.

The solution to this third−order ODE is given by products of Airy functions.

In[1]:= sol1 = DSolve@y’’’@xD - 4*Hx + 2L*y’@xD - 2*y@xD == 0, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, AiryAi@2 + xD2 C@1D + AiryAi@2 + xD AiryBi@2 + xD C@2D + AiryBi@2 + xD2 C@3DE==

The solution to this third−order ODE is given by Bessel functions.

In[2]:= sol2 = DSolve@x^3*y’’’@xD + 3*x^2*y’’@xD + H4 x^3 - 11 xL*y’@xD + 4 x^2*y@xD == 0, y, xD

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, BesselJA 3 , xE
2

C@1D + BesselJA 3 , xE BesselYA 3 , xE C@2D + BesselYA 3 , xE
2

C@3DE==

This plot shows the oscillatory behavior of the solutions on different parts of the real line.

In[3]:= Show@8Plot@y@xD �. sol1 �. 8C@1D ® 2, C@2D ® 3, C@3D ® 1<, 8x, -10, -4<, PlotStyle ® 8Red<D,
Plot@y@xD �. sol2 �. 8C@1D ® 2, C@2D ® 3, C@3D ® 1<, 8x, 2, 10<, PlotStyle ® 8Dashing@80.02<D, Blue<D<,

PlotRange ® 88-10, 10<, Automatic<D

Out[3]=

The solution to this fourth−order linear ODE is expressed in terms of HypergeometricPFQ.

In[4]:= HypergeometricPFQTypeEquation =
30*x^3*y’’’’@xD + 193*x^2*y’’’@xD + H219*x - 30 x^2L*y’’@xD + H21 - 90 xL*y’@xD - 30 y@xD;

In[5]:= sol3 = DSolve@HypergeometricPFQTypeEquation � 0, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,

H-1L2�3 C@1D HypergeometricPFQA9-
1

3
=, 9-

5

6
, -

11

15
=, xE

x4�3
+ H-1L2�5 x2�5 C@3D HypergeometricPFQA9

7

5

This verifies that the solution is correct using numerical values.

In[6]:= HypergeometricPFQTypeEquation �. sol3@@1DD �. 8x ® RandomComplex@D< �� Simplify �� Chop

Out[6]= 0

As for  second−order  linear  ODEs,  there are modern algorithms for  solving higher−order  ODEs with rational  coefficients.  These algo−

rithms  give  "rational−exponential"  solutions,  which  are  combinations  of  rational  functions  and  exponentials  of  the  integrals  of  rational

functions. These algorithms are combined with techniques such as reduction of order to produce a complete solution for the given ODE.
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The general solution to this equation has a rational term and terms that depend on Airy functions. The Airy functions come from reducing 
the order of the equation to 2.

In[7]:= DSolve@HH6 - 24*x + 4*x^2 - 10*x^3 + 9*x^4 - 4*x^5 + x^6L*y@xDL� HH-1 + xL^4*x^2L +
HH-8 + 30*x - 10*x^2 + 10*x^3 - 3*x^4 - 2*x^5 + x^6L*Derivative@1D@yD@xDL�HH-1 + xL^3*x^2L +
HH4 - 16*x + 5*x^2 - 2*x^3L*Derivative@2D@yD@xDL� HH-1 + xL^2*x^2L +
HH4 - x^2L*Derivative@3D@yD@xDL� HH-1 + xL*xL == 0, y, xD

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
H-1 + xL C@1D

-4 + x2
+

H-1 + xL AiryAi@xD C@2D

-4 + x2
+

H-1 + xL AiryBi@xD C@3D

-4 + x2
E==

The  equations  considered  so  far  have  been  homogeneous;  that  is,  with  no  term  free  of  yHxL  or  its  derivatives.  If  the  given  ODE  is

inhomogeneous, DSolve applies the method of variation of parameters to obtain the solution. 

Here is an example of this type. The exponential terms in the solution come from the general solution to the homogeneous equation, and 
the remaining term is a particular solution (or particular integral) to the problem.

In[8]:= sol = DSolve@y’’’@xD - 13*y’’@xD + 19*y’@xD + 33*y@xD � Cos@2 xD, y@xD, xD

Out[8]= 99y@xD ® ã
-x C@1D + ã3 x C@2D + ã11 x C@3D +

17 Cos@2 xD + 6 Sin@2 xD

1625

==

This is the general solution to the homogeneous equation.

In[9]:= generalsolution = y@xD �. DSolve@y’’’@xD - 13*y’’@xD + 19*y’@xD + 33*y@xD � 0, y@xD, xD@@1DD

Out[9]= ã
-x C@1D + ã3 x C@2D + ã11 x C@3D

This particular solution is part of the general solution to the inhomogeneous equation.

In[10]:= particularsolution = Hy@xD �. sol@@1DDL - generalsolution

Out[10]=

17 Cos@2 xD + 6 Sin@2 xD

1625

Thus,  the  general  solution  for  the  inhomogeneous  equation  is  the  sum  of  the  general  solution  to  the  homogeneous  equation  and  a

particular integral of the ODE.

The solution methods for nonlinear ODEs of higher order rely to a great extent on reducing the problem to one of lower order.

Here is a nonlinear third−order ODE with no explicit dependence on x or y@xD. It is solved by reducing the order to 2 using a simple 

integration.

In[11]:= DSolve@7*y’@xD*y’’’@xD - 11*y’’@xD^2 � 0, y@xD, xD

Out[11]= 99y@xD ® -
C@2D

3 H4 x + 7 C@1DL3�4
+ C@3D==
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Introduction to Systems of ODEs
Systems of ODEs are important in various fields of science, such as the study of electricity and population biology. Like single ODEs,

systems of ODEs can classified as linear or nonlinear.

A system of linear first−order ODEs can be represented in the form

X¢HtL � AHtL XHtL+BHtL.

Here XHtL is a vector of unknown functions, AHtL is the matrix of the coefficients of the unknown functions, and BHtL is a vector represent−

ing the inhomogeneous part of the system.

In the two−dimensional case, the system can be written more concretely as

x¢HtL � pHtL xHtL + qHtL yHtL + uHtL

y¢HtL � rHtL xHtL + sHtL yHtL + vHtL.

If all the entries of the matrix AHtL are constants, then the system is said to be linear with constant coefficients. If BHtL is the zero vector,

then the system is said to be homogeneous.

The important  global  features  of  the  solutions to  linear  systems can be clarified  by  considering homogeneous systems of  ODEs with

constant coefficients. 
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Linear Systems of ODEs

Here is a system of two ODEs whose coefficient matrix has real and distinct eigenvalues.

In[1]:= A = 884, -6<, 81, -1<<;

In[2]:= Eigenvalues@AD

Out[2]= 82, 1<

In[3]:= X@t_D = 8x@tD, y@tD<;

In[4]:= system = MapThread@ð1 � ð2 &, 8X’@tD, A.X@tD<D

Out[4]= 8x
¢@tD � 4 x@tD - 6 y@tD, y¢@tD � x@tD - y@tD<

This solves the system. Note that the general solution depends on two arbitrary constants C@1D and C@2D.

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8x, y<, tD

Out[5]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
t I-2 + 3 ãtM C@1D - 6 ãt I-1 + ãtM C@2DE, y ® FunctionA8t<, ãt I-1 + ãtM C@1D - ãt I-3 + 2 ãtM C@2D

Here is a plot of some particular solutions obtained by giving specific values to C@1D and C@2D. In this case, the origin is a called a node.

In[6]:= particularsols = Partition@Flatten@
Table@8x@tD, y@tD< �. sol �. 8C@1D ® 1�i, C@2D ® 1�j<, 8i, -20, 20, 6<, 8j, -20, 20, 6<DD, 2D;

In[7]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@particularsolsD, 8t, -3, 3<, PlotRange -> 8-2, 2<D

Out[7]=

In this system the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix are complex conjugates of each other.

In[8]:= A = 887, -8<, 85, -5<<;

In[9]:= Eigenvalues@AD

Out[9]= 81 + 2 ä, 1 - 2 ä<

In[10]:= X@t_D = 8x@tD, y@tD<;

In[11]:= system = MapThread@ð1 � ð2 &, 8X’@tD, A.X@tD<D

Out[11]= 8x
¢@tD � 7 x@tD - 8 y@tD, y¢@tD � 5 x@tD - 5 y@tD<
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This solves the system.

In[12]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8x, y<, tD

Out[12]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, -4 ã
t C@2D Sin@2 tD + ãt C@1D HCos@2 tD + 3 Sin@2 tDLE, y ® FunctionA8t<, ãt C@2D HCos@2 tD - 3 Sin

This plots the solution for various values of the arbitrary parameters. The spiraling behavior is typical for systems with complex eigenvalues.

In[13]:= particularsols = Partition@Flatten@
Table@8x@tD, y@tD< �. sol �. 8C@1D ® 1�i, C@2D ® 1�j<, 8i, -10, 10, 8<, 8j, -10, 10, 8<DD, 2D;

In[14]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@particularsolsD, 8t, -35, 35<,
PlotRange ® All, PlotPoints ® 70, Method -> 8Compiled ® False<D

Out[14]=

Solving homogeneous systems of ODEs with constant coefficients and of arbitrary order is a straightforward matter. They are solved by

converting them to a system of first−order ODEs.

This solves a homogeneous system of ODEs of order 3, with constant coefficients.

In[15]:= system = 8x’’’@tD + y@tD, y’’’@tD - 64 x@tD<;

In[16]:= sol = DSolve@8system@@1DD � 0, system@@2DD � 0<, 8x, y<, tD

Out[16]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

3

ã
- 3 t C@3D Cos@tD + ã2 3 t Cos@tD + ã 3 t Cos@2 tD +

1

96

ã
- 3 t C@6D Cos@tD + ã2 3 t Cos@t

This verifies the solution.

In[17]:= system �. sol@@1DD �.
8t ® RandomComplex@D, C@1D ® RandomComplex@D, C@2D ® RandomComplex@D, C@3D ® RandomComplex@D,
C@4D ® RandomComplex@D, C@5D ® RandomComplex@D, C@6D ® RandomComplex@D< �� Chop

Out[17]= 80, 0<

In general, systems of linear ODEs with non−constant coefficients can only be solved in cases where the coefficient matrix has a simple

structure, as illustrated in the following examples.

This first−order system has a diagonal coefficient matrix. The system is uncoupled because the first equation involves only x@tD and the 
second equation depends only on y@tD. Thus, each equation in the system can be integrated independently of the other.

In[18]:= DSolve@8x’@tD � Sin@tD*x@tD, y’@tD � t^2*y@tD<, 8x, y<, tD

Out[18]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
-Cos@tD C@1DE, y ® FunctionA8t<, ã

t3

3 C@2DE==

The rows of the coefficient matrix for this system form an orthogonal set of vectors.

In[19]:= A = 88E^t, Tan@tD<, 8-Tan@tD, E^t<<;

In[20]:= A.Transpose@AD�Det@AD

Out[20]= 881, 0<, 80, 1<<

In[21]:= X@t_D = 8x@tD, y@tD<;
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In[22]:= system = MapThread@ð1 � ð2 &, 8X’@tD, A.X@tD<D

Out[22]= 9x
¢@tD � ãt x@tD + Tan@tD y@tD, y¢@tD � -Tan@tD x@tD + ãt y@tD=

In[23]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8x, y<, tD

Out[23]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
ã
t

C@1D Cos@Log@Cos@tDDD - ãã
t

C@2D Sin@Log@Cos@tDDDE, y ® FunctionA8t<, ãã
t

C@2D Cos@Log@Cos

In[24]:= system �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[24]= 8True, True<

Here is a system of three first−order ODEs. The coefficient matrix is upper triangular.

In[25]:= A = 88E^t, 2, 3<, 80, 2, -1<, 80, 0, 1<<;

In[26]:= MatrixForm@AD

Out[26]//MatrixForm=

ã
t 2 3

0 2 -1

0 0 1

In[27]:= X@t_D = 8x@tD, y@tD, z@tD<;

In[28]:= system = MapThread@ð1 � ð2 &, 8X’@tD, A.X@tD<D

Out[28]= 9x
¢@tD � ãt x@tD + 2 y@tD + 3 z@tD, y¢@tD � 2 y@tD - z@tD, z¢@tD � z@tD=

In[29]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8x, y, z<, tD

Out[29]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
ã
t

C@1D + 2 I-1 - ãtM C@2D - 5 C@3DE, y ® FunctionA8t<, ã2 t C@2D + ãt C@3DE, z ® FunctionA8t<, ã

As for single ODEs, there are sophisticated modern algorithms for solving systems of ODEs with rational coefficients.

This solves a system of two first−order ODEs with rational coefficients. Note that the solution is composed entirely of rational functions.

In[30]:= DSolveB:y¢@xD �
H5 + xL w@xD

I-3 - 2 x + x2M I-1 + x3M

+

I6 + 2 x - 3 x3 - x5M y@xD

x I-3 - 2 x + x2M I-1 + x3M

,

w¢@xD �

I1 + 20 x2 + 3 x3M w@xD

H5 + xL I-1 + x3M

-

4 x I-3 - 2 x + x2M y@xD

H5 + xL I-1 + x3M

>, 8y, w<, xF

Out[30]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
x C@1D

-3 - 2 x + x2
+

x2 C@2D

-3 - 2 x + x2
E, w ® FunctionA8x<,

C@1D

5 + x

+

x4 C@2D

5 + x

E==

In the following example, the algorithm finds one rational solution for x@tD and y@tD. (The equation for z@tD is uncoupled from the rest of the 

system.) Using the rational solution, DSolve is able to find the remaining exponential solution for x@tD and y@tD. 

In[31]:= system = 8x’@tD � H2*HH-9 + t + t^2L*x@tD + H-6 + t^2L*y@tDLL�HH-2 + tL*tL,
y’@tD � H-3*H-12 + 2*t + t^2L*x@tD + H24 - 2*t - 3*t^2L*y@tDL�HH-2 + tL*tL, z’@tD � t*z@tD<;

In[32]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8x, y, z<, tD

Out[32]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
H-2 - tL C@1D

t3
+ 2 ã-t C@2DE, y ® FunctionA8t<,

H4 + tL C@1D

t3
- 3 ã-t C@2DE, z ® FunctionA8t<, ã

t2

2

In[33]:= system �. sol �� Simplify

Out[33]= 88True, True, True<<

The systems considered so far have all been homogeneous. If the system is inhomogeneous (that is, if there are terms free from any

dependent variables and their derivatives), DSolve applies either the method of variation of parameters or the method of undetermined

coefficients to find the general solution. 

This solves an inhomogeneous system. 

In[34]:= A = 887, -8<, 85, -5<<;
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In[35]:= B = 8E^Ht�10L, t<;

In[36]:= X@t_D = 8x@tD, y@tD<;

In[37]:= system = MapThread@ð1 � ð2 &, 8X’@tD, A.X@tD + B<D

Out[37]= 9x
¢@tD � ãt�10 + 7 x@tD - 8 y@tD, y¢@tD � t + 5 x@tD - 5 y@tD=

In[38]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8x, y<, tD

Out[38]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, -4 ã
t C@2D Sin@2 tD + ãt C@1D HCos@2 tD + 3 Sin@2 tDL - 4 ãt Sin@2 tD

500

481

ã
-9 t�10 Cos@2 tD -

1

50

ã
-t

Particular solutions to the system can be obtained by assigning values to the constants C@1D and C@2D. 

Here is a plot of the solution for one choice of parameters.

In[39]:= particularsol = 8x@tD, y@tD< �. sol@@1DD �. 8C@1D ® -1, C@2D ® 2<;

In[40]:= Plot@Evaluate@particularsolD, 8t, 0, Pi<D

Out[40]=
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Nonlinear Systems of ODEs
Following are two examples of nonlinear systems of ODEs that can be solved symbolically using DSolve. 

The first three equations in this system of four nonlinear ODEs can be solved independently because none of their right−hand sides 
depend on p, q, r, or s.

In[1]:= system = 8p’@xD == 1, q’@xD == x, r’@xD == 0, s’@xD == r@xD�Hp@xD + 4*q@xD*r@xDL<;

In[2]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8p, q, r, s<, xD

Out[2]= 99p ® Function@8x<, x + C@1DD, q ® FunctionA8x<,
x2

2
+ C@2DE, r ® Function@8x<, C@3DD, s ® FunctionA8x<,

2 ArcTan

-1

In[3]:= system �. sol �� Simplify

Out[3]= 88True, True, True, True<<

This system of two nonlinear ODEs is autonomous, in the sense that the right−hand sides of the equations do not depend on x.

In[4]:= system = 8u’@xD � 1�Sqrt@v@xDD, v’@xD � u@xD<;

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@system, 8u, v<, xD@@1DD

Out[5]= 9v ® FunctionA8x<,
1

16
4 C@1D2 + 4 C@1D

6 21�3 C@1D

-324 x + 23328 C@1D3 + H-324 x - 81 C@2DL2 - 81 C@2D

1�3

-

-324 x + 23

In[6]:= system �. sol �� Simplify �� PowerExpand �� Simplify

Out[6]= 8True, True<

The previous two examples demonstrate that the solutions to fairly simple systems are usually complicated expressions of the indepen−

dent variable. In fact, the solution is often available only in implicit form and may thus contain InverseFunction objects or unevalu−

ated Solve objects.
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Lie Symmetry Methods for Solving Nonlinear ODEs
Around  1870,  Marius  Sophus  Lie  realized  that  many  of  the  methods  for  solving  differential  equations  could  be  unified  using  group

theory.  Lie symmetry methods are central  to  the modern approach for  studying nonlinear  ODEs.  They use the notion of  symmetry to

generate solutions in a systematic manner. Here is a brief introduction to Lie ÷ s approach that provides some examples that are solved

in this way by DSolve. 

A  key  notion  in  Lie÷ s method  is  that  of  an  infinitesimal  generator  for  a  symmetry  group.  This  concept  is  illustrated  in  the  following

example. 

Here is the well−known transformation for rotations in the x−y plane. This is a one−parameter group of transformations with parameter t. 

In[1]:= m = x*Cos@tD + y*Sin@tD;

In[2]:= n = -x*Sin@tD + y*Cos@tD;

For a fixed value of t, the point Hm, nL (in blue) can be obtained by rotating the line joining Hx, yL (in red) to the origin through an angle of t

in the counterclockwise direction.

In[3]:= Show@8Graphics@88Red, PointSize@0.04D, Point@83*Cos@1�4D, 3*Sin@1�4D<D<,
8Blue, PointSize@0.04D, Point@83*Cos@H1�4L + HPi�3LD, 3*Sin@H1�4L + HPi�3LD<D<,
8Green, Line@880, 0<, 83*Cos@1�4D, 3*Sin@1�4D<<D<,
8Green, Line@880, 0<, 83*Cos@H1�4L + HPi�3LD, 3*Sin@H1�4L + HPi�3LD<<D<<D,

ParametricPlot@83*Cos@tD, 3*Sin@tD<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<, DisplayFunction ® Identity D<,
AspectRatio ® 1, ImageSize ® 200, Axes ® TrueD

Out[3]=

A rotation through t can be represented by the matrix

Mt =
cosHtL sinHtL

-sinHtL cosHtL
.

This shows that the set of all rotations in the plane satisfies the properties for forming a group.

In[3]:= M@t_D := 88Cos@tD, Sin@tD<, 8-Sin@tD, Cos@tD<<

In[4]:= Simplify@M@a + bD == M@aD.M@bDD

Out[4]= True

In[5]:= M@aD.M@0D == M@0D.M@aD == M@aD

Out[5]= True

In[6]:= M@0D == IdentityMatrix@2D

Out[6]= True

In[7]:= M@aD.M@-aD == M@-aD.M@aD == IdentityMatrix@2D �� Simplify

Out[7]= True

The Lie symmetry method requires calculating a first−order approximation to the expressions for the group. This approximation is called

an infinitesimal generator.
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This expands the expressions for m and n in a series with respect to t and around the origin 0 to obtain linear approximations.

In[8]:= Series@m , 8t, 0, 1<D �� Normal

Out[8]= x + t y

In[9]:= Series@n , 8t, 0, 1<D �� Normal

Out[9]= -t x + y

The coefficients of the linear terms in t are y and -x, respectively. The infinitesimal generator for the rotation group in the plane is defined 

to be the following differential operator.

In[10]:= v = Hy*D@ð, xD - x*D@ð, yDL &;

Starting from the infinitesimal generator, the original group can be recovered by integrating the fundamental system of Lie equations. For 

the group of rotations, the Lie equations are given by the first argument to DSolve shown here.

In[11]:= DSolve@8x’@tD � y@tD, y’@tD � -x@tD<, 8x@tD, y@tD<, tD

Out[11]= 88x@tD ® C@1D Cos@tD + C@2D Sin@tD, y@tD ® C@2D Cos@tD - C@1D Sin@tD<<

The  rotation  group  arises  in  the  study  of  symmetries  of  geometrical  objects;  it  is  an  example  of  a  symmetry  group.  The  infinitesimal

generator, a differential operator, is a convenient local representation for this symmetric group, which is a set of matrices.

An expression that reduces to 0 under the action of the infinitesimal generator is called an invariant of the group. 

Here is an invariant for this group.

In[12]:= invariant = x^2 + y^2;

This states that the distance from the origin to Hx, yL, x2 + y2 , is preserved under rotation.

In[13]:= v@invariantD

Out[13]= 0

In the following examples, these ideas are applied to differential equations.

This is an example of a Riccati equation, from page 103 of [I99].

In[14]:= Riccatiequation = y’@xD + y@xD^2 - 1�x^2 � 0;

The equation is invariant under the following scaling transformation.

In[15]:= m = x*E^t;

In[16]:= n = y*E^H-tL;

The infinitesimal generator for this one−parameter group of transformations is found as before.

In[17]:= Series@m, 8t, 0, 1<D �� Normal

Out[17]= x + t x

In[18]:= Series@n, 8t, 0, 1<D �� Normal

Out[18]= y - t y

In[19]:= v = Hx*D@ð, xD - y*D@ð, yDL &;

Now, the Riccati equation depends on three variables: x, y = y@xD, and p = y¢@xD. Hence, the infinitesimal generator v must be prolonged

to act on all three variables in this first−order equation.

It turns out that the required prolongation is as follows.

In[20]:= prolongedv = Hx*D@ð, xD - y*D@ð, yD - 2 p*D@ð, pD L &;
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This shows that the expression for the Riccati equation in the Hx, y, pL coordinates is indeed invariant under prolongedv.

In[21]:= Riccatiexpression = p + y^2 - H1�x^2L;

In[22]:= prolongedv@RiccatiexpressionD �. 8p ® H1�x^2L - y^2< �� Together

Out[22]= 0

Depending on the order of the given equation, the knowledge of a symmetry (in the form of an infinitesimal generator) can be used in

three ways.

� If the order of the equation is 1, it gives an integrating factor for the ODE that makes the equation exact and hence solvable.

� It gives a set of canonical coordinates in which the equation has a simple (integrable) form.

� It reduces the problem of solving an ODE of order n to that of solving an ODE of order n - 1, which is typically a simpler problem.

The DSolve  function checks for certain standard types of symmetries in the given ODE and uses them to return a solution. Following

are three examples of ODEs for which DSolve uses such a symmetry method.

Here is a nonlinear first−order ODE (equation 1.120, page 315 of [K59]).

In[23]:= FirstOrderODE = x*y’@xD � y@xD*Hx*Log@x^2�y@xDD + 2L;

This ODE has a symmetry with the following infinitesimal generator.

In[24]:= v = H-2*Exp@-xD*yL*D@ð, yD &;

The presence of this symmetry allows DSolve to calculate an integrating factor and return the solution.

In[25]:= sol = DSolve@FirstOrderODE, y, xD

Out[25]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
-2 ã-x C@1D x2E==

This verifies the solution.

In[26]:= FirstOrderODE �. sol@@1DD �. 8x ® RandomReal@D, C@1D ® RandomReal@D< �� Simplify �� Chop

Out[26]= True

Here is a second−order nonlinear ODE, based on equation 6.93 on page 213 of [K59].

In[27]:= SecondOrderODE = x^3*y’’@xD � 6*Hx*y’@xD - y@xDL^2;

This equation is invariant under the following scaling transformation.

In[28]:= m = x*E^t;

In[29]:= n = y*E^t;

The presence of this scaling symmetry allows DSolve to find new coordinates in which the independent variable is not explicitly present. 

Hence the problem is solved easily.

In[30]:= sol = DSolve@SecondOrderODE, y, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[30]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, -
1

6
x LogA6 -

C@1D

x
- C@2D EE==

This verifies the solution.

In[31]:= SecondOrderODE �. sol �� Simplify

Out[31]= 8True<
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Finally, here is a system of two nonlinear first−order ODEs that can be solved by using a shift: u@xD ® u@xD - x. After the shift, the system 
becomes autonomous (it does not depend explicitly on x) and hence it can be solved by reduction to a first−order ODE for v as a function 

of u. The Solve::ifun message can be ignored; it is generated while inverting the expression for Exp@vD to give an expression in 

terms of Log.

In[32]:= Clear@u, vD

In[33]:= NonlinearSystem = 8u’@xD � Exp@v@xDD + 1, v’@xD � u@xD - x<;

In[34]:= sol = DSolve@NonlinearSystem, 8u, v<, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[34]= 99v ® FunctionA8x<, LogAC@1D + C@1D TanA
1

2
K 2 x C@1D + 2 2 C@1D C@2DOE

2

EE, u ® FunctionA8x<, x + 2 C@

In[35]:= NonlinearSystem �. sol �� Simplify

Out[35]= 88True, True<<

In[36]:= Clear@m, n, u, vD

This concludes the discussion of ordinary differential equations. 
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Introduction to Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)
A partial differential equation (PDE) is a relationship between an unknown function uHx1, x2,¼, xnL and its derivatives with respect to the

variables x1, x2,¼, xn. 

Here is an example of a PDE.

In[1]:= equation1 =
¶uHx, yL

¶ x

+ x

¶uHx, yL

¶ y

� sinHxL;

PDEs occur naturally in applications; they model the rate of change of a physical quantity with respect to both space variables and time

variables. At this stage of development, DSolve typically only works with PDEs having two independent variables.

The order of a PDE is the order of the highest derivative that occurs in it. The previous equation is a first−order PDE.

A function uHx, yL is a solution to a given PDE if u and its derivatives satisfy the equation. 

Here is one solution to the previous equation.

In[2]:= sol = u �. DSolve@equation1, u, 8x, y<D@@1DD �. C@1D@t_D ® t

Out[2]= FunctionA8x, y<, -Cos@xD +
1

2

I-x2 + 2 yME

This verifies the solution.

In[3]:= equation1 �. 8u ® sol<

Out[3]= True

Here are some well−known examples of PDEs (clicking a link in the table will bring up the relevant examples). DSolve gives symbolic

solutions to equations of all these types, with certain restrictions, particularly for second−order PDEs.

name of equation general form classification

transport equation
¶u

¶x
+ c

¶u

¶y
� 0 with c constant linear first−order PDE

Burgers ÷  equation
¶u

¶t
+ u

¶u

¶x
� 0 quasilinear first−order PDE

eikonal equation J
¶u

¶x
N
2

+ J
¶u

¶y
N
2 � 1 nonlinear first−order PDE

Laplace ÷ s equation
¶
2u

¶x2
+
¶
2u

¶y2
� 0 elliptic linear second−order PDE

wave equation
¶
2u

¶x2
= c2

¶
2u

¶t2
 where c is the speed of light hyperbolic linear second−order PDE

heat equation
¶
2u

¶x2
= k

¶u

¶t
 where k is the thermal diffusivity parabolic linear second−order PDE

Recall  that  the  general  solutions  to  PDEs involve  arbitrary  functions  rather  than arbitrary  constants.  The reason for  this  can be seen

from the following example.

The partial derivative with respect to y does not appear in this example, so an arbitrary function C@1D@yD can be added to the solution, 

since the partial derivative of C@1D@yD with respect to x is 0.

In[4]:= DSolve@D@u@x, yD, xD � 1, u@x, yD, 8x, y<D

Out[4]= 88u@x, yD ® x + C@1D@yD<<

If there are several arbitrary functions in the solution, they are labeled as C@1D, C@2D, and so on.
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Linear and Quasi−Linear PDEs

First−order PDEs are usually classified as linear, quasi−linear, or nonlinear. The first two types are discussed in this tutorial.

A first−order PDE for an unknown function uHx, yL is said to be linear if it can be expressed in the form

aHx, yL
¶uHx, yL

¶ x
+ bHx, yL

¶uHx, yL

¶ y
+ cHx, yL uHx, yL � dHx, yL.

The PDE is said to be quasilinear if it can be expressed in the form

aHx, y, uHx, yLL
¶uHx, yL

¶ x
+ bHx, y, uHx, yLL

¶uHx, yL

¶ y
� cHx, y, uHx, yLL.

A PDE which is neither linear nor quasi−linear is said to nonlinear.

For convenience, the symbols z, p, and q are used throughout this tutorial to denote the unknown function and its partial derivatives.

z = uHx, yL; p =
¶uHx, yL

¶ x
; q =

¶uHx, yL

¶ y

Here is a linear homogeneous first−order PDE with constant coefficients. 

In[1]:= z := u@x, yD

In[2]:= p := D@u@x, yD, xD

In[3]:= q := D@u@x, yD, yD

In[4]:= eqn = 2*p + 3*q + z � 0;

The equation is linear because the left−hand side is a linear polynomial in z, p, and q. Since there is no term free of z, p, or q, the PDE is

also homogeneous. 

As mentioned earlier, the general solution contains an arbitrary function C@1D of the argument 
1

2
H2 y - 3 xL.

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Out[5]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, ã-x�2 C@1DA
1

2
H-3 x + 2 yLEE==

This verifies that the solution is correct.

In[6]:= eqn �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[6]= True

Particular solutions of the homogeneous PDE are obtained by specifying the function C@1D. 

In[7]:= particularsolution = u@x, yD �. sol@@1DD �. C@1D@a_D ® Sin@aD

Out[7]= ã
-x�2 SinA

1

2
H-3 x + 2 yLE
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Here is a plot of the surface for this particular solution.

In[8]:= Plot3D@particularsolution, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -7, 7<, PlotPoints ® 30D

Out[8]=

The transport equation is a good example of a linear first−order homogeneous PDE with constant coefficients. 

In this transport equation, c = 1 for convenience.

In[9]:= DSolveAD@u@x, yD, xD + D@u@x, yD, yD � 0, u@x, yD, 8x, y<E

Out[9]= 88u@x, yD ® C@1D@-x + yD<<

Note that the solution to the transport equation is constant on any straight line of the form y � x + Α in the plane. These straight lines are

called the base characteristic curves. The equation y � x + Α defines a plane in three dimensions. The intersections of these planes with

the solution surface are called characteristic curves. Since the characteristic curves are solutions to a system of ODEs, the problem of

solving the PDE is reduced to that of solving a system of ODEs for xHtL,  yHtL,  and uHtL,  where t  is a parameter along the characteristic

curves. These ODEs are called characteristic ODEs.

The solution to an inhomogeneous PDE has two components: the general solution to the homogeneous PDE and a particular solution

to the inhomogeneous PDE.

This is a linear inhomogeneous PDE of the first order.

In[10]:= eqn = 7*p + 3*q + z � x + y;

The first part of the solution, -10 + x + y, is the particular solution to the inhomogeneous PDE. The rest of the solution is the general 

solution to the homogenous equation.

In[11]:= sol = u@x, yD �. DSolve@eqn, u@x, yD, 8x, y<D@@1DD �� Expand

Out[11]= -10 + x + y + ã
-x�7 C@1DA

1

7
H-3 x + 7 yLE

Here is a linear homogeneous PDE with variable coefficients.

In[12]:= eqn = Sin@xD*p + E^x*q � 0;

In[13]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Out[13]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, C@1DAy + H1 + äL ãH1+äL x Hypergeometric2F1A
1

2
-

ä

2
, 1,

3

2
-

ä

2
, ã2 ä xEEE==

This verifies the solution.

In[14]:= eqn �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[14]= True
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Here is a linear inhomogeneous PDE with variable coefficients.

In[15]:= eqn = p + x*q � Cos@xD;

The solution is once again composed of the general solution to the homogeneous PDE and a particular solution, Sin@xD, to the 

inhomogeneous PDE.

In[16]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Out[16]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, Sin@xD + C@1DA
1

2
I-x2 + 2 yMEE==

Now consider some examples of first−order quasi−linear PDEs. 

This PDE is quasi−linear because of the term z2 on the right−hand side.

In[17]:= eqn = p + x*q � z^2 + 5;

In[18]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[18]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, 5 TanA 5 x + 5 C@1DA
1

2
I-x2 + 2 yMEEE==

This verifies the solution.

In[19]:= eqn �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[19]= True

Burgers ÷  equation is an important example of a quasi−linear PDE. 

¶uHx, yL

¶ x
+ uHx, yL

¶uHx, yL

¶ y
� 0

 It can be written using the notation introduced earlier. 

In[20]:= BurgersEquation = p + z q � 0;

 The term z q makes this equation quasi−linear.

This solves the equation. 

In[21]:= sol = DSolve@BurgersEquation, u, 8x, y<D

Out[21]= Solve@C@1D@u@x, yD, y - x u@x, yDD � 0, u@x, yDD

This verifies the solution to Burgers’ equation.

In[22]:= p1 = p �. Solve@D@sol@@1DD, xD, pD@@1DD;

In[23]:= q1 = q �. Solve@D@sol@@1DD, yD, qD@@1DD;

In[24]:= p1 + z*q1

Out[24]= 0

A practical consequence of quasi−linearity is the appearance of shocks and steepening and breaking of solutions. Thus, although the

procedures for finding general solutions to linear and quasi−linear PDEs are quite similar, there are sharp differences in the nature of

the solutions.
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Nonlinear PDEs

The general first−order nonlinear PDE for an unknown function uHx, yL is given by

FHu, p, qL � 0.

Here F is a function of u = uHx, yL, p =
¶uIx,yM

¶x
, and q =

¶uIx,yM

¶y
.

The term ú nonlinearø  refers to the fact that F is a nonlinear function of p and q. For instance, the eikonal equation involves a quadratic

expression in p and q.

The  general  solution  to  a  first−order  linear  or  quasi−linear  PDE  involves  an  arbitrary  function.  If  the  PDE  is  nonlinear,  a  very  useful

solution  is  given  by  the  complete  integral.  This  is  a  function  of  uHx, y, C@1D, C@2DL,  where  C@1D  and  C@2D  are  independent

parameters and u satisfies the PDE for all values of HC@1D, C@2DL in an open subset of the plane. The complete integral can be used

to find a general solution for the PDE as well as to solve initial value problems for it. 

Here is a simple nonlinear PDE. 

In[1]:= z := u@x, yD

In[2]:= p := D@u@x, yD, xD

In[3]:= q := D@u@x, yD, yD

In[4]:= eqn = p*q � 1;

The complete integral depends on the parameters C@1D and C@2D. Since DSolve returns a general solution for linear and quasi−linear 

PDEs, a warning message appears before a complete integral is returned.

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[5]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, C@1D +
x

C@2D

+ y C@2DE==

This verifies the solution.

In[6]:= eqn �. sol

Out[6]= 8True<

If the values of C@1D and C@2D are fixed, the previous solution represents a plane in three dimensions. Thus, the complete integral for

this PDE is a two−parameter family of planes, each of which is a solution surface for the equation.

Next, the envelope of a one−parameter family of surfaces is a surface that touches each member of the family. If the complete integral

is restricted to a one−parameter family of planes, for example by setting C@2D = 5 C@1D, the envelope of this family is also a solution to

the PDE called a general integral. 

This finds the envelope of the one−parameter family given by setting C@2D = 5 C@1D in the complete integral for the preceding PDE 

p*q == 1.

In[7]:= oneparametersol = u@x, yD � Hu@x, yD �. sol@@1DD �. C@2D ® 5*C@1DL

Out[7]= u@x, yD �
x

5 C@1D

+ C@1D + 5 y C@1D

In[8]:= oneparameterenvelope = Eliminate@8oneparametersol, D@oneparametersol, C@1DD<, 8C@1D<D

Out[8]= 5 u@x, yD2 � x H4 + 20 yL
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This verifies that the envelope surface is a solution to the PDE.

In[9]:= p1 = D@u@x, yD, xD �. Solve@D@oneparameterenvelope, xD, D@u@x, yD, xDD@@1DD

Out[9]=

2 H1 + 5 yL

5 u@x, yD

In[10]:= q1 = D@u@x, yD, yD �. Solve@D@oneparameterenvelope, yD, D@u@x, yD, yDD@@1DD

Out[10]=

2 x

u@x, yD

In[11]:= FullSimplify@p1*q1, 8oneparameterenvelope<D

Out[11]= 1

Like  nonlinear  ODEs,  some  nonlinear  PDEs  also  have  a  singular  solution  (or  singular  integral)  that  is  obtained  by  constructing  the

envelope of the entire two−parameter family of surfaces represented by the complete integral.

Here is an example of such a construction, (equation 6.4.13, page 429 of [K00]).

In[12]:= sol = DSolve@4 z + p^2 + q^2 � 4, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[12]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<,
1 - y2 - 2 x y C@1D + C@1D2 - x2 C@1D2 - 2 y C@2D - 2 x C@1D C@2D - C@2D2

1 + C@1D2
E==

In[13]:= twoparameterfamily = u@x, yD � Hu@x, yD �. sol@@1DDL

Out[13]= u@x, yD �
1 - y2 - 2 x y C@1D + C@1D2 - x2 C@1D2 - 2 y C@2D - 2 x C@1D C@2D - C@2D2

1 + C@1D2

In[14]:= envelopeoftwoparameterfamily = Eliminate@
8twoparameterfamily, D@twoparameterfamily, C@1DD, D@twoparameterfamily, C@2DD<, 8C@1D, C@2D<D

Out[14]= u@x, yD � 1

Thus, the singular integral for this PDE is a plane parallel to the x−y plane.

To summarize, the complete integral for a nonlinear PDE includes a rich variety of solutions.

� Every member of the two−parameter family gives a particular solution to the PDE.

� The envelope of any one−parameter family is a solution called a general integral of the PDE.

� The envelope of the entire two−parameter family is a solution called the singular integral of the PDE.

� The complete integral is not unique, but any other complete integral for the PDE can be obtained from it by the process of envelope
formation.

These remarkable  properties  account  for  the  usefulness  of  the  complete  integral  in  geometrical  optics,  dynamics,  and other  areas  of

application. Following are various examples of nonlinear PDEs that show different kinds of complete integrals.

Here is the complete integral for the eikonal equation.

In[15]:= Eikonal = D@u@x, yD, xD^2 + D@u@x, yD, yD^2 == 1;

In[16]:= sol = DSolve@Eikonal, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[16]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, C@1D + y C@2D - x 1 - C@2D2 E=, 9u ® FunctionA8x, y<, C@1D + y C@2D + x 1 - C@2D2 E==
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This complete integral is a two−parameter family of planes. This type of solution arises whenever the PDE depends explicitly only on p

and q, but not on u@x, yD, x, or y. For a fixed value of u@x, yD, it is a line in the plane at a distance of C@1D units from the origin that makes

an angle of ArcCos@C@2DD with the x axis. This is the familiar picture of wave−front propagation from geometrical optics.

This verifies the solution for the eikonal equation.

In[17]:= Eikonal �. sol

Out[17]= 8True, True<

This is an example of a Clairaut equation (z = p x + q y + f Hp, qL). 

In[18]:= Clairaut = z � x*p + y*q + 2 p*q*Sqrt@1 - p^2D;

Once again, the complete integral is a family of planes.

In[19]:= sol = DSolve@Clairaut, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[19]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, x C@1D + y C@2D + 2 C@1D 1 - C@1D2 C@2DE==

This verifies the solution.

In[20]:= Clairaut �. sol

Out[20]= 8True<

In the following equation, the variables can be separated; that is, the PDE can be written in the form f Hx, pL � gHy, qL. Hence, the equation 

can be integrated easily.

In[21]:= Separable = p^2 + a*q � x + 3 y;

In[22]:= sol = DSolve@Separable, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[22]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<,
3 y2

2 a

-

2

3

Hx - C@1DL3�2 +
y C@1D

a

+ C@2DE=, 9u ® FunctionA8x, y<,
3 y2

2 a

+

2

3

Hx - C@1DL3�2 +
y C@1

a

This verifies the solution.

In[23]:= Separable �. sol �� Simplify

Out[23]= 8True, True<

In this example (equation 6.49, page 202 of [K74]), the independent variables x and y are not explicitly present.

In[24]:= MissingIndependentVariables = a*p^2 + b*p*q � c*z^2;

In[25]:= sol = DSolve@MissingIndependentVariables, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[25]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, ã

-

ä c y

-b CA1E-a CA1E2

-

ä c x CA1E

-b CA1E-a CA1E2

-

ä c CA2E

-b CA1E-a CA1E2

E==

This verifies the solution.

In[26]:= MissingIndependentVariables �. sol �� Simplify

Out[26]= 8True<
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Often a  coordinate  transformation can be used to  cast  a  given PDE into  one of  the previous types.  The expression for  the complete

integral will then have the same form as for the standard types. Here are some examples of nonlinear PDEs for which DSolve applies a

coordinate transformation to find the complete integral.

This PDE (equation 6.47, page 201 of [K74]) can be reduced to the form f Hp, qL � 0 using the transformation X = logHxL and Y = logHyL. 

In[27]:= DSolve@x*y*p*q � 1, u@x, yD, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[27]= 99u@x, yD ® C@2D + C@1D Log@xD +
Log@yD

C@1D

==

This PDE (equation 6.93, page 213 of [K74]) can be solved easily in a polar coordinate system, in which the variables are separable.

In[28]:= DSolve@Hy*p - x*qL^2 + a*Hx*p + y*qL � b, z, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[28]= 99u@x, yD ® -ArcTanA
y

x

E C@1D + C@2D +

b LogA x2 + y2 E

a

-

C@1D LogA x2 + y2 E

a

==

This equation (equation 6.36, page 196 of [K74]) can be transformed into a linear PDE using a Legendre transformation.

In[29]:= LegendreTransformable = y*p*q - z*p + a*q � 0;

In[30]:= sol = DSolve@LegendreTransformable, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Out[30]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<,

-y H-2 x + 2 C@2DL - y2 H-2 x + 2 C@2DL2 + 8 a C@1D Ix2 - 2 x C@2D + C@2D2M

4 C@1D

E=, 9u ® FunctionA8

This verifies the solution.

In[31]:= LegendreTransformable �. sol �� Simplify

Out[31]= 8True, True<

It  should be noted that  there is  no general  practical  algorithm for  finding complete integrals,  and that  the answers are often available

only in implicit form.

The solution to this example (problem 2, page 66 of [S57]) is in implicit form.

In[32]:= sol = DSolve@H1 + q^2L*z � p*x, u, 8x, y<D

DSolve::nlpde : Solution requested to nonlinear partial
differential equation. Trying to build a special solution. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[32]= SolveA
1

2

C@1D LogA-C@1D + C@1D2 - 4 u@x, yD2 E + C@1D2 - 4 u@x, yD2 � y + C@2D + C@1D Log@xD, u@x, yDE
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The solution can be verified as follows.

In[33]:= p = D@u@x, yD, xD �. Solve@D@sol@@1DD, xD, D@u@x, yD, xDD@@1DD

Out[33]=

C@1D C@1D - C@1D2 - 4 u@x, yD2

2 x u@x, yD

In[34]:= q = D@u@x, yD, yD �. Solve@D@sol@@1DD, yD, D@u@x, yD, yDD@@1DD

Out[34]=

C@1D - C@1D2 - 4 u@x, yD2

2 u@x, yD

In[35]:= H1 + q^2L*z - p*x �� Simplify

Out[35]= 0
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Second−Order PDEs

The general form of a linear second−order PDE is 

a
¶
2 u

¶ x2
+ b

¶
2 u

¶ x¶ y
+ c
¶
2 u

¶ y2
+ d
¶u

¶ x
+ e
¶u

¶ y
+ f u � g.

Here u = uHx, yL,  and a,  b,  c,  d,  e,  f ,  and g  are functions of x  and y  only~they do not depend on u.  If  g = 0,  the equation is said to be

homogeneous.

The first three terms containing the second derivatives are called the principal part of the PDE. They determine the nature of the general

solution to the equation. In fact, the coefficients of the principal part can be used to classify the PDE as follows.

The PDE is said to be elliptic if b2 - 4 a c < 0. The Laplace equation has a = 1, b = 0, and c = 1 and is therefore an elliptic PDE.

The PDE is said to be hyperbolic if b2 - 4 a c > 0. The wave equation has a = 1, b = 0, and c = -1 and is therefore a hyperbolic PDE.

The PDE is said to be parabolic if b2 - 4 a c = 0. The heat equation has a = 1, b = 0, and c = 0 and is therefore a parabolic PDE.

DSolve can find the general solution for a restricted type of homogeneous linear second−order PDEs; namely, equations of the form

a
¶
2 u

¶ x2
+ b

¶
2 u

¶ x¶ y
+ c
¶
2 u

¶ y2
= 0.

Here a, b, and c are constants. Thus, DSolve assumes that the equation has constant coefficients and a vanishing non−principal part.

Following are some examples of the three basic types (elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic) and an explanation of their significance.

Here is the general solution for Laplace÷ s equation, an elliptic PDE.

In[1]:= LaplaceEquation = D@u@x, yD, 8x, 2<D + D@u@x, yD, 8y, 2<D � 0;

In[2]:= DSolve@LaplaceEquation, u@x, yD, 8x, y<D

Out[2]= 88u@x, yD ® C@1D@ä x + yD + C@2D@-ä x + yD<<

This  general  solution  contains  two arbitrary  functions,  C@1D  and C@2D.  The arguments  of  these functions,  y + ä x  and y - ä x,  indicate

that the solution is constant along the imaginary straight line y = -ä x + Α when C@2D � 0 and along y = ä x + Α when C@1D � 0 . These

straight lines are called characteristic curves of the PDE. In general, elliptic PDEs have imaginary characteristic curves.

Here is another elliptic PDE.

In[3]:= a = 3; b = 1; c = 5; b^2 - 4 a*c

Out[3]= -59

In[4]:= eqn = a*D@u@x, yD, 8x, 2<D + b*D@u@x, yD, x, yD + c*D@u@x, yD, 8y, 2<D � 0;

Note the imaginary characteristic curves for the equation. 

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Out[5]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, C@1DA
1

6

J-1 + ä 59 N x + yE + C@2DA
1

6

J-1 - ä 59 N x + yEE==

The solution is verified as follows.

In[6]:= eqn �. sol �� Simplify

Out[6]= 8True<
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This finds the general solution of the wave equation, a hyperbolic PDE. The constant c in the wave equation represents the speed of light 

and is set to 1 here for convenience.

In[7]:= WaveEquation = D@u@x, tD, 8x, 2<D - D@u@x, tD, 8t, 2<D � 0;

In[8]:= DSolve@WaveEquation , u@x, tD, 8t, x<D

Out[8]= 88u@x, tD ® C@1D@-t + xD + C@2D@t + xD<<

The characteristic lines for the wave equation are x = k + t  and x = k - t  where k  is an arbitrary constant. Hence the wave equation (or

any hyperbolic PDE) has two families of real characteristic curves. If initial conditions are specified for the wave equation, the solution

propagates along the characteristic lines. Also, any fixed pair of characteristic lines determine the null cone of an observer sitting at their

intersection.

Here is another example of a hyperbolic PDE.

In[9]:= a = 2; b = 7; c = -1; b^2 - 4 a*c

Out[9]= 57

In[10]:= eqn = a*D@u@x, yD, 8x, 2<D + b*D@u@x, yD, x, yD + c*D@u@x, yD, 8y, 2<D � 0;

Notice that the equation has two families of real characteristics.

In[11]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Out[11]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, C@1DA-
1

4

J7 + 57 N x + yE + C@2DA-
1

4

J7 - 57 N x + yEE==

The solution can be verified as follows.

In[12]:= eqn �. sol �� Simplify

Out[12]= 8True<

Finally, here is an example of a parabolic PDE.

In[13]:= a = 3; b = 30; c = 75; b^2 - 4 a*c

Out[13]= 0

In[14]:= eqn = a*D@u@x, yD, 8x, 2<D + b*D@u@x, yD, x, yD + c*D@u@x, yD, 8y, 2<D � 0;

In[15]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, u, 8x, y<D

Out[15]= 88u ® Function@8x, y<, C@1D@-5 x + yD + x C@2D@-5 x + yDD<<

The equation has only one family of real characteristics, the lines y = 5 x + Α. In fact, any parabolic PDE has only a single family of real

characteristics. 

The solution can be verified as follows.

In[16]:= eqn �. sol �� Simplify

Out[16]= 8True<

The heat equation is parabolic, but it is not considered here because it has a nonvanishing non−principal part, and the algorithm used

by DSolve is not applicable in this case.
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Introduction to Differential−Algebraic Equations 
(DAEs)
The  systems  of  equations  that  govern  certain  phenomena  (in  electrical  circuits,  chemical  kinetics,  etc.)  contain  a  combination  of

differential  equations  and  algebraic  equations.  The  differential  equations  are  responsible  for  the  dynamical  evolution  of  the  system,

while the algebraic equations serve to constrain the solutions to certain manifolds. It is therefore of some interest to study the solutions

of such differential−algebraic equations (DAEs).

Here is a simple example of a DAE. The first equation is an ODE for the function x@tD, while the second equation constrains the functions 
x@tD and y@tD to lie in a submanifold (a straight line) in 8x, y< space. 

In[1]:= dae = 8x’@tD � y@tD, x@tD + y@tD � 1<;

This discussion will be restricted to linear DAEs, which are defined as systems of equations of the following type.

A.x¢HtL + B.xHtL � F

Here A  and B  are matrix  functions of  the independent variable t,  F  is  a vector  function of  t,  and xHtL  is  the vector  of  unknowns. If  the

matrix A is nonsingular (that is, invertible) then this is a system of ODEs. Thus, the system is a DAE if the matrix A is singular.

If F � 0, then the system is said to be homogeneous. As for ODEs, the general solution to a DAE is composed of the general solution to

the corresponding homogeneous problem and a particular solution to the inhomogeneous system.

DSolve  can  find  the  solutions  to  all  DAEs in  which  the  entries  of  the  matrices  A  and  B  are  constants.  Such  DAEs are  said  to  have

constant coefficients. The algorithm used by DSolve is based on decomposing both A and B into a nonsingular and nilpotent part. This

decomposition  is  used  to  calculate  a  generalized  inverse  for  A  and  B,  which  effectively  reduces  the  problem  to  solving  a  system  of

ODEs.

It is important to realize that the initial values for a DAE must be prescribed carefully to guarantee a solution for the problem. This can

be seen by considering the following system of equations.

9x1HtL + x2
¢HtL � 0, x2HtL � 0, x1H0L � 1, x2H0L � 0=

This gives

x2HtL � 0� x2
¢HtL � 0� x1HtL � 0.

Hence the only solution is

x1HtL � 0 and x2HtL � 0.

But this solution is inconsistent with the initial condition x1H0L � 1.

For examples of DAEs with constant coefficients, which can be solved using DSolve, click here.
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Examples of DAEs

This is a simple homogeneous DAE with constant coefficients.

In[1]:= eqns = 8x’@tD - y@tD � 0, x@tD + y@tD == 0<;

This finds the general solution. It has only one arbitrary constant because the second equation in the system specifies the relationship 
between x@tD and y@tD.

In[2]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y<, tD

Out[2]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

4

ã
-t C@1DE, y ® FunctionA8t<, -

1

4

ã
-t C@1DE==

This verifies the solution.

In[3]:= eqns �. sol �� Simplify

Out[3]= 88True, True<<

Here is an inhomogeneous system derived from the previous example.

In[4]:= eqns = 8x’@tD - y@tD � Sin@tD, x@tD + y@tD == 1<;

The general solution is composed of the general solution to the corresponding homogeneous system and a particular solution to the 
inhomogeneous equation.

In[5]:= sol = 8x@tD, y@tD< �. DSolve@eqns, 8x@tD, y@tD<, tD@@1DD �� Expand

Out[5]= 91 +
1

4

ã
-t C@1D -

Cos@tD

2

+

Sin@tD

2

, -
1

4

ã
-t C@1D +

Cos@tD

2

-

Sin@tD

2

=

This solves an initial value problem for the previous equation.

In[6]:= eqns = 8x’@tD - y@tD � Sin@tD, x@tD + y@tD == 1, x@PiD == 1�2<;

In[7]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y<, tD

Out[7]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, -
1

2

ã
-t I2 ãΠ - 2 ãt + ãt Cos@tD - ãt Sin@tDME, y ® FunctionA8t<,

1

2

ã
-t I2 ãΠ + ãt Cos@tD - ãt Sin@t

Here is a plot of the solution and the constraint (algebraic) condition.

In[8]:= Plot@8x@tD �. sol, y@tD �. sol, Hx@tD + y@tDL �. sol<, 8t, 3, 8<D

Out[8]=

In this DAE, the inhomogeneous part is quite general. 

In[9]:= Clear@x, y, z, f, g, h, tD

In[10]:= eqns = 8x@tD + y’@tD � f@tD, 2 y@tD + z’@tD � g@tD, 5 z@tD � h@tD<;
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Note that there are no degrees of freedom in the solution (that is, there are no arbitrary constants) because z@tD  is given algebraically, 

and thus x@tD  and y@tD  can be determined uniquely from z@tD  using differentiation.

In[11]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y, z<, tD

Out[11]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, f@tD -
g¢@tD

2

+

h¢¢@tD

10

E, y ® FunctionA8t<,
g@tD

2

-

h¢@tD

10

E, z ® FunctionA8t<,
h@tD

5

E==

In[12]:= eqns �. sol �� Simplify

Out[12]= 88True, True, True<<

In this example, the algebraic constraint is present only implicitly: all three equations contain derivatives of the unknown functions.

In[13]:= Clear@x1, x2, x3, t, eqnsD

In[14]:= eqns = 8x2@tD + 2 x3@tD + x1¢@tD - 2 x3¢@tD == 0, -27 x1@tD - 22 x2@tD - 17 x3@tD - x1¢@tD + 2 x3¢@tD == 0,
18 x1@tD + 14 x2@tD + 10 x3@tD + 2 x1¢@tD + 3 x2¢@tD + 2 x3¢@tD == 0<;

The Jacobian with respect to the derivatives of the unknown functions is singular, so that it is not possible to solve for them.

In[15]:= A = D@eqns@@All, 1DD, 88x1’@tD, x2’@tD, x3’@tD<<D

Out[15]= 881, 0, -2<, 8-1, 0, 2<, 82, 3, 2<<

In[16]:= Det@AD

Out[16]= 0

The differential−algebraic character of this problem is clear from the smaller number of arbitrary constants (two rather than three) in the 
general solution.

In[17]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x1, x2, x3<, tD

Out[17]= 99x1 ® FunctionA8t<, -C@1D - 3 ã
2 t�3 C@2D +

3

2

I-1 + ã2 t�3M C@2DE, x2 ® FunctionA8t<, -9 ã2 t�3 C@2D + 2 C@1D -
3

2

I-1 +

Systems of equations with higher−order derivatives are solved by reducing them to first−order systems.

Here is the general solution to a homogeneous DAE of order two with constant coefficients.

In[18]:= eqns = 8x’’@tD == y@tD, x@tD + 4 y@tD == 0<;

In[19]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y<, tD

Out[19]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
176

125

C@2D CosA
t

2

E -
1

2

C@1D SinA
t

2

E +
16

125

C@1D CosA
t

2

E + 2 C@2D SinA
t

2

E E, y ® FunctionA8t<,

In[20]:= eqns �. sol �� Simplify

Out[20]= 88True, True<<

This inhomogeneous system of ODEs is based on the previous example.

In[21]:= eqns = 8x’’@tD == y@tD, x@tD + 4 y@tD == 6 Sin@tD<;

In[22]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y<, tD

Out[22]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
16

125

C@1D CosA
t

2

E +
11 Cos@tD

8

+ 2 C@2D SinA
t

2

E -
3

2

CosA
t

2

E SinA
t

2

E -
33

16

-2 CosA
t

2

E

2

+ 2 SinA
t

2

E

In[23]:= eqns �. sol �� Simplify

Out[23]= 88True, True<<

Here is an initial value problem for the previous system of equations.

In[24]:= eqns = 8x’’@tD == y@tD, x@tD + 4 y@tD == Sin@tD, x@PiD == 1, x’@PiD == 0<;
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In[25]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, 8x, y<, tD

Out[25]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

6

4 CosA
t

2

E + 6 SinA
t

2

E - 6 CosA
t

2

E SinA
t

2

E + Sin@tD E, y ® FunctionA8t<,
1

24

-4 CosA
t

2

E - 6 Sin

Here is a plot of the solution.

In[26]:= Plot@8x@tD �. sol, y@tD �. sol<, 8t, -7, 7<D

Out[26]=

Finally, here is a system with a third−order ODE. Since the coefficients are exact quantities, the computation takes some time.

In[27]:= Clear @p, q, rD

In[28]:= eqns = 8p’’’@tD - q@tD + r@tD - Sin@tD,
p’’@tD - r@tD - Cos@tD, p’@tD - q@tD + 4, p@0D - 1, p’@0D - 1, p’’@0D - 1<;

In[29]:=
Timing@sol = DSolve@Hð1 == 0 &L �� eqns, 8p, q, r<, tDD

Out[29]= 99.156, 99p ® FunctionA8t<, -
1

5 J-1 + 5 N J1 + 5 N

4 -410 - 17 ã

1

2
-1- 5 t

+ 9 5 ã

1

2
-1- 5 t

- 17 ã

1

2
-1+ 5 t

- 9

In[30]:= eqns �. sol �� Simplify

Out[30]= 880, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0<<

The symbolic solution of DAEs that are nonlinear or have non−constant coefficients is a difficult  problem. Such systems can often be

solved numerically with the Mathematica function NDSolve. 
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Introduction to Initial and Boundary Value Problems
DSolve  can be used for finding the general solution to a differential equation or system of differential equations. The general solution

gives information about the structure of the complete solution space for the problem. However, in practice, one is often interested only

in particular solutions that satisfy some conditions related to the area of application. These conditions are usually of two types.

� The solution xHtL and/or its derivatives are required to have specific values at a single point, for example, xH0L � 1 and x¢H0L � 2. Such
problems are traditionally called initial value problems (IVPs) because the system is assumed to start evolving from the fixed initial
point (in this case, 0).

� The solution xHtL is required to have specific values at a pair of points, for example, xH0L � 3 and xH1L � 5. These problems are known
as  boundary  value  problems  (BVPs)  because  the  points  0  and  1  are  regarded  as  boundary  points  (or  edges)  of  the  domain  of
interest in the application.

The symbolic solution of both IVPs and BVPs requires knowledge of the general solution for the problem. The final step, in which the

particular solution is obtained using the initial or boundary values, involves mostly algebraic operations, and is similar for IVPs and for

BVPs.

IVPs  and  BVPs  for  linear  differential  equations  are  solved  rather  easily  since  the  final  algebraic  step  involves  the  solution  of  linear

equations. However, if the underlying equations are nonlinear, the solution could have several branches, or the arbitrary constants from

the general solution could occur in different arguments of transcendental functions. As a result, it is not always possible to complete the

final  algebraic  step for  nonlinear  problems.  Finally,  if  the underlying equations have piecewise  (that  is,  discontinuous)  coefficients,  an

IVP naturally breaks up into simpler IVPs over the regions in which the coefficients are continuous. 
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Linear IVPs and BVPs

To begin, consider an initial value problem for a linear first−order ODE.

This is a linear first−order ODE.

In[1]:= linearequation = y’@tD - 3*t*y@tD � 1;

Notice that the general solution is a linear function of the arbitrary constant C@1D.

In[2]:= generalsolution = DSolve@linearequation, y@tD, tD

Out[2]= 99y@tD ® ã

3 t2

2 C@1D + ã

3 t2

2

Π

6

ErfA
3

2

tE==

This finds a particular solution for the initial condition y@0D == 4.

In[3]:= particularsolution = DSolve@8linearequation, y@0D � 4<, y, tD

Out[3]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,
1

6

ã

3 t2

2 24 + 6 Π ErfA
3

2

tE E==

This verifies that the solution satisfies both the equation and the initial condition.

In[4]:= linearequation �. particularsolution@@1DD

Out[4]= True

In[5]:= y@0D �. particularsolution@@1DD

Out[5]= 4

Here is the solution to the same problem with the general initial condition y@0D == a.

In[6]:= particularsolution = DSolve@8linearequation, y@0D � a<, y, tD

Out[6]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,
1

6

ã

3 t2

2 6 a + 6 Π ErfA
3

2

tE E==

This plots several integral curves of the equation for different values of a. The plot shows that the solutions have an inflection point if the 

parameter a lies between -1 and 1, while a global maximum or minimum arises for other values of a.

In[7]:= Plot@Evaluate@Table@y@tD �. particularsolution@@1DD �. a ® i, 8i, -2, 2, 0.6<DD,
8t, -1.8, 1.8<, PlotRange ® 8-4, 4<D

Out[7]=
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Here is the solution to a linear second−order equation with initial values prescribed for x@tD and x¢@tD at t == 0.

In[8]:= linearsecondorderODE = x’’@tD + 5*x’@tD + 6*x@tD � 0;

In[9]:= generalsolution = DSolve@linearsecondorderODE, x, tD

Out[9]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
-3 t C@1D + ã-2 t C@2DE==

In[10]:= particularsolution = DSolve@8linearsecondorderODE, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 1<, x, tD

Out[10]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
-3 t I-3 + 4 ãtME==

This verifies that the solution satisfies the equation and the initial conditions.

In[11]:= linearsecondorderODE �. particularsolution@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[11]= True

In[12]:= x@0D �. particularsolution@@1DD

Out[12]= 1

In[13]:= x’@0D �. particularsolution@@1DD

Out[13]= 1

Here is a plot of the solution.

In[14]:= Plot@x@tD �. particularsolution, 8t, -1�3, 2<D

Out[14]=

To get more information about the solutions for the problem, set x¢@0D == x0.

In[15]:= particularsolution = DSolve@8linearsecondorderODE, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � x0<, x, tD

Out[15]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
-3 t I-2 + 3 ãt - x0 + ãt x0ME==

Here is a plot of the solutions for different initial directions. The solution approaches -¥ or ¥ as t ® -¥ according to whether the value of 

x0 is less than or greater than -2, which is the largest root of the auxiliary equation for the ODE.

In[16]:= Show@GraphicsArray@Partition@
Table@Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. particularsolution@@1DD �. x0 ® iD, 8t, -1, 3<, PlotStyle ® 8Red<,

PlotLabel ® StringJoin@"x0= ", ToString@iDD, Ticks ® NoneD, 8i, -4, 1<D, 83<D, ImageSize ® 400DD

Out[16]=
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Here is a BVP for an inhomogeneous linear second−order equation.

In[17]:= inhomogeneousequation = y’’@xD + y@xD � E^x;

In[18]:= generalsolution = DSolve@inhomogeneousequation, y, xD

Out[18]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, C@1D Cos@xD + C@2D Sin@xD +
1

2

ã
x ICos@xD2 + Sin@xD2ME==

In[19]:= DSolve@8inhomogeneousequation, y@0D � 1, y@1D � 1�2<, y, xD

Out[19]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2

ICos@xD + ãx Cos@xD2 - Cot@1D Sin@xD - ã Cos@1D Cot@1D Sin@xD + Csc@1D Sin@xD - ã Sin@1D Sin@

It  should  be  noted  that,  in  contrast  to  initial  value  problems,  there  are  no  general  existence or  uniqueness  theorems when boundary

values are prescribed, and there may be no solution in some cases.

This problem has no solution because the term with C@2D in the general solution vanishes at both x � 0 and x � Π. Hence there are two 

inconsistent conditions for the parameter C@1D and the solution is an empty set.

In[20]:= DSolve@8inhomogeneousequation, y@0D � 1, y@PiD � 6<, y, xD

DSolve::bvnul : For some branches of the general solution,
the given boundary conditions lead to an empty solution. �

Out[20]= 8<

The previous discussion of linear equations generalizes to the case of higher−order linear ODEs and linear systems of ODEs.

Here is the solution to an Initial Value Problem (IVP) for a linear ODE of order four.

In[21]:= fourthorderODE = y’’’’@xD + 2*y’’@xD + y@xD � Cos@xD;

In[22]:= sol = DSolve@8fourthorderODE, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 6, y’’@0D � 3, y’’’@0D � -1<, y, xD

Out[22]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

16

I11 Cos@xD - 40 x Cos@xD - 2 x2 Cos@xD + 4 Cos@xD3 + Cos@xD Cos@2 xD + 136 Sin@xD + 34 x Sin@xD

This verifies the solution and the initial conditions.

In[23]:= 8fourthorderODE, y@0D, y’@0D, y’’@0D, y’’’@0D< �. sol �� Simplify

Out[23]= 88True, 1, 6, 3, -1<<

Since this is a fourth−order ODE, four independent conditions must be specified to find a particular solution for an IVP. If there is an 

insufficient number of conditions, the solution returned by DSolve may contain some of the arbitrary parameters, as follows.

In[24]:= DSolve@8fourthorderODE, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 6<, y, xD

Out[24]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

16

I11 Cos@xD + 96 x Cos@xD - 2 x2 Cos@xD - 16 x C@3D Cos@xD + 4 Cos@xD3 + Cos@xD Cos@2 xD + 4 x Sin

Finally, here is the solution of an IVP for a linear system of ODEs.

In[25]:= Clear@x, y, z, tD

In[26]:= linearsystem = 8x’@tD � x@tD - 4*y@tD + 1, y’@tD � 4* x@tD + y@tD, z’@tD � z@tD<;

In[27]:= initialvalues = 8x@0D � 2, y@0D � -1, z@0D � 1<;

In[28]:= sol = DSolve@Join@linearsystem, initialvaluesD, 8x, y, z<, tD

Out[28]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

17

I35 ãt Cos@4 tD - Cos@4 tD2 + 21 ãt Sin@4 tD - Sin@4 tD2ME, y ® FunctionA8t<,
1

17

I-21 ãt Cos@
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This verifies that the solution satisfies the system and the initial conditions.

In[29]:= 8linearsystem, initialvalues< �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[29]= 88True, True, True<, 8True, True, True<<

The solutions x@tD, y@tD, and z@tD are parametrized by the variable t and can be plotted separately in the plane or as a curve in space.

In[30]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD, z@tD< �. solD, 8t, -2, 1<D

Out[30]=

In[31]:= ParametricPlot3D@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD, z@tD< �. solD, 8t, -7, -3<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[31]=
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Nonlinear IVPs and BVPs

Many real−world applications require the solution of  IVPs and BVPs for  nonlinear ODEs. For example,  consider the logistic  equation,

which occurs in population dynamics.

This is the logistic equation.

In[1]:= LogisticEquation = y’@tD � r H1 - Hy@tD�KLL*y@tD;

The right−hand side of the equation can be expanded to a quadratic polynomial in y@tD. Hence, the logistic equation is simply a Riccati 

equation, and its general solution can be easily found.

In[2]:= DSolve@LogisticEquation, y, tD

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,
ã
r t+K C@1D K

-1 + ãr t+K C@1D
E==

This sets the intrinsic growth rate r to 1�2 and the saturation level K to 4 and solves the initial value problem. The warning message from 

Solve is issued while solving for the arbitrary constant C@1D from the general solution.

In[3]:= DSolve@8LogisticEquation �. 8r ® H1�2L, K ® 4<, y@0D � 1<, y, tD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[3]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,
4 ãt�2

3 + ãt�2
E==

This solves the initial value problem for the logistic equation with symbolic parameters r  and K.

In[4]:= sol = DSolve@8LogisticEquation, y@0D � a*K<, y, tD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[4]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,
a ãr t K

1 - a + a ãr t
E==

This verifies that the solution satisfies the equation and the initial condition.

In[5]:= 8LogisticEquation, y@0D< �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[5]= 8True, a K<

Here is a plot of the solution for different values of r  and K.

In[6]:= Plot@Evaluate@Table@y@tD �. sol@@1DD �. 8K ® 4, a ® i, r ® H1�3L<, 8i, 2, 1�10, -1�3<DD,
8t, 0, 8<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[6]=
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Here is an example of an IVP for a second−order nonlinear ODE whose general solution can be obtained in explicit form.

In[7]:= eqn = y’’@xD - H1�2L*Hy’@xD^2�y@xDL + 1�H2*y@xDL � 0;

In[8]:= sol = DSolve@8eqn, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 2<, y, xD

Out[8]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

4
I4 + 8 x + 3 x2ME==

This verifies that the solution satisfies the equation and the initial conditions.

In[9]:= 8eqn, y@0D, y’@0D< �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[9]= 8True, 1, 2<

Finally, here is a boundary value problem for a nonlinear second−order ODE. The solution is required to satisfy boundary conditions at 0 

and infinity. The Solve::ifun message is generated while finding the general solution in terms of JacobiSN, the inverse of 

EllipticF . The DSolve::bvlim messages are given because the limit required for satisfying the condition y¢@InfinityD � 0 

cannot be calculated for either branch of the general solution. However, the solution for the boundary value problem is found using an 

alternative method to determine the values of the constants C@1D and C@2D in the general solution.

In[10]:= generalsolution = DSolve@8y’’@xD�2 � y@xD^3 - y@xD<, y@xD, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[10]= 99y@xD ® ä -

1

1 - 1 - C@1D

JacobiSNA x2 + x2 1 - C@1D + 2 x C@2D + 2 x 1 - C@1D C@2D + C@2D2 + 1 - C@1D C@2D2

In[11]:= sol = DSolve@8y’’@xD�2 == y@xD^3 - y@xD, y@0D == 0, y’@InfinityD == 0<, y@xD, xD

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

DSolve::bvlim :
For some branches of the general solution, unable to compute the limit

at the given points. Some of the solutions may be lost. �

DSolve::bvlim :
For some branches of the general solution, unable to compute the limit

at the given points. Some of the solutions may be lost. �

Out[11]= 99y@xD ® -TanhA x2 E=, 9y@xD ® TanhA x2 E==

In[12]:= Plot@8y@xD �. sol@@2DD, 1<, 8x, -2, 2<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[12]=

It  may  not  always  be  possible  to  obtain  a  symbolic  solution  to  an  IVP  or  BVP  for  a  nonlinear  equation.  Numerical  methods  may  be

necessary in such cases.
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IVPs with Piecewise Coefficients

The differential equations that arise in modern applications often have discontinuous coefficients. DSolve can handle a wide variety of

such  ODEs  with  piecewise  coefficients.  Some  of  the  functions  used  in  these  equations  are  UnitStep,  Max,  Min,  Sign ,  and  Abs.

These functions and combinations of them can be converted into Piecewise  objects. 

This converts the given expression into a Piecewise  expression.

In[1]:= PiecewiseExpand@UnitStep@xD + Max@x, x^2DD

Out[1]=

x2 x < 0

1 + x 0 £ x £ 1

1 + x2 True

Here is the general solution to a first−order ODE that contains UnitStep.

In[2]:= DSolve@y’@xD � UnitStep@xD, y, xD

Out[2]= 88y ® Function@8x<, C@1D + x UnitStep@xDD<<

Here is the solution to the same ODE with an initial condition.

In[3]:= eqn = 8y’@xD � UnitStep@xD, y@0D � 1<;

In[4]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[4]= 88y ® Function@8x<, 1 + x UnitStep@xDD<<

The solution can be plotted in the usual way. Note that the solution is continuous but not differentiable at x = 0.

In[5]:= Plot@y@xD �. sol, 8x, -3, 3<D

Out[5]=

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

This verifies the solution.

In[6]:= Simplify@eqn �. sol@@1DD, x > 0 ÈÈ x < 0D

Out[6]= 8True, True<

Here is a piecewise ODE that has Max in its coefficients.

In[7]:= sol = DSolve@ 8y’@xD + Max@x, 1D y@xD � 0, y@0D � 1<, y@xD, x D

Out[7]=
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In[8]:= Plot@y@xD �. sol, 8x, -3, 3<D

Out[8]=

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3

5

10

15

20

A piecewise ODE can be thought of as a collection of ODEs over disjoint intervals such that the expressions for the coefficients and the

boundary conditions change from one interval to another. Thus, different intervals have different solutions, and the final solution for the

ODE is obtained by patching together the solutions over the different intervals.

For this piecewise ODE, the expression for FinalSol is obtained by patching together SolFromMinusInfinityToTwo and 

SolFromTwoToInfinity. The boundary condition for the interval H-Infinity, 2D is simply y@0D = 1, while the initial condition for 

the interval @2, InfinityL is y@2D � ã2 (given by the final value for the solution over the first interval).

In[9]:= FinalSol = DSolve@ 8y’@tD � If@ t £ 2, y@tD, -y@tD�2D , y@0D � 1<, y, tD

Out[9]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,
ã
t t £ 2

ã
3-

t

2 True

E==

In[10]:= SolFromMinusInfinityToTwo = DSolve@8y’@tD � y@tD, y@0D � 1<, y, tD

Out[10]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<, ã
tE==

In[11]:= SolFromTwoToInfinity = DSolve@8y’@tD � -y@tD�2, y@2D � E^2<, y, tD

Out[11]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<, ã
3-

t

2E==

If there are a large number of discontinuities in a problem, it is convenient to use Piecewise  directly in the formulation of the problem.

This second−order ODE contains a Piecewise  term.

In[12]:= eqn = 8y’’@tD + y@tD � Piecewise@88-1, t < 0<, 81, t < 1<, 8Sin@tD, t < 2<<D, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 1<;

In[13]:= sol = DSolve@ eqn, y, t D

Out[13]= 99y ® FunctionA8t<,

-1 + 2 Cos@tD + Sin@tD

1 + Sin@tD

1

4 ICos@1D
2
+Sin@1D

2
M
I4 Cos@1D Cos@tD + 2 Cos@1D2 Cos@tD - 2 t Cos@1D2 Cos@tD - 2 Cos@1D Cos@tD Sin@

1

4 ICos@2D
2
+Sin@2D

2
M
I4 Cos@1D Cos@2D Cos@tD - 2 Cos@2D2 Cos@tD - Cos@tD Sin@2D + 2 Cos@2D Cos@tD Sin

This ODE contains the Clip  function. The solutions are given in terms of Airy functions.

In[14]:= eqn = 8y’’@xD - Clip@xD*y@xD � 0, y@0D � 0, y’@0D � -1<;

In[15]:= DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[15]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,

1

6 ICos@1D
2
+Sin@1D

2
M
J3 31�3 AiryAi@-1D Cos@1D Cos@xD GammaA

1

3
E - 35�6 AiryBi@-1D Cos@1D Cos@xD Gamma

1

6
J3 31�3 AiryAi@xD GammaA

1

3
E - 35�6 AiryBi@xD GammaA

1

3
EN

-
1

4 32�3
ã
-1-x J-3 ã2 AiryAi@1D - 3 ã2 x AiryAi@1D + 3 ã2 AiryAiPrime@1D - 3 ã2 x AiryAiPrime@1D +
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Introduction to Working with DSolve
The aim of these tutorials is to provide a self−contained working guide for solving different types of problems with DSolve.

The first step in using DSolve is to set up the problem correctly. The next step is to use DSolve to get an expression for the solution.

Once the solution has been found, it can be verified using symbolic or numerical techniques, or it can be plotted using a Mathematica

function such as Plot , Plot3D, or ContourPlot. Plots often reveal information about the solution that might not be evident from its

closed−form expression.

If  no boundary conditions are specified for a problem, the output from DSolve  is some form of a general solution containing arbitrary

parameters. The GeneratedParameters  option can be used to label these arbitrary parameters.

In many applications, differential equations contain symbolic parameters, such as the rate of growth in the logistic equation. A differen−

tial equation can also contain inexact quantities, such as machine numbers arising from previous calculations. Both symbolic parame−

ters and inexact quantities are allowed by DSolve, but it is good to be aware of their presence and interpret the solution correctly. 

When DSolve makes any assumptions or encounters difficulty during a calculation, it issues a warning message outlining the problem.

These messages can usually be ignored, but sometimes they point to serious limitations in the answer given for the problem. 

It  is  helpful  to  analyze  the  statement  of  the  problem for  possible  ambiguities~in  other  words,  to  make  sure  that  the  problem is  well

posed~so that meaningful answers can be obtained from DSolve.
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Setting Up the Problem
The first  argument given to DSolve  is  the differential  equation,  the second argument is the unknown function,  and the last  argument

identifies the independent variable.

Here is the input for solving for a first−order linear ODE using DSolve. The variable sol identifies the solution for use in further work. 

In[1]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD + 5 y@xD � 1, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ®
1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1D==

The output  of  DSolve  is  a  list  of  solutions for  the differential  equation.  The extra  list  is  required since some equations have multiple

solutions. Here, since the equation is of  order 1 and is linear,  there is only one solution: y@xD ®
1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1D.  The solution has an

undetermined constant C@1D because no initial condition was specified. The solution can be extracted from the list of solutions using a

part specification. 

This extracts the solution. 

In[2]:= m = sol@@1DD

Out[2]= 9y@xD ®
1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1D=

This form of the solution is useful for finding y@xD itself, but not for finding derivatives of y@xD or the value of y@xD at a point.

This shows the value of y@xD given by the solution.

In[3]:= y@xD �. m

Out[3]=

1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1D

The solution does not apply to y¢@xD or y@1D because the solution is a rule for y@xD only.

In[4]:= y’@xD �. m

Out[4]= y¢@xD

In[5]:= y@1D �. m

Out[5]= y@1D

If the solution will be used in further work, it is best to specify the unknown function using y rather than y@xD. This gives the solution using

pure functions of the type Function@x, exprD. 

Here, the unknown function is specified as y. The solution is a pure function.

In[6]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD + 5 y@xD � 1, y, xD

Out[6]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1DE==

When the solution is in the form of pure functions, expressions can be found for derivatives of y and for the values of y at specific points.

This gives expressions for y@xD, y¢@xD, and y@1D.

In[7]:= m = sol@@1DD

Out[7]= 9y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1DE=
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In[8]:= y@xD �. m

Out[8]=

1

5
+ ã

-5 x C@1D

In[9]:= y’@xD �. m

Out[9]= -5 ã
-5 x C@1D

In[10]:= y@1D �. m

Out[10]=

1

5
+

C@1D

ã
5

When a problem has multiple solutions, you can pick out individual solutions from the solution list or you can work directly with the list.

This solves a nonlinear first−order equation. There are two solutions.

In[11]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD^2 � x + 11, y, xD

Out[11]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, -
2

3
H11 + xL3�2 + C@1DE=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<,

2

3
H11 + xL3�2 + C@1DE==

The solutions can be extracted using part specifications.

In[12]:= y@xD �. sol@@1DD

Out[12]= -

2

3
H11 + xL3�2 + C@1D

In[13]:= y@xD �. sol@@2DD

Out[13]=

2

3
H11 + xL3�2 + C@1D

This returns a list of both expressions.

In[14]:= y@xD �. sol

Out[14]= 9-
2

3
H11 + xL3�2 + C@1D,

2

3
H11 + xL3�2 + C@1D=

To solve a system of equations, the first argument to DSolve must be a list of the equations and the second argument must be a list of

the unknown functions. 

Here is an example of a system of first−order linear equations with three unknowns. Because this system is linear, there is only one 
solution.

In[15]:= sol = DSolve@8x’@tD � y@tD + z@tD, y’@tD + z@tD - x@tD � 0, z’@tD + y@tD � x@tD<, 8x, y, z<, tD

Out[15]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

3
ã
-2 t I1 + 2 ã3 tM C@1D +

1

3
ã
-2 t I-1 + ã3 tM C@2D +

1

3
ã
-2 t I-1 + ã3 tM C@3DE, y ® FunctionA8t<,

1

3
ã
-

Each solution to the system is a list of replacement rules for the unknown functions. The expressions for the unknown functions can be

extracted as in previous examples.

This gives a list of the expressions for the unknown functions. Simplify is used to return the expressions in a compact form.

In[16]:= 8x@tD, y@tD, z@tD< �. sol@@1DD �� Simplify

Out[16]= 9
1

3
ã
-2 t II1 + 2 ã3 tM C@1D + I-1 + ã3 tM HC@2D + C@3DLM,

1

3
ã
-2 t II-1 + ã3 tM C@1D + C@2D + 2 ã3 t C@2D + C@3D - ã3 t C@3DM,

1

3

If initial conditions are prescribed for the problem, some or all of the undetermined constants can be eliminated.
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Here the value of the unknown function and its derivative are both prescribed at the initial point.

In[17]:= DSolve@8y’’@xD + y@xD � 5, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 7<, y@xD, xD

Out[17]= 88y@xD ® 5 - 4 Cos@xD + 7 Sin@xD<<

If only the initial value is specified, then the solution still contains an arbitrary constant.

In[18]:= DSolve@8y’’@xD + y@xD � 5, y@0D � 1<, y@xD, xD

Out[18]= 88y@xD ® 5 - 4 Cos@xD + C@2D Sin@xD<<

For a partial differential equation, the third argument to DSolve is a list of the independent variables for the equation.

This solves a PDE with independent variables x and y. C@1D represents an arbitrary function of y + Cos@y@xDD.

In[19]:= DSolve@D@u@x, yD, xD + Sin@xD*D@u@x, yD, yD � 8, u, 8x, y<D

Out[19]= 88u ® Function@8x, y<, 8 x + C@1D@y + Cos@xDDD<<

A differential−algebraic equation is specified in the same way as a system of ordinary differential equations.

Here is an example of a DAE with an initial condition.

In[20]:= DSolve@8x’@tD + y@tD � Sin@tD, x@tD + y@tD � 1, x@0D � 4<, 8x, y<, tD

Out[20]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

2
I2 + 7 ãt - Cos@tD - Sin@tDME, y ® FunctionA8t<,

1

2
I-7 ãt + Cos@tD + Sin@tDME==

Note that it is not always possible to give the solutions for a problem in explicit form. In this case, the solution is given using an unevalu−

ated Solve object or using InverseFunction.

The solution to this equation is not available explicitly. The output represents an implicit solution.

In[21]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD + y@xD^3 + y@xD^2 � 1, y@xD, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[21]= SolveARootSumA-1 + ð12 + ð13 &,
Log@-ð1 + y@xDD

2 ð1 + 3 ð12
&E � -x + C@1D, y@xDE

The solution can be extracted as usual with a part specification.

In[22]:= sol@@1DD

Out[22]= RootSumA-1 + ð12 + ð13 &,
Log@-ð1 + y@xDD

2 ð1 + 3 ð12
&E � -x + C@1D

The solutions to this equation are given as InverseFunction objects.

In[23]:= sol = DSolve@Derivative@2D@yD@xD + y@xD*Derivative@1D@yD@xD^4 == 0, y, xD

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[23]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, InverseFunctionAC@1D LogAð1 + -2 C@1D + ð12 E -
1

2
ð1 -2 C@1D + ð12 &E@x + C@2DDE=, 9y ® Function
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Each solution can be rewritten as an implicit equation by eliminating the InverseFunction object as follows.

In[24]:= soly = y@xD �. sol@@1DD

Out[24]= InverseFunctionAC@1D LogAð1 + -2 C@1D + ð12 E -
1

2
ð1 -2 C@1D + ð12 &E@x + C@2DD

In[25]:= implicitequation = H Head@solyD@@1DD@y@xDD == soly@@1DD L

Out[25]= C@1D LogAy@xD + -2 C@1D + y@xD2 E -
1

2
y@xD -2 C@1D + y@xD2 � x + C@2D
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Verification of the Solution

The solution given by DSolve  can be verified using various methods. The easiest method involves substituting the solution back into

the equation. If the result is True , the solution is valid.

In this simple example, the solution is verified by substitution. Note that the first argument to DSolve is assigned to eqn for convenience 

in later work.

In[1]:= eqn = y’@xD � x;

In[2]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
x2

2
+ C@1DE==

In[3]:= eqn �. sol

Out[3]= 8True<

In this example, the equation and an initial condition are verified by substitution.

In[4]:= eqn = 8y’@xD � x, y@0D � 1<;

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2
I2 + x2ME==

In[6]:= eqn �. sol

Out[6]= 88True, True<<

Sometimes the result of the substitution is more complicated than True  or False. Such examples can be verified by using Simplify

to simplify the result of the substitution. If the simplified result is True , the solution is valid.

Here is the general solution for a second−order inhomogeneous equation.

In[7]:= eqn = y’’@xD + 5*y’@xD + 6 y@xD � 1;

In[8]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[8]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

6
+ ã

-3 x C@1D + ã-2 x C@2DE==

This substitutes the solution back into the equation.

In[9]:= eqn �. sol

Out[9]= 99 ã
-3 x C@1D + 4 ã-2 x C@2D + 5 I-3 ã-3 x C@1D - 2 ã-2 x C@2DM + 6

1

6
+ ã

-3 x C@1D + ã-2 x C@2D � 1=

The solution can be verified using Simplify.

In[10]:= Simplify@eqn �. solD

Out[10]= 8True<

Here is a linear PDE whose solution can be verified using Simplify.

In[11]:= PDE = D@u@x, yD, xD + Sin@xD*D@u@x, yD, yD � x^2;
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In[12]:= sol = DSolve@PDE, u, 8x, y<D

Out[12]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<,
1

3
Ix3 + 3 C@1D@y + Cos@xDDME==

In[13]:= Simplify@PDE �. solD

Out[13]= 8True<

If the equation involves special functions, it may be necessary to use FullSimplify to verify the solution. 

Here is an example of this type involving Bessel ÷ s functions.

In[14]:= eqn = x*y’’@xD + y’@xD - y@xD � 1;

In[15]:= sol = DSolve@eqn, y, xD

Out[15]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, -1 + BesselIA0, 2 x E C@1D + 2 BesselKA0, 2 x E C@2DE==

In[16]:= FullSimplify@eqn �. solD

Out[16]= 8True<

If the solution is large or if Simplify  and FullSimplify  do not succeed in verifying the solution, a numerical check can be made by

using RandomReal or RandomComplex  to generate values for all the variables and parameters in the problem. It is advisable in such

cases to repeat the check with several sets of random values. 

Here is an example where numerical verification is useful.

In[17]:= Clear@a, y, x, rD

In[18]:= eqn = y’’@xD - Ha*x^6 + x^2L*y@xD;

In[19]:= sol = DSolve@eqn � 0, y, xD

Out[19]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,

23�8 ã

a x4

4 Ix4M
3�8

C@1D HypergeometricUA
-1+3 a

8 a

,
3

4
, -

1

2
a x4E

x3�2
+

23�8 ã

a x4

4 Ix4M
3�8

C@2D LaguerreL

x

In[20]:= Union@Flatten@Table@Chop@eqn �. sol �.
8x ® RandomReal@D, a ® RandomReal@D, C@1D ® RandomReal@D, C@2D ® RandomReal@D<D, 8i, 1, 10<DDD

Out[20]= 80<

Although numerical checks cannot verify a solution with certainty, more rigorous checks can be made by using higher precision or by

allowing the variables to take complex values.

This verifies the previous solution with higher precision.

In[21]:= Chop@eqn �. sol �. 8x ® RandomReal@ 81, 2<, WorkingPrecision -> 20D,
a ® RandomReal@ 81, 2<, WorkingPrecision -> 20D, C@1D ® RandomReal@ 81, 2<, WorkingPrecision -> 20D ,
C@2D ® RandomReal@ 81, 2<, WorkingPrecision -> 20D<D

Out[21]= 80<

This uses complex random values to verify the previous solution.

In[22]:= r := RandomComplex@D

In[23]:= Chop@N@eqn �. sol �. 8x ® r, a ® r , C@1D ® r , C@2D ® r<DD

Out[23]= 80<

The previous methods are of use only when the solution is available in explicit form. The final example shows how to verify the solution

of a first−order ODE when it is given in implicit form.
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This solves a first−order ODE.

In[24]:= eqn = y¢@xD + 2*x y@xD2 + y@xD3;

In[25]:= sol = DSolve@eqn � 0, y, xD

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

General::stop : Further output of
InverseFunction::ifun will be suppressed during this calculation. �

Solve::tdep :
The equations appear to involve the variables to be solved for in an

essentially non-algebraic way. �

Out[25]= SolveA

-x AiryAiAx2 -
1

y@xD
E + AiryAiPrimeAx2 -

1

y@xD
E

-x AiryBiAx2 -
1

y@xD
E + AiryBiPrimeAx2 -

1

y@xD
E

+ C@1D � 0, y@xDE

In[26]:= sol@@1DD

Out[26]=

-x AiryAiAx2 -
1

y@xD
E + AiryAiPrimeAx2 -

1

y@xD
E

-x AiryBiAx2 -
1

y@xD
E + AiryBiPrimeAx2 -

1

y@xD
E

+ C@1D � 0

This verifies the solution by simplifying its derivative.

In[27]:= Simplify@Solve@D@sol@@1DD, xD, y’@xDDD

Out[27]= 99y
¢@xD ® -y@xD2 H2 x + y@xDL==
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Plotting the Solution
A plot of the solution given by DSolve can give useful information about the nature of the solution, for instance, whether it is oscillatory

in nature. It can also serve as a means of solution verification if the shape of the graph is known from theory or from plotting the vector

field associated with the differential equation. A few examples that use different Mathematica graphics functions follow.

Here is the general solution to a linear first−order equation.

In[1]:= sol = DSolve@y’@xD + x*y@xD � Cos@x^2D, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
-

x2

2 C@1D +
1

2

ã
-

x2

2

Π

10

1 + 2 ä ErfiA
1

2

- ä xE + 1 - 2 ä ErfiA
1

2

+ ä xE E==

The solution can be plotted for specific values of the constant C@1D using Plot . The use of Evaluate reduces the time taken by 

Plot  and can also help in cases where the solution has discontinuities.

In[2]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. sol �. 8C@1D ® 1<D, 8x, -7, 7<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[2]=

Here is the plot for a linear second−order ODE with initial values prescribed at 0.

In[3]:= sol = DSolve@8y’’@xD�y@xD � -4* Exp@-x�4D, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 1�2<, y, xD

Out[3]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, BesselJA0, 16 ã
-x�4 E BesselY@0, 16D - BesselJ@0, 16D BesselYA0, 16 ã

-x�4 E + 4 BesselJ@1

In[4]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. solD, 8x, 0, 30<D

Out[4]=

This nonlinear equation has two solutions that can be plotted on the same graph.

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@8y’@xD^2 � x - x^3, y@0D � 1<, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

5 x 1 - x2

5 x 1 - x2 + 2 x3�2 1 - x2 x - x3 + 4 x - x3 EllipticEAArcSinA x E, -1

In[6]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. solD, 8x, 1�100, 9�10<D

Out[6]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4
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The solution to this Abel ODE is given in implicit form.

In[7]:= sol = DSolveBy¢@xD � -5 y@xD2 -
y@xD3

x
, y@xD, xF

Solve::tdep : The equations appear to involve the
variables to be solved for in an essentially non-algebraic way.

Out[7]= SolveA-5 x �
2 ã

1

2
K-5 x+

1

y@xD
O
2

2 C@1D + 2 Π ErfiA
-5 x+

1

y@xD

2

E

, y@xDE

A contour plot can be used to study the nature of the solution. Each contour line corresponds to a solution to the ODE for a fixed value of 

C@1D. 

In[8]:= expr = C@1D �. Solve@sol@@1DD, C@1DD@@1DD �. 8y@xD ® y<

Out[8]= -

2 ã

1

2
K-5 x+

1

y
O
2

+ 5 2 Π x ErfiA
-5 x+

1

y

2

E

10 x

In[9]:= ContourPlot@expr, 8x, -0.4, -0.1<, 8y, 1., 1.8<D

Out[9]=

Here is the plot of the solutions to a system of two linear ODEs. The WorkingPrecision option in Plot  is required because the 

solution is fairly complicated.

In[10]:= sol = DSolve@8x’@tD + t*y@tD � 0, 2 y’@tD - 3 x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, y@0D � 3<, 8x, y<, tD

Out[10]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

6

-3 31�3 AiryAiPrimeA -
3

2

1�3

tE GammaA
1

3

E + 35�6 AiryBiPrimeA -
3

2

1�3

tE GammaA
1

3

E + 9 H-1L1�3

In[11]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD< �. solD, 8t, -1, 10<, WorkingPrecision ® 20D

Out[11]=
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The ParametricPlot  function can be used to trace the solution curve 8x@tD, y@tD< in the plane.

In[12]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD< �. solD, 8t, -1, 7<, WorkingPrecision ® 20D

Out[12]=

Here is the plot for the solution to a DAE. 

In[13]:= sol = DSolve@8x’’@tD + 3*y@tD � UnitStep@tD, x@tD - 5*y@tD � t^2, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 1<, 8x, y<, tD

Out[13]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<,
1

96

-430 - 90 t + 177 t2 + 526 CosA
3

5

tE + 62 15 SinA
3

5

tE - 160 UnitStep@-tD + 160 CosA

In[14]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD, x@tD - 5*y@tD< �. solD, 8t, -2, 2<D

Out[14]=

Here is the general solution to a linear PDE.

In[15]:= sol = DSolve@D@u@x, yD, xD + x^2*D@u@x, yD, yD � Exp@xD, u, 8x, y<D

Out[15]= 99u ® FunctionA8x, y<, ãx + C@1DA
1

3

I-x3 + 3 yMEE==
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Here is a plot of the solution surface for a particular choice of the arbitrary function C@1D.

In[16]:= Plot3D@Evaluate@u@x, yD �. sol �. 8C@1D@t_D ® Sin@3*tD<@@1DDD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, Mesh ® FalseD

Out[16]=
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The GeneratedParameters Option
The general solution to a differential equation contains undetermined coefficients that are labeled C@1D, C@2D, and so on. 

This example has one undetermined parameter, C@1D.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, xD

Out[1]= 99y@xD ® 1 + ã
-x C@1D==

To change the name of the undetermined parameter, use the GeneratedParameters  option.

This changes the name of the undetermined coefficient to P@1D.

In[2]:= DSolve@y’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, x, GeneratedParameters ® PD

Out[2]= 99y@xD ® 1 + ã
-x P@1D==

The parameter C should be thought of as a pure function that acts on a set of indices to generate different constants C@iD.

This shows the behavior of C.

In[3]:= parameter = C@ðD &;

In[4]:= indexset = 81, 2, 3, 4<;

In[5]:= parameter@indexset@@1DDD

Out[5]= C@1D

In[6]:= parameter@indexset@@3DDD

Out[6]= C@3D

Internally, the use of a pure function allows DSolve  to increment the argument i in C@iD correctly for higher−order ODEs and systems

of ODEs. 

GeneratedParameters  can be specified using a pure function.

In[7]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, x, GeneratedParameters ® Hconst@ðD &LD

Out[7]= 88y@xD ® 1 + const@1D Cos@xD + const@2D Sin@xD<<

Using a pure function is particularly useful if you want to begin indexing the parameters at any value other than 1 (the default).

This uses a pure function to label the parameters in the previous example const@2D and const@3D.

In[8]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, x, GeneratedParameters ® Hconst@1 + ðD &LD

Out[8]= 88y@xD ® 1 + const@2D Cos@xD + const@3D Sin@xD<<

It is sometimes useful to display the solution using subscripts or other styles for the parameter indices.

Here, the parameters are named using subscripted variables.

In[9]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, x, GeneratedParameters ® Hc
ð1 &LD

Out[9]= 88y@xD ® 1 + Cos@xD c1 + Sin@xD c2<<

Finally, with Module variables, you can get names for the parameters that are unique across different invocations of DSolve.
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Here the same DSolve call generates different parameter names.

In[10]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, x, GeneratedParameters ® Module@8C<, C@ðD &DD

Out[10]= 88y@xD ® 1 + Cos@xD C$102@1D + C$102@2D Sin@xD<<

In[11]:= DSolve@y’’@xD + y@xD � 1, y@xD, x, GeneratedParameters ® Module@8C<, C@ðD &DD

Out[11]= 88y@xD ® 1 + Cos@xD C$106@1D + C$106@2D Sin@xD<<
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Symbolic Parameters and Inexact Quantities 
The differential equations that arise in practice are of two types.

� Equations in which the only variables are the independent and dependent variables. Thus, all the variables that appear in the first
argument to DSolve are also in the second or third arguments. 

� Equations in which there are other symbolic quantities, such as mass or the spring constant. The solution in this case depends on
the independent variables, the dependent variables, and the additional symbolic parameters.

Here is an example of the first type.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’’@xD - 8*x*y@xD � 0, y, xD

Out[1]= 88y ® Function@8x<, AiryAi@2 xD C@1D + AiryBi@2 xD C@2DD<<

Here is an example of the second type. This equation has a symbolic parameter k.

In[2]:= sol = DSolve@8y’’@xD + k^2*y@xD � x^2, y@0D � 3 k + 1, y’@0D � k<, y, xD

Out[2]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
-2 + k2 x2 + 2 Cos@k xD + k4 Cos@k xD + 3 k5 Cos@k xD + k4 Sin@k xD

k4
E==

DSolve  is equipped to deal with both types of equations. It is extremely useful to have the solution available for all possible values of

the parameters in the second type of equation. 

Here is a plot of the previous solution for different values of the parameter k.

In[3]:= Plot@Evaluate@Table@y@xD �. sol �. 8k ® i<, 8i, 1, 5, 2<DD, 8x, -7, 7<D

Out[3]=

It should be noted that the presence of symbolic parameters can lead to fairly complicated output.

This is seen in the following example (equation 2.14, page 401 of [K59]).

In[4]:= eqn = y’’@xD - c*x^a*y@xD ;

In[5]:= sol = DSolve@eqn � 0, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, H-1L

1

2+a H2 + aL
-

1

2+a c

1

2 I2+aM x
1-

1+
a

2

2+a BesselIA
1

2 + a
,
2 c x

2+a

2

2 + a
E C@2D GammaA1 +

1

2 + a
E + H2 + aL

-

1

2+a c

1

2 I2+aM

However, for some special values of the parameters, the solution might be significantly simpler.

For these values of a and c, the solution is much more simple.

In[6]:= sol1 = y@xD �. sol@@1DD �. 8a ® 0, c ® 4<

Out[6]= C@1D Cosh@2 xD +
1

2
ä C@2D Sinh@2 xD
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Occasionally, a solution is valid for most, but not all, values of the parameters.

Since the input in this example is not valid at a = 0, the solution has the same limitation.

In[7]:= sol = DSolve@8y’@xD � x, y@0D � 1�a<, y, xD

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
2 + a x2

2 a
E==

Of course, there is a simple remedy in this case: setting k =
1

a
.

In[8]:= sol = DSolve@8y’@xD � x, y@0D � k<, y, xD

Out[8]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

2
I2 k + x2ME==

In  summary,  the  ability  to  solve  differential  equations  with  symbolic  parameters  is  a  powerful  and  essential  feature  of  any  symbolic

solver such as DSolve. However, the following points should be noted.

� The solution might be complicated, and such calculations often require significant time and memory.

� The answer might not be valid for certain exceptional values of the parameters.

� The solution might be easy to verify symbolically for some special  values of the parameters, but in the general  case a numerical
verification method is preferable.

Numerical quantities in Mathematica can be of three types: infinite precision, machine precision, or arbitrary precision. The first type of

number is referred to as ú exactø , while the remaining two types represent incomplete information and are therefore called ú inexact ø . 

Here is a simple example showing all three kinds of numbers.

In[9]:= exactpi = Pi;

In[10]:= Precision@exactpiD

Out[10]= ¥

In[11]:= Hmachinepi = N@PiDL �� InputForm

Out[11]//InputForm= 3.141592653589793

In[12]:= Precision@machinepiD

Out[12]= MachinePrecision

In[13]:= highprecisionpi = N@Pi, 30D

Out[13]= 3.14159265358979323846264338328

In[14]:= Precision@highprecisionpiD

Out[14]= 30.

Since DSolve is a symbolic solver, the algorithms used by it are primarily based on the assumption of exact input. However, equations

that contain inexact quantities are handled by DSolve in the usual way. 

These equations contain the inexact number 3. and 3.‘40, respectively.

In[15]:= DSolve@x’@tD � 3. x@tD, x, tD

Out[15]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
3. t C@1DE==

In[16]:= DSolve@x’@tD � 3.‘40* x@tD, x, tD

Out[16]= 99x ® FunctionA8t<, ã
3.00000000000000000000000000000000000000 t C@1DE==
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Inexact  input  could  arise,  for  example,  when the coefficients  in  the equations are  derived from a previous calculation and are  known

only approximately. In such cases, it might not be practical to convert the equations to exact form, as this could slow down the calcula−

tion significantly.

Here is a system of linear ODEs that all have exact coefficients. Note that even with a fairly small value of n, the calculation takes a long 

time to finish.

In[17]:= n = 8;
x0@t_D := 0;

xn@t_D := 1;
eqns = Table@8xi ’@tD - H xi+1@tD - 2 xi@tD + xi-1@tDL, xi@0D - H1�nL<, 8i, n - 1<D;
vars = Table@xi, 8i, n - 1<D;
sol = DSolve@Map@ð � 0 &, Flatten@eqnsDD, vars, tD; �� Timing

Out[17]= 835.703, Null<

In[18]:= LeafCount@solD

Out[18]= 212851

This verifies the solution. Since the solution is complicated, a numerical verification method is used.

In[19]:= eqns �. sol �. 8t ® RandomReal@ 80, 1<, WorkingPrecision ® 200D< �� N �� Chop �� Flatten �� Union

Out[19]= 80<

If a single inexact quantity is introduced (in the function x0@tD), the solution is returned more quickly.

In[20]:= n = 8;
x0@t_D := 0.;

xn@t_D := 1;
eqns = Table@8xi ’@tD - H xi+1@tD - 2 xi@tD + xi-1@tDL, xi@0D - H1�nL<, 8i, n - 1<D;
vars = Table@xi, 8i, n - 1<D;
sol = DSolve@Map@ð � 0 &, Flatten@eqnsDD, vars, tD; �� Timing

Out[20]= 80.75, Null<

In[21]:= LeafCount@solD

Out[21]= 1563

In[22]:= eqns �. sol �. 8t ® RandomReal@ 80, 1<D < �� N@ðD & �� Chop �� Flatten �� Union

Out[22]= 80<

Thus,  it  is  often  desirable  to  continue  working  with  inexact  quantities  even  within  a  symbolic  function  such  as  DSolve.  However,  it

should  be  noted  that  the  solution  obtained  in  such  cases  could  have  a  certain  amount  of  numerical  error  and  should  be  checked

carefully. It is therefore recommended that if the problem size is not too large (for instance, if there are fewer than five equations), the

input should be converted to exact form using the Rationalize function.

This equation contains inexact quantities.

In[23]:= DSolve@8x’@tD � 0.0001*x@tD, x@0D � 3.07<, x@tD, tD

Out[23]= 99x@tD ® 3.07 ã
0.0001 t==

Here the equation is converted to exact form before being solved.

In[24]:= DSolve@Rationalize@8x’@tD � 0.0001*x@tD, x@0D � 3.07<, 0D, x@tD, tD

Out[24]= 99x@tD ®
307 ãt�10 000

100
==
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Is the Problem Well−Posed?

DSolve returns a general solution for a problem if no initial or boundary conditions are specified.

The general solution to this equation is returned.

In[1]:= DSolve@y’@xD � 1 - y@xD, y, xD

Out[1]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, 1 + ã-x C@1DE==

However, if initial or boundary conditions are specified, the output from DSolve must satisfy both the underlying differential equation as

well as the given conditions.

Here is an example with a boundary condition.

In[2]:= eqns = 8y’@xD � 1 - y@xD, y@3D � 5<;

In[3]:= sol = DSolve@eqns, y, xD

Out[3]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, ã
-x I4 ã3 + ãxME==

In[4]:= eqns �. sol

Out[4]= 88True, True<<

In  such  cases,  it  is  useful  to  check  whether  DSolve  has  been  asked  a  reasonable  question~in  other  words,  to  check  whether  the

problem is well−posed. An initial or boundary value problem is said to be well−posed if a solution for it is guaranteed to exist in some

well−known class of functions (for example, analytic functions), if the solution is unique, and if the solution depends continuously on the

data.  Given  an  ODE  of  order  n  (or  a  system  of  n  first−order  equations)  and  n  initial  conditions,  there  are  standard  existence  and

uniqueness  theorems that  show that  the  problem is  well−posed under  a  specified  set  of  conditions.  The right−hand side  of  the  first−

order linear ODE in the previous example is a polynomial in y@xD and hence infinitely differentiable. This is sufficient to apply Picard÷ s

existence and uniqueness theorem, which only requires that the right−hand side be Lipschitz−continuous. 

Most  problems  that  arise  in  practice  are  well−posed  since  they  are  derived  from sound  theoretical  principles.  However,  as  a  note  of

caution, the following are examples where DSolve might have difficulty finding a satisfactory solution to the problem.

Here is the solution to a first−order ODE in which the right−hand side fails to satisfy the Lipschitz condition around 0.

In[5]:= generalsol = DSolve@8y’@xD � 1�y@xD<, y, xD

Out[5]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, - 2 x + C@1D E=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<, 2 x + C@1D E==

The general solution has two branches.

In[6]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. generalsol �. 8C@1D ® 1<D, 8x, -1, 3<D

Out[6]=
-1 1 2 3

-2

-1

1

2
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This initial value problem is well−posed in a region around the initial condition and hence DSolve succeeds in picking out the correct 

branch for the given initial condition. 

In[7]:= DSolve@8y’@xD � 1�y@xD, y@0D � 1<, y, xD

DSolve::bvnul : For some branches of the general solution,
the given boundary conditions lead to an empty solution. �

Out[7]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<, 1 + 2 x E==

Here is a second−order ODE. The boundary conditions do not allow any solution to this problem.

In[8]:= DSolve@8y’’@xD + y@xD � 0, y@0D � 1, y@PiD � 3<, y@xD, xD

DSolve::bvnul : For some branches of the general solution,
the given boundary conditions lead to an empty solution. �

Out[8]= 8<

In this example, DSolve returns a pair of solutions. As the table shows, the first solution is only valid for values of x greater than or equal 

to 2. 

In[9]:= eqn = y’@xD � y@xD^H1�2L;

In[10]:= sol = DSolve@8eqn, y@0D � 1<, y, xD

Out[10]= 99y ® FunctionA8x<,
1

4
I4 - 4 x + x2ME=, 9y ® FunctionA8x<,

1

4
I4 + 4 x + x2ME==

In[11]:= Table@eqn �. sol �. 8x ® i<, 8i, 0, 5<D

Out[11]= 88False, True<, 8False, True<, 8True, True<, 8True, True<, 8True, True<, 8True, True<<

Finally,  it  is  possible  that  a  problem has a  solution,  but  that  DSolve  fails  to  find it  because the general  solution is  in  implicit  form or

involves higher transcendental functions. 

In this example, a solution is available only after inverting the roles of the dependent and independent variables.

In[12]:= DSolve@y’@xD � 1�Hx - y@xDL && y@0D � 1, y, xD

InverseFunction::ifun : Inverse functions are
being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some solutions may not

be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

DSolve::bvnul : For some branches of the general solution,
the given boundary conditions lead to an empty solution. �

Out[12]= 8<

In[13]:= DSolve@x’@yD � Hx@yD - yL && x@1D � 0, x, yD

Out[13]= 99x ® FunctionA8y<,
ã - 2 ãy + ã y

ã

E==

This concludes the discussion of the basic principles for effectively working with DSolve. See the list of "references" that were found to

be useful either during the development of DSolve or during the preparation of this documentation.
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Introduction to Advanced Numerical Differential 
Equation Solving in Mathematica

Overview
The Mathematica function NDSolve  is a general numerical differential equation solver. It can handle a wide range of ordinary differen−

tial equations (ODEs) as well as some partial differential equations (PDEs). In a system of ordinary differential equations there can be

any number of unknown functions xi, but all of these functions must depend on a single ú independent variableø  t, which is the same for

each  function.  Partial  differential  equations  involve  two  or  more  independent  variables.  NDSolve  can  also  solve  some  differential−

algebraic equations (DAEs), which are typically a mix of differential and algebraic equations.

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,u,8t,tmin,tmax<D find a numerical solution for the function u with t in the range tmin to tmax

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,

8u1,u2,¼<,8t,tmin,tmax<D
find numerical solutions for several functions ui

Finding numerical solutions to ordinary differential equations. 

NDSolve  represents  solutions  for  the  functions  xi  as  InterpolatingFunction  objects.  The  InterpolatingFunction  objects

provide approximations to the xi over the range of values tmin to tmax for the independent variable t. 

In general,  NDSolve  finds solutions iteratively.  It  starts at  a particular value of  t,  then takes a sequence of  steps, trying eventually to

cover the whole range tmin to tmax. 

In  order  to  get  started,  NDSolve  has  to  be  given  appropriate  initial  or  boundary  conditions  for  the  xi  and  their  derivatives.  These

conditions specify values for xi@tD, and perhaps derivatives xi ’@tD, at particular points t. When there is only one t at which conditions are

given, the equations and initial  conditions are collectively referred to as an initial  value problem. A boundary value occurs when there

are multiple points t. NDSolve  can solve nearly all initial value problems that can symbolically be put in normal form (i.e. are solvable

for the highest derivative order), but only linear boundary value problems.

This finds a solution for x with t in the range 0 to 2, using an initial condition for x at t � 1. 

In[1]:= NDSolve@8x’@tD == x@tD, x@1D == 3<, x, 8t, 0, 2<D

Out[1]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<

When you use NDSolve, the initial or boundary conditions you give must be sufficient to determine the solutions for the xi  completely.

When you use DSolve to find symbolic solutions to differential equations, you may specify fewer conditions. The reason is that DSolve

automatically inserts arbitrary symbolic constants C@iD to represent degrees of freedom associated with initial conditions that you have

not specified explicitly. Since NDSolve must give a numerical solution, it cannot represent these kinds of additional degrees of freedom.

As a result, you must explicitly give all the initial or boundary conditions that are needed to determine the solution. 

In  a  typical  case,  if  you  have  differential  equations  with  up  to  nth  derivatives,  then  you  need  to  either  give  initial  conditions  for  up  to

Hn - 1Lth derivatives, or give boundary conditions at n points. 

This solves an initial value problem for a second−order equation, which requires two conditions, and are given at t == 0.

In[2]:= NDSolve@8x’’@tD == x@tD^2, x@0D == 1, x’@0D == 0<, x, 8t, 0, 2<D

Out[2]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<<, <>D<<
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This plots the solution obtained.

In[3]:= Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. %D, 8t, 0, 2<D

Out[3]=

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

2

3

4

5

6

Here is a simple boundary value problem. 

In[4]:= NDSolve@8y’’@xD + x y@xD == 0, y@0D == 1, y@1D == -1<, y, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[4]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<<

You  can  use  NDSolve  to  solve  systems  of  coupled  differential  equations  as  long  as  each  variable  has  the  appropriate  number  of

conditions. 

This finds a numerical solution to a pair of coupled equations. 

In[5]:= sol = NDSolveB

:x’’@tD � y@tD x@tD, y’@tD � -
1

x@tD2 + y@tD2
, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0, y@0D � 0>, 8x, y<, 8t, 0, 100<F

Out[5]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D, y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D<<

Here is a plot of both solutions. 

In[6]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD< �. %D, 8t, 0, 100<, PlotRange ® All, PlotPoints ® 200D

Out[6]=

You  can  give  initial  conditions  as  equations  of  any  kind.  If  these  equations  have  multiple  solutions,  NDSolve  will  generate  multiple

solutions. 

The initial conditions in this case lead to multiple solutions. 

In[7]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD^2 - y@xD^3 == 0, y@0D^2 == 4<, y, 8x, 1<D

NDSolve::mxst : Maximum number of 10000
steps reached at the point x == 1.1160976563722613‘*^−8. �

Out[7]= 98y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<, 8y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<, 9y ® InterpolatingFunction

NDSolve  was not able to find the solution for y’@xD � -Sqrt@y@xD^3D,  y@0D � -2  because of problems with the branch cut in the

square root function.
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This shows the real part of the solutions that NDSolve was able to find. (The upper two solutions are strictly real.)

In[8]:= Plot@Evaluate@Part@Re@y@xD �. %D, 81, 2, 4<DD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[8]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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NDSolve  can solve  a  mixed system of  differential  and algebraic  equations,  referred to  as  differential−algebraic  equations  (DAEs).  In

fact, the example given is a sort of DAE, where the equations are not expressed explicitly in terms of the derivatives. Typically, how−

ever, in DAEs, you are not able to solve for the derivatives at all and the problem must be solved using a different method entirely.

Here is a simple DAE.

In[9]:= NDSolve@8x’’@tD + y@tD � x@tD, x@tD^2 + y@tD^2 � 1, x@0D � 0, x’@0D � 1<, 8x, y<, 8t, 0, 2<D

NDSolve::ndsz : At t == 1.6656481721762058‘
, step size is effectively zero; singularity or stiff system suspected. �

Out[9]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.66565<<, <>D, y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.66565<<, <>D<<

Note  that  while  both  of  the  equations  have  derivative  terms,  the  variable  y  appears  without  any  derivatives,  so  NDSolve  issues  a

warning message. When the usual substitution to convert to first−order equations is made, one of the equations does indeed become

effectively algebraic.

Also, since y only appears algebraically, it is not necessary to give an initial condition to determine its values. Finding initial conditions

that  are  consistent  with  DAEs can,  in  fact,  be  quite  difficult.  The  tutorial  "Numerical  Solution  of  Differential−Algebraic  Equations"  has

more information.

This shows a plot of the solutions.

In[10]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, y@tD< �. %D, 8t, 0, 1.66<D

Out[10]=

0.5 1.0 1.5
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0.6

0.8

1.0

From the  plot,  you  can  see  that  the  derivative  of  y  is  tending  to  vary  arbitrarily  fast.  Even  though  it  does  not  explicitly  appear  in  the

equations, this condition means that the solver cannot continue further.

Unknown functions in differential equations do not necessarily have to be represented by single symbols. If you have a large number of

unknown functions, for example, you will often find it more convenient to give the functions names like x@iD or xi.
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This constructs a set of twenty−five coupled differential equations and initial conditions and solves them.

In[11]:= n = 25;
x0@t_D := 0;

xn@t_D := 1;

eqns = TableA9xi ’@tD � n2 H xi+1@tD - 2 xi@tD + xi-1@tDL, xi@0D � Hi�nL
10=, 8i, n - 1<E;

vars = Table@xi@tD, 8i, n - 1<D;
NDSolve@eqns, vars, 8t, 0, .25<D

Out[16]= 88x1@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.25<<, <>D@tD, x2@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.25<<, <>D@tD, x3

This actually computes an approximate solution of the heat equation for a rod with constant temperatures at either end of the rod. (For

more accurate solutions, you can increase n.)

The result is an approximate solution to the heat equation for a 1−dimensional rod of length 1 with constant temperature maintained at 
either end. This shows the solutions considered as spatial values as a function of time.

In[17]:= ListPlot3D@Table@vars �. First@%D, 8t, 0, .25, .025<DD

Out[17]=

An unknown function can also be specified to have a vector (or matrix) value. The dimensionality of an unknown function is taken from

its initial condition. You can mix scalar and vector unknown functions as long as the equations have consistent dimensionality according

to  the  rules  of  Mathematica  arithmetic.  The  InterpolatingFunction  result  will  give  values  with  the  same  dimensionality  as  the

unknown function. Using nonscalar variables is very convenient when a system of differential equations is governed by a process that

may be difficult or inefficient to express symbolically.

This uses a vector valued unknown function to solve the same system as earlier.

In[18]:= f@x_?VectorQD := n^2*ListConvolve@81, -2, 1<, x, 82, 2<, 81, 0<D;
NDSolve@8X’@tD � f@X@tDD, X@0D � HRange@n - 1D�nL^10<, X, 8t, 0, .25<D

Out[19]= 88X ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.25<<, <>D<<

NDSolve is able to solve some partial differential equations directly when you specify more independent variables.

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,u,8t,tmin,tmax<,8x,xmin,xmax<,¼D

solve a system of partial differential equations for a function u@t, x¼D with t in 

the range tmin to tmax and x in the range xmin to xmax, ¼

NDSolve@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8u1,u2,¼<,8t,tmin,tmax<,8x,xmin,xmax<,¼D

solve a system of partial differential equations for several functions ui

Finding numerical solutions to partial differential equations. 

Here is a solution of the heat equation found directly by NDSolve. 

In[20]:= NDSolveA9D@u@x, tD, tD � D@u@x, tD, x, xD, u@x, 0D � x10, u@0, tD � 0, u@1, tD � 1=,

u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, .25<E

Out[20]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 0.25<<, <>D<<
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Here is a plot of the solution. 

In[21]:= Plot3D@Evaluate@First@u@x, tD �. %DD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, .25<D

Out[21]=

NDSolve  currently uses the numerical method of lines to compute solutions to partial differential equations. The method is restricted to

problems that can be posed with an initial condition in at least one independent variable. For example, the method cannot solve elliptic

PDEs such as Laplace’s equation because these require boundary values. For the problems it does solve, the method of lines is quite

general, handling systems of PDEs or nonlinearity well, and often quite fast. Details of the method are given in "Numerical Solution of

Partial Differential Equations".

This finds a numerical solution to a generalization of the nonlinear sine−Gordon equation to two spatial dimensions with periodic boundary 
conditions.

In[22]:= NDSolveA9D@u@t, x, yD, t, tD � D@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yD - Sin@u@t, x, yDD,

u@0, x, yD � ExpA-Ix2 + y2ME, Derivative@1, 0, 0D@uD@0, x, yD � 0, u@t, -5, yD � u@t, 5, yD � 0,

u@t, x, -5D � u@t, x, 5D � 0=, u, 8t, 0, 3<, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<E

Out[22]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 3.<, 8-5., 5.<, 8-5., 5.<<, <>D<<

Here is a plot of the result at t == 3.

In[23]:= Plot3D@First@u@3, x, yD �. %D, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<D

Out[23]=

As mentioned earlier, NDSolve  works by taking a sequence of steps in the independent variable t. NDSolve  uses an adaptive proce−

dure to determine the size of these steps. In general, if the solution appears to be varying rapidly in a particular region, then NDSolve

will reduce the step size to be able to better track the solution. 
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NDSolve  allows you to specify the precision or accuracy of result you want. In general, NDSolve  makes the steps it takes smaller and

smaller until the solution reached satisfies either the AccuracyGoal or the PrecisionGoal  you give. The setting for AccuracyGoal

effectively determines the absolute error to allow in the solution, while the setting for PrecisionGoal  determines the relative error. If

you need to track a solution whose value comes close to zero, then you will typically need to increase the setting for AccuracyGoal.

By  setting  AccuracyGoal -> Infinity,  you  tell  NDSolve  to  use  PrecisionGoal  only.  Generally,  AccuracyGoal  and

PrecisionGoal  are used to control the error local to a particular time step. For some differential equations, this error can accumulate,

so it is possible that the precision or accuracy of the result at the end of the time interval may be much less than what you might expect

from the settings of AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal.

NDSolve  uses  the  setting  you  give  for  WorkingPrecision  to  determine  the  precision  to  use  in  its  internal  computations.  If  you

specify  large  values  for  AccuracyGoal  or  PrecisionGoal,  then  you  typically  need  to  give  a  somewhat  larger  value  for

WorkingPrecision.  With  the  default  setting  of  Automatic ,  both  AccuracyGoal  and  PrecisionGoal  are  equal  to  half  of  the

setting for WorkingPrecision.

NDSolve  uses error estimates for determining whether it is meeting the specified tolerances. When working with systems of equations,

it  uses  the  setting  of  the  option  NormFunction -> f  to  combine  errors  in  different  components.  The  norm is  scaled  in  terms  of  the

tolerances, given so that NDSolve tries to take steps such that 

f
err1

tolr Abs@x1D + tola

,

err2

tolr Abs@x2D + tola

,¼ £ 1

where erri is the ith component of the error and xi is the ithcomponent of the current solution.

This generates a high−precision solution to a differential equation. 

In[24]:= NDSolve@8x’’’@tD == x@tD, x@0D == 1, x’@0D == x’’@0D == 0<, x,
8t, 1<, AccuracyGoal -> 20, PrecisionGoal -> 20, WorkingPrecision -> 25D

Out[24]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880, 1.000000000000000000000000<<, <>D<<

Here is the value of the solution at the endpoint.

In[25]:= x@1D �. %

Out[25]= 81.168058313375918525580620<

Through its adaptive procedure, NDSolve  is able to solve ú stiff ø  differential equations in which there are several components varying

with t at extremely different rates.

NDSolve follows the general procedure of reducing step size until it tracks solutions accurately. There is a problem, however, when the

true solution has a singularity.  In  this  case,  NDSolve  might  go on reducing the step size forever,  and never  terminate.  To avoid this

problem, the option MaxSteps  specifies the maximum number of steps that NDSolve will ever take in attempting to find a solution. For

ordinary differential equations, the default setting is MaxSteps -> 10000. 

NDSolve stops after taking 10,000 steps. 

In[26]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == 1�x^2, y@-1D == 1<, y@xD, 8x, -1, 0<D

NDSolve::mxst :

Maximum number of 10000 steps reached at the point x == -1.00413 ´ 10-172. �

Out[26]= 99y@xD ® InterpolatingFunctionA99-1., -1.00413´10
-172==, <>E@xD==
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There is in fact a singularity in the solution at x = 0. 

In[27]:= Plot@Evaluate@y@xD �. %D, 8x, -1, 0<D

Out[27]=

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

4

6

8

10

12

The  default  setting  MaxSteps -> 10000  should  be  sufficient  for  most  equations  with  smooth  solutions.  When  solutions  have  a

complicated  structure,  however,  you  may  sometimes  have  to  choose  larger  settings  for  MaxSteps.  With  the  setting

MaxSteps -> Infinity there is no upper limit on the number of steps used. 

NDSolve has several different methods built in for computing solutions as well as a mechanism for adding additional methods. With the

default setting Method -> Automatic , NDSolve  will choose a method which should be appropriate for the differential equations. For

example,  if  the  equations  have  stiffness,  implicit  methods  will  be  used  as  needed,  or  if  the  equations  make  a  DAE,  a  special  DAE

method will  be used. In general, it  is not possible to determine the nature of solutions to differential equations without actually solving

them: thus, the default Automatic  methods are good for solving as wide variety of problems, but the one chosen may not be the best

one  available  for  your  particular  problem.  Also,  you  may  want  to  choose  methods,  such  as  symplectic  integrators,  which  preserve

certain properties of the solution.

Choosing an appropriate method for a particular system can be quite difficult.  To complicate it  further,  many methods have their  own

settings,  which can greatly affect  solution efficiency and accuracy.  Much of  this documentation consists of  descriptions of  methods to

give  you  an  idea  of  when  they  should  be  used  and  how  to  adjust  them  to  solve  particular  problems.  Furthermore,  NDSolve  has  a

mechanism that allows you to define your own methods and still have the equations and results processed by NDSolve  just as for the

built−in methods.

When NDSolve  computes a solution, there are typically three phases. First,  the equations are processed, usually into a function that

represents the right−hand side of the equations in normal form. Next, the function is used to iterate the solution from the initial condi−

tions.  Finally,  data  saved  during  the  iteration  procedure  is  processed  into  one  or  more  InterpolatingFunction  objects.  Using

functions  in  the  NDSolve‘  context,  you  can  run  these  steps  separately  and,  more  importantly,  have  more  control  over  the  iteration

process.  The  steps  are  tied  by  an  NDSolve‘StateData  object,  which  keeps  all  of  the  data  necessary  for  solving  the  differential

equations.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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The Design of the NDSolve Framework

Features
Supporting a large number of numerical integration methods for differential equations is a lot of work.

In order to cut down on maintenance and duplication of code, common components are shared between methods.

This approach also allows code optimization to be carried out in just a few central routines.

The principal features of the NDSolve framework are:

� Uniform design and interface

� Code reuse (common code base)

� Objection orientation (method property specification and communication)

� Data hiding

� Separation of method initialization phase and run−time computation

� Hierarchical and reentrant numerical methods

� Uniform treatment of rounding errors (see [HLW02], [SS03] and the references therein)

� Vectorized framework based on a generalization of the BLAS model [LAPACK99] using optimized in−place arithmetic

� Tensor framework that allows families of methods to share one implementation

� Type and precision dynamic for all methods

� Plug−in capabilities that allow user extensibility and prototyping

� Specialized data structures

Common Time Stepping
A common time−stepping mechanism is used for all one−step methods. The routine handles a number of different criteria including:

� Step sizes in a numerical integration do not become too small in value, which may happen in solving stiff systems

� Step sizes do not change sign unexpectedly, which may be a consequence of user programming error

� Step sizes are not increased after a step rejection

� Step sizes are not decreased drastically toward the end of an integration

� Specified (or detected) singularities are handled by restarting the integration

� Divergence of iterations in implicit methods (e.g. using fixed, large step sizes)

� Unrecoverable integration errors (e.g. numerical exceptions)

� Rounding error feedback (compensated summation) is particularly advantageous for high−order methods or methods that conserve
specific quantities during the numerical integration
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Data Encapsulation
Each method has its own data object that contains information that is needed for the invocation of the method. This includes, but is not

limited to,  coefficients,  workspaces,  step−size control  parameters,  step−size acceptance/rejection information,  and Jacobian matrices.

This is a generalization of the ideas used in codes like LSODA ([H83], [P83]).

Method Hierarchy
Methods  are  reentrant  and  hierarchical,  meaning  that  one  method  can  call  another.  This  is  a  generalization  of  the  ideas  used  in  the

Generic ODE Solving System, Godess (see [O95], [O98] and the references therein), which is implemented in C++.

Initial Design

The original method framework design allowed a number of methods to be invoked in the solver.

NDSolve  � "ExplicitRungeKutta"

NDSolve  � "ImplicitRungeKutta"

First Revision

This was later extended to allow one method to call another in a sequential fashion, with an arbitrary number of levels of nesting.

NDSolve  � "Extrapolation"  � "ExplicitMidpoint"

The construction of compound integration methods is particularly useful in geometric numerical integration.

NDSolve  � "Projection"  � "ExplicitRungeKutta"

Second Revision

A more general tree invocation process was required to implement composition methods.

NDSolve  � "Composition"

� "ExplicitEuler"

» »

� "ImplicitEuler"

» »

� "ExplicitEuler"

This is an example of a method composed with its adjoint.

Current State

The tree invocation process was extended to allow for a subfield to be solved by each method, instead of the entire vector field.

This example turns up in the ABC Flow subsection of "Composition and Splitting Methods for NDSolve".

NDSolve  � "Splitting" f = f1 + f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

� "ImplicitMidpoint" f2

� "LocallyExact" f1
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User Extensibility
Built−in methods can be used as building blocks for the efficient construction of special−purpose (compound) integrators. User−defined

methods can also be added.

Method Classes
Methods such as "ExplicitRungeKutta" include a number of schemes of different orders. Moreover, alternative coefficient choices

can be specified by the user. This is a generalization of the ideas found in RKSUITE [BGS93].

Automatic Selection and User Controllability
The framework provides automatic step−size selection and method−order selection. Methods are user−configurable via method options.

For example a user can select the class of "ExplicitRungeKutta" methods, and the code will automatically attempt to ascertain the

"optimal" order according to the problem, the relative and absolute local error tolerances, and the initial step−size estimate.

Here is a list of options appropriate for "ExplicitRungeKutta".

In[1]:= Options@NDSolve‘ExplicitRungeKuttaD

Out[1]= 9Coefficients ® EmbeddedExplicitRungeKuttaCoefficients, DifferenceOrder ® Automatic, EmbeddedDifferenceOrder

MethodMonitor
In order to illustrate the low−level behaviour of some methods, such as stiffness switching or order variation that occurs at run time , a

new "MethodMonitor" has been added.

This fits between the relatively coarse resolution of  "StepMonitor"  and the fine resolution of  "EvaluationMonitor" .

StepMonitor

MethodMonitor

EvaluationMonitor

This feature is not officially documented and the functionality may change in future versions.

Shared Features
These features are not necessarily restricted to NDSolve since they can also be used for other types of numerical methods.

� Function  evaluation  is  performed  using  a  NumericalFunction  that  dynamically  changes  type  as  needed,  such  as  when  IEEE
floating−point overflow or underflow occurs. It also calls Mathematica’s compiler Compile for efficiency when appropriate.

� Jacobian  evaluation  uses  symbolic  differentiation  or  finite  difference  approximations,  including  automatic  or  user−specifiable
sparsity detection.

� Dense linear algebra is based on LAPACK, and sparse linear algebra uses special−purpose packages such as UMFPACK.

� Common subexpressions in the numerical evaluation of the function representing a differential system are detected and collected
to avoid repeated work.

� Other supporting functionality that has been implemented is described in "Norms in NDSolve".

This system dynamically switches type from real to complex during the numerical integration, automatically recompiling as needed.

In[2]:= y@1�2D �. NDSolve@8y’@tD � Sqrt@y@tDD - 1, y@0D � 1�10<, y, 8t, 0, 1<, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D

Out[2]= 8-0.349043 + 0.150441 ä<
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Some basic methods

order method formula

1 Explicit Euler yn+1 = yn + hn f Htn, ynL

2 Explicit Midpoint yn+1�2 = yn +
hn

2
f Htn, ynL

yn+1 = yn + hn f Htn+1�2, yn+1�2L

1 Backward or Implicit Euler (1−stage 
RadauIIA)

yn+1 = yn + hn f Htn+1, yn+1L

2 Implicit Midpoint (1−stage Gauss) yn+1 = yn + hn f Jtn+1�2,
1

2
Hyn+1 + ynLN

2 Trapezoidal (2−stage Lobatto IIIA) yn+1 = yn +
hn

2
H f Htn, ynL + f Htn+1, yn+1LL

1 Linearly Implicit Euler HI - hn JL Hyn+1 - ynL = hn f Htn, ynL

2 Linearly Implicit Midpoint JI -
hn

2
JN Hyn+1�2 - ynL =

hn

2
f Htn, ynL

JI -
hn

2
JN
ID yn-D yn-1�2M

2
=

hn

2
f Htn+1�2, yn+1�2L - D yn-1�2

Some of the one−step methods that have been implemented.

Here D yn = yn+1 - yn+1�2, I denotes the identity matrix, and J denotes the Jacobian matrix 
¶ f

¶y
Htn, ynL.

Although the implicit  midpoint  method has not  been implemented as a separate method,  it  is  available through the one−stage Gauss

scheme of the "ImplicitRungeKutta" method.
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"ExplicitRungeKutta" Method for NDSolve

Introduction

This loads packages containing some test problems and utility functions.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

Euler’s Method

One of the first and simplest methods for solving initial value problems was proposed by Euler:

(1)yn+1 = yn + h f Htn, ynL.

Euler’s method is not very accurate.

Local  accuracy  is  measured  by  how high  terms  are  matched  with  the  Taylor  expansion  of  the  solution.  Euler’s  method  is  first−order

accurate, so that errors occur one order higher starting at powers of h2.

Euler’s method is implemented in NDSolve as "ExplicitEuler".

In[5]:= NDSolve@8y’@tD � -y@tD, y@0D � 1<, y@tD, 8t, 0, 1<,
Method ® "ExplicitEuler", "StartingStepSize" ® 1�10D

Out[5]= 88y@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@tD<<

Generalizing Euler’s Method

The  idea  of  Runge| Kutta methods  is  to  take  successive  (weighted)  Euler  steps  to  approximate  a  Taylor  series.  In  this  way  function

evaluations (and not derivatives) are used.

For example, consider the one−step formulation of the midpoint method.

(2)

k1 = f Htn, ynL

k2 = f Jtn +
1

2
h, yn +

1

2
h k1N

yn+1 = yn + h k2

The midpoint method can be shown to have a local error of OIh3M, so it is second−order accurate.

The midpoint method is implemented in NDSolve as "ExplicitMidpoint".

In[6]:= NDSolve@8y’@tD � -y@tD, y@0D � 1<, y@tD, 8t, 0, 1<,
Method ® "ExplicitMidpoint", "StartingStepSize" ® 1�10D

Out[6]= 88y@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@tD<<

Runge| Kutta Methods

Extending the approach in (2), repeated function evaluation can be used to obtain higher order methods.

Denote the Runge|Kutta method for the approximate solution to an initial value problem at tn+1 = tn + h, by:

(3)

gi = yn + hÚj=1
s

ai, j k j,

ki = f Htn + ci h, giL, i = 1, 2,¼, s,

yn+1 = yn + hÚi=1
s

bi ki
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where s is the number of stages.

It is generally assumed that the row−sum conditions hold:

(4)ci = Úi=1
s

ai, j

These  conditions  effectively  determine  the  points  in  time  at  which  the  function  is  sampled  and  are  a  particularly  useful  device  in  the

derivation of high−order Runge| Kutta methods.

The coefficients of the method are free parameters that are chosen to satisfy a Taylor series expansion through some order in the time

step h. In practice other conditions such as stability can also constrain the coefficients.

Explicit Runge|Kutta methods are a special case where the matrix A is strictly lower triangular:

ai, j = 0, j ³ i, j = 1,¼, s.

It  has  become  customary  to  denote  the  method  coefficients  c = @ciD
T ,  b = @biD

T ,  and  A = Aai, jE  using  a  Butcher  table,  which  has  the

following form for explicit Runge|Kutta methods:

(5)

0 0 0 º 0 0

c2 a2,1 0 º 0 0

» » » ¸ » »

cs as,1 as,2 º as,s-1 0

b1 b2 º bs-1 bs

The row−sum conditions can be visualized as summing across the rows of the table.

Notice that a consequence of explicitness is c1 = 0, so that the function is sampled at the beginning of the current integration step.

Example

The Butcher table for the explicit midpoint method (2) is given by:

(6)

0 0 0

1

2

1

2
0

0 1

FSAL Schemes

A particularly interesting special class of explicit Runge| Kutta methods, used in most modern codes, are those for which the coefficients

have a special structure known as First Same As Last (FSAL):

(7)as,i = bi, i = 1,¼, s - 1 and bs = 0.

For consistent FSAL schemes the Butcher table (5) has the form:

(8)

0 0 0 º 0 0

c2 a2,1 0 º 0 0

» » » ¸ » »

cs-1 as-1,1 as-1,2 º 0 0

1 b1 b2 º bs-1 0

b1 b2 º bs-1 0

The advantage of FSAL methods is that the function value ks at the end of one integration step is the same as the first function value k1

at the next integration step.

The  function  values  at  the  beginning  and  end  of  each  integration  step  are  required  anyway  when  constructing  the

InterpolatingFunction that is used for dense output in NDSolve.
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Embedded Pairs and Local Error Estimation

An efficient means of obtaining local error estimates for adaptive step−size control is to consider two methods of different orders p and

p
`
 that share the same coefficient matrix (and hence function values).

(9)

0 0 0 º 0 0

c2 a2,1 0 º 0 0

» » » ¸ 0 »

cs-1 as-1,1 as-1,2 º 0 0

cs as,1 as,2 º as,s-1 0

b1 b2 º bs-1 bs

b
`

1 b
`

2 º b
`

s-1 b
`

s

These give two solutions:

(10)yn+1 = yn + hÚi=1
s

bi ki

(11)y
`

n+1 = yn + hÚi=1
s

b
`

i ki

A commonly used notation is pHp
`
L, typically with p

`
= p - 1 or p

`
= p + 1.

In  most  modern  codes,  including  the  default  choice  in  NDSolve,  the  solution  is  advanced  with  the  more  accurate  formula  so  that

p
`
= p - 1, which is known as local extrapolation.

The  vector  of  coefficients  e = Bb1 - b
`

1, b2 - b
`

2,¼, bs - b
`

sF
T

 gives  an  error  estimator  avoiding  subtractive  cancellation  of  yn  in  floating−

point arithmetic when forming the difference between (10) and (11).

errn = hâ

i=1

s

ei ki

The quantity °errn´ gives a scalar measure of the error that can be used for step size selection.

Step Control

The classical Integral (or I) step−size controller uses the formula:

(12)hn+1 = hn K
Tol

±errnµ
O
1�p
~

where p
~

= minIp
`
, pM + 1.

The error estimate is therefore used to determine the next step size to use from the current step size.

The notation Tol � °errn´ is explained within "Norms in NDSolve".

Overview

Explicit Runge| Kutta pairs of orders 2(1) through 9(8) have been implemented.

Formula pairs have the following properties:

� First Same As Last strategy.

� Local extrapolation mode, that is, the higher−order formula is used to propagate the solution.

�
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�

Stiffness detection capability (see "StiffnessTest Method Option for NDSolve").

� Proportional−Integral step−size controller for stiff and quasi−stiff systems [G91].

Optimal formula pairs of orders 2(1), 3(2), and 4(3) subject to the already stated requirements have been derived using Mathematica,

and are described in [SS04].

The 5(4) pair selected is due to Bogacki and Shampine [BS89b, S94] and the 6(5), 7(6), 8(7), and 9(8) pairs are due to Verner.

For the selection of higher−order pairs, issues such as local truncation error ratio and stability region compatibility should be considered

(see [S94]). Various tools have been written to assess these qualitative features.

Methods are interchangeable so that, for example, it is possible to substitute the 5(4) method of Bogacki and Shampine with a method

of Dormand and Prince.

Summation of the method stages is implemented using level 2 BLAS which is often highly optimized for particular processors and can

also take advantage of multiple cores.

Example

Define the Brusselator ODE problem, which models a chemical reaction.

In[7]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"BrusselatorODE"D

Out[7]= NDSolveProblemA99HY1L
¢@TD � 1 - 4 Y1@TD + Y1@TD

2 Y2@TD, HY2L
¢@TD � 3 Y1@TD - Y1@TD

2 Y2@TD=, 9Y1@0D �
3

2
, Y2@0D � 3=,

This solves the system using an explicit Runge| Kutta method.

In[8]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D

Out[8]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD<<

Extract the interpolating functions from the solution.

In[9]:= ifuns = system@"DependentVariables"D �. First@solD;

Plot the solution components.

In[10]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@ifunsD, Evaluate@system@"TimeData"DDD

Out[10]=

Method Comparison
Sometimes you may be interested to find out what methods are being used in NDSolve.

Here you can see the coefficients of the default 2(1) embedded pair.

In[11]:= NDSolve‘EmbeddedExplicitRungeKuttaCoefficients@2, InfinityD

Out[11]= 9981<, 9
1

2
,
1

2
==, 9

1

2
,
1

2
, 0=, 81, 1<, 9-

1

2
,
2

3
, -

1

6
==
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You also may want to compare some of the different methods to see how they perform for a specific problem.

Utilities

You  will  make  use  of  a  utility  function  CompareMethods  for  comparing  various  methods.  Some  useful  NDSolve  features  of  this

function for comparing methods are:

� The option EvaluationMonitor, which is used to count the number of function evaluations

� The option StepMonitor, which is used to count the number of accepted and rejected integration steps

This displays the results of the method comparison using a GridBox.

In[12]:= TabulateResults@labels_List, names_List, data_ListD :=
DisplayForm@

FrameBox@
GridBox@
Apply@8labels, ðð< &, MapThread@Prepend, 8data, names<DD,
RowLines ® True, ColumnLines ® True
D
D
D �; SameQ@Length@namesD, Length@dataDD;

Reference Solution

A number of examples for comparing numerical methods in the literature rely on the fact that a closed−form solution is available, which

is obviously quite limiting.

In  NDSolve  it  is  possible  to  get  very  accurate  approximations  using  arbitrary−precision  adaptive  step  size;  these  are  adaptive  order

methods based on "Extrapolation".

The following reference solution is computed with a method that switches between a pair of "Extrapolation" methods, depending on 

whether the problem appears to be stiff.

In[13]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching", WorkingPrecision ® 32D;

refsol = First@FinalSolutions@system, solDD;

Automatic Order Selection

When you select "DifferenceOrder" -> Automatic , the code will automatically attempt to choose the optimal order method for the

integration.

Two  algorithms  have  been  implemented  for  this  purpose  and  are  described  within  "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta  Method  for

NDSolve".

Example 1

Here is an example that compares built−in methods of various orders, together with the method that is selected automatically.

This selects the order of the methods to choose between and makes a list of method options to pass to NDSolve.

In[15]:= orders = Join@Range@2, 9D, 8Automatic<D;

methods = Table@8"ExplicitRungeKutta",
"DifferenceOrder" ® Part@orders, iD, "StiffnessTest" ® False<, 8i, Length@ordersD<D;

Compute the number of integration steps, function evaluations, and the endpoint global error.

In[17]:= data = CompareMethods@system, refsol, methodsD;
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Display the results in a table.

In[18]:= labels = 8"Method", "Steps", "Cost", "Error"<;

TabulateResults@labels, orders, dataD

Out[19]//DisplayForm=

Method Steps Cost Error

2 8124 381, 0< 248 764 1.90685´10-8

3 84247, 2< 12 749 3.45492´10-8

4 8940, 6< 3786 8.8177´10-9

5 8188, 16< 1430 1.01784´10-8

6 8289, 13< 2418 1.63157´10-10

7 8165, 19< 1842 2.23919´10-9

8 887, 16< 1341 1.20179´10-8

9 891, 24< 1842 1.01705´10-8

Automatic 891, 24< 1843 1.01705´10-8

The  default  method  has  order  nine,  which  is  close  to  the  optimal  order  of  eight  in  this  example.  One  function  evaluation  is  needed

during the initialization phase to determine the order.

Example 2

A limitation of the previous example is that it did not take into account the accuracy of the solution obtained by each method, so that it

did not give a fair reflection of the cost.

Rather than taking a single tolerance to compare methods, it is preferable to use a range of tolerances.

The following example compares various "ExplicitRungeKutta" methods of different orders using a variety of tolerances.

This selects the order of the methods to choose between and makes a list of method options to pass to NDSolve.

In[20]:= orders = Join@Range@4, 9D, 8Automatic<D;

methods = Table@8"ExplicitRungeKutta",
"DifferenceOrder" ® Part@orders, iD, "StiffnessTest" ® False<, 8i, Length@ordersD<D;

The data comparing accuracy and work is computed using CompareMethods for a range of tolerances.

In[22]:= data = Table@Map@Rest,
CompareMethods@system, refsol, methods, AccuracyGoal ® tol, PrecisionGoal ® tolDD, 8tol, 3, 14<D;

The work−error comparison data for the various methods is displayed in the following logarithmic plot, where the global error is displayed 
on the vertical axis and the number of function evaluations on the horizontal axis. The default order selected (displayed in red) can be seen 
to increase as the tolerances are increased.

In[23]:= ListLogLogPlot@Transpose@dataD, Joined ® True, Axes ® False, Frame ® True,
PlotMarkers ® Map@Style@ð, MediumD &, Join@Drop@orders, -1D, 8"A"<DD,
PlotStyle ® 88Black<, 8Black<, 8Black<, 8Black<, 8Black<, 8Black<, 8Red<<D

Out[23]=

The order−selection algorithms are heuristic in that the optimal order may change through the integration but, as the examples illustrate,

a reasonable default choice is usually made.

Ideally, a selection of different problems should be used for benchmarking.
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Coefficient plug−in
The implementation of "ExplicitRungeKutta" provides a default method pair at each order.

Sometimes, however, it is convenient to use a different method, for example:

� To replicate the results of someone else.

� To use a special−purpose method that works well for a specific problem.

� To experiment with a new method.

The Classical Runge| Kutta Method

This shows how to define the coefficients of the classical explicit Runge|Kutta method of order four, approximated to precision p.

In[24]:= crkamat = 881�2<, 80, 1�2<, 80, 0, 1<<;
crkbvec = 81�6, 1�3, 1�3, 1�6<;
crkcvec = 81�2, 1�2, 1<; ClassicalRungeKuttaCoefficients@4, p_D := N@8crkamat, crkbvec, crkcvec<, pD;

The method has no embedded error  estimate and hence there is  no specification of  the coefficient  error  vector.  This  means that  the

method is invoked with fixed step sizes.

Here is an example of the calling syntax.

In[27]:= NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 4,
"Coefficients" ® ClassicalRungeKuttaCoefficients<, StartingStepSize ® 1�10D

Out[27]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD<<

ode23

This defines the coefficients for a 3(2) FSAL explicit Runge| Kutta pair.

The third−order formula is due to Ralston, and the embedded method was derived by Bogacki and Shampine [BS89a].

This defines a function for computing the coefficients to a desired precision.

In[28]:= BSamat = 881�2<, 80, 3�4<, 82�9, 1�3, 4�9<<;
BSbvec = 82�9, 1�3, 4�9, 0<;
BScvec = 81�2, 3�4, 1<;
BSevec = 8-5�72, 1�12, 1�9, -1�8<;
BSCoefficients@4, p_D :=

N@8BSamat, BSbvec, BScvec, BSevec<, pD;

The method is used in the Texas Instruments TI−85 pocket calculator, Matlab and RKSUITE [S94]. Unfortunately it does not allow for

the form of stiffness detection that has been chosen.

A Method of Fehlberg

This defines the coefficients for a 4(5) explicit Runge|Kutta pair of Fehlberg that was popular in the 1960s [F69].

The fourth−order formula is used to propagate the solution, and the fifth−order formula is used only for the purpose of error estimation.

This defines the function for computing the coefficients to a desired precision.

In[33]:= Fehlbergamat = 8
81�4<,
83�32, 9�32<,
81932�2197, -7200�2197, 7296�2197<,
8439�216, -8, 3680�513, -845�4104<, 8-8�27, 2, -3544�2565, 1859�4104, -11�40<<;

Fehlbergbvec = 825�216, 0, 1408�2565, 2197�4104, -1�5, 0<;
Fehlbergcvec = 81�4, 3�8, 12�13, 1, 1�2<;
Fehlbergevec = 8-1�360, 0, 128�4275, 2197�75240, -1�50, -2�55<;
FehlbergCoefficients@4, p_D :=

N@8Fehlbergamat, Fehlbergbvec, Fehlbergcvec, Fehlbergevec<, pD;

In contrast to the classical Runge| Kutta method of order four, the coefficients include an additional entry that is used for error estimation.
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The Fehlberg method is not a FSAL scheme since the coefficient matrix is not of the form (8); it is a six−stage scheme, but it requires

six  function  evaluations  per  step  because  of  the  function  evaluation  that  is  required  at  the  end  of  the  step  to  construct  the

InterpolatingFunction.

A Dormand| Prince Method

Here is how to define a 5(4) pair of Dormand and Prince coefficients [DP80]. This is currently the method used by ode45 in Matlab.

This defines a function for computing the coefficients to a desired precision.

In[38]:= DOPRIamat = 8
81�5<,
83�40, 9�40<,
844�45, -56�15, 32�9<,
819 372�6561, -25360�2187, 64448�6561, -212�729<,
89017�3168, -355�33, 46732�5247, 49�176, -5103�18 656<,
835�384, 0, 500�1113, 125�192, -2187�6784, 11�84<<;

DOPRIbvec = 835�384, 0, 500�1113, 125�192, -2187�6784, 11�84, 0<;
DOPRIcvec = 81�5, 3�10, 4�5, 8�9, 1, 1<;
DOPRIevec = 871�57 600, 0, -71�16695, 71�1920, -17253�339200, 22�525, -1�40<;
DOPRICoefficients@5, p_D :=

N@8DOPRIamat, DOPRIbvec, DOPRIcvec, DOPRIevec<, pD;

The Dormand| Prince method is a FSAL scheme since the coefficient matrix is of the form (8); it  is a seven−stage scheme, but effec−

tively uses only six function evaluations.

Here is how the coefficients of Dormand and Prince can be used in place of the built−in choice. Since the structure of the coefficients 
includes an error vector, the implementation is able to ascertain that adaptive step sizes can be computed.

In[43]:= NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "Coefficients" ® DOPRICoefficients, "StiffnessTest" ® False<D

Out[43]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD<<

Method Comparison

Here you solve a system using several explicit Runge| Kutta pairs.

For the Fehlberg 4(5) pair, the option "EmbeddedDifferenceOrder" is used to specify the order of the embedded method.

In[44]:= Fehlberg45 = 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® FehlbergCoefficients,
"DifferenceOrder" ® 4, "EmbeddedDifferenceOrder" ® 5, "StiffnessTest" ® False<;

The Dormand and Prince 5(4) pair is defined as follows.

In[45]:= DOPRI54 = 8"ExplicitRungeKutta",
"Coefficients" ® DOPRICoefficients, "DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "StiffnessTest" ® False<;

The 5(4) pair of Bogacki and Shampine is the default order−five method.

In[46]:= BS54 = 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® "EmbeddedExplicitRungeKuttaCoefficients",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "StiffnessTest" ® False<;

Put the methods and some descriptive names together in a list.

In[47]:= names = 8"Fehlberg 4H5L", "Dormand-Prince 5H4L", "Bogacki-Shampine 5H4L"<;

methods = 8Fehlberg45, DOPRI54, BS54<;

Compute the number of integration steps, function evaluations, and the endpoint global error.

In[49]:= data = CompareMethods@system, refsol, methodsD;
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Display the results in a table.

In[50]:= labels = 8"Method", "Steps", "Cost", "Error"<;

TabulateResults@labels, names, dataD

Out[51]//DisplayForm=

Method Steps Cost Error

Fehlberg 4 H5L 8320, 11< 1977 1.52417´10-7

Dormand - Prince 5 H4L 8292, 10< 1814 1.73878´10-8

Bogacki - Shampine 5 H4L 8188, 16< 1430 1.01784´10-8

The default method was the least expensive and provided the most accurate solution.

Method Plug−in
This shows how to implement the classical explicit Runge| Kutta method of order four using the method plug−in environment.

This definition is optional since the method in fact has no data. However, any expression can be stored inside the data object. For 
example, the coefficients could be approximated here to avoid coercion from rational to floating−point numbers at each integration step.

In[52]:= ClassicalRungeKutta �: NDSolve‘InitializeMethod@ClassicalRungeKutta, __D := ClassicalRungeKutta@D;

The actual method implementation is written using a stepping procedure.

In[53]:= ClassicalRungeKutta@___D@"Step"@f_, t_, h_, y_, yp_DD := Block@8deltay, k1, k2, k3, k4<,
k1 = yp;
k2 = f@t + 1�2 h, y + 1�2 h k1D;
k3 = f@t + 1�2 h, y + 1�2 h k2D;
k4 = f@t + h, y + h k3D;
deltay = h H1�6 k1 + 1�3 k2 + 1�3 k3 + 1�6 k4L;
8h, deltay<
D;

Notice that the implementation closely resembles the description that you might find in a textbook. There are no memory allocation/deal−

location statements or type declarations, for example. In fact the implementation works for machine real numbers or machine complex

numbers, and even using arbitrary−precision software arithmetic.

Here is an example of the calling syntax. For simplicity the method only uses fixed step sizes, so you need to specify what step sizes to 
take.

In[54]:= NDSolve@system, Method ® ClassicalRungeKutta, StartingStepSize ® 1�10D

Out[54]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD<<

Many of  the methods that  have been built  into  NDSolve  were first  prototyped using top−level  code before  being implemented in  the

kernel for efficiency.

Stiffness
Stiffness is a combination of problem, initial data, numerical method, and error tolerances.

Stiffness can arise, for example, in the translation of diffusion terms by divided differences into a large system of ODEs.

In order to understand more about the nature of stiffness it is useful to study how methods behave when applied to a simple problem.

Linear Stability

Consider applying a Runge| Kutta method to a linear scalar equation known as Dahlquist’s equation:

(13)y ’ HtL = Λ yHtL, Λ Î C, ReHΛL < 0.

The result is a rational function of polynomials RHzL where z = h Λ (see for example [L87]).

This  utility  function  finds  the  linear  stability  function  RHzL  for  Runge| Kutta methods.  The  form  depends  on  the  coefficients  and  is  a

polynomial if the Runge|Kutta method is explicit.
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Here is the stability function for the fifth−order scheme in the Dormand| Prince 5(4) pair.

In[55]:= DOPRIsf = RungeKuttaLinearStabilityFunction@DOPRIamat, DOPRIbvec, zD

Out[55]= 1 + z +
z2

2
+

z3

6
+

z4

24
+

z5

120
+

z6

600

This function finds the linear stability function RHzL for Runge| Kutta methods. The form depends on the coefficients and is a polynomial if

the Runge|Kutta method is explicit.

The following package is useful for visualizing linear stability regions for numerical methods for differential equations.

In[56]:= Needs@"FunctionApproximations‘"D;

You can now visualize the absolute stability region  RHzL¤ = 1.

In[57]:= OrderStarPlot@DOPRIsf, 1, zD

Out[57]=

Depending  on  the  magnitude of  Λ  in  (13),  if  you  choose the  step  size  h  such  that   RHh ΛL¤ < 1,  then  errors  in  successive  steps  will  be

damped, and the method is said to be absolutely stable.

If  RHh ΛL¤ > 1, then step−size selection will be restricted by stability and not by local accuracy.

Stiffness Detection
The device for stiffness detection that is used with the option "StiffnessTest" is described within "StiffnessTest Method Option for

NDSolve".

Recast in terms of explicit Runge| Kutta methods, the condition for stiffness detection can be formulated as:

(14)Λ

~

=

±ks-ks-1µ

±gs-gs-1µ

with gi and ki defined in (3).

The difference gs - gs-1 can be shown to correspond to a number of applications of the power method applied to h J. 

The difference is therefore a good approximation of the eigenvector corresponding to the leading eigenvalue.
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The product £h Λ
~

§ gives an estimate that can be compared to the stability boundary in order to detect stiffness.

An s−stage explicit Runge| Kutta has a form suitable for (14) if cs-1 = cs = 1.

(15)

0 0 0 º 0 0

c2 a2,1 0 º 0 0

» » » ¸ » »

1 as-1,1 as-1,2 º 0 0

1 as,1 as,2 º as,s-1 0

b1 b2 º bs-1 bs

The default embedded pairs used in "ExplicitRungeKutta" all have the form (15).

An important point is that (14) is very cheap and convenient; it uses already available information from the integration and requires no

additional function evaluations.

Another advantage of (15) is that it is straightforward to make use of consistent FSAL methods (7).

Examples

Select a stiff system modeling a chemical reaction.

In[58]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Robertson"D;

This applies a built−in explicit Runge| Kutta method to the stiff system.

By default stiffness detection is enabled, since it only has a small impact on the running time.

In[59]:= NDSolve@system, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D;

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.012555829610695773‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

The coefficients of the Dormand| Prince 5(4) pair are of the form (15) so stiffness detection is enabled.

In[60]:= NDSolve@system,
Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "Coefficients" ® DOPRICoefficients<D;

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.009820727841725293‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Since no "LinearStabilityBoundary" property has been specified, a default value is chosen. In this case the value corresponds 

to a generic method of order 5.

In[61]:= genlsb = NDSolve‘LinearStabilityBoundary@5D

Out[61]= RootA240 + 120 ð1 + 60 ð12 + 20 ð13 + 5 ð14 + ð15 &, 1E

You can set up an equation in terms of the linear stability function and solve it exactly to find the point where the contour crosses the 
negative real axis.

In[62]:= DOPRIlsb = Reduce@Abs@DOPRIsfD � 1 && z < 0, zD

Out[62]= z � RootA600 + 300 ð1 + 100 ð12 + 25 ð13 + 5 ð14 + ð15 &, 1E

The default generic value is very slightly smaller in magnitude than the computed value.

In[63]:= N@8genlsb, DOPRIlsb@@2DD<D

Out[63]= 8-3.21705, -3.30657<

In general, there may be more than one point of intersection, and it may be necessary to choose the appropriate solution.
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The following definition sets the value of the linear stability boundary.

In[64]:= DOPRICoefficients@5D@"LinearStabilityBoundary"D =
Root@600 + 300*ð1 + 100*ð1^2 + 25*ð1^3 + 5*ð1^4 + ð1^5 &, 1, 0D;

Using the new value for this example does not affect the time at which stiffness is detected.

In[65]:= NDSolve@system,
Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "Coefficients" ® DOPRICoefficients<D;

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.009820727841725293‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

The Fehlberg 4(5) method does not have the correct coefficient structure (15) required for stiffness detection, since cs = 1 �2 ¹ 1.

The default value "StiffnessTest" -> Automatic  checks to see if the method coefficients provide a stiffness detection capability; if

they do, then stiffness detection is enabled.

Step Control Revisited
There are some reasons to look at alternatives to the standard Integral step controller (12) when considering mildly stiff problems.

This system models a chemical reaction.

In[66]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Robertson"D;

This defines an explicit Runge| Kutta method based on the Dormand| Prince coefficients that does not use stiffness detection.

In[67]:= IERK = 8"ExplicitRungeKutta",
"Coefficients" ® DOPRICoefficients, "DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "StiffnessTest" ® False<;

This solves the system and plots the step sizes that are taken using the utility function StepDataPlot.

In[68]:= isol = NDSolve@system, Method ® IERKD;
StepDataPlot@isolD

Out[69]=

Solving a stiff or mildly stiff problem with the standard step−size controller leads to large oscillations, sometimes leading to a number of

undesirable step−size rejections.

The study of this issue is known as step−control stability.

It can be studied by matching the linear stability regions for the high− and low−order methods in an embedded pair.

One approach to addressing the oscillation is to derive special methods, but this compromises the local accuracy.

PI Step Control

An appealing alternative to Integral step control (12) is Proportional−Integral or PI step control.

In this case the step size is selected using the local error in two successive integration steps according to the formula:

(16)hn+1 = hn K
Tol

±errnµ
O
k1�p

~

K
±errn-1µ

±errnµ
O

k2�p
~

This has the effect of damping and hence gives a smoother step−size sequence.

Note that Integral step control (12) is a special case of (16) and is used if a step is rejected:
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k1 = 1, k2 = 0 .

The option "StepSizeControlParameters" -> 8k1, k2< can be used to specify the values of k1 and k2.

The scaled error estimate in (16) is taken to be °errn-1´ = °errn´ for the first integration step.

Examples

Stiff Problem

This defines a method similar to IERK that uses the option "StepSizeControlParameters" to specify a PI controller.

Here you use generic control parameters suggested by Gustafsson:

k1 = 3 �10, k2 = 2 �5

This specifies the step−control parameters.

In[70]:= PIERK = 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® DOPRICoefficients,
"DifferenceOrder" ® 5, "StiffnessTest" ® False, "StepSizeControlParameters" ® 83�10, 2�5<<;

Solving the system again, it can be observed that the step−size sequence is now much smoother.

In[71]:= pisol = NDSolve@system, Method ® PIERKD;
StepDataPlot@pisolD

Out[72]=

Nonstiff Problem

In general  the I  step controller  (12) is  able to take larger steps for  a nonstiff  problem than the PI  step controller  (16) as the following

example illustrates.

Select and solve a nonstiff system using the I step controller.

In[73]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"BrusselatorODE"D;

In[74]:= isol = NDSolve@system, Method ® IERKD;
StepDataPlot@isolD

Out[75]=

Using the PI step controller the step sizes are slightly smaller.

In[76]:= pisol = NDSolve@system, Method ® PIERKD;
StepDataPlot@pisolD

Out[77]=

For this reason, the default setting for "StepSizeControlParameters" is Automatic  , which is interpreted as:

�
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�

Use the I step controller (12) if "StiffnessTest" -> False.

� Use the PI step controller (16) if "StiffnessTest" -> True .

Fine−Tuning

Instead of using (16) directly, it is common practice to use safety factors to ensure that the error is acceptable at the next step with high

probability, thereby preventing unwanted step rejections.

The  option  "StepSizeSafetyFactors" -> 8s1, s2<  specifies  the  safety  factors  to  use  in  the  step−size  estimate  so  that  (16)

becomes:

(17)hn+1 = hn s1 K
s2 Tol

±errnµ
O
k1�p

~

K
±errn-1µ

±errnµ
O

k2�p
~

.

Here s1 is an absolute factor and s2 typically scales with the order of the method.

The option "StepSizeRatioBounds" -> 8srmin, srmax< specifies bounds on the next step size to take such that:

(18)srmin £ ¢
hn+1

hn
¦ £ srmax.

Option summary

option name default value

"Coefficients" EmbeddedExplicitR�

ungeKuttaCoeffi�

cients

specify the coefficients of the explicit Runge| Kutta method

"DifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the order of local accuracy

"EmbeddedDifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the order of the embedded method in a pair of 
explicit Runge| Kutta methods

"StepSizeControlParameters" Automatic specify the PI step−control parameters (see (16))

"StepSizeRatioBounds" 9
1

8
,4= specify the bounds on a relative change in the new step size 

(see (18))

"StepSizeSafetyFactors" Automatic specify the safety factors to use in the step−size estimate 

(see (17))

"StiffnessTest" Automatic specify whether to use the stiffness detection capability

Options of the method "ExplicitRungeKutta". 

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "DifferenceOrder"  selects  the  default  coefficient  order  based  on  the  problem,

initial values−and local error tolerances, balanced against the work of the method for each coefficient set.

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "EmbeddedDifferenceOrder"  specifies  that  the  default  order  of  the  embedded

method is one lower than the method order. This depends on the value of the "DifferenceOrder" option.

The default  setting of  Automatic  for  the option "StepSizeControlParameters"  uses the values 81, 0<  if  stiffness detection is

active and 83�10, 2�5< otherwise.

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "StepSizeSafetyFactors"  uses  the  values  817�20, 9�10<  if  the  I  step

controller (12) is used and 89�10, 9�10< if the PI step controller (16) is used. The step controller used depends on the values of the

options "StepSizeControlParameters" and "StiffnessTest".

The default  setting of  Automatic  for  the option "StiffnessTest"  will  activate the stiffness test  if  if  the coefficients have the form

(15).
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"ImplicitRungeKutta" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
Implicit Runge| Kutta methods have a number of desirable properties.

The Gauss| Legendre methods, for example, are self−adjoint, meaning that they provide the same solution when integrating forward or

backward in time.

This loads packages defining some example problems and utility functions.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

Coefficients
A generic framework for implicit Runge| Kutta methods has been implemented. The focus so far is on methods with interesting geomet−

ric properties and currently covers the following schemes:

� "ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients"

� "ImplicitRungeKuttaLobattoIIIACoefficients"

� "ImplicitRungeKuttaLobattoIIIBCoefficients"

� "ImplicitRungeKuttaLobattoIIICCoefficients"

� "ImplicitRungeKuttaRadauIACoefficients"

� "ImplicitRungeKuttaRadauIIACoefficients"

The derivation of the method coefficients can be carried out to arbitrary order and arbitrary precision.

Coefficient Generation
� Start with the definition of the polynomial, defining the abscissas of the s stage coefficients. For example, the abscissas for Gauss|

Legendre methods are defined as 
d
s

dx
s
x
sH1 - xL

s.

� Univariate polynomial factorization gives the underlying irreducible polynomials defining the roots of the polynomials.

� Root  objects  are  constructed  to  represent  the  solutions  (using  unique  root  isolation  and  Jenkins|Traub  for  the  numerical

approximation).

� Root  objects are then approximated numerically for precision coefficients.

� Condition  estimates  for  Vandermonde  systems  governing  the  coefficients  yield  the  precision  to  take  in  approximating  the  roots
numerically.

� Specialized solvers for nonconfluent Vandermonde systems are then used to solve equations for the coefficients (see [GVL96]).

� One step of iterative refinement is used to polish the approximate solutions and to check that the coefficients are obtained to the
requested precision.

This generates the coefficients for the two−stage fourth−order Gauss| Legendre method to 50 decimal digits of precision.

In[5]:= NDSolve‘ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients@4, 50D

Out[5]= 8880.25000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000, -0.038675134594812882254574390250978727823800875635063

The coefficients have the form 9a, bT , cT =.
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This generates the coefficients for the two−stage fourth−order Gauss| Legendre method exactly. For high−order methods, generating the 
coefficients exactly can often take a very long time.

In[6]:= NDSolve‘ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients@4, InfinityD

Out[6]= 999
1

4
,

1

12
J3 - 2 3 N=, 9

1

12
J3 + 2 3 N,

1

4
==, 9

1

2
,
1

2
=, 9

1

6
J3 - 3 N,

1

6
J3 + 3 N==

This generates the coefficients for the six−stage tenth−order RaduaIA implicit Runge| Kutta method to 20 decimal digits of precision.

In[7]:= NDSolve‘ImplicitRungeKuttaRadauIACoefficients@10, 20D

Out[7]= 8880.040000000000000000000, -0.087618018725274235050, 0.085317987638600293760, -0.055818078483298114837,

Examples

Load an example problem.

In[8]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"PerturbedKepler"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;

This problem has two invariants that should remain constant. A numerical method may not be able to conserve these invariants.

In[10]:= invs = system@"Invariants"D

Out[10]= 9-
1

400 IY1@TD
2
+ Y2@TD

2M
3�2

-

1

Y1@TD
2
+ Y2@TD

2

+

1

2
IY3@TD

2
+ Y4@TD

2M, -Y2@TD Y3@TD + Y1@TD Y4@TD=

This solves the system using an implicit Runge|Kutta Gauss method. The order of the scheme is selected using the 

"DifferenceOrder" method option.

In[11]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® 8"ImplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 10<<,
StartingStepSize ® 1�10D

Out[11]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D@TD, Y3

A plot of the error in the invariants shows an increase as the integration proceeds.

In[12]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invs, vars, T, sol, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<, InvariantErrorSampleRate ® 1D

Out[12]=

The  "ImplicitSolver"  method  of  "ImplicitRungeKutta"  has  options  AccuracyGoal  and  PrecisionGoal  that  specify  the

absolute and relative error to aim for in solving the nonlinear system of equations.

These options  have  the  same default  values  as  the  corresponding  options  in  NDSolve,  since  often  there  is  little  point  in  solving  the

nonlinear system to much higher accuracy than the local error of the method.
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However, for certain types of problems it can be useful to solve the nonlinear system up to the working precision.

In[13]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® 8"ImplicitRungeKutta",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 10, "ImplicitSolver" ® 8"Newton", AccuracyGoal ® MachinePrecision,

PrecisionGoal ® MachinePrecision, "IterationSafetyFactor" ® 1<<<, StartingStepSize ® 1�10D

Out[13]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D@TD, Y3

The first invariant is the Hamiltonian of the system, and the error is now bounded, as it should be, since the Gauss implicit Runge| Kutta

method is a symplectic integrator.

The second invariant is conserved exactly (up to roundoff) since the Gauss implicit Runge| Kutta method conserves quadratic invariants.

In[14]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invs, vars, T, sol, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<, InvariantErrorSampleRate ® 1D

Out[14]=

This defines the implicit midpoint method as the one−stage implicit Runge| Kutta method of order two.

For this problem it can be more efficient to use a fixed−point iteration instead of a Newton iteration to solve the nonlinear system.

In[15]:= ImplicitMidpoint = 8"FixedStep",
Method ® 8"ImplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" -> "ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients",

"DifferenceOrder" ® 2, "ImplicitSolver" ® 8"FixedPoint", "AccuracyGoal" ® MachinePrecision,
"PrecisionGoal" ® MachinePrecision, "IterationSafetyFactor" ® 1 <<<;

In[16]:= NDSolve@system, 8T, 0, 1<, Method ® ImplicitMidpoint, StartingStepSize ® 1�100D

Out[16]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y3@TD ®

At present, the implicit Runge| Kutta method framework does not use banded Newton techniques for uncoupling the nonlinear system.
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Option Summary

"ImplicitRungeKutta" Options

option name default value

"Coefficients" "ImplicitRungeKut�

taGaussCoef�
ficients"

specify the coefficients to use in the implicit Runge| Kutta 
method

"DifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the order of local accuracy of the method

"ImplicitSolver" "Newton" specify the solver to use for the nonlinear system; valid 

settings are FixedPoint or "Newton"

"StepSizeControlParameters" Automatic specify the step control parameters

"StepSizeRatioBounds" 9
1

8
,4= specify the bounds on a relative change in the new step size

"StepSizeSafetyFactors" Automatic specify the safety factors to use in the step size estimate

Options of the method "ImplicitRungeKutta".

The default setting of Automatic  for the option "StepSizeSafetyFactors" uses the values 89�10, 9�10<.

"ImplicitSolver" Options

option name default value

AccuracyGoal Automatic specify the absolute tolerance to use in solving the nonlinear 
system

"IterationSafetyFactor"
1

100
specify the safety factor to use in solving the nonlinear 
system

MaxIterations Automatic specify the maximum number of iterations to use in solving 
the nonlinear system

PrecisionGoal Automatic specify the relative tolerance to use in solving the nonlinear 
system

Common options of "ImplicitSolver".

option name default value

"JacobianEvaluationParameter"
1

1000
specify when to recompute the Jacobian matrix in Newton 
iterations

"LinearSolveMethod" Automatic specify the linear solver to use in Newton iterations

"LUDecompositionEvaluationParam�
eter"

6

5
specify when to compute LU decompositions in Newton 
iterations

Options specific to the "Newton" method of "ImplicitSolver".
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"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta" Method for 
NDSolve

Introduction
When numerically solving Hamiltonian dynamical systems it is advantageous if the numerical method yields a symplectic map.

� The  phase  space  of  a  Hamiltonian  system  is  a  symplectic  manifold  on  which  there  exists  a  natural  symplectic  structure  in  the
canonically conjugate coordinates.

� The time evolution of a Hamiltonian system is such that the Poincaré integral invariants associated with the symplectic structure are
preserved.

� A  symplectic  integrator  computes  exactly,  assuming  infinite  precision  arithmetic,  the  evolution  of  a  nearby  Hamiltonian,  whose
phase space structure is close to that of the original system.

If the Hamiltonian can be written in separable form, H Hp, qL = T HpL + V HqL, there exists an efficient class of explicit symplectic numerical

integration methods.

An important property of symplectic numerical methods when applied to Hamiltonian systems is that a nearby Hamiltonian is approxi−

mately conserved for exponentially long times (see [BG94], [HL97], and [R99]).

Hamiltonian Systems
Consider a differential equation

(1)
dy

dt
= FHt, yL, yHt0L = y0.

A d−degree of freedom Hamiltonian system is a particular instance of (1) with y = Hp1,¼, pd, q1¼, qdL
T , where

(2)
dy

dt
= J-1 Ñ H.

Here Ñ represents the gradient operator:

Ñ= H¶ �¶ p1,¼, ¶ �¶ pd, ¶ �¶q1,¼¶ �¶qdL
T

and J is the skew symmetric matrix:

J =
0 I

-I 0

where I and 0 are the identity and zero d×d matrices.

The components of q are often referred to as position or coordinate variables and the components of p as the momenta.

If H is autonomous, dH �dt = 0. Then H is a conserved quantity that remains constant along solutions of the system. In applications, this

usually corresponds to conservation of energy.

A  numerical  method  applied  to  a  Hamiltonian  system  (2)  is  said  to  be  symplectic  if  it  produces  a  symplectic  map.  That  is,  let

Hp*, q*L = ΨHp, qL be a C1 transformation defined in a domain W.:

" Hp, qL Î W, Ψ¢ T J Ψ¢ =
¶ Hp*, q*LT

¶ Hp, qL
J
¶ Hp*, q*L

¶ Hp, qL
= J

where the Jacobian of the transformation is:
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Ψ
¢
=

¶ Hp*, q*L

¶ Hp, qL
=

¶p*

¶p

¶p*

¶q

¶q*

¶p

¶q*

¶q

.

The flow of a Hamiltonian system is depicted together with the projection onto the planes formed by canonically conjugate coordinate

and momenta pairs. The sum of the oriented areas remains constant as the flow evolves in time.

p2

q2

q1

p1

Ct

A2

¤ p1 dq1
A1

¤ p2 dq2

Partitioned Runge| Kutta Methods

It is sometimes possible to integrate certain components of (1) using one Runge| Kutta method and other components using a different

Runge| Kutta method. The overall s−stage scheme is called a partitioned Runge| Kutta method and the free parameters are represented

by two Butcher tableaux:

(3)

a11 º a1 s

» ¸ »

as1 º ass

b1 º bs

A11 º A1 s

» ¸ »

As1 º Ass

B1 º Bs

.

Symplectic Partitioned Runge| Kutta (SPRK) Methods

For general Hamiltonian systems, symplectic Runge| Kutta methods are necessarily implicit.

However,  for  separable  Hamiltonians  HHp, q, tL = THpL + VHq, tL  there  exist  explicit  schemes  corresponding  to  symplectic  partitioned

Runge| Kutta methods.

Instead of (3) the free parameters now take either the form:

(4)

0 º 0 0

b1 0 º »

» ¸ ¸ »

b1 º bs-1 0

b1 º bs-1 bs

B1 º 0 0

B1 B2 º »

» » ¸ »

B1 B2 º Bs

B1 B2 º Bs

or the form:
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(5)

b1 º 0 0

b1 b2 º »

» » ¸ »

b1 b2 º bs

b1 b2 º bs

0 º 0 0

B1 0 º »

» ¸ ¸ »

B1 º Bs-1 0

B1 º Bs-1 Bs

.

The 2 d free parameters of (5) are sometimes represented using the shorthand notation @b1,¼, bsD HB1,¼BsL.

The differential system for a separable Hamiltonian system can be written as:

dpi

dt
= f Hq, tL = -

¶VHq, tL

¶qi

,
dqi

dt
= gHpL =

¶THpL

¶ pi

, i = 1,¼, d.

In general the force evaluations -¶VHq, tL �¶q are computationally dominant and (5) is preferred over (4) since it is possible to save one

force evaluation per time step when dense output is required.

Standard Algorithm

The structure of (5) permits a particularly simple implementation (see for example [SC94]).

Algorithm 1 (Standard SPRK)

P0 = pn

Q1 = qn

for i = 1,¼, s

Pi = Pi-1 + hn+1 bi f HQi, tn + Ci hn+1L

Qi+1 = Qi + hn+1 Bi gHPiL

Return pn+1 = Ps  and qn+1 = Qs+1.

The time−weights are given by: C j = Úi=1
j-1

Bi, j = 1,¼, s.

If Bs = 0 then Algorithm 1 effectively reduces to an s - 1 stage scheme since it has the First Same As Last (FSAL) property.

Example

This loads some useful packages.

In[1]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

The Harmonic Oscillator

The Harmonic oscillator is a simple Hamiltonian problem that models a material point attached to a spring. For simplicity consider the

unit mass and spring constant for which the Hamiltonian is given in separable form:

HHp, qL = THpL + VHqL = p2 �2 + q2 �2.

The equations of motion are given by:

(6)
dp

dt
= -

¶H

¶q
= -q,

dq

dt
=
¶H

¶p
= p, qH0L = 1, pH0L = 0.

Input

In[3]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"HarmonicOscillator"D;
eqs = 8system@"System"D, system@"InitialConditions"D<;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;
H = system@"Invariants"D;
time = 8T, 0, 100<;
step = 1�25;
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Explicit Euler Method

Numerically integrate the equations of motion for the Harmonic oscillator using the explicit Euler method.

In[9]:= solee = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® "ExplicitEuler", StartingStepSize ® step, MaxSteps ® InfinityD;

Since the method is dissipative, the trajectory spirals into or away from the fixed point at the origin.

In[10]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@vars �. First@soleeDD, Evaluate@timeD, PlotPoints ® 100D

Out[10]=

A dissipative method typically exhibits linear error growth in the value of the Hamiltonian.

In[11]:= InvariantErrorPlot@H, vars, T, solee, PlotStyle ® GreenD

Out[11]=

Symplectic Method

Numerically integrate the equations of motion for the Harmonic oscillator using a symplectic partitioned Runge| Kutta method.

In[12]:= sol = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time,
Method ® 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 2, "PositionVariables" ® 8Y1@TD<<,
StartingStepSize ® step, MaxSteps ® InfinityD;
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The solution is now a closed curve.

In[13]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@vars �. First@solDD, Evaluate@timeDD

Out[13]=

In contrast to dissipative methods, symplectic integrators yield an error in the Hamiltonian that remains bounded.

In[14]:= InvariantErrorPlot@H, vars, T, sol, PlotStyle ® BlueD

Out[14]=
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0.00015
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Rounding Error Reduction
In  certain  cases,  lattice  symplectic  methods  exist  and  can  avoid  step−by−step  roundoff  accumulation,  but  such  an  approach  is  not

always possible [ET92].
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Consider the previous example where the combination of step size and order of the method is now chosen such that the error in the 
Hamiltonian is around the order of unit roundoff in IEEE double−precision arithmetic.

In[15]:= solnoca = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time,
Method ® 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 10, "PositionVariables" ® 8Y1@TD<<,
StartingStepSize ® step, MaxSteps ® Infinity, "CompensatedSummation" ® FalseD;

InvariantErrorPlot@H, vars, T, solnoca, PlotStyle ® BlueD

Out[16]=
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There is a curious drift in the error in the Hamiltonian that is actually a numerical artifact of floating−point arithmetic.

This phenomenon can have an impact on long time integrations.

This section describes the formulation used by "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta" in order to reduce the effect of such errors.

There  are  two  types  of  errors  in  integrating  a  flow  numerically,  those  along  the  flow  and  those  transverse  to  the  flow.  In  contrast  to

dissipative systems, the rounding errors in Hamiltonian systems that are transverse to the flow are not damped asymptotically.

yH,h

y
‘
H,h

et

ey

Many numerical methods for ordinary differential equations involve computations of the form:

yn+1 = yn + ∆n

where the increments ∆n are usually smaller in magnitude than the approximations yn.

Let eHxL denote the exponent and mHxL, 1 > mHxL ³ 1 � Β, the mantissa of a number x in precision p radix Β arithmetic: x = mHxL� ΒeHxL.

Then you can write:
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yn = mHynL� Β
eIynM
= yn

h
+ yn

l
� Β

eI∆nM

and

∆n = mH∆nL� Β
eI∆nM
= ∆n

h
+ ∆n

l
� Β

eIynM-p.

Aligning according to exponents these quantities can be represented pictorially as:

yn
l

yn
h

∆n
l

∆n
h

where numbers on the left have a smaller scale than numbers on the right.

Of interest is an efficient way of computing the quantities ∆n
l
 that effectively represent the radix Β digits discarded due to the difference in

the exponents of yn and ∆n.

Compensated Summation

The basic motivation for compensated summation is to simulate 2 n bit addition using only n bit arithmetic.

Example

This repeatedly adds a fixed amount to a starting value. Cumulative roundoff error has a significant influence on the result.

In[17]:= reps = 106;
base = 0.;
inc = 0.1;
Do@base = base + inc, 8reps<D;
InputForm@baseD

Out[21]//InputForm= 100000.00000133288

In many applications the increment may vary and the number of operations is not known in advance.

Algorithm

Compensated summation (see for example [B87] and [H96]) computes the rounding error along with the sum so that

yn+1 = yn + h f HynL

is replaced by:

Algorithm 2 (Compensated Summation)

yerr = 0

for i = 1,¼, N

D yn = h f HynL + yerr

yn+1 = yn + D yn

yerr = Hyn - yn+1L + D yn

The algorithm is carried out component−wise for vectors.

Example

The function CompensatedPlus (in the Developer‘ context) implements the algorithm for compensated summation.
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By repeatedly feeding back the rounding error from one sum into the next, the effect of rounding errors is significantly reduced.

In[22]:= err = 0.;
base = 0.;
inc = 0.1;
Do@
8base, err< =
Developer‘CompensatedPlus@base , inc, errD,
8reps<D;

InputForm@baseD

Out[26]//InputForm= 100000.

An  undocumented  option  CompensatedSummation  controls  whether  built−in  integration  methods  in  NDSolve  use  compensated

summation.

An Alternative Algorithm

There are various ways that compensated summation can be used.

One way is to compute the error in every addition update in the main loop in Algorithm 1.

An alternative algorithm, which was proposed because of its more general applicability, together with reduced arithmetic cost, is given

next. The essential ingredients are the increments D Pi = Pi - pn and DQi = Qi - qn.

Algorithm 3 (Increment SPRK)

D P0 = 0

DQ1 = 0

for i = 1,¼, s

D Pi = D Pi-1 + hn+1 bi f Hqn + DQi, tn + Ci hn+1L

DQi+1 = DQi + hn+1 Bi gHpn + D PiL

Return D pn+1 = D Ps  and D qn+1 = DQs+1.

The desired values pn+1 = pn + D pn+1 and qn+1 = qn + D qn+1 are obtained using compensated summation.

Compensated summation could also be used in every addition update in the main loop of Algorithm 3, but our experiments have shown

that this adds a non−negligible overhead for a relatively small gain in accuracy.

Numerical Illustration

Rounding Error Model

The amount of expected roundoff  error in the relative error of the Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator (6) will  now be quantified. A

probabilistic average case analysis is considered in preference to a worst case upper bound.

For a one−dimensional random walk with equal probability of a deviation, the expected absolute distance after N steps is OJ n N.

The relative error for a floating−point operation +, -, *, � using IEEE round to nearest mode satisfies the following bound [K93]:

Εround £ 1 �2 Β-p+1 » 1.11022�10-16

where the base Β = 2 is used for representing floating−point numbers on the machine and p = 53 for IEEE double−precision.

Therefore the roundoff error after n steps is expected to be approximately:

k Ε n

for some constant k.
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In the examples that follow a constant step size of 1/25 is used and the integration is performed over the interval [0, 80000] for a total of

2´106 integration steps. The error in the Hamiltonian is sampled every 200 integration steps.

The  8th−order  15−stage  (FSAL)  method  D  of  Yoshida  is  used.  Similar  results  have  been  obtained  for  the  6th−order  7−stage  (FSAL)

method A of Yoshida with the same number of integration steps and a step size of 1/160.

Without Compensated Summation

The relative error in the Hamiltonian is displayed here for the standard formulation in Algorithm 1 (green) and for the increment formula−

tion in Algorithm 3 (red) for the Harmonic oscillator (6).
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Algorithm 1 for a 15−stage method corresponds to n = 15´2´106 = 3´107.

In the incremental Algorithm 3 the internal stages are all of the order of the step size and the only significant rounding error occurs at

the end of each integration step; thus n = 2´106, which is in good agreement with the observed improvement.

This shows that for Algorithm 3, with sufficiently small step sizes, the rounding error growth is independent of the number of stages of

the method, which is particularly advantageous for high order.

With Compensated Summation

The  relative  error  in  the  Hamiltonian  is  displayed  here  for  the  increment  formulation  in  Algorithm 3  without  compensated  summation

(red) and with compensated summation (blue) for the Harmonic oscillator (6).
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Using compensated summation with Algorithm 3, the error growth appears to satisfy a random walk with deviation h Ε so that it has been

reduced by a factor proportional to the step size.

Arbitrary Precision

The relative error in the Hamiltonian is displayed here for the increment formulation in Algorithm 3 with compensated summation using

IEEE double−precision arithmetic (blue) and with 32−decimal−digit software arithmetic (purple) for the Harmonic oscillator (6).
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However, the solution obtained using software arithmetic is around an order of magnitude slower than machine arithmetic, so strategies

to reduce the effect of roundoff error are worthwhile.

Examples

Electrostatic Wave

Here is a non−autonomous Hamiltonian (it has a time−dependent potential) that models n perturbing electrostatic waves, each with the

same wave number and amplitude, but different temporal frequencies Ωi (see [CR91]).

(7)HHp, qL =
p2

2
+

q2

2
+ ΕÚi=1

n
HcosHq - ΩiLL.

This defines a differential system from the Hamiltonian (7) for dimension n = 3 with frequencies Ω1 = 7, Ω2 = 14, Ω3 = 21.

In[27]:= H = p@tD^2�2 + q@tD^2�2 + Sum@Cos@q@tD - 7 i tD, 8i, 3<D;
eqs = 8p’@tD � -D@H, q@tDD, q’@tD � D@H, p@tDD<;
ics = 8p@0D � 0, q@0D == 4483�400<;
vars = 8q@tD, p@tD<;
time = 8t, 0, 10000 ´ 2 Π<;
step = 2 Π�105;

A general technique for computing Poincaré sections is described within "EventLocator Method for NDSolve". Specifying an empty list

for the variables avoids storing all the data of the numerical integration.

The integration is carried out with a symplectic method with a relatively large number of steps and the solutions are collected using Sow

and Reap  when the time is a multiple of 2 Π.

The "Direction" option of "EventLocator" is used to control the sign in the detection of the event.

In[33]:= sprkmethod = 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 4, "PositionVariables" -> 8q@tD<<;

sprkdata =
Block@8k = 1<,
Reap@
NDSolve@8eqs, ics<, 8<, time,

Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Direction" ® 1, "Event" ¦ Ht - 2 k PiL, "EventAction" ¦
Hk++; Sow@8q@tD, p@tD<DL, Method ® sprkmethod<, StartingStepSize ® step, MaxSteps ® Infinity

D;
D
D;

NDSolve::noout : No functions were specified for output from NDSolve.
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This displays the solution at time intervals of 2 Π.

In[35]:= ListPlot@sprkdata@@-1, 1DD, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[35]=

For comparison a Poincaré section is also computed using an explicit Runge| Kutta method of the same order.

In[36]:= rkmethod = 8"FixedStep", Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 4<<;

rkdata =
Block@8k = 1<,
Reap@
NDSolve@8eqs, ics<, 8<, time,

Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Direction" ® 1, "Event" ¦ Ht - 2 k PiL, "EventAction" ¦
Hk++; Sow@8q@tD, p@tD<DL, Method ® rkmethod<, StartingStepSize ® step, MaxSteps ® Infinity

D;
D
D;

NDSolve::noout : No functions were specified for output from NDSolve.

Fine structural details are clearly resolved in a less satisfactory way with this method.

In[38]:= ListPlot@rkdata@@-1, 1DD, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[38]=

Toda Lattice

The Toda lattice models particles on a line interacting with pairwise exponential forces and is governed by the Hamiltonian:

H Hp, qL =â

k=1

n 1

2
pk

2
+ Hexp Hqk+1 - qkL - 1L .

Consider the case when periodic boundary conditions qn+1 = q1 are enforced.

The Toda lattice is an example of an isospectral flow. Using the notation

ak = -
1

2
pk, bk =

1

2
exp

1

2
Hqk+1 - qkL

then the eigenvalues of the following matrix are conserved quantities of the flow:
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L =

a1 b1 bn

b1 a2 b2 0

b2 a3 b3

¸ ¸ ¸

0 bn-2 an-1 bn-1

bn bn-1 an

.

Define the input for the Toda lattice problem for n = 3.

In[39]:= n = 3;

periodicRule = 8qn+1@tD ® q1@tD<;

H =â

k=1

n pk@tD
2

2
+ HExp@qk+1@tD - qk@tDD - 1L �. periodicRule;

eigenvalueRule = 8ak_@tD ¦ -pk@tD�2, bk_@tD ¦ 1�2 Exp@1�2 Hqk+1@tD - qk@tDLD<;

L =

a1@tD b1@tD b3@tD

b1@tD a2@tD b2@tD

b3@tD b2@tD a3@tD

�. eigenvalueRule �. periodicRule;

eqs = 8q1 ’@tD == D@H, p1@tDD, q2 ’@tD == D@H, p2@tDD, q3 ’@tD == D@H, p3@tDD,

p1 ’@tD == -D@H, q1@tDD, p2 ’@tD == -D@H, q2@tDD, p3 ’@tD == -D@H, q3@tDD<;

ics = 8q1@0D � 1, q2@0D � 2, q3@0D � 4, p1@0D � 0, p2@0D � 1, p3@0D � 1�2<;

eqs = 8eqs, ics<;
vars = 8q1@tD, q2@tD, q3@tD, p1@tD, p2@tD, p3@tD<;

time = 8t, 0, 50<;

Define a function to compute the eigenvalues of a matrix of numbers, sorted in increasing order. This avoids computing the eigenvalues 
symbolically.

In[49]:= NumberMatrixQ@m_D := MatrixQ@m, NumberQD;
NumberEigenvalues@m_?NumberMatrixQD := Sort@Eigenvalues@mDD;

Integrate the equations for the Toda lattice using the "ExplicitMidpoint" method.

In[51]:= emsol = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® "ExplicitMidpoint", StartingStepSize ® 1�10D;

The absolute error in the eigenvalues is now plotted throughout the integration interval.

Options are used to specify the dimension of the result  of  NumberEigenvalues  (since it  is not an explicit  list)  and that the absolute

error specified using InvariantErrorFunction should include the sign of the error (the default uses Abs).

The eigenvalues are clearly not conserved by the "ExplicitMidpoint" method.

In[52]:= InvariantErrorPlot@NumberEigenvalues@LD, vars, t, emsol, InvariantErrorFunction ® Hð1 - ð2 &L,
InvariantDimensions ® 8n<, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue, Green<D

Out[52]=
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Integrate the equations for the Toda lattice using the "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta" method.

In[53]:= sprksol = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta",
DifferenceOrder ® 2, "PositionVariables" ® 8q1@tD, q2@tD, q3@tD<<, StartingStepSize ® 1�10D;

The error in the eigenvalues now remains bounded throughout the integration.

In[54]:= InvariantErrorPlot@NumberEigenvalues@LD, vars, t, sprksol, InvariantErrorFunction ® Hð1 - ð2 &L,
InvariantDimensions ® 8n<, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue, Green<D

Out[54]=

Some recent work on numerical methods for isospectral flows can be found in [CIZ97], [CIZ99], [DLP98a], and [DLP98b].

Available Methods

Default Methods

The following table lists the current default choice of SPRK methods.

Order f evaluations Method Symmetric FSAL

1 1 Symplectic Euler No No

2 1 Symplectic pseudo Leapfrog Yes Yes

3 3 McLachlan and Atela @MA92D No No

4 5 Suzuki @S90D Yes Yes

6 11 Sofroniou and Spaletta @SS05D Yes Yes

8 19 Sofroniou and Spaletta @SS05D Yes Yes

10 35 Sofroniou and Spaletta @SS05D Yes Yes

Unlike the situation for explicit  Runge| Kutta methods, the coefficients for high−order SPRK methods are only given numerically in the

literature. Yoshida [Y90] only gives coefficients accurate to 14 decimal digits of accuracy for example.

Since NDSolve  also works for arbitrary precision, you need a process for obtaining the coefficients to the same precision as that to be

used in the solver.

When the closed form of the coefficients is not available, the order equations for the symmetric composition coefficients can be refined

in arbitrary precision using FindRoot, starting from the known machine−precision solution.

Alternative Methods

Due to the modular design of the new NDSolve framework it is straightforward to add an alternative method and use that instead of one

of the default methods.
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Several checks are made before any integration is carried out:

� The two vectors of coefficients should be nonempty, the same length, and numerical approximations should yield number entries of
the correct precision.

� Both coefficient vectors should sum to unity so that they yield a consistent (order 1) method.

Example

Select the perturbed Kepler problem.

In[55]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"PerturbedKepler"D;
time = 8T, 0, 290<;
step = 1�25;

Define a function for computing a numerical approximation to the coefficients for a fourth−order method of Forest and Ruth [FR90], Candy 
and Rozmus [CR91], and Yoshida [Y90].

In[58]:= YoshidaCoefficients@4, prec_D :=
N@
88Root@-1 + 12*ð1 - 48*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, Root@1 - 24*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D,

Root@1 - 24*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, Root@-1 + 12*ð1 - 48*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D<,
8Root@-1 + 6*ð1 - 12*ð1^2 + 6*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, Root@1 - 3*ð1 + 3*ð1^2 + 3*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D,
Root@-1 + 6*ð1 - 12*ð1^2 + 6*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, 0<<,

precD;

Here are machine−precision approximations for the coefficients.

In[59]:= YoshidaCoefficients@4, MachinePrecisionD

Out[59]= 880.675604, -0.175604, -0.175604, 0.675604<, 81.35121, -1.70241, 1.35121, 0.<<

This invokes the symplectic partitioned Runge| Kutta solver using Yoshida’s coefficients.

In[60]:= Yoshida4 = 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® YoshidaCoefficients,
"DifferenceOrder" ® 4, "PositionVariables" ® 8Y1@TD, Y2@TD<<;

Yoshida4sol = NDSolve@system, time, Method ® Yoshida4, StartingStepSize ® step, MaxSteps ® InfinityD;

This plots the solution of the position variables, or coordinates, in the Hamiltonian formulation.

In[62]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8Y1@TD, Y2@TD< �. Yoshida4solD, Evaluate@timeDD

Out[62]=
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Automatic Order Selection
Given that a variety of methods of different orders are available, it is useful to have a means of automatically selecting an appropriate

method. In order to accomplish this we need a measure of work for each method.

A reasonable measure of work for an SPRK method is the number of stages s (or s - 1 if the method is FSAL).

Definition (Work per unit step)

A
W A
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Given  a  step  size  hk  and  a  work  estimate  A k  for  one  integration  step  with  a  method  of  order  k,  the  work  per  unit  step  is  given  by

W k = A k �hk.

Let P be a nonempty set of method orders, Pk denote the kth element of P, and  P¤ denote the cardinality (number of elements).

A comparison of work for the default SPRK methods gives P = 82, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10<.

A prerequisite is a procedure for estimating the starting step hk of a numerical method of order k (see for example [GSB87] or [HNW93]).

The first case to be considered is when the starting step estimate h can be freely chosen. By bootstrapping from low order, the following

algorithm finds the order that locally minimizes the work per unit step.

Algorithm 4 (h free)

Set W = ¥

for k = 1,¼,  P¤

compute hPk

if W > A Pk
�hPk

 set W = A Pk
�hPk

else if k =  P¤ return Pk

else return Pk-1.

The second case  to  be  considered  is  when the  starting  step  estimate  h  is  given.  The following  algorithm then  gives  the  order  of  the

method that minimizes the computational cost while satisfying given absolute and relative local error tolerances.

Algorithm 5 (h specified)

for k = 1,¼,  P¤

compute hPk

if hPk
> h  or k =  P¤  return Pk.

Algorithms  4  and  5  are  heuristic  since  the  optimal  step  size  and  order  may  change  through  the  integration,  although  symplectic

integration  often  involves  fixed  choices.  Despite  this,  both  algorithms  incorporate  salient  integration  information,  such  as  local  error

tolerances, system dimension, and initial conditions, to avoid poor choices.

Examples

Consider Kepler’s problem that describes the motion in the configuration plane of a material point that is attracted toward the origin with

a force inversely proportional to the square of the distance:

(8)HHp, qL =
1

2
Ip1

2
+ p2

2M -
1

q1
2
+q2

2

.

For initial conditions take

p1H0L = 0, p2H0L =
1 + e

1 - e
, q1H0L = 1 - e, q2H0L = 0

with eccentricity e = 3 �5.

Algorithm 4

The following figure shows the methods chosen automatically at various tolerances for the Kepler problem (8) according to Algorithm 4

on a log−log scale of maximum absolute phase error versus work.
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It  can be observed that the algorithm does a reasonable job of staying near the optimal method, although it  switches over to the 8th−

order method slightly earlier than necessary.

This  can be explained by the fact  that  the starting step size routine is  based on low−order  derivative estimation and this  may not  be

ideal for selecting high−order methods.

Algorithm 5

The following figure shows the methods chosen automatically with absolute local error tolerance of 10-9 and step sizes 1/16, 1/32, 1/64,

1/128 for the Kepler problem (8) according to Algorithm 5 on a log−log scale of maximum absolute phase error versus work.
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With the local tolerance and step size fixed the code can only choose the order of the method.

For large step sizes a high−order method is selected, whereas for small  step sizes a low−order method is selected. In each case the

method chosen minimizes the work to achieve the given tolerance.

Option Summary

option name default value

"Coefficients" "SymplecticPartit�

ionedRungeK�

uttaCoeffic�
ients"

specify the coefficients of the symplectic partitioned Runge|
Kutta method

"DifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the order of local accuracy of the method

"PositionVariables" 8< specify a list of the position variables in the Hamiltonian 
formulation

Options of the method "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta". 
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"Composition" and "Splitting" Methods for NDSolve

Introduction
In  some  cases  it  is  useful  to  split  the  differential  system  into  subsystems  and  solve  each  subsystem  using  appropriate  integration

methods.  Recombining  the  individual  solutions  often  allows  certain  dynamical  properties,  such  as  volume,  to  be  conserved.  More

information  on splitting  and composition  can be found in  [MQ02,  HLW02],  and specific  aspects  related to  NDSolve  are  discussed in

[SS05, SS06].

Definitions

Of concern are initial value problems y ’ HtL = f HyHtLL, where yH0L = y0 Î R
n.

"Composition"

Composition is a useful device for raising the order of a numerical integration scheme.

In contrast to the Aitken| Neville algorithm used in extrapolation, composition can conserve geometric properties of the base integration

method (e.g. symplecticity).

Let F f, Γi h
HiL

 be a basic integration method that takes a step of size Γi h with Γ1,¼, Γs given real numbers.

Then the s−stage composition method Y f ,h is given by

Y f ,h = F f ,Γs h
HsL
éº éF f ,Γ1 h

H1L
.

Often interest is in composition methods Y f ,h that involve the same base method F = FHiL, i = 1,¼, s.

An interesting special case is symmetric composition: Γi = Γs-i+1, i = 1,¼, ds �2t.

The most common types of composition are:

� Symmetric composition of symmetric second−order methods

� Symmetric composition of first−order methods (e.g. a method F with its adjoint F*)

� Composition of first−order methods

"Splitting"

An s−stage splitting method is a generalization of a composition method in which f  is broken up in an additive fashion:

f = f1 +º + fk, k £ s.

The essential point is that there can often be computational advantages in solving problems involving fi instead of f .

An s−stage splitting method is a composition of the form

Y f ,h = F fs,Γs h
HsL

éº éF f1,Γ1 h
H1L

,

with f1,¼, fs not necessarily distinct.

Each base integration method now only solves part of the problem, but a suitable composition can still give rise to a numerical scheme

with advantageous properties.

If the vector field fi is integrable, then the exact solution or flow j fi,h can be used in place of a numerical integration method.

A splitting method may also use a mixture of flows and numerical methods.
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An example is Lie| Trotter splitting [T59]:

Split f = f1 + f2 with Γ1 = Γ2 = 1; then Y f ,h = j f2,h
H2L
é j f1,h
H1L

 yields a first−order integration method.

Computationally it can be advantageous to combine flows using the group property

j fi,h1+h2 = j fi,h2 é j fi,h1 .

Implementation

Several changes to the new NDSolve framework were needed in order to implement splitting and composition methods.

� Allow a method to call an arbitrary number of submethods.

� Add the ability to pass around a function for numerically evaluating a subfield, instead of the entire vector field.

� Add a "LocallyExact" method to compute the flow; analytically solve a subsystem and advance the (local) solution numerically.

� Add  cache  data  for  identical  methods  to  avoid  repeated  initialization.  Data  for  numerically  evaluating  identical  subfields  is  also
cached.

A simplified input syntax allows omitted vector fields and methods to be filled in cyclically. These must be defined unambiguously:

8 f1, f2, f1, f2< can be input as 8 f1, f2<.

8 f1, f2, f3, f2, f1< cannot be input as 8 f1, f2, f3< since this corresponds to 8 f1, f2, f3, f1, f2<.

Nested Methods

The following example constructs a high−order splitting method from a low−order splitting using "Composition".

NDSolve  � "Composition"

� "Splitting" f = f1 + f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

� ImplicitMidpoint f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

» »

� "Splitting" f = f1 + f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

� ImplicitMidpoint f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

» »

� "Splitting" f = f1 + f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

� ImplicitMidpoint f2

� "LocallyExact" f1

Simplification

A more efficient  integrator  can be obtained in  the previous example  using the group property  of  flows and calling  the "Splitting"

method directly.
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NDSolve  � "Splitting" f = f1 + f2

�

"LocallyExact" f1

ImplicitMidpoint f2

» »

�

"LocallyExact" f1

ImplicitMidpoint f2

"LocallyExact" f1

» »

�

ImplicitMidpoint f2

"LocallyExact" f1

Examples
The following examples will use a second−order symmetric splitting known as the Strang splitting [S68], [M68]. The splitting coefficients

are automatically determined from the structure of the equations.

This defines a method known as symplectic leapfrog in terms of the method "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta".

In[2]:= SymplecticLeapfrog =
8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 2, "PositionVariables" :> qvars<;

Load a package with some useful example problems.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;

Symplectic Splitting

Symplectic Leapfrog

"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta" is an efficient method for solving separable Hamiltonian systems HHp, qL = THpL + VHqL with

favorable long−time dynamics.

"Splitting" is a more general−purpose method, but it can be used to construct partitioned symplectic methods (though it is some−

what less efficient than "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta").

Consider the harmonic oscillator that arises from a linear differential system that is governed by the separable Hamiltonian 

HHp, qL = p2 �2 + q2 �2.

In[5]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"HarmonicOscillator"D

Out[5]= NDSolveProblemA98Y1
¢@TD � Y2@TD, Y2

¢@TD � -Y1@TD<, 8Y1@0D � 1, Y2@0D � 0<, 8Y1@TD, Y2@TD<, 8T, 0, 10<, 8<, 9
1

2
IY1

Split the Hamiltonian vector field into independent components governing momentum and position. This is done by setting the relevant 
right−hand sides of the equations to zero.

In[6]:= eqs = system@"System"D;
Y1 = eqs;
Part@Y1, 1, 2D = 0;
Y2 = eqs;
Part@Y2, 2, 2D = 0;

This composition of weighted (first−order) Euler integration steps corresponds to the symplectic (second−order) leapfrog method.

In[11]:= tfinal = 1;
time = 8T, 0, tfinal<;
qvars = 8Subscript@Y, 1D@TD<;
splittingsol = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,

Method ® 8"Splitting", "DifferenceOrder" ® 2, "Equations" ® 8Y1, Y2, Y1<,
"Method" ® 8"ExplicitEuler", "ExplicitEuler", "ExplicitEuler"<<D

Out[14]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD<<

The method "ExplicitEuler" could only have been specified once, since the second and third instances would have been filled in

cyclically.
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This is the result at the end of the integration step.

In[15]:= InputForm@splittingsol �. T ® tfinalD

Out[15]//InputForm= {{Subscript[Y, 1][1] −> 0.5399512509335085, Subscript[Y, 2][1] −> −0.8406435124348495}}

This invokes the built−in integration method corresponding to the symplectic leapfrog integrator.

In[16]:= sprksol = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10, Method ® SymplecticLeapfrogD

Out[16]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD<<

The result at the end of the integration step is identical to the result of the splitting method.

In[17]:= InputForm@sprksol �. T ® tfinalD

Out[17]//InputForm= {{Subscript[Y, 1][1] −> 0.5399512509335085, Subscript[Y, 2][1] −> −0.8406435124348495}}

Composition of Symplectic Leapfrog

This takes the symplectic leapfrog scheme as the base integration method and constructs a fourth−order symplectic integrator using a 
symmetric composition of Ruth| Yoshida [Y90].

In[18]:= YoshidaCoefficients = RootReduce@81�H2 - 2^H1�3LL, -2^H1�3L�H2 - 2^H1�3LL, 1�H2 - 2^H1�3LL<D;

YoshidaCompositionCoefficients@4, p_D := N@YoshidaCoefficients, pD;

splittingsol = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8"Composition", "Coefficients" ® YoshidaCompositionCoefficients,
"DifferenceOrder" ® 4, "Method" ® 8SymplecticLeapfrog<<D

Out[20]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD<<

This is the result at the end of the integration step.

In[21]:= InputForm@splittingsol �. T ® tfinalD

Out[21]//InputForm= {{Subscript[Y, 1][1] −> 0.5403078808898406, Subscript[Y, 2][1] −> −0.8414706295697821}}

This invokes the built−in symplectic integration method using coefficients for the fourth−order methods of Ruth and Yoshida.

In[22]:= SPRK4@4, prec_D := N@88Root@-1 + 12*ð1 - 48*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, Root@1 - 24*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D,
Root@1 - 24*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, Root@-1 + 12*ð1 - 48*ð1^2 + 48*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D<,
8Root@-1 + 6*ð1 - 12*ð1^2 + 6*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, Root@1 - 3*ð1 + 3*ð1^2 + 3*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D,
Root@-1 + 6*ð1 - 12*ð1^2 + 6*ð1^3 &, 1, 0D, 0<<, precD;

sprksol = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta",

"Coefficients" ® SPRK4, "DifferenceOrder" ® 4, "PositionVariables" ® qvars<D

Out[23]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD<<

The result at the end of the integration step is identical to the result of the composition method.

In[24]:= InputForm@sprksol �. T ® tfinalD

Out[24]//InputForm= {{Subscript[Y, 1][1] −> 0.5403078808898406, Subscript[Y, 2][1] −> −0.8414706295697821}}

Hybrid Methods

While a closed−form solution often does not exist for the entire vector field, in some cases it is possible to analytically solve a system of

differential equations for part of the vector field.

When a solution can be found by DSolve, direct numerical evaluation can be used to locally advance the solution.

This idea is implemented in the method "LocallyExact".
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Harmonic Oscillator Test Example

This example checks that the solution for the exact flows of split components of the harmonic oscillator equations is the same as applying 
Euler’s method to each of the split components.

In[25]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"HarmonicOscillator"D;
eqs = system@"System"D;
Y1 = eqs;
Part@Y1, 1, 2D = 0;
Y2 = eqs;
Part@Y2, 2, 2D = 0;
tfinal = 1;
time = 8T, 0, tfinal<;

In[33]:= solexact = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8NDSolve‘Splitting, "DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8Y1, Y2, Y1<, "Method" ® 8"LocallyExact"<<D;

In[34]:= InputForm@solexact �. T ® 1D

Out[34]//InputForm= {{Subscript[Y, 1][1] −> 0.5399512509335085, Subscript[Y, 2][1] −> −0.8406435124348495}}

In[37]:= soleuler = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8NDSolve‘Splitting, "DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8Y1, Y2, Y1<, "Method" ® 8"ExplicitEuler"<<D;

InputForm@soleuler �. T ® tfinalD

Out[38]//InputForm= {{Subscript[Y, 1][1] −> 0.5399512509335085, Subscript[Y, 2][1] −> −0.8406435124348495}}

Hybrid Numeric−Symbolic Splitting Methods (ABC Flow)

Consider the Arnold, Beltrami, and Childress flow, a widely studied model for volume−preserving three−dimensional flows.

In[39]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"ArnoldBeltramiChildress"D

Out[39]= NDSolveProblemA99Y1
¢@TD �

3

4
Cos@Y2@TDD + Sin@Y3@TDD, Y2

¢@TD � Cos@Y3@TDD + Sin@Y1@TDD, Y3
¢@TD � Cos@Y1@TDD +

3

4
Sin

When applied  directly,  a  volume−preserving  integrator  would  not  in  general  preserve  symmetries.  A  symmetry−preserving  integrator,

such as the implicit midpoint rule, would not preserve volume.

This defines a splitting of the system by setting some of the right−hand side components to zero.

In[40]:= eqs = system@"System"D;
Y1 = eqs;
Part@Y1, 2, 2D = 0;
Y2 = eqs;
Part@Y2, 81, 3<, 2D = 0;

In[45]:= Y1

Out[45]= 9Y1
¢@TD �

3

4
Cos@Y2@TDD + Sin@Y3@TDD, Y2

¢@TD � 0, Y3
¢@TD � Cos@Y1@TDD +

3

4
Sin@Y2@TDD=

In[46]:= Y2

Out[46]= 8Y1
¢@TD � 0, Y2

¢@TD � Cos@Y3@TDD + Sin@Y1@TDD, Y3
¢@TD � 0<

The system for Y1 is solvable exactly by DSolve so that you can use the "LocallyExact" method.

Y2 is not solvable, however, so you need to use a suitable numerical integrator in order to obtain the desired properties in the splitting

method.

This defines a method for computing the implicit midpoint rule in terms of the built−in "ImplicitRungeKutta" method.

In[47]:= ImplicitMidpoint =
8"FixedStep", Method ® 8"ImplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® "ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients",

"DifferenceOrder" ® 2, ImplicitSolver ® 8FixedPoint, AccuracyGoal ® MachinePrecision,
PrecisionGoal ® MachinePrecision, "IterationSafetyFactor" ® 1<<<;
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This defines a second−order, volume−preserving, reversing symmetry−group integrator [MQ02].

In[48]:= splittingsol = NDSolve@system,
StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8"Splitting", "DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8Y2, Y1, Y2<, "Method" ® 8"LocallyExact", ImplicitMidpoint, "LocallyExact"<<D

Out[48]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 100.<<, <>D@TD, Y3

Lotka| Volterra Equations

Various numerical integrators for this system are compared within "Numerical Methods for Solving the Lotka| Volterra Equations".

Euler’s Equations

Various numerical integrators for Euler’s equations are compared within "Rigid Body Solvers".

Non−Autonomous Vector Fields

Consider the Duffing oscillator, a forced planar non−autonomous differential system.

In[49]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"DuffingOscillator"D

Out[49]= NDSolveProblemA99Y1
¢@TD � Y2@TD, Y2

¢@TD �
3 Cos@TD

10
+ Y1@TD - Y1@TD

3
+

Y2@TD

4
=, 8Y1@0D � 0, Y2@0D � 1<, 8Y1@TD, Y2@T

This defines a splitting of the system.

In[50]:= Y1 = :Y1
¢@TD � Y2@TD, Y2

¢@TD �
Y2@TD

4
>;

Y2 = :Y1
¢@TD � 0, Y2

¢@TD �
3 Cos@TD

10
+ Y1@TD - Y1@TD

3>;

The splitting of the time component among the vector fields is ambiguous, so the method issues an error message.

In[52]:= splittingsol = NDSolve@system, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8"Splitting", "DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8Y2, Y1, Y1<, "Method" ® 8"LocallyExact"<<D

NDSolve::spltdep : The differential system :0,
3 Cos@TD

10
+ Y1@TD - Y1@TD

3>

in the method Splitting depends on T
which is ambiguous. The differential system should be in autonomous form.
�

NDSolve::initf : The initialization of the method NDSolve‘Splitting failed.

Out[52]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.<<, <>D@TD<<

The equations can be extended by introducing a new "dummy" variable Z@TD such that Z@TD == T and specifying how it should be 
distributed in the split differential systems.

In[53]:= Y1 = :Y1
¢@TD � Y2@TD, Y2

¢@TD �
Y2@TD

4
, Z’@TD � 1>;

Y2 = :Y1
¢@TD � 0, Y2

¢@TD �
3 Cos@Z@TDD

10
+ Y1@TD - Y1@TD

3, Z’@TD � 0>;

eqs = Join@system@"System"D, 8Z’@TD � 1<D;
ics = Join@system@"InitialConditions"D, 8Z@0D � 1<D;
vars = Join@system@"DependentVariables"D, 8Z@TD<D;
time = system@"TimeData"D;

This defines a geometric splitting method that satisfies Λ1 + Λ2 = -∆ for any finite time interval, where Λ1 and Λ2 are the Lyapunov 
exponents [MQ02].

In[59]:= splittingsol = NDSolve@8eqs, ics<, vars, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8NDSolve‘Splitting, "DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8Y2, Y1, Y2<, "Method" ® 8"LocallyExact"<<D

Out[59]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD, Z@TD
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Here is a plot of the solution.

In[60]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@system@"DependentVariables"@DD �. First@splittingsolDD,
Evaluate@timeD, AspectRatio -> 1D

Out[60]=

Option Summary
The default  coefficient  choice  in  "Composition"  tries  to  automatically  select  between "SymmetricCompositionCoefficients"

and "SymmetricCompositionSymmetricMethodCoefficients" depending on the properties of the methods specified using the

Method option.

option name default value

"Coefficients" Automatic specify the coefficients to use in the composition method

"DifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the order of local accuracy of the method

Method None specify the base methods to use in the numerical integration

Options of the method "Composition". 

option name default value

"Coefficients" 8< specify the coefficients to use in the splitting method

"DifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the order of local accuracy of the method

"Equations" 8< specify the way in which the equations should be split

Method None specify the base methods to use in the numerical integration

Options of the method "Splitting".
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"DoubleStep" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
The method "DoubleStep" performs a single application of Richardson’s extrapolation for any one−step integration method.

Although it is not always optimal, it is a general scheme for equipping a method with an error estimate (hence adaptivity in the step size)

and extrapolating to increase the order of local accuracy.

"DoubleStep" is a special case of extrapolation but has been implemented as a separate method for efficiency.

Given a method of order p:

� Take a step of size h to get a solution y1.

� Take two steps of size h �2 to get a solution y2.

� Find an error estimate of order p as:

(1)e =
y2- y1

2p- 1
.

� The correction term e can be used for error estimation enabling an adaptive step−size scheme for any base method.

� Either use y2 for the new solution, or form an improved approximation using local extrapolation as:

(2)y
`

2
= y2 + e.

� If  the  base  numerical  integration  method  is  symmetric,  then  the  improved  approximation  has  order  p + 2;  otherwise  it  has  order

p + 1.

Examples

Load some package with example problems and utility functions.

In[5]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

Select a nonstiff problem from the package.

In[7]:= nonstiffsystem = GetNDSolveProblem@"BrusselatorODE"D;

Select a stiff problem from the package.

In[8]:= stiffsystem = GetNDSolveProblem@"Robertson"D;

Extending Built−in Methods

The  method  "ExplicitEuler"  carries  out  one  integration  step  using  Euler’s  method.  It  has  no  local  error  control  and  hence  uses

fixed step sizes.

This integrates a differential system using one application of Richardson’s extrapolation (see (2)) with the base method 

"ExplicitEuler".

The local error estimate (1) is used to dynamically adjust the step size throughout the integration.

In[9]:= eesol = NDSolve@nonstiffsystem, 8T, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® "ExplicitEuler"<D

Out[9]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD<<
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This illustrates how the step size varies during the numerical integration.

In[10]:= StepDataPlot@eesolD

Out[10]=

The stiffness detection device (described within "StiffnessTest Method Option for NDSolve") ascertains that the "ExplicitEuler" 

method is restricted by stability rather than local accuracy.

In[11]:= NDSolve@stiffsystem, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® "ExplicitEuler"<D

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.007253212186800964‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Out[11]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.00725321<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.00725321<

An alternative base method is more appropriate for this problem.

In[12]:= liesol = NDSolve@stiffsystem, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® "LinearlyImplicitEuler"<D

Out[12]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.3<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.3<<, <>D@TD, Y3@T

User−Defined Methods and Method Properties

Integration methods can be added to the NDSolve framework.

In order for these to work like built−in methods it can be necessary to specify various method properties. These properties can then be

used by other methods to build up compound integrators.

Here is how to define a top−level plug−in for the classical Runge| Kutta method (see "NDSolve Method Plug−in Framework: Classical 
Runge|Kutta" and "ExplicitRungeKutta Method for NDSolve" for more details).

In[13]:= ClassicalRungeKutta@___D@"Step"@f_, t_, h_, y_, yp_DD :=
Block@8deltay, k1, k2, k3, k4<,
k1 = yp;
k2 = f@t + 1�2 h, y + 1�2 h k1D;
k3 = f@t + 1�2 h, y + 1�2 h k2D;
k4 = f@t + h, y + h k3D;
deltay = h H1�6 k1 + 1�3 k2 + 1�3 k3 + 1�6 k4L;
8h, deltay<
D;

Method properties used by "DoubleStep" are now described.

Order and Symmetry

This attempts to integrate a system using one application of Richardson’s extrapolation based on the classical Runge| Kutta method.

In[14]:= NDSolve@nonstiffsystem, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® ClassicalRungeKutta<D;

NDSolve::mtdp :
ClassicalRungeKutta does not have a correctly defined property DifferenceOrder

in DoubleStep. �

NDSolve::initf : The initialization of the method NDSolve‘DoubleStep failed. �

Without knowing the order of the base method, "DoubleStep" is unable to carry out Richardson’s extrapolation.
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This defines a method property to communicate to the framework that the classical Runge| Kutta method has order four.

In[15]:= ClassicalRungeKutta@___D@"DifferenceOrder"D := 4;

The method "DoubleStep" is now able to ascertain that ClassicalRungeKutta is of order four and can use this information when 

refining the solution and estimating the local error.

In[16]:= NDSolve@nonstiffsystem, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® ClassicalRungeKutta<D

Out[16]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD<<

The  order  of  the  result  of  Richardson’s  extrapolation  depends  on  whether  the  extrapolated  method  has  a  local  error  expansion  in

powers of h or h2 (the latter occurs if the base method is symmetric).

If  no  method  property  for  symmetry  is  defined,  the  "DoubleStep"  method  assumes  by  default  that  the  base  integrator  is  not

symmetric.

This explicitly specifies that the classical Runge| Kutta method is not symmetric using the "SymmetricMethodQ" property.

In[17]:= ClassicalRungeKutta@___D@"SymmetricMethodQ"D := False;

Stiffness Detection

Details of the scheme used for stiffness detection can be found within "StiffnessTest Method Option for NDSolve".

Stiffness detection relies on knowledge of the linear stability boundary of the method, which has not been defined.

Computing the exact  linear  stability  boundary of  a method under extrapolation can be quite complicated.  Therefore a default  value is

selected which works for all methods. This corresponds to considering the p−th order power series approximation to the exponential at

0 and ignoring higher order terms.

� If  "LocalExtrapolation"  is  True  then a generic value is selected corresponding to a method of  order p + 2  (symmetric)  or
p + 1.

� If  "LocalExtrapolation"  is  False  then  the  property  "LinearStabilityBoundary"  of  the  base method is  checked.  If  no
value has been specified then a default for a method of order p is selected.

This computes the linear stability boundary for a generic method of order 4.

In[18]:= ReduceBAbsBSumB
zi

i!
, 8i, 0, 4<FF � 1 && z < 0, zF

Out[18]= z � RootA24 + 12 ð1 + 4 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E

A default value for the "LinearStabilityBoundary" property is used.

In[19]:= NDSolve@stiffsystem, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® ClassicalRungeKutta, "StiffnessTest" ® True<D;

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.00879697198122793‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

This shows how to specify the linear stability boundary of the method for the framework. This value will only be used if "DoubleStep" is 

invoked with  "LocalExtrapolation" ® True .

In[20]:= ClassicalRungeKutta@___D@"LinearStabilityBoundary"D := RootA24 + 12 ð1 + 4 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E;

"DoubleStep" assumes by default that a method is not appropriate for stiff problems (and hence uses stiffness detection) when no 

"StiffMethodQ" property is specified. This shows how to define the property.

In[21]:= ClassicalRungeKutta@___D@"StiffMethodQ"D := False;

Higher Order

The following example extrapolates the classical Runge−Kutta method of order four using two applications of (2).

The inner specification of "DoubleStep" constructs a method of order five.
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A second application of "DoubleStep" is used to obtain a method of order six, which uses adaptive step sizes.

Nested applications of "DoubleStep" are used to raise the order and provide an adaptive step−size estimate.

In[22]:= NDSolve@nonstiffsystem, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method -> ClassicalRungeKutta<<D

Out[22]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@TD<<

In  general  the  method  "Extrapolation"  is  more  appropriate  for  constructing  high−order  integration  schemes  from  low−order

methods.

Option Summary

option name default value

"LocalExtrapolation" True specify whether to advance the solution using local 

extrapolation according to (2)

Method None specify the method to use as the base integration scheme

"StepSizeRatioBounds" 9
1

8
,4= specify the bounds on a relative change in the new step size 

hn+1 from the current step size hn as low £ hn+1�hn £ high

"StepSizeSafetyFactors" Automatic specify the safety factors to incorporate into the error 

estimate (1) used for adaptive step sizes

"StiffnessTest" Automatic specify whether to use the stiffness detection capability

Options of the method "DoubleStep". 

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "StiffnessTest"  indicates  that  the  stiffness  test  is  activated  if  a  nonstiff  base

method is used.

The default setting of Automatic  for the option "StepSizeSafetyFactors" uses the values 89�10, 4�5< for a stiff base method

and 89�10, 13�20< for a nonstiff base method.
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"EventLocator" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
It  is  often  useful  to  be  able  to  detect  and  precisely  locate  a  change  in  a  differential  system.  For  example,  with  the  detection  of  a

singularity or state change, the appropriate action can be taken, such as restarting the integration. 

An event for a differential system:

Y ’ HtL = f Ht, YHtLL

is a point along the solution at which a real−valued event function is zero:

gHt, YHtLL = 0

It is also possible to consider Boolean−valued event functions, in which case the event occurs when the function changes from True  to

False or vice versa.

The "EventLocator" method that is built into NDSolve  works effectively as a controller method; it handles checking for events and

taking the appropriate action, but the integration of the differential system is otherwise left completely to an underlying method. 

In this section, examples are given to demonstrate the basic use of the "EventLocator"  method and options. Subsequent sections

show more involved applications of event location, such as period detection, Poincaré sections, and discontinuity handling.

These initialization commands load some useful packages that have some differential equations to solve and define some utility functions.

In[1]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy‘"D;
Needs@"GUIKit‘"D;

A simple  example  is  locating  an  event,  such  as  when a  pendulum started  at  a  non−equilibrium position  will  swing  through its  lowest

point and stopping the integration at that point.

This integrates the pendulum equation up to the first point at which the solution y@tD crosses the axis.

In[5]:= sol = NDSolve@8y’’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y’@0D � 0, y@0D � 1<,
y, 8t, 0, 10<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y@tD<D

Out[5]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.67499<<, <>D<<

From  the  solution  you  can  see  that  the  pendulum  reaches  its  lowest  point  y@tD = 0  at  about  t = 1.675.  Using  the

InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy package, it is possible to extract the value from the InterpolatingFunction object.

This extracts the point at which the event occurs and makes a plot of the solution (black) and its derivative (blue) up to that point.

In[6]:= end = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@First@y �. solDD@@1, -1DD;
Plot@Evaluate@8y@tD, y’@tD< �. First@solDD, 8t, 0, end<, PlotStyle ® 88Black<, 8Blue<<D

Out[7]=
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When you use the event locator method, the events to be located and the action to take upon finding an event are specified through

method options of the "EventLocator" method.

The default action on detecting an event is to stop the integration as demonstrated earlier. The event action can be any expression. It is

evaluated with numerical values substituted for the problem variables whenever an event is detected.

This prints the time and values each time the event y’@tD = y@tD is detected for a damped pendulum.

In[8]:= NDSolve@8y’’@tD + .1 y’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y’@0D � 0, y@0D � 1<,
y, 8t, 0, 10<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y’@tD - y@tD,

"EventAction" ¦ Print@"y’@", t, "D = y@", t, "D = ", y@tDD<D

y’@2.49854D = y@2.49854D = -0.589753

y’@5.7876D = y@5.7876D = 0.501228

y’@9.03428D = y@9.03428D = -0.426645

Out[8]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D<<

Note that in the example, the "EventAction" option was given using RuleDelayed (¦) to prevent it from evaluating except when the

event is located.

You can see from the printed output that when the action does not stop the integration, multiple instances of an event can be detected.

Events  are  detected  when  the  sign  of  the  event  expression  changes.  You  can  restrict  the  event  to  be  only  for  a  sign  change  in  a

particular direction using the "Direction" option.

This collects the points at which the velocity changes from negative to positive for a damped driven pendulum. Reap  and Sow are 

programming constructs that are useful for collecting data when you do not, at first, know how much data there will be. Reap@exprD gives 

the value of expr together with all expressions to which Sow has been applied during its evaluation. Here Reap  encloses the use of 

NDSolve and Sow is a part of the event action, which allows you to collect data for each instance of an event.

In[9]:= Reap@NDSolve@8y’’@tD + .1 y’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � .1 Cos@tD, y’@0D � 0, y@0D � 1<, y, 8t, 0, 50<,
Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y’@tD, "Direction" ® 1, "EventAction" ¦ Sow@8t, y@tD, y’@tD<D<DD

Out[9]= 988y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 50.<<, <>D<<, 9993.55407, -0.879336, 1.87524´10-15=, 910.4762, -0.832217

You may notice from the output of the previous example that the events are detected when the derivative is only approximately zero.

When the method detects the presence of an event in a step of the underlying integrator (by a sign change of the event expression),

then  it  uses  a  numerical  method  to  approximately  find  the  position  of  the  root.  Since  the  location  process  is  numerical,  you  should

expect  only approximate results.  Location method options AccuracyGoal,  PrecisionGoal,  and MaxIterations  can be given to

those location methods that use FindRoot to control tolerances for finding the root.

For Boolean valued event functions, an event occurs when the function switches from True  to False or vice versa. The "Direction"

option  can  be  used  to  restrict  the  event  only  from  changes  from  True  to  False  ("Direction" -> -1)  or  only  from  changes  from

False to True  ("Direction" -> 1).

This opens up a small window with a button, which when clicked changes the value of the variable stop to True  from its initialized value of 

False.

In[10]:= NDSolve‘stop = False;
GUIRun@Widget@"Panel", 8Widget@"Button", 8

"label" ® "Stop",
BindEvent@"action",
Script@NDSolve‘stop = TrueDD<D<DD;

This integrates the pendulum equation up until the button is clicked (or the system runs out of memory).

In[12]:= NDSolve@8y’’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 0<, y,
8t, 0, ¥<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ¦ NDSolve‘stop<, MaxSteps ® ¥D

Out[12]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 620015.<<, <>D<<

Take  note  that  in  this  example,  the  "Event"  option  was  specified  with  RuleDelayed  (:>)  to  prevent  the  immediate  value  of  stop

from being evaluated and set up as the function. 
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You can specify more than one event. If the event function evaluates numerically to a list, then each component of the list is considered

to  be  a  separate  event.  You  can  specify  different  actions,  directions,  etc.  for  each  of  these  events  by  specifying  the  values  of  these

options as lists of the appropriate length. 

This integrates the pendulum equation up until the point at which the button is clicked. The number of complete swings of the pendulum is 
kept track of during the integration.

In[13]:= NDSolve‘stop = False;
swings = 0; 8
NDSolve@8y’’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y@0D � 0, y’@0D � 1<, y, 8t, 0, 1 000000<,
Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ¦ 8y@tD, NDSolve‘stop<, "EventAction" ¦

8swings++, Throw@Null, "StopIntegration"D<, "Direction" ® 81, All<<, MaxSteps ® InfinityD, swings<

Out[13]= 888y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 24903.7<<, <>D<<, 3693<

As you can see from the previous example,  it  is  possible to mix real− and Boolean−valued event  functions.  The expected number of

components  and type of  each component  are  based on  the  values  at  the  initial  condition  and needs to  be  consistent  throughout  the

integration.

The "EventCondition" option of "EventLocator" allows you to specify additional Boolean conditions that need to be satisfied for

an event to be tested.  It is advantageous to use this instead of a Boolean event when possible because the root finding process can be

done more efficiently.

This stops the integration of a damped pendulum at the first time that  y HtL = 0 once the decay has reduced the energy integral to −0.9.

In[14]:= sol = NDSolve@8y’’@tD + .1 y’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y’@0D � 1, y@0D � 0<, y, 8t, 0, 100<,
Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y@tD, "EventCondition" ® Hy’@tD^2�2 - Cos@y@tDD < -0.9L,

"EventAction" ¦ Throw@end = t, "StopIntegration"D<D

Out[14]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 19.4446<<, <>D<<

This makes a plot of the solution (black), the derivative (blue), and the energy integral (green).  The energy theshold is shown in red.

In[15]:= Plot@Evaluate@8y@tD, y’@tD, y’@tD^2�2 - Cos@y@tDD, -.9< �. First@solDD,
8t, 0, end<, PlotStyle ® 88Black<, 8Blue<, 8Green<, 8Red<<D

Out[15]=

The Method option of "EventLocator" allows the specification of the numerical method to use in the integration.

Event Location Methods
The "EventLocator" method works by taking a step of the underlying method and checking to see if the sign (or parity) of any of the

event functions is different at the step endpoints. Event functions are expected to be real− or Boolean−valued, so if there is a change,

there must be an event in the step interval. For each event function which has an event occurrence in a step, a refinement procedure is

carried out to locate the position of the event within the interval.

There are several different methods which can be used to refine the position. These include simply taking the solution at the beginning

or the end of the integration interval, a linear interpolation of the event value, and using bracketed root−finding methods. The appropri−

ate method to use depends on a trade off between execution speed and location accuracy.

If the event action is to stop the integration then the particular value at which the integration is stopped depends on the value obtained

from the "EventLocationMethod" option of "EventLocator".

Location of a single event is usually fast enough so that the method used will  not significantly influence the overall  computation time.

However, when an event is detected multiple times, the location refinement method can have a substantial effect.
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"StepBegin" and "StepEnd" Methods

The crudest methods are appropriate for when the exact position of the event location does not really matter or does not reflect anything

with precision in the underlying calculation. The stop button example from the previous section is such a case: time steps are computed

so quickly that there is no way that you can time the click of a button to be within a particular time step, much less at a particular point

within a time step. Thus, based on the inherent accuracy of the event, there is no point in refining at all. You can specify this by using

the "StepBegin" or "StepEnd" location methods. In any example where the definition of the event is heuristic or somewhat impre−

cise, this can be an appropriate choice.

"LinearInterpolation" Method

When event results are needed for the purpose of points to plot in a graph, you only need to locate the event to the resolution of the

graph. While just using the step end is usually too crude for this, a single linear interpolation based on the event function values suffices.

Denote the event function values at successive mesh points of the numerical integration:

wn = gHtn, ynL, wn+1 = gHtn+1, yn+1L

Linear interpolation gives:

we =

wn

wn+1 - wn

A linear approximation of the event time is then:

te = tn + we hn

Linear interpolation could also be used to approximate the solution at the event time. However, since derivative values fn = f Htn, ynL  and

fn+1 = f Htn+1, yn+1L are available at the mesh points, a better approximation of the solution at the event can be computed cheaply using

cubic Hermite interpolation as:

ye = kn yn + kn+1 yn+1 + ln fn + ln+1 fn+1

for suitably defined interpolation weights:

kn = Hwe - 1L2 H2we + 1L

kn+1 = H3 - 2weLwe
2

ln = hn Hwe - 1L2 we

ln+1 = hn Hwe - 1Lwe
2

You can specify refinement based on a single linear interpolation with the setting "LinearInterpolation".
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This computes the solution for a single period of the pendulum equation and plots the solution for that period.

In[16]:= sol = First@
NDSolve@8y’’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y@0D � 3, y’@0D � 0<, y, 8t, 0, ¥<, Method ® 8"EventLocator",

"Event" ® y’@tD,
"EventAction" ¦ Throw@end = t, "StopIntegration"D, "Direction" ® -1,
"EventLocationMethod" -> "LinearInterpolation", Method -> "ExplicitRungeKutta"<DD;

Plot@Evaluate@8y@tD, y’@tD< �. solD, 8t, 0, end<, PlotStyle ® 88Black<, 8Blue<<D

Out[17]=

At the resolution of  the plot  over the entire period, you cannot see that the endpoint  may not be exactly where the derivative hits the

axis. However, if you zoom in enough, you can see the error.

This shows a plot just near the endpoint.

In[18]:= Plot@Evaluate@y’@tD �. solD, 8t, end*H1 - .001L, end<, PlotStyle ® BlueD

Out[18]=

The linear interpolation method is sufficient for most viewing purposes, such as the Poincaré section examples shown in the following

section. Note that for Boolean−valued event functions, linear interpolation is effectively only one bisection step, so the linear interpola−

tion method may be inadequate for graphics. 

Brent’s Method

The  default  location  method  is  the  event  location  method  "Brent",  finding  the  location  of  the  event  using  FindRoot  with  Brent’s

method. Brent’s method starts with a bracketed root and combines steps based on interpolation and bisection, guaranteeing a conver−

gence rate at  least  as good as bisection.  You can control  the accuracy and precision to which FindRoot  tries to  get  the root  of  the

event function using method options for the "Brent" event location method. The default is to find the root to the same accuracy and

precision as NDSolve is using for local error control.

For methods that support continuous or dense output, the argument for the event function can be found quite efficiently simply by using

the  continuous  output  formula.  However,  for  methods  that  do  not  support  continuous  output,  the  solution  needs  to  be  computed  by

taking a step of the underlying method, which can be relatively expensive. An alternate way of getting a solution approximation that is

not  accurate  to  the  method  order,  but  is  consistent  with  using  FindRoot  on  the  InterpolatingFunction  object  returned  from

NDSolve is to use cubic Hermite interpolation, obtaining approximate solution values in the middle of the step by interpolation based on

the solution values and solution derivative values at the step ends.
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Comparison

This example integrates the pendulum equation for a number of different event location methods and compares the time when the event

is found.

This defines the event location methods to use.

In[19]:= eventmethods = 8"StepBegin", "StepEnd", "LinearInterpolation", Automatic<;

This integrates the system and prints out the method used and the value of the independent variable when the integration is terminated.

In[20]:= Map@
NDSolve@8y’’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y@0D � 3, y’@0D � 0<, y, 8t, 0, ¥<, Method ® 8"EventLocator",

"Event" ® y’@tD,
"EventAction" ¦ Throw@Print@ð, ": t = ", t, " y’@tD = ", y’@tDD, "StopIntegration"D,
"Direction" ® -1, Method -> "ExplicitRungeKutta",
"EventLocationMethod" ® ð<D &,

eventmethods
D;

StepBegin: t = 15.8022 y’@tD = 0.0508999

StepEnd: t = 16.226 y’@tD = -0.00994799

LinearInterpolation: t = 16.1567 y’@tD = -0.000162503

Automatic: t = 16.1555 y’@tD = -2.35922 ´ 10-16

Examples

Falling Body

This system models a body falling under the force of gravity encountering air resistance (see [M04]).

The event action stores the time when the falling body hits the ground and stops the integration.

In[21]:= sol = y@tD �. First@NDSolve@8y’’@tD � -1 + y’@tD^2, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 0<, y, 8t, 0, Infinity<,
Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ¦ y@tD, "EventAction" ¦ Throw@tend = t, "StopIntegration"D<DD

Out[21]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.65745<<, <>D@tD

This plots the solution and highlights the initial and final points (green and red) by encircling them.

In[22]:= plt = Plot@sol, 8t, 0, tend<, Frame ® True, Axes ® False, PlotStyle ® Blue, DisplayFunction ® IdentityD;

grp = Graphics@88Green, Circle@80, 1<, 0.025D<, 8Red, Circle@8tend, sol �. t ® tend<, 0.025D<<D;

Show@plt, grp, DisplayFunction ® $DisplayFunctionD

Out[24]=
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Period of the Van der Pol Oscillator

The  Van  der  Pol  oscillator  is  an  example  of  an  extremely  stiff  system  of  ODEs.  The  event  locator  method  can  call  any  method  for

actually doing the integration of the ODE system. The default method, Automatic , automatically switches to a method appropriate for

stiff systems when necessary, so that stiffness does not present a problem.

This integrates the Van der Pol system for a particular value of the parameter Μ = 1000 up to the point where the variable y2 reaches its 

initial value and direction.

In[25]:= vsol = NDSolveB
y1 ’@tD � y2@tD y1@0D � 2

y2 ’@tD � 1000 H1 - y1@tD^2L y2@tD - y1@tD y2@0D � 0
,

8y1, y2<, 8t, 3000<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y2@tD, "Direction" ® -1<F

Out[25]= 88y1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1614.29<<, <>D, y2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1614.29<<, <>D<<

Note that the event at the initial condition is not considered.

By selecting the endpoint of the NDSolve solution, it is possible to write a function that returns the period as a function of Μ.

This defines a function that returns the period as a function of Μ.

In[26]:= vper@Μ _D := ModuleB8vsol<,

vsol = FirstBy2 �. NDSolveB
y1 ’@tD � y2@tD y1@0D � 2

y2 ’@tD � Μ H1 - y1@tD^2L y2@tD - y1@tD y2@0D � 0
,

8y1, y2<, 8t, Max@100, 3 ΜD<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y2@tD, "Direction" ® -1<FF;

InterpolatingFunctionDomain@vsolD@@1, -1DDF;

This uses the function to compute the period at Μ = 1000.

In[27]:= vper@1000D

Out[27]= 1614.29

Of course, it is easy to generalize this method to any system with periodic solutions.

Poincaré Sections

Using Poincaré sections is a useful technique for visualizing the solutions of high−dimensional differential systems.

For an interactive graphical interface see the package EquationTrekker.

The Hénon| Heiles System

Define the Hénon| Heiles system that models stellar motion in a galaxy.

This gets the Hénon| Heiles system from the NDSolveProblems package.

In[28]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"HenonHeiles"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D; eqns = 8system@"System"D, system@"InitialConditions"D<

Out[29]= 99HY1L
¢@TD � Y3@TD, HY2L

¢@TD � Y4@TD, HY3L
¢@TD � -Y1@TD H1 + 2 Y2@TDL, HY4L

¢@TD � -Y1@TD
2
+ H-1 + Y2@TDL Y2@TD=, 9Y1@0

The Poincaré section of interest in this case is the collection of points in the Y2 - Y4 plane when the orbit passes through Y1 = 0. 

Since  the  actual  result  of  the  numerical  integration  is  not  required,  it  is  possible  to  avoid  storing  all  the  data  in

InterpolatingFunction  by specifying the output variables list (in the second argument to NDSolve) as empty, or 8<. This means

that NDSolve  will produce no InterpolatingFunction as output, avoiding storing a lot of unnecessary data. NDSolve  does give a

message  NDSolve::noout  warning  there  will  be  no  output  functions,  but  it  can  safely  be  turned  off  in  this  case  since  the  data  of

interest is collected from the event actions.
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The linear interpolation event  location method is  used because the purpose of  the computation here is  to view the results  in  a graph

with  relatively  low  resolution.  If  you  were  doing  an  example  where  you  needed  to  zoom  in  on  the  graph  to  great  detail  or  to  find  a

feature, such as a fixed point of the Poincaré map, it would be more appropriate to use the default location method.

This turns off the message warning about no output.

In[30]:= Off@NDSolve::nooutD;

This integrates the Hénon| Heiles system using a fourth−order explicit Runge| Kutta method with fixed step size of 0.25. The event action is 

to use Sow on the values of Y2 and Y4.

In[31]:= data =
Reap@
NDSolve@eqns, 8<, 8T, 10000<,

Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® Y1@TD,
"EventAction" ¦ Sow@8Y2@TD, Y4@TD<D, "EventLocationMethod" -> "LinearInterpolation",
"Method" ® 8"FixedStep", "Method" ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 4<<<,

StartingStepSize ® 0.25, MaxSteps ® ¥D;
D;

This plots the Poincaré section. The collected data is found in the last part of the result of Reap  and the list of points is the first part of that.

In[32]:= psdata = data@@-1, 1DD;
ListPlot@psdata, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, AspectRatio ® 1D

Out[33]=

Since the Hénon| Heiles system is Hamiltonian, a symplectic method gives much better qualitative results for this example.

This integrates the Hénon| Heiles system using a fourth−order symplectic partitioned Runge| Kutta method with fixed step size of 0.25. The 

event action is to use Sow on the values of Y2 and Y4.

In[34]:= sdata =
Reap@
NDSolve@eqns, 8<, 8T, 10000<,

Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® Y1@TD,
"EventAction" ¦ Sow@8Y2@TD, Y4@TD<D, "EventLocationMethod" -> "LinearInterpolation",
"Method" ® 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 4,

"PositionVariables" ® 8Y1@TD, Y2@TD<<<,
StartingStepSize ® 0.25, MaxSteps ® ¥D;

D;
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This plots the Poincaré section. The collected data is found in the last part of the result of Reap  and the list of points is the first part of that.

In[35]:= psdata = sdata@@-1, 1DD;
ListPlot@psdata, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, AspectRatio ® 1D

Out[36]=

The ABC Flow

This loads an example problem of the Arnold| Beltrami| Childress (ABC) flow that is used to model chaos in laminar flows of the three−
dimensional Euler equations.

In[37]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"ArnoldBeltramiChildress"D;
eqs = system@"System"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;
icvars = vars �. T ® 0;

This defines a splitting Y1, Y2 of the system by setting some of the right−hand side components to zero.

In[41]:= Y1 = eqs; Y1@@2, 2DD = 0; Y1

Out[41]= 9HY1L
¢@TD �

3

4
Cos@Y2@TDD + Sin@Y3@TDD, HY2L

¢@TD � 0, HY3L
¢@TD � Cos@Y1@TDD +

3

4
Sin@Y2@TDD=

In[42]:= Y2 = eqs; Y2@@81, 3<, 2DD = 0; Y2

Out[42]= 8HY1L
¢@TD � 0, HY2L

¢@TD � Cos@Y3@TDD + Sin@Y1@TDD, HY3L
¢@TD � 0<

This defines the implicit midpoint method.

In[43]:= ImplicitMidpoint = 8"ImplicitRungeKutta",
"Coefficients" ® "ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients", "DifferenceOrder" ® 2, "ImplicitSolver" ®
8"FixedPoint", AccuracyGoal ® 10, PrecisionGoal ® 10, "IterationSafetyFactor" ® 1<<;

This constructs a second−order splitting method that retains volume and reversing symmetries.

In[44]:= ABCSplitting = 8"Splitting",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8Y2, Y1, Y2<,
"Method" ® 8"LocallyExact", ImplicitMidpoint, "LocallyExact"<<;

This defines a function that gives the Poincaré section for a particular initial condition.

In[45]:= psect@ics_D :=
Module@8reapdata<,
reapdata =
Reap@
NDSolve@8eqs, Thread@icvars � icsD<, 8<, 8T, 1000<,
Method ® 8"EventLocator",
"Event" ® Y2@TD, "EventAction" ¦ Sow@8Y1@TD, Y3@TD<D,

"EventLocationMethod" -> "LinearInterpolation", Method ® ABCSplitting<,
StartingStepSize ® 1�4, MaxSteps ® ¥D

D;
reapdata@@-1, 1DD
D;
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This finds the Poincaré sections for several different initial conditions and flattens them together into a single list of points.

In[46]:= data =
Mod@Map@psect, 884.267682454609692, 0, 0.9952906114885919<,

81.6790790859443243, 0, 2.1257099470901704<,
82.9189523719753327, 0, 4.939152797323216<,
83.1528896559036776, 0, 4.926744120488727<,
80.9829282640373566, 0, 1.7074633238173198<,
80.4090394012299985, 0, 4.170087631574883<,
86.090600411133905, 0, 2.3736566160602277<,
86.261716134007686, 0, 1.4987884558838156<,
81.005126683795467, 0, 1.3745418575363608<,
81.5880780704325377, 0, 1.3039536044289253<,
83.622408133554125, 0, 2.289597511313432<,
80.030948690635763183, 0, 4.306922133429981<,
85.906038850342371, 0, 5.000045498132029<<D,

2 ΠD;
ListPlot@data, ImageSize ® MediumD

Out[47]=

Bouncing Ball

This example is a generalization of an example in [SGT03]. It models a ball bouncing down a ramp with a given profile. The example is

good for demonstrating how you can use multiple invocations of NDSolve with event location to model some behavior.

This defines a function that computes the solution from one bounce to the next. The solution is computed until the next time the path 
intersects the ramp.

In[48]:= OneBounce@k_, ramp_D@8t0_, x0_, xp0_, y0_, yp0_<D :=
Module@8sol, t1, x1, xp1, y1, yp1, gramp, gp<,
sol = First@NDSolve@

8x’’@tD � 0, x’@t0D � xp0, x@t0D � x0,
y’’@tD � -9.8 , y’@t0D � yp0, y@t0D � y0<,
8x, y<,
8t, t0, ¥<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ¦ y@tD - ramp@x@tDD<, MaxStepSize ® 0.01DD;

t1 = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@x �. solD@@1, -1DD;
8x1, xp1, y1, yp1< = Reflection@k, rampD@8x@t1D, x’@t1D, y@t1D, y’@t1D< �. solD;
Sow@8x@tD �. sol, t0 £ t £ t1<, "X"D;
Sow@8 y@tD �. sol, t0 £ t £ t1<, "Y"D;
Sow@8x1, y1<, "Bounces"D;
8t1, x1, xp1, y1, yp1<D

This defines the function for the bounce when the ball hits the ramp. The formula is based on reflection about the normal to the ramp 

assuming only the fraction k of energy is left after a bounce.

In[49]:= Reflection@k_, ramp_D@8x_, xp_, y_, yp_<D := Module@8gramp, gp, xpnew, ypnew<,
gramp = -ramp’@xD;
If@Not@NumberQ@grampDD,
Print@"Could not compute derivative "D;
Throw@$FailedDD;

gramp = 8-ramp’@xD, 1<;
If@ gramp.8xp, yp< � 0,
Print@"No reflection"D;
Throw@$FailedDD;

gp = 81, -1< Reverse@grampD;
8xpnew, ypnew< = Hk�Hgramp.grampLL Hgp gp.8xp, yp< - gramp gramp.8xp, yp<L;
8x, xpnew, y, ypnew<D
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This defines the function that runs the bouncing ball simulation for a given reflection ratio, ramp, and starting position.

In[50]:= BouncingBall@k_, ramp_, 8x0_, y0_<D :=
Module@8data, end, bounces, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax<,
If@y0 < ramp@x0D,
Print@"Start above the ramp"D;
Return@$FailedDD;

data = Reap@
Catch@Sow@8x0, y0<, "Bounces"D;
NestWhile@OneBounce@k, rampD,
80, x0, 0, y0, 0<, Function@1 - ð1@@1DD�ð2@@1DD > 0.01D, 2, 25DD, _, RuleD;

end = data@@1, 1DD;
data = Last@dataD;
bounces = H"Bounces" �. dataL;
xmax = Max@bounces@@All, 1DDD;
xmin = Min@bounces@@All, 1DDD;
ymax = Max@bounces@@All, 2DDD;
ymin = Min@bounces@@All, 2DDD;
Show@8Plot@ramp@xD, 8x, xmin, xmax<, PlotRange ® 88xmin, xmax<, 8ymin, ymax<<,

Epilog ® 8PointSize@.025D, Map@Point, bouncesD<, AspectRatio ® Hymax - yminL�Hxmax - xminLD,
ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8Piecewise@"X" �. dataD, Piecewise@"Y" �. dataD<D,
8t, 0, end<, PlotStyle ® RGBColor@1, 0, 0DD<DD

This is the example that is done in [SGT03].

In[51]:= ramp@x_D := If@x < 1, 1 - x, 0D;
BouncingBall@.7, ramp, 80, 1.25<D

Out[52]=

The ramp is now defined to be a quarter circle.

In[53]:= circle@x_D := If@x < 1, Sqrt@1 - x^2D, 0D;
BouncingBall@.7, circle, 8.1, 1.25<D

Out[54]=
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This adds a slight waviness to the ramp.

In[55]:= wavyramp@x_D := If@x < 1, 1 - x + .05 Cos@11 Pi xD , 0D;
BouncingBall@.75, wavyramp, 80, 1.25<D

Out[56]=

Event Direction

Ordinary Differential Equation

This  example  illustrates  the  solution  of  the  restricted  three−body  problem,  a  standard  nonstiff  test  system  of  four  equations.  The

example  traces  the  path  of  a  spaceship  traveling  around  the  moon  and  returning  to  the  earth  (see  p.  246  of  [SG75]).  The  ability  to

specify multiple events and the direction of the zero crossing is important.

The initial conditions have been chosen to make the orbit periodic. The value of Μ corresponds to a spaceship traveling around the moon 

and the earth.

In[57]:= Μ =

1

82.45
;

Μ
*

= 1 - Μ;

r1 = Hy1@tD + ΜL
2
+ y2@tD

2 ;

r2 = Iy1@tD - Μ
*M

2
+ y2@tD

2 ;

eqns = :8y1
¢@tD � y3@tD, y1@0D � 1.2<, 8y2

¢@tD � y4@tD, y2@0D � 0<,

:y3
¢@tD � 2 y4@tD + y1@tD -

Μ
* Hy1@tD + ΜL

r
1

3

-

Μ Hy1@tD - Μ
*L

r
2

3

, y3@0D � 0>,

:y4
¢@tD � -2 y3@tD + y2@tD -

Μ
* y2@tD

r
1

3

-

Μ y2@tD

r
2

3

, y4@0D � -1.04935750983031990726‘20.020923474937767>>;

The event function is the derivative of the distance from the initial conditions. A local maximum or minimum occurs when the value crosses 
zero.

In[62]:= ddist = 2 Hy3@tD Hy1@tD - 1.2L + y4@tD y2@tDL;

There are two events, which for this example are the same. The first event (with Direction  1) corresponds to the point where the 

distance from the initial point is a local minimum, so that the spaceship returns to its original position. The event action is to store the time 

of the event in the variable tfinal and to stop the integration. The second event corresponds to a local maximum. The event action is to 

store the time that the spaceship is farthest from the starting position in the variable tfar. 

In[63]:= sol = First@NDSolve@eqns, 8y1, y2, y3, y4<, 8t, ¥<,

Method ® 8"EventLocator",
"Event" -> 8ddist, ddist<,
"Direction" ® 81, -1<,
"EventAction" ¦ 8Throw@tfinal = t, "StopIntegration"D, tfar = t<,
Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"<DD

Out[63]= 8y1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.19217<<, <>D, y2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.19217<<, <>D, y3 ® InterpolatingFunction

The first two solution components are coordinates of the body of infinitesimal mass, so plotting one against the other gives the orbit of

the body.
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This displays one half−orbit when the spaceship is at the furthest point from the initial position.

In[64]:= ParametricPlot@8y1@tD, y2@tD< �. sol, 8t, 0, tfar<D

Out[64]=

This displays one complete orbit when the spaceship returns to the initial position.

In[65]:= ParametricPlot@8y1@tD, y2@tD< �. sol, 8t, 0, tfinal<D

Out[65]=

Delay Differential Equation

The following system models an infectious disease (see [HNW93], [ST00] and [ST01]).

In[66]:= system = 8y1’@tD � -y1@tD y2@t - 1D + y2@t - 10D, y1@t �; t £ 0D � 5,
y2’@tD � y1@tD y2@t - 1D - y2@tD, y2@t �; t £ 0D � 1�10, y3’@tD � y2@tD - y2@t - 10D, y3@t �; t £ 0D � 1<;

vars = 8y1@tD, y2@tD, y3@tD<;

Collect the data for a local maximum of each component as the integration proceeds. A separate tag for Sow and Reap is used to 
distinguish the components.

In[68]:= data =
Reap@
sol = First@NDSolve@system, vars, 8t, 0, 40<,

Method ® 8"EventLocator",
"Event" ¦ 8y1’@tD, y2’@tD, y3’@tD<,
"EventAction" ¦ 8Sow@8t, y1@tD<, 1D, Sow@8t, y2@tD<, 2D, Sow@8t, y3@tD<, 3D<,
"Direction" ® 8-1, -1, -1<<DD,

81, 2, 3<
D;

Display the local maxima together with the solution components.

In[69]:= colors = 88Red<, 8Blue<, 8Green<<;
plots = Plot@Evaluate@vars �. solD, 8t, 0, 40<, PlotStyle ® colorsD;
max = ListPlot@Part@data, -1, All, 1D, PlotStyle ® colorsD;
Show@plots, maxD

Out[72]=

Discontinuous Equations and Switching Functions

In many applications the function in a differential system may not be analytic or continuous everywhere.

A common discontinuous problem that arises in practice involves a switching function g:
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y’ =
fI Ht, yL if g Ht, yL > 0

fII Ht, yL if g Ht, yL < 0

In order to illustrate the difficulty in crossing a discontinuity, consider the following example [GØ84] (see also [HNW93]):

y’ =

t2 + 2 y2 if Jt +
1

20
N
2
+ Jy +

3

20
N
2
£ 1

2 t ^2 + 3 y@tD^2 - 2 if Jt +
1

20
N
2
+ Jy +

3

20
N
2
> 1

Here is the input for the entire system. The switching function is assigned to the symbol event, and the function defining the system 
depends on the sign of the switching function.

In[73]:= t0 = 0;

ics0 =
3

10
;

event = t +
1

20

2

+ y@tD +
3

20

2

- 1;

system = 9y’@tD � IfAevent <= 0, t2 + 2 y@tD2, 2 t2 + 3 y@tD2 - 2E, y@t0D � ics0=;

The symbol odemethod is used to indicate the numerical method that should be used for the integration. For comparison, you might want 

to define a different method, such as "ExplicitRungeKutta", and rerun the computations in this section to see how other methods 

behave.

In[77]:= odemethod = Automatic;

This solves the system on the interval [0, 1] and collects data for the mesh points of the integration using Reap  and Sow.

In[78]:= data = Reap@
sol = y@tD �. First@

NDSolve@system, y, 8t, t0, 1<, Method ® odemethod, MaxStepFraction ® 1, StepMonitor ¦ Sow@tDDD
D@@2, 1DD;

sol

Out[79]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@tD

Here is a plot of the solution.

In[80]:= dirsol = Plot@sol, 8t, t0, 1<D

Out[80]=

Despite the fact that a solution has been obtained, it is not clear whether it has been obtained efficiently.

The following example shows that the crossing of the discontinuity presents difficulties for the numerical solver.

This defines a function that displays the mesh points of the integration together with the number of integration steps that are taken.

In[81]:= StepPlot@data_, opts___?OptionQD :=
Module@8sdata<,
sdata = Transpose@8data, Range@Length@dataDD<D;
ListPlot@sdata, opts, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, PlotRange ® AllD
D;
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As the integration passes the discontinuity (near 0.6 in value), the integration method runs into difficulty, and a large number of small steps 
are taken~a number of rejected steps can also sometimes be observed.

In[82]:= StepPlot@dataD

Out[82]=
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One of the most efficient methods of crossing a discontinuity is to break the integration by restarting at the point of discontinuity.

The following example shows how to use the "EventLocator" method to accomplish this.

This numerically integrates the first part of the system up to the point of discontinuity. The switching function is given as the event. The 
direction of the event is restricted to a change from negative to positive. When the event is found, the solution and the time of the event are 
stored by the event action.

In[83]:= system1 = 9y’@tD � t2 + 2 y@tD2, y@t0D � ics0=;

data1 =
Reap@sol1 = y@tD �. First@NDSolve@system1, y, 8t, t0, 1<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" -> event,

Direction ® 1, EventAction ¦ Throw@t1 = t; ics1 = y@tD; , "StopIntegration"D,
Method ® odemethod<, MaxStepFraction ® 1, StepMonitor ¦ Sow@tDDD

D@@2, 1DD;
sol1

Out[85]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.623418<<, <>D@tD

Using the discontinuity found by the "EventLocator" method as a new initial condition, the integration can now be continued.

This defines a system and initial condition, solves the system numerically, and collects the data used for the mesh points.

In[86]:= system2 = 9y’@tD � 2 t2 + 3 y@tD2 - 2, y@t1D � ics1=;

data2 = Reap@
sol2 = y@tD �. First@

NDSolve@system2, y, 8t, t1, 1<, Method ® odemethod, MaxStepFraction ® 1, StepMonitor ¦ Sow@tDDD
D@@2, 1DD;

sol2

Out[88]= InterpolatingFunction@880.623418, 1.<<, <>D@tD

A plot of the two solutions is very similar to that obtained by solving the entire system at once.

In[89]:= evsol = Plot@If@t £ t1, sol1, sol2D, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[89]=
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Examining the mesh points, it is clear that far fewer steps were taken by the method and that the problematic behavior encountered near 
the discontinuity has been eliminated.

In[90]:= StepPlot@Join@data1, data2DD

Out[90]=
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The value of the discontinuity is given as 0.6234 in [HNW93], which coincides with the value found by the "EventLocator" method.

In this example it is possible to analytically solve the system and use a numerical method to check the value.

The solution of the system up to the discontinuity can be represented in terms of Bessel and gamma functions.

In[91]:= dsol = FullSimplify@First@DSolve@system1, y@tD, tDDD

Out[91]= 9y@tD ®

t 3 BesselJA-
3

4
,

t2

2

E GammaA
1

4
E + 10 21�4 BesselJA

3

4
,

t2

2

E GammaA
3

4
E

2 -3 BesselJA
1

4
,

t2

2

E GammaA
1

4
E + 10 21�4 BesselJA-

1

4
,

t2

2

E GammaA
3

4
E

=

Substituting in the solution into the switching function, a local minimization confirms the value of the discontinuity.

In[92]:= FindRoot@event �. dsol, 8t, 3�5<D

Out[92]= 8t ® 0.623418<

Avoiding Wraparound in PDEs

Many evolution equations model behavior on a spatial domain that is infinite or sufficiently large to make it impractical to discretize the

entire  domain  without  using  specialized  discretization  methods.  In  practice,  it  is  often  the  case  that  it  is  possible  to  use  a  smaller

computational domain for as long as the solution of interest remains localized. 

In situations where the boundaries of the computational domain are imposed by practical  considerations rather than the actual  model

being studied, it is possible to pick boundary conditions appropriately. Using a pseudospectral method with periodic boundary conditions

can make it possible to increase the extent of the computational domain because of the superb resolution of the periodic pseudospec−

tral approximation. The drawback of periodic boundary conditions is that signals that propagate past the boundary persist on the other

side of the domain, affecting the solution through wraparound. It  is possible to use an absorbing layer near the boundary to minimize

these effects, but it is not always possible to completely eliminate them.

The sine−Gordon equation turns up in differential  geometry and relativistic field theory.  This example integrates the equation, starting

with a localized initial  condition that  spreads out.  The periodic pseudospectral  method is  used for  the integration.  Since no absorbing

layer has been instituted near the boundaries, it is most appropriate to stop the integration once wraparound becomes significant. This

condition is easily detected with event location using the "EventLocator" method.

The integration is stopped when the size of the solution at the periodic wraparound point crosses a threshold of 0.01, beyond which the 
form of the wave would be affected by periodicity.

In[93]:= TimingBsgsol = FirstBNDSolveB:¶t,t u@t, xD � ¶x,x u@t, xD - Sin@u@t, xDD,

u@0, xD � ã-Hx-5L
2

+ ã
-Hx+5L2�2, uH1,0L@0, xD � 0, u@t, -50D � u@t, 50D>,

u, 8t, 0, 1000<, 8x, -50, 50<, Method ® 8"MethodOfLines",
"SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "DifferenceOrder" -> "Pseudospectral"<, Method ®

8"EventLocator", "Event" ¦ Abs@u@t, -50DD - 0.01, "EventLocationMethod" -> "StepBegin"<<FFF

Out[93]= 80.301953, 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 45.5002<, 8-50., 50.<<, <>D<<
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This extracts the ending time from the InterpolatingFunction object and makes a plot of the computed solution. You can see that 

the integration has been stopped just as the first waves begin to reach the boundary.

In[94]:= end = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@u �. sgsolD@@1, -1DD;
DensityPlot@u@t, xD �. sgsol, 8x, -50, 50<, 8t, 0, end<, Mesh ® False, PlotPoints ® 100D

Out[95]=

The "DiscretizedMonitorVariables" option affects the way the event is interpreted for PDEs; with the setting True , u@t, xD 

is replaced by a vector of discretized values. This is much more efficient because it avoids explicitly constructing the 

InterpolatingFunction to evaluate the event.

In[96]:= TimingBsgsol = FirstBNDSolveB:¶t,t u@t, xD � ¶x,x u@t, xD - Sin@u@t, xDD,

u@0, xD � ã-Hx-5L
2

+ ã
-Hx+5L2�2, uH1,0L@0, xD � 0, u@t, -50D � u@t, 50D>,

u, 8t, 0, 1000<, 8x, -50, 50<, Method ® 8"MethodOfLines",
"DiscretizedMonitorVariables" ® True,
"SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "DifferenceOrder" -> "Pseudospectral"<,
Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ¦ Abs@First@u@t, xDDD - 0.01,

"EventLocationMethod" -> "StepBegin"<<FFF

Out[96]= 80.172973, 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 45.5002<, 8-50., 50.<<, <>D<<

Performance Comparison

The following example constructs a table making a comparison for two different integration methods.

This defines a function that returns the time it takes to compute a solution of a mildly damped pendulum equation up to the point at which 
the bob has momentarily been at rest 1000 times.

In[97]:= EventLocatorTiming@locmethod_, odemethod_D := BlockB8Second = 1, y, t, p = 0<,

FirstBTimingBNDSolveB:y’’@tD +
1

1000
y’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y@0D � 3, y’@0D � 0>,

y, 8t, ¥<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® y’@tD,
"EventAction" ¦ If@p++ ³ 1000, Throw@end = t, "StopIntegration"DD,
"EventLocationMethod" ® locmethod, "Method" ® odemethod<,

MaxSteps ® ¥FFF

F;
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This uses the function to make a table comparing the different location methods for two different ODE integration methods.

In[98]:= elmethods = 8"StepBegin", "StepEnd", "LinearInterpolation",
8"Brent", "SolutionApproximation" -> "CubicHermiteInterpolation"<, Automatic<;

odemethods = 8Automatic, "ExplicitRungeKutta"<;
TableForm@Outer@EventLocatorTiming, elmethods, odemethods, 1D,
TableHeadings ® 8elmethods, odemethods<D

Out[100]//TableForm=

Automatic ExplicitRungeKutta

StepBegin 0.234964 0.204969

StepEnd 0.218967 0.205968

LinearInterpolation 0.221967 0.212967

8Brent, SolutionApproximation ® CubicHermiteInterpolation< 0.310953 0.314952

Automatic 0.352947 0.354946

While simple step begin/end and linear interpolation location are essentially  the same low cost,  the better  location methods are more

expensive. The default location method is particularly expensive for the explicit Runge| Kutta method because it does not yet support a

continuous output formula~it therefore needs to repeatedly invoke the method with different step sizes during the local minimization.

It is worth noting that, often, a significant part of the extra time for computing events arises from the need to evaluate the event functions

at each time step to check for the possibility of a sign change.

In[101]:= TableFormB

:MapB

BlockB8Second = 1, y, t, p = 0<,

FirstBTimingBNDSolveB:y’’@tD +
1

1000
y’@tD + Sin@y@tDD � 0, y@0D � 3, y’@0D � 0>,

y, 8t, end<, Method ® ð, MaxSteps ® ¥FFFF &,

odemethods

F>,

TableHeadings ® 8None, odemethods<F

Out[101]//TableForm=
Automatic ExplicitRungeKutta

0.105984 0.141979

An  optimization  is  performed  for  event  functions  involving  only  the  independent  variable.  Such  events  are  detected  automatically  at

initialization time. For example, this has the advantage that interpolation of the solution of the dependent variables is not carried out at

each step of the local optimization search~it is deferred until the value of the independent variable has been found.

Limitations
One limitation of the event locator method is that since the event function is only checked for sign changes over a step interval, if the

event  function  has  multiple  roots  in  a  step  interval,  all  or  some  of  the  events  may  be  missed.  This  typically  only  happens  when  the

solution  to  the  ODE varies  much  more  slowly  than  the  event  function.  When  you  suspect  that  this  may  have  occurred,  the  simplest

solution is to decrease the maximum step size the method can take by using the MaxStepSize option to NDSolve. More sophisticated

approaches  can  be  taken,  but  the  best  approach  depends  on  what  is  being  computed.  An  example  follows  that  demonstrates  the

problem and shows two approaches for fixing it.

This should compute the number of positive integers less than ã5 (there are 148). However, most are missed because the method is taking 
large time steps because the solution x@tD is so simple.

In[102]:= BlockA8n = 0<, NDSolveA9y’@tD � y@tD, y@-1D � ã-1=, y, 8t, 5<,

Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® Sin@Π y@tDD, "EventAction" ¦ n++<E; nE

Out[102]= 18

This restricts the maximum step size so that all the events are found.

In[103]:= BlockA8n = 0<, NDSolveA9y’@tD � y@tD, y@-1D � ã-1=, y, 8t, 5<,

Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® Sin@Π y@tDD, "EventAction" ¦ n++<, MaxStepSize ® 0.001E; nE

Out[103]= 148

It is quite apparent from the nature of the example problem that if the endpoint is increased, it is likely that a smaller maximum step size

may be required. Taking very small steps everywhere is quite inefficient. It is possible to introduce an adaptive time step restriction by

setting up a variable that varies on the same time scale as the event function.
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This introduces an additional function to integrate that is the event function. With this modification and allowing the method to take as many 

steps as needed, it is possible to find the correct value up to t = 10 in a reasonable amount of time.

In[104]:= BlockA8n = 0<, NDSolveA9y’@tD � y@tD, y@-1D � ã-1, z’@tD � D@Sin@Π y@tDD, tD, z@-1D � SinAΠ ã-1E=,

8y, z<, 8t, 10<, Method ® 8"EventLocator", "Event" ® z@tD, "EventAction" ¦ n++<, MaxSteps ® ¥E; nE

Out[104]= 22026

Option Summary

"EventLocator" Options

option name default value

"Direction" All the direction of zero crossing to allow for the event; 1 means 
from negative to positive, −1 means from positive to 

negative, and All includes both directions

"Event" None an expression that defines the event; an event occurs at 
points where substituting the numerical values of the 
problem variables makes the expression equal to zero

"EventAction" Throw[Null, 
"StopIntegration"]

what to do when an event occurs: problem variables are 
substituted with their numerical values at the event; in 

general, you need to use RuleDelayed (¦) to prevent the 

option from being evaluated except with numerical values

"EventLocationMethod" Automatic the method to use for refining the location of a given event 

"Method" Automatic the method to use for integrating the system of ODEs 

"EventLocator" method options.

"EventLocationMethod" Options

"Brent" use FindRoot with Method -> "Brent" to locate the event; this is the 

default with the setting Automatic

"LinearInterpolation" locate the event time using linear interpolation; cubic Hermite interpolation is then 
used to find the solution at the event time

"StepBegin" the event is given by the solution at the beginning of the step

"StepEnd" the event is given by the solution at the end of the step

Settings for the "EventLocationMethod" option.
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"Brent" Options

option name default value

"MaxIterations" 100 the maximum number of iterations to use for locating an 
event within a step of the method

"AccuracyGoal" Automatic accuracy goal setting passed to FindRoot; if 

Automatic , the value passed to FindRoot is based on 

the local error setting for NDSolve

"PrecisionGoal" Automatic precision goal setting passed to FindRoot; if 

Automatic , the value passed to FindRoot is based on 

the local error setting for NDSolve

"SolutionApproximation" Automatic how to approximate the solution for evaluating the event 

function during the refinement process; can be Automatic  

or "CubicHermiteInterpolation"

Options for event location method "Brent".
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"Extrapolation" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
Extrapolation  methods  are  a  class  of  arbitrary−order  methods  with  automatic  order  and  step−size  control.  The  error  estimate  comes

from  computing  a  solution  over  an  interval  using  the  same  method  with  a  varying  number  of  steps  and  using  extrapolation  on  the

polynomial that fits through the computed solutions, giving a composite higher−order method [BS64]. At the same time, the polynomials

give a means of error estimation.

Typically, for low precision, the extrapolation methods have not been competitive with Runge| Kutta−type methods. For high precision,

however, the arbitrary order means that they can be arbitrarily faster than fixed−order methods for very precise tolerances.

The order and step−size control are based on the codes odex.f and seulex.f described in [HNW93] and [HW96].

This loads packages that contain some utility functions for plotting step sequences and some predefined problems.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

"Extrapolation"
The  method  "DoubleStep"  performs  a  single  application  of  Richardson’s  extrapolation  for  any  one−step  integration  method  and  is

described within "DoubleStep Method for NDSolve".

"Extrapolation" generalizes the idea of Richardson’s extrapolation to a sequence of refinements. 

Consider a differential system

(1)y¢HtL = f Ht, yHtLL, yHt0L = y0.

Let H > 0 be a basic step size; choose a monotonically increasing sequence of positive integers

n1 < n2 < n3 <º < nk

and define the corresponding step sizes

h1 > h2 > h3 >º > hk

by

hi =
H

ni

, i = 1, 2,¼, k.

Choose a numerical method of order p and compute the solution of the initial value problem by carrying out ni  steps with step size hi  to

obtain:

Ti,1 = yhi Hto + HL, i = 1, 2,¼, k.

Extrapolation is performed using the Aitken| Neville algorithm by building up a table of values:

(2)
Ti, j = Ti, j-1 +

Ti, j-1-Ti-1, j-1

ni

ni- j+1

w

-1

, i = 2,¼, k, j = 2,¼, i,

were w is eiether 1 or 2 depending on whether the base method is symmetric under extrapolation.

A dependency graph of the values in (2) illustrates the relationship:
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T11

�

T21 � T22

� �

T31 � T32 � T33

� � �

T41 � T42 � T43 � T44

º º º º º º º º

Considering k = 2, n1 = 1, n2 = 2 is equivalent to Richardson’s extrapolation.

For  non−stiff  problems  the  order  of  Tk,k  in  (2)  is   p + Hk - 1Lw.  For  stiff  problems  the  analysis  is  more  complicated  and  involves  the

investigation of perturbation terms that arise in singular perturbation problems [HNW93, HW96].

Extrapolation Sequences

Any extrapolation sequence can be specified in the implementation. Some common choices are as follows.

This is the Romberg sequence.

In[5]:= NDSolve‘RombergSequenceFunction@1, 10D

Out[5]= 81, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512<

This is the Bulirsch sequence.

In[6]:= NDSolve‘BulirschSequenceFunction@1, 10D

Out[6]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32<

This is the harmonic sequence.

In[7]:= NDSolve‘HarmonicSequenceFunction@1, 10D

Out[7]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10<

A sequence that satisfies Ini �ni- j+1M
w
³ 2 has the effect of minimizing the roundoff errors for an order−p base integration method.

For a base method of order two, the first entries in the sequence are given by the following.

In[8]:= NDSolve‘OptimalRoundingSequenceFunction@1, 10, 2D

Out[8]= 81, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 17, 25, 36, 51<

Here is an example of adding a function to define the harmonic sequence where the method order is an optional pattern.

In[9]:= Default@myseqfun, 3D = 1;

myseqfun@n1_, n2_, p_.D := Range@n1, n2D

The sequence with lowest cost is the Harmonic sequence, but this is not without problems since rounding errors are not damped.

Rounding Error Accumulation

For high−order extrapolation an important consideration is the accumulation of rounding errors in the Aitken| Neville algorithm (2).

As an example consider Exercise 5 of Section II.9 in [HNW93].

Suppose that the entries T11, T21, T31,¼ are disturbed with rounding errors Ε, -Ε, Ε,¼ and compute the propagation of these errors into

the extrapolation table.

Due to the linearity of the extrapolation process (2), suppose that the Ti, j are equal to zero and take Ε = 1.
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This shows the evolution of the Aitken| Neville algorithm (2) on the initial data using the harmonic sequence and a symmetric order−two

base integration method, w = p = 2.

1.

-1. -1.66667

1. 2.6 3.13333

-1. -3.57143 -5.62857 -6.2127

1. 4.55556 9.12698 11.9376 12.6938

-1. -5.54545 -13.6263 -21.2107 -25.3542 -26.4413

1. 6.53846 19.1259 35.0057 47.6544 54.144 55.8229

-1. -7.53333 -25.6256 -54.3125 -84.0852 -105.643 -116.295 -119.027

Hence, for an order−sixteen method approximately two decimal digits are lost due to rounding error accumulation.

This model is somewhat crude because, as you will see later, it is more likely that rounding errors are made in Ti+1,1 than in Ti,1 for i ³ 1.

Rounding Error Reduction

It seems worthwhile to look for approaches that can reduce the effect of rounding errors in high−order extrapolation.

Selecting a different step sequence to diminish rounding errors is one approach, although the drawback is that the number of integration

steps needed to form the Ti,1 in the first column of the extrapolation table requires more work.

Some codes, such as STEP, take active measures to reduce the effect of rounding errors for stringent tolerances [SG75].

An alternative strategy, which does not appear to have received a great deal of attention in the context of extrapolation, is to modify the

base−integration method in order to reduce the magnitude of the rounding errors in floating−point operations. This approach, based on

ideas that  dated back to  [G51],  and used to  good effect  for  the two−body problem in  [F96b]  (for  background see also [K65],  [M65a],

[M65b], [V79]), is explained next.

Base Methods
The following methods are the most common choices for base integrators in extrapolation.

� "ExplicitEuler"

� "ExplicitMidpoint"

� "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint" (Gragg smoothing step (10))

� "LinearlyImplicitEuler"

� "LinearlyImplicitMidpoint" (Bader| Deuflhard formulation without smoothing step (17))

� "LinearlyImplicitModifiedMidpoint" (Bader| Deuflhard formulation with smoothing step (17))

For efficiency, these have been built into NDSolve and can be called via the Method option as individual methods.

The implementation of these methods has a special interpretation for multiple substeps within "DoubleStep" and "Extrapolation".

The NDSolve. framework for one step methods uses a formulation that returns the increment or update to the solution. This is advanta−

geous  for  geometric  numerical  integration  where  numerical  errors  are  not  damped  over  long  time  integrations.  It  also  allows  the

application  of  efficient  correction  strategies  such  as  compensated  summation.  This  formulation  is  also  useful  in  the  context  of

extrapolation.

The methods are now described together with the increment reformulation that is used to reduce rounding error accumulation.
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Multiple Euler Steps

Given t0, y0 and H, consider a succession of n = nk integration steps with step size h = H �n carried out using Euler’s method:

(3)

y1 = y0 + h f Ht0, y0L

y2 = y1 + h f Ht1, y1L

y3 = y2 + h f Ht2, y2L

» » »

yn = yn-1 + h f Htn-1, yn-1L

where ti = t0 + i h.

Correspondence with Explicit Runge| Kutta Methods

It  is  well−known that,  for  certain  base integration schemes,  the entries Ti, j  in  the extrapolation table produced from (2)  correspond to

explicit Runge| Kutta methods (see Exercise 1, Section II.9 in [HNW93]).

For example, (3) is equivalent to an n−stage explicit Runge|Kutta method:

(4)
ki = f It0 + ci H, y0 + HÚj=1

n
ai, j k jM, i = 1,¼, n,

yn = y0 + HÚi=1
n

bi ki

where the coefficients are represented by the Butcher table:

(5)

0

1 �n 1 �n

» » ¸

Hn - 1L �n 1 �n º 1 �n

1 �n º 1 �n 1 �n

Reformulation

Let D yn = yn+1 - yn. Then the integration (3) can be rewritten to reflect the correspondence with an explicit Runge|Kutta method (4, 5) as:

(6)

D y0 = h f Ht0, y0L

D y1 = h f Ht1, y0 + D y0L

D y2 = h f Ht2, y0 + HD y0 + D y1LL

» » »

D yn-1 = h f Itn-1, y0 + ID y0 + D y1 +º + D yn-2MM

where terms in the right−hand side of (6) are now considered as departures from the same value y0.

The D yi in (6) correspond to the h ki in (4).

Let SD yn = Úi=0
n-1
D yi; then the required result can be recovered as:

(7)yn = y0 + SD yn

Mathematically  the  formulations  (3)  and  (6,  7)  are  equivalent.  For  n > 1,  however,  the  computations  in  (6)  have  the  advantage  of

accumulating a sum of  smaller  OHhL  quantities,  or  increments,  which reduces rounding error  accumulation in  finite−precision floating−

point arithmetic.
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Multiple Explicit Midpoint Steps

Expansions in even powers of  h  are extremely important  for  an efficient  implementation of  Richardson’s extrapolation and an elegant

proof is given in [S70].

Consider a succession of integration steps n = 2 nk  with step size h = H �n carried out using one Euler step followed by multiple explicit

midpoint steps:

(8)

y1 = y0 + h f Ht0, y0L

y2 = y0 + 2 h f Ht1, y1L

y3 = y1 + 2 h f Ht2, y2L

» » »

yn = yn-2 + 2 h f Htn-1, yn-1L

If (8) is computed with 2 nk - 1 midpoint steps, then the method has a symmetric error expansion ([G65], [S70]).

Reformulation

Reformulation of (8) can be accomplished in terms of increments as:

(9)

D y0 = h f Ht0, y0L

D y1 = 2 h f Ht1, y0 + D y0L - D y0

D y2 = 2 h f Ht2, y0 + HD y0 + D y1LL - D y1

» » »

D yn-1 = 2 h f Htn-1, y0 + HD y0 + D y1 +º + D yn-2LL - D yn-2

Gragg’s Smoothing Step

The smoothing step of Gragg has its historical origins in the weak stability of the explicit midpoint rule:

(10)S yhHnL = 1 �4 Hyn-1 + 2 yn + yn+1L

In order to make use of (10), the formulation (9) is computed with 2 nk  steps. This has the advantage of increasing the stability domain

and evaluating the function at the end of the basic step [HNW93].

Notice  that  because  of  the  construction,  a  sum  of  increments  is  available  at  the  end  of  the  algorithm  together  with  two  consecutive

increments. This leads to the following formulation:

(11)S D yhHnL = S yhHnL - y0 = SD yn + 1 �4 HD yn - D yn-1L.

Moreover (11) has an advantage over (10) in finite−precision arithmetic because the values yi, which typically have a larger magnitude

than the increments D yi, do not contribute to the computation.

Gragg’s  smoothing  step  is  not  of  great  importance if  the  method is  followed by  extrapolation,  and Shampine proposes an alternative

smoothing procedure that is slightly more efficient [SB83].

The  method  "ExplicitMidpoint"  uses  2 nk - 1  steps  and  "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint"  uses  2 nk  steps  followed  by  the

smoothing step (11).

Stability Regions

The following figures illustrate the effect of the smoothing step on the linear stability domain (carried out using the package Function�

Approximations.m).
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Linear stability regions for Ti,i, i = 1, ¼, 5 for the explicit midpoint rule (left) and the explicit midpoint rule with smoothing (right).
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Out[11]=
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Since the precise stability boundary can be complicated to compute for an arbitrary base method, a simpler approximation is used. For

an extrapolation method of order p, the intersection with the negative real axis is considered to be the point at which:

â

i=1

p zi

i !
= 1

The stabillity region is approximated as a disk with this radius and origin (0,0) for the negative half−plane.

Implicit Differential Equations

A generalization of the differential system (1) arises in many situations such as the spatial discretization of parabolic partial differential

equations:

(12)M y¢HtL = f Ht, yHtLL, yHt0L = y0.

where M is a constant matrix that is often referred to as the mass matrix.

Base methods in extrapolation that involve the solution of linear systems of equations can easily be modified to solve problems of the

form (12).

Multiple Linearly Implicit Euler Steps

Increments  arise  naturally  in  the  description  of  many  semi−implicit  and  implicit  methods.  Consider  a  succession  of  integration  steps

carried out using the linearly implicit Euler method for the system (12) with n = nk and h = H �n. 

(13)

HM - h JLD y0 = h f Ht0, y0L

y1 = y0 + D y0

HM - h JLD y1 = h f Ht1, y1L

y2 = y1 + D y1

HM - h JLD y2 = h f Ht2, y2L

y3 = y2 + D y2

» » »

HM - h JLD yn-1 = h f Htn-1, yn-1L

Here M denotes the mass matrix and J denotes the Jacobian of f :

J =
¶ f

¶ y
Ht0, y0L.
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The solution of the equations for the increments in (13) is accomplished using a single LU decomposition of the matrix M - h J  followed

by the solution of triangular linear systems for each right−hand side.

The desired result is obtained from (13) as:

yn = yn-1 + D yn-1.

Reformulation

Reformulation in terms of increments as departures from y0 can be accomplished as follows:

(14)

HM - h JLD y0 = h f Ht0, y0L

HM - h JLD y1 = h f Ht1, y0 + D y0L

HM - h JLD y2 = h f Ht2, y0 + HD y0 + D y1LL

» » »

HM - h JLD yn-1 = h f Htn-1, y0 + HD y0 + D y1 +º + D yn-2LL

The result for yn using (14) is obtained from (7).

Notice that (14) and (6) are equivalent when J = 0, M = I.

Multiple Linearly Implicit Midpoint Steps

Consider  one step of  the linearly  implicit  Euler  method followed by multiple  linearly  implicit  midpoint  steps with  n = 2 nk  and h = H �n,

using the formulation of Bader and Deuflhard [BD83]:

(15)

HM - h JLD y0 = h f Ht0, y0L

y1 = y0 + D y0

HM - h JL HD y1 - D y0L = 2 Hh f Ht1, y1L - D y0L

y2 = y1 + D y1

HM - h JL HD y2 - D y1L = 2 Hh f Ht2, y2L - D y1L

y3 = y2 + D y2

» » »

HM - h JL HD yn-1 - D yn-2L = 2 Hh f Htn-1, yn-1L - D yn-2L

If (15) is computed for 2 nk - 1 linearly implicit midpoint steps, then the method has a symmetric error expansion [BD83].

Reformulation

Reformulation of (15) in terms of increments can be accomplished as follows:

(16)

HM - h JLD y0 = h f Ht0, y0L

HM - h JL HD y1 - D y0L = 2 Hh f Ht1, y0 + D y0L - D y0L

HM - h JL HD y2 - D y1L = 2 Hh f Ht2, y0 + HD y0 + D y1LL - D y1L

» » »

HM - h JL HD yn-1 - D yn-2L = 2 Hh f Htn-1, y0 + HD y0 + D y1 +º + D yn-2LL - D yn-2L

Smoothing Step

An appropriate smoothing step for the linearly implicit midpoint rule is [BD83]:

(17)S yh HnL =
1

2
Hyn-1 + yn+1L.

Bader’s smoothing step (17) rewritten in terms of increments becomes:
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(18)S D yh HnL = S yh HnL - y0 = SD yn +
1

2
HD yn - D yn-1L.

The required quantities are obtained when (16) is run with 2 nk steps.

The smoothing step for the linearly implicit midpoint rule has a different role from Gragg’s smoothing for the explicit midpoint rule (see

[BD83] and [SB83]). Since there is no weakly stable term to eliminate, the aim is to improve the asymptotic stability.

The method "LinearlyImplicitMidpoint" uses 2 nk - 1 steps and "LinearlyImplicitModifiedMidpoint" uses 2 nk  steps

followed by the smoothing step (18).

Polynomial Extrapolation in Terms of Increments

You have seen how to modify Ti,1, the entries in the first column of the extrapolation table, in terms of increments.

However, for certain base integration methods, each of the Ti, j corresponds to an explicit Runge|Kutta method.

Therefore, it appears that the correspondence has not yet been fully exploited and further refinement is possible.

Since the Aitken| Neville algorithm (2) involves linear differences, the entire extrapolation process can be carried out using increments.

This leads to the following modification of the Aitken| Neville algorithm:

(19)
D Ti, j = D Ti, j-1 +

D Ti, j-1-D Ti-1, j-1

ni

ni- j+1

p

-1

, i = 2,¼, k, j = 2,¼, i.

The  quantities  D Ti, j = Ti, j - y0  in  (19)  can  be  computed  iteratively,  starting  from  the  initial  quantities  Ti,1  that  are  obtained  from  the

modified base integration schemes without adding the contribution from y0.

The final desired value Tk,k can be recovered as D Tk,k + y0.

The advantage is that the extrapolation table is built  up using smaller quantities, and so the effect of rounding errors from subtractive

cancellation is reduced.

Implementation Issues
There are a number of important implementation issues that should be considered, some of which are mentioned here.

Jacobian Reuse

The Jacobian is evaluated only once for all entries Ti,1  at each time step by storing it together with the associated time that it is evalu−

ated. This also has the advantage that the Jacobian does not need to be recomputed for rejected steps.

Dense Linear Algebra

For  dense  systems,  the  LAPACK  routines  xyyTRF  can  be  used  for  the  LU  decomposition  and  the  routines  xyyTRS  for  solving  the

resulting triangular systems [LAPACK99].

Adaptive Order and Work Estimation

In order to adaptively change the order of the extrapolation throughout the integration, it is important to have a measure of the amount

of work required by the base scheme and extrapolation sequence.

A measure of the relative cost of function evaluations is advantageous.

The dimension of the system, preferably with a weighting according to structure, needs to be incorporated for linearly implicit schemes

in order to take account of the expense of solving each linear system.
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Stability Check

Extrapolation methods use a large basic step size that can give rise to some difficulties.

"Neither code can solve the van der Pol equation problem in a straightforward way because of overflow..." [S87].

Two forms of stability check are used for the linearly implicit base schemes (for further discussion, see [HW96]).

One check is performed during the extrapolation process. Let err j = ±T j, j-1 - T j, jµ.

If err j ³ err j-1 for some j ³ 3, then recompute the step with H = H �2.

In  order  to  interrupt  computations  in  the  computation  of  T1,1,  Deuflhard  suggests  checking  if  the  Newton  iteration  applied  to  a  fully

implicit scheme would converge.

For the implicit Euler method this leads to consideration of:

(20)
HM - h JLD0 = h f Ht0, y0L

HM - h JLD1 = h f Ht0, y0 + D0L - D0

Notice that (20) differs from (13) only in the second equation. It requires finding the solution for a different right−hand side but no extra

function evaluation.

For the implicit midpoint method, D0 = D y0 and D1 = 1 �2 HD y1 - D y0L, which simply requires a few basic arithmetic operations.

If °D1´ ³ °D0´ then the implicit iteration diverges, so recompute the step with H = H �2.

Increments are a more accurate formulation for the implementation of both forms of stability check.

Examples

Work−Error Comparison

For comparing different extrapolation schemes, consider an example from [HW96].

In[12]:= t0 = Π�6;
h0 = 1�10;

y0 = :2� 3 >;

eqs = 8y’@tD � H-y@tD Sin@tD + 2 Tan@tDL y@tD, y@t0D � y0<;
exactsol = y@tD �. First@DSolve@eqs, y@tD, tDD �. t ® t0 + h0;
idata = 88eqs, y@tD, t<, h0, exactsol<;

The exact solution is given by yHtL = 1 �cosHtL.

Increment Formulation

This  example involves an eighth−order  extrapolation of  "ExplicitEuler"  with  the harmonic  sequence.  Approximately  two digits  of

accuracy are gained by using the increment−based formulation throughout the extrapolation process.

� The results for the standard formulation (3) are depicted in green.

� The results for the increment formulation (6) followed by standard extrapolation (2) are depicted in blue.

� The results for the increment formulation (6) with extrapolation carried out on the increments using (19) are depicted in red.
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Plot of work vs error on a log-log scale

Approximately  two  decimal  digits  of  accuracy  are  gained  by  using  the  increment−based  formulation  throughout  the  extrapolation

process.

This compares the relative error in the integration data that forms the initial column of the extrapolation table for the previous example.

Reference values were computed using software arithmetic with 32 decimal digits and converted to the nearest IEEE double−precision

floating−point numbers, where an ULP signifies a Unit in the Last Place or Unit in the Last Position.

T11 T21 T31 T41 T51 T61 T71 T81

Standard formulation 0 -1 ULP 0 1 ULP 0 1.5 ULPs 0 1 ULP

Increment formulation

applied to the base method

0 0 0 0 1 ULP 0 0 1 ULP

Notice that the rounding−error model that was used to motivate the study of rounding−error growth is limited because in practice, errors

in Ti,1 can exceed 1 ULP.

The increment formulation used throughout the extrapolation process produces rounding errors in Ti,1 that are smaller than 1 ULP.

Method Comparison

This  compares  the  work  required  for  extrapolation  based  on  "ExplicitEuler"  (red),  the  "ExplicitMidpoint"  (blue),  and

"ExplicitModifiedMidpoint" (green).

All computations are carried out using software arithmetic with 32 decimal digits.
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Plot of work vs error on a log-log scale

Order Selection

Select a problem to solve.

In[32]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Pleiades"D;

Define a monitor function to store the order and the time of evaluation.

In[33]:= OrderMonitor@t_, method_NDSolve‘ExtrapolationD :=
Sow@8t, method@"DifferenceOrder"D<D;

Use the monitor function to collect data as the integration proceeds.

In[34]:= data =
Reap@
NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Extrapolation", Method -> "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint"<,
"MethodMonitor" :> OrderMonitor@T, NDSolve‘SelfDD

D@@
-1,
1DD;

Display how the order varies during the integration.

In[35]:= ListLinePlot@dataD

Out[35]=

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

9

10

11

12

13

14

Method Comparison

Select the problem to solve.

In[67]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Arenstorf"D;
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A reference solution is computed with a method that switches between a pair of "Extrapolation" methods, depending on whether 

the problem appears to be stiff.

In[68]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching", WorkingPrecision ® 32D;

refsol = First@FinalSolutions@system, solDD;

Define a list of methods to compare.

In[70]:= methods = 88"ExplicitRungeKutta", "StiffnessTest" ® False<,
8"Extrapolation", Method -> "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint", "StiffnessTest" ® False<<;

The data comparing accuracy and work is computed using CompareMethods for a range of tolerances.

In[71]:= data = Table@Map@Rest,
CompareMethods@system, refsol, methods, AccuracyGoal ® tol, PrecisionGoal ® tolDD, 8tol, 4, 14<D;

The work−error comparison data for the methods is displayed in the following logarithmic plot, where the global error is displayed on the 
vertical axis and the number of function evaluations on the horizontal axis. Eventually the higher order of the extrapolation methods means 
that they are more efficient. Note also that the increment formulation continues to give good results even at very stringent tolerances.

In[73]:= ListLogLogPlot@Transpose@dataD, Joined ® True, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, PlotStyle ® 88Green<, 8Red<<D

Out[73]=

Stiff Systems

One of the simplest nonlinear equations describing a circuit is van der Pol’s equation.

In[18]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"VanderPol"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;
time = system@"TimeData"D;

This solves the equations using "Extrapolation" with the "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint" base method with the default 

double−harmonic sequence 2, 4, 6, ¼. The stiffness detection device terminates the integration and an alternative method is suggested.

In[21]:= vdpsol =
Flatten@vars �. NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Extrapolation", Method ® "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint"<DD

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.022920104414210326‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Out[21]= 8InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.0229201<<, <>D@TD, InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.0229201<<, <>D@TD<

This solves the equations using "Extrapolation" with the "LinearlyImplicitEuler" base method with the default sub−

harmonic sequence 2, 3, 4, ¼.

In[22]:= vdpsol = Flatten@vars �. NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Extrapolation", Method ® "LinearlyImplicitEuler"<DD

Out[22]= 8InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.5<<, <>D@TD, InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.5<<, <>D@TD<

Notice that the Jacobian matrix is computed automatically (user−specifiable by using either numerical  differences or symbolic deriva−

tives) and appropriate linear algebra routines are selected and invoked at run time.
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This plots the first solution component over time.

In[23]:= Plot@Evaluate@First@vdpsolDD, Evaluate@timeD, Frame ® True, Axes ® FalseD

Out[23]=

This plots the step sizes taken in computing the solution.

In[24]:= StepDataPlot@vdpsolD

Out[24]=

High−Precision Comparison

Select the Lorenz equations.

In[25]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Lorenz"D;

This invokes a bigfloat, or software floating−point number, embedded explicit Runge|Kutta method of order 9(8) [V78].

In[26]:= Timing@
erksol =

NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 9<, WorkingPrecision ® 32D;
D

Out[26]= 83.3105, Null<

This invokes the "Adams" method using a bigfloat version of LSODA. The maximum order of these methods is twelve.

In[27]:= Timing@
adamssol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "Adams", WorkingPrecision ® 32D;
D

Out[27]= 81.81172, Null<

This invokes the "Extrapolation" method with "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint" as the base integration scheme.

In[28]:= Timing@
extrapsol = NDSolve@system,

Method ® 8"Extrapolation", Method -> "ExplicitModifiedMidpoint"<, WorkingPrecision ® 32D;
D

Out[28]= 80.622906, Null<
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Here are the step sizes taken by the various methods. The high order used in extrapolation means that much larger step sizes can be 
taken.

In[29]:= methods = 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "Adams", "Extrapolation"<;
solutions = 8erksol, adamssol, extrapsol<;
MapThread@StepDataPlot@ð2, PlotLabel ® ð1D &, 8methods , solutions<D

Out[31]=

Mass Matrix − fem2ex

Consider the partial differential equation:

(21)
¶u

¶t
= expHtL

¶
2u

¶x2
, uH0, xL = sinHxL , uHt, 0L = uHt, ΠL = 0.

Given an integer n define h = Π � Hn + 1L and approximate at  xk = k h with  k = 0,¼, n + 1 using the Galerkin discretization:

(22)uHt, xkL » Úk=1
n

ckHtL ΦkHxL

where ΦkHxL is a piecewise linear function that is 1 at xk and 0 at x j ¹ xk.

The discretization (22) applied to (21) gives rise to a system of ordinary differential equations with constant mass matrix formulation as

in (12). The ODE system is the fem2ex problem in [SR97] and is also found in the IMSL library.

The problem is set up to use sparse arrays for matrices which is not necessary for the small dimension being considered, but will scale well 
if the number of discretization points is increased. A vector−valued variable is used for the initial conditions. The system will be solved over 

the interval @0, ΠD.

In[35]:= n = 9;
h = N@Π�Hn + 1LD;
amat = SparseArray@88i_, i_< ® 2 h �3, 8i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD � 1 ® h�6<, 8n + 2, n + 2<, 0.D;
rmat = SparseArray@88i_, i_< ® -2�h, 8i_, j_< �; Abs@i - jD � 1 ® 1�h<, 8n + 2, n + 2<, 0.D;
vars = 8y@tD<;
eqs = 8amat.y’@tD � rmat.HExp@tD y@tDL<;
ics = 8y@0D � Table@Sin@k hD, 8k, 0, n + 1<D<;
system = 8eqs, ics<;
time = 8t, 0, Π<;

Solve the ODE system using using "Extrapolation" with the "LinearlyImplicitEuler" base method. The  

"SolveDelayed"  option is used to specify that the system is in mass matrix form.

In[44]:= sollim = NDSolve@system, vars, time, Method -> 8"Extrapolation", Method ® "LinearlyImplicitEuler"<,
"SolveDelayed" ® "MassMatrix", MaxStepFraction ® 1D;
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This plot shows the relatively large step sizes that are taken by the method.

In[45]:= StepDataPlot@sollimD

Out[45]=

The default method for this type of problem is  "IDA"  which is a general purpose differential algebraic equation solver [HT99]. Being 
much more general in scope, this method somewhat overkill for this example but serves for comparison purposes.

In[46]:= soldae = NDSolve@system, vars, time, MaxStepFraction ® 1D;

The following plot clearly shows that a much larger number of steps are taken by the DAE solver.

In[47]:= StepDataPlot@soldaeD

Out[47]=

Define a function that can be used to plot the solutions on a grid.

In[48]:= PlotSolutionsOn3DGrid@8ndsol_<, opts___?OptionQD :=
Module@8if, m, n, sols, tvals, xvals<,
tvals = First@Head@ndsolD@"Coordinates"DD;
sols = Transpose@ndsol �. t ® tvalsD;
m = Length@tvalsD;
n = Length@solsD;
xvals = Range@0, n - 1D;
data = Table@88Part@tvals, jD, Part@xvals, iD<, Part@sols, i, jD<, 8j, m<, 8i, n<D;
data = Apply@Join, dataD;
if = Interpolation@dataD;
Plot3D@Evaluate@if@t, xDD, Evaluate@8t, First@tvalsD, Last@tvalsD<D,
Evaluate@8x, First@xvalsD, Last@xvalsD<D, PlotRange ® All, Boxed ® False, optsD

D;

Display the solutions on a grid.

In[49]:= femsol = PlotSolutionsOn3DGrid@vars �. First@sollimD,
Ticks ® 8Table@i Π, 8i, 0, 1, 1�2<D, Range@0, n + 1D, Automatic<,
AxesLabel ® 8"time ", "index", RawBoxes@RotationBox@"solution\n", BoxRotation ® Pi�2DD<,
Mesh ® 819, 9<, MaxRecursion ® 0, PlotStyle ® NoneD

Out[49]=

Fine−Tuning

"StepSizeSafetyFactors"

As  with  most  methods,  there  is  a  balance  between  taking  too  small  a  step  and  trying  to  take  too  big  a  step  that  will  be  frequently

rejected. The option "StepSizeSafetyFactors" -> 8s1, s2< constrains the choice of step size as follows. The step size chosen by

the method for order p satisfies:

(23)hn+1 = hn s1 Ks2
Tol

±errnµ
O

1

p+1

.
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This includes both an order−dependent factor and an order−independent factor.

"StepSizeRatioBounds"

The option "StepSizeRatioBounds" -> 8srmin, srmax< specifies bounds on the next step size to take such that:

srmin £
hn+1

hn

£ srmax.

"OrderSafetyFactors"

An important aspect in "Extrapolation" is the choice of order. 

Each extrapolation step k has an associated work estimate A k.

The work estimate for explicit base methods is based on the number of function evaluations and the step sequence used.

The work estimate for linearly implicit base methods also includes an estimate of the cost of evaluating the Jacobian, the cost of an LU

decomposition, and the cost of backsolving the linear equations.

Estimates for the work per unit step are formed from the work estimate A k  and the expected new step size to take for a method of order

k (computed from (23)): W k = A k �hn+1k
.

Comparing consecutive estimates, W k allows a decision about when a different order method will be more efficient.

The option "OrderSafetyFactors" -> 8 f1, f2< specifies safety factors to be included in the comparison of estimates W k.

An order decrease is made when W k-1 < f1 W k.

An order increase is made when W k+1 < f2 W k.

There  are  some  additional  restrictions,  such  as  when  the  maximal  order  increase  per  step  is  one  (two  for  symmetric  methods),  and

when an increase in order is prevented immediately after a rejected step.

For a nonstiff base method the default values are 84�5, 9�10< whereas for a stiff method they are 87�10, 9�10<.

Option Summary

option name default value

"ExtrapolationSequence" Automatic specify the sequence to use in extrapolation

"MaxDifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the maximum order to use

Method "ExplicitModified�

Midpoint"

specify the base integration method to use

"MinDifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the minimum order to use

"OrderSafetyFactors" Automatic specify the safety factors to use in the estimates for adaptive 
order selection

"StartingDifferenceOrder" Automatic specify the initial order to use

"StepSizeRatioBounds" Automatic specify the bounds on a relative change in the new step size 

hn+1 from the current step size hn as low £ hn+1 �hn £ high

"StepSizeSafetyFactors" Automatic specify the safety factors to incorporate into the error 
estimate used for adaptive step sizes

"StiffnessTest" Automatic specify whether to use the stiffness detection capability

Options of the method "Extrapolation".

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "ExtrapolationSequence"  selects  a  sequence  based  on  the  stiffness  and

symmetry of the base method.
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The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "MaxDifferenceOrder"  bounds  the  maximum  order  by  two  times  the  decimal

working precision.

The default setting of Automatic  for the option "MinDifferenceOrder" selects the minimum number of two extrapolations starting

from the order of the base method. This also depends on whether the base method is symmetric.

The default  setting of  Automatic  for  the option "OrderSafetyFactors"  uses the values 87�10, 9�10<  for  a stiff  base method

and 84�5, 9�10< for a nonstiff base method.

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "StartingDifferenceOrder"  depends  on  the  setting  of

"MinDifferenceOrder" pmin. It is set to pmin + 1 or pmin + 2 depending on whether the base method is symmetric.

The default setting of Automatic  for the option "StepSizeRatioBounds" uses the values 81�10, 4< for a stiff base method and

81�50, 4< for a nonstiff base method.

The default setting of Automatic  for the option "StepSizeSafetyFactors" uses the values 89�10, 4�5< for a stiff base method

and 89�10, 13�20< for a nonstiff base method.

The  default  setting  of  Automatic  for  the  option  "StiffnessTest"  indicates  that  the  stiffness  test  is  activated  if  a  nonstiff  base

method is used.

option name default value

"StabilityCheck" True specify whether to carry out a stability check on consecutive 

implicit solutions (see e.g. (20))

Options of the method "LinearlyImplicitEuler", "LinearlyImplicitMidpoint", and "LinearlyImplicitModifiedMidpoint".
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"FixedStep" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
It is often useful to carry out a numerical integration using fixed step sizes.

For example, certain methods such as "DoubleStep" and "Extrapolation" carry out a sequence of fixed−step integrations before

combining the solutions to obtain a more accurate method with an error estimate that allows adaptive step sizes to be taken.

The method "FixedStep" allows any one−step integration method to be invoked using fixed step sizes.

This loads a package with some example problems and a package with some utility functions.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

Examples

Define an example problem.

In[5]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"BrusselatorODE"D

Out[5]= NDSolveProblemA99HY1L
¢@TD � 1 - 4 Y1@TD + Y1@TD

2 Y2@TD, HY2L
¢@TD � 3 Y1@TD - Y1@TD

2 Y2@TD=, 9Y1@0D �
3

2
, Y2@0D � 3=,

This integrates a differential system using the method "ExplicitEuler" with a fixed step size of 1 �10.

In[6]:= NDSolve@8y’’@tD � -y@tD, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 0<, y, 8t, 0, 1<,
StartingStepSize ® 1�10, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® "ExplicitEuler"<D

Out[6]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D<<

Actually the "ExplicitEuler" method has no adaptive step size control. Therefore, the integration is already carried out using fixed 

step sizes so the specification of "FixedStep" is unnecessary.

In[7]:= sol = NDSolve@system, StartingStepSize ® 1�10, Method ® "ExplicitEuler"D;
StepDataPlot@sol, PlotRange ® 80, 0.2<D

Out[8]=
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Here are the step sizes taken by the method "ExplicitRungeKutta" for this problem.

In[9]:= sol = NDSolve@system, StartingStepSize ® 1�10, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D;
StepDataPlot@solD

Out[10]=

This specifies that fixed step sizes should be used for the method "ExplicitRungeKutta".

In[11]:= sol = NDSolve@system, StartingStepSize ® 1�10, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"<D;
StepDataPlot@sol, PlotRange ® 80, 0.2<D

Out[12]=

The option MaxStepFraction provides an absolute bound on the step size that depends on the integration interval.

Since the default value of MaxStepFraction is 1 �10, the step size in this example is bounded by one−tenth of the integration interval, 

which leads to using a constant step size of 1 �20.

In[13]:= time = 8T, 0, 1�2<;
sol = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,

Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"<D;
StepDataPlot@sol, PlotRange ® 80, 0.2<D

Out[15]=
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By setting the value of MaxStepFraction to a different value, the dependence of the step size on the integration interval can be 

relaxed or removed entirely.

In[16]:= sol = NDSolve@system, time, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
MaxStepFraction ® Infinity, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"<D;

StepDataPlot@sol, PlotRange ® 80, 0.2<D

Out[17]=

Option Summary

option name default value

Method None specify the method to use with fixed step sizes

Option of the method "FixedStep". 
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"OrthogonalProjection" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
Consider the matrix differential equation:

y¢HtL = f Ht, yHtLL, t > 0,

where the initial value y0 = yH0L Î Rm´p  is given. Assume that y0
T y0 = I, that the solution has the property of preserving orthonormality,

yHtLT yHtL = I, and that it has full rank for all t ³ 0.

From a numerical perspective, a key issue is how to numerically integrate an orthogonal matrix differential  system in such a way that

the numerical solution remains orthogonal. There are several strategies that are possible. One approach, suggested in [DRV94], is to

use an implicit Runge|Kutta method (such as the Gauss scheme). Some alternative strategies are described in [DV99] and [DL01].

The approach taken here is to use any reasonable numerical integration method and then postprocess using a projective procedure at

the end of each integration step.

An important feature of this implementation is that the basic integration method can be any built−in numerical method, or even a user−

defined procedure. In the following examples an explicit  Runge| Kutta method is used for the basic time stepping. However,  if  greater

accuracy is required an extrapolation method could easily be used, for example, by simply setting the appropriate Method option.

Projection Step

At the end of each numerical integration step you need to transform the approximate solution matrix of the differential system to obtain

an orthogonal matrix. This can be carried out in several ways (see for example [DRV94] and [H97]):

� Newton or Schulz iteration

� QR decomposition

� Singular value decomposition

The Newton and Schulz  methods  are  quadratically  convergent,  and the  number  of  iterations  may vary  depending  on  the  error  toler−

ances used in the numerical integration. One or two iterations are usually sufficient for convergence to the orthonormal polar factor (see

the following) in IEEE double−precision arithmetic.

QR decomposition is cheaper than singular value decomposition (roughly by a factor of two), but it  does not give the closest possible

projection.

Definition  (Thin  singular  value  decomposition  [GVL96]):  Given  a  matrix  A Î Rm´p  with  m ³ p  there  exist  two  matrices  U Î Rm´p  and

V Î Rp´p  such  that  UT A V  is  the  diagonal  matrix  of  singular  values  of  A,  S = diagIΣ1,¼, ΣpM Î R
p´p,  where  Σ1 ³º ³ Σp ³ 0.  U  has

orthonormal columns and V is orthogonal.

Definition (Polar decomposition): Given a matrix A and its singular value decomposition U S VT , the polar decomposition of A is given

by  the  product  of  two  matrices  Z  and  P  where  Z = U VT  and  P = V S VT .  Z  has  orthonormal  columns  and  P  is  symmetric  positive

semidefinite.

The orthonormal polar factor Z of A is the matrix that solves:

min
ZÎRm´p

9 ÈÈ A - Z ÈÈ : ZT Z = I=

for the 2 and Frobenius norms [H96].
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Schulz Iteration

The approach chosen is based on the Schulz iteration, which works directly for m ³ p. In contrast, Newton iteration for m > p needs to

be preceded by QR decomposition.

Comparison with direct computation based on the singular value decomposition is also given.

The Schulz iteration is given by:

(1)Yi+1 = Yi + YiII - Yi
T YiM �2, Y0 = A.

The  Schulz  iteration  has  an  arithmetic  operation  count  per  iteration  of  2m2 p + 2m p2  floating−point  operations,  but  is  rich  in  matrix

multiplication [H97].

In  a  practical  implementation,  GEMM−based  level  3  BLAS  of  LAPACK  [LAPACK99]  can  be  used  in  conjunction  with  architecture−

specific  optimizations via  the Automatically  Tuned Linear  Algebra Software [ATLAS00].  Such considerations mean that  the arithmetic

operation count of the Schulz iteration is not necessarily an accurate reflection of the observed computational cost. A useful bound on

the  departure  from  orthonormality  of  A  is  in  [H89]:  ÈÈ AT A - I ÈÈF.  Comparison  with  the  Schulz  iteration  gives  the  stopping  criterion

ÈÈ AT A - I ÈÈF < Τ for some tolerance Τ.

Standard Formulation

Assume that  an  initial  value  yn  for  the  current  solution  of  the  ODE is  given,  together  with  a  solution  yn+1 = yn + D yn  from a  one−step

numerical integration method. Assume that an absolute tolerance Τ for controlling the Schulz iteration is also prescribed.

The following algorithm can be used for implementation.

Step 1. Set Y0 = yn+1 and i = 0.

Step 2. Compute E = I - Yi
T Yi.

Step 3. Compute Yi+1 = Yi + Yi E �2.

Step 4. If ÈÈ E ÈÈF £ Τ or i = imax, then return Yi+1.

Step 5. Set i = i + 1 and go to step 2.

Increment Formulation

NDSolve  uses  compensated summation  to  reduce the  effect  of  rounding errors  made by  repeatedly  adding the  contribution  of  small

quantities D yn to yn at each integration step [H96]. Therefore, the increment D yn is returned by the base integrator.

An appropriate orthogonal correction D Yi for the projective iteration can be determined using the following algorithm.

Step 1. Set D Y0 = 0 and i = 0.

Step 2. Set Yi = D Yi + yn+1.

Step 3. Compute E = I - Yi
T Yi.

Step 4. Compute D Yi+1 = D Yi + Yi E �2.

Step 5. If ÈÈ E ÈÈF £ Τ or i = imax, then return D Yi+1 + D yn.

Step 6. Set i = i + 1 and go to step 2.

This  modified  algorithm is  used in  "OrthogonalProjection"  and  shows an  advantage of  using  an  iterative  process  over  a  direct

process, since it is not obvious how an orthogonal correction can be derived for direct methods.
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Examples

Orthogonal Error Measurement

A function to compute the Frobenius norm ÈÈ A ÈÈF of a matrix A can be defined in terms of the Norm  function as follows.

In[1]:= FrobeniusNorm@a_?MatrixQD := Norm@a, FrobeniusD;

An upper bound on the departure from orthonormality of A can then be measured using this function [H97].

In[2]:= OrthogonalError@a_?MatrixQD := FrobeniusNorm@Transpose@aD.a - IdentityMatrix@Last@Dimensions@aDDDD;

This defines the utility function for visualizing the orthogonal error during a numerical integration.

In[4]:= H* Utility function for extracting a list of values of the
independent variable at which the integration method has sampled *L

TimeData@8v_?VectorQ, ___?VectorQ<D := TimeData@vD;

TimeData@8if : HInterpolatingFunction@__DL@_D, ___<D :=
Part@if, 0, 3, 1D;

In[6]:= H* Utility function for plotting the orthogonal error in a numerical integration *L

OrthogonalErrorPlot@sol_D :=

ModuleA8errdata, samples, soldata<,

H* Form a list of times at which the method is invoked *L
samples = TimeData@solD;
H* Form a list of solutions at the integration times *L
soldata = Map@Hsol �. t ® ðL &, samplesD;
H* Form a list of the orthogonal errors *L
errdata = Map@OrthogonalError, soldataD;

ListLinePlotATranspose@8samples, errdata<D,

Frame ® True, PlotLabel ® "Orthogonal error ÈÈYTY - IÈÈ
F
vs time"

E

E;

Square Systems

This example concerns the solution of a matrix differential system on the orthogonal group O3HRL (see [Z98]).

The matrix differential system is given by

Y ¢ = FHYL Y

= IA + II - Y YT MM Y

with

A =

0 -1 1

1 0 1

-1 -1 0

and

Y0 = I3.

The solution evolves as:

YHtL = exp@t AD.
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The eigenvalues of YHtL are Λ1 = 1, Λ2 = expJt i 3 N, Λ3 = expJ-t i 3 N. Thus as t approaches Π� 3 , two of the eigenvalues of YHtL 

approach −1. The numerical integration is carried out on the interval @0, 2D.

In[7]:= n = 3;

A =

0 -1 1

1 0 1

-1 -1 0

;

Y = Table@y@i, jD@tD, 8i, n<, 8j, n<D;

F = A + H IdentityMatrix@nD - Transpose@YD.YL;

In[8]:= H* Vector differential system *L

system = Thread@Flatten@D@Y, tDD � Flatten@F.YDD;

H* Vector initial conditions *L

ics = Thread@Flatten@HY �. t ® 0LD � Flatten@IdentityMatrix@Length@YDDDD;

eqs = 8system, ics<;

vars = Flatten@YD;

time = 8t, 0, 2<;

This computes the solution using an explicit Runge|Kutta method. The appropriate initial step size and method order are selected 
automatically, and the step size may vary throughout the integration interval, which is chosen in order to satisfy local relative and absolute 

error tolerances. Alternatively, the order of the method could be specified by using a Method option.

In[16]:= solerk = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D;

This computes the orthogonal error, or absolute deviation from the orthogonal manifold, as the integration progresses. The error is of the 
order of the local accuracy of the numerical method.

In[17]:= solerk = Y �. First@solerkD;

OrthogonalErrorPlot@solerkD

Out[18]=

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

0

2.´ 10-10

4.´ 10-10

6.´ 10-10

8.´ 10-10

1.´ 10-9

Orthogonal error ÈÈYTY - IÈÈ
F
vs time

This computes the solution using an orthogonal projection method with an explicit Runge| Kutta method used for the basic integration step. 
The initial step size and method order are the same as earlier, but the step size sequence in the integration may differ.

In[19]:= solop = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® 8"OrthogonalProjection",
Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta", Dimensions ® Dimensions@YD<D;

Using the orthogonal projection method, the orthogonal error is reduced to approximately the level of roundoff in IEEE double−precision 
arithmetic.

In[20]:= solop = Y �. First@solopD;

OrthogonalErrorPlot@solopD

Out[21]=

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

5.´ 10-17

1.´ 10-16

1.5´ 10-16

2.´ 10-16

2.5´ 10-16

3.´ 10-16

3.5´ 10-16

4.´ 10-16

Orthogonal error ÈÈYTY - IÈÈ
F
vs time
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The Schulz iteration, using the incremental formulation, generally yields smaller errors than the direct singular value decomposition.
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-16
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-16
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-15
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·
10

-15

Rectangular Systems

In  the  following  example  it  is  shown  how  the  implementation  of  the  orthogonal  projection  method  also  works  for  rectangular  matrix

differential  systems.  Formally  stated,  the  interest  is  in  solving  ordinary  differential  equations  on  the  Stiefel  manifold,  the  set  of  n×p

orthogonal matrices with p < n.

Definition  The  Stiefel  manifold  of  n×p  orthogonal  matrices  is  the  set  Vn,pHRL = 9Y Î R
n´p YT Y = Ip=,  1 £ p < n,  where  Ip  is  the  p×p

identity matrix.

Solutions  that  evolve  on  the  Stiefel  manifold  find  numerous  applications  such  as  eigenvalue  problems  in  numerical  linear  algebra,

computation of Lyapunov exponents for dynamical systems and signal processing.

Consider an example adapted from [DL01]:

q¢HtL = A qHtL, t > 0, qH0L = q0

where q0 = 1� n @1,¼, 1D
T

, A = diag@a1,¼, anD Î R
n´n, with ai = H-1L

i
Α, i = 1,¼, n and Α > 0.

The exact solution is given by:

qHtL =
1

n

expHa1 tL

»

expHan tL

.

Normalizing qHtL as:

YHtL =
qHtL

ÈÈ qHtL ÈÈ
Î Rn´1

it follows that YHtL satisfies the following weak skew−symmetric system on Vn,1HRL:

Y ¢ = FHYL Y

= IIn - Y YT M A Y
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In the following example, the system is solved on the interval @0, 5D with Α = 9 �10 and dimension n = 2.

In[22]:= p = 1;

n = 2;

Α =

9

10
;

ics =
1

n

Table@1, 8n<D;

avec = TableAH-1Li Α, 8i, n<E;

A = DiagonalMatrix@avecD;

Y = Table@y@i, 1D@tD, 8i, n<, 8j, p<D;

F = HIdentityMatrix@Length@YDD - Y.Transpose@YDL.A;

system = Thread@Flatten@D@Y, tDD � Flatten@F.YDD;

ics = Thread@Flatten@HY �. t ® 0LD � icsD;

eqs = 8system, ics<;

vars = Flatten@YD;

tfinal = 5.;

time = 8t, 0, tfinal<;

This computes the exact solution which can be evaluated throughout the integration interval.

In[36]:= solexact = TransposeB:
ð

Norm@ð, 2D
>F & �

Exp@avec tD

n

;

This computes the solution using an explicit Runge| Kutta method.

In[37]:= solerk = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D;

solerk = Y �. First@solerkD;

This computes the componentwise absolute global error at the end of the integration interval.

In[39]:= Hsolexact - solerkL �. t ® tfinal

Out[39]= 99-2.03407´10
-11=, 92.96319´10-13==

This computes the orthogonal error~a measure of the deviation from the Stiefel manifold.

In[40]:= OrthogonalErrorPlot@solerkD

Out[40]=
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1.´ 10-10

2.´ 10-10

3.´ 10-10

4.´ 10-10

5.´ 10-10

6.´ 10-10

Orthogonal error ÈÈYTY - IÈÈ
F
vs time

This computes the solution using an orthogonal projection method with an explicit Runge| Kutta method as the basic numerical integration 
scheme.

In[41]:= solop = NDSolve@eqs, vars, time, Method ® 8"OrthogonalProjection",
Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta", Dimensions ® Dimensions@YD<D;

solop = Y �. First@solopD;
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The componentwise absolute global error at the end of the integration interval is roughly the same as before since the absolute and relative 
tolerances used in the numerical integration are the same.

In[43]:= Hsolexact - solopL �. t ® tfinal

Out[43]= 99-2.03407´10
-11=, 92.55351´10-15==

Using the orthogonal projection method, however, the deviation from the Stiefel manifold is reduced to the level of roundoff.

In[44]:= OrthogonalErrorPlot@solopD

Out[44]=

0 1 2 3 4 5

0

5.´ 10-17

1.´ 10-16

1.5´ 10-16

2.´ 10-16

Orthogonal error ÈÈYTY - IÈÈ
F
vs time

Implementation
The implementation of the method "OrthogonalProjection" has three basic components:

� Initialization. Set up the base method to use in the integration, determining any method coefficients and setting up any workspaces
that  should  be  used.  This  is  done  once,  before  any  actual  integration  is  carried  out,  and  the  resulting  MethodData  object  is
validated so that it does not need to be checked at each integration step. At this stage the system dimensions and initial conditions
are checked for consistency.

� Invoke the base numerical integration method at each step.

� Perform an orthogonal projection. This performs various tests such as checking that the basic integration proceeded correctly and
that the Schulz iteration converges.

Options  can  be  used  to  modify  the  stopping  criteria  for  the  Schulz  iteration.  One  option  provided  by  the  code  is

"IterationSafetyFactor" which allows control over the tolerance Τ of the iteration. The factor is combined with a Unit in the Last

Place, determined according to the working precision used in the integration (ULP » 2.22045�10-16 for IEEE double precision). 

The Frobenius norm used for the stopping criterion can be computed efficiently using the LAPACK LANGE functions [LAPACK99].

The option MaxIterations controls the maximum number of iterations that should be carried out.

Option Summary

option name default value

Dimensions 8< specify the dimensions of the matrix differential system

"IterationSafetyFactor"
1

10
specify the safety factor to use in the termination criterion for 

the Schulz iteration (1)

MaxIterations Automatic specify the maximum number of iterations to use in the 

Schulz iteration (1)

Method "StiffnessSwitchi�
ng"

specify the method to use for the numerical integration

Options of the method "OrthogonalProjection". 
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"Projection" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
When  a  differential  system  has  a  certain  structure,  it  is  advantageous  if  a  numerical  integration  method  preserves  the  structure.  In

certain situations it is useful to solve differential equations in which solutions are constrained. Projection methods work by taking a time

step  with  a  numerical  integration  method  and  then  projecting  the  approximate  solution  onto  the  manifold  on  which  the  true  solution

evolves.

NDSolve  includes a differential algebraic solver which may be appropriate and is described in more detail within "Numerical Solution of

Differential−Algebraic Equations".

Sometimes the form of the equations may not be reduced to the form required by a DAE solver. Furthermore so−called index reduction

techniques can destroy certain structural  properties, such as symplecticity,  that the differential  system may possess (see [HW96] and

[HLW02]). An example that illustrates this can be found in the documentation for DAEs.

In such cases it  is often possible to solve a differential system and then use a projective procedure to ensure that the constraints are

conserved. This is the idea behind the method "Projection".

If the differential system is Ρ−reversible then a symmetric projection process can be advantageous (see [H00]). Symmetric projection is

generally more costly than projection and has not yet been implemented in NDSolve.

Invariants

Consider a differential equation

(1)y
 
= f HyL, yHt0L = y0,

where y may be a vector or a matrix.

Definition: A nonconstant function IHyL is called an invariant of (1) if I¢HyL f HyL = 0 for all y.

This implies that every solution yHtL of (1) satisfies IHyHtLL = I Hy0L = Constant.

Synonymous with invariant, the terms first integral, conserved quantity, or constant of the motion are also common.

Manifolds

Given an Hn - mL−dimensional submanifold of Rn with g : Rn
# Rm

:

(2)M = 8y; gHyL = 0<.

Given a differential  equation (1)  then y0 Î M  implies yHtL Î M  for  all  t.  This is  a weaker assumption than invariance and gHyL  is  called a

weak invariant (see [HLW02]).

Projection Algorithm

Let  y
~

n+1  denote  the  solution  from  a  one−step  numerical  integrator.  Considering  a  constrained  minimization  problem  leads  to  the

following system (see [AP91], [HW96] and [HLW02]):

(3)
yn+1 = y

~

n+1 + g ’ Hyn+1L
T
Λ

0 = gHyn+1L.
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To  save  work  gHyn+1L  is  approximated  as  gIy
~

n+1M.  Substituting  the  first  relation  into  the  second  relation  in  (3)  leads  to  the  following

simplified Newton scheme for Λ:

(4)
DΛi = -J g ’ Iy

~

n+1M g ’ Iy
~

n+1M
T
N
-1

gJy
~

n+1 + g ’ Iy
~

n+1M
T
ΛiN ,

Λi+1 = Λi + DΛi

with Λ0 = 0.

The first increment DΛ0 is of size OJhn
p+1
N so that (4) usually converges quickly.

The added expense of using a higher−order integration method can be offset by fewer Newton iterations in the projective step.

For the termination criterion in the method "Projection", the option "IterationSafetyFactor" is combined with one Unit in the

Last Place in the working precision used by NDSolve.

Examples

Load some utility packages.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

Linear Invariants

Define a stiff system modeling a chemical reaction.

In[5]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Robertson"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;

This system has a linear invariant.

In[7]:= invariant = system@"Invariants"D

Out[7]= 8Y1@TD + Y2@TD + Y3@TD<

Linear invariants are generally conserved by numerical integrators (see [S86]), including the default NDSolve method, as can be 

observed in a plot of the error in the invariant.

In[8]:= sol = NDSolve@systemD;

InvariantErrorPlot@invariant, vars, T, solD

Out[9]=
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Therefore in this example there is no need to use the method "Projection".

Certain  numerical  methods  preserve  quadratic  invariants  exactly  (see  for  example  [C87]).  The  implicit  midpoint  rule,  or  one−stage

Gauss implicit Runge|Kutta method, is one such method.
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Harmonic Oscillator

Define the harmonic oscillator.

In[10]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"HarmonicOscillator"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;

The harmonic oscillator has the following invariant.

In[12]:= invariant = system@"Invariants"D

Out[12]= 9
1

2

IY1@TD
2
+ Y2@TD

2M=

Solve the system using the method "ExplicitRungeKutta". The error in the invariant grows roughly linearly, which is typical 

behavior for a dissipative method applied to a Hamiltonian system.

In[13]:= erksol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D;

InvariantErrorPlot@invariant, vars, T, erksolD

Out[14]=
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This also solves the system using the method "ExplicitRungeKutta" but it projects the solution at the end of each step. A plot of 

the error in the invariant shows that it is conserved up to roundoff.

In[15]:= projerksol =
NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Projection", Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta", "Invariants" ® invariant<D;

InvariantErrorPlot@invariant, vars, T, projerksolD

Out[16]=
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Since the system is Hamiltonian (the invariant is the Hamiltonian), a symplectic integrator performs well on this problem, giving a small 
bounded error.

In[17]:= projerksol = NDSolve@system,
Method ® 8"SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 8, "PositionVariables" ® 8Y1@TD<<,
StartingStepSize ® 1�5D;

InvariantErrorPlot@invariant, vars, T, projerksolD

Out[18]=
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0

5.´ 10
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1.5´ 10
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Perturbed Kepler Problem

This loads a Hamiltonian system known as the perturbed Kepler problem, sets the integration interval and the step size to take, as well as 
defining the position variables in the Hamiltonian formalism.

In[19]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"PerturbedKepler"D;
time = system@"TimeData"D;
step = 3�100;
pvars = Take@system@"DependentVariables"D, 2D

Out[22]= 8Y1@TD, Y2@TD<

The system has two invariants, which are defined as H and L.

In[23]:= 8H, L< = system@"Invariants"D

Out[23]= 9-
1

400 IY1@TD
2
+ Y2@TD

2M
3�2

-

1

Y1@TD
2
+ Y2@TD

2

+

1

2

IY3@TD
2
+ Y4@TD

2M, -Y2@TD Y3@TD + Y1@TD Y4@TD=

An experiment now illustrates the importance of using all the available invariants in the projective process (see [HLW02]). Consider the

solutions obtained using:

� The method "ExplicitEuler"

� The method "Projection" with "ExplicitEuler", projecting onto the invariant L

� The method "Projection" with "ExplicitEuler", projecting onto the invariant H

� The method "Projection" with "ExplicitEuler", projecting onto both the invariants H and L

In[24]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "ExplicitEuler", StartingStepSize ® stepD;

ParametricPlot@Evaluate@pvars �. First@solDD, Evaluate@timeDD

Out[25]=
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In[26]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Projection", Method -> "ExplicitEuler",
"Invariants" ® 8H<<, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

ParametricPlot@Evaluate@pvars �. First@solDD, Evaluate@timeDD

Out[27]=

In[28]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Projection", Method -> "ExplicitEuler",
"Invariants" ® 8L<<, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

ParametricPlot@Evaluate@pvars �. First@solDD, Evaluate@timeDD

Out[29]=
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In[30]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"Projection", Method -> "ExplicitEuler",
"Invariants" ® 8H, L<<, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

ParametricPlot@Evaluate@pvars �. First@solDD, Evaluate@timeDD

Out[31]=

It  can  be  observed  that  only  the  solution  with  projection  onto  both  invariants  gives  the  correct  qualitative  behavior~for  comparison,

results using an efficient symplectic solver can be found in "SymplecticPartitionedRungeKutta Method for NDSolve".

Lotka Volterra

An  example  of  constraint  projection  for  the  Lotka| Volterra system  is  given  within  "Numerical  Methods  for  Solving  the  Lotka| Volterra

Equations".

Euler’s Equations

An example of constraint projection for Euler’s equations is given within "Rigid Body Solvers".

Option Summary

option name default value

"Invariants" None specify the invariants of the differential system

"IterationSafetyFactor"
1

10
specify the safety factor to use in the iterative solution of the 
invariants

MaxIterations Automatic specify the maximum number of iterations to use in the 
iterative solution of the invariants

Method "StiffnessSwitchi�
ng"

specify the method to use for integrating the differential 
system numerically

Options of the method "Projection". 
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"StiffnessSwitching" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
The basic idea behind the "StiffnessSwitching" method is to provide an automatic means of switching between a nonstiff and a

stiff solver.

The "StiffnessTest" and "NonstiffTest" options (described within "Stiffness Detection in NDSolve") provides a useful means of

detecting when a problem appears to be stiff.

The "StiffnessSwitching" method traps any failure code generated by "StiffnessTest" and switches to an alternative solver.

The "StiffnessSwitching" method also uses the method specified in the "NonstiffTest" option to switch back from a stiff to a

nonstiff method.

"Extrapolation" provides a powerful technique for computing highly accurate solutions using dynamic order and step size selection

(see "Extrapolation Method for NDSolve" for more details) and is therefore used as the default choice in "StiffnessSwitching".

Examples

This loads some useful packages.

In[3]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

This selects a stiff problem and specifies a longer integration time interval than the default specified by NDSolveProblem.

In[5]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"VanderPol"D;
time = 8T, 0, 10<;

The default "Extrapolation" base method is not appropriate for stiff problems and gives up quite quickly.

In[7]:= NDSolve@system, time, Method ® "Extrapolation"D

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.022920104414210326‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Out[7]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.0229201<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.0229201<<,

Instead of giving up, the "StiffnessSwitching" method continues the integration with a stiff solver.

In[8]:= NDSolve@system, time, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching"D

Out[8]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD<<

The  "StiffnessSwitching"  method  uses  a  pair  of  extrapolation  methods  as  the  default.  The  nonstiff  solver  uses  the

"ExplicitModifiedMidpoint" base method, and the stiff solver uses the "LinearlyImplicitEuler" base method.

For  small  values  of  the  AccuracyGoal  and  PrecisionGoal  tolerances,  it  is  sometimes  preferable  to  use  an  explicit  Runge| Kutta

method for the nonstiff solver.

The "ExplicitRungeKutta" method eventually gives up when the problem is considered to be stiff.

In[9]:= NDSolve@system, time, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta", AccuracyGoal ® 5, PrecisionGoal ® 4D

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.028229404169279455‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Out[9]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.0282294<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.0282294<<,
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This sets the "ExplicitRungeKutta" method as a submethod of "StiffnessSwitching".

In[10]:= sol = NDSolve@system, time, Method ® 8StiffnessSwitching, Method ® 8ExplicitRungeKutta, Automatic<<,
AccuracyGoal ® 5, PrecisionGoal ® 4D

Out[10]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD<<

A switch to the stiff solver occurs at T » 0.0282294, and a plot of the step sizes used shows that the stiff solver takes much larger steps.

In[11]:= StepDataPlot@solD

Out[11]=

Option Summary

option name default value

Method 8Automatic,

Automatic<

specify the methods to use for the nonstiff and stiff solvers 
respectively

"NonstiffTest" Automatic specify the method to use for deciding whther to switch to a 
nonstiff solver

Options of the method "StiffnessSwitching". 
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"LocallyExact" Method for NDSolve

Introduction
A differential  system can  sometimes  be  solved  by  analytic  means.  The  function  DSolve  implements  many  of  the  known  algorithmic

techniques.

However, differential  systems that can be solved in closed form constitute only a small  subset.  Despite this fact,  when a closed−form

solution does not exist for the entire vector field, it is often possible to analytically solve a system of differential equations for part of the

vector  field.  An  example  of  this  is  the  method  "Splitting",  which  breaks  up  a  vector  field  f  into  subfields f1,¼, fn  such  that

f = f1 +º + fn.

The idea underlying the method "LocallyExact" is that rather than using a standard numerical integration scheme, when a solution

can be found by DSolve direct numerical evaluation can be used to locally advance the solution.

Since the method "LocallyExact" makes no attempt to adaptively adjust step sizes, it is primarily intended for use as a submethod

between integration steps.

Examples

Load a package with some predefined problems.

In[1]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;

Harmonic Oscillator

Numerically solve the equations of motion for a harmonic oscillator using the method "LocallyExact". The result is two interpolating 

functions that approximate the solution and the first derivative.

In[2]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"HarmonicOscillator"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;
tdata = system@"TimeData"D;

sols = vars �. First@NDSolve@system, StartingStepSize ® 1�10, Method ® "LocallyExact"DD

Out[5]= 8InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD, InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D@TD<
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The solution evolves on the unit circle.

In[6]:= ParametricPlot@Evaluate@solsD, Evaluate@tdataD, AspectRatio ® 1D

Out[6]=

Global versus Local

The method "LocallyExact" is not intended as a substitute for a closed−form (global) solution.

Despite the fact that the method "LocallyExact" uses the analytic solution to advance the solution, it only produces solutions at the

grid points in the numerical integration (or even inside grid points if called appropriately). Therefore, there can be errors due to sampling

at interpolation points that do not lie exactly on the numerical integration grid.

Plot the error in the first solution component of the harmonic oscillator and compare it with the exact flow.

In[7]:= Plot@Evaluate@First@solsD - Cos@TDD, Evaluate@tdataDD

Out[7]=

Simplification

The method "LocallyExact" has an option "SimplificationFunction" that can be used to simplify the results of DSolve.

Here is the linearized component of the differential system that turns up in the splitting of the Lorenz equations using standard values for 
the parameters.

In[8]:= eqs = 8Y1 ’@TD � Σ HY2@TD - Y1@TDL, Y2 ’@TD � r Y1@TD - Y2@TD, Y3 ’@TD � -b Y3@TD< �. 8Σ ® 10, r ® 28, b ® 8�3<;

ics = 8Y1@0D � -8, Y2@0D � 8, Y3@0D � 27<;

vars = 8Y1@TD, Y2@TD, Y3@TD<;
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This subsystem is exactly solvable by DSolve. 

In[11]:= DSolve@eqs, vars, TD

Out[11]= 99Y1@TD ®
1

2402
1201 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

+ 9 1201 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

+ 1201 ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

- 9 1201 ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

C@1D -

Often the results of DSolve can be simplified. This defines a function to simplify an expression and also prints out the input and the result.

In[12]:= myfun@x_D :=
Module@8simpx<,
Print@"Before simplification ", xD;
simpx = FullSimplify@ExpToTrig@xDD;
Print@"After simplification ", simpxD;
simpx
D;

The function can be passed as an option to the method "LocallyExact".

In[13]:= NDSolve@8eqs, ics<, vars, 8T, 0, 1<, StartingStepSize ® 1�10,
Method ® 8"LocallyExact", "SimplificationFunction" ® myfun<D

Before simplification

:
1

2402
1201 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

+ 9 1201 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

+ 1201 ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

-

9 1201 ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

Y1@TD -

10 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

- ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

Y2@TD

1201

,

-

28 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

- ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

Y1@TD

1201

+

1

2402
1201 ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

- 9 1201

ã

1

2
-11- 1201 T

+ 1201 ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

+ 9 1201 ã

1

2
-11+ 1201 T

Y2@TD, ã
-8 T�3 Y3@TD>

After simplification

:

ã
-11 T�2 1201 CoshB

1201 T

2
F Y1@TD + 1201 SinhB

1201 T

2
F H-9 Y1@TD + 20 Y2@TDL

1201
,

ã
-11 T�2 CoshB

1201 T

2
F Y2@TD +

ã
-11 T�2 SinhB

1201 T

2
F H56 Y1@TD + 9 Y2@TDL

1201

, ã-8 T�3 Y3@TD>

Out[13]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@TD, Y3@TD ®

The  simplification  is  performed  only  once  during  the  initialization  phase  that  constructs  the  data  object  for  the  numerical  integration

method.

Option Summary

option name default value

"SimplificationFunction" None function to use in simplifying the result of DSolve

Option of the method "LocallyExact". 
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NDSolve Method Plug−in Framework

Introduction
The control mechanisms set up for NDSolve enable you to define your own numerical integration algorithms and use them as specifica−

tions for the Method option of NDSolve.

NDSolve  accesses its  numerical  algorithms and the information it  needs from them in  an object−oriented manner.  At  each step of  a

numerical integration, NDSolve keeps the method in a form so that it can keep private data as needed.

AlgorithmIdentifier @dataD an algorithm object that contains any data that a particular numerical ODE 
integration algorithm may need to use; the data is effectively private to the 

algorithm; AlgorithmIdentifier should be a Mathematica symbol, and the algorithm 

is accessed from NDSolve by using the option Method -> AlgorithmIdentifier

The structure for method data used in NDSolve.

NDSolve  does not access the data associated with an algorithm directly, so you can keep the information needed in any form that is

convenient or efficient to use. The algorithm and information that might be saved in its private data are accessed only through method

functions of the algorithm object.

AlgorithmObject@"Step"@rhs,t,h,y,ypDD attempt to take a single time step of size h from time t to time t + h using the 

numerical algorithm, where y and yp are the approximate solution vector and its 

time derivative, respectively, at time t; the function should generally return a list 

8newh, D y< where newh is the best size for the next step determined by the 

algorithm and D y is the increment such that the approximate solution at time t + h 

is given by y + D y; if the time step is too large, the function should only return the 

value 8hnew< where hnew should be small enough for an acceptable step (see 

later for complete descriptions of possible return values)

AlgorithmObject@"DifferenceOrder"D return the current asymptotic difference order of the algorithm

AlgorithmObject@"StepMode"D return the step mode for the algorithm object where the step mode should either 

be Automatic  or Fixed; Automatic  means that the algorithm has a means 

to estimate error and determines an appropriate size newh for the next time step; 

Fixed means that the algorithm will be called from a time step controller and is 
not expected to do any error estimation

Required method functions for algorithms used from NDSolve.

These method functions must be defined for the algorithm to work with NDSolve. The "Step" method function should always return a

list, but the length of the list depends on whether the step was successful or not. Also, some methods may need to compute the function

value rhs@t + h, y + D yD at the step end, so to avoid recomputation, you can add that to the list.
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"Step"@rhs, t, h, y, ypD method output interpretation

8newh,D y< successful step with computed solution increment D y and recommended next 

step newh

8newh,D y,yph< successful step with computed solution increment D y and recommended next 

step newh and time derivatives computed at the step endpoint, 
yph = rhs@t + h, y + D yD

8newh,D y,yph,newobj< successful step with computed solution increment D y and recommended next 

step newh and time derivatives computed at the step endpoint, 

yph = rhs@t + h, y + D yD; any changes in the object data are returned in the new 

instance of the method object, newobj

8newh,D y,None,newobj< successful step with computed solution increment D y and recommended next 

step newh; any changes in the object data are returned in the new instance of the 

method object, newobj

8newh< rejected step with recommended next step newh such that  newh¤ <  h¤

8newh,$Failed,None,newobj< rejected step with recommended next step newh such that  newh¤ <  h¤; any 

changes in the object data are returned in the new instance of the method object, 
newobj

Interpretation of "Step" method output.

Classical Runge| Kutta
Here is an example of how to set up and access a simple numerical algorithm.

This defines a method function to take a single step toward integrating an ODE using the classical fourth−order Runge| Kutta method. 
Since the method is so simple, it is not necessary to save any private data.

In[1]:= CRK4@D@"Step"@rhs_, t_, h_, y_, yp_DD := Module@8k0, k1, k2, k3<,
k0 = h yp;
k1 = h rhs@t + h�2, y + k0�2D;
k2 = h rhs@t + h�2, y + k1�2D;
k3 = h rhs@t + h, y + k2D;
8h, Hk0 + 2 k1 + 2 k2 + k3L�6<D

This defines a method function so that NDSolve can obtain the proper difference order to use for the method. The ___ template is used 

because the difference order for the method is always 4.

In[2]:= CRK4@___D@"DifferenceOrder"D := 4

This defines a method function for the step mode so that NDSolve will know how to control time steps. This algorithm method does not 

have any step control, so you define the step mode to be Fixed.

In[3]:= CRK4@___D@"StepMode"D := Fixed

This integrates the simple harmonic oscillator equation with fixed step size.

In[4]:= fixed = NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<, x, 8t, 0, 2 Π<, Method ® CRK4D

Out[4]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.28319<<, <>D<<

Generally using a fixed step size is less efficient  than allowing the step size to vary with the local  difficulty of  the integration.  Modern

explicit  Runge|Kutta  methods  (accessed  in  NDSolve  with  Method -> "ExplicitRungeKutta")  have  a  so−called  embedded  error

estimator  that  makes  it  possible  to  very  efficiently  determine  appropriate  step  sizes.  An  alternative  is  to  use  built−in  step  controller

methods that use extrapolation. The method "DoubleStep" uses an extrapolation based on integrating a time step with a single step

of size h and two steps of size h �2. The method "Extrapolation" does a more sophisticated extrapolation and modifies the degree

of extrapolation automatically as the integration is performed, but is generally used with base methods of difference orders 1 and 2.
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This integrates the simple harmonic oscillator using the classical fourth−order Runge|Kutta method with steps controlled by using the 

"DoubleStep" method.

In[5]:= dstep = NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<,
x, 8t, 0, 2 Π<, Method ® 8"DoubleStep", Method ® CRK4<D

Out[5]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.28319<<, <>D<<

This makes a plot comparing the error in the computed solutions at the step ends. The error for the "DoubleStep" method is shown in 

blue.

In[6]:= ploterror@8sol_<, opts___D := Module@8
points = x�"Coordinates"@1D �. sol,
values = x�"ValuesOnGrid" �. sol<,

ListPlot@Transpose@8points, values - Cos@pointsD<D, optsD
D;

Show@8
ploterror@fixedD,
ploterror@dstep, PlotStyle ® RGBColor@0, 0, 1DD
<D

Out[7]=

The fixed step size ended up with smaller overall error mostly because the steps are so much smaller; it required more than three times

as many steps. For a problem where the local solution structure changes more significantly, the difference can be even greater.

A facility for stiffness detection is described within "DoubleStep Method for NDSolve".

For more sophisticated methods, it may be necessary or more efficient to set up some data for the method to use. When NDSolve uses

a particular numerical algorithm for the first time, it calls an initialization function. You can define rules for the initialization that will set up

appropriate data for your method. 

InitializeMethod@Algorithm Identifier,stepmode,state,Algorithm OptionsD

the expression that NDSolve evaluates for initialization when it first uses an 

algorithm for a particular integration where stepmode is either Automatic  or 

Fixed depending on whether your method is expected to be called within the 
framework of a step controller or another method or not; state is the 

NDSolveState object used by NDSolve, and AlgorithmOptions is a list that 

contains any options given specifically with the specification to use the particular 

algorithm, for example, 8opts< in Method -> 8Algorithm Identifier, opts<

Algorithm Identifier�:InitializeMethod@Algorithm Identifier,stepmode_,
rhs_NumericalFunction,state_NDSolveState,8opts___?OptionQ<D:=initialization

definition of the initialization so that the rule is associated with the algorithm, and 

initialization should return an algorithm object in the form 
Algorithm Identifier@dataD

Initializing a method from NDSolve.

As a system symbol, InitializeMethod is protected, so to attach rules to it, you would need to unprotect it first. It is better to keep

the rules associated with your method. A tidy way to do this is to make the initialization definition using TagSet as shown earlier.

As an example, suppose you want to redefine the Runge| Kutta method shown earlier so that instead of using the exact coefficients 2,

1/2, and 1/6, numerical values with the appropriate precision are used instead to make the computation slightly faster.
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This defines a method function to take a single step toward integrating an ODE using the classical fourth−order Runge| Kutta method using 
saved numerical values for the required coefficients. 

In[15]:= CRK4@8two_, half_, sixth_<D@"Step"@rhs_, t_, h_, y_, yp_DD := Module@8k0, k1, k2, k3<,
k0 = h yp;
k1 = h rhs@t + half h, y + half k0D;
k2 = h rhs@t + half h, y + half k1D;
k3 = h rhs@t + h, y + k2D;
8h, sixth Hk0 + two Hk1 + k2L + k3L<D

This defines a rule that initializes the algorithm object with the data to be used later.

In[16]:= CRK4 �: NDSolve‘InitializeMethod@CRK4, stepmode_, rhs_, state_, opts___D := Module@8prec<,
prec = state�"WorkingPrecision";
CRK4@N@82, 1�2, 1�6<, precDDD

Saving the numerical values of the numbers gives between 5 and 10 percent speedup for a longer integration using "DoubleStep". 

Adams Methods
In terms of the NDSolve  framework, it is not really any more difficult to write an algorithm that controls steps automatically. However,

the  requirements  for  estimating  error  and  determining  an  appropriate  step  size  usually  make  this  much  more  difficult  from  both  the

mathematical  and  programming  standpoints.  The  following  example  is  a  partial  adaptation  of  the  Fortran  DEABM code  of  Shampine

and Watts to fit into the NDSolve  framework. The algorithm adaptively chooses both step size and order based on criteria described in

[SG75].

The first stage is to define the coefficients. The integration method uses variable step−size coefficients. Given a sequence of step sizes

8hn-k+1, hn-k+2,¼, hn<, where hn  is the current step to take, the coefficients for the method with Adams| Bashforth predictor of order k and

Adams| Moulton corrector of order k + 1, g jHnL such that

yn+1 = pn+1 + hn gkHnLFkHn + 1L

pn+1 = yn + hnâ

j=0

k-1

g jHnLFk
*HnL,

where the F jHnL are the divided differences.

F jHnL ==ä

i=0

j-1

Htn - tn-iL ∆
k f Atn,¼, tn- jE

IF jM
*

HnL = Β jHnLF jHnL with Β jHnL =ä

i=0

j-1 tn+1 - tn-i

tn - t-i+n-1

.

This defines a function that computes the coefficients F j and Β j, along with Σ j, that are used in error estimation. The formulas are from 

[HNW93] and use essentially the same notation.

In[17]:= AdamsBMCoefficients@hlist_ListD := ModuleB8k, h, D h, brat, Β, Α, Σ, c<,

k = Length@hlistD;
h = Last@hlistD;
D h= Drop@FoldList@Plus, 0, Reverse@hlistDD, 1D;

brat =
Drop@D h, -1D

Drop@D h, 1D - h
;

Β = FoldList@Times, 1, bratD;

Α =

h

D h
;

Σ = FoldList@Times, 1, Α Range@Length@ΑDDD;

c@0D = TableB
1

q
, 8q, 1, k<F;

c@1D = TableB
1

q Hq + 1L
, 8q, 1, k<F;

DoBc@jD = Drop@c@j - 1D, -1D -
Drop@c@j - 1D, 1D h

D hPjT
, 8j, 2, k<F; 8HFirst@c@ð1DD &L �� Range@0, kD, Β, Σ<F
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hlist is the list of step sizes 8hn-k, hn-k+1,¼, hn< from past steps. The constant−coefficient Adams coefficients can be computed once, and

much more easily. Since the constant step size Adams|Moulton coefficients are used in error prediction for changing the method order,

it makes sense to define them once with rules that save the values.

This defines a function that computes and saves the values of the constant step size Adams| Moulton coefficients.

In[18]:= Moulton@0D = 1;
Moulton@m_D := Moulton@mD = -Sum@Moulton@kD�H1 + m - kL, 8k, 0, m - 1<D

The next stage is to set up a data structure that will keep the necessary information between steps and define how that data should be

initialized.  The  key  information  that  needs  to  be  saved  is  the  list  of  past  step  sizes,  hlist,  and  the  divided  differences,  F.  Since  the

method does the error estimation, it needs to get the correct norm to use from the NDSolve‘StateData object. Some other data such

as precision is saved for optimization and convenience. 

This defines a rule for initializing the AdamsBM method from NDSolve.

In[20]:= AdamsBM �:
NDSolve‘InitializeMethod@AdamsBM, 8Automatic, DenseQ_<, rhs_, ndstate_, opts___D :=
Module@8prec, norm, hlist, F, mord<, mord = MaxDifferenceOrder �. Flatten@8opts, Options@AdamsBMD<D;
If@mord ¹ ¥ && ! HIntegerQ@mordD && mord > 0L, Return@$FailedDD;
prec = ndstate@"WorkingPrecision"D;
norm = ndstate@"Norm"D;
hlist = 8<;
F = 8ndstate@"SolutionDerivativeVector"@"Active"DD<;
AdamsBM@88hlist, F, N@0, precD FP1T<, 8norm, prec, mord, 0, True<<DD;

hlist is initialized to 8< since at initialization time there have been no steps. F is initialized to the derivative of the solution vector at the

initial condition since the 0th divided difference is just the function value. Note that F is a matrix. The third element, which is initialized to

a zero vector, is used for determining the best order for the next step. It  is effectively an additional divided difference. The use of the

other parts of the data is clarified in the definition of the stepping function.

The initialization is also set up to get the value of an option that can be used to limit the maximum order of the method to use. In the

code  DEABM,  this  is  limited  to  12,  because  this  is  a  practical  limit  for  machine−precision  calculations.  However,  in  Mathematica,

computations can be done in higher precision where higher−order methods may be of significant advantage, so there is no good reason

for an absolute limit of this sort. Thus, you set the default of the option to be ¥.

This sets the default for the MaxDifferenceOrder option of the AdamsBM method.

In[21]:= Options@AdamsBMD = 8MaxDifferenceOrder ® ¥<;

Before  proceeding  to  the  more  complicated  "Step"  method  functions,  it  makes  sense  to  define  the  simple  "StepMode"  and

"DifferenceOrder" method functions.

This defines the step mode for the AdamsBM method to always be Automatic . This means that it cannot be called from step controller 

methods that request fixed step sizes of possibly varying sizes. 

In[22]:= AdamsBM@___D@"StepMode"D = Automatic;

This defines the difference order for the AdamsBM method. This varies with the number of past values saved.

In[23]:= AdamsBM@data_D@"DifferenceOrder"D := Length@data@@1, 2DDD;

Finally,  here  is  the  definition  of  the  "Step"  function.  The  actual  process  of  taking  a  step  is  only  a  few  lines.  The  rest  of  the  code

handles the automatic step size and order selection following very closely the DEABM code of Shampine and Watts.
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This defines the "Step" method function for AdamsBM that returns step data according to the templates described earlier. 

In[24]:= AdamsBM@data_D@"Step"@rhs_, t_, h_, y_, yp_DD :=

ModuleB8prec, norm, hlist, F, F 1, ns, starting, k, zero, g, Β, Σ, p, f, D y, normh, ev,

err, PE, knew, hnew, temp<, 88hlist, F, F 1<, 8norm, prec, mord, ns, starting<< = data;
H* Norm scaling will be based on current solution y. *L
normh = HAbs@hD temp@ð1, yD &L �. 8temp ® norm<;
k = Length@FD;
zero = N@0, precD;
H* Keep track of number of steps at this stepsize h. *L
If@Length@hlistD > 0 && Last@hlistD == h, ns++, ns = 1D; hlist = Join@hlist, 8h<D;
8g, Β, Σ< = AdamsBMCoefficients@hlistD;

H* Convert F to F* *L
F = F Reverse@ΒD;
H* PE: Predict and evaluate *L
p = Reverse@Drop@g, -1DD.F;
f = rhs@h + t, h p + yD;
H* Update divided differences *L
F = FoldList@Plus, zero F 1, FD;
H* Compute scaled error estimate *L
ev = f - Last@FD;
err = HgP-2T - gP-1TL normh@evD;
H* First order check: determines if order should be lowered
even in the case of a rejected step *L

knew = OrderCheck@PE, k, F, ev, normh, ΣD;

IfBerr > 1,

H* Rejected step: reduce h by half,
make sure starting mode flag is unset and reset F to previous values *L

hnew =
h

2
; D y= $Failed; f = None; starting = False; F = dataP1, 2T,

H* Sucessful step:
CE: Correct and evaluate *L

D y= h Hp + ev Last@gDL;
f = rhs@h + t, y + D yD; temp = f - Last@FD;
H* Update the divided differences *L
F = Htemp + ð1 &L �� F;
H* Determine best order and stepsize for the next step *L
F 1= temp - F 1; knew = ChooseNextOrder@starting, PE, k, knew, F 1, normh, Σ, mord, nsD;

hnew = ChooseNextStep@PE, knew, hDF;

H* Truncate hlist and F to the appropriate length for the chosen order. *L
hlist = Take@hlist, 1 - knewD;
If@Length@FD > knew, F 1= FPLength@FD - knewT; F = Take@F, -knewD;D;
H* Return step data along with updated method data *L

8hnew, D y, f, AdamsBM@88hlist, F, F 1<, 8norm, prec, mord, ns, starting<<D<F;

There  are  a  few  deviations  from  DEABM  in  the  code  here.  The  most  significant  is  that  coefficients  are  recomputed  at  each  step,

whereas DEABM computes only those that need updating. This modification was made to keep the code simpler, but does incur a clear

performance  loss,  particularly  for  small  to  moderately  sized  systems.  A  second  significant  modification  is  that  much  of  the  code  for

limiting rejected steps is left to NDSolve, so there are no checks in this code to see if the step size is too small or the tolerances are too

large. The stiffness detection heuristic has also been left out. The order and step−size determination code has been modularized into

separate functions.

This defines a function that constructs error estimates PE j for j == k - 2, k - 1, and k and determines if the order should be lowered or 

not.

In[25]:= OrderCheck@PE_, k_, F _, ev_, normh_, Σ _D := ModuleB8knew = k<,

PEk = Abs@ΣPk + 1T Moulton@kD normh@evDD; IfBk > 1,

PEk-1 = Abs@ΣPkT Moulton@k - 1D normh@ev + FP2TDD;
If@k > 2,
PEk-2 = Abs@ΣPk - 1T Moulton@k - 2D normh@ev + FP3TDD; If@Max@PEk-1, PEk-2D < PEk, knew = k - 1DD,

IfBPEk-1 <
PEk

2
, knew = k - 1F;

F;

knew

F;
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This defines a function that determines the best order to use after a successful step.

In[26]:= SetAttributes@ChooseNextOrder, HoldFirstD;

ChooseNextOrder@starting_, PE_, k_, knw_, F 1_, normh_, Σ _, mord_, ns_D := ModuleB8knew = knw<,

starting = starting && knew ³ k && k < mord;

IfBstarting,

knew = k + 1; PEk+1 = 0,

IfBknew ³ k && ns ³ k + 1,

PEk+1 = Abs@Moulton@k + 1D normh@F 1DD;

IfBk > 1,

If@PEk-1 £ Min@PEk, PEk+1D,
knew = k - 1,
If@PEk+1 < PEk && k < mord, knew = k + 1D
D,

IfBPEk+1 <
PEk

2
, knew = k + 1F

F;

F;

F;

knew

F;

This defines a function that determines the best step size to use after a successful step of size h. 

In[28]:= ChooseNextStep@PE_, k_, h_D :=

IfBPEk < 2
-Hk+2L,

2 h,

IfBPEk <
1

2
, h, h MaxB

1

2
, MinB

9

10
,

1

2 PEk

1

k+1

FFF

F;

Once these definitions are entered, you can access the method in NDSolve by simply using Method -> AdamsBM.

This solves the harmonic oscillator equation with the Adams method defined earlier. 

In[29]:= asol = NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<, x, 8t, 0, 2 Π<, Method ® AdamsBMD

Out[29]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.28319<<, <>D<<

This shows the error of the computed solution. It is apparent that the error is kept within reasonable bounds. Note that after the first few 
points, the step size has been increased.

In[30]:= ploterror@asolD

Out[30]=

1 2 3 4 5 6

-2.´ 10-8

-1.´ 10-8

1.´ 10-8

2.´ 10-8

Where this method has the potential  to outperform some of the built−in methods is with high−precision computations with strict  toler−

ances. This is because the built−in methods are adapted from codes with the restriction to order 12. 

In[31]:= LorenzEquations = 8
8x’@tD == -3 Hx@tD - y@tDL, x@0D == 0<,
8y’@tD == -x@tD z@tD + 53�2 x@tD - y@tD, y@0D == 1<, 8z’@tD == x@tD y@tD - z@tD, z@0D == 0<<;

vars = 8x@tD, y@tD, z@tD<;

A lot of time is required for coefficient computation.

In[33]:= Timing@NDSolve@LorenzEquations, vars, 8t, 0, 20<, Method ® AdamsBMDD

Out[33]= 87.04 Second, 88x@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<, <>D@tD, y@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 20.<<,
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This is not using as high an order as might be expected.

In any case, about half the time is spent generating coefficients, so to make it better, you need to figure out the coefficient update.

In[34]:= Timing@NDSolve@LorenzEquations, vars, 8t, 0, 20<, Method ® AdamsBM, WorkingPrecision ® 32DD

Out[34]= 811.109, 88x@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880, 20.000000000000000000000000000000<<, <>D@tD, y@tD ® InterpolatingFunction
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Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations

The Numerical Method of Lines

Introduction

The numerical method of lines is a technique for solving partial differential equations by discretizing in all but one dimension, and then

integrating the semi−discrete problem as a system of ODEs or DAEs. A significant advantage of the method is that it allows the solution

to  take  advantage  of  the  sophisticated  general−purpose  methods  and  software  that  have  been  developed  for  numerically  integrating

ODEs and DAEs. For the PDEs to which the method of lines is applicable, the method typically proves to be quite efficient. 

It is necessary that the PDE problem be well−posed as an initial value (Cauchy) problem in at least one dimension, since the ODE and

DAE integrators used are initial value problem solvers. This rules out purely elliptic equations such as Laplace’s equation, but leaves a

large class of evolution equations that can be solved quite efficiently.

A  simple  example  illustrates  better  than  mere  words  the  fundamental  idea  of  the  method.  Consider  the  following  problem  (a  simple

model for seasonal variation of heat in soil). 

(1)ut ==
1

8
uxx, uH0, tL == sinH2 Π tL, uxH1, tL == 0, uHx, 0L � 0

This is a candidate for the method of lines since you have the initial value u Hx, 0L == 0.

Problem (1) will be discretized with respect to the variable x using second−order finite differences, in particular using the approximation

(2)uxxHx, tL >
uHx+h,tL-2 uHx,tL-uHx-h,tL

h2

Even though finite difference discretizations are the most common, there is certainly no requirement that discretizations for the method

of lines be done with finite differences; finite volume or even finite element discretizations can also be used.

To use the discretization shown,  choose a uniform grid  xi, 0 £ i £ n  with  spacing h == 1 �n  such that  xi == i h.  Let  ui@tD  be the value of

uHxi, tL. For the purposes of illustrating the problem setup, a particular value of n is chosen.

This defines a particular value of n and the corresponding value of h used in the subsequent commands. This can be changed to make a 

finer or coarser spatial approximation.

In[1]:= n = 10; hn =
1

n
;

This defines the vector of ui.

In[2]:= U@t_D = Table@ui@tD, 8i, 0, n<D

Out[2]= 8u0@tD, u1@tD, u2@tD, u3@tD, u4@tD, u5@tD, u6@tD, u7@tD, u8@tD, u9@tD, u10@tD<

For 1 £ i £ 9,  you can use the centered difference formula (2)  to  obtain a system of  ODEs.  However,  before doing this,  it  is  useful  to

incorporate the boundary conditions first.

The  Dirichlet  boundary  condition  at  x == 0  can  easily  be  handled  by  simply  defining  u0  as  a  function  of  t.  An  alternative  option  is  to

differentiate  the  boundary  condition  with  respect  to  time  and  use  the  corresponding  differential  equation.  In  this  example,  the  latter

method will be used.

The Neumann boundary condition at x == 1 is a little more difficult. With second−order differences, one way to handle it is with reflec−

tion: imagine that you are solving the problem on the interval 0 £ x £ 2 with the same boundary conditions at x == 0 and x == 2. Since

the initial condition and boundary conditions are symmetric with respect to x, the solution should be symmetric with respect to x for all

time, and so symmetry is equivalent to the Neumann boundary condition at x � 1. Thus, uH1 + h, tL � uH1 - h, tL, so un+1@tD � un-1@tD.
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This uses ListCorrelate to apply the difference formula. The padding 8un-1@tD< implements the Neumann boundary condition.

In[3]:= eqns =

ThreadAD@U@tD, tD � JoinA8D@Sin@2 Π tD, tD<, ListCorrelateA81, -2, 1<�hn
2, U@tD, 81, 2<, 8un-1@tD<E�8EE

Out[3]= 9u0
¢@tD � 2 Π Cos@2 Π tD, u1

¢@tD �
1

8

H100 u0@tD - 200 u1@tD + 100 u2@tDL, u2
¢@tD �

1

8

H100 u1@tD - 200 u2@tD + 100 u3@tDL

This sets up the zero initial condition.

In[4]:= initc = Thread@U@0D � Table@0, 8n + 1<DD

Out[4]= 8u0@0D � 0, u1@0D � 0, u2@0D � 0, u3@0D � 0, u4@0D � 0, u5@0D � 0, u6@0D � 0, u7@0D � 0, u8@0D � 0, u9@0D � 0, u10@0D

Now the PDE has been partially discretized into an ODE initial value problem that can be solved by the ODE integrators in NDSolve.

This solves the ODE initial value problem.

In[5]:= lines = NDSolve@8eqns, initc<, U@tD, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[5]= 88u0@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D@tD, u1@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D@tD, u2@tD ®

This shows the solutions uHxi, tL plotted as a function of x and t.

In[6]:= ParametricPlot3D@Evaluate@Table@8i hn, t, First@ui@tD �. linesD<, 8i, 0, n<DD,
8t, 0, 4<, PlotRange ® All, AxesLabel ® 8"x", "t", "u"<D

Out[6]=

The plot indicates why this technique is called the numerical "method of lines". 

The solution in between lines can be found by interpolation.  When NDSolve  computes the solution for  the PDE, the result  is  a two−

dimensional InterpolatingFunction.

This uses NDSolve to compute the solution of the heat equation (1) directly.

In[7]:= solution = NDSolveB:D@u@x, tD, tD �
1

8
D@u@x, tD, x, xD, u@x, 0D � 0,

u@0, tD � Sin@2 Π tD, HD@u@x, tD, xD �. x ® 1L � 0>, u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 4<F

Out[7]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 4.<<, <>D<<
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This creates a surface plot of the solution.

In[8]:= Plot3D@Evaluate@First@u@x, tD �. solutionDD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 4<, PlotPoints ® 814, 36<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[8]=

The setting n == 10 used did not give a very accurate solution. When NDSolve computes the solution, it uses spatial error estimates on

the initial condition to determine what the grid spacing should be. The error in the temporal (or at least time−like) variable is handled by

the adaptive ODE integrator. 

In the example (1), the distinction between time and space was quite clear from the problem context. Even when the distinction is not

explicit, this tutorial will refer to "spatial" and "temporal" variables. The "spatial" variables are those to which the discretization is done.

The "temporal" variable is the one left in the ODE system to be integrated.

option name default value

TemporalVariable Automatic what variable to keep derivatives with respect to the derived 
ODE or DAE system

Method Automatic what method to use for integrating the ODEs or DAEs

SpatialDiscretization TensorProductGrid what method to use for spatial discretization 

DifferentiateBoundaryConditions True whether to differentiate the boundary conditions with respect 
to the temporal variable

ExpandFunctionSymbolically False whether to expand the effective function symbolically or not

DiscretizedMonitorVariables False whether to interpret dependent variables given in monitors 

like StepMonitor or in method options for methods like 

EventLocator and Projection as functions of the 

spatial variables or vectors representing the spatially 
discretized values

Options for NDSolve‘MethodOfLines. 

Use of  some of  these options requires further knowledge of  how the method of  lines works and will  be explained in the sections that

follow.

Currently,  the  only  method  implemented  for  spatial  discretization  is  the  TensorProductGrid  method,  which  uses  discretization

methods for one spatial dimension and uses an outer tensor product to derive methods for multiple spatial dimensions on rectangular

regions. TensorProductGrid has its own set of options that you can use to control the grid selection process. The following sections

give sufficient background information so that you will be able to use these options if necessary.

Spatial Derivative Approximations

Finite Differences

The essence of the concept of finite differences is embodied in the standard definition of the derivative
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f ’ HxiL == lim
h®0

f Hh + xiL - f HxiL

h

where instead of passing to the limit as h approaches zero, the finite spacing to the next adjacent point, xi+1 � xi + h, is used so that you

get an approximation.

f ’ HxiLapprox ==
f Hxi+1L - f HxiL

h

The difference formula can also be derived from Taylor’s formula, 

f Hxi+1L � f HxiL + h f ’ HxiL +
h2

2
f ’’ HΞiL; xi < Ξi < xi+1

which is more useful since it provides an error estimate (assuming sufficient smoothness)

f ’ HxiL �
f Hxi+1L - f HxiL

h
-

h

2
f ’’ HΞiL

An important aspect of this formula is that Ξi  must lie between xi  and xi+1  so that the error is local to the interval enclosing the sampling

points. It is generally true for finite difference formulas that the error is local to the stencil, or set of sample points. Typically, for conver−

gence and other analysis, the error is expressed in asymptotic form:

f ’ HxiL �
f Hxi+1L - f HxiL

h
+ OHhL

This formula is most commonly referred to as the first−order forward difference. The backward difference would use xi-1.

Taylor’s formula can easily be used to derive higher−order approximations. For example, subtracting 

f Hxi+1L � f HxiL + h f ’ HxiL +
h2

2
f ’’ HxiL + OIh3M

from

f Hxi-1L � f HxiL - h f ’ HxiL +
h2

2
f ’’ HxiL + OIh3M

and solving for f ’ HxiL gives the second−order centered difference formula for the first derivative,

f ’ HxiL �
f Hxi+1L - f Hxi-1L

2 h
+ OIh2M

If  the  Taylor  formulas  shown are  expanded out  one order  farther  and added and then combined with  the  formula  just  given,  it  is  not

difficult to derive a centered formula for the second derivative.

f ’’ HxiL �
f Hxi+1L - 2 f HxiL + f Hxi-1L

h2
+ OIh2M

Note  that  the  while  having  a  uniform  step  size  h  between  points  makes  it  convenient  to  write  out  the  formulas,  it  is  certainly  not  a

requirement. For example, the approximation to the second derivative is in general

f ¢¢HxiL ==
2 H f Hxi+1L Hxi-1 - xiL + f Hxi-1L Hxi - xi+1L + f HxiL Hxi+1 - xi-1LL

Hxi-1 - xiL Hxi-1 - xi+1L Hxi - xi+1L
+ OHhL

where h corresponds to the maximum local grid spacing. Note that the asymptotic order of the three−point formula has dropped to first

order; that it was second order on a uniform grid is due to fortuitous cancellations.
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In general, formulas for any given derivative with asymptotic error of any chosen order can be derived from the Taylor formulas as long

as  a  sufficient  number  of  sample  points  are  used.  However,  this  method  becomes  cumbersome  and  inefficient  beyond  the  simple

examples shown. An alternate formulation is based on polynomial interpolation: since the Taylor formulas are exact (no error term) for

polynomials of sufficiently low order, so are the finite difference formulas. It is not difficult to show that the finite difference formulas are

equivalent to the derivatives of interpolating polynomials. For example, a simple way of deriving the formula just shown for the second

derivative is to interpolate a quadratic and find its second derivative (which is essentially just the leading coefficient).

This finds the three−point finite difference formula for the second derivative by differentiating the polynomial interpolating the three points 

Hxi-1, f Hxi-1LL, Hxi, f HxiLL, and Hxi+1, f Hxi+1LL.

In[9]:= D@InterpolatingPolynomial@Table@8 xi+k, f@xi+kD<, 8k, -1, 1<D, zD, z, zD

Out[9]=

2 J-
-f@x

-1+iD+f@xiD

-x
-1+i+xi

+

-f@xiD+f@x1+iD

-xi+x1+i

N

-x
-1+i + x1+i

In this form of the formula, it is easy to see that it is effectively a difference of the forward and backward first−order derivative approxima−

tions.  Sometimes  it  is  advantageous  to  use  finite  differences  in  this  way,  particularly  for  terms  with  coefficients  inside  of  derivatives,

such as HaHxL uxLx, which commonly appear in PDEs. 

Another  property  made apparent  by considering interpolation formulas is  that  the point  at  which you get  the derivative approximation

need not be on the grid. A common use of this is with staggered grids where the derivative may be wanted at the midpoints between

grid points. 

This generates a fourth−order approximation for the first derivative on a uniform staggered grid, xi, where the main grid points xi+k�2 are at 

xi + h k �2, for odd k. 

In[10]:= SimplifyADAInterpolatingPolynomialATableA9 xi + k h�2, fAxi+k�2E=, 8k, -3, 3, 2<E, zE, zE �. z ® xiE

Out[10]=

fAx
-

3

2
+i
E - 27 fAx

-

1

2
+i
E + 27 fAx 1

2
+i
E - fAx 3

2
+i
E

24 h

The fourth−order error coefficient for this formula is 
3

640
h4 f H5LHxiL versus 

1

30
h4 f H5LHxiL for the standard fourth−order formula derived next.

Much of the reduced error can be attributed to the reduced stencil size.

This generates a fourth−order approximation for the first derivative at a point on a uniform grid.

In[11]:= Simplify@D@InterpolatingPolynomial@Table@8 xi + k h, f@xi+kD<, 8k, -2, 2, 1<D, zD, zD �. z ® xiD

Out[11]=

f@x
-2+iD - 8 f@x-1+iD + 8 f@x1+iD - f@x2+iD

12 h

In general, a finite difference formula using n points will be exact for functions that are polynomials of degree n - 1 and have asymptotic

order at least n - m. On uniform grids, you can expect higher asymptotic order, especially for centered differences.

Using efficient polynomial interpolation techniques is a reasonable way to generate coefficients, but B. Fornberg has developed a fast

algorithm for finite difference weight generation [F92], [F98], which is substantially faster. 

In [F98], Fornberg presents a one−line Mathematica formula for explicit finite differences.

This is the simple formula of Fornberg for generating weights on a uniform grid. Here it has been modified slightly by making it a function 
definition.

In[12]:= UFDWeights@m_, n_, s_D := CoefficientListANormalASeriesAxs Log@xDm, 8x, 1, n<E�hmE, xE

Here  m  is  the  order  of  the  derivative,  n  is  the  number  of  grid  intervals  enclosed  in  the  stencil,  and  s  is  the  number  of  grid  intervals

between the point  at  which the derivative  is  approximated and the leftmost  edge of  the stencil.  There is  no requirement  that  s  be an

integer; noninteger values simply lead to staggered grid approximations. Setting s to be n �2 always generates a centered formula. 

This uses the Fornberg formula to generate the weights for a staggered fourth−order approximation to the first derivative. This is the same 

one computed earlier with InterpolatingPolynomial.

In[13]:= UFDWeights@1, 3, 3�2D

Out[13]= 9
1

24 h

, -
9

8 h

,
9

8 h

, -
1

24 h

=
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A table of some commonly used finite difference formulas follows for reference.

formula error term

f ¢HxiL >
f Ixi-2M-4 f Ixi-1M+3 f IxiM

2 h

1

3
h2 f H3L

f ¢HxiL >
f Ixi+1M- f Ixi-1M

2 h

1

6
h2 f H3L

f ¢HxiL >
-3 f IxiM+4 f Ixi+1M- f Ixi+2M

2 h

1

3
h2 f H3L

f ¢HxiL >
3 f Ixi-4M-16 f Ixi-3M+36 f Ixi-2M-48 f Ixi-1M+25 f IxiM

12 h

1

5
h4 f H5L

f ¢HxiL >
- f Ixi-3M+6 f Ixi-2M-18 f Ixi-1M+10 f IxiM+3 f Ixi+1M

12 h

1

20
h4 f H5L

f ¢HxiL >
f Ixi-2M-8 f Ixi-1M+8 f Ixi+1M- f Ixi+2M

12 h

1

30
h4 f H5L

f ¢HxiL >
-3 f Ixi-1M-10 f IxiM+18 f Ixi+1M-6 f Ixi+2M+ f Ixi+3M

12 h

1

20
h4 f H5L

f ¢HxiL >
-25 f IxiM+48 f Ixi+1M-36 f Ixi+2M+16 f Ixi+3M-3 f Ixi+4M

12 h

1

5
h4 f H5L

f ¢HxiL >
10 f Ixi-6M-72 f Ixi-5M+225 f Ixi-4M-400 f Ixi-3M+450 f Ixi-2M-360 f Ixi-1M+147 f IxiM

60 h

1

7
h6 f H7L

f ¢HxiL >
-2 f Ixi-5M+15 f Ixi-4M-50 f Ixi-3M+100 f Ixi-2M-150 f Ixi-1M+77 f IxiM+10 f Ixi+1M

60 h

1

42
h6 f H7L

f ¢HxiL >
f Ixi-4M-8 f Ixi-3M+30 f Ixi-2M-80 f Ixi-1M+35 f IxiM+24 f Ixi+1M-2 f Ixi+2M

60 h

1

105
h6 f H7L

f ¢HxiL >
- f Ixi-3M+9 f Ixi-2M-45 f Ixi-1M+45 f Ixi+1M-9 f Ixi+2M+ f Ixi+3M

60 h

1

140
h6 f H7L

f ¢HxiL >
2 f Ixi-2M-24 f Ixi-1M-35 f IxiM+80 f Ixi+1M-30 f Ixi+2M+8 f Ixi+3M- f Ixi+4M

60 h

1

105
h6 f H7L

f ¢HxiL >
-10 f Ixi-1M-77 f IxiM+150 f Ixi+1M-100 f Ixi+2M+50 f Ixi+3M-15 f Ixi+4M+2 f Ixi+5M

60 h

1

42
h6 f H7L

f ¢HxiL >
-147 f IxiM+360 f Ixi+1M-450 f Ixi+2M+400 f Ixi+3M-225 f Ixi+4M+72 f Ixi+5M-10 f Ixi+6M

60 h

1

7
h6 f H7L

Finite difference formulas on uniform grids for the first derivative.
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formula error term

f ¢¢HxiL >
- f Ixi-3M+4 f Ixi-2M-5 f Ixi-1M+2 f IxiM

h2

11

12
h2 f H4L

f ¢¢HxiL >
f Ixi-1M-2 f IxiM+ f Ixi+1M

h2

1

12
h2 f H4L

f ¢¢HxiL >
2 f IxiM-5 f Ixi+1M+4 f Ixi+2M- f Ixi+3M

h2

11

12
h2 f H4L

f ¢¢HxiL >
-10 f Ixi-5M+61 f Ixi-4M-156 f Ixi-3M+214 f Ixi-2M-154 f Ixi-1M+45 f IxiM

12 h2

137

180
h4 f H6L

f ¢¢HxiL >
f Ixi-4M-6 f Ixi-3M+14 f Ixi-2M-4 f Ixi-1M-15 f IxiM+10 f Ixi+1M

12 h2

13

180
h4 f H6L

f ¢¢HxiL >
- f Ixi-2M+16 f Ixi-1M-30 f IxiM+16 f Ixi+1M- f Ixi+2M

12 h2

1

90
h4 f H6L

f ¢¢HxiL >
10 f Ixi-1M-15 f IxiM-4 f Ixi+1M+14 f Ixi+2M-6 f Ixi+3M+ f Ixi+4M

12 h2

13

180
h4 f H6L

f ¢¢HxiL >
45 f IxiM-154 f Ixi+1M+214 f Ixi+2M-156 f Ixi+3M+61 f Ixi+4M-10 f Ixi+5M

12 h2

137

180
h4 f H6L

f ¢¢HxiL >
-126 f Ixi-7M+1019 f Ixi-6M-3618 f Ixi-5M+7380 f Ixi-4M-9490 f Ixi-3M+7911 f Ixi-2M-4014 f Ixi-1M+938 f IxiM

180 h2

363

560
h6 f H8L

f ¢¢HxiL >
11 f Ixi-6M-90 f Ixi-5M+324 f Ixi-4M-670 f Ixi-3M+855 f Ixi-2M-486 f Ixi-1M-70 f IxiM+126 f Ixi+1M

180 h2

29

560
h6 f H8L

f ¢¢HxiL >
-2 f Ixi-5M+16 f Ixi-4M-54 f Ixi-3M+85 f Ixi-2M+130 f Ixi-1M-378 f IxiM+214 f Ixi+1M-11 f Ixi+2M

180 h2

47

5040
h6 f H8L

f ¢¢HxiL >
2 f Ixi-3M-27 f Ixi-2M+270 f Ixi-1M-490 f IxiM+270 f Ixi+1M-27 f Ixi+2M+2 f Ixi+3M

180 h2

1

560
h6 f H8L

f ¢¢HxiL >
-11 f Ixi-2M+214 f Ixi-1M-378 f IxiM+130 f Ixi+1M+85 f Ixi+2M-54 f Ixi+3M+16 f Ixi+4M-2 f Ixi+5M

180 h2

47

5040
h6 f H8L

f ¢¢HxiL >
126 f Ixi-1M-70 f IxiM-486 f Ixi+1M+855 f Ixi+2M-670 f Ixi+3M+324 f Ixi+4M-90 f Ixi+5M+11 f Ixi+6M

180 h2

29

560
h6 f H8L

f ¢¢HxiL >
938 f IxiM-4014 f Ixi+1M+7911 f Ixi+2M-9490 f Ixi+3M+7380 f Ixi+4M-3618 f Ixi+5M+1019 f Ixi+6M-126 f Ixi+7M

180 h2

363

560
h6 f H8L

Finite difference formulas on uniform grids for the second derivative.

One thing to notice from this table is that the farther the formulas get from centered, the larger the error term coefficient, sometimes by

factors of hundreds. For this reason, sometimes where one−sided derivative formulas are required (such as at boundaries), formulas of

higher order are used to offset the extra error.

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative

Fornberg  [F92],  [F98]  also  gives  an  algorithm  that,  though  not  quite  so  elegant  and  simple,  is  more  general  and,  in  particular,  is

applicable to nonuniform grids. It is not difficult to program in Mathematica, but to make it as efficient as possible, a new kernel function

has been provided as a simpler interface (along with some additional features).
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NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@mD,grid,valuesD

approximate the mth−order derivative for the function that takes on values on the 
grid

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@m1,m2,¼,mnD,8grid1,grid2,¼,gridn<,valuesD

approximate the partial derivative of order (m1, m2, ¼, mn) for the function of n 

variables that takes on values on the tensor product grid defined by the outer 

product of (grid1, grid2, ¼, gridn)

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@m1,m2,¼,mnD,8grid1,grid2,¼,gridn<D

compute the finite difference weights needed to approximate the partial derivative 
of order (m1, m2, ¼, mn) for the function of n variables on the tensor product grid 

defined by the outer product of (grid1, grid2, ¼, gridn); the result is returned as an 

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction, which can be 
repeatedly applied to values on the grid

Finding finite difference approximations to derivatives.

This defines a uniform grid with points spaced apart by a symbolic distance h.

In[14]:= ugrid = h Range@0, 8D

Out[14]= 80, h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, 5 h, 6 h, 7 h, 8 h<

This gives the first derivative formulas on the grid for a symbolic function f.

In[15]:= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@1D, ugrid, Map@f, ugridDD

Out[15]= 9-
25 f@0D

12 h

+

4 f@hD

h

-

3 f@2 hD

h

+

4 f@3 hD

3 h

-

f@4 hD

4 h

, -
f@0D

4 h

-

5 f@hD

6 h

+

3 f@2 hD

2 h

-

f@3 hD

2 h

+

f@4 hD

12 h

,
f@0D

12 h

-

2 f@hD

3 h

+

2 f@

3

The  derivatives  at  the  endpoints  are  computed  using  one−sided  formulas.  The  formulas  shown  in  the  previous  example  are  fourth−

order  accurate,  which  is  the  default.  In  general,  when  you  use  a  symbolic  grid  and/or  data,  you  get  symbolic  formulas.  This  is  often

useful for doing analysis on the methods; however, for actual numerical grids, it is usually faster and more accurate to give the numeri−

cal grid to NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative rather than using the symbolic formulas.

This defines a randomly spaced grid between 0 and 2 Π.

In[16]:= rgrid = Sort@Join@80, 2 Π<, Table@2 Π RandomReal@D, 810<DDD

Out[16]= 80, 0.94367, 1.005, 1.08873, 1.72052, 1.78776, 2.41574, 2.49119, 2.93248, 4.44508, 6.20621, 2 Π<

This approximates the derivative of the sine function at each point on the grid.

In[17]:= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@1D, rgrid, Sin@rgridDD

Out[17]= 80.989891, 0.586852, 0.536072, 0.463601, -0.149152, -0.215212, -0.747842, -0.795502, -0.97065, -0.247503, 0.99769

This shows the error in the approximations.

In[18]:= % - Cos@rgridD

Out[18]= 9-0.0101091, 0.000031019, -0.0000173088, -0.0000130366, 9.03135´10-6, 0.0000521639, 0.0000926836, 0.000336785

In multiple dimensions, NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative works on tensor product grids, and you only need to specify the

grid points for each dimension. 
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This defines grids xgrid and ygrid for the x and y direction, gives an approximation for the mixed xy partial derivative of the Gaussian on 

the tensor product of xgrid and ygrid, and makes a surface plot of the error. 

In[19]:= xgrid = Range@0, 8D;
ygrid = Range@0, 10D;

gaussian@x_, y_D = ExpA-IHx - 4L2 + Hy - 5L2M�10E;

values = Outer@gaussian, xgrid, ygridD;
ListPlot3D@NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@81, 1<, 8xgrid, ygrid<, valuesD -

Outer@Function@8x, y<, Evaluate@D@gaussian@x, yD, x, yDDD, xgrid, ygridDD

Out[23]=

Note that the values need to be given in a matrix corresponding to the outer product of the grid coordinates. 

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative does not compute weights for sums of derivatives. This means that for common opera−

tors like the Laplacian, you need to combine two approximations.

This makes a function that approximates the Laplacian operator on a tensor product grid.

In[24]:= lap@values_, 8xgrid_, ygrid_<D :=
NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@82, 0<, 8xgrid, ygrid<, valuesD +
NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@80, 2<, 8xgrid, ygrid<, valuesD

This uses the function to approximate the Laplacian for the same grid and Gaussian function used in the previous example.

In[25]:= ListPlot3D@lap@values, 8xgrid, ygrid<DD

Out[25]=

option name default value

"DifferenceOrder" 4 asymptotic order of the error

PeriodicInterpolation False whether to consider the values as those of a periodic 
function with the period equal to the interval enclosed by the 
grid

Options for NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative.
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This approximates the derivatives for the sine function on the random grid defined earlier, assuming that the function repeats periodically.

In[26]:= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@1, rgrid, Sin@rgridD, PeriodicInterpolation ® TrueD

Out[26]= 80.99895, 0.586765, 0.536072, 0.463601, -0.149152, -0.215212, -0.747842, -0.795502, -0.97065, -0.247503, 0.994585

When using PeriodicInterpolation -> True , you can omit the last point in the values since it should always be the same as the

first. This feature is useful when solving a PDE with periodic boundary conditions.

This generates second−order finite difference formulas for the first derivative of a symbolic function.

In[27]:= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@1, 8x
-1, x0, x1<, 8f-1, f0, f1<, "DifferenceOrder" ® 2D

Out[27]=

Fourth−order  differences  typically  provide  a  good  balance  between  truncation  (approximation)  error  and  roundoff  error  for  machine

precision. However, there are some applications where fourth−order differences produce excessive oscillation (Gibb’s phenomena), so

second−order  differences  are  better.  Also,  for  high−precision,  higher−order  differences  may  be  appropriate.  Even  values  of

"DifferenceOrder"  use  centered  formulas,  which  typically  have  smaller  error  coefficients  than  noncentered  formulas,  so  even

values are recommended when appropriate.

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction

When computing the solution to a PDE, it is common to repeatedly apply the same finite difference approximation to different values on

the  same grid.  A  significant  savings  can  be  made  by  storing  the  necessary  weight  computations  and  applying  them to  the  changing

data.  When  you  omit  the  (third)  argument  with  function  values  in  NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative,  the  result  will  be  an

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction,  which is a data object that stores the weight computations in a efficient form

for future repeated use.

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@8m1,m2,¼<,8grid1,grid2,¼<D

compute the finite difference weights needed to approximate the partial derivative 
of order (m1, m2, ¼) for the function of n variables on the tensor product grid 

defined by the outer product of (grid1, grid2, ¼); the result is returned as an 

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction object

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@Derivative@mD,dataD

a data object that contains the weights and other data needed to quickly approxi−

mate the mth−order derivative of a function; in the standard output form, only the 

Derivative@mD operator it approximates is shown

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@dataD@valuesD

approximate the derivative of the function that takes on values on the grid used to 
determine data

Computing finite difference weights for repeated use. 

This defines a uniform grid with 25 points on the unit interval and evaluates the sine function with one period on the grid.

In[2]:= n = 24;
grid = N@Range@0, nD�nD;
values = Sin@2 Π gridD

Out[4]= 90., 0.258819, 0.5, 0.707107, 0.866025, 0.965926, 1., 0.965926, 0.866025, 0.707107, 0.5, 0.258819, 1.22465´
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This defines an NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction, which can be repeatedly applied to different values on the 
grid to approximate the second derivative.

In[5]:= fddf = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@2D, gridD

Out[5]= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@Derivative@2D, <>D

Note that the standard output form is abbreviated and only shows the derivative operators that are approximated. 

This computes the approximation to the second derivative of the sine function.

In[6]:= fddf@valuesD

Out[6]= 90.0720267, -10.2248, -19.7382, -27.914, -34.1875, -38.1312, -39.4764, -38.1312, -34.1875, -27.914, -19.7382

This function is only applicable for values defined on the particular grid used to construct it. If your problem requires changing the grid,

you will need to use NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative to generate weights each time the grid changes. However, when you

can use NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction objects, evaluation will be substantially faster. 

This compares timings for computing the Laplacian with the function just defined and with the definition of the previous section. A loop is 

used to repeat the calculation in each case because it is too fast for the differences to show up with Timing. 

In[9]:= repeats = 10 000;
8First@Timing@Do@fddf@valuesD, 8repeats<DDD,
First@Timing@Do@NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@2D, grid, valuesD, 8repeats<DDD<

Out[10]= 80.047, 2.25<

An NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction can be used repeatedly in many situations. As a simple example, consider

a collocation method for solving the boundary value problem

uxx + sinHxL u = Λ u; uH0L = uH1L = 0

on the unit interval. (This simple method is not necessarily the best way to solve this particular problem, but it is useful as an example.)

This defines a function that will have all components zero at an approximate solution of the boundary value problem. Using the intermedi−
ate vector v and setting its endpoints (parts {1,−1}) to 0 is a fast and simple trick to enforce the boundary conditions. Evaluation is 

prevented except for numbers Λ because this would not work otherwise. (Also, because Times is Listable, Sin@2 Pi gridD u would 

thread componentwise.)

In[11]:= Clear@funD;
fun@u_, Λ _?NumberQD := Module@8n = Length@uD, v = fddf@uD + H Sin@gridD - ΛL u<,

v@@81, -1<DD = 0.;
8v, u.u - 1<D

This uses FindRoot to find an approximate eigenfunction using the constant coefficient case for a starting value and shows a plot of the 

eigenfunction.

In[13]:= s4 = FindRootAfun@u, ΛD, 8u, values<, 9Λ, -4 Π2=E;

ListPlot@Transpose@8grid, u �. s4<D, PlotLabel ® ToString@Last@s4DDD

Out[14]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

Λ -> -39.4004

Since the setup for this problem is so simple, it  is easy to compare various alternatives. For example, to compare the solution above,

which  used  the  default  fourth−order  differences,  to  the  usual  use  of  second−order  differences,  all  that  needs  to  be  changed  is  the

"DifferenceOrder".
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This solves the boundary value problem using second−order differences and shows a plot of the difference between it and the fourth−order 
solution.

In[39]:= fddf = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@2D, grid, "DifferenceOrder" ® 2D;

s2 = FindRootAfun@u, ΛD, 8u, values<, 9Λ, -4 Π2=E;

ListPlot@Transpose@8grid, Hu �. s4L - Hu �. s2L<DD

Out[41]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0.02

One way to determine which is the better solution is to study the convergence as the grid is refined. This will  be considered to some

extent in the section on differentiation matrices below. 

While  the  most  vital  information  about  an  NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction  object,  the  derivative  order,  is

displayed  in  its  output  form,  sometimes  it  is  useful  to  extract  this  and  other  information  from  an

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction,  say  for  use  in  a  program.  The  structure  of  the  way  the  data  is  stored  may

change between versions of Mathematica, so extracting the information by using parts of the expression is not recommended. A better

alternative is to use any of the several method functions provided for this purpose. 

Let FDDF represent an NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@dataD object.

FDDF�"DerivativeOrder" get the derivative order that FDDF approximates

FDDF�"DifferenceOrder" get the list with the difference order used for the approximation in each dimension

FDDF�"PeriodicInterpolation" get the list with elements True  or False indicating whether periodic interpola−

tion is used for each dimension

FDDF�"Coordinates" get the list with the grid coordinates in each dimension

FDDF�"Grid" form the tensor of the grid points; this is the outer product of the grid coordinates

FDDF�"DifferentiationMatrix" compute the sparse differentiation matrix mat such that mat.Flatten@valuesD 

is equivalent to Flatten@FDDF@valuesDD

Method functions for exacting information from an NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@dataD object.

Any of  the method functions that  return a list  with an element for  each of  the dimensions can be used with an integer argument dim,

which will return only the value for that particular dimension such that FDDF�method@dimD = HFDDF�methodL@@dimDD.

The following examples show how you might use some of these methods.

Here is an NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction object created with random grids having between 10 and 16 
points in each dimension.

In[15]:= fddf = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@Derivative@0, 1, 2D,
Table@Sort@Join@80., 1.<, Table@RandomReal@D, 8RandomInteger@88, 14<D<DDD, 83<D,
PeriodicInterpolation ® TrueD

Out[15]= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@Derivative@0, 1, 2D, <>D

This shows the dimensions of the outer product grid. 

In[20]:= Dimensions@tpg = fddf�"Grid"D

Out[20]= 815, 10, 11, 3<

Note that the rank of the grid point tensor is one more than the dimensionality of the tensor product. This is because the three coordi−

nates  defining  each  point  are  in  a  list  themselves.  If  you  have  a  function  that  depends  on  the  grid  variables,  you  can  use

Apply@ f, fddf@"Grid"D, 8n<D  where  n = Length@ fddf@"DerivativeOrder"DD  is  the  dimensionality  of  the  space  in  which  you

are approximating the derivative.
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This defines a Gaussian function of 3 variables and applies it to the grid on which the 

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction is defined.

In[21]:= f = Function@8x, y, z<, Exp@-HHx - .5L^2 + Hy - .5L^2 + Hz - .5L^2LDD;
values = Apply@f, fddf�"Grid", 8Length@fddf@"DerivativeOrder"DD<D;

This shows a 3−dimensional plot of the grid points colored according to the scaled value of the derivative.

In[23]:= Module@8dvals = fddf@valuesD, maxval, minval<,
maxval = Max@dvalsD;
minval = Min@dvalsD;
Graphics3D@MapThread@8Hue@Hð2 - minvalL�Hmaxval - minvalLD, Point@ð1D< &,
8fddf@"Grid"D, fddf@valuesD<, Length@fddf@"DerivativeOrder"DDDDD

Out[23]=

For a moderate−sized tensor product grid like the example here, using Apply is reasonably fast. However, as the grid size gets larger,

this approach may not be the fastest because Apply can only be used in limited ways with the Mathematica compiler and hence, with

packed arrays. If you can define your function so you can use Map  instead of Apply, you may be able to use a CompiledFunction

since Map has greater applicability within the Mathematica compiler than does Apply.

This defines a CompiledFunction that uses Map to get the values on the grid. (If the first grid dimension is greater than the system 

option "MapCompileLength", then you do not need to construct the CompiledFunction since the compilation is done automati−

cally when grid is a packed array.)

In[24]:= cf = Compile@88grid, _Real, 4<<, Map@Function@8X<, Module@8Xs = X - .5<, Exp@-HXs.XsLDDD, grid, 83<DD

Out[24]= CompiledFunctionA8grid<, MapAFunctionA8X<, ModuleA8Xs = X - 0.5<, ã-Xs.XsEE, grid, 83<E, -CompiledCode-E

An  even  better  approach,  when  possible,  is  to  take  advantage  of  listability  when  your  function  consists  of  operations  and  functions

which have the Listable  attribute. The trick is to separate the x, y, and z values at each of the points on the tensor product grid. The

fastest  way  to  do  this  is  using  Transpose@ fddf@"Grid"DD, RotateLeft@Range@n + 1DDD,  where

n = Length@ fddf@"DerivativeOrder"DD  is the dimensionality of the space in which you are approximating the derivative. This will

return  a  list  of  length  n,  which  has  the  values  on  the  grid  for  each  of  the  component  dimensions  separately.  With  the  Listable

attribute, functions applied to this will thread over the grid.

This defines a function that takes advantage of the fact that Exp has the Listable attribute to find the values on the grid.

In[25]:= fgrid@grid_D := Apply@f, Transpose@grid, RotateLeft@Range@TensorRank@gridDD, 1DDD
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This compares timings for the three methods. The commands are repeated several times to get more accurate timings.

In[26]:= Module@8repeats = 100, grid = fddf@"Grid"D, n = Length@fddf@"DerivativeOrder"DD<,
8First@Timing@Do@Apply@f, grid, 8n<D, 8repeats<DDD,
First@Timing@Do@cf@gridD, 8repeats<DDD,
First@Timing@Do@fgrid@gridD, 8repeats<DDD<D

Out[26]= 81.766, 0.125, 0.047<

The  example  timings  show  that  using  the  CompiledFunction  is  typically  much  faster  than  using  Apply  and  taking  advantage  of

listability is a little faster yet.

Pseudospectral Derivatives

The maximum value the difference order can take on is determined by the number of points in the grid. If  you exceed this, a warning

message will be given and the order reduced automatically.

This uses maximal order to approximate the first derivative of the sine function on a random grid. 

In[50]:= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@1, rgrid, Sin@rgridD, "DifferenceOrder" ® Length@rgridDD

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative::ordred :
There are insufficient points in dimension 1

to achieve the requested approximation order. Order will be reduced to 11.

Out[50]= 81.00001, 0.586821, 0.536089, 0.463614, -0.149161, -0.215265, -0.747934, -0.795838, -0.978214, -0.264155, 0.997089

Using a limiting order is commonly referred to as a pseudospectral derivative. A common problem with these is that artificial oscillations

(Runge’s  phenomena)  can  be  extreme.  However,  there  are  two  instances  where  this  is  not  the  case:  a  uniform  grid  with  periodic

repetition  and  a  grid  with  points  at  the  zeros  of  the  Chebyshev  polynomials,  Tn,  or  Chebyshev| Gauss| Lobatto points  [F96a],  [QV94].

The computation in both of these cases can be done using a fast Fourier transform, which is efficient and minimizes roundoff error.

"DifferenceOrder"->n use nth−order finite differences to approximate the derivative

"DifferenceOrder"->Length@gridD use the highest possible order finite differences to approximate the derivative on 
the grid (not generally recommended)

"DifferenceOrder"->"Pseudospectral" use a pseudospectral derivative approximation; only applicable when the grid 
points are spaced corresponding to the Chebyshev| Gauss| Lobatto points or when 

the grid is uniform with PeriodicInterpolation -> True

"DifferenceOrder"->8n1,n2,¼< use difference orders n1, n2, ¼ in dimensions 1, 2, ¼ respectively

Settings for the "DifferenceOrder" option. 

This gives a pseudospectral approximation for the second derivative of the sine function on a uniform grid.

In[27]:= ugrid = N@2 Π Range@0, 10D�10D;
NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@1, ugrid, Sin@ugridD,
PeriodicInterpolation ® True, "DifferenceOrder" -> "Pseudospectral"D

Out[28]= 81., 0.809017, 0.309017, -0.309017, -0.809017, -1., -0.809017, -0.309017, 0.309017, 0.809017, 1.<

This computes the error at each point. The approximation is accurate to roundoff because the effective basis for the pseudospectral 
derivative on a uniform grid for a periodic function are the trigonometric functions.

In[29]:= % - Cos@ugridD

Out[29]= 96.66134´10
-16, -7.77156´10-16, 4.996´10-16, 1.11022´10-16, -3.33067´10-16, 4.44089´10-16, -3.33067´10-16, 3.33067

The Chebyshev−Gauss−Lobatto  points  are  the  zeros  of  I1 - x2M Tn
’
HxL.  Using  the  property  TnHxL = TnHcosHΘLL == cosHn ΘL,  these can be

shown to be at x j = cosJ
Π j

n
N.

This defines a simple function that generates a grid of n points with leftmost point at x0 and interval length L having the spacing of the 
Chebyshev| Gauss| Lobatto points.

In[30]:= CGLGrid@x0_, L_, n_Integer �; n > 1D := x0 +
1

2
L H1 - Cos@Π Range@0, n - 1D�Hn - 1LDL
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This computes the pseudospectral derivative for a Gaussian function.

In[31]:= cgrid = CGLGrid@-5, 10., 16D;

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeA1, cgrid, ExpA-cgrid2E, "DifferenceOrder" -> "Pseudospectral"E

Out[31]= 80.0402426, -0.0209922, 0.0239151, -0.0300589, 0.0425553, -0.0590871, 0.40663, 0.60336, -0.60336, -0.40663,

This shows a plot of the approximation and the exact values.

In[32]:= ShowA9

ListPlot@Transpose@8cgrid, %<D, PlotStyle ® PointSize@0.025DD,

PlotAEvaluateADAExpA-x2E, xEE, 8x, -5, 5<E=, PlotRange ® AllE

Out[32]=

This shows a plot of the derivative computed using a uniform grid with the same number of points with maximal difference order.

In[35]:= ugrid = -5 + 10. Range@0, 15D�15;

ShowA9

ListPlotATransposeA9ugrid, NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeA1, ugrid,

ExpA-ugrid2E, "DifferenceOrder" ® Length@ugridD - 1E=E, PlotStyle ® PointSize@0.025DE,

PlotAEvaluateADAExpA-x2E, xEE, 8x, -5, 5<E=, PlotRange ® AllE

Out[36]=

Even though the approximation is somewhat better in the center (because the points are more closely spaced there in the uniform grid),

the  plot  clearly  shows  the  disastrous  oscillation  typical  of  overly  high−order  finite  difference  approximations.  Using  the  Chebyshev|

Gauss| Lobatto spacing has minimized this.
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This shows a plot of the pseudospectral derivative approximation computed using a uniform grid with periodic repetition.

In[70]:= ugrid = -5 + 10. Range@0, 15D�15;

ShowA 9

ListPlotA

TransposeA9ugrid, NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeA1, ugrid, ExpA-ugrid2E, "DifferenceOrder" ®

"Pseudospectral", PeriodicInterpolation ® TrueE=E, PlotStyle ® PointSize@0.025DE,

PlotAEvaluateADAExpA-x2E, xEE, 8x, -5, 5<E=, PlotRange ® AllE

Out[71]=

With the assumption of periodicity, the approximation is significantly improved. The accuracy of the periodic pseudospectral approxima−

tions is sufficiently high to justify,  in some cases, using a larger computational  domain to simulate periodicity,  say for a pulse like the

example. Despite the great accuracy of these approximations, they are not without pitfalls: one of the worst is probably aliasing error,

whereby an oscillatory function component with too great a frequency can be misapproximated or disappear entirely.

Accuracy and Convergence of Finite Difference Approximations

When using finite differences, it is important to keep in mind that the truncation error, or the asymptotic approximation error induced by

cutting  off  the  Taylor  series  approximation,  is  not  the  only  source  of  error.  There  are  two  other  sources  of  error  in  applying  finite

difference  formulas;  condition  error  and  roundoff  error  [GMW81].  Roundoff  error  comes  from roundoff  in  the  arithmetic  computations

required. Condition error comes from magnification of any errors in the function values, typically from the division by a power of the step

size, and so grows with decreasing step size. This means that in practice, even though the truncation error approaches zero as h does,

the actual error will start growing beyond some point. The following figures demonstrate the typical behavior as h becomes small for a

smooth function.
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A logarithmic plot of the maximum error for approximating the first derivative of the Gaussian f HxL = ã-H15 Hx-1�2LL
2

 at points on a grid covering the interval @0, 1D as a function of the number 

of grid points, n, using machine precision. Finite differences of order 2, 4, 6, and 8 on a uniform grid are shown in red, green, blue, and magenta, respectively. Pseudospectral derivatives with 

uniform (periodic) and Chebyshev spacing are shown in black and gray, respectively. 
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A logarithmic plot of the truncation error (dotted) and the condition and roundoff error (solid line) for approximating the first derivative of the Gaussian f HxL = ã-H15 Hx-1�2LL
2

 at points on a grid 

covering the interval @0, 1D as a function of the number of grid points, n. Finite differences of order 2, 4, 6, and 8 on a uniform grid are shown in red, green, blue, and magenta, respectively. 

Pseudospectral derivatives with uniform (periodic) and Chebyshev spacing are shown in black and gray, respectively. The truncation error was computed by computing the approximations with 
very high precision. The roundoff and condition error was estimated by subtracting the machine−precision approximation from the high−precision approximation. The roundoff and condition error 

tends to increase linearly (because of the 1 �h factor common to finite difference formulas for the first derivative) and tends to be a little bit higher for higher−order derivatives. The 
pseudospectral derivatives show more variations because the error of the FFT computations vary with length. Note that the truncation error for the uniform (periodic) pseudospectral derivative 

does not decrease below about 10-22. This is because, mathematically, the Gaussian is not a periodic function; this error in essence gives the deviation from periodicity.
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A semilogarithmic plot of the error for approximating the first derivative of the Gaussian f HxL = ã-Hx-1�2L
2

 as a function of x at points on a 45−point grid covering the interval @0, 1D. Finite 

differences of order 2, 4, 6, and 8 on a uniform grid are shown in red, green, blue, and magenta, respectively. Pseudospectral derivatives with uniform (periodic) and Chebyshev spacing are 

shown in black and gray, respectively. All but the pseudospectral derivative with Chebyshev spacing were computed using uniform spacing 1 �45. It is apparent that the error for the 
pseudospectral derivatives is not so localized; not surprising since the approximation at any point is based on the values over the whole grid. The error for the finite difference approximations are 
localized and the magnitude of the errors follows the size of the Gaussian (which is parabolic on a semilogarithmic plot).

From the second plot, it  is apparent that there is a size for which the best possible derivative approximation is found; for larger h,  the

truncation error dominates, and for smaller h, the condition and roundoff error dominate. The optimal h tends to give better approxima−

tions  for  higher−order  differences.  This  is  not  typically  an  issue  for  spatial  discretization  of  PDEs  because  computing  to  that  level  of

accuracy would be prohibitively expensive. However, this error balance is a vitally important issue when using low−order differences to

approximate, for example, Jacobian matrices. To avoid extra function evaluations, first−order forward differences are usually used, and

the error balance is proportional to the square root of unit roundoff, so picking a good value of h is important [GMW81]. 

The plots showed the situation typical for smooth functions where there were no real boundary effects. If the parameter in the Gaussian

is changed so the function is flatter, boundary effects begin to appear.
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A semilogarithmic plot of the error for approximating the first derivative of the Gaussian f HxL = ã-H15 Hx-1�2LL
2

 as a function of x at points on a 45−point grid covering the interval @0, 1D. Finite 

differences of order 2, 4, 6, and 8 on a uniform grid are shown in red, green, blue, and magenta, respectively. Pseudospectral derivatives with uniform (nonperiodic) and Chebyshev spacing are 

shown in black and gray, respectively. All but the pseudospectral derivative with Chebyshev spacing were computed using uniform spacing 1 �45. The error for the finite difference 
approximations are localized, and the magnitude of the errors follows the magnitude of the first derivative of the Gaussian. The error near the boundary for the uniform spacing pseudospectral 

(order−45 polynomial) approximation becomes enormous; as h decreases, this is not bounded. On the other hand, the error for the Chebyshev spacing pseudospectral is more uniform and 

overall quite small.

From what has so far been shown, it  would appear that the higher the order of the approximation, the better. However, there are two

additional issues to consider.  The higher−order approximations lead to more expensive function evaluations, and if  implicit  iteration is

needed (as for a stiff problem), then not only is computing the Jacobian more expensive, but the eigenvalues of the matrix also tend to

be larger, leading to more stiffness and more difficultly for iterative solvers. This is at an extreme for pseudospectral methods, where the

Jacobian has essentially no nonzero entries [F96a].  Of course, these problems are a trade−off for smaller system (and hence matrix)

size. 

The other issue is associated with discontinuities. Typically, the higher order the polynomial approximation, the worse the approxima−

tion. To make matters even worse, for a true discontinuity, the errors magnify as the grid spacing is reduced. 
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A plot of approximations for the first derivative of the discontinuous unit step function fHxL = UnitStep Hx - 1�2L as a function of x at points on a 128−point grid covering the 

interval @0, 1D. Finite differences of order 2, 4, 6, and 8 on a uniform grid are shown in red, green, blue, and magenta, respectively. Pseudospectral derivatives with uniform (periodic) and 

Chebyshev spacing are shown in black and gray, respectively. All but the pseudospectral derivative with Chebyshev spacing were computed using uniform spacing 1 �128. All show oscillatory 
behavior, but it is apparent that the Chebyshev pseudospectral derivative does better in this regard.

There  are  numerous  alternatives  that  are  used  around  known  discontinuities,  such  as  front  tracking.  First−order  forward  differences

minimize  oscillation,  but  introduce  artificial  viscosity  terms.  One  good  alternative  are  the  so−called  essentially  nonoscillatory  (ENO)

schemes, which have full order away from discontinuities but introduce limits near discontinuities that limit the approximation order and

the oscillatory behavior. At this time, ENO schemes are not implemented in NDSolve. 

In  summary,  choosing  an  appropriate  difference  order  depends  greatly  on  the  problem structure.  The  default  of  4  was  chosen  to  be

generally reasonable for a wide variety of PDEs, but you may want to try other settings for a particular problem to get better results.

Differentiation Matrices

Since differentiation, and naturally finite difference approximation, is a linear operation, an alternative way of expressing the action of a

FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction  is with a matrix. A matrix that represents an approximation to the differential operator is

referred to as a differentiation matrix [F96a]. While differentiation matrices may not always be the optimal way of applying finite differ−

ence approximations (particularly in cases where an FFT can be used to reduce complexity and error), they are invaluable as aids for

analysis and, sometimes, for use in the linear solvers often needed to solve PDEs. 
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Let FDDF represent an NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@dataD object.

FDDF�"DifferentiationMatrix" recast the linear operation of FDDF as a matrix that represents the linear operator

Forming a differentiation matrix. 

This creates a FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction object.

In[37]:= fdd = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@2, Range@0, 10DD

Out[37]= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@Derivative@2D, <>D

This makes a matrix representing the underlying linear operator.

In[38]:= smat = fdd@"DifferentiationMatrix"D

Out[38]= SparseArray@<59>, 811, 11<D

The matrix is given in a sparse form because, in general, differentiation matrices have relatively few nonzero entries. 

This converts to a normal dense matrix and displays it using MatrixForm.

In[39]:= MatrixForm@mat = Normal@smatDD

Out[39]//MatrixForm=
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This shows that all three of the representations are roughly equivalent in terms of their action on data.

In[40]:= data = MapAExpA-ð2E &, N@Range@0, 10DDE;

8fdd@dataD, smat.data, mat.data<

Out[41]= 99-0.646094, 0.367523, 0.361548, -0.00654414, -0.00136204, -0.0000101341, -9.35941´10-9, -1.15702´10-12, -1.93287

As mentioned previously, the matrix form is useful for analysis. For example, it can be used in a direct solver or to find the eigenvalues

that could, for example, be used for linear stability analysis.

This computes the eigenvalues of the differentiation matrix.

In[42]:= Eigenvalues@N@smatDD

Out[42]= 9-4.90697, -3.79232, -2.38895, -1.12435, -0.287414, 8.12317´10-6 + 0.0000140698 ä, 8.12317´10-6 - 0.0000140698

For pseudospectral derivatives, which can be computed using fast Fourier transforms, it may be faster to use the differentiation matrix

for  small  size,  but  ultimately,  on  a  larger  grid,  the  better  complexity  and  numerical  properties  of  the  FFT  make  this  the  much  better

choice. 

For  multidimensional  derivatives,  the  matrix  is  formed  so  that  it  is  operating  on  the  flattened  data,  the  KroneckerProduct  of  the

matrices for the one−dimensional derivatives. It is easiest to understand this through an example.
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This evaluates a Gaussian function on the grid that is the outer product of grids in the x and y direction.

In[4]:= xgrid = N@Range@-2, 2, 1�10DD;
ygrid = N@Range@-2, 2, 1�8DD;

data = OuterAExpA-IHð1L2 + Hð2L2ME &, xgrid, ygridE;

This defines an NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction which computes the mixed x−y partial of the function using 

fourth−order differences.

In[7]:= fdd = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@81, 1<, 8xgrid, ygrid<D

Out[7]= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@Derivative@1, 1D, <>D

This computes the associated differentiation matrix.

In[8]:= dm = fdd@"DifferentiationMatrix"D

Out[8]= SparseArray@<22848>, 81353, 1353<D

Note that  the differentiation matrix  is  a 1353×1353 matrix.  The number 1353 is  the total  number of  points on the tensor product  grid,

that, of course, is the product of the number of points on the x and y grids. The differentiation matrix operates on a vector of data which

comes from flattening data on the tensor product grid. The matrix is also very sparse; only about one−half of a percent of the entries are

nonzero. This is easily seen with a plot of the positions with nonzero values.

Show a plot of the positions with nonzero values for the differentiation matrix.

In[15]:= MatrixPlot@Unitize@dmDD

Out[15]=

This compares the computation of the mixed x−y partial with the two methods.

In[53]:= Max@dm.Flatten@dataD - Flatten@fdd@dataDDD

Out[53]= 3.60822´10-15

The matrix is the KroneckerProduct, or direct matrix product of the 1−dimensional matrices.

Get the 1−dimensional differentiation matrices and form their direct matrix product.

In[16]:= fddx = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@81<, 8xgrid<D;
fddy = NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@81<, 8ygrid<D;
dmk = KroneckerProduct@fddx�"DifferentiationMatrix", fddy�"DifferentiationMatrix"D; dmk � dm

Out[17]= True

Using  the  differentiation  matrix  results  in  slightly  different  values  for  machine  numbers  because  the  order  of  operations  is  different

which, in turn, leads to different roundoff errors. 

The differentation matrix can be advantageous when what is desired is a linear combination of derivatives. For example, the computa−

tion of the Laplacian operator can be put into a single matrix.

This makes a function that approximates the Laplacian operator on a the tensor product grid.

In[18]:= flap = Function@Evaluate@NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@82, 0<, 8xgrid, ygrid<D@ðD +
NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@80, 2<, 8xgrid, ygrid<D@ðDDD

Out[18]= NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction@Derivative@0, 2D, <>D@ð1D + NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivativeFunction
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This computes the differentiation matrices associated with the derivatives in the x and y direction.

In[19]:= dmlist = Map@HHead@ðD@"DifferentiationMatrix"DL &, List �� First@flapDD

Out[19]= 8SparseArray@<6929>, 81353, 1353<D, SparseArray@<6897>, 81353, 1353<D<

This adds the two sparse matrices together resulting in a single matrix for the Laplacian operator.

In[68]:= slap = Total@dmlistD

Out[68]= SparseArray@<12473>, 81353, 1353<D

This shows a plot of the positions with nonzero values for the differentiation matrix.

In[69]:= MatrixPlot@Unitize@slapDD

Out[69]=

This compares the values and timings for the two different ways of approximating the Laplacian.

In[64]:= Block@8repeats = 1000, l1, l2<,
data = Developer‘ToPackedArray@dataD;
fdata = Flatten@dataD;
Map@First, 8

Timing@Do@l1 = flap@dataD, 8repeats<DD,
Timing@Do@l2 = slap.fdata, 8repeats<DD,
8Max@Flatten@l1D - l2D<
<D

D

Out[64]= 90.14, 0.047, 1.39888´10-14=

Interpretation of Discretized Dependent Variables

When  a  dependent  variable  is  given  in  a  monitor  (e.g.  StepMonitor)  option  or  in  a  method  where  interpretation  of  the  dependent

variable is needed (e.g. EventLocator and Projection), for ODEs, the interpretation is generally clear: at a particular value of time

(or the independent variable), use the value for that component of the solution for the dependent variable.

For PDEs, the interpretation to use is not so obvious. Mathematically speaking, the dependent variable at a particular time is a function

of space. This leads to the default  interpretation, which is to represent the dependent variable as an approximate function across the

spatial domain using an InterpolatingFunction.

Another  possible  interpretation  for  PDEs  is  to  consider  the  dependent  variable  at  a  particular  time  as  representing  the  spatially  dis−

cretized  values  at  that  time~that  is,  discretized  both  in  time  and  space.  You  can  request  that  monitors  and  methods  use  this  fully

discretized interpretation by using the MethodOfLines option DiscretizedMonitorVariables -> True .

The best way to see the difference between the two interpretations is with an example.
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This solves Burgers’ equation. The StepMonitor is set so that it makes a plot of the solution at the step time of every tenth time step, 

producing a sequence of curves of gradated color. You can animate the motion by replacing Show  with ListAnimate; note that the 

motion of the wave in the animation does not reflect actual wave speed since it effectively includes the step size used by NDSolve.

In[5]:= curves = Reap@Block@8count = 0<, Timing@
NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD , tD � 0.01 D@u@t, xD, x, xD + u@t, xD D@u@t, xD, xD, u@0, xD � Cos@2 Pi xD,

u@t, 0D � u@t, 1D<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<, StepMonitor ¦ If@Mod@count++, 10D � 0,
Sow@Plot@u@t, xD, 8x, 0, 1<, PlotRange ® 880, 1<, 8-1, 1<<, PlotStyle ® Hue@tDDDD,

Method ® 8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid",
"MinPoints" ® 100, "DifferenceOrder" ® "Pseudospectral"<<DDDD@@2, 1DD;

In[8]:= Show@curvesD

Out[8]=

In executing the command above, u@t, xD in the StepMonitor is effectively a function of x, so it can be plotted with plot. You could do

other operations on it, such as numerical integration.

This solves Burgers’ equation. The StepMonitor is set so that it makes a list plot of the spatially discretized solution at the step time 

every tenth step. You can animate the motion by replacing Show  with ListAnimate.

In[10]:= discretecurves = Reap@
Block@8count = 0<, Timing@NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD , tD � 0.01 D@u@t, xD, x, xD + u@t, xD D@u@t, xD, xD,

u@0, xD � Cos@2 Pi xD, u@t, 0D � u@t, 1D<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<, StepMonitor ¦
If@Mod@count++, 10D � 0, Sow@ListPlot@u@t, xD, PlotRange ® 8-1, 1<, PlotStyle ® Hue@tDDD;D,

Method ® 8"MethodOfLines", "DiscretizedMonitorVariables" ® True, "SpatialDiscretization" ®
8"TensorProductGrid", "MinPoints" ® 100, "DifferenceOrder" ® "Pseudospectral"<<DDDD@@2, 1DD;

In[11]:= Show@discretecurvesD

Out[11]=

In  this  case,  u@t, xD  is  given  at  each  step  as  a  vector  with  the  discretized  values  of  the  solution  on  the  spatial  grid.  Showing  the

discretization points makes for a more informative monitor in this example since it allows you to see how well the front is resolved as it

forms.

The vector of values contains no information about the grid itself; in the example, the plot is made versus the index values, which shows

the  correct  spacing  for  a  uniform  grid.  Note  that  when  u  is  interpreted  as  a  function,  the  grid  will  be  contained  in  the

InterpolatingFunction used to represent the spatial solution, so if you need the grid, the easiest way to get it is to extract it from

the InterpolatingFunction, which represents u@t, xD. 

Finally note that using the discretized representation is significantly faster. This may be an important issue if you are using the represen−

tation in solution method such as Projection or EventLocator. An example where event detection is used to prevent solutions from

going beyond a computational domain is computed much more quickly by using the discretized interpretation.

Boundary Conditions

Often, with PDEs, it is possible to determine a good numerical way to apply boundary conditions for a particular equation and boundary

condition. The example given previously in the introduction of "The Numerical Method of Lines" is such a case. However, the problem of

finding  a  general  algorithm  is  much  more  difficult  and  is  complicated  somewhat  by  the  effect  that  boundary  conditions  can  have  on

stiffness and overall stability.

Periodic  boundary  conditions  are  particularly  simple  to  deal  with:  periodic  interpolation  is  used  for  the  finite  differences.  Since  pseu−

dospectral approximations are accurate with uniform grids, solutions can often be found quite efficiently.
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NDSolve@8eqn1,eqn2,¼,u1@t,xminD==u1@t,xmaxD,u2@t,xminD==u2@t,xmaxD,¼<,
8u1@t,xD,u2@t,xD,¼<,8t,tmin,tmax<,8x,xmin,xmax<D

solve a system of partial differential equations for function u1, u2, ¼ with periodic 

boundary conditions in the spatial variable x (assuming that t is a temporal 
variable)

NDSolve@8eqn1,eqn2,¼,u1@t,x1min,x2,¼D==u1@t,x1max x2,¼D,u2@t,x1min,x2,¼D==u2@t,x1max x2,¼D,¼<,
8u1@t,x1,x2,¼D,u2@t,x1,x2,¼D,¼<, 8t,tmin,tmax<,8x,xmin,xmax<D

solve a system of partial differential equations for function u1, u2, ¼ with periodic 

boundary conditions in the spatial variable x1 (assuming that t is a temporal 

variable)

Giving boundary conditions for partial differential equations. 

If you are solving for several functions u1, u2, ¼ then for any of the functions to have periodic boundary conditions, all of them must (the

condition  need  only  be  specified  for  one  function).  If  you  are  working  with  more  than  one  spatial  dimension,  you  can  have  periodic

boundary conditions in some independent variable dimensions and not in others. 

This solves a generalization of the sine−Gordon equation to two spatial dimensions with periodic boundary conditions using a pseudospec−
tral method. Without the pseudospectral method enabled by the periodicity, the problem could take much longer to solve.

In[2]:= sol = NDSolveA9D@u@t, x, yD, t, tD � D@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yD - Sin@u@t, x, yDD,

u@0, x, yD � ExpA-Ix2 + y2ME, Derivative@1, 0, 0D@uD@0, x, yD � 0, u@t, -10, yD � u@t, 10, yD,

u@t, x, -10D � u@t, x, 10D=, u, 8t, 0, 6<, 8x, -10, 10<, 8y, -10, 10<, Method ® 8"MethodOfLines",

"SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "DifferenceOrder" -> "Pseudospectral"<<E

Out[2]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 6.<, 8-10., 10.<, 8-10., 10.<<, <>D<<

In the InterpolatingFunction  object returned as a solution, the ellipses in the notation 8¼, xmin, xmax, ¼< are used to indicate

that this dimension repeats periodically

This makes a surface plot of a part of the solution derived from periodic continuation at t == 6.

In[7]:= Plot3D@First@u@6, x, yD �. solD, 8x, 20, 40<, 8y, -15, 15<, PlotRange ® All, PlotPoints ® 40D

Out[7]=

NDSolve uses two methods for nonperiodic boundary conditions. Both have their merits and drawbacks. The first method is to differenti−

ate the boundary conditions with respect to the temporal variable and solve for the resulting differential equation(s) at the boundary. The

second method is to discretize each boundary condition as it is. This typically results in an algebraic equation for the boundary solution

component,  so the equations must  be solved with a DAE solver.  This  is  controlled with the DifferentiateBoundaryConditions

option to MethodOfLines.

To see how the differentiation method works, consider again the simple example of the method of lines introduction section. In the first

formulation, the Dirichlet boundary condition at x == 0 was handled by differentiation with respect to t. The Neumann boundary condition

was handled using the idea of reflection, which worked fine for a second−order finite difference approximation, but does not generalize

quite  as  easily  to  higher  order  (though  it  can  be  done  easily  for  this  problem  by  computing  the  entire  reflection).  The  differentiation

method, however, can be used for any order differences on the Neumann boundary condition at x == 1.  As an example, a solution to

the problem will be developed using fourth−order differences.
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This is a setting for the number of and spacing between spatial points. It is purposely set small so you can see the resulting equations. You 
can change it later to improve the accuracy of the approximations.

In[8]:= n = 10; hn = 1�n;

This defines the vector of ui.

In[9]:= U@t_D = Table@ui@tD, 8i, 0, n<D

Out[9]= 8u0@tD, u1@tD, u2@tD, u3@tD, u4@tD, u5@tD, u6@tD, u7@tD, u8@tD, u9@tD, u10@tD<

This discretizes the Neumann boundary condition at x == 1 in the spatial direction.

In[10]:= bc = Last@NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@1, hn Range@0, nD, U@tDDD � 0

Out[10]=

5 u6@tD

2

-

40 u7@tD

3

+ 30 u8@tD - 40 u9@tD +

125 u10@tD

6

� 0

This differentiates the discretized boundary condition with respect to t.

In[11]:= bcprime = D@bc, tD

Out[11]=

5

2

u6
¢@tD -

40

3

u7
¢@tD + 30 u8

¢@tD - 40 u9
¢@tD +

125

6

u10
¢@tD � 0

Technically, it  is not necessary that the discretization of the boundary condition be done with the same difference order as the rest of

the DE; in fact, since the error terms for the one−sided derivatives are much larger, it may sometimes be desirable to increase the order

near the boundaries.  NDSolve  does not do this because it  is desirable that the difference order and the InterpolatingFunction

interpolation order be consistent across the spatial direction. 

This is another way of generating the equations using NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative. The first and last will have to be 
replaced with the appropriate equations from the boundary conditions.

In[12]:= eqns = ThreadBD@U@tD, tD �
1

8
NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@2, hn Range@0, nD, U@tDDF

Out[12]= 9u0
¢@tD �

1

8

375 u0@tD -
3850 u1@tD

3

+

5350 u2@tD

3

- 1300 u3@tD +
1525 u4@tD

3

-

250 u5@tD

3

, u1
¢@tD �

1

8

250 u0@tD

3

- 125

Now you can replace the first and last equation with the boundary condition.

In[13]:= eqns@@1, 2DD = D@Sin@2 Π tD, tD;
eqns@@-1DD = bcprime;
eqns

Out[15]= 9u0
¢@tD � 2 Π Cos@2 Π tD, u1

¢@tD �
1

8

250 u0@tD

3

- 125 u1@tD -
100 u2@tD

3

+

350 u3@tD

3

- 50 u4@tD +

25 u5@tD

3

, u2
¢@tD �

1

8

NDSolve is capable of solving the system as is for the appropriate derivatives, so it is ready for the ODEs.

In[16]:= diffsol = NDSolve@8eqns, Thread@U@0D � Table@0, 811<DD<, U@tD, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[16]= 88u0@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D@tD, u1@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D@tD, u2@tD ®

This shows a plot of how well the boundary condition at x == 1 was satisfied.

In[17]:= Plot@Evaluate@Apply@Subtract, bcD �. diffsolD, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[17]=

1 2 3 4

-5.´ 10-16

5.´ 10-16

1.´ 10-15
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Treating  the  boundary  conditions  as  algebraic  conditions  saves  a  couple  of  steps  in  the  processing  at  the  expense  of  using  a  DAE

solver.

This replaces the first and last equations (from before) with algebraic conditions corresponding to the boundary conditions.

In[18]:= eqns@@1DD = u0@tD � Sin@2 Π tD;

eqns@@-1DD = bc;
eqns

Out[20]= 9u0@tD � Sin@2 Π tD, u1
¢@tD �

1

8

250 u0@tD

3

- 125 u1@tD -
100 u2@tD

3

+

350 u3@tD

3

- 50 u4@tD +

25 u5@tD

3

, u2
¢@tD �

1

8

-

25

This solves the system of DAEs with NDSolve.

In[21]:= daesol = NDSolve@8eqns, Thread@U@0D � Table@0, 811<DD<, U@tD, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[21]= 88u0@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D@tD, u1@tD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D@tD, u2@tD ®

This shows how well the boundary condition was satisfied.

In[22]:= Plot@Evaluate@Apply@Subtract, bcD �. daesolD, 8t, 0, 4<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[22]=

For  this  example,  the  boundary  condition  was  satisfied  well  within  tolerances  in  both  cases,  but  the  differentiation  method  did  very

slightly better. This is not always true; in some cases, with the differentiation method, the boundary condition can experience cumulative

drift since the error control in this case is only local. The Dirichlet boundary condition at x == 0 in this example shows some drift.

This makes a plot that compares how well the Dirichlet boundary condition at x == 0 was satisfied with the two methods. The solution with 
the differentiated boundary condition is shown in black.

In[23]:= Plot@Evaluate@8u0@tD �. diffsol, u0@tD �. daesol< - Sin@2 Π tD D,

8t, 0, 4<, PlotStyle ® 88Black<, 8Blue<<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[23]=

When  using  NDSolve,  it  is  easy  to  switch  between  the  two  methods  by  using  the  DifferentiateBoundaryConditions  option.

Remember that when you use DifferentiateBoundaryConditions -> False, you are not as free to choose integration methods;

the method needs to be a DAE solver.

With systems of PDEs or equations with higher−order derivatives having more complicated boundary conditions, both methods can be

made to work in general.  When there are multiple boundary conditions at one end, it  may be necessary to attach some conditions to

interior points. Here is an example of a PDE with two boundary conditions at each end of the spatial interval.
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This solves a differential equation with two boundary conditions at each end of the spatial interval. The StiffnessSwitching 

integration method is used to avoid potential problems with stability from the fourth−order derivative.

In[25]:= dsol = NDSolveB:D@u@x, tD, t, tD � -D@u@x, tD, x, x, x, xD,

:u@x, tD �
x2

2
-

x3

3
+

x4

12
,

D@u@x, tD, tD � 0> �. t ® 0, Table@HD@u@x, tD, 8x, d<D � 0L �. x ® b, 8b, 0, 1<, 8d, 2 b, 2 b + 1<D

>,

u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 2<, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching"F

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 298.4502973277475‘ at t
= 2.‘ in the direction of independent variable x is much greater
than prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 25 points may
be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options.

Out[25]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 2.<<, <>D<<

Understanding the message about spatial  error  will  be addressed in the next  section.  For now, ignore the message and consider the

boundary conditions.

This forms a list of InterpolatingFunctions differentiated to the same order as each of the boundary conditions.

In[26]:= Table@HD@u@x, tD, 8x, d<D �. x ® bL �. First@dsolD, 8b, 0, 1<, 8d, 2 b, 2 b + 1<D

Out[26]= 88InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 2.<<, <>D@0, tD, InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 2.<<, <>D@0,

This makes a logarithmic plot of how well each of the four boundary conditions is satisfied by the solution computed with NDSolve as a 

function of t.

In[27]:= Show@ Table@LogPlot@Abs@HD@u@x, tD, 8x, d<D �. x ® bL �. First@dsolDD, 8t, 0, 2<, PlotStyle ® Hue@d�4DD,
8b, 0, 1<, 8d, 2 b, 2 b + 1<D, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[27]=

It  is  clear  that  the  boundary  conditions  are  satisfied  to  well  within  the  tolerances  allowed  by  AccuracyGoal  and  PrecisionGoal

options. It is typical that conditions with higher−order derivatives will not be satisfied as well as those with lower−order derivatives.

Inconsistent Boundary Conditions

It is important that the boundary conditions you specify be consistent with both the initial condition and the PDE. If this is not the case,

NDSolve  will  issue  a  message  warning  about  the  inconsistency.  When  this  happens,  the  solution  may  not  satisfy  the  boundary

conditions, and in the worst cases, instability may appear.

In this example for the heat equation, the boundary condition at x == 0 is clearly inconsistent with the initial condition.

In[2]:= sol = NDSolve@
8D@u@t, xD, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD, u@t, 0D � 1, u@t, 1D � 0, u@0, xD � .5<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<D

NDSolve::ibcinc : Warning: Boundary and initial conditions are inconsistent. �

Out[2]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 1.<<, <>D<<
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This shows a plot of the solution at x == 0 as a function of t. The boundary condition uHt, 0L = 1 is clearly not satisfied.

In[3]:= Plot@Evaluate@First@u@t, 0D �. solDD, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[3]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

The  reason  the  boundary  condition  is  not  satisfied  is  because  once  it  is  differentiated,  it  becomes  utHt, 0L = 0,  so  the  solution  will  be

whatever constant value comes from the initial condition.

When the boundary conditions are not differentiated, the DAE solver in effect modifies the initial conditions so that the boundary condition 
is satisfied. 

In[4]:= daesol = NDSolve@
8D@u@t, xD, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD, u@t, 0D � 1, u@t, 1D � 0, u@0, xD � 0<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"MethodOfLines", "DifferentiateBoundaryConditions" ® False<D;

Plot@First@u@t, 0D �. daesolD - 1, 8t, 0, 1<, PlotRange ® AllD

NDSolve::ibcinc : Warning: Boundary and initial conditions are inconsistent. �

NDSolve::ivcon : The given initial conditions
were not consistent with the differential-algebraic
equations. NDSolve will attempt to correct the values. �

NDSolve::ivres :
NDSolve has computed initial values that give a zero residual for the

differential-algebraic system, but some components are different from those
specified. If you need those to be satisfied, it is recommended that you
give initial conditions for all dependent variables and derivatives of them.

Out[5]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-1.´ 10-15

1.´ 10-15

2.´ 10-15

It is not always the case that the DAE solver will find good initial conditions that lead to an effectively correct solution like this. A better

way to handle this problem is to give an initial condition that is consistent with the boundary conditions, even if it is discontinuous. In this

case the unit step function does what is needed.
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This uses a discontinuous initial condition to match the boundary condition, giving a solution correct to the resolution of the spatial 
discretization.

In[6]:= usol = NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD,
u@t, 0D � 1, u@t, 1D � 0, u@0, xD � UnitStep@-xD<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<D;

Plot3D@Evaluate@First@u@t, xD �. usolDD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[7]=

In general, with discontinuous initial conditions, spatial error estimates cannot be satisfied, since they are predicated on smoothness so,

in  general,  it  is  best  to  choose  how  well  you  want  to  model  the  effect  of  the  discontinuity  by  either  giving  a  smooth  function  which

approximates the discontinuity or by specifying explicitly the number of points to use in the spatial discretization. More detail on spatial

error estimates and discretization is given in "Spatial Error Estimates".

A more subtle inconsistency arises when the temporal variable has higher−order derivatives and boundary conditions may be differenti−

ated more than once.

Consider the wave equation 

utt = uxx
with initial conditions uH0, xL = sinHxL utH0, xL = 0

and boundary conditions uHt, 0L = 0 uxHt, 0L = ã
t

The initial condition sinHxL  satisfies the boundary conditions, so you might be surprised that NDSolve  issues the NDSolve::ibcinc

message.

In this example, the boundary and initial conditions appear to be consistent at first glance, but actually have inconsistencies which show up 
under differentiation.

In[8]:= isol = NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD, t, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD, u@0, xD � Sin@xD,
HD@u@t, xD, tD �. t ® 0L � 0, u@t, 0D � 0, HD@u@t, xD, xD �. x ® 0L � Exp@tD<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 2 Π<D

NDSolve::ibcinc : Warning: Boundary and initial conditions are inconsistent. �

Out[8]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 6.28319<<, <>D<<

The inconsistency appears when you differentiate the second initial condition with respect to x, giving ut xHx, 0L = 0, and differentiate the

second boundary condition with respect to t, giving ux tH0, tL = ã
t. These two are inconsistent at x = t = 0.

Occasionally,  NDSolve  will  issue  the  NDSolve::ibcinc  message  warning  about  inconsistent  boundary  conditions  when  they  are

actually consistent. This happens due to discretization error in approximating Neumann boundary conditions or any boundary condition

that  involves  a  spatial  derivative.  The  reason  this  happens  is  that  spatial  error  estimates  (see  "Spatial  Error  Estimates")  used  to

determine how many points to discretize with are based on the PDE and the initial condition, but not the boundary conditions. The one−

sided finite difference formulas that are used to approximate the boundary conditions also have larger error than a centered formula of

the same order, leading to additional discretization error at the boundary. Typically this is not a problem, but it is possible to construct

examples where it does occur.
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In this example, because of discretization error, NDSolve incorrectly warns about inconsistent boundary conditions.

In[9]:= sol = NDSolve@8D@u@x, tD, tD � D@u@x, tD, x, xD, u@x, 0D � 1 - Sin@4*Pi*xD�H4*PiL,
u@0, tD � 1, u@1, tD + Derivative@1, 0D@uD@1, tD � 0<, u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 1<D

NDSolve::ibcinc : Warning: Boundary and initial conditions are inconsistent. �

Out[9]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 1.<<, <>D<<

A plot of the boundary condition shows that the error, while not large, is outside of the default tolerances.

In[10]:= Plot@First@u@1, tD + Derivative@1, 0D@uD@1, tD �. solD, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[10]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.000234638

0.000234638

0.000234638

0.000234638

When the boundary conditions are consistent, a way to correct this error is to specify that NDSolve use a finer spatial discretization.

With a finer spatial discretization, there is no message and the boundary condition is satisfied better.

In[13]:= fsol = NDSolve@8D@u@x, tD, tD � D@u@x, tD, x, xD, u@x, 0D � 1 - Sin@4*Pi*xD�H4*PiL,
u@0, tD � 1, u@1, tD + Derivative@1, 0D@uD@1, tD � 0<, u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "MinPoints" ® 100<<D;
Plot@First@u@1, tD + Derivative@1, 0D@uD@1, tD �. fsolD, 8t, 0, 1<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[14]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

1.385´ 10-6

1.3851´ 10-6

1.3852´ 10-6

1.3853´ 10-6

Spatial Error Estimates

Overview

When NDSolve  solves a PDE, unless you have specified the spatial grid for it to use, by giving it explicitly or by giving equal values for

the MinPoints and MaxPoints options, NDSolve needs to make a spatial error estimate. 

Ideally,  the  spatial  error  estimates  would  be  monitored  over  time  and  the  spatial  mesh  updated  according  to  the  evolution  of  the

solution. The problem of grid adaptivity is difficult enough for a specific type of PDE and certainly has not been solved in any general

way. Furthermore, techniques such as local refinement can be problematic with the method of lines since changing the number of mesh

points requires a complete restart of the ODE methods. There are moving mesh techniques that appear promising for this approach, but

at this point, NDSolve  uses a static grid. The grid to use is determined by an a priori error estimate based on the initial condition. An a

posteriori check is done at the end of the temporal interval for reasonable consistency and a warning message is given if that fails. This

can,  of  course,  be  fooled,  but  in  practice  it  provides  a  reasonable  compromise.  The  most  common  cause  of  failure  is  when  initial

conditions have little variation, so the estimates are essentially meaningless. In this case, you may need to choose some appropriate

grid settings yourself.

Load a package that will be used for extraction of data from InterpolatingFunction objects.

In[1]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy‘"D
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A priori Error Estimates

When NDSolve  solves a PDE using the method of lines, a decision has to be made on an appropriate spatial grid. NDSolve  does this

using an error estimate based on the initial condition (thus, a priori).

It is easiest to show how this works in the context of an example. For illustrative purposes, consider the sine−Gordon equation in one

dimension with periodic boundary conditions.

This solves the sine−Gordon equation with a Gaussian initial condition.

In[5]:= ndsol = NDSolve@8D@u@x, tD, t, tD � D@u@x, tD, x, xD - Sin@u@x, tDD, u@x, 0D � Exp@-Hx^2LD,
Derivative@0, 1D@uD@x, 0D � 0, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD<, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 0, 5<D

Out[5]= 88u ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<, 80., 5.<<, <>D<<

This gives the number of spatial and temporal points used, respectively.

In[6]:= Map@Length, InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@First@u �. ndsolDDD

Out[6]= 897, 30<

The  temporal  points  are  chosen  adaptively  by  the  ODE  method  based  on  local  error  control.  NDSolve  used  97  (98  including  the

periodic endpoint) spatial points. This choice will be illustrated through the steps that follow.

In  the  equation  processing  phase  of  NDSolve,  one  of  the  first  things  that  happen  is  that  equations  with  second−  (or  higher−)  order

temporal derivatives are replaced with systems with only first−order temporal derivatives. 

This is a first−order system equivalent to the sine−Gordon equation earlier.

In[7]:= 8D@u@x, tD, tD � v@x, tD, D@v@x, tD, tD � D@u@x, tD, x, xD + -Sin@u@x, tDD<

Out[7]= 9u
H0,1L@x, tD � v@x, tD, vH0,1L@x, tD � -Sin@u@x, tDD + uH2,0L@x, tD=

The next stage is to solve for the temporal derivatives.

This is the solution for the temporal derivatives, with the right−hand side of the equations in normal (ODE) form.

In[8]:= rhs = 8D@u@x, tD, tD, D@v@x, tD, tD< �. Solve@%, 8D@u@x, tD, tD, D@v@x, tD, tD<D

Out[8]= 99v@x, tD, -Sin@u@x, tDD + uH2,0L@x, tD==

Now  the  problem  is  to  choose  a  uniform  grid  that  will  approximate  the  derivative  to  within  local  error  tolerances  as  specified  by

AccuracyGoal  and PrecisionGoal. For this illustration, use the default "DifferenceOrder" (4) and the default AccuracyGoal

and PrecisionGoal  (both 4 for PDEs). The methods used to integrate the system of ODEs that results from discretization base their

own error estimates on the assumption of sufficiently accurate function values. The estimates here have the goal of finding a spatial grid

for which (at least with the initial condition) the spatial error is somewhat balanced with the local temporal error.

This sets variables to reflect the default settings for "DifferenceOrder", AccuracyGoal, and PrecisionGoal.

In[9]:= p = 4;
atol = 1.*^−4;
rtol = 1.*^−4;

The error estimate is based on Richardson extrapolation. If you know that the error is OHhpL and you have two approximations y1  and y2

at different values, h1 and h2 of h, then you can, in effect, extrapolate to the limit h ® 0 to get an error estimate

y1 - y2 = Ic h1
p
+ yM - Ic h2

p
+ yM = c h1

p
1 -

h2

h1

p

so the error in y1 is estimated to be

(3)°y1 - y´ @ c h1
p
=

±y1-y2µ

K1-K
h2

h1

O
p

O
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Here y1  and y2  are vectors of different length and y is a function, so you need to choose an appropriate norm. If you choose h1 = 2 h2,

then you can simply use a scaled norm on the components common to both vectors, which is all of y1 and every other point of y2. This is

a good choice because it does not require any interpolation between grids.

For a given interval on which you want to set up a uniform grid, you can define a function hHnL = L �n, where L is the length of the interval

such that the grid is 8x0, x1, x1,¼, xn<, where x j � x0 + j hHnL. 

This defines functions that return the step size h and a list of grid points as a function of n for the sine−Gordon equation.

In[12]:= Clear@h, gridD;

h@n_D :=
10

n
;

grid@n_D := N@-5 + Range@0, nD*h@nDD;

For  a  given  grid,  the  equation  can  be  discretized  using  finite  differences.  This  is  easily  done  using

NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative.

This defines a symbolic discretization of the right−hand side of the sine−Gordon equation as a function of a grid. It returns a function of u 

and v, which gives the approximate values for ut and vt in a list. (Note that in principle this works for any grid, uniform or not, though in the 

following, only uniform grids will be used.)

In[15]:= sdrhs@grid_D := Block@8app, u, v<,
app = rhs �. Derivative@i_, 0D@var : Hu vLD@x, tD ¦ NDSolve‘FiniteDifferenceDerivative@

i, grid, "DifferenceOrder" ® p, PeriodicInterpolation ® TrueD@varD;
app = app �. Hvar : Hu vLL@x, tD ¦ var;
Function@8u, v<, Evaluate@appDDD

For a given step size and grid, you can also discretize the initial conditions for u and v.

This defines a function that discretizes the initial conditions for u and v. The last grid point is dropped because, by periodic continuation, it 

is considered the same as the first.

In[16]:= dinit@n_D := Transpose@Map@Function@8x<, 8Exp@-x^2D, 0<D, Drop@grid@nD, -1DDD

The quantity of interest is the approximation of the right−hand side for a particular value of n with this initial condition.

This defines a function that returns a vector consisting of the approximation of the right−hand side of the equation for the initial condition for 
a given step size and grid. The vector is flattened to make subsequent analysis of it simpler.

In[17]:= rhsinit@n_D := Flatten@Apply@sdrhs@grid@nDD, dinit@nDDD

Starting with a particular value of n, you can obtain the error estimate by generating the right hand side for n and 2 n points.

This gives an example of the right−hand side approximation vector for a grid with 10 points.

In[18]:= rhsinit@10D

Out[18]= 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0.0000202683, -0.00136216, -0.00666755, 0.343233, 0.0477511, -2.36351, 0.0477511

This gives an example of the right−hand side approximation vector for a grid with 20 points.

In[19]:= rhsinit@20D

Out[19]= 90, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -5.80538´10-8, -1.01297´10-6, -0.0000168453, -0.0000373357

As mentioned earlier, every other point on the grid with 2 n points lies on the grid with n points. Thus, for simplicity, you can use a norm

that only compares points common to both grids. Because the goal is to ultimately satisfy absolute and relative tolerance criteria, it  is

appropriate to use a scaled norm. In addition to taking into account the size of the right−hand side for the scaling, it is also important to

include the size of the corresponding components of u and v on the grid since error in the right−hand side is ultimately included in u and

v.

This defines a norm function for the difference in the approximation of the right−hand side.

In[20]:= dnorm@rhsn_, rhs2n_, uv_D := Module@8rhs2 = Take@rhs2n, 81, -1, 2<D<,
NDSolve‘ScaledVectorNorm@Infinity, 8rtol, atol<D@rhsn - rhs2, Internal‘MaxAbs@rhs2, uvDDD �;
HHLength@rhs2nD � 2 Length@rhsnDL && HLength@rhsnD � Length@uvDLL
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This applies the norm function to the two approximations found.

In[21]:= dnorm@rhsinit@10D, rhsinit@20D, Flatten@dinit@10DDD

Out[21]= 2168.47

To get the error estimate form the distance, according to the Richardson extrapolation formula (3), this simply needs to be divided by

H1 - Hh2 �h1L
p
L = H1 - 2-pL.

This computes the error estimate for n == 10. Since this is based on a scaled norm, the tolerance criteria are satisfied if the result is less 
than 1.

In[22]:= %�I1 - 2-pM

Out[22]= 2313.04

This makes a function that combines the earlier functions to give an error estimate as a function of n.

In[23]:= errest@n_D := dnorm@rhsinit@nD, rhsinit@2 nD, Flatten@dinit@nDDD�I1 - 2-pM

The goal is to find the minimum value of n, such that the error estimate is less than or equal to 1 (since it is based on a scaled norm). In

principle,  it  would  be  possible  to  use  a  root−finding  algorithm on  this,  but  since  n  can  only  be  an  integer,  this  would  be  overkill  and

adjustments would have to be made to the stopping conditions. An easier solution is simply to use the simple Richardson extrapolation

formula to predict what value of n would be appropriate and repeat the prediction process until the appropriate n is found.

The condition to satisfy is

c hopt
p
= 1

and you have estimated that

c hHnL
p
> errestHnL

so you can project that

hopt > hHnL
1

errestHnL

1�p

or in terms of n, which is proportional to the reciprocal of h,

nopt > en errestHnL
1�pu

This computes the predicted optimal value of n based on the error estimate for n == 10 computed earlier.

In[24]:= CeilingA10 errest@10D1�pE

Out[24]= 70

This computes the error estimate for the new value of n.

In[25]:= errest@%D

Out[25]= 3.75253

Often  the  case  that  a  prediction  based  on  a  very  coarse  grid  will  be  inadequate.  A  coarse  grid  may  completely  miss  some  solution

features that contribute to the error on a finer grid. Also, the error estimate is based on an asymptotic formula, so for coarse spacings,

the estimate itself may not be very good, even when all the solution features are resolved to some extent.
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In practice, it can be fairly expensive to compute these error estimates. Also, it is not necessary to find the very optimal n, but one that

satisfies the error estimate. Remember, everything can change as the PDE evolves, so it is simply not worth a lot of extra effort to find

an optimal spacing for just the initial time. A simple solution is to include an extra factor greater than 1 in the prediction formula for the

new n.  Even with an extra factor,  it  may still  take a few iterations to get  to an acceptable value.  It  does,  however,  typically  make the

process faster.

This defines a function that gives a predicted value for the number of grid points, which should satisfy the error estimate.

In[26]:= pred@n_D := CeilingA1.05 n errest@nD1�pE

This iterates the predictions until a value is found that satisfies the error estimate.

In[27]:= NestWhileList@pred, 10, Herrest@ðD > 1L &D

Out[27]= 810, 73, 100<

It  is  important  to  note  that  this  process  must  have  a  limiting  value  since  it  may  not  be  possible  to  satisfy  the  error  tolerances,  for

example,  with  a  discontinuous  initial  function.  In  NDSolve,  the  MaxSteps  option  provides  the  limit;  for  spatial  discretization,  this

defaults to a total of 10000 across all spatial dimensions. 

Pseudospectral  derivatives  cannot  use  this  error  estimate  since  they  have  an  exponential  rather  than  a  polynomial  convergence.  An

estimate can be made based on the formula used earlier in the limit p -> Infinity. What this amounts to is considering the result on

the finer grid to be exact and basing the error estimate on the difference since 1 - 2-p approaches 1. A better approach is to use the fact

that on a given grid with n points, the pseudospectral method is OHhnL. When comparing for two grids, it is appropriate to use the smaller

n for p. This provides an imperfect, but adequate estimate for the purpose of determining grid size. 

This modifies the error estimation function so that it will work with pseudospectral derivatives.

In[28]:= errest@n_D := dnorm@rhsinit@nD, rhsinit@2 nD, Flatten@dinit@nDDD�I1 - 2-If@p === "Pseudospectral",n,pDM

The prediction formula can be modified to use n instead of p in a similar way. 

This modifies the function predicting an appropriate value of n to work with pseudospectral derivatives. This formulation does not try to pick 

an efficient FFT length.

In[29]:= pred@n_D := CeilingA1.05 n errest@nD1�If@p === "Pseudospectral",n,pDE

When finalizing the choice of n for a pseudospectral method, an additional consideration is to choose a value that not only satisfies the

tolerance conditions, but is also an efficient length for computing FFTs. In Mathematica,  an efficient FFT does not require a power of

two length since the Fourier command has a prime factor algorithm built in.

Typically, the difference order has a profound effect on the number of points required to satisfy the error estimate. 

This makes a table of the number of points required to satisfy the a priori error estimate as a function of the difference order.

In[30]:= TableForm@Map@Block@8p = ð<, 8p, NestWhile@pred, 10, Herrest@ðD > 1L &D<D &,
82, 4, 6, 8, "Pseudospectral"<D, TableHeadings ® 88<, 8"DifferenceOrder", "Number of points"<<D

Out[30]//TableForm=

A table of the number of points required as a function of difference order goes a long way toward explaining why the default setting for

the method of lines is "DifferenceOrder" -> 4:  the improvement from 2 to 4 is usually most dramatic and in the default  tolerance

range, fourth−order differences do not tend to produce large roundoff errors, which can be the case with higher orders. Pseudospectral

differences  are  often  a  good  choice,  particularly  with  periodic  boundary  conditions,  but  they  are  not  a  good  choice  for  the  default

because they lead to full Jacobian matrices, which can be expensive to generate and solve if needed for stiff equations.

For nonperiodic grids, the error estimate is done using only interior points. The reason is that the error coefficients for the derivatives

near the boundary are different. This may miss features that are near the boundary, but the main idea is to keep the estimate simple

and inexpensive since the evolution of the PDE may change everything anyway.
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For  multiple  spatial  dimensions,  the  determination  is  made  one  dimension  at  a  time.  Since  better  resolution  in  one  dimension  may

change the requirements for another, the process is repeated in reverse order to improve the choice. 

A posteriori Error Estimates

When the solution of a PDE is computed with NDSolve, a final step is to do a spatial error estimate on the evolved solution and issue a

warning message if this is excessively large.

These  error  estimates  are  done  in  a  manner  similar  to  the  a  priori  estimates  described  previously.  The  only  real  difference  is  that,

instead of using grids with n and 2 n points to estimate the error, grids with n �2 and n points are used. This is because, while there is no

way to generate the values on a grid of 2 n  points without using interpolation, which would introduce its own errors, values are readily

available on a grid of n �2 points simply by taking every other value. This is easily done in the Richardson extrapolation formula by using

h2 � 2 h1, which gives

°y1 - y´ @
°y1 - y2´

H2p - 1L

This defines a function (based on functions defined in the previous section) that can compute an error estimate on the solution of the sine−
Gordon equation from solutions for u and v expressed as vectors. The function has been defined to be a function of the grid since this is 

applied to a grid already constructed. (Note, as defined here, this only works for grids of even length. It is not difficult to handle odd length, 
but it makes the function somewhat more complicated.)

In[31]:= posterrest@8uvec_, vvec_<, grid_D := ModuleA8

huvec = Take@uvec, 81, -1, 2<D,
hvvec = Take@vvec, 81, -1, 2<D,
hgrid = Take@grid, 81, -1, 2<D<,

dnorm@Flatten@sdrhs@hgridD@huvec, hvvecDD, Flatten@sdrhs@gridD@uvec, vvecDD,

Flatten@8huvec, hvvec<DD�I2IfAp === "Pseudospectral",Length@gridD�2,pE - 1ME

This solves the sine−Gordon equation with a Gaussian initial condition.

In[41]:= ndsol = First@NDSolve@8D@u@x, tD, t, tD � D@u@x, tD, x, xD + -Sin@u@x, tDD, u@x, 0D � Exp@-Hx^2LD,
Derivative@0, 1D@uD@x, 0D � 0, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD<, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 0, 5<DD

Out[41]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<, 80., 5.<<, <>D<

This is the grid used in the spatial direction that is the first set of coordinates used in the InterpolatingFunction. A grid with the 

last point dropped is used to obtain the values because of periodic continuation. 

In[42]:= ndgrid = InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@u �. ndsolD@@1DD
pgrid = Drop@ndgrid, -1D;

Out[42]= 8-5., -4.89583, -4.79167, -4.6875, -4.58333, -4.47917, -4.375, -4.27083, -4.16667, -4.0625, -3.95833, -3.85417

This makes a function that gives the a posteriori error estimate at a particular numerical value of t. 

In[44]:= peet@t_?NumberQD := posterrest@8 u@pgrid, tD, Derivative@0, 1D@uD@pgrid, tD< �. ndsol, ndgridD

This makes a plot of the a posteriori error estimate as a function of t.

In[45]:= Plot@peet@tD, 8t, 0, 5<D

Out[45]=
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The  large  amount  of  local  variation  seen  in  this  function  is  typical.  For  that  reason,  NDSolve  does  not  warn  about  excessive  error

unless this estimate gets above 10 (rather than the value of 1, which is used to choose the grid based on initial conditions). The extra

factor of 10 is further justified by the fact that the a posteriori error estimate is less accurate than the a priori one. Thus, when NDSolve

issues  a  warning  message  based  on  the  a  posteriori  error  estimate,  it  is  usually  because  new  solution  features  have  appeared  or

because there is instability in the solution process.

This is an example with the same initial condition used in the earlier examples, but where NDSolve gives a warning message based on 

the a posteriori error estimate. 

In[46]:= bsol = FirstBNDSolveB:D@u@x, tD, tD � 0.01 D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD,

u@x, 0D � ã-x
2

, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD>, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 0, 4<FF

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 272.7279341590405‘ at t
= 4.‘ in the direction of independent variable x is much greater
than prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 75 points may
be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options. �

Out[46]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<, 80., 4.<<, <>D<

This shows a plot of the solution at t == 4. It is apparent that the warning message is appropriate because the oscillations near the peak 
are not physical.

In[47]:= Plot@u@x, 4D �. bsol, 8x, -5, 5<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[47]=

When the NDSolve::eerr message does show up, it may be necessary for you to use options to control the grid selection process

since it is likely that the default settings did not find an accurate solution. 

Controlling the Spatial Grid Selection

The NDSolve implementation of the method of lines has several ways to control the selection of the spatial grid.
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option name default value

AccuracyGoal Automatic the number of digits of absolute tolerance for determining 
grid spacing

PrecisionGoal Automatic the number of digits of relative tolerance for determining grid 
spacing

"DifferenceOrder" Automatic the order of finite difference approximation to use for spatial 
discretization

Coordinates Automatic the list of coordinates for each spatial dimension 
88x1,x2,¼<,8y1,y2,¼<,¼< for independent variable 

dimensions x,y,¼; this overrides the settings for all the 

options following in this list

MinPoints Automatic the minimum number of points to be used for each dimen−

sion in the grid; for Automatic , value will be determined 

by the minimum number of points needed to compute an 
error estimate for the given difference order

MaxPoints Automatic the maximum number of points to be used in the grid

StartingPoints Automatic the number of points to begin the process of grid refinement 
using the a priori error estimates

MinStepSize Automatic the minimum grid spacing to use

MaxStepSize Automatic the maximum grid spacing to use

StartingStepSize Automatic the grid spacing to use to begin the process of grid 
refinement using the a priori error estimates

Tensor product grid options for the method of lines. 

All the options for tensor product grid discretization can be given as a list with length equal to the number of spatial dimensions, in which

case the parameter for each spatial dimension is determined by the corresponding component of the list.

With  the  exception  of  pseudospectral  methods on nonperiodic  problems,  discretization  is  done with  uniform grids,  so  when solving  a

problem on interval length L, there is a direct correspondence between the Points and StepSize options:

MaxPoints ® n � MaxStepSize ® L �n

MinPoints ® n � MinStepSize ® L �n

StartingPoints ® n � StartingStepSize ® L �n

The  StepSize  options  are  effectively  converted  to  the  equivalent  Points  values.  They  are  simply  provided  for  convenience  since

sometimes it  is  more natural  to relate problem specification to step size rather then the number of  discretization points.  When values

other then Automatic  are specified for both the Points and corresponding StepSize option, generally, the more stringent restriction

is used.

In the previous section an example was shown where the solution was not  resolved sufficiently  because the solution steepened as it

evolved.  The  examples  that  follow  will  show  some  different  ways  of  modifying  the  grid  parameters  so  that  the  near  shock  is  better

resolved.

One way to avoid the oscillations that showed up in the solution as the profile steepened is to make sure that you use sufficient points to

resolve the profile at its steepest. In the one−hump solution of Burgers’ equation, 

ut + u ux = Ν uxx

it can be shown [W76] that the width of the shock profile is proportional to Ν as Ν ® 0. More than 95% of the change is included in a layer

of width 10 Ν. Thus, if you pick a maximum step size of half the profile width, there will always be a point somewhere in the steep part of

the profile, and there is a hope of resolving it without significant oscillation.
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This computes the solution to Burgers’ equation, such that there are sufficient points to resolve the shock profile.

In[48]:= Ν = 0.01;

bsol2 = FirstBNDSolveB:D@u@x, tD, tD � Ν D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD,

u@x, 0D � ã-x
2

, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD>, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 0, 4<,

Method ® 8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "MaxStepSize" ® 10 Ν�2<<FF

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 82.77168552068868‘ at t
= 4.‘ in the direction of independent variable x is much greater
than prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 201 points
may be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options. �

Out[49]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<, 80., 4.<<, <>D<

Note that resolving the profile alone is by no means sufficient to meet the default tolerances of NDSolve, which requires an accuracy of

10-4.  However,  once you have sufficient  point  to  resolve the basic  profile,  it  is  not  unreasonable  to  project  based on the a  posteriori

error estimate shown in the NDSolve::eerr message (with an extra 10% since, after all, it is just a projection).

This computes the solution to Burgers’ equation with the maximum step size chosen so that it should be small enough to meet the default 
error tolerances based on a projection from the error of the previous calculation.

In[50]:= Ν = 0.01;

bsol3 = FirstBNDSolveB:D@u@x, tD, tD � Ν D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD,

u@x, 0D � ã-x
2

, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD>, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 0, 4<, Method ® :"MethodOfLines",

"SpatialDiscretization" ® :"TensorProductGrid", "MaxStepSize" ® H10 Ν�2L� H1.1L 85

1

4 >>FF

Out[51]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<, 80., 4.<<, <>D<

To compare solutions like  this,  it  is  useful  to  look at  a  plot  of  the solution only  at  the spatial  grid  points.  Because the grid  points  are

stored as a part of the InterpolatingFunction, it is fairly simple to define a function that does this.

This defines a function that plots a solution only at the spatial grid points at a time t.

In[52]:= GridPointPlot@8u ® if_InterpolatingFunction<, t_, opts___D := Module@
8grid = InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@ifD@@1DD<, ListPlot@Transpose@8grid, if@grid, tD<D, optsDD

This makes a plot comparing the three solutions found at t = 4.

In[53]:= Show@Block@8 t = 4<, 8
GridPointPlot@bsol3, 4D,
GridPointPlot@bsol2, 4, PlotStyle ® Hue@1�3DD, GridPointPlot@bsol, 4, PlotStyle ® Hue@1DD
<
D, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[53]=

In this example, the left−hand side of the domain really does not need so many points. The points need to be clustered where the steep

profile evolves, so it might make sense to consider explicitly specifying a grid that has more points where the profile appears.

This solves Burgers’ equation on a specified grid that has most of its points to the right of x = 1.

In[54]:= mygrid = Join@-5. + 10 Range@0, 48D�80, 1. + Range@1, 4 ´ 70D�70D;
Ν = 0.01;

bsolg = FirstBNDSolveB:D@u@x, tD, tD � Ν D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD,

u@x, 0D � ã-x
2

, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD>, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 0, 4<, Method ®

8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "Coordinates" ® 8mygrid<<<FF

Out[56]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@88-5., 5.<, 80., 4.<<, <>D<
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This makes a plot of the values of the solution at the assigned spatial grid points.

In[57]:= GridPointPlot@bsolg, 4D

Out[57]=

Many of the same principles apply to multiple spatial dimensions. Burgers’ equation in two dimensions with anisotropy provides a good

example.

This solves a variant of Burgers’ equation in 2 dimensions with different velocities in the x and y directions.

In[58]:= Ν = 0.075;

sol1 = FirstANDSolveA9D@u@t, x, yD, tD � Ν HD@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yDL -

u@t, x, yD H2 D@u@t, x, yD, xD - D@u@t, x, yD, yDL, u@0, x, yD � ExpA-Ix2 + y2ME,

u@t, -4, yD � u@t, 4, yD, u@t, x, -4D � u@t, x, 4D=, u, 8t, 0, 2<, 8x, -4, 4<, 8y, -4, 4<EE

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 29.72177327883787‘ at t
= 2.‘ in the direction of independent variable x is much greater
than prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 69 points may
be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options.

Out[59]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<, 8-4., 4.<, 8-4., 4.<<, <>D<

This shows a surface plot of the leading edge of the solution at t = 2.

In[60]:= Plot3D@u@2, x, yD �. sol1, 8x, 0, 4<, 8y, -4, 0<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[60]=

Similar  to the one−dimensional  case,  the leading edge steepens.  Since the viscosity term (Ν)  is  larger,  the steepening is not  quite so

extreme, and this default  solution actually resolves the front reasonably well.  Therefore it  should be possible to project  from the error

estimate to meet the default tolerances. A simple scaling argument indicates that the profile width in the x direction will be narrower than

in the y direction by a factor of 2 . Thus, it makes sense that the step sizes in the y direction can be larger than those in the x direction

by this factor, or, correspondingly, that the minimum number of points can be a factor of 1� 2  less.
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This solves the 2−dimensional variant of Burgers’ equation with appropriate step size restrictions in the x and y direction projected from the 

a posteriori error estimate of the previous computation, which was done with 69 points in the x direction.

In[61]:= Ν = 0.075;

sol2 = FirstBNDSolveB9D@u@t, x, yD, tD �

Ν HD@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yDL - u@t, x, yD H2 D@u@t, x, yD, xD - D@u@t, x, yD, yDL,

u@0, x, yD � ExpA-Ix2 + y2ME, u@t, -4, yD � u@t, 4, yD, u@t, x, -4D � u@t, x, 4D=,

u, 8t, 0, 2<, 8x, -4, 4<, 8y, -4, 4<, Method ® :"MethodOfLines",

"SpatialDiscretization" ® :"TensorProductGrid", "MinPoints" ® CeilingB:1 , 1� 2 > 69 31

1

4 F>>FF

Out[62]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<, 8-4., 4.<, 8-4., 4.<<, <>D<

This solution takes a substantial amount of time to compute, which is not surprising since the solution involves solving a system of more

than 18000 ODEs. In many cases, particularly in more than one spatial dimension, the default tolerances may be unrealistic to achieve,

so  you  may  have  to  reduce  them  by  using  AccuracyGoal  and/or  PrecisionGoal  appropriately.  Sometimes,  especially  with  the

coarser grids that come with less stringent tolerances, the systems are not stiff and it is possible to use explicit methods, that avoid the

numerical  linear  algebra,  which  can  be  problematic,  especially  for  higher−dimensional  problems.  For  this  example,  using

Method -> ExplicitRungeKutta gets the solution in about half the time.

Any of the other grid options can be specified as a list giving the values for each dimension. When only a single value is given, it is used

for all the spatial dimensions. The two exceptions to this are MaxPoints, where a single value is taken to be the total number of grid

points in the outer product, and Coordinates, where a grid must be specified explicitly for each dimension. 

This chooses parts of the grid from the previous solutions so that it is more closely spaced where the front is steeper.

In[63]:= Ν = 0.075;
xgrid =

Join@Select@Part@u �. sol1, 3, 2D, NegativeD, 80.<, Select@Part@u �. sol2, 3, 2D, PositiveDD;
ygrid = Join@Select@Part@u �. sol2, 3, 3D, NegativeD, 80.<, Select@Part@u �. sol1, 3, 3D, PositiveDD;

sol3 = FirstANDSolveA9D@u@t, x, yD, tD �

Ν HD@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yDL - u@t, x, yD H2 D@u@t, x, yD, xD - D@u@t, x, yD, yDL,

u@0, x, yD � ExpA-Ix2 + y2ME, u@t, -4, yD � u@t, 4, yD, u@t, x, -4D � u@t, x, 4D=,

u, 8t, 0, 2<, 8x, -4, 4<, 8y, -4, 4<, Method ® 8"MethodOfLines",

"SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "Coordinates" ® 8xgrid, ygrid<<<EE

Out[65]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.<, 8-4., 4.<, 8-4., 4.<<, <>D<

It  is  important  to keep in mind that  the a posteriori  spatial  error  estimates are simply estimates of  the local  error  in computing spatial

derivatives  and  may  not  reflect  the  actual  accumulated  spatial  error  for  a  given  solution.  One  way  to  get  an  estimate  on  the  actual

spatial error is to compute the solution to very stringent tolerances in time for different spatial grids. To show how this works, consider

again the simpler one−dimensional Burgers’ equation.

This computes a list of solutions using 833, 65,¼, 4097< spatial grid points to compute the solution to Burgers’ equation for difference 

orders 2, 4, 6, and pseudospectral. The temporal accuracy and precision tolerances are set very high so that essentially all of the error 

comes from the spatial discretization. Note that by specifying 8t, 4, 4< in NDSolve, only the solution at t = 4 is saved. Without this 

precaution, some of the solutions for the finer grids (which take many more time steps) could exhaust available memory. Even so, the list 
of solutions takes a substantial amount of time to compute. 

In[66]:= Ν = 0.01;

solutions = MapATableA

n = 2i + 1;

u �. FirstANDSolveA9D@u@x, tD, tD � Ν D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD,

u@x, 0D � ExpA-x2E, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD=, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 4, 4<,

AccuracyGoal ® 10, PrecisionGoal ® 10, MaxSteps ® Infinity, Method ®
8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "DifferenceOrder" ® ð,

AccuracyGoal ® 0, PrecisionGoal ® 0, "MaxPoints" ® n, "MinPoints" ® n<<EE,

8i, 5, If@NumberQ@ðD, 12, 11D<

E &, 82, 4, 6, "Pseudospectral"<E;

Given two solutions, a comparison needs to be done between the two. To keep out any sources of error except for that in the solutions

themselves,  it  is  best  to use the data that  is  interpolated to make the InterpolatingFunction.  This can be done by using points

common to the two solutions.
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This defines a function to estimate error by comparing two different solutions at the points common to both. The arguments coarse and 

fine should be the solutions on the coarser and finer grids, respectively. This works for the solutions generated earlier with grid spacing 

varying by powers of 2.

In[68]:= Clear@errfunD; errfun@t_, coarse_InterpolatingFunction, fine_InterpolatingFunctionD :=
Module@8cgrid = InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@coarseD@@1DD, c, f<,
c = coarse@cgrid, tD;
f = fine@cgrid, tD;
Norm@f - c, ¥D�Length@cgridDD

To get an indication of the general trend in error (in cases of instability, solutions do not converge, so this does not assume that), you

can compare the difference of successive pairs of solutions.

This defines a function that will plot a sequence of error estimates for the successive solutions found for a given difference order and uses 
it to make a logarithmic plot of the estimated error as a function of the number of grid points.

In[69]:= Clear@errplotD;
errplot@t_, sols : 8_InterpolatingFunction ..<, opts___D := Module@8errs, lens<,

errs = MapThread@errfun@t, ððD &, Transpose@Partition@sols, 2, 1DDD;
lens = Map@Length, Drop@sols@@All, 3, 1DD, -1DD;
ListLogLogPlot@Transpose@8lens, errs<D, optsDD

In[71]:= colors = 8RGBColor@1, 0, 0D, RGBColor@0, 1, 0D, RGBColor@0, 0, 1D, RGBColor@0, 0, 0D<;
Show@Block@8c = -1�3<, MapThread@

errplot@4, ð1, PlotStyle ® 8PointSize@0.015D, ð2<D &, 8solutions, colors<DD, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[71]=

A logarithmic plot of the maximum spatial error in approximating the solution of Burgers’ equation at t = 4 as a function of the number of grid points. Finite differences of order 2, 4, and 6 on a 
uniform grid are shown in red, green, and blue, respectively. Pseudospectral derivatives with uniform (periodic) spacing are shown in black. 

The upper−left part of the plot are the grids where the profile is not adequately resolved, so differences are simply of magnitude order 1

(it  would  be  a  lot  worse  if  there  was  instability).  However,  once  there  are  a  sufficient  number  of  points  to  resolve  the  profile  without

oscillation,  convergence  becomes  quite  rapid.  Not  surprisingly,  the  slope  of  the  logarithmic  line  is  -4,  which  corresponds  to  the

difference  order  NDSolve  uses  by  default.  If  your  grid  is  fine  enough  to  be  in  the  asymptotically  converging  part,  a  simpler  error

estimate could be effected by using Richardson extrapolation as in the previous two sections, but on the overall solution rather than the

local error. On the other hand, computing more values and viewing a plot gives a better indication of whether you are in the asymptotic

regime or not.

It is fairly clear from the plot that the best solution computed is the pseudospectral one with 2049 points (the one with more points was

not computed because its spatial  accuracy far exceeds the temporal tolerances that were set).  This solution can, in effect,  be treated

almost as an exact solution, at least up to error tolerances of 10-9or so.

To  get  a  perspective  of  how  best  to  solve  the  problem,  it  is  useful  to  do  the  following:  for  each  solution  found  that  was  at  least  a

reasonable approximation, recompute it with the temporal accuracy tolerance set to be comparable to the possible spatial accuracy of

the solution and plot the resulting accuracy as a function of solution time. The following (somewhat complicated) commands do this.

This identifies the "best" solution that will be used, in effect, as an exact solution in the computations that follow. It is dropped from the list 
of solutions to compare it to since the comparison would be meaningless.

In[72]:= best = Last@Last@solutionsDD;
solutions@@-1DD = Drop@solutions@@-1DD, -1D;

This defines a function that, given a difference order, do, and a solution, sol, computed with that difference order, recomputes it with local 
temporal tolerance slightly more stringent than the actual spatial accuracy achieved if that accuracy is sufficient. The function output is a 
list of {number of grid points, difference order, time to compute in seconds, actual error of the recomputed solution}. 

In[74]:= TimeAccuracy@do_D@sol_D := BlockA8tol, ag, n, solt, Second = 1<,

tol = errfun@4, sol, bestD;
ag = -Log@10., tolD;

IfAag < 2,

$Failed,
n = Length@sol@@3, 1DDD;
secs =

FirstATimingAsolt = FirstAu �. NDSolveA9D@u@x, tD, tD � Ν D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD,

u@x, 0D � ExpA-x2E, u@-5, tD � u@5, tD=, u, 8x, -5, 5<, 8t, 4, 4<,

AccuracyGoal ® ag + 1, PrecisionGoal ® Infinity, MaxSteps ® Infinity, Method ®
8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "DifferenceOrder" ® do,

AccuracyGoal ® 0, PrecisionGoal ® 0, "MaxPoints" ® n, "MinPoints" ® n<<EEEE;

8n, do, secs, errfun@4, solt, bestD<

E

E
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This applies the function to each of the previously computed solutions. (With the appropriate difference order!)

In[75]:= results = MapThread@Map@TimeAccuracy@ð1D, ð2D &, 882, 4, 6, "Pseudospectral"<, solutions<D

Out[75]= 99$Failed, $Failed, 8129, 2, 0.06, 0.00432122<, 8257, 2, 0.12, 0.000724265<, 8513, 2, 0.671, 0.0000661853<,

This removes the cases that were not recomputed and makes a logarithmic plot of accuracy as a function of computation time.

In[76]:= fres = Map@DeleteCases@ð, $FailedD &, resultsD;
ListLogLogPlot@fres@@All, All, 83, 4<DD, PlotRange ® All, PlotStyle ® White,
Epilog ® MapThread@Function@8c, d<, 8c, Apply@Text@ToString@ð1D, Log@8ð3, ð4<DD &, d, 1D<D,
88Red, Green, Blue, Black<, fres<DD

Out[76]=

A logarithmic plot of the error in approximating the solution of Burgers’ equation at t = 4 as a function of the computation time. Each point shown indicates the number of spatial grid points used 
to compute the solution. Finite differences of order 2, 4, and 6 on a uniform grid are shown in red, blue, and green, respectively. Pseudospectral derivatives with uniform (periodic) spacing are 
shown in black. Note that the cost of the pseudospectral method jumps dramatically from 513 to 1025. This is because the method has switched to the stiff solver, which is very expensive with 
the dense Jacobian produced by the discretization.

The  resulting  graph  demonstrates  quite  forcefully  that,  when  they  work,  as  in  this  case,  periodic  pseudospectral  approximations  are

incredibly efficient. Otherwise, up to a point, the higher the difference order, the better the approximation will generally be. These are all

features of smooth problems, which this particular instance of Burgers’ equation is. However, the higher−order solutions would generally

be quite poor if you went toward the limit Ν ® 0.

One  final  point  to  note  is  that  the  above  graph  was  computed  using  the  Automatic  method  for  the  temporal  direction.  This  uses

LSODA,  which  switches  between  a  stiff  and  nonstiff  method  depending  on  how  the  solution  evolves.  For  the  coarser  grids,  strictly

explicit  methods  are  typically  a  bit  faster,  and,  except  for  the  pseudospectral  case,  the  implicit  BDF  methods  are  faster  for  the  finer

grids. A variety of alternative ODE methods are available in NDSolve.

Error at the Boundaries

The  a  priori  error  estimates  are  computed  in  the  interior  of  the  computational  region  because  the  differences  used  there  all  have

consistent error terms that can be used to effectively estimate the number of points to use. Including the boundaries in the estimates

would complicate the process beyond what is justified for such an a priori estimate. Typically, this approach is successful in keeping the

error under reasonable control. However, there are a few cases which can lead to difficulties.

Occasionally  it  may  occur  that  because the  error  terms are  larger  for  the  one−sided derivatives  used at  the  boundary,  NDSolve  will

detect an inconsistency between boundary and initial conditions, which is an artifact of the discretization error. 

This solves the one−dimensional heat equation with the left end held at constant temperature and the right end radiating into free space.

In[2]:= solution = FirstBNDSolveB:¶t u@x, tD == ¶x,x u@x, tD,

u@x, 0D == 1 -
Sin@4 Π xD

4 Π
, u@0, tD == 1, u@1, tD + uH1,0L@1, tD == 0>, u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 1<FF

NDSolve::ibcinc : Warning: Boundary and initial conditions are inconsistent.

Out[2]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 1.<<, <>D<

The  NDSolve:ibcinc  message  is  issued,  in  this  case,  completely  to  the  larger  discretization  error  at  the  right  boundary.  For  this

particular  example,  the  extra  error  is  not  a  problem  because  it  gets  damped  out  due  to  the  nature  of  the  equation.  However,  it  is

possible to eliminate the message by using just a few more spatial points.

This computes the solution to the same equation as above, but using a minimum of 50 points in the x direction.

In[3]:= solution = FirstBNDSolveB:¶t u@x, tD == ¶x,x u@x, tD,

u@x, 0D == 1 -
Sin@4 Π xD

4 Π
, u@0, tD == 1, u@1, tD + uH1,0L@1, tD == 0>, u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"MethodOfLines", "SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", MinPoints ® 50<<FF

Out[3]= 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 80., 1.<<, <>D<
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One other case where error problems at the boundary can affect the discretization unexpectedly is when periodic boundary conditions

are given with a function that is not truly periodic, so that an unintended discontinuity is introduced into the computation. 

This begins the computation of the solution to the sine−Gordon equation with a Gaussian initial condition and periodic boundary conditions. 

The NDSolve command is wrapped with TimeConstrained since solving the given problem can take a very long time and a large 

amount of system memory.

In[4]:= L = 1;
TimeConstrained@
sol1 = First@NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD, t, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD - Sin@u@t, xDD, u@0, xD � Exp@-x^2D,

Derivative@1, 0D@uD@0, xD � 0, u@t, -1D � u@t, 1D<,
u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, -1, 1<, Method ® StiffnessSwitchingDD, 10D

NDSolve::mxsst :
Using maximum number of grid points 10000 allowed by the MaxPoints

or MinStepSize options for independent variable x.

Out[5]= $Aborted

The problem here is that the initial condition is effectively discontinuous when the periodic continuation is taken into account. 

This shows a plot of the initial condition over the extent of three full periods.

In[6]:= Plot@Exp@-HMod@x + 1, 2D - 1L^2D, 8x, -3, 3<D

Out[6]=

Since there is always a large derivative error at the cusps, NDSolve  is forced to use the maximum number of points in an attempt to

satisfy the a priori error bound. To make matters worse, the extreme change makes solving the resulting ODEs more difficult, leading to

a very long solution time which uses a lot of memory.

If  the  discontinuity  is  really  intended,  you  will  typically  want  to  specify  a  number  of  points  or  spacing  for  the  spatial  grid  that  will  be

sufficient to handle the aspects of the discontinuity you are interested in. To model discontinuities with high accuracy will typically take

specialized methods that are beyond the scope of the general methods that NDSolve provides.

On the other hand,  if  the discontinuity  was unintended,  say in this  example by simply choosing a computational  domain that  was too

small, it can usually be fixed easily enough by extending the domain or by adding in terms to smooth things between periods. 

This solves the sine−Gordon problem on a computational domain large enough so that the discontinuity in the initial condition is negligible 
compared to the error allowed by the default tolerances. 

In[7]:= L = 10;
Timing@sol2 = First@NDSolve@8D@u@t, xD, t, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD - Sin@u@t, xDD, u@0, xD � Exp@-x^2D,

Derivative@1, 0D@uD@0, xD � 0, u@t, -LD � u@t, LD<, u, 8t, 0, 1<, 8x, -L, L<DDD

Out[8]= 80.031, 8u ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<, 8-10., 10.<<, <>D<<
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Numerical Solution of Boundary Value Problems

"Shooting" Method
The  shooting  method  works  by  considering  the  boundary  conditions  as  a  multivariate  function  of  initial  conditions  at  some  point,

reducing the boundary value problem to finding the initial  conditions that  give a root.  The advantage of  the shooting method is that  it

takes advantage of the speed and adaptivity of methods for initial value problems. The disadvantage of the method is that it is not as

robust as finite difference or collocation methods: some initial value problems with growing modes are inherently unstable even though

the BVP itself may be quite well posed and stable.

Consider the BVP system

X ’ HtL = FHt, XHtLL; GHXHt1L, XHt2L,¼, XHtnLL = 0, t1 < t2 < ¼ < tn

The shooting method looks for  initial  conditions XHt0L = c  so that  G = 0.  Since you are varying the initial  conditions,  it  makes sense to

think of X = Xc as a function of them, so shooting can be thought of as finding c such that with 

Xc ’ HtL = FHt, XcHtLL; XcHt0L = c

GHXcHt1L, XcHt2L,¼, XcHtnLL = 0

After  setting  up  the  function  for  G,  the  problem is  effectively  passed  to  FindRoot  to  find  the  initial  conditions  c  giving  the  root.  The

default  method is to use Newton’s method, which involves computing the Jacobian. While the Jacobian can be computed using finite

differences, the sensitivity of solutions of an IVP to its initial conditions may be too much to get reasonably accurate derivative values,

so it is advantageous to compute the Jacobian as a solution to ODEs.

Linearization and Newton’s Method

Linear problems can be described by 

Xc ’ HtL = JHtL XcHtL + F0HtL; XcHt0L = c

GHXcHt1L, XcHt2L,¼, XcHtnLL = B0 + B1 XcHt1L + B2 XcHt2L + ¼ Bn XcHtnL

Where JHtL is a matrix and F0HtL is a vector both possibly depending on t, B0 is a constant vector, and B1, B2,¼, Bn are constant matrices.

Let Y =
¶XcHtL

¶c
. Then, differentiating both the IVP and boundary conditions with respect to c gives

Y ’ HtL = JHtL YHtLL; YHt0L = I

¶G

¶c
= B1 YHt1L + B2 YHt2L + ¼ Bn YHtnL = 0

Since G is linear, when thought of as a function of c, you have GHcL = GHc0L + J
¶G

¶c
N Hc - c0L, so the value of c for which GHcL = 0 satisfies

c = c0 +
¶G

¶c

-1

GHc0L

for any particular initial condition c0.

For nonlinear problems, let JHtL be the Jacobian for the nonlinear ODE system, and let Bi  be the Jacobian of the ith  boundary condition.

Then computation of 
¶G

¶c
 for the linearized system gives the Jacobian for the nonlinear system for a particular initial condition, leading to

a Newton iteration,
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cn+1 = cn +
¶G

¶c
HcnL

-1

GHcnL

"StartingInitialConditions"

For boundary value problems, there is no guarantee of uniqueness as there is in the initial value problem case. "Shooting" will find

only  one  solution.  Just  as  you  can  affect  the  particular  solution  FindRoot  gets  for  a  system  of  nonlinear  algebraic  equations  by

changing  the  starting  values,  you  can  change  the  solution  that  "Shooting"  finds  by  giving  different  initial  conditions  to  start  the

iterations from.

"StartingInitialConditions" is an option of the "Shooting" method that allows you to specify the values and position of the

initial conditions to start the shooting process from.

The shooting method by default starts with zero initial conditions so that if there is a zero solution, it will be returned.

This computes a very simple solution to the boundary value problem x ’’ + sinHxL � 0 with xH0L = xH1L = 0.

In[105]:= sols = Map@First@NDSolve@8x’’@tD + Sin@x@tDD � 0, x@0D � x@10D � 0<, x, t,
Method ® 8"Shooting", "StartingInitialConditions" ® 8x@0D � 0, x’@0D � ð<<DD &,

81.5, 1.75, 2<D;
Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. solsD, 8t, 0, 10<, PlotStyle ® 8Black, Blue, Green<D

Out[106]=

By default, "Shooting" starts from the left side of the interval and shoots forward in time. There are cases where is it advantageous to

go backwards, or even from a point somewhere in the middle of the interval.

Consider the linear boundary value problem 

x ’’’ HtL - 2 Λ x ’’ HtL - Λ2 x ’ HtL + 2 Λ
3 xHtL = IΛ2 + Π2M H2 Λ cosHΠ tL + Π sinHΠ tLL

xH0L = 1 +

1 + ã
-2 Λ
+ ã
-Λ

2 + ã
-Λ

, xH1L = 0, x ’ H1L =
3 Λ - ã

-Λ
Λ

2 + ã
-Λ

that has a solution 

xHtL =
ã
Λ Ht-1L

+ ã
2 Λ Ht-1L

+ ã
-Λ t

2 + ã
-Λ

+ cosHΠ tL

For moderate values of Λ, the initial value problem starting at t = 0 becomes unstable because of the growing ãΛ Ht-1L  and ã2 Λ Ht-1L  terms.

Similarly, starting at t = 1,  instability arises from the ã-Λ t  term, though this is not as large as the term in the forward direction. Beyond

some value of Λ, shooting will not be able to get a good solution because the sensitivity in either direction will be too great. However, up

to that point, choosing a point in the interval that balances the growth in the two directions will give the best solution.

This gives the equation, boundary conditions, and exact solution as Mathematica input.

In[107]:= eqn = x’’’@tD - 2 Λ x’’@tD - Λ2 x’@tD + 2 Λ3 x@tD � IΛ2 + Π2M H2 Λ Cos@Π tD + Π Sin@Π tDL;

bcs = :x@0D � 1 +
1 + ã-2 Λ + ã-Λ

2 + ã-Λ
, x@1D � 0, x’@1D �

3 Λ - ã-Λ Λ

2 + ã-Λ
>;

xsol@t_D =
ã
Λ Ht-1L

+ ã
2 Λ Ht-1L

+ ã
-Λ t

2 + ã-Λ
+ Cos@Π tD;
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This solves the system with Λ = 10 shooting from the default t = 0.

In[110]:= Block@8Λ = 10<,
sol = First@NDSolve@8eqn, bcs<, x, tDD;
Plot@8xsol@tD, x@tD �. sol<, 8t, 0, 1<DD

NDSolve::bvluc :
The equations derived from the boundary conditions are numerically

ill-conditioned. The boundary conditions may not be
sufficient to uniquely define a solution. The computed
solution may match the boundary conditions poorly.

NDSolve::berr :

There are significant errors 9-1.11022 ´ 10-16, 6.95123 ´ 10-6, 0.000139029=

in the boundary value residuals. Returning the best solution found.

Out[110]=

Shooting from t = 0, the "Shooting" method gives warnings about an ill−conditioned matrix, and further that the boundary conditions

are not satisfied as well as they should be. This is because a small error at t = 0 is amplified by e20 > 4�108. Since the reciprocal of this

is of the same order of magnitude as the local truncation error, visible errors as those seen in the plot are not surprising. In the reverse

direction, the magnification will be much less: e10 > 2�104, so the solution should be much better.

This computes the solution using shooting from t = 1.

In[111]:= BlockB8Λ = 10<,

sol = FirstBNDSolveB8eqn, bcs<, x, t,

Method ® :"Shooting", "StartingInitialConditions" ® :x@1D � 0, x’@1D �
3 Λ - ã-Λ Λ

2 + ã-Λ
, x’’@1D � 0>>FF;

Plot@8xsol@tD, x@tD �. sol<, 8t, 0, 1<DF

Out[111]=

A good point to choose is actually one that will  balance the sensitivity in each direction, which is about at t = 2 �3.  With this,  the error

with Λ = 15 will still be under reasonable control.

This computes the solution for Λ = 15 shooting from t = 2 �3.

In[112]:= Block@8Λ = 15<,
sol = First@NDSolve@8eqn, bcs<, x, t,

Method ® 8"Shooting", "StartingInitialConditions" ® 8x@2�3D � 0, x’@2�3D � 0, x’’@2�3D � 0<<DD;
Plot@8xsol@tD, x@tD �. sol<, 8t, 0, 1<DD

Out[112]=
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Option summary

option name default value

"StartingInitialConditions" Automatic the initial conditions to initiate the shooting method from

"ImplicitSolver" Automatic the method to use for solving the implicit equation defined by 
the boundary conditions; this should be an acceptable value 

for the Method option of FindRoot

"MaxIterations" Automatic how many iterations to use for the implicit solver method

"Method" Automatic the method to use for integrating the system of ODEs

"Shooting" method options.

"Chasing" Method
The method of chasing came from a manuscript of Gel’fand and Lokutsiyevskii first published in English in [BZ65] and further described

in [Na79]. The idea is to establish a set of auxiliary problems that can be solved to find initial conditions at one of the boundaries. Once

the  initial  conditions  are  determined,  the  usual  methods  for  solving  initial  value  problems  can  be  applied.  The  chasing  method  is,  in

effect, a shooting method that uses the linearity of the problem to good advantage.

Consider the linear ODE

(1)X¢ HtL == AHtL XHtL + A0HtL

where XHtL = Hx1HtL, x2HtL,¼, xnHtLL, AHtL is the coefficient matrix, and A0HtL is the inhomogeneous coefficient vector, with n linear boundary

conditions 

(2)Bi.XHtiL � bi0, i = 1, 2,º, n

where Bi = Hbi1, bi2,º, binL is a coefficient vector. From this, construct the augmented homogenous system

(3)X
¢

HtL = AHtL XHtL, Bi.XHtiL = 0

where

XHtL =

1

x1HtL

x2HtL

»

xnHtL

, AHtL =

a01HtL a11HtL a12HtL º a1 nHtL

a02HtL a21HtL a22HtL º a2 nHtL

» » » ¸ »

a0 nHtL an1HtL an2HtL º annHtL

0 0 0 º 0

, and Bi =

bi0

bi1

bi2

»

bin

The chasing method amounts to finding a vector function FiHtL such that FiHtiL = Bi  and FiHtL XHtL = 0. Once the function FiHtL is known, if

there is a full set of boundary conditions, solving 

(4)

F1Ht0L

F2Ht0L

»

FnHt0L

XHt0L = 0

can be used to determine initial conditions Hx1Ht0L, x2Ht0L,º, xnHt0LL that can be used with the usual initial value problem solvers. Note that

the solution to system (3) is nontrivial because the first component of X is always 1. 

Thus, solving the boundary value problem is reduced to solving the auxiliary problems for the FiHtL. Differentiating the equation for Fi HtL

gives

FiHtL X
¢

HtL + XHtLFi
¢
HtL = 0
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Substituting the differential equation, 

AHtL XHtLFiHtL + XHtLFi
¢
HtL = 0

and transposing

XHtL JFi
¢
HtL + A

T
HtLFiHtLN = 0

Since this should hold for all solutions X, you have the initial value problem for Fi,

(5)Fi
¢
HtL + A

T
HtLFiHtL = 0 with initial condition FiHtiL = Bi

Given t0 where you want to have solutions to all of the boundary value problems, Mathematica just uses NDSolve to solve the auxiliary

problems for F1, F2,¼, Fm by integrating them to t0. The results are then combined into the matrix of (3) that is solved for XHt0L to obtain

the initial value problem that NDSolve integrates to give the returned solution. 

This  variant  of  the  method is  further  described in  and used by  the  MathSource  package [R98],  which  also  allows you to  solve  linear

eigenvalue problems.

There is an alternative, nonlinear way to set up the auxiliary problems that is closer to the original  method proposed by Gel’fand and

Lokutsiyevskii. Assume that the boundary conditions are linearly independent (if not, then the problem is insufficiently specified). Then

in each Bi,  there is at  least  one nonzero component.  Without loss of  generality,  assume that  bij ¹ 0.  Now solve for  Fij  in terms of  the

other components of Fi, Fij = Bi

�

.Fi

�

, where Fi
�

= I1, Fi1,º, Fij-1,º, Fij+1,º, FinM and Bi

�

= Hbi0, bi1,º, bij-1,º, bij+1,º, binN�-bij. Using (5)

and replacing Fij, and thinking of xnHtL in terms of the other components of xHtL you get the nonlinear equation

Fi

� ¢

HtL = -A
� T
@tDFi
�

HtL + JA j.Fi

�

HtLNFi
�

HtL

where A
�

 is A with the jthcolumn removed and A j  is the jth  column of A. The nonlinear method can be more numerically stable than the

linear method, but it has the disadvantage that integration along the real line may lead to singularities. This problem can be eliminated

by integrating on a contour in the complex plane. However, the integration in the complex plane typically has more numerical error than

a simple integration along the real line, so in practice, the nonlinear method does not typically give results better than the linear method.

For this reason, and because it is also generally faster, the default for Mathematica is to use the linear method.

This solves a two−point boundary value problem for a second−order equation.

In[113]:= nsol1 = NDSolve@8y’’@tD + y@tD�4 � 8, y@0D � 0, y@10D � 0<, y, 8t, 0, 10<D

Out[113]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D<<

This shows a plot of the solution.

In[114]:= Plot@First@y@tD �. nsol1D, 8t, 0, 10<D

Out[114]=
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The solver can solve multipoint boundary value problems of linear systems of equations. (Note that each boundary equation must be at 
one specific value of t.)

In[115]:= bconds = 8
x@0D + x’@0D + y@0D + y’@0D � 1,
x@1D + 2 x’@1D + 3 y@1D + 4 y’@1D � 5,
y@2D + 2 y’@2D � 4,
x@3D - x’@3D � 7<;

nsol2 = NDSolve@8
x’’@tD + x@tD + y@tD � t, y’’@tD + y@tD � Cos@tD,
bconds<,
8x, y<,
8t, 0, 4<D

Out[116]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D, y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D<<

In general, you cannot expect the boundary value equations to be satisfied to the close tolerance of Equal.

This checks to see if the boundary conditions are "satisfied".

In[117]:= bconds �. First@nsol2D

Out[117]= 8True, False, False, False<

They are typically only be satisfied at most tolerances that come from the AccuracyGoal  and PrecisionGoal  options of NDSolve.

Usually, the actual accuracy and precision is less because these are used for local, not global, error control.

This checks the residual error at each of the boundary conditions.

In[118]:= Apply@Subtract, bconds, 1D �. First@nsol2D

Out[118]= 90., -2.5751´10
-7, -4.13357´10-8, -2.95508´10-8=

When  you  give  NDSolve  a  problem  that  has  no  solution,  numerical  error  may  make  it  appear  to  be  a  solvable  problem.  Typically,

NDSolve will issue a warning message.

This is a boundary value problem that has no solution.

In[125]:= NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x@PiD � 0<, x, 8t, 0, Pi<, Method ® "Chasing"D

NDSolve::bvluc :
The equations derived from the boundary conditions are numerically

ill-conditioned. The boundary conditions may not be
sufficient to uniquely define a solution. The computed
solution may match the boundary conditions poorly.

Out[125]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 3.14159<<, <>D<<

In this case, it is not able to integrate over the entire interval because of nonexistence.

Another situation in which the equations can be ill−conditioned is when the boundary conditions do not give a unique solution.

Here is a boundary value problem that does not have a unique solution. Its general solution is shown as computed symbolically with 

DSolve. 

In[120]:= dsol = First@x �. DSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � t, x’@0D � 1, x@Pi�2D � Pi�2<, x, tDD

DSolve::bvsing :
Unable to resolve some of the arbitrary constants in the general solution

using the given boundary conditions. It is possible that some of the
conditions have been specified at a singular point for the equation.

Out[120]= Function@8t<, t + C@1D Cos@tDD
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NDSolve issues a warning message because the matrix to solve for the initial conditions is singular, but has a solution.

In[122]:= onesol = First@
x �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � t, x’@0D � 1, x@Pi�2D � Pi�2<, x, 8t, 0, Pi�2<, Method ® "Chasing"DD

NDSolve::bvluc :
The equations derived from the boundary conditions are numerically

ill-conditioned. The boundary conditions may not be
sufficient to uniquely define a solution. The computed
solution may match the boundary conditions poorly.

Out[122]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.5708<<, <>D

You can identify which solution it found by fitting it to the interpolating points. This makes a plot of the error relative to the actual best fit 
solution.

In[126]:= ip = onesol�"Coordinates"@1D;
points = Transpose@8ip, onesol@ipD<D;
model = dsol@tD �. C@1D ® Α;
fit = FindFit@points, model, Α, tD;
ListPlot@Transpose@8ip, onesol@ipD - HHmodel �. fitL �. t ® ipL<DD

Out[130]=

0.5 1.0 1.5

-3.´ 10
-8

-2.´ 10
-8

-1.´ 10
-8

1.´ 10
-8

2.´ 10
-8

3.´ 10
-8

4.´ 10
-8

Typically  the  default  values  Mathematica  uses  work  fine,  but  you  can  control  the  chasing  method  by  giving  NDSolve  the  option

Method -> 8"Chasing", chasing options<. The possible chasing options are shown in the following table.

option name default value

Method Automatic the numerical method to use for computing the initial value 
problems generated by the chasing algorithm

"ExtraPrecision" 0 number of digits of extra precision to use for solving the 
auxiliary initial value problems

"ChasingType" "LinearChasing" the type of chasing to use, which can be either 

"LinearChasing" or "NonlinearChasing"

Options for the "Chasing" method of NDSolve. 

The method "ChasingType" -> "NonlinearChasing" itself has two options.

option name default value

"ContourType" Ellipse the shape of contour to use when integration in the complex 

plane is required, which can either be "Ellipse" or 

"Rectangle"

"ContourRatio" 1�10 the ratio of the width to the length of the contour; typically a 
smaller number gives more accurate results, but yields more 
numerical difficulty in solving the equations

Options for the "NonlinearChasing" option of the "Chasing" method.

These options, especially "ExtraPrecision" can be useful in cases where there is a strong sensitivity to computed initial conditions.

Here is a boundary value problem with a simple solution computed symbolically using DSolve.

In[131]:= bvp = 8x’’@tD + 1000 x@tD � 0, x@0D � 0, x@1D � 1<;
dsol = First@x �. DSolve@bvp, x, tDD

Out[132]= FunctionA8t<, CscA10 10 E SinA10 10 tEE
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This shows the error in the solution computed using the chasing method in NDSolve.

In[133]:= sol =
First@x �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + 1000 x@tD � 0, x@0D � 0, x@1D � 1<, x, 8t, 0, 1<, Method ® "Chasing"DD;

Plot@sol@tD - dsol@tD, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[134]=

Using extra precision to solve for the initial conditions reduces the error substantially.

In[135]:= sol = First@x �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + 1000 x@tD � 0, x@0D � 0, x@1D � 1<,
x, 8t, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"Chasing", "ExtraPrecision" ® 10<DD;

Plot@sol@tD - dsol@tD, 8t, 0,
1<D

Out[136]=

Increasing the extra precision beyond this really will not help because a significant part of the error results from computing the solution

once the initial conditions are found. To reduce this, you need to give more stringent AccuracyGoal  and PrecisionGoal  options to

NDSolve.

This uses extra precision to compute the initial conditions along with more stringent settings for the AccuracyGoal and 

PrecisionGoal options.

In[137]:= sol = First@x �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + 1000 x@tD � 0, x@0D � 0, x@1D � 1<, x, 8t, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"Chasing", "ExtraPrecision" ® 10<, AccuracyGoal ® 10, PrecisionGoal ® 10DD;

Plot@sol@tD - dsol@tD, 8t, 0,
1<D

Out[138]=

Boundary Value Problems with Parameters
In many of the applications where boundary value problems arise, there may be undetermined parameters, such as eigenvalues, in the

problem itself that may be a part of the desired solution. By introducing the parameters as dependent variables, the problem can often

be written as a boundary value problem in standard form.
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For example, the flow in a channel can be modeled by 

f ’’’ - RIH f ’L2 - f f ’’M + R a = 0

f H0L = f ’ H0L = 0, f H1L = 1, f ’ H1L = 0

where R (the Reynolds number) is given, but a is to be determined.

To find the solution f  and the value of a, just add the equation a ’ = 0.

This solves the flow problem with R = 1 for f  and a, plots the solution f  and returns the value of a.

In[1]:= Block@8R = 1<, sol = NDSolve@8f’’’@tD - R HHf’@tDL^2 - f@tD f’’@tDL + R a@tD � 0,
a’@tD � 0, f@0D � f’@0D � f’@1D � 0, f@1D � 1<, 8f, a<, tD;

Column@8Plot@f@tD �. First@solD, 8t, 0, 1<D,
a@0D �. First@solD<DD

Out[1]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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Numerical Solution of Differential−Algebraic 
Equations

Introduction
In general, a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) can be expressed in the normal form,

x¢ = f Ht, xL.

The derivatives of the dependent variables x are expressed explicitly in terms of the independent variable t and the dependent variables

x. As long as the function f  has sufficient continuity, a unique solution can always be found for an initial value problem where the values

of the dependent variables are given at a specific value of the independent variable.

With differential−algebraic equations (DAEs), the derivatives are not, in general, expressed explicitly. In fact, derivatives of some of the

dependent variables typically do not appear in the equations. The general form of a system of DAEs is

(1)FHt, x, x¢L = 0,

where the Jacobian with respect to x¢, ¶F �¶ x¢ may be singular.

A system of DAEs can be converted to a system of ODEs by differentiating it with respect to the independent variable t. The index of a

DAE is effectively the number of times you need to differentiate the DAEs to get a system of ODEs. Even though the differentiation is

possible,  it  is  not  generally  used  as  a  computational  technique  because  properties  of  the  original  DAEs  are  often  lost  in  numerical

simulations of the differentiated equations.

Thus,  numerical  methods  for  DAEs are  designed to  work  with  the  general  form of  a  system of  DAEs.  The methods  in  NDSolve  are

designed to generally solve index−1 DAEs, but may work for higher index problems as well.

This tutorial will show numerous examples that illustrate some of the differences between solving DAEs and ODEs.

This loads packages that will be used in the examples and turns off a message.

In[10]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy‘"D;

The specification of initial conditions is quite different for DAEs than for ODEs. For ODEs, as already mentioned, a set of initial condi−

tions uniquely determines a solution. For DAEs, the situation is not nearly so simple; it may even be difficult to find initial conditions that

satisfy the equations at all. To better understand this issue, consider the following example [AP98].

Here is a system of DAEs with three equations, but only one differential term.

In[11]:= DAE =

x1
¢@tD � x3@tD

x2@tD H1 - x2@tDL � 0

x1@tD x2@tD + x3@tD H1 - x2@tDL � t

;

The initial conditions are clearly not free; the second equation requires that x2@t0D be either 0 or 1. 

This solves the system of DAEs starting with a specified initial condition for the derivative of x1. 

In[12]:= sol = NDSolve@8DAE, x1 ’@0D � 1<, 8x1, x2, x3<, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[12]= 88x1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D, x2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D, x3 ® InterpolatingFunction

To  get  this  solution,  NDSolve  first  searches  for  initial  conditions  that  satisfy  the  equations,  using  a  combination  of  Solve  and  a

procedure much like FindRoot. Once consistent initial conditions are found, the DAE is solved using the IDA method.
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This shows the initial conditions found by NDSolve. 

In[13]:= 88x1 ’@0D<, 8x1@0D, x2@0D, x3@0D<< �. First@solD

Out[13]= 881.<, 80., 1., 1.<<

This shows a plot of the solution. The solution x2@0D is obscured by the solution x3@0D, which has the same constant value of 1.

In[15]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x1@tD, x2@tD, x3@tD< �. First@solDD, 8t, 0, 1<,

PlotStyle ® 8Red, Black, Blue<D

Out[15]=
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However, there may not be a solution from all initial conditions that satisfy the equations. 

This tries to find a solution with x2@0D starting from steady state with derivative 0. 

In[16]:= sols = NDSolve@8DAE, x1 ’@0D � 0<, 8x1, x2, x3<, 8t, 0, 1<D

NDSolve::nderr : Error test failure at t == 0.‘; unable to continue.

Out[16]= 88x1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.<<, <>D, x2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.<<, <>D, x3 ® InterpolatingFunction

This shows the initial conditions found by NDSolve. 

In[17]:= 88x1 ’@0D<, 8x1@0D, x2@0D, x3@0D<< �. First@solsD

Out[17]= 880.<, 80., 1., 0.<<

If you look at the equations with x2 set to 1, you can see why it is not possible to advance beyond t == 1.

Substitute x2@tD = 1 into the equations.

In[18]:= DAE �. x2@tD ® 1

Out[18]= 88x1
¢@tD � x3@tD<, 8True<, 8x1@tD � t<<

The middle equation effectively drops out. If you differentiate the last equation with x2@tD = 1, you get the condition x1’@tD = 1, but then

the first equation is inconsistent with the value of x3@tD = 0 in the initial conditions. 

It turns out that the only solution with x2@tD = 1 is 8x2@tD = t, x2@tD = 1, x3@tD = 1<, and along this solution, the system has index 2. 

The other set of solutions for the problem is when x2@tD = 0. You can find these by specifying that as an initial condition.

This finds a solution with x2@tD = 0. It is also necessary to specify a value for x1@0D because it is a differential variable.

In[19]:= sol0 = NDSolve@8DAE, x1@0D � 1, x2@0D � 0<, 8x1, x2, x3<, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[19]= 88x1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D, x2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D, x3 ® InterpolatingFunction
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This shows a plot of the nonzero components of the solution. 

In[21]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x1@tD, x3@tD< �. First@sol0DD, 8t, 0, 1<,

PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[21]=
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In general, you must specify initial conditions for the differential variables because typically there is a parametrized general solution. For

this  problem with  x2@tD = 0,  the  general  solution  is  8x1@tD = x1@0D + t
2�2, x2@tD = 0, x3@tD == t<,  so  it  is  necessary  to  give  x1@0D  to

determine the solution.

NDSolve  cannot  always find initial  conditions consistent  with  the equations because sometimes this  is  a  difficult  problem.  "Often the

most  difficult  part  of  solving  a  DAE system in  applications  is  to  determine a  consistent  set  of  initial  conditions  with  which  to  start  the

computation". [BCP89]

NDSolve fails to find a consistent initial condition.

In[22]:= NDSolve@8DAE, x1@0D � 1<, 8x1, x2, x3<, 8t, 0, 1<D

NDSolve::icfail :
Unable to find initial conditions that satisfy the residual function

within specified tolerances. Try giving initial
conditions for both values and derivatives of the functions.

Out[22]= 8<

If  NDSolve  fails  to  find  consistent  initial  conditions,  you  can  use  FindRoot  with  a  good  starting  value  or  some  other  procedure  to

obtain consistent initial conditions and supply them. If you know values close to a good starting guess, NDSolve  uses these values to

start its search, which may help. You may specify values of the dependent variables and their derivatives.

With index−1 systems of DAEs, it is often possible to differentiate and use an ODE solver to get the solution. 

Here is the Robertson chemical kinetics problem. Because of the large and small rate constants, the problem is quite stiff.

In[23]:= kinetics = :y1 ’@tD � -
1

25
y1@tD + 104 y2@tD y3@tD, y2 ’@tD �

1

25
y1@tD - 3 107 y2@tD

2 >;

balance = y1@tD + y2@tD + y3@tD � 1;

start = 8y1@0D � 1, y2@0D � 0, y3@0D � 0<;

This solves the Robertson kinetics problem as an ODE by differentiating the balance equation.

In[26]:= odesol = First@NDSolve@8kinetics, D@balance, tD, start<, 8y1, y2, y3<, 8t, 0, 40000<DD

Out[26]= 8y1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 40000.<<, <>D, y2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 40 000.<<, <>D, y3 ® InterpolatingFunction

The stiffness of the problem is supported by y1 and y2 having their main variation on two completely different time scales.
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This shows the solutions y1 and y2.

In[27]:= GraphicsRow@8
Plot@y1@tD �. odesol, 8t, 0, 25<, PlotRange ® All, ImageSize ® 200D,
Plot@y2@tD �. odesol, 8t, 0, 0.01<, PlotRange ® All, ImageSize ® 200,
Ticks -> 880.0, 0.005, 0.01<, 80.0, 0.000005, 0.000015, 0.000025, 0.000035<<D

<D

Out[27]=

This solves the Robertson kinetics problem as a DAE.

In[33]:= daesol = First@NDSolve@8kinetics, balance, start<, 8y1, y2, y3<, 8t, 0, 40000<DD

Out[33]= 8y1 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 40000.<<, <>D, y2 ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 40 000.<<, <>D, y3 ® InterpolatingFunction

The solutions for a given component will appear quite close, but comparing the chemical balance constraint shows a difference between

them.

Here is a graph of the error in the balance equation for the ODE and DAE solutions, shown in black and blue respectively. A log−log scale 
is used because of the large variation in t and the magnitude of the error.

In[34]:= berr@t_D = Abs@Apply@Subtract, balanceDD;
gode = First@InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@y1 �. odesolDD;
gdae = First@InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@y1 �. daesolDD;
Show@8

ListLogLogPlot@Transpose@8gode, berr@godeD �. odesol<D, PlotStyle ® BlackD,
ListLogLogPlot@Transpose@8gdae, berr@gdaeD �. daesol<D, PlotStyle ® RGBColor@0, 0, 1DD
<, ImageSize ® 400, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[37]=

In  this  case,  both  solutions  satisfied  the  balance  equations  well  beyond  expected  tolerances.  Note  that  even  though  the  error  in  the

balance equation was greater at some points for the DAE solution, over the long term, the DAE solution is brought back to better satisfy

the constraint once the range of quick variation is passed.

You may want to solve some DAEs of the form

x¢HtL = f Ht, xHtLL

gHt, xHtLL = 0,

such  that  the  solution  of  the  differential  equation  is  required  to  satisfy  a  particular  constraint.  NDSolve  cannot  handle  such  DAEs

directly  because  the  index  is  too  high  and  NDSolve  expects  the  number  of  equations  to  be  the  same  as  the  number  of  dependent

variables. NDSolve does, however, have a Projection method that will often solve the problem.

A very simple example of such a constrained system is a nonlinear oscillator modeling the motion of a pendulum.
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This defines the equation, invariant constraint, and starting condition for a simulation of the motion of a pendulum.

In[55]:= equation = x’’@tD + Sin@x@tDD � 0;

invariant = x’@tD2 - 2 Cos@x@tDD;
start = 8x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<;

Note that the differential equation is effectively the derivative of the invariant, so one way to solve the equation is to use the invariant.

This solves for the motion of a pendulum using the invariant equation. The SolveDelayed option tells NDSolve not to symbolically 

solve the quadratic equation for x¢, but instead to solve the system as a DAE.

In[58]:= isol = First@NDSolve@8invariant � -2 Cos@1D, start<, x, 8t, 0, 1000<, SolveDelayed ® TrueDD

Out[58]= 8x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1000.<<, <>D<

However,  this solution may not be quite what you expect:  the invariant equation has the solution x@tD ==  constant when it  starts with

x’@tD == 0. In fact it does not have unique solutions from this starting point. This is because if you do actually solve for x¢, the function

does not satisfy the continuity requirements for uniqueness. 

This solves for the motion of a pendulum using only the differential equation. The method "ExplicitRungeKutta" is used because it 

can also be a submethod of the projection method.

In[59]:= dsol = First@NDSolve@8equation, start<, x, 8t, 0, 2000<, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"DD

Out[59]= 8x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2000.<<, <>D<

This shows the solution plotted over the last several periods.

In[60]:= Plot@x@tD �. dsol, 8t, 1950, 2000<D

Out[60]=

This shows a plot of the invariant at the ends of the time steps NDSolve took.

In[61]:= ts = First@InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@x �. dsolDD;
ListPlot@Transpose@8ts, invariant + 2 Cos@1D �. dsol �. t ® ts<D, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[62]=

The error in the invariant is not large, but it does show a steady and consistent drift. Eventually, it could be large enough to affect the

fidelity of the solution.
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This solves for the motion of the pendulum, constraining the motion at each step to lie on the invariant.

In[63]:= psol = First@NDSolve@8equation, start<, x, 8t, 0, 2000<,
Method ® 8Projection, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta", Invariants ® invariant<DD

Out[63]= 8x ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2000.<<, <>D<

This shows a plot of the invariant at the ends of the time steps NDSolve took with the projection method.

In[64]:= ts = First@InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@x �. psolDD;
ListPlot@Transpose@8ts, invariant + 2 Cos@1D �. psol �. t ® ts<D, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[65]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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Delay Differential Equations
A delay differential equation is a differential equation where the time derivatives at the current time depend on the solution and possibly

its derivatives at previous times:

X ’ HtL = F Ht, X HtL, X Ht - Τ1L, º, X Ht - ΤnL, X ’ Ht - Σ1L, º, X Ht - ΣmL; t ³ t0

X HtL = ΦHtL ; t £ t0

Instead  of  a  simple  initial  condition,  an  initial  history  function  ΦHtL  needs  to  be  specified.   The  quantities  Τi ³ 0, i = 1,¼, n  and

Σi ³ 0, i = 1,¼, k  are  called  the  delays  or  time  lags.   The  delays  may  be  constants,  functions  ΤH tL  and  ΣH tL  of  t  (time  dependent

delays), or functions ΤHt, XHtLL and  ΣH t, XHtLL (state dependent delays).  Delay equations with delays Σ of the derivatives are referred to

as neutral delay differential equations (NDDEs).

The equation processing code in NDSolve has been designed so that you can input a delay differential equation in essentially mathemati−

cal notation. 

x@t-ΤD dependent variable x with delay Τ

x@t �; t£t0D�Φ specification of initial history function as expression Φ for t less than t0

Inputting delays and initial history.

Currently, the implementation for DDEs in NDSolve only supports constant delays.

Solve a second order delay differential equation.

In[1]:= sol = NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@t - 1D � 0, x@t �; t £ 0D � t^2<, x, 8t, -1, 5<D

Out[1]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@88-1., 5.<<, <>D<<

Plot the solution and its first two derivatives. 

In[2]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x’@tD, x’’@tD< �. First@solDD, 8t, -1, 5<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[2]=

For  simplicity,  this  documentation  is  written  assuming  that  integration  always  proceeds  from smaller  to  larger  t.   However,  NDSolve

supports integration in the other direction if the initial history function is given for value above t0 and the delays are negative.

Solve a second order delay differential equation in the direction of negative t.

In[3]:= nsol = NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@t + 1D � 0, x@t �; t ³ 0D � t^2<, x, 8t, -5, 1<D;
Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x’@tD, x’’@tD< �. First@nsolDD, 8t, -5, 1<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[3]=

Comparison and contrast with ODEs
While  DDEs look  a  lot  like  ODEs the  theory  for  them is  quite  a  bit  more  complicated  and there  are  some surprising  differences  with

ODEs.  This section will show a few examples of the differences.
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Look at the solutions of x¢HtL = xHt - 1L HxHtL - 1L for different initial history functions.

In[47]:= Manipulate@
Module@8sol = NDSolve@8x’@tD � x@t - 1D H1 - x@tDL, x@t �; t £ 0D � Φ<, x, 8t, -2, 2<D<,
Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. First@solDD, 8t, -2, 2<DD, 8Φ, 8Exp@tD, Cos@tD, 1 - t, 1 - Sin@tD<<D

Out[47]=

Φ ã
t Cos@tD 1 - t 1 - Sin@tD

-2 -1 1 2

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

As long as the initial  function satisfies ΦH0L = 1,  the solution for t > 0  is always 1. [Z06]  With ODEs, you could always integrate back−

wards in time from a solution to obtain the initial condition.

Investigate at the solutions of x¢HtL = a xHtL H1 - xHt - 1LL for different values of the parameter a.

In[69]:= Manipulate@
Module@8T = 50, sol, x, t<,
sol = First@x �. NDSolve@8x’@tD � a x@tD H1 - x@t - 1DL, x@t �; t £ 0D � 0.1<, x, 8t, 0, T<DD;
If@pp, ParametricPlot@8sol@tD, sol@t - 1D<, 8t, 1, T<, PlotRange ® 880, 3<, 80, 3<<D,
Plot@sol@tD, 8t, 0, T<, PlotRange ® 880, 50<, 80, 2<<DDD,

88pp, False, "Plot in Phase Plane"<, 8False, True<<, 88a, 1<, 0, 2<D

Out[69]=

Plot in Phase Plane

a
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For  a <
1

ã

,  the  solutions  are  monotonic,  for  
1

ã

£ a £
Π

2
 the  solutions  oscillate.  and  for  a >

Π

2
 the  solutions  approach  a  limit  cycle.    Of

course, for the scalar ODE, solutions are monotonic independent of a.

Solve the Ikeda delay differential equation, x¢HtL � sinHxHt - 2 ΠLL for two nearby constant initial functions.

In[88]:= sol1 = First@NDSolve@8x’@tD � Sin@x@t - 20DD, x@t �; t £ 0D � .0001<, x, 8t, 0, 500<DD;
sol2 = First@NDSolve@8x’@tD � Sin@x@t - 20DD, x@t �; t £ 0D � .00011<, x, 8t, 0, 500<DD;
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Plot the solutions.

In[90]:= Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. 8sol1, sol2<D, 8t, 0, 500<D

Out[90]=

This simple scalar delay differential equation has chaotic solutions and the motion shown above looks very much like Brownian motion.

[S07]   As the delay Τ  is  increased beyond Τ = Π �2  a  limit  cycle appears,  followed eventually  by a period doubling cascade leading to

chaos before Τ = 5.

Compare solutions for Τ =4.9, 5.0, and 5.1

In[104]:= Grid@Table@sol =
First@NDSolve@8x’@tD � Sin@x@t - ΤDD, x@t �; t £ 0D � .1<, x, 8t, 100 Τ, 200 Τ<, MaxSteps ® InfinityDD;
8ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8x@t - 1D, x@tD< �. solD, 8t, 101 Τ, 200 Τ<D.

Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. solD, 8t, 100 Τ, 200 Τ<D<, 8Τ, 4.9, 5.1, .1<DD

Out[104]=

Stability  is  much  more  complicated  for  delay  equations  as  well.   It  is  well  known  that  the  linear  ODE  test  equation  x¢HtL = Λ xHtL  has

asymptotically stable solutions if ReHΛL < 0 and is unstable if ReHΛL > 0.  

The closest corresponding DDE is x¢HtL = Λ xHtL + Μ xHt - 1L.  Even if you consider just real Λ and Μ the situation is no longer so clear cut.

Shown below are some plots of solutions indicating this.
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The solution is stable with Λ =
1

2
 and Μ = -1

In[110]:= Block@8Λ = 1�2, Μ = -1, T = 25<,
Plot@Evaluate@First@x@tD �. NDSolve@8x’@tD � Λ x@tD + Μ x@t - 1D, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1 - t<, x, 8t, 0, T<DDD,
8t, 0, T<, PlotRange ® AllDD

Out[110]=

The solution is unstable with Λ = -
7

2
 and Μ = 4

In[111]:= Block@8Λ = -7�2, Μ = 4, T = 25<,
Plot@Evaluate@First@x@tD �. NDSolve@8x’@tD � Λ x@tD + Μ x@t - 1D, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1 - t<, x, 8t, 0, T<DDD,
8t, 0, T<, PlotRange ® AllDD

Out[111]=

So the solution can be stable with Λ > 0 and unstable with Λ < 0 depending on the value of Μ .  A Manipulate is set up below so that

you can investigate the Λ −Μ plane.

Investigate by varying Λ and Μ

In[113]:= Manipulate@Module@8T = 25, x, t<,
Plot@Evaluate@First@x@tD �. NDSolve@8x’@tD � Λ x@tD + Μ x@t - 1D, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1 - t<, x, 8t, 0, T<DDD,
8t, 0, T<, PlotRange ® AllDD, 8Λ, -5, 5<, 8Μ, -5, 5<D

Out[113]=
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Propagation and smoothing of discontinuities
The way discontinuities are propagated by the delays is an important feature of DDEs and has a profound effect on numerical methods

for solving them.

Solve x¢HtL � xHt - 1L with xHtL = 1 for t £ 0.

In[3]:= sol = First@NDSolve@8x’@tD � x@t - 1D, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1<, x, 8t, -1, 3<DD

Out[3]= 8x ® InterpolatingFunction@88-1., 3.<<, <>D<
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In[4]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x’@tD, x’’@tD< �. solD, 8t, -1, 3<D

Out[4]=

In the example above, xHtL is continuous, but there is a jump discontinuity in x¢HtL at t = 0 since approaching from the left the value is 0,

given by the derivative of the initial history function x¢HtL = Φ¢HtL = 0 while approaching from the right the value is given by the DDE, giving

x
¢HtL = xHt - 1L = ΦHt - 1L = 1.  

Near  t=1,  we  have  by  the  continuity  of  x  at  0  limt®1- x
¢HtL = limt®1- xHt - 1L = limz®0- xHzL = lim

z®0+ xHzL = lim
t®1+ x ’ HtL  and  so  x¢HtLis

continuous at t = 1.

Differentiating  the  equation,  we  can  conclude  that  Hx¢L¢HtL � x
¢Ht - 1L  so  Hx¢L¢HtL  has  a  jump  discontinuity  at  t = 1.   Using  essentially  the

same argument as above, we can conclude that at t = 2 the second derivative is continuous.  

Similarly, xHkLHtL is continuous at t = k or, in other words, at t = k, xHtL is k times differentiable.  This is referred to as smoothing and holds

generally for non−neutral delay equations.  In some cases the smoothing can be faster than one order per interval.[Z06]

For neutral delay equations the situation is quite different.

Solve x¢HtL � x ’ Ht - 1L with xHtL = -t for t £ 0.

In[12]:= sol = First@NDSolve@8x’@tD � -x’@t - 1D, x@t �; t £ 0D � t<, x, 8t, -1, 3<DD

Out[12]= 8x ® InterpolatingFunction@88-1., 3.<<, <>D<

In[11]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x’@tD< �. solD, 8t, -1, 3<D

Out[11]=

It is easy to see that the solution is piecewise with x[t] continuous. However, 

x ’ HtL =
- 1 0 < modHt, 2L < 1

1 1 < modHt, 2L < 2

which has a discontinuity at every non negative integer.

In general, there is no smoothing of discontinuities for neutral DDEs.

The  propagation  of  discontinuities  is  very  important  from the  standpoint  of  numerical  solvers.   If  the  possible  discontinuity  points  are

ignored,  then  the  order  of  the  solver  will  be  reduced.   If  a  discontinuity  point  is  known  a  more  accurate  solution  can  be  found  by

integrating just up to the discontinuity point and then restarting the method just past the point with the new function values.  This way,

the integration method is  used on smooth parts  of  the solution leading to  better  accuracy and fewer  rejected steps.   From any given

discontinuity  points,  future  discontinuity  points  can  be  determined  from  the  delays  and  detected  by  treating  them  as  events  to  be

located.  

When there are multiple delays, the propagation of discontinuities can become quite complicated.

Solve a neutral delay differential equation with two delays.

In[109]:= sol = NDSolve@8x’@tD � x@tD Hx@t - PiD - x’@t - 1DL, x@t �; t £ 0D � Cos@tD<, x, 8t, -1, 8<D

Out[109]= 88x ® InterpolatingFunction@88-1., 8.<<, <>D<<
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Plot the solution.

In[110]:= Plot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x’@tD< �. First@solDD, 8t, -1, 8<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[110]=

It  is  clear  from the plot  that  there  is  a  discontinuity  at  each non negative  integer  as  would  be expected from the neutral  delay  Σ = 1.

However, looking at the second and third derivative, it is clear that there are also discontinuities associated with points like t = Π, 1 + Π,

2 + Π propagated from the jump discontinuities in x¢HtL.

Plot the second derivative

In[111]:= Plot@Evaluate@x’’@tD �. First@solDD, 8t, 2.5, 5.5<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[111]=

In fact, there is a whole tree of discontinuities that are propagated forward in time.   A way of determining and displaying the discontinu−

ity tree for a solution interval is shown in the subsection below.

Discontinuity Tree

Storing history data
Once the solution has advanced beyond the first discontinuity point, some of the delayed values that need to be computed are outside

of  the  domain  of  the  initial  history  function  and  the  computed  solution  needs  to  be  used  to  get  the  values,  typically  be  interpolating

between steps previously taken.  For the DDE solution to be accurate it is essential that the interpolation be as accurate as the method.

This  is  achieved  by  using  dense  output  for  the  ODE  integration  method  (the  output  you  get  if  you  use  the  option

InterpolationOrder -> All  in NDSolve).  NDSolve has a general algorithm for obtaining dense output from most methods, so you

can use just about any method as the integrator.  Some methods, including the default for DDEs have their own way of getting dense

output which is usually more efficient than the general method.  Methods that are low enough order, such as "ExplicitRungeKutta"

with "DifferenceOrder" -> 3  can just  use a cubic Hermite polynomial  as the dense output so there is essentially no extra cost in

keeping the history.

Since the history data is accessed frequently, it needs to have a quick look up mechanism to determine which step to interpolate within.

In NDSolve,  this is done with a binary search mechanism and the search time is negligible compared with the cost of actual function

evaluation.

The  data  for  each  successful  step  is  saved  before  attempting  the  next  step  and  is  saved  in  a  data  structure  that  can  repeatedly  be

expanded  efficiently.   When  NDSolve  produces  the  solution,  it  simply  takes  this  data  and  restructures  it  into  an

InterpolatingFunction object, so DDE solutions are always returned with dense output.
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The method of steps
For  constant  delays,  it  is  possible  to  get  the  entire  set  of  discontinuities  as  fixed  time.   The idea  of  the  method of  steps  is  to  simply

integrate the smooth function over these intervals and restart on the next interval, being sure to reevaluate the function from the right.

As long as the intervals do not get too small, the method works quite well in practice.

The method currently implemented for NDSolve is based on the method of steps.

Symbolic method of steps

Examples
Lotka−Volterra equations with delay

Enzyme kinetics

Mackey−Glass equation

The Mackey−Glass equation x’[t]=a x[t−Τ ]/(1 + x[t−Τ ]^n) − b x[t] was proposed to model the production of white blood cells.  There are

both periodic and chaotic solutions.

Here is a periodic solution of the Mackey−Glass equation.  The plot is only shown after t = 300 to let transients die out.

In[31]:= sol = First@ NDSolve@
8x’@tD � H1�4L x@t - 15D� H1 + x@t - 15D^10L - x@tD�10, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1�2<, x, 8t, 0, 500<DD;

ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x@t - 15D< �. solD, 8t, 300, 500<D

Out[32]=

Here is a chaotic solution of the Mackey−Glass equation.

In[44]:= sol = First@ NDSolve@
8x’@tD � H1�4L x@t - 17D� H1 + x@t - 17D^10L - x@tD�10, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1�2<, x, 8t, 0, 500<DD;

ParametricPlot@Evaluate@8x@tD, x@t - 17D< �. solD, 8t, 300, 500<D

Out[45]=
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This shows an embedding of the solution above in 3D 8xHtL, xHt - ΤL, xHt - 2 ΤL<

In[14]:= sol = First@ NDSolve@8x’@tD � H1�4L x@t - 17D� H1 + x@t - 17D^10L - x@tD�10, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1�2<,
x, 8t, 0, 5000<, MaxSteps ® ¥DD;

ParametricPlot3D@Evaluate@8x@tD, x@t - 17D, x@t - 34D< �. solD, 8t, 500, 5000<D

Out[15]=

It is interesting to check the accuracy of the chaotic solution.  

Compute the chaotic solution with another method and plot log10 d  for the difference d between xHtL computed by the different methods.

In[16]:= solrk = First@ NDSolve@8x’@tD � H1�4L x@t - 17D� H1 + x@t - 17D^10L - x@tD�10, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1�2<,
x, 8t, 0, 5000<, MaxSteps ® ¥, Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" ® 3<DD;

ListPlot@Table@8t, RealExponent@Hx@tD �. solL - Hx@tD �. solrkLD<, 8t, 17, 5000, 17<DD

Out[17]=

By the end of the interval, the differences between methods is order 1.   Large deviation is typical in chaotic systems and in practice it is

not  possible  or  even  necessary  to  get  a  very  accurate  solution  for  a  large  interval.   However,  if  you  do  want  a  high  quality  solution,

NDSolve allows you to use higher precision.  For DDEs with higher precision, the "StiffnessSwitching" method is recommended.

Compute the chaotic solution with higher precision and tolerances.

In[18]:= hpsol = First@ NDSolve@8x’@tD � H1�4L x@t - 17D� H1 + x@t - 17D^10L - x@tD�10, x@t �; t £ 0D � 1�2<,
x, 8t, 0, 5000<, MaxSteps ® ¥, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching", WorkingPrecision ® 32 DD;

Plot the three solutions near the final time. 

In[19]:= Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. 8hpsol, sol, solrk<D, 8t, 4900, 5000<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[19]=
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Norms in NDSolve

NDSolve  uses norms of  error  estimates  to  determine when solutions  satisfy  error  tolerances.  In  nearly  all  cases the  norm has been

weighted, or scaled, such that it  is less than 1 if  error tolerances have been satisfied and greater than one if  error tolerances are not

satisfied. One significant advantage of such a scaled norm is that a given method can be written without explicit reference to tolerances:

the satisfaction of  tolerances is  found by comparing the scaled norm to  1,  thus simplifying the code required for  checking error  esti−

mates within methods.

Suppose that v  is vector and u  is a reference vector to compute weights with (typically u  is an approximate solution vector).  Then the

scaled vector w to which the norm is applied has components:

(1)wi =
vi

ta+tr ui

where absolute and relative tolerances ta  and tr  are derived respectively from the AccuracyGoal -> ag  and PrecisionGoal -> pg

options by ta = 10
-ag and tr = 10

-pg.

The actual norm used is determined by the setting for the NormFunction option given to NDSolve.

option name default value

NormFunction Automatic a function to use to compute norms of error estimates in 
NDSolve

NormFunction option to NDSolve.

The setting for the NormFunction option can be any function that returns a scalar for a vector argument and satisfies the properties of

a norm. If you specify a function that does not satisfy the required properties of a norm, NDSolve  will almost surely run into problems

and give an answer, if any, which is incorrect.

The default  value of Automatic  means that NDSolve  may use different norms for different methods. Most methods use an infinity−

norm, but the IDA method for DAEs uses a 2−norm because that helps maintain smoothness in the merit function for finding roots of the

residual.  It  is strongly recommended that you use Norm  with a particular value of p.  For this reason, you can also use the shorthand

NormFunction -> p in place of NormFunction -> HNorm@ð, pD�Length@ðD^H1� pL &L. The most commonly used implementa−

tions for p = 1, p = 2, and p = ¥ have been specially optimized for speed.

This compares the overall error for computing the solution to the simple harmonic oscillator over 100 cycles with different norms specified.

In[1]:= Map@First@H1 - x@100 ΠDL �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<,
x, 8t, 0, 100 Π<, Method ® ExplicitRungeKutta, NormFunction ® ðDD &, 81, 2, ¥<D

Out[1]= 98.62652´10
-8, 7.50564´10-8, 5.81547´10-8=

The reason that error decreases with increasing p is because the norms are normalized by multiplying with 1�n1�p, where n is the length

of the vector.  This is often important in NDSolve  because in many cases, an attempt is being made to check the approximation to a

function, where more points should give a better approximation, or less error.

Consider a finite difference approximation to the first derivative of a periodic function u given by ui
’
=

ui+1-ui

h
 where ui = uHxiL on a grid with

uniform spacing h = xi+1 - xi. In Mathematica, this can easily be computed using ListCorrelate.

This computes the error of the first derivative approximation for the cosine function on a grid with 16 points covering the interval @0, 2 ΠD.

In[2]:= h = 2 Π�16.;
grid = h Range@16D;
err16 = Sin@gridD - ListCorrelate@81, -1<�h, Cos@gridD, 81, 1<D

Out[2]= 8-0.169324, -0.11903, -0.0506158, 0.0255046, 0.0977423, 0.1551, 0.188844, 0.193839, 0.169324, 0.11903, 0.0506158
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This computes the error of the first derivative approximation for the cosine function on a grid with 32 points covering the interval @0, 2 ΠD.

In[3]:= h = 2 Π�32.;
grid = h Range@32D;
err32 = Sin@gridD - ListCorrelate@81, -1<�h, Cos@gridD, 81, 1<D

Out[3]= 8-0.0947283, -0.0879564, -0.0778045, -0.0646625, -0.0490356, -0.0315243, -0.0128016, 0.00641315, 0.0253814

It is quite apparent that the pointwise error is significantly less with a larger number of points.

The 2 norms of the vectors are of the same order of magnitude.

In[4]:= 8Norm@err16, 2D, Norm@err32, 2D<

Out[4]= 80.552985, 0.392279<

The norms of  the  vectors  are  comparable  because  is  because  the  number  of  components  in  the  vector  has  increased,  so  the  usual

linear  algebra  norm  does  not  properly  reflect  the  convergence.  Normalizing  by  multiplying  by  1�n1�p  reflects  the  convergence  in  the

function space properly.

The normalized 2 norms of the vectors reflect the convergence to the actual function. Since the approximation is first order, doubling the 
number of grid points should approximately halve the error.

In[5]:= 8Norm@err16, 2D�Sqrt@16D, Norm@err32, 2D�Sqrt@32D<

Out[5]= 80.138246, 0.0693457<

Note that if you specify a function an option value, and you intend to use it for PDE or function approximation solutions, you should be

sure to include a proper normalization in the function.

ScaledVectorNorm
Methods  that  have  error  control  need  to  determine  whether  a  step  satisfies  local  error  tolerances  or  not.  To  simplify  the  process  of

checking this, utility function ScaledVectorNorm does the scaling (1) and computes the norm. The table below includes the formulas

for specific values of p for reference.

ScaledVectorNorm@p,8tr,ta<D@v,uD compute the normalized p−norm of the vector v scaling using scaling (1) with 

reference vector u and relative and absolute tolerances ta and tr

ScaledVectorNorm@ fun,8tr,ta<D@v,uD compute the norm of the vector v using scaling (1) with reference vector u and 

relative and absolute tolerances ta and tr and the norm function fun

ScaledVectorNorm@2,8tr,ta<D@v,uD compute 
1

n
Úi=1
n
J

vi

ta+tr ui
N
2

where n is the length of vectors v and u

ScaledVectorNorm@¥,8tr,ta<D@v,uD compute maxJ
vi

ta+tr ui
N, 1 £ i £ n where n is the length of vectors v and u

ScaledVectorNorm. 

This sets up a scaled vector norm object with the default machine−precision tolerances used in NDSolve.

In[10]:= svn = NDSolve‘ScaledVectorNormA2, 910.-8, 10.-8=E

Out[10]= NDSolve‘ScaledVectorNormA2, 91.´10-8, 1.´10-8=E

This applies the scaled norm object with a sample error and solution reference vector.

In[11]:= svnA99. 10.-9, 10.-8=, 82., 1.<E

Out[11]= 0.412311
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Because of the absolute tolerance term, the value comes out reasonably even if some of the components of the reference solution are zero.

In[12]:= svnA99. 10.-9, 10.-8, 2 10-8=, 81., 0., 0.<E

Out[12]= 1.31688

When setting  up  a  method  for  NDSolve,  you  can  get  the  appropriate  ScaledVectorNorm  object  to  use  using  the  "Norm"  method

function of the NDSolve‘StateData object.

Here is an NDSolve‘StateData object.

In[13]:= state = First@NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<, x, tDD

Out[13]= NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D

This gets the appropriate scaled norm to use from the state data.

In[14]:= svn = state@"Norm"D

Out[14]= NDSolve‘ScaledVectorNormA¥, 91.05367´10-8, 1.05367´10-8=, NDSolveE

This applies it to a sample error vector using the initial condition as reference vector.

In[15]:= svnA910.-9, 10.-8=, state�"SolutionVector"@"Forward"DE

Out[15]= 0.949063
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Stiffness Detection

Overview
Many  differential  equations  exhibit  some  form  of  stiffness  which  restricts  the  step−size  and  hence  effectiveness  of  explicit  solution

methods.

A number of implicit methods have been developed over the years to circumvent this problem.

For the same step size implicit methods can be substantially less efficient than explicit methods due to the overhead associated with the

intrinsic linear algebra.

This cost can offset by the fact that, in certain regions, implicit methods can take substantially larger step sizes.

Several attempts have been made to provide user friendly codes that automatically attempt to detect stiffness at run−time and switch

between appropriate methods as necessary.

A number of strategies that have been proposed to automatically equip a code with a stiffness detection device are outlined here.

Particular  attention  is  given  to  the  problem  of  estimation  of  the  dominant  eigenvalue  of  a  matrix  in  order  to  describe  how  stiffness

detection is implemented in NDSolve.

Numerical examples illustrate the effectiveness of the strategy.

Initialization

Load some packages with predefined examples and utility functions.

In[1]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;
Needs@"FunctionApproximations‘"D;

Introduction
Consider the numerical solution of initial value problems:

(1)y ’ HtL = f Ht, yHtLL, yH0L = y0, f : R � Rn
# Rn

Stiffness is a combination of problem, solution method, initial condition and local error tolerances.

Stiffness limits the effectiveness of explicit solution methods due to restrictions on the size of steps that can be taken.

Stiffness arises in many practical systems as well as in the numerical solution of partial differential equations by the method of lines.

Example

The  van  der  Pol  oscillator  is  a  non  conservative  oscillator  with  nonlinear  damping  and  is  an  example  of  a  stiff  system  of  ordinary

differential equations:

y1
¢HtL = y2HtL ,

¶ y2
¢HtL = -y1HtL + I1 - y1HtL

2M y2HtL ,

with ¶ = 3/1000;

Consider initial conditions:

y1H0L = 2, y2H0L = 0
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and solve over the interval t Î [0, 10].

The method "StiffnessSwitching" uses a pair of extrapolation methods by default:

� Explicit modified midpoint (Gragg smoothing), double−harmonic sequence 2, 4, 6,¼

� Linearly implicit Euler, sub−harmonic sequence 2, 3, 4,¼

Solution

This loads the problem from a package.

In[4]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"VanderPol"D;

Solve the system numerically using a nonstiff method.

In[5]:= solns = NDSolve@system, 8T, 0, 10<, Method ® "Extrapolation"D;

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.022920104414210326‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Solve the system using a method that switches when stiffness occurs.

In[6]:= sols = NDSolve@system, 8T, 0, 10<,
Method ® 8"StiffnessSwitching", "NonstiffTest" -> False<D;

Here is a plot of the two solution components. The sharp peaks (in blue) extend out to about 450 in magnitude and have been cropped.

In[7]:= Plot@Evaluate@Part@sols, 1, All, 2DD, 8T, 0, 10<,
PlotStyle -> 88Red<, 8Blue<<, Axes -> False, Frame -> TrueD

Out[7]=

Stiffness can often occur in regions that follow rapid transients.

This plots the step sizes taken against time.

In[8]:= StepDataPlot@solsD

Out[8]=

The problem is that when the solution is changing rapidly, there is little point using a stiff  solver, since local accuracy is the dominant

issue.

For efficiency, it would be useful if the method could automatically detect regions where local accuracy (and not stability) is important.

Linear Stability
Linear stability theory arises from the study of Dahlquist’s scalar linear test equation:

(2)y ’ HtL = Λ yHtL, Λ Î C, ReHΛL < 0

as a simplified model for studying the initial value problem  (1).
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Stability is characterized by analyzing a method applied to (2) to obtain

(3)yn+1 = RHzL yn

where z = h Λ and R(z) is the (rational) stability function.

The boundary of absolute stability is obtained by considering the region:

 RHzL¤ = 1

Explicit Euler method

The explicit or forward Euler method:

yn+1 = yn + h f Htn, ynL

applied to (2) gives:

RHzL = 1 + z

The shaded region represents instability, where RHzL > 1.

In[9]:= OrderStarPlot@1 + z, 1, z, FrameTicks -> TrueD

Out[9]=

The Linear Stability Boundary is often taken as the intersection with the negative real axis.

For the explicit Euler method LSB = −2.

For an eigenvalue of Λ = −1 linear stability requirements mean that the step size needs to satisfy h < 2 which is a very mild restriction.

However,  for  an eigenvalue of  Λ  = -106  linear stability  requirements mean that  the step size needs to satisfy h < 2�10-6  which is a

very severe restriction.

Example

This example shows the effect of stiffness on the step size sequence when using an explicit Runge−Kutta method to solve a stiff system.

This system models a chemical reaction.

In[10]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Robertson"D;

The system is solved by disabling the built−in stiffness detection.

In[11]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "StiffnessTest" -> False<D;
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The step−size sequence starts to oscillate when the stability boundary is reached.

In[12]:= StepDataPlot@solD

Out[12]=

� A large number of step rejections often has a negative impact on performance.

� The large number of steps taken adversely affects the accuracy of the computed solution.

The built−in detection does an excellent job of locating when stiffness occurs.

In[13]:= sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "StiffnessTest" -> True<D;

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.012555829610695773‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods

Automatic, BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate. �

Implicit Euler Method

The implicit or backward Euler method:

yn+1 = yn + h f Htn, yn+1L

applied to (2) gives:

RHzL =
1

1 - z

The method is unconditionally stable for the entire left half plane.

In[14]:= OrderStarPlot@1�H1 - zL, 1, z, FrameTicks -> TrueD

Out[14]=

This means that to maintain stability there is no longer a restriction on the step size.

The drawback is that an implicit system of equations now has to be solved at each integration step.

Type Insensitivity

A type insensitive solver  recognizes and responds efficiently  to stiffness at  each step and so is  insensitive to the (possibly changing)

type of the problem.

One of the most established solvers of this class is LSODA [H83], [P83]

Later  generations of  LSODA such as CVODE no longer incorporate a stiffness detection device.  The reason is  because LSODA use

norm bounds to estimate the dominant eigenvalue and these bounds, as will be seen later, can be quite inaccurate.

The  low  order  of  A(Α )−stable BDF  methods  means  that  LSODA  and  CVODE  are  not  very  suitable  for  solving  systems  with  high

accuracy or systems where the dominant eigenvalue has large imaginary part. Alternative methods, such as those based on extrapola−

tion of linearly implicit schemes, do not suffer from these issues.
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Much of the work on stiffness detection was carried out in the 1980s and 1990s using standalone FORTRAN codes.

New linear algebra techniques and efficient software have since become available and these are readily aceesible in Mathematica.

Stiffness can be a transient phenomenon so detecting nonstiffness is equally important [S77], [B90].

"StiffnessTest" Method Option
There are several approaches that can be used to switch from a non−stiff to a stiff solver.

Direct estimation

A convenient  way  of  detecting  stiffness  is  to  directly  estimate  the  dominant  eigenvalue  of  the  Jacobian  J  of  the  problem (see  [S77],

[P83], [S83], [S84a], [S84c], [R87] and [HW96]).

Such an estimate is often available as a by−product of the numerical integration and so it is reasonably inexpensive.

If v denotes an approximation to the eigenvector corresponding to dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian, with °v´ sufficiently small, then

by the mean value theorem a good approximation to the leading eigenvalue is:

Λ

~

=

° f Ht, y + vL - f Ht, yL´

°v´
.

Richardson’s  extrapolation  provides  a  sequence  of  refinements  that  yields  a  quantity  of  this  form,  as  do  certain  explicit  Runge| Kutta

methods.

Cost is at most two function evaluations, but often at least one of these is available as a by−product of the numerical integration, so it is

reasonably inexpensive.

Let LSB denote the linear stability boundary~the intersection of the linear stability region with the negative real axis.

The product h Λ
~

 gives an estimate that can be compared to the linear stability boundary of a method in order to detect stiffness:

(4)£h Λ
~

§ £ s  LSB¤

where s is a safety factor.

Description

The  methods  "DoubleStep",  "Extrapolation",  and  "ExplicitRungeKutta"  have  the  option  "StiffnessTest",  which  can

be used to identify whether the method applied with the specified AccuracyGoal  and PrecisionGoal  tolerances to a given problem

is stiff.

The method option "StiffnessTest" itself accepts a number of options that implement a weak form of (4) where the test  is allowed

to fail a specified number of times.

The  reason  for  this  is  that  some  problems  can  be  only  mildly  stiff  in  a  certain  region  and  an  explicit  integration  method  may  still  be

efficient.

"NonstiffTest" Method Option
The "StiffnessSwitching" method has the option "NonstiffTest", which is used to switch back from a stiff method to a nonstiff

method.

The following settings are allowed for the option "NonstiffTest" 

� None or False (perform no test).

� "NormBound".

�
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�

"Direct".

� "SubspaceIteration".

� "KrylovIteration".

� "Automatic".

Switching to a non−stiff solver

An approach that is independent of the stiff method is used.

Given the Jacobian J (or an approximation) compute one of:

Norm Bound: ° J ´

Spectral Radius: ΡHJL = max Λi

Dominant Eigenvalue Λi : Λi > Λj

Many linear algebra techniques focus on solving a single problem to high accuracy.

For stiffness detection, a succession of problems with solution to one or two digits are adequate.

For a numerical discretisation

0 = t0 < t1 < º < tn = T

consider a sequence k  of matrices in some sub−interval(s)

Jti , Jti+1
, ¼ Jti+k-1

The spectra of the succession of matrices often changes very slowly from step to step.

The goal is to find a way of estimating (bounds on) dominant eigenvalues of a succession of matrices Jti that:

� Costs less than the work carried out in the linear algebra at each step in the stiff solver.

� Takes account of the step to step nature of the solver.

NormBound

A  simple  and  efficient  technique  of  obtaining  a  bound  on  the  dominant  eigenvalue  is  to  use  the  norm  of  the  Jacobian ° J ´p  where

typically p = 1 or p = ¥.

The method has complexity OIn2M which is less than the work carried out in the stiff solver.

This is the approach used by LSODA.

� Norm bounds for dense matrices overestimate and the bounds become worse as the dimension increases.

� Norm bounds can be tight for sparse or banded matrices of quite large dimension.

The setting "NormBound" of the option "NonstiffTest" computes ° J ´1 and ° J ´
¥

 and returns the smaller of the two values.

Example

The following Jacobian matrix arises in the numerical solution of the van der Pol system using a stiff solver.

In[18]:= a = 880., 1.<, 82623.532160943381, -69.56342161343568<<;
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Bounds based on norms overestimate the spectral radius by more than an order of magnitude.

In[19]:= 8Abs@First@Eigenvalues@aDDD, Norm@a, 1D, Norm@a, InfinityD<

Out[19]= 896.6954, 2623.53, 2693.1<

Out[17]= 896.6954, 2623.53, 2693.1<

Direct eigenvalue computation

For small problems (n £ 32 say) it can be efficient just to compute the dominant eigenvalue directly.

� Hermitian matrices use the LAPACK function xgeev

� General matrices use the LAPACK function xsyevr

The setting "Direct"  of  the option "NonstiffTest"  computes the dominant eigenvalue of J  using the same LAPACK routines as

Eigenvalues.

For  larger  problems  the  cost  of  direct  eigenvalue  computation  is  OIn3Mwhich becomes  prohibitive  when  compared  to  the  cost  of  the

linear algebra work in a stiff solver.

A  number  of  iterative  schemes  have  been  implemented  for  this  purpose.  These  effectively  work  by  approximating  the  dominant

eigenspace in a smaller subspace and using dense eigenvalue methods for the smaller problem.

The power method

Shampine has proposed the use of the power method for estimating the dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian [S91].

The power method is perhaps not a very well  respected method, but has received a resurgence of interest due to its use in Google’s

page ranking.

The power method can be used when

� A Î Cn � n has n linearly independent eigenvectors (diagonalizable)

� The eigenvalues can be ordered in magnitude as   Λ1¤ >   Λ2 ¤ ³ º ³  Λn¤

Λ1 is the dominant eigenvalue of A.

Description

Given a starting vector v0 Î C
n compute

vk = A vk-1

The Rayleigh quotient is used to compute an approximation to the dominant eigenvalue:

Λ1
HkL
=

vk-1
* A vk-1

vk-1
* vk-1

=

vk
* vk-1

vk-1
* vk-1

In practice, the approximate eigenvector is scaled at each step:

v
`

k =

vk

° vk ´

Properties

The power method converges linearly with rate:
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Λ1

Λ2

which can be slow.

In particular, the method does not converge when applied to a matrix with a dominant complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues.

Generalizations

The power method can be adapted to overcome the issue of equimodular eigenvalues (e.g. NAPACK)

However the modification does not generally address the issue of the slow rate of convergence for clustered eigenvalues.

There are two main approaches to generalize the power method:

� Subspace Iteration for small to medium dimension

� Arnoldi Iteration for large dimension

Although the methods work quite differently, there are a number of core components that can be shared and optimized.

Subspace and Krylov iteration cost OIn2 mM operations.

They project an n�n matrix to an m�m matrix, where m << n.

The small matrix represents the dominant eigenspace and approximation uses dense eigenvalue routines.

Subspace Iteration

Subspace (or simultaneous) iteration generalizes the ideas in the power method by acting on m vectors at each step.

Start with an orthonormal  set of vectors V H0L = Cn �m,  where usually m << n: 

V H0L = @v1, ¼, vmD

Form the product with the matrix A:

ZHkL = A V Hk-1L

In order to prevent all vectors from converging to multiples of the same dominant eigenvector v1 of A, they are orthonormalized:

QHkL RHkL = ZHkL reduced QR factorization

V HkL = QHkL

The orthonormalization step is expensive compared to the matrix product.

Rayleigh−Ritz Projection

Input: matrix A and an orthonormal set of vectors V

� Compute the Rayleigh quotient S = V * A V

� Compute the Schur decomposition U* S U = T

The matrix S has small dimension m � m.

Note that the Schur decomposition can be computed in real arithmetic when S Î Rm �m using a quasi upper triangular matrix T .
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Convergence

Subspace (or simultaneous) iteration generalizes the ideas in the power method by acting on m vectors at each step.

SRRIT converges linearly with rate:

Λi

Λm+1

, i = 1, ¼, m

In particular the rate for the dominant eigenvalue is:

Λ1

Λm+1

Therefore it can be beneficial to take e.g. m = 3 or more even if we are only interested in the dominant eigenvalue.

Error control

A relative error test on successive approximations dominant eigenvalue is:

Λ1
HkL
- Λ1
Hk-1L

Λ1
HkL

£ tol

This is not sufficient since it can be satisfied when convergence is slow.

If  Λi ¤ =  Λi-1¤ or  Λi ¤ =  Λi+1¤  then the i  th column of QIk M is not uniquely determined.

The residual test used in SRRIT is:

rHkL = A q
`

i

HkL
- Q
` HkL

ti
HkL

, ± rHkL µ
2
£ tol

where Q
` Ik M
= QIk M U Ik M,  q

`

i

Ik M
 is the i  th column of Q

` Ik M
 and ti

Ik M
 is the i  th column of T Ik M.

This is advantageous since it works for equimodular eigenvalues.

The first column position of the upper triangular matrix T Ik M is tested because of the use of an ordered Schur decomposition.

Implementation

There are several implementations of subspace iteration.

� LOPSI [SJ81]

� Subspace Iteration with Chebyshev acceleration [S84b], [DS93]

� Schur Rayleigh−Ritz Iteration ([BS97] and [SLEPc05])

The implemention for use in "NonstiffTest" is based on:

� Schur Rayleigh−Ritz Iteration  [BS97]

"An attractive feature of SRRIT is that it displays monotonic consistency, that is, as the convergence tolerance decreases so does the

size of the computed residuals" [LS96].

SRRIT makes use of an ordered Schur decomposition where eigenvalues of largest modulus appear in the upper left entries.

Modified Gram−Schmidt with reorthonormalization is used to form QIk M, which is faster than Householder transformations.

The approximate dominant subspace Vti

Ik M
 at integration time ti  is used to start the iteration at the next integration step ti+1:
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Vti+1

H0L
= Vti

HkL

KrylovIteration

Given an n � m matrix V whose columns vi comprise an orthogonal basis of a given subspace V :

VT V = I and span 8v1, v2,¼, vm< = V

The Rayleigh Ritz procedure consists of computing H = VT A V and solving the associated eigenproblem H yi = Θi yi.

The approximate eigenpairs of the original problem Λ
�

i , x
�

i  satisfy Λ
�

= Θiand x
�

i = V yi  which are called Ritz values and Ritz vectors.

The process works best when the subspace V  approximates an invariant subspace of A.

This process is effective when V  is equal to the Krylov subspace associated with a matrix A and a given initial vector x as:

KmHA, xL = span 9x, A x, A2 x, ¼, Am-1 x=.

Description

The method of Arnoldi is a Krylov−based projection algorithm that computes an orthogonal basis of the Krylov subspace and produces

a projected m�m matrix H with m << n.

Input: Matrix A, the number of steps m, an initial vector v1 of norm 1

Output: HVm, Hm, f, ΒL with Β = °f´2

For j = 1, 2, ¼, m − 1

w = A vj

Orthogonalize w with respect to Vj to obtain hi,j for i = 1, ¼, j

hj+1,j = w (if hj+1,j = 0 stop)

vj+1 = w�hj+1,j

end

f = A vm
Orthogonalize f with respect to Vm to obtain hi,m for i = 1, ¼, m

Β = °f´2

In the case of Arnoldi, H has an unreduced upper Hessenberg form (upper triangular with an additional non−zero subdiagonal).

Orthogonalization is usually carried out by means of a Gram−Schmidt procedure.

The quantities computed by the algorithm satisfy:

A Vm = Vm Hm + f em
*

The  residual  f  gives  an  indication  of  proximity  to  an  invariant  subspace  and  the  associated  norm  Β  indicates  the  accuracy  of  the

computed Ritz pairs:

²A x
�

i - Λ

�

i x
�

i¶
2
= °A Vm yi - Θi Vm x

�

i´2 = °HA Vm - Vm x
�

iL yi ´2 = Β ¡ em
* yi¥

Restarting

The Ritz pairs converge quickly if the initial vector x is rich in the direction of the desired eigenvalues.

When this is not the case then a restarting strategy is required in order to avoid excessive growth in both work and memory.

There are a several of strategies for restarting, in particular:

� Explicit restart − a new starting vector is a linear combination of a subset of the ritz vectors.

�
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�

Implicit restart − a new starting vector is formed from the Arnoldi process combined with an implicitly shifted QR algorithm.

Explicit restart is relatively simple to implement, but implicit restart is more efficient since it retains the relevant eigeninformation of the

larger problem. However implicit restart is difficult to implement in a numerically stable way.

An alternative which is much simpler to implement, but achieves the same effect as implicit restart, is a Krylov−Schur method [S01].

Implementation

A number of software implementations are available, in particular:

� ARPACK [ARPACK98]

� SLEPc [SLEPc05]

The implemention in "NonstiffTest" is based on Krylov−Schur Iteration.

Automatic strategy

The "Automatic" setting uses an amalgamation of the methods as follows.

� For  n  £  2*m  direct  eigenvalue  computation  is  used.  Either  m = minIn, msiM  or  m = minHn, mkiL  depending  on  which  method  is

active.

� For n > 2*m  subspace iteration is  used with a default  basis  size of  msi = 8.  If  the method succeeds then the resulting basis  is

used to start the method at the next integration step.

� If  subspace  iteration  fails  to  converge  after  maxsi  iterations  then  the  dominant  vector  is  used  to  start  the  Krylov  method  with  a

default  basis  size  of  mki = 16.  Subsequent  integration  steps  use  the  Krylov  method  starting  with  the  resulting  vector  from  the
previous step.

� If Krylov iteration fails to converge after maxki iterations then norm bounds are used for the current step. The next integration step
will continue to try to use Krylov iteration.

� Since they are so inexpensive, norm bounds are always computed when subspace or Krylov iteration is used and the smaller of the
absolute values is used.

Step rejections

Caching of the time of evaluation ensures that the dominant eigenvalue estimate is not recomputed for rejected steps.

Stiffness detection is also performed for rejected steps since:

� Step rejections often occur for nonstiff solvers when working near the stability boundary

� Step rejections often occur for stiff solvers when resolving fast transients

Iterative method options

The iterative methods of "NonstiffTest" have options that can be modified:

In[20]:= Options@NDSolve‘SubspaceIterationD

Out[20]= 9BasisSize ® Automatic, MaxIterations ® Automatic, Tolerance ®
1

10
=

In[21]:= Options@NDSolve‘KrylovIterationD

Out[21]= 9BasisSize ® Automatic, MaxIterations ® Automatic, Tolerance ®
1

10
=

The  default  tolerance  aims  for  just  one  correct  digit,  but  often  obtains  substantially  more  accurate  values  ~  especially  after  a  few

successful iterations at successive steps.
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The default values limiting the number of iterations are:

� For subspace iteration maxsi = max I25, n � I2 msi)) .

� For Krylov iteration maxki = maxH50, n �mki) .

If these values are set too large then a convergence failure becomes too costly.

In difficult problems, it  is better to share the work of convergence across steps. Since the methods effectively refine the basis vectors

from the previous step, there is a reasonable chance of convergence in subsequent steps.

Latency and switching

It  is  important  to  incorporate some form of  latency in  order  to  avoid a cycle where the "StiffnessSwitching"  method continually

tries to switch between stiff and nonstiff methods.

The options "MaxRepetitions" and "SafetyFactor" of "StiffnessTest" and "NonstiffTest" are used for this purpose.

The default settings allow switching to be quite reactive, which is appropriate for one step integration methods.

� "StiffnessTest"   is  carried  out  at  the  end  of  a  step  with  a  nonstiff  method.  When  either  value  of  the  option
"MaxRepetitions" is reached a step rejection occurs and the step is recomputed with a stiff method.

� "NonstiffTest"   is  preemptive.  It  is  performed  before  a  step  is  taken  with  a  stiff  solve  using  the  Jacobian  matrix  from  the
previous step.

Examples

Van der Pol

Select an example system.

In[22]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"VanderPol"D;

StiffnessTest

The system is integrated successfully with the given method and the default option settings for "StiffnessTest".

In[23]:= NDSolve@system, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D

Out[23]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.5<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 2.5<<, <>D@TD<<

A longer integration is aborted and a message is issued when the stiffness test condition is not satisfied. 

In[24]:= NDSolve@system, 8T, 0, 10<, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"D

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 4.353040548903924‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods Automatic,

BDF or StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate.

Out[24]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.35304<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.35304<<, <>D@

Using a unit safety factor and specifying that only one stiffness failure is allowed effectively gives a strict test. The specification uses the 
nested method option syntax.

In[25]:= NDSolve@system, Method ®
8"ExplicitRungeKutta", "StiffnessTest" ® 8True, "MaxRepetitions" ® 81, 1<, "SafetyFactor" ® 1< <D

NDSolve::ndstf :
At T == 0.‘, system appears to be stiff. Methods Automatic, BDF or

StiffnessSwitching may be more appropriate.

Out[25]= 88Y1@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.<<, <>D@TD, Y2@TD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.<<, <>D@TD<<
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NonstiffTest

For such a small system direct eigenvalue computation is used.

The example serves as a good test that the overall stiffness switching framework is behaving as expected.

Set up a function to monitor the switch between stiff and nonstiff methods and the step size taken.

Data for the stiff and nonstiff solver are put in separate lists by using a different tag for Sow.

In[26]:= SetAttributes@SowSwitchingData, HoldFirstD;

SowSwitchingData@told_, t_, method_NDSolve‘StiffnessSwitchingD :=
HSow@8t, t - told<, method@"ActiveMethodPosition"DD;
told = t;L;

Solve the system and collect the data for the method switching.

In[28]:= T0 = 0;
data =

Last@
Reap@
sol = NDSolve@system, 8T, 0, 10<,

Method ® StiffnessSwitching,
"MethodMonitor" ¦ HSowSwitchingData@T0, T, NDSolve‘SelfD;L
D;

D
D;

Plot the step sizes taken using an explicit solver (blue) and an implicit solver (red).

In[30]:= ListLogPlot@data, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<D

Out[30]=

Compute the number of nonstiff and stiff steps taken (including rejected steps).

In[31]:= Map@Length, dataD

Out[31]= 8266, 272<

CUSP

The cusp catastrophy model for the nerve impulse mechanism [Z72]:

- ¶ y ’ HtL = yHtL3 + a yHtL + b

Combining with the van der Pol oscillator gives rise to the CUSP system [HW96]:

¶ y

¶ t
= -

1

¶

Iy3
+ a y + bM + Σ

¶
2 y

¶ x2

¶a

¶ t
= -b +

7

100
v + Σ

¶
2 a

¶ x2

¶b

¶ t
= I1 - a2M b - a -

2

5
y +

7

200
v + Σ

¶
2 b

¶ x2

where
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v =
u

u - 1 �10
, u = Hy - 7 �10L Hy - 13 �10L

and Σ = 1 �144 and ¶ = 10-4.

Discretization of the diffusion terms using the method of lines is used to obtain a system of ODEs of dimension 3 n = 96.

Unlike the van der Pol system, because of the size of the problem iterative methods are used for eigenvalue estimation.

Step size and order selection

Select the problem to solve.

In[32]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"CUSP-Discretized"D;

Set up a function to monitor the type of method used and step size. Additionally the order of the method is included as a Tooltip. 

In[33]:= SetAttributes@SowOrderData, HoldFirstD;

SowOrderData@told_, t_, method_NDSolve‘StiffnessSwitchingD :=
HSow@

Tooltip@8t, t - told<, method@"DifferenceOrder"DD,
method@"ActiveMethodPosition"D
D;
told = t;L;

Collect the data for the order of the method as the integration proceeds.

In[35]:= T0 = 0;
data =

Last@
Reap@
sol = NDSolve@system,

Method ® "StiffnessSwitching",
"MethodMonitor" ¦ HSowOrderData@T0, T, NDSolve‘SelfD;L
D;

D
D;

Plot the step sizes taken using an explicit solver (blue) and an implicit solver (red). A Tooltip shows the order of the method at each step.

In[37]:= ListLogPlot@data, Axes ® False, Frame ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<D

Out[37]=

Compute the total number of nonstiff and stiff steps taken (including rejected steps).

In[39]:= Map@Length, dataD

Out[39]= 846, 120<

Jacobian Example

Define a function to collect the first few Jacobian matrices.

In[41]:= SetAttributes@StiffnessJacobianMonitor, HoldFirstD;

StiffnessJacobianMonitor@i_, method_NDSolve‘StiffnessSwitchingD :=
If@SameQ@method@"ActiveMethodPosition"D, 2D && i < 5,
If@MatrixQ@ðD,

Sow@ðD;
i = i + 1
D & � method@"Jacobian"D

D;
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In[43]:= i = 0;
jacdata = Reap@sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching",

"MethodMonitor" ¦ HStiffnessJacobianMonitor@i, NDSolve‘SelfD;LD;
D@@
-1,
1DD;

A switch to a stiff method occurs near 0.00113425 and the first test for non−stiffness occurs at the next step tk » 0.00127887.

Graphical illustration of the Jacobian Jtk .

In[45]:= MatrixPlot@First@jacdataDD

Out[45]=

Define a function to compute and display the first few eigenvalues of Jtk , Jtk+1
,¼ and the norm bounds.

In[46]:= DisplayJacobianData@jdata_D :=
Module@8evdata, hlabels, vlabels<,
evdata =
Map@Join@Eigenvalues@Normal@ðD, 4D, 8Norm@ð, 1D, Norm@ð, InfinityD<D &, jdataD;

vlabels = 88""<, 8"Λ1"<, 8"Λ2"<, 8"Λ3"<, 8"Λ4"<, 8"°Jtk´1"<, 8"°Jtk´¥"<<;

hlabels = Table@Jtk, 8k, Length@jdataD<D;

Grid@MapThread@Join, 8vlabels, Join@8hlabels<, Transpose@evdataDD<D, Frame ® AllD
D;

In[47]:= DisplayJacobianData@jacdataD

Out[47]=

Jt1 Jt2 Jt3 Jt4 Jt5

Λ1 -56 013.2 -56 009.7 -56 000. -55 988.2 -55 959.6

Λ2 -56 007.9 -56 003.8 -55 992.2 -55 978. -55 943.5

Λ3 -55 671.3 -55 670.7 -55 669.1 -55 667.1 -55 662.2

Λ4 -55 660.3 -55 658.3 -55 652.6 -55 645.7 -55 628.9

°Jtk´1 56 027.5 56 024.1 56 014.4 56 002.6 55 973.9

°Jtk´¥ 81 315.4 81 311.3 81 299.7 81 285.6 81 251.4

Norm bounds are quite sharp in this example.

Korteweg−deVries

The Korteweg−deVries partial differential equation is a mathematical model of waves on shallow water surfaces:

¶U

¶ t
+ 6 U

¶U

¶ x
+

¶
3 U

¶ x3
= 0

We consider boundary conditions:

UH0, xL = ã-x
2

, UHt, -5L = UHt, 5L

and solve over the interval t Î [0, 1].

Discretization using the method of lines is used to form a system of 192 ODEs.

Step sizes

Select the problem to solve.

In[48]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"Korteweg-deVries-PDE"D;
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The Backward Differentiation Formula methods used in LSODA run into difficulties solving this problem.

In[49]:= First@Timing@sollsoda = NDSolve@system, Method ® LSODAD;DD

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 806.6079731642326‘ at T = 1.‘

in the direction of independent variable X is much greater than
prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 193 points may
be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options. �

Out[49]= 0.971852

A plot shows that the step sizes rapidly decrease.

In[50]:= StepDataPlot@sollsodaD

Out[50]=

In contrast StiffnessSwitching immediately switches to using the linearly implicit Euler method which needs very few integration steps.

In[51]:= First@Timing@sol = NDSolve@system, Method -> "StiffnessSwitching"D;DD

Out[51]= 0.165974

In[52]:= StepDataPlot@solD

Out[52]=

The extrapolation methods never switch back to a nonstiff solver once the stiff solver is chosen at the beginning of the integration.

Therefore this is a form of worst case example for the nonstiff detection.

Despite this, the cost of using subspace iteration is only a few percent of the total integration time.

Compute the time taken with switching to a nonstiff method disabled.

In[53]:= First@Timing@sol = NDSolve@system,
Method -> 8"StiffnessSwitching", "NonstiffTest" -> False<D;DD

Out[53]= 0.160974

Jacobian Example

Collect data for the first few Jacobian matrices using the previously defined monitor function.

In[54]:= i = 0;
jacdata = Reap@sol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "StiffnessSwitching",

"MethodMonitor" ¦ HStiffnessJacobianMonitor@i, NDSolve‘SelfD;LD;
D@@
-1,
1DD;
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Graphical illustration of the initial Jacobian Jt0 .

In[56]:= MatrixPlot@First@jacdataDD

Out[56]=

Compute and display the first few eigenvalues of Jtk , Jtk+1
,¼ and the norm bounds.

In[57]:= DisplayJacobianData@jacdataD

Out[57]=

Jt1 Jt2 Jt3 Jt4

Λ1 1.37916´10-8 + 32 608. ä 5.3745´10-6 + 32 608. ä 0.0000209094 + 32608. ä 0.0000428279 + 32608. ä 0.0000678117

Λ2 1.37916´10-8 - 32 608. ä 5.3745´10-6 - 32 608. ä 0.0000209094 - 32608. ä 0.0000428279 - 32608. ä 0.0000678117

Λ3 5.90398´10-8 + 32 575.5 ä 0.0000103621 + 32 575.5 ä 0.0000406475 + 32575.5 ä 0.0000817789 + 32575.5 ä

Λ4 5.90398´10-8 - 32 575.5 ä 0.0000103621 - 32 575.5 ä 0.0000406475 - 32575.5 ä 0.0000817789 - 32575.5 ä

°Jtk´1 38928.4 38 928.4 38 928.4 38930.

°Jtk´¥ 38928.4 38 928.4 38 928.4 38930.1

Norm bounds overestimate slightly, but more importantly they give no indication of the relative size of real and imaginary parts:

Option Summary

StiffnessTest

option name default value

"MaxRepetitions" 83,5< specify the maximum number of successive and total times 

that the stiffness test (4) is allowed to fail

"SafetyFactor"
4

5
specify the safety factor to use in the right−hand side of the 

stiffness test (4)

Options of the method option "StiffnessTest". 

NonstiffTest

option name default value

"MaxRepetitions" 82,¥< specify the maximum number of successive and total times 

that the stiffness test (4) is allowed to fail

"SafetyFactor"
4

5
specify the safety factor to use in the right−hand side of the 

stiffness test (4)

Options of the method option "NonstiffTest". 
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Numerical Methods for Solving the Lotka| Volterra 
Equations

Introduction
The Lotka| Volterra system arises in mathematical biology and models the growth of animal species. Consider two species where Y1HTL

denotes the number of predators and Y2HTL denotes the number of prey. A particular case of the Lotka| Volterra differential system is:

(1)Y1

 

= Y1 HY2 - 1L, Y2

 

= Y2 H2 - Y1L ,

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time T.

The Lotka|Volterra system (1) has an invariant H, which is constant for all T:

(2)HHY1, Y2L = 2 ln Y1 - Y1 + ln Y2 - Y2.

The level curves of the invariant (2) are closed so that the solution is periodic. It  is desirable that the numerical solution of (1) is also

periodic, but this is not always the case.  Note that (1) is a Poisson system:

(3)Y

 

= BHYLÑH HYL =
0 -Y1 Y2

Y1 Y2 0

2

Y1

- 1

1

Y2

- 1

where HHYL is defined in (2).

Poisson systems and Poisson integrators are discussed in Chapter VII.2 of [HLW02] and [MQ02].

Load a package with some predefined problems and select the Lotka| Volterra system.

In[10]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy‘"D;

system = GetNDSolveProblem@"LotkaVolterra"D;
invts = system@"Invariants"D;
time = system@"TimeData"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;
step = 3�25;

Define a utility function for visualizing solutions.

In[18]:= LotkaVolterraPlot@sol_, vars_, time_, opts___?OptionQD :=
Module@8data, data1, data2, ifuns, lplot, pplot<,
ifuns = First@vars �. solD;
data1 = Part@ifuns, 1, 0D@"ValuesOnGrid"D;
data2 = Part@ifuns, 2, 0D@"ValuesOnGrid"D;
data = Transpose@8data1, data2<D;
commonopts = Sequence@Axes ® False, Frame ® True,

FrameLabel ® Join@Map@TraditionalForm, varsD, 8None, None<D, RotateLabel ® FalseD;
lplot = ListPlot@data, Evaluate@FilterRules@8opts<, Options@ListPlotDDD,

PlotStyle ® 8PointSize@0.02D, RGBColor@0, 1, 0D<, Evaluate@commonoptsDD;
pplot = ParametricPlot@Evaluate@ifunsD, time, Evaluate@

FilterRules@8opts<, Options@ParametricPlotDDD, Evaluate@commonoptsDD;
Show@lplot, pplotD
D;
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Explicit Euler

Use the explicit or forward Euler method to solve the system (1).

In[19]:= fesol = NDSolve@system, Method ® "ExplicitEuler", StartingStepSize ® stepD;

LotkaVolterraPlot@fesol, vars, timeD

Out[20]=

Backward Euler

Define the backward or implicit Euler method in terms of the RadauIIA implicit Runge| Kutta method and use it to solve (1). The resulting 

trajectory spirals from the initial conditions toward a fixed point at H2, 1L in a clockwise direction.

In[21]:= BackwardEuler = 8"FixedStep",
Method ® 8"ImplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® "ImplicitRungeKuttaRadauIIACoefficients",

"DifferenceOrder" ® 1, "ImplicitSolver" ® 8"FixedPoint", AccuracyGoal ® MachinePrecision,
PrecisionGoal ® MachinePrecision, "IterationSafetyFactor" ® 1<<<;

besol = NDSolve@system, Method ® BackwardEuler, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

LotkaVolterraPlot@besol, vars, timeD

Out[23]=

Projection

Projection of the forward Euler method using the invariant (2) of the Lotka|Volterra equations gives a periodic solution.

In[24]:= pfesol = NDSolve@system,
Method ® 8Projection, Method ® "ExplicitEuler", Invariants ® invts<, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

LotkaVolterraPlot@pfesol, vars, timeD

Out[25]=

Splitting
Another approach for obtaining the correct qualitative behavior is to additively split (1) into two systems:

(4)
Y1

 

= Y1 HY2 - 1 L Y2

 

= 0

Y1

 

= 0 Y2

 

= Y2 H2 - Y1L.

By appropriately solving (4) it is possible to construct Poisson integrators.
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Define the equations for splitting of the Lotka| Volterra equations.

In[26]:= eqs = system@"System"D;
Y1 = eqs;
Part@Y1, 2, 2D = 0;
Y2 = eqs;
Part@Y2, 1, 2D = 0;

Symplectic Euler

Define the symplectic Euler method in terms of a splitting method using the backward and forward Euler methods for each system in (4).

In[31]:= SymplecticEuler = 8"Splitting",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 1, "Equations" ® 8Y1, Y2<, "Method" ® 8BackwardEuler, "ExplicitEuler"<<;

sesol = NDSolve@system, Method ® SymplecticEuler, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

The numerical solution using the symplectic Euler method is periodic.

In[33]:= LotkaVolterraPlot@sesol, vars, timeD

Out[33]=

Flows

Consider splitting the Lotka| Volterra equations and computing the flow (or exact solution) of each system in (4). The solutions can be

found as follows, where the constants should be related to the initial conditions at each step.

In[34]:= DSolve@Y1, vars, TD

Out[34]= 99Y2@TD ® C@1D, Y1@TD ® ã
T H-1+C@1DL C@2D==

In[35]:= DSolve@Y2, vars, TD

Out[35]= 99Y1@TD ® C@1D, Y2@TD ® ã
T H2-C@1DL C@2D==

An  advantage  of  locally  computing  the  flow  is  that  it  yields  an  explicit,  and  hence  very  efficient,  integration  procedure.  The

"LocallyExact"  method provides a general  way of  computing the flow of  each splitting using DSolve  only  during the initialization

phase.

Set up a hybrid symbolic−numeric splitting method and use it to solve the Lotka| Volterra system.

In[36]:= SplittingLotkaVolterra = 8"Splitting",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 1, "Equations" ® 8Y1, Y2<, "Method" ® 8"LocallyExact", "LocallyExact"<<;

spsol = NDSolve@system, Method ® SplittingLotkaVolterra, StartingStepSize ® stepD;

The numerical solution using the splitting method is periodic.

In[38]:= LotkaVolterraPlot@spsol, vars, timeD

Out[38]=
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Rigid Body Solvers

Introduction
The  equations  of  motion  for  a  free  rigid  body  whose  center  of  mass  is  at  the  origin  are  given  by  the  following  Euler  equations  (see

[MR99]).

y
 

1

y
 

2

y
 

3

=

0 y3 � I3 -y2 � I2

-y3 � I3 0 y1 � I1

y2 � I2 -y1 � I1 0

y1

y2

y3

Two quadratic first integrals of the system are:

IHyL = y1
2
+ y2

2
+ y3

2

HHyL =
1

2
K
y1

2

I1
+

y2
2

I2
+

y3
2

I3
O
.

The  first  constraint  effectively  confines  the  motion  from  R3  to  a  sphere.  The  second  constraint  represents  the  kinetic  energy  of  the

system and, in conjunction with the first invariant, effectively confines the motion to ellipsoids on the sphere.

Numerical experiments for various methods are given in [HLW02] and a variety of NDSolve methods will now be compared.

Manifold Generation and Utility Functions

Load some useful packages.

In[6]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveProblems‘"D;
Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D;

Define Euler’s equations for rigid body motion together with the invariants of the system.

In[8]:= system = GetNDSolveProblem@"RigidBody"D;
eqs = system@"System"D;
vars = system@"DependentVariables"D;
time = system@"TimeData"D;
invariants = system@"Invariants"D;

The equations of motion evolve as closed curves on the unit sphere. This generates a three−dimensional graphics object to represent the 
unit sphere.

In[13]:= UnitSphere = Graphics3D@8EdgeForm@D, Sphere@D<, Boxed ® FalseD;

This function superimposes a solution from NDSolve on a given manifold.

In[14]:= PlotSolutionOnManifold@sol_, vars_, time_, manifold_, opts___?OptionQD :=
Module@8solplot<,
solplot = ParametricPlot3D@Evaluate@vars �. solD, time, opts, Boxed ® False, Axes ® FalseD;
Show@solplot, manifold, optsD
D

This function plots the various solution components.

In[15]:= PlotSolutionComponents@sols_, vars_, time_, opts___?OptionQD :=
Module@8ifuns, plotopts<,
ifuns = vars �. First@solsD;
Table@plotopts =

Sequence@PlotLabel ® StringForm@"‘1‘ vs time", Part@vars, iDD, Frame ® True, Axes ® FalseD;
Plot@Evaluate@Part@ifuns, iDD, time, opts, Evaluate@plotoptsDD, 8i, Length@varsD<D

D;

Method Comparison
Various  integration  methods  can  be  used  to  solve  Euler’s  equations  and  they  each  have  different  associated  costs  and  different

dynamical properties.
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Adams Multistep Method

Here an Adams method is used to solve the equations of motion.

In[21]:= AdamsSolution = NDSolve@system, Method ® "Adams"D;

This shows the solution trajectory by superimposing it on the unit sphere.

In[22]:= PlotSolutionOnManifold@AdamsSolution, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[22]=

The solution appears visually to give a closed curve on the sphere. However, a plot of the error reveals that neither constraint is conserved 
particularly well.

In[23]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invariants, vars, T, AdamsSolution, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[23]=
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Euler and Implicit Midpoint Methods

This solves the equations of motion using Euler’s method with a specified fixed step size.

In[16]:= EulerSolution =
NDSolve@system, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® "ExplicitEuler"<, StartingStepSize ® 1�20D;
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This solves the equations of motion using the implicit midpoint method with a specified fixed step size.

In[17]:= ImplicitMidpoint = 8"FixedStep",
Method ® 8"ImplicitRungeKutta", "Coefficients" ® "ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients",

DifferenceOrder ® 2, "ImplicitSolver" ® 8FixedPoint, "AccuracyGoal" ® MachinePrecision,
"PrecisionGoal" ® MachinePrecision, "IterationSafetyFactor" ® 1<<<;

IMPSolution = NDSolve@system, Method ® ImplicitMidpoint, StartingStepSize ® 3�10D;

This shows the superimposition on the unit sphere of the numerical solution of the equations of motion for Euler’s method (left) and the 
implicit midpoint rule (right).

In[19]:= EulerPlotOnSphere = PlotSolutionOnManifold@EulerSolution, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD;

IMPPlotOnSphere = PlotSolutionOnManifold@IMPSolution, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD;

GraphicsArray@8EulerPlotOnSphere, IMPPlotOnSphere<D

Out[21]=

This shows the components of the numerical solution using Euler’s method (left) and the implicit midpoint rule (right).

In[30]:= EulerSolutionPlots = PlotSolutionComponents@EulerSolution, vars, timeD;

IMPSolutionPlots = PlotSolutionComponents@IMPSolution, vars, timeD;

GraphicsArray@Transpose@8EulerSolutionPlots, IMPSolutionPlots<DD

Out[32]=

Orthogonal Projection Method

Here the "OrthogonalProjection" method is used to solve the equations.

In[33]:= OPSolution = NDSolve@system, Method ®
8"OrthogonalProjection", Dimensions ® 83, 1<, Method ® "ExplicitEuler"<, StartingStepSize ® 1�20D;
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Only the orthogonal constraint is conserved so the curve is not closed.

In[34]:= PlotSolutionOnManifold@OPSolution, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[34]=

Plotting the error in the invariants against time, it can be seen that the orthogonal projection method conserves only one of the two 
invariants.

In[35]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invariants, vars, T, OPSolution, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[35]=

Projection Method

The method "Projection" takes a set of constraints and projects the solution onto a manifold at the end of each integration step.

Generally all the invariants of the problem should be used in the projection; otherwise the numerical solution may actually be qualita−

tively worse than the unprojected solution.

The following specifies the integration method and defers determination of the constraints until the invocation of NDSolve.

In[36]:= ProjectionMethod = 8Projection, Method ® 8"FixedStep", Method ® "ExplicitEuler"<, "Invariants" ¦ invts<;
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Projecting One Constraint

This projects the first constraint onto the manifold.

In[37]:= invts = First@invariantsD;

projsol1 = NDSolve@system, Method ® ProjectionMethod, StartingStepSize ® 1�20D;

PlotSolutionOnManifold@projsol1, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[39]=

Only the first invariant is conserved.

In[40]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invariants, vars, T, projsol1, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[40]=
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This projects the second constraint onto the manifold.

In[41]:= invts = Last@invariantsD;

projsol2 = NDSolve@system, Method ® ProjectionMethod, StartingStepSize ® 1�20D;

PlotSolutionOnManifold@projsol2, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[43]=

Only the second invariant is conserved.

In[44]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invariants, vars, T, projsol2, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[44]=
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Projecting Multiple Constraints

This projects both constraints onto the manifold.

In[45]:= invts = invariants;

projsol = NDSolve@system, Method ® ProjectionMethod, StartingStepSize ® 1�20D;

PlotSolutionOnManifold@projsol, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[47]=

Now both invariants are conserved.

In[48]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invariants, vars, T, projsol, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[48]=
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"Splitting" Method

A splitting that yields an efficient explicit integration method was derived independently by McLachlan [M93] and Reich [R93].

Write the flow of an ODE y
 
= Y as yHtL = expHt YL HyH0L.

The differential system is split into three components, YH1, YH2, and YH3, each of which is Hamiltonian and can be solved exactly.

The Hamiltonian systems are solved and recombined at each integration step as:

expHt YL » expH1 �2 t YH1L expH1 �2 t YH2L expHt YH3L expH1 �2 t YH2L expH1 �2 t YH1L.
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This defines an appropriate splitting into Hamiltonian vector fields.

In[49]:= Grad@H_, x_?VectorQD := Map@D@H, ðD &, xD;
isub = 8I1 -> 2, I2 -> 1, I3 -> 2�3<;

H1 = Y1@TD^2�H2 I1L �. isub;
H2 = Y2@TD^2�H2 I2L �. isub;

H3 = Y3@TD^2�H2 I3L �. isub;

JX = 880, -Y3@TD, Y2@TD<, 8Y3@TD, 0, -Y1@TD<, 8-Y2@TD, Y1@TD, 0<<;

YH1 = Thread@D@vars, TD == JX.Grad@H1, varsDD;
YH2 = Thread@D@vars, TD == JX.Grad@H2, varsDD;
YH3 = Thread@D@vars, TD == JX.Grad@H3, varsDD;

Here is the differential system for Euler’s equations.

In[58]:= eqs

Out[58]= 9Y1
¢@TD �

1

2

Y2@TD Y3@TD, Y2
¢@TD � -Y1@TD Y3@TD, Y3

¢@TD �
1

2

Y1@TD Y2@TD=

Here are the three split vector fields.

In[59]:= YH1

Out[59]= 9Y1
¢@TD � 0, Y2

¢@TD �
1

2

Y1@TD Y3@TD, Y3
¢@TD � -

1

2

Y1@TD Y2@TD=

In[60]:= YH2

Out[60]= 8Y1
¢@TD � -Y2@TD Y3@TD, Y2

¢@TD � 0, Y3
¢@TD � Y1@TD Y2@TD<

In[61]:= YH3

Out[61]= 9Y1
¢@TD �

3

2

Y2@TD Y3@TD, Y2
¢@TD � -

3

2

Y1@TD Y3@TD, Y3
¢@TD � 0=

Solution

This defines a symmetric second−order splitting method. The coefficients are automatically determined from the structure of the equations 
and are an extension of the Strang splitting.

In[62]:= SplittingMethod =
8"Splitting",
"DifferenceOrder" ® 2,
"Equations" ® 8YH1, YH2, YH3, YH2, YH1<,
"Method" ® 8"LocallyExact"<<;
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This solves the system and graphically displays the solution.

In[63]:= splitsol = NDSolve@system, Method ® SplittingMethod, StartingStepSize ® 1�20D;

PlotSolutionOnManifold@splitsol, vars, time, UnitSphere, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[64]=

One of the invariants is preserved up to roundoff while the error in the second invariant remains bounded.

In[65]:= InvariantErrorPlot@invariants, vars, T, splitsol, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[65]=
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Components and Data Structures in NDSolve

Introduction
NDSolve  is  broken  up  into  several  basic  steps.  For  advanced  usage,  it  can  sometimes  be  advantageous  to  access  components  to

carry out each of these steps separately.

� Equation processing and method selection

� Method initialization

� Numerical solution

� Solution processing

NDSolve performs each of these steps internally, hiding the details from a casual user. However, for advanced usage it can sometimes

be advantageous to access components to carry out each of these steps separately.

Here are the low−level functions that are used to break up these steps.

� NDSolve‘ProcessEquations

� NDSolve‘Iterate

� NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions

NDSolve‘ProcessEquations  classifies  the  differential  system  into  initial  value  problem,  boundary  value  problem,  differential−

algebraic  problem,  partial  differential  problem,  etc.  It  also  chooses  appropriate  default  integration  methods  and  constructs  the  main

NDSolve‘StateData data structure.

NDSolve‘Iterate  advances  the  numerical  solution.  The  first  invocation  (there  can  be  several)  initializes  the  numerical  integration

methods.

NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions converts numerical data into an InterpolatingFunction to represent each solution.

Note that NDSolve‘ProcessEquations can take a significant portion of the overall time to solve a differential system. In such cases,

it  can  be  useful  to  perform  this  step  only  once  and  use  NDSolve‘Reinitialize  to  repeatedly  solve  for  different  options  or  initial

conditions.

Example

Process equations and set up data structures for solving the differential system.

In[1]:= ndssdata = First@NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@
8y’’@tD + y@tD � 0, y@0D � 1, y’@0D � 0<, 8y, y’<, t, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"DD

Out[1]= NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D

Initialize the method "ExplicitRungeKutta" and integrate the system up to time 10. The return value of NDSolve‘Iterate is 

Null  in order to avoid extra references, which would lead to undesirable copying.

In[2]:= NDSolve‘Iterate@ndssdata, 10D

Convert each set of solution data into an InterpolatingFunction.

In[3]:= ndsol = NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@ndssdataD

Out[3]= 8y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D, y¢ ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 10.<<, <>D<
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Representing the solution as an InterpolatingFunction allows continuous output even for points that are not part of the numerical 

solution grid.

In[4]:= ParametricPlot@8y@tD, y’@tD< �. ndsol, 8t, 0, 10<D

Out[4]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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NDSolve‘StateData

Creating NDSolve‘StateData Objects

ProcessEquations

The first stage of any solution using NDSolve  is processing the equations specified into a form that can be efficiently accessed by the

actual  integration  algorithms.  This  stage  minimally  involves  determining  the  differential  order  of  each  variable,  making  substitutions

needed to get a first−order system, solving for the time derivatives of the functions in terms of the functions, and forming the result into

a "NumericalFunction" object. If you want to save the time of repeating this process for the same set of equations or if you want

more  control  over  the  numerical  integration  process,  the  processing  stage  can  be  executed  separately  with

NDSolve‘ProcessEquations.

NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8u1,u2,¼<,tD

process the differential equations 8eqn
1
, eqn

2
, ¼< for the functions 

8u1, u2, ¼< into a normal form; return a list of NDSolve‘StateData objects 

containing the solution and data associated with each solution for the time 
derivatives of the functions in terms of the functions; t may be specified in a list 

with a range of values as in NDSolve

NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8eqn
1
,eqn

2
,¼<,8u1,u2,¼<,8x1,x1min,x1max<,8x2,x2min,x2max<,¼D

process the partial differential equations 8eqn
1
, eqn

2
, ¼< for the functions 

8u1, u2, ¼< into a normal form; return a list of NDSolve‘StateData objects 

containing the solution and data associated with each solution for the time 
derivatives of the functions in terms of the functions; if x j is the temporal variable, 

it need not be specified with the boundaries x j min, x j max

Processing equations for NDSolve.

This creates a list of two NDSolve‘StateData objects because there are two possible solutions for the y¢ in terms of y.

In[1]:= NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8y’@xD^2 � y@xD + x, y@0D � 1<, y, xD

Out[1]= 8NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D, NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D<

Reinitialize

It is not uncommon that the solution to a more sophisticated problem involves solving the same differential equation repeatedly, but with

different  initial  conditions.  In  some cases,  processing equations may be as time−consuming as numerically  integrating the differential

equations. In these situations, it is a significant advantage to be able to simply give new initial values.

NDSolve‘Reinitialize@state,conditionsD assuming the equations and variables are the same as the ones used to create 

the NDSolve‘StateData object state, form a list of new 

NDSolve‘StateData objects, one for each of the possible solutions for the 

initial values of the functions of the equations conditions

Reusing processed equations.

This creates an NDSolve‘StateData object for the harmonic oscillator.

In[2]:= state = First@NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8x’’@tD + x@tD � 0, x@0D � 0, x’@0D � 1<, x, tDD

Out[2]= NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D
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This creates three new NDSolve‘StateData objects, each with a different initial condition.

In[3]:= newstate = NDSolve‘Reinitialize@state, 8x@1D^3 � 1, x’@1D � 0<D

Out[3]= 8NDSolve‘StateData@<1.>D, NDSolve‘StateData@<1.>D, NDSolve‘StateData@<1.>D<

Using NDSolve‘Reinitialize may save computation time when you need to solve the same differential equation for many different

initial conditions, as you might in a shooting method for boundary value problems.

A subset of NDSolve options can be specified as options to NDSolve‘Reinitialize.

This creates a new NDSolve‘StateData object, specifying a starting step size.

In[3]:= newstate = NDSolve‘Reinitialize@state, 8x@0D � 0, x’@0D � 1<, StartingStepSize ® 1�10D

Out[3]= 8NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D<

Iterating Solutions
One important use of NDSolve‘StateData objects is to have more control of the integration. For some problems, it is appropriate to

check the solution and start over or change parameters, depending on certain conditions.

NDSolve‘Iterate@state,tD compute the solution of the differential equation in an NDSolve‘StateData 
object that has been assigned as the value of the variable state from the current 

time up to time t

Iterating solutions to differential equations. 

This creates an NDSolve‘StateData object that contains the information needed to solve the equation for an oscillator with a varying 
coefficient using an explicit Runge| Kutta method.

In[4]:= state =
First@NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8x’’@tD + H1 + 4 UnitStep@Sin@tDDL x@tD � 0, x@0D � 1, x’@0D � 0<,

x, t, Method ® "ExplicitRungeKutta"DD

Out[4]= NDSolve‘StateData@<0.>D

Note  that  when  you  use  NDSolve‘ProcessEquations,  you  do  not  need  to  give  the  range  of  the  t  variable  explicitly  because  that

information  is  not  needed to  set  up  the  equations  in  a  form ready to  solve.  (For  PDEs,  you do have to  give  the  ranges of  all  spatial

variables, however, since that information is essential for determining an appropriate discretization.)

This computes the solution out to time t = 1.

In[5]:= NDSolve‘Iterate@state, 1D

NDSolve‘Iterate does not return a value because it modifies the NDSolve‘StateData object assigned to the variable state. Thus,

the command affects the value of the variable in a manner similar to setting parts of a list, as described in "Manipulating Lists by Their

Indices". You can see that the value of state has changed since it now displays the current time to which it is integrated.

The output form of state shows the range of times over which the solution has been integrated.

In[6]:= state

Out[6]= NDSolve‘StateData@<0.,1.>D

If you want to integrate further, you can call NDSolve‘Iterate again, but with a larger value for time. 

This computes the solution out to time t = 3.

In[7]:= NDSolve‘Iterate@state, 3D

You can specify a time that is earlier than the first current time, in which case the integration proceeds backwards with respect to time.
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This computes the solution from the initial condition backwards to t = -Π �2.

In[8]:= NDSolve‘Iterate@state, -Pi�2D

NDSolve‘Iterate allows you to specify intermediate times at which to stop. This can be useful, for example, to avoid discontinuities. Typically, this

strategy  is  more  effective  with  so−called  one−step  methods,  such  as  the  explicit  Runge| Kutta method  used  in  this  example.  However,  it  generally

works with the default NDSolve method as well.

This computes the solution out to t = 10 Π, making sure that the solution does not have problems with the points of discontinuity in the 

coefficients at t = Π, 2 Π, ¼.

In[9]:= NDSolve‘Iterate@state, Π Range@10DD

Getting Solution Functions
Once  you  have  integrated  a  system up  to  a  certain  time,  typically  you  want  to  be  able  to  look  at  the  current  solution  values  and  to

generate  an  approximate  function  representing  the  solution  computed  so  far.  The  command  NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions  allows

you to do both.

NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@stateD give the solutions that have been computed in state as a list of rules with 

InterpolatingFunction objects

Getting solutions as InterpolatingFunction objects. 

This extracts the solution computed in the previous section as an InterpolatingFunction object.

In[10]:= sol = NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@stateD

Out[10]= 8x ® InterpolatingFunction@88-1.5708, 31.4159<<, <>D<

This plots the solution.

In[11]:= Plot@Evaluate@x@tD �. solD, 8t, 0, 10 Pi<D

Out[11]=

Just  as  when  using  NDSolve  directly,  there  will  be  a  rule  for  each  function  you  specified  in  the  second  argument  to

NDSolve‘ProcessEquations.  Only  the  specified  components  of  the  solutions  are  saved  in  such  a  way  that  an

InterpolatingFunction object can be created.

NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@state,dirD give the solutions that have been most recently computed in direction dir in state 
as a list of rules with values for both the functions and their derivatives

Obtaining the current solution values.

This gives the current solution values and derivatives in the forward direction.

In[12]:= sol = NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@state, "Forward"D

Out[12]= 8x@31.4159D ® 0.843755, x¢@31.4159D ® -1.20016, x¢¢@31.4159D ® -0.843755<
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The choices you can give for the direction dir  are "Forward" and "Backward", which refer to the integration forward and backward

from the initial condition. 

"Forward" integration in the direction of increasing values of the temporal variable 

"Backward" integration in the direction of decreasing values of the temporal variables

"Active" integration in the direction that is currently being integrated; typically, this value 
should only be called from method initialization that is used during an active 
integration

Integration direction specifications. 

The output given by NDSolve‘ProcessSolution is always given in terms of the dependent variables, either at a specific value of the

independent  variable,  or  interpolated  over  all  of  the  saved values.  This  means that  when a  partial  differential  equation  is  being  inte−

grated, you will get results representing the dependent variables over the spatial variables.

This computes the solution to the heat equation from time t = -1 �4 to t = 2.

In[13]:= state = First@NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@8D@u@t, xD, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD,
u@0, xD � Cos@Π�2 xD, u@t, 0D � 1 , u@t, 1D � 0<, u, t, 8x, 0, 1<DD;

NDSolve‘Iterate@state, 8-1�4, 2<D

This gives the solution at t = 2.

In[15]:= NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@state, "Forward"D

Out[15]= 9u@2., xD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@xD, uH1,0L@2., xD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@x

The solution is given as an InterpolatingFunction object that interpolates over the spatial variable x.

This gives the solution at t = -1 �4.

In[16]:= NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@state, "Backward"D

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 638.6378240455119‘

at t = -0.25 in the direction of independent variable x
is much greater than prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 15
points may be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options. �

Out[16]= 9u@-0.25, xD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<, <>D@xD, uH1,0L@-0.25, xD ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 1.<<,

When you process the current solution for partial differential equations, the spatial error estimate is checked. (It is not generally checked

except  when solutions are produced because doing so would be quite  time consuming.)  Since it  is  excessive,  the NDSolve::eerr

message is issued. The typical association of the word "backward" with the heat equation as implying instability gives a clue to what is

wrong in this example. 

Here is a plot of the solution at t = 1 �4.

In[17]:= Plot@Evaluate@u@-0.25, xD �. %D, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[17]=

The plot of the solution shows that instability is indeed the problem. 
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Even  though  the  heat  equation  example  is  simple  enough  to  know  that  the  solution  backward  in  time  is  problematic,  using

NDSolve‘Iterate  and NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions  to monitor the solution of  a PDE can be used to save computing a solution

that turns out not to be as accurate as desired. Another simple form of monitoring follows.

Entering the following commands generates a sequence of plots showing the solution of a generalization of the sine−Gordon equation as it 
is being computed. 

In[58]:= L = -10;

state = FirstANDSolve‘ProcessEquationsA

9D@u@t, x, yD, t, tD � D@u@t, x, yD, x, xD + D@u@t, x, yD, y, yD - Sin@u@t, x, yDD,

u@0, x, yD � ExpA-Ix2 + y2ME, Derivative@1, 0, 0D@uD@0, x, yD � 0,

u@t, -L, yD � u@t, L, yD, u@t, x, -LD � u@t, x, LD=,

u, t, 8x, -L, L<, 8y, -L, L<, Method ® 8"MethodOfLines",

"SpatialDiscretization" ® 8"TensorProductGrid", "DifferenceOrder" -> "Pseudospectral"<<EE;

GraphicsGrid@Partition@Table@
NDSolve‘Iterate@state, ΤD;
Plot3D@Evaluate@u@Τ, x, yD �. NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions@state, "Forward"DD,
8x, -L, L<, 8y, -L, L<, PlotRange ® 8-1�4, 1�4<D,
8Τ, 0., 20., 5.<D,

2DD

Out[60]=

When you monitor a solution in this way, it is usually possible to interrupt the computation if you see that the solution found is sufficient.

You can still use the NDSolve‘StateData object to get the solutions that have been computed.

NDSolve‘StateData Methods
An NDSolve‘StateData  object contains a lot of information, but it  is arranged in a manner which makes it easy to iterate solutions,

and  not  in  a  manner  which  makes  it  easy  to  understand  where  the  information  is  kept.  However,  sometimes  you  will  want  to  get

information from the state data object: for this reason several method functions have been defined to make accessing the information

easy.

state�"TemporalVariable" give the independent variable that the dependent variables (functions) depend on

state�"DependentVariables" give a list of the dependent variables (functions) to be solved for

state�"VariableDimensions" give the dimensions of each of the dependent variables (functions)

state�"VariablePositions" give the positions in the solution vector for each of the dependent variables

state�"VariableTransformation" give the transformation of variables from the original problem variables to the 
working variables

state�"NumericalFunction" give the "NumericalFunction" object used to evaluate the derivatives of the 
solution vector with respect to the temporal variable t

state�"ProcessExpression"@args,expr,dimsD

process the expression expr using the same variable transformations that 

NDSolve used to generate state to give a "NumericalFunction" object for 

numerically evaluating expr; args are the arguments for the numerical function and 

should either be All or a list of arguments that are dependent variables of the 

system; dims should be Automatic  or an explicit list giving the expected 

dimensions of the numerical function result

state�"SystemSize" give the effective number of first−order ordinary differential equations being solved

state�"MaxSteps" give the maximum number of steps allowed for iterating the differential equations

state�"WorkingPrecision" give the working precision used to solve the equations

state�"Norm" the scaled norm to use for gauging error

General method functions for an NDSolve‘StateData object state.
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Much of the available information depends on the current solution values. Each NDSolve‘StateData object keeps solution informa−

tion for solutions in both the forward and backward direction. At the initial condition these are the same, but once the problem has been

iterated in either direction, these will be different.

state�"CurrentTime"@dirD give the current value of the temporal variable in the integration direction dir

state�"SolutionVector"@dirD give the current value of the solution vector in the integration direction dir

state�"SolutionDerivativeVector"@dirD

give the current value of the derivative with respect to the temporal variable of the 

solution vector in the integration direction dir

state�"TimeStep"@dirD give the time step size for the next step in the integration direction dir

state�"TimeStepsUsed"@dirD give the number of time steps used to get to the current time in the integration 

direction dir

state�"MethodData"@dirD give the method data object used in the integration direction dir

Directional method functions for an NDSolve‘StateData object state.

If  the direction argument  is  omitted,  the functions will  return a list  with  the data for  both directions (a list  with  a single element  at  the

initial condition). Otherwise, the direction can be "Forward", "Backward", or "Active" as specified in the previous subsection.

Here is an NDSolve‘StateData object for a solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation that has been computed up to t = 1.

In[24]:= state = First@NDSolve‘ProcessEquations@
8I D@u@t, xD, tD � D@u@t, xD, x, xD + Abs@u@t, xDD^2 u@t, xD, u@0, xD � Sech@xD Exp@Π I xD,
u@t, -15D � u@t, 15D<, u, t, 8x, -15, 15<, Method ® StiffnessSwitchingDD;

NDSolve‘Iterate@state, 1D;
state

Out[24]= NDSolve‘StateData@<0.,1.>D

ú Currentø  refers to the most recent point reached in the integration. 

This gives the current time in both the forward and backward directions.

In[27]:= state�"CurrentTime"

Out[27]= 80., 1.<

This gives the size of the system of ordinary differential equations being solved.

In[28]:= state�"SystemSize"

Out[28]= 400

The method functions are relatively low−level hooks into the data structure; they do little processing on the data returned to you. Thus,

unlike NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions, the solutions given are simply vectors of data points relating to the system of ordinary differen−

tial equations NDSolve is solving.
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This makes a plot of the modulus of current solution in the forward direction.

In[29]:= ListPlot@Abs@state�SolutionVector@"Forward"DDD

Out[29]=

This plot does not show the correspondence with the x−grid values correctly. To get the correspondence with the spatial grid correctly,

you must use NDSolve‘ProcessSolutions. 

There is  a tremendous amount of  control  provided by these methods,  but  an exhaustive set  of  examples is  beyond the scope of  this

documentation.

One of the most important uses of the information from an NDSolve‘StateData object is to initialize integration methods. Examples

are shown in "The NDSolve Method Plug−in Framework".
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Utility Packages for Numerical Differential Equation 
Solving

InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy
NDSolve  returns  solutions  as  InterpolatingFunction  objects.  Most  of  the  time,  simply  using  these  as  functions  does  what  is

needed, but occasionally it  is useful to access the data inside, which includes the actual values and points NDSolve  computed when

taking steps. The exact structure of an InterpolatingFunction object is arranged to make the data storage efficient and evaluation

at a given point fast. This structure may change between Mathematica versions, so code that is written in terms of accessing parts of

InterpolatingFunction  objects  may  not  work  with  new  versions  of  Mathematica.  The

DifferentialEquations‘InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy‘  package  provides  an  interface  to  the  data  in  an

InterpolatingFunction object that will be maintained for future Mathematica versions.

InterpolatingFunctionDomain@ifunD return a list with the domain of definition for each of the dimensions of the 

InterpolatingFunction object ifun

InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@ifunD return a list with the coordinates at which data is specified in each of the dimen−

sions for the InterpolatingFunction object ifun

InterpolatingFunctionGrid@ifunD return the grid of points at which data is specified for the 

InterpolatingFunction object ifun

InterpolatingFunctionValuesOnGrid@

ifunD
return the values that would be returned by evaluating the 

InterpolatingFunction object ifun at each of its grid points

InterpolatingFunctionInterpolationOr�

der@ifunD
return the interpolation order used for each of the dimensions for the 

InterpolatingFunction object ifun

InterpolatingFunctionDerivativeOrder@

ifunD
return the order of the derivative of the base function for which values are 

specified when evaluating the InterpolatingFunction object ifun

Anatomy of InterpolatingFunction objects.

This loads the package.

In[21]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy‘"D;

One common situation where the InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy package is useful is when NDSolve cannot compute a solution

over the full  range of values that you specified, and you want to plot all  of  the solution that was computed to try to understand better

what might have gone wrong.

Here is an example of a differential equation which cannot be computed up to the specified endpoint. 

In[2]:= ifun = First@x �. NDSolve@8x’@tD � Exp@x@tDD - x@tD, x@0D � 1<, x, 8t, 0, 10<DD

NDSolve::ndsz : At t == 0.5160191740198964‘
, step size is effectively zero; singularity or stiff system suspected. �

Out[2]= InterpolatingFunction@880., 0.516019<<, <>D

This gets the domain.

In[3]:= domain = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@ifunD

Out[3]= 880., 0.516019<<
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Once the domain has been returned in a list, it is easy to use Part  to get the desired endpoints and make the plot.

In[4]:= 8begin, end< = domain@@1DD;
Plot@ifun@tD, 8t, begin, end<D

Out[5]=

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

From the plot, it is quite apparent that a singularity has formed and it will not be possible to integrate the system any further.

Sometimes it is useful to see where NDSolve took steps. Getting the coordinates is useful for doing this.

This shows the values that NDSolve computed at each step it took. It is quite apparent from this that nearly all of the steps were used to 

try to resolve the singularity.

In[6]:= coords = First@InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@ifunDD;
ListPlot@Transpose@8coords, ifun@coordsD<DD

Out[7]=

The package is particularly useful for analyzing the computed solutions of PDEs.

With this initial condition, Burgers’ equation forms a steep front.

In[8]:= mdfun =
First@u �. NDSolve@8D@u@x, tD, tD � 0.01 D@u@x, tD, x, xD - u@x, tD D@u@x, tD, xD, u@0, tD � u@1, tD,

u@x, 0D � Sin@2 Pi xD<, u, 8x, 0, 1<, 8t, 0, 0.5<DD

NDSolve::ndsz : At t == 0.472151168326526‘
, step size is effectively zero; singularity or stiff system suspected. �

NDSolve::eerr :
Warning: Scaled local spatial error estimate of 9.135898727911074‘*^12 at t
= 0.472151168326526‘ in the direction of independent variable x
is much greater than prescribed error tolerance. Grid spacing with 27
points may be too large to achieve the desired accuracy or precision. A
singularity may have formed or you may want to specify a smaller
grid spacing using the MaxStepSize or MinPoints method options. �

Out[8]= InterpolatingFunction@88..., 0., 1., ...<, 80., 0.472151<<, <>D

This shows the number of points used in each dimension.

In[9]:= Map@Length, InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@mdfunDD

Out[9]= 827, 312<
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This shows the interpolation order used in each dimension.

In[10]:= InterpolatingFunctionInterpolationOrder@mdfunD

Out[10]= 85, 3<

This shows that the inability to resolve the front has manifested itself as numerical instability.

In[11]:= Max@Abs@InterpolatingFunctionValuesOnGrid@mdfunDDD

Out[11]= 1.14928´1012

This shows the values computed at the spatial grid points at the endpoint of the temporal integration.

In[12]:= end = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@mdfunD@@2, -1DD;
X = InterpolatingFunctionCoordinates@mdfunD@@1DD;
ListPlot@Transpose@8X, mdfun@X, endD<D, PlotStyle ® PointSize@.025D, PlotRange ® 8-1, 1<D

Out[14]=
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

It is easily seen from the point plot that the front has not been resolved.

This makes a 3D plot showing the time evolution for each of the spatial grid points. The initial condition is shown in red.

In[15]:= Show@Graphics3D@8Map@Line, MapThread@Append,
8InterpolatingFunctionGrid@mdfunD, InterpolatingFunctionValuesOnGrid@mdfunD<, 2DD,

8RGBColor@1, 0, 0D, Line@Transpose@8X, 0. X, mdfun@X, 0.D<DD<<D,
BoxRatios ® 81, 1, 1<, PlotRange ® 8All, All, 8-1, 1<<D

Out[15]=

When a derivative of  an InterpolatingFunction  object  is  taken,  a new InterpolatingFunction  object  is  returned that  gives

the requested derivative when evaluated at a point. The InterpolatingFunctionDerivativeOrder is a way of determining what

derivative will be evaluated.
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The derivative returns a new InterpolatingFunction object.

In[16]:= dmdfun = Derivative@0, 1D@mdfunD

Out[16]= InterpolatingFunction@88..., 0., 1., ...<, 80., 0.472151<<, <>D

This shows what derivative will be evaluated.

In[17]:= InterpolatingFunctionDerivativeOrder@dmdfunD

Out[17]= Derivative@0, 1D

NDSolveUtilities
A  number  of  utility  routines  have  been  written  to  facilitate  the  investigation  and  comparison  of  various  NDSolve  methods.  These

functions have been collected in the package DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘.

CompareMethods@sys,refsol,methods,optsD return statistics for various methods applied to the system sys

FinalSolutions@sys,solsD return the solution values at the end of the numerical integration for various 

solutions sols  corresponding to the system sys

InvariantErrorPlot@
invts,dvars,ivar,sol,optsD

return a plot of the error in the invariants invts for the solution sol

RungeKuttaLinearStabilityFunction@

amat,bvec,varD
return the linear stability function for the Runge| Kutta method with coefficient 

matrix amat and weight vector bvec using the variable var

StepDataPlot@sols,optsD return plots of the step sizes taken for the solutions sols on a logarithmic scale

Functions provided in the NDSolveUtilities package.

This loads the package.

In[18]:= Needs@"DifferentialEquations‘NDSolveUtilities‘"D

A useful means of analyzing Runge| Kutta methods is to study how they behave when applied to a scalar linear test problem (see the

package FunctionApproximations.m).

This assigns the (exact or infinitely precise) coefficients for the 2−stage implicit Runge| Kutta Gauss method of order 4.

In[19]:= 8amat, bvec, cvec< = NDSolve‘ImplicitRungeKuttaGaussCoefficients@4, InfinityD

Out[19]= 999
1

4
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1
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4
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1

6
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1

6
J3 + 3 N==

This computes the linear stability function, which corresponds to the (2,2) Padé approximation to the exponential at the origin.

In[20]:= RungeKuttaLinearStabilityFunction@amat, bvec, zD

Out[20]=

1 +
z

2
+

z2

12

1 -
z

2
+

z2

12

Examples  of  the  functions  CompareMethods,  FinalSolutions,  RungeKuttaLinearStabilityFunction,  and  StepDataPlot

can be found within "ExplicitRungeKutta Method for NDSolve".

Examples of the function InvariantErrorPlot can be found within "Projection Method for NDSolve".

InvariantErrorPlot Options

The function InvariantErrorPlot has a number of options that can be used to control the form of the result.
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option name default value

InvariantDimensions Automatic specify the dimensions of the invariants

InvariantErrorFunction Abs@Subtract@
ð1,ð2DD&

specify the function to use for comparing errors

InvariantErrorSampleRate Automatic specify how often errors are sampled

Options of the function InvariantErrorPlot. 

The default value for InvariantDimensions is to determine the dimensions from the structure of the input, Dimensions@invtsD.

The default value for InvariantErrorFunction is a function to compute the absolute error.

The  default  value  for  InvariantErrorSampleRate  is  to  sample  all  points  if  there  are  less  than  1000  steps  taken.  Above  this

threshold a logarithmic sample rate is used.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Numerical Differential Equation Solving in Mathematica
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NIntegrate Introduction

Overview
The Mathematica function NIntegrate is a general numerical integrator. It can handle a wide range of one−dimensional and multidi−

mensional integrals. 

NIntegrate@ f@x1,x2,¼,xnD,8x1,a1,b1<,8x2,a2,b2<,¼,8xn,an,bn<D

find a numerical integral for the function f over the region 
@a1, b2D´@a2, b2D´¼´@an, bnD

Finding a numerical integral of a function over a region. 

In  general,  NIntegrate  estimates  the  integral  through  sampling  of  the  integrand  value  over  the  integration  region.  The  various

numerical integration methods prescribe the initial sampling steps and how the sampling evolves.

NIntegrate  uses  algorithms  called  "integration  strategies"  that  attempt  to  compute  integral  estimates  that  satisfy  user−specified

precision or accuracy goals. The integration strategies use "integration rules" that compute integral estimates using weighted sums.

This numerically computes the integral Ù
0

1 1

x
â x.

In[25]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

,8x,0,1<F

Out[25]= 2.

NIntegrate  uses  symbolic  preprocessing  that  simplifies  integrals  with  piecewise  functions  and  even  or  odd  functions.  Part  of  the

symbolic preprocessing is the detection of one−dimensional oscillatory integrals of the types NIntegrate can handle efficiently.

This integrates a piecewise function over the interval @0, 2D.

In[26]:= NIntegrateB
1

Abs@x - 1D

, 8x, 0, 2<F

Out[26]= 4.

This integrates a highly oscillatory function over the interval @2, 3D.

In[27]:= NIntegrateAHx - 2L2 Sin@4000 xD, 8x, 2, 3<E

Out[27]= -0.000158625

This is a plot of the previous oscillatory integrand over 
1

50
 of the integration region.

In[28]:= PlotBHx - 2L2 Sin@4000 xD, :x, 2 +
2

50
, 2 +

3

50
>F

Out[28]=
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This integrates a piecewise combination of a piecewise function and an oscillatory function.

In[29]:= NIntegrateBPiecewiseB::
1

Abs@x - 1D

, x < 2>, 9Hx - 2L2 Sin@4000 xD, 2 < x < 3=>F, 8x, 0, 3<F

Out[29]= 3.99984

NIntegrate oscillatory algorithms are only for one−dimensional integrals. The oscillatory algorithms for finite regions are different from

the oscillatory algorithms for infinite regions.

One−dimensional numerical integration is much simpler, and better understood, than multidimensional numerical integration. This is the

reason a distinction between the two is made. All NIntegrate strategies except the oscillatory strategies can be used for multidimen−

sional integration.

Here is a two−dimensional function: a cone with base in the square @-1, 1D×@-1, 1D.

In[30]:= Plot3DBBooleAx2 + y2 < 1E* 1 - x2 + y2 , 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<, PlotRange ® AllF

Out[30]=

Here is the integral of the cone function.

In[7]:= NIntegrateBBooleAx2 + y2 < 1E* 1 - x2 + y2 , 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<F

Out[7]= 1.0472

Here are the sampling points used by NIntegrate. Note that the sampling points are only in a quarter of the integration region.

In[8]:= GraphicsB:PointSize@0.01D, PointBReapBNIntegrateBBooleAx2 + y2 < 1E* 1 - x2 + y2 , 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<,

EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DFF@@2, 1DDF>, Axes -> True, PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 8-1, 1<<F

Out[8]=
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Here are the sampling points used by NIntegrate without symbolic preprocessing. (The reason that NIntegrate gives the slwcon 

message is because no symbolic preprocessing is applied.) Note that the sampling points are in the whole integration region and that they 
are denser around the circumference of the cone base and around the cone apex.

In[9]:=

GraphicsB

:PointSize@0.005D, PointBReapBNIntegrateBBooleAx2 + y2 < 1E* 1 - x2 + y2 , 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<,

Method -> 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DFF@@

2, 1DDF>, Axes ® True, AxesOrigin ® 8-1, -1<F

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[9]=

NIntegrate  has  several  ways  to  deal  with  singular  integrands.  The  deterministic  adaptive  strategies  "GlobalAdaptive"  and

"LocalAdaptive"  use  singularity  handling  techniques  (based  on  variable  transformations)  to  speed  up  the  convergence  of  the

integration  process.  The  strategy  "DoubleExponential"  employs  trapezoidal  quadrature  with  a  special  variable  transformation  on

the  integrand.  This  rule−transformation  combination  achieves  optimal  convergence  for  integrands  analytic  on  an  open  set  in  the

complex  plane  containing  the  interval  of  integration.  The  strategy  "DuffyCoordinates"  simplifies  or  eliminates  certain  types  of

singularities in multidimensional integrals. 

Here is a one−dimensional integration with singularity handling.

In[2]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® 10F �� Timing

Out[2]= 80.006999, 2.<

Without singularity handling the previous integral is computed more slowly.

In[3]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityDepth" ® ¥<,

MaxRecursion ® 100, PrecisionGoal ® 10F �� Timing

Out[3]= 80.008999, 2.<

For multidimensional integrands that have certain spherical symmetry the strategy "DuffyCoordinates" converges quite fast.

Here is a "DuffyCoordinates" integration.

In[12]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2 + z2

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<, Method ® "DuffyCoordinates"F �� Timing

Out[12]= 80.031, 1.19004<

Here is a computation of the previous integral with the default settings; it is approximately 5 times slower.

In[13]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2 + z2

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<F �� Timing

Out[13]= 80.203, 1.19004<
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The "Trapezoidal"  strategy gives optimal  convergence for  analytic  periodic integrands when the integration interval  is  exactly  one

period.

Here is a calculation of an integral computed with the trapezoidal strategy. The result is compared with the exact value. The result 

computed with "Trapezoidal" is obtained faster and it is more precise than the one with default NIntegrate settings.

In[5]:= exact = IntegrateBCos@20 xD4, :x, 0, 2
Π

20
>F

Out[5]=

3 Π

80

In[37]:= resTrap = NIntegrateBCos@20 xD4, :x, 0, 2
Π

20
>,

PrecisionGoal ® 150, WorkingPrecision ® 200, Method ® "Trapezoidal"F; �� Timing

Out[37]= 80.015, Null<

In[40]:= Abs@exact - resTrapD

Out[40]= 0.´10-201

Here is a (slower) computation of the same integral but with the default Method settings for NIntegrate.

In[38]:= resDef = NIntegrateBCos@20 xD4, :x, 0, 2
Π

20
>, PrecisionGoal ® 150, WorkingPrecision ® 200F; �� Timing

Out[38]= 80.219, Null<

In[39]:= Abs@exact - resDefD

Out[39]= 0.´10-201

For  multidimensional  integrals,  or  in  cases  when  only  a  rough  integral  estimate  is  needed,  Monte  Carlo  methods  are  useful.

NIntegrate has both crude and adaptive Monte Carlo and quasi Monte Carlo strategies.

Here is a multidimensional integral done quickly with a Monte Carlo algorithm. 

In[19]:= X = Array@x, 30D;

NIntegrateB
1

Total�X
, Evaluate@Sequence �� Map@8ð, 0, 1< &, XDD,

Method ® "AdaptiveMonteCarlo", PrecisionGoal ® 3F

Out[20]= 0.0674103

Design

Features

The principal features of the NIntegrate framework are:

� Code reuse (common code base)

� Object orientation (method property specification and communication)

� Data hiding

� Separation of method initialization phase and runtime computation

� Hierarchical and reentrant numerical methods

� Type− and precision−dynamic methods

� User extensibility and prototyping through plug−in capabilities

�
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�

Specialized data structures

Strategies, rules, and preprocessors

NIntegrate strategies can be divided into two general groups: deterministic and Monte Carlo. Each group can be divided further into

adaptive, non−adaptive, and specialized strategies. Adaptive strategies try to improve the integral estimate by concentrating their efforts

around the problematic areas. Non−adaptive strategies try to improve the integral estimate just by increasing the number of sampling

points in the integration region. Specialized strategies are made for certain types of integrals (e.g., a product of an oscillatory and a non−

oscillatory function).

Strategies Deterministic Monte Carlo

adaptive "GlobalAdaptive" "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"

"LocalAdaptive" "AdaptiveQuasiMonteCarlo"

nonadaptive "DoubleExponential" "MonteCarlo"

"Trapezoidal"

specialized "DuffyCoordinates"

"Oscillatory"

"PrincipalValue"

NIntegrate built−in integration strategies.

The strategies "GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive" can have specifications of what integration rules to use.

Here is an example of "GlobalAdaptive" with an integration rule specification.

In[21]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

LogB
1

x
F, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", Method ® "ClenshawCurtisRule"<F

Out[21]= 4.

Both  "GlobalAdaptive"  and  "LocalAdaptive"  adaptive  strategies  can  be  used  with  one−dimensional  and  multidimensional

integration rules. 

 Rules

one−dimensional "BooleRule"

"ClenshawCurtisRule"

"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule"

"GaussKronrodRule"

"LobattoKronrodRule"

"LobattoPeanoRule"

"MultiPanelRule"

"NewtonCotesRule"

"PattersonRule"

"SimpsonThreeEightsRule"

"TrapezoidalRule"

multidimensional "CartesianRule"

"MultiDimensionalRule"

Built−in integration rules that can be used by "GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive".

The  capabilities  of  all  strategies  are  extended  through  integral  preprocessing.  The  preprocessors  can  be  seen  as  strategies  that

delegate integration to other strategies (preprocessors included). 
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Here is an example of the preprocessing of an integrand which is even with respect to each of its variables.

In[22]:= NIntegrateBBooleAx2 + y2 < 1E* 1 - x2 + y2 , 8x, -1, 1<,

8y, -1, 1<, Method -> 8"EvenOddSubdivision", Method ® "LocalAdaptive"<F

Out[22]= 1.0472

Here are the sampling points of the previous integration. If no preprocessing had been done, the plot would have been in the region 

@-1, 1D×@-1, 1D with a symmetry along both the x axis and the y axis. 

In[23]:= GraphicsB

:PointSize@0.005D, PointBReapBNIntegrateBBooleAx2 + y2 < 1E* 1 - x2 + y2 , 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<,

Method -> 8"EvenOddSubdivision", Method ® "LocalAdaptive"<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DFF@@

2, 1DDF>, Axes ® True, PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 8-1, 1<<F

Out[23]=

 preprocessors

"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision"

"EvenOddSubdivision"

"OscillatorySelection"

"UnitCubeRescaling"

NIntegrate preprocessors.

User extensibility

Built−in methods can be used as building blocks for the efficient construction of special−purpose integrators. User−defined integration

rules and strategies can also be added.

MORE ABOUT

� Numerical Evaluation & Precision

� Calculus

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Numerical Integration in Mathematica

� NIntegrate Integration Strategies

� NIntegrate Integration Rules

� NIntegrate References
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NIntegrate Integration Strategies

Introduction
An  integration  strategy  is  an  algorithm  that  attempts  to  compute  integral  estimates  that  satisfy  user−specified  precision  or  accuracy

goals.

An integration strategy prescribes how to manage and create new elements of a set of disjoint subregions of the initial integral region.

Each  subregion  might  have  its  own integrand  and  integration  rule  associated  with  it.  The  integral  estimate  is  the  sum of  the  integral

estimates of all subregions. Integration strategies use integration rules to compute the subregion integral estimates. An integration rule

samples the integrand with a set of points, called abscissas (or sampling points).

To improve an integral estimate the integrand should be sampled at additional points. There are two principal approaches: (i) adaptive

strategies try to identify the problematic integration areas and concentrate the computational efforts (i.e. sampling points) on them; (ii)

non−adaptive strategies increase the number of sampling points over the whole region in order to compute a higher degree integration

rule estimate that reuses the integrand evaluations of the former integral estimate.

Both approaches can use symbolic  preprocessing and variable  transformation or  sequence summation acceleration to  achieve faster

convergence. 

In the following integration NIntegrate’s symbolic piecewise preprocessor recognizes the integrand as a piecewise function; and the 

integration is done over regions for which x ³ 1 with the integrand 
1

x-1

 and regions for which x £ 1 with the integrand 
1

1-x

.

In[31]:= NIntegrateB
1

Abs@x - 1D

, 8x, 0, 2<F

Out[31]= 4.

Here is a plot of all sampling points used in the integration. The integrand is sampled at the x coordinates in the order of the y coordinates 

(in the plot). It can be seen that the sampling points are concentrated near the singularity point 1. The patterns formed by the sampling 
points at the upper part of the plot differ from the patterns of the lower part of the plot because a singularity handler is applied. 

In[10]:= points = ReapBNIntegrateB
1

Abs@x - 1D

, 8x, 0, 2<, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@xDFF@@2, 1DD;

Graphics@8PointSize@0.006D, Point �� N�Transpose@8points, Range@Length@pointsDD<D<,
PlotRange ® All, AspectRatio -> 1, Axes -> TrueD

Out[11]=
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The section  Adaptive  Strategies  gives  general  description  of  the  adaptive  strategies.  NIntegrate’s  default  (main)  strategy  is  global

adaptive  and  it  is  explained  in  the  section  Global  Adaptive  Strategy.  Complementary  to  it  is  NIntegrate’s  local  adaptive  strategy

explained in the section Local Adaptive Strategy. Both adaptive strategies use singularity handling mechanisms explained in the section

Singularity Handling. 

NIntegrate’s Monte Carlo strategies are explained in the sections Crude Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo Strategies and Global

Adaptive Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo Strategies.

NIntegrate’s strategies for special type of integrals (or integrands) are explained in the corresponding sections: Duffy’s coordinates

strategy, Oscillatory strategies, Cauchy principal value integration.

Here is a table with links to descriptions of NIntegrate’s built−in integration strategies.

strategies deterministic Monte Carlo

adaptive "GlobalAdaptive" "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"

"LocalAdaptive" "AdaptiveQuasiMonteCarlo"

non−adaptive "DoubleExponential" "MonteCarlo"

"Trapezoidal"

specialized "DuffyCoordinates"

"Oscillatory"

"PrincipalValue"

Adaptive Strategies
Adaptive strategies try to concentrate computational efforts where the integrand is discontinuous or has some other kind of singularity.

Adaptive  strategies  differ  by  the  way  they  partition  the  integration  region  into  disjoint  subregions.  The  integral  estimates  of  each

subregion contribute to the total integral estimate.

The  basic  assumption  for  the  adaptive  strategies  is  that  for  given  integration  rule  R  and  integrand  f ,  if  an  integration  region  V  is

partitioned into,  say,  two disjoint  subregions V1  and V2 ,  V = V1 Ü V2,  V1 Ý V2 = 0,  then the sum of  the integral  estimates of  R  over V1

and V2 is closer to the actual integral ÙV f â x, that is,

(1)ÙV f â x - RV H f L > ÙV f â x - RV1
H f L + RV2

H f L ,

and (1) will imply that the sum of the error estimates for RV1
H f L and RV2

H f L is smaller than the error estimate of RV H f L.

Hence an adaptive strategy has these components [MalcSimp75]:

(i) an integration rule to compute the integral and error estimates over a region;

(ii) a method for deciding which elements of a set of regions 8Vi<i=1
n  to partition/subdivide;

(iii) stopping criteria for deciding when to terminate the adaptive strategy algorithm. 

Global Adaptive Strategy
A  global  adaptive  strategy  reaches  the  required  precision  and  accuracy  goals  of  the  integral  estimate  by  recursive  bisection  of  the

subregion with the largest error estimate into two halves, and computes integral and error estimates for each half. 

The global adaptive algorithm for NIntegrate is specified with the Method option value "GlobalAdaptive".

In[32]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method -> "GlobalAdaptive"D

Out[32]= 2.
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option name default value

Method Automatic integration rule used to compute integral and error estimate 
over each subregions

"SingularityDepth" Automatic number of recursive bisections before applying a singularity 
handler

"SingularityHandler" Automatic singularity handler

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"GlobalAdaptive" options.

"GlobalAdaptive"  is  the  default  integration  strategy  of  NIntegrate.  It  is  used  for  both  one−dimensional  and  multidimensional

integration. "GlobalAdaptive" works with both Cartesian product rules and fully symmetric multidimensional rules.

"GlobalAdaptive" uses a data structure called a "heap" to keep the set of regions partially sorted, with the largest error region being

at  the  top  of  the  heap.  In  the  main  loop of  the  algorithm the  largest  error  region  is  bisected in  the  dimension  that  is  estimated to  be

responsible for most of its error.

It can be said that the algorithm produces the leaves of a binary tree, the nodes of which are the regions. The children of a node/region

are its subregions obtained after bisection.

After a bisection of a region and the subsequent integration over the new (sub)regions, new global integral and global error estimates

are computed, which are sums of the integral and error estimates of all regions that are leaves of the binary tree.

Each region has a record of how many bisections are made per dimension in order to produce it.  When a region has been produced

through too many bisections a singularity flattening algorithm is applied to it; see Singularity Handling.

"GlobalAdaptive" stops if the following expression is true:

(2)globalError £ globalIntegral 10-pg ê globalError £ 10-ag,

where pg and ag are precision and accuracy goals.

The strategy also stops when the number of recursive bisections of a region exceeds a certain number (see MinRecursion and MaxRe−

cursion), or when the global integration error oscillates too much (see "MaxErrorIncreases").

Theoretical and practical evidence show that the global adaptive strategies have in general better performance than the local adaptive

strategies [MalcSimp75][KrUeb98].

MinRecursion and MaxRecursion

The  minimal  and  maximal  depths  of  the  recursive  bisections  are  given  by  the  values  of  the  options  MinRecursion  and

MaxRecursion.

If  for  any  subregion  the  number  of  bisections  in  any  of  the  dimensions  is  greater  than  MaxRecursion  then  the  integration  by

"GlobalAdaptive" stops. 

Setting MinRecursion to a positive integer forces recursive bisection of the integration regions before the integrand is ever evaluated.

This can be done to ensure that a narrow spike in the integrand is not missed. (See Tricking the error estimator.)

For multidimensional integration an effort is made to bisect in each dimension for each level of recursion in MinRecursion.

"MaxErrorIncreases"

Since (1)  is  expected to  hold  in  "GlobalAdaptive"  the global  error  is  expected to  decrease after  the bisection of  the largest  error

region and the integration over its new parts. In other words the global error is expected to be more or less monotonically decreasing

with respect to the number of integration steps.

The  global  error  might  oscillate  due  to  phase  errors  of  the  integration  rules.  Still,  the  global  error  is  assumed  at  some  point  to  start

decreasing monotonically.
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Below are listed cases in which this assumption might become false.

(i) The actual integral is zero.

Zero integral.

In[3]:= NIntegrate@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Π<, MaxRecursion -> 100D

Out[3]= 0.

(ii) The specified working precision is not dense enough for the specified precision goal.

The working precision is not dense enough.

In[33]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, MaxRecursion ® 100, PrecisionGoal -> 17D �� InputForm

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::eincr :
The global error of the strategy GlobalAdaptive has increased more than 400

times. The global error is expected to decrease monotonically after
a number of integrand evaluations. Suspect one of the following: the
difference between the values of PrecisionGoal and WorkingPrecision is
too small; the integrand is highly oscillatory or it is not a HpiecewiseL
smooth function; or the true value of the integral is 0. Increasing the
value of the GlobalAdaptive option MaxErrorIncreases might lead to a
convergent numerical integration. NIntegrate obtained 2.0000000000000018‘
and 2.1241892251243344‘*^−16 for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[33]//InputForm= 2.0000000000000018

(iii)  The  integration  is  badly  conditioned  [KrUeb98].  For  example,  the  reason  might  be  that  the  integrand  is  defined  by  complicated

expressions  or  in  terms  of  approximate  solutions  of  mathematical  problems  (such  as  differential  equations  or  nonlinear  algebraic

equations).

The strategy "GlobalAdaptive" keeps track of the number of times the total error estimate has not decreased after the bisection of

the  region  with  the  largest  error  estimate.  When  that  number  becomes  bigger  than  the  value  of  the  "GlobalAdaptive"  option

"MaxErrorIncreases", the integration stops with a message (NIntegrate::eincr).

The default value of "MaxErrorIncreases" is 400 for one−dimensional integrals and 2000 for multidimensional integrals.

The following integration invokes the message NIntegrate::eincr, with the default value of "MaxErrorIncreases".

In[1]:= NIntegrateASinAx2 + xE, 8x, 0, 80 Pi<, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive", MaxRecursion ® 100E

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::eincr :
The global error of the strategy GlobalAdaptive has increased more than 400

times. The global error is expected to decrease monotonically after
a number of integrand evaluations. Suspect one of the following: the
difference between the values of PrecisionGoal and WorkingPrecision is
too small; the integrand is highly oscillatory or it is not a HpiecewiseL
smooth function; or the true value of the integral is 0. Increasing the
value of the GlobalAdaptive option MaxErrorIncreases might lead to a
convergent numerical integration. NIntegrate obtained 2.972314689667426‘
and 9.140875003915308‘ for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[1]= 0.
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Increasing "MaxErrorIncreases" silences the NIntegrate::eincr message.

In[2]:= res = NIntegrateASinAx2 + xE, 8x, 0, 80 Pi<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "MaxErrorIncreases" ® 10 000<, MaxRecursion ® 20E

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[2]= 0.533246

The result compares well with the exact value.

In[3]:= exact = IntegrateASinAx2 + xE, 8x, 0, 80 Pi<E;

Abs@res - exactD

Out[4]= 6.84008´10-13

Example implementation of a global adaptive strategy

This computes Gauss| Kronrod abscissas, weights, and error weights.

In[15]:= 8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@5, MachinePrecisionD;

This is a definition of a function that applies the integration rule with abscissas and weights computed to the function f  over the interval 

8a, b<.

In[16]:= IRuleEstimate@f_, 8a_, b_<D :=
Module@8integral, error<,
8integral, error< =
Hb - aL Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8Rescale@absc, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D, weights, errweights<D;
8integral, Abs@errorD<
D

This is a definition of a simple global adaptive algorithm that finds the integral of the function f  over the interval 8aArg, bArg< with 

relative error tol.

In[17]:= IStrategyGlobalAdaptive@f_, 8aArg_, bArg_<, tol_D :=

ModuleB8t, integral, error, regions, r1, r2, a = aArg, b = bArg, c<,

8integral, error< = IRuleEstimate@f, 8a, b<D;
H* boundaries, integral, error *L
regions = 888a, b<, integral, error<<;

WhileBerror >= tol*integral,

H* splitting of the region with the largest error *L

8a, b< = regionsP1, 1T; c =
a + b

2
;

H* integration of the left region *L
8integral, error< = IRuleEstimate@f, 8a, c<D;
r1 = 88a, c<, integral, error<;

H* integration of the right region *L
8integral, error< = IRuleEstimate@f, 8c, b<D;
r2 = 88c, b<, integral, error<;

H* sort the regions: the largest error one is the first *L
regions = Join@8r1, r2<, Rest@regionsDD;
regions = Sort@regions, ð1P3T > ð2P3T &D;

H* global integral and error *L
8integral, error< = Total@Map@Rest@ð1D &, regionsDD;

F;

integral

F;

This defines an integrand.

In[18]:= f@x_D := 1�Sqrt@xD
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The global adaptive strategy defined earlier gives the following result.

In[19]:= res = IStrategyGlobalAdaptiveAf, 80, 1<, 10-8E

Out[19]= 2.

Here is the exact result.

In[20]:= exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[20]= 2

The relative error is within the prescribed tolerance.

In[21]:= Abs@res - exactD�exact

Out[21]= 2.63409´10-9

Local Adaptive Strategy
In order to reach the required precision and accuracy goals of the integral estimate, a local adaptive strategy recursively partitions the

subregion into smaller disjoint subregions and computes integral and error estimates for each of them. 

The local adaptive algorithm for NIntegrate is specified with the Method option value "LocalAdaptive".

In[5]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method -> "LocalAdaptive"D

Out[5]= 2.

option name default value

Method Automatic integration rule used to compute integral and error estimates 
over the subregions

"SingularityDepth" Automatic number of recursive bisections before applying a singularity 
handler

"SingularityHandler" Automatic singularity handler

"Partitioning" Automatic how to partition the regions in order to improve their integral 
estimate

"InitialEstimateRelaxation" True attempts to adjust the magnitude of the initial integral 
estimate in order to avoid unnecessary computation

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"LocalAdaptive" options.

Like  "GlobalAdaptive",  "LocalAdaptive"  can  be  used  for  both  one−dimensional  and  multidimensional  integration.

"LocalAdaptive" works with both Cartesian product rules and fully symmetric multidimensional rules.

The  "LocalAdaptive"  strategy  has  an  initialization  routine  and  a  Recursive  Routine  (RR).  RR  produces  the  leaves  of  a  tree,  the

nodes of which are regions. The children of a node/region are subregions obtained by its partition. RR takes a region as an argument

and returns an integral estimate for it.

RR uses an integration rule to  compute integral  and error  estimates of  the region argument.  If  the error  estimate is  too big,  RR calls

itself  on  the  region’s  disjoint  subregions  obtained  by  partition.  The  sum  of  the  integral  estimates  returned  from  these  recursive  calls

becomes region’s integral estimate. 

RR makes the decision to  continue the recursion knowing only  the integral  and error  estimates of  the region at  which it  is  executed.

(This is why the strategy is called "local adaptive".)

The initialization routine computes an initial estimation of the integral over the initial regions. This initial integral estimate is used in the

stopping criteria of RR: if the error of a region is significant compared to the initial integral estimate then that region is partitioned into

disjoint regions and RR is called on them; if the error is insignificant the recursion stops.

The error estimate of a region, regionError, is considered insignificant if
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(3)initialIntegral + regionError == initialIntegral.

The stopping criteria  (3)  will  compute the integral  to  the working precision.  Since you want  to  compute the integral  estimate to  user−

specified precision and accuracy goals, the following stopping criteria is used:

(4)
integralEst = Min@initialIntegral 10-pg�eps, 10-ag�epsD;

integralEst + regionError == integralEst,

where eps is the smallest number such that 1 + eps ¹ 1 at the working precision, and pg and ag are the user−specified precision and

accuracy goals.

The recursive routine of "LocalAdaptive" stops the recursion if:

1. there are no numbers of the specified working precision between region’s boundaries;

2. the maximum recursion level is reached;

3. the error of the region is insignificant, i.e. the criteria (4) is true.

MinRecursion and MaxRecursion

The  options  MinRecursion  and  MaxRecursion  for  "LocalAdaptive"  have  the  same  meaning  and  functionality  as  they  do  for

"GlobalAdaptive". See MinRecursion and MaxRecursion.

"InitialEstimateRelaxation"

 After the first recursion is finished a better integral estimate, I2, will be available. That better estimate is compared to the two integral

estimates, I1  and I1 e  that the integration rule has used to give the integral estimate (I1) and the error estimate ( I1 - I1 e ) for the initial

step. If

Ρ =

I2 - I1

I2 - I1 e

< 1,

then the integral estimate integralEst in (4) can be increased~that is, the condition (4) is relaxed~with the formula

integralEst = integralEst �Ρ,

since Ρ < 1 means that the rule’s integral estimate is more accurate than what the rule’s error estimate predicts.

"Partitioning"

"LocalAdaptive" has the option "Partitioning" to specify how are partition the regions that do not satisfy (4). For one−dimen−

sional integrals, if "Partitioning" is set to Automatic , "LocalAdaptive" partitions a region between the sampling points of the

(rescaled)  integration  rule.  In  this  way,  if  the  integration  rule  is  of  closed  type,  every  integration  value  can  be  reused.  If

"Partitioning" is given a list of integers, 8p1, p2,¼, pn< with length n that equals the number of integral variables, each dimension i

of the integration region is divided into pi equal parts. If "Partitioning" is given an integer p, all dimensions are divided into p equal

parts.
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Consider the following function.

In[4]:= PlotB
1

10 J
1

2
- xN

2

+ 1

, 8x, 0, 1<F

Out[4]=

These are the sampling points used by "LocalAdaptive" with its automatic region partitioning. It can be seen on the picture that the 

sampling points of each recursion level are between the sampling points of the previous recursion level.

In[1]:= sampledPoints = ReapBNIntegrateB
1

10 J
1

2
- xN

2

+ 1

,

8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive"<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDFF@@2, 1DD;

ListPlot@Transpose@8sampledPoints, Range@Length@sampledPointsDD<DD

Out[2]=
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100

150

These are the sampling points used by "LocalAdaptive" integration which partitions the regions with large error into three subre−

gions. The patterns formed clearly show the three next recursion level subregions of each region of the first and second recursion levels. 

In[5]:= sampledPoints = ReapBNIntegrateB
1

10 J
1

2
- xN

2

+ 1

, 8x, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive", "Partitioning" ® 3<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDFF@@2, 1DD;

ListPlot@Transpose@8sampledPoints, Range@Length@sampledPointsDD<DD

Out[6]=
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Multidimensional example of using the "Partitioning" option. To make the plot, the sampling points of the first region to be 

integrated, @0, 1D´ @0, 1D, are removed.

In[7]:= sampledPoints = ReapANIntegrateAHx + yL6, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive", "Partitioning" ® 83, 4<<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DEE@@2, 1DD;

sampledPoints = Partition@sampledPoints, Length@sampledPointsD�H3*4 + 1LD;
sampledPoints = Flatten@Rest@sampledPointsD, 1D;
ListPlot@sampledPoints, AspectRatio ® 1, GridLines -> 8Range@3D�3, Range@4D�4<D

Out[10]=

Reuse of integrand values

With its default partitioning settings for one−dimensional integrals "LocalAdaptive" reuses the integrand values at the end points of

the sub−intervals that have integral and error estimates that do not satisfy (4).

Sampling points of the integration of Ù0
1
x6 â x by "LocalAdaptive". The variable rulePoints determines the number of points in the 

integration rule used by "LocalAdaptive".

In[13]:= rulePoints = 5;

sampledPoints = ReapANIntegrateAx6, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive",

"SymbolicProcessing" ® 0, Method ® 8"ClenshawCurtisRule", "Points" ® rulePoints<,

"SingularityHandler" ® None<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDEE@@2, 1DD;

Length@sampledPointsD
ListPlot@Transpose@8sampledPoints, Range@Length@sampledPointsDD<DD

Out[15]= 65

Out[16]=
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The percent of reused points in the integration.

In[17]:= totalRulePoints = 2 rulePoints - 1;
totalPoints = HtotalRulePoints - 1L totalRulePoints + totalRulePoints;
totalPoints - Length@sampledPointsD

totalPoints
�� N

Out[19]= 0.197531

Example implementation of a local adaptive strategy

This computes Clenshaw| Curtis abscissas, weights, and error weights.

In[33]:= 8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘ClenshawCurtisRuleData@6, MachinePrecisionD;
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This is a definition of a function that applies the integration rule with computed abscissas and weights computed above to the function f  

over the interval 8a, b<.

In[34]:= IRuleEstimate@f_, 8a_, b_<D :=
Module@8integral, error, scaledAbsc<,
scaledAbsc = Rescale@absc, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D;
8integral, error< =
Hb - aL Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8scaledAbsc, weights, errweights<D;
8integral, Abs@errorD, scaledAbsc<
D

This is definition of a simple local adaptive algorithm, that finds the integral of the function f  over the interval 8aArg, bArg< with relative 

error tol.

In[35]:= LocalAdaptiveRecurence@f_, 8a_, b_<, integralEst_D :=
Module@8regions, integral, error, scaledAbsc<,

8integral, error, scaledAbsc< = IRuleEstimate@f, 8a, b<D;

If@N@integralEst + errorD == N@integralEstD,
H* Stopping criteria is satisfied *L
integral,
H* ELSE call itself recursively *L
regions = Partition@scaledAbsc, 2, 1D;
Total@LocalAdaptiveRecurence@f, ð1, integralEstD & �� regionsD
D
D;

IStrategyLocalAdaptive@f_, 8aArg_, bArg_<, tol_D :=
Module@8integral, error, a = aArg, b = bArg, d = 1, dummy<,

If@a > b, 8a, b< = 8b, a<; d = -1D;

H* initial integral estimate *L
8integral, error, dummy< = IRuleEstimate@f, 8a, b<D;

d*LocalAdaptiveRecurence@f, 8a, b<, d*integral*tol�$MachineEpsilonD
D;

This defines a function.

In[37]:= f@x_D := Sqrt@xD*Sin@xD

The local adaptive strategy gives the result.

In[38]:= res = IStrategyLocalAdaptiveAf, 80, 8 Π<, 10-8E

Out[38]= -4.38857

This is the exact result.

In[39]:= exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 8 Π<D

Out[39]=

Π

2
H-4 + FresnelC@4DL

The relative error is within the prescribed tolerance.

In[40]:= Abs@res - exactD�exact

Out[40]= -2.03056´10
-11

"GlobalAdaptive" versus "LocalAdaptive"
In  general  the global  adaptive strategy has better  performance than the local  adaptive one.  In  some cases though the local  adaptive

strategy is more robust and/or gives better performance. 

There are two main differences between "GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive":

1.  "GlobalAdaptive"  stops  when the sum of  the  errors  of  all  regions satisfies  the  precision  goal,  while  "LocalAdaptive"  stops

when the error of each region is small enough compared to an estimate of the integral. 

2.  To improve the integral  estimate "GlobalAdaptive"  bisects the region with largest error,  while "LocalAdaptive"  partitions all

regions the error for which is not small enough. 
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For multidimensional integrals "GlobalAdaptive" is much faster because "LocalAdaptive" does partitioning along each axis, so

the number of regions can explode combinatorically.

Why and how global adaptive strategy is faster for one−dimensional smooth integrands is proved (and explained) in [MalcSimp75].

When "LocalAdaptive"  is  faster and with better performance than "GlobalAdaptive",  it  is  because the precision goal  stopping

criteria  and  partitioning  strategy  of  "LocalAdaptive"  are  more  suited  for  integrand’s  nature.  Another  factor  is  the  ability  of

"LocalAdaptive"  to reuse the integral  values of all  points already sampled. "GlobalAdaptive"  has the ability to reuse very few

integral values. (At most 3 per rule application, 0 for the default one−dimensional rule, the Gauss| Kronrod rule.)

The following subsection demonstrates the performance differences between "GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive".

"GlobalAdaptive" is generally better than "LocalAdaptive"

The table that follows, with timing ratios and numbers of integrand evaluations, demonstrates that "GlobalAdaptive"  is better than

"LocalAdaptive" for the most common cases. All integrals considered are one−dimensional over @0, 1D, because (i) for multidimen−

sional integrals the performance differences should be expected to deepen, since "LocalAdaptive" partitions the regions along each

axis, and (ii) one−dimensional integrals over different ranges can be rescaled to be over @0, 1D.

Definitions of functions, precision goals, number of integrations, integration rule. The variable integrationRule can be changed in 

order to make the profiling runs below with the same integration rule. The last function is derived from ã-x sinHxL by the variable change 

x ® -1 +
1

1-x
 that transforms @0, 1L into @0,¥L.

In[70]:= funcs = : x ,
1

x

,
Sin@200 xD

x

, Log@xD, x26,
1

104 J
1

2
- xN

2

+ 1

, -

ã

1-
1

1-x SinB1 -
1

1-x
F

H1 - xL2
>;

precs = 86, 8, 10, 12, 14<;
n = 10; H* number of integrations to determine the timing *L
integrationRule = Automatic;

In[74]:= FRangesToCube@88x, 0, ¥<<D

Out[74]= 99x ® -1 +
1

1 - x
=,

1

H1 - xL2
=

Exact integral values. All integrals are over @0, 1D.

In[75]:= exactvals = Integrate@ð, 8x, 0, 1<D & �� funcs;

"GlobalAdaptive" timings.

In[76]:= gatimings =
Map@First�Timing@Do@NIntegrate@ð@@1DD, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® ð@@2DD, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive",

"SymbolicProcessing" ® 0, Method ® integrationRule, "SingularityHandler" ® None<,
MaxRecursion ® 200D, 8n<DD &, Outer@List, funcs, precs, 1D, 82<D;

"LocalAdaptive" timings.

In[77]:= latimings =
Map@First�Timing@Do@NIntegrate@ð@@1DD, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® ð@@2DD, Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive",

"SymbolicProcessing" ® 0, Method ® integrationRule, "SingularityHandler" ® None<,
MaxRecursion ® 200D, 8n<DD &, Outer@List, funcs, precs, 1D, 82<D;

"GlobalAdaptive" function evaluations.

In[78]:= ganfevals =
Map@Hk = 0; res = NIntegrate@ð@@1, 1DD, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® ð@@2DD, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive",

"SymbolicProcessing" ® 0, Method ® integrationRule, "SingularityHandler" ® None<,
MaxRecursion ® 200, EvaluationMonitor ¦ k++D; 8k, Abs@res - ð@@1, 2DDD�Abs@ð@@1, 2DDD<L &,

Outer@List, Transpose@8funcs, exactvals<D, precs, 1D, 82<D;

"LocalAdaptive" function evaluations.

In[79]:= lanfevals =
Map@Hk = 0; res = NIntegrate@ð@@1, 1DD, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® ð@@2DD, Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive",

"SymbolicProcessing" ® 0, Method ® integrationRule, "SingularityHandler" ® None<,
MaxRecursion ® 200, EvaluationMonitor ¦ k++D; 8k, Abs@res - ð@@1, 2DDD�Abs@ð@@1, 2DDD<L &,

Outer@List, Transpose@8funcs, exactvals<D, precs, 1D, 82<D;
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Table with the timing ratios and integrand evaluations.

Out[80]=
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Table with the errors of the integrations. Both "GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive" reach the required precision goals.

Out[81]=

functions precision goals GlobalAdaptive
relative errors

LocalAdaptive
relative errors

x 6

8

10

12

14

3.59747´10-8

5.62106´10-10

3.10635´10-12

1.81521´10-14

9.99201´10-16

1.82143´10-8

1.35204´10-10

1.00403´10-12

7.49401´10-15

1.66533´10-16

1

x

6

8

10

12

14

4.76822´10-7

2.63409´10-9

1.02884´10-11

5.56222´10-14

1.11022´10-15

2.16468´10-7

1.60735´10-9

1.19349´10-11

4.52083´10-13

3.21965´10-15

Sin@200 xD

x

6

8

10

12

14

1.35856´10-8

7.50499´10-11

1.46188´10-13

6.11798´10-15

8.04997´10-16

1.55299´10-9

1.13674´10-11

8.51687´10-14

1.288´10-15

1.77099´10-15

Log@xD 6

8

10

12

14

9.6888´10-8

7.56936´10-10

5.91283´10-12

2.23155´10-14

6.66134´10-16

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

x26 6

8

10

12

14

5.80785´10-15

5.6205´10-15

1.31145´10-15

1.31145´10-15

1.31145´10-15

1.90696´10-11

4.68375´10-14

0.

0.

0.

1

1+10000 K
1

2
-xO

2
6

8

10

12

14

1.78976´10-15

1.90162´10-15

1.34232´10-15

1.34232´10-15

1.45418´10-15

5.1618´10-11

7.94206´10-14

2.2372´10-16

1.1186´10-16

2.2372´10-16

-

ã

1-
1

1-x SinB1-
1

1-x
F

H1-xL
2

6

8

10

12

14

1.24141´10-10

1.77636´10-15

1.77636´10-15

1.77636´10-15

1.11022´10-15

1.47526´10-12

1.83453´10-12

1.8463´10-12

0.

0.

Singularity Handling
NIntegrate’s  adaptive  strategies  speed  up  their  convergence  through  variable  transformations  at  the  integration  region  boundaries

and  user−specified  singular  points  or  manifolds.  NIntegrate’s  adaptive  strategies  also  ignore  the  integrand  evaluation  results  at

singular points.

Singularity specification is discussed in User specified singularities.

For multidimensional singularity handling with variable transformations should be used with caution; see IMT multidimensional singular−

ity  handling.  Coordinate  change  for  a  multidimensional  integral  can  simplify  or  eliminate  singularities;  see  Duffy’s  coordinates  for

multidimensional singularity handling.

For details about how NIntegrate ignores singularities see Ignoring the singularity.

The computation of Cauchy principle value integrals is described in Cauchy principal value integration.
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User−specified singularities

Point singularities

If it is known where the singularities occur, they can be specified in the ranges of integration, or through the option Exclusions.

Here is an example of an integral that has two singular points at 
Π

6
 and 

Π

3
.

In[58]:= NIntegrateB
1

Jx -
Π

6
N

1

Jx -
Π

3
N

, :x, 0,
Π

6
,
Π

3
,
Π

2
>F

Out[58]= 3.87444´10-8 - 3.14159 ä

Here is an example of a two−dimensional integral with a singular point at H1, 1L.

In[59]:= NIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2 + H1 - yL2E, 8x, 0, 1, 2<, 8y, 0, 1, 2<E

Out[59]= -2.94423

Here is an example of an integral that has two singular points at 
Π

6
 and 

Π

3
 specified with the Exclusions option.

In[60]:= NIntegrateB
1

Jx -
Π

6
N

1

Jx -
Π

3
N

, :x, 0,
Π

2
>, Exclusions ® :

Π

6
,
Π

3
>F

Out[60]= 3.87444´10-8 - 3.14159 ä

Here is an example of a two−dimensional integral with a singular point at H1, 1L specified with the Exclusions option.

In[61]:= NIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2 + H1 - yL2E, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<, Exclusions ® 881, 1<<E

Out[61]= -2.94423

Curve, surface, and hypersurface singularities

Singularities over curves, surfaces, or hypersurfaces in general can be specified through the option Exclusions with their equations.

Such singularities, generally, cannot be specified using NIntegrate’s variable ranges. 

This two−dimensional function is singular along the curve x2 + y2 = 1.

In[62]:= Plot3DALog@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<, Exclusions ® x2 + y2 � 1E

Out[62]=

Using Exclusions the integral is quickly calculated.

In[12]:= NIntegrateALog@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<, Exclusions ® x2 + y2 � 1E �� Timing

Out[12]= 80.33295, 1.28132<
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NIntegrate will reach convergence much more slowly if no singularity specification is given.

In[35]:= NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<D �� Timing

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::eincr :
The global error of the strategy GlobalAdaptive has increased more than 2000

times. The global error is expected to decrease monotonically after
a number of integrand evaluations. Suspect one of the following: the
working precision is insufficient for the specified precision goal;
the integrand is highly oscillatory or it is not a HpiecewiseL smooth
function; or the true value of the integral is 0. Increasing the
value of the GlobalAdaptive option MaxErrorIncreases might lead to a
convergent numerical integration. NIntegrate obtained 1.2814579311938816‘
and 0.0003423677128377028‘ for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[35]= 81.43478, 1.28146<

Here is an example of a case in which a singular curve can be specified with the variable ranges. If x Î @0, 2D and y Î @0, 2D this would not 

be possible~see the following example.

In[10]:= NIntegrateBLog@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D, 8x, 0, 1<, :y, 0, 1 - x2 , 1>F

Out[10]= -2.33614

Example implementation of curve, surface, and hypersurface singularity handling

If  the  curve,  surface,  or  hypersurface  on  which  the  singularities  occur  is  known  in  implicit  form  (i.e.  it  can  be  described  as  a  single

equation)  the  function  Boole  can  be  used  to  form  integration  regions  that  have  the  singular  curves,  surfaces,  or  hypersurfaces  as

boundaries. 

This two−dimensional function has singular points along the curve x2 + y2 = 1.

In[66]:= Plot3DALog@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<, Exclusions ® x2 + y2 � 1E

Out[66]=

Using Boole the integral is calculated quickly.

In[9]:= NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D*Boole@x^2 + y^2 < 1D, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<D +
NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx^2 + y^2LL^2D*Boole@x^2 + y^2 > 1D, 8x, 0, 2<, 8y, 0, 2<D �� Timing

Out[9]= 80.295955, 1.28132<

This two−dimensional function has singular points along the curve x + H1 - yL2 = 1.

In[68]:= Plot3DBLogBI1 - Ix + H1 - yL2MM
2
F, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -1, 3<, Exclusions ® x + H1 - yL2 � 1F

Out[68]=
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Again, using Boole the integral is calculated quickly.

In[8]:= NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx + H1 - yL^2LL^2D*Boole@x + H1 - yL^2 < 1D, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -1, 3<, PrecisionGoal ® 4D +
NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx + H1 - yL^2LL^2D*Boole@x + H1 - yL^2 > 1D,
8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -1, 3<, PrecisionGoal ® 4D �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.432933, -2.22243<

This is how the sampling points of the integration look. 

In[6]:= gr1 = 8Red,
Point �� N�Reap@NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx + H1 - yL^2LL^2D*Boole@x + H1 - yL^2 < 1D, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -1, 3<,

PrecisionGoal ® 4, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD<;
gr2 = 8Blue, Point �� N�Reap@NIntegrate@Log@H1 - Hx + H1 - yL^2LL^2D*Boole@x + H1 - yL^2 > 1D,

8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -1, 3<, PrecisionGoal ® 4, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD<;
Graphics@8PointSize@0.006D, gr1, gr2<, Axes ® True, AxesOrigin ® 8-2, -1<D

Out[7]=

Here is a function that takes a singular curve, surface, or hypersurface specification and uses the function Boole to make integration 

regions that have the singularities on their boundaries. 

In[1]:= SingularManifoldNIntegrate@f_, ranges___, Equal@eq_, n_?NumericQD, opts___D :=
NIntegrate@f*Boole@eq < nD, ranges, optsD + NIntegrate@f*Boole@eq > nD, ranges, optsD

This defines a three−dimensional function.

In[2]:= f@x_, y_, z_D := Log@HH1 - Hx + H1 - yL^2 + H1 - zL^2LLL^2D;

Here is the integral of a three−dimensional function with singular points along the surface x + H1 - yL2 + H1 - zL2 = 1. 

In[3]:= SingularManifoldNIntegrate@f@x, y, zD, 8x, -2, 2<,
8y, -1, 3<, 8z, -1, 1<, x + H1 - yL^2 + H1 - zL^2 � 1, PrecisionGoal ® 3D

Out[3]= 21.7471 - 4.892636912996955´10-339 ä
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These are the sampling points of the integration. 

In[4]:= gr1 = 8Red,
Point@Re@ðDD & �� Reap@NIntegrate@f@x, y, zD*Boole@x + H1 - yL^2 + H1 - zL^2 < 1D, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -1, 3<,

8z, -1, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® 3, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y, z<DDD@@2, 1DD<;
gr2 = 8Blue, Point@Re@ðDD & �� Reap@NIntegrate@f@x, y, zD*Boole@x + H1 - yL^2 + H1 - zL^2 > 1D, 8x, -2, 2<,

8y, -1, 3<, 8z, -1, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® 3, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y, z<DDD@@2, 1DD<;
Graphics3D@8PointSize@0.006D, gr1, gr2<, Axes -> TrueD

Out[5]=

"SingularityHandler" and "SingularityDepth"

Adaptive  strategies  improve the integral  estimate  by  region bisection.  If  an  adaptive  strategy subregion is  obtained by  the number  of

bisections specified by the option "SingularityDepth", it is decided that subregion has a singularity. Then the integration over that

subregion is done with the singularity handler specified by "SingularityHandler".

option name default value

"SingularityDepth" Automatic number of recursive bisections before applying a singularity 
handler

"SingularityHandler" Automatic singularity handler

"GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive" singularity handling options.

If  there  is  an  integrable  singularity  at  the  boundary  of  a  given  region  of  integration,  bisection  could  easily  recur  to  MaxRecursion

before  convergence  occurs.  To  deal  with  these  situations  NIntegrate’s  adaptive  strategies  use  variable  transformations  (IMT,

"DoubleExponential",  SidiSin),  to  speed up the integration convergence,  or  a  region transformation (Duffy’s  coordinates)  that

relaxes the order of the singularity. The theoretical background of the variable transformation singularity handlers is given by the Euler−

Maclaurin formula [DavRab84].

Use of the IMT variable transformation

The IMT variable transformation is the variable transformation in a quadrature method proposed by Iri, Moriguti, and Takasawa, called

in the literature the IMT rule [DavRab84][IriMorTak70]. The IMT rule is based upon the idea of transforming the independent variable in

such a way that all derivatives of the new integrand vanish at the end points of the integration interval. A trapezoidal rule is then applied

to the new integrand and under proper conditions high accuracy of the result might be attained [IriMorTak70][Mori74]. 

Here is a numerical integration that uses the IMT variable transformation for singularity handling.

In[13]:= NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@1 - xD
, 8x, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® 8IMT, "TuningParameters" ® 810, 2<<<F

Out[13]= 2.
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option name default value

"TuningParameters" 10 a pair of numbers 8a, p< that are the tuning parameters in 

the IMT transformation formula a ã
1-

1

tp ; if only a number a is 
given, it is interpreted as 8a, 1<

IMT singularity handler options.

Adaptive  strategies  of  NIntegrate  employ  only  the  transformation  of  the  IMT  rule.  With  the  decision  that  a  region  might  have  a

singularity, the IMT transformation is applied to its integrand. The integration continues, though, not with a trapezoidal rule, but with the

same  integration  rule  used  before  the  transformation.  (Singularity  handling  with  "DoubleExponential"  switches  to  trapezoidal

integration rule.)

Also, adaptive strategies of NIntegrate use a variant of the original IMT transformation, with the transformed integrand vanishing only

at one of the ends.

NIntegrate’s IMT transformation ja,pHtL : H0, 1D ® H0, 1D, a > 0, p > 0, is defined.

In[14]:= j@a_, p_, t_D := a ExpB1 -
1

tp
F;

j@t_D := j@1, 1, tD

The parameters a and p are called tuning parameters [MurIri82]. 

The limit of the derivative of the IMT transformation is 0.

In[16]:= Limit@D@j@a, p, tD, tD, t ® 0, Assumptions ® 8a > 0, p > 0<D

Out[16]= 0

Here is the plot of the IMT transformation.

In[17]:= Plot@j@tD, 8t, 0, 1<, AxesOrigin -> 80, -0.02<, PlotRange ® All, AspectRatio ® AutomaticD

Out[17]=

From  the  graph  above  follows  that  the  transformed  sampling  points  are  much  denser  around  0.  This  means  that  if  the  integrand  is

singular at 0 it will be sampled more effectively, since a larger part of the integration rule sampling points will contribute large integrand

values to the integration rule’s integral estimate.

Since  for  any  given  working  precision  the  numbers  around  0  are  much  denser  than  the  numbers  around  1,  after  a  region  bisection

NIntegrate’s  adaptive strategies reverse the bisection variable of  the subregion that has the right end of the bisected interval.  This

can be seen from the following plot.
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In[18]:= pnts = ReapBNIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® 8IMT, "TuningParameters" ® 1<<,

PrecisionGoal ® 2, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDFFP2, 1T;

ListPlot@Transpose@8pnts, Range@Length@pntsDD<DD

Out[19]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

20

40

60

80

100

No other singularity handler is applied to the subregions of a region to which the IMT variable transformation has been applied.

IMT transformation by example

Consider the function 
1

x
 over H0, 1D that has a singularity at 0.

In[29]:= f@x_D := 1�Sqrt@xD

In[30]:= Plot@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[30]=

Assume  the  integration  is  done  with  "GlobalAdaptive",  with  singularity  handler  IMT  and  singularity  depth  4.  After  4  bisections

"GlobalAdaptive" will have a region with boundaries 80, 1 �16< that contains the singular end point. For that region the IMT variable

transformation will change its boundaries to 80, 1< and its integrand to the following.

In[31]:= 8a, b< = 80, 1�16<;
f@Rescale@j@tD, 80, 1<, 8a, b<DD D@Rescale@j@tD, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D, tD

Out[32]=

ã

1-
1

t

4 t2

Here is the plot of the new integrand.

In[33]:= 8a, b< = 80, 1�16<;
Plot@f@Rescale@j@tD, 80, 1<, 8a, b<DD D@Rescale@j@tD, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D, tD �� Evaluate,
8t, 0, 1<, AxesOrigin -> 80, -0.02<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[34]=
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The singularity is smashed!

Some of the sampling points,  though, become too close to the singular end, and therefore special  care should be taken for sampling

points that coincide with the singular point because of the IMT transformation. NIntegrate ignores evaluations at singular points; see

Ignoring the singularity.

For example, consider sampling points and weights of the Gauss| Kronrod rule.

In[35]:= 8absc, weights, errweight< = NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@5, MachinePrecisionD;

The Gauss| Kronrod sampling points for the region 80, 1 �16< and the derivatives of the rescaling follow.

In[36]:= abscGK = RescaleBð1, 80, 1<, :0,
1

16
>F & �� absc

Out[36]= 80.000497332, 0.00293188, 0.00768229, 0.0144228, 0.0225115, 0.03125, 0.0399885, 0.0480772, 0.0548177, 0.0595681

In[37]:= derivativesGK = DBRescaleBt, 80, 1<, :0,
1

16
>F, tF �. t ® ð & �� absc

Out[37]= 9
1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
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1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
,

1

16
=

Here is the integral estimate.

In[38]:= Hf@abscGKD derivativesGKL.weights

Out[38]= 0.484375

With the IMT transformation, these are the sampling points and derivatives.

In[39]:= abscGKIMT =

RescaleBj@ð1D, 80, 1<, :0,
1

16
>F & �� NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@5, MachinePrecisionD@@1DD

Out[39]= 94.48942´10
-56, 9.37893´10-11, 0.0000497657, 0.00222946, 0.0105784, 0.0229925, 0.0355954, 0.0463014, 0.0543271

In[40]:= derivativesGKIMT = DBRescaleBj@tD, 80, 1<, :0,
1

16
>F, tF �. t ® ð & ��

NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@5, MachinePrecisionD@@1DD

Out[40]= 97.09017´10
-52, 4.26208´10-8, 0.00329389, 0.0418657, 0.0815397, 0.0919699, 0.0869529, 0.0782486, 0.0706212,

Here is the integral estimate with the IMT transformation.

In[41]:= Hf@abscGKIMTD derivativesGKIMTL.weights

Out[41]= 0.500562

The estimate calculated with the IMT variable transformation is much closer to the exact value.

In[42]:= IntegrateB
1

x

, :x, 0,
1

16
>F

Out[42]=

1

2

Use of double−exponential quadrature

When adaptive strategies use the IMT variable transformation they do not change the integration rule on the IMT−transformed regions.

In contrast to this you can both use a variable transformation and a different integration rule on the regions considered to have singular−

ity. (This is more in the spirit of the IMT rule [DavRab84].) Exactly that happens when double−exponential quadrature is used~double−

exponential quadrature uses the trapezoidal rule.

NIntegrate can use double−exponential quadrature for singularity handling only for one−dimensional integration.
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Here is a numerical integration that uses double−exponential quadrature for singularity handling.

In[103]:= NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@1 - xD
, 8x, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® "DoubleExponential"<F

Out[103]= 2.

IMT versus "DoubleExponential" versus no singularity handling for one−dimensional integrals

Both singularity handlers (IMT and "DoubleExponential") are applied to regions that are obtained through too many bisections (as

specified by "SingularityDepth"). 

The main difference between them is that IMT does not change the integration rule used to compute integral estimates on the region it

is applied to~IMT is only a variable transformation. On the other hand, "DoubleExponential" uses both variable transformation and

a  different  integration  rule~the  trapezoidal  rule~to  compute  integral  estimates  on  the  region  it  is  applied  to.  In  other  words,  the

singularity  handler  "DoubleExponential"  delegates the integration to  the double−exponential  quadrature as described in  Double−

Exponential Strategy.

As a consequence,  a region to which the IMT  singularity  handler  is  applied to is  still  going to be subject  to bisection by the adaptive

integration strategy. Therefore, until the precision goal is reached the integrand evaluations done before the last bisection will be thrown

away.  On  the  other  hand,  a  region  to  which  the  "DoubleExponential"  singularity  handler  is  applied  will  not  be  bisected.  The

trapezoidal rule quadrature used by "DoubleExponential" will compute integral estimates over the region with increasing number of

sampling points at each step, completely reusing the integrand evaluations of the sampling points from the previous steps.

So, if  the integrand is "very" analytic (i.e. no rapid or sudden changes of the integrand and its derivatives wrt the integration variable)

over the regions with end point singularity, the "DoubleExponential"  singularity handler is going to be (much) faster than the IMT

singularity handler. In the cases that the integrand is not analytic in the region given to the "DoubleExponential" singularity handler,

or the double transformation of the integrand converges too slowly, it is better to switch to the IMT singularity handler. This is done if the

option "SingularityHandler" is set to Automatic .

Following are tables that compare the IMT, "DoubleExponential", and Automatic  singularity handlers applied at different depths

of bisection.

This loads a package that defines the profiling function NIntegrateProfile that gives the number of sampling points and the time 

needed by a numerical integration command.

In[17]:= Needs@"Integration‘NIntegrateUtilities‘"D;

Table for a "very" analytical integrand 
1

x
 that the "DoubleExponential" singularity handler easily computes.

Out[36]//TableForm=
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Table for an integrand, 
70

104 Jx-
1

32
N
2

+

1

16

, that does not have a singularity and has a nearly discontinuous derivative. (I.e. it is not "very" 

analytical.) The Automatic  singularity handler starts with "DoubleExponential" and then switches to IMT.

Out[40]//TableForm=

A table for an integrand, 
x+

1

-1+Log@xD

x Log@xD
, for which the Automatic  singularity handler starts with "DoubleExponential" and then 

switches to IMT.
Out[44]//TableForm=

IMT multidimensional singularity handling

When used  for  multidimensional  integrals,  the  IMT singularity  handler  speeds  up  the  integration  process  only  when  the  singularity  is

along  one  of  the  axes.  When  the  singularity  is  at  a  corner  of  the  integration  region,  using  IMT  is  counterproductive.  The  function

NIntegrateProfile defined earlier is used in the following examples.

The number of integrand evaluations and timings for an integrand that has a singularity only along the x axis. The default, automatic, 

singularity handler chooses to apply IMT to regions obtained after the default, four, bisections. 

In[19]:= NIntegrateProfile�NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@xD
+ y, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<F

Out[19]= 8IntegralEstimate ® 2.500000004270092, Evaluations ® 442, Timing ® 0.025<

The number of integrand evaluations and timings for an integrand that has a singularity only along the x axis with no singularity handler 

application.

In[20]:= NIntegrateProfile�NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@xD
+ y, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® None<, MaxRecursion ® 30F

Out[20]= 8IntegralEstimate ® 2.4999994380778543, Evaluations ® 1445, Timing ® 0.0231<

The number of integrand evaluations and timings for an integrand that has a singularity at a corner of the integration region. The default, 
automatic, singularity handler chooses to apply the singularity handler DuffyCoordinates to regions obtained after the default, four, 
bisections. 

In[21]:= NIntegrateProfile�NIntegrateB
1

SqrtAx2 + y2E

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<F

Out[21]= 8IntegralEstimate ® 1.7627471522176814, Evaluations ® 2006, Timing ® 0.038<
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The number of integrand evaluations and timings for an integrand that has a singularity at a corner of the integration region. IMT is applied 
to regions obtained after the default, four, bisections. 

In[22]:= NIntegrateProfile�NIntegrateB
1

SqrtAx2 + y2E

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® "IMT"<, MaxRecursion ® 30F

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

General::stop : Further output of
NIntegrate::slwcon will be suppressed during this calculation. �

Out[22]= 8IntegralEstimate ® 1.762747132592934, Evaluations ® 7004, Timing ® 0.0941<

The number of integrand evaluations and timings for an integrand that has a singularity at a corner of the integration region with no 
singularity handler application.

In[23]:= NIntegrateProfile�NIntegrateB
1

SqrtAx2 + y2E

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® None<, MaxRecursion ® 30F

Out[23]= 8IntegralEstimate ® 1.7627469943973395, Evaluations ® 3791, Timing ® 0.0451<

Duffy’s coordinates for multidimensional singularity handling

Duffy’s coordinates is  a technique that  transforms an integrand over a square,  cube, or  hypercube with a singular  point  in one of  the

corners into an integrand with a singularity over a line, which might be easier to integrate.

The following integration uses Duffy’s coordinates.

In[63]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2

, 8y, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® "DuffyCoordinates"<F �� Timing

Out[63]= 80.017997, 1.76275<

The following integration does not use Duffy’s coordinates.

In[62]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2

, 8y, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" -> None<, MaxRecursion -> 20F �� Timing

Out[62]= 80.038994, 1.76275<

NIntegrate’s strategies "GlobalAdaptive" and "LocalAdaptive" apply the Duffy’s coordinates technique only at the corners of

the integration region.

When  the  singularity  of  a  multidimensional  integral  occurs  at  a  point,  the  coupling  of  the  variables  will  make  the  singularity  variable

transformations  used  in  one−dimensional  integration  counterproductive.  A  variable  transformation  that  has  a  geometrical  nature,

proposed by Duffy in [Duffy82], makes a change of variables that replaces a point singularity at a corner of the integration region with a

"softer" one on a plane. 
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If  d  is  the dimension of  integration and r = x1
2
+ x2

2
+ ¼ + xd

2,  then Duffy’s  coordinates is  a  suitable  technique for  singularities  of  the

following type (see again [Duffy82]):

1. rΑ, rΑ ln r, Α > -d ;

2. x1
Α1 x2

Α2¼xd
Αd rΒ, Αi > -1, i Î @1, dD, ÚΑi + Β > -d ;

3. Ic1 x1
Β
+ c2 x2

Β
+ ¼ + cd xd

ΒM
Α

, Β > 0, Α Β > -d, ci > 0, i Î @1, dD.

For example, consider the integral

à
0

1

à
0

x 1

4 x2 + y2

â x â y.

If the integration region H0, 1D´ H0, xD is changed to H0, 1D´ H0, 1D with the rule y ® x y the Jacobian of which is x, the integral becomes

(5)
Ù0
1
Ù0
x 1

4 x2+y2
â x â y � Ù0

1
Ù0
1 x

4 x2+Ix yM
2

â x â y � Ù0
1
Ù0
1 1

y2+4

â x â y.

The last integral has no singularities at all!

Now consider the integral

(6)Ù0
1
Ù0
1 1

4 x2+y2
â x â y,

which is equivalent to the sum

à
0

1

à
0

x 1

4 x2 + y2

â x â y + à
0

1

à
x

1 1

4 x2 + y2

â x â y.

The  first  integral  of  that  sum  is  transformed  as  in  (5);  for  the  second  one,  though,  the  change  of  H0, 1D´ H1, xD  into  H0, 1D´ H0, 1D  by

y ® x + H1 - xL y  has  the  Jacobian  1 - x,  which  will  not  bring  the  desired  cancellation  of  terms.  Fortunately,  a  change  of  the  order  of

integration:

à
0

1

à
x

1 1

4 x2 + y2

â x â y � à
0

1

à
0

y 1

4 x2 + y2

â y â x,

makes the second integral amenable for the transformation in (5): 

(7)
Ù0
1
Ù0
y 1

4 x2+y2
â y â x � Ù0

1
Ù0
x 1

4 y2+x2
â x â y � Ù0

1
Ù0
1 x

4 Ix yM
2
+x2

â x â y � Ù0
1
Ù0
1 1

1+4 y2
â x â y.

(In the second integral in the equation (3) the variables were permuted, which is not necessary to prove the mathematical equivalence,

but it pays off when computing the integrals.) 

So the integral (6) can be rewritten as an integral with no singularities:

à
0

1

à
0

1 1

4 x2 + y2

â x â y � à
0

1

à
0

1 1

y2 + 4

+

1

1 + 4 y2

â x â y.

If the integration variables were not permuted in (7), the integral (6) is going to be rewritten as
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à
0

1

à
0

1 1

4 x2 + y2

â x â y � à
0

1

à
0

1 1

y2 + 4

+

1

1 + 4 x2

â x â y.

That is a more complicated integral, as its integrand is not simple along both axes. Subsequently it is harder to compute than the former

one.

Here is the number of sampling points for the simpler integral.

In[58]:= ReapBNIntegrateB
1

y2 + 4

+

1

1 + 4 y2

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

PrecisionGoal ® 8, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y<DFF@@2, 1DD �� Length

Out[58]= 187

Here is the number of sampling points for the more complicated integral.

In[59]:= ReapBNIntegrateB
1

y2 + 4

+

1

1 + 4 x2

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

PrecisionGoal ® 8, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y<DFF@@2, 1DD �� Length

Out[59]= 323

NIntegrate  uses  a  generalization  to  arbitrary  dimension  of  the  technique  in  the  example  above.  (In  [Duffy82]  third  dimension  is

described only.) An example implementation together with the generalization description are given below.

Here is a table that compares the different singularity handlings for Ù0
1
Ù0
1 1

x2+y2
â x â y. (The profiling function NIntegrateProfile 

defined earlier is used.)
Out[75]=

Duffy’s coordinates strategy

When Duffy’s coordinates are applicable, a numerical integration result  is obtained faster if  Duffy’s coordinate change is made before

the actual  integration begins.  Making the transformation beforehand, though, requires knowledge at  which corner(s)  of  the integration

region the singularities occur. NIntegrate’s "DuffyCoordinates" strategy facilitates such pre−integration transformation. 

Here is an example with an integrand that has singularities at two different corners of its integration region.

In[84]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2

+

1

x + H1 - yL

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"DuffyCoordinates", "Corners" ® 880, 0<, 80, 1<<<F

Out[84]= 2.86732
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option name default value

Method 8"GlobalAdaptive",

"SingularityDepth"->¥<

the strategy with which the integration will be made after 
applying Duffy’s coordinates transformation

"Corners" All a vector or a list of vectors that specify the corner(s) to apply 
the Duffy’s coordinates tranformation; the elements of the 
vectors are either 0 or 1; each vector length equals the 
dimension of the integral

"DuffyCoordinates" options.

The first  thing "DuffyCoordinates"  does is  to rescale the integral  into one that  is  over the unit  hypercube (or  square,  or  cube).  If

only one corner is specified "DuffyCoordinates"  applies Duffy’s coordinates transformation as described earlier.  If  more than one

corner is specified, the unit hypercube of the previous step is partitioned into disjoint cubes with side length of one−half. Consider the

integrals over these disjoint cubes. Duffy’s coordinates transformation is applied to the ones that have a vertex that is specified to be

singular. The rest are transformed into integrals over the unit cube. Since all integrals at this point have an integration region that is the

unit  cube,  they  are  summated,  and  that  sum  is  given  to  NIntegrate  with  a  Method  option  that  is  the  same  as  the  one  given  to

"DuffyCoordinates".

The actual integrand used by "DuffyCoordinates" can be obtained through NIntegrate‘DuffyCoordinatesIntegrand which

has the same arguments as NIntegrate.

Here is an example for the "DuffyCoordinates" integrand of a three−dimensional function that is singular at one of the corners of 

the integration region.

In[78]:= NIntegrate‘DuffyCoordinatesIntegrandB
1

x3 + H1 - yL3 + z3

, 8x, 0, 1<,

8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"DuffyCoordinates", "Corners" ® 80, 1, 0<<F ��

Simplify@ð, Assumptions ® 80 £ x £ 1, 0 £ y £ 1, 0 £ z £ 1<D &

Out[78]= 3
x

1 + y3 + z3

Here is an example for the "DuffyCoordinates" integrand for a two−dimensional function that is singular at two of the corners of the 

integration region.

In[79]:= NIntegrate‘DuffyCoordinatesIntegrandB
1

x2 + y2

1

x2 + H1 - yL2

,

8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"DuffyCoordinates", "Corners" ® 880, 0<, 80, 1<<<F ��

Simplify@ð, Assumptions ® 80 £ x £ 1, 0 £ y £ 1<D &

Out[79]=

1

I1 + 2 x + x2 + y2M I5 + 2 x + x2 - 4 y + y2M

+

1

I2 + 2 x + x2 - 2 y + y2M I2 + 2 x + x2 + 2 y + y2M

+

2

I1 + y2M I4 - 4 x + x2 I

"DuffyCoordinates" might considerably improve speed for the types of integrands described in Duffy’s coordinates for multidimen−

sional singularity handling.

Integration with "DuffyCoordinates".

In[80]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2 + z2

+

1

x2 + y2 + H1 - zL2

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

8z, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"DuffyCoordinates", "Corners" ® 880, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1<<<F �� Timing

Out[80]= 80.022997, 2.38008<
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Integration with the default NIntegrate options settings which is much slower than the previous one.

In[81]:= NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2 + z2

+

1

x2 + y2 + H1 - zL2

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<F �� Timing

Out[81]= 80.25296, 2.38008<

Here is another example of a speedup by "DuffyCoordinates".

In[82]:= NIntegrateB
1

x + Sin@1 - yD

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"DuffyCoordinates", "Corners" ® 80, 1<<F �� Timing

Out[82]= 80.010999, 1.12142<

Integration with the default NIntegrate options settings which is much slower than the previous one.

In[83]:= NIntegrateB
1

x + Sin@1 - yD

, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<F �� Timing

Out[83]= 80.035994, 1.12142<

Duffy’s coordinates generalization and example implementation

See Duffy’s coordinates for multidimensional singularity handling for the theory of Duffy’s coordinates.

The implementation is based on the following two theorems.

Theorem 1: An d−dimensional cube can be divided into d disjoint geometrically equivalent d−dimensional pyramids (with bases Hd - 1L−

dimensional cubes) and with coinciding apexes. 

Proof: Assume the side length of the cube is 1, the cube has a vertex at the origin, and the coordinates of all other vertexes are 1 or 0.

Consider the Hd - 1L−dimensional cube walls ws = 8c1,¼, cs-1, 1, cs+1,¼, cd<, where ci Î @0, 1D. Their number is exactly d, and the origin

does not belong to them. Each of the ws walls can form a pyramid with the origin. This proves the theorem.

Here is a plot that illustrates the theorem in 3D.

In[89]:= grx = GraphicsComplex@880, 0, 0<, 81, 0, 0<, 81, 0, 1<, 81, 1, 1<, 81, 1, 0<<, 8Polygon@81, 2, 3<D,
Polygon@81, 3, 4<D, Polygon@81, 4, 5<D, Polygon@81, 5, 2<D, Polygon@82, 3, 4, 5<D<D;

gry = MapAt@Map@RotateLeft@ðD &, ðD &, grx, 81<D;
grz = MapAt@Map@RotateRight@ðD &, ðD &, grx, 81<D;
Graphics3D@8Opacity@0.5D, Red, grx, Cyan, gry, Yellow, grz<D

Out[92]=
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If  the  d  axes  are  denoted  x1, x2,¼, xd  the  pyramid  formed  with  the  wall  w1 = 81, c2,¼, cd<  can  be  described  as

0 £ x1 £ 1, 0 £ xi £ x1, i Î 82,¼, d< .  Let  Σi  denote  the  permutation  derived  after  rotating  81,¼, d<  cyclically  i  times  to  the  left  (i.e.

applying i times RotateLeft to 81,¼, d<). Then the following theorem holds:

Theorem 2: For any integral over the unit cube the following equalities holds:

à
0

1

à
0

1

¼à
0

1

f Hx1,¼, xdL â x1¼â xd =

à
0

1

à
0

x1

¼à
0

x1

â

i=0

d-1

f Jx
Σ
i
1
,¼, x

Σ
i
d
N â x

Σ
i
1
¼â x

Σ
i
d
= à

0

1

à
0

1

¼à
0

1

x1
d-1
â

i=0

d

f Jx1 xΣi1 ,¼, x
Σ
i
i+1
,¼, x1 xΣid N â xΣi1¼â xΣid .

Proof: The first equality follows from Theorem 1. The second equality is just a change of variables that transforms a pyramid to a cube.

Here is a function that gives the rules and the Jacobian for the transformation of a hypercube with a specified side into a region. 

In[93]:= FRangesToCube@ranges_, cubeSides : 88_, _< ...<D :=
Module@8t, t1, jac, vars, rules = 8<<,

vars = First �� ranges;
t = MapThread@Ht1 = Rescale@ð1@@1DD, ð2, 8ð1@@2DD, ð1@@3DD< �. rulesD;

AppendTo@rules, ð1@@1DD ® t1D; t1L &, 8ranges, cubeSides<D;
jac = Times �� MapThread@D@ð1, ð2D &, 8t, vars<D;
8rules, jac<
D �; Length@rangesD � Length@cubeSidesD;

FRangesToCube@ranges_, cubeSide : 8_, _<D :=
FRangesToCube@ranges, Table@cubeSide, 8Length@rangesD<DD;

FRangesToCube@ranges_D := FRangesToCube@ranges, 80, 1<D;

Here is an example of unit−square to infinite region rescaling.

In[96]:= FRangesToCube@88x, 0, 8<, 8y, x, ¥<<D

Out[96]= 99x ® 8 x, y ® -1 + 8 x +
1

1 - y
=,

8

H1 - yL2
=

Here is a function that computes the integrals obtained by the Duffy’s coordinates technique when the singularity is at the origin.

In[97]:= DuffyCoordinatesAtOrigin@F_, ranges___D :=
DuffyCoordinatesBounds@F, First �� 8ranges<, Transpose@Rest �� 8ranges<DD;

DuffyCoordinatesBounds@F_, vars_, bounds_D :=
Module@8rules, jac, newF, rots, res, range<,
8rules, jac< = FRangesToCube@Transpose@Prepend@bounds, varsDDD;
newF = HF �. rulesL*jac;
rots = NestList@RotateLeft@ð1D &, vars, Length@varsD - 1D;
res = Prepend@Map@newF �. Thread@vars -> ð1D &, Rest@rotsDD, newFD;
range = Join@88vars@@1DD, 0, 1<<, Map@8ð, 0, vars@@1DD< &, Rest@varsDDD;
8rules, jac< = FRangesToCube@rangeD;
8HTotal@resD �. rulesL*jac, Sequence �� H 8ð1, 0, 1< & �� varsL<
D;

Here is a function that computes the integrals obtained by the Duffy’s coordinates technique for a specified corner of the hypercube where 
the singularity occurs.

In[99]:= DuffyCoordinates@F_, ranges___D := DuffyCoordinates@F, ranges, Table@0, 8Length@8ranges<D<DD;
DuffyCoordinates@F_, rangesSeq__, corner_?HVectorQ@ð1, IntegerQD &LD :=

Module@8factor, ranges = 8rangesSeq<, newrange, t<,
factor = 1;
newrange = 8<;
MapIndexed@H

t = rangesPð2P1TT;
If@ð1 � 0,
newrange = Append@newrange, tD,
newrange = Append@newrange, 8tP1T, tP3T, tP2T<D; factor = -factorDL &,

cornerD;
DuffyCoordinatesAtOrigin@factor*F, Sequence �� newrangeD
D;

Here is a symbolic example.

In[101]:= DuffyCoordinates@F@x, yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<D

Out[101]= 8x HF@x, x yD + F@x y, xDL, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<<
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Here is another symbolic example.

In[102]:= DuffyCoordinates@F@x, y, zD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<D

Out[102]= 9x
2 HF@x, x y, x zD + F@x y, x z, xD + F@x z, x, x yDL, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<=

Here is a computational example.

In[103]:= NIntegrate �� DuffyCoordinatesB
1

x2 + y2 + z2

, 8x, 0, 4<, 8y, 0, 3<, 8z, 0, 2<F

Out[103]= 9.52813

Using Duffy’s coordinates is much faster than using no singularity handling (see the next example).

In[108]:= res = NINT �� DuffyCoordinatesB
1

x2 + H3 - yL2 + z2

, 8x, 0, 4<, 8y, 0, 3<, 8z, 0, 2<, 80, 1, 0<F;

res = Hold@Evaluate@resDD �. NINT ® NIntegrate;
Timing �� res

Out[110]= 80.009998, 9.52813<

Integration using no singularity handling.

In[111]:= Timing �NIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2 + z2

, 8x, 0, 4<, 8y, 0, 3<,

8z, 0, 2<, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityHandler" ® None<F

Out[111]= 80.180971, 9.52813<

Of course, NIntegrate’s internal implementation gives similar performance results.

In[107]:= Timing �NIntegrateB
1

x2 + H3 - yL2 + z2

, 8x, 0, 4<, 8y, 0, 3<, 8z, 0, 2<,

Method ® 8"DuffyCoordinates", "Corners" ® 80, 1, 0<, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F

Out[107]= 80.011998, 9.52813<

Ignoring the singularity

Another way of handling a singularity is to ignore it. NIntegrate ignores sampling points that coincide with a singular point. 

Consider the following integral that has a singular point at 1

à
0

2

logIH1 - xL2M â x.

The integrand goes to -¥ when the integration variable is close to 1. 

Here is a plot of the integrand.

In[118]:= PlotALogAH1 - xL2E, 8x, 0, 2<, PlotRange ® AllE

Out[118]=
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NIntegrate gives a result that is close to the exact one.

In[114]:=

exact = à
0

2

LogAH1 - xL2E âx;

exact - NIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2E, 8x, 0, 2<E

exact

Out[115]= 0.0000124017

Convergence is achieved when MaxRecursion is increased.

In[45]:= NIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2E, 8x, 0, 2<, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive", MaxRecursion ® 100E

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[45]= -4.

With its default options NIntegrate has a sampling point at 1, as it can be seen from the following.

Check that NIntegrate has 1 as a sampling point.

In[119]:= InputForm �� Select@ð, 0.9 < ð < 1.01 &D &�
Reap@NIntegrate@x, 8x, 0, 2<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDDD@@2, 1DD

Out[119]= 81.<

But for NIntegrate@Log@H1 - xL2D, 8x, 0, 2<D the evaluation monitor has not picked a sampling point that is 1.

Sampling points that belong to the interval A1 - 106, 1 + 106E.

In[120]:= InputForm �� Select@ð, 0.99999 < ð < 1.00001 &D &�ReapA

NIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2E, 8x, 0, 2<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDEE@@2, 1DD

Out[120]= 8<

In  other  words,  the singularity  at  1  is  ignored.  Ignoring the singularity  is  equivalent  to  having an integrand that  is  zero at  the singular

sampling point.

Note that the integral is easily integrated if the singular point is specified in the variable range. Following are the numbers of sampling

points and timings for NIntegrate with the singular and nonsingular range specifications.

Integration with the singular point specified.

In[123]:= 9ReapANIntegrateALogAH1 - xL
2E, 8x, 0, 1, 2<, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@xDEE@@2, 1DD �� Length,

TimingANIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2E, 8x, 0, 1, 2<EE@@1DD=

Out[123]= 8260, 0.005999<

Integration by ignoring the singularity.

In[122]:= 9ReapANIntegrateALogAH1 - xL
2E, 8x, 0, 2<, MaxRecursion -> 20, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@xDEE@@2, 1DD ��

Length, TimingANIntegrateALogAH1 - xL2E, 8x, 0, 2<, MaxRecursion -> 20EE@@1DD=

Out[122]= 8670, 0.008998<

A more interesting example of ignoring the singularity is using Bessel functions in the denominator of the integrand.

Integral with several (five) integrable singularities.

In[124]:= NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@Abs@BesselJ@2, xDDD
, 8x, 1, 20<, MaxRecursion ® 1000F �� InputForm

Out[124]//InputForm= 59.539197071142375
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The result can be checked using NIntegrate with singular range specification with the zeros of BesselJ@2, xD (see BesselJZero).

Integration with the Bessel zeros specified as singular points.

In[125]:= NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@Abs@BesselJ@2, xDDD
, 8x, 1, 5.135622301840683‘, 8.417244140399848‘,

11.619841172149059‘, 14.79595178235126‘, 17.959819494987826‘, 20<, PrecisionGoal ® 8F �� InputForm

Out[125]//InputForm= 59.53926944377681

Needless  to  say,  the  last  integration  required  the  calculation  of  the  BesselJ  zeros.  The  former  one  "just  integrates"  without  any

integrand analysis. 

Ignoring the singularity may not work with oscillating integrands. 

For example, these two integrals are equivalent.

In[126]:= IntegrateB
1

x
Sin@xD, 8x, 1, ¥<F == IntegrateB

1

x
SinB

1

x
F, 8x, 0, 1<F

Out[126]= True

NIntegrate can do the first one.

In[127]:= NIntegrateB
1

x
Sin@xD, 8x, 1, ¥<F

Out[127]= 0.624713

NIntegrate cannot do the second one.

In[128]:= NIntegrateB
1

x
SinB

1

x
F, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive", MaxRecursion ® 100F

Out[128]= 0.´101

However,  if  the  integrand  is  monotonic  in  a  neighborhood  of  its  singularity,  or  more  precisely,  if  it  can  be  majorized  by  a  monotonic

integrable function, it can be shown that by ignoring the singularity, convergence will be reached.

For theoretical justification and practical recommendations of ignoring the singularity see [DavRab65IS] and [DavRab84].

Automatic singularity handling 

One−dimensional integration 

When the option "SingularityHandler" is set to Automatic  for a one−dimensional integral, "DoubleExponential" is used on

regions  that  are  obtained  by  "SingularityDepth"  number  of  partitionings.  As  explained  earlier,  this  region  will  not  be  partitioned

further  as  long  as  the  "DoubleExponential"  singularity  handler  works  over  it.  If  the  error  estimate  computed  by

"DoubleExponential"  does  not  evolve  in  a  way  predicted  by  the  theory  of  the  double−exponential  quadrature,  the  singularity

handling for this region is switched to IMT. 

As explained in Convergence rate, the following dependency of the error is expected with respect to the number of double−exponential

sampling points:

ã

-

c n

log n ,

where c  is a positive constant.  Consider the relative errors Em  and En  of  two consecutive double−exponential  quadrature calculations,

made with m and n number of sampling points respectively, for which m < n. Assuming Em < 1, En < 1, and Em > En it should be expected

that
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(8)
Em

En

³
ã

-

c m

logm

ã

-

c n

log n

�

(9)
log Em

log En

£

-

c m

logm

-

c n

log n

=

m log n

n logm
.

The switch from "DoubleExponential" to IMT happens when:

(i) the region error estimate is larger than the absolute value of the region integral estimate (hence the relative error is not smaller than

1);

(ii) the inequality (2) is not true in two different instances;

(iii) the integrand values calculated with the double−exponential transformation do not decay fast enough.

Here is an example of a switch from "DoubleExponential" to IMT singularity handling. On the plot the integrand is sampled at the x 

coordinates in the order of the y coordinates. The patterns of the sampling points over B0,
1

16
F show the change from Gaussian quadrature 

(y Î @0, 97D) to double−exponential quadrature (y Î @98, 160D), which later is replaced by Gaussian quadrature using the IMT variable 

transformation (y Î @160, 400D). 

In[143]:= k = 0;

f@x_D :=
70

104 Jx -
1

32
N
2

+

1

16

;

gr = Reap@NIntegrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@Point@8N@xD, k++<DDDD@@2, 1DD;
Graphics@8PointSize@0.006D, gr<, AspectRatio ® 1,
Axes ® True, PlotRange ® All, GridLines ® 8None, 897, 160<<D

Out[145]=

Multidimensional integration

When  the  option  "SingularityHandler"  is  set  to  Automatic  for  a  multidimensional  integral,  both  "DuffyCoordinates"  and

IMT are used. 

A region needs to meet the following conditions in order for "DuffyCoordinates" to be applied:

� the region is obtained by "SingularityDepth" number of bisections (or partitionings) along each axis;

� the region is a corner of one of the initial integration regions (the specified integration region can be partitioned into integra−

tion regions by piecewise handling or by user−specified singularities).

A region needs to meet the following conditions in order for IMT to be applied:

� the region is obtained with by "SingularityDepth" number of bisections (or partitionings) along predominantly one axis;

� the region is not a corner region and it is on a side of one of the initial integration regions.

In other words, IMT is applied to regions that are derived through "SingularityDepth" number of partitionings but do not satisfy the

conditions of the "DuffyCoordinates" automatic application.

IMT is effective if the singularity is along one of the axes. Using IMT for point singularities can be counterproductive.
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Sampling points of two−dimensional integration, Ù0
1
Ù0
1 1

x+y

â y â x, with Automatic  (left) and "DuffyCoordinates" (right) 

singularity handling. It can be seen that the automatic singularity handling uses almost two times more points than 

"DuffyCoordinates". To illustrate the effect of the singularity handlers they are applied after two bisections.

Out[134]=

Timings for the integral, Ù0
1
Ù0
1 1

x+y

â y â x, with singularity handlers Automatic , "DuffyCoordinates", and IMT and with no 

singularity handling. The integral has a point singularity at 80, 0<. 

Out[47]//TableForm=

Timings for the integral, Ù0
1
Ù0
1
x10 +

1

y

â y â x, singular along y axis with singularity handlers Automatic , "DuffyCoordinates", 

and IMT and with no singularity handling.
Out[46]//TableForm=

Cauchy principal value integration

To evaluate the Cauchy principal value of an integral, NIntegrate uses the strategy PrincipalValue . 

Cauchy principal value integration with singular point at 2.

In[153]:= NIntegrateB
x

x - 2
, 8x, 0, 2, 5<, Method ® "PrincipalValue"F

Out[153]= 2.36355

NIntegrate’s PrincipalValue  uses the strategy specified by its Method option to work directly on those regions where there is no

difficulty  and  by  pairing  values  symmetrically  about  the  specified  singularities  in  order  to  take  advantage  of  the  cancellation  of  the

positive and negative values. 
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option name default value

Method Automatic method specification used to compute estimates over 
subregions

SingularPointIntegrationRadius Automatic a number Ε1 or a list of numbers 8Ε1, Ε2, ¼, Εn< that 

correspond to the singular points b1, b2, ¼, bn in the 

range specification; with each pair Hbi, ΕiL is formed an 

integral of the form

Ù
0

Ε

H f Hb + tL + f Hb - tLL â t

"PrincipalValue" options.

Thus the specification

NIntegrate@ f@xD, 8x, a, b, c<,
Method -> 8"PrincipalValue", Method -> methodspec, "SingularPointIntegrationRadius" -> Ε<D

is evaluated as

à
a

b-Ε

f HxL â x + à
0

Ε

H f Hb + tL + f Hb - tLL â t + à
b+Ε

c

f HxL â x,

where each of the integrals is evaluated using NIntegrate  with Method -> methodspec.  If  Ε  is not given explicitly, a value is chosen

based upon the differences b - a and c - b. The option SingularPointIntegrationRadius can take a list of numbers that equals

the number of singular points. For the derivation of the formula see [DavRab84].

This finds the Cauchy principal value of Ù
-1�2

1 1

x+x2
â x. 

In[14]:= NIntegrateB
1

x + x2
, :x, -

1

2
, 0, 1>, Method ® PrincipalValueF

Out[14]= -0.6931471805596523

Here is the Cauchy principal value of Ù
-2

1 1

x+x2
â x. Note that there are two singularities that need to be specified. 

In[114]:= NIntegrate[1/(x+x^2), {x, −2, −1, 0, 1},Method−>PrincipalValue]

Out[114]= -1.38629

The singular points can be specified using the Exclusions option.

In[30]:= NIntegrate@1�Hx + x^2L, 8x, -2, 1<, Method -> PrincipalValue, Exclusions ® 8-1, 0<D

Out[30]= -1.38629

This checks the value. The result would be 0 if everything were done exactly. 

In[31]:= % + 2Log[2]

Out[31]= 7.59615´10-13

It  should  be  noted  that  the  singularities  must  be  located  exactly.  Since  the  algorithm  pairs  together  the  points  on  both  sides  of  the

singularity,  if  the  singularity  is  slightly  mislocated  the  cancellation  will  not  be  sufficiently  good  near  the  pole  and  the  result  can  be

significantly in error if NIntegrate converges at all. 

Sampling points visualization

Consider the calculation of the principal value of 

à
0

2 1

logHxL
â x.
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The following examples show two ways of  visualizing the sampling points.  The first  shows the sampling points  used.  Since the inte−

grand is modified in order to do the principal  value integration,  it  might be desired to see the points at  which the original  integrand is

evaluated. This is shown on the second example.

Here are sampling points used by NIntegrate. There are no points over the interval B
3

4
,
5

4
F, because of PrincipalValue ’s 

integration Ù0
1-1�4 1

logHxL
â x + Ù0

1�4
J

1

logH1+tL
+

1

logH1-tL
NN â t + Ù1+1�4

2 1

logHxL
â x, and there are sampling points over B0,

1

4
F.

Out[156]=

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

50

100

150

This defines a function which accumulates the argument values given to the integrand.

In[1]:= Clear@fD; f@x_?NumericQD := HAppendTo@tbl, 8x, ++k<D; 1�Log@xDL;

Here are the points at which the integrand has been evaluated. Note the symmetric pattern over the interval B
3

4
,
5

4
F.

Out[168]=

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

50

100

150

Double−Exponential Strategy
The  double−exponential  quadrature  consists  of  basically  applying  the  trapezoidal  rule  after  a  variable  transformation.  The  double−

exponential quadrature was proposed by Mori and Takahasi in 1974 and it was inspired by the so−called IMT rule and TANH rule. The

transformation  is  given  the  name  "double−exponential"  since  its  derivative  decreases  double−exponentially  when  the  integrand’s

variable reaches the ends of the integration region.

The double−exponential algorithm for NIntegrate is specified with the Method option value "DoubleExponential".

In[169]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method -> "DoubleExponential"D

Out[169]= 2.

option name default value

"ExtraPrecision" 50 maximum extra precision to be used internally

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"DoubleExponential" options.

NIntegrate’s  double−exponential  strategy  can  be  used  for  one−dimensional  and  multidimensional  integration.  When  applied  to

multidimensional integrals it uses the Cartesian product of the trapezoidal rule.
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A double−exponential transformation ΦHtL transforms the integral

(10)Ùa
b
f HtL â x

into

(11)Ù
-¥

+¥

f HΦHtLL Φ¢HtL â x,

where Ha, bL  can be finite,  half−infinite (b = ¥),  or  infinite (a = -¥, b = ¥).  The integrand f HxL  must be analytic in Ha, bL  and might have

singularity at one or both of the end points.

The transformed integrand decreases double−exponentially, that is, f HΦHtLL Φ ’ HtL » expH-c expH t LL as t ® ±¥.

The function ΦHtL is analytic in H-¥,¥L. It is known that for an integral like (11) of an analytic integrand the trapezoidal rule is an optimal

rule [Mori74].

The transformations used for the different types of integration regions are:

(12)Ùa
b
f HxL â x� x =

a+b

2
+

1

2
Hb - aL tanhJ

1

2
Π sinhHxLN,

à
a

¥

f HxL â x� x = a + ã
1

2
Π sinhHxL

,

à
-¥

¥

f HxL â x� x = sinh
1

2
Π sinhHxL ,

where a and b are finite numbers.

The trapezoidal rule is applied to (11):

(13)DEHhL = hÚi=-¥
¥ f HΦHi hLL Φ¢Hi hL

The terms in (13) decay double−exponentially for large enough i . Therefore the summation in (13) is cut off at the terms that are too

small  to  contribute  to  the  total  sum.  (A  criterion  similar  to  (3)  for  the  local  adaptive  strategy  is  used.  See  also  the  following  double−

exponential example implementation.)

NIntegrate’s strategy "DoubleExponential" employs the double−exponential quadrature.

The  "DoubleExponential"  strategy  works  best  for  analytic  integrands;  see  Comparison  of  double−exponential  and  Gaussian

quadrature.

"DoubleExponential" uses the Cartesian product of double−exponential quadratures for multidimensional integrals.

Cartesian double−exponential quadrature.

In[48]:= NIntegrateB
1

Sqrt@x + yD
, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method ® "DoubleExponential", MaxRecursion ® 200F

Out[48]= 1.10457

As with the other Cartesian product rules, if  "DoubleExponential"  is used for dimensions higher than three, it  might be very slow

due to combinatorial explosion.
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The following plot illustrates the Cartesian product character of the "DoubleExponential" multidimensional integration.

In[49]:= tbl = Reap@NIntegrate@Sqrt@xD Sqrt@yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,
Method ® "DoubleExponential", MaxRecursion ® 200, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD;

Graphics@8PointSize@0.005D, Point �� N@tblD<, Axes ® TrueD

Out[50]=

Double−exponential quadrature can be used for singularity handling in adaptive strategies; see Singularity handling.

MinRecursion and MaxRecursion

The  option  MinRecursion  has  the  same  meaning  and  functionality  as  it  does  for  "GlobalAdaptive"  and  "LocalAdaptive"

described  in  "MinRecursion  and  MaxRecursion".  MaxRecursion  for  "DoubleExponential"  restricts  how  many  times  the  trape−

zoidal quadrature estimates are improved; see Example implementation of double−exponential quadrature.

Comparison of double−exponential and Gaussian quadrature

The  "DoubleExponential"  strategy  works  best  for  analytic  integrands.  For  example,  the  following  integral  is  done  by

"DoubleExponential" three times faster than the Gaussian quadrature (using a global adaptive algorithm).

Integration with "DoubleExponential".

In[215]:= NIntegrateB

LogB
1

x
F

x1�4
, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® 10,

Method ® 8"DoubleExponential", "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F �� Timing

Out[215]= 80.001999, 1.77778<

Integration with Gauss quadrature. (The default strategy of NIntegrate, "GlobalAdaptive", uses by default a Gauss| Kronrod 

integration rule with 5 Gaussian points and 6 Kronrod points.)

In[51]:= NIntegrateB

LogB
1

x
F

x1�4
, 8x, 0, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® 10, MaxRecursion ® 100,

Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SingularityDepth" ® ¥, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F �� Timing

Out[51]= 80.008998, 1.77778<

Since  "DoubleExponential"  converges  double−exponentially  with  respect  to  the  number  of  evaluation  points,  increasing  the

precision  goal  increases  a  little  the  work  done  by  "DoubleExponential".  This  is  illustrated  for  two  integrals,  Ù0
1 1

x
â x  and

Ù0
1
ã
20 Hx-1L sinH256 xL â x. Each table entry shows the error and number of evaluations.
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Double−exponential quadrature and Gaussian quadrature for Ù0
1 1

x
â x. Increasing the precision goal does not change the number of 

sampling points used by "DoubleExponential".

Out[219]=

DoubleExponential GlobalAdaptive

5 91.55431´10-15, 33= 91.55431´10-15, 132=

7 80., 64< 91.55431´10-15, 132=

9 80., 64< 98.88178´10-16, 229=

11 80., 64< 98.88178´10-16, 273=

13 80., 64< 98.88178´10-16, 405=

15 80., 123< 98.88178´10-16, 640=

Double−exponential quadrature and Gaussian quadrature for Ù0
1
ã
20 Hx-1L sinH256 xL â x. Increasing the precision goal does not change the 

number of sampling points used by "DoubleExponential". (The integrations are done without symbolic preprocessing.)

Out[222]=

On the other hand, for non−analytic integrands "DoubleExponential" is quite slow, and a global adaptive algorithm using Gaussian

quadrature can resolve the singularities easily.

"DoubleExponential" needs more than 10000 integrand evaluations to compute this integral with a non−analytic integrand.

In[52]:= k = 0;
8NIntegrate@Abs@Sin@3*xDD, 8x, 0, Π<, Method ® 8"DoubleExponential", "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<,

MaxRecursion ® 10, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D, k<

Out[53]= 82., 10185<

Gaussian quadrature is much faster for the integral.

In[54]:= k = 0; 8NIntegrate@Abs@Sin@3*xDD, 8x, 0, Π<,
Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<, MaxRecursion ® 10, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D, k<

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[54]= 82., 385<

Further,  "DoubleExponential"  might be slowed down by integrands that have nearly discontinuous derivatives, that is,  integrands

that are not "very" analytical.

Here is an example with a not "very" analytical integrand.

In[226]:= NIntegrateB
1

16 Ix -
Π

4
M
2
+

1

16

, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "DoubleExponential"F �� Timing

Out[226]= 80.011998, 2.77878<

Again, Gaussian quadrature is much faster.

In[227]:= NIntegrateB
1

16 Ix -
Π

4
M
2
+

1

16

, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive"F �� Timing

Out[227]= 80.005999, 2.77878<
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Here are the plots of the integrand 
1

16 Jx-
Π

4
N
2
+

1

16

 and its derivative.

Out[228]=

Convergence rate

In this section is demonstrated that the asymptotic error of  the double−exponential  quadrature in terms of the number n  of  evaluation

points used is 

(14)
ã

-

c n

logHnL ,

where c is a positive constant.

This defines a double−exponential integration function that returns integral estimate and number of points used.

In[229]:= DERuleEstimate@f_, 8a_, b_<, h_, wprec_: MachinePrecisionD :=

BlockB8$MaxExtraPrecision = 50000, Φ, F, i, j, temp, s1, s2<,

Φ@t_D := RescaleB
1

2
TanhB

1

2
Π Sinh@tDF + 1 , 80, 1<, 8a, b<F;

F@t_D := Evaluate@f@Φ@tDD*D@Φ@tD, tDD;
i = 1;
s1 = FixedPoint@Htemp = F@i*hD; i++; N@N@temp, 3*wprecD + ð1, wprecDL &, 0D;
j = -1;
s2 = FixedPoint@Htemp = F@j*hD; j--; N@N@temp, 3*wprecD + ð1, wprecDL &, 0D;
8i - j + 1, h Hs1 + F@0D + s2L<

F;

This defines a function.

In[230]:= f@x_D :=
1

x
1�4

LogB
1

x

F

This is the exact integral.

In[231]:= exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[231]=

16

9

This finds the errors and number of evaluation points for a range of step sizes of the trapezoidal rule.

In[232]:= 8a, b< = 80, 1<;
wprec = 30;

range = TableB
1

i
, 8i, 2, 7<F;

range = Join@range, Mean �� Partition@range, 2, 1DD;
range = Sort@range, GreaterD;
err = Map@DERuleEstimate@f, 8a, b<, ð1, wprecD &, rangeD;
err = Map@8ð1P1T, Abs@exact - ð1P2TD< &, errD; H* errors *L
logErr = Map@8ð1P1T, Log@ð1P2TD< &, errD; H* logarithm of the errors *L
points = First �� err;

This fits 
x

Log@xD
 through the logarithms of the errors; see (14).

In[239]:= p@x_D := EvaluateBFitBlogErr, :1,
x

Log@xD
>, xFF

Here is the fitted function.The summation term 30.48 is just a translation parameter.

In[240]:= p@xD

Out[240]= 30.48 -
6.497 x

Log@xD
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You see that the errors fit the model (14):

In[241]:= ListLinePlot@8logErr, 8ð1, p@ð1D< & �� points<, PlotRange -> All, PlotStyle -> 88Red<, 8Blue<<D

Out[241]=

25 30 35 40 45 50 55

-60

-40

-30

-20

-10

Example implementation of double−exponential quadrature

Following  is  an  example  implementation  of  the  double−exponential  quadrature  with  the  finite  region  variable  transformation.

(Transformation (12) earlier.)

This is a definition of a function that applies the trapezoidal rule to a transformed integrand. The function uses (13) and it is made to reuse 
integral estimates computed with a twice larger step.

In[173]:= IRuleEstimate@F_, h_, oldSum_: NoneD :=

BlockB8$MaxExtraPrecision = 50000, step, i, temp, s1, s2<,

If@oldSum === None, step = 1, step = 2D;
i = 1;
s1 = FixedPoint@Htemp = F@i*hD; i += step; N@N@temp, 60D + ð1DL &, 0D;
i = -1;
s2 = FixedPoint@Htemp = F@i*hD; i -= step; N@N@temp, 60D + ð1DL &, 0D;

IfBoldSum === None, h Hs1 + F@0D + s2L, h Hs1 + s2L +
oldSum

2
F

F;

This is a definition of a simple double−exponential strategy, which finds the integral of the function f  over the finite interval 8a, b< with 

relative error tol.

In[189]:= Options@IStrategyDoubleExpD = 8"MaxRecursion" ® 7<;
IStrategyDoubleExp@f_, 8a_, b_<, tol_, opts___D :=

ModuleB8Φ, F, h, t, temp, k = 0, maxrec<,

maxrec = "MaxRecursion" �. 8opts< �. Options@IStrategyDoubleExpD;

Φ@t_D := EvaluateBRescaleB
1

2
TanhB

1

2
Π Sinh@tDF + 1 , 80, 1<, 8a, b<FF;

F@t_D := Evaluate@f@Φ@tDD*D@Φ@tD, tDD;
h = 1;
NestWhile@HHtemp = IRuleEstimate@F, h �= 2, ð1DL && k++ < maxrecL &,
IRuleEstimate@F, h, NoneD, HAbs@ð1D*tol <= Abs@ð1 - ð2DL &, 2D;

temp

F;

This defines a function that is singular at 0.

In[194]:= f@x_D :=
1

x
4

Here is the integral estimate from the double−exponential strategy.

In[195]:= IStrategyDoubleExpAf, 80, 1<, 10-8E �� InputForm

Out[195]//InputForm= 1.3333333333333333

Here is the exact result.

In[177]:= Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D �� N �� InputForm

Out[177]//InputForm= 1.3333333333333333

The two results are the same.
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This defines an oscillating function. 

In[178]:= f@x_D := Cos@64*Sin@xDD

Here is the integral estimate given by the double−exponential strategy.

In[179]:= res = IStrategyDoubleExpAf, 80, Π<, 10-8E; res �� InputForm

Out[179]//InputForm= 0.29088010217372606

Here is the exact result.

In[180]:= exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, Π<D

Out[180]= Π BesselJ@0, 64D

Here is the exact result in machine precision.

In[181]:= exact �� N �� InputForm

Out[181]//InputForm= 0.2908801021737257

The relative error is within the prescribed tolerance.

In[182]:= Abs@res - exactD�exact

Out[182]= 1.33587´10-15

"Trapezoidal" Strategy
The "Trapezoidal"  strategy gives optimal  convergence for  analytic  periodic integrands when the integration interval  is  exactly  one

period.

option name default value

"ExtraPrecision" 50 maximum extra precision to be used internally

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"Trapezoidal" options.

"Trapezoidal"  takes  the  same  options  as  "DoubleExponential".  If  the  integration  ranges  are  infinite  or  semi−infinite,

"Trapezoidal" becomes "DoubleExponential".

For  theoretical  background,  examples,  and  explanations  of  periodic  functions  integration  (with  trapezoidal  quadrature)  see

[Weideman2002].

In[109]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"Trapezoidal", "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F

NIntegrate::ncvi :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 iterated

refinements in x in the region 880., 1.<<.
NIntegrate obtained 1.9771819583163235‘ and
0.009451548754043415‘ for the integral and error estimates.

Out[109]= 1.97718
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Here is a table that shows the number of sampling points for different values of the parameter t used by "GlobalAdaptive" and 

"Trapezoidal" respectively for the integral Ù0
Π cosHt sinHxL-k xL

Π

â x, k = 1.

Out[35]//TableForm=

t GlobalAdaptive Trapezoidal

8 143 33

12 209 33

16 275 65

20 399 65

24 457 65

28 591 65

32 743 65

36 743 65

40 741 65

44 809 129

48 1007 129

52 941 129

56 963 129

60 1095 129

64 1121 129

68 1095 129

72 1137 129

76 1338 129

80 1227 129

Example implementation

This function makes a trapezoidal quadrature integral estimate with specified points.

In[242]:= TrapStep@f_, 8a_, b_<, n_?IntegerQD :=

ModuleB8h, absc, is<,

h =
b - a

n - 1
;

absc = Table@i, 8i, a, b, h<D;
is = h*Total@MapAt@ð�2 &, f �� absc, 881<, 8-1<<DD;
8is, ¥, n<

F;

This function improves a trapezoidal quadrature integral estimate using sampling points between the old ones.

In[257]:= TrapStep@f_, 8a_, b_<, 8oldEstimate_, oldError_, oldn_<D :=

ModuleB8n, h, absc, is<,

n = 2 oldn - 1;

h =
b - a

n - 1
;

absc = Table@i, 8i, a + h, b - h, 2 h<D;
is = h*Total@f �� abscD + oldEstimate�2;
8is, Abs@is - oldEstimateD, n<

F;

This function is an interface to the precedign one.

In[272]:= Options@TrapezoidalIntegrationD = 8"MaxRecursion" ® 7<;
TrapezoidalIntegration@f_, 8a_, b_<, tol_, opts___D :=
Block@8maxrec, k = 0, temp<,
maxrec = "MaxRecursion" �. 8opts< �. Options@TrapezoidalIntegrationD;
NestWhile@HHtemp = TrapStep@f, 8a, b<, ðDL && k++ < maxrecL &,

TrapStep@f, 8a, b<, 5D, ð@@2DD > tol &D@@1DD;
temp@@1DD
D

Here is a definition of a (Bessel) function.

In[269]:= f@x_D :=
1

Π

Cos@80 Sin@xD - xD

Here is the trapezoidal quadrature estimate.

In[274]:= res = TrapezoidalIntegrationAf, 80, Π<, 10-5E �� N

Out[274]= -0.0560573
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Here is the exact value.

In[278]:= exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, Π<D

Out[278]= BesselJ@1, 80D

The relative error is within the prescribed tolerance.

In[279]:= Abs@res - exactD�exact

Out[279]= -0.572732

Oscillatory Strategies
NIntegrate’s oscillatory strategies are for one−dimensional integrals. Generally in quadrature, the algorithms for finite region integrals

are different from the algorithms for infinite regions. NIntegrate uses Chebyshev expansions of the integrand and the global adaptive

integration strategy for finite region oscillatory integrals. For infinite oscillatory integrals NIntegrate  uses either a modification of the

double−exponential algorithm or sequence summation acceleration over the sequence of integrals with regions between the integrand’s

zeros.

Here is an example that uses both algorithms.

In[13]:= NIntegrateB

Cos@2000 xD

x

0 < x < 2

Sin@20 xD

x2

x < 0

BesselYA2, x3E�x x > 2

, 8x, -¥, ¥<F

Out[13]= -1.5496

NIntegrate  automatically  detects  oscillatory  (one−dimensional)  integrands,  and  automatically  decides  which  algorithm  to  use

according to integrand’s range.

The integrals detected as being of oscillatory type have the form

à
a

b

kHxL f HxL â x,

in which the oscillating kernel kHxL is of the form:

1. sinHΩ xp + cL, cosHΩ xp + cL, ãä Ω xp  for Ha, bL finite;

2. sinHΩ xp + cL, cosHΩ xp + cL, ãä Ω xp , JΝHΩ xp + cL, YΝHΩ xp + cL, HΝ
H1L
HΩ xp + cL, HΝ

H2L
HΩ xp + cL, jΝHΩ xp + cL, or yΝHΩ xp + cL for Ha, bL infinite

or semi−infinite.

In these oscillating kernel forms Ω, c and Ν are real constants, and p is a positive integer.

Finite Region Oscillatory Integration
Modified Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature ([PiesBrand75][PiesBrand84]) is for finite region one−dimensional integrals of the form

(15)Ùa
b
sin HΩ xp + cL f HxL â x, Ùa

b
cosHΩ xp + cL f HxL â x, or Ùa

b
expHä Ω xp + cL f HxL â x,

where a, b, k , c, p are finite real numbers.

The modified Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature rule approximates f HxL  with a single polynomial through Chebyshev polynomials expansion.

This  leads  to  simplified  computations  because  of  the  orthogonality  of  the  Chebyshev  polynomials  with  sin  and  cos  functions.  The

modified  Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature  rule  is  used  with  the  strategy  "GlobalAdaptive".  For  smooth  f HxL  the  modified  Clenshaw|

Curtis  quadrature  is  usually  superior  [KrUeb98]  to  other  approaches  for  oscillatory  integration  (as  Filon’s  quadrature  and  multi−panel

integration between the zeros of the integrand).
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Modified  Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature  is  quite  good  for  highly  oscillating  integrals  of  the  form (15).  For  example,  modified  Clenshaw|

Curtis quadrature uses less than hundred integrand evaluations for both 
sin H200 xL

x2
 and 

sin H20000 xL

x2
.

Number of integrand evaluations for modified Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature for slowly oscillating kernel.

In[1]:= k = 0; NIntegrateB
Sin@200 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>, EvaluationMonitor :> k++F; k

Out[1]= 78

Timing and integral estimates for modified Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature for slowly oscillating kernel.

In[3]:= NIntegrateB
Sin@200 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>F �� Timing

Out[3]= 80.17, -0.0777739<

Number of integrand evaluations for modified Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature for highly oscillating kernel.

In[5]:= k = 0; NIntegrateB
Sin@20000 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>, EvaluationMonitor :> k++F; k

Out[5]= 78

Timing and integral estimates for modified Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature for highly oscillating kernel.

In[6]:= NIntegrateB
Sin@20000 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>F �� Timing

Out[6]= 80.111, -0.000916893<

On the  other  hand,  without  symbolic  preprocessing,  the  default  NIntegrate  method~"GlobalAdaptive"  strategy  with  a  Gauss|

Kronrod rule~uses thousands of evaluations for 
sinH200 xL

x2
, and it cannot integrate 

sin H20000 xL

x2
.

Number of integrand evaluations for Gaussian quadrature for slowly oscillating kernel.

In[7]:= k = 0; NIntegrateB
Sin@200 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>,

Method ® 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++F; k

Out[7]= 2656

Timing and integral estimates for Gaussian quadrature for slowly oscillating kernel.

In[8]:= NIntegrateB
Sin@200 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>, Method ® 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F �� Timing

Out[8]= 80.2, -0.0777739<
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Number of integrand evaluations for Gaussian quadrature for highly oscillating kernel.

In[9]:= k = 0; NIntegrateB
Sin@20000 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>,

Method ® 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++F; k

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::ncvb :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 recursive

bisections in x near 8x< = 80.330106<. NIntegrate obtained -0.0905744
and 0.42924020409664687‘ for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[9]= 1290

Timing and integral estimates for Gaussian quadrature for highly oscillating kernel.

In[10]:= NIntegrateB
Sin@20000 xD

x2
, :x,

2

10
, 2>, Method ® 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F �� Timing

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::ncvb :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 recursive

bisections in x near 8x< = 80.330106<. NIntegrate obtained -0.0905744
and 0.42924020409664687‘ for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[10]= 90.391, 0.´10-1=

Extrapolating Oscillatory Strategy 
NIntegrate’s "ExtrapolatingOscillatory"  strategy is for oscillating integrals in infinite one−dimensional regions. The strategy

uses sequence convergence acceleration for the sum of the sequence that consists of each of the integrals with regions between two

consecutive zeros of the integrand.

Here is an example of an integration using "ExtrapolatingOscillatory".

In[294]:= NIntegrateBSin@200 x^2 + 5D
1

Hx + 1L^2
, 8x, 0, ¥<, Method ® "ExtrapolatingOscillatory"F

Out[294]= -0.0309721

option name default value

Method GlobalAdaptive integration strategy used to integrate between the zeros and 
which will be used if ExtrapolatingOscillatory fails

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing 

Consider the integral

(16)Ùa
¥

kHxL f HxL â x,

where the function kHxL  is the oscillating kernel and the function f HxL  is smooth. Let zi  be the zeros of kHxL  enumerated from the lower

(finite) integration bound, that is, the inequality a £ z1 < z2 < ¼ < zi < ¼ holds. If the integral (16) converges then the sequence

(17)Ùa
z1
kH xL f HxL â x, Ùa

z2
kHxL f HxL â x,¼, Ùa

zi
kHxL f HxL â x,¼

 converges too. The elements of the sequence (17) are the partial sums of the sequence
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(18)Ùa
z1
kHxL f HxL â x, Ùz1

z2
kHxL f HxL â x,¼, Ùzi-1

zi
kHxL f HxL â x,¼.

Often a good estimate of the limit of the sequence (17) can be computed with relatively few elements of it through some convergence

acceleration technique.

NIntegrate’s "Oscillatory" strategy uses NSum  with Wynn’s extrapolation method for the integrals in (18). Each integral in (18) is

calculated by NIntegrate without oscillatory methods.

NIntegrate’s  "Oscillatory"  strategy  applies  its  algorithm  to  oscillating  kernels  kHxL  in  (16)  that  are  of  the  form  sinHΩ xp + cL,

cosHΩ xp + cL, JΝHΩ xp + cL, YΝHΩ xp + cL, HΝ
H1L
HΩ xp + cL, HΝ

H2L
HΩ xp + cL, jΝHΩ xp + cL, or yΝHΩ xp + cL, where Ω, c, p, and Ν are real constants.

Example implementation

The following example implementation illustrates how NIntegrate’s "Oscillatory" strategy works.

Here is a definition of an oscillation function that will be integrated in the interval @0,¥L. The zeros of the oscillating function sinHΩ xL are 

i
1

Ω

Π, i Î N.

In[1]:= Clear@Ω, k, fD;
Ω = 20;
k@x_D := Sin@Ω xD;

f@x_D :=
1

Hx + 1L^2
;

Here is a plot of the oscillatory function in the interval @0, 10D.

In[89]:= Plot@k@xD f@xD, 8x, 0, 10<, PlotPoints -> 1000, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[89]=

This is a function definition of a function that integrates between two consequent zeros. The zeros of the oscillating function kHxL = sinHΩ xL 

are i
1

Ω

Π, i Î N.

In[5]:= psum@i_?NumberQD := NIntegrateBk@xD f@xD, :x, i
1

Ω

Π, Hi + 1L
1

Ω

Π>F

Here is the integral estimate computed by sequence convergence acceleration (extrapolation).

In[6]:= res = NSum@psum@iD, 8i, 0, ¥<, Method ® "AlternatingSigns", "VerifyConvergence" -> FalseD

Out[6]= 0.0492841

Here is the exact integral value.

In[7]:= exact = Integrate@k@xD f@xD, 8x, 0, ¥<D �� N

Out[7]= 0.0492841
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The integral estimate is very close to the exact value.

In[8]:=

Abs@exact - resD

Abs@exactD

Out[8]= 2.25444´10-7

Here is another check using NIntegrate’s "ExtrapolatingOscillatory" strategy.

In[94]:= resEO = NIntegrate@Sin@Ω xD f@xD, 8x, 0, ¥<, Method ® "ExtrapolatingOscillatory"D

Out[94]= 0.0492841

The integral estimate by "ExtrapolatingOscillatory" is very close to the exact value.

In[95]:=

Abs@exact - resEOD

Abs@exactD

Out[95]= 2.23802´10-7

Double−Exponential Oscillatory Integration
The strategy "DoubleExponentialOscillatory"  is  for  slowly decaying oscillatory integrals over one−dimensional  infinite regions

that  have  integrands  of  the  form  sinHΩ xp + cL f HxL,  cosHΩ xp + cL f HxL,  or  ãä Ω xp f HxL,  where  x  is  integration  variable,  and  Ω, c, p  are

constants.

Integration with "DoubleExponentialOscillatory".

In[2]:= NIntegrateASin@2*xD*I1�x2M, 8x, 1, ¥<,

Method ® 8"DoubleExponentialOscillatory", "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<E

Out[2]= 0.0633358

option name default value

Method None integration strategy which will be used if 

"DoubleExponentialOscillatory" fails

"TuningParameters" Automatic tuning parameters of the error estimation

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

Options of "DoubleExponentialOscillatory".

"DoubleExponentialOscillatory" is based on the strategy "DoubleExponential" , but instead of using a transformation that

reaches  double−exponentially  the  ends  of  the  integration  interval  "DoubleExponentialOscillatory"  uses  a  transformation  that

reaches double−exponentially the zeros of sinHΩ xp + cL and cosHΩ xp + cL. The theoretical foundations and properties of the algorithm are

explained  in  [OouraMori91],  [OouraMori99],  [MoriOoura93].  The  implementation  of  "DoubleExponentialOscillatory"  uses  the

formulas and the integrator design in [OouraMori99].

The algorithm of "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" will be explained using the sine integral

(19)Is = Ù0
¥

f HxL sin HΩ xL â x.

Consider the following transformation 

(20)x =
M ΦHtL

Ω

, Φ HtL =
t

1-ã
-2 t-Β Jãt-1N-Α J1-ã-t N

,

where Α and Β are constants satisfying
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Β = OH1L, Α = o
1

M logM

, 0 £ Α £ Β £ 1.

The parameters Α and Β are chosen to satisfy

(21)Α = Β� 1 +
M logHM+1L

4 Π
, Β =

1

4

(taken from [OouraMori99]).

Transformation (20) is applied to (19) to obtain

(22)Is = Ù0
¥

f HM HΦ tLL sin HM HΦ tLLM HΦ¢ tL �Ωâ t.

Note that Ω disappeared in the sine term. The trapezoidal formula with equal mesh size h applied to (22) gives 

DEOHIs, hL = M h â

n=-¥

¥

f HM HΦ Hn hL �ΩL sin HM Φ Hn hLL Φ¢ Hn hL �Ω,

which is approximated with the truncated series sum

(23)DEOHIs, h, NL = M hÚn=-N-
N+ f HM HΦ Hn hL �ΩL sin HM Φ Hn hLL Φ¢ Hn hL �Ω, N = N- + N+ + 1.

M and h are chosen to satisfy

M h = Π.

The integrand decays double−exponentially at large negative n as it can be seen from (20). While the double−exponential transforma−

tion,  (12)  in  the  section  Double−Exponential  strategy,  makes  the  integrand  also  decay  double−exponentially  at  large  positive  t,  the

transformation (20) does not decay the integrand at large positive t. Instead it makes the sampling points approach double−exponen−

tially to the zeros of sinHΩ xL at large positive t. Moreover

sinHM ΦHn hLL > sinHM n hL = sinHn ΠL = 0.

As it  is  explained  in  [OouraMori99],  since  sin HΩ xL  is  linear  near  any  of  its  zeros,  the  integrand  decreases  double−exponentially  as  x

approaches a zero of sin HΩ xL. This is the sense in which (23) is considered a double−exponential formula.

The relative error is assumed to satisfy

(24)¶M =
¡Is-DEOIIs,h,NM¥

¡Is ¥
> ã

-

A

h > ã

-

AM

Π .

In [OouraMori99] the suggested value for A is 5.

Since the DEOHIs, h, NL formulas cannot be made progressive, "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" (as proposed in [OouraMori99])

does between 2 and 4 integration estimates with different h. If the desired relative error is ¶ the integration steps are the following:

1. Choose M = M1 such that 

M1 = -

Π logJ ¶ N

A
,

and compute (23) with M = M1. Let the result be IM1
.
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2. Next, set M2 = 2M1, and compute (23) with M = M2. Let the result be IM2
. The relative error of the first integration step ¶M1

=

¡Is-IM1
¥

¡Is ¥
 is

assumed to be ¶M1
>

¡IM2
-IM1

¥

¡IM2
¥

. From (24) ¶M2
> ¶M1

2, and therefore, if

(25)¶ ³ ΣK
¡IM2
-IM1

¥

¡IM2
¥
O

2

is satisfied, where Σ is a robustness factor (by default 10) "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" exits with result IM2
.

3. If (25) does not hold, compute

M3 = M2

log ¶

log ΣK
¡IM2
-IM1

¥

¡IM2
¥
O

2

and compute (23) with M = M3. If

(26)¶ ³ Σ

¢IM3
-IM2

¦

¢IM3
¦

M3�M2

"DoubleExponentialOscillatory" exits with result IM3
.

4. If (26) does not hold, compute 

M4 = M3

log ¶

log Σ
¢IM3
-IM2

¦

¢IM3
¦

M3�M2

and compute (23) with M = M4. Let the result be IM4
. If 

(27)¶ ³ Σ

¢IM4
-IM3

¦

¡IM4
¥

M4�M3

does  not  hold  "DoubleExponentialOscillatory"  issues  the  message  NIntegrate::deoncon.  If  the  value  of  the

"DoubleExponentialOscillatory"  method  option  is  None ,  then  IM4
 is  returned.  Otherwise

"DoubleExponentialOscillatory"  will  return  the result  of  NIntegrate  called  with  the "DoubleExponentialOscillatory"

method option.

For the cosine integral

(28)Ic = Ù0
¥

f HxL cos HΩ xL â x,

the transformation corresponding to (20) is

x = M Φ t -
Π

2M
�Ω.

Generalized integrals

Here is the symbolic computation of the regularized divergent integral Ù0
¥

logHxL sinHxL â x.

In[110]:= exact = Limit@Integrate@Exp@-c xD Log@xD Sin@xD, 8x, 0, ¥<, Assumptions ® c > 0D, c ® 0D

Out[110]= -EulerGamma
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"DoubleExponentialOscillatory" computes the nonregularized integral above in a generalized sense.

In[111]:= NIntegrate@Log@xD Sin@xD, 8x, 0, ¥<D - exact

Out[111]= 4.89975´10-12

More about the properties of "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" for divergent Fourier type integrals can found in [MoriOoura93].

Non−algebraic multiplicand

Symbolic integration of an oscillatory integral.

In[116]:= exact = IntegrateBSin@20 xD Cos@18 xD
1

x + 1

, 8x, 0, ¥<F

Out[116]=

1

12
3 Π BesselJA-

1

2
, 2E + BesselJA-

1

2
, 38E - BesselJA

1

2
, 2E - BesselJA

1

2
, 38E + 16 19 HypergeometricPFQA81<, 9

If the oscillatory kernel is multiplied by non−algebraic function, "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" still gives a good result.

In[117]:= NIntegrateBSin@20 xD Cos@18 xD
1

x + 1

, 8x, 0, ¥<, PrecisionGoal ® 10F - exact

Out[117]= -1.92081´10
-9

Plots of the integrand and its oscillatory kernel.

In[119]:= PlotB:Sin@20 xD Cos@18 xD
1

x + 1

, Sin@20 xD>, 8x, 0, 3<F

Out[119]=

Crude Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo Strategies
The crude Monte Carlo algorithm estimates a given integral by averaging integrand values over uniformly distributed random points in

the integral’s region. The number of points is incremented until the estimated standard deviation is small enough to satisfy the specified

precision or accuracy goals. A Monte Carlo algorithm is called a quasi Monte Carlo algorithm if it uses equidistributed, deterministically

generated sequences of points instead of uniformly distributed random points.

Here is a crude Monte Carlo integration.

In[3]:= NIntegrateBã-Ix
4
+y4M, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, Method ® "MonteCarlo"F

Out[3]= 3.29043

Here is a crude quasi Monte Carlo integration.

In[4]:= NIntegrateBã-Ix
4
+y4M, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, Method ® "QuasiMonteCarlo"F

Out[4]= 3.28632
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option name default value

Method
"MonteCarloRu�

le"
Monte Carlo rule specification

MaxPoints 50000 maximum number of sampling points

"RandomSeed" Automatic a seed to reset the random generator

"Partitioning" 1 partitioning of the integration region along each axis

"SymbolicProcessing" 0 number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing 

"MonteCarlo" options.

option name default value

MaxPoints 50000 maximum number of sampling points

"Partitioning" 1 partitioning of the integration region along each axis

"SymbolicProcessing" 0 number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing 

"QuasiMonteCarlo" options.

In Monte Carlo methods [KrUeb98] the d−dimensional integral ÙV f HxL â x is interpreted as the following expected (mean) value:

(29)ÙV f HxL â x = volHVL Ù
1

volHVL
Boole Hx Î VL f HxL â x = volHVL EH f L,

where EH f L is the mean value (the expectation) of the function f  interpreted as a random variable, with respect to the uniform distribu−

tion  on  V,  that  is,  the  distribution  with  probability  density  vol HVL-1 Boole Hx Î VL.  With  Boole Hx Î VL  is  denoted  the  characteristic

function of the region V, with volHVL is denoted the volume of V.

The  crude  Monte  Carlo  estimate  is  made  with  the  integration  rule  "MonteCarloRule".  The  formulas  for  the  integral  and  error

estimation are given in the section "MonteCarloRule" in the tutorial "NIntegrate Integration Rules". 

Consider the integral 

à
W

f HxL â x.

If the original integration region W is partitioned into the set of disjoint subregions 8Wi<i=1
m , W =Üi=1

m
Wi, then the integral estimate is 

â

i=1

m

MCH f , niL,

and integration error is 

â

i=1

m

SDH f , niL.

The number of sampling points used on each subregion generally can be different, but in NIntegrate’s Monte Carlo algorithms all ni

are equal (n1 = n2 = ¼ = nm). 

The partitioning W =Üi=1
m
Wi  is called stratification, and each Wi  is called strata. Stratification can be used to improve crude Monte Carlo

estimations. (NIntegrate’s adaptive Monte Carlo algorithm uses recursive stratification.)

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal

The  default  values  for  AccuracyGoal  and  PrecisionGoal  are  Infinity  and  2  respectively  when  NIntegrate’s  Monte  Carlo

algorithms are used.
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MaxPoints

The option MaxPoints specifies what is the maximum number of (pseudo) random sampling points to be used to compute the Monte

Carlo estimate of an integral. 

Here is an example in which the maximum number of sampling points is reached and NIntegrate stops with a message.

In[261]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0.01, 1<, Method ® 9"MonteCarlo", "MaxPoints" ® 103=F

NIntegrate::maxp :
The integral failed to converge after 1100 integrand evaluations.

NIntegrate obtained 1.768394116870677‘ and
0.03357978772002253‘ for the integral and error estimates.

Out[261]= 1.76839

"RandomSeed"

The value of  the option "RandomSeed"  is  used to  seed the random generator  used to  make the sampling integration points.  In  that

respect the use "RandomSeed" in Monte Carlo method is similar to the use of SeedRandom and RandomReal.

By using "RandomSeed" the results of a Monte Carlo integration can be reproduced. The results of the following two runs are identical.

Here is a Monte Carlo integration that uses "RandomSeed".

In[56]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0.01, 1<, Method ® 8"MonteCarlo", "RandomSeed" ® 12<F �� InputForm

Out[56]//InputForm= 1.7828815270494558

This Monte Carlo integration gives the same number.

In[57]:= NIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0.01, 1<, Method ® 8"MonteCarlo", "RandomSeed" ® 12<F �� InputForm

Out[57]//InputForm= 1.7828815270494558

The following shows the first 20 points used in the Monte Carlo integrations.

In[65]:= pnts = ReapBNIntegrateB
1

x

, 8x, 0.01, 1<,

Method ® 8"MonteCarlo", "RandomSeed" ® 12<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDFFP2, 1T;

Take@
pnts,
20D

Out[66]= 80.149394, 0.0460797, 0.526197, 0.402254, 0.249858, 0.155351, 0.75201, 0.447633, 0.826597, 0.899822, 0.672286

The points coincide with the points made using SeedRandom and Random.

In[67]:= SeedRandom@12D; RandomReal@80.01, 1<, 20D

Out[67]= 80.149394, 0.0460797, 0.526197, 0.402254, 0.249858, 0.155351, 0.75201, 0.447633, 0.826597, 0.899822, 0.672286

Stratified crude Monte Carlo integration

In stratified sampling Monte Carlo integration you break the region into several subregions and apply the crude Monte Carlo estimate on

each subregion separately.

From the expected (mean) value formula, Equation (29) at the beginning of Crude Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo Strategies, you

have
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(30)EH f L =
1

volHVL
Ùv f HxL â x.

Let the region V  be bisected into two half−regions, V1  and V2. Let EiH f L is the expectation of f  on Vi, and VariH f L is the variance of f  on

Vi. From the theorem [PrFlTeuk92]

(31)VarH f L =
1

4
HE1H f L - E2H f LL

2
+

1

2
HVar1H f L + Var2H f LL

you can see that the stratified sampling gives a variance that is never larger than the crude Monte Carlo sampling variance.

There  are  two  ways  to  specify  strata  for  NIntegrate’s  "MonteCarlo"  strategy.  One  is  to  specify  "singular"  points  in  the  variable

range specifications, the other is to use "MonteCarlo"’s method sub−option "Partitioning".

Stratified crude Monte Carlo integration using variable ranges specifications.

In[124]:= NIntegrateAx2 + y2, 8x, 0, 1�3, 2�3, 1<, 8y, 0, 1�3, 2�4, 3�4, 1<, Method ® "MonteCarlo"E

Out[124]= 0.666398

Stratified crude Monte Carlo integration using "MonteCarlo"’s sub−option "Partitioning".

In[123]:= NIntegrateAx2 + y2, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"MonteCarlo", "Partitioning" ® 83, 4<<E

Out[123]= 0.671852

If "Partitioning" is given a list of integers, 8p1, p2,¼, pn< with length n that equals the number of integral variables, each dimension

i  of  the integration region is  divided into pi  equal  parts.  If  "Partitioning"  is  given an integer  p,  all  dimensions are divided into p

equal parts.

This graph demonstrates the stratified sampling specified with "Partitioning". Each cell contains 3 points, as specified by 

"MonteCarloRule"’s option "Points".

In[95]:= parts = 83, 4<;
t = Reap@NIntegrate@1, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,

Method ® 8"MonteCarlo", "Partitioning" ® parts, Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "Points" ® 3<<,
EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DDDP2, 1T;

grX = HLine@88ð1, 0<, 8ð1, 1<<D &L �� TableBi, :i, 0, 1,
1

partsP1T
>F;

grY = HLine@880, ð1<, 81, ð1<<D &L �� TableBi, :i, 0, 1,
1

partsP2T
>F;

grLP = Point �� t;
Graphics@8grLP, grX, grY, Red, grLP<, Axes -> TrueD

Out[100]=

Stratified Monte Carlo sampling can be specified if the integration variable ranges are given with intermediate singular points. 
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Stratified Monte Carlo sampling through specification of intermediate singular points. 

In[18]:= ranges = ::x, 0,
1

4
,
3

5
, 1>, :y, 0,

2

5
,
3

4
, 1>>;

t = Reap@NIntegrate@1, Evaluate@Sequence �� rangesD,
Method ® 8"MonteCarlo", Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "Points" ® 3<<,
EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD;

grX = Line@88ð1, 0<, 8ð1, 1<<D & �� Rest�ranges@@1DD;
grY = Line@880, ð1<, 81, ð1<<D & �� Rest�ranges@@2DD;
grLP = Point �� t;
Graphics@8grLP, grX, grY, Red, grLP<, Axes -> TrueD

Out[23]=

Stratified sampling improves the efficiency of the crude Monte Carlo estimation: if the number of strata is s, the standard deviation of the

stratified  Monte  Carlo  estimation  is  s  times  less  of  the  standard  deviation  of  the  crude  Monte  Carlo  estimation.  (See  the  following

example.)

The following benchmark shows that stratification speeds up the convergence.

In[120]:= n = 10; res =

TimingBDoBNIntegrateB
ã
x
- 1

ã - 1
, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 9"MonteCarlo", "Partitioning" ® ð1, "MaxPoints" ® 106=,

PrecisionGoal ® 2F, 8n<FFP1T� n & �� Range@4D;

ColumnForm@
resD

Out[121]= 0.0114982

0.0039994

0.0025996

0.0020997

Convergence speedup of the stratified Monte Carlo integration

The following example confirms that if the number of strata is s, the standard deviation of the stratified Monte Carlo estimation is s times

less than the standard deviation of the crude Monte Carlo estimation.

Here is a stratified integration definition based on the expected (mean) value formula (29).

In[122]:= MonteCarloEstimate@f_, strata_, n_D :=

:ð1P1T, ð1P2T > & BTotalB :
Mean@f �� ð1D

strata
,

Variance@f �� ð1D

strata2 n

strata

> & ��

TableBRandomBReal, :
i - 1

strata
,

i

strata
>F, 8i, strata<, :

n

strata
>FFF

Consider this integral.

In[123]:= f@x_D :=
ã
x
- 1

ã - 1

NBà
0

1

f@xD âxF

Out[124]= 0.418023
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Here the integral above is approximated with 1000 points for the number of strata running from 1 to 40.

In[125]:= t = Table@MonteCarloEstimate@f, i, 1000D, 8i, 1, 40<D;

These are the ratios between the standard deviations and the nonstratified, crude Monte Carlo estimation.

In[126]:= ratios = Transpose@tDP2T�Transpose@tDP2, 1T;

Note that ratiosPiT is the ratio for the Monte Carlo estimation with i number of strata. This allows you to try a least squares fit of the 

function 
1

x
 to ratios.

In[127]:= p@x_D := Evaluate�FitBratios, :
1

x
>, xF

p@xD

Out[128]=

1.0075

x

The fitting of 
1

x
 shows a coefficient very close to 1, which is a confirmation of the rule of thumb that s number of strata give s−times faster 

convergence. This is the plot of the ratios and the 
1

x
 least squares fit.

In[130]:= ListLinePlot@8ratios, p �� Range@Length@ratiosDD<, PlotRange -> All, PlotStyle -> 88Red<, 8Blue<<D

Out[130]=

Global Adaptive Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo Strategies
The global adaptive Monte Carlo and quasi Monte Carlo strategies recursively bisect the subregion with the largest variance estimate

into two halves, and compute integral and variance estimates for each half. 

Here is an example of adaptive Monte Carlo integration.

In[1]:= NIntegrateBã-Ix
4
+y4M, 8x, -Π, Π<, 8y, -Π, Π<, Method ® "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"F

Out[1]= 3.2531

option name default value

Method MonteCarloRule MonteCarloRule specification

"Partitioning" Automatic initial partitioning of the integration region along each axis

"BisectionDithering" 0 offset from the middle of the region side that is parallel to the 
bisection axis

"MaxPoints" Automatic maximum number of (pseudo−)random sampling points to 
be used

"RandomSeed" Automatic random seed used to generate the (pseudo−)random 
sampling points

Adaptive (quasi) Monte Carlo uses crude (quasi) Monte Carlo estimation rule on each subregion.

The  process  of  subregion  bisection  and  subsequent  bi−integration  is  expected  to  reduce  the  global  variance,  and  it  is  referred  as

recursive stratified sampling. It  is motivated by a theorem that states that if  a region is partitioned into disjoint subregions the random

variable  variance  over  the  region  is  greater  than  or  equal  to  the  sum  of  the  random  variable  variances  over  each  subregion.  (See

Stratified Monte Carlo integration in the section Crude Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo strategies.)

NIntegrate’s  global  adaptive  Monte  Carlo  strategy  "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"  is  similar  to  "GlobalAdaptive".  There  are  some

important differences though.
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(i) "AdaptiveMonteCarlo" does not use singularity flattening, and does not have detectors for slow convergence and noisy integra−

tion.

(ii)  "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"  chooses  randomly  the  bisection  dimension.  To  avoid  irregular  separation  of  different  coordinates  a

dimension recurs only if other dimensions have been chosen for bisection. 

(iii) "AdaptiveMonteCarlo" can be tuned to bisect the subregions away from the middle. More at "BisectionDithering".

MinRecursion and MaxRecursion

The options MinRecursion and MaxRecursion  for the adaptive Monte Carlo methods have the same meaning and functionality as

they do for "GlobalAdaptive". See MinRecursion and MaxRecursion.

"Partitioning"

The  option  "Partitioning"  of  "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"  provides  initial  stratification  of  the  integration.  It  has  the  same  meaning

and functionality as "Partitioning" of the strategy "MonteCarlo".

"BisectionDithering"

When the integrand has some special symmetry that puts significant part it in the middle of the region, it is better if the bisection is done

a  little  bit  away  from the  middle.  The  value  of  the  option  "BisectionDithering" -> dith  specifies  that  the  splitting  fraction  of  the

region’s splitting dimension side should be at 
1

2
± dith instead of 

1

2
. The sign of dith is changed in a random manner. The default value

given to "BisectionDithering" is 
1

10
. The allowed values for dith are reals in the interval B-

1

4
,
1

4
F.

Consider the function.

In[195]:= f@x_, y_D := ã- 30 IHx-5L
4
+Hy-5L4M;

Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<, PlotPoints ® 30, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[196]=

Consider the integral.

In[197]:= Integrate@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<D
% �� N

Out[197]=

J-4 GammaA
5

4
E + GammaA

1

4
, 18750EN

2

4 30

Out[198]= 0.599987
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The integral is seriously underestimated if no bisection dithering is used i.e. "BisectionDithering" is given 0.

In[199]:= Mean�Table@NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<,
Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", "BisectionDithering" ® 0<D, 820<D

Out[199]= 0.40383

The following picture shows why the integral is underestimated. The black points are the integration sampling points. It can be seen that 
half of the peak of the integrand is undersampled.

In[204]:= t = Reap@NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<,
Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", "BisectionDithering" ® 0, "RandomSeed" ® 10<,
PrecisionGoal ® 2, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y, 0<DDD;

Print@"Integral value ", tP1TD
cp = Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<, PlotPoints ® 30, PlotRange ® AllD;
Graphics3D@8cpP1T, PointSize@0.006D, Point �� tP2, 1T<,
BoxRatios ® 81, 1, 0.4<, PlotRange ® All, Axes -> TrueD

Integral value 0.292876

Out[207]=

Specifying bisection dithering of 10% gives a satisfactory estimation.

In[212]:= Mean�TableBNIntegrateBf@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<,

Method ® :"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", "BisectionDithering" ->
1

10
>F, 830<F

Out[212]= 0.596772
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It can be seen on this plot, that the peak of the integrand is sampled better.

In[213]:= t = ReapBNIntegrateBf@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<,

Method ® :"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", "BisectionDithering" ®
1

10
, RandomSeed ® 10>,

PrecisionGoal ® 2, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y, 0<DFF;

Print@"Integral value ", tP1TD
cp = Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<, PlotPoints ® 30, PlotRange ® AllD;
Graphics3D@8cpP1T, PointSize@0.006D, Point �� tP2, 1T<,
BoxRatios ® 81, 1, 0.4<, PlotRange ® All, Axes -> TrueD

Integral value 0.610217

Out[216]=

Choice of bisection axis

For multidimensional integrals the adaptive Monte Carlo algorithm chooses the splitting axis of an integration region in two ways: (i) by

random selection  or  (ii)  by  minimizing  the  variance of  the  integral  estimates  of  each half.  The axis  selection  is  a  responsibility  of  the

"MonteCarloRule".

Example: Comparison with crude Monte Carlo

Generally,  the  "AdaptiveMonteCarlo"  strategy  has  greater  performance  than  "MonteCarlo".  This  is  demonstrated  with  the

examples in this subsection.

Consider the function.

In[217]:= f@x_, y_D := ã-IHx+1L
2
+Hy+1L2M

+ ã
-IHx-1L2+Hy-1L2M
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This is a plot of the function.

In[218]:= Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, -Π, Π<, 8y, -Π, Π<D

Out[218]=

It can be seen from the following profiling that "AdaptiveMonteCarlo" uses nearly three times fewer sampling points than the crude

"MonteCarlo" strategy.

These are the sampling points and timing for "MonteCarlo".

In[219]:= 8k = 0;
HresMC = NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -Π, Π<, 8y, -Π, Π<,

Method ® "MonteCarlo", PrecisionGoal ® 2, EvaluationMonitor ¦ k++DL �� Timing �� First, k<

Out[219]= 80.689894 Second, 22 500<

These are the sampling points and timing for "AdaptiveMonteCarlo".

In[220]:= 8k = 0;
HresAMC = NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -Π, Π<, 8y, -Π, Π<, Method ® "AdaptiveMonteCarlo",

PrecisionGoal ® 2, EvaluationMonitor ¦ k++DL �� Timing �� First, k<

Out[220]= 80.180972 Second, 5300<

This is the exact result.

In[221]:= exact = Integrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -Π, Π<, 8y, -Π, Π<D

Out[221]=

1

2
Π H-Erf@1 - ΠD + Erf@1 + ΠDL HErf@-1 + ΠD + Erf@1 + ΠDL

Here is the timing for 100 integrations with "MonteCarlo".

In[222]:= tblMC = Table@NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -Π, Π<,
8y, -Π, Π<, Method ® "MonteCarlo", PrecisionGoal ® 2D, 8100<D; �� Timing

Out[222]= 811.8842 Second, Null<

The "MonteCarlo" integration compares well with the exact result. The numbers below show the error of the mean of the integral 
estimates, the mean of the relative errors of the integral estimates, and the variance of the integral estimates.

In[223]:= :Abs@Mean@tblMCD - exactD, MeanBAbsB
tblMC - exact

exact
FF,

HtblMC - exactL.HtblMC - exactL

Length@tblMCD
>

Out[223]= 80.00137993, 0.00813663, 0.00430569<

Here is the timing for 100 integrations with "AdaptiveMonteCarlo" which is several times faster than "MonteCarlo" integrations.

In[233]:= tblAMC = Table@NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -Π, Π<,
8y, -Π, Π<, Method ® "AdaptiveMonteCarlo", PrecisionGoal ® 2D, 8100<D; �� Timing

Out[233]= 84.21336 Second, Null<
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The "AdaptiveMonteCarlo" integration result compares well with the exact result. The numbers below show the error of the mean of 

the integral estimates, the mean of the relative errors of the integral estimates, and the variance of the integral estimates.

In[234]:= :Abs@Mean@tblAMCD - exactD, MeanBAbsB
tblAMC - exact

exact
FF,

HtblAMC - exactL.HtblAMC - exactL

Length@tblAMCD
>

Out[234]= 80.0129984, 0.00742212, 0.00366479<

"MultiPeriodic"
The  strategy  "MultiPeriodic"  transforms  all  integrals  into  integrals  over  the  unit  cube  and  periodizes  the  integrands  to  be  one−

periodic  with  respect  to  each  integration  variable.  Different  periodizing  functions  (or  none)  can  be  applied  to  different  variables.

"MultiPeriodic" works for integrals with dimension less than or equal to twelve. If "MultiPeriodic" is given integrals with higher

dimension the "MonteCarlo" strategy is used.

Here is an example of integration with "MultiPeriodic".

In[2]:= NIntegrateBã-Ix1
4
+x24+x34M, 8x1, -Π, Π<, 8x2, -Π, Π<, 8x3, -Π, Π<, Method ® "MultiPeriodic"F

Out[2]= 5.95735

option name default value

"Transformation" SidiSin periodizing transformation applied to the integrand

"MinPoints" 0 minimal number of sampling points

MaxPoints 105 maximum number of sampling points

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to be used for symbolic preprocessing

"MultiPeriodic" can be seen as a multidimensional generalization of the strategy "Trapezoidal". It can also be seen as a quasi

Monte Carlo method.

"MultiPeriodic" uses lattice integration rules; see [SloanJoe94] [KrUeb98]. 

Here  integration  lattice  in  Rd,  d Î N,  is  understood to  be  a  discrete  subset  of  Rd  which  is  closed under  addition  and subtraction,  and

which contains Zd. A lattice integration rule [SloanJoe94] is a rule of the form 

Q f HxL =
1

N
â

i=1

N

f HxiL,

where 8x1, x2,¼, xN< are all the points of an integration lattice contained in @0, 1Ln.

If  "MultiPeriodic"  is  called  on,  a  d−dimensional  integral  "MultiPeriodic"’s  option  "Transformation"  takes  a  list  of  one−

argument functions 8 f1, f2,¼, fd< that is used to transform the corresponding variables. If "Transformation" is given a list with length

l smaller than d, then the last function, fl, is used for the last d - l integration variables. If "Transformation" is given a function, that

function will be used to transform all the variables.

Let d  is the dimension of the integral. If d = 1 "MultiPeriodic" calls "Trapezoidal" after applying the periodizing transformation.

For dimensions higher than 12 "MonteCarlo" is called without applying periodizing transformations. "MultiPeriodic" uses the so−

called  2d  copy  rules  for  2 £ d £ 12.  For  each  2 £ d £ 12  "MultiPeriodic"  has  a  set  of  copy  rules  that  are  used  to  compute  a

sequence  of  integral  estimates.  The  rules  with  smaller  number  of  points  are  used  first.  If  the  error  estimate  of  a  rule  satisfies  the

precision goal, or if the difference of two integral estimates in the sequence satisfies the precision goal, the integration stops. 
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Number of points for the 2d copy rules in the rule sets for different dimensions.

Out[7]=

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 4996 4952 5008 5024 5056 5248 4864 5632 5120 6144 12 288

2 10012 9992 9904 10016 10048 10112 10 496 9728 11264 10 240 20 480

3 20012 20024 19984 19808 20032 20096 20 224 20 992 19456 22 528 45 056

4 40028 40024 40048 39968 39616 40064 40 192 40 448 41984 38 912 77 824

5 80044 80056 80048 80096 79936 79232 80 128 80 384 80896 83 968 167 936

6 160036 160088 160112 160096 160192 159872 158 464 160 256 160768 161 792 323 584

7 320084 320072 320176 320224 320192 320384 319 744 316 928 320512 321 536 643 072

8 640448 640384 640 768 639 488 633856 641 024 1 282 048

9 1280 896 1 280 768 1 281 536 1278 976 1 267 712 2 535 424

10 2 561 792 2 561 536 2563 072 2 557 952 5 115 904

11 5 123 584 5123 072 5 126 144 10 252 288

12 10247 168 10 246 144 20 492 288

13 20 494 336 40 988 672

Comparison with "MultiDimensionalRule"

Generally  "MultiPeriodic"  is  slower  than  "GlobalAdaptive"  using  "MultiDimensionalRule".  For  computing  high−dimen−

sion integrals with lower precision "MultiPeriodic" might give results faster.

This defines function of eight arguments.

In[8]:= f@x1_, x2_, x3_, x4_, x5_, x6_, x7_, x8_D :=

1�H1 + 0.9671190054385935‘ x1 + 0.21216802639809276‘ x2 + 0.682779542171783‘ x3 + 0.32962509624641606‘ x4 +

0.5549215440908636‘ x5 + 0.7907543870000786‘ x6 + 0.8580353669569777‘ x7 + 0.4796298578498076‘ x8L9

Timings in seconds for computing Ù0
1
¼ Ù0

1
f @x1,¼, x8D â x1¼â x8 using "MultiPeriodic" and "GlobalAdaptive" with 

"MultiDimensionalRule".
Out[12]//TableForm=

Number of integrand evaluations for computing Ù0
1
¼ Ù0

1
f @x1,¼, x8D â x1¼â x8 using "MultiPeriodic" and "GlobalAdaptive" 

with "MultiDimensionalRule".
Out[13]//TableForm=

Preprocessors
The  capabilities  of  all  strategies  are  extended  through  symbolic  preprocessing  of  the  integrals.  The  preprocessors  can  be  seen  as

strategies that delegate integration to other strategies (preprocessors included).

"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision"

"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision" is a preprocessor that divides an integral with a piecewise integrand into integrals with disjoint

integration regions on each of which the integrand is not piecewise. 
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option name default value

Method Automatic integration strategy or preprocessor to which the integration 
will passed to

"ExpandSpecialPiecewise" True which piecewise functions should be expanded 

TimeConstraint 5 the maximum number of seconds for which the piecewise 
subdivision will be attempted

"MaxPiecewiseCases" 100 the maximum number of subregions the piecewise preproces−
sor can return

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

Options of "SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision".

As  it  was  mentioned  at  the  beginning  of  the  tutorial,  NIntegrate  is  able  to  integrate  simultaneously  integrals  with  disjoint  domains

each having a different integrand. Hence, after the preprocessing with "SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision"  the integration contin−

ues in the same way as if, say, NIntegrate was given ranges with singularity specifications (which can be seen as specifying integrals

with disjoint domains with the same integrand). For example, the strategy "GlobalAdaptive" tries to improve the integral estimate of

the region with the largest error through bisection, and will choose that largest error region regardless to what integrand it corresponds

to. 

Below are the sampling points for the numerical estimation of the integral Ù
-1

1

2

sinH-xL

x < 0

1

x
x ³ 0

â x. On the plot, the integrand is sampled 

at the x coordinates in the order of the ord coordinates. It can be seen that NIntegrate’s "GlobalAdaptive" alternates sampling 

for the piece 
2

sinH-xL

, x < 0 with sampling for the piece 
1

x
, x ³ 0 .

In[12]:= pnts = ReapBNIntegrateBPiecewiseB::
2

Sin@-xD

, x < 0>, :
1

x

, x ³ 0>>F,

8x, -1, 1<, PrecisionGoal ® 8, EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDFF@@2, 1DD;

ListPlot@Transpose@8pnts, Range@Length@pntsDD<D, PlotRange ® All, AxesOrigin ® 8-1, 0<,
AxesLabel ® 8x, "sampling\norder"<D

Out[13]=

-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
x

50

100

150

200

250

300

sampling

order

Here are the sampling points for the numerical estimation of the integral Ù
-Π

Π

Ù
-Π

Π

Boole@x2 + y2 > 1D sin Hx2 + y2L â y â x. The integrand is 

plotted on the left, the sampling points are plotted on the right. The integral has been partitioned into Ù
-Π

-1
Ù
-Π

Π

sinIx2 + y2M â y â x + 

Ù
-1

1
Ù
-Π

- 1-x2

sinIx2 + y2M â y â x + Ù
-1

1
Ù

1-x2

Π

sinIx2 + y2M â y â x  + Ù1
Π

Ù
-Π

Π

sinIx2 + y2M â y â x, that is why the sampling points form a different 

pattern for -1 £ x £ 1. 
Out[17]=
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"ExpandSpecialPiecewise"

In  some  cases  it  is  preferable  to  do  piecewise  expansion  only  over  certain  piecewise  functions.  In  these  case  the  option

"ExpandSpecialPiecewise" can be given a list of functions to do the piecewise expansion with.

This Monte Carlo integral is done faster with piecewise expansion only over Boole.

In[18]:= f@x_, y_D := BooleAx2 + 2 y2 < 1E AbsAx2 + y3 - 2E AbsA-x2 + y2 + 1E AbsAx2 - 3 y2 + xE
1

x2 + y2 + 10

;

NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<, Method ®
8"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision", "ExpandSpecialPiecewise" ® 8Boole<, Method ® "MonteCarlo"<D �� Timing

Out[19]= 80.108984, 0.634721<

Here is a Monte Carlo integration with piecewise expansion over both Boole and Abs.

In[20]:= NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<,
Method ® 8"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision", Method ® "MonteCarlo"<D �� Timing

Out[20]= 80.19197, 0.625164<

"EvenOddSubdivision"

"EvenOddSubdivision"  is  a  preprocessor  that  reduces  the  integration  region  if  the  region  is  symmetric  around  the  origin  and  the

integrand is determined to be even or odd. The convergence of odd integrals is verified by default.

option name default value

Method Automatic integration strategy or preprocessor to which the integration 
will passed to

VerifyConvergence Automatic should the convergence be verified if odd integral is detected

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

Options of "EvenOddSubdivision".

When  the  integrand  is  an  even  function  and  the  integration  region  is  symmetric  around  the  origin,  the  integral  can  be  computed  by

integrating only on some part of the integration region and multiplying with a corresponding factor.

Here is a plot of an even function and NIntegrate’s sampling points without any preprocessing.

Out[24]=

These are the sampling points used by NIntegrate after "EvenOddSubdivision" has been applied. Note that the sampling points 

are only in the region @0, ΠD´ @0, ΠD.

Out[25]=

Transformation theorem

The preprocessor "EvenOddSubdivision" is based on the following theorem.
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Theorem: Given the d−dimensional integral

à
a0

b0

¼à
aiIx1,¼,xi-1M

biIx1,¼,xi-1M

¼à
anIx1,¼,xd-1M

bnIx1,¼,xd-1M

f Hx1,¼, xdL â x1¼â xd,

assume that for some i Î 81, 2,¼, d< these equalities hold:

a) aiHx1,¼, xi-1L = -biHx1,¼, xi-1L,

b) for all j > i, j Î 81, 2,¼, d<:

a jIx1,¼, xi,¼, x j-1M = a jIx1,¼, -xi,¼, x j-1M,

b jIx1,¼, xi,¼, x j-1M = b jIx1,¼, -xi,¼, x j-1M.

In other words the range of xi  is symmetric around the origin, and the boundaries of the variables x j, j > i are even functions wrt xi.

Then:

a) the integral is equivalent to

2à
a0

b0

¼à
0

biIx1,¼,xiM

¼à
adIx1,¼,xd-1M

bdIx1,¼,xd-1M

f Hx1,¼, xdL â x1¼â xd

if the integrand is even wrt xi, that is,

f Hx1,¼, xi,¼, xdL = f Hx1,¼, -xi,¼, xdL;

b) the integral is equivalent to 0, if the integrand is odd wrt xi, that is, 

f Hx1,¼, xi,¼, xdL = - f Hx1,¼, -xi,¼, xdL.

Note that the theorem above can be applied several times over an integral. 

To  illustrate  the  theorem consider  the  integral  Ù0
1
Ù
-x

x
Ù2
y2

x â z â y â x.  It  is  symmetric  along  y,  and  the  integrand  and  the  bounds  of  z  are

even functions wrt to y.

Here is a plot of the sampling points without the application of "EvenOddSubdivision" (black) and with 

"EvenOddSubdivision" applied (red).
Out[28]=

If the bounds of z were not even functions wrt to y then the symmetry along y is broken. For example, the integral Ù0
1
Ù
-x

x
Ù2
y
x â z â y â x has

no symmetry NIntegrate can exploit. 
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Here is a plot of the sampling points with "EvenOddSubdivision" applied (red). The region has no symmetry along y.

Out[30]=

"VerifyConvergence"

Consider the following divergent integral Ù
-¥

¥

x â x. NIntegrate detects it as an odd function over a symmetric domain and tries to 

integrate Ù0
¥

x â x (that is, check the convergence of Ù0
¥

x â x). Since no convergence was reached as it is indicated by the ncvb message, 

NIntegrate gives the message oidiv that the integral might be divergent.

In[31]:= NIntegrate@x, 8x, -¥, ¥<D

Out[31]= 0.

If the option VerifyConvergence is set to False no convergence verification~and hence no integrand evaluation~will be done after 

the integral is found to be odd.

In[32]:= NIntegrate@x, 8x, -¥, ¥<, Method ® 8"EvenOddSubdivision", "VerifyConvergence" ® False<D

Out[32]= 0.

"OscillatorySelection"

"OscillatorySelection" is a preprocessor that selects specialized algorithms for efficient evaluation of one−dimensional oscillat−

ing  integrals,  the  integrands  of  which  are  products  of  a  trigonometric  or  Bessel  function  and  a  non−oscillating  or  a  (much)  slower

oscillating function.

option name default value

"BesselInfiniteRangeMethod" "ExtrapolatingOscillatory"

 specialized integration algorithm for infinite region integrals 
with Bessel functions

"FourierFiniteRangeMethod" Automatic specialized integration algorithm for Fourier integrals over 
finite ranges

"FourierInfiniteRangeMethod" 8"DoubleExponentialOscillatory",

Method->"ExtrapolatingOscillatory"<

specialized integration algorithm for Fourier integrals over 
infinite regions

Method "GlobalAdaptive" integration strategy or preprocessor to which the integration 
will passed to

"TermwiseOscillatory" False if the value of this option is True  then the algorithm is 

selected for each term
in a sum of oscillatory functions 

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

Options of "OscillatorySelection".
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"OscillatorySelection" is used by default.

In[33]:= NIntegrateB
Sin@20 xD

x + 1
, 8x, 0, ¥<F

Out[33]= 0.049757

Without the "OscillatorySelection" preprocessor NIntegrate does not reach convergence with its default option settings.

In[34]:= NIntegrateB
Sin@20 xD

x + 1
, 8x, 0, ¥<, Method ® 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F

Out[34]= 0.´102

The  preprocessor  "OscillatorySelection"  is  designed  to  work  with  (the  internal  output  of)  the

"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision"  preprocessor.  "OscillatorySelection"  itself  partitions  oscillatory  integrals  that  include

the origin or have oscillatory kernels that need to be expanded or transformed into forms the oscillatory algorithms are designed for. 

Here is a piecewise function integration in which all methods of "OscillatorySelection" are used. For this integral the preproces−

sor "SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision" divides the integral into four different integrals; for each of these integrals 

"OscillatorySelection" selects an appropriate algorithm.

In[1]:= NIntegrateB

BesselJ@3,-xD

-x

x < 0

Cos@200 xD

x

0 < x < 20

Sin@2 x+3D

x2
x > 30

1

Log@xD
True

, 8x, -¥, ¥<F

Out[1]= 3.77933

The following table shows the names of the "OscillatorySelection" options used to specify the algorithms for each sub−interval 

in the integral above.

xÎH-¥,0D "BesselInfiniteRangeMethod"

xÎ@0,20D "FourierFiniteRangeMethod"

xÎ@30,¥L "FourierInfiniteRangeMethod"

xÎ@20,30D Method

In this example "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" is called twice. "DoubleExponentialOscillatory" is a special 

algorithm for Fourier integrals, and the formula ã2 ä x
2

= cosI2 x2M + ä sinI2 x2M makes the integrand a sum of two Fourier integrands.

In[35]:= NIntegrateB

ExpA2 ä x2E

x + 1
, 8x, 0, ¥<F �� InputForm

Out[35]//InputForm= 0.39934219109623426 + 0.2791805912092563*I

To demonstrate that "OscillatorySelection" has used the formula ã2 ä x
2

= cosI2 x2M + ä sinI2 x2M, here is the integral above split 

"by hand". The result is identical with the last result.

In[36]:= NIntegrateB

CosA2 x2E

x + 1
, 8x, 0, ¥<F + ä NIntegrateB

SinA2 x2E

x + 1
, 8x, 0, ¥<F �� InputForm

Out[36]//InputForm= 0.39934219109623426 + 0.2791805912092563*I

The value Automatic  for the option "FourierFiniteRangeMethod" means that if the integration strategy specified with the option

Method  is  one of  "GlobalAdaptive"  or  "LocalAdaptive"  then that  strategy will  be used for  the finite range Fourier  integration,

otherwise "GlobalAdaptive" will be used.
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Here is a piecewise function integration that uses "DoubleExponential" strategy for the non−oscillatory integral and 

"LocalAdaptive" for the finite range oscillatory integral.

In[37]:= NIntegrateB

Cos@200 xD

x6
0 < x < 20

1

x-20

True
, 8x, 1, 40<,

Method ® 8"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision", Method ® 8"OscillatorySelection",

Method ® "DoubleExponential", "FourierFiniteRangeMethod" ® 8"LocalAdaptive", "Partitioning" ® 3<<<F

Out[37]= 8.94871

These are the sampling points of the preceding integration and integral but with default option settings. The pattern between @0, 20D on the 

left picture is typical for the local adaptive quadrature~the recursive partitioning into three parts can be seen (because of the option 

"Partitioning" -> 3 given to "LocalAdaptive"). The pattern over @0, 20D on the right picture comes from 

"GlobalAdaptive". The pattern between @20, 40D on the first picture is typical for the double−exponential quadrature. The same 

pattern can be seen on the second picture between @20, 21 + 1 �4D since "GlobalAdaptive" uses by default the 

"DoubleExponential" singularity handler.

Out[42]=

If the application of a particular oscillatory method is desired for a particular type of oscillatory integrals, either the corresponding options

of  "OscillatorySelection"  should  be  changed,  or  NIntegrate’s  Method  option  should  be  used  without  the  preprocessor

"OscillatorySelection".

Here is a piecewise function integration that uses "ExtrapolatingOscillatory" for any of the infinite range oscillatory integrals.

In[10]:= NIntegrateB

BesselJ@3,-xD

-x

x < 0

Cos@200 xD

x

0 < x < 20

Sin@2 x+3D

x2
x > 30

1

Log@xD
True

, 8x, -¥, ¥<, Method ® 8"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision",

Method ® 8"OscillatorySelection", "FourierInfiniteRangeMethod" ® "ExtrapolatingOscillatory"<<F

Out[10]= 3.77933

If "ExtrapolatingOscillatory" is given as method, "OscillatorySelection" uses it for infinite range oscillatory 

integration.

In[1]:= NIntegrateB

SinA2 x3 + 3E

x2
, 8x, 1, ¥<, Method ® "ExtrapolatingOscillatory"F �� Timing

Out[1]= 80.137979, -0.0206489<

The integration above is faster with the default options of NIntegrate. For this integral "OscillatorySelection", which is 

applied by default, uses "DoubleExponentialOscillatory".

In[2]:= NIntegrateB

SinA2 x3 + 3E

x2
, 8x, 1, ¥<F �� Timing

Out[2]= 80.010998, -0.0206489<

Working with sums of oscillating terms

In many cases it  is useful to apply the oscillatory algorithms to integrands that are sums of oscillating functions. That is, each term of

such integrands is a product of an oscillating function and a less oscillating one. (See Oscillatory strategies for the forms of recognized

as oscillatory by NIntegrate.)
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Here is an example of integration that applies the specialized oscillatory NIntegrate algorithms to each term of the integrand.

In[4]:= NIntegrateB
Cos@100 xD + Sin@18 xD + Cos@12 xD

x

, 8x, 1, ¥<,

Method ® 8"OscillatorySelection", "TermwiseOscillatory" ® True<F �� Timing

Out[4]= 80.067989, 0.0879161<

By default this option is set to False, and the integral cannot be computed.

In[5]:= NIntegrateB
Cos@100 xD + Sin@18 xD + Cos@12 xD

x

, 8x, 1, ¥<,

Method ® 8"OscillatorySelection", "TermwiseOscillatory" ® False<F �� Timing

Out[5]= 90.039994, 4.83416´10123=

The option is "TermwiseOscillatory"  is set by default  to False  since splitting the integrals can lead in some cases to divergent

results.

Here is a convergent integral which if it is split into two integrals each will be divergent.

In[6]:= IntegrateB
Cos@ x^2D

1 - x

-

Cos@2 x^2D

1 - x

, 8x, 0, ¥<F �� N

Out[6]= 0.885422 - 0.669863 ä

If "TermwiseOscillatory" -> True  is used the result is some big number (and lots of messages). 

In[8]:= NIntegrateB
Cos@x^2D

1 - x

-

Cos@2 x^2D

1 - x

, 8x, 0, ¥<,

Method ® 8"OscillatorySelection", "TermwiseOscillatory" ® True<F

Out[8]= 0.810311 - 3.72823´1062 ä

If "TermwiseOscillatory" -> False is used (with increased MaxRecursion) the result is closer to the exact one. 

In[7]:= NIntegrateB
Cos@x^2D

1 - x

-

Cos@2 x^2D

1 - x

, 8x, 0, 1, 100<, MaxRecursion ® 20,

Method ® 8"OscillatorySelection", "TermwiseOscillatory" ® False<F

Out[7]= 0.885422 - 0.649631 ä

"UnitCubeRescaling"

"UnitCubeRescaling"  is  a preprocessor that  transforms the integration region into a unit  cube or  hypercube.  The variables of  the

original integrand are replaced the result is multiplied by the Jacobian of the transformation. 

option name default value

"FunctionalRangesOnly" True what ranges should be transformed to the unit cube

Method "GlobalAdaptive" integration strategy or preprocessor to which the integration 
will passed to

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

Options of "UnitCubeRescaling".
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This uses unit cube rescaling and it is faster than the computation that follows.

In[10]:= NIntegrateBSinAx2 + y2E� x2 + y2 , 8x, 0, 5<, :y, 0, x >, Method ® "UnitCubeRescaling"F �� Timing

Out[10]= 80.221967, 0.596359<

This integration does not use unit cube rescaling. It is done approximately three times slower than the previous one.

In[11]:= NIntegrateBSinAx2 + y2E� x2 + y2 , 8x, 0, 5<,

:y, 0, x >, Method ® 8Automatic, "SymbolicProcessing" ® 0<F �� Timing

Out[11]= 80.570913, 0.596359<

"UnitCubeRescaling" transforms the integral

(32)Ùa1

b1
Ùa2Hx1L
b2Hx1L
¼ ÙadIx1,¼,xd-1M

bdIx1,¼,xd-1M
f Hx1,¼, xdL â x1¼â xd

into an integral over the hypercube @0, 1Dd.  Assuming that a1  and b1  are finite and ai , bi, i = 2,¼, d  are piecewise continuous functions

the transformation used by "UnitCubeRescaling" is

(33)xi = aiIx
`

1,¼, x
`

i-1M + x
`

iIbiI x
`

1,¼, x
`

i-1M - aiIx
`

1,¼, x
`

i-1MM, i = 1,¼, d.

The Jacobian of this transformation is

(34)JIx
`

1,¼, x
`

dM =Ûi=1
d
IbiIx
`

1,¼, x
`

dM - aiIx
`

1,¼, x
`

dMM.

If for the ith  axis one or both of ai  and bi  are infinite, then the formula for xi  in (33) is a non−affine transformation that maps @0, 1D into

AaiIx
`

1,¼, x
`

i-1M, biI x
`

1,¼, x
`

i-1ME. NIntegrate uses the following transformations:

x = a +
1

1 - x
`
- 1, x Î @a,¥L,

x = 1 + b -
1

x
`
, x Î @-¥, bL,

x = -
1

-1 + x
`
-

1

x
`
, x Î H-¥,¥L,

where x
`
Î @0, 1D.

Applying "UnitCubeRescaling"  makes the integrand more complicated if  the integration region boundaries are constants (finite or

infinite).  Since  NIntegrate  has  efficient  affine  and  infinite  internal  variable  transformations  the  integration  process  would  become

slower. If some of the integration region boundaries are functions applying "UnitCubeRescaling" would make the integration faster

since the computations that involve the integration variables are done only when the integrand is evaluated. Because of these perfor−

mance  considerations  "UnitCubeRescaling"  has  the  option  "FunctionRangesOnly".  If  "FunctionRangesOnly"  is  set  to

True  the rescaling is applied only to multidimensional functional ranges.

This integration uses unit cube rescaling.

In[12]:= NIntegrateAExp@-1�10 Hx + yLD x2, 8x, 0, ¥<, 8y, 0, ¥<,

Method ® 8"UnitCubeRescaling", "FunctionalRangesOnly" ® False<E �� Timing

Out[12]= 80.483926, 20000.<
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This integration does not use unit cube rescaling. It is done approximately two times faster than the previous one.

In[13]:= NIntegrateAExp@-1�10 Hx + yLD x2, 8x, 0, ¥<, 8y, 0, ¥<,

Method ® 8"UnitCubeRescaling", "FunctionalRangesOnly" ® True<E �� Timing

Out[13]= 80.184972, 20000.<

Example implementation

The  transformation  process  used  by  "UnitCubeRescaling"  is  the  same  as  the  following  one  implemented  by  the  function

FRangesToCube (also defined in Duffy’s coordinates generalization and example implementation).

This function provides the transformation (33) and its Jacobian (34) for a list of integration ranges and a list of rectangular parallelepiped 
sides or a hypercube side.

In[14]:= FRangesToCube@ranges_, cubeSides : 88_, _< ...<D :=
Module@8t, t1, jac, vars, rules = 8<<,

vars = First �� ranges;
t = MapThread@Ht1 = Rescale@ð1@@1DD, ð2, 8ð1@@2DD, ð1@@3DD< �. rulesD;

AppendTo@rules, ð1@@1DD ® t1D; t1L &, 8ranges, cubeSides<D;
jac = Times �� MapThread@D@ð1, ð2D &, 8t, vars<D;
8rules, jac<
D �; Length@rangesD � Length@cubeSidesD;

FRangesToCube@ranges_, cubeSide : 8_, _<D :=
FRangesToCube@ranges, Table@cubeSide, 8Length@rangesD<DD;

FRangesToCube@ranges_D := FRangesToCube@ranges, 80, 1<D;

Each transformation of the transformation (33) can be done with Rescale.

In[17]:= Rescale@x, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D

Out[17]= a + H-a + bL x

Note  that  for  given  axis  i  the  transformation  rules  already  derived  for  axes  1,¼, i - 1  need  to  be  applied  to  the  original  boundaries

before the rescaling of boundaries along the ith axis.

The transformation rules and the Jacobian for @0, 1D´ @0, 1D® @0, 1D´ @aHxL, bHxLD. 

In[18]:= 8transRules, jacobian< = FRangesToCube@88x, 0, 1<, 8y, a@xD, b@xD<<D;
transRules
jacobian

Out[19]= 8x ® x, y ® a@xD + y H-a@xD + b@xDL<

Out[20]= -a@xD + b@xD

Application of the transformation to a function.

In[21]:= HF@x, yD �. transRulesL jacobian

Out[21]= H-a@xD + b@xDL F@x, a@xD + y H-a@xD + b@xDLD

The transformation rules and the Jacobian for @0, 1D´ @0, 1D® @0,¥D´ @aHxL, bHxLD. 

In[22]:= 8transRules, jacobian< = FRangesToCube@88x, 0, ¥<, 8y, a@xD, b@xD<<D;
transRules
jacobian

Out[23]= 9x ® -1 +
1

1 - x
, y ® aA-1 +

1

1 - x
E + y -aA-1 +

1

1 - x
E + bA-1 +

1

1 - x
E =

Out[24]=

-aA-1 +
1

1-x
E + bA-1 +

1

1-x
E

H1 - xL2
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The transformation rules and the Jacobian for @0, 1D´ @0, 1D® @a0, b0D´ @a1HxL, b1HxLD. 

In[25]:= 8transRules, jacobian< = FRangesToCube@88x, a0, b0<, 8y, a1@xD, b1@xD<<D;

transRules
jacobian

Out[26]=

Out[27]= H-a0 + b0L H-a1@a0 + x H-a0 + b0LD + b1@a0 + x H-a0 + b0LDL

"SymbolicPreprocessing"

"SymbolicPreprocessing" is a composite preprocessor made to simplify the switching on and off of the other preprocessors.

option name default value

Method Automatic integration strategy or preprocessor to which the integration 
will passed to

"SymbolicPiecewiseSubdivision" True piecewise subdivision

"EvenOddSubdivision" True even−odd subdivision

"OscillatorySelection" True detection of products with an oscillatory function

"UnitCubeRescaling" Automatic rescaling to the unit hypercube

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

"SymbolicPreprocessing" options.

When "UnitCubeRescaling" is set to Automatic  it is applied only to multidimensional functional ranges.

Here is an example of the integration of Ù
-1

1
Ù
0

x2 BooleAx
2
+y2<

1

2
E

x2+y2
â y â x with different combinations of preprocessor application.

Out[44]=

Examples and Applications

Closed−contour integrals

This function calculates the mass of a closed contour given in polar coordinates parametrization.

In[42]:= ClosedContourIntegral@fexpr_, 8x_, xpareq_<, 8y_, ypareq_<, 8Θ _, 0, 2 Π<, opts___D :=

NIntegrateBfexpr x2 + y2 �. 8x ® xpareq, y ® ypareq<,

8Θ, 0, 2 Π<, Evaluate@Sequence �� Append@8opts<, Method ® "Trapezoidal"DDF
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This is circumference of the ellipse with radii 2 and 3 using Integrate .

In[43]:= 8a, b< = 82, 3<;

exact = IntegrateB a2 Cos@ΘD2 + b2 Sin@ΘD2 , 8Θ, 0, 2 Π<F

Out[44]= 8 EllipticEA-
5

4
E

Here is circumference approximation of the ellipse with radii 2 and 3 using the same function.

In[45]:= ep = ClosedContourIntegral@1, 8x, a Cos@ΘD<, 8y, b Sin@ΘD<, 8Θ, 0, 2 Π<D

Out[45]= 15.8654

 The approximation compares quite well with the exact value.

In[46]:= Abs@exact - epD

Out[46]= 9.14824´10-13

Fourier series calculation

This is a Mathematica function that calculates a truncated Fourier series approximation of a function.

In[83]:= FourierAnalysis@f_, 8x_, xmin_, xmax_<, nterms_, integrator_:

HNIntegrate@ðð, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive", MaxRecursion ® 30D &LD := BlockB8a, b, funcTerms<,

a =
2

Hxmax - xminL
TableBintegratorBCosB

2 Π

xmax - xmin
j xF f, 8x, xmin, xmax<F, 8j, 0, nterms<F;

b =
2

Hxmax - xminL
TableBintegratorBSinB

2 Π

xmax - xmin
j xF f, 8x, xmin, xmax<F, 8j, 1, nterms<F;

funcTerms =
aP1T

2
+ TotalBTableBCosB

2 Π

xmax - xmin
j xF aPj + 1T + SinB

2 Π

xmax - xmin
j xF bPjT, 8j, 1, nterms<FF;

funcTerms

F;

Fourier approximation of x3 + x2 over @-2, 2D using Integrate .

In[84]:= func = FourierAnalysisAx3 + x2, 8x, -2, 2<, 12, IntegrateE

Out[84]=

4

3
-

16 CosA
Π x

2
E

Π
2

+

4 Cos@Π xD

Π
2

-

16 CosA
3 Π x

2
E

9 Π2
+

Cos@2 Π xD

Π
2

-

16 CosA
5 Π x

2
E

25 Π2
+

4 Cos@3 Π xD

9 Π2
-

16 CosA
7 Π x

2
E

49 Π2
+

Cos@4 Π xD

4 Π2
-

16

This a plot of x3 + x2 and the Fourier series approximation.

In[85]:= PlotA9TooltipAx3 + x2, "Original\nfunction"E, Tooltip@func, "Fourier\napproximation"D=,

8x, -2, 2<, PlotRange ® AllE

Out[85]=

-2 -1 1 2

5

10
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This calculates a 60−term Fourier approximation of Sin@x3 +
1

2
D over @-4, 4D using NIntegrate. If Integrate  is used the 

calculation will be very slow.

In[86]:= func = FourierAnalysisBSinBx3 +
1

2
F, 8x, -4, 4<, 60F; �� Timing

Out[86]= 811.2887, Null<

This a plot of Sin@x3 +
1

2
D and the Fourier series approximation.

In[87]:= PlotB:TooltipBSinBx3 +
1

2
F, "Original\nfunction"F, Tooltip@func, "Fourier\napproximation"D>,

8x, -4, 4<, PlotRange ® AllF

Out[87]=
-4 -2 2 4

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0
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NIntegrate Integration Rules

Introduction
An integration rule computes an estimate of an integral over a region using a weighted sum. In the context of NIntegrate usage, an

integration rule object provides both an integral estimate and an error estimate as a measure of the integral estimate’s accuracy.

An integration rule samples the integrand with a set of points. These points are called sampling points. In the literature these are usually

called  abscissas.  Corresponding  to  each  sampling  point  xi  there  is  a  weight  number  wi.  An  integration  rule  estimates  the  integral

Ùa
b
f HxL â x with the weighted sum Úwi f HxiL. An integration rule is a functional, that is, it maps functions over the interval @a, bD (or a more

general region) into real numbers. 

If a rule is applied over the region V this will be denoted as RV H f L, where f  is the integrand.

The sampling points of the rules considered below are chosen to compute estimates for integrals either over the interval @0, 1D,  or the

unit cube @0, 1Dd, or the "centered" unit cube B-
1

2
,
1

2
F
d

, where d is the dimension of the integral. So if V  is one of these regions, RH f L will

be used instead of RV H f L. When these rules are applied to other regions, their abscissas and estimates need to be scaled accordingly.

The integration rule R is said to be exact for the function f  if R@a,bDH f L = Ùa
b
f HxL â x. 

The application of an integration rule R to a function f  will be referred as an integration of f , for example, "when f  is integrated by R, we

get RH f L."

A one−dimensional integration rule is said to be of degree n if it integrates exactly all polynomials of degree n or less, and will fail to do

so for at least one polynomial of degree n + 1. 

A multidimensional integration rule is said to be of degree n if it integrates exactly all monomials of degree n or less, and will fail to do so

for  at  least  one  monomial  of  degree  n + 1,  that  is,  the  rule  is  exact  for  all  monomials  of  the  form Ûi=1
d

xi
Αi

,  where  d  is  the  dimension,

Αi ³ 0, and Úi=1
d
Αi £ n.

A null  rule  of  degree m  will  integrate  to  zero all  monomials  of  degree £ m  and will  fail  to  do so for  at  least  one monomial  of  degree

m + 1. Each null rule may be thought of as the difference between a basic integration rule and an appropriate integration rule of a lower

degree.

If the set of sampling points of a rule R1  of degree n contains the set of sampling points of a rule R2  of a lower degree m, that is, n > m,

then R2 is said to be embedded in R1. This will be denoted as R2 Ì R1.

An integration rule of degree n that is a member of a family of rules with a common derivation and properties but different degrees will

be denoted as RH f , nL, where R  might be chosen to identify the family. (For example, trapezoidal rule of degree 4 might be referred to as

TH f , 4L.)

If  each rule  in  a  family  is  embedded in  another  rule  in  the same family,  then the rules of  that  family  are called progressive.  (For  any

given m Î N there exists n Î N, n > m, for which RH f , mL Ì RH f , nL).

An integration rule is of open type if the integrand is not evaluated at the end points of the interval. It is of closed type if it uses integrand

evaluations at the interval end points.

An  NIntegrate  integration  rule  object  has  one  integration  rule  for  the  integral  estimate  and  one  or  several  null  rules  for  the  error

estimate. The sampling points of the integration rule and the null rules coincide. It should be clear from the context whether "integration

rule" or "rule" would mean an NIntegrate integration rule object, or an integration rule in the usual mathematical sense.
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Integration Rule Specification
All  integration  rules  described  below,  except  "MonteCarloRule",  are  to  be  used  by  the  adaptive  strategies  of  NIntegrate.  In

NIntegrate,  all  Monte Carlo  strategies,  crude and adaptive,  use "MonteCarloRule".  Changing the integration rule  component  of

an integration strategy will make a different integration algorithm. 

The way to specify what integration rule the adaptive strategies in NIntegrate  (see "Global Adaptive Strategy" and "Local Adaptive

Strategy") should use is through a Method suboption.

Here is an example of using an integration rule with a strategy ("GlobalAdaptive").

In[1]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", Method ® "ClenshawCurtisRule"<D �� InputForm

Out[1]//InputForm= 1.9999999999193905

Here is an example of using the same integration rule as in the example above through a different strategy ("LocalAdaptive").

In[2]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"LocalAdaptive", Method ® "ClenshawCurtisRule"<D �� InputForm

Out[2]//InputForm= 1.9999999976742142

If NIntegrate is given a method option that has only an integration rule specification other than "MonteCarloRule", then that rule is

used with the "GlobalAdaptive" strategy. The two inputs below are equivalent.

For this integration only integration rule is specified.

In[3]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "LobattoKronrodRule"D �� InputForm

Out[3]//InputForm= 2.0000000000019873

For this integration an integration strategy and an integration rule are specified.

In[4]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", Method ® "LobattoKronrodRule"<D �� InputForm

Out[4]//InputForm= 2.0000000000019873

Similarly for "MonteCarloRule", the adaptive Monte Carlo strategy is going to be used when the following two equivalent commands

are executed.

For this Monte Carlo integration only the "MonteCarloRule" is specified.

In[5]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "MonteCarloRule"D �� InputForm

Out[5]//InputForm= 1.9923900530424228

For this Monte Carlo integration a Monte Carlo integration strategy and "MonteCarloRule" are specified.

In[6]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", Method ® "MonteCarloRule"<D �� InputForm

Out[6]//InputForm= 1.9745771611582486

"TrapezoidalRule"
The trapezoidal rule for integral estimation is one of the simplest and oldest rules (possibly used by the Babylonians and certainly by the

ancient Greek mathematicians):

(1)Hb - aL
f HaL+ f HbL

2
» Ùa

b
f HxL â x.

The compounded trapezoidal rule is a Riemann sum of the form

(2)TH f , nL =
1

2
h f HaL + hÚi=1

n-1
f Ha + h iL +

1

2
h f HbL » Ùa

b
f HxL â x,
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where h =
b-a

n-1
.

If the Method  option is given the value "TrapezoidalRule", the compounded trapezoidal rule is used to estimate each subinterval

formed by the integration strategy.

A "TrapezoidalRule" integration:

In[7]:= NIntegrate@x + 5, 8x, 0, 7<, Method -> "TrapezoidalRule"D

Out[7]= 59.5

option name default value

"Points" 5 number of coarse trapezoidal points

"RombergQuadrature" True should Romberg quadrature be used or not

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"TrapezoidalRule" options.

The trapezoidal rule and its compounded (multipanel) extension are not very accurate. (The compounded trapezoidal rule is exact for

linear functions and converges at least as fast as n-2, if the integrand has continuous second derivative [DavRab84].) The accuracy of

the multipanel trapezoidal rule can be increased using the "Romberg quadrature".

Since the abscissas of TH f , nL are a subset of TH f , 2 n - 1L, the difference TH f , 2 n - 1L - TH f , nL , can be taken to be an error estimate

of the integral estimate TH f , 2 n - 1L, and can be computed without extra integrand evaluations.

The  option  "Points" -> k  can  be  used  to  specify  how  many  coarse  points  are  used.  The  total  number  of  points  used  by

"TrapezoidalRule" is 2 k - 1.

This verifies that the sampling points are as in (2).

In[8]:= k = 4;
Reap�NIntegrate@x + 5, 8x, 1, 7<,

Method -> 8"TrapezoidalRule", "Points" ® k, "RombergQuadrature" ® False<, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@xDD

Out[9]= 854., 881., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7.<<<

"TrapezoidalRule" can be used for multidimensional integrals too.

Here is a multidimensional integration with "TrapezoidalRule". The exact result is Ù0
1
Ù0
1
Ix2 + yM â y â x = 5 �6 = 0.8333333¼.

In[10]:= NIntegrate@x^2 + y, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method -> "TrapezoidalRule"D

Out[10]= 0.833333

Remark:  NIntegrate  has  both  a  trapezoidal  rule  and  a  trapezoidal  strategy;  see  "Trapezoidal"  Strategy  in  the  tutorial  Integration

Strategies.  All  internally  implemented  integration  rules  of  NIntegrate  have  the  suffix  −Rule .  So  "TrapezoidalRule"  is  used  to

specify the trapezoidal integration rule, and "Trapezoidal" is used to specify the trapezoidal strategy.

Romberg Quadrature

The idea of the Romberg quadrature is to use a linear combination of TH f , nL and TH f , 2 n - 1L that eliminates the same order terms of

truncation approximation errors of TH f , nL and TH f , 2 n - 1L.

From the Euler| Maclaurin formula [DavRab84] we have

à
a

b

f HxL â x =
1

2
h f HaL + hâ

i=1

n-1

f Ha + h iL +
1

2
h f HbL -

1

12
h2 H f ¢HbL - f ¢HaLL +

1

720
Hb - aL h4 f 4@ΞD,

where
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h =
b - a

n - 1
, a < Ξ < b.

Hence we can write

à
a

b

f HxL â x = TH f , nL + A h2 + OIh4M,

à
a

b

f HxL â x = TH f , 2 n - 1L + A
h

2

2

+ OIh4M.

The h2 terms of the equations above can be eliminated if the first equation is subtracted from the second equation four times. The result

is  

à
a

b

f HxL â x =
4 TH f , 2 n - 1L - T H f , nL

3
+ OIh4M.

This example shows that a trapezoidal rule using the Romberg quadrature gives better performance than the standard trapezoidal rule. 

Also, the result of the former is closer to the exact result, Ù0
1

x â x =
2

3
= 0.6666666¼.

In[11]:= NIntegrate@Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", Method ® 8"TrapezoidalRule", "Points" ® 5, "RombergQuadrature" ® True<,

"SingularityDepth" ® ¥<, MaxRecursion ® 100, PrecisionGoal ® 8D �� InputForm �� Timing

Out[11]= 80.06399, 0.6666666666571325<

Here is an integration with a trapezoidal rule that does not use Romberg quadrature.

In[10]:= NIntegrate@Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"GlobalAdaptive", Method ® 8"TrapezoidalRule", "Points" ® 5, "RombergQuadrature" ® False<,

"SingularityDepth" ® ¥<, MaxRecursion ® 100, PrecisionGoal ® 8D �� InputForm �� Timing

Out[10]= 80.109983, 0.6666666644416138<

"TrapezoidalRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The following calculates the trapezoidal sampling points, weights, and error weights for a given precision.

In[3]:= n = 5; precision = MachinePrecision;
8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘TrapezoidalRuleData@n, precisionD

Out[4]= 880., 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875, 1.<, 80.0625, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125

Here is how the Romberg quadrature weights and error weights can be derived.

In[5]:= rombergAbsc = absc;
lowOrderWeights = -Herrweights - weightsL;

rombergWeights =
4 weights - lowOrderWeights

3
;

rombergErrorWeights = rombergWeights - weights;
8rombergAbsc, rombergWeights, rombergErrorWeights<

Out[9]= 880., 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875, 1.<, 80.0416667, 0.166667, 0.0833333, 0.166667, 0.0833333

"NewtonCotesRule"
Newton| Cotes integration formulas are formulas of interpolatory type with sampling points that are equally spaced. 

The Newton| Cotes quadrature for NIntegrate can be specified with the Method option value "NewtonCotesRule".

In[20]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "NewtonCotesRule"D

Out[20]= 2.
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option name default value

"Points" 3 number of coarse Newton| Cotes points

"Type" Closed type of the Newton| Cotes rule

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"NewtonCotesRule" options.

Let the interval of integration, @a, bD, be divided into n - 1 subintervals of equal length by the points

a, a + h, a + 2 h,¼, a + Hn - 1L h = b, h =
b - a

n - 1
.

Then the integration formula of interpolatory type is given by

à
a

b

f HxL â x »
b - a

n - 1
â

k=0

n-1

Bn-1,k f Ha + h kL,

where

Bn-1,k =

n - 1

b - a
à
a

b wHxL

H-a - k h + xLw¢Ha + h kL
â x,

with

wHxL = Hx - aL Hx - a - hL¼Hx - a - Hn - 1L hL.

When n is large, the Newton| Cotes n−point coefficients are large and are of mixed sign.

In[21]:= NIntegrate‘NewtonCotesRuleData@25, MachinePrecisionD@@2DD

Out[21]= 90.00421169, 0.0712002, -0.499965, 5.17028, -43.2178, 306.528, -1854.44, 9697.73, -44332.4, 178 882., -642291.

Since this may lead to large losses of significance by cancellation, a high−order Newton| Cotes rule must be used with caution.

"NewtonCotesRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The following calculates the Newton| Cotes sampling points, weights, and error weights for a given precision.

In[22]:= n = 5; precision = MachinePrecision;
8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘NewtonCotesRuleData@n, precisionD

Out[23]= 880., 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875, 1.<, 80.0348854, 0.20769, -0.0327337, 0.370229, -0.160141

"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule"
Gaussian quadrature uses optimal  sampling points (through polynomial  interpolation) to form a weighted sum of  the integrand values

over these points. On a subset of these sampling points a lower order quadrature rule can be made. The difference between the two

rules can be used to estimate the error. Berntsen and Espelid derived error estimation rules by removing the central point of Gaussian

rules with odd number of sampling points.

The Gaussian quadrature for NIntegrate can be specified with the Method option value "GaussBerntsenEspelidRule".

In[24]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "GaussBerntsenEspelidRule"D

Out[24]= 2.
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option name default value

"Points" Automatic number of Gauss points

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule" options.

A Gaussian rule GH f , nL of n points for integrand f  is exact for polynomials of degree 2 n - 1 (i.e., GH f , nL = Ùa
b
f HxL â x if f HxL is a polyno−

mial of degree £ 2 n - 1). 

Gaussian rules are of open type since the integrand is not evaluated at the end points of the interval. (Lobatto rules, Clenshaw|Curtis

rules, and the trapezoidal rule are of closed type since they use integrand evaluations at the interval end points.)

This defines the divided differences functional [Ehrich2000]

dvdHt1, t2,¼, ts+1L @ f D =â

Ν=1

s+1

ä

Μ=1

Μ¹Ν

s+1

ItΝ - tΜM
-1

f HtΝL, 0 £ t1 < t2 < ¼ < ts+1 £ 1.

For the Gaussian rule GH f , 2 n + 1L, with sampling points x1, x2,¼, x2 n+1, Berntsen and Espelid have derived the following error estimate

functional (see [Ehrich2000])

EHGH f , 2m + 1LL = H-1Ln
22 n+1 n !2 H2 nL !

H4 n + 1L !
dvdHx1, x2,¼, x2 n+1L @ f D.

(The original formula in [Ehrich2000] is for sampling points in @-1, 1D. The formula above is for sampling points in @0, 1D.)

This example shows the number of sampling points used by NIntegrate with various values of 

"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule"’s option "Points".

In[25]:= Table@Hk = 0; NIntegrate@x^H1�2L, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule", "Points" ® i<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D; kL, 8i, 2, 20<D

Out[25]= 8164, 106, 110, 128, 146, 164, 182, 200, 218, 236, 225, 243, 261, 279, 231, 245, 259, 273, 287<

"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The following calculates the Gaussian abscissas, weights, and Bernsen| Espelid error weights for a given number of coarse points and 
precision.

In[26]:= n = 5; precision = 20;
8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussBerntsenEspelidRuleData@n, precisionD

Out[27]= 880.010885670926971503598, 0.056468700115952350462, 0.13492399721297533795, 0.24045193539659409204, 0.36522842202382751383

The Berntsen| Espelid error weights are implemented below.

This implements the divided differences.

In[28]:= polyd@vec_List, nu_D := HTimes �� Hvec@@nuDD - Drop@vec, 8nu<DLL^H-1L;
dvdWeights@vec_ListD := dvdWeights@vecD = Table@polyd@vec, nuD, 8nu, 1, Length@vecD<D;

This computes the abscissas and the weights of G H f , 2 n + 1L.

In[30]:= 8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussRuleData@2 n + 1, precisionD;
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This computes the Berntsen| Espelid error weights.

In[31]:=

JH-1Ln Π Gamma@1 + nD2N

GammaB
3

2
+ 2 nF 22 n

dvdWeights@abscD

Out[31]= 8-0.02558041542407929977, 0.0854662509217516437, -0.1540701386250929081, 0.2156264139318621619, -0.2579046541933919131

"GaussKronrodRule"
Gaussian quadrature uses optimal  sampling points (through polynomial  interpolation) to form a weighted sum of  the integrand values

over these points.  The Kronrod extension of  a Gaussian rule adds new sampling points in between the Gaussian points and forms a

higher−order rule that reuses the Gaussian rule integrand evaluations.

The Gauss| Kronrod quadrature for NIntegrate can be specified with the Method option value "GaussKronrodRule".

In[32]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "GaussKronrodRule"D

Out[32]= 2.

option name default value

"Points" Automatic number of Gauss points that will be extended with Kronrod 
points

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

"GaussKronrodRule" options.

A  Gaussian  rule  GH f , nL  of  n  points  for  integrand  f  is  exact  for  polynomials  of  degree  2 n - 1,  that  is,  GH f , nL = Ùa
b
f HxL â x  if  f HxL  is  a

polynomial of degree £ 2 n - 1.

Gauss| Kronrod rules are of open type since the integrand is not evaluated at the end points of the interval.

The Kronrod extension GKH f , nL of a Gaussian rule with n  points GH f , nL adds n + 1 points to GH f , nL and the extended rule is exact for

polynomials  of  degree  3 n + 1  if  n  is  even,  or  3 n + 2  if  n  is  odd.  The  weights  associated  with  a  Gaussian  rule  change  in  its  Kronrod

extension.

Since the abscissas of  GH f , nL  are a subset of  GKH f , nL,  the difference  GKH f , nL - GH f , nL¤  can be taken to be an error estimate of  the

integral estimate GKH f , nL, and can be computed without extra integrand evaluations.

This example shows the number of sampling points used by NIntegrate with various values of "GaussKronrodRule"’s option 

"Points".

In[33]:= Table@Hk = 0; NIntegrate@x^10, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"GaussKronrodRule", "Points" ® i<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D; kL, 8i, 2, 20<D

Out[33]= 8284, 91, 63, 33, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41<

For an implementation description of Kronrod extensions of Gaussian rules, see [PiesBrand74]. 

"GaussKronrodRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The following calculates the Gauss| Kronrod abscissas, weights, and error weights for a given number of coarse points and precision.

In[34]:= n = 5; precision = 20;
8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@n, precisionD

Out[35]= 880.00795731995257876775, 0.04691007703066800360, 0.12291663671457538978, 0.23076534494715845448, 0.36018479341910840329

The calculations below demonstrate the degree of the Gauss−Kronrod integration rule (see above).
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This computes the degree of the Gauss| Kronrod integration rule.

In[36]:= p = If@OddQ@nD, 3*n + 2, 3*n + 1D

Out[36]= 17

This defines a function.

In[37]:= f@x_D := xp

The  command  below  implements  the  integration  rule  weighted  sums  for  the  integral  estimate,  Úi=1
2 n+1

wi f HxiL,  and  the  error  estimate,

Úi=1
2 n+1

ei f HxiL, where 8xi <i=1
2 n+1

 are the abscissas, 8wi <i=1
2 n+1

 are the weights, and 8ei <i=1
2 n+1

are the error weights.

These are the integral and error estimates for Ù0
1
f HxL â x computed with the rule.

In[38]:= Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8absc, weights, errweights<D

Out[38]= 80.0555555555555555556, 0.0004434409627672096<

The integral estimate coincides with the exact result.

In[39]:= N@Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D, precisionD

Out[39]= 0.055555555555555555556

The error estimate is not zero since the embedded Gauss rule is exact for polynomials of degree £ 2 n - 1. If we integrate a polynomial

of that degree, the error estimate becomes zero.

This defines a function.

In[40]:= f@x_D := x2 n-1

These are the integral and error estimates for Ù0
1
f HxL â x computed with the rule.

In[41]:= Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8absc, weights, errweights<D

Out[41]= 90.1000000000000000000, 0.´10-20=

Here is the exact result using Integrate .

In[42]:= N@Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D, precisionD

Out[42]= 0.10000000000000000000

"LobattoKronrodRule"
The  Lobatto  integration  rule  is  a  Gauss  type  rule  with  preassigned  abscissas.  It  uses  the  end  points  of  the  integration  interval  and

optimal sampling points inside the interval to form a weighted sum of the integrand values over these points. The Kronrod extension of a

Lobatto rule adds new sampling points in between the Lobatto rule points and forms a higher−order rule that  reuses the Lobatto rule

integrand evaluations.

NIntegrate uses the Kronrod extension of the Lobatto rule if the Method option is given the value "LobattoKronrodRule".

In[43]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "LobattoKronrodRule"D

Out[43]= 2.
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option name default value

"Points" 5 number of Gauss| Lobatto points that will be extended with 
Kronrod points

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"LobattoKronrodRule" options.

A Lobatto rule LH f , nL of n points for integrand f  is exact for polynomials of degree 2 n - 3, (i.e., LH f , nL = Ùa
b
f HxL â x if f HxL is a polynomial

of degree £ 2 n - 3). 

The  Kronrod  extension  LKH f , nL  of  a  Lobatto  rule  with  n  points  LH f , nL  adds  n - 1  points  to  LH f , nL  and  the  extended  rule  is  exact  for

polynomials  of  degree  3 n - 2  if  n  is  even,  or  3 n - 3  if  n  is  odd.  The  weights  associated  with  a  Lobatto  rule  change  in  its  Kronrod

extension.

As  with  "GaussKronrodRule",  the  number  of  Gauss  points  is  specified  with  the  option  "GaussPoints".  If

"LobattoKronrodRule" is invoked with "Points" -> n, the total number of rule points will be 2 n - 1.

This example shows the number of sampling points used by NIntegrate with various values of "LobattoKronrodRule"’s option 

"Points".

In[44]:= Table@Hk = 0; NIntegrate@x^10, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"LobattoKronrodRule", "Points" ® i<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D; kL, 8i, 3, 20<D

Out[44]= 8304, 91, 63, 33, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39<

Since the Lobatto rule is a closed rule, the integrand needs to be evaluated at the end points of the interval. If there is a singularity at

these end points, NIntegrate will ignore it.

For an implementation description of Kronrod extensions of Lobatto rules, see [PiesBrand74]. 

"LobattoKronrodRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The following calculates the Lobatto| Kronrod abscissas, weights, and error weights for a given number of coarse points and precision.

In[45]:= n = 5; precision = 20;
8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘LobattoKronrodRuleData@n, precisionD

Out[46]= 990.´10
-20, 0.05479723624366560671, 0.17267316464601143283, 0.32950886704450351424, 0.50000000000000000000

The calculations below demonstrate the degree of the Lobatto| Kronrod integration rule (see above).

This computes the degree of the Lobatto| Kronrod integration rule.

In[47]:= p = If@OddQ@nD, 3*n - 3, 3*n - 2D

Out[47]= 12

This defines a function.

In[48]:= f@x_D := xp

The  command  below  implements  the  integration  rule  weighted  sums  for  the  integral  estimate,  Úi=1
2 n-1

wi f HxiL,  and  the  error  estimate,

Úi=1
2 n-1

ei f HxiL, where 8xi <i=1
2 n-1

 are the abscissas, 8wi <i=1
2 n-1

 are the weights, and 8ei <i=1
2 n-1

 are the error weights. 

These are the integral and error estimates for Ù0
1
f HxL â x computed with the rule.

In[49]:= Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8absc, weights, errweights<D

Out[49]= 80.0769230769230769213, -0.0011566945263191618<
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The preceding integral estimate coincides with the exact result.

In[50]:= N@Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D, precisionD

Out[50]= 0.076923076923076923077

The preceding error estimate is not zero since the embedded Lobatto rule is exact for polynomials of degree £ 2 n - 3. If we integrate a

polynomial of that degree, the error estimate becomes zero.

This defines a function.

In[51]:= f@x_D := x2 n-3

These are the integral and error estimates for Ù0
1
f HxL â x computed with the rule.

In[52]:= Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8absc, weights, errweights<D

Out[52]= 90.1249999999999999964, -7.´10
-19=

The exact result using Integrate .

In[53]:= N@Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D, precisionD

Out[53]= 0.12500000000000000000

"ClenshawCurtisRule"
A Clenshaw| Curtis rule uses sampling points derived from the Chebyshev polynomial approximation of the integrand. 

The Clenshaw| Curtis quadrature for NIntegrate can specified with the Method option value "ClenshawCurtisRule".

In[54]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "ClenshawCurtisRule"D

Out[54]= 2.

option name default value

"Points" 5 number of coarse Clenshaw| Curtis points

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

"ClenshawCurtisRule" options.

Theoretically a Clenshaw|Curtis rule with n sampling points is exact for polynomials of degree n or less. In practice, though, Clenshaw|

Curtis  rules  achieve  the  accuracy  of  the  Gaussian  rules  [Evans93][OHaraSmith68].  The  error  of  the  Clenshaw| Curtis formula  is

analyzed in [OHaraSmith68].

The  sampling  points  of  the  classical  Clenshaw| Curtis rule  are  zeros  of  Chebyshev  polynomials.  The  sampling  points  of  a  practical

Clenshaw| Curtis rule are chosen to be Chebyshev polynomial extremum points. The classical Clenshaw| Curtis rules are not progres−

sive, but the practical Clenshaw| Curtis rules are [DavRab84][KrUeb98].

Let PCCH f , nL denote a practical Clenshaw| Curtis rule of n sampling points for the function f .

The progressive property means that the sampling points of PCCH f , nL are a subset of the sampling points of PCCH f , 2 n - 1L. Hence the

difference  PCCH f , 2 n - 1L - PCCH f , nL¤  can  be  taken  to  be  an  error  estimate  of  the  integral  estimate  PCCH f , 2 n - 1L,  and  can  be

computed without extra integrand evaluations.

The NIntegrate option Method -> 8"ClenshawCurtisRule", "Points" -> k< uses a practical Clenshaw| Curtis rule with 

2 n - 1 points PCCH f , 2 n - 1L.

In[55]:= NIntegrate@Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method -> 8"ClenshawCurtisRule", "Points" -> 10<D

Out[55]= 0.666667
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This example shows the number of sampling points used by NIntegrate with various values of "ClenshawCurtisRule"’s option 

"Points".

In[56]:= Table@Hk = 0; NIntegrate@x^10, 8x, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"ClenshawCurtisRule", "Points" ® i<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D; kL, 8i, 3, 20<D

Out[56]= 8208, 226, 79, 83, 35, 41, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39<

"ClenshawCurtisRule" Sampling Points and Weights

Here are the sampling points and the weights of the Clenshaw| Curtis rule for a given coarse number of points and precision.

In[57]:= n = 5; precision = 20;
8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘ClenshawCurtisRuleData@n, precisionD

Out[58]= 990.´10
-21, 0.03806023374435662194, 0.14644660940672623780, 0.30865828381745511414, 0.50000000000000000000

Here is another way to compute the sampling points of PCCH f , 2 n - 1L.

In[59]:= nn = 2 n - 1;

NB
1

2
TableBCosB

Π

nn - 1
iF, 8i, nn - 1, 0, -1<F +

1

2
, precisionF

Out[60]= 80, 0.038060233744356621936, 0.14644660940672623780, 0.30865828381745511414, 0.50000000000000000000, 0.69134171618254488586

This defines a function.

In[61]:= f@x_D := x2 n-1

These are the integral and error estimates for Ù0
1
f HxL â x computed with the rule.

In[62]:= Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8absc, weights, errweights<D

Out[62]= 80.10000000000000000000, 0.0017578125000000000<

The exact value by Integrate .

In[63]:= Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[63]=

1

10

"MultiPanelRule"
"MultiPanelRule" combines into one rule the applications of a one−dimensional integration rule over two or more adjacent intervals.

An application of the original rule to any of the adjacent intervals is called a panel.

Here is an example of an integration with "MultiPanelRule".

In[64]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"MultiPanelRule", Method -> "GaussKronrodRule", "Panels" -> 3<D

Out[64]= 2.

option name default value

Method "NewtonCotesRule" integration rule specification that provides the abscissas, 
weights, and error weights for a single panel

"Panels" 5 number of panels

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic processing

"MultiPanelRule" options.

Let the unit interval @0, 1D be partitioned into k sub−intervals with the points 0 = y0 < y1 < ¼ < yk = 1.
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If we have the rule

RH f L =â

i=1

n

wi f HxiL » à
0

1

f HxL â x,

it can be transformed into a rule for the interval Ay j-1, y jE,

1

y j - y j-1
â

i=1

n

wi f Ixi Iy j - y j-1M + y j-1M » à
y j-1

y j

f HxL â x, j = 1,¼, k.

Let xi j = xi Iy j - y j-1M + y j-1, and y j - y j-1 = 1 �k, j = 1,¼, k. Then the k−panel integration rule based on RH f L can be written explicitly as

k´RH f L =â

j=1

k 1

y j - y j-1
â

i=1

n

wi f Ixi j M =
1

k
ã

j=1

k

â

i=1

n

wi f Ixi j M.

If  RH f L  is  closed,  that  is,  RH f L  has  0  and 1  as  sampling points,  then xn j-1 = x1 j,  and the number  of  sampling points  of  k´RH f L  can be

reduced to k Hn - 1L + 1. (This is done in the implementation of "MultiPanelRule".)

More  about  the  theory  of  multi−panel  rules,  also  referred  to  as  compounded  or  composite  rules,  can  be  found  in  [KrUeb98]  and

[DavRab84].

"MultiPanelRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The sampling points and the weights of the "MultiPanelRule" can be obtained with this command.

In[65]:= npanels = 3;
NIntegrate‘MultiPanelRuleData@8"GaussKronrodRule", "Points" -> 2<, npanels, MachinePrecisionD

Out[66]= 880.0123633, 0.0704416, 0.166667, 0.262892, 0.32097, 0.345697, 0.403775, 0.5, 0.596225, 0.654303, 0.67903,

Here are the abscissas and weights of a Gauss| Kronrod rule.

In[67]:= 8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@2, MachinePrecisionD

Out[67]= 880.03709, 0.211325, 0.5, 0.788675, 0.96291<, 80.0989899, 0.245455, 0.311111, 0.245455, 0.0989899<, 80.0989899

The multi−panel rule abscissas can be obtained using Rescale.

In[68]:= Join �� MapBRescale@absc, 80, 1<, ðD &, PartitionBRange@0, npanelsD
1

npanels
, 2, 1FF

Out[68]= 80.0123633, 0.0704416, 0.166667, 0.262892, 0.32097, 0.345697, 0.403775, 0.5, 0.596225, 0.654303, 0.67903, 0.737108

This shows how to derive the multi−panel rule weights from the original weights.

In[69]:=

1

npanels
Join �� Table@weights, 8npanels<D

Out[69]= 80.0329966, 0.0818182, 0.103704, 0.0818182, 0.0329966, 0.0329966, 0.0818182, 0.103704, 0.0818182, 0.0329966

"CartesianRule"
A d−dimensional  Cartesian rule  has sampling points  that  are  a  Cartesian product  of  the  sampling points  of  d  one−dimensional  rules.

The weight  associated with a Cartesian rule sampling point  is  the product  of  the one−dimensional  rule  weights that  correspond to its

coordinates.
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The Cartesian product integration for NIntegrate can be specified with the Method option value "CartesianRule".

In[70]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@x + y + zD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<, Method -> "CartesianRule"D

Out[70]= 0.862877

option name default value

Method "GaussKronrodRule" a rule or a list of rules with which the Cartesian product rule 
will be formed

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"CartesianRule" options.

For example, suppose we have the formulas:

à
0

1

f1HxL â x »â

i=1

n1

wi
1 f1IΑi

1M,

à
0

1

f2HxL â x »â

i=1

n2

wi
2 f2IΑi

2M,

à
0

1

f3HxL â x »â

i=1

n3

wi
3
f3IΑi

3
M.

that are exact for polynomials of degree d1, d2, and d3, respectively. Then it is not difficult to see that the formula with n1´n2´n3 points,

à
0

1

à
0

1

à
0

1

f Hx, y, zL â x â y â z »â

i=1

n1

â

j=1

n2

â

k=1

n3

w1 i w2 j w3 k f IΑ1 i, Α2 j, Α3 kM

is exact for polynomials in x1, x2, x3 of degree minHd1, d2, d3L. Note that the weight associated with the abscissa 9Αi
1, Αi

2, Αi
3
= is wi

1 wi
2 wi

3
.

The general Cartesian product formula for D one−dimensional rules the i of which has ni sampling points 9Α j
i
=
j=1

ni
 and weights 9w j

i
=
j=1

ni
 is

(3)ÙV f Hx1,¼, xdL â x1¼â xD » Úi1=1
n1 I¼ÚiD=1

nD IÛk=1
D wik

k
M f IΑi1

1 ,¼, ΑiD
D MM.

Clearly (3) can be written as 

(4)ÙV f HxL â x » ÚiD=1
n

wi f HΑiL,

where n =Ûk=1
D nk , and for each integer k Î @1, nD, Αk = 9Αi

1,¼, Αi
k
= and wk =Ûk=1

D wik

k
.

Here is a visualization of a Cartesian product rule integration. Along the x axis "TrapezoidalRule" is used; along the y axis 

"GaussKronrodRule" is used.

In[71]:= pnts = Reap@NIntegrate@x + y^9, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,
Method -> 88"TrapezoidalRule", "Points" -> 4<, 8"GaussKronrodRule", "Points" -> 5<<,
EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD;

Graphics@Point �� pnts, AspectRatio -> 1, Axes ® True, AxesOrigin ® 8-0.02, -0.02<D

Out[72]=
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Cartesian  rules  are  applicable  for  relatively  low  dimensions  ( £ 4),  since  for  higher  dimensions  they  are  subject  to  "combinatorial

explosion." For example, a 5−dimensional Cartesian product of 5 identical one−dimensional rules each having 10 sampling points would

have 10^5 sampling points.

NIntegrate uses Cartesian product rule if the integral is multidimensional and the Method option is given a one−dimensional rule or a

list of one−dimensional rules.

Here is an example specifying Cartesian product rule integration with GaussKronrodRule.

In[73]:= NIntegrate@x + y, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method -> "GaussKronrodRule"D

Out[73]= 1.

Here is an example specifying Cartesian product rule integration with a list of one−dimensional integration rules.

In[74]:= NIntegrate@x + y, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method -> 8"LobattoKronrodRule", "GaussKronrodRule"<D

Out[74]= 1.

Another example specifying Cartesian product rule integration with a list of one−dimensional integration rules.

In[75]:= NIntegrate@x + y^3, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,
Method -> 88"TrapezoidalRule", "Points" -> 8<, 8"GaussKronrodRule", "GaussPoints" -> 12<<D

Out[75]= 0.75

More about Cartesian rules can be found in [Stroud71].

"CartesianRule" Sampling Points and Weights

The sampling points and the weights of the "CartesianRule" rule can be obtained with the command 

NIntegrate‘CartesianRuleData.

In[76]:= crule = NIntegrate‘CartesianRuleData@
88"GaussKronrodRule", "GaussPoints" ® 2<, 8"TrapezoidalRule", "Points" ® 2<<, MachinePrecisionD

Out[76]= NIntegrate‘CartesianRule@8880.03709, 0.211325, 0.5, 0.788675, 0.96291<, 80., 0.5, 1.<<, 880.0989899, 0.245455

NIntegrate‘CartesianRuleData keeps the abscissas and the weights of each rule separated. Otherwise, as it can be seen from

(4) the result might be too big for higher dimensions. 

The results of NIntegrate‘CartesianRuleData can be put into the form of (4) with this function.

In[77]:= productFunc =
MapAt@Flatten@Outer@Times, Sequence �� ðDD &, ð, 81, 3<D &�MapAt@Flatten@Outer@Times, Sequence �� ðDD &,

ð, 81, 2<D &�MapAt@Flatten@Outer@List, Sequence �� ðD, Length@ðD - 1D &, ð, 81, 1<D &;

In[78]:= productFunc@cruleD

Out[78]= NIntegrate‘CartesianRule@8880.03709, 0.<, 80.03709, 0.5<, 80.03709, 1.<, 80.211325, 0.<, 80.211325, 0.5<, 8

"MultiDimensionalRule"

A fully symmetric integration rule for the cube B-
1

2
,
1

2
F
d

,  d Î N, d > 1  consists of sets of points with the properties: (i) all  points in a set

can be generated by permutations and/or sign changes of the coordinates of any fixed point from that set, (ii) all points in a set have the

same weight associated with them.

The fully symmetric multidimensional integration (fully symmetric cubature) for NIntegrate can be specified with the Method option 

value "MultiDimensionalRule".

In[79]:= NIntegrate@1�Sqrt@x + yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method ® "MultiDimensionalRule"D

Out[79]= 1.10457
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A  set  of  points  of  a  fully  symmetric  integration  rule  that  satisfies  the  preceding  properties  is  called  an  orbit.  A  point  of  an  orbit,

8x1, x2,¼, xd<, for the coordinates of which the inequality x1 ³ x2 ³ ¼ ³ xd holds, is called a generator. (See [KrUeb98][GenzMalik83].) 

option name default value

"Generators" 5 number of generators of the fully symmetric rule

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"MultiDimensionalRule" options.

If  an integration rule has K  orbits denoted W1, W2,¼, WK ,  and the ith  of them, Wi,  has a weight wi  associated with it,  then the integral

estimate is calculated with the formula

à
B-

1

2
,
1

2
F
d
f HXL âX »â

i=1

K

wi â

X jÎWi

f IX jM.

A null  rule  of  degree m  will  integrate  to  zero all  monomials  of  degree £ m  and will  fail  to  do so for  at  least  one monomial  of  degree

m + 1.  Each  null  rule  may  be  thought  of  as  the  difference  between  a  basic  integration  rule  and  an  appropriate  integration  of  lower

degree.

NIntegrate’s "MultiDimensionalRule"  object is basically an interface to three different integration rule objects that combine an

integration  rule  and  one  or  several  null  rules.  Their  number  of  generators  and  orders  are  summarized  in  the  table  below.  The  rule

objects with 6 and 9 generators use three null rules, each of which is a linear combination of two null rules. The null rule linear combina−

tions are used in order to avoid phase errors. See [BerntEspGenz91] for more details about how the null rules are used.

Number of generators and orders of NIntegrate’s fully symmetric rules:

Number of Generators Integration Rule
Order

Order of Each of the Null Rules Described in

5 7 5 @GenzMalik80D

6 7 5, 3, 1 @GenzMalik83D@BerntEspGenz91D

9 9 7, 5, 3 @GenzMalik83D@BerntEspGenz91D

This is the number of sampling points used by NIntegrate with its fully symmetric multidimensional integration rules for integrals of the 

form Ù0
1
Ù0
1
Hxm + ymL â y â x, m = 1,¼, 20.

In[80]:= tbl = Table@Prepend@Table@
Hk = 0; NIntegrate@x^m + y^m, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method -> 8"MultiDimensionalRule",

"Generators" -> gen<, EvaluationMonitor :> k++D; kL, 8gen, 85, 6, 9<<D, mD, 8m, 1, 20<D;
Grid@Join@88"Monomial", "Number of generators", SpanFromLeft, SpanFromLeft<, 8"degree", "5", "6", "9"<<,

tblD, Dividers -> 88False, True, False<, 8False, False, True, False<<, Alignment -> 8Center<D

Out[81]=

Monomial Number of generators

degree 5 6 9

1 17 21 33

2 17 426 615 33

3 17 206 157 33

4 17 21 21 417

5 17 21 39 897

6 527 651 33

7 1003 903 33

8 1241 1281 231

9 1445 1617 429

10 1717 1785 561

11 3145 3045 561

12 3689 3297 561

13 3825 3843 561

14 3825 3843 825

15 4063 3591 957

16 3893 2247 1089

17 3961 2205 1155

18 3995 3297 1155

19 4403 3255 1155

20 6035 4137 1155
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"MultiDimensionalRule" Sampling Points and Weights

This subsection gives an example of a calculation of an integral estimate with a fully symmetric multidimensional rule. 

Here is the parameter for the number of generators.

In[82]:= numberOfGenerators = 9;

This function takes a generator point and creates its orbit.

In[83]:= MakeOrbit@generator_D :=
Module@8perms, signs, gperms, len = Length@generatorD<,
perms = Permutations@Range@lenDD;
signs = Flatten@Outer@List, Sequence �� Table@81, -1<, 8len<DD, len - 1D;
gperms = Map@Part@generator, ð1D &, permsD;
Union@Flatten@Outer@Times, gperms, signs, 1D, 1DD
D;

The generators and weights for given number of generators.

In[84]:= dimension = 2;
precision = MachinePrecision;
rdata = NIntegrate‘MultiDimensionalRuleData@numberOfGenerators, precision, dimensionD;
generators = rdata@@1, 1DD;
weights = rdata@@1, 2DD;

This computes the orbit of each generator.

In[89]:= orbits = MakeOrbit �� generators;

This defines a function.

In[90]:= Clear@fD
f@x_, y_D := x^3*y^3

This applies the multidimensional rule.

In[92]:= Total�MapThread@Total@Map@f �� Hð1 + 1�2L &, ð1D*ð2D &, 8orbits, weights<D �� InputForm

Out[92]//InputForm= 0.06250000000000001

Here is the exact result.

In[93]:= Integrate@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<D �� N �� InputForm

Out[93]//InputForm= 0.0625

This makes graphics primitives for points of the orbits.

In[94]:= graphs = Graphics@8Red, AbsolutePointSize@4D, Point �� ð1<, Axes -> False, AspectRatio -> 1, Frame -> True,
FrameTicks ® None, PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 8-1, 1<<�2, ImageSize ® 875, 75<D & �� orbits;

Here is how the different orbits look.

In[95]:= Row@graphsD

Out[95]=
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Here are all rule points together.

In[96]:= Graphics@First �� graphs, Frame -> True, FrameTicks ® NoneD

Out[96]=

"MonteCarloRule"
A Monte Carlo rule estimates an integral  by forming a uniformly weighted sum of  integrand evaluations over random (quasi−random)

sampling points.

Here is an example of using "MonteCarloRule" with 1000 sampling points.

In[97]:= NIntegrateB
ã
x
- 1

ã - 1
, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "Points" ® 1000<F

Out[97]= 0.413394

option name default value

"Points" 100 number of sampling points

"PointGenerator" Random sampling points coordinates generator

"AxisSelector" Automatic selection algorithm of the splitting axis when global adaptive 
Monte Carlo integration is used

"SymbolicProcessing" Automatic number of seconds to do symbolic preprocessing

"MonteCarloRule" options.

In Monte Carlo methods [KrUeb98], the d−dimensional integral ÙV f HxL â x is interpreted as the following expected (mean) value

(5)ÙV f HxL â x = volHVL ÙRd

1

volHVL
BooleHx Î VL f HxL â x = volHVL EH f L,

where EH f L is the mean value of the function f  interpreted as a random variable, with respect to the uniform distribution on V, that is, the

distribution with probability density volHVL-1 BooleHx Î VL. BooleHx Î VL denotes the characteristic function of the region V; volHVL denotes

the volume of V.

The crude Monte Carlo estimate of the expected value EH f L is obtained by taking n independent random vectors x1, x2,¼, xn Î R
d  with

density volHVL-1 BooleHx Î VL (that is, the vectors are uniformly distributed on V), and making the estimate

(6)MCH f , nL =
1

n
Úi=1
n

f HxiL.

Remark:  The  function  volHVL-1 BooleHx Î VL  is  a  valid  probability  density  function  because  it  is  non−negative  on  the  whole  of  Rd  and

ÙRd volHVL-1 BooleHx Î VL â x = 1.

According to the strong law of large numbers, the convergence

MCH f , nL ® ΜH f L, n ®¥,

happens  with  probability  1.  The  strong  law  of  large  numbers  does  not  provide  information  for  the  error  MCH f , nL - ÙV f HxL â x,  so  a

probabilistic estimate is used.
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Let J be defined as

J = à
V

f HxL â x.

Formula (6) is an unbiased estimator of J (that is, the expectation of MCH f , nL for various sets of 8xi<i=1
n

 is J) and its variance is 

1

n
à
V

H f HxL - JL
2
â x =

VarH f L

n
,

where VarH f L denotes the variance of f , The standard error of MCH f , nL is thus 
VarI f M

n
.

In practice the VarH f L is not known, so it is estimated with the formula 

s2 =
1

n - 1
â

i=1

n

H f HxiL -MCH f , nLL2.

The standard error of MCH f , nL is then

(7)SDH f , nL =
s

n
=

1

n Hn-1L

Úi=1
n
H f HxiL -MCH f , nLL2 .

The result of the Monte Carlo estimation can be written as MCH f , nL ± SDH f , nL. 

It can be seen from Equation (7) that the convergence rate of the crude Monte Carlo estimation does not depend on the dimension d of

the integral, and if n sampling points are used then the convergence rate is n .

The NIntegrate integration rule "MonteCarloRule" calculates the estimates MCH f , nL and SDH f , nL. 

The estimates can be improved incrementally.  That  is,  if  we have the estimates MCH f , n0L  and SDH f , n0L,  and a  new additional  set  of

sample function values 8 f1, f2,¼, fn1 <, then using (6) and (7) we have

MCH f , n0 + n1L =
1

n0 + n1

MCH f , n0L n0 +â

i=1

n1

fi ,

SDH f , n0 + n1L =
1

Hn0 + n1L Hn0 + n1 - 1L

Hn0 - 1L n0 SDH f , n0L
2
+â

i=1

n1

H fi -MCH f , n0 + n1LL
2

1

2

.

To  compute  the  estimates  MCH f , n0 + n1L  and  SDH f , n0 + n1L,  it  is  not  necessary  to  know  the  random  points  used  to  compute  the

estimates MCH f , n0L and SDH f , n0L. 

"AxisSelector"

When used for multidimensional global adaptive integration, "MonteCarloRule" chooses the splitting axis of an integration subregion

it is applied to in two ways: (i) by random selection or (ii) by minimizing the sum of the variances of the integral estimates of each half of

the subregion, if the subregion is divided along that axis. The splitting axis is selected after the integral estimation.

The random axis selection is done in the following way. "MonteCarloRule" keeps a set of axes for selection, A. Initially A contains all

axes. An element of A is randomly selected. The selected axis is excluded from A. After the next integral estimation, an axis is selected

from A and excluded from it, and so forth. If A is empty, it is filled up with all axes.
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The minimization of variance axis selection is done in the following way. During the integration over the region, a subset of the sampling

points and their integrand values is stored. Then for each axis, the variances of the two subregions that the splitting along this axis will

produce  are  estimated  using  the  stored  sampling  point  and  corresponding  integrand  values.  The  axis  for  which  the  sum  of  these

variances is minimal is chosen to be the splitting axis, since this would mean that if the region is split on that axis, the new integration

error estimate will be minimal. If it happens that for some axis all stored points are clustered in one of the half−regions, then that axis is

selected for splitting. 

option value

Random random splitting axis election

MinVariance 8MinVariance,

"SubsampleFraction"-> frac<
splitting axis selection that minimizes the sum of variances of the new regions

"AxisSelector" options.

option name default value

"SubsampleFraction" 1�10 fraction of the sampling points used to determine the splitting 
axis

MinVariance options.

This is an example of using "MonteCarloRule"’s option "AxisSelector".

In[98]:= t = NIntegrateAExpA-IHx - 1�2L2 + Hy - 1�2L2ME, 8x, 0, 1<,

8y, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "AxisSelector" ® Random<E

Out[98]= 0.85354

In  the  examples  below  the  two  axis  selection  algorithms  are  compared.  In  general,  the  minimization  of  variance  selection  uses  less

number  of  sampling  points.  Nevertheless,  using  the  minimization  of  variance  axis  selection  slows  down  the  application  of

"MonteCarloRule". So for integrals for which both axis selection methods would result in the same number of sampling points, it is

faster to use random axis selection. Also, using larger fraction sampling points to determine the splitting axis in minimization of variance

selection makes the integration slower.

Consider the following function.

In[2]:= f@x_?NumberQ, y_?NumberQD := BooleBAbsB x -
1

2

2

+ y -
1

2

2

F <
1

6
F ã-3 Ix

2
+y2M

+

1

2
;

Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, PlotRange -> All, PlotPoints -> 20D

Out[3]=
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These are the adaptive Monte Carlo integration sampling points for the function above with random choice of splitting axis.

In[4]:= t = Reap@NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<,
Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "AxisSelector" ® Random<<,
MinRecursion ® 1, PrecisionGoal ® 2.8, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD;

Graphics@8PointSize@0.006D, Point@tD<, AspectRatio -> 1, Frame -> True,
PlotLabel -> "Number of sampling points = " <> ToString@Length@tDDD

Out[5]=

These are the sampling points with choice of splitting axes that minimize the variance. Compared to the previous Monte Carlo integration, 

the sampling points of this one are more concentrated around the circle Hx - 1 �2L2 + Hy - 1 �2L2 = 1 �6, and their number is nearly twice as 

small.

In[6]:= t = Reap@NIntegrate@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo",
Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "AxisSelector" ® 8"MinVariance", "SubsampleFraction" ® 1�3<<<,

MinRecursion ® 1, PrecisionGoal ® 2.8, EvaluationMonitor :> Sow@8x, y<DDD@@2, 1DD;
Graphics@8PointSize@0.006D, Point@tD<, AspectRatio -> 1, Frame -> True,
PlotLabel -> "Number of sampling points = " <> ToString@Length@tDDD

Out[6]=

Here is an adaptive Monte Carlo integration that uses random axis selection.

In[104]:= DoBNIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2

, 8x, -1, 2<, 8y, -1, 2<, Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo",

Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "Points" -> 500, "AxisSelector" ® Random<<F, 8100<F �� Timing

Out[104]= 84.21036, Null<

Here is an adaptive Monte Carlo integration for the preceding integral that uses the minimization of variance axis selection and is slower 
than using random axis selection. 

In[105]:= DoBNIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2

, 8x, -1, 2<, 8y, -1, 2<,

Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "Points" -> 500,

"AxisSelector" ® 8"MinVariance", "SubsampleFraction" ® 0.3<<<F, 8100<F �� Timing

Out[105]= 84.20636, Null<

Using a larger fraction of stored points for the minimization of variance axis choice slows down the integration. 

In[106]:= DoBNIntegrateB
1

x2 + y2

, 8x, -1, 2<, 8y, -1, 2<,

Method ® 8"AdaptiveMonteCarlo", Method ® 8"MonteCarloRule", "Points" -> 500,

"AxisSelector" ® 8"MinVariance", "SubsampleFraction" ® 0.6<<<F, 8100<F �� Timing

Out[106]= 85.08623, Null<
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Comparisons of the Rules
All  integration rules,  except  "MonteCarloRule",  are to be used by adaptive strategies in  NIntegrate.  Changing the type and the

number  of  points  of  the  integration  rule  component  for  an  integration  strategy  will  make  a  different  integration  algorithm.  In  general

these different integration algorithms will perform differently for different integrals. Naturally the following questions arise.

1. Is there a type of rule that is better than other types for any integral or for integrals of a certain type?

2. Given an integration strategy, what rules perform better with it? For what integrals?

3. Given an integral, an integration strategy, and an integration rule, what number of points in the rule will minimize the total number
of sampling points used to reach an integral estimate that satisfies the precision goal?

For a given integral and integration strategy the integration rule which achieves a result that satisfies the precision goal with the smallest

number of sampling points is called the best integration rule. There are several factors that determine the best integration rule.

1. In general the higher the degree of the rule the faster the integration will be for smooth integrands and for higher−precision goals.
On the other hand, the rule degree might be too high for the integrand and hence too many sampling points might be used when
the adaptive strategies work around, for example, the integrand’s discontinuities.

2. The error estimation functional of a rule influences significantly the total amount of work by the integration strategy. Rules with a
smaller number of points might lead (i) to a wrong result because of underestimation of the integral, or (ii) to applying too many
sampling  points  because  of  overestimation  of  the  integrand.  (See  "Examples  of  Pathological  Behavior".)  Further,  the  error
estimation functional might be computed with one or several embedded null  rules. In general,  the larger the number of the null
rules the better the error estimation~fewer phase errors are expected. The number of the null rules and the weights assigned to
them in the sum that computes the error estimate determines the sets of pathological integrals and integrals hard to compute for
that rule. (Some of NIntegrate’s multidimensional rules use several embedded null rules to compute the error estimate. All of

NIntegrate’s one−dimensional integration rules use only one null rule.) 

3. Local  adaptive  strategies  are  more  effective  with  closed  rules  that  have  their  sampling  points  more  uniformly  distributed  (for
example,  "ClenshawCurtisRule")  than  with  open  rules  (for  example,  GaussKronrodRule)  and  closed  rules  that  have
sampling points distributed in a non−uniform way (for example, "LobattoKronrodRule").

4. The  percent  of  points  reused  by  the  strategy  might  greatly  determine  what  is  the  best  rule.  For  one−dimensional  integrals,
"LocalAdaptive" reuses all points of the closed rules. "GlobalAdaptive" throws away almost all points of the regions that
need improvement of their error estimate.

Number of Points in a Rule

This  subsection  demonstrates  with  examples  that  the  higher  the  degree of  the  rule  the  faster  the  integration  will  be  for  smooth  inte−

grands and for higher−precision goals. It also shows examples in which the degree of the rule is too high for the integrand and hence

too many sampling points are used when the adaptive strategies work around the integrand’s discontinuities. All examples use Gaus−

sian rules with Berntsen| Espelid error estimate.

Here is the error of a Gaussian rule in the interval @a, bD.

E@GH f , nLD =
Hb - aL

2 n+1
Hn !L

4

H2 n + 1L@H2 nL !D3
f H2 nLHΞL, a < Ξ < b.

(See [DavRab84].)

Here is a function that calculates the error of a rule for the integral Ù0
1
f HxL â x, using the exact value computed by Integrate  for 

comparison.

In[107]:= RuleError@f_, rule_String, prec_, pnts_?NumberQD :=
Block@8absc, weights, errweights<,
8absc, weights, errweights< = ToExpression@"NIntegrate‘" <> rule <> "Data"D@pnts, precD;
Abs@Total@MapThread@f@ð1D ð2 &, 8absc, weights<DD - Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<DD
D;

This defines a list of functions.

In[108]:= funcs = : x , AbsBx -
1

ã

F,

2 x £
1

ã

3 x >
1

ã

,
1

104 J
1

Π

- xN
2

+ 1

>;
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Here are plots of the functions in the interval @0, 1D.

In[109]:= Row@Plot@ð, 8x, 0, 1<, PlotRange -> All, Frame -> True,
FrameTicks -> 8None, Automatic<, ImageSize ® 8120, 120<D & �� funcs, " "D

Out[109]=

Here is the computation of the errors of "GaussBerntsenEspelidRule" for Ù0
1

x â x, Ù0
1
¢x -

1

2
¦ â x, Ù0

1
2 x £

1

2

3 x >
1

2

â x, and 

Ù0
1 1

104 J
1

3
-xN

2

+1

â x for a range of points.

In[110]:= errors = Table@8pnts, RuleError@ð, "GaussBerntsenEspelidRule", 30, pntsD<, 8pnts, 4, 100, 1<D & ��
Function �� HFunction@8f<, f �. x -> ðD �� funcsL;

Here are plots of how the logarithm of the error decreases for each of the functions. It can be seen that the integral estimates of discontinu−
ous functions and functions with discontinuous derivatives improve slowly when the number of points is increased.

In[111]:= gr = ListLinePlot@MapThread@Tooltip@8ð@@1DD, Log@10, ð@@2DDD< & �� ð1, ð2D &, 8errors, funcs<D,
PlotRange -> 880, 100<, 80, -9<<, AxesOrigin -> 80, 0<, ImageSize -> 8300<D;

xc = 110;
xcSq = 106;
legend = 8Text@funcs@@1DD, 8xc, -2<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@funcs@@2DD, 8xc, -4<, 8-1, 0<D,

Text@funcs@@3DD, 8xc, -6<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@funcs@@4DD, 8xc, -8<, 8-1, 0<D<;
legendSq = 8Text@" ", 8xcSq, -2<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@" ", 8xcSq, -4<, 8-1, 0<D,

Text@" ", 8xcSq, -6<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@" ", 8xcSq, -8<, 8-1, 0<D<;
legendSq = MapThread@Append@ð1, Background -> ð2D &, 8legendSq, Cases@gr, Hue@s__D, ¥D<D;
Row@8gr, " ", Graphics@8 legend, legendSq<, ImageSize -> 8200, 200<, AspectRatio -> 5D<D

Out[117]=
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Minimal Number of Sampling Points

Here is a function that finds the number of sampling points used in an integration.

In[118]:= Attributes@SamplingPointsD = 8HoldFirst<;
SamplingPoints@expr_D :=
Module@8k = 0, res<,
res = Hold@exprD �. HoldPattern@NIntegrate@s___DD ¦ NIntegrate@s, EvaluationMonitor ¦ k++D;
ReleaseHold@resD; kD

This finds the number of sampling points used for a range of precision goals and a range of integration rule coarse points.

In[19]:= tblga = Table@8pg, pnts,
SamplingPoints@NIntegrate@ð, 8x, 0, 1<, Method -> 8"GlobalAdaptive", "SymbolicProcessing" -> 0,

Method -> 8"GaussBerntsenEspelidRule", "Points" -> pnts<<, MaxRecursion -> 100,
WorkingPrecision -> 35, PrecisionGoal -> pgDD<, 8pg, 4, 30<, 8pnts, 4, 25<D & �� funcs;

This finds the for each precision the minimum total number of sampling points. This way the number of coarse integration rule points used 
is also found.

In[121]:= minPnts = Hð@@Position@ð, Min@ð@@3DD & �� ðDD@@1, 1DDDD &@ðD & �� ðL & �� tblga;
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This is a plot of the precision goal and the number of integration rule points with which the minimum number of total sampling points was 
used.

In[122]:= gr = ListLinePlot@HDrop@ð, -1D & �� ðL & �� minPnts, PlotRange -> 880, 30<, 80, 26<<,
PlotStyle -> Thickness@0.003D, AxesOrigin -> 83, 0<, ImageSize -> 8300, 200<D;

xc = 110;
xcSq = 106;
legend = 8Text@funcs@@1DD, 8xc, -2<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@funcs@@2DD, 8xc, -4<, 8-1, 0<D,

Text@funcs@@3DD, 8xc, -6<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@funcs@@4DD, 8xc, -8<, 8-1, 0<D<;
legendSq = 8Text@" ", 8xcSq, -2<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@" ", 8xcSq, -4<, 8-1, 0<D,

Text@" ", 8xcSq, -6<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@" ", 8xcSq, -8<, 8-1, 0<D<;
legendSq = MapThread@Append@ð1, Background -> ð2D &, 8legendSq, Cases@gr, Hue@s__D, ¥D<D;
Row@8gr, " ", Graphics@8 legend, legendSq<, ImageSize -> 8200, 200<, AspectRatio -> 5D<D

Out[128]=
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Rule Comparison

Here is a function that calculates the error of a rule for the integral Ù0
1
f HxL â x, using the exact value computed by Integrate  for 

comparison.

In[129]:= RuleErrors@f_, rule_String, prec_, pnts_?NumberQD :=
Block@8absc, weights, errweights, exact<,
8absc, weights, errweights< = ToExpression@"NIntegrate‘" <> rule <> "Data"D@pnts, precD;
8Abs@Total@MapThread@f@ð1D ð2 &, 8absc, weights<DD - Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<DD,
Abs@Total@MapThread@f@ð1D ð2 &, 8absc, errweights<DDD<

D;

This defines a list of functions.

In[130]:= funcs = : x , AbsBx -
1

ã

F,

2 x £
1

ã

3 x >
1

ã

,
1

104 J
1

Π

- xN
2

+ 1

>;

Here are plots of the functions in the interval @0, 1D.

In[131]:= Row@Plot@ð, 8x, 0, 1<, PlotRange -> All, Frame -> True,
FrameTicks -> 8None, Automatic<, ImageSize -> 8120, 120<D & �� funcs, " "D

Out[131]=
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points.

In[132]:= rules = 8"GaussKronrodRule", "LobattoKronrodRule", "TrapezoidalRule", "ClenshawCurtisRule"<;
errors = Outer@Table@8pnts, RuleErrors@ð2, ð1, 30, pntsD<, 8pnts, 4, 100, 1<D &,

rules, Function �� HFunction@8f<, f �. x -> ðD �� funcsLD;
exactErrors = Map@ð@@1DD &, errors, 8-2<D;
ruleErrors = Map@ð@@2DD &, errors, 8-2<D;
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Here are plots of how the logarithms of the errors decrease for each rule and each function.

In[136]:= Row@8Grid@Join@88"exact errors", "error estimates"<<,
Flatten@Transpose@88ð, SpanFromLeft< & �� rules, Transpose@Map@

Function@8d<,
Hgr = ListLinePlot@Map@8ð@@1DD, Log@10, ð@@2DDD< & �� ð &, dD,

ImageSize -> 8200, 100<, PlotRange -> 880, 100<, 80, -9<<, AxesOrigin -> 80, 0<D;
xc = 110;
xcSq = 106;
legend = 8Text@funcs@@1DD, 8xc, -1.5<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@funcs@@2DD, 8xc, -3.5<, 8-1, 0<D,

Text@funcs@@3DD, 8xc, -5.5<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@funcs@@4DD, 8xc, -7.5<, 8-1, 0<D<;
legendSq = 8Text@" ", 8xcSq, -1.5<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@" ", 8xcSq, -3.5<, 8-1, 0<D,

Text@" ", 8xcSq, -5.5<, 8-1, 0<D, Text@" ", 8xcSq, -7.5<, 8-1, 0<D<;
legendSq = MapThread@Append@ð1, Background -> ð2D &, 8legendSq, Cases@gr, Hue@s__D, ¥D<D;
grLD, 8exactErrors, ruleErrors<, 82<DD<D, 1DD, Dividers -> AllD,

Graphics@8legend, legendSq<, ImageSize -> 8200, 200<, AspectRatio -> 5D<D

Out[136]=

Examples of Pathological Behavior

Tricking the Error Estimator

In this subsection an integral will be discussed which NIntegrate underestimates with its default settings since it fails to detect part of

the integrand. The part is detected if the precision goal is increased.
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The Wrong Estimation

Consider the following function.

In[13]:= f@x_D := Sech@10*Hx - 0.2LD^2 + Sech@100*Hx - 0.4LD^4 + Sech@1000*Hx - 0.6LD^6

Here is its exact integral over @0, 1D.

In[138]:= exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[138]= 0.210803

NIntegrate gives the estimate.

In[139]:= est = NIntegrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[139]= 0.209736

This is too inaccurate when compared to the exact value.

In[140]:= Abs@exact - estD

Out[140]= 0.00106667

Here is the plot of the function, which is also wrong.

In[141]:= Plot@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

Out[141]=

Better Results

Better results can be achieved using the NIntegrate option PrecisionGoal and increasing the recursion depth.

In[17]:= NIntegrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive", MaxRecursion ® 20, PrecisionGoal ® 12D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

Out[17]= 0.210803
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This is a table that finds the precision goal for which no good results are computed.

In[18]:= Table@8pg, NIntegrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, Method ® "GlobalAdaptive", MaxRecursion ® 20, PrecisionGoal ® pgD<,
8pg, 6, 12<D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

General::stop : Further output of
NIntegrate::slwcon will be suppressed during this calculation. �

Out[18]= 886, 0.209736<, 87, 0.209736<, 88, 0.209736<, 89, 0.210803<, 810, 0.210803<, 811, 0.210803<, 812, 0.210803<<

If the plot points are increased, the plot of the function looks different.

In[144]:= Plot@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<, PlotPoints ® 100D

Out[144]=

Here is the zoomed plot of the spike that Plot  is missing with the default options.

In[145]:= eps = 0.0015; Plot@f@xD, 8x, 0.6 - eps, 0.6 + eps<D

Out[145]=

If this part of the function is integrated, the result fits the quantity that is "lost" (or "missed") by NIntegrate with the default option 

settings.

In[146]:= NIntegrate@f@xD, 8x, 0.6 - eps, 0.6 + eps<D

Out[146]= 0.00106857

In[147]:= Abs@exact - estD

Out[147]= 0.00106667

Why the Estimator Is Misled

These are the abscissas and weights of a Gauss| Kronrod rule used by default by NIntegrate.

In[146]:= 8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@5, MachinePrecisionD;
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This defines a function for application of the rule.

In[147]:= IRuleEstimate@f_, 8a_, b_<D :=
Module@8integral, error<,
8integral, error< =
Hb - aL Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8Rescale@absc, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D, weights, errweights<D;
8integral, Abs@errorD<
D

This finds the points at which the adaptive strategy samples the integrand.

In[148]:= cTbl = Reap@NIntegrate@f@xD, 8x, 0, 1<,
EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@xDDD@@2DD �� Flatten;

This is a plot of the sampling points. The vertical axis is for the order at which the points have been used to evaluate the integrand. 

In[149]:= ListPlot@Transpose@8cTbl, Range@1, Length@cTblDD<D, AspectRatio ® 0.5,
PlotRange ® 880, 1<, 80, Length@cTblD<<, PlotStyle ® 8Hue@0.7D<D

Out[149]=
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It  can be seen on the preceding plot  that  NIntegrate  does extensive computation around the top of  the second spike near  x = 0.4.

NIntegrate does not do as much computation around the unintegrated spike near x = 0.6.

These are Gauss| Kronrod and Gauss abscissas in the last set of sampling points, which is over the region @0.5, 0.75D.

In[150]:= gk = Sort@Take@cTbl, -11DD
g = Take@gk, 82, -2, 2<D

Out[150]= 80.501989, 0.511728, 0.530729, 0.557691, 0.590046, 0.625, 0.659954, 0.692309, 0.719271, 0.738272, 0.748011<

Out[151]= 80.511728, 0.557691, 0.625, 0.692309, 0.738272<

Here the integrand is applied over the abscissas.

In[152]:= fgk = f �� gk;
fg = f �� g;

Here is a polynomial approximation of the integrand over the abscissas.

In[154]:= gkf@x_D := Evaluate@InterpolatingPolynomial@Transpose@8gk, fgk<D, xDD
gf@x_D := Evaluate@InterpolatingPolynomial@Transpose@8g, fg<D, xDD

These plots show that the two polynomial approximations almost coincide over x = 0.6.

In[156]:= Plot@8gkf@xD, gf@xD<, 8x, Min@gkD, Max@gkD<D
eps = 0.01;
Plot@8gkf@xD, gf@xD<, 8x, 0.6 - eps, 0.6 + eps<D

Out[156]=

Out[158]=
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If the polynomials are integrated over the region where 0.6 is placed, the difference between them, which NIntegrate uses as an error 

estimate, is really small.

In[159]:= Integrate@gkf@xD, 8x, 0.5, 0.75<D
Integrate@gf@xD, 8x, 0.5, 0.75<D
% - %% �� FullForm

Out[159]= 0.000491184

Out[160]= 0.000491184

Out[161]//FullForm= -3.6652469947995314‘*^−10

Since the difference is the error estimate assigned for the region @0.5, 0.75D, with the default precision goal NIntegrate never picks it

up for further integration refinement.

Phase Errors 

In  this  subsection  are  discussed  causes  why  integration  rules  might  seriously  underestimate  or  overestimate  the  actual  error  of  their

integral estimates. Similar discussion is given in [LynKag76].

This defines a function.

In[162]:= f@x_, Λ _, Μ _D :=
10-Μ

Hx - ΛL2 + 10-2 Μ

Consider the numerical and symbolic evaluations of the integral of f@x, 0.415, 1.25D over the region @-1, 1D.

In[163]:= num = NIntegrate@f@x, 0.415, 1.25D, 8x, -1, 1<, PrecisionGoal -> 2D

Out[163]= 1.72295

In[164]:= exact = Integrate@f@x, 0.415, 1.25D, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[164]= 3.00604 + 0. ä

They differ significantly. The precision goal requested is 2, but relative error is much higher than 10-2.

In[165]:= Abs@num - exactD�Abs@exactD

Out[165]= 0.426837

(Note that NIntegrate gives correct results for higher−precision goals.)

Below is an explanation why this happens.

Let the integration rule R2 be embedded in the rule R1. Accidentally, the error estimate R1
V
@ f D - R2

V
@ f D  of the integral estimate R1

V
@ f D,

where V = @-1, 1D, can be too small compared with the exact error R2
V
@ f D - ÙV f HxL â x .

To demonstrate this, consider the Gauss| Kronrod rule GK@f, 5D with 11 sampling points that has an embedded Gauss rule G@f, 5D 

with 5 sampling points. (This is the rule used in the two integrations above.) 

In[166]:= 8absc, weights, errweights< = NIntegrate‘GaussKronrodRuleData@5, MachinePrecisionD;

This defines a function that applies the rule.

In[167]:= IRuleEstimate@f_, 8a_, b_<D :=
Module@8integral, error<,
8integral, error< =
Hb - aL Total�MapThread@8f@ð1D ð2, f@ð1D ð3< &, 8Rescale@absc, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D, weights, errweights<D;
8integral, Abs@errorD<
D

This is the integral Ù
-1

1
f @x, Λ, ΜD â x of f@x, Λ, ΜD previously defined.

In[168]:= exact = -ArcTanA10Μ H-1 + ΛLE + ArcTanA10Μ H1 + ΛLE;
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We can plot a graph with the estimated error of GKH f , 5L and the real error for different values of Λ in @-1, 1D. That is, we plot 

GKH f , 5L - GH f , 5L  and GKH f , 5L - Ù
-1

1
f @x, Λ, ΜD â x .

In[169]:= BlockB8Λ, Μ = 1.15, pnts = 1000, rres, errres, exactres, lambdas<,

H* the plot uses 1000 values Λ *L

lambdas = TableBΛ, :Λ, -1, 1,
2

pnts - 1
>F;

H* this computes the integral and error esitmates over the Λ’s *L
8rres, errres< =
Transpose�Map@Function@8Λ<, IRuleEstimate@f@ð1, Λ, Evaluate@ΜDD &, 8-1, 1<DD, lambdasD;

H* this computes the exact integrals over the Λ’s *L
exactres = Map@exact �. Λ -> ð1 &, lambdasD;

H* this finds the number underestimating error estimates *L
Print@"Percent of underestimation: ",
100*Length@Select@errres - Abs@exactres - rresD, ð1 < 0 &DD�Length@lambdasD �� N, "%", " "D;

H* the plots, blue is for GK@f,5D-GK@f,5D , red is for GK@f,5D-Ù
-1

1
f@x,Λ,ΜD *L

ListLinePlot@8Transpose@8lambdas, errres<D, Transpose@8lambdas, Abs@exactres - rresD<D<,
PlotRange -> All, PlotStyle -> 88Hue@0.7D<, 8Hue@0D<<, AxesLabel -> 8Λ, "error"<D

F

Percent of underestimation: 23.8%

Out[169]=

In  the  plot  above  the  blue  graph  is  for  the  estimated  error,  GKH f , 5L - GH f , 5L .  The  graph  of  the  actual  error

GKH f , 5L - Ù
-1

1
f @x, Λ, ΜD â x  is red.

We can see that the value 0.415 of the parameter Λ is very close to one of the GKH f , 5L - GH f , 5L  local minimals.

A one−dimensional quadrature rule can be seen as the result of the integration of a polynomial that is fitted through the rule’s abscissas

and the integrand values over them. We can further try to see the actual fitting polynomials for the integration of f@x, Λ, ΜD.

In[170]:= Clear@FitPlotsD;
FitPlots@f_, 8a_, b_<, abscArg_D :=

Module@8absc = Rescale@abscArg, 80, 1<, 8a, b<D<,
H* this finds the interpolating polynomial
through the Gauss abscissas and the values of f over them *L

polyGauss@x_D := Evaluate@InterpolatingPolynomial@
Transpose@8Take@absc, 82, -2, 2<D, f@ð1D & �� HTake@absc, 82, -2, 2<DL<D, xDD;

H* this finds the interpolating polynomial through the Gauss-
Kronrod abscissas and the values of f over them *L

polyGaussKronrod@x_D := Evaluate@InterpolatingPolynomial@Transpose@8absc, f@ð1D & �� absc<D, xDD;

H* plot of the Gauss interpolating points *L
samplPointsGauss = Graphics@8GrayLevel@0D, PointSize@0.02D,

Point �� Transpose@8Take@absc, 82, -2, 2<D, f@ð1D & �� Take@absc, 82, -2, 2<D<D<D;

H* plot of the Gauss-Kronrod interpolating points *L
samplPointsGaussKronrod =
Graphics@8Red, PointSize@0.012D, Point �� Transpose@8absc, f@ð1D & �� absc<D<D;

H* interpolating polynomials and f plots *L
Block@8$DisplayFunction = Identity<,
funcPlots = Plot@8polyGauss@xD, polyGaussKronrod@xD, f@xD<,

8x, a, b<, PlotRange -> All, PlotStyle -> 88Hue@0.7D<, 8Hue@0.8D<, 8Hue@0D<<D;
D;

exact = Integrate@f@xD, 8x, a, b<D;
r1 = Integrate@polyGauss@xD, 8x, a, b<D;
r2 = Integrate@polyGaussKronrod@xD, 8x, a, b<D;
Print@"estimated integral:" <> ToString�r2, " exact integral:" <> ToString�Re�exactD;
Print@"estimated error:" <> ToString�Abs@r1 - r2D, " actual error:" <> ToString�Abs@r2 - exactDD;
Show@8funcPlots, samplPointsGauss, samplPointsGaussKronrod<D
D;

In the plots below the function f@x, Λ, ΜD is plotted in red, the Gauss polynomial is plotted in blue, the Gauss| Kronrod polynomial is

plotted in violet, the Gauss sampling points are in black, and the Gauss| Kronrod sampling points are in red.
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We can see that  since the peak of  f@x, 0.415, 1.25D  falls  approximately  halfway between two abscissas,  its  approximation is  an

underestimate.

In[172]:= FitPlots@f@ð1, 0.415, 1.25D &, 8-1, 1<, abscD

estimated integral:1.72295 exact integral:3.00604

estimated error:0.0133177 actual error:1.28309

Out[172]=

Conversely, we can see that since the peak of f@x, 0.53, 1.25D falls approximately on one of the abscissas, its approximation is an

overestimate.

In[173]:= FitPlots@f@ð1, 0.53, 1.25D &, 8-1, 1<, abscD

estimated integral:4.77891 exact integral:2.98577

estimated error:3.77834 actual error:1.79313

Out[173]=

Index of Technical Terms
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Degree of a multidimensional integration rule 
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Introduction to Unconstrained Optimization
Mathematica has a collection of commands that do unconstrained optimization (FindMinimum and FindMaximum) and solve nonlinear

equations  (FindRoot)  and  nonlinear  fitting  problems (FindFit).  All  these  functions  work,  in  general,  by  doing  a  search,  starting  at

some initial values and taking steps that decrease (or for FindMaximum, increase) an objective or merit function. 

The search process for FindMaximum is somewhat analogous to a climber trying to reach a mountain peak in a thick fog; at any given

point, basically all that climbers know is their position, how steep the slope is, and the direction of the fall line. One approach is always

to  go  uphill.  As  long  as  climbers  go  uphill  steeply  enough,  they  will  eventually  reach  a  peak,  though  it  may  not  be  the  highest  one.

Similarly,  in  a  search  for  a  maximum,  most  methods  are  ascent  methods  where  every  step  increases  the  height  and  stops  when  it

reaches any peak, whether it is the highest one or not. 

The analogy with hill climbing can be reversed to consider descent methods for finding local minima. For the most part, the literature in

optimization considers the problem of finding minima, and since this applies to most of the Mathematica commands, from here on, this

documentation will follow that convention. 

For  example,  the function x sinHx + 1L  is  not  bounded from below,  so it  has no global  minimum, but  it  has an infinite  number  of  local

minima.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows a plot of the function x Sin@x + 1D.

In[2]:= Plot@x Sin@x + 1D, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[2]=

This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum for the function x Sin@x + 1D starting at x = 0.

In[3]:= FindMinimumPlot@x Sin@x + 1D, 8x, 0<D

Out[3]= 98-0.240125, 8x ® -0.520269<<, 8Steps ® 5, Function ® 6, Gradient ® 6<,

-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1

The FindMinimumPlot  command is  defined in  the Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘  package loaded automatically  by

this notebook. It runs FindMinimum, keeps track of the function and gradient evaluations and steps taken during the search (using the

EvaluationMonitor  and StepMonitor  options), and shows them superimposed on a plot of the function. Steps are indicated with

blue lines, function evaluations are shown with green points, and gradient evaluations are shown with red points. The minimum found is

shown with a large black point. From the plot, it is clear that FindMinimum has found a local minimum point. 
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This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum for the function x Sin@x + 1D starting at x = 2.

In[4]:= FindMinimumPlot@x Sin@x + 1D, 8x, 2<D

Out[4]=

Starting at 2, FindMinimum heads to different local minima, at which the function is smaller than at the first minimum found.

From these  two plots,  you  might  come to  the  conclusion  that  if  you  start  at  a  point  where  the  function  is  sloping  downward,  you  will

always  head  toward  the  next  minimum  in  that  direction.  However,  this  is  not  always  the  case;  the  steps  FindMinimum  takes  are

typically determined using the value of the function and its derivatives, so if the derivative is quite small, FindMinimum may think it has

to go quite a long way to find a minimum point.

This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum for the function x Sin@x + 1D starting at x = 7.

In[5]:= FindMinimumPlot@x Sin@x + 1D, 8x, 7<D

Out[5]=

When starting at x = 7, which is near a local maximum, the first step is quite large, so FindMinimum returns a completely different local

minimum. 

All these commands have "find" in their name because, in general, their design is to search to find any point where the desired condition

is satisfied. The point found may not be the only one (in the case of roots) or even the best one (in the case of fits, minima, or maxima),

or, as you have seen, not even the closest one to the starting condition. In other words, the goal is to find any point at which there is a

root or a local maximum or minimum. In contrast, the function NMinimize  tries harder to find the global minimum for the function, but

NMinimize  is  also  generally  given  constraints  to  bound  the  problem  domain.  However,  there  is  a  price  to  pay  for  this  generality~

NMinimize  has to do much more work and, in fact, may call one of the "Find" functions to polish a result at the end of its process, so

it generally takes much more time than the "Find" functions.

In two dimensions, the minimization problem is more complicated because both a step direction and step length need to be determined.
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This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum to find a local minimum of the function cosIx2 - 3 yM + sinIx2 + y2M starting at the point 

8x, y< = 81, 1<.

In[6]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<D

Out[6]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 9, Function ® 13, Gradient ® 13<,

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

The FindMinimumPlot command for two dimensions is similar to the one−dimensional case, but it shows the steps and evaluations

superimposed on a contour plot of the function. In this example, it is apparent that FindMinimum  needed to change direction several

times to get to the local minimum. You may notice that the first step starts in the direction of steepest descent (i.e., perpendicular to the

contour or parallel to the gradient). Steepest descent is indeed a possible strategy for local minimization, but it often does not converge

quickly. In subsequent steps in this example, you may notice that the search direction is not exactly perpendicular to the contours. The

search is using information from past steps to try to get information about the curvature of the function, which typically gives it a better

direction  to  go.  Another  strategy,  which  usually  converges  faster,  but  can  be  more  expensive,  is  to  use  the  second  derivative  of  the

function. This is usually referred to as "Newton’s" method. 

This shows the steps taken using Newton’s method.

In[7]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method ® NewtonD

Out[7]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 5, Function ® 6, Gradient ® 6, Hessian ® 6<,

1.0 1.1

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

In  this  example,  it  is  clear  that  the  extra  information  that  "Newton’s"  method  uses  about  the  curvature  of  the  function  makes  a  big

difference in how many steps it takes to get to the minimum. Even though Newton’s method takes fewer steps, it may take more total

execution time since the symbolic Hessian has to be computed once and then evaluated numerically at each step. 

Usually there are tradeoffs between the rate of convergence or total number of steps taken and cost per step. Depending on the size of

the  problems  you  want  to  solve,  you  may  want  to  pick  a  particular  method  to  best  match  that  tradeoff  for  a  particular  problem.  This

documentation  is  intended  to  help  you  understand  those  choices  as  well  as  some ways  to  get  the  best  results  from the  functions  in

Mathematica. For the most part, examples will be used to illustrate the ideas, but a limited exposition on the mathematical theory behind

the methods will be given so that you can better understand how the examples work.
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For the most part, local minimization methods for a function f  are based on a quadratic model

(1)qkHpL = f HxkL + Ñ f HxkL
T
p +

1

2
pT Bk p.

The subscript k  refers to the kth  iterative step. In Newton’s method, the model is based on the exact Hessian matrix, Bk = Ñ
2 f HxkL , but

other methods use approximations to Ñ2 f HxkL, which are typically less expensive to compute. A trial step sk  is typically computed to be

the minimizer of the model, which satisfies the system of linear equations.

Bk sk = -Ñ f HxkL

If f  is sufficiently smooth and xk  is sufficiently close to a local minimum, then with Bk = Ñ
2 f HxkL, the sequence of steps xk+1 = sk + xk  is

guaranteed to converge to the local minimum. However, in a typical search, the starting value is rarely close enough to give the desired

convergence. Furthermore, Bk  is often an approximation to the actual Hessian and, at the beginning of a search, the approximation is

frequently quite inaccurate. Thus, it is necessary to provide additional control to the step sequence to improve the chance and rate of

convergence. There are two frequently used methods for controlling the steps: line search and trust region methods. 

In a "line search" method, for each trial step sk found, a one−dimensional search is done along the direction of sk so that xk+1 = xk + Αk sk.

You  could  choose  Αk  so  that  it  minimizes  f Hxk+1L  in  this  direction,  but  this  is  excessive,  and  with  conditions  that  require  that  f Hxk+1L

decreases sufficiently in value and slope, convergence for reasonable approximations Bk  can be proven. Mathematica uses a formula−

tion of these conditions called the Wolfe conditions.

In a "trust region" method, a radius Dk  within which the quadratic model qkHpL  in equation (1) is ú trustedø  to be reasonably representa−

tive of the function. Then, instead of solving for the unconstrained minimum of (1), the trust region method tries to find the constrained

minimum of (1) with °p´ £ Dk. If the xk  are sufficiently close to a minimum and the model is good, then often the minimum lies within the

circle,  and  convergence  is  quite  rapid.  However,  near  the  start  of  a  search,  the  minimum  will  lie  on  the  boundary,  and  there  are  a

number  of  techniques to  find  an approximate  solution  to  the  constrained problem.  Once an approximate  solution  is  found,  the  actual

reduction  of  the  function  value  is  compared  to  the  predicted  reduction  in  the  function  value  and,  depending  on  how close  the  actual

value is to the predicted, an adjustment is made for Dk+1.

For symbolic minimization of a univariate smooth function, all that is necessary is to find a point at which the derivative is zero and the

second  derivative  is  positive.  In  multiple  dimensions,  this  means  that  the  gradient  vanishes  and  the  Hessian  needs  to  be  positive

definite.  (If  the Hessian is positive semidefinite,  the point  is a minimizer,  but is not necessarily a strict  one.)  As a numerical  algorithm

converges, it  is  necessary to keep track of  the convergence and make some judgment as to when a minimum has been approached

closely enough. This is based on the sequence of steps taken and the values of the function, its gradient, and possibly its Hessian at

these  points.  Usually,  the  Mathematica  Find¼  functions  will  issue  a  message  if  they  cannot  be  fairly  certain  that  this  judgment  is

correct. However, keep in mind that discontinuous functions or functions with rapid changes of scale can fool any numerical algorithm.

When solving "nonlinear equations",  many of  the same issues arise as when finding a "local  minimum". In fact,  by considering a so−

called merit function, which is zero at the root of the equations, it is possible to use many of the same techniques as for minimization,

but with the advantage of knowing that the minimum value of the function is 0. It is not always advantageous to use this approach, and

there are some methods specialized for nonlinear equations. 

Most examples shown will be from one and two dimensions. This is by no means because Mathematica is restricted to computing with

such small examples, but because it is much easier to visually illustrate the main principles behind the theory and methods with such

examples.
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Introduction to Local Minimization

The essence of most methods is in the local quadratic model 

qkHpL = f HxkL + Ñ f HxkL
T
p +

1

2

pT Bk p

that is used to determine the next step. The FindMinimum function in Mathematica has five essentially different ways of choosing this

model, controlled by the method option. These methods are similarly used by FindMaximum and FindFit.

"Newton" use the exact Hessian or a finite difference approximation if the symbolic 
derivative cannot be computed

"QuasiNewton" use the quasi−Newton BFGS approximation to the Hessian built up by updates 
based on past steps

"LevenbergMarquardt" a Gauss| Newton method for least−squares problems; the Hessian is approxi−

mated by JT J, where J is the Jacobian of the residual function

"ConjugateGradient" a nonlinear version of the conjugate gradient method for solving linear systems; a 
model Hessian is never formed explicitly

"PrincipalAxis" works without using any derivatives, not even the gradient, by keeping values from 
past steps; it requires two starting conditions in each variable

Basic method choices for FindMinimum.

With  Method -> Automatic ,  Mathematica  uses the "quasi−Newton"  method unless  the problem is  structurally  a  sum of  squares,  in

which  case  the  Levenberg| Marquardt variant  of  the  "Gauss|Newton"  method  is  used.  When  given  two  starting  conditions  in  each

variable, the "principal axis" method is used.
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Newton’s Method

One  significant  advantage  Mathematica  provides  is  that  it  can  symbolically  compute  derivatives.  This  means  that  when  you  specify

Method -> "Newton" and the function is explicitly differentiable, the symbolic derivative will be computed automatically. On the other

hand, if the function is not in a form that can be explicitly differentiated, Mathematica will use finite difference approximations to compute

the Hessian, using structural information to minimize the number of evaluations required. Alternatively you can specify a Mathematica

expression, which will give the Hessian with numerical values of the variables. 

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

In this example, FindMinimum computes the Hessian symbolically and substitutes numerical values for x and y when needed.

In[2]:= FindMinimum@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method -> "Newton"D

Out[2]= 8-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<

This defines a function that is only intended to evaluate for numerical values of the variables.

In[3]:= f@x_?NumberQ, y_?NumberQD := Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D

The derivative of this function cannot be found symbolically since the function has been defined only to evaluate with numerical values

of the variables. 

This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum when it has to use finite differences to compute the gradient and Hessian.

In[4]:= FindMinimumPlot@f@x, yD, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method -> "Newton"D

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[4]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67867<<, 8Steps ® 4, Function ® 89, Gradient ® 26, Hessian ® 5<,

1.0 1.1

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

When the gradient and Hessian are both computed using finite differences, the error in the Hessian may be quite large and it may be

better to use a different method. In this case, FindMinimum  does find the minimum quite accurately,  but cannot be sure because of

inadequate derivative information. Also, the number of function and gradient evaluations is much greater than in the example with the

symbolic derivatives computed automatically because extra evaluations are required to approximate the gradient and Hessian, respec−

tively. 

If it is possible to supply the gradient (or the function is such that it can be computed automatically), the method will typically work much

better. You can give the gradient using the Gradient option, which has several ways you can "specify derivatives".
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This defines a function that returns the gradient for numerical values of x and y.

In[5]:= g@x_?NumberQ, y_?NumberQD = Map@D@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, ðD &, 8x, y<D

Out[5]= 92 x CosAx
2
+ y2E - 2 x SinAx2 - 3 yE, 2 y CosAx2 + y2E + 3 SinAx2 - 3 yE=

This tells FindMinimum to use the supplied gradient. The Hessian is computed using finite differences of the gradient.

In[6]:= FindMinimum@f@x, yD, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Gradient ® g@x, yD, Method ® "Newton"D

Out[6]= 8-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<

If you can provide a program that gives the Hessian, you can provide this also. Because the Hessian is only used by Newton’s method,

it is given as a method option of Newton.

This defines a function that returns the Hessian for numerical values of x and y.

In[7]:= h@x_?NumberQ, y_?NumberQD = Outer@D@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, ððD &, 8x, y<, 8x, y<D

Out[7]= 99-4 x
2 CosAx2 - 3 yE + 2 CosAx2 + y2E - 2 SinAx2 - 3 yE - 4 x2 SinAx2 + y2E, 6 x CosAx2 - 3 yE - 4 x y SinAx2 + y2E=, 96 x Cos

This tells FindMinimum to use the supplied gradient and Hessian.

In[8]:= FindMinimum@f@x, yD, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Gradient ® g@x, yD, Method ® 8"Newton", "Hessian" ® h@x, yD<D

Out[8]= 8-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<

In  principle,  Newton’s  method  uses  the  Hessian  computed  either  by  evaluating  the  symbolic  derivative  or  by  using  finite  differences.

However,  the  convergence  for  the  method  computed  this  way  depends  on  the  function  being  convex,  in  which  case  the  Hessian  is

always positive definite. It is common that a search will start at a location where this condition is violated, so the algorithm needs to take

this possibility into account.

Here is an example where the search starts near a local maximum.

In[9]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1.2<, 8y, .5<<, Method -> "Newton"D

Out[9]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 4, Function ® 11, Gradient ® 11, Hessian ® 5<,

1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35
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When sufficiently near a local maximum, the Hessian is actually negative definite. 

This computes the eigenvalues of the Hessian near the local maximum.

In[10]:= Eigenvalues@h@1.2, .5DD

Out[10]= 8-15.7534, -6.0478<

If you were to only apply the Newton step formula in cases where the Hessian is not positive definite, it is possible to get a step direction

that does not lead to a decrease in the function value. 
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This computes the directional derivative for the direction found by solving Ñ2 f HxkL s0 = -Ñ f HxkL. Since it is positive, moving in this 

direction will locally increase the function value.

In[11]:= LinearSolve@h@1.2, .5D, -g@1.2, .5DD.g@1.2, .5D

Out[11]= 0.0172695

It is crucial for the convergence of line search methods that the direction be computed using a positive definite quadratic model Bk  since

the search process and convergence results derived from it depend on a direction with sufficient descent.  See "Line Search Methods".

Mathematica modifies the Hessian by a diagonal matrix Ek  with entries large enough so that Bk = Ñ
2 f HxkL + Ek  is positive definite. Such

methods  are  sometimes  referred  to  as  modified  Newton  methods.  The  modification  to  Bk  is  done  during  the  process  of  computing  a

Cholesky  decomposition  somewhat  along  the  lines  described  in  [GMW81],  both  for  dense  and  sparse  Hessians.  The  modification  is

only  done  if  Ñ2 f HxkL  is  not  positive  definite.  This  decomposition  method  is  accessible  through  LinearSolve  if  you  want  to  use  it

independently. 

This computes the step using B0 s0 = -Ñ f HxkL, where B0 is determined as the Cholesky factors of the Hessian are being computed.

In[12]:= LinearSolve@h@1.2, .5D, -g@1.2, .5D, Method ® 8"Cholesky", "Modification" ® "Minimal"<D

Out[12]= 80.00405502, 0.0196737<

The computed step is in a descent direction.

In[13]:= %.g@1.2, .5D

Out[13]= -0.00645255

Besides the robustness of the (modified) Newton method, another key aspect is its convergence rate. Once a search is close enough to

a local minimum, the convergence is said to be q−quadratic, which means that if x* is the local minimum point, then 

°xk+1 - x*´ £ Β °xk - x*´
2

for some constant Β > 0.

At machine precision, this does not always make a substantial difference since it is typical that most of the steps are spent getting near

to the local minimum. However, if you want a root to extremely high precision, Newton’s method is usually the best choice because of

the rapid convergence. 

This computes a very high−precision solution using Newton’s method. The precision is adaptively increased from machine precision (the 

precision of the starting point) to the maximal working precision of 100000 digits. Reap  is used with Sow to save the steps taken. 

Counters are used to track and print the number of function evaluations and steps used.

In[14]:= First@Timing@Block@8e = 0, s = 0<, 88min, minpoint<, 8points<< =
Reap@FindMinimum@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1.<, 8y, 1.<<, Method -> "Newton",

WorkingPrecision ® 100 000, StepMonitor ¦ Hs++; Sow@8x, y<DL, EvaluationMonitor ¦ e++DD;
Print@s, " steps and ", e, " evaluations"DDDD

17 steps and 27 evaluations

Out[14]= 4.56134

When the option WorkingPrecision -> prec is used, the default for the AccuracyGoal  and PrecisionGoal  is prec�2. Thus, this

example should find the minimum to at least 50000 digits.

This computes a symbolic solution for the position of the minimum which the search approaches.

In[15]:= exact = 8x, y< �. Last@Solve@8x^2 + y^2 � 3 Pi�2, x^2 - 3 y � -Pi<, 8x, y<DD

Out[15]= 9 -

9

2

- Π +

3

2

9 + 10 Π ,
1

2

J-3 + 9 + 10 Π N=
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This computes the norm of the distance from the search points at the end of each step to the exact minimum.

In[16]:= N@Map@Norm@exact - ðD &, pointsDD

Out[16]= 90.140411, 0.0156607, 0.000236558, 6.09444´10-8, 3.8255´10-15, 1.59653´10-29, 3.24619´10-58, 4.8604´10-108,

The  reason  that  more  function  evaluations  were  required  than  the  number  of  steps  is  that  Mathematica  adaptively  increases  the

precision from the precision of  the initial  value to the requested maximum WorkingPrecision.  The sequence of  precisions used is

chosen so that as few computations are done at the most expensive final precision as possible under the assumption that the points are

converging to the minimum. Sometimes when Mathematica changes precision, it is necessary to re−evaluate the function at the higher

precision.

This shows a table with the precision of each of the points with the norm of their errors.

In[17]:= TableForm@Transpose@8Map@Precision, pointsD, N@Map@Norm@exact - ðD &, pointsDD<DD

Out[17]//TableForm=

MachinePrecision 0.140411

MachinePrecision 0.0156607

MachinePrecision 0.000236558

MachinePrecision 6.09444´10-8

24.4141 3.8255´10-15

48.8283 1.59653´10-29

97.6565 3.24619´10-58

195.313 4.8604´10-108

390.626 1.26122´10-212

781.252 5.865676867279906´10-406

1562.5 1.755647053247051´10-791

3125.01 4.345222958143836´10-1581

6250.02 1.099183429735576´10-3141

12 500. 1.614858677992596´10-6262

25 000.1 5.998002325828813´10-12 514

50 000.2 1.543301971989607´10-25 010

100 000. 1.131416408748486´10-50 010

Note that typically the precision is roughly double the scale Ilog10M of the error. For Newton’s method this is appropriate since when the

step is computed, the scale of the error will effectively double according to the quadratic convergence.

FindMinimum  always starts with the precision of the starting values you gave it. Thus, if you do not want it to use adaptive precision

control, you can start with values, which are exact or have at least the maximum WorkingPrecision. 

This computes the solution using only precision 100000 throughout the computation. (Warning: this takes a very long time to complete.)

In[18]:= First@Timing@Block@8e = 0, s = 0<,
88min, minpoint<, 8points<< = Reap@FindMinimum@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<,

Method -> "Newton", WorkingPrecision ® 100 000, StepMonitor ¦ Hs++; Sow@8x, y<DL,
EvaluationMonitor ¦ e++DD; Print@s, " steps and ", e, " evaluations"DDDD

17 steps and 18 evaluations

Out[18]= 1259.84 Second

Even though this may use fewer function evaluations, they are all done at the highest precision, so typically adaptive precision saves a

lot  of  time.  For  example,  the  previous  command without  adaptive  precision  takes  more  than  50  times  as  long  as  when  starting  from

machine precision.

With Newton÷ s method, both "line search" and "trust region" step control are implemented. The default, which is used in the preceding

examples, is the line search. However, any of them may be done with the trust region approach. The approach typically requires more

numerical linear algebra computations per step, but because steps are better controlled, may converge in fewer iterations.

This uses the unconstrained problems package to set up the classic Rosenbrock function, which has a narrow curved valley.

In[19]:= p = GetFindMinimumProblem@RosenbrockD

Out[19]= FindMinimumProblemAH1 - X1L
2
+ 100 I-X1

2
+ X2M

2
, 88X1, -1.2<, 8X2, 1.<<, 8<, Rosenbrock, 82, 2<E
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This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum with a trust region Newton method for a Rosenbrock function.

In[20]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" -> "TrustRegion"<D

Out[20]= 992.14681´10
-26, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 21, Function ® 22, Gradient ® 22, Hessian ® 22<,
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This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum with a line search Newton method for the same function.

In[21]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® "Newton"D

Out[21]= 994.96962´10
-18, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 22, Function ® 29, Gradient ® 29, Hessian ® 23<,
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You can see from the comparison of the two plots that the trust region method has kept the steps within better control  as the search

follows the valley and consequently converges with fewer function evaluations.

The following table summarizes the options you can use with Newton’s method.

option name default value

"Hessian" Automatic an expression to use for computing the Hessian matrix 

"StepControl" "LineSearch" how to control steps; options include "LineSearch", 

"TrustRegion", or None

Method options for Method -> "Newton". 
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Quasi−Newton Methods

There are many variants of quasi−Newton methods. In all of them, the idea is to base the matrix Bk in the quadratic model

qkHpL = f HxkL + Ñ f HxkL
T
p +

1

2
pT Bk p

on an approximation of the Hessian matrix built up from the function and gradient values from some or all steps previously taken.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows a plot of the steps taken by the quasi−Newton method. The path is much less direct than for Newton÷ s method. The quasi−

Newton method is used by default by FindMinimum for problems that are not sums of squares.

In[2]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<D

Out[2]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 9, Function ® 13, Gradient ® 13<,
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The first thing to notice about the path taken in this example is that it starts in the wrong direction. This direction is chosen because at

the  first  step  all  the  method  has  to  go  by  is  the  gradient,  and  so  it  takes  the  direction  of  steepest  descent.  However,  in  subsequent

steps, it incorporates information from the values of the function and gradient at the steps taken to build up an approximate model of the

Hessian. 

The  methods  used  by  Mathematica  are  the  Broyden| Fletcher| Goldfarb| Shanno (BFGS)  updates  and,  for  large  systems,  the  limited−

memory BFGS (L−BFGS) methods, in which the model Bk  is not stored explicitly, but rather Bk
-1
Ñ f HxkL is calculated by gradients and

step directions stored from past steps.

The  BFGS  method  is  implemented  such  that  instead  of  forming  the  model  Hessian  Bk  at  each  step,  Cholesky  factors  Lk  such  that

Lk.Lk
T=  Bk  are  computed  so  that  only  OIn2M  operations  are  needed  to  solve  the  system  Bk sk = -Ñ f HxkL  [DS96]  for  a  problem  with  n

variables.

For  large−scale  sparse  problems,  the  BFGS  method  can  be  problematic  because,  in  general,  the  Cholesky  factors  (or  the  Hessian

approximation Bk  or  its  inverse) are dense,  so the OIn2M  memory and operations requirements become prohibitive compared to algo−

rithms that take advantage of sparseness. The L−BFGS algorithm [NW99] forms an approximation to the inverse Hessian based on the

last m past steps, which are stored. The Hessian approximation may not be as complete, but the memory and order of operations are

limited to OHn mL for a problem with n variables. In Mathematica 5, for problems over 250 variables, the algorithm is switched automati−

cally to L−BFGS. You can control this with the method option "StepMemory" -> m. With m =¥, the full BFGS method will always be

used. Choosing an appropriate value of m is a tradeoff between speed of convergence and the work done per step. With m < 3, you are

most likely better off using a "conjugate gradient" algorithm.
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This shows the same example function with the minimum computed using L−BFGS with m = 5.

In[3]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D,
88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method ® 8"QuasiNewton", "StepMemory" ® 5<D
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1.4

1.6
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Out[3]= 88-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 10, Function ® 13, Gradient ® 13<, � ContourGraphics �<

Quasi−Newton methods are chosen as the default in Mathematica because they are typically quite fast and do not require computation

of  the  Hessian  matrix,  which  can  be  quite  expensive  both  in  terms  of  the  symbolic  computation  and  numerical  evaluation.  With  an

adequate "line search", they can be shown to converge superlinearly [NW99] to a local minimum where the Hessian is positive definite.

This means that 

lim
k®¥

°xk+1 - x*´

°xk - x*´
= 0

or, in other words, the steps keep getting smaller. However, for very high precision, this does not compare to the q−quadratic conver−

gence rate of "Newton’s" method.

This shows the number of steps and function evaluations required to find the minimum to high precision for the problem shown.

In[4]:= First@Timing@Block@8e = 0, s = 0<, 88min, minpoint<, 8points<< =
Reap@FindMinimum@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1.<, 8y, 1.<<, Method -> "QuasiNewton",

WorkingPrecision ® 10 000, StepMonitor ¦ Hs++; Sow@8x, y<DL, EvaluationMonitor ¦ e++DD;
Print@s, " steps and ", e, " evaluations"DDDD

95 steps and 106 evaluations

Out[4]= 2.79623

Newton’s method is able to find ten times as many digits with far fewer steps because of its quadratic convergence rate. However, the

convergence with the quasi−Newton method is still superlinear since the ratio of the errors is clearly going to zero.
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This makes a plot showing the ratios of the errors in the computation. The ratios of the errors are shown on a logarithmic scale so that the 
trend can clearly be seen over a large range of magnitudes.

In[5]:= exact = 8x, y< �. Last@Solve@8x^2 + y^2 � 3 Pi�2, x^2 - 3 y � -Pi<, 8x, y<DD;
errs = Map@Norm@N@exact - ðDD &, pointsD;
ListPlot@Log@10, Drop@errs, 1D�Drop@errs, -1DDD

Out[5]=

20 40 60 80

-100

-80

-60

-40

-20

The following table summarizes the options you can use with quasi−Newton methods.

option name default value

"StepMemory" Automatic the effective number of steps to "remember" in the Hessian 

approximation; can be a positive integer or Automatic

"StepControl" "LineSearch" how to control steps; can be "LineSearch" or None

Method options for Method -> "QuasiNewton". 
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Gauss| Newton Methods

For minimization problems for which the objective function is a sum of squares,

f HxL =
1

2
â

j=1

m

r jHxL
2
=

1

2
rHxL.rHxL,

it  is often advantageous to use the special structure of the problem. Time and effort can be saved by computing the residual function

rHxL,  and  its  derivative,  the  Jacobian  JHxL.  The  Gauss| Newton method  is  an  elegant  way  to  do  this.  Rather  than  using  the  complete

second−order  Hessian  matrix  for  the  quadratic  model,  the  Gauss| Newton method  uses  Bk = Jk
T
Jk  in  (1)  such  that  the  step  pk  is

computed from the formula

Jk
T
Jk pk = -Ñ fk = - Jk

T
rk,

where Jk = JHxkL, and so on. Note that this is an approximation to the full Hessian, which is JT J + Új=1
m

r j Ñ
2 r j. In the zero residual case,

where r = 0  is the minimum, or when r  varies nearly as a linear function near the minimum point, the approximation to the Hessian is

quite good and the quadratic convergence of "Newton÷ s method" is commonly observed. 

Objective functions, which are sums of squares, are quite common, and, in fact, this is the form of the objective function when FindFit

is used with the default value of the NormFunction  option. One way to view the Gauss| Newton method is in terms of least−squares

problems. Solving the Gauss| Newton step is the same as solving a linear least−squares problem, so applying a Gauss| Newton method

is in effect applying a sequence of linear least−squares fits to a nonlinear function. With this view, it  makes sense that this method is

particularly appropriate for the sort of nonlinear fitting that FindFit does.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This uses the Unconstrained Problems Package to set up the classic Rosenbrock function, which has a narrow curved valley.

In[2]:= p = GetFindMinimumProblem@RosenbrockD

Out[2]= FindMinimumProblemAH1 - X1L
2
+ 100 I-X1

2
+ X2M

2
, 88X1, -1.2<, 8X2, 1.<<, 8<, Rosenbrock, 82, 2<E

When Mathematica encounters a problem that is expressly a sum of squares, such as the Rosenbrock example, or a function that is the

dot product of a vector with itself, the Gauss| Newton method will be used automatically. 

This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum with the Gauss| Newton method for  Rosenbrock ÷ s function using a trust region method for 

step control.

In[3]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® AutomaticD

Out[3]= 980., 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<<, 8Steps ® 15, Residual ® 21, Jacobian ® 16<,
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If you compare this with the same example done with "Newton÷ s method", you can see that it was done with fewer steps and evalua−

tions because the Gauss| Newton method is taking advantage of the special  structure of  the problem. The convergence rate near the

minimum is just as good as for Newton÷ s method because the residual is zero at the minimum. 

The Levenberg| Marquardt method is a Gauss| Newton method with "trust region" step control (though it was originally proposed before

the general  notion of trust regions had been developed).  You can request this method specifically by using the FindMinimum  option

Method -> "LevenbergMarquardt" or equivalently Method -> "GaussNewton".

Sometimes it  is  awkward to express a function so that  it  will  explicitly  be a sum of  squares or a dot  product  of  a vector with itself.  In

these cases, it is possible to use the "Residual" method option to specify the residual directly. Similarly, you can specify the deriva−

tive  of  the  residual  with  the  "Jacobian"  method  option.  Note  that  when  the  residual  is  specified  through  the  "Residual"  method

option, it is not checked for consistency with the first argument of FindMinimum. The values returned will  depend on the value given

through the option.

This finds the minimum of Rosenbrock ÷ s function using the specification of the residual.

In[4]:= FindMinimumB
1

2
JH1 - X1L

2
+ 100 I-X1

2
+ X2M

2
N, 88X1, -1.2‘<, 8X2, 1.‘<<,

Method ® 9"LevenbergMarquardt", "Residual" ® 91 - X1, 10 I-X1
2
+ X2M==F

Out[4]= 80., 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<<

option name default value

"Residual" Automatic allows you to directly specify the residual r such that 

f = 1 �2 r.r

"EvaluationMonitor" Automatic an expression that is evaluated each time the residual is 
evaluated

"Jacobian" Automatic allows you to specify the (matrix) derivative of the residual

"StepControl" "TrustRegion" must be "TrustRegion", but allows you to change 

control parameters through method options

Method options for Method -> "LevenbergMarquardt".

Another natural way of setting up sums of squares problems in Mathematica is with FindFit, which computes nonlinear fits to data. A

simple example follows.

Here is a model function.

In[5]:= fm@a_, b_, c_, x_D := a If@x > 0, Cos@b xD, Exp@c xDD

Here is some data generated by the function with some random perturbations added.

In[6]:= Block@8Ε = 0.1, a = 1.2, b = 3.4, c = 0.98<,
data = Table@8x, fm@a, b, c, xD + Ε RandomReal@ 8-.5, .5<D<, 8x, -5, 5, .1<DD;

This finds a nonlinear least−squares fit to the model function.

In[7]:= fit = FindFit@data, fm@a, b, c, xD, 88a, 1<, 8b, 3<, 8c, 1<<, xD

Out[7]= 8a ® 1.20826, b ® 3.40018, c ® 1.0048<

This shows the fit model with the data.

In[8]:= Show@8ListPlot@dataD, Plot@fm@a, b, c, xD �. fit, 8x, -5, 5<, PlotStyle ® RGBColor@0, 1, 0DD<D

Out[8]=
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In the example, FindFit internally constructs a residual function and Jacobian, which are in turn used by the Gauss| Newton method to

find the minimum of the sum of squares, or the nonlinear least−squares fit. Of course, FindFit  can be used with other methods, but

because a residual function that evaluates rapidly can be constructed, it is often faster than the other methods.
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Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Methods
The basis for a nonlinear conjugate gradient method is to effectively apply the linear conjugate gradient method, where the residual is

replaced by the gradient. A model quadratic function is never explicitly formed, so it is always combined with a "line search" method.

The first nonlinear conjugate gradient method was proposed by Fletcher and Reeves as follows. Given a step direction pk, use the line

search to find Αk such that xk+1 = xk + Αk pk. Then compute

(1)Βk+1 =
Ñ f Ixk+1M.Ñ f Ixk+1M

Ñ f IxkM.Ñ f IxkM

pk+1 = Βk+1 pk - Ñ f Hxk+1L.

It is essential that the line search for choosing Αk satisfies the strong Wolfe conditions; this is necessary to ensure that the directions pk

are descent directions [NW99]]. 

An  alternate  method,  which  generally  (but  not  always)  works  better  in  practice,  is  that  of  Polak  and  Ribiere,  where  equation  (2)  is

replaced with 

(2)Βk+1 =
Ñ f Ixk+1M.( Ñ f Ixk+1M-Ñ f IxkMM

Ñ f IxkM.Ñ f IxkM
.

In  formula  (3),  it  is  possible  that  Βk+1  can  become  negative,  in  which  case  Mathematica  uses  the  algorithm  modified  by  using

pk+1 = maxHΒk+1, 0L pk - Ñ f Hxk+1L.  In  Mathematica,  the  default  conjugate  gradient  method  is  Polak| Ribiere, but  the  Fletcher| Reeves

method can be chosen by using the method option

Method ® 8"ConjugateGradient", Method -> "FletcherReeves"<.

The advantage of conjugate gradient methods is that they use relatively little memory for large−scale problems and require no numeri−

cal  linear  algebra,  so  each  step  is  quite  fast.  The  disadvantage  is  that  they  typically  converge  much  more  slowly  than  "Newton"  or

"quasi−Newton" methods. Also, steps are typically poorly scaled for length, so the "line search" algorithm may require more iterations

each time to find an acceptable step.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows a plot of the steps taken by the nonlinear conjugate gradient method. The path is much less direct than for Newton÷ s method. 

In[2]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method -> "ConjugateGradient"D

Out[2]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 9, Function ® 22, Gradient ® 22<,
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One issue that arises with nonlinear conjugate gradient methods is when to restart them. As the search moves, the nature of the local

quadratic approximation to the function may change substantially. The local convergence of the method depends on that of the linear

conjugate gradient method, where the quadratic function is constant. With a constant quadratic function for n variables and an exact line

search, the linear algorithm will converge in n or fewer iterations. By restarting (taking a steepest descent step with Βk+1 = 0) every so

often, it is possible to eliminate information from previous points, which may not be relevant to the local quadratic model at the current

search point. If you look carefully at the example, you can see where the method was restarted and a steepest descent step was taken.

One  option  is  to  simply  restart  after  every  k  iterations,  where  k <= n.  You  can  specify  this  using  the  method  option

"RestartIterations" -> k.  An alternative is  to restart  when consecutive gradients are not  sufficiently  orthogonal  according to the

test

Ñ f HxkL.Ñ f Hxk-1L

Ñ f HxkL.Ñ f HxkL
< Ν,

with a threshold Ν between 0 and 1. You can specify this using the method option "RestartThreshold" -> Ν.

The table summarizes the options you can use with the conjugate gradient methods.

option name default value

"Method" "PolakRibiere" nonlinear conjugate gradient method can be 

"PolakRibiere" or "FletcherReeves"

"RestartThreshold" 1�10 threshold Ν for gradient orthogonality below which a restart 
will be done

"RestartIterations" ¥ number of iterations after which to restart

"StepControl" "LineSearch" must be "LineSearch", but you can use this to specify 
line search methods

Method options for Method -> "ConjugateGradient".

It should be noted that the default method for FindMinimum in Mathematica 4 was a conjugate gradient method with a near exact line

search.  This  has  been  maintained  for  legacy  reasons  and  can  be  accessed  by  using  the  FindMinimum  option

Method -> "Gradient".  Typically,  this  will  use  more  function  and  gradient  evaluations  than  the  newer

Method -> "ConjugateGradient", which itself often uses far more than the methods that Mathematica currently uses as defaults.
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Principal Axis Method
"Gauss|Newton"  and  "conjugate  gradient"  methods  use  derivatives.  When  Mathematica  cannot  compute  symbolic  derivatives,  finite

differences will be used. Computing derivatives with finite differences can impose a significant cost in some cases and certainly affects

the  reliability  of  derivatives,  ultimately  having  an  effect  on  how  good  an  approximation  to  the  minimum  is  achievable.  For  functions

where symbolic derivatives are not available, an alternative is to use a derivative−free algorithm, where an approximate model is built

up using only values from function evaluations. 

Mathematica  uses  the  principal  axis  method  of  Brent  [Br02]  as  a  derivative−free  algorithm.  For  an  n−variable  problem,  take  a  set  of

search directions u1, u2,¼, un  and a  point  x0.  Take xi  to  be the point  that  minimizes f  along the direction ui  from xi-1  (i.e.,  do a  "line

search" from xi-1), then replace ui with ui+1. At the end, replace un with xn - x0. Ideally, the new ui should be linearly independent, so that

a new iteration could be undertaken,  but  in  practice,  they are not.  Brent ÷ s algorithm involves using the singular  value decomposition

(SVD) on the matrix U = Hu1, u2, ... unL to realign them to the principal directions for the local quadratic model. (An eigen decomposition

could be used, but Brent shows that the SVD is more efficient.) With the new set of ui obtained, another iteration can be done. 

Two distinct starting conditions in each variable are required for this method because these are used to define the magnitudes of the

vectors ui. In fact, whenever you specify two starting conditions in each variable, FindMinimum, FindMaximum, and FindFit will use

the principal axis algorithm by default. 

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows the search path and function evaluations for FindMinimum to find a local minimum of the function 

cosIx2 - 3 yM + sinIx2 + y2M.

In[2]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D,
88x, 1.4, 1.5<, 8y, 1, 1.1<<, Method ® "PrincipalAxis"D

Out[2]= 98-2., 8x ® 2.12265, y ® 0.454686<<, 8Steps ® 4, Function ® 148<,
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The  basics  of  the  search  algorithm  can  be  seen  quite  well  from  the  plot  since  the  derivative−free  line  search  algorithm  requires  a

substantial number of function evaluations. First a line search is done in the x direction, then from that point, a line search is done in the

y direction, determining the step direction. Once the step is taken, the vectors ui are realigned appropriately to the principal directions of

the local quadratic approximation and the next step is similarly computed. 

The algorithm is efficient  in terms of  convergence rate;  it  has quadratic convergence in terms of  steps.  However,  in terms of  function

evaluations,  it  is  quite  expensive  because  of  the  derivative−free  line  search  required.  Note  that  since  the  directions  given  to  the  line

search (especially at the beginning) are not necessarily descent directions, the line search has to be able to search in both directions.

For  problems with  many  variables,  the  individual  linear  searches  in  all  directions  become very  expensive,  so  this  method  is  typically

better suited to problems without too many variables.
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Introduction to Solving Nonlinear Equations
There  are  some  close  connections  between  finding  a  "local  minimum"  and  solving  a  set  of  nonlinear  equations.  Given  a  set  of  n

equations in n unknowns, seeking a solution rHxL � 0 is equivalent to minimizing the sum of squares rHxL. rHxL when the residual is zero

at  the minimum, so there is  a particularly  close connection to the "Gauss|Newton" methods.  In fact,  the Gauss| Newton step for  local

minimization and the "Newton" step for nonlinear equations are exactly the same. Also, for a smooth function, "Newton÷ s method" for

local  minimization  is  the  same as  Newton÷ s method for  the  nonlinear  equations  Ñ f = 0.  Not  surprisingly,  many aspects  of  the  algo−

rithms are similar; however, there are also important differences.

Another thing in common with minimization algorithms is the need for some kind of "step control". Typically, step control is based on the

same methods as minimization except that it is applied to a merit function, usually the smooth 2−norm squared, rHxL. rHxL.

"Newton" use the exact Jacobian or a finite difference approximation to solve for the step 
based on a locally linear model

"Secant" work without derivatives by constructing a secant approximation to the Jacobian 
using n past steps; requires two starting conditions in each dimension

"Brent" method in one dimension that maintains bracketing of roots; requires two starting 
conditions that bracket a root

Basic method choices for FindRoot .
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Newton’s Method

Newton’s method for nonlinear equations is based on a linear approximation

rHxL = MkHpL = rHxkL + JHxkL p, p = Hx - xkL,

so the Newton step is found simply by setting MkHpL = 0, 

JHxkL pk = -rHxkL.

Near a root of the equations, Newton’s method has q−quadratic convergence, similar to "Newton’s" method for minimization. Newton’s

method is used as the default method for FindRoot. 

Newton’s method can be used with either "line search" or "trust region" step control. When it works, the line search control is typically

faster, but the trust region approach is usually more robust.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

Here is the Rosenbrock problem as a FindRoot problem.

In[2]:= p = GetFindRootProblem@RosenbrockD

Out[2]= FindRootProblemA910 I-X1
2
+ X2M, 1 - X1=, 88X1, -1.2<, 8X2, 1.<<, 8<, Rosenbrock, 82, 2<E

This finds the solution of the nonlinear system using the default line search approach. (Newton’s method is the default method for 

FindRoot.)

In[3]:= FindRootPlot@pD

Out[3]= 98X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<, 8Steps ® 15, Residual ® 27, Jacobian ® 15<,
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=

Note  that  each  of  the  line  searches  started  along  the  line  x == 1.  This  is  a  particular  property  of  the  Newton  step  for  this  particular

problem.

This computes the Jacobian and the Newton step symbolically for the Rosenbrock problem.

In[4]:= J = OuterAD, 910 I-X1
2
+ X2M, 1 - X1=, 8X1, X2<E;

LinearSolveAJ, -910 I-X1
2
+ X2M, 1 - X1=E

Out[4]= 91 - X1, 2 X1 - X1
2
- X2=

When this step is  added to the point,  8X1, X2<,  it  is  easy to see why the steps go to the line X1 = 1.  This is  a particular  feature of  this

problem, which is not typical for most functions. Because the "trust region" approach does not try the Newton step unless it lies within

the region bound, this feature does not show up so strongly when the trust region step control is used.
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This finds the solution of the nonlinear system using the trust region approach. The search is almost identical to the search with the "Gauss|

Newton" method for the Rosenbrock objective function in FindMinimum.

In[5]:= FindRootPlot@p, Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" ® "TrustRegion"<D

Out[5]= 98X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<, 8Steps ® 16, Residual ® 21, Jacobian ® 16<,
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=

When the structure of the Jacobian matrix is sparse, Mathematica will use SparseArray objects both to compute the Jacobian and to

handle the necessary numerical linear algebra. 

When solving nonlinear equations is used as a part of a more general numerical procedure, such as solving differential equations with

implicit methods, often starting values are quite good, and complete convergence is not absolutely necessary. Often the most expensive

part of computing a Newton step is finding the Jacobian and computing a matrix factorization. However, when close enough to a root, it

is  possible  to  leave  the  Jacobian  frozen  for  a  few  steps  (though  this  does  certainly  affect  the  convergence  rate).  You  can  do  this  in

Mathematica using the method option "UpdateJacobian", which gives the number of steps to go before updating the Jacobian. The

default is "UpdateJacobian" -> 1, so the Jacobian is updated every step.

This shows the number of steps, function evaluations, and Jacobian evaluations required to find a simple square root when the Jacobian is 
only updated every three steps.

In[6]:= Block@8s = 0, e = 0, j = 0<,
8FindRoot@x^2 - 2, 88x, 1.5<<, Method ® 8"Newton", "UpdateJacobian" ® 3<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ e++,

StepMonitor ¦ s++, Jacobian ® 8Automatic, EvaluationMonitor ¦ j++<D, s, e, j<D

Out[6]= 88x ® 1.41421<, 5, 9, 2<

This shows the number of steps, function evaluations, and Jacobian evaluations required to find a simple square root when the Jacobian is 
updated every step.

In[7]:= Block@8s = 0, e = 0, j = 0<, 8FindRoot@x^2 - 2, 88x, 1.5<<, EvaluationMonitor ¦ e++,
StepMonitor ¦ s++, Jacobian ® 8Automatic, EvaluationMonitor ¦ j++<D, s, e, j<D

Out[7]= 88x ® 1.41421<, 4, 5, 4<

Of  course  for  a  simple  one−dimensional  root,  updating  the  Jacobian  is  trivial  in  cost,  so  holding  the  update  is  only  of  use  here  to

demonstrate the idea.

option name default value

"UpdateJacobian" 1 number of steps to take before updating the Jacobian

"StepControl" "LineSearch" method for step control, can be "LineSearch", 

"TrustRegion", or None  (which is not recommended)

Method options for Method -> "Newton" in FindRoot .
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The Secant Method

When derivatives cannot be computed symbolically, "Newton÷ s" method will  be used, but with a finite difference approximation to the

Jacobian. This can have cost in terms of both time and reliability. Just as for minimization, an alternative is to use an algorithm specifi−

cally designed to work without derivatives. 

In one dimension, the idea of the secant method is to use the slope of the line between two consecutive search points to compute the

step  instead  of  the  derivative  at  the  latest  point.  Similarly  in  n  dimensions,  differences  between the  residuals  at  n  points  are  used  to

construct  an  approximation  of  sorts  to  the  Jacobian.  Note  that  this  is  similar  to  finite  differences,  but  rather  than  trying  to  make  the

difference interval small in order to get as good a Jacobian approximation as possible, it effectively uses an average derivative just like

the one−dimensional secant method. Initially, the n points are constructed from two starting points that are distinct in all n dimensions.

Subsequently, as steps are taken, only the n points with the smallest merit function value are kept. It is rare, but possible, that steps are

collinear and the secant approximation to the Jacobian becomes singular. In this case, the algorithm is restarted with distinct points.

The method requires two starting points in each dimension. In fact, if two starting points are given in each dimension, the secant method

is the default method except in one dimension, where "Brent÷ s" method may be chosen.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows the solution of the Rosenbrock problem with the secant method.

In[2]:= FindRootPlotA910 I-X1
2
+ X2M, 1 - X1=, 88X1, -1.2, -1.<, 8X2, 1., .9<<E

Out[2]= 98X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<, 8Steps ® 21, Residual ® 70<,
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=

Note that, as compared to "Newton÷ s" method, many more residual function evaluations are required. However, the method is able to

follow the relatively narrow valley without directly using derivative information. 
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This shows the solution of the Rosenbrock problem with Newton÷ s method using finite differences to compute the Jacobian.

In[3]:= FindRootPlotA910 I-X1
2
+ X2M, 1 - X1=, 88X1, -1.2<, 8X2, 1.<<,

Method ® 8"Newton", StepControl -> "TrustRegion"<, Jacobian -> "FiniteDifference"E

Out[3]= 98X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<, 8Steps ® 17, Residual ® 70, Jacobian ® 16<,
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=

However, when compared to Newton ÷ s method with finite differences, the number of residual function evaluations is comparable. For

sparse  Jacobian  matrices  with  larger  problems,  the  finite  difference  Newton  method  will  usually  be  more  efficient  since  the  secant

method does not take advantage of sparsity in any way.
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Brent÷ s Method

When searching for a real simple root of a real valued function, it is possible to take advantage of the special geometry of the problem,

where the function crosses the axis from negative to positive or vice versa. Brent÷ s method [Br02] is effectively a safeguarded secant

method that always keeps a point where the function is positive and one where it is negative so that the root is always bracketed. At any

given  step,  a  choice  is  made  between  an  interpolated  (secant)  step  and  a  bisection  in  such  a  way  that  eventual  convergence  is

guaranteed. 

If FindRoot  is given two real starting conditions that bracket a root of a real function, then Brent ÷ s method will be used. Thus, if you

are working in one dimension and can determine initial conditions that will bracket a root, it is often a good idea to do so since Brent ÷ s

method is the most robust algorithm available for FindRoot.

Even  though  essentially  all  the  theory  for  solving  nonlinear  equations  and  local  minimization  is  based  on  smooth  functions,  Brent ÷ s

method is sufficiently robust that you can even get a good estimate for a zero crossing for discontinuous functions.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows the steps and function evaluations used in an attempt to find the root of a discontinuous function.

In[2]:= FindRootPlot@2 UnitStep@Sin@xDD - 1, 8x, 3, 4<D

FindRoot::cvmit :
Failed to converge to the requested accuracy or precision within 100

iterations. �

Out[2]=

The method gives up and issues a message when the root is bracketed very closely, but it  is not able to find a value of the function,

which is zero. This robustness carries over very well to continuous functions that are very steep.

This shows the steps and function evaluations used to find the root of a function that varies rapidly near its root.

In[3]:= FindRootPlot@ArcTan@10000 Sin@xD D, 8x, 3, 4<, PlotRange ® AllD

Out[3]=
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Introduction to Step Control
Even with  "Newton methods"  where the local  model  is  based on the actual  Hessian,  unless you are close to  a  root  or  minimum, the

model step may not bring you any closer to the solution. A simple example is given by the following problem.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This shows a simple example for root finding with step control disabled where the iteration alternates between two points and does not 
converge. Note: On some platforms, you may see convergence. This is due to slight variations in machine−number arithmetic which may 
be sufficient to break the oscillation.

In[2]:= FindRootPlot@Sin@xD, 8x, 1.1655611852072114<, Method ® 8Newton, StepControl ® None<D

FindRoot::cvmit :
Failed to converge to the requested accuracy or precision within 100

iterations. �

Out[2]=

This shows the same example problem with step control enabled. Since the first evaluation point has not reduced the size of the function, 
the line search restricts the step and so the iteration converges to the solution.

In[3]:= FindRootPlot@Sin@xD, 8x, 1.1655611852072114<, Method ® "Newton"D

Out[3]= 98x ® 0.<, 8Steps ® 2, Residual ® 3, Jacobian ® 2<,
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=

A good step−size control algorithm will prevent repetition or escape from areas near roots or minima from happening. At the same time,

however, when steps based on the model function are appropriate, the step−size control algorithm should not restrict them, otherwise

the convergence rate of the algorithm would be compromised. Two commonly used step−size control algorithms are "line search" and

"trust region" methods. In a line search method, the model function gives a step direction, and a search is done along that direction to

find an adequate point that will lead to convergence. In a trust region method, a distance in which the model function will be trusted is

updated at each step. If the model step lies within that distance, it is used; otherwise, an approximate minimum for the model function

on the boundary of the trust region is used. Generally the trust region methods are more robust, but they require more numerical linear

algebra.

Both step control methods were developed originally with minimization in mind. However, they apply well to finding roots for nonlinear

equations when used with a merit function. In Mathematica, the 2−norm merit function rHxL.rHxL is used.
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Line Search Methods

A method like "Newton÷ s" method chooses a step, but the validity of that step only goes as far as the Newton quadratic model for the

function  really  reflects  the  function.  The idea of  a  line  search  is  to  use the  direction  of  the  chosen step,  but  to  control  the  length,  by

solving a one−dimensional problem of minimizing 

Φ HΑL � f HΑ pk + xkL,

where pk is the search direction chosen from the position xk. Note that 

Φ ’ HΑL � Ñ f HΑ pk + xkL.pk,

so if you can compute the gradient, you can effectively do a one−dimensional search with derivatives. 

Typically,  an effective line search only looks toward Α > 0  since a reasonable method should guarantee that  the search direction is  a

descent direction, which can be expressed as Φ¢ Α < 0.

It is typically not worth the effort to find an exact minimum of Φ since the search direction is rarely exactly the right direction. Usually it is

enough to move closer. 

One condition that measures progress is called the Armijo or sufficient decrease condition for a candidate Α*.

ΦHΑ*L £ ΦH0L + Μ Φ ’ H0L, 0 < Μ < 1

Often  with  this  condition,  methods  will  converge,  but  for  some  methods,  Armijo  alone  does  not  guarantee  convergence  for  smooth

functions. With the additional curvature condition, 

 Φ ’ HΑ*L¤ £ Η  Φ ’ H0L¤, 0 < Μ £ Η < 1,

many methods can be proven to converge for smooth functions. Together these conditions are known as the strong Wolfe conditions.

You  can  control  the  parameters  Μ  and  Η  with  the  "DecreaseFactor" -> Μ  and  "CurvatureFactor" -> Η  options  of

"LineSearch".

The  default  value  for  "CurvatureFactor" -> Η  is  Η � 0.9,  except  for  Method -> "ConjugateGradient"  where  Η = 0.1  is  used

since the algorithm typically works better with a closer−to−exact line search. The smaller Η is, the closer to exact the line search is. 

If you look at graphs showing iterative searches in two dimensions, you can see the evaluations spread out along the directions of the

line searches. Typically, it only takes a few iterations to find a point satisfying the conditions. However, the line search is not always able

to find a point that satisfies the conditions. Usually this is because there is insufficient precision to compute the points closely enough to

satisfy the conditions, but it can also be caused by functions that are not completely smooth or vary extremely slowly in the neighbor−

hood of a minimum.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

In[2]:= FindMinimum@x^2�2 + Cos@xD, 8x, 1<D

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[2]= 81., 8x ® 0.000182658<<

This runs into problems because the real differences in the function are negligible compared to evaluation differences around the point,

as can be seen from the plot.
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In[24]:= Plot@x^2�2 + Cos@xD, 8x, 0, .0004<, PlotRange ® 81 - 10^-15, 1 + 10^-15<D

Out[24]=
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Sometimes it can help to subtract out the constants so that small changes in the function are more significant.

In[18]:= FindMinimum@x^2�2 + Cos@xD - 1, 8x, 1<D

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[18]= 91.11022´10
-16, 8x ® 0.00024197<=

In this case, however, the approximation is only slightly closer because the function is quite noisy near 0, as can be seen from the plot.

In[19]:= Plot@x^2�2 + Cos@xD - 1, 8x, 0, .0004<D

Out[19]=

0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
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8.´ 10-16

1.´ 10-15

Thus, to get closer to the correct value of zero, higher precision is required to compute the function more accurately.

For some problems, particularly where you may be starting far from a root or a local minimum, it may be desirable to restrict steps. With

line  searches,  it  is  possible  to  do  this  by  using  the  "MaxRelativeStepSize"  method  option.  The  default  value  picked  for  this  is

designed to keep searches from going wildly out of control, yet at the same time not prevent a search from using reasonably large steps

if appropriate.

This is an example of a problem where the Newton step is very large because the starting point is at a position where the Jacobian 
(derivative) is nearly singular. The step size is (not severely) limited by the option.

In[3]:= FindRootPlot@Cos@x PiD, 88x, -5<<D

Out[3]=
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This shows the same example but with a more rigorous step−size limitation, which finds the root near the starting condition.

In[4]:= FindRootPlot@Cos@x PiD, 88x, -5<<,
Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" ® 8"LineSearch", "MaxRelativeStepSize" ® .1<<D

Out[4]= 98x ® -4.5<, 8Steps ® 5, Residual ® 5, Jacobian ® 5<,
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Note that you need to be careful not to set the "MaxRelativeStepSize" option too small, or it will affect convergence, especially for

minima and roots near zero.

The following table shows a summary of the options, which can be used to control line searches.

option name default value

"Method" Automatic method to use for executing the line search; can be 

Automatic , "MoreThuente", "Backtracking", or 
"Brent"

"CurvatureFactor" Automatic factor Η in the Wolfe conditions, between 0 and 1; smaller 

values of Η result in a more exact line search

"DecreaseFactor" 1�10000 factor Μ in the Wolfe conditions, between 0 and Η

"MaxRelativeStepSize" 10 largest step that will be taken relative to the norm of the 
current search point, can be any positive number or ¥ for no 
restriction

Method options for "StepControl" ® "LineSearch".

The following sections will describe the three line search algorithms implemented in Mathematica. Comparisons will be made using the

Rosenbrock function.

This uses the Unconstrained Problems Package to set up the classic Rosenbrock function, which has a narrow curved valley.

In[5]:= p = GetFindMinimumProblem@RosenbrockD

Out[5]= FindMinimumProblemAH1 - X1L
2
+ 100 I-X1

2
+ X2M

2
, 88X1, -1.2<, 8X2, 1.<<, 8<, Rosenbrock, 82, 2<E

MoreThuente

The default line search used by FindMinimum, FindMaximum, and FindFit is one described by More and Thuente in [MT94]. It tries

to find a point that satisfies both the decrease and curvature conditions by using bracketing and quadratic and cubic interpolation.
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This shows the steps and evaluations done with Newton÷ s method with the default line search parameters. Points with just red and green 
are where the function and gradient were evaluated in the line search, but the Wolfe conditions were not satisfied so as to take a step.

In[10]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® NewtonD
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-1

0

1

Out[10]= 994.96962´10
-18, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 22, Function ® 29, Gradient ® 29, Hessian ® 23<, � ContourGraphics

The points at which only the function and gradient were evaluated were the ones attempted in the line search phase that did not satisfy

both conditions. Unless restricted by "MaxRelativeStepSize", the line search always starts with the full step length (Α = 1), so that if

the full (in this case Newton) step satisfies the line search criteria, it will be taken, ensuring a full convergence rate close to a minimum.

Decreasing the curvature factor, which means that the line search ends nearer to the exact minimum, decreases the number of steps

taken by Newton÷ s method but increases the total number of function and gradient evaluations.

This shows the steps and evaluations done with Newton÷ s method with a curvature factor in the line search parameters that is smaller 
than the default. Points with just red and green are where the function and gradient were evaluated in the line search, but the Wolfe 
conditions were not satisfied so as to take a step.

In[31]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" ® 8"LineSearch", CurvatureFactor ® .1<<D

Out[31]= 995.54946´10
-22, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 14, Function ® 61, Gradient ® 61, Hessian ® 15<,
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This example demonstrates why a more exact line search is not necessarily better. When the line search takes the step to the right at

the bottom of the narrow valley, the Newton step is based on moving along the valley without seeing its curvature (the curvature of the

valley is beyond quadratic order), so the Newton steps end up being far too long, even though the direction is better. On the other hand,

some methods, such as the conjugate gradient method, need a better line search to improve convergence.
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Backtracking

This  is  a  simple line search that  starts  from the given step size and backtracks toward a step size of  0,  stopping when the sufficient

decrease condition is met. In general with only backtracking, there is no guarantee that you can satisfy the curvature condition, even for

nice  functions,  so  the  convergence  properties  of  the  methods  are  not  assured.  However,  the  backtracking  line  search  also  does  not

need to evaluate the gradient at each point, so if gradient evaluations are relatively expensive, this may be a good choice. It is used as

the default  line search in  FindRoot  because evaluating the gradient  of  the merit  function involves computing the Jacobian,  which is

relatively expensive.

In[32]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" ® 8"LineSearch", Method ® "Backtracking"<<D

Out[32]= 991.2326´10
-30, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 25, Function ® 34, Gradient ® 26, Hessian ® 25<,
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0

1

Each backtracking step is taken by doing a polynomial interpolation and finding the minimum point for the interpolant. This point Αk  is

used as long as it lies between c1 Αk-1  and c2 Αk-1, where Αk-1  is the previous value of the parameter Α and 0 < c1 £ c2 < 1. By default,

c1 = 0.1 and c2 = 0.5, but they can be controlled by the method option "BacktrackFactors" -> 8c1, c2<. If you give a single value for

the factors, this sets c1 = c2, and no interpolation is used. The value 1/2 gives bisection.

In this example, the effect of the relatively large backtrack factor is quite apparent.

In[33]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ®
8"Newton", "StepControl" ® 8"LineSearch", Method ® 8"Backtracking", "BacktrackFactors" ® 1�2<<<D

Out[33]= 993.74398´10
-21, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 21, Function ® 29, Gradient ® 22, Hessian ® 22<,
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0

1
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option name default value

"BacktrackFactors" 81�10, 1�2< determine the minimum and maximum factor by which the 
attempted step length must shrink between backtracking 
steps

Method option for line search Method -> "Backtracking".

Brent

This  uses  the  derivative−free  univariate  method  of  Brent  [Br02]  for  the  line  search.  It  attempts  to  find  the  minimum  of  Φ Α  to  within

tolerances, regardless of the decrease and curvature factors. In effect, it has two phases. First, it tries to bracket the root, then it uses

"Brent ÷ s"  combined  interpolation/golden  section  method  to  find  the  minimum.  The  advantage  of  this  line  search  is  that  it  does  not

require, as the other two methods do, that the step be in a descent direction, since it will look in both directions in an attempt to bracket

the minimum. As such it  is  very appropriate for  the derivative−free "principal  axis"  method.  The downside of  this  line search is  that  it

typically uses many function evaluations, so it is usually less efficient than the other two methods.

This example shows the effect of using the Brent method for line search. Note that in the phase of bracketing the root, it may use negative 
values of Α. Even though the number of Newton steps is relatively small in this example, the total number of function evaluations is much 
larger than for other line search methods.

In[34]:= FindMinimumPlot@p, Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" ® 8"LineSearch", Method ® "Brent"<<D

Out[34]= 991.01471´10
-23, 8X1 ® 1., X2 ® 1.<=, 8Steps ® 13, Function ® 188, Gradient ® 14, Hessian ® 14<,
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Trust Region Methods
A trust region method has a region around the current search point, where the quadratic model

(1)qkHpL = f HxkL + Ñ f HxkL
T
p +

1

2
pT Bk p

for "local minimization" is "trusted" to be correct and steps are chosen to stay within this region. The size of the region is modified during

the search, based on how well the model agrees with actual function evaluations. 

Very typically, the trust region is taken to be an ellipse such that °D p´ £ D. D is a diagonal scaling (often taken from the diagonal of the

approximate Hessian) and D is the trust region radius, which is updated at each step.

When the step based on the quadratic model alone lies within the trust region, then, assuming the function value gets smaller, that step

will be chosen. Thus, just as with "line search" methods, the step control does not interfere with the convergence of the algorithm near

to a minimum where the quadratic model is good. When the step based on the quadratic model lies outside the trust region, a step just

up to the boundary of the trust region is chosen, such that the step is an approximate minimizer of the quadratic model on the boundary

of the trust region. 

Once  a  step  pk  is  chosen,  the  function  is  evaluated  at  the  new  point,  and  the  actual  function  value  is  checked  against  the  value

predicted by the quadratic model. What is actually computed is the ratio of actual to predicted reduction.

Ρk =

f HxkL - f Hxk+ pkL

qkH0L - qkHpkL
=

actual reduction of f

predicted model reduction of f

If Ρk  is close to 1, then the quadratic model is quite a good predictor and the region can be increased in size. On the other hand, if Ρk  is

too small, the region is decreased in size. When Ρk  is below a threshold, Η , the step is rejected and recomputed. You can control this

threshold with the method option "AcceptableStepRatio" -> Η.  Typically the value of Η  is quite small  to avoid rejecting steps that

would  be  progress  toward  a  minimum.  However,  if  obtaining  the  quadratic  model  at  a  point  is  quite  expensive  (e.g.,  evaluating  the

Hessian takes a relatively long time), a larger value of Η will reduce the number of Hessian evaluations, but it may increase the number

of function evaluations.

To start the trust region algorithm, an initial radius D needs to be determined. By default Mathematica uses the size of the step based

on the model (1) restricted by a fairly loose relative step size limit. However, in some cases, this may take you out of the region you are

primarily  interested  in,  so  you  can  specify  a  starting  radius  D0  using  the  option  "StartingScaledStepSize" -> D0.  The  option

contains Scaled in its name because the trust region radius works through the diagonal scaling D, so this is not an absolute step size.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘
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This shows the steps and evaluations taken during a search for a local minimum of a function similar to Rosenbrock’s function, using 
Newton’s method with trust region step control.

In[2]:= FindMinimumPlot@Hx - 1L^2 + 100 Sin@x^2 - yD, 88x, -1<, 8y, 1<<,
Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" -> "TrustRegion"<, MaxRecursion ® 0D

Out[2]= 98-100., 8x ® 1., y ® 178.5<<, 8Steps ® 16, Function ® 20, Gradient ® 17, Hessian ® 16<,
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The plot looks quite bad because the search has extended over such a large region that the fine structure of the function cannot really

be seen on that scale.

This shows the steps and evaluations for the same function, but with a restricted initial trust region radius D0. Here the search stays much 

closer to the initial condition and follows the narrow valley.

In[3]:= FindMinimumPlot@Hx - 1L^2 + 100 Sin@x^2 - yD, 88x, -1<, 8y, 1<<,
Method ® 8"Newton", "StepControl" ® 8"TrustRegion", "StartingScaledStepSize" ® 1<<D

Out[3]= 98-100., 8x ® 1., y ® 2.5708<<, 8Steps ® 18, Function ® 20, Gradient ® 19, Hessian ® 19<,
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It is also possible to set an overall maximum bound for the trust region radius by using the option "MaxScaledStepSize" -> Dmax  so

that for any step, Dk £ Dmax. 

Trust  region  methods  can  also  have  difficulties  with  functions  which  are  not  smooth  due  to  problems  with  numerical  roundoff  in  the

function computation. When the function is not sufficiently smooth, the radius of the trust region will keep getting reduced. Eventually, it

will get to the point at which it is effectively zero.

This gets the Freudenstein| Roth test problem from the Optimization ‘Unconstrained Problems‘package in a form where it can be 

solved by FindMinimum. (See "Test Problems".)

In[4]:= pfr = GetFindMinimumProblem@FreudensteinRothD

Out[4]= FindMinimumProblemAH-13 + X1 + X2 H-2 + H5 - X2L X2LL
2
+ H-29 + X1 + X2 H-14 + X2 H1 + X2LLL

2, 88X1, 0.5<, 8X2, -2.<<, 8
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This finds a local minimum for the function using the default method. The default method in this case is the (trust region) Levenberg|
Marquardt method since the function is a sum of squares.

In[5]:= FindMinimumPlot@pfrD

FindMinimum::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance

prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal
option. There is a possibility that the method has
stalled at a point which is not a local minimum. �

Out[5]= 9848.9843, 8X1 ® 11.4128, X2 ® -0.896805<<, 8Steps ® 16, Residual ® 35, Jacobian ® 17<,
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The message means that the size of the trust region has become effectively zero relative to the size of the search point, so steps taken

would have negligible effect. Note: On some platforms, due to subtle differences in machine arithmetic, the message may not show up.

This is because the reasons leading to the message have to do with numerical uncertainty, which can vary between different platforms.

This makes a plot of the variation function along the X1 direction at the final point found.

In[6]:= BlockA8Ε = 10^-7, x1f = 11.412778991937346, x2f = -0.8968052550911878, min<,

min = H-13 + X1 + X2 H-2 + H5 - X2L X2LL
2
+ H-29 + X1 + X2 H-14 + X2 H1 + X2LLL

2 �. 8X1 ® x1f, X2 ® x2f<;

PlotAIH-13 + X1 + X2 H-2 + H5 - X2L X2LL
2
+ H-29 + X1 + X2 H-14 + X2 H1 + X2LLL

2M - min �. X2 ® x2f,

8X1, x1f - Ε, x1f + Ε<EE

Out[6]=

11.4128 11.4128 11.4128

-2.´ 10-14

-1.´ 10-14

1.´ 10-14

2.´ 10-14

3.´ 10-14

4.´ 10-14

5.´ 10-14

The plot  along one direction makes it  fairly  clear  why no more improvement is  possible.  Part  of  the reason the Levenberg| Marquardt

method gets into trouble in  this  situation is  that  convergence is  relatively  slow because the residual  is  nonzero at  the minimum. With

"Newton’s"  method,  the  convergence  is  faster,  and  the  full  quadratic  model  allows  for  a  better  estimate  of  step  size,  so  that

FindMinimum can have more confidence that the default tolerances have been satisfied.
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In[52]:= FindMinimumPlot@pfr, Method ® 8"Newton", StepControl ® "TrustRegion"<D

Out[52]= 9848.9843, 8X1 ® 11.4128, X2 ® -0.896805<<, 8Steps ® 6, Function ® 7, Gradient ® 7, Hessian ® 7<,
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The following table summarizes the options for controlling trust region step control.

option name default value

"AcceptableStepRatio" 1�10000 the threshold Η, such that when the actual to prediction 

reduction Ρk ³ Η, the search is moved to the computed step

"MaxScaledStepSize" ¥ the value Dmax, such that the trust region size Dk < Dmax for 

all steps

"StartingScaledStepSize" Automatic the initial trust region size D0

Method options for "StepControl" -> "TrustRegion".
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Specifying Derivatives
The  function  FindRoot  has  a  Jacobian  option;  the  functions  FindMinimum,  FindMaximum,  and  FindFit  have  a  Gradient

option; and the "Newton" method has a method option Hessian. All these derivatives are specified with the same basic structure. Here

is a summary of ways to specify derivative computation methods.

Automatic find a symbolic derivative for the function and use finite difference approximations 
if a symbolic derivative cannot be found

Symbolic same as Automatic , but gives a warning message if finite differences are to be 

used

FiniteDifference use finite differences to approximate the derivative

expression use the given expression with local numerical values of the variables to evaluate 

the derivative

Methods for computing gradient, Jacobian, and Hessian derivatives.

The basic specification for a derivative is just the method for computing it.  However, all  of the derivatives take options as well.  These

can be specified by using a list 8method, opts<. Here is a summary of the options for the derivatives.

option name default value

"EvaluationMonitor" None expression to evaluate with local values of the variables 
every time the derivative is evaluated, usually specified with 
:> instead of -> to prevent symbolic evaluation

"Sparse" Automatic sparse structure for the derivative; can be Automatic , 

True , False, or a pattern SparseArray giving the 

nonzero structure

"DifferenceOrder" 1 difference order to use when finite differences are used to 
compute the derivative

Options for computing gradient, Jacobian, and Hessian derivatives.

A few examples will help illustrate how these fit together. 

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

This defines a function that is only intended to evaluate for numerical values of the variables.

In[2]:= f@x_?NumberQ, y_?NumberQD := Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D

With  just  Method ® "Newton",  FindMinimum  issues  an  lstol  message  because  it  was  not  able  to  resolve  the  minimum  well

enough due to lack of good derivative information.
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This shows the steps taken by FindMinimum when it has to use finite differences to compute the gradient and Hessian.

In[3]:= FindMinimumPlot@f@x, yD, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method -> "Newton"D

FindMinimum::symd :
Unable to automatically compute the symbolic derivative of f@x, yD

with respect to the arguments 8x, y<. Numerical
approximations to derivatives will be used instead. �

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision
digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[3]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67867<<, 8Steps ® 4, Function ® 89, Gradient ® 26<,

 The following describes how you can use the gradient option to specify the derivative.

This computes the minimum of f@x, yD using a symbolic expression for its gradient.

In[4]:= FindMinimumPlotAf@x, yD, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<,

Gradient ® 92 x CosAx2 + y2E - 2 x SinAx2 - 3 yE, 2 y CosAx2 + y2E + 3 SinAx2 - 3 yE=, Method ® "Newton"E

Out[4]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 5, Function ® 6, Gradient ® 6, Hessian ® 6<,
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Symbolic derivatives are not always available. If you need extra accuracy from finite differences, you can increase the difference order

from the default of 1 at the cost of extra function evaluations.
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This computes the minimum of f@x, yD using a second−order finite difference to compute the gradient.

In[5]:= FindMinimumPlot@f@x, yD, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<,
Gradient ® 8Automatic, "DifferenceOrder" ® 2<, Method ® "Newton"D

Out[5]= 98-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 8Steps ® 5, Function ® 102, Gradient ® 24, Hessian ® 6<,
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Note that the number of function evaluations is much higher because function evaluations are used to compute the gradient, which is

used to approximate the Hessian in turn.  (The Hessian is computed with finite differences since no symbolic expression for  it  can be

computed from the information given.)

The information given from FindMinimumPlot  about  the number  of  function,  gradient,  and Hessian evaluations is  quite  useful.  The

EvaluationMonitor  options are what make this possible. Here is a simple example that simply counts the number of each type of

evaluation. (The plot is made using Reap  and Sow to collect the values at which the evaluations are done.)

This computes the minimum with counters to keep track of the number of steps and the number of function, gradient, and Hessian 
evaluations.

In[6]:= Block@8s = 0, e = 0, g = 0, h = 0<,
8FindMinimum@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88 x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, StepMonitor ¦ s++,

EvaluationMonitor ¦ e++, Gradient ® 8Automatic, EvaluationMonitor ¦ g++<,
Method ® 8"Newton", "Hessian" ® 8Automatic, EvaluationMonitor ¦ h++<<D, s, e, g, h<D

Out[6]= 88-2., 8x ® 1.37638, y ® 1.67868<<, 5, 6, 6, 6<

Using  such  diagnostics  can  be  quite  useful  for  determining  what  methods  and/or  method  parameters  may  be  most  successful  for  a

class of problems with similar characteristics.

When Mathematica can access the symbolic structure of the function, it automatically does a structural analysis of the function and its

derivatives and uses SparseArray  objects to represent the derivatives when appropriate. Since subsequent numerical linear algebra

can then use the sparse structures, this can have a profound effect on the overall efficiency of the search. When Mathematica cannot

do a structural analysis, it has to assume, in general, that the structure is dense. However, if you know what the sparse structure of the

derivative is, you can specify this with the "Sparse" method option and gain huge efficiency advantages, both in computing derivatives

(with finite differences, the number of evaluations can be reduced significantly) and in subsequent linear algebra. This issue is particu−

larly  important  when  working  with  vector−valued  variables.  A  good  example  for  illustrating  this  aspect  is  the  extended  Rosenbrock

problem, which has a very simple sparse structure.

This gets the extended Rosenbrock function with 1000 variables in symbolic form ready to be solved with FindRoot using the 

UnconstrainedProblems‘ package.

In[7]:= n = 1000; Short@ pex = GetFindRootProblem@ExtendedRosenbrock, nD, 20D

Out[7]//Short= FindRootProblemA910 I-X1
2
+ X2M, 1 - X1, �997�, 1 - X999=, 8�1�<, 8<, �18�, 81000, 1000<E

This solves the problem using the symbolic form of the function.

In[8]:= Timing@Norm@1 - H Array@X
ð
&, nD �. ProblemSolve@pexDLDD

Out[8]= 80.321984, 0.<
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For a function with simple form like this, it is easy to write a vector form of the function, which can be evaluated much more quickly than

the symbolic form can, even with automatic compilation.

This defines a vector form of the extended Rosenbrock function, which evaluates very efficiently.

In[9]:= ExtendedRosenbrockResidual@X_ListD := Module@8x1, x2<,
x1 = Take@X, 81, -1, 2<D;
x2 = Take@X, 82, -1, 2<D;
Flatten@Transpose@810 Hx2 - x1^2L, 1 - x1<DDD

This extracts the starting point as a vector from the problem structure.

In[10]:= Short@start = pex@@2, All, 2DDD

Out[10]//Short= 8-1.2, 1., -1.2, 1., -1.2, 1., -1.2, �986�, 1., -1.2, 1., -1.2, 1., -1.2, 1.<

This solves the problem using a vector variable and the vector function for evaluation. 

In[11]:= Timing@Norm@1 - HX �. FindRoot@ExtendedRosenbrockResidual@XD, 8X, start<DLDD

Out[11]= 812.2235, 0.<

The solution with the function, which is faster to evaluate, winds up being slower overall because the Jacobian has to be computed with

finite differences since the x_List pattern makes it opaque to symbolic analysis. It is not so much the finite differences that are slow as

the fact that it needs to do 100 function evaluations to get all the columns of the Jacobian. With knowledge of the structure, this can be

reduced to two evaluations to get the Jacobian. For this function, the structure of the Jacobian is quite simple.

This defines a pattern SparseArray, which has the structure of nonzeros for the Jacobian of the extended Rosenbrock function. (By 

specifying _ for the values in the rules, the SparseArray is taken to be a template of the Pattern type as indicated in the output 

form.)

In[12]:= sparsity = SparseArray@Flatten@Table@88i, i< ® _, 8i, i + 1< ® _, 8i + 1, i< ® _<, 8i, 1, n - 1, 2<DDD

Out[12]= SparseArray@<1500>, 81000, 1000<, PatternD

This solves the problem with the knowledge of the actual Jacobian structure, showing a significant cost savings.

In[13]:= Timing@Norm@1 - HX �. FindRoot@ExtendedRosenbrockResidual@XD,
8X, start<, Method ® 8"Newton"<, Jacobian ® 8Automatic, Sparse ® sparsity<DLDD

Out[13]= 80.031138, 0.<

When a sparse structure is given, it is also possible to have the value computed by a symbolic expression that evaluates to the values

corresponding to the positions given in the sparse structure template. Note that the values must correspond directly to the positions as

ordered  in  the  SparseArray  (the  ordering  can  be  seen  using  ArrayRules).  One  way  to  get  a  consistent  ordering  of  indices  is  to

transpose the matrix twice, which results in a SparseArray with indices in lexicographic order.

This transposes the nonzero structure matrix twice to get the indices sorted.

In[14]:= sparsity = Transpose@Transpose@sparsityDD

Out[14]= SparseArray@<1500>, 81000, 1000<, PatternD

This defines a function that will return the nonzero values in the Jacobian corresponding to the index positions in the nonzero structure 
matrix.

In[15]:= ERJValues@X_ListD := Module@8x1, zero<,
x1 = Take@X, 81, -1, 2<D;
zero = 0. x1;
Flatten@Transpose@8-20 x1, 10. + zero, -1. + zero<DDD

This solves the problem with the resulting sparse symbolic Jacobian.

In[16]:= Timing@Norm@1 - HX �. FindRoot@ExtendedRosenbrockResidual@XD,
8X, start<, Method ® 8"Newton"<, Jacobian ® 8ERJValues@XD, Sparse ® sparsity<DLDD

Out[16]= 80.025614, 0.<
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In this case, using the sparse Jacobian is not significantly faster because the Jacobian is so sparse that a finite difference approxima−

tion  can be  found for  it  in  only  two function  evaluations  and because the  problem is  well  enough defined near  the  minimum that  the

extra accuracy in the Jacobian does not make any significant difference.
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Variables and Starting Conditions
All  of  the  functions  FindMinimum,  FindMaximum,  and  FindRoot  take  variable  specifications  of  the  same  form.  The  function

FindFit uses the same for its parameter specifications.

FindMinimum@ f,varsD find a local minimum of f  with respect to the variables given in vars

FindMinimum@ f,varsD find a local maximum of f  with respect to the variables given in vars

FindRoot@ f,varsD find a root f = 0 with respect to the variables given in vars

FindRoot@eqns,varsD find a root of the equations eqns with respect to the variables given in vars

FindFit@data,expr,pars,varsD find values of the parameters pars that make expr give a best fit to data as a 

function of vars

Variables and parameters in the "Find" functions. 

The  list  vars  (pars  for  FindFit)  should  be  a  list  of  individual  variable  specifications.  Each  variable  specification  should  be  of  the

following form.

8var,st< variable var has starting value st

8var,st1,st2< variable var has two starting values st1 and st2; the second starting condition is 

only used with the principal axis and secant methods

8var,st,rl,ru< variable var has starting value st; the search will be terminated when the value of 

var goes outside of the interval @rl, ruD

8var,st1,st2,rl,ru< variable var has two starting values st1 and st2; the search will be terminated when 

the value of var goes outside of the interval @rl, ruD

Individual variable specifications in the "Find" functions. 

The specifications in vars all need to have the same number of starting values. When region bounds are not specified, they are taken to

be unbounded, i.e., rl = -¥, ru = ¥.

Vector− and Matrix−Valued Variables

The most common use of variables is to represent numbers. However, the variable input syntax supports variables that are treated as

vectors,  matrices,  or  higher−rank  tensors.  In  general,  the  "Find"  commands,  with  the  exception  of  FindFit,  which  currently  only

works  with  scalar  variables,  will  consider  a  variable  to  take  on  values  with  the  same  rectangular  structure  as  the  starting  conditions

given for it. 

Here is a matrix.

In[1]:= A =

0 1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8

;

This uses FindRoot to find an eigenvalue and corresponding normalized eigenvector for A.

In[2]:= FindRoot@8A.x � Λ x, x.x � 1<, 88Λ, 1<, 8x, 81, 2, 3<<<D

Out[2]= 8Λ ® 13.3485, x ® 80.164764, 0.505774, 0.846785<<

Of course,  this is  not  the best  way to compute the eigenvalue,  but  it  does show how the variable dimensions are picked up from the

starting values. Since Λ  has a starting value of 1,  it  is taken to be a scalar.  On the other hand, x  is given a starting value, which is a

vector of length 3, so it is always taken to be a vector of length 3.

If you use multiple starting values for variables, it is necessary that the values have consistent dimensions and that each component of

the starting values is distinct.
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This finds a different eigenvalue using two starting conditions for each variable.

In[3]:= FindRoot@8A.x � Λ x, x.x � 1<, 88Λ, -2, -1<, 8x, 8-1, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 1<<<D

Out[3]= 8Λ ® -1.34847, x ® 8-0.7997, -0.104206, 0.591288<<

One  advantage  of  variables  that  can  take  on  vector  and  matrix  values  is  that  they  allow  you  to  write  functions,  which  can  be  very

efficient for larger problems and/or handle problems of different sizes automatically.

This defines a function that gives an objective function equivalent to the ExtendedRosenbrock problem in the 

UnconstrainedProblems package. The function expects a value of x which is a matrix with two rows. 

In[4]:= ExtendedRosenbrockObjective@x_ �; HHLength@xD � 2L && MatrixQ@xDLD := Module@8x1, x2<,
8x1, x2< = x;
x2 -= x1^2;
x1 -= 1;
x1.x1 + 100 x2.x2D

Note that since the value of the function would be meaningless unless x  had the correct structure, the definition is restricted to argu−

ments with that structure. For example, if you defined the function for any pattern x_, then evaluating with an undefined symbol x (which

is  what  FindMinimum  does)  gives  meaningless  unintended results.  It  is  often  the  case that  when working  with  functions  for  vector−

valued variables, you will have to restrict the definitions. Note that the definition above does not rule out symbolic values with the right

structure.  For  example,  ExtendedRosenbrockObjective@88x11, x12<, 8x21, x22<<D  gives  a  symbolic  representation  of  the

function for scalar x11, ¼.

This uses FindMinimum to solve the problem given a generic value for the problem size. You can change the value of n without 

changing anything else to solve problems of different size.

In[5]:= n = 10;
start = 8Table@-1.2, 8n<D, Table@1., 8n<D<;
FindMinimum@ExtendedRosenbrockObjective@xD, 8x, start<D

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision
digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[7]= 92.00081´10
-10, 8x ® 880.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996, 0.999996

The solution did  not  achieve the default  tolerances due to  the fact  that  Mathematica  was not  able  to  get  symbolic  derivatives for  the

function, so it had to fall back on finite differences that are not as accurate. 

A  disadvantage  of  using  vector−  and  matrix−valued  variables  is  that  Mathematica  cannot  currently  compute  symbolic  derivatives  for

them. Sometimes it is not difficult to develop a function that gives the correct derivative. (Failing that, if  you really need greater accu−

racy, you can use higher−order finite differences.)

This defines a function that returns the gradient for the ExtendedRosenbrockObjective function. Note that the gradient is a vector 

obtained by flattening the matrix corresponding to the variable positions.

In[8]:= ExtendedRosenbrockGradient@x_ �; HHLength@xD � 2L && MatrixQ@xDLD := Module@8x1, x2<,
8x1, x2< = x;
x2 -= x1^2;
Flatten@82 Hx1 - 1L - 400 x1 x2, 200 x2<DD

This solves the problem using the symbolic value of the gradient.

In[9]:= n = 10;
start = 8Table@-1.2, 8n<D, Table@1., 8n<D<;
FindMinimum@ExtendedRosenbrockObjective@xD, 8x, start<, Gradient ® ExtendedRosenbrockGradient@xDD

Out[11]= 93.00886´10
-20, 8x ® 881., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.<, 81., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.<<<=

Jacobian and Hessian derivatives are often sparse. You can also specify the structural sparsity of these derivatives when appropriate,

which can reduce overall solution complexity by quite a bit.
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�
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Termination Conditions

Mathematically,  sufficient  conditions  for  a  local  minimum  of  a  smooth  function  are  quite  straightforward:  x*  is  a  local  minimum  if

Ñ f Hx*L = 0  and  the  Hessian  Ñ2 f Hx*L  is  positive  definite.  (It  is  a  necessary  condition  that  the  Hessian  be  positive  semidefinite.)  The

conditions for a root are even simpler. However, when the function f  is being evaluated on a computer where its value is only known, at

best,  to  a  certain  precision,  and  practically  only  a  limited  number  of  function  evaluations  are  possible,  it  is  necessary  to  use  error

estimates  to  decide  when  a  search  has  become  close  enough  to  a  minimum  or  a  root,  and  to  compute  the  solution  only  to  a  finite

tolerance. For the most part, these estimates suffice quite well, but in some cases, they can be in error, usually due to unresolved fine

scale behavior of the function.

Tolerances affect how close a search will try to get to a root or local minimum before terminating the search. Assuming that the function

itself  has  some  error  (as  is  typical  when  it  is  computed  with  numerical  values),  it  is  not  typically  possible  to  locate  the  position  of  a

minimum much better than to half of the precision of the numbers being worked with. This is because of the quadratic nature of local

minima. Near the bottom of a parabola, the height varies quite slowly as you move across from the minimum. Thus, if there is any error

noise in the function, it will typically mask the actual rise of the parabola over a width roughly equal to the square root of the noise. This

is best seen with an example.

This loads a package that contains some utility functions.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

The following command displays a sequence of plots showing the minimum of the function sinHxL - cos HxL + 2  over successively 
smaller ranges. The curve computed with machine numbers is shown in black; the actual curve (computed with 100 digits of precision) is 
shown in blue.

In[2]:= Table@Block@8Ε = 10.^-k<, Show@8Plot@Sin@xD - Cos@xD + Sqrt@2D, 8x, -Π�4 - Ε, -Π�4 + Ε<, PlotStyle ® BlackD,
Plot@Sin@xD - Cos@xD + Sqrt@2D, 8x, -Π�4 - Ε, -Π�4 + Ε<, PlotStyle ® Blue, WorkingPrecision ® 100D<,

PlotLabel ® Row@8"Width ", Ε<DDD, 8k, 5, 9<D

Out[2]=

From the sequence of plots, it is clear that for changes of order 10-8, which is about half of machine precision and smaller, errors in the

function are masking the actual shape of the curve near the minimum. With just sampling of the function at that precision, there is no

way to be sure if a given point gives the smallest local value of the function or not to any closer tolerance.

The value of the derivative, if it is computed symbolically, is much more reliable, but for the general case, it is not sufficient to rely only

on the value of the derivative; the search needs to find a local minimal value of the function where the derivative is small to satisfy the

tolerances in general. Note also that if symbolic derivatives of your function cannot be computed and finite differences or a derivative−

free method is used, the accuracy of the solution may degrade further.

Root finding can suffer from the same inaccuracies in the function. While it  is typically not as severe, some of the error estimates are

based on a merit function, which does have a quadratic shape.

For  the  reason  of  this  limitation,  the  default  tolerances  for  the  Find  functions  are  all  set  to  be  half  of  the  final  working  precision.

Depending on how much error the function has, this may or may not be achievable, but in most cases it is a reasonable goal. You can

adjust  the  tolerances  using  the  AccuracyGoal  and  PrecisionGoal  options.  When  AccuracyGoal -> ag  and

PrecisionGoal -> pg, this defines tolerances tola = 10
-ag and tolr = 10

-pg.
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Given tola  and tolr  FindMinimum  tries to find a value xk  such that °xk - x*´ £ maxHtola, °xk´ tolrL. Of course, since the exact position of

the minimum, x*,  is not known, the quantity °xk - x*´  is estimated. This is usually done based on past steps and derivative values. To

match the derivative condition at a minimum, the additional requirement °Ñ f HxkL´ £ tola  is imposed. For FindRoot, the corresponding

condition is that just the residual be small at the root: ° f ´ £ tola.

This finds the 2  to at least 12 digits of accuracy, or within a tolerance of 10
-12

. The precision goal of ¥ means that tolr = 0, so it does 
not have any effect in the formula. (Note: you cannot similarly set the accuracy goal to ¥ since that is always used for the size of the 
residual.)

In[3]:= FindRoot@x^2 - 2, 8x, 1<, AccuracyGoal ® 12, PrecisionGoal ® ¥D

Out[3]= 8x ® 1.41421<

This shows that the result satisfied the requested error tolerances.

In[4]:= 8x - Sqrt@2D, x^2 - 2< �. %

Out[4]= 90., 4.44089´10-16=

This tries to find the minimum of the function sinHxL - cosHxL to 8 digits of accuracy. FindMinimum gives a warning message because of 

the error in the function as seen in the plots.

In[5]:= FindMinimum@Sin@xD - Cos@xD, 8x, 0<, Method -> "Newton", AccuracyGoal ® 8, PrecisionGoal ® ¥D

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[5]= 8-1.41421, 8x ® -0.785398<<

This shows that though the value at the minimum was found to be basically machine epsilon, the position was only found to the order of 

10
-8

 or so.

In[6]:= 8Sqrt@2D + %@@1DD, Π�4 + x �. %@@2DD<

Out[6]= 92.22045´10
-16, -1.26022´10-8=

In multiple dimensions, the situation is even more complicated since there can be more error in some directions than others, such as

when a minimum is found along a relatively narrow valley, as in the Freudenstein| Roth problem. For searches such as this, often the

search parameters  are scaled,  which in  turn  affects  the error  estimates.  Nonetheless,  it  is  still  typical  that  the quadratic  shape of  the

minimum affects the realistically achievable tolerances.

When you need to find a root or minimum beyond the default tolerances, it  may be necessary to increase the final working precision.

You can do this with the WorkingPrecision option. When you use WorkingPrecision -> prec, the search starts at the precision of

the  starting  values  and  is  adaptively  increased  up  to  prec  as  the  search  converges.  By  default,

WorkingPrecision -> MachinePrecision,  so  machine  numbers  are  used,  which  are  usually  much  faster.  Going  to  higher

precision can take significantly more time, but can get you much more accurate results if your function is defined in an appropriate way.

For very high−precision solutions, "Newton’s" method is recommended because its quadratic convergence rate significantly reduces the

number of steps ultimately required.

It is important to note that increasing the setting of the WorkingPrecision option does no good if the function is defined with lower−

precision  numbers.  In  general,  for  WorkingPrecision -> prec  to  be  effective,  the  numbers  used  to  define  the  function  should  be

exact  or  at  least  of  precision  prec.  When  possible,  the  precision  of  numbers  in  the  function  is  artificially  raised  to  prec  using

SetPrecision  so that  convergence still  works,  but  this  is  not  always possible.  In  any case,  when the functions and derivatives are

evaluated numerically, the precision of the results is raised to prec if necessary so that the internal arithmetic can be done with prec digit

precision. Even so, the actual precision or accuracy of the root or minimum and its position is limited by the accuracy in the function.

This is especially important to keep in mind when using FindFit, where data is usually only known up to a certain precision.

Here is a function defined using machine numbers.

In[7]:= f@x_?NumberQD := Sin@1. xD - Cos@1. xD;
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Even with higher working precision, the minimum cannot be resolved better because the actual function still has the same errors as shown 
in the plots. The derivatives were specified to keep other things consistent with the computation at machine precision shown previously.

In[8]:= FindMinimum@f@xD, 8x, 0<, Gradient ® 8Cos@1. xD + Sin@1. xD<,
Method ® 8"Newton", Hessian ® 88Cos@1. xD - Sin@1. xD<<<,
AccuracyGoal ® 8, PrecisionGoal ® ¥, WorkingPrecision ® 20D

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified

by AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a
sufficient decrease in the function. You may need more than 20.‘

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[8]= 8-1.4142135623730949234, 8x ® -0.78539817599970194669<<

Here is the computation done with 20−digit precision when the function does not have machine numbers.

In[9]:= FindMinimum@Sin@xD - Cos@xD, 8x, 0<, Method -> "Newton",
AccuracyGoal ® 8, PrecisionGoal ® ¥, WorkingPrecision ® 20D

Out[9]= 8-1.4142135623730950488, 8x ® -0.78539816339744830962<<

If you specify WorkingPrecision -> prec, but do not explicitly specify the AccuracyGoal  and PrecisionGoal  options, then their

default  settings  of  Automatic  will  be  taken  to  be  AccuracyGoal -> prec �2  and  PrecisionGoal -> prec �2.  This  leads  to  the

smallest tolerances that can realistically be expected in general, as discussed earlier.

Here is the computation done with 50−digit precision without an explicitly specified setting for the AccuracyGoal or PrecisionGoal 

options.

In[10]:= FindMinimum@Sin@xD - Cos@xD, 8x, 0<, Method -> "Newton", WorkingPrecision ® 50D

Out[10]= 8-1.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753769, 8x ® -0.78539816339744830961566084581987572104929234984378

This shows that though the value at the minimum was actually found to be even better than the default 25−digit tolerances.

In[11]:= 8Sqrt@2D + %@@1DD, Π�4 + x �. %@@2DD<

Out[11]= 90.´10
-50, 0.´10-51=

The following table shows a summary of the options affecting precision and tolerance.

option name default value

WorkingPrecision
MachinePrecis�

ion
the final working precision, prec, to use; precision is 

adaptively increased from the smaller of prec and the 

precision of the starting conditions to prec

AccuracyGoal Automatic setting ag determines an absolute tolerance by tola = 10
-ag; 

when Automatic , ag = prec�2

PrecisionGoal Automatic setting pg determines an absolute tolerance by tolr = 10
-pg; 

when Automatic , pg = prec�2

Precision and tolerance options in the "Find" functions. 

A  search  will  sometimes  converge  slowly.  To  prevent  slow  searches  from  going  on  indefinitely,  the  Find  commands  all  have  a

maximum number of iterations (steps) that will be allowed before terminating. This can be controlled with the option MaxIterations

that has the default value MaxIterations -> 100. When a search terminates with this condition, the command will issue the cvmit

message.

This gets the Brown| Dennis problem from the Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘  package.

In[12]:= Short@bd = GetFindMinimumProblem@BrownDennisD, 5D

Out[12]//Short= FindMinimumProblemA -ã
1�5
+ X1 +

X2

5

2

+ -CosA
1

5
E + X3 + SinA

1

5
E X4

2 2

+ -ã
2�5
+ X1 +

2 X2

5

2

+ -CosA
2

5
E + X3 + SinA
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This attempts to solve the problem with the default method, which is the Levenberg| Marquardt method, since the function is a sum of 
squares.

In[13]:= ProblemSolve@bdD

FindMinimum::cvmit :
Failed to converge to the requested accuracy or precision within 100

iterations. �

Out[13]= 8105443., 8X1 ® -7.35071, X2 ® 11.7365, X3 ® -0.60436, X4 ® 0.168396<<

The  Levenberg| Marquardt method  is  converging  slowly  on  this  problem  because  the  residual  is  nonzero  near  the  minimum  and  the

second−order  part  of  the  Hessian  is  needed.  While  the  method  eventually  does  converge  in  just  under  400  steps,  perhaps  a  better

option is to use a method which may converge faster.

In[44]:= ProblemSolve@bd, Method ® QuasiNewtonD

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[44]= 885822.2, 8X1 ® -11.5944, X2 ® 13.2036, X3 ® -0.403439, X4 ® 0.236779<<

In  a  larger  calculation,  one  possibility  when  hitting  the  iteration  limit  is  to  use  the  final  search  point,  which  is  returned,  as  a  starting

condition for continuing the search, ideally with another method.
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Symbolic Evaluation
The functions FindMinimum, FindMaximum, and FindRoot  have the HoldAll  attribute and so have special semantics for evalua−

tion  of  their  arguments.  First,  the  variables  are  determined  from  the  second  argument,  then  they  are  localized.  Next,  the  function  is

evaluated symbolically, then processed into an efficient form for numerical evaluation. Finally, during the execution of the command, the

function is repeatedly evaluated with different numerical values. Here is a list showing these steps with additional description.

Determine variables process the second argument; if the second argument is not of the correct form (a 
list of variables and starting values), it will be evaluated to get the correct form

Localize variables in a manner similar to Block and Table, add rules to the variables so that any 

assignments given to them will not affect your Mathematica session beyond the 

scope of the "Find" command and so that previous assignments do not affect 
the value (the variable will evaluate to itself at this stage)

Evaluate the function with the locally undefined (symbolic) values of the variables, evaluate the first 
argument (function or equations). Note: this is a change which was instituted in 
Mathematica 5, so some adjustments may be necessary for code that ran in 
previous versions. If your function is such that symbolic evaluation will not keep 
the function as intended or will be prohibitively slow, you should define your 
function so that it only evaluates for numerical values of the variables. The 

simplest way to do this is by defining your function using PatternTest (?), as 

in f@x_?NumberQD := definition. 

Preprocess the function analyze the function to help determine the algorithm to use (e.g., sum of squares 
−> Levenberg| Marquardt); optimize and compile the function for faster numerical 

evaluation if possible: for FindRoot this first involves going from equations to a 

function

Compute derivatives compute any needed symbolic derivatives if possible; otherwise, do preprocessing 
needed to compute derivatives using finite differences

Evaluate numerically repeatedly evaluate the function (and derivatives when required) with different 
numerical values

Steps in processing the function for the "Find" commands.

FindFit  does not have the HoldAll  attribute, so its arguments are all evaluated before the commands begin. However, it uses all of

the  stages  described  above,  except  instead  of  evaluating  the  function,  it  constructs  a  function  to  minimize  from  the  model  function,

variables, and provided data.

You will  sometimes want to prevent symbolic evaluation, most often when your function is not an explicit  formula, but a value derived

through running through a program. An example of what happens and how to prevent the symbolic evaluation is shown.
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This attempts to solve a simple boundary value problem numerically using shooting.

In[1]:= FindRoot@First@x@1D �. NDSolve@
8x’’@tD + Hx@tD UnitStep@tD + 1L x@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x’@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<DD, 8xp, Pi<D

NDSolve::ndinnt :
Initial condition xp is not a number or a rectangular array of numbers. �

ReplaceAll::reps :
8NDSolve@8x@tD H1 + Times@�2�DL + x¢¢@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x¢@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<D
< is neither a list of replacement rules nor a valid
dispatch table, and so cannot be used for replacing. �

FindRoot::nlnum :
The function value 8x@1.D< is not a list of numbers with dimensions 81<

at 8xp< = 83.14159<. �

NDSolve::ndinnt :
Initial condition xp is not a number or a rectangular array of numbers. �

ReplaceAll::reps :
8NDSolve@8x@tD H1 + Times@�2�DL + x¢¢@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x¢@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<D
< is neither a list of replacement rules nor a valid
dispatch table, and so cannot be used for replacing. �

FindRoot::nlnum :
The function value 8x@1.D< is not a list of numbers with dimensions 81<

at 8xp< = 83.14159<. �

Out[1]= FindRoot@First@x@1D �. NDSolve@8x¢¢@tD + Hx@tD UnitStep@tD + 1L x@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x¢@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<DD

The  command  fails  because  of  the  symbolic  evaluation  of  the  function.  You  can  see  what  happens  when  you  evaluate  it  inside  of

Block.

This evaluates the function given to FindRoot with a local (undefined) value of xp.

In[2]:= Block@8xp<, First@
x@1D �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + Hx@tD UnitStep@tD + 1L x@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x’@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<DDD

NDSolve::ndinnt :
Initial condition xp is not a number or a rectangular array of numbers. �

ReplaceAll::reps :
8NDSolve@8x@tD H1 + Times@�2�DL + x¢¢@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x¢@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<D
< is neither a list of replacement rules nor a valid
dispatch table, and so cannot be used for replacing. �

Out[2]= x@1D

Of  course,  this  is  not  at  all  what  was  intended  for  the  function;  it  does  not  even  depend  on  xp.  What  happened  is  that  without  a

numerical  value  for  xp,  NDSolve  fails,  so  ReplaceAll  (�.)  fails  because  there  are  no  rules.  First  just  returns  its  first  argument,

which is x@1D. Since the function is meaningless unless xp has numerical values, it should be properly defined.

This defines a function that returns the value x@1D as a function of a numerical value for x’@tD at t = -1.

In[3]:= fx1@xp_?NumberQD := First@
x@1D �. NDSolve@8x’’@tD + Hx@tD UnitStep@tD + 1L x@tD � 0, x@-1D � 0, x’@-1D � xp<, x, 8t, -1, 1<DD

An advantage of having a simple function definition outside of FindRoot  is that it can independently be tested to make sure that it is

what you really intended.

This makes a plot of fx1.

In[4]:= Plot@fx1@xpD, 8xp, 0, 5<D

Out[4]=
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From the plot, you can deduce two bracketing values for the root, so it is possible to take advantage of "Brent’s" method to quickly and

accurately solve the problem.

This solves the shooting problem.

In[5]:= FindRoot@fx1@xpD, 8xp, 3, 4<D

Out[5]= 8xp ® 3.34372<

It  may  seem that  symbolic  evaluation  just  creates  a  bother  since  you  have  to  define  the  function  specifically  to  prevent  it.  However,

without symbolic evaluation, it  is hard for Mathematica  to take advantage of its unique combination of numerical and symbolic power.

Symbolic evaluation means that the commands can consistently take advantage of benefits that come from symbolic analysis, such as

algorithm determination, automatic computation of derivatives, automatic optimization and compilation, and structural analysis. 
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Plotting Search Data
The utility functions FindMinimumPlot and FindRootPlot show search data for FindMinimum  and FindRoot  for one− and two−

dimensional functions. They work with essentially the same arguments as FindMinimum  and FindRoot  except that they additionally

take  options,  which  affect  the  graphics  functions  they  call  to  provide  the  plots,  and  they  do  not  have  the  HoldAll  attribute  as  do

FindMinimum and FindRoot. 

FindMinimumPlot@ f,8x,xst<,optsD plot the steps and the points at which the function f  and any of its derivatives that 

were evaluated in FindMinimum@ f, 8x, xst<D superimposed on a plot of f  

versus x; opts may include options from both FindMinimum and Plot

FindMinimumPlot@ f,88x,xst<,8y,yst<<,optsD plot the steps and the points at which the function f  and any of its derivatives that 

were evaluated in FindMinimum@ f, 88x, xst<, 8y, yst<<D superimposed 

on a contour plot of f  as a function of x and y; opts may include options from both 

FindMinimum and ContourPlot

FindRootPlot@ f,8x,xst<,optsD plot the steps and the points at which the function f  and any of its derivatives 

which were evaluated in FindRoot@ f, 8x, xst<D superimposed on a plot of f  

versus x; opts may include options from both FindRoot and Plot

FindRootPlot@ f,88x,xst<,8y,yst<<,optsD plot the steps and the points at which the function f  and any of its derivatives that 

were evaluated in FindRoot@ f, 88x, xst<, 8y, yst<<D superimposed on a 

contour plot of the merit function f  as a function of x and y; opts may include 

options from both FindRoot and ContourPlot

Plotting search data.

Note that to simplify processing and reduce possible confusion about the function f , FindRootPlot does not accept equations; it finds

a root f = 0.

Steps and evaluation points are color coded for easy detection as follows:

� Steps are shown with blue lines and blue points.

� Function evaluations are shown with green points.

� Gradient evaluations are shown with red points.

� Hessian evaluations are shown with cyan points.

� Residual function evaluations are shown with yellow points.

� Jacobian evaluations are shown with purple points.

� The search termination is shown with a large black point.

FindMinimumPlot and FindRootPlot return a list containing 8result, summary, plot<, where 

� result is the result of FindMinimum or FindRoot.

� summary is a list of rules showing the numbers of steps and evaluations of the function and its derivatives.

� plot is the graphics object shown.

This loads the package.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘
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This shows in two dimensions the steps and evaluations used by FindMinimum to find a local minimum of the function 

cosIx2 - 3 yM + sinIx2 + y2M starting at the point 8x, y< = 81, 1<. Options are given to ContourPlot so that no contour lines are shown 

and the function value is indicated by grayscale. Since FindMinimum by default uses the "quasi−Newton" method, there are only 

evaluations of the function and gradient that occur at the same points, indicated by the red circles with green centers.

In[2]:= FindMinimumPlot@Cos@x^2 - 3 yD + Sin@x^2 + y^2D, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Contours ® 100, ContourLines ® FalseD

Out[2]=

This shows in two dimensions the steps and evaluations used by FindMinimum to find a local minimum of the function 

Ix2 - 3 yM
2
+ sin

2
Ix2 + y2M starting at the point 8x, y< = 81, 1<. Since the problem is a sum of squares, FindMinimum by default uses the 

"Gauss|Newton"/Levenberg| Marquardt method that derives a residual function and only evaluates it and its Jacobian. Points at which the 
residual function is evaluated are shown with yellow dots. The yellow dots surrounded by a large purple circle are points at which the 
Jacobian was evaluated as well.

In[3]:= FindMinimumPlot@Hx^2 - 3 yL^2 + Sin@x^2 + y^2D^2, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<D

Out[3]= 992.27472´10
-28, 8x ® 2.06482, y ® 1.42116<=, 8Steps ® 6, Residual ® 7, Jacobian ® 7<,

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
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This shows in two dimensions the steps and evaluations used by FindMinimum to find a local minimum of the function 

Ix2 - 3 yM
2
+ sin

2
Ix2 + y2M starting at the point 8x, y< = 81, 1< using "Newton÷ s" method. Points at which the function, gradient, and Hessian 

were all evaluated are shown by concentric green, red, and cyan circles. Note that in this example, all of the Newton steps satisfied the 
Wolfe conditions, so there were no points where the function and gradient were evaluated separately from the Hessian, which is not always 
the case. Note also that Newton÷ s method finds a different local minimum than the default method.

In[4]:= FindMinimumPlot@Hx^2 - 3 yL^2 + Sin@x^2 + y^2D^2, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<, Method ® NewtonD

Out[4]= 994.03019´10
-29, 8x ® 1.57033, y ® 0.82198<=, 8Steps ® 6, Function ® 10, Gradient ® 10, Hessian ® 7<,

1.0 1.2

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

This shows the steps and evaluations used by FindMinimum to find a local minimum of the function ex +
1

x
 with two starting values 

superimposed on the plot of the function. Options are given to Plot  so that the curve representing the function is thick and purple. With 

two starting values, FindMinimum uses the derivative−free principal axis method, so there are only function evaluations, indicated by the 

green dots.

In[5]:= FindMinimumPlot@Exp@xD + 1�x, 8x, 1, 1.1<, PlotStyle ® 8Thickness@.025D, RGBColor@.4, 0, .4D<D

Out[5]=

This shows in two dimensions the steps and evaluations used by FindRoot to find a root of the function 9x2 - 3 y, sinIx2 + y2M= = 80, 0< 

starting at the point 8x, y< = 81, 1<. As described earlier, the function is a residual, and the default method in FindRoot evaluates the 

residual and its Jacobian as shown by the yellow dots and purple circles. Note that this plot is nearly the same as the one produced by 

FindMinimumPlot with the default method for the function Ix2 - 3 yM
2
+ sin

2
Ix2 + y2M since the residual is the same. FindRootPlot 

also shows the zero contour of each component of the residual function in red and green.

In[6]:= FindRootPlot@8x^2 - 3 y, Sin@x^2 + y^2D<, 88x, 1<, 8y, 1<<D

Out[6]= 98x ® 2.06482, y ® 1.42116<, 8Steps ® 7, Residual ® 7, Jacobian ® 7<,

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

1.0
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1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
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Test Problems

All  the test  problems presented in [MGH81] have been coded into Mathematica  in the Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘

package. A data structure is used so that the problems can be processed for solution and testing with FindMinimum and FindRoot  in

a seamless way. The lists of problems for FindMinimum and FindRoot  are in $FindMinimumProblems and $FindRootProblems,

respectively, and a problem can be accessed using GetFindMinimumProblem and GetFindRootProblem.

$FindMinimumProblems list of problems that are appropriate for FindMinimum

GetFindMinimumProblem@probD get the problem prob using the default size and starting values in a 

FindMinimumProblem data structure 

GetFindMinimumProblem@prob,8n,m<D

get the problem prob with n variables such that it is a sum of m squares in a 

FindMinimumProblem data structure

GetFindMinimumProblem@prob,size,startD

get the problem prob with given size and starting value start in a 

FindMinimumProblem data structure

FindMinimumProblem@ f,vars,opts,prob,sizeD

a data structure that contains a minimization problem to be solved by 
FindMinimum

Accessing FindMinimum problems. 

$FindRootProblems list of problems that are appropriate for FindRoot

GetFindRootProblem@probD get the problem prob using the default size and starting values in a 

FindRootProblem data structure 

GetFindRootProblem@prob,nD get the problem prob with n variables (and n equations) in a 

FindRootProblem data structure

GetFindRootProblem@prob,n,startD get the problem prob with size n and starting value start in a 

FindRootProblem data structure

FindRootProblem@ f,vars,opts,prob,sizeD

a data structure that contains a minimization problem to be solved by FindRoot

Accessing FindRoot  problems. 

GetFindMinimumProblem and GetFindRootProblem are both pass options to be used by other commands. They also accept the

option Variables -> vars which is used to specify what variables to use for the problems.

option name default value

Variables Xð& a function that is applied to the integers 1,¼ n to generate 

the variables for a problem with n variables or a list of length 

n containing the variables

Specifying variable names.

This loads the package.

In[1]:= << Optimization‘UnconstrainedProblems‘
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This gets the Beale problem in a FindMinimumProblem data structure.

In[2]:= beale = GetFindMinimumProblem@BealeD

Out[2]= FindMinimumProblemA
3

2
- X1 H1 - X2L

2

+

9

4
- X1 I1 - X2

2M

2

+

21

8
- X1 I1 - X2

3
M

2

, 88X1, 1.<, 8X2, 1.<<, 8<, Beale, 82

This gets the Powell singular function problem in a FindRootProblem data structure.

In[3]:= ps = GetFindRootProblem@PowellSingular, Variables ® 8x, y, z, w<D

Out[3]= FindRootProblemA9x + 10 y, 5 H-w + zL, Hy - 2 zL2, 10 H-w + xL2=, 88x, 3.<, 8y, -1<, 8z, 0.<, 8w, 1.<<, 8<, PowellSingular

Once you have a  FindMinimumProblem  or  FindRootProblem  object,  in  addition  to  simply  solving  the  problem,  there  are  various

tests that you can run. 

ProblemSolve@p,optsD solve the problem in p, giving the same output as FindMinimum or FindRoot

ProblemStatistics@p,optsD solve the problem, giving a list 8sol, stats<, where sol is the output of 

ProblemSolve@pD and evals is a list of rules indicating the number of steps 

and evaluations used

ProblemTime@p,optsD solve the problem giving a list 8sol, Time -> time<, where sol is the output of 

ProblemSolve@pD and time is time taken to solve the problem; if time is less 

than a second, the problem will be solved multiple times to get an average timing

ProblemTest@p,optsD solve the problem, giving a list of rules including the step and evaluation statistics 

and time from ProblemStatistics@pD and ProblemTime@pD along with 

rules indicating the accuracy and precision of the solution as compared with a 
reference solution

FindMinimumPlot@p,optsD plot the steps and evaluation points for solving a FindMinimumProblem p

FindRootPlot@p,optsD plot the steps and evaluation points for solving a FindRootProblem p

Operations with FindMinimumProblem and FindRootProblem data objects.

Any of the previous commands shown can take options that are passed on directly to FindMinimum  or FindRoot  and override any

options for these functions which may have been specified when the problem was set up.

This uses FindRoot to solve the Powell singular function problem and gives the root.

In[4]:= ProblemSolve@psD

Out[4]= 9x ® 8.86974´10
-9, y ® -8.86974´10-10, z ® 1.41916´10-9, w ® 1.41916´10-9=

This does the same as the previous example, but includes statistics on steps and evaluations required.

In[5]:= ProblemStatistics@psD

Out[5]= 9x ® 8.86974´10
-9, y ® -8.86974´10-10, z ® 1.41916´10-9, w ® 1.41916´10-9, 8Steps ® 28, Function ® 29, Jacobian

This uses FindMinimum to solve the Beale problem and averages the timing over several trials to get the average time it takes to solve 

the problem.

In[6]:= ProblemTime@bealeD

Out[6]= 992.63792´10
-19, 8X1 ® 3., X2 ® 0.5<=, Time ® 0.00201428 Second=

This uses FindMinimum to solve the Beale problem, compares the result with a reference solution, and gives a list of rules indicating the 

results of the test.

In[7]:= ProblemTest@bealeD

Out[7]= 8FunctionAccuracy ® 18.5787, FunctionPrecision ® Indeterminate, SpatialAccuracy ® 9.7438, SpatialPrecision ®

ProblemTest gives a way to easily compare two different methods for the same problem.

÷
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This uses FindMinimum to solve the Beale problem using "Newton÷ s" method, compares the result with a reference solution, and gives 

a list of rules indicating the results of the test.

In[8]:= ProblemTest@beale, Method -> "Newton"D

Out[8]= 8FunctionAccuracy ® 25.5581, FunctionPrecision ® Indeterminate, SpatialAccuracy ® 12.384, SpatialPrecision ®

Most of the rules returned by these functions are self−explanatory, but a few require some description. Here is a table clarifying those

rules.

"FunctionAccuracy" the accuracy of the function value -Log@10, °error in f´D

"FunctionPrecision" the precision of the function value -Log@10, °relative error in f´D

"SpatialAccuracy" the accuracy in the position of the minimizer or root -Log@10, °error in x´D

"SpatialPrecision" the precision in the position of the minimizer or root 
-Log@10, °relative error in x´D

"Messages" a list of messages issued during the solution of the problem

A very useful comparison is to see how a list of methods affect a particular problem. This is easy to do by setting up a FindMinimumProblem object and mapping a problem test over 
a list of methods.

This gets the Chebyquad problem. The output has been abbreviated to save space.

In[9]:= Short@cq = GetFindMinimumProblem@ChebyquadD, 5D

Out[9]//Short= FindMinimumProblemA
1

81
H-9 + 2 X1 + 2 X2 + 2 X3 + 2 X4 + 2 X5 + 2 X6 + 2 X7 + 2 X8 + 2 X9L

2
+

1

81
I-3 H-1 + 2 X1L + 4 H-1 + 2 X1L

Here is a list of possible methods.

In[10]:= methods = 8Automatic, "QuasiNewton", 8"QuasiNewton", "StepMemory" ® 10<,
"Newton", 8"Newton", "StepControl" -> "TrustRegion"<, "ConjugateGradient"<;

This makes a table comparing the different methods in terms of accuracy and computation time.

In[11]:= TableForm@
Map@Join@8ð<, 8"Time", "FunctionAccuracy", "SpatialAccuracy"< �. ProblemTest@cq, Method ® ðDD &,
methodsDD

Out[11]//TableForm=

Automatic 0.0288897 20.0663 9.94666

QuasiNewton 0.0317216 17.1785 8.3777

QuasiNewton

StepMemory ® 10
0.0323488 16.4119 7.47304

Newton 0.0769076 20.025 9.34314

Newton

StepControl ® TrustRegion
0.0761128 21.8281 10.6614

ConjugateGradient 0.0388904 15.7931 7.72219

It  is  possible  to  generate  tables  of  how  a  particular  method  affects  a  variety  of  problems  by  mapping  over  the  names  in

$FindMinimumProblems or $FindRootProblems.

This sets up a function that tests a problem with FindMinimum using its default settings except with a large setting for 

MaxIterations so that the default (Levenberg| Marquardt) method can run to convergence.

In[12]:= TestDefault@problem_D :=
Join@8"Name" ® problem<, ProblemTest@GetFindMinimumProblem@problem, MaxIterations ® 1000DDD
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This makes a table showing some of the results from testing all the problems in $FindMinimumProblems. It may take several minutes 

to run.

In[13]:= TableForm@Map@H8"Name", "Time", "Residual", "Jacobian", "FunctionAccuracy", "SpatialAccuracy"< �.
TestDefault@ðDL &, $FindMinimumProblemsDD

Out[13]//TableForm=

Rosenbrock 0.00284034 21 16 15.9546 15.9546

FreudensteinRoth 0.00442559 35 17 14.1484 8.4797

PowellBadlyScaled 0.00276841 18 17 29.9092 12.4303

BrownBadlyScaled 0.00182188 10 10 20.5345 16.2673

Beale 0.00199867 8 7 18.5787 9.7438

JennrichSampson 0.00828054 34 20 13.3703 8.87261

HelicalValley 0.00218182 11 9 32.0055 17.2046

Bard 0.00673732 7 7 16.9157 8.00751

Gauss 0.00786546 3 3 21.1019 11.0733

Meyer 0.0264677 126 116 11.5089 9.95814

Gulf 0.0120229 89 17 31.109 13.543

Box3D 0.00715045 6 6 18.9447 8.68579

PowellSingular 0.0034851 28 28 30.3044 7.73816

Wood 0.00791268 69 64 23.5366 13.0536

KowalikOsborne 0.010429 36 35 18.6639 8.33507

BrownDennis 0.0899279 412 375 9.13811 6.11409

Osborne1 0.0224698 20 17 17.4797 9.3597

BiggsExp6 0.0231614 50 36 30.2266 14.4925

Osborne2 0.121583 20 17 17.1587 7.90304

Watson 0.0736547 11 9 18.8178 6.68865

ExtendedRosenbrock 0.0954113 21 16 29.9092 15.9546

ExtendedPowell 0.123236 27 27 29.9092 7.21075

PenaltyFunctionI 0.0249084 117 94 18.1356 6.96613

PenaltyFunctionII 0.0271926 109 72 15.9546 7.62089

VariablyDimensionedFunction 0.130756 17 17 15.9546 15.9546

TrigonometricFunction 0.00774007 7 7 28.0238 14.6546

BrownAlmostLinear 0.00557332 14 13 29.1488 0.668059

DiscreteBoundaryValue 0.00547087 4 4 30.5195 14.2959

DiscreteIntegralEquation 0.0105878 4 4 29.3985 14.8825

BroydenTridiagonal 0.00479374 5 5 17.9475 9.44685

BroydenBanded 0.00825598 8 7 28.0567 15.503

LinearFullRank 0.00370734 2 2 14.7505 14.6348

LinearRank1 0.00938284 55 2 15.0515 ERROR

LinearRank1Z 0.00742234 37 2 15.0515 ERROR

Chebyquad 0.0280148 11 9 20.0663 9.94666

The two cases where the spatial  accuracy is shown as ERROR  are for  linear problems, which do not have an isolated minimizer.  The

one case, which has a spatial accuracy that is quite poor, has multiple minimizers, and the method goes to a different minimum than the

reference one. Many of these functions have multiple local minima, so be aware that the error may be reported as large only because a

method went to a different minimum than the reference one.
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Introduction to Constrained Optimization in 
Mathematica

Optimization Problems
Constrained optimization problems are problems for which a function f HxL is to be minimized or maximized subject to constraints FHxL.

Here f : Rn
® R  is called the objective function and FHxL  is a Boolean−valued formula. In Mathematica  the constraints FHxL  can be an

arbitrary  Boolean  combination  of  equations  gHxL � 0,  weak  inequalities  gHxL ³ 0,  strict  inequalities  gHxL > 0,  and  x Î Z  statements.  The

following notation will be used.

(1)
Min f HxL

s.t. FHxL

stands for "minimize f HxL subject to constraints FHxL", and

(2)
Max f HxL

s.t. FHxL

stands for "maximize f HxL subject to constraints FHxL".

You say a point u Î Rn satisfies the constraints F if FHuL is true.

The  following  describes  constrained  optimization  problems  more  precisely,  restricting  the  discussion  to  minimization  problems  for

brevity.

Global Optimization
A point u Î Rn  is said to be a global minimum of f  subject to constraints F if u satisfies the constraints and for any point v that satisfies

the constraints, f HuL £ f HvL.

A value a Î RÜ 8-¥,¥<  is  said to be the global  minimum value of  f  subject  to constraints F  if  for  any point  v  that  satisfies the con−

straints, a £ f HvL.

The global minimum value a exists for any f  and F. The global minimum value a is attained if there exists a point u such that FHuL is true

and f HuL � a. Such a point u is necessarily a global minimum.

If f  is a continuous function and the set of points satisfying the constraints F is compact (closed and bounded) and nonempty, then a

global minimum exists. Otherwise a global minimum may or may not exist.

Here the minimum value is not attained. The set of points satisfying the constraints is not closed.

In[1]:= MinimizeA9x, x2 + y2 < 1=, 8x, y<E

Minimize::wksol :
Warning: There is no minimum in the region described by the constraints;

returning a result on the boundary. �

Out[1]= 8-1, 8x ® -1, y ® 0<<

Here the set of points satisfying the constraints is closed but unbounded. Again, the minimum value is not attained.

In[3]:= MinimizeA9x2, x y � 1=, 8x, y<E

Minimize::natt :
The minimum is not attained at any point satisfying the given constraints. �

Out[3]= 80, 8x ® Indeterminate, y ® Indeterminate<<
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The minimum value may be attained even if the set of points satisfying the constraints is neither closed nor bounded. 

In[4]:= MinimizeA9x2 + Hy - 1L2, y > x2=, 8x, y<E

Out[4]= 80, 8x ® 0, y ® 1<<

Local Optimization
A point u Î Rn  is said to be a local minimum of f  subject to constraints F if u satisfies the constraints and, for some r > 0, if v satisfies

v - u < r ì FHvL, then f HuL £ f HvL.

A local minimum may not be a global minimum. A global minimum is always a local minimum.

Here FindMinimum finds a local minimum that is not a global minimum. 

In[18]:= FindMinimumA3 x4 - 28 x3 + 84 x2 - 96 x + 42, 8x, 1.1<E

Out[18]= 85., 8x ® 1.<<

In[19]:= MinimizeA3 x4 - 28 x3 + 84 x2 - 96 x + 42, 8x<E

Out[19]= 8-22, 8x ® 4<<

In[20]:= PlotA3 x4 - 28 x3 + 84 x2 - 96 x + 42, 8x, 0, 5<E

Out[20]=

Solving Optimization Problems
The methods  used to  solve  local  and  global  optimization  problems depend on  specific  problem types.  Optimization  problems can  be

categorized  according  to  several  criteria.  Depending  on  the  type  of  functions  involved  there  are  linear  and  nonlinear  (polynomial,

algebraic, transcendental, ...) optimization problems. If the constraints involve x Î Z, you have integer and mixed integer−real optimiza−

tion problems. Additionally, optimization algorithms can be divided into numeric and symbolic (exact) algorithms.

Mathematica  functions  for  constrained  optimization  include  Minimize,  Maximize,  NMinimize  and  NMaximize  for  global  con−

strained  optimization,  FindMinimum  for  local  constrained  optimization,  and  LinearProgramming  for  efficient  and  direct  access  to

linear programming methods. The following table briefly summarizes each of the functions.

Function Solves Algorithms

FindMinimum , FindMaximum numeric local optimization linear programming methods, nonlinear interior 
point algorithms, utilize second derivatives

NMinimize , NMaximize numeric global optimization linear programming methods, Nelder−Mead, 
differential evolution, simulated annealing, 
random search

Minimize , Maximize exact global optimization linear programming methods, cylindrical algebraic 
decomposition, Lagrange multipliers and other 
analytic methods, integer linear programming

LinearProgramming linear optimization linear programming methods (simplex, revised 
simplex, interior point)

Summary of constrained optimization functions.

Here is a decision tree to help in deciding which optimization function to use.
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Out[2]=

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Is your problem linear?

LinearProgramming Do you want a global optimum?

Do you want an exact solution? Is your problem small?

NMinimize FindMinimumMinimize

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Constrained Optimization

� Linear Programming

� Numerical Nonlinear Local Optimization

� Numerical Nonlinear Global Optimization

� Exact Global Optimization
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Linear Programming

Introduction
Linear programming problems are optimization problems where the objective function and constraints are all linear.

Mathematica  has  a  collection  of  algorithms  for  solving  linear  optimization  problems  with  real  variables,  accessed  via

LinearProgramming,  FindMinimum,  FindMaximum,  NMinimize ,  NMaximize ,  Minimize,  and  Maximize.

LinearProgramming  gives  direct  access  to  linear  programming  algorithms,  provides  the  most  flexibility  for  specifying  the  methods

used,  and  is  the  most  efficient  for  large−scale  problems.  FindMinimum,  FindMaximum,  NMinimize ,  NMaximize ,  Minimize,  and

Maximize are convenient for solving linear programming problems in equation and inequality form.

This solves a linear programming problem

Min x + 2 y

s.t. -5 x + y = 7

x + y ³ 26

x ³ 3, y ³ 4

using Minimize.

In[1]:= Minimize@8x + 2 y, -5 x + y � 7 && x + y ³ 26 && x ³ 3 && y ³ 4<, 8x, y<D

Out[1]= 9
293

6
, 9x ®

19

6
, y ®

137

6
==

This solves the same problem using NMinimize . NMinimize  returns a machine−number solution.

In[2]:= NMinimize@8x + 2 y, -5 x + y � 7 && x + y ³ 26 && x ³ 3 && y ³ 4<, 8x, y<D

Out[2]= 848.8333, 8x ® 3.16667, y ® 22.8333<<

This solves the same problem using LinearProgramming.

In[3]:= LinearProgramming@81, 2<, 88-5, 1<, 81, 1<<, 887, 0<, 826, 1<<, 883, Infinity<, 84, Infinity<<D

Out[3]= 9
19

6
,
137

6
=

The LinearProgramming Function
LinearProgramming  is the main function for linear programming with the most flexibility for specifying the methods used, and is the

most efficient for large−scale problems.

The following options are accepted.

option name default value

Method Automatic method used to solve the linear optimization problem

Tolerance Automatic convergence tolerance

Options for LinearProgramming.

The  Method  option  specifies  the  algorithm  used  to  solve  the  linear  programming  problem.  Possible  values  are  Automatic ,

"Simplex",  "RevisedSimplex",  and "InteriorPoint".  The default  is Automatic ,  which automatically chooses from the other

methods based on the problem size and precision. 

The Tolerance  option specifies the convergence tolerance.
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Examples

Difference between Interior Point and Simplex and/or Revised Simplex

The simplex and revised simplex algorithms solve a linear programming problem by moving along the edges of the polytope defined by

the  constraints,  from  vertices  to  vertices  with  successively  smaller  values  of  the  objective  function,  until  the  minimum  is  reached.

Mathematica’s implementation of these algorithm uses dense linear algebra. A unique feature of the implementation is that it is possible

to solve exact/extended precision problems. Therefore these methods are suitable for  small−sized problems for which non−machine−

number results are needed, or a solution on the vertex is desirable.

Interior  point  algorithms for  linear  programming,  loosely  speaking,  iterate  from the  interior  of  the  polytope  defined  by  the  constraints.

They get closer to the solution very quickly, but unlike the simplex/revised simplex algorithms, do not find the solution exactly. Mathemati−

ca’s  implementation  of  an  interior  point  algorithm uses  machine  precision  sparse  linear  algebra.  Therefore  for  large−scale  machine−

precision linear programming problems, the interior point method is more efficient and should be used.

This solves a linear programming problem that has multiple solutions (any point that lies on the line segment between 81, 0< and 
81, 0< is a solution); the interior point algorithm gives a solution that lies in the middle of the solution set.

In[6]:= LinearProgramming@8-1., -1<, 881., 1.<<, 881., -1<<, Method ® "InteriorPoint"D

Out[6]= 80.5, 0.5<

Using Simplex or RevisedSimplex, a solution at the boundary of the solution set is given.

In[7]:= LinearProgramming@8-1., -1<, 881., 1.<<, 881., -1<<, Method ® "RevisedSimplex"D

Out[7]= 81., 0.<

This shows that interior point method is much faster for the following random sparse linear programming problem of 200 variables and 
gives similar optimal value.

In[43]:= m = SparseArray@RandomChoice@80.1, 0.9< ® 81., 0.<, 850, 200<DD;
xi = LinearProgramming@Range@200D, m, Table@0, 850<D,
Method ® "InteriorPoint"D; �� Timing

Out[44]= 80.012001, Null<

In[45]:= xs = LinearProgramming@Range@200D, m, Table@0, 850<D,
Method ® "Simplex"D; �� Timing

Out[45]= 80.576036, Null<

In[46]:= Range@200D.xi - Range@200D.xs

Out[46]= 2.14431´10-7

Finding Dual Variables

Given the general linear programming problem

Min cT x HPL

s.t. A1 x = b1
A2 x ³ b2
l £ x £ u ,

its dual is

Max bT y + lT z - uT w HDL

s.t. AT y + z - w = c

y2 ³ 0, z, w ³ 0

It is useful to know solutions for both for some applications.

The relationship between the solutions of the primal and dual problems is given by the following table.
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if the primal is then the dual problem is

feasible feasible

unbounded infeasible or unbounded

infeasible unbounded or infeasible

When both problems are feasible, then the optimal values of (P) and (D) are the same, and the following complementary conditions hold

for the primal solution x, and dual solution y, z.

HA2 x - b2L
T y2 = 0

Hl - x*L
T
z* = Hu - x*L

T
w* = 0

DualLinearProgramming returns a list 8x, y, z, w<.

This solves the primal problem

Min 3 x1 + 4 x2
s.t. x1 + 2 x2 ³ 5

1 £ x1 £ 4, 1 £ x2 £ 4,

as well as the dual problem

Max 5 y1 + z1 + z2 - 4w1 - 4w2

s.t. y1 + z1 - w1 = 3

2 y1 + z2 - w2 = 4

y1, z1, z2, w1, w2 ³ 0

In[14]:= 8x, y, z, w< = DualLinearProgramming@83, 4<, 881, 2<<, 85<, 881, 4<, 81, 4<<D

Out[14]= 881, 2<, 82<, 81, 0<, 80, 0<<

This confirms that the primal and dual give the same objective value.

In[15]:= 83, 4<.x

Out[15]= 11

In[16]:= 85, 1, 1, -4, -4<.Flatten@8y, z, w<D

Out[16]= 11

The dual of the constraint is y = 82.<, which means that for one unit of increase in the right−hand side of the constraint, there will be 2 

units of increase in the objective. This can be confirmed by perturbing the right−hand side of the constraint by 0.001.

In[17]:= 8x, y, z, w< = DualLinearProgramming@83, 4<, 881, 2<<, 85 + 0.001<, 881, 4<, 81, 4<<D

Out[17]= 881., 2.0005<, 82.<, 81., 0.<, 80., 0.<<

Indeed the objective value increases by twice that amount.

In[18]:= 83, 4<.x - 11

Out[18]= 0.002

Dealing with Infeasibility and Unboundedness in the Interior Point Method

The primal−dual interior point method is designed for feasible problems; for infeasible/unbounded problems it will diverge, and with the

current implementation, it is difficult to find out if the divergence is due to infeasibility, or unboundedness.

A heuristic catches infeasible/unbounded problems and issues a suitable message.

In[19]:= LinearProgramming@81., 1<, 881, 1<, 81, 1<<, 881, -1<, 82, 1<<, Method ® "InteriorPoint"D

LinearProgramming::lpsnf :
No solution can be found that satisfies the constraints. �

Out[19]= LinearProgramming@81., 1<, 881, 1<, 81, 1<<, 881, -1<, 82, 1<<, Method ® InteriorPointD
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Sometimes the heuristic cannot tell with certainty if a problem is infeasible or unbounded.

In[20]:= LinearProgramming@8-1., -1.<, 881., 1.<<, 81.<, Method ® "InteriorPoint"D

LinearProgramming::lpdinf :
The dual of this problem is infeasible, which implies that

this problem is either unbounded or infeasible. Setting the
option Method -> Simplex should give a more definite answer,
though large problems may take longer computing time. �

Out[20]= LinearProgramming@8-1., -1.<, 881., 1.<<, 81.<, Method ® InteriorPointD

Using the Simplex method as suggested by the message shows that the problem is unbounded.

In[21]:= LinearProgramming@8-1., -1.<, 881., 1.<<, 81.<, Method ® "Simplex"D

LinearProgramming::lpsub : This problem is unbounded.

Out[21]= 8Indeterminate, Indeterminate<

The Method Options of "InteriorPoint"

"TreatDenseColumn" is a method option of "InteriorPoint" that decides if dense columns are to be treated separately. Dense

columns  are  columns  of  the  constraint  matrix  that  have  many  nonzero  elements.  By  default,  this  method  option  has  the  value

Automatic , and dense columns are treated separately.

Large problems that contain dense columns typically benefit from dense column treatment.

In[95]:= A = SparseArray@88i_, i_< ® 1., 8i_, 1< ® 1.<, 8300, 300<D;
c = Table@1, 8300<D;
b = A.Range@300D;

In[98]:= 8x1 = LinearProgramming@c, A, b, Method ® "InteriorPoint"D; �� Timing,
x2 = LinearProgramming@c, A, b, Method ® 8"InteriorPoint", "TreatDenseColumns" ® False<D; �� Timing<

Out[98]= 880.028001, Null<, 80.200013, Null<<

In[99]:= x1.c - x2.c

Out[99]= 4.97948´10-11

Importing Large Datasets and Solving Large−Scale Problems
A commonly used format for documenting linear programming problems is the Mathematical Programming System (MPS) format. This

is a text format consisting of a number of sections.

Importing MPS Formatted Files in Equation Form

Mathematica  is able to import MPS  formatted files. By default,  Import  of MPS  data returns a linear programming problem in equation

form, which can then be solved using Minimize or NMinimize .

This solves the linear programming problem specified by MPS file "afiro.mps".

In[25]:= p = Import@"Optimization�Data�afiro.mps"D

Out[25]= 88-0.4 X02MPS - 0.32 X14MPS - 0.6 X23MPS - 0.48 X36MPS + 10. X39MPS, -1. X01MPS + 1. X02MPS + 1. X03MPS � 0. && -1.06 X01MPS

In[26]:= NMinimize �� p

Out[26]= 8-464.753, 8X01MPS ® 80., X02MPS ® 25.5, X03MPS ® 54.5, X04MPS ® 84.8, X06MPS ® 18.2143, X07MPS ® 0., X08MPS ® 0., X09
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Large−Scale Problems: Importing in Matrix and Vector Form

For  large−scale  problems,  it  is  more  efficient  to  import  the  MPS  data  file  and  represent  the  linear  programming  using  matrices  and

vectors, then solve using LinearProgramming. 

This shows that for MPS formatted data, the following 3 elements can be imported.

In[101]:= p = Import@"Optimization�Data�ganges.mps", "Elements"D

Out[101]= 8ConstraintMatrix, Equations, LinearProgrammingData<

 This imports the problem "ganges", with 1309 constraints and 1681 variables, in a form suitable for LinearProgramming.

In[102]:= 8c, A, b, bounds< = Import@"Optimization�Data�ganges.mps", "LinearProgrammingData"D;

This solves the problem and finds the optimal value.

In[103]:= x = LinearProgramming@c, A, b, boundsD;

In[104]:= c.x

Out[104]= -109586.

The "ConstraintMatrix" specification can be used to get the sparse constraint matrix only.

In[105]:= p = Import@"Optimization�Data�ganges.mps", "ConstraintMatrix"D

Out[105]= SparseArray@<6912>, 81309, 1681<D

Free Formatted MPS Files

Standard MPS  formatted files use a fixed format, where each field occupies a strictly fixed character position. However some modeling

systems output MPS  files with a free format, where fields are positioned freely. For such files, the option "FreeFormat" -> True  can

be specified for Import.

This string describes an MPS file in free format.

In[122]:= txt =
"NAME TESTPROB\nROWS\n N COST\n L CON1\n G CON2\n E CON3 \nCOLUMNS\n x COST 1 CON1 2\n x CON2 3\n

y COST 4 CON1 5\n y CON3 6\n Z COST 7 CON2 8\n Z CON3 9\nRHS\n RHS1 CON1 10 CON2
11\n RHS1 CON3 12\nBOUNDS\n UP BND1 x 13\n LO BND1 y 14\n UP BND1 y 15\nENDATA\n";

This gets a temporary file name, and exports the string to the file.

In[123]:= file = Close@OpenWrite@DD;
Export@file, txt, "Text"D;

This imports the file, using the "FreeFormat" -> True  option.

In[126]:= Import@file, "MPS", "FreeFormat" ® TrueD

Out[126]= 991. xMPS + 4. yMPS + 7. ZMPS, 2. xMPS + 5. yMPS £ 10. && 3. xMPS + 8. ZMPS ³ 11. && 6. yMPS + 9. ZMPS � 12. && xMPS ³ 0 && xMPS £ 13.

Linear Programming Test Problems

Through the ExampleData function, all NetLib linear programming test problems can be accessed.

This finds all problems in the Netlib set.

In[12]:= ExampleData@"LinearProgramming"D

Out[12]= 88LinearProgramming, 25fv47<, 8LinearProgramming, 80bau3b<, 8LinearProgramming, adlittle<, 8LinearProgramming
8LinearProgramming, infeas�klein1<, 8LinearProgramming, infeas�klein2<, 8LinearProgramming, infeas�klein3
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This imports the problem "afiro" and solves it.

In[8]:= ExampleData@8"LinearProgramming", "afiro"<D

Out[8]=

In[9]:= LinearProgramming �� %

Out[9]= 880., 25.5, 54.5, 84.8, 18.2143, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 18.2143, 0., 19.3071, 500., 475.92, 24.08, 0., 215.

This shows other properties that can be imported for the "afiro" problem.

In[10]:= ExampleData@8"LinearProgramming", "afiro"<, "Properties"D

Out[10]= 8Collection, ConstraintMatrix, Dimensions, Equations, LinearProgrammingData, Name, Source<

This imports "afiro" in equation form.

In[11]:= ExampleData@8"LinearProgramming", "afiro"<, "Equations"D

Out[11]= 88-0.4 X02MPS - 0.32 X14MPS - 0.6 X23MPS - 0.48 X36MPS + 10. X39MPS, -1. X01MPS + 1. X02MPS + 1. X03MPS � 0. && -1.06 X01MPS

Application Examples of Linear Programming

L1−Norm Minimization

It is possible to solve an l1 minimization problem

Min A x - b 1

by turning the system into a linear programming problem

Min zT e

z ³ A x - b

z ³ -A x + b

This defines a function for solving an l1 minimization problem.

In[35]:= L1Minimization@A_, b_D := Module@
8B, c, All, ball, x, lb, AT <,
8m, n< = Dimensions@AD;
AT = Transpose@AD;
B = SparseArray@88i_, i_< ® 1<, 8m, m<D;
Aall = Join@Transpose@Join@B, -ATDD, Transpose@Join@B, ATDDD;
ball = Join@-b, bD;
c = Join@Table@1, 8m<D, Table@0, 8n<DD;
lb = Table@-Infinity, 8m + n<D;
x = LinearProgramming@c, Aall, ball, lbD;
x = Drop@x, mD
D

The following is an over−determined linear system.

1 2 3

4 5 5

7 8 9

10 11 12

x =

1

2

3

4
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A simple application of LinearSolve would fail.

In[36]:= A = SparseArray@881, 2, 3<, 85, 6, 7<, 87, 8, 9<, 810, 11, 12<<D;
b = 81, 2, 3, 4<;
LinearSolve@A, bD

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[38]= LinearSolve@SparseArray@<12>, 84, 3<D, 81, 2, 3, 4<D

This finds the l1 minimization solution.

In[39]:= x = L1Minimization@A, bD

Out[39]= 90, 0,
1

3
=

In[40]:= 8Norm@A.x - b, 1D, Norm@A.x - b, 2D< �� N

Out[40]= 80.333333, 0.333333<

The least squares solution can be found using PseudoInverse. This gives a large l1 norm, but a smaller l2 norm.

In[41]:= x2 = PseudoInverse@AD.b

Out[41]= 9
4

513
,

58

513
,
112

513
=

In[42]:= 8Norm@A.x2 - b, 1D, Norm@A.x2 - b, 2D< �� N

Out[42]= 80.491228, 0.286132<

Design of an Optimal Anchor

The example is adopted from [2]. The aim is to design an anchor that uses as little material as possible to support a load.

This  problem  can  be  modeled  by  discretizing  and  simulating  it  using  nodes  and  links.  The  modeling  process  is  illustrated  using  the

following figure. Here a grid of 7×10 nodes is generated. Each node is then connected by a link to all other nodes that are of Manhattan

distance of less than or equal to three. The three red nodes are assumed to be fixed to the wall, while on all other nodes, compression

and tension forces must balance.
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Each link represents a rigid rod that has a thickness, with its weight proportional to the force on it and its length. The aim is to minimize

the total material used, which is 

Material needed to construct a link = force* link_length

subject to force balance on each node except the fixed ones.

Hence  mathematically  this  is  a  linearly  constrained  minimization  problem,  with  objective  function  a  sum  of  absolute  values  of  linear

functions.

Minimizeâ force* link_length

subject to force balance on every unanchored node.

The  absolute  values  force* link_length  in  the  objective  function  can  be  replaced  by  breaking  down  force  into  a  combination  of

compression and tension forces, with each non−negative. Thus assume E  is the set of links, V the set of nodes, lij  the length of link

between nodes i and j, cijand tij the compression and tension forces on the link; then the above model can be converted to a linear

programming problem

Minimizeâ
9i, j=Î E

Icij + tijM lij

subject toâ
8i,k<Î E

H tik - cikL = loadi, tij, cij ³ 0, for all i Î V and 8i, j< Î E.
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The following sets up the model, solves it, and plots the result; it is based on an AMPL model [2].

In[1]:= OptimalAnchorDesign@X_, Y_, ANCHORS_, forcepoints_, dist_: 3D := Module@
8a, c, ldist, p, NODES, UNANCHORED, setx, sety, length, xload, yload, nnodes, getarcs, ARCS, comp,
comps, tensions, const1, const2, lengths, volume, inedges, outedges, nodebalance, const3, vars,
totalf, maxf, res, tens, setInOutEdges, consts, sol, f, xii, yii, xjj, yjj, t, rhs, ma, obj, m, n<,

Clear@comp, tensions, tens, varsD;

H* need at least 2 nchor points *L
If@Length@Union@ANCHORSDD � 1, Return@8<DD;

H* A lattice of Nodes *L
NODES = Partition@Flatten@Outer@List, X, YDD, 2D;

H* these are the nodes near the wall that will be anchored *L
UNANCHORED = Complement@NODES, ANCHORSD;
H* the many linked exist in the structure that we try to optimize away *L
setx@8x_, y_<D := Hxload@x, yD = 0L;
sety@8x_, y_<D := Hyload@x, yD = 0L;
Map@setx, UNANCHOREDD;
Map@sety, UNANCHOREDD;
Map@Hyload@ð@@1DD, ð@@2DDD = -1L &, forcepointsD;

H* get the edges that link nodes with neighbors of distance £ 3 *L
nnodes = Length@NODESD;
getarcs = Compile@88NODES, _Integer, 2<<, Module@8xi, yi, xj, yj, i, j, nn = 0, NN<,

H* we use a two sweep strategy as a nexted list would not be allowed to compile by Compile *L
Do@Do@8xi, yi< = NODES@@iDD;
8xj, yj< = NODES@@jDD;
If@Abs@xj - xiD £ dist && Abs@yj - yiD £ dist && Abs@GCD@xj - xi, yj - yiDD � 1 &&
Hxi > xj ÈÈ Hxi � xj && yi > yjLL, nn++D, 8j, Length@NODESD<D, 8i, Length@NODESD<D;

NN = Table@81, 1, 1, 1<, 8nn<D;
nn = 1;
Do@Do@8xi, yi< = NODES@@iDD;
8xj, yj< = NODES@@jDD;
If@Abs@xj - xiD £ dist && Abs@yj - yiD £ dist &&

Abs@GCD@xj - xi, yj - yiDD � 1 && Hxi > xj ÈÈ Hxi � xj && yi > yjLL,
NN@@nn++DD = 8xi, yi, xj, yj<D, 8j, Length@NODESD<D, 8i, Length@NODESD<D;

NNDD;
ARCS = Partition@Flatten@getarcs@NODESDD, 84<D;
length@8xi_, yi_, xj_, yj_<D := Sqrt@Hxj - xiL^2 + Hyj - yiL^2D �� N;
H* the variables: compression and tension forces *L
comps = Map@Hcomp �� ðL &, ARCSD;
tensions = Map@Htens �� ðL &, ARCSD;
const1 = Thread@Greater@comps, 0DD;
const2 = Thread@Greater@tensions, 0DD;
lengths = Map@Hlength@ðDL &, ARCSD �� N;

H* objective function *L
volume = lengths.Hcomps + tensionsL;

Map@Hinedges@ðD = FalseL &, NODESD;
Map@Houtedges@ðD = FalseL &, NODESD;
setInOutEdges@8xi_, yi_, xj_, yj_<D :=
Module@8<, If@outedges@8xj, yj<D === False, outedges@8xj, yj<D = 8xi, yi, xj, yj<,

outedges@8xj, yj<D = 8outedges@8xj, yj<D, 8xi, yi, xj, yj<<D;
If@inedges@8xi, yi<D === False, inedges@8xi, yi<D = 8xi, yi, xj, yj<,
inedges@8xi, yi<D = 8inedges@8xi, yi<D, 8xi, yi, xj, yj<<D;D;

Map@HsetInOutEdges@ðDL &, ARCSD;
Map@Hinedges@ðD = Partition@Flatten@8inedges@ðD<D, 84<DL &, NODESD;
Map@Houtedges@ðD = Partition@Flatten@8outedges@ðD<D, 84<DL &, NODESD;

nodebalance@8x_, y_<D := Module@8Inedges, Outedges, xforce, yforce<, Inedges = inedges@8x, y<D;
Outedges = outedges@8x, y<D;
xforce@8xi_, yi_, xj_, yj_<D :=
HHxj - xiL�length@8xi, yi, xj, yj<DL*Hcomp@xi, yi, xj, yjD - tens@xi, yi, xj, yjDL;

yforce@8xi_, yi_, xj_, yj_<D := HHyj - yiL�length@8xi, yi, xj, yj<DL*
Hcomp@xi, yi, xj, yjD - tens@xi, yi, xj, yjDL;

H* constraints *L
8Total@Map@xforce, InedgesDD - Total@Map@xforce, OutedgesDD � xload@x, yD,
Total@Map@yforce, InedgesDD - Total@Map@yforce, OutedgesDD � yload@x, yD<

D;
const3 = Flatten@Map@nodebalance@ðD &, UNANCHOREDDD;
H* assemble the variables and constraints, and solve *L
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H* assemble the variables and constraints, and solve *L

vars = Union@Flatten@8comps, tensions<DD;
8rhs, ma< = CoefficientArrays@const3, varsD;
obj = CoefficientArrays@volume, varsD@@2DD;
8m, n< = Dimensions@maD;
Print@"Number of variables = ", n, " number of constraints = ", mD;

H* solve *L
t = Timing@

sol = LinearProgramming@obj, ma, Transpose@8-rhs, Table@0, 8m<D<D, Table@80, Infinity<, 8n<DD;D;
Print@"CPU time = ", t@@1DD, " Seconds"D;
Map@Set �� ð &, Transpose@8vars, sol<DD;

H* Now add up the total force on all links, and scale them to be between 0 and 1. *L
maxf = Max@comps + tensionsD;
Evaluate@Map@totalf@ðD &, ARCSDD = Hcomps + tensionsL�maxf;

H* Now we plot the links that has a force at least 0.001 and get the optimal design of the
anchor. We color code the drawing so that red means a large force and blue a small one. Also,

links with large forces are drawn thinker than those with small forces. *L

res = 8EdgeForm@BlackD, White, Polygon@880, 0<, 80, Length@YD<, 81, Length@YD<, 81, 0<<D,
Map@H8xii, yii, xjj, yjj< = ð; f = totalf@8xii, yii, xjj, yjj<D;

If@f > 0.001, 8Hue@.7*H1 - fLD, Thickness@.02 Sqrt@fDD, Line@88xii, yii<, 8xjj, yjj<<D<, 8<DL &,
ARCSD, GrayLevel@.5D, PointSize@0.04D,
8Black, Map@8Arrow@8ð, ð + 80, -4<<D< &, forcepointsD<, Map@Point, ANCHORSD<;

Graphics@resD
D;

This solves the problem by placing 30 nodes in the horizontal and vertical directions.

In[2]:= m = 30;H* y direction. *L
n = 30;H* x direction. *L
X = Table@i, 8i, 0, n<D;
Y = Table@i, 8i, 0, m<D;
res = OptimalAnchorDesign@X, Y, Table@81, i<, 8i, Round@m�3D, Round@m�3*2D<D, 88n, m�2<<, 3D

Number of variables = 27496 number of constraints = 1900

CPU time = 4.8123 Seconds

Out[6]=

If, however, the anchor is fixed not on the wall, but on some points in space, notice how the results resemble the shape of some leaves. 
Perhaps the structure of leaves is optimized in the process of evolution.

In[7]:= m = 40;H*must be even*L
n = 40;
X = Table@i, 8i, 0, n<D;
Y = Table@i, 8i, 0, m<D;
res = OptimalAnchorDesign@X, Y,

Table@8Round@n�3D, i<, 8i, Round@m�2D - 1, Round@m�2D + 1<D, 88n, m�2<<, 3D

Number of variables = 49456 number of constraints = 3356

CPU time = 9.83262 Seconds

Out[11]=
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Algorithms for Linear Programming

Simplex and Revised Simplex Algorithms

The simplex and revised simplex algorithms solve linear  programming problems by constructing a feasible  solution at  a  vertex of  the

polytope defined by the constraints, and then moving along the edges of the polytope to vertices with successively smaller values of the

objective function until the minimum is reached. 

Although  the  sparse  implementation  of  simplex  and  revised  algorithms  are  quite  efficient  in  practice,  and  are  guaranteed  to  find  the

global optimum, they have a poor worst−case behavior: it is possible to construct a linear programming problem for which the simplex or

revised simplex method takes a number of steps exponential in the problem size.

Mathematica implements simplex and revised simplex algorithms using dense linear algebra. The unique feature of this implementation

is that it is possible to solve exact/extended precision problems. Therefore these methods are more suitable for small−sized problems

for which non−machine number results are needed. 

This sets up a random linear programming problem with 20 constraints and 200 variables.

In[12]:= SeedRandom@123D;
8m, n< = 820, 200<;
c = Table@RandomInteger@81, 10<D, 8n<D;
A = Table@RandomInteger@8-100, 100<D, 8m<, 8n<D;
b = A.Table@1, 8n<D;
bounds = Table@8-10, 10<, 8n<D;

This solves the problem. Typically, for a linear programming problem with many more variables than constraints, the revised simplex 
algorithm is faster. On the other hand, if there are many more constraints than variables, the simplex algorithm is faster.

In[25]:= t = Timing@x = LinearProgramming@c, A, b, bounds, Method ® "Simplex"D;D;
Print@"time = ", t@@1DD, " optimal value = ", c.x, " or ", N@c.xDD

time = 14.7409 optimal value = -
1 151 274 037 058983 869 972 777363

105283 309 229356 027 027 010
or -10 935.

In[26]:= t = Timing@x = LinearProgramming@c, A, b, bounds, Method ® "RevisedSimplex"D;D;
Print@"time = ", t@@1DD, " optimal value = ", c.x, " or ", N@c.xDD

time = 6.3444 optimal value = -
1 151 274 037058 983 869972 777363

105 283 309 229356 027 027 010
or -10 935.

If only machine−number results are desired, then the problem should be converted to machine numbers, and the interior point algorithm 
should be used.

In[20]:= t = Timing@x = LinearProgramming@N@cD, N@AD, N@bD, N@boundsD, Method ® "InteriorPoint"D;D;
Print@"time = ", t, " optimal value = ", c.xD

time = 80.036002, Null< optimal value = -10935.

Interior Point Algorithm

Although  the  simplex  and  revised  simplex  algorithms  can  be  quite  efficient  on  average,  they  have  a  poor  worst−case  behavior.  It  is

possible to construct a linear programming problem for which the simplex or revised simplex methods take a number of steps exponen−

tial in the problem size. The interior point algorithm, however, has been proven to converge in a number of steps that are polynomial in

the problem size. 

Furthermore, the Mathematica simplex and revised simplex implementation use dense linear algebra, while its interior point implementa−

tion  uses  machine−number  sparse  linear  algebra.  Therefore  for  large−scale,  machine−number  linear  programming  problems,  the

interior point method is more efficient and should be used.

Interior Point Formulation

Consider the standardized linear programming problem

Min cT x, s.t. A x = b, x ³ 0,

where c, x Î Rn, A Î Rm´n, b Î Rm. This problem can be solved using a barrier function formulation to deal with the positive constraints
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Min cT x - tâ

i=1

n

ln HxiL, s.t. A x = b, x ³ 0, t > 0, t ® 0

The first−order necessary condition for the above problem gives

c - t X-1 e = AT y, and A x = b, x ³ 0

Let X denote the diagonal matrix made of the vector x, and z = t X-1 e. 

x z = t e

AT y + z = c

A x = b

x, z ³ 0

This is a set of 2m + n linear/nonlinear equations with constraints. It can be solved using Newton’s method

Hx, y, zL := Hx, y, zL + HD x, D y, D zL

with

X Z 0

I 0 AT

0 A 0

D z

D x

D y

=

t e - x z

c - AT y - z

b - A x

.

One way to solve this linear system is to use Gaussian elimination to simplify the matrix into block triangular form.

X Z 0

I 0 AT

0 A 0

®

X Z 0

0 X-1 Z AT

0 A 0

®

X Z 0

0 X-1 Z AT

0 0 A Z-1 X AT

To solve this block triangular matrix, the so−called normal system can be solved, with the matrix in this normal system

B = A Z-1 X AT

This matrix is positive definite, but becomes very ill−conditioned as the solution is approached. Thus numerical techniques are used to

stabilize the solution process, and typically the interior point method can only be expected to solve the problem to a tolerance of about

$MachineEpsilon , with tolerance explained below. Mathematica uses Mehrotra’s predictor−corrector scheme [1].

Convergence Tolerance

General Linear Programming problems are first converted to the standard form

Min cT x

subject to A x = b

x ³ 0

with the corresponding dual 

Max bT y

subject to A T y + z = c

z ³ 0

The convergence criterion for the interior point algorithm is 

ÈÈ b - A x ÈÈ

maxH1, ÈÈ b ÈÈL
+

ÈÈ c - AT y - z ÈÈ

maxH1, ÈÈ c ÈÈL
+

ÈÈ cT x - bT y ÈÈ

maxI1, ÈÈ cT x ÈÈ, ÈÈ bT y ÈÈM
£ tolerance

with the tolerance set, by default, to $MachineEpsilon . 
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Numerical Nonlinear Local Optimization

Introduction
Numerical algorithms for constrained nonlinear optimization can be broadly categorized into gradient−based methods and direct search

methods.  Gradient  search  methods  use  first  derivatives  (gradients)  or  second  derivatives  (Hessians)  information.  Examples  are  the

sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method, the augmented Lagrangian method, and the (nonlinear) interior point method. Direct

search  methods  do  not  use  derivative  information.  Examples  are  Nelder| Mead, genetic  algorithm  and  differential  evolution,  and

simulated  annealing.  Direct  search  methods  tend  to  converge  more  slowly,  but  can  be  more  tolerant  to  the  presence  of  noise  in  the

function and constraints.

Typically,  algorithms only build up a local  model  of  the problems. Furthermore,  to ensure convergence of  the iterative process,  many

such algorithms insist on a certain decrease of the objective function or of a merit function which is a combination of the objective and

constraints. Such algorithms will, if convergent, only find the local optimum, and are called local optimization algorithms. In Mathematica

local optimization problems can be solved using FindMinimum.

Global optimization algorithms, on the other hand, attempt to find the global optimum, typically by allowing decrease as well as increase

of  the  objective/merit  function.  Such  algorithms  are  usually  computationally  more  expensive.  Global  optimization  problems  can  be

solved exactly using Minimize or numerically using NMinimize .

This solves a nonlinear programming problem,

Min x - y

s.t - 3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1

using Minimize, which gives an exact solution.

In[1]:= MinimizeA9x - y, -3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1=, 8x, y<E

Out[1]= 8-1, 8x ® 0, y ® 1<<

This solves the same problem numerically. NMinimize  returns a machine−number solution.

In[2]:= NMinimizeA9x - y, -3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1=, 8x, y<E

Out[2]= 9-1., 9x ® -3.57514´10
-17, y ® 1.==

FindMinimum numerically finds a local minimum. In this example the local minimum found is also a global minimum.

In[3]:= FindMinimumA9x - y, -3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1=, 8x, y<E

Out[3]= 9-1., 9x ® 2.78301´10
-17, y ® 1.==

The FindMinimum Function
FindMinimum solves local unconstrained and constrained optimization problems. This document only covers the constrained optimiza−

tion case. See "Unconstrained Optimization" for details of FindMinimum for unconstrained optimization.

This solves a nonlinear programming problem,

Min -
100

Hx-1L2+Iy-1M
2
+1
-

200

Hx+1L2+Iy+2M
2
+1

s.t x2 + y2 > 3

using FindMinimum.

In[4]:= FindMinimumA9-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

, x
2
+ y

2
> 3 =, 8x, y<E

Out[4]= 8-207.16, 8x ® -0.994861, y ® -1.99229<<
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This provides FindMinimum with a starting value of 2 for x, but uses the default starting point for y.

In[5]:= FindMinimumA9-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

, x
2
+ y

2
> 3 =, 88x, 2<, y<E

Out[5]= 8-103.063, 8x ® 1.23037, y ® 1.21909<<

The previous solution point is actually a local minimum. FindMinimum only attempts to find a local minimum.

This contour plot of the feasible region illustrates the local and global minima.

In[6]:= ContourPlotA-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

,

8x, -3, 2<, 8y, -3, 2<, RegionFunction ® Hð1^2 + ð2^2 > 3 &L, Contours ® 10,
Epilog ® H8Red, PointSize@.02D, Text@"global minimum", 8-.995, -2.092<D, Point@8-.995, -1.992<D,

Text@"local minimum", 80.5304, 1.2191<D, Point@81.2304, 1.2191<D<L, ContourLabels ® TrueE

Out[6]=
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This is a 3D visualization of the function in its feasible region.

In[21]:= ShowA9Plot3DA-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

, 8x, -4, 3<,

8y, -4, 3<, RegionFunction ® Hð1^2 + ð2^2 > 3 &L, PlotRange ® AllE, Graphics3D@

8Red, PointSize@.02D, Text@"Global minimum", 8-.995, -2.092, -230<D, Point@8-.995, -2.092, -207<D,

Text@"Local minimum", 80.5304, 1.2191, -93.4<D, Point@81.23, 1.22, -103.<D<D=E

Out[21]=

Options for FindMinimum

FindMinimum accepts these options.
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option name default value

AccuracyGoal Automatic the accuracy sought

Compiled Automatic whether the function and constraints should automatically be 
compiled

EvaluationMonitor Automatic expression to evaluate whenever f is evaluated

Gradient Automatic the list of gradient functions 8D@ f, xD, D@ f, yD, ¼<

MaxIterations Automatic maximum number of iterations to use

Method Automatic method to use

PrecisionGoal Automatic the precision sought

StepMonitor None expression to evaluate whenever a step is taken

WorkingPrecision Automatic the precision used in internal computations

The Method option specifies the method to use to solve the optimization problem. Currently, the only method available for constrained

optimization is the interior point algorithm.

This specifies that the interior point method should be used.

In[8]:= FindMinimumA9x2 + y2, Hx - 1L2 + 2 Hy - 1L2 > 5=, 8x, y<, Method ® "InteriorPoint"E

Out[8]= 80.149239, 8x ® -0.150959, y ® -0.355599<<

MaxIterations  specifies  the  maximum number  of  iterations  that  should  be  used.  When machine  precision  is  used  for  constrained

optimization, the default MaxIterations -> 500 is used.

When  StepMonitor  is  specified,  it  is  evaluated  once  every  iterative  step  in  the  interior  point  algorithm.  On  the  other  hand,

EvaluationMonitor, when specified, is evaluated every time a function or an equality or inequality constraint is evaluated.

This demonstrates that 19 iterations are not sufficient to solve the following problem to the default tolerance. It collects points visited 

through the use of StepMonitor.

In[9]:= pts = ReapAsol = FindMinimumA9-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

, x
2
+ y

2
> 3 =,

88x, 1.5<, 8y, -1<<, MaxIterations ® 19, StepMonitor ¦ HSow@8x, y<DLE;E; sol

FindMinimum::eit :
The algorithm does not converge to the tolerance of 4.806217383937354‘*^−6

in 19 iterations. The best estimated solution, with 8feasibility
residual, KKT residual, complementary residual< of

90.000305478, 0.0173304, 1.1484 ´ 10-12=, is returned. �

Out[9]= 8-207.16, 8x ® -0.994818, y ® -1.9923<<
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The points visited are shown using ContourPlot. The starting point is blue, the rest yellow.

In[10]:= ContourPlotA-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

,

8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -4, 2<, RegionFunction ® Hð1^2 + ð2^2 > 3 &L, Contours ® 10,
Epilog ® H8Red, PointSize@.01D, Line@pts@@2, 1DDD, Yellow, Point �� pts@@2, 1DD,

Blue, PointSize@.02D, Point@pts@@2, 1, 1DDD<L, ContourLabels ® TrueE

Out[10]=
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WorkingPrecision -> prec  specifies  that  all  the  calculation  in  FindMinimum  is  to  be  carried  out  at  precision  prec.  By  default,

prec = MachinePrecision. If prec > MachinePrecision, a fixed precision of prec is used through the computation.

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal  options are used in the following way. By default, AccuracyGoal -> Automatic , and is set to

prec�3.  By  default,  PrecisionGoal -> Automatic  and  is  set  to  -Infinity.  AccuracyGoal -> ga  is  the  same  as

AccuracyGoal -> 8-Infinity, ga<. 

Suppose  AccuracyGoal -> 8a, ga<  and  PrecisionGoal -> p,  then  FindMinimum  attempts  to  drive  the  residual,  which  is  a

combination of the feasibility and the satisfaction of the Karush| Kuhn| Tucker (KKT) and complementary conditions, to be less than or

equal  to  tol = 10-ga.  In  addition,  it  requires  the  difference  between  the  current  and  next  iterative  point,  x  and  x+,  to  satisfy

ÈÈ x+ - x ÈÈ <= 10-a + 10-p ÈÈ x ÈÈ, before terminating.

This computes a solution using a WorkingPrecision of 100.

In[11]:= sol =

FindMinimumA9-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

, x
2
+ y

2
> 3 =, 8x, y<, WorkingPrecision ® 100E

Out[11]= 8-207.1598969820087285017593316900341920050300050695900831345837005214162585155897084005034822593961079,

The exact optimal value is computed using Minimize, and compared with the result of FindMinimum.

In[12]:= solExact = MinimizeA9-
100

Hx - 1L2 + Hy - 1L2 + 1

-

200

Hx + 1L2 + Hy + 2L2 + 1

, x
2
+ y

2
> 3 =, 8x, y<E;

In[13]:= sol@@1DD - solExact@@1DD

Out[13]= 8.58739616875135385265051020´10-71
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Examples of FindMinimum

Finding a Global Minimum

If a global minimum is needed, NMinimize  or Minimize  should be used. However since each run of FindMinimum tends to be faster

than NMinimize  or Minimize, sometimes it may be more efficient to use FindMinimum, particularly for relatively large problems with

a few local minima. FindMinimum attempts to find a local minimum, therefore it will terminate if a local minimum is found.

This shows a function with multiple minima within the feasible region of -10 £ x £ 10.

In[14]:= Plot@Sin@xD + .5 x, 8x, -10, 10<D

Out[14]=

With the automatic starting point, FindMinimum converges to a local minimum.

In[15]:= FindMinimum@8Sin@xD + .5 x, -10 <= x <= 10<, 8x<D

Out[15]= 8-1.91322, 8x ® -2.0944<<

If the user has some knowledge of the problem, a better starting point can be given to FindMinimum.

In[16]:= FindMinimum@8Sin@xD + .5 x, -10 <= x <= 10<, 88x, -5<<D

Out[16]= 8-5.05482, 8x ® -8.37758<<

Alternatively, the user can tighten the constraints.

In[17]:= FindMinimum@8Sin@xD + .5 x, -10 <= x <= 10 && x < -5<, 8x<D

Out[17]= 8-5.05482, 8x ® -8.37758<<

Finally, multiple starting points can be used and the best resulting minimum selected.

In[18]:= SeedRandom@7919D;
Table@FindMinimum@8Sin@xD + .5 x, -10 <= x <= 10<, 88x, RandomReal@8-10, 10<D<<D, 810<D

Out[19]= 88-1.91322, 8x ® -2.09439<<, 8-5.05482, 8x ® -8.37758<<, 8-5.05482, 8x ® -8.37758<<, 8-5.05482, 8x ® -8.37758

Multiple starting points can also be done more systematically via NMinimize , using the "RandomSearch" method with an interior 

point as the post−processor.

In[1]:= NMinimize@8Sin@xD + .5 x, -10 <= x <= 10<, 8x<, Method ® 8"RandomSearch", "PostProcess" ® "InteriorPoint"<D

Out[1]= 8-5.05482, 8x ® -8.37758<<

Solving Minimax Problems

The minimax (also known as minmax) problem is that  of  finding the minimum value of  a function defined as the maximum of  several

functions, that is, 

MinMaxi fiÎ81,2,¼,m<HxL

s.t gHxL ³ 0, hHxL = 0

While this problem can often be solved using general constrained optimization technique, it is more reliably solved by reformulating the

problem into one with smooth objective function. Specifically, the minimax problem can be converted into the following
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Min z

s.t z ³ fiHxL, i Î 81, 2,¼, m<, gHxL ³ 0, hHxL = 0

and solved using either FindMinimum or NMinimize .

This defines a function FindMinMax.

In[9]:= H*FindMinMax@8Max@8f1,f2,..<D,constraints<,varsD*L
SetAttributes@FindMinMax, HoldAllD;
FindMinMax@8f_Max, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD :=

With@8res = iFindMinMax@8f, cons<, vars, optsD<, res �; ListQ@resDD;
iFindMinMax@8ff_Max, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := Module@8z, res, f = List �� ff<,
res = FindMinimum@8z, HAnd �� consL && HAnd �� Thread@z >= fDL<, Append@Flatten@8vars<, 1D, zD,

optsD; If@ListQ@resD, 8z �. res@@2DD, Thread@vars -> Hvars �. res@@2DDLD<DD;

This solves an unconstrained minimax problem with one variable.

In[19]:= FindMinMax@8Max@8x^2, Hx - 1L^2<D, 8<<, 8x, y<D

Out[19]= 80.25, 8x ® 0.5, y ® 1.<<

This solves an unconstrained minimax problem with two variables.

In[12]:= FindMinMax@8Max@8Abs@2 x^2 + y^2 - 48 x - 40 y + 304D,
Abs@-x^2 - 3 y^2D, Abs@x + 3 y - 18D, Abs@-x - yD, Abs@ x + y - 8D<D, 8<<, 8x, y<D

Out[12]= 837.2356, 8x ® 4.92563, y ® 2.07956<<

This shows the contour of the objective function, and the optimal solution.

In[14]:= ContourPlot@Max@8Abs@2 x^2 + y^2 - 48 x - 40 y + 304D,
Abs@-x^2 - 3 y^2D, Abs@x + 3 y - 18D, Abs@-x - yD, Abs@ x + y - 8D<D, 8x, 3, 7<,

8y, 1, 3<, Contours ® 40, Epilog ® 8Red, PointSize@0.02D, Point@84.93, 2.08<D<D

Out[14]=

This solves a constrained minimax problem.

In[16]:= FindMinMax@8Max@8Abs@2 x^2 + y^2 - 48 x - 40 y + 304D, Abs@-x^2 - 3 y^2D,
Abs@x + 3 y - 18D, Abs@-x - yD, Abs@ x + y - 8D<D, 8Hx - 6L^2 + Hy - 1L^2 £ 1<<, 8x, y<D

Out[16]= 837.7192, 8x ® 5.34014, y ® 1.75139<<
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This shows the contour of the objective function within the feasible region, and the optimal solution.

In[18]:= ContourPlot@Max@8Abs@2 x^2 + y^2 - 48 x - 40 y + 304D,
Abs@-x^2 - 3 y^2D, Abs@x + 3 y - 18D, Abs@-x - yD, Abs@ x + y - 8D<D,

8x, 3, 7<, 8y, 0, 3<, RegionFunction ® HHHð1 - 6L^2 + Hð2 - 1L^2 <= 1L &L,
Contours ® 40, Epilog ® 8Red, PointSize@0.02D, Point@85.34, 1.75<D<D

Out[18]=

Multiobjective Optimization: Goal Programming

Multiobjective programming involves minimizing several objective functions, subject to constraints. Since a solution that minimizes one

function often does not minimize the others at the same time, there is usually no unique optimal solution.

Sometimes the decision maker has in mind a goal for each objective. In that case the so−called goal programming technique can be

applied.

There are a number of variants of how to model a goal−programming problem. One variant is to order the objective functions based on

priority, and seek to minimize the deviation of the most important objective function from its goal first, before attempting to minimize the

deviations of the less important objective functions from their goals. This is called lexicographic or preemptive goal programming.

In the second variant, the weighted sum of the deviation is minimized. Specifically, the following constrained minimization problem is to

be solved.

Minx w1H f1HxL - goal1L
+
+ w2H f2HxL - goal2L

+
+ ¼ + wmI fmHxL - goalmM

+

s.t gHxL ³ 0, hHxL = 0

Here a+  stands for the positive part of the real number a. The weights wi  reflect the relative importance, and normalize the deviation to

take into account the relative scales and units. Possible values for the weights are the inverse of the goals to be attained. The previous

problem can be reformulated to one that is easier to solve.

Minw1 z1 + w2 z2 + ¼ + wm zm

s.t z1 ³ f1HxL - goal1, z2 ³ f2HxL - goal2,¼, zm ³ fmHxL - goalm, z1, z2,¼, zm ³ 0

gHxL ³ 0, hHxL = 0

The  third  variant,  Chebyshev  goal  programming,  minimizes  the  maximum  deviation,  rather  than  the  sum  of  the  deviations.  This

balances the deviation of different objective functions. Specifically, the following constrained minimization problem is to be solved.

MinMaxi wiI fiHxL - goaliM

s.t gHxL ³ 0, hHxL = 0

This can be reformulated as

Min z

s.t z ³ wiI fiHxL - goaliM, i = 1, 2,¼, m

gHxL ³ 0, hHxL = 0
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This defines a function GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage that solves the goal programming model by minimizing the weighted 

sum of the deviation.

H* GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@888f1,goal1,weight1<,...<,cons<,varsDD*L
GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@8fg : 88_, _< ..<, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := With@

8res = Catch@iGoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@
8Map@HAppend �� ð &L, Thread@8fg, ConstantArray@1, 8Length@fgD<D<DD, cons<, varsDD<,

res �; ListQ@resD
D;

GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@8fg : 88_, _, _< ..<, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := With@
8res = Catch@iGoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@8fg, cons<, varsDD<,
res �; ListQ@resD
D;

iGoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@8fg : 88_, _, _< ..<, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := Module@
8fs, goals, zs, z, res, ws<,
8fs, goals, ws< = Transpose@fgD;
If@! VectorQ@ws, Hð >= 0 &LD, Throw@$FailedDD;
If@! VectorQ@goals, HHNumericQ@ðD && Head@ðD =!= ComplexL &LD, Throw@$FailedDD;
zs = Array@z, Length@fsDD;
res = FindMinimum@8ws.zs, HAnd �� Flatten@8cons<, 1DL && HAnd �� Thread@zs ³ 0DL &&

HAnd �� Thread@zs ³ fs - goals DL<, Join@Flatten@8vars<, 1D, zsD, optsD;
If@ListQ@resD, 8fs �. res@@2DD, Thread@vars ® Hvars �. res@@2DDLD<D
D;

This defines a function GoalProgrammingChebyshev that solves the goal programming model by minimizing the maximum deviation.

H* syntax GoalAttainment@888f1,goal1,weight1<,...<,cons<,varsDD*L
GoalProgrammingChebyshev@8fg : 88_, _< ..<, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := With@

8res = Catch@iGoalProgrammingChebyshev@
8Map@HAppend �� ð &L, Thread@8fg, ConstantArray@1, 8Length@fgD<D<DD, cons<, varsDD<,

res �; ListQ@resD
D;

GoalProgrammingChebyshev@8fg : 88_, _, _< ..<, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := With@
8res = Catch@iGoalProgrammingChebyshev@8fg, cons<, varsDD<,
res �; ListQ@resD
D;

iGoalProgrammingChebyshev@8fg : 88_, _, _< ..<, cons_<, vars_, opts___?OptionQD := Module@
8fs, goals, y, res, ws<,
8fs, goals, ws< = Transpose@fgD;
If@! VectorQ@ws, Hð >= 0 &LD, Throw@$FailedDD;
If@! VectorQ@goals, HHNumericQ@ðD && Head@ðD =!= ComplexL &LD, Throw@$FailedDD;
res = FindMinimum@8y, HAnd �� Flatten@8cons<, 1DL && HAnd �� Thread@y ³ ws*Hfs - goalsL DL<,

Append@Flatten@8vars<, 1D, yD, optsD;
If@ListQ@resD, 8fs �. res@@2DD, Thread@vars ® Hvars �. res@@2DDLD<D
D;

This solves a goal programming problem with two objective functions and one constraint using 

GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage with unit weighting, resulting in deviations from the goal of 13.12 and 33.28, thus a total 

deviation of 37, and a maximal deviation of 33.28.

res1 = GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage@888x^2 + y^2, 0<, 84 Hx - 2L^2 + 4 Hy - 2L^2, 0<<, y - x � -4<, 8x, y<D

8813.12, 33.28<, 8x ® 3.6, y ® -0.4<<

This solves a goal programming problem with two objective functions and one constraint using GoalProgrammingChebyshev with 

unit weighting, resulting in deviations from the goal of 16 and 32, thus a maximal deviation of 32, but a total deviation of 38.

res2 = GoalProgrammingChebyshev@888x^2 + y^2, 0<, 84 Hx - 2L^2 + 4 Hy - 2L^2, 0<<, y - x � -4<, 8x, y<D

9816., 32.<, 9x ® 4., y ® -4.55071´10-9==
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This shows the contours for the first (blue) and second (red) objective functions, the feasible region (the black line), and the optimal 

solution found by GoalProgrammingWeightedAverage (yellow point) and by GoalProgrammingChebyshev (green point).

g1 = ContourPlot@x^2 + y^2, 8x, 2, 6<, 8y, -1, 2<,
ContourShading ® False, ContourStyle ® Blue, ContourLabels ® AutomaticD;

g2 = ContourPlot@4 Hx - 2L^2 + 4 Hy - 2L^2, 8x, 2, 6<, 8y, -1, 2<,
ContourShading ® False, ContourStyle ® Red, ContourLabels ® AutomaticD;

Show@8g1, g2<, Epilog ® 8Line@883, -1<, 86, 2<<D, PointSize@0.02D, Yellow,
Point@8x, y< �. res1@@2DDD, Green, Point@8x, y< �. res2@@2DDD<D
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An Application Example: Portfolio Optimization

A powerful  tool  in managing investments is to spread the risk by investing in assets that  have few or no correlations.  For example,  if

asset A goes up 20% one year and is down 10% the next, asset B goes down 10% one year and is up 20% the next, and up years for A

are down years for B, then holding both in equal amounts would result in a 10% increase every year, without any risk. In reality such

assets are rarely available, but the concept remains a useful one.

In  this  example,  the  aim  is  to  find  the  optimal  asset  allocation  so  as  to  minimize  the  risk,  and  achieve  a  preset  level  of  return,  by

investing in a spread of stocks, bonds, and gold.

Here  are  the  historical  returns  of  various  assets  between  1973  and  1994.  For  example,  in  1973,  S&P 500  lost  1 - 0.852 = 14.8 %,

while gold appreciated by 67.7%.

"3m Tbill" "long Tbond" "SP500" "Wilt.5000" "Corp. Bond" "NASDQ" "EAFE" "Gold"

1973 1.075 0.942 0.852 0.815 0.698 1.023 0.851 1.677

1974 1.084 1.02 0.735 0.716 0.662 1.002 0.768 1.722

1975 1.061 1.056 1.371 1.385 1.318 0.123 1.354 0.76

1976 1.052 1.175 1.236 1.266 1.28 1.156 1.025 0.96

1977 1.055 1.002 0.926 0.974 1.093 1.03 1.181 1.2

1978 1.077 0.982 1.064 1.093 1.146 1.012 1.326 1.295

1979 1.109 0.978 1.184 1.256 1.307 1.023 1.048 2.212

1980 1.127 0.947 1.323 1.337 1.367 1.031 1.226 1.296

1981 1.156 1.003 0.949 0.963 0.99 1.073 0.977 0.688
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1982 1.117 1.465 1.215 1.187 1.213 1.311 0.981 1.084

1983 1.092 0.985 1.224 1.235 1.217 1.08 1.237 0.872

1984 1.103 1.159 1.061 1.03 0.903 1.15 1.074 0.825

1985 1.08 1.366 1.316 1.326 1.333 1.213 1.562 1.006

1986 1.063 1.309 1.186 1.161 1.086 1.156 1.694 1.216

1987 1.061 0.925 1.052 1.023 0.959 1.023 1.246 1.244

1988 1.071 1.086 1.165 1.179 1.165 1.076 1.283 0.861

1989 1.087 1.212 1.316 1.292 1.204 1.142 1.105 0.977

1990 1.08 1.054 0.968 0.938 0.83 1.083 0.766 0.922

1991 1.057 1.193 1.304 1.342 1.594 1.161 1.121 0.958

1992 1.036 1.079 1.076 1.09 1.174 1.076 0.878 0.926

1993 1.031 1.217 1.1 1.113 1.162 1.11 1.326 1.146

1994 1.045 0.889 1.012 0.999 0.968 0.965 1.078 0.99

average 1.078 1.093 1.120 1.124 1.121 1.046 1.141 1.130

This is the annual return data.

In[2]:= R = 881.075‘, 1.084‘, 1.061‘, 1.052‘, 1.055‘, 1.077‘, 1.109‘, 1.127‘, 1.156‘, 1.117‘, 1.092‘,
1.103‘, 1.08‘, 1.063‘, 1.061‘, 1.071‘, 1.087‘, 1.08‘, 1.057‘, 1.036‘, 1.031‘, 1.045‘<,
80.942‘, 1.02‘, 1.056‘, 1.175‘, 1.002‘, 0.982‘, 0.978‘, 0.947‘, 1.003‘, 1.465‘, 0.985‘,
1.159‘, 1.366‘, 1.309‘, 0.925‘, 1.086‘, 1.212‘, 1.054‘, 1.193‘, 1.079‘, 1.217‘, 0.889‘<,
80.852‘, 0.735‘, 1.371‘, 1.236‘, 0.926‘, 1.064‘, 1.184‘, 1.323‘, 0.949‘, 1.215‘, 1.224‘,
1.061‘, 1.316‘, 1.186‘, 1.052‘, 1.165‘, 1.316‘, 0.968‘, 1.304‘, 1.076‘, 1.1‘, 1.012‘<,
80.815‘, 0.716‘, 1.385‘, 1.266‘, 0.974‘, 1.093‘, 1.256‘, 1.337‘, 0.963‘, 1.187‘, 1.235‘,
1.03‘, 1.326‘, 1.161‘, 1.023‘, 1.179‘, 1.292‘, 0.938‘, 1.342‘, 1.09‘, 1.113‘, 0.999‘<,
80.698‘, 0.662‘, 1.318‘, 1.28‘, 1.093‘, 1.146‘, 1.307‘, 1.367‘, 0.99‘, 1.213‘, 1.217‘,
0.903‘, 1.333‘, 1.086‘, 0.959‘, 1.165‘, 1.204‘, 0.83‘, 1.594‘, 1.174‘, 1.162‘, 0.968‘<,
81.023‘, 1.002‘, 0.123‘, 1.156‘, 1.03‘, 1.012‘, 1.023‘, 1.031‘, 1.073‘, 1.311‘, 1.08‘,
1.15‘, 1.213‘, 1.156‘, 1.023‘, 1.076‘, 1.142‘, 1.083‘, 1.161‘, 1.076‘, 1.11‘, 0.965‘<,
80.851‘, 0.768‘, 1.354‘, 1.025‘, 1.181‘, 1.326‘, 1.048‘, 1.226‘, 0.977‘, 0.981‘, 1.237‘,
1.074‘, 1.562‘, 1.694‘, 1.246‘, 1.283‘, 1.105‘, 0.766‘, 1.121‘, 0.878‘, 1.326‘, 1.078‘<,
81.677‘, 1.722‘, 0.76‘, 0.96‘, 1.2‘, 1.295‘, 2.212‘, 1.296‘, 0.688‘, 1.084‘, 0.872‘,
0.825‘, 1.006‘, 1.216‘, 1.244‘, 0.861‘, 0.977‘, 0.922‘, 0.958‘, 0.926‘, 1.146‘, 0.99‘<<;

Here are the expected returns over this 22−year period for the eight assets.

In[3]:= 8n, nyear< = Dimensions@RD;

In[5]:= ER = Mean@Transpose�RD

Out[5]= 81.07814, 1.09291, 1.11977, 1.12364, 1.12132, 1.04632, 1.14123, 1.12895<

Here is the covariant matrix, which measures how the assets correlate to each other.

In[11]:= Covariants = Covariance@Transpose@RDD;

This finds the optimal asset allocation by minimizing the standard deviation of an allocation, subject to the constraints that the total 

allocation is 100% (Total@varsD == 1), the expected return is over 12% (vars.ER ³ 1.12), and the variables must be non−negative, 

thus each asset is allocated a non−negative percentage (thus no shorting). The resulting optimal asset allocation suggests 15.5% in 3−
month treasury bills, 20.3% in gold, and the rest in stocks, with a resulting standard deviation of 0.0126.

In[18]:= vars = Map@Subscript@x, ðD &, 8"3m T-bill", "long T-bond",
"SP500", "Wiltshire 5000", "Corporate Bond", "NASDQ", "EAFE", "Gold"<D;

vars = Map@Subscript@x, ðD &, 8"3m T-bill", "long T-bond", "SP500",
"Wiltshire 5000", "Corporate Bond", "NASDQ", "EAFE", "Gold"<D;

FindMinimum@8
vars.Covariants.vars, Total@varsD � 1 && vars.ER ³ 1.12 && Apply@And, Thread@Greater@vars, 0DDD<, varsD

Out[20]= 80.0126235, 8x3m T-bill ® 0.154632, xlong T-bond ® 0.0195645, xSP500 ® 0.354434, xWiltshire 5000 ® 0.0238249, xCorporate Bond

This trades less return for smaller volatility by asking for an expected return of 10%. Now we have 55.5% in 3−month treasury bills, 10.3% 
in gold, and the rest in stocks.

In[16]:= vars = Map@Subscript@x, ðD &, 8"3m T-bill", "long T-bond",
"SP500", "Wiltshire 5000", "Corporate Bond", "NASDQ", "EAFE", "Gold"<D;

FindMinimum@8
vars.Covariants.vars, Total@varsD � 1 && vars.ER ³ 1.10 && Apply@And, Thread@Greater@vars, 0DDD<, varsD

Out[17]= 80.00365995, 8x3m T-bill ® 0.555172, xlong T-bond ® 0.0244205, xSP500 ® 0.156701, xWiltshire 5000 ® 0.0223812, xCorporate Bond
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Limitations of the Interior Point Method

The implementation of the interior point method in FindMinimum requires first and second derivatives of the objective and constraints.

Symbolic  derivatives  are  first  attempted,  and  if  they  fail,  finite  difference  will  be  used  to  calculate  the  derivatives.  If  the  function  or

constraints  are  not  smooth,  particularly  if  the  first  derivative  at  the  optimal  point  is  not  continuous,  the  interior  point  method  may

experience difficulty in converging.

This shows that the interior point method has difficulty in minimizing this nonsmooth function.

In[29]:= FindMinimum@8Abs@x - 3D, 0 £ x £ 5<, 8x<D

FindMinimum::eit :
The algorithm does not converge to the tolerance of 4.806217383937354‘*^−6

in 500 iterations. The best estimated solution, with 8feasibility
residual, KKT residual, complementary residual< of

94.54827 ´ 10-6, 0.0402467, 2.27414 ´ 10-6=, is returned. �

Out[29]= 98.71759´10
-6, 8x ® 2.99999<=

This is somewhat similar to the difficulty experienced by an unconstrained Newton’s method.

In[30]:= FindMinimum@8Abs@x - 3D<, 8x<, Method ® NewtonD

FindMinimum::lstol :
The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified by

AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a sufficient
decrease in the function. You may need more than MachinePrecision

digits of working precision to meet these tolerances. �

Out[30]= 98.06359´10
-6, 8x ® 2.99999<=

Numerical Algorithms for Constrained Local Optimization

The Interior Point Algorithm

The interior point algorithm solves a constrained optimization by combining constraints and the objective function through the use of the

barrier function. Specifically, the general constrained optimization problem is first converted to the standard form

(1)
Min f HxL

s.t.hHxL = 0, x ³ 0.

The non−negative constraints are then replaced by adding a barrier term to the objective function

Min ΨΜHxL := f HxL - Μâ
i
lnHxiL

s.t.hHxL = 0,

where Μ > 0 is a barrier parameter.

The necessary KKT condition (assuming, for example, that the gradient of h is linearly independent) is 

ÑΨΜHxL - yT AHxL = 0

hHxL = 0,

where A HxL = HÑh1 HxL, Ñh2 HxL,¼, Ñhm HxLL
T  is of dimension m×n. Or

gHxL - Μ X-1 e - yT AHxL = 0

hHxL = 0.

Here X is a diagonal matrix, with the diagonal element i of xi if i Î I, or 0. Introducing dual variables z = Μ X-1 e, then
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gHxL - z - yT AHxL = 0

hHxL = 0

Z X e = Μ e.

This nonlinear system can be solved with Newton’s method. Let LHx, yL = f HxL - hHxLT y and HHx, yL = Ñ2 LHx, yL = Ñ2 f HxL - Úmi=1 yi Ñ
2 hiHxL;

the Jacobi matrix of the above system (2) is

HHx, yL -AHxLT -I

-AHxL 0 0

Z 0 X

∆ x

∆ y

∆ z

= -

gHxL - z - yT AHxL

-hHxL

Z X e - Μ e

= -

dΨ

-dh

dx z

.

Eliminating ∆ z, ∆ z= -X-1HZ ∆ x + dx zL, then IHHx, yL + X-1 ZM ∆x - AHxLT ∆ y= -dΨ - X-1 dx z, thus

(3)
HHx, yL + X-1 Z -AHxLT

-AHxL 0

∆ x

∆ y
= -

dΨ + X-1 dx z

-dh
= -

gHxL - AHxLT y - Μ X-1 e

-hHxL
.

Thus the nonlinear constrained problem can be solved iteratively by 

(4)x := x + ∆ x, y := y + ∆ y, z := z + ∆ z

with the search direction 8∆ x, ∆ y, ∆ z< given by solving the previous Jacobi system (3).

To ensure  convergence,  you need to  have some measure  of  success.  One way of  doing this  is  to  use a  merit  function,  such as  the

following augmented Langrangian merit function.

Augmented Langrangian Merit Function

This defines an augmented Langrangian merit function

(5)ΦHx, ΒL = f HxL - ΜÚi lnHxiL - h HxLT Λ + Β ÈÈ hHxL ÈÈ2 .

Here Μ > 0 is the barrier parameter and Β > 0 a penalty parameter. It can be proved that if the matrix N Hx, yL = H Hx, yL + X-1 Z is positive

definite, then either the search direction given by (4) is a decent direction for the above merit function (5), or 8x, y, z, Μ< satisfied the KKT

condition (2). A line search is performed along the search direction, with the initial step length chosen to be as close to 1 as possible,

while  maintaining  the  positive  constraints.  A  backtracking  procedure  is  then  used  until  the  Armijo  condition  is  satisfied  on  the  merit

function, ΦHx + t ∆ x, ΒL £ Φ Hx, ΒL + Γ t ÑΦ Hx, ΒLT ∆ x with Γ Î H0, 1 �2D.

 Convergence Tolerance

The convergence criterion for the interior point algorithm is 

ÈÈ gHxL - z - yT AHxL ÈÈ + ÈÈ hHxL ÈÈ + ÈÈ Z X e - Μ e ÈÈ £ tol

with tol set, by default, to 10-MachinePrecision�3.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Constrained Optimization

� Linear Programming

� Numerical Nonlinear Global Optimization

� Exact Global Optimization
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Numerical Nonlinear Global Optimization

Introduction
Numerical algorithms for constrained nonlinear optimization can be broadly categorized into gradient−based methods and direct search

methods.  Gradient−based  methods  use  first  derivatives  (gradients)  or  second  derivatives  (Hessians).  Examples  are  the  sequential

quadratic  programming  (SQP)  method,  the  augmented  Lagrangian  method,  and  the  (nonlinear)  interior  point  method.  Direct  search

methods  do  not  use  derivative  information.  Examples  are  Nelder| Mead, genetic  algorithm  and  differential  evolution,  and  simulated

annealing. Direct search methods tend to converge more slowly, but can be more tolerant to the presence of noise in the function and

constraints.

Typically, algorithms only build up a local model of the problems. Furthermore, many such algorithms insist on certain decrease of the

objective function, or decrease of a merit function which is a combination of the objective and constraints, to ensure convergence of the

iterative process. Such algorithms will, if convergent, only find local optima, and are called local optimization algorithms. In Mathematica

local optimization problems can be solved using FindMinimum.

Global optimization algorithms, on the other hand, attempt to find the global optimum, typically by allowing decrease as well as increase

of  the  objective/merit  function.  Such  algorithms  are  usually  computationally  more  expensive.  Global  optimization  problems  can  be

solved exactly using Minimize or numerically using NMinimize .

This solves a nonlinear programming problem,

Min x - y

s.t. - 3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1

using Minimize,which gives an exact solution

In[1]:= MinimizeA9x - y, -3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1=, 8x, y<E

Out[1]= 8-1, 8x ® 0, y ® 1<<

This solves the same problem numerically. NMinimize  returns a machine−number solution.

In[2]:= NMinimizeA9x - y, -3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1=, 8x, y<E

Out[2]= 9-1., 9x ® 1.90701´10
-6, y ® 1.==

FindMinimum numerically finds a local minimum. In this example the local minimum found is also a global minimum.

In[3]:= FindMinimumA9x - y, -3 x2 + 2 x y - y2 ³ -1=, 8x, y<E

Out[3]= 9-1., 9x ® 2.78301´10
-17, y ® 1.==

The NMinimize Function
NMinimize  and NMaximize  implement several algorithms for finding constrained global optima. The methods are flexible enough to

cope with functions that are not differentiable or continuous and are not easily trapped by local optima. 

Finding a global optimum can be arbitrarily difficult,  even without constraints,  and so the methods used may fail.  It  may frequently be

useful to optimize the function several times with different starting conditions and take the best of the results. 

This finds the maximum of sinHx + yL - x2 - y2. 

In[46]:= NMaximizeASin@x + yD - x2 - y2, 8x, y<E

Out[46]= 80.400489, 8x ® 0.369543, y ® 0.369543<<
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This finds the minimum of Jy -
1

2
N
2
+ x2 subject to the constraints y ³ 0 and y ³ x + 1. 

In[47]:= NMinimizeA9x2 + Hy - .5L2, y ³ 0 && y ³ x + 1=, 8x, y<E

Out[47]= 80.125, 8x ® -0.25, y ® 0.75<<

The  constraints  to  NMinimize  and  NMaximize  may  be  either  a  list  or  a  logical  combination  of  equalities,  inequalities,  and  domain

specifications.  Equalities  and  inequalities  may  be  nonlinear.  Any  strong  inequalities  will  be  converted  to  weak  inequalities  due  to  the

limits of working with approximate numbers. Specify a domain for a variable using Element, for example, Element@x, IntegersD or

x Î Integers. Variables must be either integers or real numbers, and will be assumed to be real numbers unless specified otherwise.

Constraints are generally enforced by adding penalties when points leave the feasible region. 

Constraints can contain logical operators like And, Or, and so on. 

In[3]:= NMinimizeA9x2 + y2, x ³ 1 ÈÈ y ³ 2=, 8x, y<E

Out[3]= 81., 8x ® 1., y ® 0.<<

Here x is restricted to being an integer. 

In[4]:= NMinimizeA9Hx - 1�3L2 + Hy - 1�3L2, x Î Integers=, 8x, y<E

Out[4]= 80.111111, 8x ® 0, y ® 0.333333<<

In order for NMinimize  to work, it needs a rectangular initial region in which to start. This is similar to giving other numerical methods a

starting point  or  starting points.  The initial  region is  specified by giving each variable a finite upper and lower bound.  This is  done by

including a £ x £ b in the constraints, or 8x, a, b< in the variables. If both are given, the bounds in the variables are used for the initial

region,  and  the  constraints  are  just  used  as  constraints.  If  no  initial  region  is  specified  for  a  variable  x,  the  default  initial  region  of

-1 £ x £ 1 is used. Different variables can have initial regions defined in different ways. 

Here the initial region is taken from the variables. The problem is unconstrained. 

In[5]:= NMinimizeAx2, 88x, 3, 4<<E

Out[5]= 80., 8x ® 0.<<

Here the initial region is taken from the constraints. 

In[6]:= NMinimizeA9x2, 3 £ x £ 4=, 8x<E

Out[6]= 89., 8x ® 3.<<

Here the initial region for x is taken from the constraints, the initial region for y is taken from the variables, and the initial region for z is 

taken to be the default. The problem is unconstrained in y and z, but not x. 

In[7]:= NMinimizeA9x2 + y2 + z2, 3 £ x £ 4=, 8x, 8y, 2, 5<, z<E

Out[7]= 89., 8x ® 3., y ® 0., z ® 0.<<

The polynomial 4 x4 - 4 x2 + 1 has global minima at x ® ±
2

2
. NelderMead finds one of the minima.

In[48]:= NMinimizeA4 x4 - 4 x2 + 1, x, Method -> "NelderMead"E

Out[48]= 80., 8x ® 0.707107<<

The other minimum can be found by using a different RandomSeed.

In[50]:= NMinimizeA4 x4 - 4 x2 + 1, x, Method ® 8"NelderMead", "RandomSeed" ® 111<E

Out[50]= 80., 8x ® -0.707107<<
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NMinimize  and  NMaximize  have  several  optimization  methods  available:  Automatic ,  "DifferentialEvolution",

"NelderMead",  "RandomSearch",  and  "SimulatedAnnealing".  The  optimization  method  is  controlled  by  the  Method  option,

which either takes the method as a string, or takes a list whose first element is the method as a string and whose remaining elements

are method−specific options. All method−specific option, left−hand sides should also be given as strings.

The following function has a large number of local minima.

In[51]:= Clear@fD;

f = ãSin@50 xD + SinA60 ãyE + Sin@70 Sin@xDD + Sin@Sin@80 yDD - Sin@10 Hx + yLD +
1

4
Ix2 + y2M;

Plot3D@f, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<, PlotPoints ® 50, Mesh ® FalseD

Out[53]=

Use RandomSearch to find a minimum.

In[54]:= NMinimize@f, 8x, y<, Method ® "RandomSearch"D

Out[54]= 8-2.85149, 8x ® 0.449094, y ® 0.291443<<

Use RandomSearch with more starting points to find the global minimum. 

In[55]:= NMinimize@f, 8x, y<, Method ® 8"RandomSearch", "SearchPoints" ® 250<D

Out[55]= 8-3.30687, 8x ® -0.0244031, y ® 0.210612<<

With the default method, NMinimize  picks which method to use based on the type of problem. If the objective function and constraints

are linear, LinearProgramming is used. If there are integer variables, or if the head of the objective function is not a numeric function,

differential  evolution  is  used.  For  everything  else,  it  uses  Nelder−Mead,  but  if  Nelder−Mead  does  poorly,  it  switches  to  differential

evolution. 

Because the methods used by NMinimize  may not improve every iteration, convergence is only checked after several iterations have

occurred.

Numerical Algorithms for Constrained Global Optimization

Nelder|Mead

The Nelder| Mead method is a direct search method. For a function of n variables, the algorithm maintains a set of n + 1 points forming

the vertices of  a  polytope in  n−dimensional  space.  This  method is  often termed the "simplex"  method,  which should not  be confused

with the well−known simplex method for linear programming.

At each iteration, n + 1  points x1, x2,¼, xn+1  form a polytope. The points are ordered so that f Hx1L £ f Hx2L £ ¼ £ f Hxn+1L.  A new point is

then generated to replace the worst point xn+1.

Let c be the centroid of the polytope consisting of the best n points, c =
1

n
Úi=1
n

xi. A trial point xt is generated by reflecting the worst point

through the centroid, xt = c + Α Hc - xn+1L, where Α > 0 is a parameter.

If the new point xt is neither a new worst point nor a new best point, f Hx1L £ f HxtL £ f HxnL, xt replaces xn+1.

If  the  new  point  xt  is  better  than  the  best  point,  f HxtL < f Hx1L,  the  reflection  is  very  successful  and  can  be  carried  out  further  to

xe = c + Β Hxt - rL,  where  Β > 1  is  a  parameter  to  expand  the  polytope.  If  the  expansion  is  successful,  f HxeL < f HxtL,  xe  replaces  xn+1;

otherwise the expansion failed, and xt replaces xn+1.
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If  the new point  xt  is  worse than the second worst  point,  f HxtL ³ f HxnL,  the polytope is assumed to be too large and needs to be con−

tracted. A new trial point is defined as 

xc =
c + Γ Hxn+1 - cL, if f HxtL ³ f Hxn+1L,

c + Γ Hxt - cL, if f HxtL < f Hxn+1L,

where  0 < Γ < 1  is  a  parameter.  If  f HxcL <MinH f Hxn+1L, f HxtLL,  the  contraction  is  successful,  and  xc  replaces  xn+1.  Otherwise  a  further

contraction is carried out.

The process is assumed to have converged if the difference between the best function values in the new and old polytope, as well as

the  distance  between  the  new  best  point  and  the  old  best  point,  are  less  than  the  tolerances  provided  by  AccuracyGoal  and

PrecisionGoal.

Strictly  speaking,  Nelder| Mead is  not  a  true  global  optimization  algorithm;  however,  in  practice  it  tends  to  work  reasonably  well  for

problems that do not have many local minima.

option name default value

"ContractRatio" 0.5 ratio used for contraction 

"ExpandRatio" 2.0 ratio used for expansion 

"InitialPoints" Automatic set of initial points 

"PenaltyFunction" Automatic function applied to constraints to penalize invalid points

"PostProcess" Automatic whether to post−process using local search methods 

"RandomSeed" 0 starting value for the random number generator

"ReflectRatio" 1.0 ratio used for reflection 

"ShrinkRatio" 0.5 ratio used for shrinking 

"Tolerance" 0.001 tolerance for accepting constraint violations 

NelderMead specific options.

Here the function inside the unit disk is minimized using NelderMead. 

In[82]:= NMinimizeA9100 Iy - x2M
2
+ H1 - xL2, x2 + y2 £ 1=, 8x, y<, Method ® "NelderMead"E

Out[82]= 80.0456748, 8x ® 0.786415, y ® 0.617698<<

Here is a function with several local minima that are all different depths. 

In[83]:= Clear@a, fD; a = Reverse �� Distribute@88-32, -16, 0, 16, 32<, 8-32, -16, 0, 16, 32<<, ListD;
f = 1�H0.002 + Plus �� MapIndexed@1�Hð2P1T + Plus �� HH8x, y< - ð1L^6LL &, aDL;
Plot3D@f, 8x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<, Mesh ® None, PlotPoints ® 25D

Out[83]=

With the default parameters, NelderMead is too easily trapped in a local minimum. 

In[116]:= Do@Print@NMinimize@f, 88x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<<, Method ® 8"NelderMead", "RandomSeed" ® i<DD, 8i, 5<D
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83.96825, 8x ® 15.9816, y ® -31.9608<<

912.6705, 9x ® 0.02779, y ® 1.57394 ´ 10-6==

810.7632, 8x ® -31.9412, y ® 0.0253465<<

81.99203, 8x ® -15.9864, y ® -31.9703<<

816.4409, 8x ® -15.9634, y ® 15.9634<<

By using settings that are more aggressive and less likely to make the simplex smaller, the results are better. 

In[117]:= Do@Print@NMinimize@f, 88x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<<, Method ® 8"NelderMead",
"ShrinkRatio" ® 0.95, "ContractRatio" ® 0.95, "ReflectRatio" ® 2, "RandomSeed" ® i<DD, 8i, 5<D

83.96825, 8x ® 15.9816, y ® -31.9608<<

82.98211, 8x ® -0.0132362, y ® -31.9651<<

81.99203, 8x ® -15.9864, y ® -31.9703<<

816.4409, 8x ® -15.9634, y ® 15.9634<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

Differential Evolution

Differential evolution is a simple stochastic function minimizer.

The algorithm maintains a population of m points, 9x1, x2,¼, x j,¼, xm=, where typically mp n, with n being the number of variables. 

During  each  iteration  of  the  algorithm,  a  new  population  of  m  points  is  generated.  The  jth  new  point  is  generated  by  picking  three

random points, xu, xv  and xw, from the old population, and forming xs = xw + sHxu - xvL, where s is a real scaling factor. Then a new point

xnew  is constructed from x j  and xs  by taking the ith  coordinate from xs  with probability Ρ  and otherwise taking the coordinate from x j.  If

f HxnewL < f Ix jM, then xnew replaces x j in the population. The probability Ρ is controlled by the "CrossProbability" option.

The process is assumed to have converged if the difference between the best function values in the new and old populations, as well as

the  distance  between  the  new  best  point  and  the  old  best  point,  are  less  than  the  tolerances  provided  by  AccuracyGoal  and

PrecisionGoal.

The differential  evolution  method is  computationally  expensive,  but  is  relatively  robust  and tends to  work  well  for  problems that  have

more local minima.

option name default value

"CrossProbability" 0.5 probability that a gene is taken from xi

"InitialPoints" Automatic set of initial points 

"PenaltyFunction" Automatic function applied to constraints to penalize invalid points

"PostProcess" Automatic whether to post−process using local search methods 

"RandomSeed" 0 starting value for the random number generator

"ScalingFactor" 0.6 scale applied to the difference vector in creating a mate 

"SearchPoints" Automatic size of the population used for evolution 

"Tolerance" 0.001 tolerance for accepting constraint violations 

DifferentialEvolution specific options.

Here the function inside the unit disk is minimized using DifferentialEvolution. 

In[125]:= NMinimizeA9100 Iy - x2M
2
+ H1 - xL2, x2 + y2 £ 1=, 8x, y<, Method ® "DifferentialEvolution"E

Out[125]= 80.0456748, 8x ® 0.786415, y ® 0.617698<<
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The following constrained optimization problem has a global minimum of 7.66718. 

In[126]:= Clear@f, c, v, x1, x2, y1, y2, y3D

In[127]:= f = 2 x1 + 3 x2 + 3 y1�2 + 2 y2 - y3�2;
c = 8x1^2 + y1 � 5�4, x2^H3�2L + 3 y2�2 == 3, x1 + y1 £ 8�5, 4 x2�3 + y2 £ 3,

y3 £ y1 + y2, 0 £ x1 £ 10, 0 £ x2 £ 10, 0 £ y1 £ 1, 0 £ y2 £ 1, 0 £ y3 £ 1, 8y1, y2, y3< Î Integers
<;

v = 8x1, x2, y1, y2, y3<;

With the default settings for DifferentialEvolution, an unsatisfactory solution results.

In[130]:= NMinimize@8f, c<, v, Method ® "DifferentialEvolution"D

Out[130]= 87.93086, 8x1 ® 0.499931, x2 ® 1.31033, y1 ® 1, y2 ® 1, y3 ® 1<<

By adjusting ScalingFactor, the results are much better. In this case, the increased ScalingFactor gives 

DifferentialEvolution better mobility with respect to the integer variables.

In[131]:= NMinimize@8f, c<, v, Method ® 8"DifferentialEvolution", "ScalingFactor" ® 1<D

Out[131]= 87.66718, 8x1 ® 1.11803, x2 ® 1.31037, y1 ® 0, y2 ® 1, y3 ® 1<<

Simulated Annealing

Simulated  annealing  is  a  simple  stochastic  function  minimizer.  It  is  motivated  from the  physical  process  of  annealing,  where  a  metal

object is heated to a high temperature and allowed to cool  slowly.  The process allows the atomic structure of  the metal  to settle to a

lower  energy  state,  thus  becoming  a  tougher  metal.  Using  optimization  terminology,  annealing  allows  the  structure  to  escape  from a

local minimum, and to explore and settle on a better, hopefully global, minimum.

At each iteration, a new point, xnew, is generated in the neighborhood of the current point, x. The radius of the neighborhood decreases

with each iteration. The best point found so far, xbest, is also tracked.

If  f HxnewL £ f HxbestL,  xnew  replaces  xbest  and  x.  Otherwise,  xnew  replaces  x  with  a  probability  ebIi,D f , f0M.  Here  b  is  the  function  defined  by

BoltzmannExponent,  i  is  the current  iteration,  D f  is  the change in  the objective function value,  and f0  is  the value of  the objective

function from the previous iteration. The default function for b is 
-D f logHi+1L

10
.

Like  the  RandomSearch  method,  SimulatedAnnealing  uses  multiple  starting  points,  and  finds  an  optimum  starting  from  each  of

them.

The default number of starting points, given by the option SearchPoints, is minH2 d, 50L, where d is the number of variables.

For  each  starting  point,  this  is  repeated  until  the  maximum number  of  iterations  is  reached,  the  method  converges  to  a  point,  or  the

method stays at the same point consecutively for the number of iterations given by LevelIterations.

option name default value

"BoltzmannExponent" Automatic exponent of the probability function 

"InitialPoints" Automatic set of initial points 

"LevelIterations" 50 maximum number of iterations to stay at a given point 

"PenaltyFunction" Automatic function applied to constraints to penalize invalid points

"PerturbationScale" 1.0 scale for the random jump 

"PostProcess" Automatic whether to post−process using local search methods 

"RandomSeed" 0 starting value for the random number generator

"SearchPoints" Automatic number of initial points 

"Tolerance" 0.001 tolerance for accepting constraint violations 

SimulatedAnnealing specific options. 
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Here a function in two variables is minimized using SimulatedAnnealing. 

In[62]:= NMinimizeA9100 Iy - x2M
2
+ H1 - xL2, -2.084 £ x £ 2.084 && -2.084 £ y £ 2.084=,

8x, y<, Method ® "SimulatedAnnealing"E

Out[62]= 80., 8x ® 1., y ® 1.<<

Here is a function with many local minima. 

In[63]:= Clear@fD

f@x_, y_D := 20 Sin@Π�2 Hx - 2 ΠLD + 20 Sin@Π�2 Hy - 2 ΠLD + Hx - 2 ΠL2 + Hy - 2 ΠL2;
Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, 0, 10<, 8y, 0, 10<D

Out[65]=

By default, the step size for SimulatedAnnealing is not large enough to escape from the local minima. 

In[68]:= NMinimize@f@x, yD, 8x, y<, Method ® "SimulatedAnnealing"D

Out[68]= 88.0375, 8x ® 1.48098, y ® 1.48098<<

By increasing PerturbationScale, larger step sizes are taken to produce a much better solution. 

In[69]:= NMinimize@f@x, yD, 8x, y<, Method ® 8"SimulatedAnnealing", "PerturbationScale" ® 3<D

Out[69]= 8-38.0779, 8x ® 5.32216, y ® 5.32216<<

Here BoltzmannExponent is set to use an exponential cooling function that gives faster convergence. (Note that the modified 

PerturbationScale is still being used as well.) 

In[70]:= NMinimize@f@x, yD, 8x, y<, Method ® 8"SimulatedAnnealing",
"PerturbationScale" ® 3, "BoltzmannExponent" ® Function@8i, df, f0<, -df�HExp@i�10DLD<D

Out[70]= 8-38.0779, 8x ® 5.32216, y ® 5.32216<<

Random Search

The random search algorithm works by generating a population of  random starting points  and uses a local  optimization method from

each of the starting points to converge to a local minimum. The best local minimum is chosen to be the solution.

The  possible  local  search  methods  are  Automatic  and  "InteriorPoint".  The  default  method  is  Automatic ,  which  uses

FindMinimum  with unconstrained methods applied to a system with penalty terms added for the constraints. When Method  is set to

"InteriorPoint", a nonlinear interior−point method is used.

The default number of starting points, given by the option SearchPoints, is minH10 d, 100L, where d is the number of variables.

Convergence for RandomSearch is determined by convergence of the local method for each starting point.
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RandomSearch  is  fast,  but  does  not  scale  very  well  with  the  dimension  of  the  search  space.  It  also  suffers  from many  of  the  same

limitations  as  FindMinimum.  It  is  not  well  suited  for  discrete  problems  and  others  where  derivatives  or  secants  give  little  useful

information about the problem. 

option name default value

"InitialPoints" Automatic set of initial points

"Method" Automatic which method to use for minimization 

"PenaltyFunction" Automatic function applied to constraints to penalize invalid points

"PostProcess" Automatic whether to post−process using local search methods 

"RandomSeed" 0 starting value for the random number generator

"SearchPoints" Automatic number of points to use for starting local searches 

"Tolerance" 0.001 tolerance for accepting constraint violations 

RandomSearch specific options. 

Here the function inside the unit disk is minimized using RandomSearch. 

In[71]:= NMinimizeA9100 Iy - x2M
2
+ H1 - xL2, x^2 + y^2 £ 1=, 8x, y<, Method ® "RandomSearch"E

Out[71]= 80.0456748, 8x ® 0.786415, y ® 0.617698<<

Here is a function with several local minima that are all different depths and are generally difficult to optimize. 

In[72]:= Clear@a, fD; a = Reverse �� Distribute@88-32, -16, 0, 16, 32<, 8-32, -16, 0, 16, 32<<, ListD;
f = 1�H0.002 + Plus �� MapIndexed@1�Hð2P1T + Plus �� HH8x, y< - ð1L^6LL &, aDL;
Plot3D@f, 8x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<, Mesh ® None, NormalsFunction ® "Weighted", PlotPoints ® 50D

Out[72]=

With the default number of SearchPoints, sometimes the minimum is not found. 

In[73]:= Do@Print@NMinimize@f, 88x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<<, Method ® 8"RandomSearch", "RandomSeed" ® i<DD, 8i, 5<D

81.99203, 8x ® -15.9864, y ® -31.9703<<

81.99203, 8x ® -15.9864, y ® -31.9703<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

81.99203, 8x ® -15.9864, y ® -31.9703<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

Using many more SearchPoints produces better answers. 

In[74]:= Do@Print@NMinimize@f, 88x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<<,
Method ® 8"RandomSearch", "SearchPoints" ® 100, "RandomSeed" ® i<DD, 8i, 5<D
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80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

Here points are generated on a grid for use as initial points. 

In[75]:= NMinimize@f, 88x, -50, 50<, 8y, -50, 50<<,
Method ® 8"RandomSearch", "InitialPoints" ® Flatten@Table@8i, j<, 8i, -45, 45, 5<, 8j, -45, 45, 5<D, 1D<D

Out[75]= 80.998004, 8x ® -31.9783, y ® -31.9783<<

This uses nonlinear interior point methods to find the minimum of a sum of squares.

In[76]:= n = 10;

f = SumAHx@iD - Sin@iDL2, 8i, 1, n<E;

c = Table@-0.5 < x@iD < 0.5, 8i, n<D;
v = Array@x, nD;
Timing@NMinimize@8f, c<, v, Method ® 8"RandomSearch", Method ® "InteriorPoint"<DD

Out[80]= 88.25876, 80.82674, 8x@1D ® 0.5, x@2D ® 0.5, x@3D ® 0.14112, x@4D ® -0.5, x@5D ® -0.5, x@6D ® -0.279415, x@7D ®

For some classes of problems, limiting the number of SearchPoints can be much faster without affecting the quality of the solution.

In[81]:= Timing@NMinimize@8f, c<, v, Method ® 8"RandomSearch", Method ® "InteriorPoint", "SearchPoints" ® 1<DD

Out[81]= 80.320425, 80.82674, 8x@1D ® 0.5, x@2D ® 0.5, x@3D ® 0.14112, x@4D ® -0.5, x@5D ® -0.5, x@6D ® -0.279415, x@7D ®

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Constrained Optimization

� Linear Programming

� Numerical Nonlinear Local Optimization

� Exact Global Optimization
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Numerical Nonlinear Global Optimization Examples

Finding Multiple Optima, Method 1
Here is one way to get multiple minima: call NMinimize  multiple times with different random seeds, which will cause different optimiza−

tion paths to be taken. 

This defines a function with a whole ring of minima. 

In[1]:= f@x_, y_D := Ix2 + y2 - 16M
2
;

Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<D

Out[2]=

This makes a table of solutions by using different random seeds. 

In[3]:= pts =
Table@NMinimize@f@x, yD, 88x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<<, Method ® 8"NelderMead", "RandomSeed" ® i<D, 8i, 10<D

Out[3]= 993.15544´10
-30, 8x ® 2.02529, y ® -3.44938<=, 99.66355´10-30, 8x ® 1.82033, y ® -3.5618<=, 91.77494´10-30, 8x

This turns the solutions into points and plots them on the contour plot of the function. 

In[4]:= rainbow@a_D := Hue@0.75 a, .5, 1D;
dots = Graphics@8PointSize@0.02D, RGBColor@1, 1, 1D, Point@8x, y< �. Last@ðDD & �� pts<D;
cplot = ContourPlot@f@x, yD, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<,

ColorFunction ® rainbow, Contours ® 4 Range@0, 10D^2, PlotPoints ® 50D;
Show@
cplot,
dotsD

Out[7]=
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Finding Multiple Optima, Method 2
Here is another way to get multiple minima: write the objective function in such a way as to make a list of every point that is visited, then

select the points that have objective function values close to the final solution. 

Define a function with a whole ring of minima. 

In[18]:= Clear@f, pts, dots, cplotD;

f@x_, y_D := Ix2 + y2 - 16M
2
;

Plot3D@f@x, yD, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<D

Out[20]=

Reap  returns the solution from NMinimize  and the points sown by EvaluationMonitor.

In[21]:= 8sol, pts< = Reap@
NMinimize@f@x, yD, 88x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<<,
Method -> "DifferentialEvolution", EvaluationMonitor ¦ Sow@8x, y<, "VisitedPoint"DD,

"VisitedPoint"D;
sol

Out[22]= 92.82442´10
-28, 8x ® -3.98948, y ® -0.289949<=

Find all the visited points that are close in objective function value to the final solution. Then color them white, color the final solution black, 
and show them on the contour plot of the function. 

In[23]:= newpts = Cases@First@ptsD, x_ �; Abs@f �� x - First@solDD £ .05D;
rainbow@a_D := Hue@0.75 a, .5, 1D;
dots = Graphics@Join@8PointSize@0.02D, RGBColor@1, 1, 1D, Point@ðD & �� newpts<,

88PointSize@0.02D, RGBColor@0, 0, 0D, Point@8x, y< �. Last@solDD<<DD;
cplot = ContourPlot@f@x, yD, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -5, 5<, ColorFunction ® rainbow,

Contours ® 4 Range@0, 10D^2, PlotPoints ® 50D;
Show@
cplot,
dotsD

Out[27]=

Finding a Nonlinear Fit of Data

This defines a model based on five random parameters. 

In[28]:= Clear@fD;
model = a + b Cos@2 Pi c tD + d Sin@2 Pi e tD;
parameters = 8a, b, c, d, e<; SeedRandom@121D; paramrule = Thread@parameters ® Table@RandomReal@D, 85<DD

Out[30]= 8a ® 0.0908251, b ® 0.194288, c ® 0.296762, d ® 0.595778, e ® 0.741849<
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Create a function from the model and parameters, and generate sample points over the interval 0 £ t £ 2 Π. 

In[31]:= f@t_D := Evaluate@model �. paramruleD;
data = 8ð, f@ðD< & �� Table@t, 8t, 0, 2 Pi, .1<D;

This plots the points and the solution from FindFit. The solution gets trapped by a local minimum due to the trigonometric functions. 

In[35]:= ffsol = FindFit@data, model, parameters, tD;
lp = ListPlot@data, PlotStyle ® 8PointSize@0.02D<D; nfp = Plot@model �. ffsol, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<D;
Show@lp, nfpD

Out[37]=

This generates a sum of squares from the data, and uses NMinimize  to find the minimum. 

In[38]:= squares = Plus �� TableAHHmodel �. t ® dataPi, 1TL - dataPi, 2TL2, 8i, Length@dataD<E;

nminsol = NMinimize@squares, 8ð, 0, 1< & �� parameters, Method ® 8"DifferentialEvolution"<D

Out[39]= 91.40227´10
-29, 8a ® 0.0908251, b ® 0.194288, c ® -0.296762, d ® 0.595778, e ® 0.741849<=

This plots the points and the solution from NMinimize . 

In[40]:= nminp = Plot@model �. Last@nminsolD, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<D;
Show@lp, nminpD

Out[41]=

Solve Example

Solve cannot work with this system of equations because they are highly nonalgebraic. 

In[44]:= SolveAFloorAx2E � 196 && Mod@x, 10D � 4, 8x<E

InverseFunction::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used. Values may be lost for multivalued inverses. �

Solve::ifun : Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some
solutions may not be found; use Reduce for complete solution information. �

Out[44]= 88x ® InverseFunction@Mod, 1, 2D@4, 10D<<

Give NMinimize  a constant objective function, and the equations to be solved as constraints. It finds the solution. 

In[43]:= NMinimizeA91, FloorAx2E � 196 && Mod@x, 10D � 6, -20 < x < 20=, 8x<E

Out[43]= 81., 8x ® -14.<<

Queens on a Chessboard
In[46]:= Clear@f, solD;

attackQ[pos1, pos2] is True if and only if pos1 is attacking pos2. 

In[47]:= attackQ@8i_Integer, xi_Integer<, 8j_Integer, xj_Integer<D :=
Or@i - j � 0, xi - xj � 0, i - j � xi - xj, i - j � xj - xiD

countAttacks[vec] converts the vector of real numbers into a permutation of the queens and counts the number of attacks. 

In[48]:= countAttacks@q : 8_Real ..<D := Block@8qns = Ordering@qD, n = Length@qD<,
Count@Flatten@Table@attackQ@8i, qnsPiT<, 8j, qnsPjT<D, 8i, 1, n - 1<, 8j, i + 1, n<DD, TrueDD
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Given a permutation, this shows the arrangement. 

In[49]:= queenPlot@vec_D := Module@8veclength = Length@vecD<,
Show@Graphics@Join@ Table@Line@881, i<, 8veclength + 1, i<<D, 8i, veclength + 1<D,

Table@Line@88i, 1<, 8i, veclength + 1<<D, 8i, veclength + 1<DDD,
Graphics@Table@Disk@8i + .5, vecPiT + .5<, 0.25D, 8i, veclength<DD, AspectRatio ® 1DD

Use DifferentialEvolution to fit all the queens on the chessboard so that no queen is attacking another queen. Postprocessing is turned off 
because it is unlikely to help, given the discrete nature of the problem. 

In[50]:= vars = Array@q
ð
&, 8D;

8f, sol< =
NMinimize@countAttacks@varsD, vars, Method ® 8"DifferentialEvolution", "PostProcess" ® False<D;

8f, Thread@vars ® Hsol = Ordering@solPAll, 2TDLD<

Out[52]= 80., 8q1 ® 4, q2 ® 2, q3 ® 7, q4 ® 3, q5 ® 6, q6 ® 8, q7 ® 1, q8 ® 5<<

This shows the solution. 

In[53]:= queenPlot@solD

Out[53]=
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Exact Global Optimization

Introduction
Exact global optimization problems can be solved exactly using Minimize and Maximize. 

This computes the radius of the circle, centered at the origin, circumscribed about the set x4 + 3 y4 £ 7.

In[1]:= MaximizeA9 x2 + y2 , x4 + 3 y4 £ 7=, 8x, y<E

Out[1]= 9 2
7

3

1�4

, 9x ® RootA-21 + 4 ð14 &, 1E, y ® RootA-7 + 12 ð14 &, 1E==

This computes the radius of the circle, centered at the origin, circumscribed about the set a x2 + b y2 £ 1 as a function of the parameters a 

and b.

In[2]:= MaximizeA9 x2 + y2 , a x2 + b y2 £ 1=, 8x, y<E

Out[2]= 9

1

a
Hb > 0 && a � bL ÈÈ Hb > 0 && 0 < a < bL

1

a-b
b > 0 && a � 2 b

1

b
Hb > 0 && a > 2 bL ÈÈ Hb > 0 && b < a < 2 bL

¥ True

, 9x ®

0 Hb > 0 && a � 2 bL ÈÈ Hb > 0 && a > 2 bL ÈÈ Hb

-
1

a
b > 0 && 0 < a < b

-

1

a

2
b > 0 && a � b

Indeterminate True

Algorithms
Depending on the type of problem, several different algorithms can be used. 

The most  general  method is  based on the cylindrical  algebraic decomposition (CAD) algorithm. It  applies when the objective function

and the constraints are real algebraic functions. The method can always compute global extrema (or extremal values, if the extrema are

not attained). If parameters are present, the extrema can be computed as piecewise−algebraic functions of the parameters. A downside

of the method is its high, doubly exponential complexity in the number of variables. In certain special cases not involving parameters,

faster methods can be used.

When  the  objective  function  and  all  constraints  are  linear  with  rational  number  coefficients,  global  extrema can  be  computed  exactly

using the simplex algorithm.

For  univariate  problems,  equation and inequality  solving methods are  used to  find  the constraint  solution  set  and discontinuity  points

and zeros of the derivative of the objective function within the set.

Another approach to finding global extrema is to find all  the local extrema, using the Lagrange multipliers or the Karush| Kuhn| Tucker

(KKT) conditions, and pick the smallest (or the greatest). However, for a fully automatic method, there are additional complications. In

addition to solving the necessary conditions for local extrema, it needs to check smoothness of the objective function and smoothness

and nondegeneracy of the constraints. It also needs to check for extrema at the boundary of the set defined by the constraints and at

infinity,  if  the  set  is  unbounded.  This  in  general  requires  exact  solving of  systems of  equations and inequalities  over  the reals,  which

may  lead  to  CAD  computations  that  are  harder  than  in  the  optimization  by  CAD  algorithm.  Currently  Mathematica  uses  Lagrange

multipliers only for equational constraints within a bounded box. The method also requires that the number of stationary points and the

number of singular points of the constraints be finite. An advantage of this method over the CAD−based algorithm is that it  can solve

some transcendental problems, as long as they lead to systems of equations that Mathematica can solve. 
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Optimization by Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition

Examples

This finds the point on the cubic curve x3 - x + y2 � 1

4
 which is closest to the origin. 

In[3]:= MinimizeA9x2 + y2, x3 + y2 - x �
1

4
=, 8x, y<E

Out[3]= 9RootA-1 + 16 ð1 - 32 ð1
2
+ 16 ð13 &, 1E, 9x ® RootA-1 - 4 ð1 + 4 ð13 &, 2E, y ® 0==

This finds the point on the cubic curve x3 - x + y2 � a which is closest to the origin, as a function of the parameter a. 

In[4]:= min = MinimizeA9x2 + y2, x3 + y2 - x � a=, 8x, y<E

Out[4]= 9

1

9
a �

8

27

1

27
H-5 + 27 aL

8

27
< a £

80

27

RootA-a2 + ð1 - 2 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E True

, 9x ®

-
1

3

RootA-a + RootA-a2 + ð1 - 2 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E - ð1 - ð12 + ð13 &, 1E

RootA-a + RootA-a2 + ð1 - 2 ð12 + ð13 &, 1E - ð1 - ð12 + ð13 &, 2E

This visualization shows the point on the cubic curve x3 - x + y2 � a which is closest to the origin, and the distance m of the point from the 

origin. The value of parameter a can be modified using the slider. The visualization uses the minimum computed by Minimize. 

In[5]:= plot@a_D := ContourPlotAx3 + y2 - x � a, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<, PlotRange -> 88-3, 3<, 8-3, 3<<E;

minval@a_D := Evaluate@min@@1DDD
minpt@a_D := Evaluate@min@@2DDD
mmark = Graphics@Text@Style@"m=", 10D, 81.25, 2.5<DD;
mvalue@a_D := Graphics@Text@Style@PaddedForm@minval@aD, 85, 3<D, 10D, 82, 2.5<DD;
amark = Graphics@Text@Style@"a=", 10D, 81.25, 2.8<DD;
avalue@a_D := Graphics@Text@Style@PaddedForm@a, 85, 3<D, 10D, 82, 2.8<DD;
mpoint@a_D := Graphics@8PointSize@0.03D, Red, Point@Re@8x, y< �. minpt@aDDD<D;
Manipulate@Show@8plot@aD, amark, avalue@aD, mmark, mvalue@aD, mpoint@aD<D,
88a, 4.5<, -5, 5<, SaveDefinitions ® TrueD

Out[13]=

a

a= 4.500

m= 3.430

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3
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Customized CAD Algorithm for Optimization

The cylindrical  algebraic decomposition (CAD) algorithm is  available in  Mathematica  directly  as CylindricalDecomposition .  The

algorithm is  described  in  more  detail  in  "Real  Polynomial  Systems".  The  following  describes  how to  customize  the  CAD algorithm to

solve the global optimization problem.

Reduction to Minimizing a Coordinate Function

Suppose it is required to minimize an algebraic function f Hx, tL over the solution sets of algebraic constraints FHx, tL, where x is a vector

of variables and t  is a vector of parameters. Let y be a new variable. The minimization of f  over the constraints F is equivalent to the

minimization of the coordinate function y over the semialgebraic set given by y � f Hx, tL ì FHx, tL.

If f  happens to be a monotonic function of one variable x1, a new variable is not needed, as x1 can be minimized instead.

The Projection Phase of CAD

The variables are projected, with x first, then the new variable y, and then the parameters t.

If  algebraic functions are present,  they are replaced with new variables;  equations and inequalities satisfied by the new variables are

added.  The  variables  replacing  algebraic  functions  are  projected  first.  They  also  require  special  handling  in  the  lifting  phase  of  the

algorithm.

Projection operator improvements by Hong, McCallum, and Brown can be used here, including the use of equational constraints. Note

that if a new variable needs to be introduced, there is at least one equational constraint, namely y � f .

The Lifting Phase of CAD

The parameters  t  are  lifted  first,  constructing  the  algebraic  function  equation  and inequality  description  of  the  cells.  If  there  are  con−

straints that depend only on parameters and you can determine that F is identically false over a parameter cell, you do not need to lift

this cell further.

When lifting the minimization variable y, you start with the smallest values of y, and proceed (lifting the remaining variables in the depth−

first manner) until you find the first cell for which the constraints are satisfied. If this cell corresponds to a root of a projection polynomial

in y, the root is the minimum value of f , and the coordinates corresponding to x of any point in the cell give a point at which the mini−

mum  is  attained.  If  parameters  are  present,  you  get  a  parametric  description  of  a  point  in  the  cell  in  terms  of  roots  of  polynomials

bounding the cell. If there are no parameters, you can simply give the sample point used by the CAD algorithm. If the first cell satisfying

the constraints corresponds to an interval Hr, sL, where r is a root of a projection polynomial in y, then r is the infimum of values of f , and

the infimum value  is  not  attained.  Finally,  if  the  first  cell  satisfying  the  constraints  corresponds to  an  interval  H-¥, sL,  f  is  unbounded

from below.

Strict Inequality Constraints

If  there  are  no  parameters,  all  constraints  are  strict  inequalities,  and  you  only  need  the  extremum value,  then  a  significantly  simpler

version  of  the  algorithm  can  be  used.  (You  can  safely  make  inequality  constraints  strict  if  you  know  that  C Í intHCL,  where  C  is  the

solution set of the constraints.) In this case many lower−dimensional cells can be disregarded; hence, the projection may only consist of

the  leading  coefficients,  the  resultants,  and  the  discriminants.  In  the  lifting  phase,  only  full−dimensional  cells  need  be  constructed;

hence, there is no need for algebraic number computations.
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Experimental‘Infimum@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D

find the infimum of values of f  on the set of points satisfying the constraints cons.

Experimental‘Supremum@8 f,cons<,8x,y,¼<D

find the supremum of values of f  on the set of points satisfying the constraints 

cons.

Finding extremum values.

This finds the smallest ball centered at the origin which contains the set bounded by the surface x4 - y z x + 2 y4 + 3 z4 � 1. A full 

Maximize call with the same input did not finish in 10 minutes.

In[14]:= Experimental‘SupremumA9x2 + y2 + z2, x4 + 2 y4 + 3 z4 - x y z < 1=, 8x, y, z<E �� Timing

Out[14]= 94.813, -RootA-1341 154819 099 - 114 665074208 ð1 + 4 968163 024164 ð1
2
+ 288 926451 967 ð13 - 7172 215018 940 ð14

Linear Optimization
When the objective function and all constraints are linear, global extrema can be computed exactly using the simplex algorithm.

This solves a random linear minimization problem with ten variables.

In[15]:= SeedRandom@1D; n = 10;
A = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<, 8n<D;
B = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<, 8n<D;
Α = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<D;
Β = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<D;
Γ = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n<D;
X = x �� Range@nD;
Minimize@8Γ.X, And �� Thread@A.X � ΑD && And �� Thread@Β £ B.X £ Β + 100D<, XD

Out[22]= 9
6 053416 204117714 679590 329859484 149

1194791 208768 786909167 074679 920
, 9x@1D ®

1231 164669474 551725 622041404 999

1194 791208768 786909 167074679 920
, x@2D ® -

1324 409686 130

597 395604384

Optimization problems where the objective is a fraction of linear functions and the constraints are linear (linear fractional programs) reduce 
to linear optimization problems. This solves a random linear fractional minimization problem with ten variables.

In[23]:= SeedRandom@2D; n = 10;
A = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<, 8n<D;
B = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<, 8n<D;
Α = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<D;
Β = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n�2<D;
Γ = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n<D;
∆ = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 8n<D;
X = x �� Range@nD;
Minimize@8Γ.X�∆.X, And �� Thread@A.X � ΑD && And �� Thread@Β £ B.X £ Β + 100D<, XD

Out[31]= 9-
1 286274 653702415 809313 525025452 519

437743412 320661 916541674 600912 158
, 9x@1D ®

611767 491996227 433062 183883923

599276 957533098 032663 796688622
, x@2D ®

2665078 586976

1198553 915066

Univariate Optimization
For  univariate  problems,  equation and inequality  solving methods are  used to  find  the constraint  solution  set  and discontinuity  points

and zeros of the derivative of the objective function within the set.

This solves a univariate optimization problem with a transcendental objective function.

In[32]:= m = MinimizeAx2 + 2x, xE

Out[32]= 92
-

ProductLogB
Log@2D2

2
F

LogA2E
+

ProductLogA
Log@2D

2

2
E
2

Log@2D2
, 9x ® -

ProductLogA
Log@2D

2

2
E

Log@2D
==
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Here is a visualization of the minimum found.

In[33]:= ShowA9PlotAx2 + 2x, 8x, -1, 1<E, Graphics@8PointSize@0.02D, Red, Point@N@8x �. m@@2DD, m@@1DD<DD<D=E

Out[33]=

Here Mathematica recognizes that the objective functions and the constraints are periodic.

In[34]:= MinimizeA9TanA2 x -
Π

2
E

2

, -
1

2
£ Sin@xD £

1

2
=, xE

Out[34]= 9
1

3
, 9x ®

Π

6
==

Optimization by Finding Stationary and Singular Points

Here is an example where the minimum is attained at a singular point of the constraints.

In[35]:= m = MinimizeA9y, y3 � x2 && -2 £ x £ 2 && -2 £ y £ 2=, 8x, y<E

Out[35]= 80, 8x ® 0, y ® 0<<

In[36]:= ShowA9ContourPlotAy3 � x2, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -0.5, 2<E,

Graphics@8PointSize@0.02D, Red, Point@8x, y< �. m@@2DDD<D=E

Out[36]=

-2 -1 0 1 2

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

The maximum of the same objective function is attained on the boundary of the set defined by the constraints.

In[37]:= m = MaximizeA9y, y3 � x2 && -2 £ x £ 2 && -2 £ y £ 2=, 8x, y<E

Out[37]= 9RootA-4 + ð1
3 &, 1E, 9x ® -2, y ® RootA-4 + ð13 &, 1E==
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In[38]:= ShowA9ContourPlotAy3 � x2, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -0.5, 2<E,

Graphics@8PointSize@0.02D, Red, Point@8x, y< �. m@@2DDD<D=E

Out[38]=

-2 -1 0 1 2

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

There are no stationary points in this example.

In[39]:= ReduceAy3 � x2 && -2 x Λ � 0 && 1 + 3 y2 Λ � 0, 8x, y, Λ<E

Out[39]= False

Here is a set of 3−dimensional examples with the same constraints. Depending on the objective function, the maximum is attained at a

stationary  point  of  the  objective  function  on  the  solution  set  of  the  constraints,  at  a  stationary  point  of  the  restriction  of  the  objective

function to the boundary of the solution set of the constraints, and at the boundary of the boundary of the solution set of the constraints.

Here the maximum is attained at a stationary point of the objective function on the solution set of the constraints.

In[40]:= m = MaximizeAx + y + z, x2 + y2 + z2 � 9 && -2 £ x £ 2 && -2 £ y £ 2 && -2 £ z £ 2, 8x, y, z<E

Out[40]= 93 3 , 9x ® 3 , y ® 3 , z ® 3 ==

In[41]:= ShowA9ContourPlot3DAx2 + y2 + z2 - 9 � 0, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, 8z, -2, 2<E,

Graphics3D@8PointSize@0.03D, Red, Point@8x, y, z< �. m@@2DDD<D=, ViewPoint ® 83, 3, 3<E

Out[41]=
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Here the maximum is attained at a stationary point of the restriction of the objective function to the boundary of the solution set of the 
constraints.

In[42]:= m = MaximizeAx + y + 2 z, x2 + y2 + z2 � 9 && -2 £ x £ 2 && -2 £ y £ 2 && -2 £ z £ 2, 8x, y, z<E

Out[42]= 94 + 10 , 9x ®
5

2
, y ®

5

2
, z ® 2==

In[43]:= ShowA9ContourPlot3DAx2 + y2 + z2 - 9 � 0, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, 8z, -2, 2<E,

Graphics3D@8PointSize@0.03D, Red, Point@8x, y, z< �. m@@2DDD<D=, ViewPoint ® 83, 7, 7<E

Out[43]=

Here the maximum is attained at the boundary of the boundary of the solution set of the constraints.

In[44]:= m = MaximizeAx + 2 y + 2 z, x2 + y2 + z2 � 9 && -2 £ x £ 2 && -2 £ y £ 2 && -2 £ z £ 2, 8x, y, z<E

Out[44]= 89, 8x ® 1, y ® 2, z ® 2<<
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In[45]:= ShowA9ContourPlot3DAx2 + y2 + z2 - 9 � 0, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, 8z, -2, 2<E,

Graphics3D@8PointSize@0.03D, Red, Point@8x, y, z< �. m@@2DDD<D=E

Out[45]=

The Lagrange multiplier method works for some optimization problems involving transcendental functions.

In[46]:= MinimizeA9y + Sin@10 xD, y3 � Cos@5 xD && -5 £ x £ 5 && -5 £ y £ 5=, 8x, y<E

Minimize::ztest : Unable to decide whether numeric quantities
8Sin@4 HΠ - ArcTan@AlgebraicNumber@�2�DDLD - Sin@4 H2 Π - ArcTan@�1�DLD,�5�
, Sin@4 HΠ - ArcTan@AlgebraicNumber@�2�DDLD + Sin@�1�D<

are equal to zero. Assuming they are.

Out[46]= 9AlgebraicNumberARootA43046 721 - 95 659380 ð1
2
- 59049 ð13 + 78 653268 ð14 - 32805 ð15 - 29 052108 ð16 - 7290 ð17 +

In[47]:= N@%, 20D

Out[47]= 8-1.9007500346675151230, 8x ® -0.77209298024514961134, y ® -0.90958837944086038552<<

Optimization over the Integers

Integer Linear Programming

An integer linear programming problem is an optimization problem in which the objective function is linear, the constraints are linear and

bounded, and the variables range over the integers.

To  solve  an  integer  linear  programming  problem  Mathematica  first  solves  the  equational  constraints,  reducing  the  problem  to  one

containing inequality constraints only. Then it uses lattice reduction techniques to put the inequality system in a simpler form. Finally, it

solves the simplified optimization problem using a branch−and−bound method.
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This solves a randomly generated integer linear programming problem with 7 variables.

In[48]:= SeedRandom@1D;
A = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<, 87<D;
Α = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<D;
B = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<, 87<D;
Β = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 83<D;
Γ = Table@RandomInteger@8-1000, 1000<D, 87<D;
X = x �� Range@7D;
eqns = And �� Thread@A.X � ΑD;
ineqs = And �� Thread@B.X £ ΒD;

bds = And �� Thread@X ³ 0D && Total@XD £ 10100;
Minimize@8Γ.X, eqns && ineqs && bds && X Î Integers<, XD

Out[58]= 8448932, 8x@1D ® 990, x@2D ® 1205, x@3D ® 219, x@4D ® 60, x@5D ® 823, x@6D ® 137, x@7D ® 34<<

Optimization over the Reals Combined with Integer Solution Finding

Suppose a function f Î Z@xD needs to be minimized over the integer solution set of constraints FHxL. Let m be the minimum of f  over the

real solution set of FHxL. If there exists an integer point satisfying f HxL � `mp ì FHxL, then `mp is the minimum of f  over the integer solution

set of F. Otherwise you try to find an integer solution of f HxL � `mp + 1 ì FHxL, and so on. This heuristic works if you can solve the real

optimization problem and all  the integer solution finding problems, and you can find an integer solution within a predefined number of

attempts. (By default Mathematica tries 10 candidate optimum values. This can be changed using the IntegerOptimumCandidates

system option.)

This finds a point with integer coordinates maximizing x + y among the points lying below the cubic x3 + y3 � 1000.

In[59]:= m = MaximizeA9x + y, x3 + y3 £ 1000 && Hx yL Î Integers=, 8x, y<E

Out[59]= 815, 8x ® 6, y ® 9<<

In[60]:= ShowA9ContourPlotAx3 + y3 � 1000, 8x, -20, 20<, 8y, -20, 20<E,

Graphics@8PointSize@0.02D, Red, Point@8x, y< �. m@@2DDD<D=E

Out[60]=

-20 -10 0 10 20
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Comparison of Constrained Optimization Functions
NMinimize ,  NMaximize ,  Minimize  and  Maximize  employ  global  optimization  algorithms,  and  are  thus  suitable  when  a  global

optimum is needed.

Minimize  and Maximize  can find exact global optima for a class of optimization problems containing arbitrary polynomial problems.

However, the algorithms used have a very high asymptotic complexity and therefore are suitable only for problems with a small number

of variables. 

Maximize always finds a global maximum, even in cases that are numerically unstable. The left−hand side of the constraint here is 

Ix2 + y2 - 1010M
2
Ix2 + y2M.

In[1]:= MaximizeA9x + y, 100 000000 000000000 000 x2 - 20000 000000 x4 + x6 + 100000 000000000 000000 y2 -

40000 000000 x2 y2 + 3 x4 y2 - 20000 000000 y4 + 3 x2 y4 + y6 £ 1=, 8x, y<E �� N@ð, 20D &

Out[1]= 8141421.35623730957559, 8x ® 70710.678118654787795, y ® 70710.678118654787795<<

This input differs from the previous one only in the twenty−first decimal digit, but the answer is quite different, especially the location of the 
maximum point. For an algorithm using 16 digits of precision both problems look the same, hence it cannot possibly solve them both 
correctly.

In[2]:= MaximizeA9x + y, 100 000000 000000000 001 x2 - 20000 000000 x4 + x6 + 100000 000000000 000000 y2 -

40000 000000 x2 y2 + 3 x4 y2 - 20000 000000 y4 + 3 x2 y4 + y6 £ 1=, 8x, y<E �� N@ð, 20D &

Out[2]= 8100000.99999500000000, 8x ® 1.0000000000000000000, y ® 99999.999995000000000<<

NMaximize , which by default uses machine−precision numbers, is not able to solve either of the problems.

In[3]:= NMaximizeA9x + y, 100 000000 000000000 000 x2 - 20000 000000 x4 + x6 +

100000000 000000 000000 y2 - 40000000 000 x2 y2 + 3 x4 y2 - 20 000000 000 y4 + 3 x2 y4 + y6 £ 1=, 8x, y<E

NMaximize::incst : NMaximize was unable to generate
any initial points satisfying the inequality constraints

9-1 + 100000000000000000000 x2 - 20000000000 x4 + x6 + 100000000000000000000 y2 -�

1�+ 3 x4 y2 - 20000000000 y4 + 3 x2 y4 + y6 £ 0=. The initial region

specified may not contain any feasible points. Changing the initial region
or specifying explicit initial points may provide a better solution. �

Out[3]= 91.35248´10
-10, 9x ® 4.69644´10-11, y ® 8.82834´10-11==

In[4]:= NMaximizeA9x + y, 100 000000 000000000 001 x2 - 20000 000000 x4 + x6 +

100000000 000000 000000 y2 - 40000000 000 x2 y2 + 3 x4 y2 - 20 000000 000 y4 + 3 x2 y4 + y6 £ 1=, 8x, y<E

NMaximize::incst : NMaximize was unable to generate
any initial points satisfying the inequality constraints

9-1 + 100000000000000000001 x2 - 20000000000 x4 + x6 + 100000000000000000000 y2 -�

1�+ 3 x4 y2 - 20000000000 y4 + 3 x2 y4 + y6 £ 0=. The initial region

specified may not contain any feasible points. Changing the initial region
or specifying explicit initial points may provide a better solution. �

Out[4]= 91.35248´10
-10, 9x ® 4.69644´10-11, y ® 8.82834´10-11==

FindMinimum  only  attempts  to  find  a  local  minimum,  therefore  is  suitable  when  a  local  optimum  is  needed,  or  when  it  is  known  in

advance that the problem has only one optimum or only a few optima that can be discovered using different starting points.

Even for local optimization, it may still be worth using NMinimize  for small problems. NMinimize  uses one of the four direct search

algorithms  (Nelder| Mead, differential  evolution,  simulated  annealing,  and  random  search),  then  finetunes  the  solution  by  using  a

combination  of  KKT  solution,  the  interior  point,  and  a  penalty  method.  So  if  efficiency  is  not  an  issue,  NMinimize  should  be  more

robust than FindMinimum, in addition to being a global optimizer.

This shows the default behavior of NMinimize  on a problem with four variables.
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In[5]:= Clear@f, x, y, z, tD;
f = -Log@xD - 2 Log@yD - 3 Log@yD - 3 Log@tD;

cons = 9200 x2 + y2 + z2 + t2 == 100, x > 0, y > 0, z > 0, t > 0=;

vars = 8x, y, z, t<;
sol = NMinimize@8f, cons<, varsD

Out[9]= 8-13.8581, 8t ® 5.7735, x ® 0.235702, y ® 7.45356, z ® 0.00177238<<

This shows that two of the post−processors, KKT and FindMinimum, do not give the default result. Notice that for historical reasons,

the name FindMinimum, when used as an option value of PostProcess, stands for the process where a penalty method is used to

convert  the  constrained  optimization  problem  into  unconstrained  optimization  methods  and  then  solved  using  (unconstrained)

FindMinimum.

In[10]:= sol = NMinimize@8f, cons<, vars, Method ® 8NelderMead, PostProcess ® KKT<D

NMinimize::nosat :
Obtained solution does not satisfy the following constraints within

Tolerance -> 0.001‘: 9100 - t2 - 200 x2 - y2 - z2 � 0=. �

Out[10]= 80.759899, 8t ® 9.98441, x ® 0.0103018, y ® 0.539287, z ® 0.0246594<<

In[11]:= sol = NMinimize@8f, cons<, vars, Method ® 8NelderMead, PostProcess ® FindMinimum<D

Out[11]= 8-13.8573, 8t ® 5.84933, x ® 0.233007, y ® 7.41126, z ® 0.00968789<<

However,  if  efficiency is  important,  FindMinimum  can be used if  you just  need a local  minimum, or  you can provide a good starting

point, or you know the problem has only one minimum (e.g., convex), or your problem is large/expensive. This uses FindMinimum and

NMinimize  to  solve  the  same  problem  with  seven  variables.  The  constraints  are  relatively  expensive  to  compute.  Clearly

FindMinimum in this case is much faster than NMinimize .

In[12]:= Clear@f, cons, vars, xD;
8f, cons, vars< =

9
20 x@2D x@6D

x@1D2 x@4D x@5D2
+

15 x@3D x@4D

x@1D x@2D2 x@5D x@7D0.5‘
+

10 x@1D x@4D2 x@7D0.125‘

x@2D x@6D3
+

25 x@1D2 x@2D2 x@5D0.5‘ x@7D

x@3D x@6D2
,

90.1‘ £ x@1D £ 10, 0.1‘ £ x@2D £ 10, 0.1‘ £ x@3D £ 10, 0.1‘ £ x@4D £ 10, 0.1‘ £ x@5D £ 10, 0.1‘ £ x@6D £ 10,

0.01‘ £ x@7D £ 10, 1 -
0.2‘ x@3D x@6D2�3 x@7D0.25‘

x@2D x@4D0.5‘
-

0.7‘ x@1D3 x@2D x@6D x@7D0.5‘

x@3D2
-

0.5‘ x@1D0.5‘ x@7D

x@3D x@6D2
³ 0,

1 -
3.1‘ x@2D0.5‘ x@6D1�3

x@1D x@4D2 x@5D

-

1.3‘ x@2D x@6D

x@1D0.5‘ x@3D x@5D

-

0.8‘ x@3D x@6D2

x@4D x@5D
³ 0,

1 -
x@2D x@3D0.5‘ x@5D

x@1D
-

0.1‘ x@2D x@5D

x@3D0.5‘ x@6D x@7D0.5‘
-

2 x@1D x@5D x@7D1�3

x@3D1.5‘ x@6D

-

0.65‘ x@3D x@5D x@7D

x@2D2 x@6D

³ 0,

1 -
0.3‘ x@1D0.5‘ x@2D2 x@3D x@4D1�3 x@7D0.25‘

x@5D2�3
-

0.2‘ x@2D x@5D0.5‘ x@7D1�3

x@1D2 x@4D

-

0.5‘ x@4D x@7D0.5‘

x@3D2
-

0.4‘ x@3D x@5D x@7D0.75‘

x@1D3 x@2D2
³ 0,

20 x@2D x@6D

x@1D2 x@4D x@5D2
+

15 x@3D x@4D

x@1D x@2D2 x@5D x@7D0.5‘
+

10 x@1D x@4D2 x@7D0.125‘

x@2D x@6D3
+

25 x@1D2 x@2D2 x@5D0.5‘ x@7D

x@3D x@6D2
³ 100,

20 x@2D x@6D

x@1D2 x@4D x@5D2
+

15 x@3D x@4D

x@1D x@2D2 x@5D x@7D0.5‘
+

10 x@1D x@4D2 x@7D0.125‘

x@2D x@6D3
+

25 x@1D2 x@2D2 x@5D0.5‘ x@7D

x@3D x@6D2
£ 3000=,

8x@1D, x@2D, x@3D, x@4D, x@5D, x@6D, x@7D<=;

In[14]:= FindMinimum@8f, cons<, varsD �� Timing

Out[14]= 80.541, 8911.881, 8x@1D ® 3.89625, x@2D ® 0.809359, x@3D ® 2.66439, x@4D ® 4.30091, x@5D ® 0.853555, x@6D ® 1.09529
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In[15]:= NMinimize@8f, cons<, varsD �� Timing

NMinimize::incst : NMinimize was unable to generate
any initial points satisfying the inequality constraints

:-1 +
3.1 x@2D0.5 x@6D1�3

x@1D x@4D2 x@5D

+

1.3 x@2D x@6D

x@1D0.5 x@3D x@5D

+

0.8 x@3D x@6D2

x@4D x@5D
£ 0,�4�, -1 +�4� £

0>. The initial region specified may not contain any

feasible points. Changing the initial region or specifying
explicit initial points may provide a better solution. �

NMinimize::incst : NMinimize was unable to generate
any initial points satisfying the inequality constraints

:-1 +
3.1 x@2D0.5 x@6D1�3

x@1D x@4D2 x@5D

+

1.3 x@2D x@6D

x@1D0.5 x@3D x@5D

+

0.8 x@3D x@6D2

x@4D x@5D
£ 0,�4�, -1 +�4� £

0>. The initial region specified may not contain any

feasible points. Changing the initial region or specifying
explicit initial points may provide a better solution. �

Out[15]= 88.151, 8911.881, 8x@1D ® 3.89625, x@2D ® 0.809359, x@3D ® 2.66439, x@4D ® 4.30091, x@5D ® 0.853555, x@6D ® 1.09529
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Random Number Generation

Introduction
The ability to generate pseudorandom numbers is important for simulating events, estimating probabilities and other quantities, making

randomized  assignments  or  selections,  and  numerically  testing  symbolic  results.  Such  applications  may  require  uniformly  distributed

numbers, nonuniformly distributed numbers, elements sampled with replacement, or elements sampled without replacement. 

The  functions  RandomReal,  RandomInteger,  and  RandomComplex  generate  uniformly  distributed  random numbers.  RandomReal

and RandomInteger  also generate numbers for built−in distributions. RandomPrime  generates primes within a range. The functions

RandomChoice  and  RandomSample  sample  from  a  list  of  values  with  or  without  replacement.  The  elements  may  have  equal  or

unequal weights. A framework is also included for defining additional methods and distributions for random number generation.

A  sequence  of  nonrecurring  events  can  be  simulated  via  RandomSample.  For  instance,  the  probability  of  randomly  sampling  the

integers 1 through n in order might be simulated.

This estimates the probability of getting n elements in order for n from 2 to 8.

In[1]:= Block@8trials = 10^5, count, rn<,
Table@
count = 0;
rn = Range@nD;
Do@If@RandomSample@rnD == rn, count++D, 8trials<D;
8n, N@count�trialsD<,
8n, 2, 8<DD

Out[1]= 882, 0.50127<, 83, 0.1656<, 84, 0.04225<, 85, 0.00824<, 86, 0.00144<, 87, 0.0002<, 88, 0.00002<<

The results can be compared with the theoretical probabilities.

In[2]:= Table@8i, N@1�i!D<, 8i, 2, 8<D

Out[2]= 882, 0.5<, 83, 0.166667<, 84, 0.0416667<, 85, 0.00833333<, 86, 0.00138889<, 87, 0.000198413<, 88, 0.0000248016

Random number generation is at the heart of Monte Carlo estimates. An estimate of an expected value of a function f  can be obtained

by generating values from the desired distribution and finding the mean of f  applied to those values.

This estimates the 6th raw moment for a normal distribution.

In[3]:= Mean@RandomReal@NormalDistribution@0, 2D, 10^6D^6D

Out[3]= 961.612

In this case, the estimate can be compared with an exact result.

In[4]:= ExpectedValue@x^6, NormalDistribution@0, 2D, xD

Out[4]= 960

Random processes can be simulated by generating a series of numbers with the desired properties. A random walk can be created by

recursively summing pseudorandom numbers.
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Here a random walk starting at 0 is created.

In[5]:= ListLinePlot@Join@80.<, Accumulate@RandomReal@8-1, 1<, 8100<DDDD

Out[5]=

20 40 60 80 100

-1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Substitution  of  random  numbers  can  be  used  to  test  the  equivalence  of  symbolic  expressions.  For  instance,  the  absolute  difference

between two expressions could be evaluated at randomly generated points to test for inequality of the expressions.

This provides no evidence that x2  and  x¤ are different for real values.

In[6]:= Max@Abs@Sqrt@x^2D - Abs@xD �. x ® RandomReal@8-10, 10<, 10000DDD

Out[6]= 4.44089´10-16

This provides evidence that x2  and  x¤ differ for at least some complex values.

In[7]:= Max@Abs@Sqrt@x^2D - Abs@xD �. x ® RandomComplex@8-10 + 10 I, 10 + 10 I<, 10000DDD

Out[7]= 14.1415

RandomPrime  chooses  prime  numbers  with  equal  probability,  which  can  be  useful~for  instance,  to  generate  large  primes  for  RSA

encryption. The prime numbers are uniformly distributed on the primes in the range but are not uniformly distributed on the entire range

because primes are in general not uniformly distributed over ranges of positive integers.

Primes in a given range are generated with equal probability.

In[8]:= ListPlot@Tally@RandomPrime@50, 10^5DD, Filling ® Axis, PlotRange ® 80, Automatic<D

Out[8]=

Random Generation Functions
The  main  functions  are  RandomReal,  RandomInteger,  RandomComplex,  RandomChoice,  and  RandomSample.  RandomReal,

RandomInteger,  and  RandomComplex  generate  numbers  given  some  range  of  numeric  values.  RandomChoice  and

RandomSample generate elements from finite sets that may include non−numeric values.
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Random Numbers

RandomReal  generates pseudorandom real  numbers over  a specified range of  real  values.  RandomInteger  generates pseudoran−

dom integer  numbers  over  a  specified  range of  integer  values.  RandomComplex  generates  pseudorandom complex  numbers  over  a

specified rectangular region in the complex plane. RandomPrime generates prime numbers with equal probability within a range.

RandomReal@D give a pseudorandom real number in the range 0 to 1

RandomReal@8xmin,xmax<D give a pseudorandom real number in the range xmin to xmax 

RandomReal@xmaxD give a pseudorandom real number in the range 0 to xmax

RandomReal@distD give a random number from the continuous distribution dist

RandomReal@domain,nD give a list of n pseudorandom reals

RandomReal@domain,8n1,n2,¼<D give an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom reals

Generation of random reals.

RandomInteger@8imin,imax<D give a pseudorandom integer in the range 8imin, ¼, imax<

RandomInteger@imaxD give a pseudorandom integer in the range 80, ¼, imax<

RandomInteger@D pseudorandomly give 0 or 1 with probability 
1

2

RandomInteger@distD give a pseudorandom integer from the discrete distribution dist

RandomInteger@domain,nD give a list of n pseudorandom integers

RandomInteger@domain,8n1,n2,¼<D give an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom integers

Generation of random integers.

RandomComplex@D give a pseudorandom complex number in the unit square 

RandomComplex@8zmin,zmax<D give a pseudorandom complex number in the rectangle bounded by zmin and zmax 

RandomComplex@zmaxD give a pseudorandom complex number in the rectangle bounded by 0 and zmax

RandomComplex@domain,nD give a list of n pseudorandom complex numbers

RandomComplex@domain,8n1,n2,¼<D give an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom complex numbers

Generation of random complex numbers.

RandomPrime@8imin,imax<D give a pseudorandom prime in the range 8imin, ¼, imax<

RandomPrime@imaxD give a pseudorandom prime in the range 2 to imax

RandomPrime@domain,nD give a list of n pseudorandom primes

RandomPrime@domain,8n1,n2,¼<D give an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom primes

Generation of random primes.

When  the  domain  is  specified  in  terms  of  xmin  and  xmax,  RandomReal  and  RandomInteger  generate  uniformly  distributed  numbers

over  the  specified  range.  When  the  domain  is  specified  as  a  distribution,  rules  defined  for  the  distribution  are  used.  Additionally,

mechanisms are included for defining new methods and distributions.

The two−argument interface provides a convenient way to obtain multiple random numbers at once. Even more importantly, there is a

significant efficiency advantage to generating a large number of pseudorandom numbers at once.
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Generating 107 numbers between 0 and 1 takes a fraction of a second.

In[9]:= Timing@RandomReal@1, 10^7D;D

Out[9]= 80.791, Null<

Generating 107 numbers one at a time takes roughly five times as long.

In[10]:= Timing@Table@RandomReal@1D, 810^7<D;D

Out[10]= 82.835, Null<

For  multidimensional  arrays  with  dimensions  n1  through  nk,  the  total  number  of  required  pseudorandom  numbers  ntotal =Ûi=1
k

ni  is

generated and then partitioned. This makes the multidimensional array generation as efficient as possible because the total number of

random values is generated as efficiently as possible and the time required for partitioning is negligible.

The time required for a 100×100×100×10 array is about the same as for a vector of 107 numbers.

In[11]:= Timing@RandomInteger@100, 8100, 100, 100, 10<D;D

Out[11]= 80.22, Null<

In[12]:= Timing@RandomInteger@100, 10^7D;D

Out[12]= 80.23, Null<

An array of the same dimensions generated 10 numbers at a time takes several times as long.

In[13]:= Timing@Table@RandomInteger@100, 810<D, 8100<, 8100<, 8100<D;D

Out[13]= 80.541, Null<

For statistical distributions, the speed advantage of generating many numbers at once can be even greater. In addition to the efficiency

benefit  inherited  from  the  uniform  number  generators  used,  many  statistical  distributions  also  benefit  from  vectorized  evaluation  of

elementary and special functions. For instance, WeibullDistribution  benefits from vector evaluations of the elementary functions

Power, Times, and Log.

Generation of 105 Weibull numbers takes virtually no time.

In[14]:= Timing@RandomReal@WeibullDistribution@2, 1D, 10^5D �� LengthD

Out[14]= 80.02, 100000<

Several seconds are required when 105 Weibulls are generated one at a time.

In[15]:= Timing@Table@RandomReal@WeibullDistribution@2, 1DD, 810^5<D �� LengthD

Out[15]= 84.737, 100000<

Random  number  generation  can  be  useful  in  exploratory  investigations.  For  instance,  you  might  look  for  occurrences  of  a  random

sequence of digits in a longer sequence of digits.

This converts a list of 5 random decimal digits to a string.

In[16]:= digits = Apply@StringJoin, Map@ToString, RandomInteger@9, 5DDD

Out[16]= 64141

The following converts the first million digits of Π to a string of integers.

In[17]:= pistring = StringJoin@Map@ToString, RealDigits@N@Pi, 10^6DD@@1DDDD;
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This gives the positions where the string of five digits appears in the first million digits of Π.

In[18]:= StringPosition@pistring, digitsD

Out[18]= 88157883, 157 887<, 8516599, 516 603<, 8883250, 883254<, 8901 136, 901140<<

Random number generation is also highly useful in estimating distributions for which closed−form results are not known or known to be

computationally difficult. Properties of random matrices provide one example.

This estimates the probability that a 5×5 matrix of uniform reals will have real eigenvalues.

In[19]:= Block@8count = 0, ev<,
Do@ev = Eigenvalues@RandomReal@80, 1<, 85, 5<DD;
If@Re@evD == ev, count++D, 810^5<D;

N@count�10^5DD

Out[19]= 0.11925

The following does the same for a matrix of standard normal numbers.

In[20]:= Block@8count = 0, ev<,
Do@ev = Eigenvalues@RandomReal@NormalDistribution@0, 1D, 85, 5<DD;
If@Re@evD == ev, count++D, 810^5<D;

N@count�10^5DD

Out[20]= 0.03186

An example of simulating a multivariate distribution is the Gibbs sampler used in Bayesian statistics [1]. The Gibbs sampler provides a

means by which to simulate values from multivariate distributions provided the distributions of each coordinate conditional on the other

coordinates  are  known.  Under  some  restrictions,  the  distribution  of  random  vectors  constructed  by  iteratively  sampling  from  the

conditional distributions will converge to the true multivariate distribution.

The following example will  construct  a  Gibbs sampler  for  an example given by Casella  and George [2].  The distribution of  interest  is

bivariate.  The conditional  distribution of  x  given y  is  a binomial,  and the conditional  distribution of  y  given x  is  a beta.  As Casella and

George  mention,  various  strategies  for  detecting  convergence  and  sampling  using  the  Gibbs  sampler  have  been  suggested.  For

simplicity,  assume  that  convergence  will  occur  within  1000  iterations.  A  sample  of  size  n  from the  distribution  will  be  taken  as  the  n

values following the 1000th iteration. It should be noted that these n values will, however, be dependent.

This defines the sampler with a binomial and a beta conditional distribution.

In[21]:= sampler@len_D := Block@8y0, dist1, dist2, x0<,
y0 = .5;
dist1@y_D := RandomInteger@BinomialDistribution@16, yDD;
dist2@x_D := RandomReal@BetaDistribution@x + 2, 16 - x + 4DD;
Do@8x0 = dist1@y0D, y0 = dist2@x0D<, 81000<D;
Table@8x0 = dist1@y0D, y0 = dist2@x0D<, 8len<DD

A  Gibbs  sampler  could  also  be  defined  as  a  distribution  object  within  the  distribution  framework  for  random  number  generation.  An

example of this particular Gibbs sampler as a distribution object is provided in the section "Defining Distributions".

data is a sample of length 104.

In[22]:= data = sampler@10^4D;

The following bar chart shows the marginal distribution of the first dimension.

In[23]:= frqs = Sort@Tally@data@@All, 1DDDD;
BarChart@frqs@@All, 2DD�10^4, ChartLabels ® frqs@@All, 1DDD

Out[24]=
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The marginal distribution of the second coordinate can be visualized with a histogram.

In[25]:= Histogram@data@@All, -1DD, Automatic, "ProbabilityDensity"D

Out[25]=

Conditional  distributions  should  closely  match  the  assumed  binomial  and  beta  distributions  provided  there  is  enough  data  for  the

conditional distribution. The greatest amount of data occurs when the densities of the marginal distributions are highest, so those values

can be used for comparisons. The following graphics compare the empirical and assumed conditional distributions, using bins of width

.05 for estimating probabilities of continuous values.

This compares the empirical and theoretical distributions of x for 0.3 £ y < 0.35.

In[28]:= Block@8y = .3, bcounts, probs, cdata<,
cdata = Select@data, y <= ð@@2DD < y + .05 &D@@All, 1DD;
bcounts = BinCounts@cdata, 80, 17<D�Length@cdataD;
probs = Table@8x - .025, PDF@BinomialDistribution@16, yD, xD<, 8x, 0, 16<D;
ListPlot@8Transpose@8Range@0, 16D, bcounts<D, probs<, Filling ® AxisDD

Out[28]=

This compares the empirical and theoretical distributions of y for x = 1.

In[29]:= Block@8x = 1, bcounts, probs, cdata<,
cdata = Select@data, ð@@1DD � x &D@@All, -1DD;
bcounts = BinCounts@cdata, 80, 1, .05<D�Length@cdataD;
probs = Table@8y - .025, CDF@BetaDistribution@x + 2, 16 - x + 4D, yD -

CDF@BetaDistribution@x + 2, 16 - x + 4D, y - .05D<, 8y, 0, 1, .05<D;
ListPlot@8Transpose@8Range@.025, .975, .05D, bcounts<D, probs<, Filling ® Axis, PlotRange ® AllDD

Out[29]=

Arbitrary−Precision Reals and Complexes

By default, RandomReal and RandomComplex  generate machine−precision numbers. Arbitrary−precision numbers can be obtained by

setting the WorkingPrecision option.
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option name default value

WorkingPrecision
MachinePrecis�

ion
precision of the arithmetic to use in calculations

Option for RandomReal and RandomComplex .

The  option  is  valid  for  uniformly  distributed  reals,  complexes,  and  reals  from built−in  distributions.  WorkingPrecision  can  also  be

incorporated into user−defined distributions.

Here is a precision−25 real number between 5 and 50.

In[30]:= RandomReal@85, 50<, WorkingPrecision -> 25D

Out[30]= 47.91955298232309007697519

This gives a precision−50 t−distributed number.

In[31]:= RandomReal@StudentTDistribution@10D, WorkingPrecision -> 50D

Out[31]= 0.63657271131856066162015538159023906378836566000722

Increased WorkingPrecision  can be useful in simulations where loss of precision can be expected and highly accurate results are

necessary. Increased precision can also be used to estimate the precision loss in computations.

This estimates the worst precision loss in computing J1 on the interval @0, 1000D.

In[32]:= 100 - Precision@BesselJ@1, RandomReal@80, 1000<, 1000, WorkingPrecision ® 100DDD

Out[32]= 5.56284

If the precision of the input is less than the specified WorkingPrecision, the function will warn of the problem. The precision of the

input will then be artificially increased to generate a pseudorandom number of the desired precision.

A warning is generated because the machine number 7.5 has precision less than 50.

In[33]:= RandomComplex@7.5 + I, WorkingPrecision -> 50D

RandomComplex::precw :
The precision of the argument function H80, 7.5 + ä<L is less

than WorkingPrecision H50.‘L. �

Out[33]= 6.3710920570099177598371192096170516471502712289510 + 0.34151554408746740924954028235202796686840490009223

WorkingPrecision is not an option for RandomInteger. Integers have infinite precision, so the precision is completely specified by

the function name.

WorkingPrecision is not meaningful for pseudorandom integers.

In[34]:= RandomInteger@10, WorkingPrecision -> 50D

RandomInteger::array :
The array dimensions WorkingPrecision ® 50 given in position 2

of RandomInteger@10, WorkingPrecision ® 50D should be a list of
non-negative machine-sized integers giving the dimensions for the result.

Out[34]= RandomInteger@10, WorkingPrecision ® 50D

Random Elements

RandomChoice  and  RandomSample  generate  pseudorandom  selections  from  a  list  of  possible  elements.  The  elements  can  be

numeric or non−numeric. 
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RandomChoice@8e1,e2,¼<D give a pseudorandom choice of one of the ei

RandomChoice@list,nD give a list of n pseudorandom choices from list

RandomChoice@list,8n1,n2,¼<D give n1×n2×¼ pseudorandom choices from list

RandomChoice@8w1,w2,¼<->8e1,e2,¼<D

give a pseudorandom choice weighted by the wi

RandomChoice@wlist->elist,nD give a list of n weighted choices

RandomChoice@wlist->elist,8n1,n2,¼<D

give an array of n1×n2×¼ array of weighted choices

Random choice from a list.

RandomSample@8e1,e2,¼<,nD give a pseudorandom sample of n of the ei

RandomSample@8w1,w2,¼<->8e1,e2,¼<,nD

give a pseudorandom sample of n of the ei chosen using weights wi

RandomSample@8e1,e2,¼<D give a pseudorandom permutation of the ei

RandomSample@wlist->elistD give a pseudorandom permutation of elist using initial weights wlist

Random sample from a list.

The main difference between RandomChoice  and RandomSample  is that RandomChoice  selects from the ei  with replacement, while

RandomSample  samples  without  replacement.  The  number  of  elements  chosen  by  RandomChoice  is  not  limited  by  the  number  of

elements in elist, and an element ei may be chosen more than once. The size of a sample returned by RandomSample is limited by the

number of elements in elist, and the number of occurrences of a distinct element in that sample is limited by the number of occurrences

of that element in elist.

If the first argument to RandomChoice  or RandomSample  is a list, elements are selected with equal probability. The weight specifica−

tion  defines  a  distribution  on  the  set  of  the  ei.  The  weights  must  be  positive,  but  need  not  sum to  1.  For  weights  8w1, ¼, wn<  the

probability  of  ei  in  the  initial  distribution  is  wi �Új=1
n

w j.  Since  RandomSample  samples  without  replacement,  weights  are  updated

internally based on the total remaining weight after each selection.

RandomChoice can be used for simulation of independent identically distributed events with a finite list of possible outcomes.

This gives 15 simulated fair coin tosses.

In[35]:= RandomChoice@8"heads", "tails"<, 15D

Out[35]= 8heads, heads, heads, heads, tails, heads, tails, tails, tails, tails, heads, tails, heads, heads, tails<

This gives 20 rolls of a die loaded toward 5s.

In[36]:= RandomChoice@8.15, .1, .15, .15, .3, .15< -> Range@6D, 20D

Out[36]= 81, 3, 5, 5, 5, 1, 3, 4, 5, 5, 1, 6, 3, 2, 4, 6, 6, 1, 6, 5<

RandomChoice can be used to generate observations from any discrete distribution with finite support.

The following generates a random observation from a discrete analog of a TriangularDistribution.

In[37]:= RandomChoice@81, 3, 5, 3, 1< -> Range@4, 8DD

Out[37]= 5
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Here is the empirical PDF for 1000 simulated points.

In[26]:= frqs = Tally@RandomChoice@81, 3, 5, 3, 1< -> Range@4, 8D, 1000DD;
BarChart@frqs@@All, 2DD�100, ChartLabels ® frqs@@All, 1DDD

Out[27]=

RandomSample  can be used to simulate observations from a finite set of outcomes in which each element in the list of outcomes can

only be observed once. There may be more than one occurrence of distinct values in the list.

This simulates 7 draws from a container of 80 blue and 45 red objects.

In[41]:= RandomSample@Join@Table@"blue", 880<D, Table@"red", 845<DD, 7D

Out[41]= 8blue, blue, blue, blue, blue, blue, blue<

Randomly sampling all elements in the list results in a random permutation.

The following is a random permutation of the integers from 1 to 10.

In[42]:= RandomSample@Range@10DD

Out[42]= 84, 2, 10, 1, 6, 3, 8, 9, 7, 5<

Assigning  weights  to  the  elements  results  in  a  random permutation  in  which  values  with  greater  weight  tend  to  appear  earlier  in  the

permutation than values with lesser weight.

Here is a random permutation weighted by the squares of the data values.

In[43]:= RandomSample@Range@10D^2 -> Range@10DD

Out[43]= 89, 10, 6, 7, 5, 4, 8, 2, 3, 1<

For the same list of weighted or unweighted elements, RandomSample@ð, 1D & is distributionally equivalent to RandomChoice.

This gives an empirical PDF for 105 random samples of size 1.

In[44]:= data = Range@10D;

In[45]:= tallies = Tally@Table@RandomSample@data^2 -> data, 1D, 810^5<DD

Out[45]= 8883<, 2420<, 884<, 4314<, 8810<, 26091<, 887<, 12 508<, 889<, 21109<, 888<, 16 509<, 882<, 1029<, 885<, 6336

In[46]:= Sort@talliesD@@All, 2DD�10^5.

Out[46]= 80.00278, 0.01029, 0.0242, 0.04314, 0.06336, 0.09406, 0.12508, 0.16509, 0.21109, 0.26091<

Here is an empirical distribution for a distributionally equivalent RandomChoice.

In[47]:= Sort@Tally@RandomChoice@data^2 -> data, 10^5DDD@@All, 2DD�10^5.

Out[47]= 80.00258, 0.01011, 0.02324, 0.0411, 0.06343, 0.09369, 0.12762, 0.16485, 0.21333, 0.26005<

The probabilities for the two examples are very close to each other and to the theoretical values.
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These are the theoretical probabilities.

In[48]:= N@data^2�Total@data^2DD

Out[48]= 80.0025974, 0.0103896, 0.0233766, 0.0415584, 0.0649351, 0.0935065, 0.127273, 0.166234, 0.21039, 0.25974<

RandomSample  can also be used for random assignments to groups, such as in clinical  trials.  The following uses integers,  but other

identifying values such as name or identification number could be used instead.

The following randomly places 20 elements into four groups of equal size.

In[49]:= Partition@RandomSample@Range@20DD, 5D

Out[49]= 882, 11, 14, 9, 18<, 819, 10, 15, 3, 16<, 817, 7, 4, 6, 8<, 820, 1, 13, 5, 12<<

RandomChoice  and  RandomSample  can  be  affected  by  changes  to  the  Method  option  to  SeedRandom.  Built−in  methods  are

described in "Methods". Additionally, mechanisms for defining new methods are described in "Defining Your Own Generator".

Seeding and Localization
Pseudorandom number generators algorithmically create numbers that have some apparent level of randomness. Methods for pseudo−

random number generation typically use a recurrence relation to generate a number from the current state and to establish a new state

from  which  the  next  number  will  be  generated.  The  state  can  be  set  by  seeding  the  generator  with  an  integer  that  will  be  used  to

initialize the recurrence relation in the algorithm.

Given  an  initial  starting  point,  called  a  seed,  pseudorandom  number  generators  are  completely  deterministic.  In  many  cases  it  is

desirable to  locally  or  globally  set  the seed for  a  random number generator  to  obtain  a constant  sequence of  "random" values.  If  set

globally,  the seed will  affect  future pseudorandom numbers unless a new seed is  explicitly  set.  If  set  locally,  the seed will  only  affect

random number and element generation within the localized code.

BlockRandom@exprD evaluate expr with all pseudorandom generators localized

SeedRandom@nD reset the pseudorandom generator using n as a seed

SeedRandom@D reset the generator using as a seed the time of day and certain attributes of the 
current Mathematica session

Localization and seeding functions.

The SeedRandom function provides a means by which to seed the random generator. Used on its own, SeedRandom will  globally set

the seed for random generators. The BlockRandom  function provides a means by which to locally set or change the seed for random

generators without affecting the global state.

The following seeds the random generator globally.

In[50]:= 8SeedRandom@1D; RandomReal@D, SeedRandom@1D; RandomReal@D<

Out[50]= 80.817389, 0.817389<

The  following  gives  two  different  numbers  because  the  first  RandomReal  is  generated  within  BlockRandom,  while  the  second  is

generated outside of BlockRandom.

The second RandomReal is not generated using the seed 1.

In[51]:= 8BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1D; RandomReal@DD, BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1DD; RandomReal@D<

Out[51]= 80.817389, 0.11142<

SeedRandom also provides the mechanism for switching the random generator.
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option name default value

Method Automatic method to be seeded and used

Option for SeedRandom.

An individual  generator  can be seeded directly  by  specifying that  generator  via  the Method  option.  All  generators  can be seeded by

setting Method -> All.

Here the default generator is seeded with 1, but the "Rule30CA" generator is not.

In[52]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1D;
SeedRandom@Method -> "Rule30CA"D;
RandomReal@DD

Out[52]= 0.164277

Seeding the "Rule30CA" generator with 1 gives a different random number.

In[53]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1, Method -> "Rule30CA"D;
RandomReal@DD

Out[53]= 0.46345

Methods
Five pseudorandom generator  methods are  available  on all  systems.  A sixth  platform−dependent  method is  available  on Intel−based

systems. A framework for defining new methods, described in the section "Defining Your Own Generator", is also included.

"Congruential" linear congruential generator (low−quality randomness)

"ExtendedCA" extended cellular automaton generator (default)

"Legacy" default generators prior to Mathematica 6.0

"MersenneTwister" Mersenne Twister shift register generator

"MKL" Intel MKL generator (Intel−based systems)

"Rule30CA" Wolfram rule 30 generator

Built−in methods.

This gives pseudorandom integers from each method with seed 2020.

In[54]:= Map@BlockRandom@SeedRandom@2020, Method -> ðD; RandomInteger@10^20DD &,
8"Congruential", "ExtendedCA", "Legacy", "MersenneTwister", "MKL", "Rule30CA"<D

Out[54]= 855649 265348 960921658, 459 120772 313493841, 50 876346 696796959 169, 77391 724740010 742551, 58 128025990

This gives pseudorandom reals from the same seed.

In[55]:= Map@BlockRandom@SeedRandom@2020, Method -> ðD; RandomReal@DD &,
8"Congruential", "ExtendedCA", "Legacy", "MersenneTwister", "MKL", "Rule30CA"<D

Out[55]= 80.688547, 0.00311112, 0.874893, 0.524427, 0.393891, 0.501629<

Congruential

"Congruential"  uses a linear  congruential  generator.  This  is  one of  the simplest  types of  pseudorandom number generators,  with

pseudorandom numbers between 0 and 1 obtained from xi �m, where xi is given by the modular recurrence relation

xi º Hbxi-1 + cLmodm

for some fixed integers b,  c,  and m  called the multiplier, increment, and modulus respectively. If  the increment is 0, the generator is a

multiplicative congruential generator. The values of b, c, and m can be set via options to the "Congruential" method.
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option name default value

"Bits" Automatic specify range of bits to use for numbers 
constructed from bits

"Multiplier" 1283839219676404755 multiplier value
"Increment" 0 increment value

"Modulus" 2305843009213693951 modulus value

"ConvertToRealsDirectly" True whether reals should be constructed directly 
from the congruence relation

Options for Method "Congruential".

Linear congruential generators are periodic and tend to give a lower quality of randomness, especially when a large number of random

values is needed. If reals are generated directly from the congruence relation, the period is less than or equal to m.

The default option values are chosen to have a large period and for 64−bit efficiency. With the default options, the "Congruential"

generator passes many standard tests of randomness despite the inherent issues with congruential number generators.

This generates 40 numbers from a multiplicative congruential generator.

In[56]:= lcdata = BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1,
Method -> 8"Congruential", "Multiplier" -> 11, "Increment" -> 0, "Modulus" -> 63<D; RandomReal@1, 40DD;

The  period  of  a  multiplicative  congruential  generator  is  bounded  above  by  the  number  of  positive  integers  less  than  or  equal  to  the

modulus that are relatively prime to the modulus. This upper bound is Euler’s totient function of the modulus.

With a modulus of 63, the period of the cycle is at most 36.

In[57]:= EulerPhi@63D

Out[57]= 36

The actual period can be determined by finding the smallest integer i such that i º bi mod m.

The period with multiplier 11 and modulus 63 is 6.

In[58]:= First@Select@Range@36D, HMod@11^ð, 63D === 1 &LDD

Out[58]= 6

Partitioning the data into sets of 6 elements shows the recursion.

In[59]:= Partition@lcdata, 6D

Out[59]= 880.174603, 0.920635, 0.126984, 0.396825, 0.365079, 0.015873<, 80.174603, 0.920635, 0.126984, 0.396825, 0.365079

The distinct numbers can also be seen graphically by plotting a sequence of generated numbers.

Here is a plot of 1000 values from the congruential generator.

In[60]:= ListPlot@BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@1, Method -> 8"Congruential", "Multiplier" -> 11, "Increment" -> 0, "Modulus" -> 63<D;
RandomReal@1, 1000DDD

Out[60]=

If "ConvertToRealsDirectly" is set to False, reals are generated by taking eight bits at a time from elements of the sequence to

construct a 52−bit machine−precision number. Congruential numbers generated in this fashion will still cycle, but cycling will depend on

repetition in the bit pattern rather than in the initial congruence relation.

The "Bits" option can be Automatic , a nonzero integer, or a list of two nonzero integers specifying the range of bits in the modulus

m used for constructing numbers from bits. Automatic  uses 82, -1< unless m is a power of 2, in which case 81, -1< is used.
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ExtendedCA

The default "ExtendedCA" method makes use of cellular automata to generate high−quality pseudorandom numbers. This generator

uses a particular five−neighbor rule, so each new cell depends on five nonadjacent cells from the previous step.

Cellular−automata−based random number generators evolve a state vector of 0s and 1s according to a deterministic rule. For a given

cellular automaton, an element (or cell) at a given position in the new state vector is determined by certain neighboring cells of that cell

in the old state vector. A subset of cells in the state vectors is then output as random bits from which the pseudorandom numbers are

generated.

The cellular automaton used by "ExtendedCA"  produces an extremely high level of randomness. It  is so high that even using every

single cell in output will give a stream of bits that passes many randomness tests, in spite of the obvious correlation between one cell

and five previous ones.

Two options are included for modifying the size of the state vector and the cells skipped. The defaults are chosen for quality and speed

and there is typically no need to modify these options.

option name default value

"Size" 80 state vector size as a multiplier of 64

"Skip" 4 number of cells to skip

Options for Method "ExtendedCA".

The length of the state vectors used is by default set to 80×64=5120 cells. The multiple of 64 can be controlled by the "Size" option. 

In practice using every fourth cell in each state vector proves to be sufficient to pass very stringent randomness tests. This is the default

used for the "Skip" option. For even faster random number generation, a "Skip" setting of 2 or even 1 could be used, but the quality

of the random numbers will then decline. 

"ExtendedCA" is the default number generator.

In[61]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1D; RandomReal@1, 5DD

Out[61]= 80.817389, 0.11142, 0.789526, 0.187803, 0.241361<

In[62]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1, Method -> "ExtendedCA"D; RandomReal@1, 5DD

Out[62]= 80.817389, 0.11142, 0.789526, 0.187803, 0.241361<

Legacy

The  "Legacy"  method  uses  the  generator  called  by  Random  in  versions  of  Mathematica  prior  to  Version  6.0.  A  Marsaglia| Zaman

subtract−with−borrow generator  is  used for  reals.  The integer  generator  is  based on a Wolfram rule 30 cellular  automaton generator.

The rule 30 generator is used directly for small integers and used to generate certain bits for large integers.

Here are RandomReal and RandomInteger values obtained via the "Legacy" method.

In[63]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@31, Method -> "Legacy"D; 8RandomReal@D, RandomInteger@50D<D

Out[63]= 80.210596, 8<

The same values are given by equivalent Random calls.

In[64]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@31D; 8Random@D, Random@Integer, 80, 50<D<D

Out[64]= 80.210596, 8<

To guarantee consistency with sequences generated prior to Version 6.0, seeds set for the Automatic  method are also applied to the

"Legacy" method.

The "Legacy" method has no options.
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MersenneTwister

"MersenneTwister"  uses  the  Mersenne  Twister  generator  due  to  Matsumoto  and  Nishimura  [3][4].  The  Mersenne  Twister  is  a

generalized feedback shift register generator with period 219937 - 1.

This gives 5 random numbers from a Mersenne Twister generator.

In[65]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1, Method -> "MersenneTwister"D; RandomReal@1, 5DD

Out[65]= 80.393562, 0.701033, 0.966231, 0.221456, 0.436768<

The "MersenneTwister" method has no options.

MKL

The "MKL"  method uses the random number generators provided in Intel’s  MKL libraries.  The MKL libraries are platform dependent.

The "MKL" method is available on Microsoft Windows (32−bit, 64−bit), Linux x86 (32−bit, 64−bit), and Linux Itanium systems.

option name default value

Method Automatic MKL generator to use

Option for Method "MKL".

"MCG31" 31−bit multiplicative congruential generator

"MCG59" 59−bit multiplicative congruential generator

"MRG32K3A" combined multiple recursive generators with two components of order 3

"MersenneTwister" Mersenne Twister shift register generator

"R250" generalized feedback shift register generator

"WichmannHill" Wichmann| Hill combined multiplicative congruential generators

"Niederreiter" Niederreiter low−discrepancy sequence

"Sobol" Sobol low−discrepancy sequence

"MKL" methods.

The  first  six  methods  are  uniform  generators.  "Niederreiter"  and  "Sobol"  generate  Niederreiter  and  Sobol  sequences.  These

sequences  are  nonuniform  and  have  underlying  structure  which  is  sometimes  useful  in  numerical  methods.  For  instance,  these

sequences typically provide faster convergence in multidimensional Monte Carlo integration. 
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The following shows the structure of a Niederreiter sequence in dimension 2.

In[66]:= ListPlot@BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@Method -> 8"MKL", Method -> 8"Niederreiter", "Dimension" -> 2<<D;
RandomReal@1, 81000, 2<DD,

AspectRatio ->
1D

Out[66]=

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

This shows the structure of a Sobol sequence in dimension 2.

In[67]:= ListPlot@BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@Method -> 8"MKL", Method -> 8"Sobol", "Dimension" -> 2<<D; RandomReal@1, 81000, 2<DD,

AspectRatio -> 1D

Out[67]=

Rule30CA

The "Rule30CA" method uses a Wolfram rule 30 cellular automaton generator. Bits are obtained by evolving a state vector of 0s and

1s using the relation

f Hi, t + 1L = f Hi - 1, tL � H f Hi, tL ê f Hi + 1, tLL,

where f Hi, tL is the value of cell i at time t.

option name default value

"Size" 9 state vector size as a multiplier of 29

Option for Method "Rule30CA".

The length of the state vectors used is by default set to 9´29 = 261 cells. The multiplier for 29 can be controlled by the "Size" option.

This gives a 2×3×4 tensor of random integers using "Rule30CA".

In[68]:= BlockRandom@SeedRandom@1, Method -> "Rule30CA"D; RandomInteger@10^5, 82, 3, 4<DD

Out[68]= 88860745, 40 991, 22336, 76 623<, 857042, 92146, 91 746, 18972<, 870 251, 62829, 78488, 82 331<<, 8893628, 53
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The "Rule30CA" method uses only the first bit from each state vector, making it slower than the "ExtendedCA" method, which uses

multiple bits from each state vector.

Defining Your Own Generator

Methods  can  be  plugged  into  the  random  framework  as  long  as  they  follow  the  correct  template.  A  generator  object  is  of  the  form

gsym@dataD where gsym is the symbol that identifies the generator and to which rules are attached. data is effectively private to the top−

level evaluations associated with the generator definitions.

Generator initialization is handled by a call to Random‘InitializeGenerator. 

Random‘InitializeGenerator@gsym,optsD

initializes the generator gsym with options opts

Generator initialization function.

Random‘InitializeGenerator is expected to return a generator object gobj of the form gsym@dataD.

Generators can support  generation of  random bit  streams,  random integers,  and random reals.  If  the generator  supports  bit  streams,

reals and integers can be generated by conversion of the bit stream. At method setup time, properties are queried to determine what is

supported and how.

GeneratesBitsQ set to True  if the method generates bits

GeneratesIntegersQ set to True  if the method generates integers for a given range

GeneratesRealsQ set to True  if the method generates reals for a given range and precision

Generator properties.

If bit streams are supported, then gobj@"GenerateBits"@nbitsDD is expected to return an integer comprised of n random bits or a list

of length nbits with entries that are 0 or 1.

If random integers are supported, then gobj@"GenerateIntegers"@n, 8a, b<DD is expected to return a list of n random integers in

the range @a, bD. A warning message will be issued when results are out of range.

If  random reals  are  supported,  then  gobj@"GenerateReals"@a, 8a, b<, precDD  is  expected  to  return  a  list  of  n  random reals  with

precision prec in the range @a, bD. A warning message will be issued when results are out of range or of the wrong precision.

For any of the generation functions, the return can be 8res, gobj<, where res is the result of the correct type and gobj is a new generator

object (reflecting any state change).

Seeding is done by gobj@"SeedGenerator"@seedDD for an integer seed. gobj@"SeedGenerator"@seedDD is expected to return a new

generator object.

Example: Multiplicative Congruential Generator

In  the  following  example  a  multiplicative  congruential  generator  will  be  defined.  A  multiplicative  congruential  generator  follows  the

recurrence relation

xi º bxi-1 modm.

The generator, as defined below, will allow only for generation of real numbers.

This sets default options for the generator MultiplicativeCongruential.

In[69]:= Options@MultiplicativeCongruentialD = 8"Multiplier" ® 123456789, "Modulus" ® 2^35 - 1<;

Initialization of the generator will  extract the values of the multiplier and modulus. Initialization will  fail  if  either of these values is not a

positive integer.
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The following initializes the generator.

In[70]:= MultiplicativeCongruential �: Random‘InitializeGenerator@MultiplicativeCongruential, opts___D :=
Module@8mult, mod, flops = Flatten@8opts, Options@MultiplicativeCongruentialD<D<,
mult = "Multiplier" �. flops;
If@! HIntegerQ@multD && Positive@multDL,
Throw@$FailedD
D;
mod = "Modulus" �. flops;
If@! HIntegerQ@modD && Positive@multDL,
Throw@$FailedD
D;
MultiplicativeCongruential@mult, mod, 1DD;

Calls  from  the  kernel  to  Random‘IntializeGenerator  are  effectively  wrapped  in  Catch.  Throw  can  be  used  in  the  initialization

code to easily exit in case of problems.

This establishes that MultiplicativeCongruential generates reals.

In[71]:= MultiplicativeCongruential@___D@"GeneratesRealsQ"D := True;

The following seeds the generator using the recurrence relation.

In[72]:= MultiplicativeCongruential@mult_, mod_, ___D@"SeedGenerator"@seed_DD :=
MultiplicativeCongruential@mult, mod, Mod@Hmult*seedL, modDD;

The real number generator will return the desired number of reals n and a new MultiplicativeCongruential generator. The seed

for the new generator is updated based on the recurrence relation.

This defines the real number generator.

In[73]:= MultiplicativeCongruential@mult_, mod_, s_D@"GenerateReals"@n_, 8a_, b_<, prec_DD :=
Module@8x = s<,
8a + Hb - aL Table@x = mult*x; Mod@x, modD, 8n<D�mod, MultiplicativeCongruential@mult, mod, xD<
D

This generates 10 reals using the MultiplicativeCongruential generator.

In[74]:= BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@Method -> MultiplicativeCongruentialD;
RandomReal@85, 50<, 10DD

Out[74]= 833.1547, 47.5694, 45.0011, 31.632, 25.1043, 37.7568, 16.2839, 48.1744, 17.5352, 48.7686<

The generator is not defined for integers.

In[75]:= BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@Method -> MultiplicativeCongruentialD;
RandomInteger@85, 50<DD

RandomInteger::unstyp :
The current random generator does not support generation of

random integers in the given range.

Out[75]= RandomInteger@85, 50<D

Example: Blum| Blum| Shub Generator

The Blum| Blum| Shub generator  is  a quadratic  congruential  method for  generating pseudorandom bits  for  cryptographic purposes [5].

The congruence is mod p×q for specified primes p and q.

This sets default options for the generator BlumBlumShub.

In[76]:= Options@BlumBlumShubD = 8"BlumPrimes" ®
81267650 600228 229401496 703981 519, 1267 650600 228229401 496704 318359<, "BitWidth" ® Automatic<;

The following define an auxiliary function and error messages for the generator.

In[77]:= SpecialBlumPrimeQ@x_D := HPositive@xD && HMod@x, 4D � 3L && PrimeQ@xDL

In[78]:= BlumBlumShub::bprime = "‘1‘ is not a list of two distinct special Blum primes.";

In[79]:= BlumBlumShub::bw = "Warning: the value of the option BitWidth->‘1‘
exceeds the number ‘2‘ that has been proved cyptographically secure.";
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In[80]:= BlumBlumShub::bw1 =
"The value of the option BitWidth->‘1‘ should be a positive machine sized integer or Automatic.";

The generator initialization will extract option values and issue error messages if necessary before calling the actual generator.

The following initializes the generator.

In[81]:= BlumBlumShub �: Random‘InitializeGenerator@BlumBlumShub, opts___D :=
Module@8n, abw, bw, flops = Flatten@8opts, Options@BlumBlumShubD<D<,
n = "BlumPrimes" �. flops;
If@! And@VectorQ@n, SpecialBlumPrimeQD, Length@nD � 2, Not@Apply@Equal, nDDD,
Message@BlumBlumShub::"bprime", nD;
Throw@$FailedD
D;
n = Apply@Times, nD;
abw = Max@1, Floor@Log@2., Log@2., nDDDD;
bw = "BitWidth" �. flops;
If@bw === Automatic,
bw = abw,
If@! HIntegerQ@bwD && Positive@bwDL,
Message@BlumBlumShub::bwi, bwD;
Throw@$FailedDD;

If@bw > abw,
Message@BlumBlumShub::bw, bw, abwDD;

D;
BlumBlumShub@n, bw, 2^bw - 1, 2DD;

This establishes that BlumBlumShub is a bit generator and determines the bit width.

In[82]:= BlumBlumShub@___D@"GeneratesBitsQ"D := True;

In[83]:= BlumBlumShub@n_, bw_, __D@"BitWidth"D := bw;

The following seeds the generator.

In[84]:= BlumBlumShub@n_, bw_, mask_, ___D@"SeedGenerator"@seed_DD :=
Module@8x , i = 0, state = 8<<,
While@Length@Union@stateDD < 10,
x = seed + i;
state = NestList@PowerMod@ð, 2, nD &, x, 9D;
D;
BlumBlumShub@n, bw, mask, Last@stateDDD

This defines the bit generator.

In[85]:= BlumBlumShub@n_, bw_, mask_, s_D@"GenerateBits"@bits_DD :=
Module@8x = PowerMod@s, 2, nD<,
8BitAnd@x, maskD, BlumBlumShub@n, bw, mask, xD<D

This generates 5 integers and 5 reals using the BlumBlumShub generator.

In[86]:= BlockRandom@
SeedRandom@Method -> BlumBlumShubD;
8RandomInteger@80, 10<, 5D, RandomReal@4, 5D<D

Out[86]= 881, 5, 7, 3, 5<, 82.37406, 1.59922, 1.11636, 3.70079, 0.29338<<

Statistical Distributions
The general idea behind generating random variates from a nonuniform statistical distribution is to generate a random uniform variate

between 0 and 1 and then compute the inverse CDF of that random value in the desired distribution. In practice, however, following this

recipe directly can be very computationally intensive if a large number of random variates is desired, particularly when the inverse CDF

is complicated or cannot be expressed in a closed form.

In such cases, table lookups, direct construction based on distributional relationships, or acceptance−rejection methods are often more

efficient  alternatives  to  direct  inversion  of  the  CDF.  On  some  level,  these  methodologies  will  all  still  rely  on  uniformly  distributed

RandomReal  values, uniformly distributed RandomInteger  values, observations from a weighted RandomChoice,  or  a combination

of these values. As a result, methods set via SeedRandom will have an effect on random observations from statistical distributions.

The methods used by RandomReal  and RandomInteger  for  many of  the distributions in Mathematica  follow methods suggested or

described  in  Gentle  [6],  and  are  not  necessarily  the  same  methods  used  by  Random  and  RandomArray  in  the  standard  add−ons

included with versions of Mathematica prior to Version 6.0.

Random observations from all built−in statistical distributions can be generated using either RandomReal or RandomInteger.
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RandomReal@distD give a random number from the continuous distribution dist

RandomReal@dist,nD give a list of n pseudorandom reals from dist

RandomReal@dist,8n1,n2,¼<D give an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom reals from dist

Generation of random values from continuous distributions.

RandomInteger@distD give a random number from the discrete distribution dist

RandomInteger@dist,nD give a list of n pseudorandom integers from dist

RandomInteger@dist,8n1,n2,¼<D give an n1×n2×¼ array of pseudorandom integers from dist

Generation of random values from discrete distributions.

Observations  from  continuous  univariate  and  multivariate  distributions  are  obtained  via  RandomReal,  while  discrete  univariate  and

multivariate distributions are obtained via RandomInteger. If RandomInteger  is used on a continuous distribution, or RandomReal

on a discrete distribution, an error is generated and the input is returned unevaluated.

This fails because the Χ2 distribution is continuous.

In[87]:= RandomInteger@ChiSquareDistribution@8DD

RandomInteger::unsdst :
The distribution ChiSquareDistribution@8D is defined on a

set of real values. Use RandomReal instead.

Out[87]= RandomInteger@ChiSquareDistribution@8DD

WorkingPrecision is an option to RandomReal for continuous distributions just as it is for uniform numbers over ranges.

Here is a precision−30 beta−distributed variate. 

In[88]:= RandomReal@BetaDistribution@3, 7D, WorkingPrecision -> 30D

Out[88]= 0.453568522862231707895720399466

Multivariate  distributions  and  distributions  derived  from  the  multivariate  normal  distribution  are  included  in  the  Multivariate  Statistics

Package. Generators for those distributions can be accessed by loading the package.

This loads the package.

In[89]:= Needs@"MultivariateStatistics‘"D

Here is a random vector from a bivariate normal distribution. 

In[90]:= RandomReal@MultinormalDistribution@81, 2<, 882, .5<, 8.5, 3<<DD

Out[90]= 81.8453, 3.59417<

This is a random vector from a multinomial distribution. 

In[91]:= RandomInteger@MultinomialDistribution@20, 81�3, 1�2, 1�6<DD

Out[91]= 88, 9, 3<
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Continuous Distributions

For distributions whose inverse CDFs contain only elementary functions, direct computation of the inverse CDF for a random uniform is

generally used. This can be seen as a direct construction from a uniformly distributed random variable. Continuous distributions falling

in  this  category  include  CauchyDistribution,  ExponentialDistribution,  ExtremeValueDistribution ,

GumbelDistribution,  LaplaceDistribution ,  LogisticDistribution,  ParetoDistribution,  RayleighDistribution,

TriangularDistribution, and WeibullDistribution .

Direct construction of a single random variate from multiple uniform variates, or from variates other than the uniform distribution are also

employed.  Normal  variates  are  generated  in  pairs  from  pairs  of  random  uniforms  using  the  Box| Müller  method.

HalfNormalDistribution  and  LogNormalDistribution  variates  are  obtained  by  direct  transformation  of  normal  variates.

MultinormalDistribution  and QuadraticFormDistribution from the Multivariate Statistics Package also use direct construc−

tion from normal variates. 

InverseGaussianDistribution  uses  an  acceptance−complement  method  involving  normal  and  uniform variates.  The  method  is

due  to  Michael,  Schucany  and  Haas  and  described  in  Gentle  [6].  MaxwellDistribution  variates  are  constructed  from

ChiDistribution  variates.  The  chi  variates  themselves  are  obtained  from ChiSquareDistribution  variates,  which  are  special

cases of GammaDistribution variates.

In most cases FRatioDistribution  constructs each random value from a single random beta variate. For small degrees of freedom,

FRatioDistribution  variates are instead generated from pairs of gamma variates to avoid possible divisions by 0 that may arise in

the beta construction.

NoncentralChiSquareDistribution@Ν, ΛD, Χ
Ν

2HΛL, variate generation uses additive properties of Χ2  distributions to avoid expen−

sive inverse CDF computations for nonintegral Ν. The additive properties are given in, for instance, Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishnan [7].

For Ν = 1 a noncentral Χ2 variate can be generated as the square of a normal variate with mean Λ  and variance 1. For Ν ¹ 1 noncen−

tral Χ2 variates are obtained as the sum of a central and a noncentral Χ2 random variable. For Ν > 1, X + Y  is distributed Χ
Ν

2HΛL if X~ Χ1
2HΛL

and Y ~ Χ
Ν-1
2 . This relationship cannot be used for Ν < 1. In that case the construction is X + Y  with X~ Χ0

2HΛL and Y ~ Χ
Ν-1
2 , where Χ0

2HΛL is

the limiting noncentral Χ2 distribution as Ν goes to 0. The limiting distribution Χ0
2HΛL is a mixture of Poisson and Χ2 variables, which has a

nonzero probability mass at 0 and a continuous density for positive values. NoncentralFRatioDistribution  variates are obtained

from one central and one noncentral Χ2 variate.

For the WishartDistribution  from the Multivariate Statistics Package, matrices are generated via Smith and Hocking’s method [8].

This  method  constructs  Wishart  matrices  from  matrices  with  chi  distributed  diagonal  entries  and  normally  distributed  off−diagonal

entries.

NoncentralStudentTDistribution,  and  the  HotellingTSquareDistribution  and  MultivariateTDistribution  from

the Multivariate Statistics Package each use direct construction from univariate random variates.

GammaDistribution, BetaDistribution, and StudentTDistribution use acceptance−rejection methods to some extent. 

For GammaDistribution@Α, ΒD exponential variates are generated when Α = 1. Otherwise, methods due to Cheng and Feast [9] and

Ahrens and Dieter [10] are used.

Beta variates are constructed by switching between multiple methods depending on the values of the beta parameters Α and Β. If both

parameters  are  1,  uniform  random  variates  will  be  generated.  If  one  of  the  beta  parameters  is  1,  then  a  closed−form  inverse  CDF

evaluation  is  used.  Otherwise,  RandomReal  switches  between  acceptance−rejection  methods  due  to  Jöhnk  [11],  Cheng  [12],  and

Atkinson [13]. An example of the advantage of using an acceptance−rejection method over construction from two gammas can be seen

in the following. The direct acceptance−rejection method is nearly twice as fast as the gamma−pair construction.

This shows a comparison of direct construction and acceptance−rejection methods for beta variates.

In[92]:= Timing@With@8x1 = RandomReal@GammaDistribution@7, 1D, 10^6D<,
x1�Hx1 + RandomReal@GammaDistribution@3, 1D, 10^6DLD;D

Out[92]= 81.422, Null<
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In[93]:= Timing@RandomReal@BetaDistribution@7, 3D, 10^6D;D

Out[93]= 81.021, Null<

For StudentTDistribution  the method used by RandomReal  is a polar rejection method due to Bailey [14]. This method is more

efficient than direct construction from normal and Χ2  variates as can be seen in the following. The direct construction takes roughly 1.5

times as long as the polar method for a million Student t variates.

This shows a comparison of direct construction and Bailey’s polar rejection method for Student t.

In[94]:= Timing@
RandomReal@NormalDistribution@0, 1D, 10^6D�Sqrt@RandomReal@ChiSquareDistribution@6D, 10^6D�6D;D

Out[94]= 81.282, Null<

In[95]:= Timing@RandomReal@StudentTDistribution@6D, 10^6D;D

Out[95]= 80.611, Null<

Discrete Distributions

GeometricDistribution, BetaBinomialDistribution , and BetaNegativeBinomialDistribution  use direct construction.

GeometricDistribution  variates  are  generated  as  g
logHUL

logI1-pM
w  where  U  follows  UniformDistribution@0, 1D.

BetaBinomialDistribution  and BetaNegativeBinomialDistribution  are constructed from BinomialDistribution  and

NegativeBinomialDistribution variates with probability parameters taken as random BetaDistribution variates.

When used, table lookups for random integer generation are implemented via RandomChoice  using the distribution’s probability mass

function for the weights. Most discrete distributions switch to other methods whenever construction of the list of weights is expected to

be expensive given the desired sampled size. For example, as p approaches 1 LogSeriesDistribution@pD switches to the direct

construction g1 +
logHVL

logI1-I1-pM
U
M
w, where U  and V  are uniformly distributed on the interval @0, 1D [15]. Depending on parameters and sample

size  NegativeBinomialDistribution@n, pD  may  switch  to  construction  as  a  Poisson−gamma  mixture,  which  is  a  Poisson

variable with mean following a gamma distribution [6].

BinomialDistribution, HypergeometricDistribution, and PoissonDistribution  rely on direct sampling from the density

function if the computational overhead of computing the PDF values is small relative to the number of desired random values. Other−

wise  they  switch  to  acceptance−rejection  methods.  The  acceptance−rejection  methods  also  allow  for  generation  of  variates  when

overflows  or  underflows  would  occur  in  directly  computing  the  PDF  values,  thus  extending  the  range  of  parameter  values  for  which

random numbers can be generated.

The binomial  and hypergeometric  distributions switch to  acceptance−rejection methods due to  Kachitvichyanukul  and Schmeiser  with

small modifications. The binomial method, based on the acceptance−rejection portion of their BTPE (Binomial, Triangle, Parallelogram,

Exponential) algorithm [16], effectively uses a piecewise majorizing function with three regions and a triangular minorizing function for a

quick acceptance test. The majorizing and minorizing functions create a two−parallelogram envelope around the center of the rescaled

binomial density, and the tails of the majorizing function form exponential envelopes on the tails of the scaled binomial distribution. One

case where it is clearly better to use BTPE rather than to construct a lookup table is when few observations are desired and the lookup

table would be large.

The  hypergeometric  method,  based  on  the  acceptance−rejection  portion  of  Kachitvichyanukul  and  Schmeiser’s  H2PE algorithm [17],

uses a majorizing function with three regions around a scaled hypergeometric density. The middle portion of the density is enveloped by

a rectangular region and the tails of the distribution are bounded by exponentials.

The acceptance−rejection method used by PoissonDistribution  is due to Ahrens and Dieter [18]. The acceptance and rejection is

carried  out  using  discrete  normal  variates,  taking  advantage  of  the  tendency  of  PoissonDistribution@ΜD  toward

NormalDistribution@Μ, Μ Das Μ increases.
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Random  values  from  the  ZipfDistribution  are  generated  via  an  acceptance−rejection  method  described  by  Devroye  [15].  The

method  uses  pairs  of  uniform  variates  and  a  test  involving  only  a  Floor  and  noninteger  powers,  aside  from  basic  arithmetic,  to

efficiently obtain Zipf−distributed values.

Defining Distributions

Definitions  for  distributions  are  supported  through  rules  for  Random‘DistributionVector.  DistributionVector  is  expected  to

return a vector of the given length with numbers of the given precision.

Random‘DistributionVector@dist,n,precD

defines rules for generating n observations from dist with precision prec

Function for defining random generation from distributions.

Rules for generating random values from distributions are generally defined via a TagSet on the head of the distribution. The distribu−

tion itself may contain parameters. As a simple example, the following defines rules for NegativeOfUniform@a, bD, which represents

a uniform distribution on the interval @-b, -aD.

In[96]:= NegativeOfUniform �:
Random‘DistributionVector@NegativeOfUniform@a_, b_D, n_Integer, prec_?PositiveD :=
-RandomReal@8a, b<, n, WorkingPrecision -> precD �;
VectorQ@8a, b<, NumericQD && Element@8a, b<, RealsD

Random numbers from NegativeOfUniform can now be generated via RandomReal just like any built−in continuous distribution.

The following gives a machine−precision number and a precision−20 number from NegativeOfUniform.

In[97]:= 8RandomReal@NegativeOfUniform@1, 3DD, RandomReal@NegativeOfUniform@1, 3D, WorkingPrecision -> 20D<

Out[97]= 8-2.90662, -2.0231113301407817182<

Matrices  and  higher−dimensional  tensors  can  also  be  generated  directly  via  RandomReal.  RandomReal  uses  the  definition  given  to

Random‘DistributionVector  to  generate  the  total  number  of  random  values  desired,  and  partitions  that  total  number  into  the

specified dimensions.

Here is a 3×4 array of NegativeOfUniform numbers.

In[98]:= RandomReal@NegativeOfUniform@7, 21D, 83, 4<D

Out[98]= 88-7.44952, -7.12576, -15.6616, -13.9985<, 8-18.3775, -11.6597, -17.3955, -15.4164<, 8-13.2334, -17.4337, -

Discrete  distributions  can  be  defined  in  a  similar  way.  The  main  difference  is  that  the  precision  argument  to

Random‘DistributionVector will now be Infinity. The discrete version of NegativeOfUniform provides a simple example.

In[99]:= NegativeOfDiscreteUniform �:
Random‘DistributionVector@NegativeOfDiscreteUniform@a_Integer, b_IntegerD, n_Integer, InfinityD :=
-RandomInteger@8a, b<, nD

Random values from NegativeOfDiscreteUniform can now be obtained from RandomInteger.

Here are 10 NegativeOfDiscreteUniform numbers.

In[100]:= RandomInteger@NegativeOfDiscreteUniform@1, 3D, 10D

Out[100]= 8-2, -3, -2, -3, -3, -3, -1, -3, -3, -1<

While  the  previous  examples  show  the  basic  framework  for  defining  distributions,  the  distributions  themselves  are  not  particularly

interesting. In fact, it would have been easier in these two cases to just generate values from RandomReal and RandomInteger  and

multiply  the  end  result  by  −1  instead  of  attaching  definitions  to  a  new  distribution  symbol.  The  following  examples  will  demonstrate

slightly more complicated distributions, in which case attaching definitions to a distribution will be more useful.
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Example: Normal Distribution by Inversion

The textbook definition for generating random values from a generic univariate statistical distribution involves two steps: 

� generate a uniform random number q on the interval @0, 1D

� compute the inverse cumulative distribution function of q for the distribution of interest

To  demonstrate  the  process,  use  the  normal  distribution.  To  generate  random  normal  variates  using  this  method,  start  with  the

Quantile for the normal distribution at a point q and replace q with a random uniform between 0 and 1.

Here is the Quantile function for a normal with mean Μ and standard deviation Σ.

In[101]:= Quantile@NormalDistribution@Μ, ΣD, qD

Out[101]= Μ + 2 Σ InverseErf@-1 + 2 qD

A new distribution object can now be used to define a normal random number generator that uses inversion of the cumulative distribu−

tion function.

This defines generation of normals by inversion.

In[102]:= NormalByInversion �:
Random‘DistributionVector@
NormalByInversion@mu_?HNumericQ@ðD && Im@ðD === 0 &L, sigma_?PositiveD, n_Integer, prec_?PositiveD :=

mu + 2 sigma InverseErf@-1 + 2 RandomReal@1, n, WorkingPrecision -> precDD

Here are 10 random normals generated by inversion.

In[103]:= RandomReal@NormalByInversion@1, 2D, 10D

Out[103]= 8-0.457637, -1.59854, 1.53492, 1.85251, 5.06223, -0.765828, -2.86778, -0.512359, 1.55514, 4.64143<

Here is a sample of 104 random normals along with the sample mean and standard deviation.

In[104]:= Hninv = RandomReal@NormalByInversion@1, 2D, 10^4DL; �� Timing

Out[104]= 83.385, Null<

In[105]:= 8Mean@ninvD, StandardDeviation@ninvD<

Out[105]= 80.989365, 2.01145<

The normal distribution is one example where methods other than direct inversion are generally preferred. While inversion of the CDF is

a  perfectly  valid  method  for  generating  pseudorandom  normal  numbers,  it  is  not  particularly  efficient.  Numeric  evaluation  of

InverseErf  is  computationally  much  more  expensive  than  the  sinusoid  and  logarithmic  evaluations  required  by  the  Box| Müller

method used by NormalDistribution.

The built−in method takes almost no time for the same number of values.

In[106]:= Hndist = RandomReal@NormalDistribution@1, 2D, 10^4DL; �� Timing

Out[106]= 80., Null<

In[107]:= 8Mean@ndistD, StandardDeviation@ndistD<

Out[107]= 81.02922, 1.99552<

In[108]:= Clear@ninv, ndistD

Example: Uniform Distribution on a Disk

Random‘DistributionVector  can  also  be  used  to  define  generators  for  multidimensional  distributions.  For  instance,  suppose  a

random point from a uniform distribution on the unit disk, the set of real points 8x, y< with x2 + y2 £ 1, is desired. Such a random point

can be constructed as follows:

�
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�

generate a random angle Φ uniformly distributed on @0, 2 ΠL

� generate a random vector u uniformly distributed on @0, 1D

� return : u sin Φ, u cos Φ>

The returned ordered pair can be multiplied by r to generate points uniformly distributed on a disk of radius r. 

The following defines a generator for a uniform disk of radius r.

In[109]:= UniformDisk �:
Random‘DistributionVector@UniformDisk@r_?PositiveD, n_Integer, prec_?PositiveD :=
r*Sqrt@RandomReal@1, n, WorkingPrecision ® precDD*
Transpose@8Cos@ðD, Sin@ðD< &@RandomReal@2 Pi, n, WorkingPrecision ® precDDD

Here is one random ordered pair from a disk of radius 2.

In[110]:= RandomReal@UniformDisk@2DD

Out[110]= 80.232325, 0.660046<

The following visualizes the distribution of 104 generated points on this disk. 

In[111]:= ListPlot@RandomReal@UniformDisk@2D, 1000D, AspectRatio ® 1D

Out[111]=

Example: Dirichlet Distribution

The n−dimensional Dirichlet distribution is parameterized by a vector of positive values 8Α1,¼, Αn< and has support on the set of vectors

8x1,¼, xn<  such that  Úi=1
n

xi = 1  and xi Î @0, 1D  for  i  from 1 to n.  Thus, the Dirichlet  distribution is defined on an n - 1−dimensional  sub−

space  of  the  n−dimensional  unit  hypercube  @0, 1Dn.  The  Dirichlet  distribution  is  the  multivariate  extension  of  the  beta  distribution.  If  y

follows BetaDistribution@Α, ΒD, then 8y, 1 - y< follows a Dirichlet distribution with parameter vector 8Α, Β<.

An  n−dimensional  Dirichlet  variate  can  be  generated  from  n  gamma  variates.  With  parameter  vector  8Α1,¼, Αn<,  the  process  is  as

follows:

� generate a random number Γi from GammaDistribution@Αi, 1D for i from 1 to n

� return 8Γ1,¼, Γn< �Úi=1
n
Γi

This defines a Dirichlet generator attached to the symbol DirichletDistribution.

In[112]:= DirichletDistribution �: Random‘DistributionVector@
DirichletDistribution@alpha_?HVectorQ@ð, PositiveD &LD, n_Integer, prec_?PositiveD :=

Block@8gammas<,
gammas = Map@RandomReal@GammaDistribution@ð, 1D, n, WorkingPrecision ® precD &, alphaD;
Transpose@gammasD�Total@gammasDD

Here is a three−dimensional Dirichlet vector with precision 25.

In[113]:= RandomReal@DirichletDistribution@81, 3, 5�2<D, WorkingPrecision -> 25D

Out[113]= 80.01839604137321369637771129, 0.6997948901744933898460560, 0.2818090684522929137762327<
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Example: Gibbs Sampler

Gibbs samplers can also be defined as distributions. As an example consider a Gibbs sampler that mixes beta and binomial distribu−

tions. A specific case of this sampler was explored in a previous example. Here, the distribution will be defined with two parameters m

and Α.

This defines a Gibbs sampler BinomialBetaSampler.

In[114]:= BinomialBetaSampler �: Random‘DistributionVector@
BinomialBetaSampler@m_Integer, Α _?PositiveD, n_Integer, prec_?PositiveD :=

Block@8y0, dist1, dist2, x0<,
y0 = .5;
dist1@y_D := RandomInteger@BinomialDistribution@m, yDD;
dist2@x_D := RandomReal@BetaDistribution@x + Α, m - x + 4D, WorkingPrecision ® precD;
Do@8x0 = dist1@y0D, y0 = dist2@x0D<, 81000<D;
Table@8x0 = dist1@y0D, y0 = dist2@x0D<, 8n<DD

For the specific Gibbs sampler constructed earlier, m was 16 and Α was 2.

Here are 5 vectors from the sampler with m = 16 and Α = 2.

In[115]:= RandomReal@BinomialBetaSampler@16, 2D, 5D

Out[115]= 882, 0.0474404<, 81, 0.192054<, 86, 0.299769<, 83, 0.113683<, 81, 0.0480714<<
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Introduction to Graph Drawing
Mathematica  provides  functions  for  the  aesthetic  drawing  of  graphs.  Algorithms  implemented  include  spring  embedding,  spring−

electrical embedding, high−dimensional embedding, radial drawing, random embedding, circular embedding, and spiral embedding. In

addition,  algorithms for  layered/hierarchical  drawing of  directed graphs as well  as for  the drawing of  trees are available.  These algo−

rithms are implemented via four functions: GraphPlot , GraphPlot3D, LayeredGraphPlot and TreePlot.

GraphPlot generate a plot of a graph

GraphPlot3D generate a 3D plot of a graph

LayeredGraphPlot generate a layered plot of a graph

TreePlot generate a tree plot of a graph

Functions for graph drawing.

GraphPlot  and  GraphPlot3D  are  suitable  for  straight  line  drawing  of  general  graphs.  LayeredGraphPlot  attempts  to  draw  the

vertices of a graph in a series of layers; therefore it is most suitable for applications such as the drawing of flow charts. TreePlot  is

particularly useful for drawing trees or tree−like graphs. These functions are designed to work efficiently for very large graphs. 

This shows a graph drawn using each of the four functions.

Out[1]//TableForm=

GraphPlot

GraphPlot3D

LayeredGraphPlot

TreePlot

In these functions, a graph is represented either by a list of rules of the form 8vi1 -> v j1, ¼<, where vi1  and v j1  are vertices, or by the

adjacency matrix of the graph. Graphs in the Combinatorica package format are also supported.

Graph Theory Notations
A graph G = 8V , E<  consists of a set of vertices V  (also called nodes) and a set of edges E.  Two vertices u  and v  form an edge of the

graph if 8u, v< Î E.

If 8u, v< Î E  implies that 8v, u< Î E, then G is an undirected graph. Otherwise it is a directed graph. The former can be drawn using line

segments,  while  the  latter  can  be  drawn  with  arrows.  In  an  undirected  graph,  it  is  often  convenient  to  denote  that  an  edge  exists

between u and v with the notation u« v.
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For example, this is a directed graph.

In[2]:= GraphPlot@84 -> 3, 5 -> 3, 5 -> 4, 6 -> 1, 6 -> 2, 6 -> 4, 6 -> 5<, DirectedEdges ® TrueD

Out[2]=

Here is an undirected graph.

In[3]:= GraphPlot@84 -> 3, 5 -> 3, 5 -> 4, 6 -> 1, 6 -> 2, 6 -> 4, 6 -> 5<D

Out[3]=

Input Formats
In Mathematica, graphs can be represented by one of the following three data structures. A graph can be represented by a list of rules.

 For example, 81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 1, 3 ® 4< represents the following directed graph.

In[4]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 1, 3 ® 4<, DirectedEdges ® True,
VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[4]=

1

2

34

A graph can also be represented by its adjacency matrix.  Let G = 8V , E<  be a directed graph. Assuming that the vertices are indices

from 1 to n, that is, V = 81, 2,¼, n<, then the adjacency matrix of G is an n´n matrix, with entries ai j = 1 if 8i, j< Î E and ai j = 0 otherwise.

The following adjacency matrix represents the same directed graph.

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

An undirected graph, on the other hand, is represented by a symmetric adjacency matrix. The matrix entries ai j = a ji = 1 if 8i, j< Î E and

ai j = 0 otherwise.
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This adjacency matrix represents the undirected graph that follows it.

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

0 0 1 0

In[5]:= GraphPlotB

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

0 0 1 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[5]=

1

2

34

Because of the zero entries in an adjacency matrix, it is often convenient to represent the matrix using a SparseArray.

The previous matrix can be written as the following sparse array.

In[6]:= SparseArray@
881, 2< ® 1, 81, 3< ® 1, 82, 1< ® 1, 82, 3< ® 1, 83, 1< ® 1, 83, 2< ® 1, 83, 4< ® 1, 84, 3< ® 1<, 84, 4<D;

Finally, graphs in the Combinatorica package format are also supported.

This example creates a butterfly graph using Combinatorica and shows the layout Combinatorica assigned.

In[7]:= << Combinatorica‘;

In[8]:= g = ButterflyGraph@3D; ShowGraph@gD

Out[8]=
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This draws the same graph using GraphPlot .

In[9]:= GraphPlot@gD

Out[9]=

GraphPlot  uses the algorithms described in the next section to lay out a graph. If GraphPlot  is to be used for a graph in Combinator−

ica format, but the drawing assigned by Combinatorica is to be preserved, Method -> None  can be specified.
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Option Method -> None  draws the graph using the layout from the Combinatorica package.

In[10]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® NoneD

Out[10]=

Graph Drawing Algorithms
Graphs are often used to encapsulate the relationship between items. Graph drawing enables visualization of these relationships. The

usefulness of  the visual  representation depends upon whether  the drawing is  aesthetic.  While there are no strict  criteria  for  aesthetic

drawing, it  is generally agreed that such a drawing has minimal edge crossing and even spacing between vertices. This problem has

been  studied  extensively  in  the  literature  [1],  and  many  approaches  have  been  proposed.  Two  popular  straight−edge  drawing  algo−

rithms,  the  spring  embedding  and  spring−electrical  embedding,  work  by  minimizing  the  energy  of  physical  models  of  the  graph.  The

high−dimensional embedding method, on the other hand, embeds a graph in high−dimensional space and then projects it back to two−

or  three−dimensional  space.  In  addition,  there  are  algorithms  for  drawing  directed  graphs  in  a  hierarchical  fashion,  as  well  as  for

drawing trees. Random embedding, circular embedding, and spiral embedding do not utilize any connectivity information for laying out a

graph, and therefore are not described any further here.

Spring Embedding

The spring embedding algorithm assigns force between each pair of nodes. When two nodes are too close together, a repelling force

comes into effect. When two nodes are too far apart, they are subject to an attractive force. This scenario can be illustrated by linking

the vertices with springs~hence the name "spring embedding".
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This  algorithm works  by  adding  springs  to  all  edges  and adding  looser  springs  to  all  vertex  pairs  that  are  not  adjacent.  Thus,  in  two

dimensions, the total energy of the system is 

â

i=1

 V ¤-1

â

j=i+1

 V ¤

kij I ÈÈ xi - x j ÈÈ
2
- lij M

2
.

Here,  xi  and  x j  are  the  coordinate  vectors  of  nodes  i  and  j,  and ÈÈ xi - x j ÈÈ  is  the  Euclidean  distance  between  them.  li j  is  the  natural

length  of  the  spring  between  vertex  i  and  vertex  j,  and  can  be  chosen  as  the  graph  distance  between  i  and  j.  The  parameters

ki j = R� li j
2 are the strength of the springs, where R is a parameter representing the strength of the strings. V  is the number of vertices. 

The  layout  of  the  graph  vertices  is  calculated  by  minimizing  this  energy  function.  One  way  to  minimize  the  energy  function  is  by

iteratively  moving  each  of  the  vertices  along  the  direction  of  the  spring  force  until  an  approximate  equilibrium  is  reached.  Multilevel

techniques are used to overcome local minima.

Spring  embedding  works  particularly  well  for  problems  like  regular  grid  graphs,  in  which  it  is  possible  to  lay  out  the  graph  so  that

Euclidean distances between vertices are proportional to the graph distances. 

This draws a 20×20 grid graph using the spring embedding algorithm.

In[11]:= << Combinatorica‘;

In[12]:= GraphPlot@GridGraph@20, 20D, Method ® "SpringEmbedding"D

Out[12]=

This  method  does,  however,  require  more  memory  and  CPU  time.  To  reduce  its  OI V 2M  complexity,  vertices  that  are  far  apart  are

ignored in the calculation of force and energy. See the method option "InferentialDistance" of GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D

for more information.

Spring−Electrical Embedding

The  disadvantage  of  the  spring  embedding  algorithm  is  that  it  requires  knowing  the  graph  distance  between  every  pair  of  vertices.

Spring−electrical  embedding uses two forces.  The attractive force,  fa = di j
2
�K,  is  restricted to adjacent  vertices and is  proportional  to

the Euclidean distance between them, where K  is  related to the natural  spring length.  The electrical  force, fr = -K
2 �di j,  on the other

hand, is  global  and is inversely proportional  to the Euclidean distance between nodes i  and j.  Overall,  the energy to be minimized is

Úi=1
V

f
i

2, where

fi = -Câ

j¹i

K2

dij

Ix j - xiM

dij

+ â

i� j

dij
2

K

Ix j - xiM

dij

= -Câ

j¹i

K2

dij
2
Ix j - xiM + â

i<® j

dij

K
Ix j - xiM.

Here,  C  is  a  constant  that  regulates  the  relative  strength  of  the  repulsive  and  attractive  forces,  and  di j = ÈÈ xi - x j ÈÈ  is  the  Euclidean

distance between nodes i and j. For a graph of two vertices, the ideal Euclidean distance between the vertices is K C1�3, which gives a

total energy of zero.

The layout of the graph vertices is calculated by minimizing the energy function. One way to do this is by iteratively moving each of the

vertices  along  the  direction  of  the  spring  force  until  an  approximate  equilibrium  is  reached.  Multilevel  techniques  [7]  are  used  to

overcome local minima, and an octree data structure [16] is used to reduce the computational complexity in some cases.
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In  general,  spring−electrical  embedding  works  well  for  most  problems.  With  multilevel  and  octree  techniques,  it  is  implemented  very

efficiently with a complexity of about OH V logH V LL. 

 This shows the drawing of a 20×20 grid graph using "SpringElectricalEmbedding".

In[13]:= << Combinatorica‘;

In[14]:= GraphPlot@GridGraph@20, 20D, Method ® "SpringElectricalEmbedding"D

Out[14]=

A side effect of this algorithm is that vertices at the periphery tend to be closer to each other than those in the center, as seen in the

previous drawing. This tendency can be alleviated with the method option "RepulsiveForcePower", which is described in "General

Graph Drawing".

High−Dimensional Embedding Algorithm

In  the  high−dimensional  embedding  method,  a  graph  is  embedded  in  high−dimensional  space,  and  then  projected  back  to  two−  or

three−dimensional space. First, a k−dimensional coordinate system is created based on k  centers. The centers are a set of k  vertices

that are chosen to be as far apart as possible. The first vertex is selected at random, and then each of the remaining centers is chosen

as the farthest  vertex  from the previously  selected centers.  In  other  words,  if  j  centers  have been selected,  c j+1  is  the vertex  whose

shortest graph distance to the j centers is larger than or equal to the shortest graph distance of all the other vertices to the j centers. 

With  these  k  centers,  a  k−dimensional  coordinate  system  can  be  established.  Each  vertex  ui  has  the  coordinates

xi = 9dui c1 , dui c2 ,¼, dui ck =,  where  dui c j  is  the  graph  distance  between  the  vertex  ui  and  the  center  ci.  The  nk−dimensional  coordinate

vectors form an n´k matrix X, where xi is the ith row of X.

Since it is only possible to draw in two and three dimensions, and since the coordinates are correlated, the k−dimensional coordinates

are projected back to two or three dimensions by a suitable linear combination. Assume that the graph with n coordinates and k centers

is projected back to two dimensions. In order to make this projection shift−invariant, X is first normalized to X’.

X’
= X - e eT X �n, e = 81,¼, 1<

Let v1  and v2  be two k−dimensional vectors we need to find for the purpose of linear combination. The two linear combinations should

be uncorrelated, so they must be orthogonal to each other.

IX’ v1M
T
X’ v2 = v1

T IX’ T X’M v2 = 0

Each must be as far away from 0 as possible. 

vi
T IX’ T X’M vi � ÈÈ vi ÈÈ

2
® max, i = 1, 2

To achieve this, we therefore select v1  and v2  to be the two eigenvectors that correspond to the first two largest eigenvalues of the k´k

symmetric matrix X’ T X’. This process of choosing two highly uncorrelated vectors is also known as principal component analysis.

In summary, for two−dimensional drawing, the high−dimensional embedding method uses the coordinates of the vertices given by X’ v1

and X’ v2.
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 This shows the drawing of a 20×20 grid graph using "HighDimensionalEmbedding".

In[15]:= << Combinatorica‘;

In[16]:= GraphPlot@GridGraph@20, 20D, Method ® "HighDimensionalEmbedding"D

Out[16]=

The high−dimensional embedding method tends to be very fast but its results are often of lower quality than force−directed algorithms.

The method can be specified with Method -> "HighDimensionalEmbedding" in GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D.

A Hierarchical Drawing Algorithm for Directed Graphs

The algorithm for drawing directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) follows the algorithm of Sugiyama et al.  [14],  and subsequent development

[15]. It consists of the following stages:

1. Vertices  of  the  DAG  are  first  assigned  a  preliminary  y  ranking  such  that  if  there  is  an  edge  from  i  to  j,  then  it  is  likely  that

yrankHiL > yrankH jL. This is to ensure that the final drawing has directed edges pointing mostly downward.

2. The y coordinates are generated so that if there is an edge from i to j and yrankHiL > yrankH jL, their y coordinates are as close as
possible,  but  separated by a  set  minimum. This  ensures that  the final  resulting  drawing does not  have many long edges.  This
process assigns the vertices into a finite number of layers. If an edge lies across a number of layers, virtual vertices are added.

3. A preliminary x ranking is assigned to each vertex to minimize the number of edge crossings.

4. The x  coordinates are generated by minimizing Úi® j xHiL - xH jL  subject to the constraints that vertices on the same layer obey

the x ranking generated in step 3 and are separated by a set minimum.

The resulting  drawing  lays  out  the  graph in  a  hierarchical  structure,  where  most  of  the  edges  point  downward.  LayeredGraphPlot

function implements this algorithm.

Algorithms for Drawing Trees

Two algorithms for drawing trees are the radial drawing algorithm and the layered drawing algorithm [1]. In the radial drawing algorithm,

a reasonable root of the tree is chosen. Then, starting from that root of the tree, each subtree is drawn inside a wedge, with the angle of

the  wedge  proportional  to  the  number  of  leaves  in  that  subtree.  In  the  layered  drawing  algorithm,  a  reasonable  root  of  the  tree  is

chosen. Then, starting from that root, subtrees of the root are recursively drawn such that vertices on the same level have the same y

coordinate, and the horizontally closest vertices of adjacent subtrees are of unit distance apart. The root is placed at the center of the x

coordinates  of  its  subtrees  and  its  y  coordinate  is  one  unit  above  them.  TreePlot  function  chooses  between  these  two  algorithms,

depending on the second argument of this function.

Selecting the Appropriate Graph Drawing Function
For general graph drawing, consider using GraphPlot  or GraphPlot3D. GraphPlot  or GraphPlot3D calculates a visually appeal−

ing  2D/3D  layout  and  plot  the  graph  using  this  layout.  See  "General  Graph  Drawing:  GraphPlot  and  GraphPlot3D"  for  these

functions, and [17] for algorithmic details.

To  get  a  layered/hierarchical  drawing  of  a  directed  graph,  use  LayeredGraphPlot.  LayeredGraphPlot  attempts  to  draw  the

vertices of a graph in a series of layers, with dominant vertices at the top, and vertices lower in the hierarchy progressively farther down.

This function is most suitable for applications such as flow chart drawing. See "LayeredGraphPlot: Hierarchical Drawing of Directed

Graphs" for this function.

TreePlot is specifically designed to draw trees and tree−like graphs. See "Tree Drawing: TreePlot" for this function.
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General Graph Drawing
GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D  calculate and plot  a visually  appealing 2D/3D layout  of  a graph.  The functions are designed to work

with very large graphs and handle both connected and disconnected graphs. 

GraphPlotA9vi 1->v j 1,vi 2->v j 2,¼=E generate a plot of the graph in which vertex vik is connected to vertex v jk

GraphPlotA99vi 1->v j 1,lbl1=,¼=E associate labels lblk with edges in the graph

GraphPlot@mD generate a plot of the graph represented by the adjacency matrix m

GraphPlot3DA9vi 1->v j 1,vi 2->v j 2,¼=E

generate a 3D plot of the graph in which vertex vik is connected to vertex v jk

GraphPlot3DA99vi 1->v j 1,lbl1=,¼=E associate labels lblk with edges in the graph

GraphPlot3D@mD generate a 3D plot of the graph represented by the adjacency matrix m

Graph drawing functions.

This plots a graph specified by a rule list.

In[1]:= GraphPlot@8"d" ® "c", "e" ® "b", "e" ® "c", "e" ® "d", "f" ® "a", "f" ® "b",
"f" ® "d", "f" ® "e", "g" ® "a", "g" ® "b", "g" ® "c", "g" ® "e"<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[1]=

d

c

e b

f

a

g

For disconnected graphs, individual components are laid out in a visually appealing way and assembled.

In[2]:= GraphPlot@Table@i ® Mod@i^2, 129D, 8i, 0, 128<DD

Out[2]=
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This is a larger graph defined by a sparse adjacency matrix from a structural engineering application. The matrix comes from the Harwell|
Boeing Collection.

In[3]:= a = Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�dwt_1005.psa", "HarwellBoeing"D;

In[4]:= GraphPlot3D@a, VertexRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[4]=

GraphPlot  may produce slightly different output on different platforms, due to floating−point differences.

Options for GraphPlot and GraphPlot3D
The following options are accepted for GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D  (DirectedEdges  and EdgeLabeling  options are only valid

for GraphPlot ), in addition, options for Graphics and Graphics3D are accepted.

option name default value

DirectedEdges True whether to show edges as directed arrows

EdgeLabeling True whether to include labels given for edges

EdgeRenderingFunction Automatic function to give explicit graphics for edges

Method Automatic the method used to lay out the graph

MultiedgeStyle Automatic how to draw multiple edges between vertices

PlotRangePadding Automatic how much padding to put around the plot

PackingMethod Automatic method to use for packing components

PlotStyle Automatic style in which objects are drawn

SelfLoopStyle Automatic how to draw edges linking a vertex to itself

VertexCoordinateRules Automatic rules for explicit vertex coordinates

VertexLabeling Automatic whether to show vertex names as labels

VertexRenderingFunction Automatic function to give explicit graphics for vertices

Options for GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D.

DirectedEdges

The  option  DirectedEdges  specifies  whether  to  draw  edges  as  arrows.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are  True  or  False.  The

default value for this option is False.
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This shows a graph with edges represented by arrows.

In[5]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 6, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 6, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, DirectedEdges ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[5]=

1

6

2

3

4

5

This makes the arrowheads larger.

In[3]:= Table@
GraphPlot@81 ® 6, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 6, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, ImageSize ® 100,
DirectedEdges ® 8True, "ArrowheadsSize" ® asize<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD, 8asize, 80.05, 0.1, 0.15<<D

Out[3]=

EdgeLabeling

The option EdgeLabeling  specifies whether and how to display labels given for the edges. Possible values for this option are True ,

False,  or  Automatic .  The  default  value  for  this  option  is  True ,  which  displays  the  supplied  edge  labels  on  the  graph.  With

EdgeLabeling -> Automatic , the labels are shown as tooltips.

By default, GraphPlot  displays the supplied label for the edge between vertices 3 and 6.

In[6]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 83 ® 6, "edge 3->6"<, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[6]=

edge 3->6

1

5

6

2

4

3
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This displays the edge label as a tooltip. Place the cursor over the edge between vertices 3 and 6 to see the tooltip.

In[7]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 83 ® 6, "edge 3->6"<, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<,
EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[7]=

1

5

6

2

4

3

Alternatively, use Tooltip@vi -> v j, lblD to specify a tooltip for an edge. Place the cursor over the edge between vertices 3 and 6, as 

well as over the edge label on the edge between vertices 3 and 5, to see the tooltips.

In[8]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 83 ® 5, Tooltip@ "edge 3->5", "3->5"D<,
Tooltip@3 ® 6, "3->6"D, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[8]=

edge 3->5

1

5

6

2

4

3

To display the supplied label for the edge in 3D, EdgeRenderingFunction needs to be used. This is described later.

EdgeRenderingFunction

The  option  EdgeRenderingFunction  specifies  graphical  representation  of  the  graph  edges.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are

Automatic ,  None ,  or  a  function  that  gives  a  proper  combination  of  graphics  primitives  and  directives.  With  the  default  setting  of

Automatic , a dark red line is drawn for each edge. With EdgeRenderingFunction -> None , edges are not drawn.

This draws vertices only.

In[9]:= GraphPlot@Table@1, 830<, 830<D, EdgeRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[9]=
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With EdgeRenderingFunction -> g,  each edge is  rendered with  the graphics primitives and directives given by the function g  that

can take three or more arguments,  in the form g@8ri, ¼, r j<, 8vi, v j<, lblij, ¼D,  where ri,  r j  are the coordinates of  the beginning

and ending points of the edge, vi, v j  are the beginning and ending vertices, and lblij  is any label specified for the edge or None . Explicit

settings for EdgeRenderingFunction -> g override settings for EdgeLabeling and DirectedEdges.

This plots the edges as gray arrows with ends set back from vertices by a distance 0.1 (in the graph’s coordinate system).

In[10]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 1, 11 ® 12, 12 ® 13, 13 ® 14,
14 ® 15, 15 ® 16, 16 ® 17, 17 ® 11, 1 ® 11, 2 ® 12, 3 ® 13, 4 ® 14, 5 ® 15, 6 ® 16, 7 ® 17<,

EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8GrayLevel@0.5D, Arrow@ð1, 0.1D< &LD

Out[10]=

This generates edge labels or displays the ones supplied in the description of the graph.

In[11]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 83 ® 6, "edge 3->6"<, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, EdgeRenderingFunction ®
H88Red, Line@ð1D<, Text@If@ð3 === None, ð2, ð3D, Total@ð1D�2., Background ® WhiteD< &L,

VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[11]=

This draws straight edges in black and other edges (two multiedges and a self−loop) in red. The function LineScaledCoordinate 

from the package GraphUtilities is used to place labels at 70% of the length of the edge.

In[12]:= << GraphUtilities‘

In[13]:= GraphPlot3D@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 1 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 3 ® 3<, EdgeRenderingFunction ®
HIf @Length@ð1D > 2, 8Red, Line@ð1D, Text@If@First@ð1D === Last@ð1D, "loop", "multiedge"D,

LineScaledCoordinate@ð1, .7D, Background ® WhiteD<, Line@ð1DD &L, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[13]=
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This plots a 3D graph using spheres for vertices and cylinders for edges.

In[14]:= GraphPlot3D@82 ® 1, 5 ® 1, 6 ® 1, 3 ® 2, 11 ® 2, 4 ® 3, 16 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 21 ® 4, 26 ® 5, 7 ® 6, 10 ® 6,
8 ® 7, 30 ® 7, 9 ® 8, 42 ® 8, 10 ® 9, 38 ® 9, 12 ® 10, 12 ® 11, 15 ® 11, 13 ® 12, 14 ® 13, 37 ® 13,
15 ® 14, 33 ® 14, 17 ® 15, 17 ® 16, 20 ® 16, 18 ® 17, 19 ® 18, 32 ® 18, 20 ® 19, 53 ® 19, 22 ® 20,
22 ® 21, 25 ® 21, 23 ® 22, 24 ® 23, 52 ® 23, 25 ® 24, 48 ® 24, 27 ® 25, 27 ® 26, 30 ® 26, 28 ® 27,
29 ® 28, 47 ® 28, 30 ® 29, 43 ® 29, 32 ® 31, 35 ® 31, 54 ® 31, 33 ® 32, 34 ® 33, 35 ® 34, 36 ® 34,
56 ® 35, 37 ® 36, 40 ® 36, 38 ® 37, 39 ® 38, 40 ® 39, 41 ® 39, 57 ® 40, 42 ® 41, 45 ® 41, 43 ® 42,
44 ® 43, 45 ® 44, 46 ® 44, 58 ® 45, 47 ® 46, 50 ® 46, 48 ® 47, 49 ® 48, 50 ® 49, 51 ® 49, 59 ® 50,
52 ® 51, 55 ® 51, 53 ® 52, 54 ® 53, 55 ® 54, 60 ® 55, 57 ® 56, 60 ® 56, 58 ® 57, 59 ® 58, 60 ® 59<,

EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8Cylinder@ð1, .1D< &L, VertexRenderingFunction ® H8Sphere@ð, .25D< &LD

Out[14]=

This plots a graph with edges displayed as springs and vertices as spheres.

In[15]:= Spring@8x0_, y0_<, n_: 10D := Module@8x = x0 + Hy0 - x0L*0.05, y = y0 + Hx0 - y0L*0.1, theta, t<,
theta = If@Hy0 - x0L@@1DD � 0., Pi�2., ArcTan@Hy0 - x0L@@2DD�HHy0 - x0L@@1DDLDD;
Line@Join@8x0<, Table@x + Hy - xL*t + 0.05 8Cos@ 2 Pi n t + thetaD, Sin@2 Pi n t + thetaD, 0<,

8t, 0, 1, .005<D, 8y0<DDD;
GraphPlot3D@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 1, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 3 ® 4<, EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8Blue, Spring@ð1D< &L,
VertexRenderingFunction ® HSphere@ð1, 0.1D &LD

Out[16]=

This plots the benzene molecule.

In[17]:= normal@8x_, y_<D := 0.03*8-y, x<�Norm@8x, y<D;
GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 3 ® 4, 5 ® 6, 1 ® 7, 2 ® 8, 3 ® 9, 4 ® 10, 5 ® 11,

6 ® 12<, VertexRenderingFunction ® HText@Style@If@ð2 £ 6, "C", "H"D, BoldD, ð1, Background ® WhiteD &L,
EdgeRenderingFunction ® HIf@Length@ð1D > 2, norm = normal@First@ð1D - Last@ð1DD;

8Line@8First@ð1D + norm, Last@ð1D + norm<D, Line@8First@ð1D - norm, Last@ð1D - norm<D<, Line@ð1DD &LD

Out[18]=
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Draw text along the edges.

In[11]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 1<,
EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8Arrow@ðD, Inset@"Mathematica", Mean@ð1D,

Automatic, Automatic, ð@@1DD - ð@@2DD, Background ® WhiteD< &LD

Out[11]=
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Mathematica

Draw graphics on each edge.

In[5]:= arrow = ;

In[10]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 3 ® 6, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, EdgeRenderingFunction ®
H8Line@ðD, Inset@arrow, Mean@ð1D, Automatic, Automatic, ð@@1DD - ð@@2DD, Background ® WhiteD< &LD

Out[10]=

Method

Algorithms to be used in GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D  can be specified using the Method  option, either as Method -> "name"  or

Method -> 8"name", opt1 -> val1, ¼<,  where  opti -> vali  are  method−specific  options,  described  in  separate  sections.

Method -> Automatic  uses the "RadialDrawing" method for trees and "SpringElectricalEmbedding" otherwise.
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Automatic a method suitable for the problem is chosen automatically

"CircularEmbedding" lay out the vertices in a circle

"HighDimensionalEmbedding" invoke the high−dimensional embedding method, in which the graph is first laid out 

in a high−dimensional space based on the graph distances of the vertices to k 
centers; this layout is then projected to 2D or 3D space by linear combination of 
the high−dimensional coordinates using principal component analysis

"RadialDrawing" invoke the radial drawing method, which is most suitable for tree or tree−like 
graphs; if the graph is not a tree, a spanning tree is first constructed, and a radial 
drawing of the spanning tree is used to derive the drawing for the graph

"RandomEmbedding" lay out vertices randomly

"SpiralEmbedding" lay out the vertices in a spiral; in 3D, this distributes vertices uniformly on a sphere

"SpringElectricalEmbedding" invoke the spring−electrical embedding method, in which neighboring vertices are 
subject to an attractive spring force that is proportional to their physical distance, 
and all vertices are subject to a repulsive electrical force that is inversely 
proportional to their distance; the overall energy is minimized

"SpringEmbedding" invoke the spring embedding method, in which a vertex is subject to either 
attractive or repulsive force from another vertex, as though they are connected by 
a spring; the spring has an ideal length equal to the graph distance between the 
vertices; the total spring energy is minimized

Valid values of the Method option.

This draws the Petersen graph using the default method.

In[19]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8,
8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[19]=

1

3

42

5

6
7

8

9

10

This draws the graph using the "SpringEmbedding" algorithm.

In[20]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<,
Method ® "SpringEmbedding", VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[20]=

1 3

4

2

5

6

7

8

9

10
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This draws the graph using the "HighDimensionalEmbedding" algorithm.

In[21]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<,
Method ® "HighDimensionalEmbedding", VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[21]=

1
3
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This draws the complete graph of 30 vertices using the "CircularEmbedding" method.

In[22]:= GraphPlot@Table@1, 830<, 830<D, Method ® "CircularEmbedding", VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[22]= 1
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This draws the complete graph of 30 vertices using the "SpiralEmbedding" method in 3D.

In[23]:= GraphPlot3D@Table@1, 830<, 830<D, Method ® "SpiralEmbedding", VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[23]=
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This draws the complete graph using the "RandomEmbedding" method.

In[24]:= GraphPlot@Table@1, 830<, 830<D, Method ® "RandomEmbedding", VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[24]=
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This draws a graph specified in the Combinatorica Package format using coordinates that come with it.

In[25]:= Needs@"Combinatorica‘"D

In[26]:= GraphPlot@PetersenGraph, Method ® NoneD

Out[26]=

MultiedgeStyle

The option MultiedgeStyle  specifies whether to draw multiple edges between two vertices. Possible values for MultiedgeStyle

are  Automatic  (the  default),  True ,  False,  or  a  positive  real  number.  With  the  default  setting  MultiedgeStyle -> Automatic ,

multiple  edges  are  shown  for  a  graph  specified  by  a  list  of  rules,  but  not  shown  if  specified  by  an  adjacency  matrix.  With

MultiedgeStyle -> ∆, the multiedges are spread out to a scaled distance of ∆. 
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By default, multiple edges are shown if a graph is given as a list of rules.

In[27]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 1 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 1<,
DirectedEdges ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[27]=

1

2

34

5

6

But multiple edges are not shown for graphs specified by an adjacency matrix.

In[28]:= GraphPlotB

0 3 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[28]=

1

2

34

5

6

This spreads multiple edges by the specified amount.

In[29]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 1 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 1<,
MultiedgeStyle ® 1, DirectedEdges ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[29]=

1

2

34

5

6
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PackingMethod

The  option  PackingMethod  specifies  the  method  used  for  packing  disconnected  components.  Possible  values  for  the  option  are

Automatic  (the  default),  "ClosestPacking",  "ClosestPackingCenter",  "Layered",  "LayeredLeft",  "LayeredTop",  and

"NestedGrid".  With  PackingMethod -> "ClosestPacking",  components  are  packed  as  close  together  as  possible  using  a

polyomino  method  [6],  starting  from  the  top  left.  With  PackingMethod -> "ClosestPackingCenter",  components  are  packed

starting  from  the  center.  With  PackingMethod -> "Layered",  components  are  packed  in  layers  starting  from  top  left.  With

PackingMethod -> "LayeredLeft"  or  PackingMethod -> "LayeredTop",  components  are  packed  in  layers  starting  from  the

top/left respectively. With PackingMethod -> "NestedGrid", components are arranged in a nested grid. The typical effective default

setting is PackingMethod -> "Layered", and the packing starts with the components of the largest bounding box area.

This shows the packing of disconnected components by the default method.

In[30]:= g = Flatten@
Table@x = RandomReal@1, 850 + 1<D; Table@x@@i + 1DD -> x@@Mod@i^2, 50D + 1DD, 8i, 0, 50<D, 810<DD;

In[31]:= GraphPlot@gD

Out[31]=

This shows the packing of disconnected components using the "ClosestPackingCenter" method.

In[32]:= g = Flatten@
Table@x = RandomReal@1, 850 + 1<D; Table@x@@i + 1DD -> x@@Mod@i^2, 50D + 1DD, 8i, 0, 50<D, 810<DD;

In[33]:= GraphPlot@g, PackingMethod ® "ClosestPackingCenter"D

Out[33]=

Users  can adjust  the  packing by  suboptions of  PackingMethod.  The suboption "Padding"  specifies  the amount  of  space to  allow

between components; possible values are Automatic  (the default), or a non−negative number. The suboption "PaddingFunction",

which  overrides  "Padding",  also  specifies  the  amount  of  space  to  allow  between  components.  It  takes  a  list  of  the  form

88w1, h1<, ¼<, which are the width and height of the bounding box of the components, and returns a non−negative number. Options

PackingMethod -> "ClosestPacking"  and  PackingMethod -> "ClosestPackingCenter"  also  accept  a

"PolyominoNumber" suboption, which specifies the average number of polyominos used to approximate each disconnected compo−

nent. Possible values for the "PolyominoNumber" suboption are Automatic  (the default, which usually sets "PolyominoNumber"

to 100), or a positive integer. A smaller "PolyominoNumber" typically has the effect of not allowing smaller components to embed in

between large components.
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This specifies a space of one polyomino between components.

In[34]:= g = Flatten@
Table@x = RandomReal@1, 850 + 1<D; Table@x@@i + 1DD -> x@@Mod@i^2, 50D + 1DD, 8i, 0, 50<D, 810<DD;

In[35]:= GraphPlot@g, PackingMethod ® 8"ClosestPackingCenter", "Padding" ® 1<D

Out[35]=

This specifies that an average of five polyominos be used to approximate each component.

In[36]:= g = Flatten@
Table@x = RandomReal@1, 850 + 1<D; Table@x@@i + 1DD -> x@@Mod@i^2, 50D + 1DD, 8i, 0, 50<D, 810<DD;

In[37]:= GraphPlot@g, PackingMethod ® 8"ClosestPackingCenter", "PolyominoNumber" ® 5, "Padding" ® 1<D

Out[37]=

PlotRangePadding

PlotRangePadding is a common option for graphics functions inherited by GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D.

PlotStyle

PlotStyle  is a common option for graphics functions inherited by GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D. The option PlotStyle  specifies

the style in which objects are drawn.

Draw edges with thicker lines, and both edges and vertex labels in red.

In[38]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 1, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 5, 5 ® 4, 9 ® 8, 10 ® 8, 8 ® 3, 12 ® 11, 13 ® 11,
11 ® 1, 15 ® 14, 16 ® 14, 14 ® 2<, VertexLabeling ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Thickness@0.02D<D

Out[38]=
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SelfLoopStyle

The option SelfLoopStyle  specifies whether and how to draw loops for vertices that are linked to themselves. Possible values of the

option are Automatic  (the default),  True ,  False,  or  a  positive real  number.  With  SelfLoopStyle -> Automatic ,  self−loops are

shown if the graph is specified by a list of rules, but not by an adjacency matrix. With SelfLoopStyle -> ∆, the self−loops are drawn

with a diameter of ∆ (relative to the average edge length). 

By default, self−loops are displayed for a graph specified by a list of rules.

In[39]:= GraphPlot@83 ® 2, 4 ® 1, 4 ® 3, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 1 ® 1, 1 ® 1<,
VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[39]=

3

2

4

1

5

6

Self−loops are not shown if the graph is specified by an adjacency matrix.

In[40]:= GraphPlotB

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 2 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[40]=

1

2

3

4

5

6
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This shows self−loops with the diameter as big as the average length of the edges.

In[41]:= GraphPlot@83 ® 2, 4 ® 1, 4 ® 3, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 1 ® 1, 1 ® 1<,
VertexLabeling ® True, SelfLoopStyle ® 1D

Out[41]=
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2

4

1

5

6

VertexCoordinateRules

The option VertexCoordinateRules  specifies the coordinates of the vertices. Possible values are None ,  a list of coordinates, or a

list of rules specifying the coordinates of selected or all vertices.

This draws the Petersen graph using known coordinates.

In[42]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<,
VertexCoordinateRules ® 880.309, 0.951<, 8-0.809, -0.587<, 80.309, -0.951<, 8-0.809, 0.587<,
81.‘, 0<, 80.618, 1.902<, 8-1.618, 1.175<, 8-1.618, -1.175<, 80.618, -1.902<, 82.‘, 0<<D

Out[42]=
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This computes vertex coordinates of the same graph using the "SpringEmbedding" algorithm.

In[43]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<,
Method ® "SpringEmbedding"D

Out[43]=

This specifies coordinates for two vertices.

In[44]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 1<, VertexCoordinateRules ® 81 ® 81, 1<, 2 ® 82, 3<<,
Frame ® True, FrameTicks ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[44]=

1

2

3

4

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

This specifies only y coordinates.

In[12]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 4, 2 ® 3, 2 ® 5, 1 ® 3<, VertexCoordinateRules ®
81 ® 8Automatic, 1<, 2 ® 8Automatic, 1<, 3 ® 8Automatic, 2<, 4 ® 8Automatic, 2<, 5 ® 8Automatic, 2<<,

Frame ® True, FrameTicks ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[12]=

1

4

2

35

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0
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This draws a bipartite graph by fixing x coordinates. "Anchors" are added to connect disconnected components.

In[1]:= bipartite = 81 ® b, 2 ® a, 3 ® a, 3 ® d, 4 ® c, 4 ® a, 4 ® b<;
g = Join@bipartite, Map@HLeft ® ð@@1DDL &, bipartiteD, Map@HRight ® ð@@2DDL &, bipartiteDD;

In[3]:= GraphPlot@g, VertexCoordinateRules ® 8left ® 8-2, 0<, right ® 82, 0<,
Sequence �� Flatten@Map@H8ð@@1DD ® 8-1, Automatic<, ð@@2DD ® 81, Automatic<<L &, bipartiteDD<,

VertexLabeling ® True, VertexRenderingFunction ®
HIf@ð2 =!= Left && ð2 =!= Right, Text@ð2, ð1, Background ® WhiteD, 8<D &L, EdgeRenderingFunction ®
HIf@! MemberQ@8Left, Right<, ð2@@1DDD && ! MemberQ@8Left, Right<, ð2@@2DDD, Line@ð1D, 8<D &LD

Out[3]=

1

b

2

a

3

d
4

c

When the bipartite graph is connected, it works even better without augmenting it with "Left" and "Right" anchors.

In[4]:= GraphPlot@bipartite, VertexCoordinateRules ®
Flatten@Map@H8ð@@1DD ® 8-1, Automatic<, ð@@2DD ® 81, Automatic<<L &, bipartiteDD, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

1

b
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Out[4]=

2

a

3

4

c
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d

VertexLabeling

The  option  VertexLabeling  specifies  whether  to  show  vertex  names  as  labels.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are  True ,  False,

Automatic  (the default)  and Tooltip.  VertexLabeling -> True  shows the labels.  For  graphs specified by an adjacency matrix,

vertex  labels  are  taken to  be  successive  integers  1, 2,¼, n,  where  n  is  the  size  of  the  matrix.  For  graphs  specified  by  a  list  of  rules,

labels  are  the  expressions  used  in  the  rules.  VertexLabeling -> False  displays  each  vertex  as  a  point.

VertexLabeling -> Tooltip  displays  each  vertex  as  a  point,  but  gives  its  name  in  a  tooltip.  VertexLabeling -> Automatic

displays  each  vertex  as  a  point,  giving  its  name  in  a  tooltip  if  the  number  of  vertices  is  not  too  large.  You  can  also  use

Tooltip@vk, vlblD anywhere in the list of rules to specify an alternative tooltip for a vertex vk. 

This draws the graph with labels given as indices of the adjacency matrix.

In[45]:= GraphPlotB

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[45]=

1

2

3

4

5

This uses the labels specified in the list of rules.

In[46]:= GraphPlot@8"A" ® "B", "A" ® "a", "B" ® "C", "C" ® "A"<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[46]= A

B

a

C
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This specifies alternative labels for vertices 3 and 5. Place the cursor above the vertices to see the labels.

In[47]:= GraphPlot@85 ® 4, 6 ® 2, 6 ® Tooltip@3, "number 3"D, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 3, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 6<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[47]=

54

6

2

3

7

1

This plots vertices as points, and displays vertex names in tooltips. Place the cursor above the vertices to see the labels.

In[48]:= GraphPlot@85 ® 4, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 3, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 6<, VertexLabeling ® TooltipD

Out[48]=

VertexRenderingFunction

The  option  VertexRenderingFunction  specifies  graphical  representation  of  the  graph  edges.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are

Automatic ,  None ,  or  a  function  that  gives  a  proper  combination  of  graphics  primitives  and  directives.  With  the  default  setting  of

Automatic , vertices are displayed as points, with their names given in tooltips. 

By default, vertices are displayed as points and, for small graphs, labeled in tooltips. Point the cursor at a vertex to see the tooltip.

In[49]:= GraphPlot@85 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 5, 7 ® 6<D

Out[49]=

This draws no vertices at all.

In[50]:= GraphPlot@85 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 5, 7 ® 6<, VertexRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[50]=
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With VertexRenderingFunction -> g,  each vertex is  rendered with the graphics primitives given by g@ri, vi, ¼D,  where ri  is  the

coordinate of  the vertex and vi  is  the label  of  the vertex.  Explicit  settings for  VertexRenderingFunction -> g  override settings for

VertexLabeling .

This shows vertices as yellow disks.

In[51]:= GraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 7,
7 ® 8, 8 ® 1, 1 ® 9, 2 ® 9, 3 ® 10, 4 ® 10, 6 ® 11, 5 ® 11, 7 ® 12, 8 ® 12<,

VertexRenderingFunction ® H8EdgeForm@BlackD, Yellow, Disk@ð1, 0.2D, Black, Text@ð2, ð1D< &LD

Out[51]=

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

8
9

10 11

12

This renders vertices using a predefined graphic.

In[52]:= gr = ;

In[53]:= GraphPlot@84 ® 2, 4 ® 3, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 3, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5<, VertexRenderingFunction ® HInset@gr, ð1D &LD

Out[53]=

Common Suboptions of All Methods 
All  graph  drawing  methods  accept  the  method  suboption  "Rotation",  which  specifies  the  desired  amount  of  clockwise  rotation  in

radians from the default orientation. The option takes any numeric values, or False. The default is 0. 

For GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D,  the default  orientation is derived by an alignment step where the principal axis is found and the

graph drawing is aligned with the x coordinate. However if "Rotation" -> False is specified, this step is skipped.

option name default value

"Rotation" 0 amount of clockwise rotation to apply to the drawing

Common suboptions for all methods.
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This rotates a plot of a graph by Π �2, 0 and -Π �2 clockwise.

In[3]:= GraphicsRow@Table@GraphPlot@84 ® 3, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 2, 7 ® 3, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 5, 7 ® 6<,
Method ® 8"Automatic", "Rotation" ® rot<D, 8rot, 8-Pi�2, 0, Pi�2<<DD

Out[2]=

This shows the evolution of a graph layout process.

In[4]:= Grid@
Partition@Table@GraphPlot@84 ® 3, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 2, 7 ® 3, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 5, 7 ® 6<,

Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "Rotation" ® False,
"RecursionMethod" ® None, MaxIterations ® i<, ImageSize ® 50D, 8i, 15<D, 85<DD

Out[1]=

Common Suboptions of the "SpringEmbedding" and 
"SpringElectricalEmbedding" Methods
Both the SpringEmbedding and SpringElectricalEmbedding methods belong to the family of so−called force−directed methods.

These methods work by calculating the force on each vertex, and iteratively moving the vertex along the force in an effort to minimize

the overall system’s energy. See [8] for algorithmic details. These two methods have the following common options. 

option name default value

"EnergyControl" Automatic how the energy function is controlled during minimization 

"InferentialDistance" Automatic cutoff distance beyond which the force calculation ignores 
inference from faraway vertices 

MaxIterations Automatic maximum number of iterations to be used in attempting to 
minimize the energy 

"RandomSeed" Automatic seed to use in the random generator for initial vertex 
placement

"RecursionMethod" Automatic whether a multilevel algorithm is used to lay out the graph

"StepControl" Automatic how step lengths are modified during energy minimization 

"StepLength" Automatic initial step length used in moving the vertices

"Tolerance" Automatic tolerance used in terminating the energy minimization 
process 

Common suboptions for "SpringEmbedding" and "SpringElectricalEmbedding" methods. 
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"EnergyControl"

The  suboption  "EnergyControl"  specifies  limitations  on  the  total  energy  of  the  system  during  minimization.  Possible  values  are

Automatic  (the default), "Monotonic", or "NonMonotonic". When the value is "Monotonic", a step along the force will only be

accepted if the energy is lowered. When the value is "NonMonotonic", a step along the force will be accepted even if the energy is

not lowered.

"InferentialDistance"

The suboption "InferentialDistance" specifies a cutoff distance beyond which the interaction between vertices is assumed to be

nonexistent.  Possible  values are  Automatic  (the default)  or  a  positive  numeric  value.  For  the "SpringEmbedding"  method,  if  the

graph  distance  between  a  vertex  i  and  a  vertex  j  is  greater  than  the  option  value  of  "InferentialDistance",  the  repulsive  and

attractive  spring  force  between  i  and  j  is  ignored.  For  the  "SpringElectricalEmbedding"  method,  if  the  Euclidean  distance

between a vertex i and a vertex j is greater than the option value of "InferentialDistance", the repulsive force between i and j is

ignored. 

This draws a random tree using the "SpringElectricalEmbedding" method.

In[1]:= g = RandomInteger@ðD ® ð + 1 & �� Range@0, 1000D;

In[2]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® "SpringElectricalEmbedding"D

Out[2]=

Using a smaller (more negative) "RepulsiveForcePower" option value (see the next section); now the graph fills more space.

In[22]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RepulsiveForcePower" ® -2<D

Out[22]=
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A similar effect can be achieved using a small "InferentialDistance" option value.

In[21]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® .5<D

Out[21]=

MaxIterations

The  option  MaxIterations  specifies  the  maximum number  of  iterations  to  be  used  in  attempting  to  minimize  the  energy.  Possible

values are Automatic  (the default) or a positive integer.

"RandomSeed"

The option "RandomSeed" specifies a seed for the random number generator that computes the initial vertex placement. Changing this

option usually affects the orientation of the drawing of the graph, but it can also change the layout. Possible values are Automatic  or

an integer.

This shows the effect of different random seed values on drawing the Petersen graph.

In[60]:= g = 81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<;

In[61]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RandomSeed" ® Automatic<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[61]=

1
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In[62]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RandomSeed" ® 4321<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[62]=
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"RecursionMethod"

The option  "RecursionMethod"  specifies  whether  the  graph layout  should  be produced by  a  recursive  procedure.  Possible  values

are  Automatic  (the  default),  "Multilevel",  or  None .  In  a  "Multilevel"  algorithm,  the  graph  is  successively  coarsened  into

graphs with a smaller and smaller number of vertices. The coarser graphs are laid out first, and those layouts are interpolated into the

finer graphs and then further refined. 

suboption name default value

"Randomization" Automatic whether to inspect vertices in random order

"MinSize" Automatic minimal number of vertices in a coarsened graph

"CoarseningScheme" Automatic how graphs are coarsened

Suboptions for "Multilevel".

For the option "Randomize", possible values are Automatic , True , and False. For "MinSize", possible values are Automatic

or a positive number. For "CoarseningScheme", the implemented algorithms are based on either a maximal independent vertex set,

which forms the coarse vertices, or a maximal independent edge set, also called a matching. In a matching, two vertices that form an

edge are merged to form a coarse graph vertex. The following are possible values for "CoarseningScheme".

"MaximalIndependentVertexSet" link vertices in the maximal independent set if their graph distance is 3 or less

"MaximalIndependentVertexSetInjection"

link vertices in the maximal independent set if their graph distance is 1 or 2

"MaximalIndependentVertexSetRugeStuben"

generate the maximal independent vertex set, giving priority to vertices with more 
neighbors not in the set, then link vertices in the set if their graph distance is 3 or 
less

"MaximalIndependentVertexSetRugeStubenInjection"

link vertices if their graph distance is 1 or 2, giving priority to vertices with more 
neighbors

"MaximalIndependentEdgeSet" consider edges in their natural order when matching

"MaximalIndependentEdgeSetHeavyEdge"

give priority to edges with higher edge weight (i.e., edges that represent a larger 
number of edges in the original graph) when matching

"MaximalIndependentEdgeSetSmallestVertexWeight"

give priority to matchings of vertices with neighbors that have the smallest vertex 
weight
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"StepControl"

The  option  "StepControl"  defines  how  step  length  is  modified  during  energy  minimization.  It  can  be  Automatic  (the  default),

"Monotonic"  (where step length can only be decreased),  "NonMonotonic"  (where step length can be made larger or  smaller),  or

"StrictlyMonotonic" (where step length is strictly reduced between iterations).

"StepLength"

The  option  "StepLength"  gives  the  initial  step  length  used  in  moving  the  vertices  around.  Possible  values  are  Automatic  (the

default) or a positive real number.

Tolerance

The option Tolerance  specifies the tolerance used in terminating the energy minimization process. If the average change of coordi−

nates of each vertex is less than the tolerance, the energy minimization process is terminated and the current coordinates are given as

output. Possible values are Automatic  or a positive real number.

Method Suboptions of the "SpringElectricalEmbedding" Method

option name value

"Octree" Automatic whether to use an octree data structure (in three dimen−
sions) or a quadtree data structure (in two dimensions) in the 
calculation of repulsive force

"RepulsiveForcePower" -1 how fast the repulsive force decays over distance

Method options for "SpringElectricalEmbedding".

"Octree"

The  "Octree"  option  specifies  whether  to  use  an  octree  data  structure  (in  three  dimensions)  or  a  quadtree  data  structure  (in  two

dimensions)  in  the  calculation  of  repulsive  force.  Possible  values  are  Automatic  (the  default),  True ,  or  False.  Use  of  an  octree−

/quadtree  data  structure  minimizes  the  complexity  of  computation  by  approximating  the  long−range  repulsive  force.  However,  it

introduces an approximation to the force calculation. Therefore, in a few cases the result may not be as good.

"RepulsiveForcePower"

Possible values are negative real numbers, with −1 as the default. In the spring−electrical embedding, the repulsive force between two

vertices  i  and  j  is  K2 �di j  by  default.  If  the  value  of  RepulsiveForcePower  is  r  (with  r < 0),  then  the  repulsive  force  is  defined  as

K1-r di j
r, where di j is the distance between the vertices and K is a constant coefficient.

A strong long−range repulsive force over long distance often has the boundary effect that vertices in the periphery are closer to each

other than those in the center are. Specifying a weaker long−range repulsive force can sometimes alleviate this effect. This option can

also be useful in drawing a graph so that it fills up more space. (See the "InferentialDistance" method option for details.) 
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With a repulsive force power of −2, the boundary vertices are not as close to each other as they are with the default value of −1.

In[63]:= GraphPlot@GridGraph@20, 20D, Method ® "SpringElectricalEmbedding"D

Out[63]=

In[64]:= GraphPlot@GridGraph@20, 20D, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RepulsiveForcePower" ® -2<D

Out[64]=

Method Suboption of "HighDimensionalEmbedding" 

option name default value

"RefinementMethod" None whether the result should be further refined, and which 
method should be used for refinement

Method option for "HighDimensionalEmbedding".

"RefinementMethod"

The option "RefinementMethod" specifies whether the result should be further refined, and which method should be used to refine it.

Possible values are None  (the default), "SpringEmbedding", or "SpringElectricalEmbedding".

This shows a case where the "HighDimensionalEmbedding" method placed vertices 5 and 6 at the same position. Specifying a 

"RefinementMethod" option helps to draw the graph better.

In[65]:= g = 81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 1, 1 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 1 ® 7, 4 ® 7<;

In[66]:= GraphPlot@g, Method -> "HighDimensionalEmbedding", VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[66]=
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In[67]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"HighDimensionalEmbedding", "RefinementMethod" ® "SpringElectricalEmbedding"<,
VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[67]= 1

2

3

4 5

6

7

Advanced Topics

Drawing a Graph to Fill Up More Space

While the default setting for GraphPlot  works well in general, for graphs that have a wide range of values for the vertex degree, it is

often necessary to use a setting that helps the vertices to occupy less space.

The default method usually works well.

In[18]:= SeedRandom@321D;

In[19]:= g = Table@i ® RandomInteger@81, 52<D, 8i, 52<D

Out[19]= 81 ® 11, 2 ® 27, 3 ® 15, 4 ® 18, 5 ® 11, 6 ® 44, 7 ® 11, 8 ® 50, 9 ® 51, 10 ® 6, 11 ® 52, 12 ® 31, 13 ® 23, 14 ® 50, 15 ®

In[20]:= GraphPlot@gD

Out[20]=

However, sometimes "SpringEmbedding" produces a drawing that occupies more space.

In[21]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® "SpringEmbedding"D

Out[21]=

A similar effect can be achieved with a repulsive force power smaller than the default (-1), so that the repulsive force decays more quickly 
over distance.

In[23]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RepulsiveForcePower" ® -1.8<D

Out[23]=
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Alternatively, specify a cutoff distance.

In[24]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® 4<D

Out[24]=

For such tree−like graphs, a tree−drawing algorithm may be preferable. See "Tree Drawing" for greater control over tree layout.

In[25]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® "RadialDrawing"D

Out[25]=

This draws a graph from power network modeling.

In[23]:= GraphPlot@ExampleData@8"Matrix", "HB�1138_bus"<, "Matrix"D,
Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® 4, "RepulsiveForcePower" ® -1.8<,
PlotRangePadding ® 0D

Out[23]=

Improving Performance for Drawing Very Large Graphs

Although  the  default  option  set  usually  ensures  a  very  good  performance,  it  is  often  possible  to  further  increase  drawing  speed  and

reduce memory usage by selecting specific option combinations for a particular task. For example, speed and/or memory usage can be

improved using a smaller number of iterations, a smaller inferential distance, or a lower tolerance. These settings tend to reduce quality,

but still frequently offer an acceptable compromise.

This is a drawing with default option settings.

In[75]:= g = Import@"LinearAlgebraExamples�Data�nos6.mtx"D;

In[76]:= GraphPlot@gD �� Timing

Out[76]=
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A coarsening scheme based on the maximal independent vertex set is often faster and uses less memory, and yet offers a comparable 
layout quality.

In[77]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RecursionMethod" ®
8"Multilevel", "CoarseningScheme" ® "MaximalIndependentVertexSetRugeStuben"<<D �� Timing

Out[77]=

By reducing the number of iterations to 30, you can get a result still faster.

In[78]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", MaxIterations ® 30<D �� Timing

Out[78]=

Setting the inferential distance to 2 and the number of iterations to 40 is also faster than the default.

In[79]:= GraphPlot@g,
Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® 2, MaxIterations ® 40<D �� Timing

Out[79]=

By further reducing the number of iterations to 20, you get a result much faster.

In[80]:= GraphPlot@g,
Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® 2, MaxIterations ® 20<D �� Timing

Out[80]=

A combination of the previous options is still faster.

In[81]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ®
8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® 2, MaxIterations ® 20, "RecursionMethod" ®
8"Multilevel", "CoarseningScheme" ® "MaximalIndependentVertexSetRugeStuben"<<D �� Timing

Out[81]=
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"HighDimensionalEmbedding" tends to be the fastest method, but the quality of the drawing often suffers.

In[82]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® "HighDimensionalEmbedding"D �� Timing

Out[82]=

For comparison, "SpringEmbedding" is the slowest method, but it is the only one that draws the mesh using orthogonal lines.

In[83]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® "SpringEmbedding"D �� Timing

Out[83]=

Extracting Vertex Coordinates from Output

In most cases, you will  deal with the output of  GraphPlot  and GraphPlot3D  just as with a usual Graphics  expression. However,

you may sometimes want  to  take advantage of  the  additional  information  encapsulated  in  the  output  expression,  which  has  the  form

Graphics@Annotation@data, VertexCoordinateRules -> rulesDD.  Particularly,  it  is  sometimes  useful  to  extract  coordinates  of

graph vertices.

Here is a simple graph.

In[84]:= GraphPlot@83 ® 2, 4 ® 1, 4 ® 3, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 3<D

Out[84]=

This extracts the coordinates of vertices.

In[85]:= VertexCoordinateRules �. Cases@%, _Rule, InfinityD

Out[85]= 880.578783, 1.17222<, 80.578837, 0.<, 81.71796, 1.11836<, 81.15021, 0.585401<, 81.71821, 0.0540483<, 80., 0.585946

Example Gallery

E. coli Transcription Networks

In  a  graph representation  of  a  transcriptional  regulation  network  that  controls  gene expression in  cells,  nodes (vertices)  are  operons,

which are one or more genes transcribed on the same messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA). Edges of the graph are directed from an

operon that encodes a transcription factor to an operon that it directly regulates [1]. 
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Data

Drawing the network

The network consists of many components. Mouse over vertices to see the labels.

In[87]:= GraphPlot@g, EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® TooltipD

Out[87]=

Use a different component packing method.

In[88]:= GraphPlot@g, EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® Tooltip, PackingMethod ® "ClosestPackingCenter"D

Out[88]=
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This spreads out the vertices.

In[89]:= GraphPlot@g, Method -> 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RepulsiveForcePower" ® -2<,
EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® Tooltip, PackingMethod ® "ClosestPackingCenter"D

Out[89]=

An alternative way of spreading out the vertices.

In[90]:= GraphPlot@g, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "InferentialDistance" ® 6<,
EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® Tooltip, PackingMethod ® "ClosestPackingCenter"D

Out[90]=
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Protein: An Oxidoreductase

This plots an oxidoreductase protein [3] using the data from [4].

In[91]:= GraphPlot@881 ® 2, 1<, 81 ® 9, 2<, 81 ® 17, 2<, 82 ® 3, 1<, 82 ® 9, 2<, 83 ® 49, 2<, 84 ® 5, 2<, 84 ® 42, 2<,
85 ® 6, 2<, 85 ® 9, 2<, 85 ® 17, 2<, 85 ® 42, 1<, 86 ® 7, 1<, 86 ® 8, 2<, 86 ® 17, 2<, 86 ® 28, 2<, 86 ® 42, 2<,
87 ® 8, 2<, 87 ® 16, 2<, 87 ® 28, 2<, 87 ® 44, 2<, 88 ® 10, 2<, 88 ® 11, 2<, 88 ® 14, 2<, 88 ® 16, 2<,
88 ® 18, 2<, 88 ® 19, 2<, 88 ® 28, 2<, 89 ® 17, 2<, 810 ® 11, 1<, 810 ® 12, 2<, 810 ® 13, 2<, 810 ® 14, 2<,
810 ® 17, 2<, 810 ® 18, 2<, 811 ® 12, 2<, 811 ® 18, 2<, 812 ® 13, 2<, 812 ® 14, 2<, 812 ® 18, 2<,
813 ® 14, 2<, 813 ® 15, 2<, 813 ® 16, 2<, 813 ® 18, 2<, 813 ® 32, 2<, 814 ® 15, 1<, 814 ® 16, 2<,
814 ® 18, 2<, 814 ® 32, 1<, 814 ® 36, 2<, 815 ® 16, 2<, 815 ® 32, 2<, 815 ® 36, 2<, 815 ® 37, 2<,
816 ® 17, 2<, 816 ® 18, 2<, 816 ® 32, 2<, 816 ® 33, 2<, 816 ® 37, 2<, 818 ® 19, 2<, 819 ® 20, 2<,
819 ® 43, 2<, 820 ® 21, 2<, 820 ® 43, 2<, 821 ® 22, 2<, 822 ® 27, 2<, 822 ® 28, 2<, 822 ® 29, 2<,
823 ® 24, 2<, 823 ® 25, 2<, 823 ® 26, 2<, 823 ® 27, 2<, 823 ® 30, 2<, 823 ® 31, 2<, 823 ® 39, 2<,
824 ® 25, 2<, 824 ® 31, 2<, 824 ® 39, 2<, 825 ® 26, 2<, 825 ® 31, 2<, 826 ® 27, 2<, 826 ® 30, 2<,
826 ® 31, 2<, 826 ® 32, 2<, 827 ® 30, 2<, 828 ® 29, 2<, 829 ® 85, 2<, 830 ® 31, 2<, 830 ® 32, 2<,
830 ® 33, 2<, 832 ® 36, 2<, 832 ® 85, 2<, 833 ® 36, 2<, 835 ® 36, 2<, 835 ® 79, 2<, 835 ® 82, 2<,
836 ® 37, 2<, 837 ® 38, 2<, 839 ® 40, 2<, 839 ® 41, 2<, 839 ® 47, 2<, 840 ® 41, 2<, 840 ® 46, 2<,
840 ® 48, 2<, 843 ® 44, 2<, 844 ® 45, 1<, 845 ® 46, 1<, 847 ® 48, 2<, 850 ® 51, 1<, 850 ® 52, 2<,
850 ® 59, 1<, 850 ® 67, 2<, 851 ® 52, 2<, 851 ® 59, 2<, 851 ® 67, 2<, 852 ® 53, 1<, 853 ® 93, 2<,
853 ® 99, 2<, 854 ® 55, 2<, 854 ® 92, 2<, 855 ® 56, 2<, 855 ® 59, 2<, 855 ® 67, 2<, 855 ® 92, 1<,
856 ® 57, 1<, 856 ® 58, 2<, 856 ® 67, 2<, 856 ® 78, 2<, 856 ® 92, 2<, 857 ® 58, 2<, 857 ® 66, 2<,
857 ® 78, 2<, 857 ® 94, 2<, 858 ® 60, 2<, 858 ® 61, 2<, 858 ® 64, 2<, 858 ® 66, 2<, 858 ® 68, 2<,
858 ® 69, 2<, 858 ® 78, 2<, 859 ® 67, 2<, 860 ® 61, 2<, 860 ® 62, 2<, 860 ® 64, 2<, 860 ® 67, 2<,
860 ® 68, 2<, 861 ® 62, 2<, 861 ® 68, 2<, 862 ® 63, 2<, 862 ® 68, 2<, 863 ® 64, 2<, 863 ® 65, 2<,
863 ® 66, 2<, 863 ® 68, 2<, 863 ® 82, 2<, 864 ® 65, 1<, 864 ® 66, 2<, 864 ® 68, 2<, 864 ® 82, 1<,
864 ® 86, 2<, 865 ® 66, 2<, 865 ® 82, 2<, 865 ® 86, 2<, 865 ® 87, 2<, 866 ® 67, 2<, 866 ® 68, 2<,
866 ® 82, 2<, 866 ® 83, 2<, 866 ® 87, 2<, 868 ® 69, 2<, 869 ® 70, 2<, 869 ® 93, 2<, 870 ® 71, 2<,
871 ® 72, 2<, 872 ® 77, 2<, 872 ® 78, 2<, 872 ® 79, 2<, 873 ® 74, 2<, 873 ® 75, 2<, 873 ® 76, 2<,
873 ® 77, 2<, 873 ® 80, 2<, 873 ® 81, 2<, 873 ® 89, 2<, 874 ® 75, 2<, 874 ® 81, 2<, 874 ® 89, 2<,
875 ® 76, 2<, 875 ® 81, 2<, 876 ® 77, 2<, 876 ® 80, 2<, 876 ® 81, 2<, 876 ® 82, 2<, 877 ® 80, 2<,
878 ® 79, 2<, 880 ® 81, 2<, 880 ® 82, 2<, 880 ® 83, 2<, 882 ® 86, 2<, 885 ® 86, 2<, 886 ® 87, 2<,
887 ® 88, 2<, 889 ® 90, 2<, 889 ® 91, 2<, 889 ® 97, 2<, 890 ® 91, 2<, 890 ® 96, 2<, 890 ® 98, 2<,
893 ® 94, 2<, 894 ® 95, 1<, 895 ® 96, 1<, 897 ® 98, 2<<, EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, MultiedgeStyle ® FalseD

Out[91]=

Square Dielectric Waveguide

A square sparse matrix can be viewed as an adjacency matrix of  a graph; therefore it  is  often instructive to "draw" the sparse matrix

using GraphPlot . An example is given below, and the graph drawing of over one thousand matrices can be found at [7].

This graph represents a sparse matrix used in electrical engineering [5].

In[113]:= g = Import@"ftp:��math.nist.gov�pub�MatrixMarket2�NEP�dwave�dwa512.mtx.gz"D

Out[115]= SparseArray@<2480>, 8512, 512<D

In[116]:= GraphPlot3D@g, VertexRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[116]=
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Social Network

Graph drawing is a powerful tool in visualizing social structures.

This plots a social network.

In[94]:= GraphPlot@8"Li" ® "Hu", "Wang" ® "Hu", "Li" ® "Wang", "Carol" ® "Andre", "Carol" ® "Fernando",
"Carol" ® "Diane", "Andre" ® "Diane", "Andre" ® "Fernando", "Andre" ® "Beverly", "Fernando" ® "Diane",
"Fernando" ® "Garth", "Fernando" ® "Heather", "Diane" ® "Beverly", "Diane" ® "Garth", "Diane" ® "Ed",
"Beverly" ® "Garth", "Beverly" ® "Ed", "Garth" ® "Ed", "Garth" ® "Heather", "Jane" ® "Li",
"Jane" ® "Hu", "Heather" ® "Ike", "Ike" ® "Jane", "Li" ® "Yang", "Yang" ® "Liu", "Liu" ® "Wang"<,

VertexLabeling ® True, PlotRangePadding ® AutomaticD

Out[94]=
Li

HuWang
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Liu

Graphs from Words and Texts

This plots a network of words all starting with "din". Here, two nearest words are found for each word and linked to it with an edge.

In[95]:= words = DictionaryLookup@"din*"D;

In[96]:= nearbys = Flatten@Map@HThread@ð -> DeleteCases@Nearest@words, ð, 3D, ðDDL &, wordsDD;

In[97]:= GraphPlot@nearbys, Method ® 8"SpringElectricalEmbedding", "RepulsiveForcePower" ® -3<,
VertexRenderingFunction ® HText@ð2, ð1, Background ® WhiteD &LD

Out[97]=

This generates a graph by linking each letter in a word to all the letters that follow it in the word.

In[1]:= WordPlot@w_StringD := GraphPlot@Hx = Characters@wD;
Thread@Drop@x, -1D ® Drop@x, 1DDL, VertexLabeling ® True, DirectedEdges ® TrueD;

In[2]:= WordPlot@"Shakespeare"D

Out[2]=
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This generates a graph by linking words in a text with subsequent words.

In[100]:= TextPlot@w_StringD := GraphPlot@Hx = Map@ToLowerCase, StringCases@w, WordCharacter ..DD;
g = Thread@Drop@x, -1D ® Drop@x, 1DD;
gL, DirectedEdges ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD;

In[101]:= TextPlot@"to be or not to be, that is the question."D

Out[101]=

to

be

or

notthatisthequestion

Torus

This defines a torus and plots it in 3D.

In[102]:= Torus@m_, n_D :=
SparseArray@
Flatten@Table@88i*n + j + 1, Mod@i + 1, mD*n + j + 1< ->

1, 8i*n + j + 1, Mod@i - 1, mD*n + j + 1< ->
1, 8i*n + j + 1, i*n + Mod@j + 1, nD + 1< ->
1, 8i*n + j + 1, i*n + Mod@j - 1, nD + 1< -> 1<, 8i, 0,
m - 1<, 8j, 0, n - 1<DD, 8m*n, m*n<D;

In[103]:= GraphPlot3D@Torus@40, 40D, VertexRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[103]=
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graph Drawing

� Numerical Operations on Data
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Hierarchical Drawing of Directed Graphs
LayeredGraphPlot  attempts to draw the vertices of a graph in a series of layers, placing dominant vertices at the top, and vertices

lower in the hierarchy progressively further down.

LayeredGraphPlotA9vi 1->v j 1,vi 2->v j 2,¼=E

generate a layered plot of the graph in which vertex vik is connected to vertex v jk

LayeredGraphPlotA99vi 1->v j 1,lbl1=,¼=E

associate labels lblk with edges in the graph

LayeredGraphPlot@g,posD place the dominant vertices in the plot at position pos

LayeredGraphPlot@mD generate a layered plot of the graph represented by the adjacency matrix m

Hierarchical graph drawing.

LayeredGraphPlot  draws a graph so that the edges point predominantly downward. The second argument of LayeredGraphPlot

specifies the position of the root. Possible values for this argument are Right, Left , Top, and Bottom.

This plots a directed graph.

In[1]:= LayeredGraphPlot@84 ® 3, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 6 ® 3<, VertexLabeling -> TrueD

Out[1]=

4

3

5

6

1 2

This is the same graph, with edges pointing from left to right.

In[2]:= LayeredGraphPlot@84 ® 3, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 6 ® 3<, Left, VertexLabeling -> TrueD

Out[2]=

LayeredGraphPlot may produce slightly different output on different platforms, due to floating−point differences.

Options for LayeredGraphPlot
In addition to options for Graphics, the following options are accepted for LayeredGraphPlot.
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option name default value

DataRange Automatic the range of vertex coordinates to generate

DirectedEdges True whether to show edges as directed arrows

EdgeLabeling True whether to include labels given for edges

EdgeRenderingFunction Automatic function to give explicit graphics for edges

MultiedgeStyle Automatic how to draw multiple edges between vertices

PackingMethod Automatic method to use for packing components

PlotRangePadding Automatic how much padding to put around the plot

PlotStyle Automatic style in which objects are drawn

SelfLoopStyle Automatic how to draw edges linking a vertex to itself

VertexCoordinateRules Automatic rules for explicit vertex coordinates

VertexLabeling Automatic whether to show vertex names as labels

VertexRenderingFunction Automatic function to give explicit graphics for vertices

Options for LayeredGraphPlot.

DirectedEdges

The  option  DirectedEdges  specifies  whether  to  draw  edges  as  arrows.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are  True  or  False.  The

default value for this option is True .

This shows a graph with edges represented by lines instead of arrows.

In[3]:= LayeredGraphPlot@84 ® 3, 5 ® 2, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4<,
DirectedEdges ® False, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[3]= 4

3

5

2

6

1

EdgeLabeling

The option EdgeLabeling  specifies whether and how to display labels given for the edges. Possible values for this option are True ,

False,  or  Automatic .  The  default  value  for  this  option  is  True ,  which  displays  the  supplied  edge  labels  on  the  graph.  With

EdgeLabeling -> Automatic , the labels are shown as tooltips.

This displays the specified edge label.

In[4]:= LayeredGraphPlot@
81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 83 ® 6, "edge 3->6"<, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[4]= edge 3->6
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This displays the labels as tooltips. Place the cursor over the edge between vertices 3 and 6 to see the tooltip.

In[5]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 83 ® 6, "edge 3->6"<, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<,
EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[5]=
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Alternatively, use Tooltip@vi -> v j, lblD to specify a tooltip for an edge. Place the cursor over the edge between vertices 3 and 6, as 

well as the edge label on the edge between vertices 3 and 5, to see the tooltips.

In[6]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 5, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 4, 83 ® 5, Tooltip@ "edge 3->5", "3->5"D<,
Tooltip@3 ® 6, "3->6"D, 4 ® 6, 5 ® 6<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[6]=

edge 3->5
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EdgeRenderingFunction

The  option  EdgeRenderingFunction  specifies  graphical  representation  of  the  graph  edges.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are

Automatic ,  None ,  or  a  function  that  gives  a  proper  combination  of  graphics  primitives  and  directives.  With  the  default  setting  of

Automatic , a dark red line is drawn for each edge. With EdgeRenderingFunction -> None , edges are not drawn.

This draws vertices only.

In[7]:= LayeredGraphPlot@Table@1, 810<, 810<D, EdgeRenderingFunction ® None, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[7]=

With EdgeRenderingFunction -> g, each edge is rendered with the graphics primitives and directives given by the function g. It can

take three or  more arguments in  the form g@8ri, ¼, r j<, 8vi, v j<, lblij, ¼D,  where ri,  r j  are the coordinates of  the beginning and

ending points  of  the  edge,  vi,  v j  are  the  beginning  and ending vertices,  and lblij  is  any  label  specified  for  the  edge or  None .  Explicit

settings for EdgeRenderingFunction -> g override settings for EdgeLabeling and DirectedEdges.
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This plots edges as gray arrows with ends set back from vertices by a distance of 0.3 (in the graph’s coordinate system).

In[8]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 1, 11 ® 12, 12 ® 13, 13 ® 14,
14 ® 15, 15 ® 16, 16 ® 17, 17 ® 11, 1 ® 11, 2 ® 12, 3 ® 13, 4 ® 14, 5 ® 15, 6 ® 16, 7 ® 17<,

EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8GrayLevel@0.5D, Arrow@ð1, 0.3D< &LD

Out[8]=

This displays edges and self−loops with black and red arrows, respectively. The function LineScaledCoordinate from the Graph 

Utilities Package adds text at 70% along arrows.

In[9]:= << GraphUtilities‘
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In[10]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 5 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 1 ® 4, 3 ® 5, 3 ® 3<,
EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8If@First@ð2D === Last@ð2D, Red, BlackD, Arrow@ð1, .1D,

Text@ð2, LineScaledCoordinate@ð1, .7D, Background ® WhiteD< &L, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[10]=

MultiedgeStyle

The option MultiedgeStyle  specifies whether to draw multiple edges between two vertices. Possible values for MultiedgeStyle

are  Automatic  (the  default),  True ,  False,  or  a  positive  real  number.  With  the  default  setting  MultiedgeStyle -> Automatic ,

multiple edges are shown for a graph specified by a list of rules, but not shown if the graph is specified by an adjacency matrix. With

MultiedgeStyle -> ∆, the multiedges are spread out to a scaled distance of ∆. 

By default, multiple edges are shown if a graph is given as a list of rules.

In[11]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 1 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 5, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 5 ® 1<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[11]=
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But multiple edges are not shown for graphs specified by an adjacency matrix.

In[12]:= LayeredGraphPlotB

0 3 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[12]=

1

2

3 4

5

6

This spreads multiple edges by the specified amount.

In[13]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 1 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 5, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 5 ® 1<,
MultiedgeStyle ® 0.25, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[13]=

PackingMethod

The option PackingMethod specifies the method used for packing disconnected components. Possible values for the option are 

Automatic  (the default), "ClosestPacking", "ClosestPackingCenter", "Layered", "LayeredLeft", "LayeredTop", and 

"NestedGrid". With PackingMethod -> "ClosestPacking", components are packed as close together as possible using a 

polyomino method [6], starting from the top left. With PackingMethod -> "ClosestPackingCenter", components are packed 

starting from the center. With PackingMethod -> "Layered", components are packed in layers starting from top left. With 

PackingMethod -> "LayeredLeft" or PackingMethod -> "LayeredTop", components are packed in layers starting from the 

top/left respectively. With PackingMethod -> "NestedGrid", components are arranged in a nested grid. The typical effective default 

setting is PackingMethod -> "Layered", and the packing starts with components of the largest bounding box area.
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This shows the packing of disconnected components by the default method.

In[14]:= LayeredGraphPlot@Table@i ® Mod@i^3, 221D, 8i, 0, 221<DD

Out[14]=

This shows the packing of disconnected components using the "ClosestPackingCenter" method.

In[15]:= LayeredGraphPlot@Table@i ® Mod@i^3, 221D, 8i, 0, 221<D, PackingMethod ® "ClosestPackingCenter"D

Out[15]=

PlotRangePadding

PlotRangePadding is a common option for graphics functions inherited by LayeredGraphPlot.

PlotStyle

PlotStyle  is a common option for graphics functions inherited by LayeredGraphPlot. The option PlotStyle  specifies the style in

which objects are drawn.

Draw edges with thicker arrows, and both edges and vertices’ labels in red.

In[16]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 1, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 5,
5 ® 4, 9 ® 8, 10 ® 8, 8 ® 3, 12 ® 11, 13 ® 11, 11 ® 1, 15 ® 14, 16 ® 14, 14 ® 2<,

VertexLabeling ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Arrowheads@880.1, 0.8<<D, Thickness@0.02D<D

Out[16]=
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SelfLoopStyle

The option SelfLoopStyle  specifies whether and how to draw loops for vertices that are linked to themselves. Possible values of the

option are Automatic  (the default),  True ,  False,  or  a  positive real  number.  With  SelfLoopStyle -> Automatic ,  self−loops are

shown if the graph is specified by a list of rules, but not by an adjacency matrix. With SelfLoopStyle -> ∆, the self−loops are drawn

with a diameter of ∆ (relative to the average edge length). 

By default, self−loops are displayed for a graph specified by a list of rules.

In[17]:= LayeredGraphPlot@
83 ® 2, 4 ® 1, 4 ® 3, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 1 ® 1, 1 ® 1<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[17]=

Self−loops are not shown if the graph is specified by an adjacency matrix.

In[18]:= LayeredGraphPlotB

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 2 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[18]=

This shows self−loops with diameter equal to 0.3 times the average length of the edges.

In[19]:= LayeredGraphPlot@83 ® 2, 4 ® 1, 4 ® 3, 5 ® 1, 5 ® 2, 6 ® 1, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 3, 6 ® 4, 6 ® 5, 1 ® 1, 1 ® 1<,
VertexLabeling ® True, SelfLoopStyle ® 0.3D

Out[19]=

VertexCoordinateRules

The  option  VertexCoordinateRules  specifies  the  coordinates  of  the  vertices.  Possible  values  are  None ,  or  a  list  of  coordinates.

Coordinates specified by a list of rules are not currently supported by LayeredGraphPlot.
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This draws the Petersen graph using known coordinates.

In[20]:= LayeredGraphPlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8,
8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<, VertexCoordinateRules ®
880.30901699437494745‘, 0.9510565162951535‘<, 8-0.8090169943749476‘, -0.587785252292473‘<,
80.30901699437494723‘, -0.9510565162951536‘<, 8-0.8090169943749473‘, 0.5877852522924732‘<,
81.‘, 0<, 80.6180339887498949‘, 1.902113032590307‘<, 8-1.6180339887498947‘, 1.1755705045849465‘<,
8-1.6180339887498951‘, -1.175570504584946‘<, 80.6180339887498945‘, -1.9021130325903073‘<, 82.‘, 0<<D

Out[20]=

This draws with the default method.

In[21]:= LayeredGraphPlot@
81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<D

Out[21]=
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VertexLabeling

The  option  VertexLabeling  specifies  whether  to  show  vertex  names  as  labels.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are  True ,  False,

Automatic  (the default)  and Tooltip.  VertexLabeling -> True  shows the labels.  For  graphs specified by an adjacency matrix,

vertex  labels  are  taken to  be  successive  integers  1, 2,¼, n,  where  n  is  the  size  of  the  matrix.  For  graphs  specified  by  a  list  of  rules,

labels  are  the  expressions  used  in  the  rules.  VertexLabeling -> False  displays  each  vertex  as  a  point.

VertexLabeling -> Tooltip  displays  each  vertex  as  a  point,  but  gives  its  name  in  a  tooltip.  VertexLabeling -> Automatic

displays  each  vertex  as  a  point,  giving  its  name  in  a  tooltip  if  the  number  of  vertices  is  not  too  large.  You  can  also  use

Tooltip@vk, vlblD anywhere in the list of rules to specify an alternative tooltip for a vertex vk. 

This draws the graph with labels given as indices of the adjacency matrix.

In[22]:= LayeredGraphPlotB

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[22]= 1

2

3

4 5

This uses the labels specified in the list of rules.

In[23]:= LayeredGraphPlot@8"A" ® "B", "A" ® "a", "B" ® "C", "C" ® "A"<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[23]=

A

B a

C
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This plots vertices as points, and displays vertex names in tooltips. Place the cursor above the vertices to see the labels.

In[24]:= LayeredGraphPlot@8"A" ® "B", "A" ® "a", "B" ® "C", "C" ® "A"<, VertexLabeling ® TooltipD

Out[24]=

VertexRenderingFunction

The  option  VertexRenderingFunction  specifies  graphical  representation  of  the  graph  edges.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are

Automatic ,  None ,  or  a  function  that  gives  a  proper  combination  of  graphics  primitives  and  directives.  With  the  default  setting  of

Automatic , vertices are displayed as points, with their names given in tooltips. 

By default, vertices are displayed as points and, for small graphs, labeled in tooltips. Point the cursor at a vertex to see the tooltip.

In[22]:= g = 85 ® 3, 5 ® 4, 6 ® 2, 6 ® 4, 7 ® 1, 7 ® 4, 7 ® 5, 7 ® 6<;

In[23]:= LayeredGraphPlot@gD

Out[23]=

This draws the same graph, but without the vertices.

In[24]:= LayeredGraphPlot@g, VertexRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[24]=
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With VertexRenderingFunction -> g,  each vertex is  rendered with the graphics primitives given by g@ri, vi, ¼D,  where ri  is  the

coordinate of  the vertex and vi  is  the label  of  the vertex.  Explicit  settings for  VertexRenderingFunction -> g  override settings for

VertexLabeling .

This shows vertices as yellow disks.

In[27]:= LayeredGraphPlot@
81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 1, 1 ® 9, 2 ® 9, 3 ® 10, 4 ® 10, 6 ® 11, 5 ® 11, 7 ® 12, 8 ® 12<,
Left, VertexRenderingFunction ® H8EdgeForm@BlackD, Yellow, Disk@ð1, 0.2D, Black, Text@ð2, ð1D< &LD

Out[27]=

Example Gallery

Flow Chart

LayeredGraphPlot helps visualize flow charts, for example for business, economic, or technical presentations.

This shows a flow chart.

In[28]:= LayeredGraphPlot@8"total" ® "TotalDispatch", "TotalList" ® "CheckThreading",
"TotalList" ® "TotalDispatch", "TotalSparse" ® "TotalDispatch", "TotalSparse" ® "TotalDispatch",
"TotalDispatch" ® "TotalDispatch", "TotalDispatch" ® "TotalList",
"TotalDispatch" ® "TotalPacked", "TotalDispatch" ® "TotalSparse"<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[28]=

total

TotalDispatch

TotalList

CheckThreading

TotalSparse TotalPacked
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This shows a flow chart that flows from left to right.

In[29]:= LayeredGraphPlot@8"ratiotest" ® "ratiolimit", "getdata" ® "dir_inf _bad",
"getdata" ® "evalderiv", "NSPpreliminaries" ® "getdata", "findsp" ® "termlimit",
"findsp" ® "ratiotest", "findsp" ® "nSumW", "findsp" ® "nSumEM", "findsp" ® "nProductEM",
"findsp" ® "nProductW", "nSumW" ® "nSumFinite", "nSumW" ® "nSumWtail", "nSumEM" ® "evalterm",
"nSumEM" ® "nSumFinite", "nSumEM" ® "evalderiv", "nProductEM" ® "nPFinite",
"nProductW" ® "nPFinite", "nProductW" ® "nPWtail", "oNSum" ® "CleanOptionList",
"oNSum" ® "multidim", "oNSum" ® "NSPpreliminaries", "oNSum" ® "findsp", "nSumFinite" ® "evalterm",
"nSumWtail" ® "evalterm", "nSumWtail" ® "epsalg", "oNProduct" ® "CleanOptionList",
"oNProduct" ® "multidim", "oNProduct" ® "NSPpreliminaries", "oNProduct" ® "findsp",
"nPFinite" ® "evalterm", "nPWtail" ® "evalterm", "nPWtail" ® "epsalg", "oSequenceLimit" ® "epsalg"<,

Left, VertexLabeling ® True, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRangePadding ® 0.02D

Out[29]=

ratiotest ratiolimit

getdata

dir_inf _bad

evalderiv

NSPpreliminaries

findsp

termlimit

nSumW

nSumEM

nProductEM

nProductW

nSumFinite

nSumWtail

evalterm

nPFinite

nPWtail

oNSum

CleanOptionList

multidim

epsalg

oNProduct

oSequenceLimit

Food Chains

Food chains can be visualized with LayeredGraphPlot.

This shows a small food chain.

In[30]:= LayeredGraphPlot@8"John" -> "plants",
"lion" -> "John", "tiger" -> "John", "tiger" ® "deer", "lion" ® "deer", "deer" ® "plants",
"mosquito" -> "lion", "frog" -> "mosquito", "mosquito" ® "tiger", "John" ® "cow", "cow" ® "plants",
"mosquito" ® "deer", "mosquito" ® "John", "snake" -> "frog", "vulture" -> "snake"<, Left,

VertexLabeling -> TrueD

Out[30]=

John plantslion

tiger deer

mosquitofrog

cow

snakevulture

This shows another food chain.

In[2]:= LayeredGraphPlot@ 8"Raccoon" ® "Bird", "Raccoon" ® "Insect", "Wildcat" ® "Bird",
"Wildcat" ® "Rodent", "Fox" ® "Bird", "Fox" ® "Garter snake", "Fox" ® "Salamander",
"Fox" ® "Rabbit", "Fox" ® "Rodent", "Wolf" ® "Rabbit", "Wolf" ® "Rodent", "Wolf" ® "Skunk",
"Wolf" ® "Deer", "Bear" ® "Deer", "Bear" ® "Rodent", "Bear" ® "Plant", "Bird" ® "Plant",
"Garter snake" ® "Insect", "Garter snake" ® "Toad", "Salamander" ® "Insect", "Rabbit" ® "Plant",
"Skunk" ® "Rodent", "Skunk" ® "Insect", "Deer" ® "Plant", "Toad" ® "Insect", "Insect" ® "Plant"<,

VertexLabeling ® True, PlotRangePadding ® AutomaticD

Out[2]= Raccoon

Bird Insect

Wildcat

Rodent

Fox

Garter snake

Salamander Rabbit

Wolf

Skunk

Deer

Bear

Plant

Toad
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History of Unix

LayeredGraphPlot is suitable for visualizing historical events.

This shows a history of Unix.

In[32]:= LayeredGraphPlot@8"5th Edition" -> "6th Edition", "5th Edition" -> "PWB 1.0",
"6th Edition" -> "1 BSD", "6th Edition" -> "Interdata",
"6th Edition" -> "LSX", "6th Edition" -> "Mini Unix",
"6th Edition" -> "Wollongong", "PWB 1.0" -> "PWB 1.2",
"PWB 1.0" -> "USG 1.0", "1 BSD" -> "2 BSD", "Interdata" -> "PWB 2.0",
"Interdata" -> "Unix�TS 3.0", "Interdata" -> "7th Edition",
"PWB 1.2" -> "PWB 2.0", "USG 1.0" -> "USG 2.0", "USG 1.0" -> "CB Unix 1",
"7th Edition" -> "2 BSD", "7th Edition" -> "32V", "7th Edition" -> "Xenix",
"7th Edition" -> "Ultrix-11", "7th Edition" -> "UniPlus+",
"7th Edition" -> "V7M", "PWB 2.0" -> "Unix�TS 3.0", "USG 2.0" -> "USG 3.0",
"CB Unix 1" -> "CB Unix 2", "32V" -> "3 BSD",
"Unix�TS 1.0" -> "Unix�TS 3.0", "USG 3.0" -> "Unix�TS 3.0",
"CB Unix 2" -> "CB Unix 3", "3 BSD" -> "4 BSD", "V7M" -> "Ultrix-11",
"Unix�TS 3.0" -> "TS 4.0", "CB Unix 3" -> "Unix�TS++",
"CB Unix 3" -> "PDP-11 Sys V", "4 BSD" -> "4.1 BSD",
"Unix�TS++" -> "TS 4.0", "4.1 BSD" -> "8th Edition", "4.1 BSD" -> "4.2 BSD",
"4.1 BSD" -> "2.8 BSD", "2 BSD" -> "2.8 BSD", "TS 4.0" -> "System V.0",
"4.2 BSD" -> "4.3 BSD", "4.2 BSD" -> "Ultrix-32", "2.8 BSD" -> "2.9 BSD",
"2.8 BSD" -> "Ultrix-11", "System V.0" -> "System V.2",
"8th Edition" -> "9th Edition", "System V.2" -> "System V.3"<,
VertexLabeling ® True, AspectRatio ® 0.7, PlotRangePadding ® AutomaticD

Out[32]=

5th Edition

6th Edition

PWB 1.0

1 BSD

InterdataLSX Mini UnixWollongong

PWB 1.2USG 1.0

2 BSD

PWB 2.0

Unix�TS 3.0

7th Edition

USG 2.0CB Unix 1

32VXenix

Ultrix-11

UniPlus+

V7M

USG 3.0CB Unix 2

3 BSD

Unix�TS 1.0

CB Unix 3

4 BSD TS 4.0

Unix�TS++PDP-11 Sys V

4.1 BSD

8th Edition4.2 BSD2.8 BSD

System V.0

4.3 BSDUltrix-322.9 BSD

System V.2

9th Edition System V.3
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Tree Drawing
TreePlot  lays out the vertices of a graph in a tree of successive layers, or a collection of trees. If the graph g is not a tree, TreePlot

lays out its vertices on the basis of a spanning tree of each component of the graph. 

TreePlotA9vi1->v j1,vi2->v j2,¼=E generate a tree plot of the graph in which vertex vik is connected to vertex v jk

TreePlotA99vi1->v j1,lbl1=,¼=E associate labels lblk with edges in the graph

TreePlot@g,posD place roots of trees in the plot at position pos

TreePlot@g,pos,vkD use vertex vk as the root node in the tree plot

TreePlot@mD generate a layered plot of the graph represented by the adjacency matrix m

Tree drawing.

A simple graph and its tree plot.

In[1]:= g = 81 ® 2, 2 ® 4, 3 ® 6, 4 ® 8, 5 ® 10, 6 ® 12, 1 ® 3, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 7, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 11, 6 ® 13<;

In[2]:= TreePlot@g, VertexLabeling -> TrueD

Out[2]=

1

2

4

3

6

8

5

10 12

7

9 11 13

By default,  TreePlot  places  each  tree  root  at  the  top.  TreePlot@g, posD  places  the  roots  at  position  pos.  Possible  positions  are:

Top, Bottom, Left , Right, and Center.
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This plots the tree by placing the root left.

In[3]:= TreePlot@g, Left, VertexLabeling -> TrueD

Out[3]=

1

2

4

3

6

8

5

10
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7

9

11

13

This places the root at the center.

In[4]:= TreePlot@g, Center, VertexLabeling -> TrueD

Out[4]=
1

2

4

3

6

8

510 12

7

9

11

13

Options for TreePlot
In addition to options for Graphics, the following options are accepted for LayeredGraphPlot.
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option name default value

DataRange Automatic the range of vertex coordinates to generate

DirectedEdges True whether to show edges as directed arrows

EdgeLabeling True whether to include labels given for edges

EdgeRenderingFunction Automatic function to give explicit graphics for edges

LayerSizeFunction 1& the height to allow for each layer

MultiedgeStyle Automatic how to draw multiple edges between vertices

PackingMethod Automatic method to use for packing components

PlotRangePadding Automatic how much padding to put around the plot

PlotStyle Automatic style in which objects are drawn

SelfLoopStyle Automatic how to draw edges linking a vertex to itself

VertexCoordinateRules Automatic rules for explicit vertex coordinates

VertexLabeling Automatic whether to show vertex names as labels

VertexRenderingFunction Automatic function to give explicit graphics for vertices

Options for TreePlot .

DirectedEdges

The option DirectedEdges  specifies whether to draw edges as directed arrows. Possible values for this option are True  or False.

The default value for this option is False.

This shows a graph with edges represented by arrows instead of lines.

In[5]:= TreePlot@81 ® 8, 2 ® 4, 3 ® 7, 4 ® 10, 5 ® 7, 5 ® 8, 6 ® 10, 7 ® 10, 8 ® 9<,
DirectedEdges ® True, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[5]=

1

8

2

4

3

7

10 5

6

9

EdgeLabeling

The option EdgeLabeling  specifies whether and how to display labels given for the edges. Possible values for this option are True ,

False,  or  Automatic .  The  default  value  for  this  option  is  True ,  which  displays  the  supplied  edge  labels  on  the  graph.  With

EdgeLabeling -> Automatic , the labels are shown as tooltips.
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This displays the specified edge label.

In[6]:= TreePlot@81 ® 7, 2 ® 5, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 5, 84 ® 7, "edge 84,7<"<, 7 ® 8, 7 ® 10, 9 ® 10<,
VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[6]=

This displays the edge label as a tooltip. Place the cursor over the edge between vertices 4 and 7 to see the tooltip.

In[7]:= TreePlot@81 ® 7, 2 ® 5, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 5, 84 ® 7, "edge 84,7<"<, 7 ® 8, 7 ® 10, 9 ® 10<,
EdgeLabeling ® Automatic, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[7]=

1

7

2

5

63

8

4

10

9

This displays the labels as tooltips. Place the cursor over the edge between vertices 4 and 7 to see the tooltip.

In[8]:= TreePlot@81 ® 7, 2 ® 5, 2 ® 6, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 5, Tooltip@4 ® 7, "edge 84,7<"D, 7 ® 8, 7 ® 10, 9 ® 10<,
VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[8]=

1

7

2

5

63

8

4

10

9
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EdgeRenderingFunction

The  option  EdgeRenderingFunction  specifies  graphical  representation  of  the  graph  edges.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are

Automatic ,  None ,  or  a  function  that  gives  a  proper  combination  of  graphics  primitives  and  directives.  With  the  default  setting  of

Automatic , a dark red line is drawn for each edge. With EdgeRenderingFunction -> None , edges are not drawn.

This draws vertices only.

In[9]:= TreePlot@Table@1, 810<, 810<D, EdgeRenderingFunction ® None, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[9]=

With EdgeRenderingFunction -> g,  each edge is  rendered with  the graphics primitives and directives given by the function g  that

can take three or more arguments, in the form g@8ri, ¼, r j<, 8vi, v j<, lblij, ¼D, where ri, r j  are the coordinates of the beginning

and ending points of the edge, vi, v j are the beginning and ending vertices, and lblij is any label specified for the edge or None . Explicit

settings for EdgeRenderingFunction -> g override settings for EdgeLabeling and DirectedEdges.

This plots edges as gray arrows with ends set back from vertices by a distance 0.3 (in the graph’s coordinate system).

In[10]:= TreePlot@81 ® 4, 1 ® 5, 2 ® 4, 3 ® 6, 3 ® 9, 4 ® 8, 4 ® 10, 6 ® 7, 8 ® 9<,
EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8GrayLevel@0.5D, Arrow@ð1, 0.3D< &LD

Out[10]=

This displays edges and self−loops with black and red arrows, respectively. The function LineScaledCoordinate from the Graph 

Utilities Package adds text at 50% along arrows.

In[11]:= << GraphUtilities‘
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In[12]:= TreePlot@81 ® 4, 1 ® 1, 1 ® 5, 2 ® 4, 3 ® 6, 3 ® 9, 4 ® 8, 4 ® 10, 6 ® 7, 8 ® 9<,
EdgeRenderingFunction ® H8If@First@ð2D === Last@ð2D, Red, BlackD, Arrow@ð1, .1D,

Text@ð2, LineScaledCoordinate@ð1, .5D, Background ® WhiteD< &L, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[12]=

LayerSizeFunction

The LayerSizeFunction option specifies the relative height to allow for each layer. By default the height is 1. Possible values include

a function that gives real machine numbers.

This defines and plots a tree.

In[13]:= g = 81 ® 4, 2 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 2 ® 8, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6<;

In[14]:= TreePlot@gD

Out[14]=
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This plots the same tree, with the first layer a relative height of 1, the second 2, and the third 3.

In[15]:= TreePlot@g, LayerSizeFunction ® Hð &LD

Out[15]=

MultiedgeStyle

The option MultiedgeStyle  specifies whether to draw multiple edges between two vertices. Possible values for MultiedgeStyle

are  Automatic  (the  default),  True ,  False,  or  a  positive  real  number.  With  the  default  setting  MultiedgeStyle -> Automatic ,

multiple  edges  are  shown  for  a  graph  specified  by  a  list  of  rules,  but  not  shown  if  specified  by  an  adjacency  matrix.  With

MultiedgeStyle -> ∆, the multiedges are spread out to a scaled distance of ∆.

By default, multiple edges are shown if a graph is given as a list of rules.

In[16]:= TreePlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 1 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 5, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 5 ® 1<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[16]=
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But multiple edges are not shown for graphs specified by an adjacency matrix.

In[17]:= TreePlotB

0 3 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[17]=
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This spreads multiple edges by the specified amount.

In[18]:= TreePlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 1, 1 ® 2, 1 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 5, 4 ® 5, 5 ® 6, 5 ® 1<,
MultiedgeStyle ® 0.25, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[18]=

PackingMethod

The  option  PackingMethod  specifies  the  method  used  for  packing  disconnected  components.  Possible  values  for  the  option  are

Automatic  (the  default),  "ClosestPacking",  "ClosestPackingCenter",  "Layered",  "LayeredLeft",  "LayeredTop",  and

"NestedGrid".  With  PackingMethod -> "ClosestPacking",  components  are  packed  as  close  together  as  possible  using  a

polyomino  method  [6],  starting  from  the  top  left.  With  PackingMethod -> "ClosestPackingCenter",  components  are  packed

starting  from  the  center.  With  PackingMethod -> "Layered",  components  are  packed  in  layers  starting  from  the  top  left.  With

PackingMethod -> "LayeredLeft" or PackingMethod -> "LayeredTop", components are packed in layers starting from the top

or left respectively. With PackingMethod -> "NestedGrid", components are arranged in a nested grid. The typical effective default

setting is PackingMethod -> "Layered", and the packing starts with components of the largest bounding box area.
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This shows the packing of disconnected components by the default method.

In[19]:= TreePlot@Table@i ® Mod@i^3, 221D, 8i, 0, 221<DD

Out[19]=

This shows the packing of disconnected components using the "ClosestPackingCenter" method.

In[20]:= TreePlot@Table@i ® Mod@i^3, 221D, 8i, 0, 221<D, PackingMethod ® "ClosestPackingCenter"D

Out[20]=

PlotRangePadding

PlotRangePadding is a common option for graphics functions inherited by TreePlot.

PlotStyle

PlotStyle  is  a  common  option  for  graphics  functions  inherited  by  TreePlot.  The  option  PlotStyle  specifies  the  style  in  which

objects are drawn.

Draw edges with thicker lines, and draw both edges and vertex labels in red.

In[21]:= TreePlot@81 ® 2, 2 ® 3, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 1, 6 ® 5, 7 ® 5, 5 ® 4, 9 ® 8, 10 ® 8, 8 ® 3, 12 ® 11, 13 ® 11,
11 ® 1, 15 ® 14, 16 ® 14, 14 ® 2<, VertexLabeling ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Thickness@0.02D<D

Out[21]=

SelfLoopStyle

The option SelfLoopStyle  specifies whether and how to draw loops for vertices that are linked to themselves. Possible values for the

option are Automatic  (the default),  True ,  False,  or  a  positive real  number.  With  SelfLoopStyle -> Automatic ,  self−loops are

shown if the graph is specified by a list of rules, but not if it is specified by an adjacency matrix. With SelfLoopStyle -> ∆, the self−

loops are drawn with a diameter of ∆ (relative to the average edge length). 
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By default, self−loops are displayed for a graph specified by a list of rules.

In[22]:= TreePlot@81 ® 4, 1 ® 5, 2 ® 3, 2 ® 5, 2 ® 6, 2 ® 2, 2 ® 2<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[22]= 1

4

5

2

3 6

Self−loops are not shown if the graph is specified by an adjacency matrix.

In[23]:= TreePlotB

0 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 2 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[23]= 1

2

3

4

5 6

This shows self−loops whose diameters equal 0.3 times the average length of the edges.

In[24]:= TreePlot@81 ® 4, 1 ® 5, 2 ® 3, 2 ® 5, 2 ® 6, 2 ® 2, 2 ® 2<, VertexLabeling ® True, SelfLoopStyle ® 0.3D

Out[24]=
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VertexCoordinateRules

The  option  VertexCoordinateRules  specifies  the  coordinates  of  the  vertices.  Possible  values  are  None  or  a  list  of  coordinates.

Coordinates specified by a list of rules are not supported by TreePlot currently.

This draws the Petersen graph using known coordinates.

In[25]:= TreePlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9,
9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<, VertexCoordinateRules ®
880.30901699437494745‘, 0.9510565162951535‘<, 8-0.8090169943749476‘, -0.587785252292473‘<,
80.30901699437494723‘, -0.9510565162951536‘<, 8-0.8090169943749473‘, 0.5877852522924732‘<,
81.‘, 0<, 80.6180339887498949‘, 1.902113032590307‘<, 8-1.6180339887498947‘, 1.1755705045849465‘<,
8-1.6180339887498951‘, -1.175570504584946‘<, 80.6180339887498945‘, -1.9021130325903073‘<, 82.‘, 0<<D

Out[25]=

This draws with the default method.

In[26]:= TreePlot@81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 4, 2 ® 5, 3 ® 5, 6 ® 7, 7 ® 8, 8 ® 9, 9 ® 10, 6 ® 10, 1 ® 6, 2 ® 7, 3 ® 8, 4 ® 9, 5 ® 10<D

Out[26]=

VertexLabeling

The  option  VertexLabeling  specifies  whether  to  show  vertex  names  as  labels.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are  True ,  False,

Automatic  (the default)  and Tooltip.  VertexLabeling -> True  shows the labels.  For graphs specified by an adjacency matrix,

vertex  labels  are  taken to  be  successive  integers  1, 2,¼, n,  where  n  is  the  size  of  the  matrix.  For  graphs  specified  by  a  list  of  rules,

labels  are  the  expressions  used  in  the  rules.  VertexLabeling -> False  displays  each  vertex  as  a  point.

VertexLabeling -> Tooltip  displays  each  vertex  as  a  point,  but  gives  its  name  in  a  tooltip.  VertexLabeling -> Automatic

displays  each  vertex  as  a  point,  giving  its  name  in  a  tooltip  if  the  number  of  vertices  is  not  too  large.  You  can  also  use

Tooltip@vk, vlblD anywhere in the list of rules to specify an alternative tooltip for a vertex vk. 
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This draws the graph with labels given as indices of the adjacency matrix.

In[27]:= TreePlotB

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

, VertexLabeling ® TrueF

Out[27]=

1

2 3

4 5

This uses the labels specified in the list of rules.

In[28]:= TreePlot@8"A" ® "B", "A" ® "a", "C" ® "A"<, VertexLabeling ® TrueD

Out[28]=

A

B a C

This plots vertices as points, and displays vertex names in tooltips. Place the cursor above the vertices to see the labels.

In[29]:= TreePlot@8"A" ® "B", "A" ® "a", "C" ® "A"<, VertexLabeling ® TooltipD

Out[29]=
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VertexRenderingFunction

The  option  VertexRenderingFunction  specifies  graphical  representation  of  the  graph  edges.  Possible  values  for  this  option  are

Automatic ,  None ,  or  a  function  that  gives  a  proper  combination  of  graphics  primitives  and  directives.  With  the  default  setting  of

Automatic , vertices are displayed as points, with their names given in tooltips. 

By default, vertices are displayed as points and, for small graphs, labeled in tooltips. Point the cursor at a vertex to see the tooltip.

In[30]:= g = 81 ® 3, 1 ® 4, 2 ® 3, 2 ® 5, 2 ® 6, 5 ® 7<;

In[31]:= TreePlot@gD

Out[31]=

This draws the same graph, but without the vertices.

In[32]:= TreePlot@g, VertexRenderingFunction ® NoneD

Out[32]=

With VertexRenderingFunction -> g,  each vertex is  rendered with the graphics primitives given by g@ri, vi, ¼D,  where ri  is  the

coordinate of  the vertex and vi  is  the label  of  the vertex.  Explicit  settings for  VertexRenderingFunction -> g  override settings for

VertexLabeling .
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This shows vertices as yellow disks.

In[33]:= TreePlot@81 ® 4, 1 ® 5, 2 ® 8, 3 ® 4, 4 ® 8, 6 ® 8, 7 ® 8, 7 ® 9<,
VertexRenderingFunction ® H8EdgeForm@BlackD, Yellow, Disk@ð1, 0.2D, Black, Text@ð2, ð1D< &LD

Out[33]=
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4
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Example Gallery

k−ary tree

This defines a k−ary tree.

In[34]:= KaryTree@level_, k_: 2D :=
Flatten@Table@Table@i ® k*i + j, 8j, -Hk - 2L, 1, 1<D, 8i, Hk^level - 1L�Hk - 1L<DD �; Hlevel ³ 1 && k > 1L;

This plots a 4−ary tree of 4 levels.

In[35]:= TreePlot@KaryTree@4, 5D, CenterD

Out[35]=
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This plots the same graph, but with the height of each level i proportional to 1� i2.

In[36]:= TreePlot@KaryTree@4, 5D, Center, LayerSizeFunction ® H1�ð^2 &LD

Out[36]=

This sets the height of each level i proportional to H-0.5L
i
.

In[37]:= TreePlot@KaryTree@4, 5D, Center, LayerSizeFunction ® HH-0.5L^ð &LD

Out[37]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graph Drawing
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Basic Plotting

Plot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D plot f  as a function of x from xmin to xmax

Plot@ f,8x,x0,x1,¼,xk<D plot f  over a series of segments, potentially breaking the curve at each of the xi

Plot@8 f1, f2,¼<,8x,xmin,xmax<D

plot several functions together

Basic plotting functions. 

This plots a graph of sinHxL as a function of x from 0 to 2 Π.

In[1]:= Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D

Out[1]=

You can plot functions that have singularities. Mathematica will try to choose appropriate scales. 

In[2]:= Plot@Tan@xD, 8x, -3, 3<D

Out[2]=

The singularities can be omitted from the plot by specifying them in the plot’s range. 

In[3]:= Plot@Tan@xD, 8x, -3, -Pi�2, Pi�2, 3<D

Out[3]=

You can give a list of functions to plot. A different color will automatically be used for each function.

In[4]:= Plot@8Sin@xD, Sin@2 xD, Sin@3 xD<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D

Out[4]=

This finds the numerical solution to a differential equation, as discussed in "Numerical Differential Equations". 

In[5]:= NDSolve@8y’@xD == Sin@y@xDD, y@0D == 1<, y, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[5]= 88y ® InterpolatingFunction@880., 4.<<, <>D<<
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Here is a plot of the solution.

In[6]:= Plot@y@xD �. %, 8x, 0, 4<D

Out[6]=

1 2 3 4
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Options for Graphics
When Mathematica plots a graph for you, it has to make many choices. It has to work out what the scales should be, where the function

should be sampled, how the axes should be drawn, and so on. Most of the time, Mathematica will probably make pretty good choices.

However, if you want to get the very best possible pictures for your particular purposes, you may have to help Mathematica in making

some of its choices. 

There is a general mechanism for specifying ú options ø  in Mathematica  functions. Each option has a definite name. As the last argu−

ments to a function like Plot , you can include a sequence of rules of the form name -> value, to specify the values for various options.

Any option for which you do not give an explicit rule is taken to have its ú defaultø  value.

Plot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,option->valueD

make a plot, specifying a particular value for an option

Choosing an option for a plot. 

A function like Plot  has many options that you can set. Usually you will  need to use at most a few of them at a time. If  you want to

optimize a particular plot, you will probably do best to experiment, trying a sequence of different settings for various options. 

Each time you produce a plot, you can specify options for it.  "Redrawing and Combining Plots" will  also discuss how you can change

some of the options, even after you have produced the plot. 

option name default value

AspectRatio 1�GoldenRatio the height−to−width ratio for the plot; Automatic  sets it 

from the absolute x and y coordinates

Axes True whether to include axes

AxesLabel None labels to be put on the axes; ylabel specifies a label for the y 

axis, 8xlabel, ylabel< for both axes

AxesOrigin Automatic the point at which axes cross

BaseStyle 8< the default style to use for the plot

FormatType
TraditionalFo�

rm
the default format type to use for text in the plot

Frame False whether to draw a frame around the plot

FrameLabel None labels to be put around the frame; give a list in clockwise 
order starting with the lower x axis

FrameTicks Automatic what tick marks to draw if there is a frame; None  gives no 

tick marks

GridLines None what grid lines to include; Automatic  includes a grid line 

for every major tick mark

PlotLabel None an expression to be printed as a label for the plot

PlotRange Automatic the range of coordinates to include in the plot; All includes 

all points

Ticks Automatic what tick marks to draw if there are axes; None  gives no tick 

marks

Some of the options for Plot . These can also be used in Show . 

Here is a plot with all options having their default values. 

In[1]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<D

Out[1]=
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This draws axes on a frame around the plot. 

In[2]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, Frame -> TrueD

Out[2]=

This specifies labels for the x and y axes. The expressions you give as labels are printed just as they would be if they appeared as 

TraditionalForm Mathematica output. You can give any piece of text by putting it inside a pair of double quotes. 

In[3]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, AxesLabel -> 8"x value", Sin@x^2D<D

Out[3]=

You can give several options at the same time, in any order. 

In[4]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, Frame -> True, GridLines -> AutomaticD

Out[4]=

Setting the AspectRatio option changes the whole shape of your plot. AspectRatio gives the ratio of width to height. Its default 

value is the inverse of the Golden Ratio~supposedly the most pleasing shape for a rectangle. 

In[5]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, AspectRatio -> 1D

Out[5]=

Automatic use internal algorithms

None do not include this

All include everything

True do this

False do not do this

Some common settings for various options. 

When Mathematica  makes a  plot,  it  tries  to  set  the  x  and y  scales  to  include only  the  ú interestingø  parts  of  the  plot.  If  your  function

increases very rapidly,  or has singularities,  the parts where it  gets too large will  be cut off.  By specifying the option PlotRange ,  you

can control exactly what ranges of x and y coordinates are included in your plot. 
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Automatic show at least a large fraction of the points, including the ú interesting ø  region (the 
default setting)

All show all points

8ymin,ymax< show a specific range of y values

8xrange,yrange< show the specified ranges of x and y values

Settings for the option PlotRange . 

The setting for the option PlotRange  gives explicit y limits for the graph. With the y limits specified here, the bottom of the curve is cut 

off. 

In[6]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotRange -> 80, 1.2<D

Out[6]=

Mathematica always tries to plot functions as smooth curves. As a result, in places where your function wiggles a lot, Mathematica will

use more points. In general, Mathematica  tries to adapt  its sampling of your function to the form of the function. There is, however, a

limit, which you can set, to how finely Mathematica will ever sample a function.

The function sin J
1

x
N wiggles infinitely often when x > 0. Mathematica tries to sample more points in the region where the function wiggles a 

lot, but it can never sample the infinite number that you would need to reproduce the function exactly. As a result, there are slight glitches 
in the plot. 

In[7]:= Plot@Sin@1�xD, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[7]=

It is important to realize that since Mathematica can only sample your function at a limited number of points, it can always miss features

of the function. Mathematica adaptively samples the functions, increasing the number of samples near interesting features, but it is still

possible to miss something. By increasing PlotPoints, you can make Mathematica sample your function at a larger number of points.

Of course, the larger you set PlotPoints to be, the longer it will take Mathematica to plot any function, even a smooth one. 

option name default value

PlotStyle Automatic a list of lists of graphics primitives to use for each curve (see 
"Graphics Directives and Options")

ClippingStyle None what to draw when curves are clipped

Filling None filling to insert under each curve

FillingStyle Automatic style to use for filling

PlotPoints 50 the initial number of points at which to sample the function

MaxRecursion Automatic the maximum number of recursive subdivisions allowed

More options for Plot . These cannot be used in Show . 
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This uses PlotStyle  to specify a dashed curve.

In[8]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotStyle ® DashedD

Out[8]=

When plotting multiple functions, PlotStyle  settings in a list are used sequentially for each function.

In[9]:= Plot@8Sin@x^2D, Cos@x^2D<, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue<D

Out[9]=

When a PlotStyle  contains a sublist, the settings are combined.

In[10]:= Plot@8Sin@x^2D, Cos@x^2D<, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotStyle ® 8Red, 8Blue, Thick<<D

Out[10]=

By default nothing is indicated when the PlotRange  is set, so that it cuts off curves.

In[11]:= Plot@8Sin@x^2D, Cos@x^2D<, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotRange ® 0.9D

Out[11]=

Setting ClippingStyle to Automatic  draws a dashed line where a curve is cut off. 

In[12]:= Plot@8Sin@x^2D, Cos@x^2D<, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotRange ® 0.9, ClippingStyle ® AutomaticD

Out[12]=

Setting ClippingStyle to a list defines the style for the parts cut off at the bottom and top. 

In[13]:= Plot@8Sin@x^2D, Cos@x^2D<, 8x, 0, 3<, PlotRange ® 0.9, ClippingStyle ® 8Green, Red<D

Out[13]=
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This specifies filling between the curve and the x axis.

In[14]:= Plot@Sin@x^2D, 8x, 0, 3<, Filling ® AxisD

Out[14]=

The filling can be specified to extend to an arbitrary height, such as the bottom of the graphic. Filling colors are automatically blended 
where they overlap.

In[15]:= Plot@8Sin@xD, Cos@xD<, 8x, 0, 3<, Filling ® BottomD

Out[15]=

This specifies a specific filling to be used only for the first curve.

In[16]:= Plot@8Sin@xD, Cos@xD<, 8x, 0, 3<, Filling ® 81 ® .5<D

Out[16]=

This shows a filling from the first curve to the second using a nondefault filling style.

In[17]:= Plot@8Sin@xD, Cos@xD<, 8x, 0, 3<, Filling ® 81 ® 82<<, FillingStyle ® LightBrownD

Out[17]=

MORE ABOUT

� 3D Graphics Options

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound

� Labeling Three−Dimensional Graphics

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Redrawing and Combining Plots
Mathematica saves information about every plot you produce, so that you can later redraw it. When you redraw plots, you can change

some of the options you use.

Show@plot,option->valueD redraw a plot with options changed

Show@plot
1
,plot

2
,¼D combine several plots

GraphicsGrid@88plot
1
,plot

2
,¼<,¼<D

draw an array of plots

InputForm@plotD show the underlying textual description of the plot

Functions for manipulating plots. 

Here is a simple plot.

In[1]:= Plot@ChebyshevT@7, xD, 8x, -1, 1<D

Out[1]=

When you redraw the plot, you can change some of the options. This changes the choice of y scale. 

In[2]:= Show@%, PlotRange -> 8-1, 2<D

Out[2]=

This takes the plot from the previous line, and changes another option in it. 

In[3]:= Show@%, PlotLabel -> "A Chebyshev Polynomial"D

Out[3]=

By using Show  with a sequence of different options, you can look at the same plot in many different ways. You may want to do this, for

example, if you are trying to find the best possible setting of options. 

You can also use Show  to combine plots. All of the options for the resulting graphic will be based upon the options of the first graphic in

the Show  expression.
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This sets gj0 to be a plot of J0HxL from x = 0 to 10. 

In[4]:= gj0 = Plot@BesselJ@0, xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[4]=

Here is a plot of Y1HxL from x = 1 to 10. 

In[5]:= gy1 = Plot@BesselY@1, xD, 8x, 1, 10<D

Out[5]=

Plot  specifies an explicit PlotRange  for each graphic.

In[6]:= Options@gj0, PlotRangeD

Out[6]= 8PlotRange ® 880, 10<, 8-0.402759, 1.<<<

This uses PlotRange  to override the explicit value set for gj0.

In[7]:= gjy = Show@gj0, gy1, PlotRange ® AutomaticD

Out[7]=

All  Mathematica  graphics  are  expressions  and  can  be  manipulated  in  the  same  way  as  any  other  expression.  Doing  these  kinds  of

manipulations does not require the use of Show .

This replaces all instances of the symbol Line  with the symbol Point in the graphics expression represented by gj0.

In[8]:= gj0 �. Line ® Point

Out[8]=

Using Show@plot
1
, plot

2
, ¼D you can combine several plots into one. GraphicsGrid allows you to draw several plots in an array. 
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GraphicsGrid@88plot
11
,plot

12
,¼<,¼<D

draw a rectangular array of plots

GraphicsRow@8plot
1
,plot

2
,¼<D

draw several plots side by side

GraphicsColumn@8plot
1
,plot

2
,¼<D

draw a column of plots

GraphicsGrid@plots,Spacings->8h,v<D

put the specified horizontal and vertical spacing between the plots

Drawing arrays of plots. 

This shows the previous plots in an array. 

In[9]:= GraphicsGrid@88gj0, gjy<, 8gy1, gjy<<D

Out[9]=

If you redisplay an array of plots using Show , any options you specify will be used for the whole array, rather than for individual plots. 

In[10]:= Show@%, Frame -> True, FrameTicks -> NoneD

Out[10]=

GraphicsGrid by default puts a narrow border around each of the plots in the array it gives. You can change the size of this border by

setting the option Spacings -> 8h, v<. The parameters h and v give the horizontal and vertical spacings to be used. The Spacings

option uses the width and height  of  characters in  the default  font  to scale the h  and v  parameters by default,  but  it  is  generally  more

useful in graphics to use Scaled coordinates. Scaled scales widths and heights so that a value of 1 represents the width and height of

one element of the grid.

This increases the horizontal spacing, but decreases the vertical spacing between the plots in the array. 

In[11]:= GraphicsGrid@88gj0, gjy<, 8gy1, gjy<<, Spacings -> 8Scaled@.3D, Scaled@0D<D

Out[11]=

When you make a plot, Mathematica saves the list of points it used, together with some other information. Using what is saved, you can

redraw plots in many different ways with Show . However, you should realize that no matter what options you specify, Show  still has the

same  basic  set  of  points  to  work  with.  So,  for  example,  if  you  set  the  options  so  that  Mathematica  displays  a  small  portion  of  your

original plot magnified, you will probably be able to see the individual sample points that Plot  used. Options like PlotPoints can only

be  set  in  the  original  Plot  command  itself.  (Mathematica  always  plots  the  actual  points  it  has;  it  avoids  using  smoothed  or  splined

curves, which can give misleading results in mathematical graphics.) 
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Here is a simple plot. 

In[12]:= Plot@Cos@xD, 8x, -Pi, Pi<D

Out[12]=

This shows a small region of the plot in a magnified form. At this resolution, you can see the individual line segments that were produced 

by the original Plot  command. 

In[13]:= Show@%, PlotRange -> 880, .005<, 8.99999, 1<<D

Out[13]=

MORE ABOUT

� Combining Graphics

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound
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Manipulating Options
There are a number of functions built into Mathematica which, like Plot , have various options you can set. Mathematica provides some

general mechanisms for handling such options. 

If you do not give a specific setting for an option to a function like Plot , then Mathematica will automatically use a default value for the

option. The function Options@ function, optionD allows you to find out the default value for a particular option. You can reset the default

using  SetOptions@ function, option -> valueD.  Note  that  if  you  do  this,  the  default  value  you  have  given  will  stay  until  you  explicitly

change it. 

Options@ functionD give a list of the current default settings for all options

Options@ function,optionD give the default setting for a particular option

SetOptions@ function,option->value,¼D

reset defaults

Manipulating default settings for options. 

Here is the default setting for the PlotRange  option of Plot . 

In[1]:= Options@Plot, PlotRangeD

Out[1]= 8PlotRange ® 8Full, Automatic<<

This resets the default for the PlotRange  option. The semicolon stops Mathematica from printing out the rather long list of options for 

Plot . 

In[2]:= SetOptions@Plot, PlotRange -> AllD;

Until you explicitly reset it, the default for the PlotRange  option will now be All. 

In[3]:= Options@Plot, PlotRangeD

Out[3]= 8PlotRange ® All<

The  graphics  objects  that  you  get  from  Plot  or  Show  store  information  on  the  options  they  use.  You  can  get  this  information  by

applying the Options function to these graphics objects. 

Options@plotD show all the options used for a particular plot

Options@plot,optionD show the setting for a specific option

AbsoluteOptions@plot,optionD show the absolute form used for a specific option, even if the setting for the option 

is Automatic  or All

Getting information on options used in plots. 

Here is a plot, with default settings for all options. 

In[4]:= g = Plot@SinIntegral@xD, 8x, 0, 20<D

Out[4]=
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The setting used for the PlotRange  option was All. 

In[5]:= Options@g, PlotRangeD

Out[5]= 8PlotRange ® 8All, All<<

AbsoluteOptions gives the absolute automatically chosen values used for PlotRange . 

In[6]:= AbsoluteOptions@g, PlotRangeD

Out[6]= 9PlotRange ® 994.08163´10
-7, 20.=, 94.08163´10-7, 1.85194===

While  it  is  often  convenient  to  use  a  variable  to  represent  a  graphic  as  in  the  above  examples,  the  graphic  itself  can  be  evaluated

directly. The typical ways to do this in the notebook interface are to copy and paste the graphic or to simply begin typing in the graphical

output cell, at which point the output cell will be converted into a new input cell.

When a plot  created with  no explicit  ImageSize  is  placed into an input  cell,  it  will  automatically  shrink to  more easily  accommodate

input.

The following input cell was created by copying and pasting the graphical output created in the previous example.

In[7]:= AbsoluteOptionsB

5 10 15 20

0.5

1.0

1.5

, PlotRangeF

Out[7]= 9PlotRange ® 994.08163´10
-7, 20.=, 94.08163´10-7, 1.85194===

MORE ABOUT

� Options Management

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound
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Three−Dimensional Surface Plots

Plot3D@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

make a three−dimensional plot of f  as a function of the variables x and y

Basic 3D plotting function. 

This makes a three−dimensional plot of the function sinHxyL. 

In[1]:= Plot3D@Sin@x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<D

Out[1]=

Three−dimensional graphics can be rotated in place by dragging the mouse inside of the graphic. Dragging inside of the graphic causes

the graphic to tumble in a direction that follows the mouse, and dragging around the borders of the graphic causes the graphic to spin in

the plane of the screen. Dragging the graphic while holding down the Shift key causes the graphic to pan. Use the Ctrl key to zoom.

There are many options for three−dimensional plots in Mathematica. Some are discussed here; others are described in "The Structure

of Graphics and Sound". 

The first set of options for three−dimensional plots is largely analogous to those provided in the two−dimensional case. 

option name default value

Axes True whether to include axes

AxesLabel None labels to be put on the axes: zlabel specifies a label for the z 

axis, 8xlabel, ylabel, zlabel< for all axes

BaseStyle 8< the default style to use for the plot

Boxed True whether to draw a three−dimensional box around the surface

FaceGrids None how to draw grids on faces of the bounding box; All draws 

a grid on every face

LabelStyle 8< style specification for labels

Lighting Automatic simulated light sources to use

Mesh Automatic whether an xy mesh should be drawn on the surface

PlotRange 8Full,Full,

Automatic<

the range of z or other values to include

SphericalRegion False whether to make the circumscribing sphere fit in the final 
display area

ViewAngle All angle of the field of view

ViewCenter 81,1,1<�2 point to display at the center

ViewPoint 81.3,-2.4,2< the point in space from which to look at the surface

ViewVector Automatic position and direction of a simulated camera

ViewVertical 80,0,1< direction to make vertical

BoundaryStyle Automatic how to draw boundary lines for surfaces

ClippingStyle Automatic how to draw clipped parts of surfaces

ColorFunction Automatic how to determine the color of the surfaces

Filling None filling under each surface

FillingStyle Opacity@.5D style to use for filling

PlotPoints 25 the number of points in each direction at which to sample the 

function; 9nx, ny= specifies different numbers in the x and y 

directions

PlotStyle Automatic graphics directives for the style of each surface

Some options for Plot3D. The first set can also be used in Show . 
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This redraws the previous plot with options changed. With this setting for PlotRange , only the part of the surface in the range 

-0.5 £ z £ 0.5 is shown.

In[2]:= Show@%, PlotRange -> 8-0.5, 0.5<D

Out[2]=

The ClippingStyle option of Plot3D can be used to fill in the clipped regions.

In[3]:= Plot3D@Sin@x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<, PlotRange -> 8-0.5, 0.5<, ClippingStyle ® 8Opacity@.9, GrayD<D

Out[3]=

When you make the original plot, you can choose to sample more points. Mathematica adaptively samples the plot, adding points for large 
variations, but occasionally you may still need to specify a greater number of points.

In[4]:= Plot3D@10 Sin@x + Sin@yDD, 8x, -10, 10<, 8y, -10, 10<, PlotPoints -> 50D

Out[4]=

Here is the same plot, with labels for the axes, and grids added to each face. 

In[5]:= Show@%, AxesLabel -> 8"Time", "Depth", "Value"<, FaceGrids -> AllD

Out[5]=

Probably  the  single  most  important  issue in  plotting  a  three−dimensional  surface  is  specifying  where  you want  to  look  at  the  surface

from. The ViewPoint  option for Plot3D and Show  allows you to specify the point 8x, y, z< in space from which you view a surface. The

details of how the coordinates for this point are defined are discussed in "Coordinate Systems for Three−Dimensional Graphics". When

rotating a graphic using the mouse, you are adjusting the ViewPoint  value.
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Here is a surface, viewed from the default view point 81.3, -2.4, 2<. This view point is chosen to be ú generic ø , so that visually 
confusing coincidental alignments between different parts of your object are unlikely. 

In[6]:= Plot3D@Sin@x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<D

Out[6]=

This redraws the picture, with the view point directly in front. Notice the perspective effect that makes the back of the box look much 
smaller than the front. 

In[7]:= Show@%, ViewPoint -> 80, -2, 0<D

Out[7]=

The ViewPoint  option also accepts various symbolic values which represent common view points.

In[8]:= Show@%, ViewPoint ® AboveD

Out[8]=

81.3,-2.4,2< default view point

Front in front, along the negative y direction

Back in back, along the positive y direction

Above above, along the positive z direction

Below below, along the negative z direction

Left left, along the negative x direction

Right right, along the positive x direction

Typical choices for the ViewPoint  option. 

The  human  visual  system  is  not  particularly  good  at  understanding  complicated  mathematical  surfaces.  As  a  result,  you  need  to

generate pictures that contain as many clues as possible about the form of the surface.

View points slightly above the surface usually work best. It is generally a good idea to keep the view point close enough to the surface

that  there is  some perspective effect.  Having a box explicitly  drawn around the surface is  helpful  in  recognizing the orientation of  the

surface. 
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Here is a plot with the default settings for surface rendering options. 

In[9]:= Plot3D@Exp@-Hx^2 + y^2LD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<D

Out[9]=

This shows the surface without the mesh drawn. It is usually much harder to see the form of the surface if the mesh is not there. 

In[10]:= Plot3D@Exp@-Hx^2 + y^2LD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, Mesh ® NoneD

Out[10]=

To add an extra element of realism to three−dimensional graphics, Mathematica by default colors three−dimensional surfaces using a

simulated lighting model. In the default case, Mathematica assumes that there are four point light sources plus ambient lighting shining

on  the  object.  "Lighting  and  Surface  Properties"  describes  how  you  can  set  up  other  light  sources,  and  how  you  can  specify  the

reflection properties of an object. 

Lighting  can  also  be  specified  using  a  string  which  represents  a  collection  of  lighting  properties.  For  example,  the  option  setting

Lighting -> "Neutral" uses a set of white lights, and so can be faithfully reproduced on a black and white output device such as a

printer.

In[52]:= Plot3D@8Sin@x yD<, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<, Lighting ® "Neutral"D

Out[52]=

The ColorFunction option by default uses Lighting -> "Neutral" so that the surface colors are not distorted by colored lights.

In[11]:= Plot3D@8Sin@x yD<, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<, ColorFunction ® HueD

Out[11]=
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Plotting Lists of Data
Mathematica can be used to make plots of functions. You give Mathematica a function, and it builds up a curve or surface by evaluating

the function at many different points.

Here we describe how you can make plots  from lists  of  data,  instead of  functions.  ("Importing and Exporting Data"  discusses how to

read  data  from external  files  and  programs.)  The  Mathematica  commands  for  plotting  lists  of  data  are  direct  analogs  of  the  ones  for

plotting functions. 

ListPlot@8y1,y2,¼<D plot y1, y2, ¼ at x values 1, 2, ¼

ListPlot@88x1,y1<,8x2,y2<,¼<D plot points Hx1, y1L, ¼ 

ListLinePlot@listD join the points with lines

ListPlot3D@88z11,z12,¼<,8z21,z22,¼<,¼<D

make a three−dimensional plot of the array of heights zyx

ListPlot3D@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<,¼<D

make a three−dimensional plot with heights zi at positions 8xi, yi<

ListContourPlot@arrayD make a contour plot

ListDensityPlot@arrayD make a density plot

Functions for plotting lists of data. 

Here is a list of values. 

In[1]:= t = Table@i^2, 8i, 10<D

Out[1]= 81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100<

This plots the values. 

In[2]:= ListPlot@tD

Out[2]=

2 4 6 8 10

20

40

60

80

100

This joins the points with lines. 

In[3]:= ListLinePlot@tD

Out[3]=

2 4 6 8 10

20

40

60

80

100
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When plotting multiple datasets, Mathematica chooses a different color for each dataset automatically.

In[4]:= ListPlot@8t, 2 t<D

Out[4]=

2 4 6 8 10

50

100

150

200

This gives a list of x, y pairs. 

In[5]:= Table@8i^2, 4 i^2 + i^3<, 8i, 10<D

Out[5]= 881, 5<, 84, 24<, 89, 63<, 816, 128<, 825, 225<, 836, 360<, 849, 539<, 864, 768<, 881, 1053<, 8100, 1400<<

This plots the points. 

In[6]:= ListPlot@%D

Out[6]=

20 40 60 80 100

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

This gives a rectangular array of values. The array is quite large, so we end the input with a semicolon to stop the result from being printed 
out. 

In[7]:= t3 = Table@Mod@x, yD, 8x, 30<, 8y, 20<D;

This makes a three−dimensional plot of the array of values. 

In[8]:= ListPlot3D@t3D

Out[8]=
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This gives a density plot of the array of values. 

In[9]:= ListDensityPlot@t3D

Out[9]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Parametric Plots

"Basic  Plotting"  described how to  plot  curves  in  Mathematica  in  which  you give  the  y  coordinate  of  each point  as  a  function  of  the  x

coordinate. You can also use Mathematica to make parametric plots. In a parametric plot, you give both the x and y coordinates of each

point as a function of a third parameter, say t.

ParametricPlotA9 fx, fy=,9t,tmin,tmax=E

make a parametric plot

ParametricPlotA99 fx, fy=,9gx,gy=,¼=,9t,tmin,tmax=E

plot several parametric curves together

Functions for generating parametric plots. 

Here is the curve made by taking the x coordinate of each point to be Sin@tD and the y coordinate to be Sin@2 tD. 

In[1]:= ParametricPlot@8Sin@tD, Sin@2 tD<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<D

Out[1]=

ParametricPlot3DA9 fx, fy, fz=,9t,tmin,tmax=E

make a parametric plot of a three−dimensional curve

ParametricPlot3DA9 fx, fy, fz=,9t,tmin,tmax=,9u,umin,umax=E

make a parametric plot of a three−dimensional surface

ParametricPlot3DA99 fx, fy, fz=,9gx,gy,gz=,¼=,¼E

plot several objects together

Three−dimensional parametric plots. 

ParametricPlot3D@8 fx, fy, fz<, 8t, tmin, tmax<D  is  the  direct  analog  in  three  dimensions  of

ParametricPlot@8 fx, fy<, 8t, tmin, tmax<D  in  two  dimensions.  In  both  cases,  Mathematica  effectively  generates  a  sequence  of

points by varying the parameter t, then forms a curve by joining these points. With ParametricPlot , the curve is in two dimensions;

with ParametricPlot3D, it is in three dimensions. 
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This makes a parametric plot of a helical curve. Varying t produces circular motion in the x−y plane, and linear motion in the z direction. 

In[2]:= ParametricPlot3D@8Sin@tD, Cos@tD, t�3<, 8t, 0, 15<D

Out[2]=

ParametricPlot3D@8 fx, fy, fz<, 8t, tmin, tmax<, 8u, umin, umax<D  creates  a  surface,  rather  than  a  curve.  The  surface  is  formed

from a collection of quadrilaterals. The corners of the quadrilaterals have coordinates corresponding to the values of the fi when t and u

take on values in a regular grid. 

Here the x and y coordinates for the quadrilaterals are given simply by t and u. The result is a surface plot of the kind that can be 

produced by Plot3D. 

In[3]:= ParametricPlot3D@8u Sin@tD, u Cos@tD, u<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<, 8u, -1, 1<D

Out[3]=

This shows the same surface as before, but with the y coordinates distorted by a quadratic transformation. 

In[4]:= ParametricPlot3D@8u Sin@tD, u^2 Cos@tD, u<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<, 8u, -1, 1<D

Out[4]=
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This produces a helicoid surface by taking the helical curve shown above, and at each section of the curve drawing a quadrilateral. 

In[5]:= ParametricPlot3D@8u Sin@tD, u Cos@tD, t�3<, 8t, 0, 15<, 8u, -1, 1<D

Out[5]=

In  general,  it  is  possible  to  construct  many  complicated  surfaces  using  ParametricPlot3D.  In  each  case,  you  can  think  of  the

surfaces as being formed by ú distorting ø  or ú rolling upø  the t−u coordinate grid in a certain way. 

This produces a cylinder. Varying the t parameter yields a circle in the x−y plane, while varying u moves the circles in the z direction. 

In[6]:= ParametricPlot3D@8Sin@tD, Cos@tD, u<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<, 8u, 0, 2<D

Out[6]=

This produces a torus. Varying u yields a circle, while varying t rotates the circle around the z axis to form the torus. 

In[7]:= ParametricPlot3D@8Cos@tD H3 + Cos@uDL, Sin@tD H3 + Cos@uDL, Sin@uD<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<, 8u, 0, 2 Pi<D

Out[7]=

This produces a sphere. 

In[8]:= ParametricPlot3D@8Cos@tD Cos@uD, Sin@tD Cos@uD, Sin@uD<, 8t, 0, 2 Pi<, 8u, -Pi�2, Pi�2<D

Out[8]=
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You should  realize  that  when you draw surfaces  with  ParametricPlot3D,  the  exact  choice  of  parametrization  is  often  crucial.  You

should be careful, for example, to avoid parametrizations in which all or part of your surface is covered more than once. Such multiple

coverings  often  lead  to  discontinuities  in  the  mesh  drawn  on  the  surface,  and  may  make  ParametricPlot3D  take  much  longer  to

render the surface. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Graphics and Sound

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Some Special Plots
As discussed in "The Structure of Graphics and Sound", Mathematica includes a full graphics programming language. In this language,

you can set up many different kinds of plots.

LogPlot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D generate a linear−log plot

LogLinearPlot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D generate a log−linear plot

LogLogPlot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D generate a log−log plot

ListLogPlot@listD generate a linear−log plot from a list of data

ListLogLinearPlot@listD generate a log−linear plot from a list of data

ListLogLogPlot@listD generate a log−log plot from a list of data

DateListPlot@listD generate a plot from a list of data with date coordinates

DateListLogPlot@listD generate a linear−log plot from a list of data with date coordinates

PolarPlot@r,8t,tmin,tmax<D generate a polar plot of the radius r as a function of angle t

SphericalPlot3D@r,8theta,min,max<,8phi,min,max<D

generate a three−dimensional spherical plot

RevolutionPlot3D@ f,8t,tmin,tmax<D generate a three−dimensional surface of revolution

BarChart@listD plot a list of data as a bar chart

PieChart@listD plot a list of data as a pie chart

Some special plotting functions.

Here is an exponential function.

In[1]:= f@x_D := Exp@-xD + 4 Exp@-2 xD

This generates linear−log and log−linear plots of the function. 

In[2]:= 8LogPlot@f@xD, 8x, 1, 6<D, LogLinearPlot@f@xD, 8x, 1, 6<D<

Out[2]=

This gathers some financial time series data.

In[3]:= fd = FinancialData@"GE", 881980<, 82005<<D;

This plots the financial data on linear and logarithmic scales.

In[4]:= 8DateListPlot@fdD, DateListLogPlot@fdD<

Out[4]=
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This uses RevolutionPlot3D to revolve a curve around the x and z axes.

In[5]:= 9RevolutionPlot3DAt
4
- t2, 8t, 0, 1<, RevolutionAxis ® "X"E,

RevolutionPlot3DAt4 - t2, 8t, 0, 1<, RevolutionAxis ® "Z"E=

Out[5]=

Here is a list of the first 10 primes. 

In[6]:= p = Table@Prime@nD, 8n, 10<D

Out[6]= 82, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29<

Here is a bar chart of the primes. 

In[7]:= BarChart@pD

Out[7]=

This gives a pie chart. 

In[8]:= PieChart@p, ChartLabels ® Range@10DD

Out[8]=

Some of the plotting functions available are defined in the Standard Extra Packages included with Mathematica.

ErrorListPlot@88x1,y1,dy1<,¼<D generate a plot with error bars

BoxWhiskerPlot@listD generate a box−and−whisker plot of data

ParetoPlot@listD generate a Pareto plot of data

PairwiseScatterPlot@dataD plot pairs of coordinates for multivariate data

Some of the plotting functions in the Mathematica standard extra packages.

ErrorListPlot is available in the Error Bar Plotting Package.

In[9]:= Needs@"ErrorBarPlots‘"D
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This plots a data set along with their associated errors.

In[10]:= ErrorListPlot@Table@8i, RandomReal@0.5D<, 8i, 10<DD

Out[10]=

BoxWhiskerPlot , ParetoPlot, and PairwiseScatterPlot  are available in the Statistical Plots Package.

In[11]:= Needs@"StatisticalPlots‘"D

This generates a box−and−whisker plot for samples from a normal distribution.

In[12]:= BoxWhiskerPlot@RandomReal@NormalDistribution@0, 1D, 8100, 6<DD

Out[12]=

Here is a random data set consisting of the letters a through f.

In[13]:= data = RandomChoice@CharacterRange@"a", "f"D, 825<D;

This creates a Pareto plot of the data set.

In[14]:= ParetoPlot@dataD

Out[14]=

PairwiseScatterPlot  can be used to plot pairs of columns from trivariate data.

In[15]:= PairwiseScatterPlot@Table@8x, Sin@xD, Cos@xD<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi, 0.1<D, DataTicks -> TrueD

Out[15]=
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Sound

On most computer systems, Mathematica can produce not only graphics but also sound. Mathematica treats graphics and sound in a

closely analogous way.

For example, just as you can use Plot@ f, 8x, xmin, xmax<D to plot a function, so also you can use Play@ f, 8t, 0, tmax<D to ú playø
a function. Play  takes the function to define the waveform for a sound: the values of the function give the amplitude of the sound as a

function of time. 

Play@ f,8t,0,tmax<D play a sound with amplitude f  as a function of time t in seconds

Playing a function. 

On a suitable computer system, this plays a pure tone with a frequency of 440 hertz for one second. 

In[1]:= Play@Sin@2 Pi 440 tD, 8t, 0, 1<D

Out[1]=

Sounds produced by Play  can have any waveform. They do not,  for  example,  have to consist  of  a collection of  harmonic pieces.  In

general, the amplitude function you give to Play  specifies the instantaneous signal associated with the sound. This signal is typically

converted to  a  voltage,  and ultimately  to  a  displacement.  Note that  amplitude  is  sometimes defined to  be the peak  signal  associated

with a sound; in Mathematica, it is always the instantaneous signal as a function of time. 

This plays a more complex sound. 

In[2]:= Play@Sin@700 t + 25 t Sin@350 tDD, 8t, 0, 4<D

Out[2]=

Play  is set up so that the time variable that appears in it is always measured in absolute seconds. When a sound is actually played, its

amplitude is sampled a certain number of times every second. You can specify the sample rate by setting the option SampleRate. 

Play@ f,8t,0,tmax<,SampleRate->rD

play a sound, sampling it r times a second

Specifying the sample rate for a sound. 

In general, the higher the sample rate, the better high−frequency components in the sound will be rendered. A sample rate of r typically

allows frequencies up to r �2 hertz. The human auditory system can typically perceive sounds in the frequency range 20 to 22000 hertz

(depending somewhat on age and sex). The fundamental frequencies for the 88 notes on a piano range from 27.5 to 4096 hertz. 

The standard sample rate used for  compact disc players is  44100. The effective sample rate in a typical  telephone system is around

8000. On most computer systems, the default sample rate used by Mathematica is around 8000.

You can use Play@8 f1, f2, ¼D to produce stereo sound. In general, Mathematica supports any number of sound channels. 
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ListPlay@8a1,a2,¼<,SampleRate->rD

play a sound with a sequence of amplitude levels

Playing sampled sounds. 

The function ListPlay allows you simply to give a list of values which are taken to be sound amplitudes sampled at a certain rate. 

When sounds are actually  rendered by Mathematica,  only  a  certain  range of  amplitudes is  allowed.  The option PlayRange  in  Play

and  ListPlay  specifies  how  the  amplitudes  you  give  should  be  scaled  to  fit  in  the  allowed  range.  The  settings  for  this  option  are

analogous to those for the PlotRange  graphics option discussed in "Options for Graphics".

PlayRange->Automatic use an internal procedure to scale amplitudes

PlayRange->All scale so that all amplitudes fit in the allowed range

PlayRange->8amin,amax< make amplitudes between amin and amax fit in the allowed range, and clip others

Specifying the scaling of sound amplitudes. 

While it is often convenient to use the setting PlayRange -> Automatic , you should realize that Play  may run significantly faster if

you give an explicit PlayRange  specification, so it does not have to derive one. 

EmitSound@sndD emit a sound when evaluated

Playing sounds programmatically. 

A Sound object in output is typically formatted as a button which contains a visualization of the sound and which plays the sound when

pressed.  Sounds can be played without  the need for  user  intervention or  producing output  by using EmitSound .  In  fact,  the internal

implementation of Sound buttons uses EmitSound  when the button is pressed.

The internal structure of Sound objects is discussed in "The Representation of Sound".

MORE ABOUT

� Sound and Sonification

� Audio Formats

� Signal Processing

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Representation of Sound

� Graphics and Sound
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The Structure of Graphics
"Graphics and Sound" discusses how to use functions like Plot  and ListPlot  to plot graphs of functions and data. Here, we discuss

how Mathematica represents such graphics, and how you can program Mathematica to create more complicated images. 

The basic idea is that Mathematica represents all graphics in terms of a collection of graphics primitives. The primitives are objects like

Point, Line  and Polygon, that represent elements of a graphical image, as well as directives such as RGBColor and Thickness . 

This generates a plot of a list of points. 

In[1]:= ListPlot@Table@Prime@nD, 8n, 20<DD

Out[1]=
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InputForm  shows how Mathematica represents the graphics. Each point is represented as a coordinate in a Point graphics primitive. 

All the various graphics options used in this case are also given. 

In[2]:= InputForm@%D

Out[2]//InputForm= Graphics[{{{}, {Hue[0.67, 0.6, 0.6], Point[{{1., 2.}, 
     {2., 3.}, {3., 5.}, {4., 7.}, {5., 11.}, {6., 13.}, 
     {7., 17.}, {8., 19.}, {9., 23.}, {10., 29.}, {11., 
     31.}, {12., 37.}, {13., 41.}, {14., 43.}, {15., 
     47.}, {16., 53.}, {17., 59.}, {18., 61.}, {19., 
     67.}, {20., 71.}}]}, {}}}, 
 {AspectRatio −> GoldenRatio^(−1), Axes −> True, 
  AxesOrigin −> {0, 0}, PlotRange −> 
   {{0., 20.}, {0., 71.}}, PlotRangeClipping −> True, 
  PlotRangePadding −> {Scaled[0.02], Scaled[0.02]}}]

Each  complete  piece  of  graphics  in  Mathematica  is  represented  as  a  graphics  object.  There  are  several  different  kinds  of  graphics

object, corresponding to different types of graphics. Each kind of graphics object has a definite head which identifies its type. 

Graphics@listD general two−dimensional graphics

Graphics3D@listD general three−dimensional graphics

Graphics objects in Mathematica. 

The  functions  like  Plot  and  ListPlot  discussed  in  "The  Structure  of  Graphics  and  Sound"  all  work  by  building  up  Mathematica

graphics objects, and then displaying them. 

You  can  create  other  kinds  of  graphical  images  in  Mathematica  by  building  up  your  own  graphics  objects.  Since  graphics  objects  in

Mathematica are just symbolic expressions, you can use all the standard Mathematica functions to manipulate them. 

Graphics objects are automatically formatted by the Mathematica front end as graphics upon output. Graphics may also be printed as a

side effect using the Print command.

The Graphics object is computed by Mathematica, but its output is suppressed by the semicolon.

In[3]:= Graphics@Circle@DD;
2 + 2

Out[3]= 4
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A side effect output can be generated using the Print command. It has no Out@D label because it is a side effect.

In[4]:= Print@Graphics@Circle@DDD;
2 + 2

Out[4]= 4

Show@g, optsD display a graphics object with new options specified by opts

Show@g1,g2,¼D display several graphics objects combined using the options from g1

Show@g1,g2,¼,optsD display several graphics objects with new options specified by opts

Displaying graphics objects. 

Show  can be used to change the options of an existing graphic or to combine multiple graphics.

This uses Show  to adjust the Background option of an existing graphic.

In[5]:= g1 = Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D;
Show@g1, Background ® PinkD

Out[5]=

This uses Show  to combine two graphics. The values used for PlotRange  and other options are based upon those which were set for 

the first graphic.

In[6]:= Show@8g1, Graphics@Circle@DD<D

Out[6]=
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Here, new options are specified for the entire graphic.

In[7]:= Show@8g1, Graphics@Circle@DD<, PlotRange ® All, AspectRatio ® AutomaticD

Out[7]=

Graphics directives Examples: RGBColor, Thickness

Graphics options Examples: PlotRange , Ticks, AspectRatio, ViewPoint

Local and global ways to modify graphics. 

Given a particular list of graphics primitives, Mathematica  provides two basic mechanisms for modifying the final form of graphics you

get. First, you can insert into the list of graphics primitives certain graphics directives, such as RGBColor, which modify the subsequent

graphical elements in the list. In this way, you can specify how a particular set of graphical elements should be rendered. 

This creates a two−dimensional graphics object that contains the Polygon graphics primitive.

In[8]:= poly = Polygon@Table@N@8Cos@n Pi�5D, Sin@n Pi�5D<D, 8n, 0, 5<DD;
Graphics@polyD

Out[8]=

InputForm  shows the complete graphics object. 

In[9]:= InputForm@%D

Out[9]//InputForm= Graphics[Polygon[{{1., 0.}, {0.8090169943749475, 
    0.5877852522924731}, {0.30901699437494745, 
    0.9510565162951535}, {−0.30901699437494745, 
    0.9510565162951535}, {−0.8090169943749475, 
    0.5877852522924731}, {−1., 0.}}]]

This takes the graphics primitive created above, and adds the graphics directives RGBColor and EdgeForm. 

In[10]:= Graphics@8RGBColor@0.3, 0.5, 1D, EdgeForm@Thickness@0.01DD, poly<D

Out[10]=

By inserting  graphics  directives,  you can specify  how particular  graphical  elements  should  be rendered.  Often,  however,  you want  to

make global modifications to the way a whole graphics object is rendered. You can do this using graphics options. 
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By adding the graphics option Frame you can modify the overall appearance of the graphics. 

In[11]:= Show@%, Frame -> TrueD

Out[11]=
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InputForm  shows that the option was introduced into the resulting Graphics object.

In[12]:= InputForm@%D

Out[12]//InputForm= Graphics[{RGBColor[0.3, 0.5, 1], 
  EdgeForm[Thickness[0.01]], 
  Polygon[{{1., 0.}, {0.8090169943749475, 
     0.5877852522924731}, {0.30901699437494745, 
     0.9510565162951535}, {−0.30901699437494745, 
     0.9510565162951535}, {−0.8090169943749475, 
     0.5877852522924731}, {−1., 0.}}]}, {Frame −> True}]

You  can  specify  graphics  options  in  Show .  As  a  result,  it  is  straightforward  to  take  a  single  graphics  object,  and  show  it  with  many

different choices of graphics options. 

Notice  however  that  Show  always  returns  the  graphics  objects  it  has  displayed.  If  you  specify  graphics  options  in  Show ,  then  these

options are automatically inserted into the graphics objects that Show  returns. As a result, if you call Show  again on the same objects,

the  same  graphics  options  will  be  used,  unless  you  explicitly  specify  other  ones.  Note  that  in  all  cases  new  options  you  specify  will

overwrite ones already there. 

Options@gD give a list of all graphics options for a graphics object

Options@g,optD give the setting for a particular option

Finding the options for a graphics object. 

Some graphics options can be used as options to visualization functions which generate graphics.  Options which can take the right−

hand side of Automatic  are sometimes resolved into specific values by the visualization functions.

Here is a plot. 

In[13]:= zplot = Plot@Abs@Zeta@1�2 + I xDD, 8x, 0, 10<, PlotRange ® AutomaticD

Out[13]=

Mathematica uses an internal algorithm to compute an explicit value for PlotRange  in the resulting graphic.

In[14]:= Options@zplot, PlotRangeD

Out[14]= 8PlotRange ® 880., 10.<, 80.526253, 1.54919<<<

FullGraphics@gD translate objects specified by graphics options into lists of explicit graphics 
primitives

Finding the complete form of a piece of graphics. 
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When you use  a  graphics  option  such as  Axes ,  the  Mathematica  front  end automatically  draws objects  such as  axes  that  you  have

requested.  The  objects  are  represented  merely  by  the  option  values  rather  than  by  a  specific  list  of  graphics  primitives.  Sometimes,

however,  you  may find  it  useful  to  represent  these objects  as  the  equivalent  list  of  graphics  primitives.  The function  FullGraphics

gives the complete list of graphics primitives needed to generate a particular plot, without any options being used. 

This plots a list of values. 

In[15]:= ListPlot@Table@EulerPhi@nD, 8n, 10<DD

Out[15]=
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FullGraphics yields a graphics object that includes graphics primitives representing axes and so on. 

In[16]:= Short@InputForm@FullGraphics@%DD, 6D

Out[16]//Short= Graphics@8888<, 8Hue@0.67, 0.6, 0.6D, Point@881., 1.<, 82., 1.<, 83., 2.<, 84., 2.<, 85., 4.<, 86., 2.<

MORE ABOUT

� Graphics Objects

� Graphics Directives 

� 3D Graphics Options

� Combining Graphics

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

� Graphics and Sound
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Two−Dimensional Graphics Elements

Point@8x,y<D point at position x, y

Line@88x1,y1<,8x2,y2<,¼<D line through the points 8x1, y1<, 8x2, y2<, ¼

Rectangle@8xmin,ymin<,8xmax,ymax<D filled rectangle

Polygon@88x1,y1<,8x2,y2<,¼<D filled polygon with the specified list of corners

Circle@8x,y<,rD circle with radius r centered at x, y

Disk@8x,y<,rD filled disk with radius r centered at x, y

Raster@88a11,a12,¼<,8a21,¼<,¼<D rectangular array of gray levels between 0 and 1

Text@expr,8x,y<D the text of expr, centered at x, y (see "Graphics Primitives for Text")

Basic two−dimensional graphics elements. 

Here is a line primitive. 

In[1]:= sawline = Line@Table@8n, H-1L^n<, 8n, 6<DD

Out[1]= Line@881, -1<, 82, 1<, 83, -1<, 84, 1<, 85, -1<, 86, 1<<D

This shows the line as a two−dimensional graphics object. 

In[2]:= sawgraph = Graphics@sawlineD

Out[2]=

This redisplays the line, with axes added. 

In[3]:= Show@%, Axes -> TrueD

Out[3]=
2 3 4 5 6
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You can combine graphics objects that you have created explicitly from graphics primitives with ones that are produced by functions like

Plot . 

This produces an ordinary Mathematica plot. 

In[4]:= Plot@Sin@Pi xD, 8x, 0, 6<D

Out[4]=
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This combines the plot with the sawtooth picture made above. 

In[5]:= Show@%, sawgraphD

Out[5]=

You can combine different graphical elements simply by giving them in a list. In two−dimensional graphics, Mathematica will render the

elements in exactly the order you give them. Later elements are therefore effectively drawn on top of earlier ones. 

Here are two blue Rectangle  graphics elements. 

In[6]:= 8Blue, Rectangle@81, -1<, 82, -0.6<D, Rectangle@84, .3<, 85, .8<D<

Out[6]= 8RGBColor@0, 0, 1D, Rectangle@81, -1<, 82, -0.6<D, Rectangle@84, 0.3<, 85, 0.8<D<

This draws the rectangles on top of the line that was defined above. 

In[7]:= Graphics@8sawline, %<D

Out[7]=

The Polygon  graphics primitive takes a list of x, y coordinates, corresponding to the corners of a polygon. Mathematica joins the last

corner with the first one, and then fills the resulting area. 

Here are the coordinates of the corners of a regular pentagon. 

In[8]:= pentagon = Table@8Sin@2 Pi n�5D, Cos@2 Pi n�5D<, 8n, 5<D

Out[8]= 99
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This displays the pentagon. With the default choice of aspect ratio, the pentagon looks somewhat squashed. 

In[9]:= Graphics@Polygon@pentagonDD

Out[9]=
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Point@8pt
1
,pt

2
,¼<D a multipoint consisting of points at pt

1
, pt

2
, ¼

Line@8line1,line2,¼<D a multiline consisting of lines line1, line2, ¼

Polygon@8poly
1
,poly

2
,¼<D a multipolygon consisting of polygons poly

1
, poly

2
, ¼

Primitives which can take multiple elements. 

A large number of points can be represented by putting a list of coordinates inside of a single Point primitive. Similarly, a large number

of lines or polygons can be represented as a list of coordinate lists. This representation is efficient and can generally be rendered more

quickly by the Mathematica front end. Graphics directives such as RGBColor apply uniformly to the entire set of primitives.

This creates a multipolygon based upon the set of coordinates defined previously.

In[10]:= Graphics@Polygon@8pentagon, 1 + .5 pentagon, 1.5 + .2 pentagon<DD

Out[10]=

Here is a multipoint which is colored blue.

In[11]:= Graphics@8Blue, Point@Table@8x, Cos@xD<, 8x, -6, 6, .2<DD<, Axes ® TrueD

Out[11]=
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Circle@8x,y<,rD a circle with radius r centered at the point 8x, y<

CircleA9x,y=,9rx,ry=E an ellipse with semi−axes rx and ry

Circle@8x,y<,r,8theta1,theta2<D a circular arc

CircleA9x,y=,9rx,ry=,8theta1,theta2<E an elliptical arc

Disk@8x,y<,rD , etc. filled disks

Circles and disks. 
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This shows two circles with radius 2.

In[12]:= Graphics@8Circle@80, 0<, 2D, Circle@81, 1<, 2D<D

Out[12]=

This shows a sequence of disks with progressively larger semi−axes in the x direction, and progressively smaller ones in the y direction. 

In[13]:= Graphics@Table@Disk@83 n, 0<, 8n�4, 2 - n�4<D, 8n, 4<DD

Out[13]=

Mathematica allows you to generate arcs of circles, and segments of ellipses. In both cases, the objects are specified by starting and

finishing angles. The angles are measured counterclockwise in radians with zero corresponding to the positive x direction. 

This draws a 140
é

 wedge centered at the origin. 

In[14]:= Graphics@Disk@80, 0<, 1, 80, 140 Degree<DD

Out[14]= 

Raster@88a11,a12,¼<,8a21 , ¼ }, ¼ }] array of gray levels between 0 and 1

Raster@888a11,o11<,¼<,¼<D array of gray levels with opacity between 0 and 1

Raster@888r11,g11,b11<,¼<,¼<D array of rgb values between 0 and 1

Raster@888r11,g11,b11,o11<,¼<,¼<D array of rgb values with opacity between 0 and 1

Raster@array,88xmin,
ymin<,8xmax,ymax<<,8zmin,zmax<D

array of gray levels between zmin and zmax drawn in the rectangle defined by 

8xmin, ymin< and 8xmax, ymax<

Raster−based graphics elements. 
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Here is a 4×4 array of values between 0 and 1. 

In[15]:= modtab = Table@Mod@i, jD�3, 8i, 4<, 8j, 4<D �� N

Out[15]= 880., 0.333333, 0.333333, 0.333333<, 80., 0., 0.666667, 0.666667<, 80., 0.333333, 0., 1.<, 80., 0., 0.333333

This uses the array of values as gray levels in a raster. 

In[16]:= Graphics@Raster@modtabDD

Out[16]=

This shows two overlapping copies of the raster. 

In[17]:= Graphics@8Raster@modtab, 880, 0<, 82, 2<<D, Raster@modtab, 881.5, 1.5<, 83, 2<<D<D

Out[17]=

The ColorFunction option can be used to change the default way in which a Raster is colored.

In[18]:= Graphics@8Raster@modtab, ColorFunction ® HueD<D

Out[18]=
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Graphics Directives and Options
When you set up a graphics object in Mathematica, you typically give a list of graphical elements. You can include in that list graphics

directives which specify how subsequent elements in the list should be rendered. 

In general, the graphical elements in a particular graphics object can be given in a collection of nested lists. When you insert graphics

directives  in  this  kind  of  structure,  the  rule  is  that  a  particular  graphics  directive  affects  all  subsequent  elements  of  the  list  it  is  in,

together with all elements of sublists that may occur. The graphics directive does not, however, have any effect outside the list it is in. 

The first sublist contains the graphics directive GrayLevel . 

In[1]:= 88GrayLevel@0.5D, Rectangle@80, 0<, 81, 1<D<, Rectangle@81, 1<, 82, 2<D<

Out[1]= 88GrayLevel@0.5D, Rectangle@80, 0<, 81, 1<D<, Rectangle@81, 1<, 82, 2<D<

Only the rectangle in the first sublist is affected by the GrayLevel  directive. 

In[2]:= Graphics@%D

Out[2]=

GrayLevel@iD gray level between 0 (black) and 1 (white)

RGBColor@r,g,bD color with specified red, green and blue components, each between 0 and 1

Hue@hD color with hue h between 0 and 1

Hue@h,s,bD color with specified hue, saturation and brightness, each between 0 and 1

Basic Mathematica color specifications. 

Mathematica accepts the names of many colors directly as color specifications. These color names, such as Red, Gray , LightGreen

and Purple, are implemented as variables which evaluate to an RGBColor  specification. The color names can be used interchange−

ably with color directives.

The first plot is colored with a color name, while the second one has a fine−tuned RGBColor specification.

In[3]:= Plot@8BesselI@1, xD, BesselI@2, xD<, 8x, 0, 5<, PlotStyle -> 88Red<, 8RGBColor@0.3, 0.7, 0.1D<<D

Out[3]=

ú ø
ú ø ú ø

ú ø
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The function Hue@hD provides a convenient way to specify a range of colors using just one parameter. As h varies from 0 to 1, Hue@hD

runs through red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, magenta, and back to red again. Hue@h, s, bD allows you to specify not only the ú hueø
but also the ú saturation ø  and ú brightness ø  of a color. Taking the saturation to be equal to one gives the deepest colors; decreasing the

saturation toward zero leads to progressively more ú washed outø  colors. 

When  you  give  a  graphics  directive  such  as  RGBColor,  it  affects  all  subsequent  graphical  elements  that  appear  in  a  particular  list.

Mathematica also supports various graphics directives which affect only specific types of graphical elements. 

The graphics directive PointSize@dD specifies that all Point elements which appear in a graphics object should be drawn as circles

with diameter d. In PointSize , the diameter d is measured as a fraction of the width of your whole plot. 

Mathematica  also  provides the graphics  directive  AbsolutePointSize@dD,  which  allows you to  specify  the  ú absoluteø  diameter  of

points, measured in fixed units. The units are 
1

72
 of an inch, approximately printer÷ s points. 

PointSize@dD give all points a diameter d as a fraction of the width of the whole plot

AbsolutePointSize@dD give all points a diameter d measured in absolute units

Graphics directives for points. 

Here is a list of points. 

In[4]:= Table@Point@8n, Prime@nD<D, 8n, 6<D

Out[4]= 8Point@81, 2<D, Point@82, 3<D, Point@83, 5<D, Point@84, 7<D, Point@85, 11<D, Point@86, 13<D<
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This makes each point have a diameter equal to one−tenth of the width of the plot. 

In[5]:= Graphics@8PointSize@0.1D, %<, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[5]=

Here each point has size 3 in absolute units. 

In[6]:= ListPlot@Table@Prime@nD, 8n, 20<D, PlotStyle -> AbsolutePointSize@3DD

Out[6]=
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Thickness@wD give all lines a thickness w as a fraction of the width of the whole plot

AbsoluteThickness@wD give all lines a thickness w measured in absolute units

Dashing@8w1,w2,¼<D show all lines as a sequence of dashed segments, with lengths w1, w2, ¼

AbsoluteDashing@8w1,w2,¼<D use absolute units to measure dashed segments

CapForm@typeD give all lines endcaps of the specified type

JoinForm@typeD give all lines joins of the specified type

Graphics directives for lines. 

This generates a list of lines with different absolute thicknesses. 

In[7]:= Table@8AbsoluteThickness@nD, Line@880, 0<, 8n, 1<<D<, 8n, 4<D

Out[7]= 88AbsoluteThickness@1D, Line@880, 0<, 81, 1<<D<, 8AbsoluteThickness@2D, Line@880, 0<, 82, 1<<D<, 8AbsoluteThickness

Here is a picture of the lines. 

In[8]:= Graphics@%D

Out[8]=

The Dashing  graphics directive allows you to create lines with various kinds of dashing. The basic idea is to break lines into segments

which are alternately drawn and omitted. By changing the lengths of the segments, you can get different line styles. Dashing  allows

you to specify a sequence of segment lengths. This sequence is repeated as many times as necessary in drawing the whole line. 

This gives a dashed line with a succession of equal−length segments. 

In[9]:= Graphics@8Dashing@80.05, 0.05<D, Line@88-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D<D

Out[9]=
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This gives a dot−dashed line. 

In[10]:= Graphics@8Dashing@80.01, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05<D, Line@88-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D<D

Out[10]=

Dashing can be turned off by specifying an empty list. Here, Dashing is turned off for only the second line.

In[11]:= Graphics@8Dashing@80.05<D, Line@880, 0<, 81, 1<<D,
8Dashing@8<D, Line@880, 0<, 82, 1<<D<,
Line@880, 0<, 83, 1<<D<D

Out[11]=

Graphics directives which require a numerical size specification can also accept values of Tiny , Small, Medium, and Large. For each

directive, these values have been fine−tuned to produce an appearance which will seem appropriate to the human eye.

This specifies a large thickness with medium dashing.

In[12]:= Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotStyle ® 88Dashing@8Medium<D, Thickness@LargeD<<D

Out[12]=

This specifies that the entire multipoint should use large, green points.

In[13]:= Graphics@8PointSize@LargeD, Green, Point@880, 0<, 81, 0.5<, 82, 0<, 81, -.5<<D<D

Out[13]=

The CapForm directive lets you specify the shapes of the end caps of lines. End cap shapes can be  "Butt", "Square", or "Round".  
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This shows the different shapes available to CapForm.

In[14]:= Graphics@8
Thickness@.07D,
8CapForm@"Butt"D, Line@880, 2<, 85, 2<<D<,
8CapForm@"Square"D, Line@880, 1<, 85, 1<<D<,
8CapForm@"Round"D, Line@880, 0<, 85, 0<<D<
<D

Out[14]=

CapForm@"Butt"D specifies that lines end exactly at their endpoints. "Square" end caps extend one−half line width beyond the ends

of a line. "Round" end caps are half−circles whose diameter is the width of the line.

You can also specify the shapes of the joins between line segments via the JoinForm directive.  

Here are the shapes available to JoinForm.

In[15]:= Graphics@8
Thickness@.07D,
8JoinForm@"Bevel"D, Line@880, 0<, 81, 1<, 80, 1<<D<,
8JoinForm@"Miter"D, Line@882, 0<, 83, 1<, 82, 1<<D<,
8JoinForm@"Round"D, Line@884, 0<, 85, 1<, 84, 1<<D<
<, PlotRangePadding ® .3D

Out[15]=

JoinForm@8"Miter",d<D extend the join by at most d times the line width

Specifying the maximum length of miter joins.

When the  angle  between  adjacent  line  segments  is  small,  the  point  at  a  miter  join  can  be  very  long.  Excessively  long  points  are  by

default truncated to bevel joins. The length at which this happens, the "miter limit", is by default set so that the points of 5−pointed stars

are sharp, but more acute joins are beveled. You can specify an explicit miter limit using JoinForm  to control exactly when sharp joins

are beveled. The miter limit is the number of line widths that the point at a join is allowed to extend past the vertex of the join before it is

beveled.
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The points on this 7−pointed star are blunted by the default miter limit.

In[16]:= Graphics@8EdgeForm@8Blue, Thickness@.06D<D,
Polygon@Table@8Cos@aD, Sin@aD<, 8a, 0, 6 Π, 2 Π 3�7<DD<, PlotRangePadding ® .5D

Out[16]=

Specifying an explicit larger miter limit gives a pointed star.

In[17]:= Graphics@8EdgeForm@8Blue, Thickness@.06D, JoinForm@8"Miter", 5<D<D,
Polygon@Table@8Cos@aD, Sin@aD<, 8a, 0, 6 Π, 2 Π 3�7<DD<, PlotRangePadding ® .5D

Out[17]=

RoundingRadius->r specify that corners should be rounded with radius r

The RoundingRadius  option to Rectangle .

The corners of Rectangle  primitives can be rounded with the RoundingRadius  option, which specifies the radius of the rectangle’s

corners.  The actual rounding is limited to the half−length of an adjacent side.  
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Here are rectangles with various amounts of corner rounding.

In[18]:= Graphics@8
Rectangle@80, 2<, 82, 3<, RoundingRadius ® 0D,
Rectangle@83, 2<, 85, 3<, RoundingRadius ® .2D,
Rectangle@80, 0<, 82, 1<, RoundingRadius ® .5D,
Rectangle@83, 0<, 85, 1<, RoundingRadius ® 1D
<D

Out[18]=

One way to use Mathematica graphics directives is to insert them directly into the lists of graphics primitives used by graphics objects.

Sometimes,  however,  you want  the graphics directives to be applied more globally,  and for  example to determine the overall  ú style ø
with which a particular type of graphical element should be rendered. There are typically graphics options which can be set to specify

such styles in terms of lists of graphics directives. 

PlotStyle->style specify a style to be used for all curves in Plot

PlotStyle->88style
1
<,8style

2
<,¼< specify styles to be used (cyclically) for a sequence of curves in Plot

MeshStyle->style specify a style to be used for a mesh in density and surface graphics

BoxStyle->style specify a style to be used for the bounding box in three−dimensional graphics

Some graphics options for specifying styles. 

This generates a plot in which all curves are specified to use the same style. 

In[19]:= Plot@8BesselJ@1, xD, BesselJ@2, xD<, 8x, 0, 10<, PlotStyle -> 88Thickness@0.02D, Gray<<D

Out[19]=

A different PlotStyle  expression can be used to give specific styles to each curve. 

In[20]:= Plot@8BesselJ@1, xD, BesselJ@2, xD<, 8x, 0, 10<, PlotStyle -> 88Thickness@0.02D, Gray<, 8Red<<D

Out[20]=

The  various  ú style options ø  allow  you  to  specify  how  particular  graphical  elements  in  a  plot  should  be  rendered.  Mathematica  also

provides options that affect the rendering of the whole plot. 
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Background->color specify the background color for a plot

BaseStyle->color specify the base style for a plot, affecting elements not affected by PlotStyle

Prolog->g give graphics to render before a plot is started

Epilog->g give graphics to render after a plot is finished

Graphics options that affect whole plots. 

This draws the plot in white on a gray background. 

In[21]:= Plot@Sin@Sin@xDD, 8x, 0, 10<, Background ® Gray, PlotStyle ® WhiteD

Out[21]=

This makes the axes white as well. 

In[22]:= Show@%, BaseStyle ® WhiteD

Out[22]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Coordinate Systems for Two−Dimensional Graphics
When  you  set  up  a  graphics  object  in  Mathematica,  you  give  coordinates  for  the  various  graphical  elements  that  appear.  When

Mathematica  renders the graphics object, it  has to translate the original coordinates you gave into "display coordinates" which specify

where each element should be placed in the final display area. 

PlotRange->88xmin,xmax<,8ymin,ymax<< the range of original coordinates to include in the plot

Option which determines translation from original to display coordinates. 

When Mathematica renders a graphics object, one of the first things it has to do is to work out what range of original x and y coordinates

it should actually display. Any graphical elements that are outside this range will be clipped, and not shown. 

The option PlotRange  specifies the range of original coordinates to include. As discussed in "Options for Graphics", the default setting

is PlotRange -> Automatic ,  which makes Mathematica  try  to choose a range which includes all  "interesting" parts of  a plot,  while

dropping "outliers". By setting PlotRange -> All, you can tell Mathematica to include everything. You can also give explicit ranges of

coordinates to include. 

This sets up a polygonal object whose corners have coordinates between roughly ±1. 

In[1]:= obj = Polygon@Table@8Sin@n Pi�10D, Cos@n Pi�10D< + 0.05 H-1L^n, 8n, 20<DD;

In this case, the polygonal object fills almost the whole display area. 

In[2]:= Graphics@objD

Out[2]=
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Specifying an explicit PlotRange  allows you to zoom in on a section of a graphic. 

In[3]:= Graphics@obj, PlotRange ® 880, 1<, All<D

Out[3]=

AspectRatio->r make the ratio of height to width for the display area equal to r

AspectRatio->Automatic determine the shape of the display area from the original coordinate system

Specifying the shape of the display area. 

What  we  have  discussed  so  far  is  how Mathematica  translates  the  original  coordinates  you  specify  into  positions  in  the  final  display

area. What remains to discuss, however, is what the final display area is like. 

On most computer systems, there is a certain fixed region of screen or paper into which the Mathematica display area must fit. How it

fits  into  this  region is  determined by its  ú shape ø  or  aspect  ratio.  In  general,  the option AspectRatio  specifies  the ratio  of  height  to

width for the final display area. 

It  is  important  to  note  that  the  setting  of  AspectRatio  does  not  affect  the  meaning  of  the  scaled  or  display  coordinates.  These

coordinates always run from 0 to 1 across the display area. What AspectRatio does is to change the shape of this display area. 

For  two−dimensional  graphics,  AspectRatio  is  set  by  default  to  Automatic .  This  determines  the  aspect  ratio  from  the  original

coordinate  system used  in  the  plot  instead  of  setting  it  at  a  fixed  value.  One  unit  in  the  x  direction  in  the  original  coordinate  system

corresponds to the same distance in the final  display as one unit  in the y  direction. In this way, objects that you define in the original

coordinate system are displayed with their "natural shape".
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This generates a graphic object corresponding to a regular hexagon. With the default value of AspectRatio -> Automatic , the 

aspect ratio of the final display area is determined from the original coordinate system, and the hexagon is shown with its "natural shape". 

In[4]:= Graphics@Polygon@Table@8Sin@n Pi�3D, Cos@n Pi�3D<, 8n, 6<DDD

Out[4]=
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This renders the hexagon in a display area whose height is three times its width. 

In[5]:= Show@%, AspectRatio -> 3D

Out[5]=

Sometimes,  you  may  find  it  convenient  to  specify  the  display  coordinates  for  a  graphical  element  directly.  You  can  do  this  by  using

scaled coordinates Scaled@8sx, sy<D  rather than 8x, y<.  The scaled coordinates are defined to run from 0 to 1 in x  and y,  with the

origin taken to be at the lower−left corner of the plot range.
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8x,y< original coordinates

Scaled@8sx,sy<D coordinates scaled to the plot range

ImageScaled@8sx,sy<D coordinates scaled to the display area

Coordinate systems for two−dimensional graphics. 

The display area is significantly larger than the plot range due to the frame label. 

In[6]:= g = Graphics@8Green, Disk@D<, PlotRange ® 2, Frame ® True, FrameLabel ® 8Style@"x", LargeD<D

Out[6]=
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Using Scaled coordinates, the rectangle falls at the origin, which is at the center of the specified plot range.

In[7]:= Show@g, Prolog ® 8Rectangle@Scaled@80.25, 0.25<D, Scaled@80.75, 0.75<DD<D

Out[7]=
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Using ImageScaled coordinates, the rectangle falls at exactly the center of the graphic, which does not coincide with the center of the 

plot range.

In[8]:= Show@g, Prolog ® 8Rectangle@ImageScaled@80.25, 0.25<D, ImageScaled@80.75, 0.75<DD<D

Out[8]=
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When  you  use  8x, y<,  Scaled@8sx, sy<D  or  ImageScaled@8sx, sy<D,  you  are  specifying  position  either  completely  in  original

coordinates,  or  completely  in  scaled  coordinates.  Sometimes,  however,  you  may  need  to  use  a  combination  of  these  coordinate

systems. For example, if you want to draw a line at a particular point whose length is a definite fraction of the width of the plot, you will

have to use original coordinates to specify the basic position of the line, and scaled coordinates to specify its length. 

You  can  use  Scaled@8dsx, dsy<, 8x, y<D  to  specify  a  position  using  a  mixture  of  original  and  scaled  coordinates.  In  this  case,

8x, y< gives a position in original coordinates, and 8dsx, dsy< gives the offset from the position in scaled coordinates.

Circle@8x,y<,Scaled@sxDD a circle whose radius is scaled to the width of the plot range

Disk@8x,y<,Scaled@sxDD a disk whose radius is scaled to the width of the plot range

FontSize->Scaled@sxD specification for a font size scaled to the width of the plot range

Some places where Scaled can be used with a single argument.

Both the radius of the circle and the size of the font are specified in Scaled values.

In[9]:= Graphics@8Circle@80, 0<, Scaled@0.3DD, FontSize ® Scaled@0.2D, Text@"some text", 80, 0<D<D

Out[9]= some text
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Scaled@8sdx,sdy<,8x,y<D scaled offset from original coordinates

ImageScaled@8sdx,sdy<,8x,y<D image scaled offset from original coordinates

Offset@8adx,ady<,8x,y<D absolute offset from original coordinates

Offset@8adx,ady<,Scaled@8sx,sy<DD absolute offset from scaled coordinates

Offset@8adx,ady<,ImageScaled@8sx,sy<DD absolute offset from image scaled coordinates

Positions specified as offsets. 

Each line drawn here has an absolute length of 6 printer÷ s points. 

In[10]:= Graphics@Table@Line@88x, x^2<, Offset@80, 6<, 8x, x^2<D<D, 8x, 10<D, Frame -> TrueD

80
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Out[10]=
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2 4 6 8 10

You can also use Offset inside Circle with just one argument to create a circle with a certain absolute radius. 

In[11]:= Graphics@Table@Circle@8x, x^2<, Offset@82, 2<DD, 8x, 10<D, Frame -> TrueD

100
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Out[11]=
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In  most  kinds  of  graphics,  you  typically  want  the  relative  positions  of  different  objects  to  adjust  automatically  when  you  change  the

coordinates or the overall size of your plot. But sometimes you may instead want the offset from one object to another to be constrained

to  remain  fixed.  This  can  be  the  case,  for  example,  when you  are  making  a  collection  of  plots  in  which  you  want  certain  features  to

remain consistent, even though the different plots have different forms.

Offset@8adx, ady<, positionD  allows  you  to  specify  the  position  of  an  object  by  giving  an  absolute  offset  from  a  position  that  is

specified in original or scaled coordinates. The units for the offset are printer÷ s points, equal to 
1

72
 of an inch.

When you give text in a plot, the size of the font that is used is also specified in printer ÷ s points. Therefore, a 10−point font, for example,

has letters whose basic height is 10 printer÷ s points. You can use Offset to move text around in a plot, and to create plotting symbols

or icons which match the size of the text.

ú ø
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Using  scaled  coordinates,  you  can  specify  the  sizes  of  graphical  elements  as  fractions  of  the  size  of  the  display  area.  You  cannot,

however,  tell  Mathematica  the  actual  physical  size  at  which  a  particular  graphical  element  should  be  rendered.  Of  course,  this  size

ultimately depends on the details of your graphics output device, and cannot be determined for certain within Mathematica. Neverthe−

less,  graphics  directives  such  as  AbsoluteThickness  discussed  in  "Graphics  Directives  and  Options"  do  allow  you  to  indicate

ú absolute sizesø  to use for particular graphical elements. The sizes you request in this way will be respected by most, but not all, output

devices.  (For  example,  if  you  optically  project  an  image,  it  is  neither  possible  nor  desirable  to  maintain  the  same absolute  size  for  a

graphical element within it.) 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Labeling Two−Dimensional Graphics

Axes->True give a pair of axes

GridLines->Automatic draw grid lines on the plot

Frame->True put axes on a frame around the plot

PlotLabel->"text" give an overall label for the plot

Ways to label two−dimensional plots. 

Here is a plot, using the default Axes -> True . 

In[1]:= bp = Plot@BesselJ@2, xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[1]=

Setting Frame -> True  generates a frame with axes, and removes tick marks from the ordinary axes. 

In[2]:= Show@bp, Frame -> TrueD

Out[2]=

This includes grid lines, which are shown in light gray. 

In[3]:= Show@%, GridLines -> AutomaticD

Out[3]=

Axes->False draw no axes

Axes->True draw both x and y axes

Axes->8False,True< draw a y axis but no x axis

AxesOrigin->Automatic choose the crossing point for the axes automatically

AxesOrigin->8x,y< specify the crossing point

AxesStyle->style specify the style for axes

AxesStyle->8xstyle,ystyle< specify individual styles for axes

AxesLabel->None give no axis labels

AxesLabel->ylabel put a label on the y axis

AxesLabel->8xlabel,ylabel< put labels on both x and y axes

Options for axes. 
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This makes the axes cross at the point 85, 0<, and puts a label on each axis. 

In[4]:= Show@bp, AxesOrigin -> 85, 0<, AxesLabel -> 8"x", "y"<D

Out[4]=

Ticks->None draw no tick marks

Ticks->Automatic place tick marks automatically

Ticks->8xticks,yticks< tick mark specifications for each axis

Settings for the Ticks option. 

With the default setting Ticks -> Automatic , Mathematica creates a certain number of major and minor tick marks, and places them

on axes at  positions  which  yield  the  minimum number  of  decimal  digits  in  the  tick  labels.  In  some cases,  however,  you may want  to

specify  the  positions  and  properties  of  tick  marks  explicitly.  You  will  need  to  do  this,  for  example,  if  you  want  to  have  tick  marks  at

multiples of Π, or if you want to put a nonlinear scale on an axis. 

None draw no tick marks

Automatic place tick marks automatically

8x1,x2,¼< draw tick marks at the specified positions

88x1,label1<,8x2,label2<,¼< draw tick marks with the specified labels

88x1,label1,len1<,¼< draw tick marks with the specified scaled lengths

88x1,label1,8plen1,mlen1<<,¼< draw tick marks with the specified lengths in the positive and negative directions

88x1,label1,len1,style1<,¼< draw tick marks with the specified styles

func a function to be applied to xmin, xmax to get the tick mark option

Tick mark options for each axis. 

This gives tick marks at specified positions on the x axis, and chooses the tick marks automatically on the y axis. 

In[5]:= Show@bp, Ticks -> 880, Pi, 2 Pi, 3 Pi<, Automatic<D

Out[5]=

This adds tick marks with no labels at multiples of Π �2. 

In[6]:= Show@bp, Ticks -> 880, 8Pi�2, ""<, Pi, 83 Pi�2, ""<, 2 Pi, 85 Pi�2, ""<, 3 Pi<, Automatic<D

Out[6]=

Particularly when you want to create complicated tick mark specifications, it  is often convenient to define a "tick mark function" which

creates the appropriate tick mark specification given the minimum and maximum values on a particular axis. 
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This defines a function which gives a list of tick mark positions with a spacing of 1. 

In[7]:= units@xmin_, xmax_D := Range@Floor@xminD, Floor@xmaxD, 1D

This uses the units function to specify tick marks for the x axis. 

In[8]:= Show@bp, Ticks -> 8units, Automatic<D

Out[8]=

Frame->False draw no frame

Frame->True draw a frame around the plot

FrameStyle->style specify a style for the frame

FrameStyle->88left,right<,8bottom,top<< specify styles for each edge of the frame

FrameLabel->None give no frame labels

FrameLabel->88left,right<,8bottom,top<< put labels on edges of the frame

RotateLabel->False do not rotate text in labels

FrameTicks->None draw no tick marks on frame edges

FrameTicks->Automatic position tick marks automatically

FrameTicks->88left,right<,8bottom,top<< specify tick marks for frame edges

Options for frame axes. 

The Axes  option allows you to draw a single pair of axes in a plot. Sometimes, however, you may instead want to show the scales for a

plot on a frame, typically drawn around the whole plot. The option Frame allows you effectively to draw four axes, corresponding to the

four edges of the frame around a plot.

This draws frame axes, and labels each of them. 

In[9]:= Show@bp, Frame -> True, FrameLabel -> 88"left label", "right label"<, 8"bottom label", "top label"<<D

Out[9]=

GridLines->None draw no grid lines

GridLines->Automatic position grid lines automatically

GridLines->8xgrid,ygrid< specify grid lines in analogy with tick marks

Options for grid lines. 

Grid lines in Mathematica work very much like tick marks. As with tick marks, you can specify explicit positions for grid lines. There is no

label or length to specify for grid lines. However, you can specify a style. 
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This generates x but not y grid lines. 

In[10]:= Show@bp, GridLines -> 8Automatic, None<D

Out[10]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Insetting Objects in Graphics
"Redrawing  and  Combining  Plots"  describes  how  you  can  make  regular  arrays  of  plots  using  GraphicsGrid.  Using  the  Inset

graphics primitive, however, you can combine and superimpose plots in any way. 

Inset@obj, posD specifies that the inset should be placed at position pos in the graphic

Inset@obj,pos, opos, sizeD render an object with a given size so that point opos in obj is positioned at point 

pos in the containing graphic

Inset@obj,pos, opos, size, dirsD specifies that the axes of the inset should be oriented in directions dirs

Creating an inset. 

Here is a plot. 

In[1]:= p1 = Plot@8Sin@xD, Sin@2 xD<, 8x, 0, 2 Π<, ImageSize ® 200, Frame ® True, Background ® LightYellowD

Out[1]=

This creates a plot within a parametric plot.

In[2]:= ParametricPlot@8Sin@xD, Sin@2 xD<, 8x, 0, 4 Π<, Epilog ® Inset@p1, 8.3, -.5<DD

Out[2]=

Here is a three−dimensional plot. 

In[3]:= p3 = Plot3D@Sin@xD Exp@yD, 8x, -5, 5<, 8y, -2, 2<D

Out[3]=
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This creates a two−dimensional graphics object that contains two differently sized copies of the three−dimensional plot. 

In[4]:= Graphics@8Inset@p3, -81, 1<, Center, 82, 2<D, Inset@p3, 8.5, .5<, Center, 83, 3<D<, PlotRange ® 2D

Out[4]=

Here are rotated and skewed plots inset in a graphic.

In[5]:= Graphics@8
Inset@p1, 81, 0<, Center, 81, 1<, 81, 1<D,
Inset@p1, 82, 0<, Center, 81, 1<, 881, 0<, 81, 1<<D
<D

Out[5]=

Mathematica can render plots, arbitrary 2D or 3D graphics, cells, and text within an Inset. Notice that in general the display area for

graphics objects will be sized so as to touch at least one pair of edges of the Inset. 

MORE ABOUT

� Symbolic Graphics Language

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

� Graphics and Sound
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Density and Contour Plots

DensityPlot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

make a density plot of f

ContourPlot@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<,8y,ymin,ymax<D

make a contour plot of f  as a function of x and y

Density and contour plots. 

This gives a density plot of sinHxL sinHyL. Lighter regions show higher values of the function. 

In[1]:= DensityPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<D

Out[1]=

option name default value

ColorFunction Automatic what colors to use for shading; Hue uses a sequence of hues

Mesh None whether to draw a mesh

PlotPoints Automatic number of initial sample points in each direction

MaxRecursion Automatic the maximum number of recursive subdivision steps to do

Some options for DensityPlot.

You can include a mesh like this. 

In[2]:= DensityPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, Mesh ® 19D

Out[2]=

ú ø
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In a density plot, the color of each point represents the value at that point of the function being plotted. By default, the color ranges from

black to white through intermediate shades of blue as the value of the function increases. In general,  however, you can specify other

ú color mapsø  for the relation between the value at a point and its color. The option ColorFunction  allows you to specify a function

which is applied to the function value to find the color at any point. The color function may return any Mathematica color directive, such

as GrayLevel , Hue or RGBColor. A common setting to use is ColorFunction -> Hue. 

This uses different hues to represent different values. 

In[3]:= DensityPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, ColorFunction ® HueD

Out[3]=

A significant resource for customized color functions is the ColorData  function. ColorData  provides many customized sets of colors

which can be used directly by ColorFunction.

This shows a list of the gradients which can be accessed using ColorData . 

In[4]:= ColorData@"Gradients"D

Out[4]= 8DarkRainbow, Rainbow, Pastel, Aquamarine, BrassTones, BrownCyanTones, CherryTones, CoffeeTones, FuchsiaTones

This DensityPlot is identical to the one above, but uses the "SolarColors" gradient.

In[5]:= DensityPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, ColorFunction ® ColorData@"SolarColors"DD

Out[5]=
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This gives a contour plot of the function.

In[6]:= ContourPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<D

Out[6]=

A contour  plot  gives  you  essentially  a  ú topographic map ø  of  a  function.  The  contours  join  points  on  the  surface  that  have  the  same

height. The default is to have contours corresponding to a sequence of equally spaced z values. Contour plots produced by Mathemat−

ica are by default shaded, in such a way that regions with higher z values are lighter. 

option name default value

ColorFunction Automatic what colors to use for shading; Hue uses a sequence of 

hues

Contours Automatic the total number of contours, or the list of z values for 
contours

PlotRange 8Full,Full,Automatic< the range of values to be included; you can specify 

8zmin, zmax<, All or Automatic , or a list 
8xrange, yrange, zrange<

ContourShading Automatic how to shade the regions; None  leaves the regions blank, 

or a list of colors can be provided

PlotPoints Automatic number of initial sample points in each direction

MaxRecursion Automatic the maximum number of recursive subdivision steps to do

Some options for ContourPlot.

This shows the plot with no shading.

In[7]:= ContourPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, ContourShading ® NoneD

Out[7]=
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This cycles the colors used for contour regions between light red and light purple.

In[8]:= ContourPlot@Sin@xD Sin@yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, ContourShading ® 8LightRed, LightPurple<D

Out[8]=

Both DensityPlot and ContourPlot use an adaptive algorithm that subdivides parts of the plot region to obtain more sample points

for  a  smoother  representation  of  the  function  you  are  plotting.  Because  the  number  of  sample  points  is  always  finite,  however,  it  is

possible that features of your function will  sometimes be missed. When necessary, you can increase the number of sample points by

increasing the values of the PlotPoints and MaxRecursion options.

One  point  to  notice  is  that  whereas  a  curve  generated  by  Plot  may  be  inaccurate  if  your  function  varies  too  quickly  in  a  particular

region,  the  shape  of  contours  generated  by  ContourPlot  can  be  inaccurate  if  your  function  varies  too  slowly.  A  rapidly  varying

function gives a regular pattern of contours, but a function that is almost flat can give irregular contours. You can typically overcome this

by increasing the value of PlotPoints or MaxRecursion. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Three−Dimensional Graphics Primitives
One  of  the  most  powerful  aspects  of  graphics  in  Mathematica  is  the  availability  of  three−dimensional  as  well  as  two−dimensional

graphics  primitives.  By  combining  three−dimensional  graphics  primitives,  you  can  represent  and  render  three−dimensional  objects  in

Mathematica. 

Point@8x,y,z<D point with coordinates x, y, z

Line@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<,¼<D line through the points 8x1, y1, z1<, 8x2, y2, z2<, ¼

Polygon@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<,¼<D

filled polygon with the specified list of corners

Cuboid@8xmin,ymin,zmin<,8xmax,ymax,zmax<D

cuboid

Arrow@8pt
1
,pt

2
<D arrow pointing from pt

1
 to pt

2

Text@expr,8x,y,z<D text at position 8x, y, z< (see "Graphics Primitives for Text")

Three−dimensional graphics elements. 

Every time you evaluate rcoord, it generates a random coordinate in three dimensions. 

In[1]:= rcoord := RandomReal@1., 83<D

This generates a list of 20 random points in three−dimensional space. 

In[2]:= pts = Table@Point@rcoordD, 820<D;

Here is a plot of the points. 

In[3]:= Graphics3D@ptsD

Out[3]=
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This gives a plot showing a line through 10 random points in three dimensions. 

In[4]:= Graphics3D@Line@Table@rcoord, 810<DDD

Out[4]=

If you give a list of graphics elements in two dimensions, Mathematica simply draws each element in turn, with later elements obscuring

earlier ones. In three dimensions, however, Mathematica collects together all the graphics elements you specify, then displays them as

three−dimensional objects, with the ones in front in three−dimensional space obscuring those behind. 

Every time you evaluate rantri, it generates a random triangle in three−dimensional space. 

In[5]:= rantri := Polygon@Table@rcoord, 83<DD

This draws a single random triangle. 

In[6]:= Graphics3D@rantriD

Out[6]=
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This draws a collection of 5 random triangles. The triangles in front obscure those behind. 

In[7]:= Graphics3D@Table@rantri, 85<DD

Out[7]=

By creating an appropriate list of polygons, you can build up any three−dimensional object in Mathematica.  Thus, for example, all  the

surfaces produced by ParametricPlot3D are represented essentially as lists of polygons. 

Point@8pt
1
,pt

2
,¼<D a multipoint consisting of points at pt

1
, pt

2
, ¼

Line@8line1,line2,¼<D a multiline consisting of lines line1, line2, ¼

Polygon@8poly
1
,poly

2
,¼<D a multipolygon consisting of polygons poly

1
, poly

2
, ¼

Primitives which can take multiple elements. 

As  with  the  two−dimensional  primitives,  some  three−dimensional  graphics  primitives  have  multi−coordinate  forms  which  are  a  more

efficient  representation.  When dealing with a very large number of  primitives,  using these multi−coordinate forms where possible can

both reduce the memory footprint of the resulting graphic and make it render much more quickly.

rantricoords defines merely the coordinates of a random triangle.

In[8]:= rantricoords := Table@rcoord, 83<D

Using the multi−coordinate form of Polygon, this efficiently represents a very large number of triangles.

In[9]:= Graphics3D@Polygon@Table@rantricoords, 810 000<DDD

Out[9]=

Mathematica allows polygons in three dimensions to have any number of vertices in any configuration. Depending upon the locations of

the  vertices,  the  resulting  polygons  may  be  non−coplanar  or  nonconvex.  When  rendering  non−coplanar  polygons,  Mathematica  will

break the polygon into triangles, which are planar by definition, before rendering it.
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The non−coplanar polygon is broken up into triangles. The interior edge joining the triangles is not outlined like the outer edges of the 

Polygon primitive. 

In[10]:= Graphics3D@8Polygon@880, 0, 0<, 80, 0, 1<, 81, 1, 0<, 81, 0, 1<<D<D

Out[10]=

Self−intersecting nonconvex polygons are filled according to an even−odd rule that alternates between filling and not filling at each 
crossing. 

In[11]:= Graphics3D@Polygon@Table@8Cos@2 Π k�5D, Sin@2 Π k�5D, 0<, 8k, 0, 8, 2<DDD

Out[11]=
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Cone@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<<D a cone with a base radius of 1 centered around 8x1, y1, z1< with the point at 
8x2, y2, z2<

Cone@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<<,rD a cone with a base radius of r

Cuboid@8x,y,z<D a unit cube with opposite corners having coordinates 8x, y, z< and 

8x + 1, y + 1, z + 1<

Cuboid@8xmin,ymin,zmin<,8xmax,ymax,zmax<D a cuboid (rectangular parallelepiped) with opposite corners having the specified 
coordinates

Cylinder@8x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<D a cylinder of radius 1 with endpoints at 8x1, y1, z1< and 8x2, y2, z2<

Cylinder@8x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<,rD a cylinder of radius r

Sphere@8x,y,z<D a unit sphere centered at 8x, y, z<

Sphere@8x,y,z<,rD a sphere of radius r

Tube@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<,¼<D a tube connecting the specified points

Tube@88x1,y1,z1<,8x2,y2,z2<,¼<,rD a tube of radius r

Cuboid graphics elements. 

This draws a number of random unit cubes and spheres in three−dimensional space. 

In[12]:= Graphics3D@Table@8Cuboid@10 rcoordD, Sphere@10 rcoordD<, 810<DD

Out[12]=

Even  though  Cone ,  Cylinder  and  Sphere  produce  high−quality  renderings,  their  usage  is  scalable.  A  single  image  can  contain

thousands of these primitives. When rendering so many primitives, you can increase the efficiency of rendering by using special options

to  change  the  number  of  points  used  by  default  to  render  Cone ,  Cylinder  and  Sphere.  The  "ConePoints"  Method  option  to

Graphics3D  is  used  to  reduce  the  rendering  quality  of  each  individual  cone.  Cylinder  and  sphere  quality  can  be  similarly  adjusted

using "CylinderPoints" and "SpherePoints", respectively.
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Because the cylinders are so small, the number of points used to render them can be reduced with almost no perceptible change.

In[13]:= Graphics3D@Table@Cylinder@8rcoord, rcoord<, .01D, 810 000<D, Method ® 8"CylinderPoints" ® 6<D

Out[13]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Three−Dimensional Graphics Directives

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

� Graphics and Sound
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Three−Dimensional Graphics Directives
In  three  dimensions,  just  as  in  two  dimensions,  you  can  give  various  graphics  directives  to  specify  how  the  different  elements  in  a

graphics object should be rendered. 

All  the  graphics  directives  for  two  dimensions  also  work  in  three  dimensions.  There  are  however  some  additional  directives  in  three

dimensions. 

Just  as  in  two  dimensions,  you  can  use  the  directives  PointSize ,  Thickness  and  Dashing  to  tell  Mathematica  how  to  render

Point and Line  elements. Note that in three dimensions, the lengths that appear in these directives are measured as fractions of the

total width of the display area for your plot. 

This generates a list of 20 random points in three dimensions. 

In[1]:= pts = Table@Point@Table@RandomReal@D, 83<DD, 820<D;

This displays the points, with each one being a circle whose diameter is 5% of the display area width. 

In[2]:= Graphics3D@8PointSize@0.05D, pts<D

Out[2]=

As  in  two  dimensions,  you  can  use  AbsolutePointSize,  AbsoluteThickness  and  AbsoluteDashing  if  you  want  to  measure

length in absolute units. 

This generates a line through 10 random points in three dimensions. 

In[3]:= line = Line@Table@RandomReal@D, 810<, 83<DD;
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This shows the line dashed, with a thickness of 2 printer÷ s points. 

In[4]:= Graphics3D@8AbsoluteThickness@2D, AbsoluteDashing@85, 5<D, line<D

Out[4]=

For  Point  and  Line  objects,  the  color  specification  directives  also  work  the  same  in  three  dimensions  as  in  two  dimensions.  For

Polygon objects, however, they can work differently. 

In two dimensions, polygons are always assumed to have an intrinsic color, specified directly by graphics directives such as RGBColor

and Opacity.  In  three  dimensions,  however,  Mathematica  generates  colors  for  polygons  using  a  more  physical  approach  based  on

simulated  illumination.  Polygons  continue  to  have  an  intrinsic  color  defined  by  color  directives,  but  the  final  color  observed  when

rendering the graphic may be different based upon the values of the lights shining on the polygon. Polygons are intrinsically white by

default.

Lighting->Automatic use default light placements and values

Lighting->None disable all lights

Lighting->"Neutral" light using only white light sources

Some schemes for coloring polygons in three dimensions. 
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This draws an icosahedron with default lighting. The intrinsic color value of the polygons is white.

In[5]:= Graphics3D@8PolyhedronData@"Icosahedron", "Faces"D<D

Out[5]=

This draws the icosahedron using the same lighting parameters, but defines the intrinsic color value of the polygons to be gray. 

In[6]:= Graphics3D@8Gray, PolyhedronData@"Icosahedron", "Faces"D<D

Out[6]=
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The intrinsic color value of the polygons becomes more obvious when using the "Neutral" lighting scheme. 

In[7]:= Graphics3D@8Gray, PolyhedronData@"Icosahedron", "Faces"D<, Lighting ® "Neutral"D

Out[7]=

This applies the gray color only to the line, which is not affected by the lights.

In[8]:= Graphics3D@
8PolyhedronData@"Icosahedron", "Faces"D, Gray, Thickness@0.1D, Line@880, 0, -2<, 80, 0, 2<<D<D

Out[8]=
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As with two−dimensional directives, the color directive can be scoped to the line by using a sublist.

In[9]:= Graphics3D@
88Gray, Thickness@0.1D, Line@880, 0, -2<, 80, 0, 2<<D<, PolyhedronData@"Icosahedron", "Faces"D<D

Out[9]=

EdgeForm@D draw no lines at the edges of polygons

EdgeForm@gD use the graphics directives g to determine how to draw lines at the edges of 

polygons

Giving graphics directives for all the edges of polygons. 

When you render a three−dimensional graphics object in Mathematica, there are two kinds of lines that can appear. The first kind are

lines from explicit Line  primitives that you included in the graphics object. The second kind are lines that were generated as the edges

of polygons. 

You can tell Mathematica how to render all lines of the second kind by giving a list of graphics directives inside EdgeForm. 
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This renders a dodecahedron with its edges shown as thick gray lines. 

In[10]:= Graphics3D@8EdgeForm@8GrayLevel@0.5D, Thickness@0.02D<D, PolyhedronData@"Dodecahedron", "Faces"D<D

Out[10]=

FaceForm@gfront,gbackD use gfront graphics directives for the front face of each polygon, and gback for the 

back

Rendering the fronts and backs of polygons differently. 

An  important  aspect  of  polygons  in  three  dimensions  is  that  they  have  both  front  and  back  faces.  Mathematica  uses  the  following

convention to define the ú front faceø  of a polygon: if you look at a polygon from the front, then the corners of the polygon will appear

counterclockwise, when taken in the order that you specified them. 

This makes the front (outside) face of each polygon mostly transparent, and the back (inside) face fully opaque. 

In[11]:= Graphics3D@8FaceForm@8Opacity@0.3D<, WhiteD, PolyhedronData@"Cube", "Faces"D<D

Out[11]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Three−Dimensional Graphics Primitives

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Coordinate Systems for Three−Dimensional 
Graphics
Whenever Mathematica draws a three−dimensional object, it always effectively puts a cuboidal box around the object. With the default

option  setting  Boxed -> True ,  Mathematica  in  fact  draws  the  edges  of  this  box  explicitly.  But  in  general,  Mathematica  automatically

"clips" any parts of your object that extend outside of the cuboidal box. 

The option PlotRange  specifies the range of x, y and z coordinates that Mathematica should include in the box. As in two dimensions

the  default  setting  is  PlotRange -> Automatic ,  which  makes  Mathematica  use  an  internal  algorithm  to  try  and  include  the

"interesting parts" of a plot, but drop outlying parts. With PlotRange -> All, Mathematica will include all parts. 

This loads a package defining polyhedron operations. 

In[1]:= << PolyhedronOperations‘

This creates a stellated icosahedron.

In[2]:= stel = Stellate@PolyhedronData@"Icosahedron", "Faces"DD;

This shows the stellated icosahedron, drawn in a box. 

In[3]:= Graphics3D@stel, Axes ® TrueD

Out[3]=

With this setting for PlotRange , many parts of the stellated icosahedron lie outside the box, and are clipped. 

In[4]:= Show@%, PlotRange -> 8-1, 1<D

Out[4]=

Much as in two dimensions, you can use either "original" or "scaled" coordinates to specify the positions of elements in three−dimen−

sional objects. Scaled coordinates, specified as Scaled@8sx, sy, sz<D are taken to run from 0 to 1 in each dimension. The coordinates

are set up to define a right−handed coordinate system on the box. 

8x,y,z< original coordinates

Scaled@8sx,sy,sz<D scaled coordinates, running from 0 to 1 in each dimension

Coordinate systems for three−dimensional objects. 
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This puts a cuboid in one corner of the box. 

In[5]:= Graphics3D@8stel, Cuboid@Scaled@80, 0, 0<D, Scaled@80.2, 0.2, 0.2<DD<D

Out[5]=

Once you have specified where various graphical elements go inside a three−dimensional box, you must then tell Mathematica how to

draw  the  box.  The  first  step  is  to  specify  what  shape  the  box  should  be.  This  is  analogous  to  specifying  the  aspect  ratio  of  a  two−

dimensional  plot.  In  three  dimensions,  you  can  use  the  option  BoxRatios  to  specify  the  ratio  of  side  lengths  for  the  box.  For

Graphics3D  objects, the default  is BoxRatios -> Automatic ,  specifying that the shape of the box should be determined from the

ranges of actual coordinates for its contents. 

BoxRatios->8xr,yr,zr< specify the ratio of side lengths for the box

BoxRatios->Automatic determine the ratio of side lengths from the range of actual coordinates (default for 

Graphics3D)

Specifying the shape of the bounding box for three−dimensional objects. 

This displays the stellated icosahedron in a tall box. 

In[6]:= Graphics3D@stel, BoxRatios -> 81, 1, 5<D

Out[6]=

To produce an image of a three−dimensional object, you have to tell Mathematica from what view point you want to look at the object.

You can do this using the option ViewPoint . 

Some common settings for this option were given in "Three−Dimensional Surface Plots". In general, however, you can tell Mathematica

to use any view point. 

View points are specified in the form ViewPoint -> 8sx, sy, sz<. The values si are given in a special coordinate system, in which the

center  of  the box is  80, 0, 0<.  The special  coordinates are scaled so that  the longest  side of  the box corresponds to one unit.  The

lengths of the other sides of the box in this coordinate system are determined by the setting for the BoxRatios  option. For a cubical

box, therefore, each of the special coordinates runs from -1 �2 to 1 �2 across the box. Note that the view point must always lie outside

the box. 
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This generates a picture using the default view point 81.3, -2.4, 2<. 

In[7]:= surf = Plot3D@H2 + Sin@xDL Cos@2 yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -3, 3<, AxesLabel -> 8"x", "y", "z"<D

Out[7]=

This is what you get with a view point close to one of the corners of the box. 

In[8]:= Show@surf, ViewPoint -> 81.2, 1.2, 1.2<D

Out[8]=

As you move away from the box, the perspective effect gets smaller. 

In[9]:= Show@surf, ViewPoint -> 85, 5, 5<D

Out[9]=

option name default value

ViewPoint 81.3,-2.4,2< the point in a special scaled coordinate system from which to 
view the object

ViewCenter Automatic the point in the scaled coordinate system which appears at 
the center of the final image

ViewVertical 80,0,1< the direction in the scaled coordinate system which appears 
as vertical in the final image

ViewAngle Automatic the opening half−angle for a simulated camera used to view 
the graphic

ViewVector Automatic the position and direction of the simulated camera in the 
graphic’s regular coordinate system

Specifying the position and orientation of three−dimensional objects. 

In making a picture of a three−dimensional object you have to specify more than just where  you want to look at the object from. You

also have to specify how you want to "frame" the object in your final image. You can do this using the additional options ViewCenter,

ViewVertical and ViewAngle . 

ViewCenter  allows  you  to  tell  Mathematica  what  point  in  the  object  should  appear  at  the  center  of  your  final  image.  The  point  is

specified  by  giving  its  scaled  coordinates,  running  from  0  to  1  in  each  direction  across  the  box.  With  the  setting

ViewCenter -> 81�2, 1�2, 1�2<, the center of the box will therefore appear at the center of your final image. With many choices

of view point,  however,  the box will  not appear symmetrical,  so this setting for ViewCenter  will  not center the whole box in the final

image area. You can do this by setting ViewCenter -> Automatic . 
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ViewVertical  specifies  which  way  up  the  object  should  appear  in  your  final  image.  The  setting  for  ViewVertical  gives  the

direction in scaled coordinates which ends up vertical in the final image. With the default setting ViewVertical -> 80, 0, 1<, the z

direction in your original coordinate system always ends up vertical in the final image. 

Mathematica uses the properties of a simulated camera to visualize the final image. The position, orientation, and facing of the camera

are  determined  by  the  ViewCenter,  ViewVertical,  and  ViewPoint  options.  The  ViewAngle  option  specifies  the  width  of  the

opening of the camera lens. The ViewAngle  specifies, in radians, the maximum angle from the line stretching from the ViewPoint  to

the ViewCenter which can be viewed by the camera. The effective viewing angle is double the value of ViewAngle . This means that

ViewAngle  can effectively be used to zoom in on a part of the image. The default value of ViewAngle  resolves to 35°, which is the

typical viewing angle for the human eye.

This setting for ViewVertical makes the x axis of the box appear vertical in your image. 

In[10]:= Show@surf, ViewVertical -> 81, 0, 0<D

Out[10]=

This uses ViewAngle  to effectively zoom in on the center of the image.

In[11]:= Show@surf, ViewAngle ® 10 DegreeD

Out[11]=

When you set the options ViewPoint , ViewCenter and ViewVertical, you can think about it as specifying how you would look at a

physical  object.  ViewPoint  specifies  where  your  head  is  relative  to  the  object.  ViewCenter  specifies  where  you  are  looking  (the

center of your gaze). And ViewVertical specifies which way up your head is. 

In  terms  of  coordinate  systems,  settings  for  ViewPoint ,  ViewCenter  and  ViewVertical  specify  how  coordinates  in  the  three−

dimensional box should be transformed into coordinates for your image in the final display area. 

ViewVector->Automatic uses the values of the ViewPoint  and ViewCenter options to determine the 

position and facing of the simulated camera

ViewVector->8x,y,z< position of the camera in the coordinates used for objects; the facing of the 

camera is determined by the ViewCenter option

ViewVector->88x,y,z<,8tx,ty,tz<< position of the camera and of the point the camera is focused on in the coordi−
nates used for objects

Possible values of the ViewVector option. 
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The  position  and  facing  of  the  camera  can  be  fully  determined  by  the  ViewPoint  and  ViewCenter  options,  but  the  ViewVector

option offers a useful generalization. Instead of specifying the position and facing of the camera using scaled coordinates, ViewVector

provides the ability to position the camera using the same coordinate system used to position objects within the graphic.

This specifies that the camera should be placed on the negative x axis and facing toward the center of the graphic. 

In[12]:= Show@surf, ViewVector ® 8-5, 0, 0<D

Out[12]=

The camera is in the same position but pointing in a different direction. In combination with ViewAngle , this zooms in on a particular 

section of the graphic.

In[13]:= Show@surf, ViewVector ® 88-5, 0, 0<, 82, -3, 2<<, ViewAngle ® 20 DegreeD

Out[13]=

Once  you  have  obtained  a  two−dimensional  image  of  a  three−dimensional  object,  there  are  still  some  issues  about  how  this  image

should  be  rendered.  The issues  however  are  identical  to  those that  occur  for  two−dimensional  graphics.  Thus,  for  example,  you  can

modify the final  shape of  your image by changing the AspectRatio  option.  And you specify what region of  your whole display area

your image should take up by setting the PlotRegion option. 

drag rotate the graphic about its center

Ctrl+drag zoom into or out of the graphic

Shift+drag pan across the graphic in the plane of the screen

Mouse gestures used for interacting with three−dimensional graphics.

When  interactively  modifying  graphics,  Mathematica  makes  changes  to  the  view  options.  If  you  have  specified  the  position  of  the

camera using ViewPoint , then rotating the graphic causes Mathematica to change the value of the ViewPoint  option. If the position

of the camera is specified using ViewVector, interactive rotation will instead change the value of that option. In both cases, interactive

rotation can also affect the value of the ViewVertical  option. Interactive zooming of the graphic corresponds directly to changing the

ViewAngle  option. Interactively panning the graphic changes values of the ViewCenter option.

This modifies the aspect ratio of the final image. 

In[14]:= Show@surf, Axes -> False, AspectRatio -> 0.3D

Out[14]=

Mathematica  usually  scales  the  images  of  three−dimensional  objects  to  be  as  large  as  possible,  given  the  display  area  you  specify.

Although in most cases this scaling is what you want, it  does have the consequence that the size at which a particular three−dimen−

sional object is drawn may vary with the orientation of the object.  You can set the option SphericalRegion -> True  to avoid such

variation.  With this  option setting,  Mathematica  effectively  puts a sphere around the three−dimensional  bounding box,  and scales the

final  image  so  that  the  whole  of  this  sphere  fits  inside  the  display  area  you  specify.  The  sphere  has  its  center  at  the  center  of  the

bounding box, and is drawn so that the bounding box just fits inside it. 
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This draws a rather elongated version of the plot. 

In[15]:= Framed@Show@surf, BoxRatios -> 81, 5, 1<DD

Out[15]=

With SphericalRegion -> True , the final image is scaled so that a sphere placed around the bounding box would fit in the display 

area. 

In[16]:= Framed@Show@surf, BoxRatios -> 81, 5, 1<, SphericalRegion -> TrueDD

Out[16]=

By  setting  SphericalRegion -> True ,  you  can  make  the  scaling  of  an  object  consistent  for  all  orientations  of  the  object.  This  is

useful if you create animated sequences which show a particular object in several different orientations. 

SphericalRegion->False scale three−dimensional images to be as large as possible

SphericalRegion->True scale images so that a sphere drawn around the three−dimensional bounding box 
would fit in the final display area

Changing the magnification of three−dimensional images. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Lighting and Surface Properties
With  the  default  option  setting  Lighting -> Automatic ,  Mathematica  uses  a  simulated  lighting  model  to  determine  how  to  color

polygons in three−dimensional graphics. 

Mathematica allows you to specify various components to the illumination of an object. One component is the "ambient lighting", which

produces uniform shading all over the object. Other components are directional, and produce different shading on different parts of the

object. "Point lighting" simulates light emanating in all directions from one point in space. "Spot lighting" is similar to point lighting, but

emanates a cone of light in a particular direction. "Directional lighting" simulates a uniform field of light pointing in the given direction.

Mathematica adds together the light from all of these sources in determining the total illumination of a particular polygon. 

8"Ambient",color< uniform ambient lighting

8"Directional",color,8pos
1
,pos

2
<< directional lighting parallel to the vector from pos

1
 to pos

2

8"Point",color,pos<< spherical point light source at position pos

8"Spot",color,8pos,tar<,Α< spotlight at position pos aimed at the target position tar with a half−angle opening 

of Α

Lighting->8light
1
,light

2
,¼< a number of lights

Methods for specifying light sources. 

The default lighting used by Mathematica involves three point light sources, and no ambient component. The light sources are colored

respectively red, green and blue, and are placed at 45é angles on the right−hand side of the object. 

Here is a sphere, shaded using simulated lighting using the default set of lights. 

In[1]:= spheres = Graphics3D@8Sphere@8-1, -1, 0<D, Sphere@8-1, 1, 0<D, Sphere@81, 1, 0<D, Sphere@81, -1, 0<D<,
Axes ® True, AxesLabel ® 8"x", "y", "z"<D

Out[1]=
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This shows the result of adding ambient light, and removing all point light sources. Note the Lighting option takes a list of light sources. 

In[2]:= Show@spheres, Lighting ® 88"Ambient", Blue<<D

Out[2]=

This adds a single point light source positioned at the red point. The lights are combined as appropriate. 

In[3]:= Show@8spheres, Graphics3D@8Red, PointSize@LargeD, Point@80, 0, 2<D<D<,
Lighting -> 88"Ambient", Blue<, 8"Point", Red, 80, 0, 2<<<D

Out[3]=

Objects do not block light sources or cast shadows, so all objects in a scene will be lit evenly by light sources.

In[4]:= Show@8spheres, Graphics3D@8Red, PointSize@LargeD, Point@83, 0, 0<D<D<,
Lighting -> 88"Ambient", Blue<, 8"Point", Red, 83, 0, 0<<<D

Out[4]=
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This adds a directional green light shining from the negative y direction, effectively an infinite distance away.

In[5]:= Show@%, Lighting ->
88"Ambient", Blue<, 8"Point", Red, 83, 0, 0<<, 8"Directional", Green, 880, 0, 0<, 80, 1, 0<<<<D

Out[5]=

This shows a spotlight positioned above the plot, combined with ambient lighting.

In[6]:= Plot3D@Sin@x + Sin@yDD, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<,
Lighting ® 88"Ambient", RGBColor@0, 0, .6D<, 8"Spot", Red, 880, 0, 5<, 80, 0, 0<<, 15 Degree<<D

Out[6]=

The Lighting option controls the lighting of all objects in a scene when used as an option to Graphics3D or Show . Lighting can also be used 

inline as a directive which specifies lighting for particular objects. The Lighting directive replaces the inherited lighting specifications.

The Lighting directive replaces the default value of Lighting for the two spheres after the directive.

In[7]:= Graphics3D@
8Sphere@80, 0, 0<D, Lighting ® 88"Point", Green, 80, 0, 5<<<, Sphere@81, 1, 1<D, Sphere@82, 2, 2<D<D

Out[7]=
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This example uses list braces to restrict the effect of the Lighting directive to the middle sphere.

In[8]:= Graphics3D@
8Sphere@80, 0, 0<D, 8Lighting ® 88"Point", Green, 80, 0, 5<<<, Sphere@81, 1, 1<D<, Sphere@82, 2, 2<D<D

Out[8]=

The perceived color  of  a  polygon depends not  only  on the light  which falls  on the polygon,  but  also on how the polygon reflects  that

light. You can use the graphics directives RGBColor, Specularity, and Glow  to specify the way that polygons reflect or emit light. 

If you do not explicitly use these coloring directives, Mathematica effectively assumes that all polygons have matte white surfaces. Thus

the polygons reflect  light  of  any color incident on them, and do so equally in all  directions.  This is an appropriate model for  materials

such as uncoated white paper. 

Using RGBColor, Specularity, and Glow  , however, you can specify more complicated models. These directives separately specify

three kinds of light emission: diffuse reflection, specular reflection, and glow. 

In diffuse reflection, light incident on a surface is scattered equally in all directions. When this kind of reflection occurs, a surface has a

"dull" or "matte" appearance. Diffuse reflectors obey Lambert’s law of light reflection, which states that the intensity of reflected light is

cosHΑL  times the intensity of the incident light, where Α  is the angle between the incident light direction and the surface normal vector.

Note that when Α > 90
é, there is no reflected light. 

In specular reflection, a surface reflects light in a mirror−like way. As a result, the surface has a ú shiny ø  or ú gloss ø  appearance. With a

perfect mirror, light incident at a particular angle is reflected at exactly the same angle. Most materials, however, scatter light to some

extent,  and  so  lead  to  reflected  light  that  is  distributed  over  a  range  of  angles.  Mathematica  allows  you  to  specify  how  broad  the

distribution is by giving a specular exponent, defined according to the Phong lighting model. With specular exponent n, the intensity of

light at an angle Θ away from the mirror reflection direction is assumed to vary like cos HΘLn. As n ®¥, therefore, the surface behaves like

a perfect mirror. As n decreases, however, the surface becomes less ú shiny ø , and for n = 0, the surface is a completely diffuse reflector.

Typical values of n for actual materials range from about 1 to several hundred. 

Glow is light radiated from a surface at a certain color and intensity of light that is independent of incident light.

Most actual materials show a mixture of diffuse and specular reflection, and some objects glow in addition to reflecting light. For each

kind  of  light  emission,  an  object  can  have  an  intrinsic  color.  For  diffuse  reflection,  when  the  incident  light  is  white,  the  color  of  the

reflected light is the material’s intrinsic color. When the incident light is not white, each color component in the reflected light is a product

of the corresponding component in the incident light and in the intrinsic color of the material. Similarly, an object may have an intrinsic

specular reflection color, which may be different from its diffuse reflection color, and the specularly reflected light is a component−wise

product of the incident light and the intrinsic specular color. For glow, the color emitted is determined by intrinsic properties alone, with

no dependence on incident light.

In Mathematica, you can specify light properties by giving any combination of diffuse reflection, specular reflection, and glow directives.

To get no reflection of a particular kind, you may give the corresponding intrinsic color as Black, or GrayLevel@0D. For materials that

are effectively ú white ø , you can specify intrinsic colors of the form GrayLevel@aD, where a is the reflectance or albedo of the surface. 
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GrayLevel@aD matte surface with albedo a

RGBColor@r,g,bD matte surface with intrinsic color

Specularity@spec,nD surface with specularity spec and specular exponent n; spec can be a number 

between 0 and 1 or an RGBColor specification

Glow@colD glowing surface with color col 

Specifying surface properties of lighted objects. 

This shows a sphere with the default matte white surface, illuminated by several colored light sources. 

In[9]:= Graphics3D@Sphere@DD

Out[9]=

This makes the sphere have low diffuse reflectance, but high specular reflectance. As a result, the sphere has a ú specular highlightø  near 
the light sources, and is quite dark elsewhere. 

In[10]:= Graphics3D@8GrayLevel@0.2D, Specularity@0.8, 5D, Sphere@D<D

Out[10]=

When you set up light sources and surface colors, it is important to make sure that the total intensity of light reflected from a particular

polygon is never larger than 1. You will get strange effects if the intensity is larger than 1. 
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Labeling Three−Dimensional Graphics
Mathematica  provides various options for labeling three−dimensional graphics. Some of these options are directly analogous to those

for two−dimensional graphics, discussed in "Labeling Two−Dimensional Graphics". Others are different. 

Boxed->True draw a cuboidal bounding box around the graphics (default)

Axes->True draw x, y and z axes on the edges of the box

Axes->8False,False,True< draw the z axis only

FaceGrids->All draw grid lines on the faces of the box

PlotLabel->text give an overall label for the plot

Some options for labeling three−dimensional graphics. 

The default for Graphics3D is to include a box, but no other forms of labeling. 

In[1]:= Graphics3D@PolyhedronData@"Dodecahedron", "Faces"DD

Out[1]=

Setting Axes -> True  adds x, y and z axes. 

In[2]:= Show@%, Axes -> TrueD

Out[2]=
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This adds grid lines to each face of the box. 

In[3]:= Show@%, FaceGrids -> AllD

Out[3]=

-1

0

1

-1

0

1

-1

0

1

BoxStyle->style specify the style for the box

AxesStyle->style specify the style for axes

AxesStyle->8xstyle,ystyle,zstyle< specify separate styles for each axis

Style options. 

This makes the box dashed, and draws axes which are thicker than normal. 

In[4]:= Graphics3D@PolyhedronData@"Dodecahedron", "Faces"D,
BoxStyle -> Dashing@80.02, 0.02<D, Axes -> True, AxesStyle -> Thickness@0.01DD

Out[4]=

By setting the option Axes -> True , you tell Mathematica to draw axes on the edges of the three−dimensional box. However, for each

axis, there are in principle four possible edges on which it can be drawn. The option AxesEdge  allows you to specify on which edge to

draw each of the axes. 
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AxesEdge->Automatic use an internal algorithm to choose where to draw all axes

AxesEdge->8xspec,yspec,zspec< give separate specifications for each of the x, y and z axes

None do not draw this axis

Automatic decide automatically where to draw this axis

9diri,dir j= specify on which of the four possible edges to draw this axis

Specifying where to draw three−dimensional axes. 

This draws the x on the edge with larger y and z coordinates, draws no y axis, and chooses automatically where to draw the z axis. 

In[5]:= Show@%, Axes -> True, AxesEdge -> 881, 1<, None, Automatic<D

Out[5]=

When you draw the x axis on a three−dimensional box, there are four possible edges on which the axis can be drawn. These edges are

distinguished by having larger or smaller y and z coordinates. When you use the specification 8diry,dirz< for where to draw the x axis,

you can set the diri to be +1 or -1 to represent larger or smaller values for the y and z coordinates. 

AxesLabel->None give no axis labels

AxesLabel->zlabel put a label on the z axis

AxesLabel->8xlabel,ylabel,zlabel< put labels on all three axes

Axis labels in three−dimensional graphics. 

You can use AxesLabel  to label edges of the box, without necessarily drawing scales on them. 

In[6]:= Show@PolyhedronData@"Dodecahedron", "Image"D, Axes -> True, AxesLabel -> 8"x", "y", "z"<, Ticks -> NoneD

Out[6]=

Ticks->None draw no tick marks

Ticks->Automatic place tick marks automatically

Ticks->8xticks,yticks,zticks< tick mark specifications for each axis

Settings for the Ticks option. 
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You can give the same kind of tick mark specifications in three dimensions as were described for two−dimensional graphics in "Labeling

Two−Dimensional Graphics". 

FaceGrids->None draw no grid lines on faces

FaceGrids->All draw grid lines on all faces

FaceGrids->8 face
1
, face

2
,¼< draw grid lines on the faces specified by the facei

FaceGrids->88 face
1
,8xgrid

1
,ygrid

1
<<,¼< use xgridi, ygridi to determine where and how to draw grid lines on each face

Drawing grid lines in three dimensions. 

Mathematica  allows  you  to  draw  grid  lines  on  the  faces  of  the  box  that  surrounds  a  three−dimensional  object.  If  you  set

FaceGrids -> All, grid lines are drawn in gray on every face. By setting FaceGrids -> 8 face
1
, face

2
, ¼< you can tell Mathematica

to draw grid lines only on specific faces. Each face is specified by a list 8dirx,diry,dirz<, where two of the diri  must be 0, and the third

one is +1 or -1. For each face, you can also explicitly tell Mathematica where and how to draw the grid lines, using the same kind of

specifications as you give for the GridLines  option in two−dimensional graphics. 

This draws grid lines only on the top and bottom faces of the box. 

In[7]:= Show@PolyhedronData@"Dodecahedron", "Image"D, FaceGrids -> 880, 0, 1<, 80, 0, -1<<D

Out[7]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Options for Graphics

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Efficient Representation of Many Primitives

Point@8pt
1
,pt

2
,¼<D a multipoint consisting of points at pt

1
, pt

2
, ¼

Line@8line1,line2,¼<D a multiline consisting of lines line1, line2, ¼

Polygon@8poly
1
,poly

2
,¼<D a multipolygon consisting of polygons poly

1
, poly

2
, ¼

Primitives which can take multiple elements. 

Some primitives have multi−element  forms that  can be processed and rendered more quickly  by  the Mathematica  front  end than the

equivalent individual primitives. For large numbers of primitives, using the multi−element forms can also significantly reduce the sizes of

notebook files. Notebooks that use multi−element forms can be less than half the size of those that do not, and render up to ten times

faster.

Here is a multipoint random distribution.

In[1]:= Graphics@Point@Table@RandomReal@NormalDistribution@0, 1D, 2D, 810 000<DDD

Out[1]=

GraphicsComplex@8pt
1
,pt

2
,¼<,dataD a graphics complex in which coordinates given as integers i in graphics primitives 

in data are taken to be pti

Primitive for sharing coordinate data among primitives.

When  many  primitives  share  the  same  coordinate  data,  as  in  meshes  and  graphs,  further  efficiency  can  be  gained  by  using

GraphicsComplex to factor out the coordinate data. The output of Mathematica’s surface− and graph−plotting functions typically use

this representation.
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Here is a structure of points and lines that share coordinates.

In[2]:= Graphics@GraphicsComplex@880, 0<, 80, 1<, 81, 1<, 81, 0<, 8.5, .5<<,
8Line@881, 2, 3<, 85, 4<<D, Red, PointSize@.05D, Point@81, 2, 3, 4, 5<D<DD

Out[2]=

In addition to being efficient, GraphicsComplex is useful interactively. Primitives that share coordinates stay connected when one of

them is dragged.

Because the output of GraphPlot  is a GraphicsComplex, the graph stays connected when any part of it is dragged.

In[3]:= GraphPlotATableAi ® ModAi2 - 199, 10E, 8i, 1, 22<EE

Out[3]=

Any  primitive  may  be  used  within  a  GraphicsComplex,  and  GraphicsComplex  can  be  used  in  both  2D  and  3D  graphics.  Within

GraphicsComplex, coordinate positions in primitives are replaced by indices into the coordinate data in the GraphicsComplex.
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This GraphicsComplex combines several types of primitives.

In[4]:= Graphics3DBGraphicsComplexBTable@8i, i, i<, 8i, 1, 5<D, :

Sphere@4, 1.5D,

TextBStyleBà f@xD âx, 36F, 4F,

Point@Range@5DD

>FF

Out[4]=

GraphicsComplex  is  especially  useful  for  representing  meshes  of  polygons.  By  using  GraphicsComplex,  numerical  errors  that

could cause gaps between adjacent polygons are avoided.

The output of Plot3D is a GraphicsComplex.

In[5]:= Plot3D@Sin@xD y^2, 8x, 0, 22<, 8y, 0, 4<D

Out[5]=

MORE ABOUT

� Symbolic Graphics Language

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Formats for Text in Graphics

BaseStyle->value an option for the text style in a graphic

FormatType->value an option for the text format type in a graphic

Specifying formats for text in graphics. 

Here is a plot with default settings for all formats. 

In[1]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Sin@xD^2D

Out[1]=

Here is the same plot, but now using a 12−point bold font. 

In[2]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Sin@xD^2, BaseStyle -> 8FontWeight -> "Bold", FontSize ® 12<D

Out[2]=

This uses StandardForm rather than TraditionalForm . 

In[3]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Sin@xD^2, FormatType -> StandardFormD

Out[3]=

This tells Mathematica what default text style to use for all subsequent plots. 

In[4]:= SetOptions@Plot, BaseStyle -> 8FontFamily -> "Times", FontSize ® 14<D;
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Now all the text is in 14−point Times font. 

In[5]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Sin@xD^2D

Out[5]=

"style" a named style in your current stylesheet

FontSize->n the size of font to use in printer ÷ s points

FontSlant->"Italic" use an italic font

FontWeight->"Bold" use a bold font

FontFamily->"name" specify the name of the font family to use (e.g. "Times", "Courier", 

"Helvetica")

Typical elements used in the setting for BaseStyle . 

If  you use the standard notebook front  end for  Mathematica,  then you can set  BaseStyle  to be the name of  a style defined in your

current  notebook’s  stylesheet.  You can also explicitly  specify  how text  should  be formatted by using options such as FontSize  and

FontFamily. Note that FontSize  gives the absolute size of the font to use, measured in units of printer÷ s points, with one point being

1

72
 inches.  If  you resize a plot  whose font  size is  specified as a number,  the text  in  it  will  not  by default  change size:  to  get  text  of  a

different  size  you  must  explicitly  specify  a  new value  for  the  FontSize option.  If  you  resize  a  plot  whose font  size  is  specified  as  a

scaled quantity, the font will scale as the plot is resized. With FontSize -> Scaled@sD, the effective font size will be s scaled units in

the plot.

Now all the text resizes as the plot is resized. 

In[6]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, BaseStyle ® 8FontSize ® Scaled@.05D<D

Out[6]=

Style@expr,"style"D output expr in the specified style

Style@expr,optionsD output expr using the specified font and style options

StandardForm@exprD output expr in StandardForm

Changing the formats of individual pieces of output. 
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This outputs the plot label using the section heading style in your current notebook. 

In[7]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Style@Sin@xD^2, "Section"DD

Out[7]=

This uses the section heading style, but modified to be in italics. 

In[8]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Style@Sin@xD^2, "Section", FontSlant -> "Italic"DD

Out[8]=

This produces StandardForm output, with a 12−point font. 

In[9]:= Plot@Sin@xD^2, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotLabel -> Style@StandardForm@Sin@xD^2D, FontSize -> 12DD

Out[9]=

You should realize that  the ability  to  refer  to  styles such as "Section"  depends on using the standard Mathematica  notebook front

end. Even if you are just using a text−based interface to Mathematica, however, you can still specify formatting of text in graphics using

options such as FontSize. The complete collection of options that you can use is given in "Text and Font Options". 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Graphics Primitives for Text
With the Text  graphics primitive, you can insert  text at any position in two− or three−dimensional Mathematica  graphics. Unless you

explicitly specify a style or font using Style, the text will be given in the graphic’s base style. 

Text@expr,8x,y<D text centered at the point 8x, y<

Text@expr,8x,y<,8-1,0<D text with its left−hand end at 8x, y<

Text@expr,8x,y<,81,0<D right−hand end at 8x, y<

Text@expr,8x,y<,80,-1<D centered above 8x, y<

Text@expr,8x,y<,80,1<D centered below 8x, y<

Text@expr,8x,y<,8dx,dy<D text positioned so that 8x, y< is at relative coordinates 8dx, dy< within the box 

that bounds the text

Text@expr,8x,y<,8dx,dy<,80,1<D text oriented vertically to read from bottom to top

Text@expr,8x,y<,8dx,dy<,80,-1<D text that reads from top to bottom

Text@expr,8x,y<,8dx,dy<,8-1,0<D text that is upside−down

Two−dimensional text. 

This generates five pieces of text, and displays them in a plot. 

In[1]:= Show@Graphics@Table@Text@Expand@H1 + xL^nD, 8n, n<D, 8n, 5<DD, PlotRange -> AllD

Out[1]=

x+ 1

x2 + 2 x+ 1

x3 + 3 x2 + 3 x+ 1

x4 + 4 x3 + 6 x2 + 4 x+ 1

x5 + 5 x4 + 10 x3 + 10 x2 + 5 x+ 1
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Here is some vertically oriented text with its left−hand side at the point 82, 2<. 

In[2]:= Show@
Graphics@Text@StyleForm@"Some text", FontSize -> 14, FontWeight -> "Bold"D, 82, 2<, 8-1, 0<, 80, 1<DD,
Frame -> TrueD

Out[2]=

S
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x
t

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

When you specify an offset for text, the relative coordinates that are used are taken to run from -1 to 1 in each direction across the box

that bounds the text.  The point  80, 0<  in this coordinate system is defined to be center of  the text.  Note that the offsets you specify

need not lie in the range -1 to 1. 

Note that you can specify the color of a piece of text by preceding the Text  graphics primitive with an appropriate RGBColor  or other

graphics directive. 

Text@expr,8x,y,z<D text centered at the point 8x, y, z<

Text@expr,8x,y,z<,8sdx,sdy<D text with a two−dimensional offset

Three−dimensional text. 

This puts text at the specified position in three dimensions. 

In[3]:= Graphics3D@8PolyhedronData@"Dodecahedron", "Faces"D, Text@"a point", 82, 2, 2<, 81, 1<D<D

Out[3]=

Note  that  when  you  use  text  in  three−dimensional  graphics,  Mathematica  assumes  that  the  text  is  never  hidden  by  any  polygons  or

other objects. 

option name default value

Background None background color

BaseStyle 8< style or font specification

FormatType StandardForm format type

Options for Text . 
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By default the text is just put straight on top of whatever graphics have already been drawn. 

In[4]:= Graphics@88GrayLevel@0.5D, Rectangle@80, 0<, 81, 1<D<, Text@"Some text", 80.5, 0.5<D<D

Out[4]= Some text

Now there is a rectangle with the background color of the whole plot enclosing the text. 

In[5]:= Graphics@
88GrayLevel@0.5D, Rectangle@80, 0<, 81, 1<D<, Text@"Some text", 80.5, 0.5<, Background -> AutomaticD<D

Out[5]= Some text

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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The Representation of Sound
"Sound"  describes  how  you  can  take  functions  and  lists  of  data  and  produce  sounds  from  them.  Here  we  discuss  how  sounds  are

represented in Mathematica. 

Mathematica treats sounds much like graphics. In fact, Mathematica allows you to combine graphics with sound to create pictures with

ú sound tracks ø . 

In analogy with graphics, sounds in Mathematica are represented by symbolic sound objects. The sound objects have head Sound, and

contain a list of sound primitives, which represent sounds to be played in sequence. 

Sound@8s1,s2,¼<D a sound object containing a list of sound primitives

The structure of a sound object. 

The functions Play  and ListPlay discussed in "Sound" return Sound objects. 

Play  returns a Sound object. On appropriate computer systems, it also produces sound. 

In[1]:= Play@H2 + Cos@20 tDL * Sin@3000 t + 2 Sin@50 tD D, 8t, 0, 2<D

Out[1]=

The Sound object contains a SampledSoundFunction primitive which uses a compiled function to generate amplitude samples for 

the sound. 

In[2]:= Short@InputForm@%DD

Out[2]//Short= Sound@SampledSoundFunction@CompiledFunction@8_Integer<, 8<<2>><, <<3>>, EvaluateD, 16384, 8192DD

SampledSoundList@8a1,a2,¼<,rD a sound with a sequence of amplitude levels, sampled at rate r

SampledSoundFunction@ f,n,rD a sound whose amplitude levels sampled at rate r are found by applying the 

function f  to n successive integers

SoundNote@n,t,"style"D a note−like sound with note n, time specification t, with the specified style

Mathematica sound primitives. 

At the lowest level, all sounds in Mathematica are represented as a sequence of amplitude samples, or as a sequence of MIDI events.

In  SampledSoundList,  these  amplitude  samples  are  given  explicitly  in  a  list.  In  SampledSoundFunction,  however,  they  are

generated when the sound is output, by applying the specified function to a sequence of integer arguments. In both cases, all amplitude

values  obtained  must  be  between  -1  and 1.  In  SoundNote ,  a  note−like  sound  is  represented  as  a  sequence  of  MIDI  events  that

represent the frequency, duration, amplitude and styling of the note.

ListPlay  generates  SampledSoundList  primitives,  while  Play  generates  SampledSoundFunction  primitives.  With  the  default

option setting Compiled -> True , Play  will produce a SampledSoundFunction object containing a CompiledFunction. 

Once  you  have  generated  a  Sound  object  containing  various  sound  primitives,  you  must  then  output  it  as  a  sound.  Much  as  with

graphics,  the  basic  scheme is  to  take the Mathematica  representation  of  the  sound,  and convert  it  to  a  lower−level  form that  can be

handled by an external program, such as a Mathematica front end. 

ú ø
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The  low−level  representation  of  sampled  sound  used  by  Mathematica  consists  of  a  sequence  of  hexadecimal  numbers  specifying

amplitude levels. Within Mathematica, amplitude levels are given as approximate real numbers between -1 and 1. In producing the low−

level form, the amplitude levels are ú quantized ø . You can use the option SampleDepth  to specify how many bits should be used for

each  sample.  The  default  is  SampleDepth -> 8,  which  yields  256  possible  amplitude  levels,  sufficient  for  most  purposes.  The  low−

level representation of note−based sound is as a time−quantized byte stream of MIDI events, which specify various parameters about

the note objects. The quantization of time is determined automatically at playback.

You can use the option SampleDepth in Play  and ListPlay. In sound primitives, you can specify the sample depth by replacing the

sample rate argument by the list 8rate, depth<. 

MORE ABOUT

� Sound and Sonification

� Audio Formats

� Signal Processing

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Sound

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound
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Exporting Graphics and Sounds
Mathematica allows you to export graphics and sounds in a wide variety of formats. If you use the notebook front end for Mathematica,

then you can typically just copy and paste graphics and sounds directly into other programs using the standard mechanism available on

your computer system.

Export@"name.ext",graphicsD export graphics to a file in a format deduced from the file name

Export@" file",graphics," format"D

export graphics in the specified format

Export@"!command",graphics," format"D

export graphics to an external command

Export@" file",8g1,g2,¼<,¼D export a sequence of graphics for an animation

ExportString@graphics," format"D generate a string representation of exported graphics

Exporting Mathematica graphics and sounds. 

"EPS" Encapsulated PostScript (.eps)

"PDF" Adobe Acrobat portable document format (.pdf)

"SVG" Scalable Vector Graphics (.svg)

"PICT" Macintosh PICT

"WMF" Windows metafile format (.wmf)

"TIFF" TIFF (.tif, .tiff)

"GIF" GIF and animated GIF (.gif)

"JPEG" JPEG (.jpg, .jpeg)

"PNG" PNG format (.png)

"BMP" Microsoft bitmap format (.bmp)

"PCX" PCX format (.pcx)

"XBM" X window system bitmap (.xbm)

"PBM" portable bitmap format (.pbm)

"PPM" portable pixmap format (.ppm)

"PGM" portable graymap format (.pgm)

"PNM" portable anymap format (.pnm)

"DICOM" DICOM medical imaging format (.dcm, .dic)

"AVI" Audio Video Interleave format (.avi)

Typical graphics formats supported by Mathematica. Formats in the first group are resolution independent. 

This generates a plot. 

In[1]:= Plot@Sin@xD + Sin@Sqrt@2D xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[1]=
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This exports the plot to a file in Encapsulated PostScript format. 

In[2]:= Export@"sinplot.eps", %D

Out[2]= sinplot.eps

When  you  export  a  graphic  outside  of  Mathematica,  you  usually  have  to  specify  the  absolute  size  at  which  the  graphic  should  be

rendered. You can do this using the ImageSize  option to Export. 

ImageSize -> x  makes  the  width  of  the  graphic  be  x  printer ÷ s points;  ImageSize -> 72 xi  thus  makes  the  width  xi  inches.  The

default is to produce an image that is four inches wide. ImageSize -> 8x, y< scales the graphic so that it fits in an x×y region. 

ImageSize Automatic absolute image size in printer ÷ s points

"ImageTopOrientation" Top how the image is oriented in the file 

ImageResolution Automatic resolution in dpi for the image

Options for Export. 

Within Mathematica, graphics are manipulated in a way that is completely independent of the resolution of the computer screen or other

output device on which the graphics will eventually be rendered. 

Many  programs  and  devices  accept  graphics  in  resolution−independent  formats  such  as  Encapsulated  PostScript  (EPS).  But  some

require  that  the  graphics  be  converted  to  rasters  or  bitmaps  with  a  specific  resolution.  The  ImageResolution  option  for  Export

allows you to determine what resolution in dots per inch (dpi) should be used. The lower you set this resolution, the lower the quality of

the  image  you  will  get,  but  also  the  less  memory  the  image  will  take  to  store.  For  screen  display,  typical  resolutions  are  72  dpi  and

above; for printers, 300 dpi and above. 

"DXF" AutoCAD drawing interchange format (.dxf)

"STL" STL stereolithography format (.stl)

Typical 3D geometry formats supported by Mathematica. 

"WAV" Microsoft wave format (.wav)

"AU" Μ law encoding (.au)

"SND" sound file format (.snd)

"AIFF" AIFF format (.aif, .aiff)

Typical sound formats supported by Mathematica. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

� Importing Graphics and Sounds

� External Programs
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Importing Graphics and Sounds
Mathematica  allows  you  not  only  to  export  graphics  and  sounds,  but  also  to  import  them.  With  Import  you  can  read  graphics  and

sounds in a wide variety of formats, and bring them into Mathematica as Mathematica expressions. 

Import@"name.ext"D import graphics from the file name.ext in a format deduced from the file name

Import@" file"," format"D import graphics in the specified format

ImportString@"string"," format"D import graphics from a string

Importing graphics and sounds. 

This imports an image stored in JPEG format. 

In[1]:= g = Import@"ExampleData�ocelot.jpg"D

Out[1]=

This shows an array of four copies of the image. 

In[2]:= GraphicsGrid@88g, g<, 8g, g<<D

Out[2]=

Import yields expressions with different structures depending on the type of data it reads. Typically you will need to know the structure

if you want to manipulate the data that is returned. 
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Graphics@primitives,optsD resolution−independent graphics

Image@data,optsD resolution−dependent bitmap images

8graphics
1
,graphics

2
,¼< animated graphics

Sound@SampledSoundList@data,rDD sounds

Structures of expressions returned by Import. 

This shows the overall structure of the graphics object imported above. 

In[3]:= Shallow@InputForm@gDD

Out[3]//Shallow= Image@8<< 200 >><, "Byte", Rule@<< 2 >>D, Rule@<< 2 >>D, Rule@<< 2 >>D, Rule@<< 2 >>DD

This extracts the array of pixel values used. 

In[4]:= d = ImageData@gD;

Here are the dimensions of the array. 

In[5]:= Dimensions@dD

Out[5]= 8200, 200<

This shows the distribution of pixel values. 

In[6]:= ListPlot@Sort@Flatten@dDDD

Out[6]=

This shows a transformed version of the image. 

In[7]:= Image@d^2�Max@d^2DD

Out[7]=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

� Exporting Graphics and Sounds
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Introduction to Editing Mathematica Graphics

An Example of Editing Graphics

The following graph represents an impulse response of an ideal Low Pass Filter (LPF). This graph illustrates some of the ways of 
interacting with graphics. Details on each topic follow in the other parts of "Interactive Graphics". 

In[1]:= Plot@Sin@Pi Ht - 4LD�HPi Ht - 4LL, 8t, 0, 10<, PlotRange ® All, Ticks ® NoneD

Out[1]=

Select the curve and change its color and thickness using the Graphics Inspector.

Using the Text tool and the TraditionalForm Text tool, add a plot label and axis labels. 
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You can edit the title to change its font, color, size, and face.

Draw vertical and horizontal lines to the maximum point with the Line tool.

Select the lines and make them dashed using the Graphics Inspector.
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Label the point with the TraditionalForm Text tool.

Add the formula for the curve.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Editing Mathematica Graphics
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Drawing Tools

To Open the Graphics Palette:

Type Ctrl+D or choose Graphics £  Drawing Tools.

For more information on each tool, click the words pointing into the palette.

Point HpL Freehand LineH f L

Get CoordinatesH.LSelect �Move �Resize HoL

HtL TextHmLTraditionalForm Text

Line HlL HsL Line Segments

HgL Polygon

HCtrl + 1LNewGraphic � Inset HCtrl + gL Graphics Inspector

HaLArrow

HcLDisk �Circle HqL Rectangle

To Select a Tool:
Do one of the following:

� Click a tool icon on the palette.

� With a graphic selected, type one of these letters: 
o, p, f, l, s, a, g, c, q, m, t

Persistence of Tools
Do one of the following:

� Click a tool button to use a tool once. 
After the single use, the tool will automatically revert to the Selection tool.

� Double−click a tool button to keep using the tool.
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Tools

New Graphic Tool 

Do one of the following:

� Type Ctrl+1.

� Click the New Graphic button on the palette.

� Choose Graphics £  New Graphic.

A blank drawing area with a bounding box appears. 
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Selection Tool 

You can use the Selection tool to select a graphics primitive as a whole. 

The selection is indicated by a frame with handles. 

You can scale the selection by dragging a handle. 

To scale equally in both directions, Shift+drag a handle. 

You can move an object by dragging it. 

You can remove or add an object to a selection with Shift+click.

Drag out a rectangle to select all the objects within it.

When an object is completely underneath another one, dragging makes it visible.

You can then drag it by dragging its highlight.

For more information on how to use the Selection tool, see "Interactive Graphics: Selecting".

Draw Arrow Tool 

Click the Draw Arrow tool and drag the pointer ( ) to draw an arrow.

Hold down the Shift key to draw the arrow horizontally or vertically.

Draw Freehand Tool 

Click the Draw Freehand tool button and drag the pointer ( ) to draw a curve.
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Double−click the Draw Freehand tool to draw multiple curves.

Draw Line Tool 

Click the Draw Line tool and drag the pointer ( ) to draw a single line.

Hold down the Shift key to draw a horizontal or vertical line.

You can set line styles with the Graphics Inspector palette. 
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Draw Line Segments Tool 

Click the Draw Line Segments tool and drag the pointer ( ) to draw a multi−segment line. 

You get a new segment after each click.

To stop, double−click the last point or single−click the first point.

You can set the line style with the Graphics Inspector palette. 

Draw Point Tool 

Click the Draw Point tool and then click to draw a point.
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You can set point styles with the Graphics Inspector.

Place Text Tool 

You can place text in a graphic with the Place Text tool.

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Sine Curve
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Place TraditionalForm Text Tool 

You can place TraditionalForm text in a graphic with the Place TraditionalForm Text tool.

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

y = SinHxL

Draw Rectangle Tool 

Click the Draw Rectangle tool and drag the pointer ( ) to draw a rectangle.

Hold down the Shift key to draw squares.
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You can set face and edge styles with the Graphics Inspector palette.

Draw Polygon Tool 

Click the Draw Polygon tool and drag the pointer ( ) to draw a polygon.

You get a new segment after each click. 

To stop, double−click the last point or single−click the first point. 

You can set face and edge styles with the Graphics Inspector palette.
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Draw Circle Tool 

Click the Draw Circle tool and drag the pointer ( ) to draw a circle, ellipse, or disk.

Hold down the Shift key to draw circles. 

You can draw both filled and unfilled circles, depending on the currently selected fill and edge attributes.
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Graphics Inspector 

Click the Graphics Inspector button to display the Graphics Inspector palette.

The Graphics Inspector palette lets you interactively set the style of a graphics object.

Get Coordinates Tool 

Click the Get Coordinates tool and move the mouse pointer ( ) over a 2D graphic or a 2D plot. The approximate coordinate values 

of the mouse position are displayed.
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Click to mark the coordinates. Click at other positions to add markers. You can delete markers with Ctrl+click.

Use Ctrl+C to copy the marked coordinates to the clipboard. Use Ctrl+V to paste the copied coordinate values into an input cell.

881.89, 1.792<, 80.7403, 0.8351<, 8-0.6706, 0.7132<<

Use Alt+drag to mark a rectangle and Ctrl+C to copy the coordinates of the opposite corners.

Use Ctrl+V to paste.

888-0.2292, 0.2501<, 80.4628, 1.452<<<

Drag to mark a coordinate path, then type Ctrl+C to copy the coordinates.

Paste the coordinates into an input cell.

880.1222, 0.3444<, 80.1417, 0.3722<, 80.1694, 0.4083<, 80.2167, 0.4444<,
80.2694, 0.475<, 80.3417, 0.5056<, 80.4139, 0.5139<, 80.45, 0.5139<, 80.4833, 0.5083<,
80.5194, 0.4917<, 80.5361, 0.4722<, 80.5472, 0.4583<, 80.5583, 0.4444<, 80.5611, 0.4278<,
80.5611, 0.4111<, 80.5611, 0.3972<, 80.5611, 0.3861<, 80.5528, 0.3806<, 80.5417, 0.3694<,
80.5194, 0.3611<, 80.4972, 0.3556<, 80.4722, 0.3556<, 80.45, 0.3611<, 80.4194, 0.3778<,
80.4028, 0.3972<, 80.3944, 0.4167<, 80.3944, 0.4333<, 80.3917, 0.4528<, 80.3917, 0.4722<,
80.3972, 0.4889<, 80.4111, 0.5083<, 80.425, 0.5333<, 80.4528, 0.5667<, 80.4861, 0.5917<,
80.525, 0.6222<, 80.5833, 0.6528<, 80.6444, 0.6778<, 80.675, 0.6861<, 80.6861, 0.6889<<
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�

Graphics Annotation & Appearance

� Graphics Options & Styling

� Symbolic Graphics Language
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Selecting Graphics Objects

Selecting an Object

To begin editing within a graphic, double−click the background or an object in the graphic. The frame highlight is dashed.
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Click a disk to select it. 

Drag the disk or its frame highlight to move it.
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When over a handle, the arrow cursor ( ) changes to the double arrow cursor ( , , , or ).

Drag a handle to reshape the selected disk.
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To resize a disk without changing its shape, press Shift and drag a handle.

Selecting Multiple Objects

Click a disk to select it. 
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Shift+click to select another disk. The two disks with crosshairs (+) at their centers are selected. 

Drag a handle to stretch the selected disks.
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Click outside the selected disks to deselect.

Click and drag across some disks to select them. 
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Shift+click to deselect a selected disk. 

Shift+drag to deselect a group of disks. 

Copy and Paste
The following sequence shows how to copy and paste an object from one graphic to another.
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Click to copy a rectangle.
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In another graphic, double−click the background and paste. The rectangle will be at its original coordinates.

Drag the pasted rectangle to move it out of the way.
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Click a disk to select it.

Paste the copied rectangle again. The disk disappears and a new copy of the rectangle appears once again at its original coordinates. 

Whether the rectangle appears above or below a disk depends on the position of the replaced disk in the internal ordering of the graphics 
expression.
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In contrast to double−clicking the background of the target graphic, a single click selects the target as a whole. 

Pasting now replaces the whole graphic.
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Inset Objects

Here is a graphic with three squares. Click the graphic and copy it. 

Double−click a square to select it.
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Paste the graphic copied before. The three squares will be pasted, replacing the selected square.

The pasted squares are in an Inset. Click the Inset to select it. 
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To move the Inset, click anywhere inside it and drag. 

Copy the selected Inset, click the background of the graphic to deselect the Inset, and paste. Move the pasted Inset to the upper 

right. 
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Double−click an object in an Inset to select it. 

Click and drag an object in an Inset to move it.
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Objects in different Inset groups cannot be selected simultaneously. 
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Reshaping Graphics Objects
In this tutorial, the following topics are discussed:

Pointers

Vertices and Circle Points

Line Segments

Primitives

Reshaping Overlapping Objects

Multiple Objects

Pointers
The following sequence explains how to use the Reshape tool ( , , and ).

Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape tool ( ) appear.
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Move the pointer over a filled rectangle~the subscript on the pointer is a pair of double arrows ( ) indicating that the rectangle can be 

dragged.

You can now drag the rectangle. 
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Move the pointer over a vertex~the subscript on the pointer is a small circle ( ).

Now you can drag the vertex to reshape the line. 
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Move the pointer over a line segment~the subscript on the pointer is a small line ( ).

You can drag the line segment to reshape the line.

Rectangle primitives do not have selectable line segments.
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Vertices and Circle Points
The following sequence shows where the selectable points of graphics primitives are located and how to select them.

Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.
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Move the pointer over a vertex~the subscript on the pointer is a small circle ( ). Click to select the vertex. The other vertices are 

shown but are not selected.

Shift+click another vertex to add it to the selection. 
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Shift+click a selected vertex to deselect it.

Drag the center or the top−right corner point of a Circle or Disk primitive to reshape it. 

The two vertices of a Rectangle primitive are at opposite corners. 

Polygon and Line primitives have vertices at every corner.
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Line Segments
The following sequence shows where the line segments of graphics primitives are located and how to select them.

Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

Move the pointer over a line segment~the subscript on the pointer is a small line ( ). Click to select the line segment. 
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Shift+click another line segment to add it to the selection. 

Shift+click a selected line segment to deselect it.
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Double−click a line segment to select all the line segments of the polygon.

Polygon and Line primitives have line segments on their sides. 

Circle, Disk, and Rectangle primitives do not have selectable line segments.
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Primitives

Reshaping a Rectangle

The following sequence shows how to reshape a Rectangle primitive.

Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.
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Rectangles have vertices at opposite corners. 

Click a vertex to select it.

Drag the selected vertex to reshape the Rectangle. 

Rectangle primitives do not have line segments that can be selected.
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Reshaping a Disk

The following sequence shows how to reshape a Disk primitive.

Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.
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Click the center point of a disk. You can now see the top−right corner point.

Drag the center point. This keeps the top−right corner point fixed in the same place but changes the shape of the disk.
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Click the top−right corner point to select it. This deselects the center point.

Drag the top−right corner point to change the radius of the disk. The center does not change. 

Reshaping a Polygon

The following sequence shows how to reshape the lower polygon to fit the upper polygon.
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Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

Click the vertex A.
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Drag the vertex A to reshape the polygon.

Click the vertex B and Shift+click the vertex C.
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Drag either B or C.

Click the line segment k to select it.
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Drag k to reshape the polygon.

Click the line segment l and Shift+click the line segment m.
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Drag either l or m to move them both together.

Click the line segment n and Shift+click the vertex D.
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Drag either n or D to move them both together. 

Reshaping Lines

The following sequence shows how to reshape the line below to a zigzag pattern.
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Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

Click the vertex A.
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Drag A to reshape the line.

Click the vertex B and Shift+click the vertices C and D.
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Drag one of the selected vertices. 

Click the line segment k to select it.
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Drag k to reshape the line.

Click the line segment l and Shift+click the line segments m and n.
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Drag one of the selected line segments to move them all simultaneously.

Shift+click the vertex E to add it to the selection.
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Drag one of the selected line segments or E to move them all simultaneously.

Reshaping Overlapping Objects
The following sequence shows how to reshape a hidden object. 
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There are four hidden rectangles underneath the disk in the middle. Double−click the background and press the r key to make the 

Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

To select one of the hidden rectangles, click the background and drag across the disk. 

To select the whole rectangle, you may need to start from a new position.
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You can move the rectangle by dragging its highlight.

To reshape the selected hidden rectangle, first Shift+click a corner to deselect the vertex.
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Then drag the other vertex.

Multiple Objects

Reshaping Multiple Rectangles

The following sequence shows how to reshape a set of rectangles simultaneously.
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Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

Click one of the two vertices of a rectangle.
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Shift+click some vertices in the other rectangles.

Drag one of the selected vertices. All of the selected rectangles will be reshaped simultaneously.

Reshaping Multiple Lines

The following sequence shows how to reshape three lines simultaneously.
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Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

Click a segment of one of the Line primitives.
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Shift+click segments in other Line primitives.

Drag any one of the selected segments to simultaneously reshape the three Line primitives.

Reshaping with Vertices and Line Segments

The following sequence shows how to reshape with different kinds of objects.
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Double−click the background and press the r key to make the Reshape Tool ( ) appear.

Click the background and drag across all the line segments and vertices around the gap in the middle.
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Drag one of the selected line segments or vertices to simultaneously reshape the whole picture.
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Resizing, Cropping, and Adding Margins to 
Graphics

Changing the AspectRatio
The following sequence shows how to change the aspect ratio of a plot.

Using the Selection tool, click to select the graphic. 

Plot@Cos@xD + 1�2, 8x, 0, 3 Pi<D

Shift+drag a handle to change the aspect ratio. 

Cropping
The following sequence shows how to crop a portion of a plot.

Using the Selection tool, click a graphic to select it. 

Plot@ChebyshevU@6, xD, 8x, -1, 1<D
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Ctrl+drag a handle to crop the plot.

Setting Margins
The following sequence shows how to set the margins of a graphic.

Click to select the graphic. 
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Drag the frame (not a handle) to push out the margins.

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0
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To change a margin directly, drag a margin frame handle. 
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To keep the margins equal, Shift+drag the frame. 

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

To get rid of the margins, Shift+drag the graphics frame to the top−left corner. 

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0
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Graphics as Input
An image is equivalent to its symbolic expression. You can operate on an image as you would on a symbolic expression.

This input produces some disks.

In[1]:= Graphics@Table@8RGBColor@i�2, .7, j�2D, Disk@82 i, 2 j<D<, 8i, 0, 2<, 8j, 0, 2<DD

Out[1]=

Type �� InputForm  after the graphic to get the symbolic expression that corresponds to the graphic.

In[2]:= Graphics@Table@8RGBColor@i�2, .7, j�2D, Disk@82 i, 2 j<D<, 8i, 0, 2<, 8j, 0, 2<DD

In[3]:= �� InputForm

Out[3]//InputForm= Graphics[{{{RGBColor[0, 0.7, 0], Disk[{0, 0}]}, {RGBColor[0, 0.7, 1/2], 
    Disk[{0, 2}]}, {RGBColor[0, 0.7, 1], Disk[{0, 4}]}}, 
  {{RGBColor[1/2, 0.7, 0], Disk[{2, 0}]}, {RGBColor[1/2, 0.7, 1/2], 
    Disk[{2, 2}]}, {RGBColor[1/2, 0.7, 1], Disk[{2, 4}]}}, 
  {{RGBColor[1, 0.7, 0], Disk[{4, 0}]}, {RGBColor[1, 0.7, 1/2], Disk[{4, 2}]}, 
   {RGBColor[1, 0.7, 1], Disk[{4, 4}]}}}]
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Type a Mathematica Replace command after the output graphic and evaluate.

In[4]:= �. Disk ® Rectangle

The disks are now replaced by squares.

Out[5]=
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Interacting with 3D Graphics

Rotate
You can rotate 3D graphics with your mouse.

Move the pointer over the 3D graphic.

The pointer changes to the 3D rotate pointer .

Drag to rotate the graphic.

Rotate about the Axis Perpendicular to the Screen
You can also rotate 3D objects about the axis perpendicular to the screen with your mouse.
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Move the pointer to a corner of the display area of the 3D graphic.

The pointer changes to the 3D vertical rotate pointer .

Click and move the pointer clockwise or counterclockwise. 

Zoom In and Out with Alt
You can zoom in and out of 3D graphics.
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Press Alt and move the pointer over the 3D graphic. 

The pointer changes to the 3D zoom pointer .

Drag up to zoom in and down to zoom out.

Pan with Shift
You can pan 3D graphics across the screen. 

Press Shift and move the pointer over the 3D graphic. 

The pointer changes to the 3D pan pointer .

Drag to move the graphic.
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Reading and Writing Mathematica Files

Storing Mathematica Expressions in External Files
You can use files on your computer system to store definitions and results from Mathematica.  The most general  approach is to store

everything  as  plain  text  that  is  appropriate  for  input  to  Mathematica.  With  this  approach,  a  version  of  Mathematica  running  on  one

computer system produces files that can be read by a version running on any computer system. In addition, such files can be manipu−

lated by other standard programs, such as text editors. 

<< file  or Get@" file"D read in a file of Mathematica input, and return the last expression in the file

FilePrint@" file"D display the contents of a file

expr>> file  or Put@expr," file"D write an expression to a file

expr>>> file  or PutAppend@expr," file"D

append an expression to a file

Reading and writing files. 

This expands Hx + yL3, and outputs the result to a file called tmp. 

In[1]:= Expand@Hx + yL^3D >> tmp

Here are the contents of tmp. They can be used directly as input for Mathematica. 

In[2]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

x^3 + 3*x^2*y + 3*x*y^2 + y^3

This reads in tmp, evaluating the Mathematica input it contains. 

In[3]:= << tmp

Out[3]= x3 + 3 x2 y + 3 x y2 + y3

This shows the contents of the file factors. 

In[1]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�factors"D

(* Factors of x^20 − 1 *)
  (−1 + x)*(1 + x)*(1 + x^2)*(1 − x + x^2 − x^3 + x^4)*
   (1 + x + x^2 + x^3 + x^4)*(1 − x^2 + x^4 − x^6 + x^8)

This reads in the file, and returns the last expression in it. 

In[2]:= << ExampleData/factors

Out[2]= H-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 + x
2M I1 - x + x2 - x3 + x4M I1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4M I1 - x2 + x4 - x6 + x8M

If Mathematica cannot find the file you ask it to read, it prints a message, then returns the symbol $Failed. 

In[3]:= << faxors

Get::noopen : Cannot open faxors.

Out[3]= $Failed

When you read in a file with << file,  Mathematica  returns the last expression it evaluates in the file. You can avoid getting any visible

result from reading a file by ending the last expression in the file with a semicolon, or by explicitly adding Null  after that expression. 
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If Mathematica encounters a syntax error while reading a file, it reports the error, skips the remainder of the file, then returns $Failed.

If  the  syntax  error  occurs  in  the  middle  of  a  package  which  uses  BeginPackage  and  other  context  manipulation  functions,  then

Mathematica tries to restore the context to what it was before the package was read. 

Saving Multiple Mathematica Expressions
Mathematica input files can contain any number of expressions. Each expression, however, must start on a new line. The expressions

may  however  continue  for  as  many  lines  as  necessary.  Just  as  in  a  standard  interactive  Mathematica  session,  the  expressions  are

processed as soon as they are complete. Note, however, that in a file, unlike an interactive session, you can insert a blank line at any

point without effect. 

When  you  use  expr >>> file,  Mathematica  appends  each  new  expression  you  give  to  the  end  of  your  file.  If  you  use  expr >> file,

however, then Mathematica instead wipes out anything that was in the file before, and then puts expr into the file. 

This writes an expression to the file tmp. 

In[4]:= Factor@x^6 - 1D >> tmp

Here are the contents of the file. 

In[5]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

(−1 + x)*(1 + x)*(1 − x + x^2)*(1 + x + x^2)

This appends another expression to the same file. 

In[6]:= Factor@x^8 - 1D >>> tmp

Both expressions are now in the file. 

In[7]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

(−1 + x)*(1 + x)*(1 − x + x^2)*(1 + x + x^2)
(−1 + x)*(1 + x)*(1 + x^2)*(1 + x^4)

If you are familiar with command−line operating systems, you will recognize the Mathematica redirection operators >>, >>> and << as

being analogous to the command−line operators >, >> and <. 

Saving Mathematica Expressions in Different Formats
When you use either >> or >>> to write expressions to files, the expressions are usually given in Mathematica input format, so that you

can read them back into Mathematica.  Sometimes, however, you may want to save expressions in other formats. You can do this by

explicitly wrapping a format directive such as OutputForm around the expression you write out. 

This writes an expression to the file tmp in output format. 

In[8]:= OutputForm@Factor@x^6 - 1DD >> tmp

The expression in tmp is now in output format. 

In[9]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

                           2            2
(−1 + x) (1 + x) (1 − x + x ) (1 + x + x )

Saving Definitions of Mathematica Objects
One of  the most  common reasons for  using files  is  to  save definitions of  Mathematica  objects,  to  be able  to  read them in  again  in  a

subsequent  Mathematica  session.  The  operators  >>  and  >>>  allow  you  to  save  Mathematica  expressions  in  files.  You  can  use  the

function  Save  to  save  complete  definitions  of  Mathematica  objects,  in  a  form  suitable  for  execution  in  subsequent  Mathematica

sessions.
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Save@" file",symbolD save the complete definitions for a symbol in a file

Save@" file"," form"D save definitions for symbols whose names match the string pattern form

Save@" file","context‘"D save definitions for all symbols in the specified context

Save@" file",8object
1
,object

2
,¼<D save definitions for several objects

Saving definitions in plain text files.

This assigns a value to the symbol a. 

In[51]:= a = 2 - x^2

Out[51]= 2 - x2

You can use Save  to write the definition of a to a file. 

In[52]:= Save@"afile", aD

Here is the definition of a that was saved in the file. 

In[53]:= FilePrint@"afile"D

a = 2 − x^2

This defines a function f which depends on the symbol a previously defined. 

In[54]:= f@z_D := a^2 - 2

This saves the complete definition of f in a file. 

In[55]:= Save@"ffile", fD

The file contains not only the definition of f itself, but also the definition of the symbol a on which f depends. 

In[56]:= FilePrint@"ffile"D

f[z_] := a^2 − 2
 
a = 2 − x^2

This clears the definitions of f and a. 

In[57]:= Clear@f, aD

You can reinstate the definitions you saved simply by reading in the file ffile. 

In[58]:= << ffile

Out[58]= 2 - x2

The  function  Save  makes  use  of  the  output  forms  Definition  and  FullDefinition ,  which  print  as  definitions  of  Mathematica

symbols. In some cases, you may find it convenient to use these output forms directly. 

The output form Definition@ fD prints as the sequence of definitions that have been made for f . 

In[59]:= Definition@fD

Out[59]=

FullDefinition@ fD includes definitions of the objects on which f  depends. 

In[60]:= FullDefinition@fD

Out[60]=
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When you  define  a  new object  in  Mathematica,  your  definition  will  often  depend  on  other  objects  that  you  defined  before.  If  you  are

going to be able to reconstruct the definition of your new object in a subsequent Mathematica session, it is important that you store not

only its own definition, but also the definitions of other objects on which it depends. The function Save  looks through the definitions of

the  objects  you  ask  it  to  save,  and  automatically  also  saves  all  definitions  of  other  objects  on  which  it  can  see  that  these  depend.

However, in order to avoid saving a large amount of unnecessary material, Save  never includes definitions for symbols that have the

attribute Protected . It assumes that the definitions for these symbols are also built in. Nevertheless, with such definitions taken care

of,  it  should  always  be  the  case  that  reading  the  output  generated  by  Save  back  into  a  new  Mathematica  session  will  set  up  the

definitions of your objects exactly as you had them before.

Saving Mathematica Definitions in Encoded Form
When  you  create  files  for  input  to  Mathematica,  you  usually  want  them  to  contain  only  ú plain textø , which  can  be  read  or  modified

directly. Sometimes, however, you may want the contents of a file to be ú encoded ø  so that they cannot be read or modified directly as

plain text, but can be loaded into Mathematica. You can create encoded files using the Mathematica function Encode. 

Encode@"source","dest"D write an encoded version of the file source to the file dest

<<dest read in an encoded file

Encode@"source","dest","key"D encode with the specified key

Get@"dest","key"D read in a file that was encoded with a key

Encode@"source","dest",MachineID->"ID"D

create an encoded file which can only be read on a machine with a particular ID

Creating and reading encoded files. 

This writes an expression in plain text to the file tmp. 

In[61]:= Factor@x^2 - 1D >> tmp

This writes an encoded version of the file tmp to the file tmp.x. 

In[62]:= Encode@"tmp", "tmp.x"D

Here are the contents of the encoded file. The only recognizable part is the special Mathematica comment at the beginning. 

In[63]:= FilePrint@"tmp.x"D

(*!1N!*)mcm
_QZ9tcI1cfre*Wo8:) P

Even though the file is encoded, you can still read it into Mathematica using the << operator. 

In[64]:= << tmp.x

Out[64]= H-1 + xL H1 + xL

DumpSave@" file.mx",symbolD save definitions for a symbol in internal Mathematica format

DumpSave@" file.mx","context‘"D save definitions for all symbols in a context

DumpSave@" file.mx",8object
1
,object

2
,¼<D

save definitions for several symbols or contexts

DumpSave@"package‘",objectsD save definitions in a file with a specially chosen name

Saving definitions in internal Mathematica format. 

If  you  have  to  read  in  very  large  or  complicated  definitions,  you  will  often  find  it  more  efficient  to  store  these  definitions  in  internal

Mathematica format, rather than as text. You can do this using DumpSave. 
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This saves the definition for f in internal Mathematica format. 

In[22]:= DumpSave@"ffile.mx", fD

Out[22]= 8f<

You can still use << to read the definition in. 

In[23]:= << ffile.mx

<< recognizes when a file contains definitions in internal Mathematica format, and operates accordingly. One subtlety is that the internal

Mathematica  format differs from one computer system to another.  As a result,  .mx  files created on one computer cannot typically  be

read on another. 

If  you  use  DumpSave@"package‘", ¼D  then  Mathematica  will  write  out  definitions  to  a  file  with  a  name  like

package.mx� system� package.mx, where system identifies your type of computer system.

This creates a file with a name that reflects the name of the computer system being used. 

In[24]:= DumpSave@"gffile‘", fD

Out[24]= 8f<

<< automatically picks out the file with the appropriate name for your computer system. 

In[25]:= << gffile‘

RELATED TUTORIALS
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External Programs
On most  computer  systems,  you  can  execute  external  programs or  commands  from within  Mathematica.  Often  you  will  want  to  take

expressions you have generated in Mathematica,  and send them to an external program, or take results from external programs, and

read them into Mathematica. 

Mathematica supports two basic forms of communication with external programs: structured and unstructured. 

Structured communication use MathLink to exchange expressions with MathLink−compatible external 
programs

Unstructured communication use file reading and writing operations to exchange ordinary text

Two kinds of communication with external programs in Mathematica. 

The idea of structured communication is to exchange complete Mathematica expressions to external programs which are specially set

up  to  handle  such  objects.  The  basis  for  structured  communication  is  the  MathLink  system,  discussed  in  "MathLink  and  External

Program Communication". 

Unstructured  communication  consists  in  sending  and  receiving  ordinary  text  from  external  programs.  The  basic  idea  is  to  treat  an

external program very much like a file, and to support the same kinds of reading and writing operations. 

<< file read in a file

<<"!command" run an external command, and read in the output it produces

expr>>"!command" feed the textual form of expr to an external command

ReadList@"!command",NumberD run an external command, and read in a list of the numbers it produces

Some ways to communicate with external programs. 

In  general,  wherever  you  might  use  an  ordinary  file  name,  Mathematica  allows  you  instead  to  give  a  pipe,  written  as  an  external

command,  prefaced by  an exclamation  point.  When you use the  pipe,  Mathematica  will  execute  the  external  command,  and send or

receive text from it. 

This sends the result from FactorInteger to the external program lpr. On many Unix systems, this program generates a printout. 

In[1]:= FactorInteger@2^31 - 1D >> !lpr

This executes the external command echo $TERM, then reads the result as Mathematica input. 

In[2]:= << "!echo $TERM"

Out[2]= xterm

With a text−based interface, putting ! at the beginning of a line causes the remainder of the line to be executed as an external command. 
squares is an external program which prints numbers and their squares. 

In[1]:= !squares 4

1  1
2  4
3  9
4  16

This runs the external command squares 4, then reads numbers from the output it produces. 

In[3]:= ReadList@"!squares 4", Number, RecordLists -> TrueD

Out[3]= 881, 1<, 82, 4<, 83, 9<, 84, 16<<

One point to notice is that you can get away with dropping the double quotes around the name of a pipe on the right−hand side of << or

>> if the name does not contain any spaces or other special characters. 
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Pipes in Mathematica  provide a very general  mechanism for unstructured communication with external programs. On many computer

systems,  Mathematica  pipes  are  implemented  using  pipe  mechanisms  in  the  underlying  operating  system;  in  some  cases,  however,

other interprocess communication mechanisms are used. One restriction of unstructured communication in Mathematica is that a given

pipe can only be used for input or for output, and not for both at the same time. In order to do genuine two−way communication, you

need to use MathLink. 

Even with unstructured communication,  you can nevertheless set  up somewhat  more complicated arrangements by using "temporary

files". The basic idea is to write data to a file, then to read it as needed. 

OpenWrite@D open a new file with a unique name in the default area for temporary files on your 
computer system

Opening a "temporary file". 

Particularly when you work with temporary files, you may find it useful to be able to execute external commands which do not explicitly

send or receive data from Mathematica. You can do this using the Mathematica function Run. 

Run@"command",arg
1
,¼D run an external command from within Mathematica

Running external commands without input or output. 

This executes the external Unix command date. The returned value is an "exit code" from the operating system. 

In[4]:= Run@"date"D

Out[4]= 0

Note  that  when  you  use  Run,  you  must  not  preface  commands  with  exclamation  points.  Run  simply  takes  the  textual  forms  of  the

arguments you specify,  then joins them together with spaces in between, and executes the resulting string as an external shell  com−

mand. 

It is important to realize that Run  never "captures" any of the output from an external command. As a result, where this output goes is

purely  determined by  your  operating  system.  Similarly,  Run  does not  supply  input  to  external  commands.  This  means that  the  com−

mands  can  get  input  through  any  mechanism  provided  by  your  operating  system.  Sometimes  external  commands  may  be  able  to

access  the  same  input  and  output  streams  that  are  used  by  Mathematica  itself.  In  some  cases,  this  may  be  what  you  want.  But

particularly if you are using Mathematica with a front end, this can cause considerable trouble. 

RunThrough@"command",exprD run command, using expr as input, and reading the output back into Mathematica

Running Mathematica expressions through external programs. 

As discussed above, << and >> cannot be used to both send and receive data from an external program at the same time. Neverthe−

less,  by using temporary files,  you can effectively both send and receive data from an external  program while still  using unstructured

communication. 

The function RunThrough writes the text of an expression to a temporary file, then feeds this file as input to an external program, and

captures  the  output  as  input  to  Mathematica.  Note  that  in  RunThrough,  like  Run,  you  should  not  preface  the  names  of  external

commands with exclamation points. 

This feeds the expression 789 to the external program cat, which in this case simply echoes the text of the expression. The output from 
cat is then read back into Mathematica.

In[5]:= RunThrough@"cat", 789D

Out[5]= 789
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SystemOpen@"target"D opens the specified file, URL or other target with the associated program on your 
computer system

Opening files with external programs. 

This opens the URL using your system’s preferred web browser.

In[6]:= SystemOpen@"http:��www.wolfram.com"D

SystemOpen  uses settings in your operating system to determine how to open a URI or file. When opening files, it  typically uses the

same program that would be used if you double−clicked the file’s icon.

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Streams and Low−Level Input and Output
Files and pipes are both examples of general Mathematica objects known as streams. A stream in Mathematica is a source of input or

output. There are many operations that you can perform on streams. 

You can think of >>  and <<  as "high−level" Mathematica  input−output functions. They are based on a set of lower−level input−output

primitives that work directly with streams. By using these primitives, you can exercise more control over exactly how Mathematica does

input and output. You will often need to do this, for example, if you write Mathematica programs which store and retrieve intermediate

data from files or pipes. 

The basic low−level scheme for writing output to a stream in Mathematica is as follows. First, you call OpenWrite  or OpenAppend to

"open the stream", telling Mathematica that you want to write output to a particular file or external program, and in what form the output

should be written. Having opened a stream, you can then call Write or WriteString to write a sequence of expressions or strings to

the stream. When you have finished, you call Close to "close the stream". 

"name" a file, specified by name

"!name" a command, specified by name

InputStream@"name",nD an input stream

OutputStream@"name",nD an output stream

Streams in Mathematica. 

When you open a file or a pipe, Mathematica creates a "stream object" that specifies the open stream associated with the file or pipe. In

general, the stream object contains the name of the file or the external command used in a pipe, together with a unique number. 

The reason that the stream object needs to include a unique number is that in general you can have several streams connected to the

same file or external program at the same time. For example, you may start several different instances of the same external program,

each connected to a different stream. 

Nevertheless, when you have opened a stream, you can still refer to it using a simple file name or external command name so long as

there is only one stream associated with this object. 

This opens an output stream to the file tmp. 

In[1]:= stmp = OpenWrite@"tmp"D

Out[1]= OutputStream@tmp, 36D

This writes a sequence of expressions to the file. 

In[2]:= Write@stmp, a, b, cD

Since you only have one stream associated with file tmp, you can refer to it simply by giving the name of the file. 

In[3]:= Write@"tmp", xD

This closes the stream. 

In[4]:= Close@stmpD

Out[4]= tmp

Here is what was written to the file. 

In[5]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

abc
x
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OpenWrite@" file"D open an output stream to a file, wiping out the previous contents of the file

OpenWrite@D open an output stream to a new temporary file

OpenAppend@" file"D open an output stream to a file, appending to what was already in the file

OpenWrite@"!command"D open an output stream to an external command

Write@stream,expr
1
,expr

2
,¼D write a sequence of expressions to a stream, ending the output with a newline (line 

feed)

WriteString@stream,str1,str2,¼D write a sequence of character strings to a stream, with no extra newlines

Close@streamD tell Mathematica that you are finished with a stream

Low−level output functions. 

When you call Write@stream, exprD, it writes an expression to the specified stream. The default is to write the expression in Mathemat−

ica  input  form.  If  you  call  Write  with  a  sequence  of  expressions,  it  will  write  these  expressions  one  after  another  to  the  stream.  In

general,  it  leaves  no  space  between  the  successive  expressions.  However,  when  it  has  finished  writing  all  the  expressions,  Write

always ends its output with a newline. 

This reopens the file tmp. 

In[6]:= stmp = OpenWrite@"tmp"D

Out[6]= OutputStream@tmp, 37D

This writes a sequence of expressions to the file, then closes the file. 

In[7]:= Write@stmp, a^2, 1 + b^2D; Write@stmp, c^3D; Close@stmpD

Out[7]= tmp

All the expressions are written in input form. The expressions from a single Write are put on the same line. 

In[8]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

a^21 + b^2
c^3

Write  provides a way of writing out complete Mathematica  expressions. Sometimes, however, you may want to write out less struc−

tured  data.  WriteString  allows  you  to  write  out  any  character  string.  Unlike  Write,  WriteString  adds  no  newlines  or  other

characters. 

This opens the stream. 

In[9]:= stmp = OpenWrite@"tmp"D

Out[9]= OutputStream@tmp, 38D

This writes two strings to the stream. 

In[10]:= WriteString@stmp, "Arbitrary output.\n", "More output."D

This writes another string, then closes the stream. 

In[11]:= WriteString@stmp, " Second line.\n"D; Close@stmpD

Out[11]= tmp

Here are the contents of the file. The strings were written exactly as specified, including only the newlines that were explicitly given. 

In[12]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

Arbitrary output.
More output. Second line.
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Write@8stream1,stream2<,expr1,¼D write expressions to a list of streams

WriteString@8stream1,stream2<,str1,¼D

write strings to a list of streams

Writing output to lists of streams. 

An important feature of the functions Write and WriteString is that they allow you to write output not just to a single stream, but also

to a list of streams. 

In using Mathematica, it is often convenient to define a channel which consists of a list of streams. You can then simply tell Mathemat−

ica to write to the channel, and have it automatically write the same object to several streams. 

In  a  standard  interactive  Mathematica  session,  there  are  several  output  channels  that  are  usually  defined.  These  specify  where

particular kinds of output should be sent.  Thus, for example, $Output  specifies where standard output should go, while $Messages

specifies  where  messages  should  go.  The  function  Print  then  works  essentially  by  calling  Write  with  the  $Output  channel.

Message  works in the same way by calling Write with the $Messages  channel. "The Main Loop" lists the channels used in a typical

Mathematica session. 

Note that  when you run Mathematica  through MathLink,  a different  approach is usually  used. All  output  is  typically  written to a single

MathLink link, but each piece of output appears in a ú packetø  which indicates what type it is. 

In  most  cases,  the  names  of  files  or  external  commands  that  you  use  in  Mathematica  correspond  exactly  with  those  used  by  your

computer ÷ s operating system. On some systems, however, Mathematica supports various streams with special names. 

"stdout" standard output

"stderr" standard error

Special streams used on some computer systems. 

The special stream "stdout" allows you to give output to the ú standard output ø  provided by the operating system. Note however that

you can use this stream only with simple text−based interfaces to Mathematica.  If  your interaction with Mathematica  is  more compli−

cated, then this stream will not work, and trying to use it may cause considerable trouble. 

option name default value

FormatType InputForm the default output format to use

PageWidth 78 the width of the page in characters

NumberMarks $NumberMarks whether to include ‘ marks in approximate numbers

CharacterEncoding $CharacterEncoding encoding to be used for special characters

Some options for output streams. 

You  can  associate  a  number  of  options  with  output  streams.  You  can  specify  these  options  when  you  first  open  a  stream  using

OpenWrite  or OpenAppend. 

This opens a stream, specifying that the default output format used should be OutputForm. 

In[13]:= stmp = OpenWrite@"tmp", FormatType -> OutputFormD

Out[13]= OutputStream@tmp, 39D

This writes expressions to the stream, then closes the stream. 

In[14]:= Write@stmp, x^2 + y^2, " ", z^2D; Close@stmpD

Out[14]= tmp
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The expressions were written to the stream in OutputForm. 

In[15]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

 2    2  2
x  + y  z

Note that you can always override the output format specified for a particular stream by wrapping a particular expression you write to

the stream with an explicit Mathematica format directive, such as OutputForm or TeXForm. 

The option PageWidth  gives the width of the page available for textual output from Mathematica. All lines of output are broken so that

they fit in this width. If you do not want any lines to be broken, you can set PageWidth -> Infinity. Usually, however, you will want

to  set  PageWidth  to  the  value  appropriate  for  your  particular  output  device.  On  many  systems,  you  will  have  to  run  an  external

program  to  find  out  what  this  value  is.  Using  SetOptions,  you  can  make  the  default  rule  for  PageWidth  be,  for  example,

PageWidth :> << "!devicewidth", so that an external program is run automatically to find the value of the option. 

This opens a stream, specifying that the page width is 20 characters. 

In[16]:= stmp = OpenWrite@"tmp", PageWidth -> 20D

Out[16]= OutputStream@tmp, 40D

This writes out an expression, then closes the stream. 

In[17]:= Write@stmp, Expand@H1 + xL^5DD; Close@stmpD

Out[17]= tmp

The lines in the expression written out are all broken so as to be at most 20 characters long. 

In[18]:= FilePrint@"tmp"D

1 + 5*x + 10*x^2 + 
 10*x^3 + 5*x^4 + 
 x^5

The  option  CharacterEncoding  allows  you  to  specify  a  character  encoding  that  will  be  used  for  all  strings  which  are  sent  to  a

particular  output  stream,  whether  by  Write  or  WriteString.  You  will  typically  need  to  use  CharacterEncoding  if  you  want  to

modify an international character set, or prevent a particular output device from receiving characters that it cannot handle. 

Options@streamD find the options that have been set for a stream

SetOptions@stream,opt
1
->val1,¼D reset options for an open stream

Manipulating options of streams. 

This opens a stream with the default settings for options. 

In[19]:= stmp = OpenWrite@"tmp"D

Out[19]= OutputStream@tmp, 41D

This changes the FormatType option for the open stream. 

In[20]:= SetOptions@stmp, FormatType -> TeXFormD;

Options shows the options you have set for the open stream. 

In[21]:= Options@stmpD

Out[21]= 8BinaryFormat ® False, FormatType ® TeXForm, PageWidth ® 78, PageHeight ® 22, TotalWidth ® ¥, TotalHeight ® ¥,
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This closes the stream again. 

In[22]:= Close@stmpD

Out[22]= tmp

Options@$OutputD find the options set for all streams in the channel $Output

SetOptions@$Output,opt
1
->val1,¼D

set options for all streams in the channel $Output

Manipulating options for the standard output channel. 

At  every  point  in  your  session,  Mathematica  maintains  a  list  Streams@D  of  all  the  input  and output  streams that  are  currently  open,

together with their options. In some cases, you may find it useful to look at this list directly. Mathematica will not, however, allow you to

modify the list, except indirectly through OpenRead and so on. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Naming and Finding Files

Directory Operations
The precise details of the naming of files differ from one computer system to another. Nevertheless, Mathematica provides some fairly

general mechanisms that work on all systems. 

Mathematica assumes that all your files are arranged in a hierarchy of directories. To find a particular file, Mathematica must know both

what the name of the file is, and what sequence of directories it is in. 

At any given time, however, you have a current working directory, and you can refer to files or other directories by specifying where they

are relative to this directory. Typically you can refer to files or directories that are actually in this directory simply by giving their names,

with no directory information.

Directory@D your current working directory

SetDirectory@"dir"D set your current working directory

ResetDirectory@D revert to your previous working directory

Manipulating directories. 

This gives a string representing your current working directory. 

In[1]:= Directory@D

Out[1]= /users/sw

This sets your current working directory to be the Examples subdirectory. 

In[2]:= SetDirectory@"Examples"D

Out[2]= /users/sw/Examples

Now your current working directory is different. 

In[3]:= Directory@D

Out[3]= /users/sw/Examples

This reverts to your previous working directory. 

In[4]:= ResetDirectory@D

Out[4]= /users/sw

When you call  SetDirectory,  you can give any directory name that is recognized by your operating system. Thus, for example, on

Unix−based systems, you can specify a directory one level up in the directory hierarchy using the notation .., and you can specify your

"home" directory as ~. 

Whenever you go to a new directory using SetDirectory, Mathematica always remembers what the previous directory was. You can

return  to  this  previous  directory  using  ResetDirectory .  In  general,  Mathematica  maintains  a  stack  of  directories,  given  by

DirectoryStack@D.  Every  time  you  call  SetDirectory,  it  adds  a  new  directory  to  the  stack,  and  every  time  you  call

ResetDirectory  it removes a directory from the stack. 
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ParentDirectory@D the parent of your current working directory

$InitialDirectory the initial directory when Mathematica was started

$HomeDirectory your home directory, if this is defined

$BaseDirectory the base directory for systemwide files to be loaded by Mathematica

$UserBaseDirectory the base directory for user−specific files to be loaded by Mathematica

$InstallationDirectory the top−level directory in which your Mathematica installation resides

Special directories. 

Finding a File
Whenever you ask for a particular file, Mathematica in general goes through several steps to try and find the file you want. The first step

is to use whatever standard mechanisms exist in your operating system or shell. 

Mathematica scans the full name you give for a file, and looks to see whether it contains any of the "metacharacters" *, $, ~, ?, @, ", �

and ’. If it finds such characters, then it passes the full name to your operating system or shell for interpretation. This means that if you

are using a Unix−based system, then constructions like name*  and $VAR  will  be expanded at  this point.  But in general,  Mathematica

takes whatever was returned by your operating system or shell, and treats this as the full file name. 

For output  files,  this  is  the end of  the processing that  Mathematica  does.  If  Mathematica  cannot  find a unique file  with the name you

specified, then it will proceed to create the file. 

If  you are trying to get input from a file, however, then there is another round of processing that Mathematica  does. What happens is

that Mathematica looks at the value of the Path  option for the function you are using to determine the names of directories relative to

which it should search for the file. The default setting for the Path  option is the global variable $Path. 

Get@" file",Path->8"dir1","dir2",¼<D

get a file, searching for it relative to the directories diri

$Path default list of directories relative to which to search for input files

Search path for files. 

In general, the global variable $Path is defined to be a list of strings, with each string representing a directory. Every time you ask for

an input file, what Mathematica effectively does is temporarily to make each of these directories in turn your current working directory,

and then from that directory to try and find the file you have requested. 

Here is a typical setting for $Path. The current directory (.) and your home directory (~) are listed first. 

In[5]:= $Path

Out[5]= {., ~, /users/math/bin, /users/math/Packages}

You can also use FindFile to locate a file. 

FindFile@"name"D find the file with the specified name that would be loaded by Get and related 

functions

FileExistsQ@"name"D determine whether the file exists

Finding a file on the $Path. 

FindFile  searches all directories in $Path and returns the absolute name of the file that would be loaded by Get, Needs, and other

functions. FileExistsQ tests whether the file with the given name exists.

In[5]:= FindFile@"init.m"D

Out[5]= "C:\\Documents and Settings\\sw\\Application
Data\\Mathematica\\Kernel\\init.m"
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FindFile applied to a package name returns the absolute name of the init.m file from that package.

In[5]:= FindFile@"Combinatorica‘"D

Out[5]= "C:\\Program Files\\Wolfram 
Research\\Mathematica\\7.0\\AddOns\\Packages\\Combinatorica\\Kernel\\init.m"

Listing Contents of Directories

FileNames@D list all files in your current working directory

FileNames@" form"D list all files in your current working directory whose names match the string pattern 
form

FileNames@8" form
1
"," form

2
",¼<D list all files whose names match any of the formi

FileNames@ forms,8"dir1","dir2",¼<D

give the full names of all files whose names match forms in any of the directories 

diri

FileNames@ forms,dirs,nD include files that are in subdirectories up to n levels down

FileNames@ forms,dirs,InfinityD

include files in all subdirectories

FileNames@ forms,$Path,InfinityD

give all files whose names match forms in any subdirectory of the directories in 

$Path

Getting lists of files in particular directories. 

FileNames  returns a list of strings corresponding to file names. When it returns a file that is not in your current directory, it gives the

name  of  the  file  relative  to  the  current  directory.  Note  that  all  names  are  given  in  the  format  appropriate  for  the  particular  computer

system on which they were generated. 

Here is a list of all files in the current working directory whose names end with .m. 

In[6]:= FileNames@"*.m"D

Out[6]= {alpha.m, control.m, signals.m, test.m}

This lists files whose names start with a in the current directory, and in subdirectories with names that start with P. 

In[7]:= FileNames@"a*", 8".", "P*"<D

Out[7]= {alpha.m, Packages/astrodata, Packages/astro.m, Previous/atmp}

The  file  name  form  you  give  to  FileNames  can  use  any  of  Mathematica’s  string  pattern  objects,  typically  combined  with  the  ~~

operator. 

This gives a list of all files in your current working directory whose names match the form Test*.m. 

In[3]:= FileNames@"Test*.m"D

Out[3]= {Test1.m, Test2.m, TestFinal.m}

This lists only those files with names of the form Testd.m, where d is a sequence of one or more digits. 

In[3]:= FileNames@"Test" ~~ DigitCharacter .. ~~ ".m"D

Out[3]= {Test1.m, Test2.m}
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Composing a Filename

DirectoryName@" file"D extract the directory name from a file name

ToFileName@"directory","name"D assemble a full file name from a directory name and a file name

ParentDirectory@"directory"D give the parent of a directory

ToFileName@8"dir1","dir2",¼<,"name"D

assemble a full file name from a hierarchy of directory names

ToFileName@8"dir1","dir2",¼<D assemble a single directory name from a hierarchy of directory names

Manipulating file names. 

You should realize that different computer systems may give file names in different ways. Thus, for example, Windows systems typically

give  names  in  the  form  dir : �dir�dir�name  and  Unix  systems  give  names  in  the  form  dir�dir�name.  The  function  ToFileName

assembles file names in the appropriate way for the particular computer system you are using.

This gives the directory portion of the file name. 

In[8]:= DirectoryName@"Packages�Math�test.m"D

Out[8]= Packages�Math�

This constructs the full name of another file in the same directory as test.m. 

In[9]:= ToFileName@%, "abc.m"D

Out[9]= Packages�Math�abc.m

FileNameSplit@"name"D split the file name into a list of directory and file names

FileNameJoin@8dir1,¼<D combine a list of directory and file names into the file name

FileNameTake@"name",¼D extract part of the file name

FileNameDrop@"name",¼D drop parts of the file name

FileNameDepth@"name"D get the number of path elements in the file name

$PathnameSeparator path name separator used in your operating system

Manipulating file names. 

Functions like FileNameSplit  and FileNameJoin provide additional operations on file names. They respect the file name separator

used  by  your  operating  system  and  will  split  the  file  name  appropriately.  FileNameJoin  will  by  default  use  the

$PathnameSeparator to produce the name in a canonical form suitable for your operating system.

If you want to set up a collection of related files, it is often convenient to be able to refer to one file when you are reading another one.

The  global  variable  $Input  gives  the  name  of  the  file  from  which  input  is  currently  being  taken.  Using  DirectoryName  and

ToFileName you can then conveniently specify the names of other related files. 

$Input the name of the file or stream from which input is currently being taken

Finding out how to refer to a file currently being read by Mathematica.

One issue in handling files in Mathematica is that the form of file and directory names varies between computer systems. This means

for example that names of files which contain standard Mathematica packages may be quite different on different systems. Through a

sequence of conventions, it  is however possible to read in a standard Mathematica  package with the same command on all  systems.

The way this works is that each package defines a so−called Mathematica context, of the form name‘name‘. On each system, all files

are named in correspondence with the contexts they define. Then when you use the command << name‘name‘ Mathematica automati−

cally translates the context name into the file name appropriate for your particular computer system.
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Standard Filename Extensions

file.m Mathematica expression file in plain text format

file.nb Mathematica notebook file

file.mx Mathematica definitions in DumpSave format

Typical names of Mathematica files. 

If you use a notebook interface to Mathematica, then the Mathematica front end allows you to save complete notebooks, including not

only Mathematica input and output, but also text, graphics and other material. 

It is conventional to give Mathematica notebook files names that end in .nb, and most versions of Mathematica enforce this convention. 

FileBaseName@"name"D the parent of your current working directory

FileExtension@"name"D the initial directory when Mathematica was started

File name and extension.

You can use FileBaseName and FileExtension to extract the name of the file and its extension.

When you open a notebook in the Mathematica front end, Mathematica will immediately display the contents of the notebook, but it will

not normally send any of these contents to the kernel for evaluation until you explicitly request this to be done. 

Within a Mathematica notebook, however, you can use the Cell menu in the front end to identify certain cells as initialization cells, and if

you do this, then the contents of these cells will automatically be evaluated whenever you open the notebook. 

The I in the cell bracket indicates that the second cell is an initialization cell that will be evaluated whenever the notebook is opened. 

It  is  sometimes  convenient  to  maintain  Mathematica  material  both  in  a  notebook  which  contains  explanatory  text,  and  in  a  package

which contains  only  raw Mathematica  definitions.  You can do this  by  putting  the Mathematica  definitions  into  initialization  cells  in  the

notebook. Every time you save the notebook, the front end will then allow you to save an associated .m file which contains only the raw

Mathematica definitions.

MORE ABOUT

� Operations on File Names

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams

� External Programs

� Mathematica File Organization
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Files for Packages
When  you  create  or  use  Mathematica  packages,  you  will  often  want  to  refer  to  files  in  a  system−independent  way.  You  can  use

contexts to do this. 

The basic idea is that on every computer system there is a convention about how files corresponding to Mathematica contexts should

be  named.  Then,  when  you  refer  to  a  file  using  a  context,  the  particular  version  of  Mathematica  you  are  using  converts  the  context

name to the file name appropriate for the computer system you are on. 

<<context‘ read in the file corresponding to the specified context

Using contexts to specify files. 

This reads in one of the standard packages that come with Mathematica. 

In[1]:= << VectorAnalysis‘

name.mx file in DumpSave format

name.mx�$SystemID�name.mx file in DumpSave format for your computer system

name.m file in Mathematica source format

name�init.m initialization file for a particular directory

dir�¼ files in other directories specified by $Path

The typical sequence of files looked for by << name‘. 

Mathematica is set up so that << name‘ will automatically try to load the appropriate version of a file. It will first try to load a name.mx file

that  is  optimized  for  your  particular  computer  system.  If  it  finds  no  such  file,  then  it  will  try  to  load  a  name.m  file  containing  ordinary

system−independent Mathematica input. 

If name is a directory, then Mathematica will try to load the initialization file init.m in that directory. The purpose of the init.m file is to

provide a convenient  way to set  up Mathematica  packages that  involve many separate files.  The idea is  to allow you to give just  the

command << name‘, but then to load init.m to initialize the whole package, reading in whatever other files are necessary.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Manipulating Files and Directories

CopyFile@" file
1
"," file

2
"D copy file

1
 to file

2

RenameFile@" file
1
"," file

2
"D give file

1
 the name file

2

DeleteFile@" file"D delete a file

FileByteCount@" file"D give the number of bytes in a file

FileDate@" file"D give the modification date for a file

SetFileDate@" file"D set the modification date for a file to be the current date

FileType@" file"D give the type of a file as File, Directory  or None

Functions for manipulating files. 

Different  operating  systems  have  different  commands  for  manipulating  files.  Mathematica  provides  a  simple  set  of  file  manipulation

functions, intended to work in the same way under all operating systems. 

Notice that CopyFile  and RenameFile give the final file the same modification date as the original one. FileDate  returns modifica−

tion dates in the 8year, month, day, hour, minute, second< format used by DateList. 

CreateDirectory@"name"D create a new directory

DeleteDirectory@"name"D delete an empty directory

DeleteDirectory@"name",DeleteContents->TrueD

delete a directory and all files and directories it contains

RenameDirectory@"name1","name2"D rename a directory

CopyDirectory@"name1","name2"D copy a directory and all the files in it

Functions for manipulating directories. 

MORE ABOUT

� File Operations

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Reading Textual Data
With <<, you can read files which contain Mathematica expressions given in input form. Sometimes, however, you may instead need to

read files of data in other formats. For example, you may have data generated by an external program which consists of a sequence of

numbers separated by spaces. This data cannot be read directly as Mathematica input. However, the function ReadList  can take such

data from a file or input stream, and convert it to a Mathematica list. 

ReadList@" file",NumberD read a sequence of numbers from a file, and put them in a Mathematica list

Reading numbers from a file. 

Here is a file of numbers. 

In[1]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�numbers"D

11.1   22.2    33.3
44.4   55.5    66.6

This reads all the numbers in the file, and returns a list of them. 

In[2]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�numbers", NumberD

Out[2]= 811.1, 22.2, 33.3, 44.4, 55.5, 66.6<

ReadList@" file",8Number,Number<D read numbers from a file, putting each successive pair into a separate list

ReadList@" file",Table@Number,8n<DD

put each successive block of n numbers in a separate list

ReadList@" file",Number,RecordLists->TrueD

put all the numbers on each line of the file into a separate list

Reading blocks of numbers. 

This puts each successive pair of numbers from the file into a separate list. 

In[3]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�numbers", 8Number, Number<D

Out[3]= 8811.1, 22.2<, 833.3, 44.4<, 855.5, 66.6<<

This makes each line in the file into a separate list. 

In[4]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�numbers", Number, RecordLists -> TrueD

Out[4]= 8811.1, 22.2, 33.3<, 844.4, 55.5, 66.6<<

ReadList  can  handle  numbers  which  are  given  in  Fortran−like  "E"  notation.  Thus,  for  example,  ReadList  will  read  2.5 E + 5  as

2.5�10
5. Note that ReadList can handle numbers with any number of digits of precision. 

Here is a file containing numbers in Fortran−like "E" notation. 

In[5]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�bignum"D

4.5E−5      7.8E4
2.5E2      −8.9

ReadList can handle numbers in this form. 

In[6]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�bignum", NumberD

Out[6]= 80.000045, 78000., 250., -8.9<
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ReadList@" file",typeD read a sequence of objects of a particular type

ReadList@" file",type,nD read at most n objects

Reading objects of various types. 

ReadList  can read not only numbers, but also a variety of other types of object. Each type of object is specified by a symbol such as

Number. 

Here is a file containing text. 

In[7]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�strings"D

Here is text. 
And more text.

This produces a list of the characters in the file, each given as a one−character string. 

In[8]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�strings", CharacterD

Out[8]= 8H, e, r, e, , i, s, , t, e, x, t, ., ,
, A, n, d, , m, o, r, e, , t, e, x, t, .,
<

Here are the integer codes corresponding to each of the bytes in the file. 

In[9]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�strings", ByteD

Out[9]= 872, 101, 114, 101, 32, 105, 115, 32, 116, 101, 120, 116, 46, 32, 10, 65, 110, 100, 32, 109, 111, 114, 101, 32,

This puts the data from each line in the file into a separate list. 

In[10]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�strings", Byte, RecordLists -> TrueD

Out[10]= 8872, 101, 114, 101, 32, 105, 115, 32, 116, 101, 120, 116, 46, 32<, 865, 110, 100, 32, 109, 111, 114, 101, 32,

Byte single byte of data, returned as an integer

Character single character, returned as a one−character string

Real approximate number in Fortran−like notation

Number exact or approximate number in Fortran−like notation

Word sequence of characters delimited by word separators

Record sequence of characters delimited by record separators

String string terminated by a newline

Expression complete Mathematica expression

Hold@ExpressionD complete Mathematica expression, returned inside Hold

Types of objects to read.

This returns a list of the ú words ø  in the file strings. 

In[11]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�strings", WordD

Out[11]= 8Here, is, text., And, more, text.<

ReadList  allows you to read ú wordsø  from a file. It considers a ú wordø  to be any sequence of characters delimited by word separa−

tors.  You can set  the option WordSeparators  to  specify  the strings you want  to  treat  as word separators.  The default  is  to  include

spaces  and  tabs,  but  not  to  include,  for  example,  standard  punctuation  characters.  Note  that  in  all  cases  successive  words  can  be

separated by any number of word separators. These separators are never taken to be part of the actual words returned by ReadList. 
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option name default value

RecordLists False whether to make a separate list for the objects in each record

RecordSeparators 8"\r\n",
"\n","\r"<

separators for records

WordSeparators 8" ","�t"< separators for words

NullRecords False whether to keep zero−length records

NullWords False whether to keep zero−length words

TokenWords 8< words to take as tokens

Options for ReadList . 

This reads the text in the file strings as a sequence of words, using the letter e and . as word separators. 

In[12]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�strings", Word, WordSeparators -> 8"e", "."<D

Out[12]= 8H, r, is t, xt, , And mor, t, xt<

Mathematica considers any data file to consist of a sequence of records. By default, each line is considered to be a separate record. In

general,  you can set the option RecordSeparators  to give a list  of  separators for records. Note that words can never cross record

separators. As with word separators, any number of record separators can exist between successive records, and these separators are

not considered to be part of the records themselves. 

By default, each line of the file is considered to be a record. 

In[13]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�strings", RecordD �� InputForm

Out[13]//InputForm= {"Here is text. ", "And more text."}

Here is a file containing three ú sentencesø  ending with periods. 

In[14]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�sentences"D

Here is text. And more.
And a second line.

This allows both periods and newlines as record separators. 

In[15]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�sentences", Record, RecordSeparators -> 8".", "\n"<D

Out[15]= 8Here is text, And more, And a second line<

This puts the words in each ú sentence ø  into a separate list. 

In[16]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�sentences", Word, RecordLists -> True, RecordSeparators -> 8".", "\n"<D

Out[16]= 88Here, is, text<, 8And, more<, 8And, a, second, line<<

ReadList@" file",Record,RecordSeparators->8<D

read the whole of a file as a single string

ReadList@" file",Record,RecordSeparators->88"lsep
1
",¼<,8"rsep

1
",¼<<D

make a list of those parts of a file which lie between the lsepi and the rsepi

Settings for the RecordSeparators option. 

Here is a file containing some text. 

In[17]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�source"D

f[x] (: function f :)
g[x] (: function g :)
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This reads all the text in the file source, and returns it as a single string. 

In[18]:= InputForm@ReadList@"ExampleData�source", Record, RecordSeparators -> 8<DD

Out[18]//InputForm= {"f[x] (: function f :)\ng[x] (: function g :)\n"}

This gives a list of the parts of the file that lie between H : and : L separators. 

In[19]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�source", Record, RecordSeparators -> 88"H: "<, 8" :L"<<D

Out[19]= 8function f, function g<

By choosing appropriate separators, you can pick out specific parts of files. 

In[20]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�source", Record, RecordSeparators -> 88"H: function ", "@"<, 8" :L", "D"<<D

Out[20]= 8x, f, x, g<

Mathematica  usually  allows  any  number  of  appropriate  separators  to  appear  between  successive  records  or  words.  Sometimes,

however, when several separators are present, you may want to assume that a ú null record ø  or ú null wordø  appears between each pair

of adjacent separators. You can do this by setting the options NullRecords -> True  or NullWords -> True . 

Here is a file containing ú words ø  separated by colons. 

In[21]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�words"D

first:second::fourth:::seventh

Here the repeated colons are treated as single separators. 

In[22]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�words", Word, WordSeparators -> 8":"<D

Out[22]= 8first, second, fourth, seventh<

Now repeated colons are taken to have null words in between. 

In[23]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�words", Word, WordSeparators -> 8":"<, NullWords -> TrueD

Out[23]= 8first, second, , fourth, , , seventh<

In most cases, you want words to be delimited by separators which are not themselves considered as words. Sometimes, however, it is

convenient  to  allow words to  be delimited by  special  ú token words ø , which are  themselves words.  You can give  a  list  of  such token

words as a setting for the option TokenWords. 

Here is some text. 

In[24]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�language"D

22*a*b+56*c+13*a*d

This reads the text, using the specified token words to delimit words in the text. 

In[25]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�language", Word, TokenWords -> 8"+", "*"<D

Out[25]= 822, *, a, *, b, +, 56, *, c, +, 13, *, a, *, d<

You can use ReadList  to read Mathematica expressions from files. In general, each expression must end with a newline, although a

single expression may go on for several lines. 

Here is a file containing text that can be used as Mathematica input. 

In[26]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�exprs"D

x + y +
z
2^8
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This reads the text in exprs as Mathematica expressions. 

In[27]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�exprs", ExpressionD

Out[27]= 8x + y + z, 256<

This prevents the expressions from being evaluated. 

In[28]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�exprs", Hold@ExpressionDD

Out[28]= 9Hold@x + y + zD, HoldA28E=

ReadList  can  insert  the  objects  it  reads  into  any  Mathematica  expression.  The  second  argument  to  ReadList  can  consist  of  any

expression  containing  symbols  such  as  Number  and  Word  specifying  objects  to  read.  Thus,  for  example,

ReadList@" file", 8Number, Number<D  inserts  successive  pairs  of  numbers  that  it  reads  into  lists.  Similarly,

ReadList@" file", Hold@ExpressionDD puts expressions that it reads inside Hold . 

If ReadList  reaches the end of your file before it has finished reading a particular set of objects you have asked for, then it inserts the

special symbol EndOfFile  in place of the objects it has not yet read. 

Here is a file of numbers. 

In[29]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�numbers"D

11.1   22.2    33.3
44.4   55.5    66.6

The symbol EndOfFile  appears in place of numbers that were needed after the end of the file was reached. 

In[30]:= ReadList@"ExampleData�numbers", 8Number, Number, Number, Number<D

Out[30]= 8811.1, 22.2, 33.3, 44.4<, 855.5, 66.6, EndOfFile, EndOfFile<<

ReadList@"!command",typeD execute a command, and read its output

ReadList@stream,typeD read any input stream

Reading from commands and streams. 

This executes the Unix command date, and reads its output as a string. 

In[31]:= ReadList@"!date", StringD

Out[31]= 8Thu Mar 31 19:20:36 CST 2005<

OpenRead@" file"D open a file for reading

OpenRead@"!command"D open a pipe for reading

Read@stream,typeD read an object of the specified type from a stream

Skip@stream,typeD skip over an object of the specified type in an input stream

Skip@stream,type,nD skip over n objects of the specified type in an input stream

Close@streamD close an input stream

Functions for reading from input streams. 

ReadList  allows you to read all  the data in a particular file or input stream. Sometimes, however, you want to get data a piece at a

time, perhaps doing tests to find out what kind of data to expect next. 

When  you  read  individual  pieces  of  data  from  a  file,  Mathematica  always  remembers  the  ú current pointø  that  you  are  at  in  the  file.

When  you  call  OpenRead,  Mathematica  sets  up  an  input  stream from a  file,  and  makes  your  current  point  the  beginning  of  the  file.

Every time you read an object from the file using Read , Mathematica sets your current point to be just after the object you have read.

Using Skip , you can advance the current point past a sequence of objects without actually reading the objects. 
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Here is a file of numbers. 

In[32]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�numbers"D

11.1   22.2    33.3
44.4   55.5    66.6

This opens an input stream from the file. 

In[33]:= snum = OpenRead@"ExampleData�numbers"D

Out[33]= InputStream@ExampleData�numbers, 66D

This reads the first number from the file. 

In[34]:= Read@snum, NumberD

Out[34]= 11.1

This reads the second pair of numbers. 

In[35]:= Read@snum, 8Number, Number<D

Out[35]= 822.2, 33.3<

This skips the next number. 

In[36]:= Skip@snum, NumberD

And this reads the remaining numbers. 

In[37]:= ReadList@snum, NumberD

Out[37]= 855.5, 66.6<

This closes the input stream. 

In[38]:= Close@snumD

Out[38]= ExampleData�numbers

You can use the options WordSeparators  and RecordSeparators in Read  and Skip  just as you do in ReadList. 

Note that if you try to read past the end of file, Read  returns the symbol EndOfFile . 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Searching Files

FindList@" file","text"D get a list of all the lines in the file that contain the specified text

FindList@" file","text",nD get a list of the first n lines that contain the specified text

FindList@" file",8"text1","text2",¼<D get lines that contain any of the texti

Finding lines that contain specified text. 

Here is a file containing some text. 

In[1]:= FilePrint@"ExampleData�textfile"D

Here is the first line of text.
And the second.
And the third. Here is the end.

This returns a list of all the lines in the file containing the text is. 

In[2]:= FindList@"ExampleData�textfile", "is"D

Out[2]= 8Here is the first line of text., And the third. Here is the end.<

The text fourth appears nowhere in the file. 

In[3]:= FindList@"ExampleData�textfile", "fourth"D

Out[3]= 8<

By default, FindList  scans successive lines of a file, and returns those lines which contain the text you specify. In general, however,

you  can  get  FindList  to  scan  successive  records,  and  return  complete  records  which  contain  specified  text.  As  in  ReadList,  the

option RecordSeparators allows you to tell Mathematica what strings you want to consider as record separators. Note that by giving

a pair of lists as the setting for RecordSeparators,  you can specify different left  and right separators. By doing this, you can make

FindList search only for text which is between specific pairs of separators. 

This finds all ú sentences ø  ending with a period which contain And. 

In[4]:= FindList@"ExampleData�textfile", "And", RecordSeparators -> 8"."<D

Out[4]= 8
And the second,
And the third<

option name default value

RecordSeparators 8"�n"< separators for records

AnchoredSearch False whether to require the text searched for to be at the 
beginning of a record

WordSeparators 8" ","�t"< separators for words

WordSearch False whether to require that the text searched for appear as a word

IgnoreCase False whether to treat lowercase and uppercase letters as 
equivalent

Options for FindList . 

This finds only the occurrence of Here which is at the beginning of a line in the file. 

In[5]:= FindList@"ExampleData�textfile", "Here", AnchoredSearch -> TrueD

Out[5]= 8Here is the first line of text.<
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In general, FindList  finds text that appears anywhere inside a record. By setting the option WordSearch -> True , however, you can

tell FindList  to require that the text it is looking for appears as a separate word in the record. The option WordSeparators  specifies

the list of separators for words. 

The text th does appear in the file, but not as a word. As a result, the FindList fails. 

In[6]:= FindList@"ExampleData�textfile", "th", WordSearch -> TrueD

Out[6]= 8<

FindList@8" file
1
"," file

2
",¼<,"text"D

search for occurrences of the text in any of the file
i

Searching in multiple files. 

This searches for third in two copies of textfile. 

In[7]:= FindList@8"ExampleData�textfile", "ExampleData�textfile"<, "third"D

Out[7]= 8And the third. Here is the end., And the third. Here is the end.<

It is often useful to call FindList on lists of files generated by functions such as FileNames . 

FindList@"!command",¼D run an external command, and find text in its output

Finding text in the output from an external program. 

This runs the external Unix command date in a text−based interface. 

In[8]:= ! date

Thu Mar 31 19:20:36 CST 2006

Out[8]= 0

This finds the time−of−day field in the date. 

In[9]:= FindList@"!date", ":", RecordSeparators -> 8" "<D

Out[9]= 819:20:36<

OpenRead@" file"D open a file for reading

OpenRead@"!command"D open a pipe for reading

Find@stream,textD find the next occurrence of text

Close@streamD close an input stream

Finding successive occurrences of text. 

FindList  works by making one pass through a particular  file,  looking for  occurrences of  the text  you specify.  Sometimes,  however,

you may want to search incrementally for successive occurrences of a piece of text. You can do this using Find . 

In order to use Find , you first explicitly have to open an input stream using OpenRead. Then, every time you call Find  on this stream,

it will search for the text you specify, and make the current point in the file be just after the record it finds. As a result, you can call Find

several times to find successive pieces of text. 
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This opens an input stream for textfile. 

In[10]:= stext = OpenRead@"ExampleData�textfile"D

Out[10]= InputStream@ExampleData�textfile, 76D

This finds the first line containing And. 

In[11]:= Find@stext, "And"D

Out[11]= And the second.

Calling Find  again gives you the next line containing And. 

In[12]:= Find@stext, "And"D

Out[12]= And the third. Here is the end.

This closes the input stream. 

In[13]:= Close@stextD

Out[13]= ExampleData�textfile

Once you have an input stream, you can mix calls to Find ,  Skip  and Read .  If  you ever call  FindList  or ReadList,  Mathematica

will immediately read to the end of the input stream. 

This opens the input stream. 

In[14]:= stext = OpenRead@"ExampleData�textfile"D

Out[14]= InputStream@ExampleData�textfile, 77D

This finds the first line which contains second, and leaves the current point in the file at the beginning of the next line. 

In[15]:= Find@stext, "second"D

Out[15]= And the second.

Read  can then read the word that appears at the beginning of the line. 

In[16]:= Read@stext, WordD

Out[16]= And

This skips over the next three words. 

In[17]:= Skip@stext, Word, 3D

Mathematica finds is in the remaining text, and prints the entire record as output. 

In[18]:= Find@stext, "is"D

Out[18]= And the third. Here is the end.

This closes the input stream. 

In[19]:= Close@stextD

Out[19]= ExampleData�textfile
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StreamPosition@streamD find the position of the current point in an open stream

SetStreamPosition@stream,nD set the position of the current point

SetStreamPosition@stream,0D set the current point to the beginning of a stream

SetStreamPosition@stream,InfinityD

set the current point to the end of a stream

Finding and setting the current point in a stream. 

Functions like Read ,  Skip  and Find  usually  operate on streams in an entirely sequential  fashion.  Each time one of  the functions is

called, the current point in the stream moves on. 

Sometimes,  you  may  need  to  know  where  the  current  point  in  a  stream  is,  and  be  able  to  reset  it.  On  most  computer  systems,

StreamPosition  returns the position of the current point as an integer giving the number of bytes from the beginning of the stream. 

This opens the stream. 

In[20]:= stext = OpenRead@"ExampleData�textfile"D

Out[20]= InputStream@ExampleData�textfile, 78D

When you first open the file, the current point is at the beginning, and StreamPosition  returns 0. 

In[21]:= StreamPosition@stextD

Out[21]= 0

This reads the first line in the file. 

In[22]:= Read@stext, RecordD

Out[22]= Here is the first line of text.

Now the current point has advanced. 

In[23]:= StreamPosition@stextD

Out[23]= 31

This sets the stream position back. 

In[24]:= SetStreamPosition@stext, 5D

Out[24]= 5

Now Read  returns the remainder of the first line. 

In[25]:= Read@stext, RecordD

Out[25]= is the first line of text.

This closes the stream. 

In[26]:= Close@stextD

Out[26]= ExampleData�textfile

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Searching and Reading Strings
Functions like Read  and Find  are most often used for processing text and data from external files. In some cases, however, you may

find  it  convenient  to  use  these  same  functions  to  process  strings  within  Mathematica.  You  can  do  this  by  using  the  function

StringToStream , which opens an input stream that takes characters not from an external file, but instead from a Mathematica string. 

StringToStream@"string"D open an input stream for reading from a string

Close@streamD close an input stream

Treating strings as input streams. 

This opens an input stream for reading from the string. 

In[1]:= str = StringToStream@"A string of words."D

Out[1]= InputStream@String, 27D

This reads the first ú wordø  from the string. 

In[2]:= Read@str, WordD

Out[2]= A

This reads the remaining words from the string. 

In[3]:= ReadList@str, WordD

Out[3]= 8string, of, words.<

This closes the input stream. 

In[4]:= Close@strD

Out[4]= String

Input streams associated with strings work just like those with files. At any given time, there is a current position in the stream, which

advances when you use functions like Read . The current position is given as the number of characters from the beginning of the string

by the function StreamPosition@streamD. You can explicitly set the current position using SetStreamPosition@stream, nD. 

Here is an input stream associated with a string. 

In[5]:= str = StringToStream@"123 456 789"D

Out[5]= InputStream@String, 28D

The current position is initially 0 characters from the beginning of the string. 

In[6]:= StreamPosition@strD

Out[6]= 0

This reads a number from the stream. 

In[7]:= Read@str, NumberD

Out[7]= 123
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The current position is now 3 characters from the beginning of the string. 

In[8]:= StreamPosition@strD

Out[8]= 3

This sets the current position to be 1 character from the beginning of the string. 

In[9]:= SetStreamPosition@str, 1D

Out[9]= 1

If you now read a number from the string, you get the 23 part of 123. 

In[10]:= Read@str, NumberD

Out[10]= 23

This sets the current position to the end of the string. 

In[11]:= SetStreamPosition@str, InfinityD

Out[11]= 11

If you now try to read from the stream, you will always get EndOfFile . 

In[12]:= Read@str, NumberD

Out[12]= EndOfFile

This closes the stream. 

In[13]:= Close@strD

Out[13]= String

Particularly when you are processing large volumes of  textual  data,  it  is  common to read fairly  long strings into Mathematica,  then to

use StringToStream  to allow further processing of these strings within Mathematica. Once you have created an input stream using

StringToStream , you can read and search the string using any of the functions discussed for files. 

This puts the whole contents of textfile into a string. 

In[14]:= s = First@ReadList@"ExampleData�textfile", Record, RecordSeparators -> 8<DD

Out[14]= Here is the first line of text.
And the second.
And the third. Here is the end.

This opens an input stream for the string. 

In[15]:= str = StringToStream@sD

Out[15]= InputStream@String, 30D

This gives the lines of text in the string that contain is. 

In[16]:= FindList@str, "is"D

Out[16]= 8Here is the first line of text., And the third. Here is the end.<

This resets the current position back to the beginning of the string. 

In[17]:= SetStreamPosition@str, 0D

Out[17]= 0
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This finds the first occurrence of the in the string, and leaves the current point just after it. 

In[18]:= Find@str, "the", RecordSeparators -> 8" "<D

Out[18]= the

This reads the ú wordø  which appears immediately after the. 

In[19]:= Read@str, WordD

Out[19]= first

This closes the input stream.

In[20]:= Close@strD

Out[20]= String

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Files and Streams
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Binary Files
Functions like Read  and Write handle ordinary printable text. But in dealing with external data files or devices it is sometimes neces−

sary to go to a lower level, and work directly with raw binary data. You can do this using BinaryRead and BinaryWrite. 

BinaryRead@streamD read one byte

BinaryRead@stream,typeD read an object of the specified type

BinaryRead@stream,8type
1
,type

2
,¼<D read a list of objects

BinaryWrite@stream,bD write one byte

BinaryWrite@stream,8b1,b2,¼<D write a sequence of bytes

BinaryWrite@stream,"string"D write the characters in a string

BinaryWrite@stream,x,typeD write an object of the specified type

BinaryWrite@stream,8x1,x2,¼<,typeD write a sequence of objects

BinaryWrite@stream,8x1,x2,¼<,8type1,type2,¼<D

write objects of different types

Reading and writing binary data. 

"Byte" 8−bit unsigned integer

"Character8" 8−bit character

"Character16" 16−bit character

"Complex64" IEEE single−precision complex number

"Complex128" IEEE double−precision complex number

"Complex256" IEEE quad−precision complex number

"Integer8" 8−bit signed integer

"Integer16" 16−bit signed integer

"Integer32" 32−bit signed integer

"Integer64" 64−bit signed integer

"Integer128" 128−bit signed integer

"Real32" IEEE single−precision real number

"Real64" IEEE double−precision real number

"Real128" IEEE quad−precision real number

"TerminatedString" null−terminated string of 8−bit characters

"UnsignedInteger8" 8−bit unsigned integer

"UnsignedInteger16" 16−bit unsigned integer

"UnsignedInteger32" 32−bit unsigned integer

"UnsignedInteger64" 64−bit unsigned integer

"UnsignedInteger128" 128−bit unsigned integer

Types supported in BinaryRead and BinaryWrite. 

This writes a sequence of bytes to a file. 

In[1]:= BinaryWrite@"tmp", 897, 98, 99, 100, 101<D

Out[1]= tmp

BinaryWrite automatically opens a stream for the file. This closes it. 

In[2]:= Close@"tmp"D;
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This reads the first byte from the file, returning it as an integer. 

In[3]:= BinaryRead@"tmp"D

Out[3]= 97

This reads the second 8 bits in the file as a character. 

In[4]:= BinaryRead@"tmp", "Character8"D

Out[4]= b

This reads the next 32 bits as a 32−bit integer. 

In[5]:= BinaryRead@"tmp", "Integer32"D

Out[5]= EndOfFile

Like Read  and Write,  BinaryRead  and BinaryWrite  work with streams.  But  if  you give a file  name, they automatically  open the

specified file as a stream. To create a stream directly you can use OpenRead  or OpenWrite . On some computer systems, the option

setting  BinaryFormat -> True  is  required  for  any  stream  to  be  used  with  BinaryRead  and  BinaryWrite,  in  order  to  prevent

possible corruption from such issues as newline translation.

In  using  Mathematica  you  are  normally  completely  insulated  from  the  raw  representation  of  data  inside  your  computer.  But  with

BinaryRead  and BinaryWrite  this  is  no longer  so.  One of  the subtleties that  then arises is  that  different  computers may take the

bytes that make up numbers to be in different orders, as specified by their setting for $ByteOrdering. 

This writes a 32−bit integer to a file. 

In[6]:= BinaryWrite@"tmp2", 45 671, "Integer32"D

Out[6]= tmp2

This closes the file. 

In[7]:= Close@"tmp2"D;

This reads the integer back, but assumes an opposite byte ordering. 

In[8]:= BinaryRead@"tmp2", "Integer32", ByteOrdering -> -$ByteOrderingD

Out[8]= 1739 718656

BinaryReadList@" file"D read all the bytes in a file

BinaryReadList@" file",typeD read all the data, treating it as objects of a certain type

BinaryReadList@" file",8type
1
,type

2
,¼<D

treat the data as objects of a sequence of types

BinaryReadList@" file",types,nD read only the first n objects

Reading complete binary files. 

This writes out a 128−bit real number. 

In[9]:= BinaryWrite@"tmp3", 5.67891, "Real128"D

Out[9]= tmp3

This reads back the bytes in the number. 

In[10]:= BinaryReadList@"tmp3", "Byte"D

Out[10]= 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 224, 89, 187, 237, 66, 115, 107, 1, 64<
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This reads back the bytes as a sequence of 32−bit real numbers. 

In[11]:= BinaryReadList@"tmp3", "Real32"D

Out[11]= 90., -3.68935´10
19, 118.866, 2.02218=

This treats the data as pairs containing a byte and a 32−bit real. 

In[12]:= BinaryReadList@"tmp3", 8"Byte", "Real32"<D

Out[12]= 980, 0.<, 80, -0.00332451<, 9237, 4.32454´10-38=, 864, EndOfFile<=

BinaryRead and BinaryWrite allow complete flexibility in reading and writing raw binary data. But in many practical applications one

instead wants to work only with particular predefined formats. You can do this using Import and Export. 

In addition to many complex formats, Import  and Export  support files containing sequences of identical data elements, of the same

types as in BinaryRead and BinaryWrite. They also support the "Bit" format, consisting of individual binary bits, represented as 0

or 1. 
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Generating C and Fortran Expressions
If you have special−purpose programs written in C or Fortran, you may want to take formulas you have generated in Mathematica and

insert  them into  the  source  code of  your  programs.  Mathematica  allows you to  convert  mathematical  expressions  into  C and Fortran

expressions.

CForm@exprD write out expr so it can be used in a C program

FortranForm@exprD write out expr for Fortran

Mathematica output for programming languages. 

Here is an expression, written out in standard Mathematica form. 

In[1]:= Expand@H1 + x + yL^2D

Out[1]= 1 + 2 x + x2 + 2 y + 2 x y + y2

Here is the expression in Fortran form. 

In[2]:= FortranForm@%D

Out[2]//FortranForm= 1 + 2*x + x**2 + 2*y + 2*x*y + y**2

Here is the same expression in C form. Macros for objects like Power are defined in the C header file mdefs.h that comes with most 

versions of Mathematica. 

In[3]:= CForm@%D

Out[3]//CForm= 1 + 2*x + Power(x,2) + 2*y + 2*x*y + Power(y,2)

You should realize that there are many differences between Mathematica and C or Fortran. As a result, expressions you translate may

not  work  exactly  the  same as  they  do  in  Mathematica.  In  addition,  there  are  so  many differences  in  programming constructs  that  no

attempt is made to translate these automatically. 

Compile@x,exprD compile an expression into efficient internal code

A way to compile Mathematica expressions. 

One  of  the  common  motivations  for  converting  Mathematica  expressions  into  C  or  Fortran  is  to  try  to  make  them  faster  to  evaluate

numerically. But the single most important reason that C and Fortran can potentially be more efficient than Mathematica is that in these

languages one always specifies up front what type each variable one uses will be~integer, real number, array, and so on.

The Mathematica function Compile  makes such assumptions within Mathematica, and generates highly efficient internal code. Usually

this code runs not much if at all slower than custom C or Fortran. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� External Programs
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Splicing Mathematica Output into External Files
If you want to make use of Mathematica output in an external file such as a program or document, you will often find it useful to ú splice ø
the output automatically into the file.

Splice@" file.mx"D splice Mathematica output into an external file named file.mx, putting the results 

in the file file.x

Splice@"infile","outfile"D splice Mathematica output into infile, sending the output to outfile

Splicing Mathematica output into files. 

The basic  idea is  to  set  up the definitions you need in  a particular  Mathematica  session,  then run Splice  to  use the definitions you

have made to produce the appropriate output to insert into the external files. 

#include "mdefs.h"

double f(x)
double x;
{
double y;

y = <* Integrate[Sin[x]^5, x] *> ;

return(2*y − 1) ;
}

A simple C program containing a Mathematica formula. 

#include "mdefs.h"

double f(x)
double x;
{
double y;

y = −5*Cos(x)/8 + 5*Cos(3*x)/48 − Cos(5*x)/80 ;

return(2*y − 1) ;
}

The C program after processing with Splice. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� External Programs
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Importing and Exporting Data

Import@" file","Table"D import a table of data from a file

Export@" file",list,"Table"D export list to a file as a table of data

Importing and exporting tabular data. 

This exports an array of numbers to the file out.dat. 

In[1]:= Export@"out.dat", 885.7, 4.3<, 8-1.2, 7.8<<D

Out[1]= out.dat

Here are the contents of the file out.dat. 

In[2]:= FilePrint@"out.dat"D

5.7   4.3
−1.2   7.8

This imports the contents of out.dat as a table of data. 

In[3]:= Import@"out.dat", "Table"D

Out[3]= 885.7, 4.3<, 8-1.2, 7.8<<

Import@" file", "Table"D will handle many kinds of tabular data, automatically deducing the details of the format whenever possible.

Export@" file", list, "Table"D writes out data separated by spaces, with numbers given in C or Fortran−like form, as in 2.3 E5 and

so on. 

Import@"name.ext"D import data assuming a format deduced from the file name

Export@"name.ext",exprD export data in a format deduced from the file name

Importing and exporting general data. 

table formats "CSV", "TSV", "XLS"

matrix formats "HarwellBoeing", "MAT", "MTX"

specialized data formats "DIF", "FITS", "HDF5", "MPS", "SDTS", etc.

Some common formats for tabular data. 

Import  and Export  can handle not only tabular data, but also data corresponding to graphics, sounds, expressions and even whole

documents. Import  and Export  can often deduce the appropriate format for data simply by looking at the extension of the file name

for  the  file  in  which  the  data  is  being  stored.  "Exporting  Graphics  and  Sounds"  and  "Importing  and  Exporting  Files"  discuss  in  more

detail how Import and Export work. Note that you can also use Import and Export to manipulate raw files of binary data. 
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This imports a graphic in JPEG format. 

In[4]:= Import@"ExampleData�turtle.jpg"D

Out[4]= 

$ImportFormats import formats supported on your system

$ExportFormats export formats supported on your system

Finding the complete list of supported import and export formats. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� External Programs

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica
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Importing and Exporting Files

Import@" file","List"D import a one−dimensional list of data from a file

Export@" file",list,"List"D export list to a file as a one−dimensional list of data

Import@" file","Table"D import a two−dimensional table of data from a file

Export@" file",list,"Table"D export list to a file as a two−dimensional table of data

Import@" file","CSV"D import data in comma−separated format

Export@" file",list,"CSV"D export data in comma−separated format

Importing and exporting lists and tables of data. 

This exports a list of data to the file out1. 

In[1]:= Export@"out1", 86.7, 8.5, -5.3<, "List"D

Out[1]= out1

Here are the contents of the file. 

In[2]:= FilePrint@"out1"D

6.7
8.5
−5.3

This imports the contents back into Mathematica. 

In[3]:= Import@"out1", "List"D

Out[3]= 86.7, 8.5, -5.3<

If you want to use data purely within Mathematica, then the best way to keep it in a file is usually as a complete Mathematica expres−

sion, with all  its  structure preserved, as discussed in "Reading and Writing Mathematica  Files:  Files and Streams".  But if  you want to

exchange data with other programs, it is often more convenient to have the data in a simple list or table format. 

This exports a two−dimensional array of data. 

In[4]:= Export@"out2.dat", 885.6 ´ 10^12, 7.2 ´ 10^12<, 83, 5<<, "Table"D

Out[4]= out2.dat

When necessary, numbers are written in C or Fortran−like "E" notation. 

In[5]:= FilePrint@"out2.dat"D

5.6e12 7.2e12
3 5

This imports the array back into Mathematica. 

In[6]:= Import@"out2.dat", "Table"D

Out[6]= 995.6´10
12, 7.2´1012=, 83, 5<=

If you have a file in which each line consists of a single number, then you can use Import@" file", "List"D to import the contents of

the  file  as  a  list  of  numbers.  If  each  line  consists  of  a  sequence  of  numbers  separated  by  tabs  or  spaces,  then

Import@" file", "Table"D will yield a list of lists of numbers. If the file contains items that are not numbers, then these are returned

as Mathematica strings. 
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This exports a mixture of textual and numerical data. 

In[7]:= Export@"out3.dat", 88"first", 3.4<, 8"second", 7.8<<D

Out[7]= out3.dat

Here is the exported data. 

In[8]:= FilePrint@"out3.dat"D

first 3.4
second 7.8

This imports the data back into Mathematica. 

In[9]:= Import@"out3.dat", "Table"D

Out[9]= 88first, 3.4<, 8second, 7.8<<

With InputForm , you can explicitly see the strings. 

In[10]:= InputForm@%D

Out[10]//InputForm= {{"first", 3.4}, {"second", 7.8}}

Import@" file","List"D treat each line as a separate numerical or other data item

Import@" file","Table"D treat each element on each line as a separate numerical or other data item

Import@" file","String"D treat the whole file as a single character string

Import@" file","Text"D treat the whole file as a single string of text

Import@" file",8"Text","Lines"<D treat each line as a string of text

Import@" file",8"Text","Words"<D treat each separated word as a string of text

Importing files in different formats. 

This creates a file with two lines of text. 

In[11]:= Export@"out4.txt", 8"The first line.", "The second line."<, 8"Text", "Lines"<D

Out[11]= out4.txt

Here are the contents of the file. 

In[12]:= FilePrint@"out4.txt"D

The first line.
The second line.

This imports the whole file as a single string. 

In[13]:= Import@"out4.txt", "Text"D �� InputForm

Out[13]//InputForm= "The first line.\nThe second line."

This imports the file as a list of lines of text. 

In[14]:= Import@"out4.txt", 8"Text", "Lines"<D �� InputForm

Out[14]//InputForm= {"The first line.", "The second line."}

This imports the file as a list of words separated by white space. 

In[15]:= Import@"out4.txt", 8"Text", "Words"<D �� InputForm

Out[15]//InputForm= {"The", "first", "line.", "The", "second", "line."}
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Exporting Graphics and Sounds
Mathematica allows you to export graphics and sounds in a wide variety of formats. If you use the notebook front end for Mathematica,

then you can typically just copy and paste graphics and sounds directly into other programs using the standard mechanism available on

your computer system.

Export@"name.ext",graphicsD export graphics to a file in a format deduced from the file name

Export@" file",graphics," format"D

export graphics in the specified format

Export@"!command",graphics," format"D

export graphics to an external command

Export@" file",8g1,g2,¼<,¼D export a sequence of graphics for an animation

ExportString@graphics," format"D generate a string representation of exported graphics

Exporting Mathematica graphics and sounds. 

"EPS" Encapsulated PostScript (.eps)

"PDF" Adobe Acrobat portable document format (.pdf)

"SVG" Scalable Vector Graphics (.svg)

"PICT" Macintosh PICT

"WMF" Windows metafile format (.wmf)

"TIFF" TIFF (.tif, .tiff)

"GIF" GIF and animated GIF (.gif)

"JPEG" JPEG (.jpg, .jpeg)

"PNG" PNG format (.png)

"BMP" Microsoft bitmap format (.bmp)

"PCX" PCX format (.pcx)

"XBM" X window system bitmap (.xbm)

"PBM" portable bitmap format (.pbm)

"PPM" portable pixmap format (.ppm)

"PGM" portable graymap format (.pgm)

"PNM" portable anymap format (.pnm)

"DICOM" DICOM medical imaging format (.dcm, .dic)

"AVI" Audio Video Interleave format (.avi)

Typical graphics formats supported by Mathematica. Formats in the first group are resolution independent. 

This generates a plot. 

In[1]:= Plot@Sin@xD + Sin@Sqrt@2D xD, 8x, 0, 10<D

Out[1]=
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This exports the plot to a file in Encapsulated PostScript format. 

In[2]:= Export@"sinplot.eps", %D

Out[2]= sinplot.eps

When  you  export  a  graphic  outside  of  Mathematica,  you  usually  have  to  specify  the  absolute  size  at  which  the  graphic  should  be

rendered. You can do this using the ImageSize  option to Export. 

ImageSize -> x  makes  the  width  of  the  graphic  be  x  printer ÷ s points;  ImageSize -> 72 xi  thus  makes  the  width  xi  inches.  The

default is to produce an image that is four inches wide. ImageSize -> 8x, y< scales the graphic so that it fits in an x×y region. 

ImageSize Automatic absolute image size in printer ÷ s points

"ImageTopOrientation" Top how the image is oriented in the file 

ImageResolution Automatic resolution in dpi for the image

Options for Export. 

Within Mathematica, graphics are manipulated in a way that is completely independent of the resolution of the computer screen or other

output device on which the graphics will eventually be rendered. 

Many  programs  and  devices  accept  graphics  in  resolution−independent  formats  such  as  Encapsulated  PostScript  (EPS).  But  some

require  that  the  graphics  be  converted  to  rasters  or  bitmaps  with  a  specific  resolution.  The  ImageResolution  option  for  Export

allows you to determine what resolution in dots per inch (dpi) should be used. The lower you set this resolution, the lower the quality of

the  image  you  will  get,  but  also  the  less  memory  the  image  will  take  to  store.  For  screen  display,  typical  resolutions  are  72  dpi  and

above; for printers, 300 dpi and above. 

"DXF" AutoCAD drawing interchange format (.dxf)

"STL" STL stereolithography format (.stl)

Typical 3D geometry formats supported by Mathematica. 

"WAV" Microsoft wave format (.wav)

"AU" Μ law encoding (.au)

"SND" sound file format (.snd)

"AIFF" AIFF format (.aif, .aiff)

Typical sound formats supported by Mathematica. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Structure of Graphics and Sound

� Importing Graphics and Sounds

� External Programs
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Generating and Importing TeX
Mathematica  notebooks  provide  a  sophisticated  environment  for  creating  technical  documents.  But  particularly  if  you  want  to  merge

your work with existing material in TeX, you may find it convenient to use TeXForm  to convert expressions in Mathematica into a form

suitable for input to TeX.

TeXForm@exprD print expr in TeX input form

Mathematica output for TeX. 

Here is an expression, printed in standard Mathematica form. 

In[1]:= Hx + yL^2�Sqrt@x yD

Out[1]= 

Hx + yL2

x y

Here is the expression in TeX input form. 

In[2]:= TeXForm@%D

Out[2]//TeXForm= \frac{(x+y)^2}{\sqrt{x y}}

ToExpression@"input",TeXFormD convert TeX input to Mathematica

Converting TeX strings to Mathematica. 

This converts a TeX string to Mathematica. Note the double backslashes needed in the string. 

In[3]:= ToExpression@"\\sqrt8x y<", TeXFormD

Out[3]= x y

In  addition  to  being  able  to  convert  individual  expressions  to  TeX,  Mathematica  also  provides  capabilities  for  translating  complete

notebooks. These capabilities can usually be accessed from the File £  Save As... menu in the notebook front end.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� External Programs
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Exchanging Material with the Web

Export@" file.html",nbD save the notebook nb in HTML form

Converting notebooks to HTML. 

Export has many options applying to HTML export that allow you to specify how notebooks should be converted for web browsers with

different capabilities.

MathMLForm@exprD print expr in MathML form

MathMLForm@StandardForm@exprDD use StandardForm rather than traditional mathematical notation

ToExpression@"string",MathMLFormD interpret a string of MathML as Mathematica input

Converting to and from MathML. 

Here is an expression printed in MathML form. 

In[1]:= MathMLForm@x^2�zD

Out[1]//MathMLForm= <math>
<mfrac>
  <msup>
    <mi>x</mi>
    <mn>2</mn>
  </msup>
  <mi>z</mi>
</mfrac>
</math>

If you paste MathML into a Mathematica notebook, Mathematica will automatically try to convert it to Mathematica input. You can copy

an expression from a notebook as MathML using the Copy As menu in the notebook front end.

Export@" file.xml",exprD export in XML format

Import@" file.xml"D import from XML

ImportString@"string","XML"D import data from a string of XML

XML importing and exporting. 

Somewhat  like  Mathematica  expressions,  XML is  a  general  format  for  representing  data.  Mathematica  automatically  converts  certain

types of expressions to and from specific types of XML. MathML is one example. Another example is SVG for graphics.

If  you ask Mathematica  to  import  a  generic  piece of  XML,  it  will  produce a SymbolicXML  expression.  Each XML element  of  the form

< elem attr = ’ val’ > data < �elem >  is  translated  to  a  Mathematica  SymbolicXML  expression  of  the  form

XMLElement@"elem", 8"attr" -> "val"<, 8data<D. Once you have imported a piece of XML as SymbolicXML, you can use Mathemati−

ca’s powerful symbolic programming capabilities to manipulate the expression you get. You can then use Export to export the result in

XML form.

This generates a SymbolicXML expression, with an XMLElement representing the a element in the XML string. 

In[2]:= ImportString@"<a aa=’va’>s<�a>", "XML"D

Out[2]= XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@a, 8aa ® va<, 8s<D, 8<D

There are now two nested levels in the SymbolicXML. 

In[3]:= ImportString@"<a><b bb=’1’>ss<�b><b bb=’2’>ss<�b><�a>", "XML"D

Out[3]= XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@a, 8<, 8XMLElement@b, 8bb ® 1<, 8ss<D, XMLElement@b, 8bb ® 2<, 8ss<D<D, 8
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This does a simple transformation on the SymbolicXML. 

In[4]:= % �. "ss" -> XMLElement@"c", 8<, 8"xx"<D

Out[4]= XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@a, 8<, 8XMLElement@b, 8bb ® 1<, 8XMLElement@c, 8<, 8xx<D<D, XMLElement@b

This shows the result as an XML string. 

In[5]:= ExportString@%, "XML"D

Out[5]= <a>
<b bb=’1’>
<c>xx<�c>
<�b>
<b bb=’2’>
<c>xx<�c>
<�b>
<�a>

Import@"http:��url",¼D import a file from any accessible URL

Import@"ftp:��url",¼D import a file from an FTP server

Importing data from web sources.

This imports a picture from a website.

In[6]:= Import@"http:��reference.wolfram.com�mathematica�ExampleData�ocelot.jpg"D

RELATED TUTORIALS

� External Programs

� Mathematica Internet Connectivity
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Introduction to DatabaseLink

Background

Data storage, indexing, and retrieval have long been crucial tasks of many large organizations such as governments, banks, hospitals,

and libraries. As human societies have grown increasingly complex, data management requirements have also increased. Some of the

new challenges include the complexity of what the data represents, how the data is used, as well as the sheer volume of data. Since the

development of modern electronic computers in the latter half of the twentieth century, tools such as relational database management

systems (RDBMS) and the Structured Query Language (SQL) have become standards that are widely used for data handling in many

different types of organizations.

In a typical  organization,  many different  users need to access the data management system, and hence many database applications

are  server  based.  They  can  be  combined  with  other  server−based  technologies,  often  called  enterprise  technologies,  such  as  web

servers, web services, as well as remote computing heterogeneous architectures.

At the current time, there are many different database systems. These range from large−scale, expensive commercial applications that

are  suitable  for  high−end uses  to  freely  available  open−source  tools  running  on  personal  computers  with  operating  systems such  as

Microsoft Windows or Linux.

DatabaseLink  is  a  Mathematica  application that  provides a set  of  tools  allowing convenient  integration of  Mathematica  with  database

management systems.

Mathematica Database Applications

There are a number of important benefits that can be gained from integrating Mathematica into a database system.

Mathematica  contains a large collection of functions for numerical and symbolic computation that can be applied to data taken from a

database. After the computations have been completed, the results can be stored in a database application, allowing Mathematica  to

work on the results at a later time. Mathematica might be used for statistical processing, modeling, or computing some optimal configura−

tion. All of these computations typically require and produce data that can conveniently be stored in a database application.

Database applications can be integrated with many other application types, providing an important form of interoperability. Data derived

from one application can be stored in the database. Then, elements of this data can be retrieved by Mathematica, used for computation,

and the results  stored in  the database.  Finally,  another  application can extract  these results  and use them for  some further  purpose.

The  central  database  application  is  the  hub  of  this  computational  network;  its  interaction  with  Mathematica  is  made  possible  by

DatabaseLink.

Features of DatabaseLink

� Connectivity | works with most standard SQL database applications and with databases that are local and network based (including
different types of computers).

� The  HSQL  Database  Engine  (HSQLDB) | a lightweight  database  useful  for  database  applications  if  you  don’t  have  an  existing
database.

� Supplied  drivers | built−in support  for  many  important  databases,  including  MySQL,  Open  Database  Connectivity  (ODBC),  and
HSQLDB.

� SQL command interface | you can exploit your knowledge of SQL without learning a new system.

� Mathematica command interface | useful if you are familiar with Mathematica programming.

� GUI interfaces | the Database Explorer and the Connection Tool provide convenient tools for opening connections and querying the
database.

� Access to data and metadata | you can inspect the names of tables and columns, as well as the data in each entry.

� Configurable | common tasks can be simplified and Mathematica applications can add their own database information.

� Batch support | provides efficiency when making repeated changes to a database.

�
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�

Data type support | works with standard SQL data types, including numbers, strings, binary data, date and time, as well as Mathe−
matica expressions.

� Support for advanced features | such as multiple connections and transactions (including rollbacks and savepoints).

� Secure Socket Layer (SSL) support | security for communications with the database.

DatabaseLink Technology

DatabaseLink  is  based  on  the  commonly  used  Java  database  connectivity  (JDBC)  technology,  java.sun.com/products/jdbc/.  The

package  makes  extensive  use  of  the  Mathematica  Java  toolkit  J/Link  www.wolfram.com/solutions/mathlink/jlink/,  though  no  Java

programming is required. The Database Explorer uses the Mathematica graphical user interface toolkit GUIKit, www.wolfram.com/solu−

tions/guikit.

DatabaseLink  comes with a selection of  drivers for  a number of  databases.  If  it  does not  include a driver  for  your database,  you can

install your own driver, as described in Database Connections: JDBC Connections. 
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Getting Started

Using This Tutorial

This tutorial contains simple examples of DatabaseLink that give an overview of its functionality and some ideas of how to get started. It

uses a lightweight database, HSQLDB, that is installed as part of DatabaseLink. This allows you to try examples in the documentation

without having to install your own database. The other DatabaseLink tutorials give detailed reference information.

DatabaseLink  provides  two  styles  of  interface  for  working  with  a  database.  A  command−line  interface,  which  is  more  flexible  and  is

useful for using database commands inside programs, and a graphical interface, which is simpler to use. Both interfaces are discussed

here.

When you have finished trying these examples,  you may wish to  restore  the example database,  by  using the DatabaseExamples‘

package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The Command−Line Interface

Introduction

The command−line interface is  a powerful  and flexible interface that  is  particularly  appropriate if  you want  to write programs that  use

database functionality. This section discusses a number of different operations that use a demonstration database.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

Loading the Package

DatabaseLink is a Mathematica add−on application. Before any functions from the package can be used, it must be loaded as follows.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D

Connecting to the Database

The  details  of  connecting  to  a  database  are  described  in  "Database  Connections".  The  command−line  method  uses  the  function

OpenSQLConnection,  which  returns  a  handle  that  can  be  used  to  work  with  a  database.  The  following  opens  a  connection  to  an

included sample database. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

conn = OpenSQLConnection@"demo"D

SQLConnection@demo, 1, Open, <>D

There is also a GUI method to connect to the database that is invoked by executing OpenSQLConnection  with no arguments. When

this  is  done,  the  Connection  Tool  appears;  at  this  point  a  connection  must  be  opened  or  the  tool  canceled  before  operations  can

continue.

conn1 = OpenSQLConnection@D;

You can use the Connection Tool to connect to the example database. Further information on how to open a connection to a database

is provided in "Database Connections".
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Fetching Data

A relational database consists of a set of tables; each table contains data in various categories (typically called columns). Each row of a

table contains data values for the different categories. The database application provides functions for managing this data by supporting

features such as querying, inserting, updating, or dropping data.

Tables  are  fundamental  to  relational  databases,  and  it  is  important  to  have  a  convenient  way  to  list  them.  You  can  do  this  with  the

SQLTables  command as follows.

SQLTables@connD

8SQLTable@SAMPLETABLE1, TableType ® TABLED<

You can see information on the specific columns in a table with the SQLColumns command. An example that provides information on

the columns in the SAMPLETABLE1 table follows.

SQLColumns@conn, "SAMPLETABLE1"D

8SQLColumn@8SAMPLETABLE1, ENTRY<, DataTypeName ® INTEGER, Nullable ® 1, DataLength ® NullD, SQLColumn@8SAMPLETABLE1

You can retrieve the data in the SAMPLETABLE1 table by executing an SQLSelect  command as follows. 

data = SQLSelect@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1"D

881, 5.6, Day1<, 82, 5.9, Day2<, 83, 7.2, Day3<, 84, 6.2, Day4<, 85, 6., Day5<<

The result of the database query is a Mathematica list, which can be used in any Mathematica command. In the following example the

last element of each row is plotted.

ListLinePlot@data@@All, 2DDD

2 3 4 5

6.5

7.0

The following example retrieves data from the SALES table, but adds column headings and outputs the result in a tabular form.

SQLSelect@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

ENTRY VALUE NAME

1 5.6 Day1

2 5.9 Day2

3 7.2 Day3

4 6.2 Day4

5 6. Day5

DatabaseLink also allows you to enter raw SQL commands; this might be useful if you are already familiar with SQL and do not want to

learn a new language. Here is an example that shows how to obtain all the data in the SALES table.

SQLExecute@ conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1"D

881, 5.6, Day1<, 82, 5.9, Day2<, 83, 7.2, Day3<, 84, 6.2, Day4<, 85, 6., Day5<<

More information on fetching data is available in "Selecting Data".
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Inserting Data

You can use the SQLInsert  command to insert data in the table. For example, this adds a new row to the SAMPLETABLE1 table.

SQLInsert@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", 8"ENTRY", "VALUE", "NAME"<, 86, 8.2, "Day6"<D

1

You can see the extra row that has been added.

SQLSelect@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

ENTRY VALUE NAME

1 5.6 Day1

2 5.9 Day2

3 7.2 Day3

4 6.2 Day4

5 6. Day5

6 8.2 Day6

It  is  also  possible  to  use  a  raw  SQL  command  to  insert  more  data.  Note  how  the  string  being  inserted,  Day7,  uses  single−quote

characters  (’).  It  is  also  possible  to  use  double−quote  characters  ("),  though  these  need  to  be  preceded  with  a  Mathematica  string

escape backslash character (\).

SQLExecute@ conn, "INSERT INTO SAMPLETABLE1HENTRY, VALUE, NAMEL VALUES H7, 6.9, ’Day7’L"D

1

Another  version  of  raw  SQL  commands  involves  using  placeholders  to  represent  where  the  arguments  will  go  and  then  giving

SQLExecute  a  list  argument  that  contains  the  actual  arguments.  This  is  particularly  useful  since  it  avoids  the  need  to  concatenate

strings to form the raw command.

SQLExecute@ conn,
"INSERT INTO SAMPLETABLE1HENTRY, VALUE, NAMEL VALUES H‘1‘, ‘2‘, ‘3‘L", 88, 10.5, "Day8"<D

1

This shows the data that is currently in the table.

SQLExecute@ conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1"D

881, 5.6, Day1<, 82, 5.9, Day2<, 83, 7.2, Day3<, 84, 6.2, Day4<, 85, 6., Day5<, 86, 8.2, Day6<, 87, 6.9, Day7<

More information on inserting data is available in "Inserting Data".

Updating Data

You can use the SQLUpdate  command to update data in the table. Often this is combined with a condition, so that only some of the

data is modified. For example, this sets all entries of the VALUE column that are greater than 8 to 7.

SQLUpdate@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", 8"VALUE"<, 87<, SQLColumn@"VALUE"D > 8D

2

You can see the changes that have been made.
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SQLSelect@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

ENTRY VALUE NAME

1 5.6 Day1

2 5.9 Day2

3 7.2 Day3

4 6.2 Day4

5 6. Day5

7 6.9 Day7

6 7. Day6

8 7. Day8

It is also possible to use a raw SQL command to update data. This sets all rows for which the VALUE entry is greater than or equal to 6

to 7.

SQLExecute@ conn, "UPDATE SAMPLETABLE1 SET VALUE = ‘1‘ WHERE VALUE >= ‘2‘", 87, 6<D

6

SQLExecute@ conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1"D

881, 5.6, Day1<, 82, 5.9, Day2<, 83, 7., Day3<, 84, 7., Day4<, 85, 7., Day5<, 87, 7., Day7<, 86, 7., Day6<, 88

More information on updating data is available in "Updating Data".

Deleting Data

You can use the SQLDelete  command to delete data in the table.  Often this is  combined with a condition,  so that  only some of  the

data is modified. For example, this deletes all rows for which the ENTRY entry is 7 or greater.

SQLDelete@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", SQLColumn@"VALUE"D ³ 7D

6

You can see the changes that have been made.

SQLSelect@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

ENTRY VALUE NAME

1 5.6 Day1

2 5.9 Day2

It is also possible to use a raw SQL command to delete data. This deletes all entries for which the VALUE entry is greater than 5.7.

SQLExecute@ conn, "DELETE FROM SAMPLETABLE1 WHERE VALUE > 5.7"D

1

There is only one row left in the database now.

SQLExecute@ conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1"D

881, 5.6, Day1<<

More information on deleting data is available in "Deleting Data".

Batch Commands

If you want to repeat the same command many times, you can do this by providing repeated arguments in a list. Carrying out the same

command like this is much faster than doing each command separately.

The following command inserts two rows.
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SQLInsert@ conn, "SAMPLETABLE1", 8"ENTRY", "VALUE", "NAME"<, 882, 5.9, "Day2"<, 83, 7.2, "Day3"<<D

81, 1<

This uses a raw SQL command to insert two more rows.

SQLExecute@ conn, "INSERT INTO SAMPLETABLE1HENTRY, VALUE, NAMEL VALUES H‘1‘, ‘2‘, ‘3‘L",
884, 6.2, "Day4"<, 85, 6., "Day5"<<D

81, 1<

The result of the insert commands can be seen as follows.

SQLExecute@ conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1"D

881, 5.6, Day1<, 82, 5.9, Day2<, 83, 7.2, Day3<, 84, 6.2, Day4<, 85, 6., Day5<<

Closing the Connection

When you have finished with the connection, you can close it.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

More information on working with connections is provided in "Database Connections".  If  you have modified the database and want to

restore it, you can use the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The Database Explorer
The Database Explorer is a graphical interface to database functionality. It can be launched by loading DatabaseLink and executing the

command DatabaseExplorer@D.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
DatabaseExplorer@D

� GUIObject �

When  the  Database  Explorer  opens,  you  can  connect  to  the  different  databases  that  are  configured  for  your  system.  You  can  also

create new connections. After you connect to a database, you can view the tables and columns; as seen in the following example.
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You can then see the data in the database by clicking the Result tab. Here is an example view.

The Database Explorer supports many more features, such as forming more complicated queries, saving queries, and creating reports

with the result of a query (saved as a Mathematica notebook). These are described in "The Database Explorer".
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Database Connections
The first step in using a database is making a connection. This part of the tutorial discusses how to do this.

If  you  are  just  starting  to  use  DatabaseLink,  you  might  want  to  look  at  some  of  the  basic  examples  in  this  tutorial.  Then,  to  learn  if

DatabaseLink comes with  a  driver  for  your  database,  you might  want  to  study JDBC Connections,  which contains further  information

about adding new drivers. Finally, if you want to give your connection a name, you might want to study Named Connections.

Setting Up a Database
Many users of  DatabaseLink  will  have an existing database they wish to connect to and use. If  you have one, you should be able to

read this documentation and modify it to connect to your own database. If you do not already have a database, you can use HSQLDB

(included in DatabaseLink). If you want to set up a different type of database, you will need to refer to the specific information for that

database. Once you have set up your database, you can continue to use this tutorial to learn how to connect to it.

Establishing a Connection
If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

OpenSQLConnection@nameD connect to a named SQL data source

OpenSQLConnection@JDBC@driver,urlDD connect to the data source URL using JDBC

OpenSQLConnection@args,optsD set options for the connection

OpenSQLConnection@D use the Connection Tool to open a connection

CloseSQLConnection@connD close a connection

SQLConnections@D list SQL connections

SQLConnectionInformation@connD verbose information about an SQL connection

Functions for working with database connections.

This loads DatabaseLink.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D

Now you can connect to a named database, called demo,  that is provided by DatabaseLink  for documentation. Database Resources:

Connection Configuration shows how to  set  up new named connections.  You can learn about  existing named connections in  Named

Connections.

OpenSQLConnection  returns  a  Mathematica  expression  that  refers  to  the  connection.  It  can  be  used  to  make  queries  on  the

database. 

conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D

SQLConnection@demo, 1, Open, <>D

SQLConnections  returns a list of all the open connections.

SQLConnections@D

8SQLConnection@demo, 1, Open, <>D<

In the following example, the tables that are found in the database are returned.

SQLTables@connD

8SQLTable@SAMPLETABLE1, TableType ® TABLED<

When you have finished with a connection, you can close it with CloseSQLConnection.
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CloseSQLConnection@connD

conn

SQLConnection@demo, 1, Closed, <>D

There are a number of options that can be given to OpenSQLConnection.

option name default value

"Description" "" textual description of the connection

"Name" "" name of the connection

"Username" "" username to use for connecting

"Password" "" password to use for connecting

"Catalog" Automatic location of the database catalog

"ReadOnly" Automatic set the connection to be read only

"TransactionIsolationLevel" Automatic set transaction isolation for  the connection

OpenSQLConnection options.

These  options  can  be  used  when  opening  a  connection.  For  instance,  the  following  allows  you  to  use  a  different  username  and

password for the connection.

conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo", "Username" -> "sa", "Password" -> ""D

SQLConnection@demo, 2, Open, <>D

CloseSQLConnection@ connD

If you enter "$Prompt" as a password, a dialog box opens that will prompt you for the password. This helps keep the password more

secure.

conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo", "Username" -> "sa", "Password" -> "$Prompt"D

SQLConnection@demo, 3, Open, <>D

Once a connection has been created, certain options can be changed using SetOptions..

"Catalog" location of the database catalog

"ReadOnly" whether to open read only

"TransactionIsolationLevel" whether to add transaction isolation

Connection options that can be changed after the connection is created.

This changes the connection to only allow read access to the database.

SetOptions@conn, ReadOnly ® TrueD

SQLConnection@demo, 3, Open, ReadOnly ® TrueD

CloseSQLConnection@ connD

More information on the TransactionIsolationLevel option is found in Transaction Isolation.

Connection Information
Detailed  information  about  a  connection  can  be  obtained  from  SQLConnectionInformation .  This  can  be  demonstrated  in  the

following sequence.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D

This opens a connection to one of the sample databases.
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conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D

SQLConnection@demo, 1, OpenD

Here, information on the connection is created.

data = SQLConnectionInformation@connD;

This prints a tidier form of information on the connection.

TableForm@Transpose@dataDD

AllProceduresAreCallable True

AllTablesAreSelectable True

CatalogSeparator

CatalogTerm

DatabaseMajorVersion 1

DatabaseMinorVersion 8

DatabaseProductName HSQL Database Engine

DatabaseProductVersion 1.8.0

DataDefinitionCausesTransactionCommit True

DataDefinitionIgnoredInTransactions False

DefaultTransactionIsolationLevel ReadUncommitted

DeletesAreDetectedForForwardOnly False

DeletesAreDetectedForScrollInsensitive False

DeletesAreDetectedForScrollSensitive False

DoesMaxRowSizeIncludeBlobs True

DriverMajorVersion 1

DriverMinorVersion 8

DriverName HSQL Database Engine Driver

DriverVersion 1.8.0

ExtraNameCharacters

IdentifierQuoteString "

InsertsAreDetectedForForwardOnly False

InsertsAreDetectedForScrollInsensitive False

InsertsAreDetectedForScrollSensitive False

IsCatalogAtStartOfTableName False

JDBCMajorVersion 3

JDBCMinorVersion 0

LocatorsUpdateCopy False

MaxBinaryLiteralLength 0

MaxCatalogNameLength 0

MaxCharLiteralLength 0

MaxColumnNameLength 0

MaxColumnsInGroupBy 0

MaxColumnsInIndex 0

MaxColumnsInOrderBy 0

MaxColumnsInSelect 0

MaxColumnsInTable 0

MaxConnections 0

MaxCursorNameLength 0

MaxIndexLength 0

MaxProcedureNameLength 0

MaxRowSize 0

MaxSchemaNameLength 0

MaxStatementLength 0
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MaxStatementLength

MaxStatements 0

MaxTableNameLength 0

MaxTablesInSelect 0

MaxUserNameLength 0

NullPlusNonNullIsNull True

NullsAreSortedAtEnd False

NullsAreSortedAtStart False

NullsAreSortedHight False

NullsAreSortedLow True

NumericFunctions ABS,ACOS,ASIN,ATAN,ATAN2,CEILING,COS,COT,DEGREES

OthersDeletesAreVisibleForForwardOnly False

OthersDeletesAreVisibleForScrollInsensitive False

OthersDeletesAreVisibleForScrollSensitive False

OthersInsertsAreVisibleForForwardOnly False

OthersInsertsAreVisibleForScrollInsensitive False

OthersInsertsAreVisibleForScrollSensitive False

OthersUpdatesAreVisibleForForwardOnly False

OthersUpdatesAreVisibleForScrollInsensitive False

OthersUpdatesAreVisibleForScrollSensitive False

OwnDeletesAreVisibleForForwardOnly False

OwnDeletesAreVisibleForScrollInsensitive False

OwnDeletesAreVisibleForScrollSensitive False

OwnInsertsAreVisibleForForwardOnly False

OwnInsertsAreVisibleForScrollInsensitive False

OwnInsertsAreVisibleForScrollSensitive False

OwnUpdatesAreVisibleForForwardOnly False

OwnUpdatesAreVisibleForScrollInsensitive False

OwnUpdatesAreVisibleForScrollSensitive False

ProcedureTerm

ReadOnly False

SchemaTerm SCHEMA

SearchStringEscape \

SQLKeywords BEFORE,BIGINT,BINARY,CACHED,DATETIME,LIMIT,LONGVARBINARY

SQLStateType XOpen

StoresLowerCaseIdentifiers False

StoresLowerCaseQuotedIdentifiers False

StoresMixedCaseIdentifiers False

StoresMixedCaseQuotedIdentifiers False

StoresUpperCaseIdentifiers True

StoresUpperCaseQuotedIdentifiers False

StringFunctions ASCII,BIT_LENGTH,CHAR,CHAR_LENGTH,CHARACTER_LENGTH

SupportsAlterTableWithAddColumn True

SupportsAlterTableWithDropColumn True

SupportsANSI92EntryLevelSQL False

SupportsANSI92FullSQL False

SupportsANSI92IntermediateSQL False

SupportsBatchUpdates True

SupportsCatalogsInDataManipulation False

SupportsCatalogsInIndexDefinitions False

SupportsCatalogsInPrivilegeDefinitions False

SupportsCatalogsInProcedureCalls False

SupportsCatalogsInTableDefinitions False

SupportsColumnAliasing True

SupportsConvert True

SupportsCoreSQLGrammar True

SupportsCorrelatedSubqueries True
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SupportsCorrelatedSubqueries

SupportsDataDefinitionAndDataManipulationTransactions False

SupportsDataManipulationTransactionsOnly True

SupportsDifferentTableCorrelationNames True

SupportsExpressionsInOrderBy True

SupportsExtendedSQLGrammar False

SupportsForwardOnlyResultSetReadOnlyConcurrency True

SupportsForwardOnlyResultSetType True

SupportsForwardOnlyResultSetUpdatableConcurrency False

SupportsFullOuterJoins False

SupportsGetGeneratedKeys False

SupportsGroupBy True

SupportsGroupByBeyondSelect True

SupportsGroupByUnrelated True

SupportsIntegrityEnhancementFacility True

SupportsLikeEscapeClause True

SupportsLimitedOuterJoins True

SupportsMinimumSQLGrammar False

SupportsMixedCaseIdentifiers False

SupportsMixedCaseQuotedIdentifiers True

SupportsMultipleOpenResults False

SupportsMultipleResultSets False

SupportsMultipleTransactions True

SupportsNamedParameters True

SupportsNonNullableColumns True

SupportsOpenCursorsAcrossCommit False

SupportsOpenCursorsAcrossRollback False

SupportsOpenStatementsAcrossCommit True

SupportsOpenStatementsAcrossRollback True

SupportsOrderByUnrelated True

SupportsOuterJoins True

SupportsPositionedDelete False

SupportsPositionedUpdate False

SupportsResultSetHoldCursorsOverCommitHoldability True

SupportsResultSetCloseCursorsAtCommitHoldability False

SupportsSavepoints True

SupportsSchemasInDataManipulation False

SupportsSchemasInIndexDefinitions True

SupportsSchemasInPrivilegeDefinitions True

SupportsSchemasInProcedureCalls False

SupportsSchemasInTableDefinitions True

SupportsScrollInsensitiveResultSetReadOnlyConcurrency True

SupportsScrollInsensitiveResultSetType True

SupportsScrollInsensitiveResultSetUpdatableConcurrency False

SupportsScrollSensitiveResultSetReadOnlyConcurrency False

SupportsScrollSensitiveResultSetType False

SupportsScrollSensitiveResultSetUpdatableConcurrency False

SupportsSelectForUpdate False

SupportsStatementPooling False

SupportsStoredProcedures True

SupportsSubqueriesInComparisons True

SupportsSubqueriesInExists True

SupportsSubqueriesInIns True

SupportsSubqueriesInQuantifieds True

SupportsTableCorrelationNames True

SupportsReadCommitedTransactionIsolationLevel True

SupportsReadUncommitedTransactionIsolationLevel True
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SupportsReadUncommitedTransactionIsolationLevel

SupportsRepeatableReadTransactionIsolationLevel True

SupportsSerializableTransactionIsolationLevel True

SupportsTransactions True

SupportsUnion True

SupportsUnionAll True

SystemFunctions DATABASE,USER,IDENTITY

TimeDateFunctions CURDATE,CURTIME,DATEDIFF,DAYNAME,DAY,DAYOFMONTH,

UpdatesAreDetectedForForwardOnly False

UpdatesAreDetectedForScrollInsensitive False

UpdatesAreDetectedForScrollSensitive False

URL jdbc:hsqldb:file:C:\Documents and Settings\twj.WRI

UserName SA

UsesLocalFilePerTable False

UsesLocalFiles False

JDBC Connections
If you do not have a named database connection, you can still connect to the database by using a JDBC setting.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

JDBC@name,urlD a JDBC setting

JDBC@classname,urlD a JDBC setting that gives the explicit class name for the driver

JDBCDriverNames@D a list of the names of possible JDBC drivers

JDBCDrivers@D the details of all JDBC drivers

JDBCDrivers@nameD the details of the JDBC driver labeled name

This loads the package.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D

The  following  opens  a  connection  to  HSQLDB  using  the  file  $UserBaseDirectory/DatabaseResources/Examples/demo.

This works because the package knows what JDBC driver to use for connecting to HSQLDB. 

conn = OpenSQLConnectionA

JDBC@"hsqldb", ToFileName@8$UserBaseDirectory, "DatabaseResources", "Examples"<, "demo"D D,

"Name" -> "manualA", "Username" -> "sa"E

SQLConnection@manualA, 4, Open, <>D

CloseSQLConnection@connD

The JDBCDriverNames command returns the list of built−in drivers. hsqldb appears in this list and therefore you can use the setting

hsqldb as an argument to JDBC .

JDBCDriverNames@D

8Microsoft AccessHODBCL, hsqldb, HSQLHMemoryL, HSQLHServerL, HSQLHServer+TLSL, HSQLHStandaloneL, HSQLHWebserver

You can get more complete information on all of the built−in drivers by using JDBCDrivers without a parameter.

If  you want  to  get  information on just  one driver,  you can do this  by giving its  name to  JDBCDrivers.  Finding the protocol  set  for  a

driver can help to use OpenSQLConnection.

JDBCDrivers@"ODBCHDSNL"D

JDBCDriver@Name ® ODBCHDSNL, Driver ® sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver, Protocol ® jdbc:odbc:, Version ® 1.1, Description

The details of how the built−in drivers are configured is described in "Database Resources".
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If DatabaseLink does not already contain a driver for your database, you can add your own. The driver is a collection of Java classes,

and  they  must  be  added  to  Mathematica  using  the  standard  that  J/Link  provides  for  adding  Java  classes.  Typically,  this  is  done  by

adding the class file or a jar file to a Java subdirectory in a Mathematica application. One possible location is inside DatabaseLink itself.

A disadvantage is that if you update Mathematica, you may have to copy the new material. Another location would be in an application

inside $UserBaseDirectory or $BaseDirectory ; this would not need to be changed if you updated your software.

As an example, you could create an application for connecting to the Oracle database. This could be done by creating an application

called Oracle  inside $UserBaseDirectory/Applications  or $BaseDirectory/Applications.  You might have to create

some of  the directories manually,  but  you would not  need to change anything if  you update your software.  Another advantage is that

you can use the same location to hold a DatabaseResources directory, this could hold other configuration information as discussed

in "Database Resources". 

The following table shows some possible locations that you could use to install drivers for connecting to Oracle.

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�Java location for database driver class files

$BaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�Java location for database driver class files

Possible locations for database driver class files.

When you have installed the driver classes, you can make a connection. It should be noted that the URL argument you use depends on

the server you are using. In the following example, which is not actually configured, a connection is made to an Oracle database using a

driver installed in one of the locations previously suggested. The documentation for the JDBC driver will tell you what class and URL to

use. 

OpenSQLConnection@JDBC@"oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver",
"jdbc:oracle:thin:�server.business.com:1999"D, "Name" ® "manualOracle", "Username" ® "server1"D

This is the most verbose form of OpenSQLConnection. Typically, you would want to use information that had been stored previously.

This is discussed in "Database Resources".

ODBC Connections
Open  Database  Connectivity  (ODBC)  is  a  general  way  to  connect  to  SQL  databases  that  is  supported  in  a  number  of  operating

systems,  particularly  Microsoft  Windows.  DatabaseLink  comes  configured  with  a  driver  for  ODBC  connections.  This  example,  which

works only on Windows, shows how to connect to a sample database using ODBC.

Setting Up the Connection

This  example  uses a  sample  database file,  publisher.mdb,  which  is  located inside  the  DatabaseLink  package structure.  You can

find the location by evaluating the following line on your computer.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
ToFileName@ 8$DatabaseLinkDirectory<, "Examples"D

C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Mathematica\Applications\DatabaseLink\Examples

Typically, it is not a good idea to modify files that are inside of DatabaseLink, so you might want to copy it into some other location. One

possible location would be inside the DatabaseResources/Examples  directory inside $UserBaseDirectory  (it  may be neces−

sary to create these directories). You can find the location by evaluating the following on your computer.

ToFileName@ 8$UserBaseDirectory, "DatabaseResources"<, "Examples"D

C:\Documents and Settings\WRI\Application Data\Mathematica\DatabaseResources\Examples

The publisher.mdb file is found inside the Examples subdirectory.

Now, you need to use the ODBC control panel to register the data source. This is typically found in the Administrative Tools folder of

the Windows Control Panel. When it is opened it looks something like the following.
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Click the Add button, this will bring up the Create New Data Source window.

Select Microsoft Access Driver and then click Finish. This will bring up an ODBC Microsoft Access Setup window.
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You should fill  in the Data Source Name  text field, using the name "publisher" (this is the name that ODBC will  use).  Then, click the

Select button, which allows you to find and select the publisher.mdb file.

Click OK in each successive window until the control panel has been closed. Note that publisher and its driver now appear in the list of

available files in the ODBC Data Source Administrator window.

Using the Connection

You should now be able to connect to the ODBC data source that was configured. The following loads DatabaseLink and connects to

the ODBC data source publisher. This will use the ODBC driver that is configured by the package.

<< DatabaseLink‘;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@JDBC@"odbc", "publisher"DD;

You can use the connection to query the database.

SQLTableNames@connD

8authors, editors, publishers, roysched, sales, salesdetails, titleauthors, titleditors, titles<

SQLSelect@conn, "publishers", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

pub_id pub_name address city state

0736 Second Galaxy Books 100 1st St. Boston MA

0877 Boskone & Helmuth 201 2nd Ave. Washington DC

1389 NanoSoft Book Publishers 302 3rd Dr. Berkeley CA

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Named Connections
If your work requires that you frequently connect to the same database, it might be beneficial to give this connection a name and use

the name in OpenSQLConnection. The details of how to set up a named connection are given in "Database Resources". This section

describes how to learn what named connections are available.

DataSourceNames@D list of the names of all connections

DataSources@D details of all named connections

DataSources@nameD details of the connection called name

Functions for working with named connections.

This loads the package.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D

The following lists all the named connections. If you have installed more connections, you may see a larger list.

DataSourceNames@D

8demo, graphs, publisher<

You can get more complete information on all the connections by using DataSources.

DataSources@D

8SQLConnection@JDBC@hsqldb, C:\Documents and Settings\twj.WRI\Application Data\Mathematica\DatabaseResources

You can get information on just one named connection by giving a name argument to DataSources.

DataSources@"demo"D

SQLConnection@JDBC@hsqldb, C:\Documents and Settings\twj.WRI\Application Data\Mathematica\DatabaseResources

Database Timeouts
Database operations typically  involve connecting to  a  server  and the possibility  of  problems accessing the server  must  be taken into

account. Consequently, there is a timeout for database operations such as connecting or executing queries. This timeout is controlled

by the global variable $SQLTimeout.

option name default value

$SQLTimeout Automatic timeout for making a connection and executing queries

Specification of the timeout for working with the database.

The default value, Automatic , means that the default value given by the driver will be used.

Example Connections
This section shows some sample connection commands and explains how they work.

In  this  example,  you  connect  to  a  MySQL  database  called  conn_test  running  on  the  computer  named  databases  on  port  1234

using the built−in driver with the username test.

OpenSQLConnection[ JDBC[ "mysql",
"databases:1234/conn_test"], "Username" −> "test"]

In this example, you connect to the same MySQL database as in the previous example, but this time using the driver com.mysql.jd�

bc.Driver. 
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OpenSQLConnection[ JDBC[ "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver",
"databases:1234/conn_test"], "Username" −> "test"]

The first example requires that a JDBC connection mysql has been configured, as described in Database Resources: JDBC Configura−

tion. The second does not require any DatabaseResources configuration. It does require that the JDBC driver, com.mysql.jdbc.�

Driver, is made available. More information on drivers is found in JDBC Connections.

The Connection Tool
The Connection  Tool  is  a  graphical  interface tool  that  simplifies  opening a  connection  to  a  database.  It  is  launched by  executing  the

command OpenSQLConnection[]. It is described in The Database Explorer: The Connection Tool.
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Database Resources
DatabaseLink allows other Mathematica applications to hold resource information for database connections in DatabaseResources

directories.  There  are  a  number  of  possible  locations  of  DatabaseResources  directories  inside  $InstallationDirectory,

$BaseDirectory , and $UserBaseDirectory.

DatabaseResourcesPath@D DatabaseResources directories to search 
for resources

$InstallationDirectory�AddOns�ExtraPackages�* possible locations for DatabaseResources 
directories

$InstallationDirectory�AddOns�StandardPackages�*  

$InstallationDirectory�AddOns�Autoload�*  

$InstallationDirectory�AddOns�Applications�*  

$BaseDirectory�Autoload�*  

$BaseDirectory�Applications�*  

$UserBaseDirectory�Autoload�*  

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�*  

The command DatabaseResourcesPath shows the current locations of DatabaseResources directories.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;

DatabaseResourcesPath@D

8C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Mathematica\DatabaseResources\, C:\Documents and Settings

DatabaseResources  directories  can  hold  two  sorts  of  files:  those  that  contain  JDBC  settings  and  those  that  contain  connection

settings.

JDBC Configuration
Any  file  that  is  in  a  DatabaseResources  directory  with  an  extension  of  .m  will  be  inspected  to  see  if  it  contains  possible  JDBC

configuration information. Here is the format of a JDBC configuration file.

JDBCDriver[
"Name" −> "name",
"Driver" −> "driverclass",
"Protocol" −> "protocol",
"Version" −> 1

]

In this format name is the name of the connection (as might be used in OpenSQLConnection), driverclass is the class file of the

JDBC driver, and protocol is the JDBC protocol. The version of the configuration file is specified by the Version setting. 

Here is an example file (configured for HSQLDB).

JDBCDriver[
"Name" −> "hsqldb",
"Driver" −> "org.hsqldb.jdbcDriver",
"Protocol" −> "jdbc:hsqldb:",
"Version" −> 1

]

This  file  specifies  the  driver  and  protocol  to  use  when  OpenSQLConnection  is  invoked  for  an  hsqldb  connection,  such  as  the

following command.

OpenSQLConnection[JDBC["hsqldb",ToFileName[{"DatabaseLink","Examples"},"example
"]]

Here is another example file (configured for Oracle).
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JDBCDriver[
"Name" −> "oracle",
"Driver" −> "oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver",
"Protocol" −> "jdbc:oracle:thin:@",
"Version" −> 1

]

This specifies the driver and protocol to use when OpenSQLConnection  is invoked for an oracle connection, such as the following

command.

OpenSQLConnection[JDBC["oracle","server.business.com:1999"],
"Username" −> "server1"]

Note that if you added an application to hold JDBC driver classes (as shown in Database Connections: JDBC Connections), you could

create a DatabaseResources  directory  in  the same application to  hold JDBC configuration information.  The following table  shows

the layout of an application, named Oracle, that could be used for connecting to the Oracle database.

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�Java location for database driver class files

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�DatabaseResources location for JDBC configuration files

When  you  have  installed  a  new  JDBC  driver,  you  might  want  to  confirm  that  your  new  driver  is  accessible  to  the  system.  This  is

described in Database Connections: JDBC Connections.

Connection Configuration
Any file that is in a DatabaseResources directory with an extension of .m will be inspected to see if it contains possible connection

configuration information. Here is the format of a connection configuration file.

SQLConnection[
  connectdata,
  "Name" −> "name", 
  "Description" −> "text", 
  "Username" −> "user", 
  "Password" −> "pass",
  "RelativePath" −> True|False,
  "Version" −> 1
]

Here  connectdata  holds  connection  data  (typically  a  JDBC  setting),  name  is  the  name  of  the  connection  (as  might  be  used  in

OpenSQLConnection), text is a textual description of the connection, and user and pass are the username and password to use

when  connecting  to  the  database.  A  password  of  $Prompt  causes  a  GUI  to  appear  to  enter  the  password.  If  the  connection  data

involves  a  relative  path,  this  is  specified  with  the  RelativePath  setting.  The  version  of  the  configuration  file  is  specified  by  the

Version setting.

Here is an example file (configured for HSQLDB).

SQLConnection[
JDBC["hsqldb", "../Examples/example"], 

 "Name" −> "example", 
 "Description" −> "Connection to hsql db for documention.", 
 "Username" −> "sa", 
 "Password" −> "", 
    "RelativePath" −> True,
 "Version" −> 1]

This file specifies that HSQLDB should be used to connect to the file Examples/example,  which is found relative to the location of

the  configuration  file.  The  username  sa  and  a  blank  password  are  also  given.  This  connection  information  is  given  the  name

"example". This configuration file supports the following OpenSQLConnection command.

OpenSQLConnection["example"]

Here is another example file (configured for Oracle).
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SQLConnection[
JDBC["oracle", "server.business.com:1999"], 

 "Name" −> "businessDB", 
 "Description" −> "Connection to Oracle db.", 
 "Username" −> "server1", 
 "Version" −> 1]

This  specifies  connection  information  to  use  when  OpenSQLConnection  is  invoked  with  businessDB,  such  as  the  following

command.

OpenSQLConnection["businessDB"]

Note that if you added an application to hold JDBC driver classes (as shown in Database Connections: JDBC Connections), and JDBC

configuration  information  (as  shown previously),  you  could  use  the  same location  for  holding  the  Oracle  connection  information.  The

following table shows the layout of an application that could be used for connecting to Oracle.

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�Java location for database driver class files

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�DatabaseResources location for JDBC configuration files

$UserBaseDirectory�Applications�Oracle�DatabaseResources location for connection configuration 
files

To help you to write the connection configuration file, you can use the command WriteDataSource.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;

This creates a data source named testSource, it will use the HSQL  database.

WriteDataSource@"testSource"D

SQLConnection@JDBC@HSQLHStandaloneL, testSourceD, Name ® testSource, Description ® , Username ® None, Password

The new data source shows up in the listing from DataSourceNames.

DataSourceNames@D

8demo, graphs, publisher, testSource<

You can connect to the data source and start to work with it.  One benefit  of the HSQL  database is that it  will  create the database if  it

does not exist.

conn = OpenSQLConnection@"testSource"D

SQLConnection@testSource, 3, OpenD

It is typically a good practice to close the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

If  you  want  to  connect  to  a  database  other  than  HSQL  you  can  give  a  second  argument  to  WriteDataSource.  For  example,  the

following will write a data source file that uses MySQL database.

WriteDataSource@"test", "MySQLHConnector�JL", URL ® "main�test",
Username ® "user", Password ® "password", Location ® "User"D

Note  that  this  does  not  communicate  with  the  MySQL  server  to  create  the  database,  main/test.  It  is  assumed  that  the  database

already exists.  However,  this  is  still  a  convenient  way to  create  a  named connection.  Note  how the  parameters  such as  Username,

Password, and Location are set. The choices for Location are "User" and "System". 

If  you  did  not  wish  to  write  the  connection  configuration  file  yourself,  you  could  use  the  New  Connection  Wizard,  described  in  The

Database Explorer: New Connection Wizard.

When you have made a new named connection, you might want to confirm that the new connection is accessible to the system. This is

described in Database Connections: Named Connections.
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Security and Authentication
Many SQL databases can be configured to require a username and password when a connection is made. This is useful for preventing

unwanted  access  and  restricting  the  range  of  operations  that  certain  users  can  execute.  This  attention  to  security  is  important  since

databases are typically server based.

There are a number of issues for DatabaseLink that need to be considered when working with passwords. These depend on the level of

security  you  want  and  how  this  should  be  balanced  with  convenience.  Another  issue  is  whether  you  are  running  Mathematica  in  a

stand−alone mode or inside a server (as in webMathematica).

The most convenient way to work with a password is to place it in a connection configuration file, as described in Database Resources:

Connection Configuration.  However,  the password will  be stored in  plain  text,  and an intruder  could inspect  the configuration file  and

learn  the  password.  Since  this  is  a  security  risk,  the  New Connection  Wizard,  described  in  The Database Explorer:  New Connection

Wizard,  does  not  save  a  password.  However,  you  can  edit  the  configuration  file  and  add  a  password.  You  could  provide  further

protection by ensuring that the permission on the configuration file is restricted to those who are intended to run Mathematica.

A  higher  level  of  security  is  obtained  if  you  use  a  GUI  to  enter  the  password,  which  has  the  advantage  that  the  password  is  never

stored. The GUI for the password is opened whenever you use a password setting of "$Prompt".

conn = OpenSQLConnection@"demo", "Username" ® "sa", "Password" ® "$Prompt"D

Here is the dialog box for the password.

You could  also  enter  the  password in  the  OpenSQLConnection  command,  and then make sure  that  you deleted your  Mathematica

input as soon as you made the connection.

Using a GUI is useful for an interactive session of Mathematica, but is not very useful if you run Mathematica inside a web server (as in

webMathematica). In this case, you have a number of options. You could place the password in a configuration file and use file permis−

sions  to  restrict  access  to  those  who  are  running  the  Mathematica  process  in  the  web  server.  An  alternative  would  be  to  store  the

password in an authenticated mechanism provided by the web server. For example, the Tomcat server provides a mechanism based on

JDBC Realms. The database password could be retrieved from the web server and passed to Mathematica,  which could use it  in an

OpenSQLConnection  command.  Any  hostile  inspection  of  the  Mathematica  code  would  not  find  the  database  password  without

breaking the web server authentication mechanism.

For greater security, use SSL to protect the transactions between Mathematica and the database. This is described in "Secure Socket

Layer (SSL)".
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Table Structure

Table Description
This section discusses commands that get information about database tables. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLTableNames@connD list all table names within a data source

SQLTableNames@conn,name,optsD list all table names that match name within a data source

SQLTables@connD list all tables within a data source

SQLTables@conn,name,optsD list all tables that match name within a data source

SQLTableInformation@connD list all table information within a data source

SQLTableInformation@conn,name,optsD list all table information for tables that match name within a data source

SQLTableTypeNames@connD list the types of table supported in this data source

Functions for retrieving information about tables.

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the publisher database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "publisher"D;

SQLTableNames returns a list of the names of the tables within the connection.

SQLTableNames@connD

8AUTHORS, EDITORS, PUBLISHERS, ROYSCHED, SALES, SALESDETAILS, TITLEAUTHORS, TITLEDITORS, TITLES<

SQLTables  returns a list of SQLTable expressions. These hold information about the tables in a database.

SQLTables@connD

8SQLTable@AUTHORS, TableType ® TABLED, SQLTable@EDITORS, TableType ® TABLED, SQLTable@PUBLISHERS, TableType

SQLTableInformation  returns more complete information about tables.

SQLTableInformation@connD �� TableForm

Null PUBLIC AUTHORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC EDITORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC PUBLISHERS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC ROYSCHED TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC SALES TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC SALESDETAILS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC TITLEAUTHORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC TITLEDITORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

Null PUBLIC TITLES TABLE Null Null Null Null Null Null MEMORY False

With each function, you can filter the names of the tables by providing a string to match as the second parameter. An important point is

that this filtering is done on the database server, which leads to significant speed enhancements. The following example searches for a

table named AUTHORS. If no such table existed, the result would be an empty list.

SQLTables@conn, "AUTHORS"D

8SQLTable@AUTHORS, TableType ® TABLED<

It  is  also  possible  to  give  metacharacters  to  match  more  than  one  table.  The  metacharacters  are  ’%’  which  matches  zero  or  more

characters, and ’_’ which matches a single character. The following command returns the names of all tables that start with TITLE.
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SQLTableNames@conn, "TITLE%"D

8TITLEAUTHORS, TITLEDITORS, TITLES<

SQLTables , SQLTableNames, and SQLTableInformation  take a number of options.

option name default value

"TableType" "TABLE" type of table to be returned

"Catalog" None database catalog to use

"Schema" None database schema to use

"ShowColumnHeadings" False whether to return headings with the results 

(SQLTableInformation  option only)

The option "TableType"  selects which type of  table is  returned.  Typically,  it  is  the tables of  type TABLE  that  are of  interest  and by

default DatabaseLink table functions only return information on these. You can use SQLTableTypeNames  to find all the different types

of tables in your data source.

SQLTableTypeNames@connD

8GLOBAL TEMPORARY, SYSTEM TABLE, TABLE, VIEW<

If you want to see all the tables in the data source, you can use the result of SQLTableTypeNames with the option "TableType". This

is demonstrated in the following.

SQLTables@conn, "TableType" ® SQLTableTypeNames@connDD

8SQLTable@SYSTEM_ALIASES, TableType ® SYSTEM TABLED, SQLTable@SYSTEM_ALLTYPEINFO, TableType ® SYSTEM TABLE

The option "ShowColumnHeadings" can be used with SQLTableInformation  to return the column headings.

SQLTableInformation@conn, "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

TABLE_CAT TABLE_SCHEM TABLE_NAME TABLE_TYPE REMARKS TYPE_CAT TYPE_SCHEM TYPE_NAME SELF_REFERENCING_COL

Null PUBLIC AUTHORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC EDITORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC PUBLISHERS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC ROYSCHED TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC SALES TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC SALESDETAILS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC TITLEAUTHORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC TITLEDITORS TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

Null PUBLIC TITLES TABLE Null Null Null Null Null

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

If the database was designed with particular schema and catalogs, you can also select tables by using the "Catalog" and "Schema"

options.

Table Representation
SQLTable expressions hold information about the tables in a database. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLTable@table,optsD expression that represents an SQL table

An example demonstrating SQLTable expressions follows. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.
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Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

The "TableType" option is used to select the type of the table in the database.

option name default value

"TableType" "TABLE" type of the table

Now SQLTables  is used to return a list of the tables in the database; they are returned as SQLTable  expressions. In this example, a

pattern is given to match the names of the tables, and the "TableType" option is set to return tables of all types.

SQLTables@conn, "%SA%", "TableType" ® SQLTableTypeNames@connDD

8SQLTable@SYSTEM_CHECK_COLUMN_USAGE, TableType ® SYSTEM TABLED, SQLTable@SYSTEM_CHECK_ROUTINE_USAGE, TableType

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

SQLTable expressions can also be used in commands as shown in "Selecting Data".
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Column Structure

Column Description
This section discusses commands that get information about database columns. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLColumnNames@connD list all column names within a data source

SQLColumnNames@conn,name,optsD list all column names that match name within a data source

SQLColumns@connD list all columns within a data source

SQLColumns@conn,name,optsD list all columns that match name within a data source

SQLColumnInformation@connD list all column information for tables within a data source

SQLColumnInformation@conn,name,optsD list all column information for columns that match name within a data source

Functions for retrieving information about columns.

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

SQLColumnNames  returns a list of the column names within a database as a list of pairs of table and column names. For HSQLDB it

returns information from many of the SYSTEM tables.

SQLColumnNames@connD

88SYSTEM_ALIASES, OBJECT_TYPE<, 8SYSTEM_ALIASES, OBJECT_CAT<, 8SYSTEM_ALIASES, OBJECT_SCHEM<, 8SYSTEM_ALIASES
8SYSTEM_CHECK_ROUTINE_USAGE, SPECIFIC_CATALOG<, 8SYSTEM_CHECK_ROUTINE_USAGE, SPECIFIC_SCHEMA<, 8SYSTEM_CHECK
8SYSTEM_INDEXINFO, FILTER_CONDITION<, 8SYSTEM_PRIMARYKEYS, TABLE_CAT<, 8SYSTEM_PRIMARYKEYS, TABLE_SCHEM<
8SYSTEM_SUPERTYPES, SUPERTYPE_NAME<, 8SYSTEM_TABLEPRIVILEGES, TABLE_CAT<, 8SYSTEM_TABLEPRIVILEGES, TABLE_SCHEM
8SYSTEM_TYPEINFO, SQL_DATA_TYPE<, 8SYSTEM_TYPEINFO, SQL_DATETIME_SUB<, 8SYSTEM_TYPEINFO, NUM_PREC_RADIX<

It is possible to use metacharacters that will match names. The metacharacters are ’%’ for zero or more characters and ’_’ for a single

character. The following command matches columns in tables that have names starting with "SA".

SQLColumnNames@conn, "SA%"D

88SAMPLETABLE1, ENTRY<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, VALUE<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, NAME<<

SQLColumns  returns  a  list  of  SQLColumn  expressions.  SQLColumn  expressions  are  sometimes  useful  for  structural  arguments  in

database  commands,  as  described  in  Argument  Sequences  in  SQL−Style  Queries,  because  they  contain  information  on  the  table

name, column name, data type, whether an entry can be set to Null , and the data length.

SQLColumns@conn, "SA%"D

8SQLColumn@8SAMPLETABLE1, ENTRY<, DataTypeName ® INTEGER, Nullable ® 1, DataLength ® NullD, SQLColumn@8SAMPLETABLE1

SQLColumnInformation returns more information about the columns.

SQLColumnInformation@conn, "SA%"D �� TableForm

Null PUBLIC SAMPLETABLE1 ENTRY 4 INTEGER Null 4 Null 10 1 Null Null 4 Null Null 1 YES

Null PUBLIC SAMPLETABLE1 VALUE 8 DOUBLE Null 8 Null 10 1 Null Null 8 Null Null 2 YES

Null PUBLIC SAMPLETABLE1 NAME 12 VARCHAR 2 147483 647 Null Null Null 1 Null Null 12 Null Null 3 YES

You  can  filter  the  names  of  the  columns  by  providing  a  list  of  metacharacters  to  match  the  table  and  column  names.  The  following

command searches in all tables to return all columns that start with V.

SQLColumnNames@conn, 8"%", "V%"<D

88SYSTEM_VIEWS, VALID<, 8SYSTEM_SESSIONINFO, VALUE<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, VALUE<, 8SYSTEM_TEXTTABLES, VARCHAR_SEPARATOR
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You can find all the columns in a single table by specifying the table name.

SQLColumnNames@conn, 8"SAMPLETABLE1", "%"<D

88SAMPLETABLE1, ENTRY<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, VALUE<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, NAME<<

You can also give a SQLTable argument.

SQLColumnNames@conn, SQLTable@"SAMPLETABLE1"DD

88SAMPLETABLE1, ENTRY<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, VALUE<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, NAME<<

SQLColumnNames  returns a list where each entry is a list of the table name and the column names. If you want a list of just the column

names, you can use Mathematica part notation, entered with @@All, 2DD, to extract just the second elements.

SQLColumnNames@conn, SQLTable@"SAMPLETABLE1"DD@@All, 2DD

8ENTRY, VALUE, NAME<

In addition, you can give an SQLColumn  argument.

SQLColumnNames@conn, SQLColumn@"V%"DD

88SYSTEM_VIEWS, VALID<, 8SYSTEM_SESSIONINFO, VALUE<, 8SAMPLETABLE1, VALUE<, 8SYSTEM_TEXTTABLES, VARCHAR_SEPARATOR

SQLColumns, SQLColumnNames , and SQLColumnInformation take a number of options.

option name default value

"Catalog" None database catalog to use

"Schema" None database schema to use

"ShowColumnHeadings" False whether to return headings with the results 

(SQLColumnInformation option only)

SQLColumns, SQLColumnNames , and SQLColumnInformation options.

The option "ShowColumnHeadings" can be used with SQLColumnInformation to return the column headings.

SQLColumnInformation@conn, "SA%", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

TABLE_CAT TABLE_SCHEM TABLE_NAME COLUMN_NAME DATA_TYPE TYPE_NAME COLUMN_SIZE BUFFER_LENGTH DECIMAL_DIGITS

Null PUBLIC SAMPLETABLE1 ENTRY 4 INTEGER Null 4 Null

Null PUBLIC SAMPLETABLE1 VALUE 8 DOUBLE Null 8 Null

Null PUBLIC SAMPLETABLE1 NAME 12 VARCHAR 2147483 647 Null Null

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

If  the  database  was  designed  with  particular  schema  and  catalogs,  you  can  also  select  columns  by  using  the  "Catalog"  and

"Schema" options.

Column Representation
SQLColumn  expressions hold information about the columns in a database. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLColumn@8table,col<,optsD expression that represents a column in an SQL table

Object for representing a column.
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SQLColumn  accepts a number of options.

option name default value

"DataTypeName" None type of the entry

"Nullable" None whether the entry can be null

"DataLength" None maximum length for variable length data

SQLColumn  options.

Here is an example demonstrating SQLColumn  expressions. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

SQLColumns  returns a list  of the columns in the database as SQLColumn  expressions. In this example a pattern is given to pick out

just the SAMPLETABLE1 table.

SQLColumns@conn, "SAMPLETABLE1"D

8SQLColumn@8SAMPLETABLE1, ENTRY<, DataTypeName ® INTEGER, Nullable ® 1, DataLength ® NullD, SQLColumn@8SAMPLETABLE1

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

SQLColumn  expressions  can  also  be  used  in  commands  as  discussed  in  "Selecting  Data"  and  "Creating  Tables".  "Creating  Tables"

discusses one particularly important use.
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Data Types
This tutorial discusses how to retrieve information about data types. When you create a table, you will need to refer to these data types. 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLDataTypeNames@connD list all data type names within a data source

SQLDataTypeInformation@connD list all data type information within a data source

Functions for retrieving information about data types.

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

SQLDataTypeNames returns a list of the data type names within a database.

SQLDataTypeNames@connD

8TINYINT, BIGINT, LONGVARBINARY, VARBINARY, BINARY, LONGVARCHAR, CHAR, NUMERIC, DECIMAL, INTEGER, SMALLINT,

SQLDataTypeInformation returns more complete information about the data types.

SQLDataTypeInformation@connD �� TableForm

TINYINT -6 3 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

BIGINT -5 19 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

LONGVARBINARY -4 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1 False 3 False

VARBINARY -3 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1 False 3 False

BINARY -2 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1 False 3 False

LONGVARCHAR -1 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1 True 3 False

CHAR 1 2147 483647 ’ ’ LENGTH 1 True 3 False

NUMERIC 2 646456 993 Null Null PRECISION,SCALE 1 False 3 False

DECIMAL 3 646456 993 Null Null PRECISION,SCALE 1 False 3 False

INTEGER 4 10 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

SMALLINT 5 5 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

FLOAT 6 17 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

REAL 7 17 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

DOUBLE 8 17 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

VARCHAR 12 2147 483647 ’ ’ LENGTH 1 False 3 False

VARCHAR_IGNORECASE 12 2147 483647 ’ ’ LENGTH 1 True 3 False

BOOLEAN 16 1 Null Null Null 1 False 3 False

DATE 91 10 ’ ’ Null 1 False 3 False

TIME 92 8 ’ ’ Null 1 False 3 False

TIMESTAMP 93 29 ’ ’ Null 1 False 3 False

OTHER 1111 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1 True 0 False

SQLDataTypeInformation takes a single option: "ShowColumnHeadings". This returns the column headings.
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SQLDataTypeInformation@conn, "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

TYPE_NAME DATA_TYPE PRECISION LITERAL_PREFIX LITERAL_SUFFIX CREATE_PARAMS NULLABLE

TINYINT -6 3 Null Null Null 1

BIGINT -5 19 Null Null Null 1

LONGVARBINARY -4 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1

VARBINARY -3 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1

BINARY -2 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1

LONGVARCHAR -1 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1

CHAR 1 2147 483647 ’ ’ LENGTH 1

NUMERIC 2 646456 993 Null Null PRECISION,SCALE 1

DECIMAL 3 646456 993 Null Null PRECISION,SCALE 1

INTEGER 4 10 Null Null Null 1

SMALLINT 5 5 Null Null Null 1

FLOAT 6 17 Null Null Null 1

REAL 7 17 Null Null Null 1

DOUBLE 8 17 Null Null Null 1

VARCHAR 12 2147 483647 ’ ’ LENGTH 1

VARCHAR_IGNORECASE 12 2147 483647 ’ ’ LENGTH 1

BOOLEAN 16 1 Null Null Null 1

DATE 91 10 ’ ’ Null 1

TIME 92 8 ’ ’ Null 1

TIMESTAMP 93 29 ’ ’ Null 1

OTHER 1111 2147 483647 ’ ’ Null 1

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

More information on working with data types is provided in "Data Type Mapping".
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Schema and Catalogs
Database schema and catalogs can be used to hold collections of database components and objects suitable for particular users. They

can be particularly useful when working with large databases. The functions SQLSchemaNames  and SQLCatalogNames can be used

to learn the names of  the schema and catalogs in  the database.  These can be used with the "Schema"  and "Catalog"  options to

SQLTableNames, SQLTableInformation , SQLTables , SQLColumnNames , SQLColumnInformation, and SQLColumns to focus

attention on particular parts of the database.

SQLCatalogNames@connD list all the catalogs used in a data source

SQLSchemaNames@connD list all the schema used in a data source

SQLSchemaInformation@connD returns information about the schema used in a data source

Listing catalogs and schema.

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

First, the DatabaseLink package is loaded and a connection is made to the publisher example database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@"publisher"D;

This returns the schema names for the connection.

SQLSchemaNames@connD

8INFORMATION_SCHEMA, PUBLIC<

SQLSchemaInformation returns more information about the database schema.

SQLSchemaInformation@connD

88INFORMATION_SCHEMA, Null, False<, 8PUBLIC, Null, True<<

This returns the catalog names; for this database there are not catalogs.

SQLCatalogNames@connD

8<

CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Comparing Mathematica−Style Queries and SQL−
Style Queries
DatabaseLink provides two styles of commands for working with data: one for those who are familiar with Mathematica and the other for

those who are familiar with SQL. Mathematica style requires less knowledge of SQL. However, the Mathematica commands do not give

complete coverage; thus, for more advanced queries, SQL−style commands may be preferred. The latter may also be desirable if you

already have a knowledge of SQL.

Mathematica−Style Queries
DatabaseLink offers a number of functions for Mathematica−style queries.

� SQLSelect

� SQLUpdate

� SQLInsert

� SQLDelete

� SQLCreateTable

� SQLDropTable

� SQLMemberQ

� SQLStringMatchQ

The  first  six  functions  interact  with  the  database.  SQLMemberQ  and  SQLStringMatchQ  are  used  for  testing  data  in  queries  with

conditions. 

SQL−Style Queries
DatabaseLink  can work with databases with raw SQL statements. This is useful if  you already have a knowledge of SQL. Statements

can  be  used  to  select  data,  create  tables,  insert  data,  update  data,  remove  data,  and  drop  tables.  Typically  these  statements  are

passed to  a  command,  SQLExecute.  The statement  used by SQLExecute  is  a  string that  can contain  all  arguments.  However,  it  is

also possible to give the arguments separately,  which makes the statement a prepared statement.  SQLExecute  can also be used to

execute a batch of prepared statements with different arguments, as described in Performance: Batch Operation.
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Selecting Data
SQLSelect  selects and returns data from a database. An alternative, using raw SQL, is described in "Selecting Data with Raw SQL". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLSelect@conn,table,optsD select all data from the table

SQLSelect@conn,8tables<,8columns<D select data in certain columns from the table

SQLSelect@conn,8tables<,8columns<,condition,optsD

select data in certain columns from the table meeting the condition

Retrieving data from a database.

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the publisher database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "publisher"D;

This retrieves all data within the table ROYSCHED.

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED"D

88BS1011, 0, 5000, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0, 2000, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 2001, 4000, 0.12<, 8CP5018

The  third  parameter  of  SQLSelect  can  be  used  to  select  only  certain  columns.  In  this  example,  only  the  TITLE_ID  and  ROYALTY

columns are selected.

data = SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<D

88BS1011, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 0.12<

The results of the database operation can immediately be used in Mathematica.

ListLinePlot@Last �� dataD
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There are a number of options that can be given to SQLSelect .

option name default value

"SortingColumns" None how to sort the data

"Distinct" False whether to return only distinct results

"GetAsStrings" False whether to return the results as strings

"MaxRows" Automatic set the maximum number of rows returned

"ShowColumnHeadings" False whether to return headings with the results 

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Options of SQLSelect .
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It is possible to select data from multiple columns in multiple tables. You can select multiple tables by giving a second argument that is a

list of the table names. A list of column names should be used as the third parameter as shown previously. You can also associate a

specific table with a column by pairing a column name with a table name in a list  in the third argument.  This is important if  the same

column name is used in more than one table. The following example of a data join generates an outer product of the data in the two

tables and it uses the option "MaxRows" to show only the first five results.

SQLSelect@conn, 8"TITLES", "ROYSCHED"<,
88"TITLES", "TITLE"<, 8"TITLES", "TITLE_ID"<, 8"ROYSCHED", "TITLE_ID"<, 8"ROYSCHED", "ROYALTY"<<,
"MaxRows" ® 5, "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

TITLE TITLE_ID TITLE_ID ROYALTY

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 BS1011 0.1

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 BS1011 0.12

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 CP5018 0.1

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 CP5018 0.12

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 CP5018 0.16

The  following  example  repeats  the  previous  query,  adding  a  condition  that  the  TITLE_ID  in  the  two  tables  must  be  equal.  Using  a

condition is often a useful way to narrow the search results.

SQLSelect@conn, 8"TITLES", "ROYSCHED"<,
88"TITLES", "TITLE"<, 8"TITLES", "TITLE_ID"<, 8"ROYSCHED", "TITLE_ID"<, 8"ROYSCHED", "ROYALTY"<<,
SQLColumn@8"TITLES", "TITLE_ID"<D � SQLColumn@8"ROYSCHED", "TITLE_ID"<D,
"MaxRows" ® 5, "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

TITLE TITLE_ID TITLE_ID ROYALTY

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 BS1001 0.1

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 BS1001 0.12

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 BS1001 0.16

Designer Class Action Suits BS1001 BS1001 0.18

Self Hypnosis: A Beginner’s Guide PY2002 PY2002 0.1

You may specify that a column value must be between certain values.

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, .10 < SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D < .15D

88BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 0.14<, 8PY2003, 0.12<, 8PY2003, 0.14

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, .13 > SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D > .10D

88BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 0.12<, 8PY2003, 0.12<, 8UK3004, 0.12<, 8CK4005, 0.12

You may specify that a column value must be equal to a certain value. 

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D == .12D

88BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 0.12<, 8PY2003, 0.12<, 8UK3004, 0.12<, 8CK4005, 0.12

You may specify that a column value must not be equal to a certain value. 

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D != .12D

88BS1011, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.18<, 8PS9999, 0.1<,

You may specify that a column value must be greater than a certain value. 

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D > .12D

88CP5018, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.18<, 8PY2002, 0.14<, 8PY2003, 0.14<, 8UK3004, 0.14<, 8UK3004, 0.18

You may specify that a column value must be less than a certain value. 

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D < .12D

88BS1011, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 0.1<, 8PS9999, 0.1<, 8PY2002, 0.1<, 8PY2003, 0.1<, 8UK3004, 0.1<, 8CK4005

You may specify that a column value must be greater than or equal to a certain value. 
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SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D >= .12D

88BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.18<, 8PY2002, 0.12

You may specify that a column value must match a certain pattern using the metacharacters ’%’  for matching zero or more characters

and ’_’ for matching a single character.

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLStringMatchQ@SQLColumn@"TITLE_ID"D, "C%"DD

88CP5018, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.16<, 8CK4005, 0.1<, 8CK4005, 0.12<, 8CK4005, 0.16<, 8CK4005, 0.16

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLStringMatchQ@SQLColumn@"TITLE_ID"D, "_S%"DD

88BS1011, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.18<, 8PS9999, 0.1<

You may specify that a column value must be contained as a member of a list.

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLMemberQ@8.14, .16<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"DDD

88CP5018, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.16<, 8PY2002, 0.14<, 8PY2003, 0.14<, 8UK3004, 0.14<, 8CK4005, 0.16<, 8CK4005, 0.16

You may specify that a column value must be less than or equal to a certain value. 

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D <= .12D

88BS1011, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8PS9999, 0.1<,

You may also combine any conditions using And or Or.

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "LORANGE", "ROYALTY"<,
SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D == .12 && SQLColumn@"LORANGE"D > 1000D

88BS1011, 5001, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 2001, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 1001, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 1001, 0.12<, 8PY2003, 2001, 0.12

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<,
SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D == .12 ÈÈ SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D == .14D

88BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 0.14<, 8PY2003, 0.12<, 8PY2003, 0.14

The option "GetAsStrings"  can retrieve data without  converting it  to  a  Mathematica  type.  This  repeats  the previous query  without

converting the data.

SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<,
SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D == .12 ÈÈ SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D == .14, "GetAsStrings" ® TrueD �� InputForm

{{"BS1011", "0.12"}, {"CP5018", "0.12"}, 
 {"BS1001", "0.12"}, {"PY2002", "0.12"}, 
 {"PY2002", "0.14"}, {"PY2003", "0.12"}, 
 {"PY2003", "0.14"}, {"UK3004", "0.12"}, 
 {"UK3004", "0.14"}, {"CK4005", "0.12"}, 
 {"CP5010", "0.12"}, {"PY2012", "0.12"}, 
 {"PY2013", "0.12"}, {"UK3006", "0.12"}, 
 {"UK3006", "0.14"}, {"BS1014", "0.12"}, 
 {"BS1014", "0.14"}, {"UK3015", "0.12"}, 
 {"UK3015", "0.14"}, {"CK4016", "0.12"}, 
 {"CK4017", "0.12"}, {"CK4017", "0.14"}, 
 {"BS1007", "0.12"}}

You may also use the option "SortingColumns" to specify how to sort the data. This option takes a list of rules. The left side of the

rule specifies the column and the right side specifies whether to sort that data in ascending or descending order. The first item in the list

takes precedence over the supplemental items.

data = SQLSelect@conn, "ROYSCHED", 8"TITLE_ID", "ROYALTY"<,
"SortingColumns" ® 8SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D -> "Ascending", SQLColumn@"TITLE_ID"D -> "Ascending"<D

88BS1001, 0.1<, 8BS1007, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 0.1<, 8BS1014, 0.1<, 8CK4005, 0.1<, 8CK4016, 0.1<, 8CK4017, 0.1<, 8CP5010

The following plot shows that the data is now sorted.
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ListLinePlot@Last �� dataD
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The option "Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute.

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

The details of how Mathematica expressions are mapped to types stored in the database is discussed in "Data Type Mapping".
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Creating Tables
SQLCreateTable  creates a new table in a database. An alternative, using raw SQL, is described in "Creating Tables with Raw SQL".

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

When creating a table, the result of SQLCreateTable  is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query. If the table is

created correctly, this integer will always be zero as no rows are affected when creating a new table.

SQLCreateTable@conn,table,8columns<,optsD create an SQL table

Creating a table in a database.

Here is an example that creates a table. 

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

SQLCreateTable  creates a table. The columns are given as a list of SQLColumn  expressions. In the following example, a new table,

DATATYPESTABLE,  is  created  that  has  one  column  for  each  of  the  data  types  returned  from  SQLDataTypeNames.  The  column,

TINYINTCOL, is configured so that it cannot be set to Null . However, each binary column can be set to Null . The database default

for  "Nullable"  is  used  for  every  other  column  that  does  not  specify  the  "Nullable"  option.  The  character−based  columns  are

limited to a specific data length; other columns use the default data length for their type.

SQLDataTypeNames@connD

8TINYINT, BIGINT, LONGVARBINARY, VARBINARY, BINARY, LONGVARCHAR, CHAR, NUMERIC, DECIMAL, INTEGER, SMALLINT,

SQLCreateTable@conn, "DATATYPESTABLE",
8
SQLColumn@"TINYINTCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "TINYINT", "Nullable" ® FalseD,
SQLColumn@"SMALLINTCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "SMALLINT"D,
SQLColumn@"INTEGERCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "INTEGER"D,
SQLColumn@"BIGINTCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "BIGINT"D,
SQLColumn@"NUMERICCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "NUMERIC"D,
SQLColumn@"DECIMALCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "DECIMAL"D,
SQLColumn@"FLOATCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "FLOAT"D,
SQLColumn@"REALCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "REAL"D,
SQLColumn@"DOUBLECOL", "DataTypeName" -> "DOUBLE"D, SQLColumn@"BITCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "BIT"D,
SQLColumn@"LONGVARBINARYCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "LONGVARBINARY", "Nullable" ® TrueD,
SQLColumn@"VARBINARYCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "VARBINARY", "Nullable" ® TrueD,
SQLColumn@"BINARYCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "BINARY", "Nullable" ® TrueD,
SQLColumn@"LONGVARCHARCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "LONGVARCHAR"D,
SQLColumn@"VARCHARCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "VARCHAR", "Nullable" ® True, "DataLength" ® 5D,
SQLColumn@"CHARCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "CHAR", "Nullable" ® True, "DataLength" ® 3D,
SQLColumn@"DATECOL", "DataTypeName" -> "DATE"D, SQLColumn@"TIMECOL", "DataTypeName" -> "TIME"D,
SQLColumn@"TIMESTAMPCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "TIMESTAMP"D,
SQLColumn@"OBJECTCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "OBJECT", "Nullable" ® TrueD
<D

0

SQLTableNames verifies that the table exists in the database.

SQLTableNames@conn, "DATATYPESTABLE"D

8DATATYPESTABLE<

SQLColumnNames  verifies the columns in the table.

SQLColumnNames@conn, "DATATYPESTABLE"D

88DATATYPESTABLE, TINYINTCOL<, 8DATATYPESTABLE, SMALLINTCOL<, 8DATATYPESTABLE, INTEGERCOL<, 8DATATYPESTABLE
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SQLCreateTable  accepts one option.

option name default value

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Option of SQLCreateTable .

"Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute.

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "DATATYPESTABLE"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD

Certain  databases  support  further  options  for  columns,  such  as  whether  a  column  is  a  key  or  whether  it  auto−increments.  If  these

options are desired, then a raw SQL statement should be used to create the table.  "Creating Tables with Raw SQL" has some ideas

and examples.
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Inserting Data
SQLInsert  inserts data into a database. An alternative, using raw SQL, is described in "Inserting Data with Raw SQL".

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The result of SQLInsert  is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query. For a single insert this will be one, since

you can only insert one row at a time. SQLInsert  also supports a batch insert, as demonstrated in "Performance: Batch Operation".

SQLInsert@conn,table,
8columns<,8values<,optsD

insert data into a database

SQLInsert@conn,table,
8columns<,88values<<,optsD

batch insert data into a database

Inserting data into a database.

Here is an example that inserts data. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

A new table, TEST, is created. The details of this command are described in "Creating Tables". 

SQLCreateTable@conn, "TEST",
8
SQLColumn@"COL1", "DataTypeName" -> "INTEGER"D,
SQLColumn@"COL2", "DataTypeName" -> "DOUBLE"D
<D

0

SQLInsert  inserts data into this table.

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 810, 10.5<D

1

SQLSelect  verifies the data stored in the database.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8810, 10.5<<

Finally, a batch insert is carried out. The result is a list of the number of lines that are modified.

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 8810, 10.5<, 820, 55.1<<D

81, 1<

SQLSelect  shows that there are now three rows in this table.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8810, 10.5<, 810, 10.5<, 820, 55.1<<

SQLInsert  accepts one option.

option name default value

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Option of SQLInsert .
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The option "Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute.

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "TEST"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD

The details of how Mathematica expressions are mapped to types stored in the database is discussed in "Data Type Mapping".
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Updating Data
SQLUpdate  modifies data in a database. An alternative, using raw SQL, is described in "Updating Data with Raw SQL". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The result of SQLUpdate  is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query.

SQLUpdate@conn,table,
8columns<,8values<,optsD

update data in a database

SQLUpdate@conn,table,
8columns<,8values<,condition,optsD

update data in a database using a condition

Updating data in a database.

Here is an example that updates data. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

A new table, TEST, is created and data is inserted.

SQLCreateTable@conn, "TEST",
8
SQLColumn@"COL1", "DataTypeName" -> "INTEGER"D,
SQLColumn@"COL2", "DataTypeName" -> "DOUBLE"D
<D;

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 810, 10.5<D;

SQLSelect  shows the values in the table.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8810, 10.5<<

SQLUpdate  updates the elements in the database and SQLSelect  shows the result.

SQLUpdate@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 812, 12.5<D;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8812, 12.5<<

Typically, it is useful to set a condition for an update, with the condition specifying which rows should be updated. (For more information

on conditions, see "Selecting Data".) In the following example, another row is inserted into the database. 

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 820, 20.5<D;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8812, 12.5<, 820, 20.5<<

Here an update is given for rows for which the entry in the first column is less than 15.

SQLUpdate@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 84, 1.1<, SQLColumn@"COL1"D < 15 D;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8820, 20.5<, 84, 1.1<<

SQLUpdate  accepts one option.

option name default value

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Option of SQLUpdate .
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The option "Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute.

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "TEST"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Deleting Data
SQLDelete  deletes data from a database. An alternative, using raw SQL, is described in "Deleting Data with Raw SQL". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The result of SQLDelete  is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query. Thus, if three rows are removed, the result

is three, and if no rows are removed, the result is zero.

SQLDelete@tableD delete data from a database

SQLDelete@table,conditionD delete data from a database using a condition

Deleting data from a database.

Here is an example that deletes data. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

A new table, TEST, is created and data is inserted.

SQLCreateTable@conn, "TEST",
8
SQLColumn@"COL1", "DataTypeName" -> "INTEGER"D,
SQLColumn@"COL2", "DataTypeName" -> "DOUBLE"D
<D;

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 8810, 10.5<, 820, 17.5<<D;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8810, 10.5<, 820, 17.5<<

The following deletes all the data from the table. Two rows were deleted, and the result is two.

SQLDelete@conn, "TEST"D

2

SQLSelect  verifies that all the data has been removed from the table.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8<

This restores the data in the database.

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 8810, 10.5<, 820, 17.5<<D;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8810, 10.5<, 820, 17.5<<

Here, a condition is used in the SQLDelete  command, so that only rows for which the entry in the first column is greater than 15 are

deleted. This deletes one row, and hence the result is one.

stmt = SQLDelete@conn, "TEST", SQLColumn@"COL1"D > 15D

1

SQLSelect  verifies that one row was removed from the table.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D

8810, 10.5<<

SQLDelete  accepts one option.
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option name default value

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Option of SQLDelete .

The option "Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute.

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "TEST"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Dropping Tables
SQLDropTable drops tables from a database. An alternative, using raw SQL, is demonstrated in "Dropping Tables with Raw SQL".

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The result of SQLDropTable is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query.

SQLDropTable@tableD drop a table from a database

Dropping a table from a database.

Here is an example that drops a table. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

A new table, TEST, is created and data is inserted.

SQLCreateTable@conn, "TEST",
8
SQLColumn@"COL1", "DataTypeName" -> "INTEGER"D,
SQLColumn@"COL2", "DataTypeName" -> "DOUBLE"D
<D;

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"COL1", "COL2"<, 810, 10.5<D;

This drops the table.

SQLDropTable@conn, "TEST"D

0

SQLTableNames verifies that the table is removed from the database.

SQLTableNames@conn, "TEST"D

8<

SQLDropTable accepts one option.

option name default value

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Option of SQLDropTable.

The option "Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute.

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD
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SQLExecute
SQLExecute  allows SQL statements to be executed. Statements can be used to select data, create tables, insert  data, update data,

remove  data,  and  drop  tables.  The  statement  used  by  SQLExecute  is  a  string  that  can  contain  all  arguments.  However,  it  is  also

possible  to  give  the  arguments  separately,  which  makes  the  statement  a  prepared  statement.  SQLExecute  can  also  be  used  to

execute a batch of prepared statements with different arguments, as described in "Batch Input".

SQLExecute@conn,statement,opts¼D execute an SQL statement

SQLExecute@conn,statement,8args¼<,opts¼D execute a prepared statement with arguments

SQLExecute@conn,
statement,88args¼<¼<,opts¼D

execute a batch of prepared statement with different arguments

Executing SQL statements.

The following sections show how to use SQL statements to carry out different types of manipulations.

There are a number of options that can be given to SQLExecute.

option name default value

"GetAsStrings" False return the results as strings

"MaxRows" Automatic set the maximum number of rows returned

"ShowColumnHeadings" False whether to return headings with the results

"Timeout" Automatic set the timeout for a query

Options of SQLExecute.

Here is an example of these options. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database. If you find that the examples in this

tutorial  do not  work as shown, you may need to install  or  restore the example database with the DatabaseExamples‘  package,  as

described in "Using the Example Databases".

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

The option "GetAsStrings" can retrieve data without converting it to a Mathematica type. 

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1", "GetAsStrings" ® TrueD �� InputForm

{{"1", "5.6", "Day1"}, {"2", "5.9", "Day2"}, 
 {"3", "7.2", "Day3"}, {"4", "6.2", "Day4"}, 
 {"5", "6.0", "Day5"}}

The option "MaxRows" can limit the number of rows returned. 

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1", "MaxRows" ® 2D

881, 5.6, Day1<, 82, 5.9, Day2<<

The option "ShowColumnHeadings" can retrieve the column headings with the results.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM SAMPLETABLE1", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

ENTRY VALUE NAME

1 5.6 Day1

2 5.9 Day2

3 7.2 Day3

4 6.2 Day4

5 6. Day5

The option "Timeout" can be used to cancel a query if it takes too long to execute. 
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This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

Argument Sequences in SQL−Style Queries
If  you want  to  use one argument  in  an SQL statement  that  holds a sequence of  several  values,  you can use SQLArgument.  This  is

particularly useful  for  selects and inserts in tables that  have many columns. With selects,  you can dynamically specify multiple tables

and columns, and with inserts you can dynamically specify multiple columns and values.

SQLArgument a sequence of arguments to a command

Argument sequences.

To demonstrate this, load DatabaseLink and connect to the publisher database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "publisher"D;

Now, you can execute a select query using SQLArgument. Notice how the statement refers to two arguments as ‘1‘ arguments. This

makes the statement simpler since it saves having to number the arguments individually.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT ‘1‘ FROM ‘2‘",
8 SQLArgument@SQLColumn@"TITLE_ID"D, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"DD, SQLTable@"ROYSCHED"D<D

88BS1011, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 0.12<

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

It should be noted that SQLArgument is not supported in Mathematica−based queries.
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Selecting Data with Raw SQL
The  raw  SQL  command  SELECT  selects  and  returns  data  from  a  database.  An  alternative  is  to  use  the  Mathematica  command

SQLSelect , described in "Selecting Data". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the publisher database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "publisher"D;

This retrieves data within the table, ROYSCHED, for which the data in the ROYALTY column is between 0.11 and 0.12.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ROYSCHED WHERE ROYALTY >= .11 AND ROYALTY <= .12"D

88BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 2001, 4000, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 1001, 5000, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 1001, 5000, 0.12

This carries out  the same SELECT statement but  uses a prepared statement.  The arguments to the statement are given as the third

element of the SQLExecute command. The first argument is placed in the location of the ‘1‘ and the second in the location of the ‘2‘.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ROYSCHED WHERE ROYALTY >= ‘1‘ AND ROYALTY <= ‘2‘", 80.11, 0.12<D

88BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 2001, 4000, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 1001, 5000, 0.12<, 8PY2002, 1001, 5000, 0.12

Column and table names must be wrapped in SQLColumn  and SQLTable, respectively. This will ensure they are not quoted as strings.

The following selects elements of the ROYALTY column in the ROYSCHED table for which the TITLE_ID column value is BS1011.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT ‘1‘ FROM ROYSCHED WHERE TITLE_ID = ‘2‘", 8SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"D, "BS1011"<D

880.1<, 80.12<<

If  you  want  to  give  a  sequence  of  arguments  to  a  prepared  statement,  you  can  use  SQLArgument.  This  is  described  in  Argument

Sequences in SQL−Style Queries.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT ‘1‘ FROM ROYSCHED WHERE TITLE_ID = ‘2‘",
8SQLArgument@SQLColumn@"LORANGE"D, SQLColumn@"HIRANGE"D, SQLColumn@"ROYALTY"DD, "BS1011"<D

880, 5000, 0.1<, 85001, 50000, 0.12<<

Many  databases  offer  functions  that  apply  to  the  results  of  a  select  operation.  Typical  examples  are  COUNT,  MIN,  MAX,  SUM,  and

AVG. The documentation for your database will describe the details of the functions that are available. The following examples demon−

strate some of these functions.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT COUNTHROYALTYL FROM ROYSCHED"D

8851<<

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT MINHROYALTYL FROM ROYSCHED"D

880.1<<

Many databases allow you to apply mathematical functions such as +, −, *, or / to the results.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT ROYALTY * 2 FROM ROYSCHED"D

880.2<, 80.24<, 80.2<, 80.24<, 80.32<, 80.2<, 80.24<, 80.32<, 80.36<, 80.2<, 80.2<, 80.24<, 80.28<, 80.2<, 8

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT ROYALTY � 10 FROM ROYSCHED"D

880.01<, 80.012<, 80.01<, 80.012<, 80.016<, 80.01<, 80.012<, 80.016<, 80.018<, 80.01<, 80.01<, 80.012<, 80.014

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT - ROYALTY FROM ROYSCHED"D

88-0.1<, 8-0.12<, 8-0.1<, 8-0.12<, 8-0.16<, 8-0.1<, 8-0.12<, 8-0.16<, 8-0.18<, 8-0.1<, 8-0.1<, 8-0.12<, 8-0.14
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You can also select only distinct values.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT DISTINCT ROYALTY FROM ROYSCHED"D

880.1<, 80.12<, 80.14<, 80.16<, 80.18<, 80.2<<

You can also group values.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT TITLE_ID,
MINHROYALTYL FROM ROYSCHED GROUP BY TITLE_ID", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

TITLE_ID

BS1011 0.1

CP5018 0.1

BS1001 0.1

PS9999 0.1

PY2002 0.1

PY2003 0.1

UK3004 0.1

CK4005 0.1

CP5010 0.1

PY2012 0.1

PY2013 0.1

UK3006 0.1

BS1014 0.1

UK3015 0.1

CK4016 0.1

CK4017 0.1

BS1007 0.1

PY2008 0.1

Many databases also support retrieving a range of results.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT TOP 5 * FROM ROYSCHED"D

88BS1011, 0, 5000, 0.1<, 8BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0, 2000, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 2001, 4000, 0.12<, 8CP5018

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT LIMIT 5 10 * FROM ROYSCHED"D

88BS1001, 0, 1000, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 1001, 5000, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 5001, 7000, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 7001, 50000, 0.18<

More complex SELECT statements using INNER JOIN and OUTER JOIN can be used in a FROM clause to combine records from two

tables.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT DISTINCT TITLES.TITLE FROM TITLES INNER JOIN ROYSCHED ON
TITLES.TITLE_ID=ROYSCHED.TITLE_ID WHERE TITLES.PUB_ID=’0877’ AND ROYSCHED.ROYALTY > .1"D

88Hamburger Again!<, 8How to Burn a Compact Disk<, 8Let Them Eat Cake!<, 8Made to Wonder: Cooking the Macabre

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT T.TITLE, T.TITLE_ID, MINHR.ROYALTYL FROM ROYSCHED R, TITLES T LEFT
OUTER JOIN ROYSCHED ON T.TITLE_ID = R.TITLE_ID GROUP BY T.TITLE, T.TITLE_ID
ORDER BY R.ROYALTY, T.TITLE DESC", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

JDBC::error : Not in aggregate function or group by ¼ E_ID
ORDER BY R.ROYALTY, T.TITLE DESCD

$Failed

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Creating Tables with Raw SQL
The  raw  SQL  command  CREATE  TABLE  creates  tables  in  a  database.  An  alternative  is  to  use  the  Mathematica  command

SQLCreateTable , described in "Creating Tables". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

When  creating  a  table,  the  result  of  SQLExecute  is  an  integer  specifying  the  number  of  rows  affected  by  the  query.  If  the  table  is

created correctly, this integer will always be zero as no rows are affected when creating a new table.

Here is an example that creates a table. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

When a table is created, options can be given to restrict how data is stored within the database. In the following, a table is created with

four columns. The USERNAME is a string−based column that cannot be Null  and is the primary key. (A primary key is important to a

table  as  it  uniquely  identifies  a  row within  the  table.)  The  other  three  columns  (ADDRESS,  CITY,  and  ZIPCODE)  are  regular  string−

based columns. However, they must be unique among all rows.

SQLExecute@conn,
"CREATE TABLE ADDRESSES H

USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
ADDRESS VARCHAR,
CITY VARCHAR,
ZIPCODE VARCHAR,
UNIQUE HADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODELL"D

0

In this example, a table with three columns is created. The first column is an integer that is an identity. This means that it is the primary

key  for  the  table  and  its  value  will  be  automatically  incremented  in  each  row.  In  other  words,  the  value  is  not  required  when  data  is

inserted; instead, the value will be the next available increment. The USERNAME is a string−based column that is the foreign key to the

ADDRESSES table. The third column is a bit that has a default of 1 (i.e. if a value is not supplied when data is inserted it will be set to 1).

SQLExecute@conn, "CREATE TABLE MAILER H
MAILERID INT IDENTITY,
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL,
SENDMAILER BIT DEFAULT ’1’ NOT NULL,
FOREIGN KEY HUSERNAMEL REFERENCES ADDRESSES HUSERNAMELL"D

0

SQLTableNames verifies the tables exist in the database.

SQLTableNames@conn, "ADDRESSES"D

8ADDRESSES<

SQLTableNames@conn, "MAILER"D

8MAILER<

SQLColumnNames  verifies the columns were created in the database.

SQLColumnNames@conn, "ADDRESSES"D

88ADDRESSES, USERNAME<, 8ADDRESSES, ADDRESS<, 8ADDRESSES, CITY<, 8ADDRESSES, ZIPCODE<<

SQLColumnNames@conn, "MAILER"D

88MAILER, MAILERID<, 8MAILER, USERNAME<, 8MAILER, SENDMAILER<<

This deletes the tables and closes the connection.

SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE MAILER"D;
SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE ADDRESSES"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Other options may be available to you when creating tables depending on the database being used. See your database documentation

for information on what options are specifically available.
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Inserting Data with Raw SQL
The  SQL  command  INSERT  inserts  data  into  a  database.  An  alternative  is  to  use  the  Mathematica  command  SQLInsert ,  as

described in "Inserting Data". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

When inserting data, the result of SQLExecute is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query.

Here is an example that inserts data. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

As discussed in "Creating Tables with Raw SQL", the ADDRESSES and MAILER tables should be created.

SQLExecute@conn,
"CREATE TABLE ADDRESSES H
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
ADDRESS VARCHAR,
CITY VARCHAR,
ZIPCODE VARCHAR,
UNIQUE HADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODELL"D;

SQLExecute@conn, "CREATE TABLE MAILER H
MAILERID INT IDENTITY,
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL,
SENDMAILER BIT DEFAULT ’1’ NOT NULL,
FOREIGN KEY HUSERNAMEL REFERENCES ADDRESSES HUSERNAMELL"D;

This demonstrates an SQL statement that inserts a row into the ADDRESSES table. 

SQLExecute@conn,
"INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES
H’user1’, ’100 Trade Center’, ’Champaign, IL’, ’61820’L"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been added to the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES"D

88user1, 100 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<<

The USERNAME  column is made to be a primary key,  which means that  it  must  be unique.  If  you try to insert  the same data again,

there is an error and the result is $Failed.

SQLExecute@conn,
"INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES
H’user1’, ’100 Trade Center’, ’Champaign, IL’, ’61820’L"D

JDBC::error : JDBC error:
Unique constraint violation: in st¼ Center’, ’Champaign, IL’, ’61820’LD

$Failed

With this  command,  the USERNAME  parameter  is  unique,  but  ADDRESS,  CITY,  and ZIPCODE  are not.  These must  also be unique

and again there is an error.

SQLExecute@conn,
"INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES
H’user2’, ’100 Trade Center’, ’Champaign, IL’, ’61820’L"D

JDBC::error : JDBC error:
Unique constraint violation: SYS_CT¼ Center’, ’Champaign, IL’, ’61820’LD

$Failed

This inserts unique values of ADDRESS, CITY, and ZIPCODE.
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SQLExecute@conn,
"INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES
H’user2’, ’200 Trade Center’, ’Champaign, IL’, ’61820’L"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been added to the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES"D

88user1, 100 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user2, 200 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<<

A  prepared  statement  may  be  more  useful  for  working  with  data  to  insert.  In  addition,  SQLArgument  may  be  useful  to  reduce  the

number of argument fields in the prepared statement. SQLArgument is described in Argument Sequences in SQL−Style Queries.

SQLExecute@conn,
"INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES
H‘1‘L", 8SQLArgument@"user3", "300 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been added to the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES"D

88user1, 100 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user2, 200 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user3,

Identity columns are very useful as they automatically increment their values and do not require a value. They are also the primary key

for the table, which means they uniquely identify a row. Identity values should be set to Null  in a SQL statement.

SQLColumnNames@conn, "MAILER"D

88MAILER, MAILERID<, 8MAILER, USERNAME<, 8MAILER, SENDMAILER<<

SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO MAILER HMAILERID, USERNAME, SENDMAILERL VALUES HNULL, ’user1’, 0L"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been added to the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM MAILER"D

880, user1, False<<

Since  USERNAME  is  a  foreign  key,  its  value  must  be  present  in  ADDRESSES.  The  following  fails  because  user4  is  not  present  in

ADDRESSES.

SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO MAILER HMAILERID, USERNAME, SENDMAILERL VALUES HNULL, ’user4’, 0L"D

JDBC::error : JDBC error:
Integrity constraint violation - no¼ NDMAILERL VALUES HNULL, ’user4’, 0LD

$Failed

The SENDMAILER column has a default value and is therefore not required when data is inserted.

SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO MAILER HMAILERID, USERNAMEL VALUES HNULL, ’user2’L"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data exists in the database and ties the values together.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT USERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODE, SENDMAILER FROM ADDRESSES, MAILER
WHERE ADDRESSES.USERNAME = MAILER.USERNAME", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

USERNAME ADDRESS CITY ZIPCODE SENDMAILER

user1 100 Trade Center Champaign, IL 61820 False

user2 200 Trade Center Champaign, IL 61820 False

This deletes the tables and closes the connection.
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SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE MAILER"D;
SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE ADDRESSES"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Updating Data with Raw SQL
The  raw  SQL  command  UPDATE  updates  data  in  a  database.  An  alternative  is  to  use  the  Mathematica  command  SQLUpdate ,

described in "Updating Data". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

When updating data, the result of SQLExecute is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query.

Here is an example that updates data. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

As discussed in "Creating Tables with Raw SQL", the ADDRESSES and MAILER tables should be created.

SQLExecute@conn,
"CREATE TABLE ADDRESSES H
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
ADDRESS VARCHAR,
CITY VARCHAR,
ZIPCODE VARCHAR,
UNIQUE HADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODELL"D;

SQLExecute@conn, "CREATE TABLE MAILER H
MAILERID INT IDENTITY,
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL,
SENDMAILER BIT DEFAULT ’1’ NOT NULL,
FOREIGN KEY HUSERNAMEL REFERENCES ADDRESSES HUSERNAMELL"D;

SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES H‘1‘L",
88SQLArgument@"user1", "100 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<,
8SQLArgument@"user2", "200 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<,
8SQLArgument@"user3", "300 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<<

D;
SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO MAILER HMAILERID, USERNAME, SENDMAILERL VALUES H‘1‘L",
88SQLArgument@Null, "user1", FalseD<,
8SQLArgument@Null, "user2", FalseD<<

D;

This executes an SQL statement that updates a row in the MAILER table. This query updates the SENDMAILER column based on the

value of USERNAME. Many update statements may be created using conditions that work with values in columns.

SQLExecute@conn,
"UPDATE MAILER SET SENDMAILER = 1 WHERE USERNAME = ’user1’"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been changed in the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM MAILER"D

880, user1, True<, 81, user2, False<<

Using prepared statements,  you can dynamically create SQL statements that  update data within the database. You can combine this

with a simple Mathematica function. This example updates the address for a particular user.

SetAddress@username_String, address_StringD :=
SQLExecute@conn,
"UPDATE ADDRESSES SET ADDRESS = ‘2‘ WHERE USERNAME = ‘1‘", 8username, address<D

SetAddress@"user1", "100 Trade Center Office 123"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been changed in the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES"D

88user1, 100 Trade Center Office 123, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user2, 200 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820

The same restrictions that apply to inserts also apply to updates. Thus, if you try to update an ADDRESS value to equal the ADDRESS

value of another row, an error will be returned; this table requires them to be unique.
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SetAddress@"user1", "200 Trade Center"D

JDBC::error : JDBC error:
Unique constraint violation: SYS_CT¼ SET ADDRESS = ? WHERE USERNAME = ?D

$Failed

This deletes the tables and closes the connection.

SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE MAILER"D;
SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE ADDRESSES"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Deleting Data with Raw SQL
The  raw  SQL  command  DELETE  deletes  data  from  a  database.  An  alternative  is  to  use  the  Mathematica  command  SQLDelete ,

described in "Deleting Data". 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

When deleting data, the result of SQLExecute is an integer specifying the number of rows affected by the query.

Here is an example that removes data. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

As discussed in "Creating Tables with Raw SQL", the ADDRESSES and MAILER tables should be created.

SQLExecute@conn,
"CREATE TABLE ADDRESSES H
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
ADDRESS VARCHAR,
CITY VARCHAR,
ZIPCODE VARCHAR,
UNIQUE HADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODELL"D;

SQLExecute@conn, "CREATE TABLE MAILER H
MAILERID INT IDENTITY,
USERNAME VARCHAR NOT NULL,
SENDMAILER BIT DEFAULT ’1’ NOT NULL,
FOREIGN KEY HUSERNAMEL REFERENCES ADDRESSES HUSERNAMELL"D;

SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO ADDRESSES HUSERNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, ZIPCODEL VALUES H‘1‘L",
88SQLArgument@"user1", "100 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<,
8SQLArgument@"user2", "200 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<,
8SQLArgument@"user3", "300 Trade Center", "Champaign, IL", "61820"D<<

D;
SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO MAILER HMAILERID, USERNAME, SENDMAILERL VALUES H‘1‘L",
88SQLArgument@Null, "user1", FalseD<,
8SQLArgument@Null, "user2", TrueD<<

D;

Here are the contents of the ADDRESSES table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES"D

88user1, 100 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user2, 200 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user3,

Here are the contents of the MAILER table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM MAILER"D

880, user1, False<, 81, user2, True<<

This executes an SQL statement that deletes a row in the MAILER table. It deletes any rows for which the value in the SENDMAILER

column is 0 (or False). Delete statements can be created using conditions that depend on the values in columns. Since one row has

been deleted, the result is 1.

SQLExecute@conn,
"DELETE FROM MAILER WHERE SENDMAILER = 0"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been changed in the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM MAILER"D

881, user2, True<<

Using prepared statements,  you can dynamically  create  SQL statements  that  delete  data  within  the  database.  You can combine this

with a simple Mathematica function. This example deletes an address for a particular user.

DeleteAddress@username_StringD :=
SQLExecute@conn,
"DELETE FROM ADDRESSES WHERE USERNAME = ‘1‘", 8username<D
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DeleteAddress@"user3"D

1

A SELECT statement verifies that the data has been changed in the table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES"D

88user1, 100 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<, 8user2, 200 Trade Center, Champaign, IL, 61820<<

Any restrictions on the values in tables also apply when data is deleted. Thus, if you try to delete an ADDRESS value that is referenced

by an item in the MAILER table, an error occurs.

DeleteAddress@"user2"D

JDBC::error : JDBC error:
Integrity constraint violation SYS_¼ E FROM ADDRESSES WHERE USERNAME = ?D

$Failed

This deletes the tables and closes the connection.

SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE MAILER"D;
SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE ADDRESSES"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD
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Dropping Tables with Raw SQL
The  raw  SQL  command  DROP  TABLE  drops  tables  from  a  database.  An  alternative  is  to  use  the  Mathematica  command

SQLDropTable, described in "Dropping Tables".

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

When dropping a table, the result of SQLExecute will be $Failed if there is an error.

Here is an example that drops a table. This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

A simple table is created and two rows are inserted.

SQLExecute@conn,
"CREATE TABLE TEST HCOL1 INTEGER, COL2 INTEGERL"D;

SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO TEST HCOL1, COL2L VALUES H‘1‘L",
88SQLArgument@5, 6D<, 8SQLArgument@7, 9D<<
D;

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM TEST"D

885, 6<, 87, 9<<

An SQL statement that drops the TEST table is executed.

SQLExecute@conn, "DROP TABLE TEST"D

0

This confirms that the TEST table is no longer in the database.

SQLTableNames@conn, "TEST"D

8<

This closes the connection.

CloseSQLConnection@connD

It should be noted that it is not permitted to drop a table that is referenced by another.
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The Database Explorer
The Database Explorer is a graphical interface to DatabaseLink. It provides a number of useful functions, such as managing connec−

tions  and  working  with  the  data  in  a  database.  It  can  be  launched  by  loading  DatabaseLink  and  executing  the  command

DatabaseExplorer.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
DatabaseExplorer@D

� GUIObject �

On Windows it appears as follows.

At  this  point  you  can  connect  to  a  database  and  make  queries  from its  tables.  When  you  have  selected  the  data,  it  can  be  used  to

create a report as a Mathematica notebook. This will allow you to work with the results in Mathematica.

This version of the Database Explorer can only select and read data from a database.

The Connection Tool
From the main Database Explorer window, you can open the Connection Tool by using the Connect to a data source button. It can

also be launched by executing the command OpenSQLConnection, described in Database Connections: Establishing a Connection.
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If  you  do  not  see  the  sample  databases  shown  in  the  picture,  you  may  need  to  install  or  restore  the  example  database  with  the

DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The Connection Tool  shows all  of  the database connections that  appear in configuration files in DatabaseResources  directories.

The details of named connections and their configuration files are described in "Database Resources". From the Connection Tool you

can select a connection and edit or delete it. You can also create a new connection, as described in "New Connection Wizard".

You  can  use  the  Connect  button  to  open  a  connection  to  the  database  that  was  selected  and  update  the  main  Database  Explorer

window. You can now make queries from the database.

Querying the Database
When you have connected to a database, as described previously, the Database Explorer shows the actual database in the Connec−

tion  list  and the tables in a scroll  list.  The following picture shows the result  of  connecting to the publisher  database. This contains a

number of tables. If you select one of the tables, its columns will be shown, and you can select any of them. A button for selecting all the

columns is also provided.

Clicking the Result tab selects the data from the table and selected columns. Here is an example.
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The Query page also has an Advanced Options button. When you click this button, more options for forming the query are provided.

For example, you can put various conditions on columns. Here is an example where data in the TITLE_ID column must be greater than

5000.

Clicking the Result tab will run the query and display the results.
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Saving Queries
When you have set  up a query,  it  can be saved with the Save the Query  button.  When you click this  button a Save File  dialog box

appears that includes a number of  locations in DatabaseResources  directories.  (DatabaseResources  directories are described

in "Database Resources".) When you launch the Database Explorer, all the queries that have been saved are made available and can

be run.

Exporting to Mathematica
When you have set  up a  query,  the  data  can be extracted into  a  report  in  a  Mathematica  notebook document.  This  can be used for

printing or for further work in Mathematica.

To generate a report, click the Create a notebook button. Here is a sample notebook.

When the data is in Mathematica, you can process it further with all the tools that Mathematica provides.
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New Connection Wizard
The  New  Connection  Wizard  is  available  from  the  Connection  Tool,  which  can  be  launched  either  from  the  Database  Explorer

(described  previously)  or  by  executing  the  command  OpenSQLConnection@D  (described  in  "Database  Connections:  Establishing  a

Connection"). It will create a new named connection that will be available for future uses. The information about the connection will be

written in a configuration file as described in "Database Resources".

The wizard takes you through the following steps for creating a new connection. 

1. Overview.

2. Specify name and description.

3. Select type of database.

4. Specify URL.

5. Specify username and password.

6. Choose save location.

7. Review.

A view of the third step is shown in the following picture. In this step, the type of the database is selected from a list.  There is also a

button  for  entering  a  new type  of  database.  The  list  includes  types  that  have  been installed  in  the  system as  described  in  Database

Resources: JDBC Configuration.

Each screen of the wizard has a full description. When it has finished, a new named connection has been created. This can be used by

OpenSQLConnection and will show up in the Connection Tool.
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Data Type Mapping
One of  the  most  important  issues  for  using  a  database  is  the  conversion  of  data  as  it  is  stored  and  retrieved  from a  database.  This

tutorial will discuss how Mathematica expressions interact with data stored in a database.

The  following  table  shows  the  mappings  between  data  types  and  Mathematica  expressions.  For  example,  a  Mathematica  Integer

expression  can  be  stored  in  SQL  integral  types  such  as  INTEGER  and  TINYINT.  In  addition,  if  data  from  a  column  that  is  of  type

VARCHAR is selected, this will result in a Mathematica String expression.

Mathematica expression data type

String used mostly with SQL types such as CHAR, VARCHAR, and LONGVARCHAR

Integer used mostly with SQL types such as INTEGER, TINYINT, SMALLINT, and BIGINT

Real used mostly with SQL types such as DOUBLE, FLOAT, and REAL

True used mostly with the SQL type BIT

False used mostly with the SQL type BIT

Null used mostly with the SQL type NULL

SQLBinary used mostly with SQL types such as BINARY, VARBINARY, and 
LONGVARBINARY

SQLDateTime used mostly with SQL types such as DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP

SQLExpr a special type of binary data that is used to store Mathematica expressions

The mapping between Mathematica expressions and data types stored in a database.

Atomic  Mathematica  expressions  such  as  String,  Integer,  Real ,  True ,  False,  and  Null ,  and  compound  expressions  formed

from SQLBinary , SQLDateTime, and SQLExpr  are converted to and from Java objects. These Java objects are then processed with

JDBC operations taking advantage of any encoding or escaping functionality that is provided by the JDBC driver. It is typical that they

contain  code specific  to  a  database for  encoding a value passed into  or  received from a query.  Since these drivers  are often imple−

mented by the makers of the database, it is very advantageous to use their functionality as much as possible.

Certain  data  types  require  Mathematica  expressions  that  use  a  special  wrapper.  For  example,  the  data  type  BINARY  requires  a

Mathematica  expression  that  uses  the  wrapper  SQLBinary .  These  wrappers  are  necessary  to  prevent  ambiguities  in  the  command

structure.

SQLBinary
SQLBinary  can be used to work with binary data in a database. This allows you to store data such as images or compiled code.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

This generates a string that contains a GIF image.
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gif = ExportString@Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, "GIF"D
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ToCharacterCode is used to create a list of bytes that represent the image. This list will also be wrapped in SQLBinary .

byteData = SQLBinary@ToCharacterCode@gifDD;

This creates a table for demonstration purposes.

SQLCreateTable@conn, "BINTABLE", 8SQLColumn@"BINCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "BINARY"D<D

0

This inserts the data into the table.

SQLInsert@conn, "BINTABLE", 8"BINCOL"<, 8byteData<D

1

The data is now retrieved using SQLSelect . Since it is binary data, it is returned as an SQLBinary  expression.

data = SQLSelect@conn, "BINTABLE"D;

Then, the data is converted back into a string using FromCharacterCode. 

gifData = FromCharacterCode@ data@@1, 1, 1DD D;

Finally, you can import the data and display it.
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Show@ImportString@gifData, "GIF"DD

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "BINTABLE"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD;

SQLDateTime
SQLDateTime allows you to store and retrieve date and time information. It also allows you to execute queries that depend on specific

dates or times.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

You can create a table for demonstration purposes. This table contains DATE, TIME, DATETIME, and TIMESTAMP columns.

SQLCreateTable@conn, "DATETIMETABLE",
8SQLColumn@"DATECOL", "DataTypeName" -> "DATE"D, SQLColumn@"TIMECOL", "DataTypeName" -> "TIME"D,
SQLColumn@"DATETIMECOL", "DataTypeName" -> "DATETIME"D,
SQLColumn@"TIMESTAMPCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "TIMESTAMP"D<D

0

Now, you can insert data into the table. You can use the output of the Mathematica DateList@D function for all data types except for

the data type TIME; for this you must specify a list of three integers that specify hours, minutes and seconds. Note that DATE will only

use  the  date  information  from  DateList@D  and  not  the  time  information.  DATETIME  and  TIMESTAMP  will  use  both  and  also

nanoseconds.

SQLInsert@conn, "DATETIMETABLE", 8"DATECOL", "TIMECOL", "DATETIMECOL", "TIMESTAMPCOL"<,
8SQLDateTime@DateList@DD, SQLDateTime@83, 4, 5<D, SQLDateTime@DateList@DD, SQLDateTime@DateList@DD<D

1

SQLSelect  can be used to retrieve the data from the database. The data will be returned as SQLDateTime expressions. 

SQLSelect@conn, "DATETIMETABLE"D

88SQLDateTime@82006, 2, 7<D, SQLDateTime@83, 4, 5<D, SQLDateTime@82006, 2, 7, 14, 34, 58.3855<D, SQLDateTime

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "DATETIMETABLE"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD;

SQLExpr
SQLExpr  can be used to store Mathematica expressions in a database. When they are retrieved, they are converted back into Mathe−

matica expressions. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".
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This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

In order to store a Mathematica expression, you need to create a column that can be used to store a string such as VARCHAR.

SQLCreateTable@conn, "EXPRTABLE", 8SQLColumn@"EXPRCOL", "DataTypeName" -> "VARCHAR"D<D

0

This inserts a Mathematica expression into the database.

SQLInsert@conn, "EXPRTABLE", 8"EXPRCOL"<, 8SQLExpr@Sin@x^2DD<D

1

SQLSelect  retrieves the data from the database. The data is returned as an SQLExpr expression.

data = SQLSelect@conn, "EXPRTABLE"D

99SQLExprASinAx2EE==

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "EXPRTABLE"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD;
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Result Sets
When many rows of data are returned from a database query, a significant amount of memory may be required to hold the result. If all

of the data does not need to be available at the same time it might be preferable to get the result row by row or a few rows at a time.

Rows  can  then  be  processed  individually  or  in  small  groups.  This  functionality  is  provided  by  the  SQL  result  set  functions  of

DatabaseLink.

Basic Result Set Operations
Result  set operations involve creating a result  set,  reading from it,  and then closing it.  This section discusses the basic ways to work

with result sets.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLResultSetOpen@queryD create an SQL result set based on query

SQLResultSetOpen@query,optsD create an SQL result set using options opts

SQLResultSetRead@rsD read a row from result set rs

SQLResultSetRead@rs,numD read num rows from result set rs

SQLResultSetClose@rsD close result set rs

Basic result set functions.

The  query  argument  to  SQLResultSetOpen  is  a  function  that  selects  data  using  either  SQLSelect  or  SQLExecute.  Here  is  an

example.

First, the DatabaseLink package is loaded and a connection is made to the publisher example database.

<< DatabaseLink‘;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@"publisher"D;

You can use this connection to read eight rows from the ROYSCHED table.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8D �� TableForm

BS1011 0 5000 0.1

BS1011 5001 50 000 0.12

CP5018 0 2000 0.1

CP5018 2001 4000 0.12

CP5018 4001 50 000 0.16

BS1001 0 1000 0.1

BS1001 1001 5000 0.12

BS1001 5001 7000 0.16

You can also obtain a result set from the same query.

rs = SQLResultSetOpen@SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8DD

SQLResultSet@0, <>, ScrollableD

SQLResultSetRead  reads from the result set and returns the rows that were read. After reading from a result set, the next read will

read the next row. The following example reads a single row. Since the result set was just created, it reads the first row.

SQLResultSetRead@rsD

8BS1011, 0, 5000, 0.1<

The following reads the second and third rows.

SQLResultSetRead@rs, 2D

88BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0, 2000, 0.1<<
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By  default  SQLResultSetRead  maps  data  types  into  various  Mathematica  expressions.  However,  setting  the  option

"GetAsStrings" to True  gets results as string expressions. 

SQLResultSetRead@rs, "GetAsStrings" ® TrueD �� InputForm

{"CP5018", "2001", "4000", "0.12"}

If you want to process each row individually, you can use a construct like the following. It reads the remaining rows and sums the last

element of each row. Since there were eight rows in the result set and four had already been read, this operation will  read four rows.

When SQLResultSetRead returns something that is not a list you have reached the end of the result set.

res = 0; While@ListQ@ data = SQLResultSetRead@rsDD, res += Last@dataDD;
res

0.54

If you call SQLResultSetRead again it will return Null  because the end of the result set has been reached.

SQLResultSetRead@rsD

This closes the result set and the SQL connection.

SQLResultSetClose@rsD;
CloseSQLConnection@ connD;

SQLResultSet Options
SQLResultSetOpen takes an option, "Mode", that controls movement in the result set and whether the result is sensitive to changes

in the database.

First, the DatabaseLink package is loaded and a connection is made to the publisher example database.

<< DatabaseLink‘;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@"publisher"D;

This opens a result set, but you can only move forwards in this result set.

rs = SQLResultSetOpen@SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8D, Mode ® "ForwardOnly"D

SQLResultSet@0, <>, ForwardOnlyD

setting description

"ForwardOnly" only moving forwards is possible

"ScrollInsensitive" forward and backward moving is possible and result set does not pick up changes 
to the database

"ScrollSensitive" forward and backward moving is possible and  result set picks up changes to the 
database

Settings of the Mode option of SQLResultSetOpen.

The  "ForwardOnly"  setting  of  the  "Mode"  option  means  that  you  can  only  move  forwards  in  the  result  set  and  the  result  set  is

insensitive to any changes to the database after the result set has been created.

The "ScrollInsensitive" setting of the "Mode" option means that you can move forwards and backwards in the result set and the

result set is insensitive to any changes to the database after the result set has been created.

The "ScrollSensitive"  setting of the "Mode"  option means that you can move forwards and backwards in the result set and the

result set is sensitive to any changes to the database after the result set has been created.

You should note that not all databases support moving backwards in the result set or can detect changes in the data.

In addition you use SetOptions to change options of a result set after it has been created. The following sets the direction in which it

is expected that result will be retrieved from the result set. This helps the driver to optimize retrieval of data.

SetOptions@rs, FetchDirection ® "Forward"D
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setting description

"FetchDirection" gives a hint as the direction in which rows will be processed

"FetchSize" gives a hint as to the number of rows that should be fetched from the database

SQLResultSet options.

Result Set Positions
If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLResultSetShift@rs,numD shift current position by num in result set rs

SQLResultSetGoto@rs,numD move current position to num in result set rs

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD return current position in result set rs

SQLResultSetCurrent@rsD read the row at the current position in result set rs

Result set position functions.

A result set is created from a database query, and it can be seen as an array of the rows that match the query. The array actually has

two extra positions, one before the first row and one after the last row. When the result set is created, its current position is before the

first row.

This loads DatabaseLink and creates a result set from a query to the publisher database.

<< DatabaseLink‘;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@"publisher"D;
rs = SQLResultSetOpen@SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8DD

SQLResultSet@0, <>, ScrollableD

The position is 0, which means that the current position is before the first row.

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD

0

If a read is done at the current position, the result is Null  because there is nothing to read before the first row.

SQLResultSetCurrent@rsD

The following shifts the result set by two. The result is True , which means that there is something to read at the new position.

SQLResultSetShift@rs, 2D

True

The result set is now positioned at the second row.

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD

2

The following reads the row at the current position.

SQLResultSetCurrent@rsD

8BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<

By  default  SQLResultSetCurrent  maps  data  types  into  various  Mathematica  expressions.  However,  setting  the  option

"GetAsStrings" to True  gets results as string expressions. 
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SQLResultSetCurrent@rs, "GetAsStrings" ® TrueD �� InputForm

{"BS1011", "5001", "50000", "0.12"}

Now an absolute move is carried out to the eighth row. The result is True , which tells you there is something to be read.

SQLResultSetGoto@rs, 8D

True

This reads the last row in the result set.

SQLResultSetCurrent@rsD

8BS1001, 5001, 7000, 0.16<

Now a shift of one is done and the result is False. This means that there is nothing to be read from this position.

SQLResultSetShift@rs, 1D

False

The current position is nine, which means that the current position is after the last row.

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD

9

If a read is done the result is Null ; there is nothing to read after the last row.

SQLResultSetCurrent@rsD

SQLResultSetShift  can  take  a  negative  shift.  If  the  result  set  allows  moving  backwards,  this  will  shift  backwards.

SQLResultSetGoto  also  can take negative  settings,  these are  interpreted as counting from the end of  the result  set.  The following

table summarizes how various arguments work.

SQLResultSetShift@rs,-numD shift num positions to the left in the result set rs

SQLResultSetGoto@rs,0D move to before the first row in the result set rs

SQLResultSetGoto@rs,3D move to the third row in the result set rs

SQLResultSetGoto@rs,-2D move to the second row from the end in the result set rs

SQLResultSetGoto@rs,-1D move to last row in the result set rs

SQLResultSetGoto@rs,InfinityD move to after the last row in the result set rs

Examples of result set position functions.

This closes the result set and the SQL connection.

SQLResultSetClose@rsD;
CloseSQLConnection@ connD;

SQLResultSetRead@rsD can be seen as equivalent to SQLResultSetShift@rs, 1D; SQLResultSetCurrent@rsD.

Advanced Result Set Operations
This section discusses advanced result set operations.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".
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SQLResultSetTake@rs,specD use specification spec to read from the result set rs

SQLResultSetRead@rs,-numD shift current position by num in the result set rs

SQLResultSetColumnNames@rsD return the names of the columns in the result set rs

Advanced result set functions.

This loads DatabaseLink and creates a result set from a query to the publisher database.

<< DatabaseLink‘;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@"publisher"D;
rs = SQLResultSetOpen@SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8DD

SQLResultSet@0, <>, ScrollableD

This shows the rows that are in the result set.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8D �� TableForm

BS1011 0 5000 0.1

BS1011 5001 50 000 0.12

CP5018 0 2000 0.1

CP5018 2001 4000 0.12

CP5018 4001 50 000 0.16

BS1001 0 1000 0.1

BS1001 1001 5000 0.12

BS1001 5001 7000 0.16

The following gets rows two through four.

SQLResultSetTake@ rs, 82, 4<D

88BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 0, 2000, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 2001, 4000, 0.12<<

After the read, the position is at the fourth row.

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD

4

SQLResultSetTake can take from the end of the result set. The following reads the last three rows of the result set.

SQLResultSetTake@ rs, 8-3, -1<D

88BS1001, 0, 1000, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 1001, 5000, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 5001, 7000, 0.16<<

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD

8

SQLResultSetRead  can also take a negative number. This means that it shifts one position to the left and reads. This is repeated till

the requested number has been read. The following goes to the end of the result set and then reads the previous four rows.

SQLResultSetGoto@rs, InfinityD;
SQLResultSetRead@ rs, -4D

88BS1001, 5001, 7000, 0.16<, 8BS1001, 1001, 5000, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0, 1000, 0.1<, 8CP5018, 4001, 50000, 0.16<

After the read, the current position is the last thing that was read.

SQLResultSetPosition@rsD

5

By  default  SQLResultSetTake  maps  data  types  into  various  Mathematica  expressions.  However,  setting  the  option

"GetAsStrings" to True  gets results as string expressions. 
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SQLResultSetTake@rs, 82, 3<, "GetAsStrings" ® TrueD �� InputForm

{{"BS1011", "5001", "50000", "0.12"}, {"CP5018", "0", "2000", "0.1"}}

Finally, you can get the names of the columns in a result set by using SQLResultSetColumnNames.

SQLResultSetColumnNames@rsD

88ROYSCHED, TITLE_ID<, 8ROYSCHED, LORANGE<, 8ROYSCHED, HIRANGE<, 8ROYSCHED, ROYALTY<<

This closes the result set and the SQL connection.

SQLResultSetClose@rsD;
CloseSQLConnection@ connD;

Result Set Examples
This section discusses common examples of result set operations.

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

<< DatabaseLink‘;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@"publisher"D;
rs = SQLResultSetOpen@SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8DD

SQLResultSet@0, <>, ScrollableD

This shows the rows that are in the result set.

SQLExecute@conn, "SELECT * FROM roysched", "MaxRows" ® 8D �� TableForm

BS1011 0 5000 0.1

BS1011 5001 50 000 0.12

CP5018 0 2000 0.1

CP5018 2001 4000 0.12

CP5018 4001 50 000 0.16

BS1001 0 1000 0.1

BS1001 1001 5000 0.12

BS1001 5001 7000 0.16

One common operation is to iterate over all the rows, operating on each of the rows one at a time. The following example sums the last

element of each row.

res = 0; While@ListQ@ data = SQLResultSetRead@rsDD, res += data@@-1DDD;
res

0.98

The following resets the result set to the beginning.

SQLResultSetGoto@rs, 0D

False

This example extracts every second row of the result set. It  does this by shifting and reading the current row. The result is formed by

using Reap  and Sow.

Last@Reap@ While@SQLResultSetShift@rs, 2D, Sow@SQLResultSetCurrent@rsDDDDD

888BS1011, 5001, 50000, 0.12<, 8CP5018, 2001, 4000, 0.12<, 8BS1001, 0, 1000, 0.1<, 8BS1001, 5001, 7000, 0.16

This closes the result set and the SQL connection.

SQLResultSetClose@rsD;
CloseSQLConnection@ connD;
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Performance

Batch Operation
When large amounts of data are being transferred between Mathematica and a database, you may find that the operations are slow. In

this  case  it  may  be  advantageous  to  use  a  batch  operation  mode.  If  many  small  operations  are  being  repeated,  this  will  be  likely  to

improve the performance. This section will demonstrate how to use batch statements. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

This creates a simple table. The table name is BATCH with columns X and Y. The data types for X and Y are integers. 

table = SQLTable@"BATCH"D;
cols = 8SQLColumn@"X", "DataTypeName" -> "Integer"D, SQLColumn@"Y", "DataTypeName" -> "Integer"D<;
SQLCreateTable@conn, table, colsD;

This  generates  data  to  insert  into  the  table.  X  will  range  from 1  to  10,000  and  Y  will  range  from 1  to  10, 0002.  The  data  consists  of

10,000 rows.

data1 = 8table, SQLArgument �� cols, SQLArgument@ð, ð^2D< & �� Range@10000D;

This uses Map to execute the SQL insert 10,000 times.

AbsoluteTiming@SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO ‘1‘ H‘2‘L VALUES H‘3‘L", ðD & �� data1 ;D

825.6562133 Second, Null<

This demonstrates that 10,000 elements have been inserted.

Length@SQLSelect@conn, "BATCH"DD

10000

This  uses  a  batch  mode  to  insert  the  data.  This  is  done  by  passing  a  list  of  arguments  to  SQLExecute.  Each  element  of  the  list

contains an SQLTable  expression, an SQLArgument expression with the sequence of column names, and an SQLArgument expres−

sion with the pairs of values.

AbsoluteTiming@SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO ‘1‘ H‘2‘L VALUES H‘3‘L", data1D;D

87.0755258 Second, Null<

Length@SQLSelect@conn, "BATCH"DD

20000

The batch operation has reduced the time by more than a factor of three. This is because it  has done the insert operation in one call

rather than 10,000 smaller calls.

The new table is dropped and the connection closed.

SQLDropTable@conn, "BATCH"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD;

Simplifying Substitution Patterns
Simplifying substitution patterns is another technique for increasing performance. This will be demonstrated using a table identical to the

previous example. 
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If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

This creates a simple table. The table name is BATCH with column X and Y. The data types for X and Y are integers. 

table = SQLTable@"BATCH"D;
cols = 8SQLColumn@"X", "DataTypeName" -> "Integer"D, SQLColumn@"Y", "DataTypeName" -> "Integer"D<;
SQLCreateTable@conn, table, colsD;

Since the table and columns are always the same for this call, it  is faster to place them directly into a prepared statement rather than

substitute values for them each time. It is also faster to use a list for the values rather than an SQLArgument expression. This creates

the data to be used for the test.

data2 = 8ð, ð^2< & �� Range@10000D;

Now the insert operation is carried out. This has reduced the time for the operation by a factor of more than 14.

AbsoluteTiming@SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO BATCH HX,YL VALUES H‘1‘,‘2‘L", data2D;D

81.7381556 Second, Null<

This confirms that 10,000 inserts have been carried out.

Length@SQLSelect@conn, "BATCH"DD

10000

A final performance improvement can be done by using JDBC syntax for substitutions. This limits dynamic values of the types of data

that  may  be  substituted  to  only  Real ,  Integer,  String,  True ,  False,  Null ,  SQLBinary ,  and  SQLDateTime.  It  also  uses  ’?’

instead of the ‘1‘ notation (the first parameter in the list will replace the first question mark and so on).

Now the operation runs nearly 50 times faster than the original simple operation of repeated inserts.

AbsoluteTiming@SQLExecute@conn, "INSERT INTO BATCH HX,YL VALUES H?,?L", data2D;D

80.5451894 Second, Null<

Length@SQLSelect@conn, "BATCH"DD

20000

The Mathematica command SQLInsert  uses this last technique. When you pass a table of values as a parameter to SQLInsert , it

uses the fastest way to insert the data.

AbsoluteTiming@SQLInsert@conn, "BATCH", 8"X", "Y"<, data2D;D

80.5754777 Second, Null<

Length@SQLSelect@conn, "BATCH"DD

30000

This drops the table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "BATCH"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD;

Result Sets
When  many  rows  of  data  are  returned  from  a  database  query,  they  may  require  a  significant  amount  of  memory  to  hold.  For  your

purposes, you may not need to hold all of the data. You may need to use each row individually as part of a computation or you may only

need to sample the rows. In cases such as these, you may find the result set functionality beneficial. This is described in "Result Sets".
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Descriptive Commands
If the database is very large, then certain descriptive commands, such as querying the number of tables with SQLTables , can be slow.

In  this  case,  if  some  of  the  tables  in  the  database  have  been  placed  into  catalogs,  performance  can  be  improved  by  using  the

"Catalog"  or  "Schema"  options.  These  are  described  in  "Table  Structure:  Table  Description  "and"  Column  Structure:  Column

Description". 
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Connection Pools
Database  connection  pools  are  a  common  way  to  improve  the  performance  of  database  operations.  They  can  be  useful  because

creating a new connection can easily take several seconds to establish; this is a problem when the database operation is one that only

needs a few milliseconds. DatabaseLink provides a connection pool mechanism built on top of the Apache Commons DBCP, http://jakar−

ta.apache.org/commons/dbcp/index.html.

Working with Connection Pools
If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

To create a connection from a pool you can set the UseConnectionPool option of OpenSQLConnection. Here is an example.

First, the DatabaseLink package is loaded. Then a connection using a pool is made to the publisher example database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D; conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "publisher", UseConnectionPool ® TrueD

SQLConnection@publisher, 2, OpenD

Instead  of  using  the  UseConnectionPool  option,  you  could  set  the  default  value  $SQLUseConnectionPool  to  True .  When

DatabaseLink loads it is False.

$SQLUseConnectionPool

False

OpenSQLConnection@src,UseConnectionPool->TrueD

connect to a data source using a connection pool

$SQLUseConnectionPool whether to always use connection pools

SQLConnectionPools@D information on all active connection pools

SQLConnectionPools@connD information on pool for connection conn

SetSQLConnectionPoolOptions@poolD set options for connection pool pool

SQLConnectionPoolClose@poolD close the connection pool pool

Commands for working with connection pools.

This shows all the connection pools that have been created; there is only one.

SQLConnectionPools@D

8SQLConnectionPool@« JavaObject@org.apache.commons.dbcp.BasicDataSourceD », JDBC@HSQLHStandaloneL, C:\Documents

This shows the connection pool used to connect to the publisher database. You can see some of the options that the connection pool is

using.

pool = SQLConnectionPools@connD

SQLConnectionPool@« JavaObject@org.apache.commons.dbcp.BasicDataSourceD », JDBC@HSQLHStandaloneL, C:\Documents

This closes the connection pool, and it also closes any connections that the pool is using.

SQLConnectionPoolClose@poolD

Connection Pool Options
There are a number of options that control how the connection pool operates. This example shows how to work with them.

First, the DatabaseLink package is loaded. Then a connection using a pool is made to the publisher example database.
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Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D; conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "publisher", UseConnectionPool ® TrueD

SQLConnection@publisher, 1, OpenD

This shows all the connection pools that have been created; there is only one.

SQLConnectionPools@D

8SQLConnectionPool@« JavaObject@org.apache.commons.dbcp.BasicDataSourceD », JDBC@HSQLHStandaloneL, C:\Documents

This shows the connection pool used to connect to the publisher database. You can see some of the options that the connection pool is

using.

SQLConnectionPools@connD

SQLConnectionPool@« JavaObject@org.apache.commons.dbcp.BasicDataSourceD », JDBC@HSQLHStandaloneL, C:\Documents

This sets the MaxActiveConnections option of this connection pool.

SetSQLConnectionPoolOptions@SQLConnectionPools@connD, MaxActiveConnections ® 8D

SQLConnectionPool@« JavaObject@org.apache.commons.dbcp.BasicDataSourceD », JDBC@HSQLHStandaloneL, C:\Documents

CloseSQLConnection@connD

SQLConnectionPools@D information on all active connection pools

SQLConnectionPools@connD information on pool for connection conn

SetSQLConnectionPoolOptions@poolD set options for connection pool pool

CloseConnectionPool@poolD close the connection pool pool

Functions for working with connection pool options.

option name

"MaxActiveConnections" maximum number of connections to keep in the pool

"MinIdleConnections" minimum number of idle connections to keep in the pool

"MaxIdleConnections" maximum number of idle connections to keep in the pool

"Catalog" location of the database catalog

"ReadOnly" set the connection to be read only

"TransactionIsolationLevel" set transaction isolation for the connection

Connection pool options.
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Transactions

Some database  operations  involve  carrying  out  a  sequence of  database  commands.  For  example,  information  in  two  different  tables

may need to be updated. In these cases it may be very important that if one update is carried out, the other is also. If only one is done, it

may leave the data inconsistent. You can use database transactions to ensure that all  the operations are carried out. In addition, you

can  use  transactions  as  a  way  of  backing  out  of  the  middle  of  a  sequence  of  operations.  This  tutorial  will  demonstrate  how  to  use

transactions. 

If you find that the examples in this tutorial do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

SQLBeginTransaction@connD begin an SQL transaction

SQLCommitTransaction@connD permanently commit an SQL transaction to the database

SQLRollbackTransaction@connD terminate an SQL transaction (do not change the database)

Functions for executing SQL transactions.

This loads DatabaseLink and connects to the demo database.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
conn = OpenSQLConnection@ "demo"D;

This creates a table to use for testing.

table = SQLTable@"TEST"D;
cols = 8SQLColumn@"X", "DataTypeName" -> "Integer"D, SQLColumn@"Y", "DataTypeName" -> "Integer"D<;
SQLCreateTable@conn, table, colsD;
SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 85, 6<D;

This uses SQLSelect  to view data in the TEST table. There is one row.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST", "ShowColumnHeadings" ® TrueD �� TableForm

X Y

5 6

SQLBeginTransaction  is used to start a transaction.

SQLBeginTransaction@connD

Next, two different insert operations are carried out.

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 861, 80<D;
SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 872, 5<D;

This shows that two rows have been inserted.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D �� TableForm

5 6

61 80

72 5

If SQLRollbackTransaction is used, the database is returned to the point before the transaction began. The two rows are no longer

present.

SQLRollbackTransaction@connD;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D �� TableForm

5 6

A transaction is  closed when it  is  rolled back.  If  any more transactions are required,  a new transaction must  be started.  Here,  a new

transaction is started and the two rows are reinserted.

SQLBeginTransaction@connD;
SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 8111, 141<D;
SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 8190, 1<D;
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This uses SQLCommitTransaction to commit the data permanently.

SQLCommitTransaction@connD;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D �� TableForm

5 6

111 141

190 1

A transaction is closed when it is committed. If any more transactions are required, a new transaction must be started. In addition, once

a transaction has been committed, it cannot be rolled back. Transactions may be split up using an SQLSavepoint; a rollback can be

made to a specific savepoint.

The following begins a transaction and inserts some data.

SQLBeginTransaction@connD;
SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 822, 11<D;

A savepoint is created.

savepoint = SQLSetSavepoint@conn, "savepoint1"D

SQLSavepoint@«JavaObject@org.hsqldb.jdbc.jdbcSavepointD »D

Here some more data is inserted into the database.

SQLInsert@conn, "TEST", 8"X", "Y"<, 817, 22<D;
SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D �� TableForm

5 6

111 141

190 1

22 11

17 22

The transaction is rolled back to the savepoint using SQLRollbackTransaction.

SQLRollbackTransaction@conn, savepointD

This shows that the last insert has not taken place.

SQLSelect@conn, "TEST"D �� TableForm

5 6

111 141

190 1

22 11

This drops the TEST table and closes the connection.

SQLDropTable@conn, "TEST"D;
CloseSQLConnection@connD;

Transaction Isolation
When working  with  database transactions  with  more  than  one concurrent  user  various  problems with  reading  data  can  occur.  These

problems  are  can  be  termed  as  ’dirty  reads’,  ’non−repeatable  reads’,  and  ’phantom reads’.  There  are  two  types  of  solution  to  these

problems, one involves setting options for the database connection to isolate transactions, and the other involves other checks on data

or  instance  by  checking  timestamps.  Each  of  these  strategies  have  advantages  and  disadvantages,  for  example,  setting  database

options can degrade the performance of the database for concurrent usage.

The actual details of these strategies are really outside the scope of this documentation. However, DatabaseLink has a number of ways

to  set  options  of  the  connection  to  help  isolate  transactions.  This  is  done  with  the  TransactionIsolationLevel  option  of

OpenSQLConnection. This option can also be set for an existing connection with SetOptions.
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setting description

ReadUncommitted no isolation

ReadCommitted prevent dirty reads

RepeatableRead prevent dirty reads and non repeatable reads

Serializable prevent dirty reads, non repeatable reads, and phantom reads

Settings of the TransactionIsolationLevel option.
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Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is a protocol for providing secure transactions between servers and clients. It  uses a certificate to identify

one or  both ends of  the transaction.  It  can be useful  for  database communications to  protect  any authentication information,  such as

usernames and passwords, as well as the actual data itself.

Some databases support SSL and some do not. To know if your database supports SSL, you need to study the documentation for your

database  and  work  with  the  administrator  of  the  database.  If  your  database  can  be  configured  to  use  SSL  with  JDBC,  it  should  be

possible to configure DatabaseLink to communicate with the database using SSL.

One  database  that  does  support  SSL  is  MySQL,  and  it  is  possible  for  DatabaseLink  to  communicate  with  a  MySQL database  using

SSL.  You will  need to  configure the database to  provide SSL communications and generate a certificate.  To do this  you will  need to

work with the administrator of your database.

There are typically four stages to setting up SSL to work with a MySQL database.

1. Get a certificate of authority.

2. Generate a truststore file.

3. Configure Java to use the truststore.

4. Configure the connection to use SSL.

The administrator of the server should be able to provide the certificate of authority, suppose this is called CA.cer.

You need to generate the truststore file.  This can be done with the keytool  executable that is part  of  a Java Runtime Environment

(JRE).  You  can  use  the  version  included  in  the  JRE that  ships  with  Mathematica.  To  generate  the  truststore  file,  you  would  need  to

execute the following in some type of shell (e.g. a command prompt on Windows).

keytool −import −file CA.cer −keystore truststore

This will generate the file truststore.

The  next  stage  is  to  modify  your  Java  command  line  for  J/Link  to  refer  to  the  truststore  file.  This  can  be  done  by  adding  the

following settings, in which you need to give the full pathname to the truststore file that was generated.

−Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=c:\java−examples\truststore
−Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=keystore

If  you are running Mathematica  inside a web server,  such as webMathematica,  you will  need to add these settings to the server that

launches  Java  by  following  your  server  documentation.  If  you  are  running  Mathematica  in  a  stand−alone  fashion,  you  can  add  the

settings to the options of Java by executing the following before you load DatabaseLink.

Needs[ "JLink‘"];
SetOptions[InstallJava, JVMArguments −>"−Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=c:\java−
examples\truststore −Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=keystore"]

Finally, you need to modify the URL that connects to the database. This can be done by placing an extra parameter with a ’?’, as shown

in the following.

OpenSQLConnection[ JDBC[ "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver",
"databases:1234/conn_test?useSSL=true"], "Username" −> "test"]

It  should  be  noted  that  not  all  databases  support  SSL  and  that  databases  other  than  MySQL  that  do  support  SSL  may  need  to  be

configured in a different way to work with DatabaseLink.
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Examples

Command Cache
This example shows how to use a private database to store Mathematica commands and query the data from Java and Mathematica. 

If you find that the examples in this section do not work as shown, you may need to install or restore the example database

with the DatabaseExamples‘ package, as described in "Using the Example Databases".

The example code is loaded from the Examples subdirectory of DatabaseLink. 

<< DatabaseLink‘Examples‘CommandCache‘

The command cache allows you to store Mathematica expressions as typeset box expressions data in a database. StoreCommand is

used to store the boxes in the database.

StoreCommand@MakeBoxes@2 + 2DD

RowBox@82, +, 2<D

The data can then be retrieved from the database using CommandCache@D.

CommandCache@D

880, SQLExpr@RowBox@82, +, 2<DD, Plus@2, 2D, SQLBinary@871, 73, 70, 56, 57, 97, 31, 0, 17, 0, 240, 0, 0, 0, 0,

Several  attributes  of  each  command  are  stored  in  the  database.  Each  command  is  given  an  ID,  generated  when  it  is  stored.  The

expression  is  stored  as  a  string  formatted  with  FullForm;  this  allows  it  to  be  reused  in  Mathematica.  In  addition,  an  image  of  the

expression  is  saved  as  well  as  the  time  at  which  the  data  was  stored.  GetCommandAttributes  can  be  used  to  get  the  attribute

names. These can be used to filter the data returned.

GetCommandAttributes@D

8ID, EXPR, FULLFORM, IMAGE, USED, *<

CommandCache@8"ID", "FULLFORM"<D

880, Plus@2, 2D<<

The following example finds all results that contain Power.

StoreCommand@MakeBoxes@2^2DD

SuperscriptBox@2, 2D

CommandCache@8"ID", "FULLFORM"<D

880, Plus@2, 2D<, 81, Power@2, 2D<<

CommandCache@"Power", 8"ID", "FULLFORM"<D

881, Power@2, 2D<<

A command can also be retrieved using its ID.

CommandCache@1D

881, SQLExpr@SuperscriptBox@2, 2DD, Power@2, 2D, SQLBinary@871, 73, 70, 56, 57, 97, 17, 0, 17, 0, 240, 0, 0,

Another  feature  of  this  package  is  a  Java  GUI  you  can  use  to  browse  the  data.  It  provides  functionality  for  managing  the  data  and

pasting the data into a notebook.
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CommandBrowser@D

� GUIObject �

The GUI is automatically updated when new commands are added to the database.

DoBStoreCommandBToBoxesBExpandB Α +
Β

Hÿ + ΜL

^iFFF , 8i, 0, 10<F

Likewise, the GUI is automatically updated when commands are removed. ClearCommandCache can be used to remove all the data in

the command cache.

ClearCommandCache@D

0

Graph Database
This  example  shows a  database that  stores  material  generated by  Mathematica.  Here the material  involves graphs and a  number  of

properties  of  these graphs.  Even though the number  of  graphs is  not  extremely  large,  generating the properties  of  these graphs can

take a significant amount of time. This demonstrates the value of a database for persistent storage of the results of computations.
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Using the Graph Database

To use the graph database you need to load the package. 

<< DatabaseLink‘Examples‘Graphs‘

The first time the package is used you will  need to run the RestoreGraphDatabase  command. If  you find that the examples in this

section do not  work as shown, you should also run this command. This command can take a long time to run,  but  is  only necessary

once.

RestoreGraphDatabase@D

The properties of the graphs stored in the database are given by the GraphProperties function.

GraphProperties@D

8*, GRAPH, ORDER, EDGES, VERTEXCONNECTIVITY, EDGECONNECTIVITY, DIAMETER, GIRTH, NUMBEROFSPANNINGTREES, SPECTRUMLENGTH

Now,  you  can  make  a  query  from  the  database.  This  is  done  with  the  GraphQuery  command.  The  following  returns  all  complete

graphs.

GraphQuery@8"COMPLETEQ" ® True<D

88� Graph:<10, 5, Undirected>�<, 8� Graph:<15, 6, Undirected>�<, 8� Graph:<21, 7, Undirected>�<<

The format used for  the graphs is  that  provided by the Combinatorica  package.  This draws a picture of  the graph and also returns a

symbolic object that could be used for further computation by Mathematica.

The following returns the first three regular graphs.

GraphQuery@8"REGULARQ" ® True<, "MaxHits" ® 3D

88� Graph:<5, 5, Undirected>�<, 8� Graph:<10, 5, Undirected>�<, 8� Graph:<6, 6, Undirected>�<<

The following finds Hamiltonian graphs, returning their  diameter,  girth,  and edge information. As before, a picture of the graph is also

drawn.
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GraphQuery@8"HAMILTONIANQ" ® True<, 8"diameter", "girth", "edges"<D

882, 5, 5<, 82, 3, 6<, 82, 3, 7<, 82, 3, 8<, 82, 3, 7<, 82, 3, 8<, 82, 3, 9<, 81, 3, 10<, 83, 6, 6<<

One important  aspect  of  this  example package is  that  it  shows commands that  are specific  to the issue of  finding graphs rather than

general database commands. The details of the database interactions are all placed in the implementation.

The Graph Database Package

The graph database package provides three functions.

GraphProperties@D list all graph properties within the database

GraphQuery@8props<D search the database for graphs that match props

RestoreGraphDatabase@D restore the data in the database (can be slow)

Graph database package functions.

The RestoreGraphDatabase function recomputes all the data in the database and can take some time to complete. Generally you do

not want to run this, unless you have corrupted the database in some way.
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Database Reference

HSQLDB
HSQLDB  is  a  relational  database  engine  written  in  Java  that  is  bundled  with  DatabaseLink,  which  also  contains  a  JDBC  driver  and

necessary configuration. It offers a small (about 100k), fast database engine, which can run in a variety of ways, including server, in−

process, and in−memory modes. DatabaseLink is configured to use an in−process stand−alone mode. This makes it very simple to run

and use (no special configuration is required). However, it means that nothing else can connect to the database and only one connec−

tion to a particular database can be made at any one time (even by multiple copies of Mathematica).

To create a new database with HSQLDB, you just need to make a connection to a database that does not already exist, and HSQLDB

will create it for you. You could use the Connection Tool, which will deploy a wizard and write a named connection. This is described in

"The  Database  Explorer:  The  Connection  Tool".  You  could  also  write  a  connection  file  and  place  this  in  a  DatabaseResources

directory, as described in "Database Resources: Connection Configuration". Finally, you can use OpenSQLConnection  as follows. All

of these issues are described in "Database Connections".

The following is a sample command that will create a new database called example.

conn = OpenSQLConnection@JDBC@"HSQLHStandaloneL",
ToFileName@8$UserAddOnsDirectory, "Applications", "DatabaseLink", "Examples"<, "example"DD,

"Name" ® "manualA", "Username" ® "sa"D

The details of the HSQLDB driver in DatabaseLink can be seen as follows.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
JDBCDrivers@"HSQLHStandaloneL"D

JDBCDriver@Name ® HSQLHStandaloneL, Driver ® org.hsqldb.jdbcDriver, Protocol ® jdbc:hsqldb:file:, Version ®

To connect to an HSQLDB database you would typically give the filename, username, and password as in the following example.

OpenSQLConnection@ JDBC@"HSQLHStandaloneL", "file"D, "Username" -> "user",
"Password" -> "password"D

For more information, see  hsqldb.sourceforge.net/.

MySQL
The  MySQL  database  server  is  an  extremely  popular  open  source  database.  It  is  used  in  many  different  types  of  applications.

DatabaseLink comes configured with a driver for MySQL.

If you want to create a new database for MySQL, you should contact the server administrator.

The details of the MySQL driver in DatabaseLink can be seen as follows.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
JDBCDrivers@"MySQLHConnector�JL"D

JDBCDriver@Name ® MySQLHConnector�JL, Driver ® com.mysql.jdbc.Driver, Protocol ® jdbc:mysql:��, Version ® 1.1

To connect to a MySQL database you would typically set the server, database, username, and password as in the following example.

OpenSQLConnection@ JDBC@"MySQLHConnector�JL", "server�database"D, "Username" -> "user",
"Password" -> "password"D

For more information, see www.mysql.com/.

ODBC
Open  Database  Connectivity  (ODBC)  is  a  general  way  to  connect  to  SQL  databases  that  is  supported  in  a  number  of  operating

systems, particularly Microsoft Windows. DatabaseLink comes configured with a driver for ODBC connections.

Under Windows, there is an ODBC Data Source Administrator that can be used to connect to a variety of different databases. Database

Connections: ODBC Connections shows how to connect to a database using ODBC.
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The details of the ODBC driver in DatabaseLink can be seen as follows.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
JDBCDrivers@"ODBCHDSNL"D

JDBCDriver@Name ® ODBCHDSNL, Driver ® sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver, Protocol ® jdbc:odbc:, Version ® 1.1, Description

To connect to an ODBC database you would typically use a data source name as in the following example.

OpenSQLConnection@ JDBC@"ODBCHDSNL", "datasource"DD

SQL Server
Support for Microsoft SQL Server is provided by the jTDS driver.

The details of the SQL Server driver in DatabaseLink can be seen as follows.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
JDBCDrivers@"Microsoft SQL Server HjTDSL"D

To  connect  to  a  Microsoft  SQL  Server  database  you  would  typically  set  the  server,  database,  username,  and  password  as  in  the

following example.

OpenSQLConnection@ JDBC@"Microsoft SQL Server HjTDSL", "server�database"D,
"Username" -> "user", "Password" -> "password"D

For more information, see: jtds.sourceforge.net/ an open source driver for Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase.

Sybase
Support for Sybase is provided by the jTDS driver.

The details of the Sybase driver in DatabaseLink can be seen as follows.

Needs@"DatabaseLink‘"D;
JDBCDrivers@"Sybase HjTDSL"D

To  connect  to  a  Microsoft  SQL  Server  database  you  would  typically  set  the  server,  database,  username,  and  password  as  in  the

following example.

OpenSQLConnection@ JDBC@"Sybase HjTDSL", "server�database"D,
"Username" -> "user", "Password" -> "password"D

For more information, see: jtds.sourceforge.net/ an open source driver for Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase.

Other Databases
DatabaseLink can connect to any other type of database with a JDBC driver. You can install the driver by following the instructions in

Database Connections: JDBC Connections and Database Resources: JDBC Configuration. 

Information on how to obtain and install drivers as well as configuring connection information for a number of databases is available at

www.wolfram.com/solutions/connections/database/vendors.html.

JDBC
The Java Database Connectivity API: java.sun.com/products/jdbc/.
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Using the Example Databases
DatabaseLink  contains a number of example databases (many use HSQLDB). These allow you to try examples in the documentation

and  learn  the  details  of  working  with  databases  in  Mathematica.  The  examples  are  configured  to  run  in

$UserBaseDirectory/DatabaseResources/Examples (they cannot reside inside the main Mathematica installation directory).

To run these examples you will need to install them. You can do this by copying the files or by running the command DatabaseExam�

plesBuild  from  the  DatabaseLink‘DatabaseExamples‘  package.  This  function  will  install  the  examples  (if  necessary)  or

restore them to their original state.

The following shows the location of the database examples on this computer.

ToFileName@ 8$UserBaseDirectory, "DatabaseResources"<, "Examples"D

C:\Documents and Settings\twj.WRI\Application Data\Mathematica\DatabaseResources\Examples

DatabaseLink‘DatabaseExamples‘ load the DatabaseExamples‘ package

DatabaseExamplesBuild@" "D install and restore the database examples

Using the DatabaseExamples‘ package.

You must run DatabaseExamplesBuild the first time you want to use the documentation, and after you have been working with the

example databases and want to restore them to their original state.

First, the package is loaded.

<< DatabaseLink‘DatabaseExamples‘;

Then the examples are installed, if necessary, or restored to their original state.

DatabaseExamplesBuild@ D

If you want to install the examples by hand, copy the Examples directory from inside the DatabaseLink installation directory (typically

this  is  $InstallationDirectory/AddOns/Applications/DatabaseLink)  to

$UserBaseDirectory/DatabaseResources.
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Introduction to Dynamic
This  tutorial  describes  the  principles  behind  Dynamic,  DynamicModule  and  related  functions,  and  goes  into  detail  about  how  they

interact with each other and with the rest of Mathematica. 

These functions are the foundation of a higher−level function Manipulate that provides a simple yet powerful way of creating a great

many interactive  examples,  programs,  and demonstrations,  all  in  a  very  convenient,  though relatively  rigid,  structure.  If  that  structure

solves the problem at hand, you need look no further than Manipulate and you do not need to read this tutorial. However, do continue

with this tutorial if you want to build a wider range of structures, including complex user interfaces.

Please  note  that  this  is  a  hands−on  tutorial.  You  are  expected  to  actually  evaluate  each  of  the  input  lines  as  you  reach

them  in  your  reading,  and  watch  what  happens.  The  accompanying  text  will  not  make  sense  without  evaluating  as  you

read.

The Fundamental Principle of Dynamic
Ordinary Mathematica sessions consist of a series of static inputs and outputs, which forms a record of calculations done in the order in

which they were entered.

Evaluate each of these four input cells one after the other.

In[1]:= x = 5;

In[2]:= x2

Out[2]= 25

In[1]:= x = 7;

In[4]:= x2

Out[4]= 49

The first output still  shows the value from when x  was 5, even though it is now 7. This is, of course, very useful, if  you want to see a

history of what you have been doing. However, you may often want a fundamentally different kind of output, one that is automatically

updated to always reflect its current value. This new kind of output is provided by Dynamic.

Evaluate the following cell; note that the result will be 49 because the current value of x is 7. 

In[5]:= DynamicAx2E

In fact it is generally the case that when you first evaluate an input that contains variables wrapped in Dynamic, you will get the same

result as you would have without Dynamic. But if you subsequently change the value of the variables, the displayed output will change

retroactively.

Evaluate the following cells one at a time, and note the change in the value displayed above.

In[6]:= x = 9;

In[7]:= x = 15;

In[8]:= x = 10;

The first two static outputs are still 25 and 49 respectively, but the single dynamic output now displays 100, the square of the last value

of x. (This sentence will, of course, become incorrect as soon as the value of x is changed again.)

There are no restrictions on the kinds of values that can go into a dynamic output. Just because x was initially a number does not mean

it cannot become a formula or even a graphic in subsequent evaluations. This might seem like a simple feature, but it is the basis for a

very powerful set of interactive capabilities.
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Each time the value of x is changed, the dynamic output above is updated automatically. (You might need to scroll back to see it.)

In[9]:= x = IntegrateA
1

1 - y3
, yE;

In[10]:= x = Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D;

In[1]:= x = 0;

Dynamic@exprD an object that displays as the dynamically updated current value of expr

Basic dynamic expression.

Dynamic and Controls
Dynamic  is often used in connection with controls such as sliders and checkboxes. The full range of controls available in Mathematica

is discussed in Control Objects; primarily, only sliders are used here to illustrate how things work. The principles of using Dynamic with

other controls is basically the same.

A  slider  is  created  by  evaluating  the  Slider  function,  in  which  the  first  argument  is  the  position  and  the  optional  second  argument

specifies the range and step size, with the default range from 0 to 1 and the default step size 0.

This is a slider in a centered position.

In[11]:= Slider@0.5D

Out[11]=

Click on the thumb and move it around. The thumb moves, but nothing else happens since the slider is not connected to anything.

This associates the position of the slider with the current value of the variable x. (This form is explained in more detail later.)

In[12]:= Slider@Dynamic@xDD

Out[13]=

This creates a new dynamic output of x since the last one has probably scrolled off your screen by now.

In[14]:= Dynamic@xD

Out[14]= 0.

Drag the last slider around. As the slider moves, the value of x changes and the dynamic output updates in real time.

The slider also responds to changes in the value of x. 

To see this, evaluate this line.

In[15]:= x = 0.8;

You should see the slider jump, and the dynamic output of x change, simultaneously. 

This creates another x slider.

In[16]:= Slider@Dynamic@xDD

Out[16]=

Notice that if you move either of the two sliders you now have, the other one moves in "lock sync." Both are connected, dynamically and

bi−directionally, to the current value of x.
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Dynamic and Other Functions
Dynamic  and  control  constructs  such  as  Slider  are  in  many  ways  just  like  any  other  functions  in  Mathematica.  They  can  occur

anywhere in an output,  in tables, and even inside typeset mathematical  expressions. Wherever these functions occur,  they carry with

them the behavior of dynamically displaying or changing in real time the current value of the expression or variable they are linked to.

Dynamic  is a simple building block, but the rest of Mathematica turns it into a flexible tool for creating nimble, zippy, and often fun little

interactive displays.

This makes a table of x sliders, which are updated in sync.

In[2]:= Table@Slider@Dynamic@xDD, 84<D

Out[2]= : , , ,

You can combine a slider with a display of its current value in a single output.

In[3]:= 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@xD<

Out[3]= : , 0.>

The great power of Dynamic lies in the fact that it can display any function of x just as easily.

In[20]:= 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Sin@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<

Out[20]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>

Using integer−valued sliders, you can create dynamically updated algebraic expressions.

In[21]:= 9Slider@Dynamic@x1D, 81, 10, 1<D, DynamicAExpandAHa + bLx1EE=

Out[21]= : , a + b>

You can use dynamic expressions with Panel, Row, Column, Grid , and other formatting constructs.

In[22]:= Panel@Column@8Row@8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@xD<D, Dynamic@Plot@Sin@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<DD

Out[22]=

0.

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Notice that the last  example resembles the output of  Manipulate.  This is no coincidence, because Manipulate  in fact  produces a

combination  of  Dynamic,  controls,  and  formatting  constructs,  not  fundamentally  different  from what  you  can  do  yourself  using  these

lower−level functions.
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Localizing Variables in Dynamic Output

Here is another copy of a slider connected to a simple plot.

In[23]:= 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Sin@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<

Out[23]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>

This is a slider connected to another function.

In[24]:= 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Tan@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<

Out[24]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>

If  you  have  both  these  outputs  visible  and  drag  either  slider,  you  will  notice  that  they  are  communicating  with  each  other.  Move  the

slider  in  one  example,  and  the  other  example  moves  too.  This  is  because  you  are  using  the  global  variable  x  in  both  examples.

Although this can be very useful in some situations, most of the time you would probably be happier if these two sliders could be moved

independently. The solution is a function called DynamicModule.

DynamicModule@8x,y,¼<,exprD an object which maintains the same local instance of the symbols x, y, ¼ in the 

course of all evaluations of Dynamic objects in expr

DynamicModule@8x=x0,y=y0<,exprD specifies initial values for x, y, ¼ 

Localizing and initializing variables for Dynamic objects.

DynamicModule  has arguments identical  to  Module  and is  similarly  used to localize and initialize variables,  but  there are important

differences in how they operate. 

Here are the same two examples with "private" values of x.

In[25]:= DynamicModule@8x = .5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Sin@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<D

Out[25]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>
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Notice that these two examples now work independently of each other.

In[26]:= DynamicModule@8x = .5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Tan@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<D

Out[26]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-6

-4

-2

2

4

6

>

Multiple DynamicModules can be placed in a single output, and they maintain separate values of the variables associated with their 

respective areas in the output.

In[27]:= 8DynamicModule@8x = .5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Sin@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<D,
DynamicModule@8x = .5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@Plot@Tan@10 y xD, 8y, 0, 2 Pi<DD<D<

Out[27]= :: ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>, :

You might be tempted to use Module  in place of DynamicModule, and in fact this would appear to work at first. However, it is not a

good idea for several reasons, which are discussed in more detail in "Advanced Dynamic Functionality".

DynamicModule  does its work in the front end, not in the kernel. It remains unchanged by evaluation, and when formatted as output, it

creates an invisible object embedded in the output expression which handles the localization. As long as that space of output remains in

existence (i.e., is not deleted), the invisible object representing the DynamicModule  will maintain the values of the variables, allowing

them to be used in subsequent evaluations of Dynamic expressions within the scope (area) of the DynamicModule.

If  you  save  a  notebook  containing  a  DynamicModule,  close  that  notebook,  then  later  reopen  it  in  a  new  Mathematica  session,  the

values of all the local variables will still be preserved and the sliders inside the DynamicModule  will be in the same positions. This will

not  be  the  case  with  sliders  linked  to  global  variables  (like  the  earliest  examples  in  this  tutorial),  nor  with  sliders  linked  to  variables

localized with Module  instead of  DynamicModule.  Such variables store their  values in the current  Mathematica  kernel  session,  and

they are lost as soon as you quit Mathematica. 

In  addition  to  localizing  variables  to  particular  regions  of  output,  DynamicModule  provides  options  to  automatically  initialize  function

definitions  when  an  expression  containing  a  DynamicModule  is  opened,  and  to  clean  up  values  when  the  expression  is  closed  or

deleted. More details are found in DynamicModule.

The Second Argument of Dynamic
Dynamic connections are by default bi−directional. Sliders connected to a variable move together because they both reflect and control

the value of the same variable. When you drag a slider thumb, the system constructs and evaluates expressions of the form expr = new,

where expr is the expression given in the first argument to Dynamic and new is the proposed new value determined by where you have

dragged the slider thumb. If the assignment can be done, the new value is accepted. If the assignment fails, the slider will not move.
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These two sliders move in the opposite direction when you move the first one. However, trying to move the second slider gives an error 
because you cannot assign a new value to the expression 1 - x.

In[1]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Slider@Dynamic@1 - xDD<D

Out[1]= : , >

You can keep an arbitrary expression in the first argument of Dynamic, but change the dynamically executed evaluation by using the

optional  second  argument.  This  is  a  convenient  way  to  specify  "inverse  functions"  that  update  the  values  of  variables  in  the  first

arguments.  Mathematica  does  not  attempt  to  deduce  such  inverse  functions  automatically  from  the  first  argument  of  Dynamic;  you

have to supply one yourself.

Dynamic@expr, fD continually evaluates f@val, exprD during interactive changing or editing of val

Inverse functions.

This specifies how the value of x is to be updated and makes the second slider interactive. You can move either slider and the other slider 
responds by moving in the opposite direction.

In[30]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Slider@Dynamic@1 - x, Hx = 1 - ðL &DD<D

Out[30]= : , >

Now  the  dynamically  executed  expression  in  the  second  slider  is  the  pure  function  Hx = 1 - ðL &,  which  is  given  the  proposed  new

value in ð. Note that the function is responsible for actually doing the assignment to whatever variable you want to change; you cannot

just say H1 - ðL & if you want to change x.

The ability to interpose your own arbitrary function between the mouse position and the state of Mathematica is very powerful, and you

can use it for purposes beyond simple inverse functions. The function given in the second argument is effectively free do to anything it

wants. 

This defines "detents" that snap the slider to integer values if the thumb is within a certain tolerance of a round number.

In[31]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0<,
8Slider@Dynamic@x, If@Abs@ð - Round@ðDD < 0.1, x = Round@ðD, x = ðD &D, 80, 5<D, Dynamic@xD<D

Out[31]= : , 0>

This makes the variable take on rational numbers (integer fractions) instead of decimals.

In[32]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0<, 8Slider@Dynamic@x, Hx = Rationalize@ðDL &D, 80, 5<D, Dynamic@xD<D

Out[32]= : , 0>

For complete control over the tracking behavior it is possible to specify separate functions that are called at the start, middle, and end of

a  mouse  click  on  the  slider  thumb.  If  you  are  familiar  with  conventional  user−interface  programming,  you  will  recognize  these  as

separate, high−level event functions for the mouse−down, mouse−drag, and mouse−up events.

This changes the background color while the click−and−drag operation is underway.

In[33]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0, bg = RGBColor@0, 0, 1D<, Style@Slider@Dynamic@x,
8Hbg = RGBColor@1, 0, 0DL &,
Hx = ðL &,
Hbg = RGBColor@0, 0, 1DL &<DD, Background ® Dynamic@bgDDD

Out[33]=

The second argument of Dynamic also lets you restrict the movement of a slider and effectively implement geometric constraints.
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You can only move the thumb of this Slider2D along a circle.

In[34]:= DynamicModule@8pt = 81, 0<<, Slider2D@Dynamic@pt, Hpt = ð�Norm@ðDL &D, 8-1, 1<, Exclusions ® 80, 0<DD

Out[34]=

Where Should Dynamic Be Placed in an Expression?
The fundamental behavior of Dynamic is to build a copy of the input expression into the output cell. To be more specific, Dynamic has

the attribute HoldFirst  and remains unchanged by evaluation.

The result of evaluating Dynamic@x + yD is Dynamic@x + yD, which you can see by examining the InputForm  representation of the 

output.

In[35]:= Dynamic@x + yD �� InputForm

Out[35]//InputForm= Dynamic[x + y]

You do not see Dynamic in ordinary output because, when formatted for display in the front end, Dynamic@x + yD is represented by an

object  that  contains  a  copy  of  the  unevaluated  input  (x + y),  but  displays  as  the  evaluated  value  of  that  expression.  The  Dynamic

wrapper is still present in the output, but it is invisible.

Because  Dynamic  does  its  work  entirely  in  the  front  end,  you  cannot  use  it  inside  functions  that  need  to  access  the  value  of  an

expression in order to do their work.

For example, this works.

In[36]:= DynamicModule@8x<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xD, 81, 5<D, Dynamic@Plot@Sin@x iD, 8i, 0, 2 Pi<DD<D

Out[36]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>

But this does not.

In[37]:= DynamicModule@8x<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xD, 81, 5<D, Plot@Sin@Dynamic@xD iD, 8i, 0, 2 Pi<D<D

Out[37]= : ,
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

>

The Plot  command needs to have specific numerical values for x to make a plot, but the Dynamic@xD inside the function being plotted

does  not  evaluate  into  anything  in  the  kernel.  It  remains  inert  as  Dynamic@xD,  preventing  the  Plot  command  from  doing  anything

sensible.
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Another way to look at it is that the expression inside a Plot  command does not appear directly anywhere in the output.  Dynamic is a

formatting function that does its work in the front end, not in the kernel, so if it is used in a way where it will never be placed as output, it

is probably a mistake.

When combining Dynamic with controls, it is particularly important to get the Dynamic in the right place.

This example works as expected; move the slider and the value of x changes.

In[38]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0.5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@xD<D

Out[38]= : , 0.5>

This example looks good at first, but if you move the slider, x does not change.

In[39]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0.5<, 8Dynamic@Slider@xDD, Dynamic@xD<D

Out[39]= : , 0.5>

That is because when the Dynamic wrapped around Slider@xD evaluates its contents, the value of x is substituted, and the result is a

slider whose first argument is a specific number, with no trace of the variable name left. The slider in this case is a dynamic display of a

static slider.

What is needed is a static slider, which contains within it a dynamic reference to the value of the variable. In the case of controls there is

a simple rule for where to put the Dynamic. The first argument of any control function, such as Slider, Checkbox, or PopupMenu ,

will almost always be Dynamic@varD.

Beyond these cases where Dynamic  will not work in a particular position, there is often a great deal of flexibility about where to place

Dynamic. It is often used as the outermost function in an input expression, but this is by no means necessary, and in more sophisti−

cated applications, Dynamic is usually used deeper in the expression and can even be nested.

This displays a table of ten copies of the value of x. 

In[40]:= Dynamic@Table@x, 8i, 10<DD

Out[40]= 80., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.<

Dynamic  is wrapped around the whole expression, so evaluation of the Table command is delayed until the output is displayed in the

notebook. Any time the value of x is changed, the Table command will be re−evaluated.

The output from this example looks exactly the same.

In[41]:= Table@Dynamic@xD, 8i, 10<D

Out[41]= 80., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.<

But in this case the Table command is evaluated immediately, generating a list of ten separate Dynamic  expressions, each of which

evaluates x separately after the overall result has been placed in the notebook.

When x  is changed, the first  example sends a single request to the kernel  to get the value of Table@x, 8i, 10<D,  while the second

example sends ten separate requests to the kernel to get the value of x. It might seem that the first example is obviously more efficient,

and in this case it is. However, you should also avoid the other extreme, wrapping too many things into a single Dynamic, which can

also be inefficient.

This initializes x and y to set up a new slider connected to the value of x.

In[6]:= x = 0.5;

In[7]:= y = Plot3D@Sin@n mD, 8n, 0, 4<, 8m, 0, 4<D;

In[8]:= Slider@Dynamic@xDD

Out[8]=
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Advanced Dynamic Functionality
"Introduction to Manipulate"  and "Introduction to Dynamic"  provide most  of  the information you need to use Mathematica’s  interactive

features  accessible  through  the  functions  Manipulate,  Dynamic,  and  DynamicModule.  This  tutorial  gives  further  details  on  the

workings of Dynamic  and DynamicModule  and describes advanced features and techniques for achieving maximum performance for

complex interactive examples.

Many examples in this tutorial display a single output value and use Pause to simulate slow calculations. In real life, you will instead be

doing useful computations and displaying sophisticated graphics or large tables of values.

Please  note  that  this  is  a  hands−on  tutorial.  You  are  expected  to  actually  evaluate  each  of  the  input  lines  as  you  reach

them  in  your  reading,  and  watch  what  happens.  The  accompanying  text  will  not  make  sense  without  evaluating  as  you

read.

Module versus DynamicModule
Module  and DynamicModule  have similar syntax and in many respects behave similarly, at least at first glance. They are, however,

fundamentally different in such areas as when their variables are localized, where the local values are stored, and in what universe the

variables are unique.

Module  works by replacing all  occurrences of its local variables with new, uniquely named variables, constructed so that they do not

conflict with any variables in the current session of the Mathematica kernel.

You can see the names of these localized variables by allowing them to "escape" the context of the module without having been assigned 
a value.

In[3]:= Module@8x<, xD

Out[3]= x$651

The local variables can be updated dynamically just like any other variables.

In[4]:= Module@8x<, Dynamic@xDD

Out[4]= x$653

That is why sliders inside Module seem to work just as well as sliders inside DynamicModule.

In[9]:= Table@Module@8x = .5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@xD<D, 82<D

Out[9]= 99 , 0.=, 9 , 0.==

In[10]:= Table@DynamicModule@8x = .5<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@xD<D, 82<D

Out[10]= 99 , 0.5=, 9 , 0.5==

Both examples produce seemingly independent sliders that  allow separate settings of  separate copies of  the variable x.  The problem

with  sliders  inside  Module  is  that  a  different  kernel  session  may  coincidentally  share  the  same  localized  variable  names.  So  if  this

notebook is saved and then reopened sometime later, the sliders may "connect" to variables in some other Module that happen to have

the same local variables at that time.

This will not happen with the sliders inside DynamicModule  because DynamicModule  waits to localize the variables until the object is

displayed in the front end and generates local names that are unique to the current session of the front end. Localization happens when

DynamicModule  is first created as output and then repeats anew each time the file that contains DynamicModule  is opened, so there

can never be a name conflict among examples generated in different sessions. 
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Variables  generated  by  Module  are  purely  kernel  session  variables;  when  the  kernel  session  ends,  the  values  are  irretrievably  lost.

DynamicModule,  on  the  other  hand,  generates  a  structure  in  the  output  cell  that  is  responsible  for  maintaining  the  values  of  the

variables, allowing them to be saved in files. This is a somewhat subtle concept, best explained by way of two analogies. First, you can

think of DynamicModule as a sort of persistent version of Module.

Consider this command.

In[5]:= ModuleA8x = 2, y, z<,

x = 4;

y = x2;
x = 8;

z = x3;

E

The module in this example evaluates a series of expressions in order, and from one line to the next the values of all the local module

variables are preserved (obviously). You can have as many lines as you like in the compound expression, but they all have to be there

at the start; once the Module has finished execution, it evaporates along with all its local variables.

DynamicModule,  on the other hand, creates an environment in which evaluations of expressions in Dynamic  that appear within the

body of the DynamicModule  are like additional lines in the compound expression in the previous example. From one dynamic update

to the next the values of all the variables are preserved, just as if the separate evaluations were separate lines in a compound expres−

sion, all within the local variable context created by DynamicModule.

This  preservation  of  variable  values  extends  not  just  to  subsequent  dynamic  evaluations  within  the  same  session,  but  to  all  future

sessions. Because all  the local variable values are stored and preserved in the notebook file, if  the notebook is opened in an entirely

new session of Mathematica, the values will still be there, and dynamic updates will resume just where they left off. DynamicModule  is

like an indefinitely extendable Module.

Another  way  to  think  about  the  difference  between  Module  and  DynamicModule  is  that  while  Module  localizes  its  variables  for  a

certain duration of time (while the body of the module is being evaluated), DynamicModule  localizes its variables for a certain area of

space in the output.

As long as that space of the output remains in existence, the values of the variables defined for it will be preserved, allowing them to be

used in subsequent evaluations of Dynamic  expressions within the scope (area) of the DynamicModule. Saving the output into a file

puts that  bit  of  real  estate into hibernation,  waiting for  the moment when the file  is  opened again.  (In computer  science terms,  this  is

sometimes referred to as a freeze−dried or serialized object.)

The  ability  of  DynamicModule  to  preserve  state  across  sessions  is  also  a  way  of  extending  the  notion  of  editing  in  a  file.  Normally

when you edit text or expressions in a file, save the file, and reopen it, you expect it to open the way you left it. Editing means changing

the contents of a file. 

Ordinary kernel variables do not have this property; if you make an assignment to x, then quit and restart Mathematica, x does not have

that value anymore. There are several reasons for this, not least of which is the question of where the value of x should be saved.

DynamicModule  answers  this  question  by  defining  a  specific  location  (the  output  cell)  where  values  of  specific  variables  (the  local

variables) should be preserved. Arbitrary editing operations, like moving a slider, typing in an input field, or dragging a dynamic graphics

object, change the values of the local variables. And since these values are automatically preserved when the file is saved, the sliders,

and other objects, open exactly where they were left. Thus DynamicModule  lets you make any quantity editable in the same way that

text and expressions can be edited and saved in notebook files.

Front End Ownership of DynamicModule Variable Values
Ordinary variables in Mathematica are owned by the kernel. Their values reside in the kernel, and when you ask Mathematica to display

the value in the front end, a transaction is initiated with the kernel to retrieve the value. The same is true of dynamic output that refers to

the values of ordinary variables.

Consider this example.

In[6]:= x = 0;

In[6]:= Table@Slider@Dynamic@xDD, 8500<D
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When one slider is moved, the other 499 move in sync with it.  This requires 500 separate transactions with the kernel  to retrieve the

value of x. (The semantics of Mathematica are complex enough that there is no guarantee that evaluating x several times in a row will

actually return the same value each time: it would not be possible for the front end to improve efficiency by somehow sharing a single

value retrieved from the kernel with all the sliders.)

Variables  declared  with  DynamicModule,  on  the  other  hand,  are  owned  by  the  front  end.  Their  values  reside  in  the  front  end,  and

when the front end needs a value, it can be retrieved locally with very little overhead.

The following example thus runs noticeably faster.

In[8]:= DynamicModule@8x = 0<, Table@Slider@Dynamic@xDD, 8500<DD

If a complex function is applied to such a variable, its value must of course be sent to the kernel. This happens transparently, with each

side of the system being kept informed on a just−in−time basis of any changes to variable values.

Whether it is better to use a normal kernel variable or a DynamicModule  variable in a given situation depends on a number of factors.

The most  important  is  the fact  that  values of  all  DynamicModule  variables  are  saved in  the file  when the notebook is  saved.  If  you

need a value preserved between sessions, it must be declared in a DynamicModule. On the other hand, a temporary variable holding

a large table of numbers, for example, might be a poor choice for a DynamicModule  variable as it could greatly increase the size of the

file.  It  is quite reasonable to nest a Module  inside a DynamicModule  and vice versa, or to partition variables between the front end

and kernel.

In many situations the limiting factor in performance is the time needed to retrieve information from the kernel: by making variables local

to the front end, speed can sometimes be increased dramatically.

Automatic Updates of Dynamic Objects
The specification  for  dynamic  output  is  simple:  Dynamic@exprD  should  always  display  the  value  you  would  get  if  you  evaluated  expr

now. If a variable value, or some other state of the system, changes, the dynamic output should be updated immediately. Of course, for

efficiency, not every dynamic output should be reevaluated every time any variable changes. It is critical that dependencies be tracked

so that dynamic outputs are evaluated only when necessary.

Consider these two expressions.

In[9]:= Dynamic@a + b + cD

Out[9]= a + b + c

In[10]:= Dynamic@If@a, b, cDD

Out[10]= If@a, b, cD

The first  expression might  change its  value any time the value of  a,  b,  or  c  changes,  or  if  any patterns associated with  a,  b,  or  c  are

changed. The second expression depends on a  and b  (but not c)  while a  is True  and on a  and c  (but not b)  while a  is False.  If  a  is

neither True  nor False, then it depends only on a (because the If statement returns unevaluated). 

Figuring out these dependencies a priori  is impossible (there are theorems to this effect),  so instead the system keeps track of which

variables or other trackable entities are actually encountered during the process of evaluating a given expression. Data is then associ−

ated with those variable(s) identifying which dynamic expressions need to be notified if the given variable receives a new value.

An important  design goal  of  the system is  to  allow monitoring of  variable  values by way of  dynamic output  referencing them, without

imposing any more load than absolutely necessary on the system, especially if the value of the variable is being changed rapidly.

Consider this simple example.

In[11]:= Dynamic@xD

Out[11]= 0.

In[13]:= Do@x, 8x, 1, 5 000000<D

When the dynamic output is created, it is evaluated, and the symbol x is tagged with information identifying the output that needs to be

updated if its value should be changed.
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When the loop is started and x is first given a new value, the data associated with it is consulted, and the front end is notified that the

dynamic output needs to be updated. The data associated with x is then deleted. Essentially the system forgets all about the dynamic

output,  and  subsequent  assignments  in  the  loop  incur  absolutely  no  speed  penalty  because  of  the  existence  of  a  dynamic  output

monitoring the value of x.

Much later  (on a computer  time scale;  only  a  fraction of  a  second on a human time scale)  when the screen is  next  redrawn and the

dynamic output containing the reference to x  is reevaluated, the connection between the dynamic output and the variable x  is noticed

again, and the association is reestablished.

Meanwhile the loop has continued to run. The next time the assignment is done after the screen is updated, another notification will be

sent to the front end, and the process repeats. 

By default, dynamic outputs triggered by changes in variable values are updated no faster than twenty times per second (this rate can

be changed with the SystemOption "DynamicUpdateInterval"). In the previous example you will typically see the value jump by

tens or hundreds of thousands with each update (more the faster your computer is), and the overall speed of the computation is slowed

down by only a percent or two, nearly zero if you have a multiprocessor system.

You might expect that having a dynamic output monitoring the value of a symbol that is being changed rapidly in a tight loop would slow

that loop down significantly. But the overhead is in fact zero−order in the rate at which the variable is changed, and in practice is usually

minimal.

Dynamic  outputs  are  only  updated when they are  visible  on screen.  This  optimization  allows you to  have an open−ended number  of

dynamic  outputs,  all  changing  constantly,  without  incurring  an  open−ended  amount  of  processor  load.  Outputs  that  are  scrolled  off−

screen, above or below the current document position, will be left unexamined until the next time they are scrolled on−screen, at which

point  they  are  updated before  being displayed.  (Thus the  fact  that  they  stopped updating  is  not  normally  apparent,  unless  they  have

side effects, which is discouraged in general.)

Dynamic output can depend on things other than variables, and in these cases tracking is also done carefully and selectively.

This gives a rapidly updated display of the current mouse position in screen coordinates. 

In[14]:= Dynamic@MousePosition@DD

Out[14]= 8350, 316<

As long as the output is visible on screen, there will  be a certain amount of CPU activity any time the mouse is moved, because this

particular  dynamic  output  is  being  redrawn immediately  with  every  movement  of  the  mouse.  But  if  it  is  scrolled  off−screen,  the  CPU

usage will vanish. 

Refresh
Normally, dynamic output is updated whenever the system detects any reason to believe it might need to be (see "Automatic Updates of

Dynamic Objects" for details about what this means). Refresh  can be used to modify this behavior by specifying explicitly what should

or should not trigger updates.

This updates when either slider is moved.

In[15]:= DynamicModule@8x, y<, Column@8
Slider@Dynamic@xDD,
Slider@Dynamic@yDD,
Dynamic@8x, y<D<DD

Out[15]=

80.245, 0.11<

Refresh  with a TrackedSymbols  option can be used to specify a list of those symbols that should be tracked, with all other reasons

for updating being ignored.
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This updates only when x changes, ignoring changes in y.

In[16]:= DynamicModule@8x, y<, Column@8
Slider@Dynamic@xDD,
Slider@Dynamic@yDD,
Dynamic@Refresh@8x, y<, TrackedSymbols ® 8x<DD<DD

Out[16]=

80.065, 0.<

When you  move  the  second  (y)  slider,  nothing  happens,  but  when  you  move  the  first  slider,  the  expression  is  updated  to  reflect  the

current value of both variables. You might say that after moving the second slider, the dynamic output is wrong, since it does not reflect

the current  state of  the system. But that  is  essentially  the whole reason for  the existence of  the Refresh  command. It  allows you to

override the system’s mandate to always update dynamic output any time it is potentially out of date.

The setting TrackedSymbols -> Automatic  can be used to track only those symbols that occur explicitly (lexically) in the expression

given  in  the  first  argument  to  Refresh.  For  example,  if  you  use  a  function  that  depends  on  a  global  variable  that  does  not  occur

lexically inside Refresh, changes to the value of the global variable will not cause updating, when normally they would.

Refresh  can also be used to cause updates at regular time intervals. It is important to understand that this is not a feature that should

be used lightly.  It  is  fundamental  to the design of  Dynamic  that  it  does not  need to update on any fixed schedule,  because it  simply

always  updates  immediately  whenever  doing  so  would  be  useful.  But  there  are  some  situations  where  this  either  cannot,  or  just

unfortunately does not, happen.

One potentially vexing case is RandomReal. Every time you evaluate RandomReal@D, you get a different answer, and you might think

that  Dynamic@RandomReal@DD  should  therefore  constantly  update  itself  as  fast  as  possible.  But  this  would  normally  not  be  useful,

and would in fact have negative consequences for a number of algorithms that use randomness internally (e.g., a Monte Carlo integra−

tion inside Dynamic should probably not update constantly simply because it will, in fact, give a slightly different answer each time).

For this reason, RandomReal@D is not "ticklish," in the sense that it does not trigger updates. If you want to see new random numbers,

you have to  use Refresh  to  specify  how frequently  you want  the output  updated.  Another  example  of  non−ticklish  functions are  file

system operations.

This gives you a new number every second.

In[17]:= Dynamic@Refresh@RandomReal@D, UpdateInterval ® 1DD

Out[17]= 0.328615

This is not updated automatically.

In[18]:= Dynamic@FileByteCount@
ToFileName@8$TopDirectory, "SystemFiles", "FrontEnd", "Palettes"<, "BasicMathInput.nb"DDD

Out[18]= $Failed

In the unlikely event that the file containing the BasicMathInput palette changes size, this Dynamic  will not be updated. If you want to

monitor the size of a file, you need to use Refresh  to specify a polling interval. (On sufficiently advanced operating systems it would

theoretically  be  possible  for  Mathematica  to  efficiently  receive  notifications  of  file  system activity,  and future  versions  of  Mathematica

might in fact update such expressions automatically. As with other Dynamic expressions, automatic correctness is always the goal.)

Finally, several functions you might think would trigger dynamic updates in fact do not: for example, DateList  and AbsoluteTime.

As with RandomReal,  it  would cause more trouble than it  is  worth for  these functions to automatically trigger updates,  and Refresh

can trivially be used to create clock−like objects. The function Clock is intended specifically as a time−based function that is ticklish.

This updates approximately every second.

In[19]:= Dynamic@Refresh@DateList@D, UpdateInterval ® 1DD

Out[19]= 82009, 2, 12, 12, 46, 27.359612<
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This updates without an explicit Refresh.

In[26]:= Dynamic@Clock@81, 10<DD

Nesting Refresh
In the Refresh section examples, Refresh  is always the outermost function inside Dynamic. You might almost wonder why its options

are not simply options to Dynamic. But in fact it is often important to place Refresh as deeply in the expression as possible, especially

if it specifies a time−based updating interval.

Consider this example.

In[20]:= DynamicModule@8showclock = True<, 8Checkbox@Dynamic@showclockDD,
Dynamic@If@showclock, Refresh@DateList@D, UpdateInterval ® 0.05D, "No clock"DD<D

Out[20]= 9 , No clock=

When the checkbox is checked, Refresh  is causing frequent updating of the clock, and CPU time is being consumed to keep things

up−to−date.  When  the  checkbox  is  unchecked,  however,  the  Refresh  expression  is  no  longer  reached  by  evaluation,  the  output

remains  static,  and  no  CPU  time  is  consumed.  If  Refresh  were  wrapped  around  the  whole  expression  inside  Dynamic,  CPU  time

would  be  consumed  constantly,  even  if  the  clock  were  not  being  displayed.  The  words  "No  clock"  would  be  constantly  refreshed,

pointlessly. (This refreshing is not visible; there is no flicker of the screen, but CPU time is being consumed nevertheless.)

Nesting Dynamic
Dynamic  expressions  can  be  nested,  and  the  system  takes  great  care  to  update  them  only  when  necessary.  Particularly  when  the

contents of  a Dynamic  contain further interactive elements,  it  is  important  to keep track of  what will  stay static  and what will  update,

when a given variable is changed.

Consider this example.

In[21]:= DynamicModule@8n = 5, data = Table@RandomReal@D, 820<D<,
Column@8

Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 20, 1<D,
Dynamic@Column@Table@With@8i = i<, Slider@Dynamic@data@@iDDDDD, 8i, n<DDD<DD

Out[21]=

The position of the first slider determines the number of sliders underneath it, and each of those sliders in turn is connected to the value

of one element of a list of data. Because the number of sliders is variable, and changes dynamically in response to the position of the

first slider, the table that generates them needs to be inside Dynamic.

The example works, but now suppose you want to display the value of each number in the list next to its slider.
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You might at first try this.

In[22]:= DynamicModule@8n = 5, data = Table@RandomReal@D, 820<D<,
Column@8

Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 20, 1<D,
Dynamic@Grid@Table@With@8i = i<,

8Slider@Dynamic@data@@iDDDD, data@@iDD<D, 8i, n<D
DD<DD

Out[22]=

0.0772513

0.078808

0.627453

0.165515

0.441267

Now any time you click one of the lower sliders, it moves only one step, then stops. The problem is that the data@@iDD expressions in

the second column of the grid are creating a dependency in the outer Dynamic on the values in data.

As soon as data  changes, the contents of  the outer Dynamic,  including the slider you are trying to drag, are destroyed and replaced

with  a  nearly  identical  copy  (in  which  the  displayed  value  of  one  of  the  data@@iDD  has  been  changed).  In  other  words,  the  act  of

dragging the slider destroys it, preventing any further activity.

The solution to this is to prevent the outer Dynamic from depending on the value of data, by making sure that all occurrences of data in 

the expression are wrapped in Dynamic.

In[23]:= DynamicModule@8n = 5, data = Table@RandomReal@D, 820<D<,
Column@8

Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 20, 1<D,
Dynamic@Grid@Table@With@8i = i<,

8Slider@Dynamic@data@@iDDDD, Dynamic@data@@iDDD<D, 8i, n<D
DD<DD

Out[23]=

0.858271

0.729104

0.355231

0.581138

0.779463

Now you can drag any of the sliders and see dynamically updated values. This works because the outer Dynamic  now depends only

on  the  value  of  n,  the  number  of  sliders,  not  on  the  value  of  data.  (Technically  this  is  because  Dynamic  is  HoldFirst :  when  it  is

evaluated, the expression in its first argument is never touched by evaluation, and therefore no dependencies are registered.)

When building large,  complex interfaces using multiple  levels  of  nested Dynamic  expressions,  these are important  issues to  keep in

mind. Mathematica works hard to do exactly the right thing even in the most complex cases. For example, the output of Manipulate

consists  of  a  highly  complex  set  of  interrelated  and  nested  Dynamic  expressions:  if  the  dependency  tracking  system  did  not  work

correctly, Manipulate would not work right.

Synchronous versus Asynchronous Dynamic Evaluations
Mathematica  consists  of  two separate  processes,  the front  end and the kernel.  These really  are separate  processes in  the computer

science sense of the word: two independent threads of execution with separate memory spaces that show up separately in a CPU task

monitor.

The front end and kernel communicate with each other through several MathLink connections, known as the main link, the preemptive

link,  and  the  service  link.  The  main  and  preemptive  links  are  pathways  by  which  the  front  end  can  send  evaluation  requests  to  the

kernel, and the kernel can respond with results. The service link works in reverse, with the kernel sending requests to the front end.
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The main link is used for Shift+Enter evaluations. The front end maintains a queue of pending evaluation requests to send down this

link. When you use Shift+Enter on one or more input cells, they are all added to the queue, and then processed one by one. At any

one time, the kernel is only aware of a single main link evaluation, the one it is currently working on (if any). In the meantime, the front

end remains fully functional; you can type, open and save files, and so on. There is no arbitrary limit on how long a main link evaluation

can reasonably take. People routinely do evaluations that take days to complete.

The preemptive link works the same way as the main link in the sense that the front end can send an evaluation to it and get an answer,

but  it  is  administered  quite  differently  on  both  ends.  On  the  front  end  side,  the  preemptive  link  is  used  to  handle  normal  Dynamic

updates.  There  is  no  queue;  instead,  the  front  end  sends  one evaluation  at  a  time and waits  for  the  result  before  continuing  with  its

other work. It is thus important to limit preemptive link evaluations to a couple of seconds at most. During any preemptive link evalua−

tion, the front end is completely locked up, and no typing or other actions are possible.

On the kernel side, evaluation requests coming from the preemptive link are given priority over evaluations from the main link, including

the current running main link evaluation (if any). If an evaluation request comes from the preemptive link while the kernel is processing a

main link evaluation, the main link evaluation is halted at a safe point (usually within microseconds). The preemptive link evaluation is

then run to completion, after which the main link evaluation is restarted and allowed to continue as before. The net effect is similar to,

though not the same as, a threading mechanism. Multiple fast preemptive link evaluations can be executed during a single long, slow

main link evaluation, giving the impression that the kernel is working on more than one problem at a time.

Preemptive  link  evaluations  can  change  the  values  of  variables,  including  those  being  used  by  a  main  link  evaluation  running  at  the

same  time.  There  is  no  paradox  here,  and  the  interleaving  is  done  in  a  way  that  is  entirely  safe,  though  it  can  result  in  some  fairly

peculiar behavior until you understand what is going on.

For example, evaluate this to get a slider.

In[24]:= Slider@Dynamic@xDD

Out[24]=

Then evaluate this command, and during the ten seconds it takes to finish, drag the slider around randomly.

In[25]:= Table@Pause@1D; x, 810<D

Out[25]= 80, 0.2, 0., 0., 0., 0.5, 0.675, 0., 0., 0.<

You will  not  see  anything  happening  (other  than  the  slider  moving)  but  when  the  second  evaluation  finishes,  you  will  see  that  it  has

recorded ten different values of x, representing the positions the slider happened to be at during the ten points at which x was evaluated

to build the list.

Dynamic  normally uses the preemptive link for its evaluations. Evaluation is synchronous, and the front end locks up until it is finished.

This is unavoidable in some cases, but can be suboptimal in others. By setting the option SynchronousUpdating -> False, you can

tell the front end to use the main link queue, rather than the preemptive link. The front end then displays a gray box placeholder until it

receives the response from the kernel.

In this case, the default (synchronous) update is appropriate because the front end needs to know the result of evaluating the 

Dynamic@xD for drawing with the correct font size.

In[26]:= DynamicModule@8x = 12<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xD, 810, 100<D, Style@"Hello", FontSize ® Dynamic@xDD<D

Out[26]= 9 , Hello=

Here, the output cell is drawn before the second dynamic expression finishes. A gray box placeholder persists for one second until the 
result is known. Reevaluate the example to see the gray box again.

In[27]:= DynamicModule@8n = 1<,
Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 10<D, Dynamic@Pause@nD; n, SynchronousUpdating ® FalseD<DD

Out[27]=

1

Clicking the slider will update the display with a delay of between one and ten seconds. Notice that the cell bracket is outlined, just as if

the cell  were being Shift+Enter  evaluated.  This is  an indication that  the evaluation is  queued,  and that  you can continue with other

work in the front end while the evaluation is progressing.
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Asynchronous updating is useful for displaying full Dynamic subexpressions when it is possible to draw a screen around them and fill in

their value later, in much the same way a web browser draws text around an image that is inserted later when it finishes downloading. 

Why not always use asynchronous Dynamic expressions? There are several reasons. First, they are queued so that, by definition, they

do not operate while another Shift+Enter evaluation is underway. This is not the case for normal (synchronous) updates. 

A synchronous Dynamic updates smoothly even if the Pause command above is running. 

In[28]:= Pause@20D

In[29]:= DynamicModule@8n = 1<, Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 10<D, Dynamic@nD<DD

Out[29]=

1

Also,  many  controls  need  to  be  synchronous  in  order  to  be  responsive  to  mouse  actions.  Making  them  asynchronous  may  cause

potentially strange interactions with other controls.

Here is a problematic example.

In[30]:= n = 1;
Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 10<D,

Dynamic@Graphics@Line@Table@8x, Sin@n xD<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi, 0.0001<DDD, SynchronousUpdating ® FalseD<D

Out[31]=

Move  the  slider  around  rapidly,  and  you  will  end  up  with  a  choppy,  distorted  sine  wave,  because  the  value  of  n  changed  during  the

evaluation of the Table command. This is the correct, expected behavior, but it is probably not what you wanted.

This  problem does  not  occur  if  you  use  synchronous  Dynamic  expressions,  generally  does  not  happen  with  DynamicModule  local

variables,  and  can  be  avoided  by  storing  the  value  of  any  potentially  changing  variables  into  a  second  variable  before  starting  the

asynchronous evaluations. 

This fixes the problem.

In[32]:= n = 1;
Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 10<D,

Dynamic@Module@8n1 = n<, Graphics@Line@Table@8x, Sin@n1 xD<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi, 0.0001<DDDD,
SynchronousUpdating ® FalseD<D

Out[33]=

ControlActive and SynchronousUpdating®Automatic
As a general rule, if you have a Dynamic that is meant to respond interactively to the movements of a slider or other continuous−action

control, it should be able to evaluate in under a second, preferably well under. If the evaluation takes longer than that, you are not going

to get satisfactory interactive performance, whether the Dynamic is updating synchronously or asynchronously.

But  what  if  you  have  an  example  that  simply  cannot  finish  evaluating  fast  enough,  yet  you  want  to  be  able  to  make  it  respond  to  a

slider? One option is to use asynchronous updating and simply accept that you will not get real−time interactive performance. If that is

what  you want  to  do,  setting  ContinuousAction -> False  in  the  slider  or  other  control  is  a  good idea;  that  way you get  only  one

update after the control is released, avoiding the starting up of potentially lengthy evaluations in the middle of a drag, before you have

arrived at the value you want to stop at.
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The cell bracket becomes outlined, indicating evaluation activity, only after you release the slider.

In[34]:= DynamicModule@8n = 1<, Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 10<, ContinuousAction ® FalseD,
Dynamic@Pause@nD; n, SynchronousUpdating ® FalseD<DD

Out[34]=

1

Another,  much better  solution is  to provide a fast−to−compute preview of  some sort  during the interactive control  dragging operation,

then compute the full, slow output when the control is released. Several features exist specifically to support this.

The  first  is  the  function  ControlActive,  which  returns  its  first  argument  if  a  control  is  currently  being  dragged,  and  its  second

argument if not. Unlike Dynamic, ControlActive  is an ordinary function that evaluates in the kernel, returning one or the other of its

arguments immediately. It can be embedded inside functions or option values.

The  second  feature  is  an  option  setting  SynchronousUpdating -> Automatic  for  Dynamic,  which  makes  the  Dynamic  syn−

chronous when a control is being dragged, and asynchronous when the control is released. Together, these two features can be used

to implement a fast,  synchronously updated display to be used while a control  is being dragged, along with a slower, asynchronously

updated display when it is released.

The displayed text changes depending on whether or not the slider is being dragged.

In[35]:= DynamicModule@8n = 1<,
Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 10<D, Dynamic@8n, ControlActive@"Active", "Not Active"D<D<DD

Out[35]=

81, Active<

A simple number is displayed, synchronously, while the slider is being dragged, and when it is released, a graphic is generated 
asynchronously.

In[36]:= DynamicModule@8n = 3<, Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 83, 1000, 1<D, Dynamic@Graphics@
ControlActive@Inset@n, 80, 0<D, Line@Table@880, 0<, 8Cos@tD, Sin@tD<<, 8t, 0., 2 Pi, 2 Pi�n<DDD,
ImageSize ® 300, PlotRange ® 1D, SynchronousUpdating ® AutomaticD<DD

Out[36]=

192

This  example  shows  that  the  front  end  can  remain  responsive  no  matter  how  long  the  final  display  takes  to  compute  and  that  the

preview and the final display can be completely different.

Of course, in most cases, you will  want a preview that is some kind of reduced, thinned out, skeletal,  or other elided form of the final

display.  Then the crude form can be fast  enough to  give a smooth preview,  and the computation of  the final  version,  even if  it  takes

awhile, does not block the front end. In fact, this behavior is so useful that it is the default in Plot3D and other plotting functions.
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This displays a 3D plot with a very small number of plot points while the control is being dragged and then refines the image with a large 
number of plot points when the control is released.

In[37]:= DynamicModule@8n = 1<, Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 5<D, Dynamic@Plot3D@Sin@n x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<,
PlotPoints ® ControlActive@10, 100D, MaxRecursion ® 0D, SynchronousUpdating ® AutomaticD<DD

Out[37]=

By default, Plot3D produces a similar preview, though with a somewhat less extreme spread of quality.

In[38]:= DynamicModule@8n = 1<, Column@8Slider@Dynamic@nD, 81, 5<D,
Dynamic@Plot3D@Sin@n x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<D, SynchronousUpdating ® AutomaticD<DD

Out[38]=
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In addition, Manipulate uses SynchronousUpdating -> Automatic  in Dynamic by default so the example becomes as 

simple as it can be.

In[39]:= Manipulate@Plot3D@Sin@n x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<D, 8n, 1, 5<D

Out[39]=

n

You may have noticed one subtlety. When the output of either of the above three examples is first placed in the notebook, you see a

crudely  drawn (control−active  state)  version,  followed shortly  thereafter  by  a  refined (control−inactive)  version.  This  is  intentional:  the

system is providing a fast preview so you see something rather than just a gray rectangle. The first update is done synchronously, just

as if a control were being dragged.

This preview−evaluation behavior is examined in more detail in the next section.

ImageSizeCache in Dynamic
ImageSizeCache is an option to Dynamic  that specifies a rectangular size to be used in displaying a Dynamic  whose value has not

yet been computed. It is normally not specified in input, but is instead generated automatically by the front end and saved in files along

with the Dynamic expression.

The  interaction  of  ControlActive,  SynchronousUpdating ,  and  ImageSizeCache  is  subtle,  complex,  and  very  useful.  The  first

two constructs are explained in ControlActive and SynchronousUpdating®Automatic. The remaining part is explained here.

Note first that Dynamic  expressions with the default  value of SynchronousUpdating -> True  will  never have a chance to use the

value of  their  ImageSizeCache  option,  because they are always computed before being displayed,  and,  once computed,  the actual

image size will be used.

On the other hand, Dynamic  expressions with SynchronousUpdating ® False will be displayed as a gray rectangle while they are

being computed for the first time. In that case, the size of the rectangle is determined by the value of the ImageSizeCache option. This

allows the surrounding contents of the notebook to be drawn in the right place, so that when the Dynamic finishes updating, there is no

unnecessary flicker and shifting around of the contents of the notebook. (Users of HTML will recognize this as the analog of the width

and height parameters of the img tag.)

It is generally not necessary to specify the ImageSizeCache option explicitly, because the system will set it automatically as soon as

the  value  of  the  Dynamic  is  computed  successfully.  (The  computed  result  is  measured,  and  the  actual  size  copied  into  the

ImageSizeCache option.)  This automatically computed value is preserved if the Dynamic output is saved in a file.
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Consider the following input.

In[40]:= Dynamic@Pause@3D; Style@"Hello", 100D, SynchronousUpdating ® FalseD

Out[40]=Hello
When the input expression is evaluated, a small gray rectangle appears; because this Dynamic  has never been evaluated, there is no

cache of its proper image size, and a default small size is used.

Three seconds later, the result arrives, and the dynamic output is displayed. At this point an actual size is known, and is copied to the

ImageSizeCache option. You can see the value by clicking anywhere in the output cell and choosing Show Expression from the Cell

menu. (This shows you the underlying expression representing the cell,  exactly as it  would appear in the notebook file if  you were to

save this cell.) Note the presence of an ImageSizeCache option.

Now type  a  space  in  some innocuous  place  in  the  raw cell  expression  (to  force  a  reparsing  of  the  cell  contents),  and  choose Show

Expression again to reformat the cell. This time you will see a gray rectangle the size of the final output for three seconds, followed by

the  proper  output.  This  is  also  what  you  would  see  if  you  opened  a  notebook  containing  previously  saved,  asynchronous  dynamic

output.

The  behavior  of  the  setting  SynchronousUpdating -> Automatic  is  similar,  but  subtly  different.  As  we  saw  in  the  examples  in

"ControlActive and SynchronousUpdating®Automatic",  with  the Automatic  setting,  a  synchronous preview−evaluation is  done when

the  output  is  first  placed,  to  provide  a  (hopefully)  rapid  display  of  the  contents  of  the  Dynamic  expression  before  the  slower,  asyn−

chronous value is computed. Because the first evaluation is synchronous, no gray rectangle is ever displayed.

But  this  preview  evaluation  is  done  only  if  the  ImageSizeCache  option  is  not  present.  A  Dynamic  with

SynchronousUpdating -> Automatic  and  an  ImageSizeCache  option  specifying  explicit  dimensions  will  not  do  a  synchronous

preview evaluation, and will instead display a gray rectangle (of the correct size) pending the result of the first asynchronous evaluation.

This may seem like baffling behavior at first, until you consider the practical effect of it. Generally speaking, Dynamic  expressions will

always have an ImageSizeCache option (created automatically by the front end) except for the very first time they appear, when they

are originally placed as output from an evaluation. Any time they are opened from a file they will have a known, cached size.

In  Manipulate,  which  accounts  for  the  vast  majority  of  dynamic  outputs,  the  default  setting  is

SynchronousUpdating -> Automatic  and  the  described  behavior  lets  the  output  show up  cleanly  with  a  preview image  in  place

when  it  is  first  generated.  When  a  file  containing  dozens  of  Manipulate  outputs  is  opened,  you  will  get  a  useful  behavior  that  is

familiar from web browsers: the text displays immediately, and graphics (and other dynamic content) fill in later as fast as they are able.

So you can scroll through a file rapidly, without any delay associated with precomputing potentially many preview images before the first

page of the file can be displayed.

If the initial evaluations when the Manipulate output was first placed were not synchronous, there would be flicker and resizing/shift−

ing  of  the  surroundings,  because  the  size  would  not  be  known.  But  when  the  Manipulate  output  is  opened  from a  file,  the  size  is

known, and the final output can be placed smoothly without flicker. 

One−Sided Updating of ControlActive
After evaluating in the kernel, ControlActive  can trigger an update of the Dynamic  containing it, but in a highly asymmetric fashion,

only  when  it  is  going  from  the  active  to  the  inactive  state.  When  making  a  transition  in  the  other  direction,  from  inactive  to  active,

ControlActive does not trigger any update on its own.

The reason for this somewhat unusual behavior is that ControlActive  is a completely global concept. It returns the active state if any

control  anywhere  in  Mathematica  is  currently  being  dragged~even  controls  that  have  nothing  to  do  with  a  particular  Dynamic  that

happen to contain a reference to ControlActive.  If  ControlActive  caused updates on its own, then as soon as you clicked any

control,  all  Dynamic  expressions containing references to  ControlActive  (e.g.,  a  default  dynamic Plot3D  output)  would immedi−

ately update, which would be entirely pointless. Instead, only those outputs that have some other reason for updating will  pick up the

current value of ControlActive.
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On the other hand, when the control is released, it is desirable to fix up any outputs that were drawn in control−active form, to give them

their final polished appearance. Thus, when ControlActive  is going into its inactive state, it  needs to, on its own, issue updates to

any Dynamic expression that may have been drawn in the active state.

Dragging the slider does not change the Active/Inactive display because ControlActive does not trigger updates on its own.

In[49]:= DynamicModule@8x<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@ControlActive@"Active", "Inactive"DD<D

Out[49]= 9 , Active=

This Active/Inactive display updates because x in the dynamic output changes.

In[41]:= DynamicModule@8x<, 8Slider@Dynamic@xDD, Dynamic@8x, ControlActive@"Active", "Inactive"D<D<D

Out[41]= 9 , 80., Active<=

Watch  carefully  what  happens  when  you  click  the  slider.  If  you  click  and  hold  the  mouse  without  moving  it,  the  display  will  remain

Inactive. But as soon as you move it, the display updates to Active. This is happening because x changed, causing the Dynamic

as a whole to update, thus picking up the current state of ControlActive.

Now carefully release the mouse button without moving the mouse. Note that the display does revert to Inactive even though x has

not changed.

DynamicModule Wormholes
The  variables  declared  in  a  DynamicModule  are  localized  to  a  particular  rectangular  area  within  one  cell  in  a  notebook.  There  are

situations in which it  is desirable to extend the scope of such a local variable to other cells or even other windows. For example, you

might want to have a button in one cell that opens a dialog box that allows you to modify the value of a variable declared in the same

scope as the button that opened the dialog.

This can be done with one of the more surreal constructs in Mathematica, a DynamicModule  wormhole. DynamicModule  accepts the

option DynamicModuleParent, whose value is a NotebookInterfaceObject that refers to another DynamicModule  anywhere in

the front end. For purposes of variable localization, the DynamicModule  with this option will  be treated as if it  resided inside the one

referred to, regardless of where the two actually are (even if they are in separate windows).

The  tricky  part  in  setting  up  such  a  wormhole  is  getting  the  NotebookInterfaceObject  necessary  to  refer  to  the  parent

DynamicModule. This reference can be created only after the DynamicModule  has been created and placed as output, and it is valid

only for the current session.

To make the process easier, and in fact avoid all reference to explicit NotebookInterfaceObjects, DynamicModule  also accepts

the option InheritScope,  which automatically  generates the correct  value of  the DynamicModuleParent  option to  make the new

DynamicModule  function as if  it  were inside the scope of  the DynamicModule  from which it  was created.  This  is  confusing,  so an

example is in order.

Evaluate this to create an output with a + button and a number. 

In[42]:= DynamicModule@8x = 1<, 8Button@"+", ++xD, Button@"Make - Palette",
CreatePalette@DynamicModule@8<, Button@"-", --xD, InheritScope ® TrueDDD, Dynamic@xD<D

Out[42]= 9 + , Make - Palette , 1=

Clicking the + button increments the value of a DynamicModule  local variable, which is displayed at the end of the output. To decre−

ment the number you have to click the Make − Palette button, which creates a new (very small) floating palette window containing a −

button.

This −  button is  living in a wormhole created by the InheritScope  option of  the DynamicModule  containing it.  Clicking the button

decrements the value of a local, private variable in the scope of a distant DynamicModule in another window.
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InheritScope  can  be  used  only  when  the  code  creating  the  second  DynamicModule  is  executed  from  inside  a  button  or  other

dynamic object located within the first DynamicModule. By using DynamicModuleParent explicitly, it is possible to link up arbitrary

existing DynamicModules, but doing so is tricky, and beyond the scope of this document.

MORE ABOUT

� Dynamic Interactivity Language

� Dynamic Visualization

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Introduction to Dynamic

� Introduction to Manipulate

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Introduction to Manipulate
The  single  command  Manipulate  lets  you  create  an  astonishing  range  of  interactive  applications  with  just  a  few  lines  of  input.

Manipulate  is  designed  to  be  used  by  anyone  who  is  comfortable  using  basic  commands  such  as  Table  and  Plot :  it  does  not

require learning any complicated new concepts, nor any understanding of user interface programming ideas.

The output you get from evaluating a Manipulate command is an interactive object containing one or more controls (sliders, etc.) that

you can use to vary the value of one or more parameters. The output is very much like a small applet or widget: it  is not just a static

result, it is a running program you can interact with.

This tutorial is designed for people who are familiar with the basics of using the Mathematica language, including how to use functions,

the various kinds of brackets and braces, and how to make simple plots. Some of the examples will use more advanced functions, but it

is not necessary to understand exactly how these work in order to get the point of the example.

Despite the length of this tutorial, it is only half the story. "Advanced Manipulate Functionality" provides further information about some

of the more sophisticated features of this rich command.

Manipulate Is as Easy as Table
At its most basic, the syntax of Manipulate  is identical to that of the humble function Table.  Consider this Table  command, which

produces a list of numbers from one to twenty.

Table@n, 8n, 1, 20<D

81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20<

Simply replace the word Table with the word Manipulate, and you get an interactive application that lets you explore values of n with

a slider.

Manipulate@n, 8n, 1, 20<D

n

6.18

If you are reading this documentation inside Mathematica, you can click and drag the slider to see the displayed value change in real

time (meaning that  it  changes while  you are dragging the slider,  not  just  when you release it).  If  you are reading a static  form of  the

documentation,  you  will  see  the  slider  moved  to  an  arbitrary  position.  (By  default,  it  starts  out  on  the  left  side,  but  in  the  following

examples the slider has typically been moved away from its initial position.)

In both Table and Manipulate, the form 8variable, min, max< is used to specify an "iterator", giving the name of the variable and the

range over which to vary it.

Of course the whole point of Manipulate (and Table for that matter) is that you can put any expression you like in the first argument,

not just a simple variable name. Moving the slider in this very simple output already starts to give an idea of the power of Manipulate.
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Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, 8n, 1, 20<D

n

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Again, if you are reading this in a static form you will have to trust that the graph changes in real time when the slider is moved.

Note that the slider has an extra icon next to it which, when clicked, opens a small panel of additional controls. Here, the panel from the

previous example is opened.

n

6.42

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

The panel allows you to see the numerical value of the variable, as well as set it in motion using the animation controls.

If you want to see the value of the variable without having to open the subpanel, you can add the option Appearance -> "Labeled"

to  the  variable  specification.  (Note  the  number  displayed  to  the  right  of  the  plus  sign,  which  is  updated  in  real  time  as  the  slider  is

moved.)

Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, 8n, 1, 20, Appearance ® "Labeled"<D

n 6.1

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0
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This is also the first hint that Manipulate goes far beyond the relative simplicity of Table, both in its output and in the flexibility and

range of what can be specified in the list of variables.

Just like Table, Manipulate allows you to give more than one variable range specification.

Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotRange ® 2D, 8n1, 1, 20<, 8n2, 1, 20<D

n1

n2

1 2 3 4 5 6

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

You can have as many variables as you like, including so many that a similar Table command would try to enumerate an unreasonably

large number of entries.

Manipulate@Plot@a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD + a2 Sin@n2 Hx + p2LD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8a1, 0, 1<, 8p1, 0, 2 Pi<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8a2, 0, 1<, 8p2, 0, 2 Pi<D

n1

a1

p1

n2

a2

p2

1 2 3 4 5 6

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

You can open any or all  of  the subpanels to see numerical  values, and you are free to animate many different variables at the same

time if you like.

One way to think of Manipulate is as a way to interactively explore a large parameter space. You can move around that space at will,

exploring  interesting  directions  as  they  appear.  As  you  will  see  in  later  sections,  Manipulate  has  many  features  designed  to  make

such exploration easier and more rewarding.
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Symbolic Output and Step Sizes
The previous examples are graphical, and indeed the most common application for Manipulate is producing interactive graphics. But

Manipulate is capable of making any Mathematica function interactive, not just graphical ones.

Often  the  first  issue  in  examples  involving  symbolic,  rather  than  graphical,  output  is  that  you  want  to  deal  with  integers,  rather  than

continuously variable real numbers. In Table the default step size is 1, so you naturally get integers, while in Manipulate the default

is  to  allow  continuous  variation  (which  you  could  think  of  as  a  step  size  of  zero).  Compare  these  two  examples,  and  note  that

Manipulate allows values in between those returned by Table.

Table@n, 8n, 1, 20<D

81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20<

Manipulate@n, 8n, 1, 20<D

n

11.72

Functions  involving  algebraic  manipulations,  for  example,  often  do  nothing  interesting  when  given  noninteger  parameter  values.  This

Expand function never expands anything.

ManipulateAExpandAHΑ + ΒLnE, 8n, 1, 20<E

n

HΑ + ΒL12.42

Fortunately it is trivial to add an explicit step size of 1 to the Manipulate command, yielding exactly the same set of possible values in

Manipulate as is returned by Table.

Manipulate@n, 8n, 1, 20, 1<D

n

8

With an explicit step size, the Expand example is much more interesting.

ManipulateAExpandAHΑ + ΒLnE, 8n, 1, 20, 1<E

n

Α
10
+ 10 Α9 Β + 45 Α8 Β2 + 120 Α7 Β3 + 210 Α6 Β4 + 252 Α5 Β5 + 210 Α4 Β6 + 120 Α3 Β7 + 45 Α2 Β8 + 10 Α Β9 + Β10

The fact that only one value is displayed at a time allows you to create examples that go far beyond what would be practical in a Table

command. An important property of Manipulate output is that there is no fixed panel size or arbitrary limit as to how large the output

panel can grow.
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ManipulateAExpandAHΑ + ΒLnE, 8n, 1, 300, 1<E

n

Α
53
+ 53 Α52 Β + 1378 Α51 Β2 + 23426 Α50 Β3 + 292825 Α49 Β4 + 2869685 Α48 Β5 + 22957 480 Α47 Β6 + 154 143080 Α46 Β7 + 886322

(In printed forms of this documentation, the slider is set fairly low to avoid wasting paper, but when moved all the way to the right, the

output smoothly grows to cover many pages worth of vertical space.)

As with Table, if you use rational numbers for the minimum and step, you will get perfect rational numbers in the variable, not approxi−

mate real numbers. Here is an example that uses the formatting function Row to create a simple example of adding fractions.

Manipulate@Row@8n, "+", m, "=", n + m<D, 8n, 1�2, 1�3, 1�144<, 8m, 1�2, 1�3, 1�144<D

n

m

3

8
+

17

36
=

61

72

You can even use end points and step sizes that are symbolic expressions rather than just plain numbers.

Manipulate@Row@8n, "+", m, "=", n + m<D, 8n, a, 10 a, a�12<, 8m, a, 10 a, a�12<D

n

m

13 a

4
+

11 a

4
=6 a

Types of Controls
Manipulate  supports  a  wide  range  of  alternate  ways  of  specifying  variables,  which  generate  different  kinds  of  controls  for  those

variables. This includes checkboxes, popup menus, and others in addition to sliders. 

The  principle  is  that  for  each  variable,  you  ask  for  a  particular  set  of  possible  values,  and  Manipulate  automatically  chooses  an

appropriate type of control to make those values conveniently available. For a typical numerical Table−like iterator, a slider is the most

convenient interface.

You might, on the other hand, want to specify a discrete list of possible values (numeric or symbolic) rather than a range. This is done

with an iterator of the form 8variable, 8val1, val2, ¼<<.

(Note the extra level of list compared to the range specification.) If you ask for a small number of separate values, you will get a row of

buttons.
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Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom<<D

n1

n2

filling None Axis Top Bottom

If you ask for a larger number of discrete values, Manipulate will switch to using a popup menu.

Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D, 8n1, 1, 20<,
8n2, 1, 20<, 8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom, Automatic, 1, 0.5, 0, -0.5, -1<<D

n1

n2

filling Automatic

If you use the specific values True  and False, you will get a checkbox.
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Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Frame ® frame, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8frame, 8True, False<<D

n1

n2

frame

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

These choices are of course somewhat arbitrary, but they are designed to be convenient, and you can always override the automatic

choice  of  control  type  using  a  ControlType  option  inserted  into  the  variable  specification.  (The  full  list  of  possible  control  types  is

given in the documentation for Manipulate.)

For  example,  you  can  ask  for  a  row  of  buttons  even  if  the  automatic  behavior  would  have  chosen  a  popup  menu,  using  the  option

ControlType -> SetterBar .

Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D, 8n1, 1, 20<,
8n2, 1, 20<, 8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom, Automatic, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2<, ControlType ® SetterBar<D

n1

n2

filling None Axis Top Bottom Automatic 2 1 0 -1 -2

Sliders  can  be  used  to  scan  through  discrete  symbolic  values,  not  just  through  numerical  ranges  (and  this  allows  you  to  animate

through them as well). The option ControlType -> Manipulator asks for the default control used by Manipulate, which is a slider

plus an optional control panel with numerical value and animation controls (see the previous example). ControlType -> Slider asks

for a plain slider.
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Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8n2, 1, 20<,
8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom, Automatic, 1, 0.5, 0, -0.5, -1<, ControlType ® Manipulator<D

n1

n2

filling

It  is  even  possible  to  use  two  different  controls  to  adjust  the  value  of  the  same  variable.  Here  both  a  popup  menu  and  a  slider  are

connected to  the  value of  the  filling  variable.  If  the  slider  is  used to  select  a  value that  does not  appear  in  the  popup menu,  the

popup will appear blank, but remains functional. When a value is chosen from the popup menu, the slider is moved to the corresponding

position. Both controls can thus be used interchangeably to adjust the same value, and each one follows along when the other is being

used.

Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D, 8n1, 1, 20<,
8n2, 1, 20<, 8filling, 8None, 2, 1.5, 1, 0.5, 0, -0.5, -1, -1.5, -2<<, 8filling, -2, 2<D

n1

n2

filling 0

filling

This is  not  an exhaustive list  of  the possible control  types in  Manipulate.  See the Manipulate  documentation for  a more detailed

listing.  One  of  the  most  important  control  types,  Locator,  which  allows  you  to  place  control  points  inside  graphical  output  in  a

Manipulate, is discussed in "Locator", Slider2D is discussed in the "2D Sliders" section.

Initial Values and Labels
Here is a fun example for making Lissajous figures.
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Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,
8n1, 1, 4<, 8a1, 0, 1<, 8p1, 0, 2 Pi<,
8n2, 1, 4<, 8a2, 0, 1<, 8p2, 0, 2 Pi<D

n1

a1

p1

n2

a2

p2

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Unfortunately you see nothing at first: until you move the a1 and a2 (amplitude) variables away from their initial values of zero, there is

nothing to see. It would be convenient to set their initial value to something other than the default left−most value. This is done by using

a variable specification of the form 88var, init<, min, max<.

Here is the same example with both amplitudes set to 1 initially, and the default frequency values set to give a pleasing initial figure.
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Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,
8n1, 1, 4<, 88a1, 1<, 0, 1<, 8p1, 0, 2 Pi<,
88n2, 5�4<, 1, 4<, 88a2, 1<, 0, 1<, 8p2, 0, 2 Pi<D

n1

a1

p1

n2

a2

p2

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

It  is  fun  to  watch  how one shape turns  into  another,  and in  this  connection  it  is  good to  know about  an  unusual  feature  of  sliders  in

Mathematica. If you hold down the Option key (Macintosh) or Alt key (Windows), the action of the slider will be slowed down by a factor

of 20 relative to the movements of the mouse. In other words, when you drag the mouse left and right, the thumb will move only 1/20th

as much as it normally would. If you move outside the area of the slider, the value will start moving slowly in that direction as long as the

mouse remains clicked.

By holding down the Shift or Ctrl keys, or both, in addition to the Option/Alt key, you can slow the movement down by additional factors

of 20 (one for each additional modifier key). With all three held down, it is possible to move the thumb by less that one part per million of

its full range, which can be helpful in examples like this where beautiful patterns are hidden in very small ranges of parameter space.

(The option PerformanceGoal -> "Quality" is used in this example to ensure that ParametricPlot  draws smooth curves even

when a slider is being moved: the need for this option is explained in more detail in  "Advanced Manipulate Functionality".)

By default  Manipulate  uses the names of the variables to label each control.  But you may want to provide longer, more descriptive

labels, which can be done by using variable specifications of the form 88var, init, label<, min, max<.

Here is the same example with labels.
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Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<, 8x, 0, 20 Pi<,
PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D, 88n1, 1, "Frequency 1"<, 1, 4<,
88a1, 1, "Amplitude 1"<, 0, 1<, 88p1, 0, "Phase 1"<, 0, 2 Pi<, 88n2, 5�4, "Frequency 2"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude 2"<, 0, 1<, 88p2, 0, "Phase 2"<, 0, 2 Pi<D

Frequency 1

Amplitude 1

Phase 1

Frequency 2

Amplitude 2

Phase 2

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Beautifying the Control Area
Manipulate supports a number of features that allow you to rearrange, annotate, and generally pretty up the control area, to make it

suit the needs of a particular example. (Advanced users should remember, however, that Manipulate is by no means the only way to

create  interactive  interfaces  in  Mathematica,  and  if  you  cannot  do  what  you  want  using  Manipulate,  you  can  easily  start  using

functions  such  as  Dynamic  and  DynamicModule  directly  to  create  free−form,  open−ended user  interfaces  not  tied  to  the  particular

conventions of Manipulate. These features are explained in detail in "Introduction to Dynamic" and "Advanced Dynamic Functional−

ity".)

When  you  have  a  small  number  of  controls,  it  is  usually  most  convenient  to  have  them above  the  content  area  of  the  Manipulate

panel. But because screens are typically wider than they are tall,  if  you have a large number of controls, you may find it  better to put

them on the left side, using the ControlPlacement option.
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Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<, 8x, 0, 20 Pi<,
PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D, 88n1, 1, "Frequency 1"<, 1, 4<,
88a1, 1, "Amplitude 1"<, 0, 1<, 88p1, 0, "Phase 1"<, 0, 2 Pi<, 88n2, 5�4, "Frequency 2"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude 2"<, 0, 1<, 88p2, 0, "Phase 2"<, 0, 2 Pi<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Frequency 1

Amplitude 1

Phase 1

Frequency 2

Amplitude 2

Phase 2

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

When ControlPlacement  is used at the level of the Manipulate as a whole, it sets the default position of all the controls. But the

option can also be used inside individual variable specifications, allowing you to distribute controls to multiple sides of the output field.

In  the  following  example  the  controls  naturally  fall  into  two  groups  of  three,  or  three  groups  of  two.  You  can  use  the  keyword

Delimiter  inserted in the sequence of variable specifications to indicate where you would like dividing lines put. Here two unlabeled

delimiters break the controls up into three groups.

Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,
88n1, 1, "Frequency 1"<, 1, 4<, 88n2, 5�4, "Frequency 2"<, 1, 4<,
Delimiter, 88a1, 1, "Amplitude 1"<, 0, 1<, 88a2, 1, "Amplitude 2"<, 0, 1<,
Delimiter, 88p1, 0, "Phase 1"<, 0, 2 Pi<, 88p2, 0, "Phase 2"<, 0, 2 Pi<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Frequency 1

Frequency 2

Amplitude 1

Amplitude 2

Phase 1

Phase 2

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Alternately strings, or delimiters and strings, can be used to label the groups of controls.
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Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,

"Horizontal", 88n1, 1, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<, 88a1, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<, 88p1, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<,
Delimiter, "Vertical", 88n2, 5�4, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<, 88p2, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Horizontal

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

Vertical

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Quite a variety  of  things can be interspersed with  the controls,  including styled text,  arbitrary  expressions,  and even dynamic objects

that  update  independently  of  the  main  output  window.  Here  is  a  simple  example  of  using  Style  to  make  the  group  headings  more

prominent.

Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,

Style@"Horizontal", 12, BoldD, 88n1, 1, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a1, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<, 88p1, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<,
Delimiter, Style@"Vertical", 12, BoldD, 88n2, 5�4, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<, 88p2, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Horizontal

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

Vertical

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Examples of more complex arrangements and dynamic labels are shown in "Advanced Manipulate Functionality".

2D Sliders
A clever feature of Mathematica is support for two−dimensional sliders, which allow you to use both directions of mouse movement to

control two values simultaneously. (Ordinary one−dimensional sliders in a sense waste one of the two degrees of freedom a mouse is

capable of.)
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To get a 2D slider, use pairs of numbers for both the min and max, as in 8var, 8xmin, ymin<, 8xmax, ymax<<

The value of the variable will also be an 8x, y< pair. In this trivial example, just look at the value of the variable to get a feel for how the

control works.

Manipulate@pt, 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

pt

8-0.19, 0.33<

The following example shows more graphically how the value of a 2D slider corresponds to a coordinate point.

Manipulate@Graphics@8PointSize@0.1D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D, 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

pt

To do something more interesting, you can recast the Lissajous figure from the previous section with three 2D sliders instead of six 1D

sliders. You are controlling the same six parameters, but now you can do it two at a time.
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Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a@@1DD Sin@n@@1DD Hx + p@@1DDLD, a@@2DD Cos@n@@2DD Hx + p@@2DDLD<, 8x, 0, 20 Pi<,
PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D, 88n, 81, 5�4<, "Frequency"<, 81, 1<, 84, 4<<,
88a, 81, 1<, "Amplitude"<, 80, 0<, 81, 1<<,
88p, 80, 0<, "Phase"<, 80, 0<, 82 Pi, 2 Pi<<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

This creates an example that is compact and fun. Note that fine control using the Option, Shift, and Ctrl keys to slow down the motion of

sliders (as explained in "Initial Values and Labels") works for 2D sliders as well as 1D sliders.

Graphics beyond Plotting
So far  high−level  plotting  functions  have mostly  been used,  but  it  is  equally  interesting  to  use  Mathematica’s  low level  graphics  lan−

guage  inside  Manipulate.  The  following  example,  repeated  from  the  previous  section,  is  a  trivial  example  of  using  the  low−level

graphics language.

Manipulate@Graphics@8PointSize@0.1D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D, 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

pt
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This example also makes the important point that anytime you use Graphics  inside Manipulate, you probably want to set an explicit

PlotRange  option.  (PlotRange -> 1  means  1  in  all  directions  from  the  origin,  and  is  equivalent  to

PlotRange -> 88-1, 1<, 8-1, 1<<.)  If  you  omit  the  PlotRange  option  Mathematica’s  automatic  plot  range  determination  will

cause the dot to appear not to move at all, because the plot range is always exactly centered around it.

Simple (or complicated) Mathematica programming can add arbitrary graphical elements to the output. For example, here we have lines

to the center point instead of a dot, with a second linear slider determining the number of lines.

Manipulate@Graphics@8Line@Table@88Cos@tD, Sin@tD<, pt<, 8t, 2. Pi�n, 2. Pi, 2. Pi�n<DD<, PlotRange ® 1D,
88n, 30<, 1, 200, 1<, 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

n

pt

Here is a fun little string−figure example also based on creating a table of lines.

Manipulate@
Graphics@Line@Table@88Sin@n + iD, Cos@n + iD<, 8Sin@n + dn + iD, Cos@n + dn + iD<<, 8i, 0, di, di�l<DD,
PlotRange ® 1.1D, 8n, 0, 2 Π<, 8dn, 0, 2 Π<, 8di, 1, 2 Π<, 8l, 1, 200<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

n

dn

di

l
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Because Mathematica is a sophisticated programming language, it is possible to use Manipulate to explore parameterized programs

or algorithms interactively. The Mathematica graphics language is explained in "The Structure of Graphics", and many more examples

like this can be found in The Wolfram Demonstrations Project.

Locator
For  creating interactive  graphics  examples,  one of  the most  important  features  of  Manipulate  is  the ability  to  place a  control  point,

called a Locator, inside graphics that appear in the output area. 

Consider the previous example with lines going to a center point. While using a 2D slider is a fine way to control the center point, you

might prefer to be able to simply click and drag the center point itself. This can be done by adding Locator  to the control specification

for  the  pt  variable.  In  this  case  it  is  not  necessary  to  specify  a  min  and  max  range,  because  it  can  be  taken  automatically  from  the

graphic. (It is, however, necessary to specify an initial value.)

Manipulate@Graphics@8Line@Table@88Cos@tD, Sin@tD<, pt<, 8t, 2. Pi�n, 2. Pi, 2. Pi�n<DD<, PlotRange ® 1D,
88n, 30<, 1, 200, 1<, 88pt, 80, 0<<, Locator<D

n

Now you can click anywhere in the graphic and the center point of the lines will follow the mouse as long as you keep the mouse button

down. (It is not necessary to click exactly on the center; it will jump to wherever you click, anywhere in the graphic.)

You can  have  multiple  Locator  controls  by  listing  them individually,  and  it  is  perfectly  fine  to  have  a  Manipulate  with  no  controls

outside the content area, so you can create purely graphical examples.
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Manipulate@Graphics@Polygon@8pt1, pt2, pt3<D, PlotRange ® 1D,
88pt1, 80, 0<<, Locator<, 88pt2, 80, 1<<, Locator<, 88pt3, 81, 0<<, Locator<D

When there are multiple locators, you can still click anywhere in the graphic, and the nearest Locator  will jump to where you click and

start tracking the mouse.

Instead of using multiple separate variables, each of which corresponds to a single 8x, y< point,  you can use a single variable whose

value is a list of points.

Manipulate@Graphics@Polygon@ptsD, PlotRange ® 1D,
88pts, 880, 0<, 81, 0<, 80, 1<<<, Locator<D

Again, if you click anywhere in the graphic, not on a particular Locator, the nearest one will jump to the mouse and start tracking it.

Due to internal limitations, it is not possible to combine individual Locator  variables with a variable that is a list of multiple Locator

variables: you can have only one multipoint Locator variable in a Manipulate. However, in exchange, it is possible to add the option

LocatorAutoCreate -> True  to  that  one  Locator  multivariable  specification,  and  thereby  allow  you  to  create  and  destroy

Locator points interactively (changing the length of the list of points stored in the variable).
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In the following example, hold down the Cmd key (Macintosh) or Alt key (Windows) and click anywhere that is not an existing Locator

to create a new one at  that  location.  Cmd/Alt  click an existing Locator  to destroy it.  When you add or remove a Locator,  you are

changing the length of the list of points stored in the pts variable, thus changing the number of vertices in the displayed polygon.

Manipulate@Graphics@Polygon@ptsD, PlotRange ® 1D,
88pts, 880, 0<, 8.5, 0<, 80, .5<<<, Locator, LocatorAutoCreate ® True<D

You can of course combine Locator  controls with normal Manipulate  variables. For example, you can use some sliders and color

choosers to control the appearance of the polygon.
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Manipulate@Graphics@8FaceForm@faceD, EdgeForm@8edge, Thickness@thicknessD<D, Polygon@ptsD<,
PlotRange ® 1, Background ® backgroundD,
8face, Green<,
8edge, Red<,
8background, Cyan<,
88thickness, 0.02<, 0, 0.1<,
88pts, 880, 0<, 8.5, 0<, 80, .5<<<, Locator, LocatorAutoCreate ® True<D

face

edge

background

thickness

While  a  case  can  be  made  that  the  previous  examples  are  frivolous,  they  are  meant  to  demonstrate  the  generality  of  the  system:  it

provides a framework inside of which anything is possible. And the following example shows that even just a couple of lines of code can

do something quite remarkable: create an interactive polynomial curve−fitting environment.

The locator thumbs represent data points that are being fit by least squares with a polynomial whose order is determined by the "order"

slider. Five points are provided initially, but you can add new ones by Cmd/Alt clicking any blank area of the graphic, or remove one by

Cmd/Alt clicking it.
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Manipulate@Module@8x<, Plot@Fit@points, Table@x^i, 8i, 0, order<D, xD,
8x, -2, 2<, PlotRange ® 2, ImageSize ® 500, Evaluated -> TrueDD,

88order, 3<, 1, 10, 1, Appearance ® "Labeled"<,
88points, RandomReal@8-2, 2<, 85, 2<D<, Locator, LocatorAutoCreate ® True<D

order 3

-2 -1 1 2

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

The fact that an example of this sophistication can be constructed using such a small volume of code is really quite remarkable. And if

you want to really impress someone with the compactness of Mathematica code, the following example shows how to do it using only

two lines, with some loss of generality. Practice a bit and you can type this from scratch in 30 seconds or less.

Manipulate@Plot@InterpolatingPolynomial@points, xD, 8x, -2, 2<, PlotRange ® 2D,
88points, RandomReal@8-2, 2<, 85, 2<D<, Locator<D

-2 -1 1 2

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

3D Graphics
Manipulate  can  be  used  to  explore  3D  graphics  just  as  easily  as  2D,  though  performance  issues  become  more  of  a  concern.

Consider this simple example.
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Manipulate@Plot3D@Sin@n x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<D, 8n, 1, 5<D

n

For large values of n the function oscillates rapidly, and in order to produce a smooth picture, the default adaptive sampling algorithm in

Plot3D produces a fairly large number of polygons, with correspondingly long computation and rendering times.

Fortunately,  Plot3D  and  other  built−in  plotting  functions  automatically  adjust  their  internal  algorithms  and  settings  when  used  inside

Manipulate  in order to deliver increased speed while a control is being dragged, sometimes at the expense of rendering quality. As

soon as the mouse button is released, a high−quality version of the plot is generated asynchronously (meaning other operations in the

front  end  can  continue  while  the  plot  is  being  generated).  Asynchronous  evaluations  are  discussed  in  further  detail  in  "Synchronous

Versus Asynchronous Dynamic Evaluations" in "Advanced Dynamic Functionality".

The net result is that while you drag the slider, a fast, but somewhat crude, rendering of the plot is created in real time, and when you

release the control, a smooth rendering shows up a moment later. (This happens because Plot3D, and most other plotting functions,

refer  to  the  function  ControlActive  in  the  default  settings  of  the  various  options  that  control  rendering  quality  and  speed.  See

"Dealing with Slow Evaluations" in "Advanced Manipulate Functionality" for more about using ControlActive within Manipulate.)

As in 2D, you can use the low−level graphics language just as easily as higher−level plotting commands. In this example you can see

how Mathematica handles spheres that intersect with each other and with the bounding box.
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Manipulate@Graphics3D@8Sphere@80, 0, 0<, r1D, Sphere@8c@@1DD, c@@2DD, 0<, r2D<, PlotRange ® 2D,
88r1, 1<, 0, 2<, 88r2, 1<, 0, 2<, 8c, 8-2, -2<, 82, 2<<D

r1

r2

c

This example shows how opacity (which is to say, transparency) can be used to see inside nested 3D structures.
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Manipulate@SphericalPlot3D@ Θ + Φ, 8Θ, 0, a Π<, 8Φ, 0, b Π<, SphericalRegion ® True, PlotRange ® 10,
Ticks ® None, BaseStyle ® Opacity@opacityDD, 8a, 0.1, 2<, 8b, 0.1, 2<, 8opacity, 1, 0<D

a

b

opacity

(Note that adding transparency to a 3D graphic can slow down rendering significantly.)

You can rotate a 3D graphic inside a Manipulate output by clicking and dragging it in the ordinary way. In most cases if you subse−

quently  move  one  of  the  Manipulate  controls,  the  graphic  will  stay  rotated  to  the  position  you  moved  it  to  manually,  unless  the

graphics expression in the Manipulate contains an explicit ViewPoint  option, or wraps the graphical output in additional formatting

constructs.

All Types of Output Are Supported
Manipulate is designed to work with the full range of possible types of output you can get with Mathematica, and it does not stop with

graphical  and  algebraic  output.  Any  kind  of  output  supported  by  Mathematica  can  be  used  inside  Manipulate.  Here  are  some

examples which may be less than obvious.

Formatting constructs such as Grid ,  Column,  Panel,  etc. can be used to produce nicely formatted outputs. (See "Grids, Rows, and

Columns" for more information about formatting constructs.)

Manipulate@Grid@Table@8i, i^m<, 8i, 1, n<D, Alignment ® Left, Frame ® AllD, 8n, 1, 20, 1<, 8m, 1, 100, 1<D

n

m

1 1

2 17179869 184

3 16677181 699666 569

4 295147905 179352 825856

5 582076609 134674 072265625

6 286511799 958070 431838109 696

7 54116956 037952 111668959 660849
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You  can  even  wrap  Manipulate  around  functions  that  generate  user  interface  elements  like  sliders  and  tab  views.  (See  "Control

Objects"  and  "Viewers  and  Annotation"  for  more  information  about  user  interface  elements.)   In  this  example  we  use  two  sliders  to

control the appearance of a third slider.

Manipulate@Column@88style, size<, Slider@0.5, Appearance ® 8style, size<D<D, 8style,
8"Automatic", "Vertical", "LeftArrow", "RightArrow", "UpArrow", "DownArrow"<, ControlType ® Slider<,
8size, 8"Automatic", "Tiny", "Small", "Medium", "Large"<, ControlType ® Slider<D

style

size

8UpArrow, Tiny<

In this more complicated example the structure of a TabView is controlled by a Manipulate. Dynamic@paneD allows the current pane

of the TabView  to be selected either by using the slider created by Manipulate, or by clicking the TabView  in the output area. The

output is fully active.

ManipulateATabViewATableANestA
1

1 - ð
&, base, iE, 8i, 1, n<E, Dynamic@paneD, Alignment ® alignmentE,

8n, 1, 20, 1<, 8alignment, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<, 8pane, 1, n, 1<E

n

alignment

pane

1

1 -
1

1-
1

1-
1

1-

1

1-base

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

This  example  may  be  somewhat  alarming,  but  is  meant  only  to  illustrate  that  Manipulate  is  a  fully  general  function,  not  limited  to

exploring any fixed domain of graphical or algebraic examples. There is literally nothing you can see in a cell in a Mathematica note−

book that you cannot interactively explore using Manipulate (subject only, of course, to the speed of your computer).

Saving Definitions of Functions Used inside Manipulate
Suppose you define a function, then use it in the first argument of a Manipulate.

f@x_D := x^2
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Manipulate@f@yD, 8y, 0, 100<D

y

f@16.6D

This example will work well, until you try saving it in a file and then reopening it in a fresh session of Mathematica. Then the function f

will  not  be  defined  until  you  manually  evaluate  the  cell  containing  its  definition.  (In  fact,  if  you  are  reading  this  documentation  inside

Mathematica you will see f appearing in the output area of the Manipulate at first, for exactly this reason.)

Manipulate  supports the option SaveDefinitions -> True ,  which causes it  to automatically build into the Manipulate  output a

copy of all the definitions of functions referred to in the Manipulate input (and recursively any functions they refer to). These defini−

tions  are  then  reestablished  in  any  new  Mathematica  sessions  the  Manipulate  output  is  opened  in,  before  contents  of  the

Manipulate are evaluated for the first time.

g@x_D := x^2

Manipulate@g@yD, 8y, 0, 100<, SaveDefinitions ® TrueD

y

2851.56

Thus if you are reading this inside Mathematica, the second example should correctly display a number even when first opened.

You can use SaveDefinitions to store function definitions or datasets, but be warned that if you refer to a large volume of data, it will

of course be present in the file containing the saved Manipulate output, potentially creating a very large file.

An alternative in such a case is to use the Initialization  option to load a package of data from a file or other source, rather than

building  it  into  the  Manipulate  output.  The  Initialization  option  can  be  given  any  arbitrary  block  of  Mathematica  code  to  be

evaluated before the contents of the Manipulate are first evaluated in any fresh session of Mathematica. The right−hand side of the

Initialization  option will be evaluated only once per session.

For example, you can achieve the same result as earlier using the Initialization  option instead of SaveDefinitions.

Manipulate@h@yD, 8y, 0, 100<, Initialization ¦ Hh@x_D := x^2LD

y

6.@47.D

You can think of SaveDefinitions as a convenient automatic way of setting an Initialization  option with all the definitions you

need to run the example. (SaveDefinitions  does not actually interfere with the use of the Initialization  option: you can use

both if you like.)

Gamepads and Joysticks
When interacting with a Manipulate output using a mouse, you are limited to moving only one control at a time. However, there are

many  USB controller  devices  available  which  overcome  this  limitation  by  placing  a  button  or  joystick  under  each  finger,  thus  greatly

increasing the number of controls you can move simultaneously.
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In order to take advantage of a USB controller in Manipulate, all you have to do is plug it in, and use the mouse to select (highlight)

the  cell  bracket  containing  the  Manipulate  output  you  want  to  control.  Mathematica  automatically  detects  the  controller,  and

Manipulate automatically links as many parameters as possible with the available joysticks and buttons.

While Mathematica will work, or attempt to work, with any USB controller device (gamepad, joystick, simulated airplane throttle control~

even  data  acquisition  devices  that  use  the  USB controller  interface  standard),  some  definitely  work  better  than  others  for  controlling

Manipulate outputs. Generally speaking, dual−joystick gamepads, such as commonly used with video games, provide a good set of

controls, typically four analog axes and a large number of buttons.

For the remainder of this section we will assume you are using a Logitech Dual Action gamepad. (This inexpensive controller is widely

available and has better mechanical and electrical performance than many other units, even significantly more expensive ones.) If you

are  using  a  single  joystick  or  another  brand  of  gamepad  there  may  be  some  differences  in  which  controller  parts  map  to  which

Manipulate parameters.

With a gamepad plugged in, select the cell bracket of the cell containing the following output. Initially nothing will happen, because the

gamepad’s joysticks are in their neutral, undeflected position. But if you move them, you will see one or more of the parameters start to

change. The rate at which the parameter changes is proportional to the degree of deflection of the joystick.

Manipulate@Plot@a1 Sin@n1 xD + a2 Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8a1, 0, 1<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8a2, 0, 1<D

n1

a1

n2

a2

1 2 3 4 5 6

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

By  default,  Manipulate  connects  the  x  axis  of  the  left  gamepad  to  the  first  parameter,  the  y  axis  of  the  left  joystick  to  the  second

parameter, the x axis of the right joystick to the third parameter, and the y axis of the right gamepad to the fourth parameter. You can

verify this by moving each joystick in a given direction and watching which parameter changes. (If you are using something other than a

Logitech Dual Action gamepad you may see a different mapping: each manufacturer does things a bit differently, and while Mathemat−

ica has tables that attempt to normalize many commonly available controllers, new ones are always being introduced.)

By default, the mapping is "velocity−based", which is to say that the rate at which the parameter changes is controlled by the position of

the joystick. The joystick position is thus not directly connected to the value of the variable. 

You might instead want the value of the variable to be determined by the absolute position of the joystick, and there are two ways to

achieve this. On many gamepads, including the recommended Logitech model, the joysticks are also buttons: if  you press down on a

joystick  it  clicks  like  a  button,  and  when  the  joystick  is  controlling  a  Manipulate,  this  causes  the  corresponding  parameter(s)  to

become directly  linked  to  the  position  of  the  joystick.  You  can  use  this  direct  mode  to  rapidly  jump to  any  position,  then  release  the

joystick to stop the parameter value there.

If  your  gamepad  does  not  have  buttons  in  the  joysticks,  or  you  just  want  the  linkage  to  always  be  direct,  you  can  use  the  option

ControllerMethod -> "Absolute". 
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Manipulate@Plot@a1 Sin@n1 xD + a2 Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8a1, 0, 1<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8a2, 0, 1<, ControllerMethod ® "Absolute"D

n1

a1

n2

a2
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Note  that  there  are  disadvantages  to  direct  linkage,  most  notably  that  as  soon  as  you  highlight  the  cell  bracket  (with  a  gamepad

connected), all of the parameter values immediately jump to their middle positions, which is of course what they must do if the joysticks

are in their neutral positions. While you can still use the mouse to set values, they will be overridden by the gamepad as soon as it is

touched. 

A  small  variation  on  velocity  control  can  be  had  with  the  option  ControllerMethod -> "Cyclic".  With  this  setting  the  linkage  is

velocity−based, but when you reach one end of  the parameter’s range of  values, instead of  stopping it  cycles around to the opposite

end.

Whether  direct  or  velocity−based  linking  is  best  depends  on  the  example.  The  previous  example  is  generally  more  satisfactory  with

velocity linking, while the following example is definitely better with direct linking.
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Manipulate@Graphics@8Thickness@0.02D,
Line@88-Cos@lD, Sin@lD<, 80, 0<, 8Cos@lD, Sin@lD<<D,
Line@880, 0<, 80, 1.5<<D,
Line@88-Cos@aD, 1 + Sin@aD<, 80, 1<, 8Cos@aD, 1 + Sin@aD<<D,
Disk@80, 1.5<, .2D<,

PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 8-1, 2<<D, 8l, -Pi�2, 0<, 8a, -Pi�2, Pi�2<, ControllerMethod ® "Absolute"D

l

a

If any of these examples seem not to be working, chances are it is because you have forgotten to highlight the cell bracket containing

them.  This  is  a  common mistake.  As  a  convenience,  and  to  avoid  the  need  to  select  each  output  as  soon  as  it  is  generated,  if  you

wiggle any gamepad controller immediately after generating an output that references controllers, Mathematica will automatically select

the output cell for you. But this only happens immediately after the output is generated, after that it is up to you to choose, by selecting

it, which Manipulate output you want the controller connected to.

If  you  want  a  given  Manipulate  to  always  respond  to  the  controller  whether  it  is  selected  or  not,  you  can  add  the  option

ControllerLinking -> All,  but this feature should be used with caution. If you have multiple such outputs on screen, they will  all

attempt  to  move  simultaneously,  which  is  rarely  helpful.  The  option  is  best  used  in  situations  where  you  are  creating  a  fixed−format

output window, rather than when creating examples meant to be used in a scrolling document such as this one.

In examples like the previous one, which do not make much sense unless you have a gamepad available, it is often pointless to display

the  sliders  associated  with  the  parameters,  or  the  rest  of  the  framework  of  Manipulate.  The  function  ControllerManipulate  is

basically identical to Manipulate in all its features and syntax, except that it does not display any frame or sliders.
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ControllerManipulate@Graphics@8Thickness@0.02D,
Line@88-Cos@lD, Sin@lD<, 80, 0<, 8Cos@lD, Sin@lD<<D,
Line@880, 0<, 80, 1.5<<D,
Line@88-Cos@aD, 1 + Sin@aD<, 80, 1<, 8Cos@aD, 1 + Sin@aD<<D,
Disk@80, 1.5<, .2D<,

PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 8-1, 2<<D,
8l, -Pi�2, 0<,
8a, -Pi�2, Pi�2<,
ControllerMethod ® "Absolute"D

Manipulate  will  continue to be used in subsequent examples because it  is helpful to be able to see the controls to understand how

they are being affected by the gamepad, but many of these examples would look and work just as well with ControllerManipulate.

If the Manipulate contains Slider2D  variables, whose values are 8x, y< pairs of numbers, they will automatically be linked to both

directions of available joysticks. This example responds in both directions to the left−hand joystick on a gamepad.
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Manipulate@Graphics@8PointSize@0.05D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D, 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

pt

Push buttons on the controller are by default linked up to any Boolean (True /False) parameters specified in the Manipulate. Which

button is which can be a bit hard to guess on a given controller (a concept which is explained elsewhere), but on the Logitech model the

group of four buttons on the right side are labeled 1 through 4, and are used by Manipulate in that order. In this example clicking the

"1" button toggles the setting of b1, changing the color of the point.

Manipulate@Graphics@8If@b1, Red, GreenD, PointSize@0.05D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D,
8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<, 8b1, 8True, False<<D

pt

b1
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This  toggling  behavior  (flipping  the  value  of  the  parameter  once each time the  button  is  pressed)  is  the  equivalent  of  velocity−based

linking.  If  you  use  the  ControllerMethod -> "Absolute"  option  (see  previous  examples)  the  parameter  will  be  linked  directly,

which is to say its value will be False all the time except while the button is actually being held down.

Manipulate@Graphics@8If@b1, Red, GreenD, PointSize@0.05D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D,
8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<, 8b1, 8True, False<<, ControllerMethod ® "Absolute"D

pt

b1

The exact rules by which Manipulate connects controller axes to parameters are somewhat complex, but basically they try to allocate

the available analog and Boolean controls to the parameters in the Manipulate so as to make maximum use of the available joysticks,

buttons, knobs, and other widgets on the controller. (Often the quickest and easiest way to figure out what has been linked to what is

simply to wiggle the various knobs and see what happens.)

If you find that the default linking is not to your liking, it can be overridden by explicitly stating which controller axis should be connected

to which parameter. The controller axes are named according to a logical system, but for most purposes it is enough to remember a few

basic names: "X", "Y", "XY", "X1", "X2", "B1", "B2", etc.

"X",  or  its  synonym "X1",  refers to the x  axis of  the primary,  or  the left−hand joystick on the gamepad. To specify  that  a parameter

should be linked to this axis, use the following form.

Manipulate@x, "X" ® 8x, 0, 1<D

x

0.0363582

"X2" similarly refers to the x axis of the secondary, or right−hand joystick.

Manipulate@x, "X2" ® 8x, 0, 1<D

x

0.132
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Axes  can  be  combined  into  multidimensional  parameters.  For  example,  "XY"  refers  to  both  directions  of  the  left  or  primary  joystick,

combined into a single 8x, y< value. Such a combined axis must be connected to a Slider2D style of parameter, as in this example.

Manipulate@Graphics@8PointSize@0.05D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D, "XY" ® 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

pt

Three−axis variables are also supported as "XYZ".  When using a three−axis joystick controller,  the axes will  correspond to the three

degrees of freedom of the joystick. When using a dual−joystick gamepad, each joystick only has two degrees of freedom. In this case

the "XYZ" axis is linked to the x and y directions of the left joystick plus the x direction of the right joystick. Whether this makes sense

depends on the example:  examples written specifically  to  take advantage of  a  three−degrees−of−freedom joystick  may not  work well

with any other kind of controller.

Manipulate@Graphics3D@8PointSize@0.05D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D, "XYZ" ® 8pt, 8-1, -1, -1<, 81, 1, 1<<D

pt
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Some controllers actually provide 6 analog degrees of freedom, which can be referred to as "XYZ"  and "XYZ2".  For example, if  you

have a 3Dconnexion SpaceNavigator control,  the following example will  let  you explore its three spatial  and three angular degrees of

freedom. If you do not have one, the example will be unsatisfactory.

Manipulate@Graphics3D@8Thickness@0.01D, PointSize@0.04D, Point@pt1D, Line@8pt1, pt1 + pt2<D<,
PlotRange ® 1D, "XYZ" ® 8pt1, 8-1, -1, -1<, 81, 1, 1<<,

"XYZ2" ® 8pt2, 8-1, -1, -1<, 81, 1, 1<<, ControllerMethod ® "Absolute"D

pt1

pt2

(Note that 3D variables in Manipulate are available whether you are using a controller or not, but are not generally useful other than

in connection with a joystick or gamepad.)

A  typical  gamepad  has  two  x−y  controllers,  named  "XY"  and  "XY2".  But  what  is  less  obvious  is  that  there  are  also  several  more

pseudo−analog  axes  available,  generated  by  considering  groups  of  four  buttons  as  four  directions:  up,  down,  left,  and  right.  For

example, the "hat", a directional pad on the left side of a Logitech Dual Action gamepad, can be referenced as "XY3".
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Manipulate@Graphics@8PointSize@0.05D, Point@ptD<, PlotRange ® 1D, "XY3" ® 8pt, 8-1, -1<, 81, 1<<D

pt

Two additional axes ("XY4") are defined by the four buttons on the right side of the gamepad, and the four buttons on the front face

("XY5"). Needless to say this is highly specific to the Logitech brand of controller, but others typically have similar groups of buttons.

These pseudo−analog axes act just like real analog ones, except that in velocity−linked mode they always progress at the same speed,

and in absolute mode they are always pegged at the full−left, center, or full−right positions.

When attempting to hook up specific axes it is often confusing trying to figure out which one is which on a given controller. The function

ControllerInformation@D can be used to figure this out interactively. With your gamepad or joystick plugged in, evaluate this input

(you have to evaluate it in your session of Mathematica with your controller plugged in to get current information).

ControllerInformation@D

Controller Device 1: Logitech Dual Action

Controller Device 2: Apple IR

Controller Device 3: Sudden Motion Sensor

Depending  on  what  type  of  computer  you  are  using  you  may  get  several  built−in  controls.  For  example,  Macintosh  laptops  typically

contain a position sensor that reads out the orientation of the computer at all times. This information is available and can be used with

Manipulate, but is not used by default (otherwise all Manipulate functions that run on such laptops would constantly move around

as you tilted the computer, which some might consider a nuisance).

Locate the controller you want to examine and click the disclosure triangle next to its name to open a panel of information, then open

the Mathematica Controls subsection to see a list of all the available axis names.
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ControllerInformation@D

Controller Device 1: Logitech Dual Action

Manufacturer Logitech H1133L

Raw Product Name "Logitech Dual Action"

Raw Product ID 49686

Device Type Mac OS X Human Interface Device

Raw Controller Type Joystick

Mathematica Controls 35 controls

X 0.00392157

Y 0.00392157

Z 0.00392157

X1 0.00392157

Y1 0.00392157

Z1 0.00392157

X2 0.00392157

Y2 -0.00392157

X3 0.

Y3 0.

X4 0

Y4 0

X5 0

Y5 0

B1 False

B2 False

B3 False

B4 False

B5 False

B6 False

B7 False

B8 False

B9 False

B10 False

B11 False

B12 False

BLB False

BRB False

JB False

JB1 False

JB2 False

Select Button False

Start Button False

TLB False

TRB False

Show Dynamic Values

Raw Controls 18 controls

Controller Device 2: Apple IR

Controller Device 3: Sudden Motion Sensor
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If Show Dynamic Values is checked, the values displayed in the panel will update in real time as you wiggle the controller or push its

buttons,  allowing  you  to  easily  determine  which  button  corresponds  to  which  named  axis.  (Do  not  forget  the  quotes  around  the  axis

names when using them in Manipulate.)

The option ControllerMethod can only be used at the level of the whole Manipulate to change the linking from velocity−based to

absolute. If you want to make some axes absolute and some velocity−based, add "Absolute" to the name of any axes you want to

have linked absolutely, as in this example, which has a velocity−based x direction and an absolute y direction.

Manipulate@Graphics@8PointSize@0.05D, Point@8x, y<D<, PlotRange ® 1D,
"X" ® 8x, -1, 1<, "YAbsolute" ® 8y, -1, 1<D

x

y

The opposite of "Absolute" in this notation is "Relative", as in "XRelative", etc.

Autorun
In  many  ways  Manipulate  is  a  big  improvement  over  simple  linear  animations.  Rather  than  running  through  a  fixed  sequence,

Manipulate lets you move back and forth at will. But what if you do not want to have to move a slider by hand? One option is to use

the   icon  next  to  each  slider  to  open  a  panel  with  animation  controls.  A  Manipulate  with  one  variable  being  animated  is  virtually

equivalent to Animate.

But if  you have multiple variables and want to see the effect of changing all of them, it is inconvenient to use the individual animation

controls.  The Autorun  feature of  Manipulate  solves this  problem by providing a  single  animation control  that  runs all  the variables

through their ranges of values.

Click the  menu in the top right corner of a Manipulate  output and select Autorun  from the bottom of the menu. You will  see an

Autorun panel appear at the top of the Manipulate, containing animation controls and a  button. By default the animation runs

each individual  variable through its range of  values, leaving the others at  their  default  values. As with any animation control,  you can

change the speed and direction, or click the slider to move through the animation manually. The Autorun animation slider acts as a sort

of master control driving all the other controls in a defined order.
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Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom<<D

Autorun

n1

n2

filling None Axis Top Bottom

1 2 3 4 5 6

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

The default behavior of Autorun simulates something you could do yourself with the mouse, moving one control at a time. If you add

the option AutorunSequencing -> All  to the Manipulate input, the Autorun command in the resulting output will instead move all

the controls simultaneously, as you can see in this example. This feature works better for some examples than for others.

Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20<, 8n2, 1, 20<, 8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom<<, AutorunSequencing ® AllD

Autorun

n1

n2

filling None Axis Top Bottom

You  can  also  use  AutorunSequencing  to  exclude  certain  controls  from  the  Autorun  animation,  or  change  the  order  in  which  the

controls are animated. In the following example, the third control is animated first, then the first control, then the fourth, and the second

control is left at its default value.
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Manipulate@8w, x, y, z<, 8w, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<, AutorunSequencing ® 83, 1, 4<D

w

x

y

z

80, 0, 0.812034, 0<

AutorunSequencing  allows you to  specify  the duration reserved for  the animation of  a  particular  control.  This  setting reserves two

seconds for the first control, two seconds for the third control, and ten seconds for the fourth control. The second control is skipped as

before.

Manipulate@8w, x, y, z<, 8w, 0, 1<, 8x, 0, 1<,
8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<, AutorunSequencing ® 881, 2<, 83, 2<, 84, 10<<D

w

x

y

z

80.299, 0, 0, 0<

One  reason  to  care  about  the  details  of  AutorunSequencing  is  that  it  is  possible  to  use  the  Export  command  to  automatically

generate an animation video (in, for example, QuickTime or Flash format). By default Export will generate an animation by running the

Manipulate through one Autorun cycle.

If  AutorunSequencing  does  not  give  you  enough  control  over  the  animation  sequence,  you  can  use  the  Bookmarks  feature

described  in  the  next  section  to  define  a  list  of  "way  points"~combinations of  parameter  values~and then  create  an  animation  that

smoothly interpolates through those defined points. This allows complete control over the exact path of the animation.

Bookmarking Combinations of Parameter Values
Manipulate functions, particularly when they have many controls, can be used to find a needle in a haystack: a particular combination

of multiple parameter values that yields a particularly interesting result. When you have found a set of values like that, you might want to

save it  for  future  reference.  Manipulate  provides  several  features  for  doing  this  through the   menu in  the  top−right  corner  of  the

Manipulate output.

To get a single value out into a form you can use as a static input, use the Paste Snapshot command from the  menu. The result will

be inserted as a new cell below the Manipulate output.

Manipulate@8x, y, z<, 8x, 0, 1<, 8y, 0, 1<, 8z, 0, 1<D

x

y

z

80.37, 0.506, 0.29<

Here is the result of using Paste Snapshot with this example.
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DynamicModule@8x = 0.37, y = 0.506, z = 0.29<, 8x, y, z<D

The three current  values  have been copied  into  the  variable  definition  block  of  a  DynamicModule,  and the  first  argument  has  been

copied into the body. (DynamicModule  is used because in cases where the body contains explicit uses of Dynamic  this will result in

more correct  functioning. Depending on what you want to do with the result,  you are of  course free to replace DynamicModule  with

Module,  With ,  or Block  without needing to make any other changes to the expression. Or you can copy/paste the block of assign−

ments into other code you are building, etc. The differences between Module  and DynamicModule  are discussed in further detail  in

"Advanced Dynamic Functionality".)

If,  instead of  immediately  extracting  that  location,  you just  want  to  remember  it  so  that  it  is  easy  to  visit  in  the  future,  select  Add To

Bookmarks from the  menu. That will bring up a panel that will let you name the bookmark and add it to list of bookmarks which are

known to this Manipulate by clicking the  button, or cancel the addition by clicking the  button.

After adding a bookmark, the name you have specified for it will appear in the  menu. Selecting its name from that menu will cause all

the parameters to snap back to the values they had when that bookmark was added. Also note that every Manipulate remembers the

initial settings of all its controls, and you can snap back to those values by choosing Initial Settings in this menu.

Once you start placing bookmarks, there are two other items in the  menu which become relevant: Paste Bookmarks and Animate

Bookmarks.

Bookmarks  are  lists  of  locations  in  a  given  parameter  space,  and  you  can  extract  the  raw  data  in  that  list  by  choosing  the  Paste

Bookmarks  item.  Every  element  of  the  resulting  list  is  of  the  form  bookmarkName :> parameterValues.  This  list  is  syntactically

appropriate for reinserting into Manipulate input as the setting for the Bookmarks  option. (This allows you to, for example, modify the

bookmarks by manual editing, or run a program on them, before restoring them as active bookmarks in a new Manipulate output.)

The  Animate  Bookmarks  menu  command  works  much  like  the  Autorun  command  described  in  the  previous  section,  except  that

instead of animating each parameter through its range of values, it creates an animation that interpolates through the points specified

by the bookmarks.

The interpolation which occurs when animating bookmarks is  done internally  via the Interpolation  command.  Manipulate  even

accepts  the  InterpolationOrder  option  to  adjust  how  the  animation  proceeds  from  one  point  to  the  next.  The  default  value  of

Automatic  performs quadratic interpolation if there are enough bookmarks, and linear interpolation otherwise.

When a Manipulate  output containing explicit bookmarks is exported to a video animation format using Export,  the resulting video

will  be  one cycle  through the  sequence generated by  Animate Bookmarks.  (If  no  bookmarks  are  present,  the  result  is  one cycle  of

Autorun.)

MORE ABOUT

� Dynamic Interactivity Language

� Dynamic Visualization

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Advanced Manipulate Functionality

� Introduction to Dynamic
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Advanced Manipulate Functionality
This tutorial covers advanced features of the Manipulate command. It assumes that you have read "Introduction to Manipulate" and

thus have a good idea what the command is for and how it works overall.

This  tutorial  also,  in  places,  assumes a familiarity  with  the lower−level  dynamic mechanism covered in  "Introduction to  Dynamic"  and

"Advanced Dynamic Functionality".

Please note that this is a hands−on tutorial. You are expected to actually evaluate each input line as you reach it in your

reading, and watch what happens. The accompanying text will not make sense without evaluating as you read.

Controlling Automatic Reevaluation
Some Manipulate examples "spin," continually reevaluating their contents even when no sliders are being moved. Sometimes this is

in fact exactly what you intend. For example, here is a droopy triangle, which always sags down in the middle. You can drag it back up

using the slider, but as soon as you stop moving, it starts falling down again.

Manipulate@
y = Max@-1, y - 0.05D; Graphics@Polygon@88-1, 1<, 80, y<, 81, 1<<D, PlotRange ® 1D,
88y, 1<, -1, 1<D

y

This happens because the variable y is being changed by the code in the first argument, and the system, correctly and helpfully, notices

that since the value of y has changed, the contents need to be evaluated and displayed again, which in turn causes the value of y to

change again,  and so on, until,  in this case, we reach a stable point  at  y= -1.  After  that  the value of  y  no longer changes, and the

contents are no longer continually redrawn, until you touch the slider again. (If you have a CPU activity monitor on your system you can

verify  that  while  the triangle is  drooping,  Mathematica  is  using CPU time,  but  once it  reaches the bottom, Mathematica’s  CPU usage

stops.)

Of course it is possible to construct examples that do not stop. Here we declare two variables, both initialized to zero, and include code

in the body of the Manipulate to continuously update the value of one of them based on the value of the other.
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Manipulate@total = total + step; 8step, total<, 88total, 0<, -1000, 1000, 1<, 88step, 0<, -10, 10, 1<D

total

step

80, 0<

Any time the step size is moved away from zero, the content area will continually update, and a CPU monitor will indicate that Mathemat−

ica is using CPU time. This will go on for as long as you let it. (Fortunately it does not totally consume the CPU, and other activities in

the front end are not hindered by this activity; you can keep editing, evaluating, etc., while it is running. You may think of it sort of like an

animated image or applet running in a web browser.)

In some cases, however, the continual reevaluation is pointless and undesirable. Consider this somewhat contrived example: any time it

is present on screen (i.e., in an open window and not scrolled offscreen to the point where no part of it is visible), it will constantly re−

evaluate itself, consuming CPU time even though nothing is changing.

Manipulate@
temp = n;
temp = temp^3;
Graphics@8Thickness@0.01D, Line@880, 0<, 8n, temp<<D<, PlotRange ® 1D,
8n, -1, 1<D

This happens because the variable temp has its value changed during the evaluation, even if the value of n has not changed (i.e. it is

reset to two different values each time through). The spinning is pointless because the value of temp is set before it is ever used.

Another way to get inadvertent and pointless spinning is to make a function definition or other complex assignment in the body of the

Manipulate, as in this example.

Manipulate@
f@x_D := x^3;
Graphics@8Thickness@0.01D, Line@880, 0<, 8n, f@nD<<D<, PlotRange ® 1D,
8n, -1, 1<D

In  both these cases,  the problem can be solved by making the offending variables be local  variables inside a Module.  (This  is  good

programming practice in any case, quite aside from any desire to avoid pointless updating.)

Manipulate@Module@8temp<,
temp = n;
temp = temp^3;
Graphics@8Thickness@0.01D, Line@880, 0<, 8n, temp<<D<, PlotRange ® 1DD,
8n, -1, 1<D

Manipulate@Module@8f<,
f@x_D := x^3;
Graphics@8Thickness@0.01D, Line@880, 0<, 8n, f@nD<<D<, PlotRange ® 1DD,
8n, -1, 1<D

Nothing you do to local Module variables will cause retriggering, because it is part of the definition of Module that values do not survive

from one invocation to the next (therefore the result will not be any different the next time around just because of anything done to the

value of a local variable during the current cycle).

Another  solution  is  to  use  the  TrackedSymbols  option  to  Manipulate  to  control  which  variables  are  allowed  to  cause  updating

behavior. The default value, Full , means that any symbols that appear explicitly (lexically) in the first argument will be tracked. (This

means,  among  other  things,  that  temporary  variables  and  other  such  problems  inside  the  definitions  of  functions  you  use  in  your

Manipulate  example  will  not  cause  infinite  reevaluation  problems,  because  they  do  not  occur  explicitly  in  the  first  argument,  only

indirectly through functions you call.)

Taking the second example, if  for  some reason you do not want f  to be a local  Module  variable,  and you cannot move its definition

outside  the  Manipulate  (there  are  sometimes  good  reasons  for  both  those  conditions,  in  more  complicated  cases),  you  can  use

TrackedSymbols  to disable updating triggered by f:

Manipulate@
f@x_D := x^3;
Graphics@8Thickness@0.01D, Line@880, 0<, 8n, f@nD<<D<, PlotRange ® 1D,
8n, -1, 1<, TrackedSymbols :> 8n<D

This example updates the content area only when n changes its value as a result of moving the slider.
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The subject of when exactly a given dynamic expression will be updated is complex, and is addressed in "Introduction to Dynamic" and

"Advanced Dynamic Functionality".  In reading those, keep in mind that Manipulate  simply wraps its first  argument in Dynamic  and

passes the value of its TrackedSymbols  option to a Refresh  inside that. Everything to do with updating is handled by that Dynamic

and Refresh.

Nesting Manipulate
You can put  one Manipulate  inside another.  For  example,  here  we use a  slider  in  an outer  Manipulate  to  control  the number  of

sliders in the inner Manipulate.

In[26]:= Manipulate@
With@8value = Table@c@iD, 8i, 1, n<D, controls = Sequence �� Table@8c@iD, 0, 1<, 8i, 1, n<D<,
Manipulate@value, controlsDD, 8n, 1, 10, 1<D

Out[26]=

n

c@1D

80<

While nesting Manipulate many levels deep is possible, and will work, it is probably not the most useful feature in the world. But by

nesting once,  you have in effect  created a parameterized user  interface construction interface.  The outer  Manipulate  allows you to

control parameters that determine the user interface presented by the inner Manipulate. With some slightly more complex program−

ming than in the previous example, remarkable things can be done.

Interdependent Controls
It  is  possible  to  make  the  range  of  one  slider  in  a  Manipulate  depend  on  the  position  of  another  slider.  For  example,  the  function

Binomial@n, mD makes sense only when m <= n, so you might want to make an m−slider whose range is from 1 to the current value

of n. You can do this simply by using n in the variable specification for m, like this.

Manipulate@Row@8"H", Column@8n, m<, CenterD, "L = ", Binomial@n, mD<D,
8n, 1, 10, 1<, 8m, 1, n, 1<D

n

m

H
7

7
L = 1

Note that if you first move both sliders part way towards the right, then move the n−slider left, the m−slider will automatically move to the

right,  because  its  maximum  is  getting  smaller.  If  you  move  n  far  enough  to  the  left,  to  the  point  where  it  becomes  smaller  than  the

current value of m, the m−slider will display a red "out of range" indicator, because m is now larger than its maximum allowed value.

You might wonder why m is not automatically reset to the current maximum, when the maximum is set lower than its current value. The

reason is that sometimes it is preferable to leave the value alone, and if you want to have it reset automatically, it is easy to do manu−

ally. For example, you can add an If statement to the code in the first argument.
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Manipulate@If@m > n, m = nD; Row@8"H", Column@8n, m<, CenterD, "L = ", Binomial@n, mD<D,
8n, 1, 10, 1<, 8m, 1, n, 1<D

n

m

H
3

1
L = 3

Generally  speaking,  you  can  use  Manipulate  variables  in  the  definition  of  other  variables  without  restriction,  though  it  is  certainly

possible in this way to create peculiar interactions that are more confusing than helpful. 

This  example shows another  variation,  using a check box to  control  the range of  a  slider:  something like  this  can be useful  in  cases

where you want to provide fine and coarse ranges, for example.

Manipulate@n,
8n, 1, If@wide, 100, 10D, 1<, 88wide, False, "Wide Range"<, 8False, True<<D

n

Wide Range

4

Dealing with Slow Evaluations
Manipulate  does  not  precompute  all  the  possible  output  values  you  could  reach  by  moving  its  sliders:  that  would  be  completely

impractical for all  but the most trivial cases. That means it  has to calculate, format, and display the current value in real time as each

slider is being dragged. Obviously no matter how fast your computer, there is a limit to how much computation can be done in a finite

amount of time, and if the expression you use in the first argument to Manipulate takes more than about a second to evaluate, you

will not have a very satisfactory experience using the Manipulate.

Many  very  interesting  and  powerful  computations  can  be  done  in  under  a  second,  and  as  computers  get  faster  the  range  will  only

increase  (people  are  not  getting  any  faster,  so  the  amount  of  time  available  before  the  example  seems  too  sluggish  should  remain

unchanged for quite a while).  But some computations just cannot be done that fast,  and some alternative is necessary if  you want to

use them within Manipulate. Fortunately there are several good ways of dealing with slow evaluations. 

For  purposes  of  this  section  we  are  going  to  use  Pause  to  simulate  a  slow  evaluation.  The  main  reason  for  this  is  that  any  actual

computation would run at such widely differing speeds on different users’ computers that it would be hard to illustrate the point with any

one  example.  So  where  you  see  a  Pause  command,  please  imagine  that  something  terribly  complex  and  interesting  is  being  done,

resulting in a fantastically detailed and enlightening output.

To get a feel for the problem, try dragging the following slider. While this example is not unacceptable, it is on the borderline of some−

thing not worth playing with. If  the delay is increased to several seconds, it  becomes quite pointless. (And beyond 5 seconds you will

start seeing $Aborted  instead of the number, because the system is protecting itself from unreasonably long evaluations, which block

other activity in the front end in this situation.)

Manipulate@Pause@1D; x, 8x, 0, 10<D

x

4.88

The simplest improvement is to add the option ContinuousAction -> False to the Manipulate.
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Manipulate@Pause@1D; x, 8x, 0, 10<, ContinuousAction ® FalseD

x

2.9

In  this  example the slider  moves smoothly and instantaneously as it  is  dragged,  but  the value in the output  area does not  attempt to

track in real time. Instead it updates only when the slider is released.

A more subtle difference is that when the value updates in this example, it does so without blocking other activity in the front end. You

can  see  this  by  the  fact  that  the  cell  bracket  becomes  outlined  for  a  second  each  time  the  slider  is  released,  and  you  can  continue

typing or doing other work in the front end during that second. There is no 5−second limit to such nonblocking evaluations, so by using

the  ContinuousAction -> False  option,  arbitrarily  long  evaluations  can  be  used.  (Though  something  that  takes  a  minute  is  still

probably better done as a normal Shift+Return evaluation than inside Manipulate.)

A more sophisticated alternative is to use the ControlActive  function to present an alternative, simpler and faster display while the

slider is being dragged, and do the long computation only when it is released. 

ControlActive  takes two arguments: the first is returned if the expression is evaluated while a control (e.g. a slider) is currently being

dragged with the mouse, and the second if  no control  is  currently active.  (See the documentation for  ControlActive  for  some fine

print about exactly when which argument is returned.)

In this example we use just x as the preview to be displayed while the slider is being dragged, and x with a box around it, plus a second

of  delay,  as  the  final  display  to  be  presented  when  the  slider  is  released.  Note  that  we  have  removed  the

ContinuousAction -> False option from the example above.

Manipulate@ControlActive@x, Pause@1D; Framed@xDD, 8x, 0, 10<D

x

7.02

Note  that  the  cell  bracket  is  outlined,  indicating  a  nonblocking  evaluation,  only  when  the  slider  is  released.  While  the  slider  is  being

dragged, evaluations are done in a blocking way for maximum interactive performance.

Here  is  a  slightly  more  realistic  example  of  where  ControlActive  can  be useful.  This  example  shows how the  default  behavior  of

DensityPlot is to use fewer sample points while the slider is being dragged.
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Manipulate@DensityPlot@Sin@n x�yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<D, 8n, 1, 10<D

n

But even the higher number used after the slider is released is not enough to produce a satisfactory plot. If we just set a fixed, larger

number of plot points, the result is pretty, but interactive performance is not good enough.

Manipulate@DensityPlot@Sin@n x�yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, PlotPoints ® 150D, 8n, 1, 10<D

n

$Aborted

(There is  still  a  difference between the active and inactive forms,  because by default  several  different  options,  not  just  PlotPoints,

depend on ControlActive.)

The optimal  combination of  speed and quality  can be achieved by using ControlActive  explicitly  in  the value of  the PlotPoints

option.
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Manipulate@
DensityPlot@Sin@n x�yD, 8x, -2, 2<, 8y, -2, 2<, PlotPoints ® ControlActive@30, 150DD, 8n, 1, 10<D

n

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

The result is an example that displays a crude, but virtually instantaneous, preview of the graphic, then spends many seconds construct−

ing a high−resolution version when the slider is released.

The next section explains a more complex solution that works in cases where some changes to the parameters require a slow evalua−

tion while others could update the display much more rapidly.

Using Dynamic inside Manipulate
You might want to read "Introduction to Dynamic" before finishing this section, as we refer to the use of explicit Dynamic  expressions,

which are not explained in this tutorial.

When you move the sliders (or other controls) in a Manipulate, the expression given in the first argument is re−evaluated from scratch

for  each  new  parameter  value.  The  section  above  discusses  a  number  of  general  things  that  can  be  done  if  evaluation  of  this  first

argument  is  too  slow  to  allow  smooth  interactive  performance  of  the  Manipulate.  But  in  some  cases  it  is  possible  to  separate  the

evaluation into slower and faster parts, and thereby achieve much better performance.

Consider this example where one slider controls the contents of a 3D plot, while the other controls its viewpoint.

Manipulate@Plot3D@Sin@n x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<,
ViewPoint ® 82, v, 2<, SphericalRegion ® True, Ticks ® NoneD, 8n, 1, 4<, 8v, -2, 2<D

When the n−slider is moved, it is obviously necessary to recompute the 3D plot, because it actually changes shape. The plot becomes

jagged while the slider is being dragged, then improves shortly after you release it, which is correct and as expected. When you move

the  v−slider,  on  the  other  hand,  there  is  no  point  in  recomputing  the  function,  because  only  the  viewpoint  has  changed.  But

Manipulate has no way of knowing this (and in more complex cases it is genuinely impossible for this kind of distinction to be made in

any automatic way), so the whole plot is regenerated from scratch each time v is changed. 

To  improve  this  example,  we  can  tell  Manipulate  that  the  ViewPoint  option  should  be  updated  separately  from  the  rest  of  the

output, which we can do by wrapping Dynamic around the right−hand side of the option.
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Manipulate@Plot3D@Sin@n x yD, 8x, 0, 3<, 8y, 0, 3<,
ViewPoint ® Dynamic@82, v, 2<D, SphericalRegion ® True, Ticks ® NoneD, 8n, 1, 4<, 8v, -2, 2<D

Menu

n

v

Notice that now when the v−slider is moved, the plot does not revert to the jagged appearance, and actually rotates faster than before.

This is because the plot is no longer being regenerated with each movement.

To explain exactly why this works requires an understanding of the internals of the Dynamic  mechanism explained in "Introduction to

Dynamic" and "Advanced Dynamic Functionality". In short, Manipulate always wraps Dynamic around the expression given in its first

argument, and normally any changes to variables used in the first argument will trigger updates of that Dynamic. But when a variable

occurs only inside an explicit Dynamic  nested inside the one implicitly created by Manipulate, an update of the outer Dynamic  will

not be triggered, only an update of the inner Dynamic in which it resides.

Explaining the full range of what is possible by using Dynamic  explicitly inside Manipulate is beyond the scope of this document, but

another common case worth looking at involves a situation where the slow part  of  some computation involves only some of the input

variables.

In the next example we construct a large table of numbers (using RandomReal in this case, but in a real−world example it might be a

much more complicated, slower computation, or even one involving reading external data from the network). After constructing the data,

we display it using a fairly simple, fast function (illustrated here by just raising the coordinate values to a power).

Note that when the n−slider is moved, the number of points changes, and they jump around because a new random set is generated

each  time.  But  when  the  p−slider  is  moved,  updates  are  smoother,  and  the  points  do  not  jump  around.  This  is  because  the  inner

Dynamic  wrapped around the use of p  prevents the first argument as a whole from being re−evaluated. Thus no new random points

are generated only the presentation of the existing ones is updated.

Manipulate@
data = RandomReal@80, 1<, 8n, 2<D;
Graphics@8Point@Dynamic@data^pDD<, AspectRatio ® 1D,
8n, 100, 5000, 1<, 8p, 0.1, 10<, SynchronousUpdating ® FalseD

n

p
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The  option  SynchronousUpdating -> False  is  used  to  cause  the  outer  Dynamic  (the  one  implicitly  created  by  Manipulate)  to

update asynchronously (visible by the fact that the cell bracket becomes outlined when the n−slider is moved). Asynchronous updating

does not give quite as smooth updating, but if the evaluation takes a long time, it does not block other activity in the front end. 

The inner Dynamic uses the default synchronous updating, so when the p−slider is moved, updating is smooth and rapid.

It is thus practical, using the technique illustrated here, to make an example that takes many seconds, even minutes, to respond when

one slider is changed, yet preserve rapid interactive performance when other controls, which do not require the long computation to be

repeated, are changed.

You  can  also  use  Dynamic  inside  Manipulate  to  make  the  output  dynamically  respond  to  things  other  than  the  values  of  the

Manipulate’s control variables. For example, here is an example taken from an earlier section, except that we have made it respond

dynamically to the current mouse position.

Manipulate@Graphics@
8Dynamic@With@8pt = MousePosition@8"Graphics", Graphics<, 80, 0<D<, Line@Table@88Cos@tD, Sin@tD<, pt<,

8t, 2. Pi�n, 2. Pi, 2. Pi�n<DDDD<, PlotRange ® 1D, 88n, 30<, 1, 200, 1<D

Any  time  the  mouse  is  over  the  area  of  the  plot,  the  center  of  the  lines  will  follow  it  (without  a  click).  Consult  the  documentation  for

MousePosition for further detail.

It  is  important  to  remember  also  that  Manipulate  is  not  the  only  way  of  creating  interactive  user  interfaces  in  Mathematica.

Manipulate is intended to be a simple, yet powerful, tool for defining user interfaces at a very high level. But when you reach the limits

of  what  it  is  capable  of  doing,  either  in  terms  of  control  layout,  updating  behavior,  or  interaction  with  external  systems,  it  is  always

possible  (and  often  not  terribly  difficult)  to  drop  to  a  lower  level  of  interface  programming  using  functions  such  as  Dynamic  and

EventHandler.

Dynamic Objects in the Control Area
We saw in "Introduction to Manipulate" that it is possible to add a variety of elements to the control area of a Manipulate, for example

titles and delimiters, as in this example.

Manipulate@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,

Style@"Horizontal", 12, BoldD, 88n1, 1, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a1, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<, 88p1, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<,
Delimiter, Style@"Vertical", 12, BoldD, 88n2, 5�4, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<, 88p2, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Horizontal

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

Vertical

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

There is in fact virtually no limit to what can be put into the controls area, including arbitrary formatting constructs and dynamic objects,

even controls that are not part  of  the Manipulate’s  control  specifications. Anything placed in the variables sequence that is either a

string  or  has  head  Dynamic,  Style,  or  ExpressionCell  will  automatically  be  interpreted  as  an  annotation  to  be  inserted  in  the

controls area.

You might want to read "Introduction to Dynamic" before finishing this section, as we refer to the use of explicit Dynamic  expressions,

which are not explained in this tutorial.
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Suppose you want to show plots of the individual x and y sine functions that combine to form the Lissajous figure. You could do this by

putting all three functions into the output area, using Grid  to lay them out.

Manipulate@
Grid@8
8Plot@a2 Sin@n2 Hx + p2LD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® 1D,
ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D<,

8Null, ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, x<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<,
AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 80, 2 Pi<<D<

<D,
88n1, 1, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a1, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<,
88p1, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<,
Delimiter,
88n2, 5�4, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<,
88p2, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

There is in fact a lot to be said for this presentation. But suppose you instead want to leave the main output area as it is, with a large,

prominent presentation of the Lissajous figure itself,  and show the individual sine functions only much smaller,  in association with the

controls for each direction. You can do this by placing a dynamic plot object into the controls area, as follows.

Manipulate@
ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,
88n1, 1, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a1, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<,
88p1, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<,
Dynamic@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, x<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<,

ImageSize ® 100, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 80, 2 Pi<<DD,
Delimiter,
88n2, 5�4, "Frequency"<, 1, 4<,
88a2, 1, "Amplitude"<, 0, 1<,
88p2, 0, "Phase"<, 0, 2 Pi<,
Dynamic@Plot@a2 Sin@n2 Hx + p2LD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, ImageSize ® 100, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® 1DD,
ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

Frequency

Amplitude

Phase

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Just  as the headings in  the example at  the start  of  this  section were mixed in  with  the controls  simply  by listing them in  the variable

specifications  sequence,  here  we  have  placed  dynamically  updated  plots  in  the  variable  specification  sequence.  Dynamic  is  used

explicitly  in  these  subplots  so  that  they  will  update  when  the  controls  are  moved.  (The  main  output  area  does  not  need  an  explicit

Dynamic because Manipulate automatically wraps Dynamic around its first argument.)
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It is worth briefly discussing here why it is that an example like this can just work. The reason is that the output of Manipulate is not a

special, fixed object that just connects a set of controls with a single output area. Instead, the output of Manipulate is built up using

the  same formatting,  layout,  user  interface,  and  dynamic  interactivity  features  that  can  be  accessed  at  a  lower  level  using  the  tech−

niques discussed in "Introduction to Dynamic" (which in fact includes an example of how to build up a simple version of Manipulate by

hand).  In  some  ways  the  relationship  between  Manipulate  and  the  lower  level  interactive  features  is  like  the  relationship  between

Plot  and Graphics. The result of evaluating a high−level Plot  command is a low−level Graphics  object, and if Plot  is not able to

generate the specific graphic you want, you are always free to use Graphics  directly. You can use the Prolog and Epilog options to

add arbitrary graphical elements to a Plot . Furthermore there is no graphical output you can get using Plot  that you cannot get using

Graphics. Plot  has no special access to any features in Mathematica unavailable at the lower level.

Likewise, Manipulate does not have any special access to features unavailable with lower level functions: there is nothing you can do

with  Manipulate  that  you cannot  do with  Dynamic,  it  is  just  a  higher−level,  more convenient  function for  building a  certain  style  of

interface.

So when you use dynamic objects in the control labels, as in the example above, you’re just adding a couple more Dynamic  objects to

the  already  fairly  complex  set  of  Panel  objects,  Grid  objects,  Dynamic  objects,  and  DynamicModule  objects  that  constitutes  the

output of a Manipulate command. There is nothing really different there, just more of it, so it should come as no surprise that the new

dynamic elements interoperate smoothly with the others.

Although it is not always sensible to do so, it is possible to build completely arbitrary interactive dynamic user interfaces entirely in the

controls area of a Manipulate.

Custom Control Appearances
You might want to read "Introduction to Dynamic" before reading this section, as we refer to the use of explicit Dynamic  expressions,

which are not explained in this tutorial.

Suppose  you  want  to  use  a  type  of  control  that  is  not  supported  by  Manipulate,  for  example  one  you  have  built  yourself  using

graphics and dynamics. Here is a block of code that defines a custom style of slider, one that shows its value at the thumb position. Do

not worry about understanding the details of how this code works, though it is not overly complicated beyond the details of drawing the

desired elements in the right places.

In[1]:= ValueThumbSlider@v_D := ValueThumbSlider@v, 80, 1<D;
ValueThumbSlider@Dynamic@var_D, 8min_, max_<, options___D :=

LocatorPane@Dynamic@If@! NumberQ@varD, var = minD; 8var, 0<, Hvar = First@ðDL &D,
Graphics@8AbsoluteThickness@1.5D, Line@88min, 0<, 8max, 0<<D,

Dynamic@8Text@var, 8var, 0<, 80, -1<D,
Polygon@8Offset@80, -1<, 8var, 0<D, Offset@8-5, -8<, 8var, 0<D, Offset@85, -8<, 8var, 0<D<D<D<,

ImageSize ® 8300, 30<, PlotRange ® 88min, max< + 0.1 8-1, 1< Hmax - minL, 8-1, 1<<,
AspectRatio ® 1�10D,
88min, 0<, 8max, 0<<, Appearance ® NoneD;

Here is an example of what this new control looks like: click anywhere to move the thumb around, just like with a normal slider.

In[3]:= ValueThumbSlider@Dynamic@xxD, 80, 10<D

Out[3]=

To use a custom control in Manipulate, you include a pure function that is used to generate the control object as part of the variable

specification.  As  long  as  your  function  conforms  to  the  convention  used  by  all  the  built−in  control  functions,  with  the  variable  (inside

Dynamic)  as  the  first  argument  and  the  range  as  the  second  argument,  you  can  simply  use  the  function  name and  the  appropriate

arguments will be passed to it automatically by Manipulate. Here we see our custom control used in a simple Manipulate.

In[4]:= Manipulate@x, 8x, 0, 1, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<D

Out[4]=

(The notation ðð means that all the arguments will be passed in to the function, not just the first one.)

Note  that  if  you  supply  the  necessary  information  in  the  pure  function,  you  do  not  have  to  specify  the  min  and  max  as  part  of  the

variable specification.
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In[5]:= Manipulate@x, 8x, ValueThumbSlider@ð, 80, 1<D &<D

Out[5]=

x ValueThumbSlider@0, 80, 1<D

However,  if  you do that,  then Manipulate  is  not  aware of  the range you chose to use in the slider,  which means that  the very nice

Autorun feature (as described in the documentation for Manipulate) cannot work. So generally it is a good idea to include the range in

the variable specification, and let the control function inherit it.

Naturally it is possible to combine standard and custom controls freely; here we use two of our new sliders together with a SetterBar

supplied automatically by Manipulate.

In[6]:= Manipulate@Plot@Sin@n1 xD + Sin@n2 xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, Filling ® filling, PlotRange ® 2D,
8n1, 1, 20, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
8n2, 1, 20, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
8filling, 8None, Axis, Top, Bottom<<D

Out[6]=

It is also possible to combine custom controls with other dynamic elements in the controls area (discussed in the previous section).

In[7]:= Manipulate@
ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, a2 Cos@n2 Hx + p2LD<,
8x, 0, 20 Pi<, PlotRange ® 1, PerformanceGoal ® "Quality"D,
88n1, 1<, 1, 4, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
88a1, 1<, 0, 1, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
88p1, 0<, 0, 2 Pi, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
Dynamic@ParametricPlot@8a1 Sin@n1 Hx + p1LD, x<, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<,

ImageSize ® 100, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® 88-1, 1<, 80, 2 Pi<<DD,
Delimiter,
88n2, 5�4.<, 1, 4, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
88a2, 1<, 0, 1, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
88p2, 0<, 0, 2 Pi, ValueThumbSlider@ððD &<,
Dynamic@Plot@a2 Sin@n2 Hx + p2LD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<, ImageSize ® 100, AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® 1DD,
ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Out[7]=

n1 ValueThumbSlider@1, 81, 4<D

a1 ValueThumbSlider@1, 80, 1<D

p1 ValueThumbSlider@0, 80, 2 Π<D

n2 ValueThumbSlider@1.25, 81, 4<D

a2 ValueThumbSlider@1, 80, 1<D

p2 ValueThumbSlider@0, 80, 2 Π<D

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

This example should give some idea of how far Manipulate can be pushed to create complex interfaces. However, it is important to

remember  that  Manipulate  is  not  the  only  way  to  create  interfaces  in  Mathematica.  "Introduction  to  Dynamic"  provides  further

information and examples showing how to create free−form interfaces not restricted to the model provided by Manipulate.

One of the nice things about building an interface like this inside Manipulate is that it lets you use Autorun (click the plus icon in the

top right corner of the panel and choose Autorun) to put the example through its paces, varying each variable according to a sensible

interpolating pattern.

On the other hand, Manipulate restricts you to a certain set of layouts and behaviors which, while very flexible and expandable, are

still fixed compared to what is possible using the lower level features described in "Introduction to Dynamic".
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Generalized Input
The  fundamental  paradigm  of  most  computer  languages,  including  Mathematica,  is  that  input  is  given  and  processed  into  output.

Historically, such input has consisted of strings of letters and numbers obeying a certain syntax. 

Evaluate this input line to generate a table of output.

In[1]:= Table@n!, 8n, 1, 10<D

Out[1]= 81, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, 40320, 362 880, 3628 800<

Starting  in  Version  3,  Mathematica  has  supported  the  use  of  two−dimensional  typeset  mathematical  notations  as  input,  freely  mixed

with textual input.

This also generates a table of output.

In[2]:= TableA
n + 3

n!
, 8n, 1, 10<E

Out[2]= 94,
5

2
, 1,

7

24
,

1

15
,

1

80
,

1

504
,

11

40 320
,

1

30240
,

13

3628 800
=

Starting with Version 6, a wide range of nontextual objects can be used as input just as easily, and can be mixed with text or typeset

notations. 

Evaluate the following input, then move the slider and evaluate it again to see a new result.

In[3]:= TableA

n +

n!
, 8n, 1, 10<E

Out[3]= 95, 3,
7

6
,
1

3
,

3

40
,

1

72
,

11

5040
,

1

3360
,

13

362 880
,

1

259 200
=

The "value" of this slider when it is given as input is determined by its position, in this case an integer between 1 and 10. It can be used

anywhere in an input line that a textual number or variable name could be used.

How to create such controls is discussed in the next section, but it is worth noting first that in many cases there are better alternatives to

this kind of input.

Casting this example in the form of a Manipulate allows you to see the effect of moving the slider in real time.

In[4]:= ManipulateATableA
n + m

n!
, 8n, 1, 10<E, 8m, 1, 10, 1<E

Out[4]=

m

95, 3,
7

6
,
1

3
,

3

40
,

1

72
,

11

5040
,

1

3360
,

13

362880
,

1

259200
=

But  there  are  situations  where  using  a  control  inside  a  traditional  Shift+Enter  evaluated  input  works  better.  Some  cases  are:  if  the

evaluation is very slow, if you want complete flexibility in editing the rest of the input line around the control(s), or if the point of the code

is to make definitions that will be used later, and the controls are being used as a convenient way to specify initial values.

For example, you might want to set up a color palette using ColorSetter to initialize named colors that will be used in subsequent code.

In[5]:= edgeColor = ;

In[6]:= fillColor = ;
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In[7]:= backgroundColor = BlendA9 , =E;

Click any color swatch to get a dialog allowing you to interactively choose a new color. These values can then be used in subsequent 
programming just as if they had been initialized with more traditional textually specified values.

In[8]:= Graphics@8
fillColor, EdgeForm@8AbsoluteThickness@2D, edgeColor<D, Polygon@RandomReal@80, 1<, 85, 3, 2<DD<,

Background ® backgroundColorD

Out[8]=

These color  swatches provide an informative,  more easily  edited representation  of  the  colors  than would  an expression consisting  of

numerical color values.

How to Create Inline Controls
The most flexible and powerful way to create anything in Mathematica is to evaluate a function that returns it. 

These examples use Slider, but the same principles apply to any controls. Control Objects lists all the available control objects.

You can create a slider by evaluating Slider@D.

In[9]:= Slider@D

Out[9]=

The resulting slider object can be copied and pasted into a subsequent input cell just as if it were any other kind of input. (Or you can

just click in the output cell and start typing, which will cause it to be converted automatically into an input cell.) 

Controls created this way are inert to evaluation.

 For example, type 2+, then paste the previous slider after the + to create this input line, and then evaluate it.

In[10]:= 2 +

Out[10]= 2 +

When  evaluated,  the  slider  remains  a  slider,  which  is  not  wanted  in  this  case  (though  it  is  very  useful  in  other  situations).  What  is

needed instead is a slider that, when evaluated as input, becomes the value it is set to, rather than a slider object. 

DynamicSetting@eD an object which displays as e, but is interpreted as the dynamically updated 

current setting of e upon evaluation

Object that evaluates into its current setting.

When  DynamicSetting  is  wrapped  around  a  slider  and  evaluated,  the  new  slider  looks  identical  to  the  original  one,  but  has  the

hidden property of evaluating into its current setting.
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This displays the new slider.

In[11]:= DynamicSetting@Slider@DD

Out[11]=

If the new slider is copied and pasted into an input line, the act of evaluation transforms the slider into its current value (by default 0.5 if it 
has not been moved with the mouse).

In[12]:= 2 +

Out[12]= 2.5

The examples in the previous section were created using DynamicSetting  in this way.

While  copying  and  pasting  can  be  used very  effectively  to  build  up  input  lines  containing  controls,  it  is  often  most  convenient  to  use

Evaluate  in  Place  Ctrl+Shift+Enter  (Command+Return  on  Mac)  to  transform  control  expressions  in  place,  especially  once  you  are

familiar with the commands that create controls. 

Ctrl +Shift +Enter evaluate a selection "in place", replacing the selection with the output

Evaluating in place.

For example, enter the following input line.

In[13]:= 2 + DynamicSetting@Slider@DD

Out[13]= 2 +

Then, highlight the entire control expression. (Triple−clicking the word DynamicSetting  is an especially quick way to do this.)

In[14]:= 2 + DynamicSetting@Slider@DDDynamicSetting@Slider@DD

Type Ctrl+Shift+Enter (Command+Return on Mac), and the control expression will be transformed in place into an actual control. (Note that 
Ctrl+Shift+Enter is not the normal Shift+Enter used for evaluating input.)

In[14]:= 2 +

Evaluating the input cell with Shift+Return will then give the desired result.

In[15]:= 2 +

Out[15]= 2.5

All the arguments of Slider can be used to change the initial value, range, and step size.

Start with this input expression.

In[16]:= ExpandAH1 + xLDynamicSetting@Slider@5,81,50,1<DDE

Out[16]= H1 + xL

Then evaluate in place (Ctrl+Shift+Enter) to transform the text command into a slider.

In[17]:= ExpandAH1 + xL E

Out[17]= 1 + 5 x + 10 x2 + 10 x3 + 5 x4 + x5
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Of course, this works with other kinds of controls as well. 

In[18]:= ExpandAH1 + xLDynamicSetting@PopupMenu@5,Table@i,8i,50<DDDE

Out[18]= H1 + xL

5

This is the result after evaluating in place.

In[19]:= ExpandAH1 + xL

5
E

Out[19]= 1 + 5 x + 10 x2 + 10 x3 + 5 x4 + x5

Note  that  the  control  expressions  do  not  contain  a  dynamic  reference  to  a  variable  as  they  normally  would  (see  "Introduction  to

Dynamic"). Controls used in input expressions as described here are static, inert objects, much like a textual command. They are not

linked to each other, and nothing happens when you move one, except that it moves. Basically they are simply recording their current

state, for use when you evaluate the input line. 

Complex Templates in Input Expressions
It  is  possible  to  use  whole  panels  containing  multiple  controls  in  input  expressions.  Constructing  such  panels  is  more  complex  than

simply  wrapping  DynamicSetting  around  a  single  control,  because  you  have  to  specify  how  the  various  control  values  should  be

assembled into the value returned when the template is evaluated. 

The function Interpretation  is used to assemble a self−contained input template object, which may contain many internal parts that

interact with each other through dynamic variables. The arguments are Interpretation@variables, body, returnvalueD.

The first  argument gives a list  of  local  variables with optional  initializers in the same format as Module  or  DynamicModule.  (In fact,

Interpretation  creates a DynamicModule in the output. See "Introduction to Dynamic".)

The second argument  is  typeset  to  become the  displayed form of  the  interpretation  object.  Typically  it  contains  formatting  constructs

and controls with dynamic references to the variables defined in the first argument.

The third argument is the expression that will be used as the value of the interpretation object when it is given as input. Typically this is

an expression involving the variables listed in the first argument.

Interpretation@e,exprD an object which displays as e, but is interpreted as the unevaluated form of expr if 

supplied as input

Interpretation@8x=x0,y=y0,¼<,e,exprD allows local variables in e and expr

Object that displays as one expression and evaluates as another.

Evaluating the following input cell creates an output cell containing a template for the Plot  command.

In[20]:= Interpretation@8f = Sin@xD, min = 0, max = 2 Pi<,
Panel@Grid@8

8Style@"Plot", BoldD, SpanFromLeft<,
8"Function:", InputField@Dynamic@fDD<,
8"Min:", InputField@Dynamic@minDD<, 8"Max:", InputField@Dynamic@maxDD<<DD,

Plot@f, 8x, min, max<DD

Out[20]=

Plot

Function: 0.

Min: 0

Max: 2 Π
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This template can be copied and pasted into an input cell, and the values edited as you like. Shift+Enter evaluation of the input cell 
generates a plot.

In[21]:=

Plot

Function: 1.‘

Min: 0

Max: 4 Π

Out[21]=

In the following more sophisticated example, the variable definite is used to communicate between the controls in the template, dimming 

the min and max value fields when indefinite integration is selected.

In[1]:= InterpretationA9f = x2, var = x, definite = False, min = a, max = b=, Panel@Grid@8

8Style@"Integrate", BoldD, SpanFromLeft<,
8"Function:", InputField@Dynamic@fD, FieldSize ® 8820, Infinity<, 81, Infinity<<D<,
8"Variable:", InputField@Dynamic@varDD<,
8Row@8Checkbox@Dynamic@definiteDD, "Definite integral"<D, SpanFromLeft<,
8"Min:", InputField@Dynamic@minD, Enabled ® Dynamic@definiteDD<,
8"Max:", InputField@Dynamic@maxD, Enabled ® Dynamic@definiteDD<<DD,

If@definite, Integrate@f, 8var, min, max<D, Integrate@f, varDDE

Out[1]=

Integrate

Function: 0.

Variable: 0.

Definite integral

Min: a

Max: b

This copy of the previous template gives the integral upon evaluation.

In[23]:=

Integrate

Function: 0.‘

Variable: 0.‘

Definite integral

Min: a

Max: b

Out[23]=

x4

4

As with  the single  controls  in  earlier  sections,  these input  templates can be copied and pasted into  new input  cells,  and they can be

freely intermixed with textual input.
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To test the result of integration, wrap the template with D to take the derivative and verify that the result is the same as the starting point.

In[24]:= DA

Integrate

Function: x2

Variable: x

Definite integral

Min: a

Max: b

, xE

Out[24]= x2

These  examples  are  fairly  generic:  they  look  like  dialog  boxes  in  a  lot  of  programs.  But  there  are  some  important  differences.  For

example, note the x2  in the input field. Input fields in Mathematica may look like those in other programs, but the contents can be any

arbitrary  typeset  mathematics,  or  even  graphics  or  other  controls.  (See  the  next  section  to  learn  how to  write  templates  that  can  be

nested inside each other.)

Mathematica templates (and dialog boxes) are also not restricted to using a regular grid of text fields.

Here is a simple definite integration template laid out typographically.

In[25]:= InterpretationA9f = x2, var = x, min = a, max = b=, PanelARowA9

UnderoverscriptAStyleA"Ù", 36E,

InputField@min, FieldSize ® TinyD, InputField@max, FieldSize ® TinyDE,

InputField@f, FieldSize ® 8810, Infinity<, 81, Infinity<<D,

" â ", InputField@var, FieldSize ® TinyD=EE,

Integrate@f, 8var, min, max<DE

Out[25]= Ù
a

b

0. â 0.

Note that you do not need a template to evaluate integrals; they can be entered as plain typeset math formulas using keyboard shortcuts 
(as described in "Entering Two−Dimensional Expressions") or the Basic Input palette.

In[26]:= à
a

b

x2 âx

Out[26]= -

a3

3
+

b3

3

Whether it is useful to make a template like this or not depends on many things, but the important point is that in Mathematica the full

range of formatting constructs, including text, typeset math, and graphics, is available both inside and around input fields and templates.

Advanced Topic: Dealing with Premature Evaluation in Templates
Templates defined like those in  the previous section do not  work as you might  hope if  the variables given in  initializers  already have

other values assigned to them (for example, if  the variable x  has a value in the previous section), or if  template structures are pasted

into the input fields. To deal with evaluation issues correctly, it  is necessary to use InputField  objects that store their values in the

form of unparsed box structures rather than expressions. (Box structures are like strings in the sense that they represent any possible

displayable structure, whether it is a legal Mathematica input expression or not.)
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This defines a template.

In[27]:= InterpretationA9

f = MakeBoxesAx2E,

var = MakeBoxes@xD,
definite = False,
min = MakeBoxes@aD,

max = MakeBoxes@bD=,

Panel@Grid@8
8Style@"Integrate", BoldD, SpanFromLeft<,
8"Function:", InputField@Dynamic@fD, Boxes, FieldSize ® 8820, Infinity<, 81, Infinity<<D<,
8"Variable:", InputField@Dynamic@varD, BoxesD<,
8Row@8Checkbox@Dynamic@definiteDD, "Definite integral"<D, SpanFromLeft<,
8"Min:", InputField@Dynamic@minD, Boxes, Enabled ® Dynamic@definiteDD<,
8"Max:", InputField@Dynamic@maxD, Boxes, Enabled ® Dynamic@definiteDD<<DD,

With@8f = ToExpression@fD, var = ToExpression@varD, min = ToExpression@minD, max = ToExpression@maxD<,

If@definite, Integrate@f, 8var, min, max<D, Integrate@f, varDDDE

Out[27]=

Integrate

Function: x2

Variable: x

Definite integral

Min: a

Max: b

This copy of the previous template gives the integral upon evaluation.

In[28]:=

Integrate

Function: x2

Variable: x

Definite integral

Min: a

Max: b

Out[28]=

x3

3

This template will work properly even under what might be considered abuse. For example, you can nest it repeatedly to integrate a 
function several times.

In[29]:=

Integrate

Function: x2

Variable: x

Definite integral

Min: a

Max: b

Out[29]=

x3

3

Note  how  the  InputField  grows  automatically  to  accommodate  larger  contents.  (This  behavior  is  controlled  by  the  FieldSize

option.)
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The typographic template can also be made robust to evaluation.

In[30]:= InterpretationA9

f = MakeBoxesAx2E,

var = MakeBoxes@xD,
definite = False,
min = MakeBoxes@aD,

max = MakeBoxes@bD=, PanelARowA9

UnderoverscriptAStyleA"Ù", 36E,

InputField@min, Boxes, FieldSize ® TinyD, InputField@max, Boxes, FieldSize ® TinyDE,

InputField@f, Boxes, FieldSize ® 8810, Infinity<, 81, Infinity<<D,

" â ", InputField@var, Boxes, FieldSize ® TinyD=EE,

With@8f = ToExpression@fD, var = ToExpression@varD, min = ToExpression@minD, max = ToExpression@maxD<,

Integrate@f, 8var, min, max<DDE

Out[30]= Ù
a

b

x2 â x

And it can be nested, though this kind of thing can easily get out of hand, so it is probably more fun than useful.

In[31]:= Ù
a

b

x2 â x

Out[31]= -

a3

3
+

b3

3

Graphics as Input
Graphic objects, including the output of Graphics, Graphics3D, plotting commands, and graphics imported from external image files,

can all be used as input and freely mixed with textual input. There are no arbitrary limitations in the mixing of graphics, controls, typeset

mathematics, and text.

Evaluate a simple plot command.

In[32]:= Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D

Out[32]=
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Then click to place the insertion point just to the left of the plot and type "Table@". 

In[33]:= TableA

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Complete the command by clicking and typing to the right of the plot, then evaluating.

In[2]:= TableA

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

, 85<E

Out[2]=

Notice  how  the  plot  appears  in  several  different  sizes  depending  on  its  context.  There  are  three  standard  automatic  plot  sizes,  the

largest if the plot is by itself in an output, smaller if used in a list or table output, and smallest if in a textual input line. This is mainly a

convenience to make graphical input less bulky. You are always free to resize the graphic by clicking it and using the resize handles, or

by including an explicit ImageSize  option.

You can import a bitmap image from a file.

In[29]:= Import@"ExampleData�peacock.tif"D

Out[29]=
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Then copy/paste this into an input cell to do simple image processing on it.

In[30]:= �. HoldPattern@Image@coords_, rest___DD ¦ Image@255 - coords, restD

Out[30]=

The ability to use graphics as input allows for remarkably rich input, as in this simple Manipulate example.

In[32]:= ManipulateA �.

HoldPattern@Image@coords_, rest___DD ¦ Image@Map@Mod@ð, 256D &, coords + i, 83<D, restD, 8i, 0, 255, 1<E

Out[32]=

i

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M205: Visualization and Dynamic Interactivity
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Views
Mathematica supports a variety of objects that can be used to organize and display information in output. Known collectively as views,

these objects range from the simple OpenerView  to the complex and versatile TabView.

All have in common that they take a first argument containing a list of expressions to be displayed as separate panes in the view, and

an optional second argument to determine which one should be displayed at the moment. All  provide a user interface allowing you to

change which pane is displayed: they are intended as interactive data−viewers.

The individual views are described first, then options and techniques common to all or most of them.

OpenerView
OpenerView  allows  you  to  open  and  close  a  pane  containing  an  arbitrary  expression.  OpenerView  is  always  given  a  list  of  two

elements:  the first  element  becomes the title  (always visible)  and the second becomes the contents  that  are revealed by clicking the

disclosure triangle. In this example, click the triangle to reveal the word "Contents".

In[1]:= OpenerView@8"Title", "Contents"<D

Out[1]= Title

This control  can be used to create objects that  mimic the way disclosure triangles are used in  other  applications,  for  example,  in  the

Finder (Macintosh) or Explorer (Windows). Typically the second element is bigger than the first, as in this example.

In[2]:= OpenerView@8"Plot", Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D<D

Out[2]= Plot

A column or grid of more than one OpenerView  objects lets you browse a large amount of data in a compact format.

In[3]:= Column@Map@
OpenerView@8ð, DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD<D &, CountryData@"GroupOf8"DDD

Out[3]=

Canada

France

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

5.0´ 1011

1.0´ 1012

1.5´ 1012

2.0´ 1012

Germany

Italy

Japan

Russia

UnitedKingdom

UnitedStates

The title is not limited to being a plain string: any arbitrary typeset expression or graphic can be used. Here, for example, is an outline of

the country with its name as the title line.
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In[4]:= Column@Map@OpenerView@
8Row@8Rasterize@Show@CountryData@ð, "Shape"D, ImageSize ® 840, 40<D, Background ® NoneD, ð<D,
DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD<D &, CountryData@"GroupOf8"DDD

Out[4]=

Canada

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

1´ 1012

2´ 1012

3´ 1012

4´ 1012

5´ 1012

Russia

UnitedKingdom

UnitedStates

One advantage of a column like this over a TabView, for example, is that you can have two or more panes open at once, while other

views typically let you see only one pane at a time.

Like other  Views,  OpenerView  can be nested arbitrarily  deeply.  This example turns any expression into a nested tree of  openers in

which the closed state is the head of the expression and the open state is a column of openers for each argument.

In[5]:= OpenerTree@expr_D := OpenerView@8OpenerTree@Head@exprDD, Column@Map@OpenerTree, Apply@List, exprDDD<D;
OpenerTree@expr_D := expr �; HLength@exprD === 0L

Here is a simple application shown with all the openers in the open state.

In[7]:= OpenerTree@Ha + bL Hc + dLD

Out[7]= Times

Plus

a

b

Plus

c

d

Here is a more deeply nested application with just a few opened.
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In[8]:= OpenerTree@Integrate@1�H1 - x^9L, xDD

Out[8]= Times

1

18

Plus

Times

Times

Times

Log

Plus

1

x

Power

x

2

Times

Times

Times

Times

Times

For more information and a detailed listing of options, see OpenerView .

TabView
TabView is a rich object capable of creating surprisingly interesting user interfaces. Given a list of expressions, it returns a panel with a

row of tabs that allow you to look at the expressions one at a time.

By default, the tabs are numbered sequentially. In the output below, click the tabs to flip between panes.

In[9]:= TabView@840!, Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, Factor@x^14 - 1D<D

Out[9]=

H-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 - x + x2 - x3 + x4 - x5 + x6M I1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6M

1 2 3

More descriptive tab labels can be added using the form label -> contents.
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In[10]:= TabView@8"Factorial" ® 40!, "Plot" ® Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, "Factor" ® Factor@x^14 - 1D<D

Out[10]=

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

Factorial Plot Factor

The contents can of course be programmatically generated. Here a Table command is used to generate ten different plots.

In[11]:= TabView@Table@Plot@Sin@n xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, 8n, 10<DD

Out[11]=

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The tab labels are not restricted to simple strings. Here typeset mathematical expressions are used as tab labels.

In[12]:= TabView@HHoldForm@Integrate@1�H1 - x^ðL, xDD ® Integrate@1�H1 - x^ðL, xDL & �� Range@8DD

Out[12]=
-Log@1 - xD

à

1

1 - x1
âx à

1

1 - x2
âx à

1

1 - x3
âx à

1

1 - x4
âx à

1

1 - x5
âx à

1

1 - x6
âx à

1

1 - x7
âx à

1

1 - x

This example uses the shapes of countries as tab labels, with a plot of each country’s GDP in its pane.
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In[13]:= TabView@Rasterize@Show@CountryData@ð, "Shape"D, ImageSize ® 840, 40<D, Background ® NoneD ®
DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD & �� CountryData@"GroupOf8"DD

Out[13]=

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

1´ 1012

2´ 1012

3´ 1012

4´ 1012

5´ 1012

When arranged across the top, tab labels need to be kept reasonably short. The ControlPlacement option can be used to move the

tabs to any side of the panel.

In[14]:= TabView@Row@8Rasterize@Show@CountryData@ð, "Shape"D, ImageSize ® 840, 40<D, Background ® NoneD, ð<D ®
DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD & ��

CountryData@"GroupOf8"D, ControlPlacement ® LeftD

Out[14]=

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

1´ 1012

2´ 1012

3´ 1012

4´ 1012

5´ 1012Canada

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

Russia

UnitedKingdom

UnitedStates

The  fact  that  tab  labels  can  be  absolutely  anything,  including  typeset  expressions,  graphics,  and  dynamic  output,  makes  TabView

considerably more flexible than you might at first think. Here, for example, is a TabView  where each pane includes a slider that allows

you to adjust the label of the tab for that pane. (Dynamic and DynamicModule are explained in "Introduction to Dynamic".)
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In[15]:= DynamicModule@8values = RandomInteger@80, 100<, 810<D<, TabView@
Table@With@8i = i<, Dynamic@values@@iDDD ® Slider@Dynamic@values@@iDDD, 81, 100, 1<DD, 8i, 10<DDD

Out[15]=

49 90 3 79 57 88 53 64 5 18

The "Controlling the Currently Displayed Pane" section contains further examples of dynamic tab labels.

TabView  objects can be nested to arbitrary depth, allowing very large amounts of content to be presented in compact form. Here, for

example, is a copy of the Mathematica  Preferences  dialog box, which is implemented as a set of  nested TabView  objects.  The fact

that a complex dialog box like this can be copied and pasted into a document without loss of functionality is an example of the power of

Mathematica’s symbolic dynamic interface technology.

Note that this is a fully functional copy, so if you change anything here it will in fact immediately change your preference

settings. 

User Interface Settings

Language for menus and dialog boxes: English

HLanguages other than English may require special licensesL

Ruler units: Inches

Recently opened files history length: 8

Show open�close icon for cell groups

Flash cursor tracker when insertion point moves unexpectedly

Enable drag−and−drop text editing

$Failed

Message and Warning Actions

Minor user interface warnings: Beep

Serious user interface errors: Beep and Put up Dialog Box

User interface log messages: Print to Console

Formatting error indications: Highlight and tooltip

Reset to Defaults

Interface Evaluation Appearance System Internet Connectivity Advanced

For more information and a detailed listing of options, see TabView.
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MenuView
MenuView  is much like TabView, except that it uses a popup menu rather than a row of tabs to select which pane is displayed. These

two  examples  are  identical  to  the  first  two  examples  given  above  for  TabView;  we  have  simply  substituted  the  word  MenuView  for

TabView.

In[16]:= MenuView@840!, Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, Factor@x^14 - 1D<D

Out[16]=

1

815 915283 247897734 345611 269596115 894272 000000000

MenuView supports the same label -> value syntax as TabView, allowing you to specify more descriptive labels.

In[17]:= MenuView@8"Factorial" ® 40!, "Plot" ® Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, "Factor" ® Factor@x^14 - 1D<D

Out[17]=

Factorial

815 915283 247897734 345611 269596115 894272 000000000

In the case of TabView, all the labels are displayed simultaneously, which means there is a fairly small practical limit to the number of

panes  you  can  have.  MenuView  displays  only  one  label  at  a  time,  allowing  you  to  use  many  more.  For  example,  in  the  TabView

section  above  there  is  a  nice  example  with  graphical  tabs  for  the  G8  countries.  With  MenuView  the  same thing  can  be  done  for  as

many as 237 countries.
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In[18]:= MenuView@
Row@8Rasterize@Show@CountryData@ð, "Shape"D, ImageSize ® 840, 40<D, Background ® NoneD, ð<D ® Dynamic@

DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DDD & �� CountryData@D, ImageSize ® AutomaticD

Out[18]=

Afghanistan

1970 1980 1990 2000

2´ 109

3´ 109

4´ 109

5´ 109

6´ 109

For more information and a detailed listing of options, see MenuView.

SlideView
SlideView  is basically much like TabView or MenuView, except with a set of first/previous/next/last buttons for navigating the panes.

In[19]:= SlideView@840!, Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, Factor@x^14 - 1D<D

Out[19]=

  Ç Å ¡

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

The number of panes can be arbitrarily large, but navigation is limited to stepping through them like a slide show.

In[20]:= SlideView@
Dynamic@Column@8Rasterize@Show@CountryData@ð, "Shape"D, ImageSize ® 840, 40<D, Background ® NoneD, ð,

DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD<DD & �� CountryData@D, ImageSize ® AutomaticD

Out[20]=

  Ç Å ¡

Angola

1970 1980 1990 2000

5.0´ 109

1.0´ 1010

1.5´ 1010

2.0´ 1010
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For more information and a detailed listing of options, see SlideView .

PopupView
PopupView  might  seem  at  first  similar  to  MenuView,  but  they  are  actually  quite  different.  MenuView  and  TabView  both,  in  effect,

have two items representing each pane: a label and the actual contents of the pane. PopupView , on the other hand, has only one item

per pane: the main contents of the pane.

Given a list of expressions, PopupView  displays them as a popup menu.

In[28]:= PopupView@Table@i!, 8i, 20<DD

Out[28]= 1

Readers familiar with the PopupMenu  control may wonder how this is different, since both appear to do basically the same thing. The

difference is largely one of intent: PopupMenu  is intended as a control that affects something when an item is selected; it has a required

first argument that holds a variable that tracks the currently selected item. PopupView , on the other hand, is intended simply as a way

of displaying information, without necessarily having any effect when a different pane is selected.

As will other controls and views in Mathematica, PopupView  fully supports arbitrary typeset or graphical content.

In[29]:= PopupView@824!, Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, Factor@x^6 - 1D<D

Out[29]=
1 2 3 4 5 6

-0.5

0.5

For more information and a detailed listing of options, see PopupView .

FlipView
FlipView  is unusual in that it provides no visible user interface around the contents of its panes. It does, however, provide a mecha−

nism for changing the pane being displayed. Clicking anywhere in the contents of the current pane flips the display to the next one.

In[30]:= FlipView@840!, Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<D, Factor@x^14 - 1D<D

Out[30]=
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

FlipView  is also unusual in that instead of having a fixed overall  size large enough to hold the largest pane, it  is always exactly as

large as the currently displayed pane. This is, in fact, simply a difference in the default value of the ImageSize  option for FlipView

versus the other views, as explained in the "Controlling whether a View Changes Size" section.
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Controlling the Currently Displayed Pane
All View objects support an optional second argument that specifies which pane is currently visible. Given a literal value, this argument

determines the initially displayed pane when the object is first created. Given a Dynamic variable, it can be used to externally influence,

or to track, the currently displayed pane.

The set of values in the second argument that corresponds to the displayed panes depends on the view.

OpenerView  normally starts in the closed state.

In[31]:= OpenerView@8"Title", "Contents"<D

Out[31]= Title

Its two panes are referred to with True  (open) and False (closed), so this example will start in the open state.

In[32]:= OpenerView@8"Title", "Contents"<, TrueD

Out[32]= Title

Contents

TabView’s panes are by default referred to by index number

In[33]:= TabView@Table@i!, 8i, 10<D, 6D

Out[33]=

720

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

In[34]:= TabView@Map@ð ® DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD &, CountryData@"GroupOf8"DD, 4D

Out[34]=

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

5.0´ 1011

1.0´ 1012

1.5´ 1012

Canada France Germany Italy Japan Russia UnitedKingdom UnitedStates

Sometimes it  is  desirable to give symbolic  identifiers to the panes in place of  index numbers,  allowing you to refer  to them by name.

This can be done using the form 8id, label -> contents<. For example, here "Japan" is used rather than "6" in the second argument.
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In[35]:= TabView@
Map@8ð, ð ® DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD< &, CountryData@"GroupOf8"DD, "Japan"D

Out[35]=

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

1´ 1012

2´ 1012

3´ 1012

4´ 1012

5´ 1012

Canada France Germany Italy Japan Russia UnitedKingdom UnitedStates

Using  a  Dynamic  variable  in  the  second  argument  allows  you  to  control  the  currently  displayed  pane  from  a  separate  control.

(Dynamic  and DynamicModule  are explained in "Introduction to Dynamic".) For example, here a slider is added that allows you to flip

through the tabs. Note that the linkage is automatically bidirectional: if you click one of the tabs, the slider moves to the corresponding

position.

In[38]:= DynamicModule@8index = 1<,
Column@8Slider@Dynamic@indexD, 81, 8, 1<D,

TabView@Map@ð ® DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD &,
CountryData@"GroupOf8"DD, Dynamic@indexDD<DD

Out[38]=

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

1´ 1012

2´ 1012

3´ 1012

4´ 1012

5´ 1012

Canada France Germany Italy Japan Russia UnitedKingdom UnitedStates

In the previous example, having an index number to refer to the panes is good, as it makes linkage to a numerical Slider easy. If, on

the other  hand,  you want  to  have a  text  field  where  you can enter  the  country  name,  having named panes is  more convenient.  This

example provides a text field where you can enter a country name directly.
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In[39]:= DynamicModule@8country = "Canada"<,
Column@8InputField@Dynamic@countryD, StringD,

MenuView@Map@8ð, ð ® Dynamic@DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DDD< &,
CountryData@DD, Dynamic@countryD, ImageSize ® AutomaticD<DD

Out[39]=

Tuvalu

Tuvalu

1970 1980 1990 2000

0

5.0´ 106

1.0´ 107

1.5´ 107

2.0´ 107

2.5´ 107

Controlling whether a View Changes Size
Views always  display  one of  several  alternate  panes.  In  determining  the  overall  size  of  the  View,  there  are  two obvious  alternatives:

make  the  View  big  enough  to  hold  the  currently  displayed  pane,  or  make  it  big  enough  so  that  it  never  has  to  change  size  when

switching between panes (i.e., as big as the biggest one in each dimension).

By default all Views, other than OpenerView  and FlipView, are made large enough to never change size. (OpenerView  in particular

would make little sense if it did not get bigger when opened.)

The behavior of  any View can be changed using the ImageSize  option.  ImageSize -> All  means make the View as large as the

largest  pane,  while  ImageSize -> Automatic  means  make  the  View  only  as  large  as  the  currently  displayed  frame,  potentially

changing size any time the View is  switched to a new pane.  (You can also specify  a fixed numerical  ImageSize ,  in  which case the

View will attempt to fit its contents into the specified overall size.)

Compare these two examples (ImageSize -> All  is the default; it is included only for clarity). The first one is always big, but stays the

same size. The second one is only as big as it needs to be, and thus changes size.

In[40]:= TabView@Table@H50 iL!, 8i, 10<D, ImageSize ® AllD

Out[40]=

30 414093 201713378 043612 608166064 768844 377641568 960512 000000000 000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

In[41]:= TabView@Table@H50 iL!, 8i, 10<D, ImageSize ® AutomaticD

Out[41]=

30 414093 201713378 043612 608166064 768844 377641568 960512 000000000 000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The ImageSize  option works this way for all View objects.

Which behavior is best depends on the situation. In general, tab views and similar controls used in applications other than Mathematica

rarely  change  size,  so  if  you  are  trying  to  make  something  that  looks  and  acts  like  a  traditional  hard−coded  application,

ImageSize -> All  is  best.  On  the  other  hand,  using  ImageSize -> Automatic  allows  you  to  take  advantage  of  the  fact  that,  in

Mathematica, dialog boxes and controls are not fixed objects. A great deal of freedom and flexibility is possible precisely because these

objects can change size.

Dynamic Content in Views
This section assumes that you are familiar with the Dynamic mechanism (see "Introduction to Dynamic").
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All the View objects fully support Dynamic content in any positions where it makes sense. Consider this MenuView example.

MenuView@Map@ð ® DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DD &, CountryData@DD,
ImageSize ® AutomaticD

In  this  form,  the  example  computes  in  advance  all  237  GDP plots,  generating  errors  for  some  countries  where  data  is  missing,  and

doing far  more computation than necessary,  since it  is  unlikely anyone will  try  to look at  every single country.  The code takes a long

time to evaluate and wastes a lot of memory.

By  simply  wrapping  Dynamic  around  the  contents  of  each  page,  the  input  evaluates  almost  instantly  and  produces  an  output  that

occupies very little memory.

In[42]:= MenuView@Map@ð ® Dynamic@DateListPlot@CountryData@ð, 88"GDP"<, 81970, 2005<<DDD &, CountryData@DD,
ImageSize ® AutomaticD

Out[42]=

Afghanistan

1970 1980 1990 2000

2´ 109

3´ 109

4´ 109

5´ 109

6´ 109

The trade−off is that each new country selected computes the GDP plot on the fly. Fortunately this generally happens so fast as to be

unnoticeable. Errors for a particular country are displayed only if that country is selected. 

Note that with the setting ImageSize -> All  (the default for all views except OpenerView  and FlipView), every pane is formatted

once  when  the  object  is  first  created,  in  order  to  determine  the  overall  size  of  the  view  object.  You  can  avoid  this  by  setting  the

ImageSize  option to Automatic  or to a fixed numerical size.

(The astute reader will notice a subtlety here. With the setting ImageSize -> All  and dynamic content in currently invisible panes, it

would  theoretically  be  necessary  to  continually  update  the  values  of  all  the  hidden  dynamics,  since  the  size  of  the  View  as  a  whole

should depend on the size of the largest pane, even if  it  is not currently being displayed. An intentional decision was made not  to do

such updating of hidden panes. As a result, a View with ImageSize -> All  can in fact change size when a new pane is selected, if

that pane contains dynamic content that has changed size since the last time it was displayed. The alternative would be for the View to

change size mysteriously when activity in a hidden pane caused that hidden pane to change size. This would be peculiar and of little

conceivable use.)

In  the  case  of  TabView,  dynamic  tab  labels  can  be  used  to  implement  a  variety  of  special  behaviors.  In  this  example,  the  currently

selected  tab  is  highlighted  in  a  custom−defined  way,  by  making  the  labels  dynamically  dependent  on  the  variable  that  tracks  the

currently selected pane.
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In[43]:= DynamicModule@8j<, TabView@Table@With@8i = i<, Graphics@Dynamic@
If@i === j,
8Disk@D, White, Inset@iD<,
8Circle@D, Inset@iD<DD, ImageSize ® 25, PlotRangePadding ® .5D ® Plot@Sin@i xD, 8x, 0, 2 Pi<DD,

8i, 10<D, Dynamic@jDDD

Out[43]=

1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

An important property of Views is that currently hidden panes are not updated. Consider this example.

In[44]:= OpenerView@8"Mouse Position", Column@8"Mouse Position", Dynamic@MousePosition@DD<D<D

Out[44]= Mouse Position

When the  output  is  in  the  open state,  the  current  position  of  the  mouse pointer  is  displayed and continuously  updated,  consuming a

certain amount of CPU time. However, when the output is in the closed state, the mouse position is no longer tracked and no CPU time

is  used.  (This  is  of  course of  more concern if  the contents  are something more compute−intensive than simply  displaying the mouse

position.)

This property allows you to do things like build large, complex TabViews in which expensive computations are done in each pane of the

view, without incurring the cost of keeping all the panes updated all the time.

Views versus Controls
There are two classes of functions in Mathematica  that represent relatively low−level user interface objects: Views and Controls. This

tutorial describes the Views class of functions, but there is considerable overlap with Controls in some cases.

Views  are  designed  to  present  multiple  panes  of  data  and  provide  a  user  interface  for  switching  among  them,  so  the  logical  first

argument is the list of expressions representing the contents of the panes.

Controls are primarily designed to influence the value of a variable through a Dynamic  connection, so the first argument of all control

functions is the variable representing the value of the control.

What is potentially confusing is that views also allow you to control  the value of a variable, just like controls do. In at least one case,

PopupView  versus PopupMenu , the functions are essentially identical with the arguments reversed.

In[45]:= PopupView@81, 2, 3, 4<, Dynamic@popPositionDD

Out[45]=

In[46]:= PopupMenu@Dynamic@popPositionD, 81, 2, 3, 4<D

Out[46]= 1

Why have  both?  In  the  case  of  PopupView  and  PopupMenu  it  is  simply  for  consistency  with  the  other  View  and  Control  functions,

though there is the convenience that the second argument of PopupView  is optional (since very often you do not need to provide any

external control of the currently displayed pane). In the case of PopupMenu , the only purpose in creating the control is for it to control a

variable, so the first argument is of course not optional.
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Other than the set described in the next section, views do not correspond quite so directly with any control objects. It is, however, useful

to keep in mind that  views can,  through their  second argument,  be used essentially  as control  objects:  they can control  and be con−

trolled by the value of a variable, that is simply not their only purpose.

FlipView versus PaneSelector versus Toggler
There are three objects that appear (and in fact are) very similar but not identical: FlipView, PaneSelector, and Toggler. Each of

these objects takes a list of expressions and displays one of them at a time. They differ in the details of their argument order and click

behavior. (But mainly they differ in their intended use more so than in their actual behavior.)

FlipView  and  PaneSelector  take  identical  arguments:  a  list  of  expressions  and  a  number  that  specifies  which  pane  should  be

displayed. The difference is that clicking anywhere in a FlipView  flips to the next pane, while clicking in a PaneSelector  allows you

to edit the contents of the currently displayed pane (and there is no user interface to flip to any other pane).

In[47]:= FlipView@Table@8i, i!<, 8i, 10<D, 6D

Out[47]= 86, 720<

In[48]:= PaneSelector@Table@8i, i!<, 8i, 10<D, 6D

Out[48]= 86, 720<

Toggler  behaves exactly like FlipView  in that it flips between panes when clicked, but the arguments are in the opposite order, with

the index number first  (see previous section for  why this  actually  makes sense).  Toggler  also uses ImageSize -> All  by  default,

while PaneSelector uses ImageSize -> Automatic .

In[49]:= Toggler@6, Table@8i, i!<, 8i, 10<DD

Out[49]= 81, 1<

For more information and a detailed listing of options, see FlipView, PaneSelector, and Toggler. 

MORE ABOUT

� Creating Inspectors
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Using a Notebook Interface
If  you use your computer via a purely graphical interface, you will  typically double−click the Mathematica  icon to start Mathematica.  If

you use your computer via a textually based operating system, you will typically type the command mathematica to start Mathematica.

use an icon or the Start menu graphical ways to start Mathematica

mathematica the shell command to start Mathematica

text ending with Shift+Enter input for Mathematica ( Shift+Enter on some keyboards)

choose the Exit menu item exiting Mathematica (Quit on some systems)

Running Mathematica with a notebook interface. 

In a "notebook" interface, you interact with Mathematica by creating interactive documents.

The notebook front  end includes many menus and graphical  tools for  creating and reading notebook documents and for  sending and

receiving material from the Mathematica kernel. 

A notebook mixing text, graphics and Mathematica input and output.

When Mathematica is first started, it displays an empty notebook with a blinking cursor. You can start typing right away. Mathematica by

default  will  interpret your text  as input.  You enter Mathematica  input into the notebook, then type Shift+Enter  to make Mathematica

process your input. (To type Shift+Enter,  hold down the Shift  key, then press Enter.)  You can use the standard editing features of

your graphical interface to prepare your input, which may go on for several lines. Shift+Enter tells Mathematica that you have finished

your input. If your keyboard has a numeric keypad, you can use its Enter key instead of Shift+Enter.

After  you  send  Mathematica  input  from  your  notebook,  Mathematica  will  label  your  input  with  In[n]:=.  It  labels  the  corresponding

output  Out[n]=. Labels are added automatically.
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You type 2 + 2, then end your input with Shift+Enter. Mathematica processes the input, then adds the input label In[1]:=, and gives 
the output.

The output  is  placed below the input.  By default,  input/output  pairs  are grouped using rectangular  cell  brackets  displayed in  the right

margin.

In Mathematica documentation, "dialogs" with Mathematica are shown in the following way:

With a notebook interface, you just type in 2 + 2. Mathematica then adds the label In[1]:=, and prints the result.

In[1]:= 2 + 2

Out[1]= 4

You should realize that notebooks are part of the "front end" to Mathematica. The Mathematica kernel which actually performs computa−

tions  may  be  run  either  on  the  same  computer  as  the  front  end,  or  on  another  computer  connected  via  a  network.  Sometimes,  the

kernel is not even started until you actually do a calculation with Mathematica.

The built−in Mathematica Documentation Center (Help £  Documentation Center), where you might be reading this documentation, is

itself an example of a Mathematica notebook. You can evaluate and modify examples in place, or type your own examples.

In  addition  to  the  standard  textual  input,  Mathematica  supports  the  use  of  generalized,  non−textual  input  such  as  graphics  and  user

interface controls, freely mixed with textual input.

To exit Mathematica, you typically choose the Exit menu item in the notebook interface.
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Doing Computations in Notebooks

A typical Mathematica notebook containing text, graphics and Mathematica expressions. The brackets on the right indicate the extent of 
each cell.

Mathematica  notebooks are structured interactive documents that  are organized into a sequence of  cells.  Each cell  may contain text,

graphics, sounds or Mathematica expressions in any combination. When a notebook is displayed on the screen, the extent of each cell

is indicated by a bracket on the right.

The notebook front end for Mathematica provides many ways to enter and edit the material in a notebook. Some of these ways will be

standard to whatever computer system or graphical interface you are using. Others are specific to Mathematica.

Shift+Enter send a cell of input to the Mathematica kernel

Doing a computation in a Mathematica notebook.

Once you have prepared the material in a cell, you can send it as input to the Mathematica kernel simply by pressing Shift+Enter. The

kernel will send back whatever output is generated, and the front end will create new cells in your notebook to display this output. Note

that if you have a numeric keypad on your keyboard, then you can use its Enter key as an alternative to Shift+Enter.

Here is a cell ready to be sent as input to the Mathematica kernel.
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The output from the computation is inserted in a new cell.

Most kinds of output that you get in Mathematica notebooks can readily be edited, just like input. Usually Mathematica will convert the

output cell into an input cell when you first start editing it.

Once  you  have  done  the  editing  you  want,  you  can  typically  just  press  Shift+Enter  to  send  what  you  have  created  as  input  to  the

Mathematica kernel.

Here is a typical computation in a Mathematica notebook.

If you start editing the output cell, Mathematica will automatically change it to an input cell.

After you have edited the output, you can send it back as further input to the Mathematica kernel. 

When you do computations in a Mathematica notebook, each line of input is typically labeled with In@nD :=, while each line of output is

labeled with the corresponding Out@nD =.

There is no reason, however, that successive lines of input and output should necessarily appear one after the other in your notebook.

Often, for example, you will want to go back to an earlier part of your notebook, and reevaluate some input you gave before.

It  is  important  to  realize that  in  most  cases wherever  a particular  expression appears in  your  notebook,  it  is  the line number given in

In@nD := or Out@nD = which determines when the expression was processed by the Mathematica kernel. Thus, for example, the fact

that one expression may appear earlier than another in your notebook does not mean that it will have been evaluated first by the kernel.

This will only be the case if it has a lower line number.
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Each line of input and output is given a label when it is evaluated by the kernel. It is these labels, not the position of the expression in the 
notebook, that indicate the ordering of evaluation by the kernel. 

The exception to this rule is when an output contains the formatted results of a Dynamic  or Manipulate  function. Such outputs will

reevaluate  in  the  kernel  on  an  as−needed  basis  long  after  the  evaluation  which  initially  created  them.  See  "Dynamic  Interactivity

Language" for more information on this functionality.

As you type, Mathematica applies syntax coloring to your input using its knowledge of the structure of functions. The coloring highlights

unmatched brackets and quotes, undefined global symbols, local variables in functions and various programming errors. You can ask

why Mathematica colored your input by selecting it and using the Why the Coloring? item in the Help menu.

If you make a mistake and try to enter input that the Mathematica kernel does not understand, then the front end will produce a beep

and emphasize any syntax errors in the input with color.  In general,  you will  get a beep whenever something goes wrong in the front

end. You can find out the origin of the beep using the Why the Beep? item in the Help menu.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Notebook Interfaces
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Notebooks as Documents

Mathematica notebooks allow you to create documents that can be viewed interactively on screen or printed on paper.

Particularly in larger notebooks, it is common to have chapters, sections and so on, each represented by groups of cells. The extent of

these groups is indicated by a bracket on the right. 

The grouping of cells in a notebook is indicated by nested brackets on the right.

A group of cells can be either open or closed. When it is open, you can see all the cells in it explicitly. But when it is closed, you see

only the cell around which the group is closed. Cell groups are typically closed around the first or heading cell in the group, but you can

close a group around any cell in that group.

Large notebooks are often distributed with  many closed groups of  cells,  so that  when you first  look at  the notebook,  you see just  an

outline of its contents. You can then open parts you are interested in by double−clicking the appropriate brackets. 

Double−clicking the bracket that spans a group of cells closes the group, leaving only the first cell visible. 
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When a group is closed, the bracket for it has an arrow at the bottom. Double−clicking this arrow opens the group again. 

Double−clicking the bracket of a cell that is not the first of a cell group closes the cell group around that cell and creates a bracket with up 
and down arrows (or only an up arrow if the cell was the last in the group).

Each  cell  within  a  notebook  is  assigned  a  particular  style  which  indicates  its  role  within  the  notebook.  Thus,  for  example,  material

intended as input to be executed by the Mathematica kernel is typically in Input style, while text that is intended purely to be read is

typically in Text  style.

The Mathematica  front  end provides menus and keyboard shortcuts  for  creating cells  with  different  styles,  and for  changing styles  of

existing cells. 
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This shows cells in various styles. The styles define not only the format of the cell contents, but also their placement and spacing.

By putting a cell  in  a  particular  style,  you specify  a  whole collection of  properties for  the cell,  including for  example how large and in

what font text should be given. 

The Mathematica front end allows you to modify such properties, either for complete cells, or for specific material within cells.

Even within a cell of a particular style, the Mathematica front end allows a wide range of properties to be modified separately.

Ordinary  Mathematica  notebooks  can  be  read  by  non−Mathematica  users  using  the  free  product,  Mathematica  Player,  which  allows

viewing  and  printing,  but  does  not  allow computations  of  any  kind  to  be  performed.  This  product  also  supports  notebook  player  files

(.nbp),  which  have  been  specially  prepared  by  Wolfram  Research  to  allow  interaction  with  dynamic  content  such  as  the  output  of

Manipulate. For example, all the notebook content on The Wolfram Demonstrations Project site is available as notebook player files.

Mathematica front end creating and editing Mathematica notebooks

Mathematica kernel doing computations in notebooks

Mathematica Player reading Mathematica notebooks and running Demonstrations

Programs required for different kinds of operations with notebooks. 

MORE ABOUT

� Notebook Basics

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Working with the Notebook Interface
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Working with Cells
Mathematica  notebooks consist  of  sequences of  cells.  The hierarchy of  cells  serves as a structure for  organizing the information in a

notebook, as well as specifying the overall look of the notebook.

Font,  color,  spacing,  and  other  properties  of  the  appearance  of  cells  are  controlled  using  stylesheets.  The  various  kinds  of  cells

associated  with  a  notebook’s  stylesheet  are  listed  in  Format  £  Style.  Mathematica  comes  with  a  collection  of  color  and  black−and−

white stylesheets, which are listed in the Format £  Stylesheet menu. 

In a New Session:

When Mathematica is first started, it displays an empty notebook with a blinking cursor. You can start typing right away.

The  insertion  point  is  indicated  by  the  cell  insertion  bar,  a  solid  gray  line  with  a  small  black  cursor  running  horizontally  across  the

notebook. The cell insertion bar is the place where new cells will be created, either as you type or programmatically. To set the position

of the insertion bar, click in the notebook.

To Create a New Cell:

Move the pointer in the notebook window until it becomes a horizontal I−beam. 

Click, and a cell insertion bar will appear; start typing. By default, new cells are Mathematica input cells.

To Create a New Cell to Hold Ordinary Text:

Click in the notebook to get a cell insertion bar. Choose Format £  Style £  Text or use the keyboard shortcut Mod1+7.

When you start typing, a text cell bracket appears.

To Change the Style of a Cell:

Click the cell bracket. The bracket is highlighted. 
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Select a style from Format £  Style. The cell will immediately reflect the change.

Alternatively, you can simultaneously press Mod1 with one of the numbered keys, 0 through 9, to select a style.

Choose Window £  Show Toolbar to get a toolbar at the top of the notebook.

Choose Window £  Show Ruler to get a ruler at the top of the notebook.
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To Close a Group of Cells:

Double−click the outermost cell bracket of the group. 

When a group is closed, only the first cell in the group is displayed by default. The group bracket is shown with a triangular flag at the

bottom. 
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To specify which cells remain visible when the cell group is closed, select those cells and double−click to close the group. The closed

group bracket is shown with triangular flags at the top and bottom if the visible cells are within a cell group, or with a triangular flag at

the top if they are at the end of a cell group.

To Open a Group of Cells:

Double−click a closed group÷ s cell bracket. 
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To Print a Notebook:

Choose File £  Print. The notebook style will be automatically optimized for printing.

To Change the Overall Look of a Notebook:

Choose  Format  £  Stylesheet.  Select  a  stylesheet  from  the  menu.  All  cells  in  the  notebook  will  change  appearance,  based  on  the

definitions in the new stylesheet.
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Use Format £  Edit Stylesheet to customize stylesheets for Mathematica notebooks.

Changes to a notebook that only involve opening or closing cell groups will not cause the front end to ask you if you want to save such

changes when you close the notebook before saving. To save these changes, use File £  Save before you close the notebook or quit

Mathematica.

To close a notebook, click the Close button in the title bar. You will be prompted to save any unsaved changes.

On Windows, to close notebooks without being prompted to save, hold down the Shift key when clicking the Close box.
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The Option Inspector

Introduction
Many  aspects  of  the  Mathematica  front  end,  such  as  the  styles  of  cells,  the  appearance  of  notebooks,  or  the  parameters  used  in

typesetting, are controlled by options. For example, text attributes such as size, font, and color each correspond to a separate option.

You can set options by directly editing the expression for a cell or notebook. But in most cases it is simpler to use the Option Inspector.

The  Option  Inspector  is  a  special  tool  for  viewing  and  modifying  option  settings.  It  provides  a  comprehensive  listing  of  all  front  end

options,  grouped according to their  function.  You can specify not  only the setting for  an option,  but  also the level  at  which it  will  take

effect: globally, for an entire notebook, or for a selection.

To use the Option Inspector, choose Format £  Option Inspector. This brings up a dialog box with two popup menus on top. The popup

menu on the left specifies the level at which options will take effect. The popup menu on the right allows you to choose if you want the

options listed by category, alphabetically, or as text.

Inheritance of Options
The Option Inspector allows you to set the value of an option on three different levels. In increasing order of precedence, the levels are

as follows.

Global Preferences − settings for the entire application

Selected Notebook − settings for an entire notebook

Selection − settings for the current selection, e.g. for a group of cells, a single cell, or text within a cell 

The levels lower in the hierarchy inherit their options from the level immediately above them. For example, if a notebook has the option

Editable set to True , by default all cells in the notebook will be editable. 

You can, however, override the inherited value of an option by explicitly changing its value. For example, if you do not want a particular

cell in your notebook to be editable, you can select the cell and set Editable  to False. This inheritance property of options provides

you with a great deal of control over the behavior of the front end, since you can set any option to have different values at each level, as

required. 

Note:  At each level, only the options that can be set at that level are listed in the Option Inspector. All  other options appear dimmed,

indicating that they cannot be changed unless you go to a higher or lower level.

Searching for an Option
To search  for  a  specific  option,  begin  typing  its  name in  the  text  field.  The  Option  Inspector  goes  to  the  first  matching  option.  Press

Enter to go to the next matching item on the list. (On Macintosh, the Option Inspector displays all matching options at once). 

Each line in the list of options gives the option name followed by its current value. You can change the option’s value by choosing from

the popup menu next to the option setting, or by selecting the option and clicking the value, typing over it, and pressing Enter. 

When you start Mathematica for the first time, the values of all the options are set to their default values. Each time you modify one of

the options, a symbol appears next to it, indicating that the value has been changed. Clicking the symbol resets the option to its default

value. 

Setting Options: An Example
Suppose you want to draw a frame around a cell. The option that controls this property of a cell is called CellFrame .

To Draw a Frame around a Cell:

1. Select the cell by clicking the cell bracket.

2. Choose Format £  Option Inspector to open the Option Inspector window.

3.
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3.

Choose Selection from the first popup menu.

4. Click Cell Options £  Display Options. This gives a list of all options that control how a cell is displayed in the notebook.

5. Type True  into the value field next to the option CellFrame .  An icon appears next to the option, indicating that its value has
been changed. The cell that you selected now has a frame drawn around it.

Alternatively, you can begin typing "cellframe" in the text field. This leads you directly to the CellFrame  option without having to search

by category. This feature provides a useful way to locate an option if you are unsure of the category it belongs in.
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Notebook History Dialog
This  dialog  displays  information  regarding  the  editing  times  of  the  input  notebook.  This  is  a  "live"  dialog  that  dynamically  updates  as

changes are made to the notebook. It can be accessed through Cell £  Notebook History.

The time information is saved in each cell of the notebook, in the form of a list of numbers and/or pairs of numbers. 

Cell[
BoxData["123"], "Input",
 CellChangeTimes−>{{3363263352.09502, 3363263354.03695}, 3363263406.22268,  
3363263441.939}
 ]

Each number represents the exact time of an edit, in absolute time units. A list of pairs indicates multiple edits that have occurred during

this interval.

Consecutive  edits  are  recorded  as  an  interval  if  they  happen  within  a  set  time  period.  This  period  is  determined  by

CellChangeTimesMergeInterval,  which  can  be  set  through  the  Option  Inspector  or  the  Advanced  section  of  the  Preferences

dialog. The default is 30 seconds.

The  notebook  history  tracking  feature  can  be  turned  off  at  the  global  level  by  using  the  Preferences  dialog  or  by  setting

TrackCellChangeTimes to False.

Features

Controls
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Notebook Chooser Popup Menu

This popup menu allows users to choose from all current open notebooks. The chosen notebook will be brought to the front, making it

the new input notebook.

Track History Checkbox

This checkbox enables or disables the notebook history tracking feature for the input notebook.

All/Selected Cells Radio Buttons

These  radio  buttons  allow  the  graphics  display  to  show  information  associated  only  with  the  selected  cells  or  all  cells  in  the  input

notebook. 

Clear History Button

This button will clear the stored edit time information from all currently displayed cells. This operation cannot be undone.

Copy Buttons

The Copy Raw Data  button will  copy the raw data (in the form of a list of numbers and/or pairs of numbers) from currently displayed

cells to the clipboard.

The Copy Image  button will  copy the currently displayed graphics to the clipboard. All  dynamic features, except tooltips, are stripped

from the copied graphics. This includes the zooming features.

Graphics

The graphics display plots cells versus time. Each cell in the notebook corresponds to each row on the y axis. The corresponding edit

times are plotted as points, while edit intervals are represented by lines. 

Mouse Events

As you mouse over the graphics, the mouse tooltip may provide some useful details for the following elements:

� Each row on the y axis will display the corresponding cell’s contents.

� Points will display the exact time of the edit (which corresponds to the computer clock at the time of edit).

� Lines will display the length of the edit interval (this value may be greater than the CellChangeTimesMergeInterval value).
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Clicking a highlighted row will select the corresponding cell in the input notebook if and only if the selection−only checkbox is unchecked.

Zooming

The graphics display comes with a couple of zooming features for the time axis:

� The blue triangles at the bottom can be dragged to change the plotted time interval. Use the middle diamond to pan the graphics
using the same time interval.

� Clicking any time label blocks will zoom into that interval of time. With this feature, users can actually zoom down to the last second
(which may be out of range with the previous zoom feature).

� Clicking the shaded area will undo the last zoom action. Click outside the shaded area to revert to showing the entire time interval.

Summary

The  summary  is  a  concise,  overall  display  of  relevant  cell  information.  This  display  also  respects  the  setting  of  the  selection−only

checkbox.
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Entering Greek Letters

click on Α use a button in a palette

\[Alpha] use a full name

Esc a Esc  or Esc alpha Esc use a standard alias (shown below as �a�)

Esc \alpha Esc use a TEX alias

Esc & alpha; Esc use an HTML alias

Ways to enter Greek letters in a notebook. 

Here is a palette for entering common Greek letters.

You can use Greek letters just like the ordinary letters that you type on your keyboard. 

In[1]:= Expand@HΑ + ΒL^3D

Out[1]= Α
3
+ 3 Α2 Β + 3 Α Β2 + Β3

There are several ways to enter Greek letters. This input uses full names. 

In[2]:= Expand@HΑ + ΒL^3D

Out[2]= Α
3
+ 3 Α2 Β + 3 Α Β2 + Β3
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full name aliases

Α \[Alpha] Esc aEsc, Esc alphaEsc

Β \[Beta] Esc bEsc, Esc betaEsc

Γ \[Gamma] Esc gEsc, Esc gammaEsc

∆ \[Delta] Esc dEsc, Esc deltaEsc

Ε \[Epsilon] Esc eEsc, Esc epsilonEsc

Ζ \[Zeta] Esc zEsc, Esc zetaEsc

Η \[Eta] Esc hEsc, Esc etEsc, EscetaEsc

Θ \[Theta] Esc qEsc, Esc thEsc, EscthetaEsc

Κ \[Kappa] Esc kEsc, Esc kappaEsc

Λ \[Lambda] Esc lEsc, Esc lambdaEsc

Μ \[Mu] Esc mEsc, Esc muEsc

Ν \[Nu] Esc nEsc, Esc nuEsc

Ξ \[Xi] Esc xEsc, Esc xiEsc

Π \[Pi] Esc pEsc, Esc piEsc

Ρ \[Rho] Esc rEsc, Esc rhoEsc

Σ \[Sigma] Esc sEsc, Esc sigmaEsc

Τ \[Tau] Esc tEsc, Esc tauEsc

Φ \[Phi] Esc fEsc, Esc phEsc, EscphiEsc

j \[CurlyPhi] Esc jEsc, Esc cphEsc, EsccphiEsc

Χ \[Chi] Esc cEsc, Esc chEsc, EscchiEsc

Ψ \[Psi] Esc yEsc, Esc psEsc, EscpsiEsc

Ω \[Omega] Esc oEsc, Esc wEsc, EscomegaEsc

full name aliases

G \[CapitalGamma] Esc GEsc, Esc GammaEsc

D \[CapitalDelta] Esc DEsc, Esc DeltaEsc

Q \[CapitalTheta] Esc QEsc, Esc ThEsc, EscThetaEsc

L \[CapitalLambda] Esc LEsc, Esc LambdaEsc

P \[CapitalPi] Esc PEsc, Esc PiEsc

S \[CapitalSigma] Esc SEsc, Esc SigmaEsc

U \[CapitalUpsilon] Esc UEsc, Esc UpsilonEsc

F \[CapitalPhi] Esc FEsc, Esc PhEsc, EscPhiEsc

C \[CapitalChi] Esc CEsc, Esc ChEsc, EscChiEsc

Y \[CapitalPsi] Esc YEsc, Esc PsEsc, EscPsiEsc

W \[CapitalOmega] Esc OEsc, Esc WEsc, EscOmegaEsc

Commonly used Greek letters. TeX aliases are not listed explicitly.

Note that in Mathematica the letter Π stands for Pi. None of the other Greek letters have special meanings. 

Π stands for Pi. 

In[3]:= N@ΠD

Out[3]= 3.14159

You can use Greek letters either on their own or with other letters. 

In[4]:= Expand@HRΑΒ + XL^4D

Out[4]= RΑΒ4 + 4 RΑΒ3 X + 6 RΑΒ2 X2 + 4 RΑΒ X3 + X4

The symbol ΠΑ is not related to the symbol Π. 

In[5]:= Factor@ΠΑ^4 - 1D

Out[5]= H-1 + ΠΑL H1 + ΠΑL I1 + ΠΑ
2M

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Entering Two−Dimensional Input

When Mathematica reads the text x^y, it interprets it as x raised to the power y. 

In[1]:= x^y

Out[1]= xy

In a notebook, you can also give the two−dimensional input xy directly. Mathematica again interprets this as a power. 

In[2]:= xy

Out[2]= xy

One way to enter a two−dimensional form such as xy  into a Mathematica notebook is to paste this form into the notebook by clicking

the appropriate button in the palette.

Here is a palette for entering some common two−dimensional notations. 

There are also several ways to enter two−dimensional forms directly from the keyboard. 

x Ctrl+^ y Ctrl+Space use control keys that exist on most keyboards

x Ctrl+6 y Ctrl+Space use control keys that should exist on all keyboards

Ways to enter a superscript directly from the keyboard.

You type Ctrl+^ by holding down the Control key, then pressing the ^ key. As soon as you do this, your cursor will jump to a superscript

position. You can then type anything you want and it will appear in that position.

When you have finished, press Ctrl+Space to move back down from the superscript position. You type Ctrl+Space by holding down the

Control key, then pressing the Space bar. 
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This sequence of keystrokes enters xy. 

In[3]:= x Ctrl+^ y

Out[3]= xy

Here the whole expression y + z is in the superscript. 

In[4]:= x Ctrl+^ y + z

Out[4]= xy+z

Pressing Ctrl+Space takes you down from the superscript. 

In[5]:= x Ctrl+^ y Ctrl+Space + z

Out[5]= xy + z

You can remember the fact that Ctrl+^ gives you a superscript by thinking of Ctrl+^ as just a more immediate form of ^. When you type

x^y,  Mathematica  will  leave  this  one−dimensional  form  unchanged  until  you  explicitly  process  it.  But  if  you  type  x  Ctrl+^  y  then

Mathematica will immediately give you a superscript. 

On a standard English−language keyboard, the character ^ appears as the shifted version of 6. Mathematica therefore accepts Ctrl+6

as an alternative to  Ctrl+^.  Note that  if  you are using something other  than a standard English−language keyboard,  Mathematica  will

almost always accept Ctrl+6 but may not accept Ctrl+^. 

x Ctrl+_ y Ctrl+Space use control keys that exist on most keyboards

x Ctrl+− y Ctrl+Space use control keys that should exist on all keyboards

Ways to enter a subscript directly from the keyboard. 

Subscripts in Mathematica work very much like superscripts. However, whereas Mathematica automatically interprets xy  as x raised to

the power y, it has no similar interpretation for xy. Instead, it just treats xy as a purely symbolic object. 

This enters y as a subscript. 

In[6]:= x Ctrl+_ y

Out[6]= xy

Here is the usual one−dimensional Mathematica input that gives the same output expression. 

In[7]:= Subscript@x, yD

Out[7]= xy

x  Ctrl+/  y Ctrl+Space use control keys

How to enter a built−up fraction directly from the keyboard. 

This enters the built−up fraction 
x

y
. 

In[8]:= x Ctrl+/ y

Out[8]= 

x

y
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Here the whole y + z goes into the denominator. 

In[9]:= x Ctrl+/ y + z

Out[9]= 

x

y + z

But pressing Ctrl+Space takes you out of the denominator, so the +z does not appear in the denominator. 

In[10]:= x Ctrl+/ y Ctrl+Space + z

Out[10]= 

x

y
+ z

Mathematica automatically interprets a built−up fraction as a division. 

In[11]:=

8888

2222

Out[11]= 4

Ctrl+@ x Ctrl+Space use control keys that exist on most keyboards

Ctrl+2 x Ctrl+Space use control keys that should exist on all keyboards

Ways to enter a square root directly from the keyboard. 

This enters a square root. 

In[12]:= Ctrl+@ x + y

Out[12]= x + y

Ctrl+Space takes you out of the square root. 

In[13]:= Ctrl+@ x Ctrl+Space + y

Out[13]= x + y

Here is the usual one−dimensional Mathematica input that gives the same output expression. 

In[14]:= Sqrt@xD + y

Out[14]= x + y

Ctrl+^ or Ctrl+6 go to the superscript position

Ctrl+_ or Ctrl+− go to the subscript position

Ctrl+@ or Ctrl+2 go into a square root

Ctrl+% or Ctrl+5 go from subscript to superscript or vice versa, or to the exponent position in a root

Ctrl+/ go to the denominator for a fraction

Ctrl+Space return from a special position

Special input forms based on control characters. The second forms given should work on any keyboard. 

This puts both a subscript and a superscript on x. 

In[15]:= x Ctrl+^ y Ctrl+% z

Out[15]= xz
y
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Here is another way to enter the same expression. 

In[16]:= x Ctrl+_ z Ctrl+% y

Out[16]= xz
y

The same procedure can be used to enter a definite integral. 

In[17]:= Esc int Esc Ctrl+_ 0 Ctrl+% 1 Ctrl+Space f[x] Escdd Esc x

Out[17]= à
0

1

f@xD âx

In  addition  to  subscripts  and  superscripts,  Mathematica  also  supports  the  notion  of  underscripts  and  overscripts~elements  that  go

directly underneath or above. Among other things, you can use underscripts and overscripts to enter the limits of sums and products. 

x Ctrl+Plus y Ctrl+Space  or  x Ctrl+= y Ctrl+Space

create an underscript x
y

x Ctrl+& y Ctrl+Space  or  x Ctrl+7 y Ctrl+Space

create an overscript x
y

Creating underscripts and overscripts.

Here is a way to enter a summation. 

In[18]:= Esc sum Esc Ctrl+Plus x=0 Ctrl+% n Ctrl+Space f[x]

Out[18]= â

x=0

n

f@xD

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M195: Authoring in Mathematica
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Editing and Evaluating Two−Dimensional 
Expressions
When you see a two−dimensional expression on the screen, you can edit  it  much as you would edit  text.  You can for example place

your cursor somewhere and start typing. Or you can select a part of the expression, then remove it using the Delete key, or insert a new

version by typing it in. 

In addition to ordinary text editing features, there are some keys that you can use to move around in two−dimensional expressions. 

Ctrl+. select the next larger subexpression

Ctrl+Space move to the right of the current structure

® move to the next character

¬ move to the previous character

Ways to move around in two−dimensional expressions. 

This shows the sequence of subexpressions selected by repeatedly typing Ctrl+..

Shift+Enter evaluate the whole current cell

Shift+Ctrl+Enter  (Windows/Unix/Linux) or  Cmd+Return (Mac OS X)

evaluate only the selected subexpression

Ways to evaluate two−dimensional expressions. 

In most computations, you will want to go from one step to the next by taking the whole expression that you have generated, and then

evaluating it. But if for example you are trying to manipulate a single formula to put it into a particular form, you may instead find it more

convenient to perform a sequence of operations separately on different parts of the expression.

You do this by selecting each part you want to operate on, then inserting the operation you want to perform, then using Shift+Ctrl+Enter

for Windows/Unix/Linux or Cmd+Return for Mac OS X.
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Here is an expression with one part selected.

Pressing Shift+Ctrl+Enter  (Windows/Unix/Linux) or  Cmd+Return (Mac OS X)  evaluates the selected part.

The Basic Commands £  y=x tab in the Basic Math Assistant, Classroom Assistant, and Writing Assistant palettes also provides a

number of convenient operations which will transform in place any selected subexpression.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Entering Formulas

character short form long form symbol

Π Esc p Esc \[Pi] Pi

¥ Esc inf Esc \[Infinity] Infinity

° Esc deg Esc \[Degree] Degree

Special forms for some common symbols.

This is equivalent to Sin@60 DegreeD. 

In[1]:= Sin@60 °D

Out[1]= 

3

2

Here is the long form of the input. 

In[2]:= Sin@60 °D

Out[2]= 

3

2

You can enter the same input like this. 

In[3]:= Sin[60 �deg�]

Out[3]= 

3

2

Here the angle is in radians. 

In[4]:= SinA
Π

3
E

Out[4]= 

3

2

special characters short form long form ordinary characters

x£y x Esc <= Esc y x \@LessEqualD y x <= y

x³y x Esc >= Esc y x \@GreaterEqualD y x >= y

x¹y x Esc != Esc y x \@NotEqualD y x != y

xÎy x Esc el Esc y x \@ElementD y Element@x,yD

x®y x Esc -> Esc y x \@RuleD y x -> y

Special forms for a few operators. "Operator Input Forms" gives a complete list. 

Here the replacement rule is entered using two ordinary characters, as ->. 

In[5]:= x�Hx + 1L �. x -> 3 + y

Out[5]= 

3 + y

4 + y
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This means exactly the same. 

In[6]:= x�Hx + 1L �. x ® 3 + y

Out[6]= 

3 + y

4 + y

As does this. 

In[7]:= x/(x+1) /. x Esc −> Esc 3 + y

Out[7]= 

3 + y

4 + y

When you type the ordinary−character form for certain operators, the front end automatically replaces them with the special−character

form. For instance, when you type the last three examples, the front end automatically substitutes the ® character for ->.

The special arrow form ® is by default also used for output. 

In[8]:= Solve@x^2 == 1, xD

Out[8]= 88x ® -1<, 8x ® 1<<

special characters short form long form ordinary characters

x ¸ y x Esc div Esc y x \@DivideD y x � y

x ´ y x Esc * Esc y x \@TimesD y x * y

x � y x Esc cross Esc y x \@CrossD y Cross@x,yD

x � y x Esc == Esc y x \@EqualD y x == y

x � y x Esc l = Esc y x \@LongEqualD y x == y

x ì y x Esc && Esc y x \@AndD y x && y

x ê y x Esc ÈÈ Esc y x \@OrD y x ÈÈ y

Ø x Esc ! Esc x \@NotD x ! x

x Þ y x Esc => Esc y x \@ImpliesD y x => y

x Ü y x Esc un Esc y x \@UnionD y Union@x,yD

x Ý y x Esc inter Esc y x \@IntersectionD y Intersection@x,yD

xy x Esc , Esc y x \@InvisibleCommaD y x , y

f x f Esc� Esc x f \@InvisibleApplicatio�
nD

x f � x  or f@xD

x
y

z
x Esc + Esc

y

z
x \@ImplicitPlusD

y

z
x + y � z

Some operators with special forms used for input but not output. 

Mathematica understands ¸, but does not use it by default for output. 

In[9]:= x ¸ y

Out[9]= 

x

y

Many of the forms of input discussed here use special characters, but otherwise just consist of ordinary one−dimensional lines of text.

Mathematica notebooks, however, also make it possible to use two−dimensional forms of input. 
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two−dimensional one−dimensional

xy x^y power

x

y
x�y division

x Sqrt@xD square root

x
n

x^H1�nL nth root

Úi=imin
imax

f Sum@ f,8i,imin,imax<D sum

Ûi=imin

imax
f Product@ f,8i,imin,imax<D product

Ù f â x Integrate@ f,xD indefinite integral

Ùxmin

xmax
f â x Integrate@ f,8x,xmin,xmax<D definite integral

¶x f D@ f,xD partial derivative

¶x,y f D@ f,x,yD multivariate partial derivative

z - Conjugate@xD complex conjugate

m¬ Transpose@mD transpose

m¾ ConjugateTranspose@mD conjugate transpose

expr@@ i, j,¼ DD Part@expr,i, j,¼D part extraction

Some two−dimensional forms that can be used in Mathematica notebooks. 

You can enter two−dimensional  forms using any of  the mechanisms discussed in "Entering Two−Dimensional  Input".  Note that  upper

and lower limits for sums and products must be entered as overscripts and underscripts~not superscripts and subscripts.

This enters an indefinite integral. Note the use of Esc ddEsc to enter the ú differential dø . 

In[10]:= Esc int Esc f[x] Escdd Esc x

Out[10]= à f@xD âx

Here is an indefinite integral that can be explicitly evaluated. 

In[11]:= à ExpA-x
2E âx

Out[11]= 

1

2
Π Erf@xD

Here is the usual Mathematica input for this integral. 

In[12]:= Integrate@Exp@-x^2D, xD

Out[12]= 

1

2
Π Erf@xD
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short form long form

Esc sum Esc \@SumD summation sign Ú

Esc prod Esc \@ProductD product sign Û

Esc int Esc \@IntegralD integral sign Ù

Esc dd Esc \@DifferentialDD special â for use in integrals 

Esc pd Esc \@PartialDD partial derivative operator ¶

Esc co Esc \@ConjugateD conjugate symbol -
Esc tr Esc \@TransposeD transpose symbol ¬
Esc ct Esc \@ConjugateTransposeD conjugate transpose symbol ¾
Esc @@ Esc \@LeftDoubleBracketD part brackets

Some special characters used in entering formulas. "Mathematical and Other Notation" gives a complete list. 

You should realize that even though a summation sign can look almost identical to a capital sigma it is treated in a very different way by

Mathematica. The point is that a sigma is just a letter; but a summation sign is an operator which tells Mathematica to perform a Sum

operation.

Capital sigma is just a letter. 

In[13]:= a + S^2

Out[13]= a + S2

A summation sign, on the other hand, is an operator. 

In[14]:= Esc sum Esc Ctrl++ n=0 Ctrl+% m Ctrl+Space 1/f[n]

Out[14]= â

n=0

m 1

f@nD

Much as Mathematica  distinguishes between a summation sign and a capital  sigma,  it  also distinguishes between an ordinary d,  the

ú partial d ø  ¶ that is used for taking derivatives, and the special ú differential d ø  â that is used in the standard notation for integrals. It is

crucial that you use the differential â~entered as Esc ddEsc~when you type in an integral. If you try to use an ordinary d, Mathemat−

ica will just interpret this as a symbol called d~it will not understand that you are entering the second part of an integration operator. 

This computes the derivative of xn. 

In[15]:= ¶x x
n

Out[15]= n x-1+n

Here is the same derivative specified in ordinary one−dimensional form. 

In[16]:= D@x^n, xD

Out[16]= n x-1+n

This computes the third derivative. 

In[17]:= ¶x,x,x x
n

Out[17]= H-2 + nL H-1 + nL n x
-3+n

Here is the equivalent one−dimensional input form. 

In[18]:= D@x^n, x, x, xD

Out[18]= H-2 + nL H-1 + nL n x
-3+n
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Entering Tables and Matrices
The Mathematica  front  end provides an Insert  £  Table/Matrix  submenu for  creating and editing arrays with  any specified number  of

rows and columns. Once you have such an array, you can edit it to fill in whatever elements you want.

Mathematica treats an array like this as a matrix represented by a list of lists. 

In[1]:=
a b c

1 2 3

Out[1]= 88a, b, c<, 81, 2, 3<<

Putting parentheses around the array makes it look more like a matrix, but does not affect its interpretation. 

In[2]:=
a b c

1 2 3

Out[2]= 88a, b, c<, 81, 2, 3<<

Using MatrixForm tells Mathematica to display the result of the Transpose  as a matrix. 

In[3]:= MatrixFormATransposeA
a b c

1 2 3
EE

Out[3]//MatrixForm=

a 1

b 2

c 3

Ctrl+, add a column

Ctrl+Enter add a row

Tab go to the next � or � element

Ctrl+Space move out of the table or matrix

Entering tables and matrices. 

Note that you can use Ctrl+, and Ctrl+Enter to start building up an array, and particularly for small arrays this is often more convenient

than using the New menu item in the Table/Matrix submenu. The Table/Matrix menu items typically allow you to make basic adjust−

ments, such as drawing lines between rows or columns. 

Entering a Piecewise  expression is a special case of entering a table.

Enter the \@PiecewiseD  character and press Ctrl+, to get a template of placeholders for two cases.

In[4]:= f@x_D :=
� �

� �

Fill in the placeholders to complete the piecewise expression.

In[5]:= f@x_D :=
0 x < 0

1 x = 0

To add additional cases, use Ctrl+Enter.

In[6]:= f@x_D :=

0 x < 0

1 x = 0

� �

You can make an element in a table span over multiple rows or columns by selecting the entire block that you want the element to span

and using the Insert £  Table/Matrix £  Make Spanning menu command. To split a spanning element into individual components, use

Insert £  Table/Matrix £  Split Spanning.
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To make the top element span across both columns, first select the row.

In[7]:=
x �

y z

Now use the Make Spanning menu command.

In[8]:=
x

y z

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Subscripts, Bars and Other Modifiers

Here is a typical palette of modifiers. 

Mathematica allows you to use any expression as a subscript. 

In[1]:= ExpandAH1 + x1+nL
4E

Out[1]= 1 + 4 x
1+n
+ 6 x

1+n

2
+ 4 x

1+n

3
+ x

1+n

4

Unless you specifically tell it otherwise, Mathematica will interpret a superscript as a power. 

In[2]:= FactorAxn
4
- 1E

Out[2]= H-1 + xnL H1 + xnL I1 + xn
2M

Ctrl+_  or  Ctrl+− go to the position for a subscript

Ctrl++  or  Ctrl+= go to the position underneath

Ctrl+^  or  Ctrl+6 go to the position for a superscript

Ctrl+&  or  Ctrl+7 go to the position on top

Ctrl+Space return from a special position

Special input forms based on control characters. The second forms given should work on any keyboard. 

This enters a subscript using control keys. 

In[3]:= Expand[(1 + x Ctrl+_1+n Ctrl+Space)^4]

Out[3]= 1 + 4 x
1+n
+ 6 x

1+n

2
+ 4 x

1+n

3
+ x

1+n

4
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Just  as Ctrl+^  and Ctrl+_ go to  superscript  and subscript  positions,  so also Ctrl+& and Ctrl+= can be used to  go to  positions directly

above and below. With the layout of a standard English−language keyboard Ctrl+& is directly to the right of Ctrl+^ while Ctrl+= is directly

to the right of Ctrl+_. 

key sequence displayed form expression form

x Ctrl+& _ x OverBar@xD

x Ctrl+& Esc vecEsc x
Ó

OverVector@xD

x Ctrl+& ~ x
�

OverTilde@xD

x Ctrl+& ^ x
`

OverHat@xD

x Ctrl+& . x
 

OverDot@xD

x Ctrl+= _ x UnderBar@xD

Ways to enter some common modifiers using control keys. 

Here is x. 

In[4]:= x Ctrl+&_ Ctrl+Space

Out[4]= x

You can use x as a variable. 

In[5]:= Solve@a^2 == %, aD

Out[5]= 99a ® - x =, 9a ® x ==

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Non−English Characters and Keyboards
If you enter text in languages other than English, you will typically need to use various additional accented and other characters. If your

computer system is set up in an appropriate way, then you will  be able to enter such characters directly using standard keys on your

keyboard. But however your system is set up, Mathematica always provides a uniform way to handle such characters.

full name alias

à �@AGraveD � a‘�

å �@ARingD � ao�

ä �@ADoubleDotD � a"�

ç �@CCedillaD � c, �

/ �@CHacekD � cv�

é �@EAcuteD � e’ �

è �@EGraveD � e‘�

í �@IAcuteD � i’ �

ñ �@NTildeD � n~�

ò �@OGraveD � o‘�

full name alias

ø �@OSlashD � o� �

ö �@ODoubleDotD � o"�

ù �@UGraveD � u‘�

ü �@UDoubleDotD � u"�

ß �@SZD � sz�, � ss�

Å �@CapitalARingD � Ao�

Ä �@CapitalADoubleDotD � A"�

Ö �@CapitalODoubleDotD � O"�

Ü �@CapitalUDoubleDotD � U"�

Some common European characters. 

Here is a function whose name involves an accented character. 

In[1]:= Lamé@x, yD

Out[1]= Lamé@x, yD

This is another way to enter the same input. 

In[2]:= Lam�e’�[x, y]

Out[2]= Lamé@x, yD

You should realize that there is no uniform standard for computer keyboards around the world, and as a result it is inevitable that some

details of what has been said in this tutorial may not apply to your keyboard. 

In  particular,  the  identification  for  example  of  Ctrl+6  with  Ctrl+^  is  valid  only  for  keyboards  on  which  ^  appears  as  Shift+6.  On  other

keyboards, Mathematica uses Ctrl+6 to go to a superscript position, but not necessarily Ctrl+^. 

Regardless  of  how  your  keyboard  is  set  up  you  can  always  use  palettes  or  menu  items  to  set  up  superscripts  and  other  kinds  of

notation.  And  assuming  you  have  some  way  to  enter  characters  such  as  �,  you  can  always  give  input  using  full  names  such  as

\[Infinity] . 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Other Mathematical Notation

Mathematica supports an extremely wide range of mathematical notation, although often it does not assign a pre−defined meaning to it.

Thus, for example, you can enter an expression such as x Å y, but Mathematica will not initially make any assumption about what you

mean by Å. 

Mathematica knows that Å is an operator, but it does not initially assign any specific meaning to it. 

In[1]:= 817 Å 5, 8 Å 3<

Out[1]= 817Å5, 8Å3<

This gives Mathematica a definition for what the Å operator does. 

In[2]:= x_ Å y_ := Mod@x + y, 2D

Now Mathematica can evaluate Å operations. 

In[3]:= 817 Å 5, 8 Å 3<

Out[3]= 80, 1<

full name alias

Å \@CirclePlusD �c+�

Ä \@CircleTimesD �c*�

± \@PlusMinusD �+−�

ï \@WedgeD �^�

î \@VeeD �v�

> \@TildeEqualD �~=�

» \@TildeTildeD �~~�

~ \@TildeD �~�

µ \@ProportionalD �prop�

º \@CongruentD �===�

t \@GreaterTildeD �>~�

p \@GreaterGreaterD

� \@SucceedsD

@ \@RightTriangleD

full name alias

� \@LongRightArrowD �−−>�

\@LeftRightArrowD �<−>�

\@UpArrowD

\@EquilibriumD �equi�

¢ \@RightTeeD

É \@SupersetD �sup�

® \@SquareIntersectionD

Î \@ElementD �elem�

Ï \@NotElementD �!elem�

ë \@SmallCircleD �sc�

\ \@ThereforeD

\@VerticalSeparatorD �|�

ý \@VerticalBarD ��|�

� \@BackslashD �\�

A few of the operators whose input is supported by Mathematica.

Mathematica assigns built−in meanings to ³ and r, but not to t or p. 

In[4]:= 83 ³ 4, 3 r 4, 3 t 4, 3 p 4<

Out[4]= 8False, False, 3 t 4, 3 p 4<

There are some forms which look like characters on a standard keyboard, but which are interpreted in a different way by Mathematica.

Thus, for example, �[Backslash] or � \ � displays as � but is not interpreted in the same way as a � typed directly on the keyboard.

The � and ï characters used here are different from the � and ^ you would type directly on a keyboard. 

In[5]:= {a �\� b, a �^� b}

Out[5]= 8a�b, aïb<

Most operators work like Å and go in between their operands. But some operators can go in other places. Thus, for example, � < � and

� > � or �[LeftAngleBracket] and �[RightAngleBracket] are effectively operators which go around their operand.
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The elements of the angle bracket operator go around their operand. 

In[6]:= X 1 + x \

Out[6]= X1 + x\

full name alias

{ \[ScriptL] �scl�

E \[ScriptCapitalE] �scE�

Â \[GothicCapitalR] �goR�

Z \[DoubleStruckCapitalZ] �dsZ�

À \[Aleph] �al�

Æ \[EmptySet] �es�

µ \[Micro] �mi�

full name alias

Þ \[Angstrom] �Ang�

Ñ \[HBar] �hb�

£ \[Sterling]

Ð \[Angle]

· \[Bullet] �bu�

Ö \[Dagger] �dg�

Ú \[Natural]

Some additional letters and letter−like forms. 

You can use letters and letter−like forms anywhere in symbol names. 

In[7]:= 8ÂÆ, Ð ABC<

Out[7]= 8ÂÆ, Ð ABC<

Æ is assumed to be a symbol, and so is just multiplied by a and b. 

In[8]:= a Æ b

Out[8]= a b Æ

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Forms of Input and Output

Here is one way to enter a particular expression. 

In[1]:= x^2 + Sqrt@yD

Out[1]= x2 + y

Here is another way to enter the same expression. 

In[2]:= Plus@Power@x, 2D, Sqrt@yDD

Out[2]= x2 + y

With a notebook front end, you can also enter the expression directly in this way. 

In[3]:= x2 + y

Out[3]= x2 + y

Mathematica allows you to output expressions in many different ways. 

In Mathematica notebooks, expressions are by default output in StandardForm. 

In[4]:= x^2 + Sqrt@yD

Out[4]= x2 + y

OutputForm uses only ordinary keyboard characters and is the default for text−based interfaces to Mathematica. 

In[5]:= OutputForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[5]//OutputForm=  2
x  + Sqrt[y]

InputForm  yields a form that can be typed directly on a keyboard. 

In[6]:= InputForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[6]//InputForm= x^2 + Sqrt[y]

FullForm shows the internal form of an expression in explicit functional notation. 

In[7]:= FullForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[7]//FullForm= Plus@Power@x, 2D, Power@y, Rational@1, 2DDD

FullForm@exprD the internal form of an expression

InputForm@exprD a form suitable for direct keyboard input

OutputForm@exprD a two−dimensional form using only keyboard characters

StandardForm@exprD the default form used in Mathematica notebooks

Some output forms for expressions. 

Output  forms  provide  textual  representations  of  Mathematica  expressions.  In  some  cases  these  textual  representations  are  also

suitable for input to Mathematica. But in other cases they are intended just to be looked at, or to be exported to other programs, rather

than to be used as input to Mathematica. 
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TraditionalForm uses a large collection of ad hoc rules to produce an approximation to traditional mathematical notation. 

In[8]:= TraditionalForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yD + Gamma@zD EllipticK@zDD

Out[8]//TraditionalForm= x
2
+KHzL GHzL+ y

TeXForm yields output suitable for export to TeX. 

In[9]:= TeXForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[9]//TeXForm= x^2+\sqrt{y}

MathMLForm yields output in MathML.

In[10]:= MathMLForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[10]//MathMLForm= <math>
 <mrow>
  <msup>
   <mi>x</mi>
   <mn>2</mn>
  </msup>
  <mo>+</mo>
  <msqrt>
   <mi>y</mi>
  </msqrt>
 </mrow>
</math>

CForm yields output that can be included in a C program. Macros for objects like Power are included in the header file mdefs.h. 

In[11]:= CForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[11]//CForm= Power(x,2) + Sqrt(y)

FortranForm yields output suitable for export to Fortran. 

In[12]:= FortranForm@x^2 + Sqrt@yDD

Out[12]//FortranForm= x**2 + Sqrt(y)

TraditionalForm@exprD traditional mathematical notation

TeXForm@exprD output suitable for export to TEX

MathMLForm@exprD output suitable for use with MathML on the web

CForm@exprD output suitable for export to C

FortranForm@exprD output suitable for export to Fortran

Output forms not normally used for Mathematica input. 

"Low−Level  Input  and  Output  Rules"  will  discuss  how  you  can  create  your  own  output  forms.  You  should  realize  however  that  in

communicating with external programs it is often better to use MathLink to send expressions directly than to generate a textual represen−

tation for these expressions. 

� Exchange textual representations of expressions.

� Exchange expressions directly via MathLink.

Two ways to communicate between Mathematica and other programs.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Mixing Text and Formulas
The simplest  way to  mix  text  and formulas in  a  Mathematica  notebook is  to  put  each kind of  material  in  a  separate cell.  Sometimes,

however, you may want to embed a formula within a cell of text, or vice versa.

Ctrl+( or Ctrl+9 begin entering a formula within text, or text within a formula

Ctrl+) or Ctrl+0 end entering a formula within text, or text within a formula

Entering a formula within text, or vice versa. 

Here is a notebook with formulas embedded in a text cell.

Mathematica notebooks often contain both formulas that are intended for actual evaluation by Mathematica, and ones that are intended

just to be read in a more passive way. 

When you insert a formula in text, you can use the Convert to StandardForm and Convert to TraditionalForm menu items within the

formula  to  convert  it  to  StandardForm  or  TraditionalForm.  StandardForm  is  normally  appropriate  whenever  the  formula  is

thought of as a Mathematica program fragment.

In general, however, you can use exactly the same mechanisms for entering formulas, whether or not they will  ultimately be given as

Mathematica input. 

You should realize, however, that to make the detailed typography of typical formulas look as good as possible, Mathematica automati−

cally does things such as inserting spaces around certain operators. But these kinds of adjustments can potentially be inappropriate if

you  use  notation  in  very  different  ways  from  the  ones  Mathematica  is  expecting.  In  such  cases,  you  may  have  to  make  detailed

typographical adjustments by hand.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Displaying and Printing Mathematica Notebooks
Depending on the purpose for which you are using a Mathematica notebook, you may want to change its overall appearance. The front

end allows you to specify independently the styles to be used for  display on the screen and for  printing.  Typically you can do this by

choosing appropriate items in the Format menu. 

ScreenStyleEnvironment styles to be used for screen display

PrintingStyleEnvironment styles to be used for printed output

Working standard style definitions for screen display

Presentation style definitions for presentations

SlideShow style definitions for displaying presentation slides

Printout style definitions for printed output

Front end settings that define the global appearance of a notebook. 

Here is a typical notebook as it appears in working form on the screen. 

Here is a preview of how the notebook would appear when printed out. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Setting Up Hyperlinks

Insert £  Hyperlink menu item to make the selected object a hyperlink

Hyperlink@"uri"D generate as output a hyperlink with the label and destination set as uri

Hyperlink@"label","uri"D generate as output a hyperlink with the label label and the destination uri

Hyperlink@8" file.nb",None<D generate as output a hyperlink to the specified notebook

Hyperlink@8" file.nb","tag"<D generate as output a hyperlink to the cell tagged as tag in the specified notebook

Methods for generating hyperlinks. 

A hyperlink is a special kind of button which jumps to another part of a notebook when it is pressed. Typically hyperlinks are indicated in

Mathematica by blue text. 

To set up a hyperlink, just select the text or other object that you want to be a hyperlink. Then choose the menu item Insert £  Hyperlink

and fill in the specification of where you want the destination of the hyperlink to be.

The destination of a hyperlink can be any standard web address (URI). Hyperlinks can also point to notebooks on the local file system,

or even to specific cells inside those notebooks. Hyperlinks which point to specific cells in notebooks use cell tags to identify the cells. If

a particular cell tag is used for more than one cell in a given notebook, then the hyperlink will go to the first instance of a cell with that

cell tag. 

A hyperlink can be generated in output by using the Mathematica command Hyperlink . These hyperlinks can be copied and pasted

into text or used in a larger interface being generated by Mathematica.

This command generates a hyperlink to the web.

In[1]:= Hyperlink@"Wolfram Research, Inc.", "http:��www.wolfram.com"D

Out[1]= Wolfram Research, Inc.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Automatic Numbering

� Choose a cell style such as DisplayFormulaNumbered.

� Use the Insert £  Automatic Numbering menu item, with a counter name such as Section.

Two ways to set up automatic numbering in a Mathematica notebook. 

Using the DisplayFormulaNumbered style

These cells are in DisplayFormulaNumbered style. DisplayFormulaNumbered style is available in stylesheets such as 

"Report". 

Using the AutomaticNumbering menu item

The input for each cell here is exactly the same, but the cells contain an element that displays as a progressively larger number as one 
goes through the notebook. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Exposition in Mathematica Notebooks
Mathematica notebooks provide the basic technology that you need to be able to create a very wide range of sophisticated interactive

documents. But to get the best out of this technology you need to develop an appropriate style of exposition.

Many people at first tend to use Mathematica notebooks either as simple worksheets containing a sequence of input and output lines, or

as  on−screen  versions  of  traditional  books  and  other  printed  material.  But  the  most  effective  and  productive  uses  of  Mathematica

notebooks tend to  lie  at  neither  one of  these extremes,  and instead typically  involve a  fine−grained mixing of  Mathematica  input  and

output with explanatory text. In most cases the single most important factor in obtaining such fine−grained mixing is uniform use of the

Mathematica language. 

One  might  think  that  there  would  tend  to  be  four  kinds  of  material  in  a  Mathematica  notebook:  plain  text,  mathematical  formulas,

computer code, and interactive interfaces. But one of the key ideas of Mathematica is to provide a single language that offers the best

of both traditional mathematical formulas and computer code. 

In StandardForm, Mathematica expressions have the same kind of compactness and elegance as traditional mathematical formulas.

But  unlike  such  formulas,  Mathematica  expressions  are  set  up  in  a  completely  consistent  and  uniform  way.  As  a  result,  if  you  use

Mathematica  expressions,  then  regardless  of  your  subject  matter,  you  never  have to  go  back  and reexplain  your  basic  notation:  it  is

always just the notation of the Mathematica language. In addition, if you set up your explanations in terms of Mathematica expressions,

then a reader of your notebook can immediately take what you have given, and actually execute it as Mathematica input. 

If one has spent many years working with traditional mathematical notation, then it takes a little time to get used to seeing mathematical

facts  presented  as  StandardForm  Mathematica  expressions.  Indeed,  at  first  one  often  has  a  tendency  to  try  to  use

TraditionalForm whenever possible, perhaps with hidden tags to indicate its interpretation. But quite soon one tends to evolve to a

mixture of StandardForm  and TraditionalForm. And in the end it becomes clear that StandardForm  alone is for most purposes

the most effective form of presentation. 

In traditional mathematical exposition, there are many tricks for replacing chunks of text by fragments of formulas. In StandardForm

many of  these same tricks  can be used.  But  the  fact  that  Mathematica  expressions  can represent  not  only  mathematical  objects  but

also procedures,  algorithms, graphics,  and interfaces increases greatly the extent to which chunks of  text  can be replaced by shorter

and more precise material. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Input and Output in Notebooks
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Named Characters
Mathematica  provides  systemwide  support  for  a  large  number  of  special  characters.  Each  character  has  a  name  and  a  number  of

shortcut aliases. They are fully supported by the standard Mathematica fonts.

Interpretation of Characters
The  interpretations  given  here  are  those  used  in  StandardForm  and  InputForm .  Most  of  the  interpretations  also  work  in

TraditionalForm. 

You can override the interpretations by giving your own rules for MakeExpression . 

Letters and letter−like forms used in symbol names

Infix operators e.g. xÅ y

Prefix operators e.g. Ø x

Postfix operators e.g. x !

Matchfix operators e.g. Xx\

Compound operators e.g. Ù f â x

Raw operators operator characters that can be typed on an ordinary keyboard

Spacing characters interpreted in the same way as an ordinary space

Structural elements characters used to specify structure; usually ignored in interpretation

Uninterpretable elements characters indicating missing information

Types of characters. 

The precedences of operators are given in "Operator Input Forms". 

Infix  operators  for  which  no  grouping  is  specified  in  the  listing  are  interpreted  so  that  for  example  xÅ yÅ z  becomes

CirclePlus@x, y, zD. 

Naming Conventions
Characters that correspond to built−in Mathematica functions typically have names corresponding to those functions. Other characters

typically have names that are as generic as possible. 

Characters with different names almost always look at least slightly different. 

\@Capital¼D uppercase form of a letter

\@Left¼D  and \@Right¼D pieces of a matchfix operator (also arrows)

\@Raw¼D a printable ASCII character

\@¼IndicatorD a visual representation of a keyboard character

Some special classes of characters. 
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style Script, Gothic, etc.

variation Curly, Gray , etc.

case Capital, etc.

modifiers Not, Double, Nested, etc.

direction Left , Up, UpperRight, etc.

base A, Epsilon, Plus , etc.

diacritical mark Acute, Ring, etc.

Typical ordering of elements in character names. 

Aliases
Mathematica supports both its own system of aliases, as well as aliases based on character names in TeX and SGML or HTML. Except

where they conflict, character names corresponding to plain TeX, LaTeX and AMSTeX are all supported. Note that TeX and SGML or

HTML aliases are not given explicitly in the list of characters below. 

Esc xxx Esc ordinary Mathematica alias

Esc �xxx Esc TeX alias

Esc & xxx Esc SGML or HTML alias

Types of aliases. 

The following general conventions are used for all aliases: 

� Characters that are alternatives to standard keyboard operators use these operators as their aliases (e.g. Esc −>Esc for ®, Esc&&Esc for ß).

� Most single−letter aliases stand for Greek letters.

� Capital−letter characters have aliases beginning with capital letters.

� When there is ambiguity in the assignment of aliases, a space is inserted at the beginning of the alias for the less common character (e.g. Esc−>

Esc for �@RuleD and Esc�−>Esc for �@RightArrowD).

� ! is inserted at the beginning of the alias for a Not character.

� TeX aliases begin with a backslash � .

� SGML aliases begin with an ampersand &.

� User−defined aliases conventionally begin with a dot or comma.

Font Matching
The special  fonts  provided with  Mathematica  include  all  the  characters  given  in  this  listing.  Some of  these  characters  also  appear  in

certain ordinary text fonts. 

When rendering text in a particular font, the Mathematica notebook front end will use all the characters available in that font. It will use

the special Mathematica fonts only for other characters. 

A choice is made between Times−like, Helvetica−like (sans serif) and Courier−like (monospaced) variants to achieve the best matching

with the ordinary text font in use. 
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How Input and Output Work

Input convert from a textual form to an expression

Processing do computations on the expression

Output convert the resulting expression to textual form

Steps in the operation of Mathematica. 

When you type something like x^2 what Mathematica at first sees is just the string of characters x, ^, 2. But with the usual way that

Mathematica is set up, it immediately knows to convert this string of characters into the expression Power@x, 2D. 

Then, after whatever processing is possible has been done, Mathematica takes the expression Power@x, 2D and converts it into some

kind of textual representation for output. 

Mathematica reads the string of characters x, ^, 2 and converts it to the expression Power@x, 2D. 

In[1]:= x^2

Out[1]= x2

This shows the expression in Fortran form. 

In[2]:= FortranForm@%D

Out[2]//FortranForm= x**2

FortranForm is just a ú wrapper ø : the value of Out@2D is still the expression Power@x, 2D. 

In[3]:= %

Out[3]= x2

It is important to understand that in a typical Mathematica session In@nD and Out@nD record only the underlying expressions that are

processed, not the textual representations that happen to be used for their input or output. 

If  you  explicitly  request  a  particular  kind  of  output,  say  by  using  TraditionalForm@exprD,  then  what  you  get  will  be  labeled  with

Out@nD �� TraditionalForm.  This  indicates  that  what  you  are  seeing  is  expr �� TraditionalForm,  even  though  the  value  of

Out@nD itself is just expr. 

Mathematica  also allows you to specify globally that you want output to be displayed in a particular form. And if  you do this, then the

form  will  no  longer  be  indicated  explicitly  in  the  label  for  each  line.  But  it  is  still  the  case  that  In@nD  and  Out@nD  will  record  only

underlying expressions, not the textual representations used for their input and output. 

This sets t to be an expression with FortranForm explicitly wrapped around it. 

In[4]:= t = FortranForm@x^2 + y^2D

Out[4]//FortranForm= x**2 + y**2

The result on the previous line is just the expression. 

In[5]:= %

Out[5]= x2 + y2

But t contains the FortranForm wrapper, and so is displayed in FortranForm. 

In[6]:= t

Out[6]//FortranForm= x**2 + y**2
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Wherever t appears, it is formatted in FortranForm. 

In[7]:= 8t^2, 1�t<

Out[7]= :x ** 2 + y ** 22,
1

x ** 2 + y ** 2
>

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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The Representation of Textual Forms
Like everything else in Mathematica the textual forms of expressions can themselves be represented as expressions. Textual forms that

consist  of  one−dimensional  sequences of  characters  can be represented directly  as ordinary  Mathematica  strings.  Textual  forms that

involve  subscripts,  superscripts  and  other  two−dimensional  constructs,  however,  can  be  represented  by  nested  collections  of  two−

dimensional boxes.

One−dimensional strings InputForm , FullForm , etc.

Two−dimensional boxes StandardForm , TraditionalForm , etc.

Typical representations of textual forms. 

This generates the string corresponding to the textual representation of the expression in InputForm . 

In[1]:= ToString@x^2 + y^3, InputFormD

Out[1]= x^2 + y^3

FullForm shows the string explicitly. 

In[2]:= FullForm@%D

Out[2]//FullForm= "x^2 + y^3"

Here are the individual characters in the string. 

In[3]:= Characters@%D

Out[3]= 8x, ^, 2, , +, , y, ^, 3<

Here is the box structure corresponding to the expression in StandardForm. 

In[4]:= ToBoxes@x^2 + y^3, StandardFormD

Out[4]= RowBox@8SuperscriptBox@x, 2D, +, SuperscriptBox@y, 3D<D

Here is the InputForm  of the box structure. In this form the structure is effectively represented by an ordinary string. 

In[5]:= ToBoxes@x^2 + y^3, StandardFormD �� InputForm

Out[5]//InputForm= \(x\^2 + y\^3\)

If you use the notebook front end for Mathematica, then you can see the expression that corresponds to the textual form of each cell by

using the Show Expression menu item.

Here is a cell containing an expression in StandardForm. 
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Here is the underlying representation of that expression in terms of boxes, displayed using the Show Expression menu item. 

ToString@expr, formD create a string representing the specified textual form of expr

ToBoxes@expr, formD create a box structure representing the specified textual form of expr

Creating strings and boxes from expressions. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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The Interpretation of Textual Forms

ToExpression@inputD create an expression by interpreting strings or boxes

Converting from strings or boxes to expressions. 

This takes a string and interprets it as an expression. 

In[1]:= ToExpression@"2 + 3 + x�y"D

Out[1]= 5 +
x

y

Here is the box structure corresponding to the textual form of an expression in StandardForm. 

In[2]:= ToBoxes@2 + x^2, StandardFormD

Out[2]= RowBox@82, +, SuperscriptBox@x, 2D<D

ToExpression interprets this box structure and yields the original expression again. 

In[3]:= ToExpression@%D

Out[3]= 2 + x2

In any Mathematica  session, Mathematica  is always effectively using ToExpression  to interpret the textual form of your input as an

actual expression to evaluate. 

If you use the notebook front end for Mathematica, then the interpretation only takes place when the contents of a cell are sent to the

kernel, say for evaluation. This means that within a notebook there is no need for the textual forms you set up to correspond to meaning−

ful Mathematica expressions; this is only necessary if you want to send these forms to the kernel. 

FullForm explicit functional notation

InputForm one−dimensional notation

StandardForm two−dimensional notation

The hierarchy of forms for standard Mathematica input. 

Here is an expression entered in FullForm. 

In[4]:= Plus@1, Power@x, 2DD

Out[4]= 1 + x2

Here is the same expression entered in InputForm . 

In[5]:= 1 + x^2

Out[5]= 1 + x2

And here is the expression entered in StandardForm. 

In[6]:= 1 + x2

Out[6]= 1 + x2

Built into Mathematica is a collection of standard rules for use by ToExpression in converting textual forms to expressions. 
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These rules define the grammar of Mathematica. They state, for example, that x + y should be interpreted as Plus@x, yD, and that xy

should be interpreted as Power@x, yD. If the input you give is in FullForm, then the rules for interpretation are very straightforward:

every  expression  consists  just  of  a  head  followed  by  a  sequence  of  elements  enclosed  in  brackets.  The  rules  for  InputForm  are

slightly  more  sophisticated:  they  allow  operators  such  as  +,  =,  and  ->,  and  understand  the  meaning  of  expressions  where  these

operators appear between operands. StandardForm  involves still more sophisticated rules, which allow operators and operands to be

arranged not just in a one−dimensional sequence, but in a full two−dimensional structure.

Mathematica  is  set  up  so  that  FullForm,  InputForm  and  StandardForm  form  a  strict  hierarchy:  anything  you  can  enter  in

FullForm will also work in InputForm , and anything you can enter in InputForm  will also work in StandardForm. 

If you use a notebook front end for Mathematica, then you will typically want to use all the features of StandardForm. If you use a text−

based interface, however, then you will typically be able to use only features of InputForm . 

When  you  use  StandardForm  in  a  Mathematica  notebook,  you  can  enter  directly  two−dimensional  forms  such  as  x2  or  annotated

graphics. But InputForm  allows only one−dimensional forms.

If you copy a StandardForm expression whose interpretation can be determined without evaluation, then the expression will be pasted

into external applications as InputForm .  Otherwise, the text is copied in a linear form that precisely represents the two−dimensional

structure  using �! �H¼�L.  When you paste  this  linear  form back into  a  Mathematica  notebook,  it  will  automatically  "snap"  into  two−

dimensional form.

ToExpression@input, formD attempt to create an expression assuming that input is given in the specified 

textual form

Importing from other textual forms. 

StandardForm  and its subsets FullForm  and InputForm  provide precise ways to represent any Mathematica expression in textual

form. And given such a textual form, it is always possible to convert it unambiguously to the expression it represents. 

TraditionalForm is an example of a textual form intended primarily for output. It is possible to take any Mathematica expression and

display it  in  TraditionalForm.  But  TraditionalForm  does not  have the precision of  StandardForm,  and as a result  there is  in

general no unambiguous way to go back from a TraditionalForm representation and get the expression it represents.

Nevertheless,  ToExpression@input, TraditionalFormD  takes  text  in  TraditionalForm  and  attempts  to  interpret  it  as  an

expression. 

This takes a string and interprets it as TraditionalForm input. 

In[7]:= ToExpression@"fH6L", TraditionalFormD

Out[7]= f@6D

In StandardForm the same string would mean a product of terms. 

In[8]:= ToExpression@"fH6L", StandardFormD

Out[8]= 6 f

When TraditionalForm  output is generated as the result of a computation, the actual collection of boxes that represent the output

typically  contains special  Interpretation  objects or  other  specially  tagged forms which specify  how an expression can be recon−

structed from the TraditionalForm output. 

The  same  is  true  of  TraditionalForm  that  is  obtained  by  explicit  conversion  from  StandardForm.  But  if  you  edit

TraditionalForm  extensively,  or  enter  it  from  scratch,  then  Mathematica  will  have  to  try  to  interpret  it  without  the  benefit  of  any

additional embedded information.
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TraditionalForm Reference Information
TraditionalForm  differs  from  StandardForm,  the  default  format  for  input  and  output.  It  is  important  to  understand  that

TraditionalForm  expressions cannot always be provided as unambiguous input to Mathematica.  Therefore, while StandardForm

is an input format and an output format, TraditionalForm is primarily intended as an output format. 

In  general,  the  TraditionalForm  representation  of  a  mathematical  function  differs  from  its  StandardForm  representation  in  two

ways:  function  arguments  are  enclosed  in  parentheses  rather  than  square  brackets,  and  one−character  variable  and  function  names

are set in italics rather than plain text.

In  addition  to  these  general  differences,  TraditionalForm  transforms  a  large  group  of  expressions  into  their  conventionally  used

mathematical  notation.  A  table  listing  these  expressions  and  their  special  TraditionalForm  representations  appears  later  in  this

tutorial. 

This displays a mathematical function that does not have a special notation; the input is in StandardForm and the output is in 

TraditionalForm.

In[1]:= MathieuC@a, q, zD �� TraditionalForm

Out[1]//TraditionalForm= MathieuCHa, q, zL

Here is an example of a function that has its own special TraditionalForm notation.

In[2]:= Binomial@n, mD �� TraditionalForm

Out[2]//TraditionalForm=
n

m

The TraditionalForm representation of matrices is shown here.

In[3]:= 8811, 12, 13<, 821, 22, 23<< �� TraditionalForm

Out[3]//TraditionalForm=
11 12 13

21 22 23

The TraditionalForm representations of Mathematica functions and commands distinct from conventional mathematics use square

brackets, as in StandardForm. 

Here is the TraditionalForm representation of the Mathematica function Plot . 

In[4]:= HoldForm@Plot@ArcSin@xD, 8x, 0, .99<DD �� TraditionalForm

Out[4]//TraditionalForm= PlotAsin-1HxL, 8x, 0, 0.99<E

The following tables list the expressions that have their own specific TraditionalForm representations. Entries marked with a star (*)

contain  hidden  information  (using  TagBox  or  InterpretationBox  constructs  or  specially  designed  characters)  and  may  not  be

suitable for unambiguous input.
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Mathematical Constants and Domains

StandardForm TraditionalForm

Algebraics A *

Booleans B *

Catalan C *

ChampernowneNumber@bD Cb *

Complexes C *

EulerGamma ý *

Glaisher A

GoldenRatio Φ *

Integers Z *

Primes P *

Rationals Q *

Reals R *

StieltjesGamma@nD Γn *

StieltjesGamma@n,aD ΓnHaL *

Mathematical constants and domains.

Numerical Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

Abs@zD  z¤ *

Ceiling@zD `zp

Floor@zD dzt

FractionalPart@xD fracHxL

Sign@zD sgnHzL

Numerical functions.
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Elementary Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

ArcCos@zD cos-1HzL

ArcCosh@zD cosh-1HzL

ArcCot@zD cot-1HzL

ArcCoth@zD coth-1HzL

ArcCsc@zD csc-1HzL

ArcCsch@zD csch-1HzL

ArcSec@zD sec-1HzL

ArcSech@zD sech-1HzL

ArcSin@zD sin-1HzL

ArcSinh@zD sinh-1HzL

ArcTan@zD tan-1HzL

ArcTanh@zD tanh-1HzL

Cos@zD cosHzL

Cos@zDp cospHzL

Cosh@zD coshHzL

Cosh@zDp coshpHzL

Cot@zD cotHzL

Cot@zDp cotpHzL

Coth@zD cothHzL

Coth@zDp cothpHzL

Csc@zD cscHzL

Csc@zDp cscpHzL

Csch@zD cschHzL

Csch@zDp cschpHzL

Log@zD logHzL

Log@zD^p logpHzL

Log@b,zD logbHzL

Log@b,zD^p logb
p
HzL

Sec@zD secHzL

Sec@zDp secpHzL

Sech@zD sechHzL

Sech@zDp sechpHzL

Sin@zD sinHzL

Sin@zDp sinpHzL

Sinh@zD sinhHzL

Sinh@zDp sinhpHzL

Tan@zD tanHzL

Tan@zDp tanpHzL

Tanh@zD tanhHzL

Tanh@zDp tanhpHzL

Elementary functions.
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Factorial−Related Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

Beta@a,bD BHa, bL *

Beta@z,a,bD BzHa, bL *

Beta@z0,z1,a,bD BHz0, z1, a, bL *

Binomial@n,mD
n

m
*

Gamma@zD GHzL

Gamma@a,zD GHa, zL

Gamma@a,z1,z2D GHa, z1, z2L

GammaRegularized@a,zD QHa, zL *

GammaRegularized@a,z0,z1D QHa, z0, z1L *

InverseBetaRegularized@s,a,bD Is
-1Ha, bL *

InverseBetaRegularized@z0,s,a,bD I
Iz0, sM
-1 Ha, bL *

LogGamma@zD logGHzL

Multinomial@n1,n2,¼,nkD Hn1 + n2 + nk + ¼; n1, n2,¼, nkL *

Pochhammer@a,nD HaLn *

PolyGamma@zD ΨHzL *

PolyGamma@n,zD Ψ
HnLHzL *

Factorial−related functions.
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Combinatorial Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

BernoulliB@nD Bn *

BernoulliB@n,zD BnHzL *

ClebschGordan@8 j1,m1<,8 j2,m2<,8 j3,m3<D X j1 j2 m1 m2 j1 j2 j3 m3\ *

EulerE@nD En *

EulerE@n,zD EnHzL *

Fibonacci@nD Fn *

Fibonacci@n,zD FnHzL *

HarmonicNumber@nD Hn *

HarmonicNumber@n,rD Hn
HrL

*

PartitionsP@zD pHzL *

PartitionsQ@zD qHzL *

Signature@e1,e2,¼D ¶e1, e2,¼ *

SixJSymbol@8 j1, j2, j3<,8 j4, j5, j6<D
j1 j2 j3

j4 j5 j6
*

StirlingS1@n,mD Sn
HmL

*

StirlingS2@n,mD S nHmL *

ThreeJSymbol@8 j1,m1<,8 j2,m2<,8 j3,m3<D
j1 j2 j3

m1 m2 m3

*

Combinatorial functions.
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Number Theory

StandardForm TraditionalForm

ArithmeticGeometricMean@a,bD agmHa, bL *

CarmichaelLambda@nD ΛHnL *

DivisorSigma@k,nD ΣkHnL *

EulerPhi@nD ΦHnL *

GCD@n1,n2,¼D gcdHn1, n2,¼L

JacobiSymbol@n,mD J
n

m
N *

LCM@n1,n2,¼D lcmHn1, n2,¼L

LiouvilleLambda@nD ΛHnL *

MangoldtLambda@nD LHnL *

Mod@m,nD mmod n *

MoebiusMu@nD ΜHnL *

MultiplicativeOrder@k,nD ordnHkL

PowerMod@a,b,nD ab mod n *

Prime@nD pn *

PrimeNu@nD ΝHxL *

PrimeOmega@nD WHnL *

PrimeZetaP@xD PHxL *

PrimePi@zD ΠHzL *

RamanujanTau@nD ΤHnL

RiemannR@xD RHxL *

SquaresR@d,nD rdHnL *

Number theory.

Zeta−Related Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

LerchPhi@z,s,aD FHz, s, aL *

PolyLog@n,zD LinHzL *

PolyLog@n,p,zD Sn, pHzL *

RiemannSiegelTheta@tD JHtL *

RiemannSiegelZ@tD ZHtL *

StieltjesGamma@zD Γz *

Zeta@sD ΖHsL *

Zeta@s,aD ΖHs, aL *

Zeta−related functions.
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Hypergeometric−Related Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

AiryAi@zD AiHzL

AiryAiPrime@zD Ai¢HzL

AiryBi@zD BiHzL

AiryBiPrime@zD Bi¢HzL

AngerJ@Ν,xD JΝHxL *

AngerJ@Ν,Μ,xD JΝ
Μ

HxL *

AppellF1@a,b1,b2,c,x,yD F1Ha; b1, b2; c; x, yL *

BesselI@n,zD InHzL

BesselJ@n,zD JnHzL

BesselK@n,zD KnHzL

BesselY@n,zD YnHzL

CosIntegral@zD CiHzL

CoshIntegral@zD ChiHzL

DawsonF@xD FHxL *

Erf@zD erfHzL

Erf@z0,z1D erfHz0, z1L

Erfc@zD erfcHzL

Erfi@zD erfiHzL

ExpIntegralE@n,zD EnHzL *

ExpIntegralEi@zD EiHzL

FresnelC@zD CHzL

FresnelS@zD SHzL

Hypergeometric0F1@a,zD 0F1H; a; zL *

Hypergeometric0F1Regularized@a,zD 0F
�

1H; a; zL *

Hypergeometric1F1@a,b,zD 1F1Ha; b; zL *

Hypergeometric1F1Regularized@a,b,zD 1F
�

1Ha; b; zL *

Hypergeometric2F1@a,b,c,zD 2F1Ha, b; c; zL *

Hypergeometric2F1Regularized@a,b,c,zD 2F
�

1Ha, b; c; zL *

HypergeometricPFQA9a1,¼,ap=,9b1,¼,bq=,zE

pFqHa1, a2,¼; b1, b2,¼; zL *

HypergeometricPFQRegularizedA9a1,¼,ap=,9b1,¼,bq=,zE

pF
�

qHa1, a2,¼; b1, b2,¼; zL *
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HypergeometricU@a,b,zD UHa, b, zL *

LegendreQ@n,xD QnHxL *

LegendreQ@n,m,xD Qn
m
HxL *

LegendreQ@n,m,a,zD Qn
m
HzL *

LogIntegral@zD liHzL

MeijerGA98a1,¼,an<,9an+1,¼,ap==,98b1,¼,bm<,9bm+1,¼,bq==,zE

G6,6
3,3

z
a1,¼, an, an+1,¼, ap

b1,¼, bm, bm+1,¼, bq
*

MeijerGA98a1,¼,an<,9an+1,¼,ap==,98b1,¼,bm<,9bm+1,¼,bq==,z,rE

G6,6
3,3

z, r
a1,¼, an, an+1,¼, ap

b1,¼, bm, bm+1,¼, bq
*

SinIntegral@zD SiHzL

SinhIntegral@zD ShiHzL

StruveH@Ν,zD HΝHzL *

StruveL@Ν,zD LΝHzL *

WeberE@Ν,xD EΝHxL *

WeberE@Ν,Μ,xD EΝ
Μ

HxL *

Hypergeometric−related functions.

Orthogonal Polynomials

StandardForm TraditionalForm

ChebyshevT@n,xD TnHxL

ChebyshevU@n,xD UnHxL

GegenbauerC@n,xD CnHxL

GegenbauerC@n,m,xD Cn
HmL
HxL

HermiteH@n,xD HnHxL

JacobiP@n,a,b,xD Pn
Ha,bL
HxL

LaguerreL@n,xD LnHxL

LaguerreL@n,a,xD Ln
a
HxL

LegendreP@n,xD PnHxL *

LegendreP@n,m,xD Pn
m
HxL *

LegendreP@n,m,a,zD Pn
m
HzL *

SphericalHarmonicY@l,m,Θ,ΦD Yl
m
HΘ, ΦL *

Orthogonal polynomials.
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Inverse Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

InverseErf@z0,sD erf-1Hz0, sL

InverseFunction@ fD f H-1L *

ProductLog@zD WHzL *

ProductLog@k,zD WkHzL *

Inverse functions.

Elliptic Integrals

StandardForm TraditionalForm

EllipticE@mD EHmL

EllipticE@Φ,mD EHΦ mL *

EllipticF@Φ,mD FHΦ mL *

EllipticK@mD KHmL

EllipticNomeQ@mD q HmL *

EllipticPi@n,mD P Hn mL *

EllipticPi@n,Φ,mD P Hn; Φ mL *

JacobiZeta@Φ,mD ZHΦ mL *

Elliptic integrals.
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Elliptic Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

DedekindEta@tD ΗHtL *

EllipticTheta@a,u,qD JaHu, qL

EllipticThetaPrime@a,u,qD Ja
¢ Hu, qL *

InverseEllipticNomeQ@qD q-1 HqL *

InverseJacobiCD@u,mD cd-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiCN@u,mD cn-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiCS@u,mD cs-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiDC@u,mD dc-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiDN@u,mD dn-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiDS@u,mD ds-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiNC@u,mD nc-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiND@u,mD nd-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiNS@u,mD ns-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiSC@u,mD sc-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiSD@u,mD sd-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiSN@u,mD sn-1Hu mL *

InverseWeierstrassP@p,8g2,g3<D Ã
-1Hp; g2, g3L

JacobiAmplitude@u,mD amHu mL

JacobiCD@u,mD cdHu mL *

JacobiCN@u,mD cnHu mL *

JacobiCS@u,mD csHu mL *

JacobiDC@u,mD dcHu mL *

JacobiDN@u,mD dnHu mL *

JacobiDS@u,mD dsHu mL *

JacobiNC@u,mD ncHu mL *

JacobiND@u,mD ndHu mL *

JacobiNS@u,mD nsHu mL *

JacobiSC@u,mD scHu mL *

JacobiSD@u,mD sdHu mL *

JacobiSN@u,mD snHu mL *

KleinInvariantJ@ΤD JHΤL *

ModularLambda@ΤD ΛHΤL *

NevilleThetaC@u,mD JcHu mL *

NevilleThetaD@u,mD JdHu mL *

NevilleThetaN@u,mD JnHu mL *

NevilleThetaS@u,mD JsHu mL *

WeierstrassP@u,8g2,g3<D ÃHu; g2, g3L

WeierstrassPPrime@u,8g2,g3<D Ã
¢Hu; g2, g3L *

WeierstrassSigma@u,8g2,g3<D ΣHu; g2, g3L *

WeierstrassZeta@u,8g2,g3<D ΖHu; g2, g3L *

Elliptic functions.
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Mathieu Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

MathieuCharacteristicA@r,qD arHqL *

MathieuCharacteristicB@r,qD brHqL *

Mathieu functions.

Generalized and Related Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

DiracDelta@x1,x2,¼D ∆Hx1, x2,¼L *

DiscreteDelta@n1,n2,¼D ∆Hn1, n2,¼L *

HeavisideLambda@xD LHxL *

HeavisideLambda@x1,x2,...D LHx1, x2L *

HeavisidePi@xD PHxL *

HeavisidePi@x1,x2,...D PHx1, x2L *

KroneckerDelta@n1,n2,¼D ∆n1, n2,¼ *

UnitBox@xD PHxL *

UnitBox@x1,x2,...D PHx1, x2L *

UnitStep@x1,x2,¼D ΘHx1, x2,¼L *

UnitTriangle@xD LHxL *

UnitTriange@x1,x2,...D LHx1, x2, ...L *

Generalized and related functions.

Matrix Operations

StandardForm TraditionalForm

Det@AD  A¤ *

Inverse@AD A-1

Transpose@AD AT

Matrix operations.

Logical Operations

StandardForm TraditionalForm

And@p1,p2,¼D p1 ì p2 ì¼

Implies@a,bD a Þ b *

Nand@p1,p2,¼D p1 ~ p2 ~ ¼
Nor@p1,p2,¼D p1 � p2 � ¼
Not@pD Ø p

Or@p1,p2,¼D p1 ê p2 ê¼

Xor@p1,p2,¼D p1 � p2 � ¼

Logical operations.
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Calculus

StandardForm TraditionalForm

C@nD cn *

D@ f@xDD D@ f HxLD

D@ f@xD,xD
¶ f HxL

¶x

D@ f@xD,8x,2<D
¶
2 f HxL

¶x2

D@ f@xD,8x,n<D
¶
n f HxL

¶xn

Dt@ f@xDD â f HxL *

Dt@ f@xD,xD
â f HxL

âx

Dt@ f@xD,8x,2<D
â
2 f HxL

âx2

Dt@ f@xD,8x,n<D
â
n f HxL

âxn

Derivative@1D@ fD f ¢

Derivative@2D@ fD f ¢¢

Derivative@d1,¼D@ fD f Hd1,¼L *

FourierTransform@expr,t,sD F t@exprD HsL
FourierTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8s1,s2,¼<D F t1, t2,¼@exprD Hs1, s2,¼L

Integrate@expr,xD Ù expr â x

Integrate@expr,x1,y,zD Ù Ù Ù expr â z â y â x1

Integrate@expr,8x,a,b<D Ùa
b
expr â x

Integrate@expr,8x,a,b<,8y,m,n<,8z,p,q<D Ùa
b
Ùm
n
Ùp
q
expr â z â y â x

InverseFourierTransform@expr,s,tD F s-1@exprD HtL

InverseFourierTransform@
expr,8s1,s2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

F s1, s2,¼-1 @exprD Ht1, t2,¼L

InverseLaplaceTransform@expr,s,tD L s-1@exprD HtL

InverseLaplaceTransform@
expr,8s1,s2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

L s1, s2,¼-1 @exprD Ht1, t2,¼L

LaplaceTransform@expr,t,sD L t@exprD HsL
LaplaceTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8s1,s2,¼<D L t1, t2, ¼ @exprD Hs1, s2,¼L
Limit@ f@xD,x®aD limx®a f HxL

Limit@ f@xD,x®a,Direction®+1D limx®a- f HxL

Limit@ f@xD,x®a,Direction®-1D limx®a+ f HxL
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O@xD OHxL

O@xD^n OHxLn

O@x,aD OHx - aL

O@x,aD^n OHx - aLn

Piecewise@88v1,c1<,8v2,c2<,¼<D

v1 c1

v2 c2

¼

*

Residue@zD resHzL

Series@ f@xD,8x,a,0<D f HaL + OIHx - aL1M *

Series@ f@xD,8x,a,1<D f HaL + f ¢HaL Hx - aL + OIHx - aL2M *

Series@Tan@z^H2�3LD,8z,0,3<D z2�3 +
z2

3
+

2 z10�3

15
+ OIz11�3M *

Calculus.

Discrete Calculus

StandardForm TraditionalForm

DifferenceDelta@ f,iD Æ i H f L *

DifferenceDelta@ f,8i,n<D Æ in H f L *

DifferenceDelta@ f,8i,n,h<D Æ 8i,n,h< H f L *

DifferenceDelta@ f,i, j,...D Æ i, j,... H f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,iD É i I f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,8i,n<D É in H f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,8i,n,h< É Hi,hLn
H f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,i, j,...D É i, j,... H f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,iD Ã i I f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,8i,n<D Ã in H f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,8i,n,h<D Ã Hi,hLn
H f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,i, j,...D Ã i, j,... H f L *

InverseZTransform@exp,z,nD Z z-1@expD HnL

InverseZTransform@exp,8z1,z2,...<,8n1,n2,...<D Z z1,z2,...-1 @expD Hn1, n2, ...L

ZTransform@exp,n,zD Z n@expD HzL
ZTransform@exp,8n1,n2,...<,8z1,z2,...<D Z n1,n2,...@expD Hz1, z2, ...L

Discrete Calculus.

Polynomial Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

Cyclotomic@n,zD CnHzL *

PolynomialMod@poly,mD poly modm *

Polynomial functions.
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q Functions

StandardForm TraditionalForm

QBinomial@n,m,qD
n

m
q

*

QFactorial@n,qD @nDq ! *

QGamma@z,qD GqHzL *

QHypergeometricPFQ@8a1,...,at<,8b1,...,bs<,q,zD 2Φ2Ha1, ..., at; b1, ..., bs; q, zL *

QPochhammer@a,q,nD Ha; qLn *

QPochhammer@a,qD Ha; qL
¥

*

QPochhammer@qD Hq; qL
¥

*

QPolyGamma@z,qD Ψq
H0L
HzL *

QPolyGamma@n,z,qD Ψq
HnL
HzL *

Q functions.
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Complete Alphabetical Listing

StandardForm TraditionalForm

Abs@zD  z¤ *

AiryAi@zD AiHzL

AiryAiPrime@zD Ai¢HzL

AiryBi@zD BiHzL

AiryBiPrime@zD Bi¢HzL

Algebraics A *

And@p1,p2,¼D p1 ì p2 ì¼

AngerJ@Ν,xD JΝHxL *

AngerJ@Ν,Μ,xD JΝ
Μ

HxL *

AppellF1@a,b1,b2,c,x,yD F1Ha; b1, b2; c; x, yL *

ArcCos@zD cos-1HzL

ArcCosh@zD cosh-1HzL

ArcCot@zD cot-1HzL

ArcCoth@zD coth-1HzL

ArcCsc@zD csc-1HzL

ArcCsch@zD csch-1HzL

ArcSec@zD sec-1HzL

ArcSech@zD sech-1HzL

ArcSin@zD sin-1HzL

ArcSinh@zD sinh-1HzL

ArcTan@zD tan-1HzL

ArcTanh@zD tanh-1HzL

ArithmeticGeometricMean@a,bD agm Ha, bL *

BernoulliB@nD Bn *

BernoulliB@n,zD Bn HzL *

BesselI@n,zD InHzL

BesselJ@n,zD JnHzL

BesselK@n,zD KnHzL

BesselY@n,zD YnHzL

Beta@a,bD B Ha, bL *

Beta@z,a,bD BzHa, bL *

Beta@z0,z1,a,bD BHz0, z1, a, bL *
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BetaRegularized@z,a,bD Iz Ha, bL *

BetaRegularized@z0,z1,a,bD IIz0, z1M Ha, bL *

Binomial@n,mD
n

m
*

Booleans B *

C@nD cn *

CarmichaelLambda@nD Λ HnL *

Catalan C *

Ceiling@zD `zp

ChampernowneNumber@bD Cb *

ChebyshevT@n,xD TnHxL

ChebyshevU@n,xD UnHxL

ClebschGordan@8 j1,m1<,8 j2,m2<,8 j3,m3<D X j1 j2 m1 m2 j1 j2 j3 m3\ *

Complexes C *

Cos@zD cosHzL

Cos@zDp cospHzL

Cosh@zD coshHzL

Cosh@zDp coshpHzL

CosIntegral@zD CiHzL

CoshIntegral@zD ChiHzL

Cot@zD cotHzL

Cot@zDp cotpHzL

Coth@zD cothHzL

Coth@zDp cothpHzL

Csc@zD cscHzL

Csc@zDp cscpHzL

Csch@zD cschHzL

Csch@zDp cschpHzL

Cyclotomic@n,zD CnHzL *

D@ f@xDD D@ f HxLD

D@ f@xD,xD
¶ f HxL

¶x

D@ f@xD,8x,2<D
¶
2 f HxL

¶x2

D@ f@xD,8x,n<D
¶
n f HxL

¶xn

Dt@ f@xDD â f HxL *

Dt@ f@xD,xD
â f HxL

âx
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Dt@ f@xD,8x,2<D
â
2 f HxL

âx2

Dt@ f@xD,8x,n<D
â
n f HxL

âxn

DawsonF@xD F(x) *

DedekindEta@tD ΗHtL *

Derivative@1D@ fD f ¢

Derivative@2D@ fD f ¢¢

Derivative@d1,¼D@ fD f Hd1,¼L *

Det@AD  A¤ *

DifferenceDelta@ f,iD Æ i H f L *

DifferenceDelta@ f,8i,n<D Æ in H f L *

DifferenceDelta@ f,8i,n,h<D Æ 8i,n,h< H f L *

DifferenceDelta@ f,i, j,...D Æ i, j,... H f L *

DiracDelta@x1,x2,¼D ∆Hx1, x2,¼L *

DiscreteDelta@n1,n2,¼D ∆Hn1, n2,¼L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,iD É i I f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,8i,n<D É in H f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,8i,n,h< É Hi,hLn
H f L *

DiscreteRatio@ f,i, j,...D É i, j,... H f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,iD Ã i I f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,8i,n<D Ã in H f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,8i,n,h<D Ã Hi,hLn
H f L *

DiscreteShift@ f,i, j,...D Ã i, j,... H f L *

DivisorSigma@k,nD Σk HnL *

EllipticE@mD EHmL

EllipticE@Φ,mD EHΦ mL *

EllipticF@Φ,mD FHΦ mL *

EllipticK@mD KHmL

EllipticNomeQ@mD q HmL *

EllipticPi@n,mD PHn mL *

EllipticPi@n,Φ,mD PHn; Φ mL *

EllipticTheta@a,u,qD JaHu, qL

EllipticThetaPrime@a,u,qD Ja
¢ Hu, qL *

Erf@zD erfHzL

Erf@z0,z1D erfHz0, z1L
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Erfc@zD erfcHzL

Erfi@zD erfiHzL

EulerE@nD En *

EulerE@n,zD EnHzL *

EulerGamma ý *

EulerPhi@nD ΦHnL *

ExpIntegralE@n,zD En HzL *

ExpIntegralEi@zD EiHzL

Fibonacci@nD Fn *

Fibonacci@n,zD Fn HzL *

Floor@zD dzt

FourierTransform@expr,t,sD F t@exprD HsL
FourierTransform@expr,8t1,t2,¼<,8s1,s2,¼<D F t1, t2,¼@exprD Hs1, s2,¼L
FractionalPart@xD fracHxL

FresnelC@zD C HzL

FresnelS@zD SHzL

Gamma@zD GHzL

Gamma@a,zD GHa, zL

Gamma@a,z1,z2D GHa, z1, z2L

GammaRegularized@a,zD Q Ha, zL *

GammaRegularized@a,z0,z1D QHa, z0, z1L *

GCD@n1,n2,¼D gcdHn1, n2,¼L

GegenbauerC@n,xD CnHxL

GegenbauerC@n,m,xD Cn
HmL
HxL

Glaisher A

GoldenRatio Φ *

HarmonicNumber@nD Hn *

HarmonicNumber@n,rD Hn
HrL

*

HeavisideLambda@xD LHxL *

HeavisideLambda@x1,x2,...D LHx1, x2L *

HeavisidePi@xD PHxL *

HeavisidePi@x1,x2,...D PHx1, x2L *

HermiteH@n,xD HnHxL

Hypergeometric0F1@a,zD 0F1H; a; zL *

Hypergeometric0F1Regularized@a,zD 0F
�

1H; a; zL *

Hypergeometric1F1@a,b,zD 1F1Ha; b; zL *

Hypergeometric1F1Regularized@a,b,zD 1F
�

1Ha; b; zL *
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Hypergeometric2F1@a,b,c,zD 2F1Ha, b; c; zL *

Hypergeometric2F1Regularized@a,b,c,zD 2F
�

1Ha, b; c; zL *

HypergeometricPFQA9a1,¼,ap=,9b1,¼,bq=,zE pFqHa1, a2,¼; b1, b2,¼; zL *

HypergeometricPFQRegularizedA

9a1,¼,ap=,9b1,¼,bq=,zE
pF
�

qHa1, a2,¼; b1, b2,¼; zL *

HypergeometricU@a,b,zD U Ha, b, zL *

Implies@a,bD a Þ b *

Integers Z *

Integrate@expr,xD Ù expr â x

Integrate@expr,x1,y,zD Ù Ù Ù expr â z â y â x1

Integrate@expr,8x,a,b<D Ùa
b
expr â x

Integrate@expr,8x,a,b<,8y,m,n<,8z,p,q<D Ùa
b
Ùm
n
Ùp
q
expr â z â y â x

Inverse@AD A-1

InverseBetaRegularized@s,a,bD Is
-1 Ha, bL *

InverseBetaRegularized@z0,s,a,bD I
Iz0, sM
-1 Ha, bL *

InverseEllipticNomeQ@qD q-1 HqL *

InverseErf@z0,sD erf-1Hz0, sL

InverseFourierTransform@expr,s,tD F s-1@exprD HtL

InverseFourierTransform@
expr,8s1,s2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

F s1, s2,¼-1 @exprD Ht1, t2,¼L

InverseFunction@ fD f H-1L *

InverseJacobiCD@u,mD cd-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiCN@u,mD cn-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiCS@u,mD cs-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiDC@u,mD dc-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiDN@u,mD dn-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiDS@u,mD ds-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiNC@u,mD nc-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiND@u,mD nd-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiNS@u,mD ns-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiSC@u,mD sc-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiSD@u,mD sd-1Hu mL *

InverseJacobiSN@u,mD sn-1Hu mL *

InverseLaplaceTransform@expr,s,tD L s-1@exprD HtL
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InverseLaplaceTransform@
expr,8s1,s2,¼<,8t1,t2,¼<D

L s1, s2,¼-1 @exprD Ht1, t2,¼L

InverseWeierstrassP@p,8g2,g3<D Ã
-1Hp; g2, g3L

InverseZTransform@exp,z,nD Z z-1@expD HnL

InverseZTransform@exp,8z1,z2,...<,8n1,n2,...<D Z z1,z2,...-1 @expD Hn1, n2, ...L

JacobiAmplitude@u,mD amHu mL

JacobiCD@u,mD cdHu mL *

JacobiCN@u,mD cnHu mL *

JacobiCS@u,mD csHu mL *

JacobiDC@u,mD dcHu mL *

JacobiDN@u,mD dnHu mL *

JacobiDS@u,mD dsHu mL *

JacobiNC@u,mD ncHu mL *

JacobiND@u,mD ndHu mL *

JacobiNS@u,mD nsHu mL *

JacobiSC@u,mD scHu mL *

JacobiSD@u,mD sdHu mL *

JacobiSN@u,mD snHu mL *

JacobiP@n,a,b,xD Pn
Ha, bL
HxL

JacobiSymbol@n,mD J
n

m
N *

JacobiZeta@Φ,mD ZHΦ mL *

KleinInvariantJ@ΤD JHΤL *

KroneckerDelta@n1,n2,¼D ∆n1, n2,¼ *

LaguerreL@n,xD LnHxL

LaguerreL@n,a,xD Ln
a
HxL

LegendreP@n,xD PnHxL *

LegendreP@n,m,xD Pn
m
HxL *

LegendreP@n,m,a,zD Pn
m
HzL *

LaplaceTransform@expr,t,sD L t@exprD HsL
LaplaceTransform@expr,s,tD L t1, t2,¼@exprD Hs1, s2,¼L
LCM@n1,n2,¼D lcmHn1, n2,¼L

LegendreQ@n,xD Qn HxL *

LegendreQ@n,m,xD Qn
m
HxL *

LegendreQ@n,m,a,zD Qn
m
HzL *

LerchPhi@z,s,aD FHz, s, aL *

Limit@ f@xD,x®aD limx®a f HxL

Limit@ f@xD,x®a,Direction®+1D limx®a- f HxL
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Limit@ f@xD,x®a,Direction®-1D limx®a+ f HxL

LiouvilleLambda@nD ΛHnL *

Log@zD logHzL

Log@b,zD logbHzL

Log@zD^p logpHzL

Log@b,zD^p logb
p
HzL

LogGamma@zD logGHzL

LogIntegral@zD liHzL

MangoldtLambda@nD LHnL *

MathieuCharacteristicA@r,qD arHqL *

MathieuCharacteristicB@r,qD br HqL *

MeijerGA98a1,¼,an<,9an+1,¼,ap==,

98b1,¼,bm<,9bm+1,¼,bq==,zE

G6,6
3,3

z
a1,¼, an, an+1,¼, ap

b1,¼, bm, bm+1,¼, bq
*

MeijerGA98a1,¼,an<,9an+1,¼,ap==,

98b1,¼,bm<,9bm+1,¼,bq==,z,rE

G6,6
3,3

z, r
a1,¼, an, an+1,¼, ap

b1,¼, bm, bm+1,¼, bq
*

Mod@m,nD mmod n *

ModularLambda@ΤD ΛHΤL *

MoebiusMu@nD Μ HnL *

Multinomial@n1,n2,¼,nkD Hn1 + n2 + nk + ¼; n1, n2,¼, nkL *

MultiplicativeOrder@k,nD ordnHkL

Nand@p1,p2,¼D p1 ~ p2 ~ ¼
NevilleThetaC@u,mD JcHu mL *

NevilleThetaD@u,mD JdHu mL *

NevilleThetaN@u,mD JnHu mL *

NevilleThetaS@u,mD JsHu mL *

Nor@p1,p2,¼D p1 � p2 � ¼
Not@pD Ø p

O@xD OHxL

O@xD^n OHxLn

O@x,aD OHx - aL

O@x,aD^n OHx - aLn

Or@p1,p2,¼D p1 ê p2 ê¼

PartitionsP@zD p HzL *

PartitionsQ@zD q HzL *

Piecewise@88v1,c1<,8v2,c2<,¼<D

v1 c1

v2 c2

¼

*
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Pochhammer@a,nD HaLn *

PolyGamma@zD Ψ HzL *

PolyGamma@n,zD Ψ
HnL HzL *

PolyLog@Ν,zD LiΝ HzL *

PolyLog@Ν,p,zD SΝ, p HzL *

PolynomialMod@poly,mD poly modm *

PowerMod@a,b,nD ab mod n *

Prime@nD pn *

PrimeNu@nD ΝHxL *

PrimeOmega@nD WHnL *

PrimePi@zD ΠHzL *

PrimeZetaP@xD PHxL *

Primes P *

ProductLog@zD WHzL *

ProductLog@k,zD WkHzL *

QBinomial@n,m,qD
n

m
q

*

QFactorial@n,qD @nDq ! *

QGamma@z,qD GqHzL *

QHypergeometricPFQ@8a1,...,at<,8b1,...,bs<,q,zD 2Φ2Ha1, ..., at; b1, ..., bs; q, zL *

QPochhammer@a,q,nD Ha; qLn *

QPochhammer@a,qD Ha; qL
¥

*

QPochhammer@qD Hq; qL
¥

*

QPolyGamma@z,qD Ψq
H0L
HzL *

QPolyGamma@n,z,qD Ψq
HnL
HzL *

RamanujanTau@nD Τ HnL *

Rationals Q *

Reals R *

Residue@zD resHzL

RiemannR@xD RHxL *

RiemannSiegelTheta@tD JHtL *

RiemannSiegelZ@tD Z HtL *

Sec@zD secHzL

Sec@zDp secpHzL

Sech@zD sechHzL

Sech@zDp sechpHzL

Series@ f@xD,8x,a,0<D f HaL + OIHx - aL1M *
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Series@ f@xD,8x,a,1<D f HaL + f ¢HaL Hx - aL + OIHx - aL2M *

Series@Tan@z^H2�3LD,8z,0,3<D z2�3 +
z2

3
+

2 z10�3

15
+ OIz11�3M *

Sign@zD sgnHzL

Signature@e1,e2,¼D ¶e1, e2,¼ *

Sin@zD sinHzL

Sin@zDp sinpHzL

Sinh@zD sinhHzL

Sinh@zDp sinhpHzL

SinIntegral@zD SiHzL

SinhIntegral@zD ShiHzL

SixJSymbol@8 j1, j2, j3<,8 j4, j5, j6<D
j1 j2 j3

j4 j5 j6
*

SphericalHarmonicY@l,m,Θ,ΦD Yl
m
HΘ, ΦL *

SquaresR@d,nD rd HnL *

StieltjesGamma@nD Γn *

StieltjesGamma@n,aD ΓnHaL *

StirlingS1@n,mD Sn
HmL

*

StirlingS2@n,mD S nHmL *

StruveH@Ν,zD HΝ HzL *

StruveL@Ν,zD LΝHzL *

Tan@zD tanHzL

Tan@zDp tanpHzL

Tanh@zD tanhHzL

Tanh@zDp tanhpHzL

ThreeJSymbol@8 j1,m1<,8 j2,m2<,8 j3,m3<D
j1 j2 j3

m1 m2 m3

*

Transpose@AD AT

UnitBox@xD PHxL *

UnitBox@x1,x2,...D PHx1, x2L *

UnitStep@x1,x2,¼D ΘHx1, x2,¼L *

UnitTriangle@xD LHxL *

UnitTriange@x1,x2,...D LHx1, x2, ...L *

WeberE@Ν,xD EΝHxL *

WeberE@Ν,Μ,xD EΝ
Μ

HxL *

WeierstrassP@u,8g2,g3<D ÃHu; g2, g3L

WeierstrassPPrime@u,8g2,g3<D Ã
¢Hu; g2, g3L *

WeierstrassSigma@u,8g2,g3<D ΣHu; g2, g3L *
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WeierstrassZeta@u,8g2,g3<D ΖHu; g2, g3L *

Xor@p1,p2,¼D p1 � p2 � ¼
Zeta@sD ΖHsL *

Zeta@s,aD ΖHs, aL *

ZTransform@exp,n,zD Z n@expD HzL
ZTransform@exp,8n1,n2,...<,8z1,z2,...<D Z n1,n2,...@expD Hz1, z2, ...L

Complete alphabetical listing.
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Short and Shallow Output
When you generate a very large output expression in Mathematica, you often do not want to see the whole expression at once. Rather,

you would first like to get an idea of the general structure of the expression, and then, perhaps, go in and look at particular parts in more

detail. 

The functions Short and Shallow allow you to see ú outlines ø  of large Mathematica expressions. 

Short@exprD show a one−line outline of expr

Short@expr,nD show an n−line outline of expr

Shallow@exprD show the ú top parts ø  of expr

Shallow@expr,8depth,length<D show the parts of expr to the specified depth and length

Showing outlines of expressions. 

This generates a long expression. If the whole expression were printed out here, it would go on for 23 lines. 

In[1]:= t = Expand@H1 + x + yL^12D;

This gives a one−line ú outlineø  of t. The << >> indicates the number of terms omitted. 

In[2]:= Short@tD

Out[2]//Short= 1 + 12 x + 66 x2 + 220 x3 + 495 x4 + �81� + 132 x y10 + 66 x2 y10 + 12 y11 + 12 x y11 + y12

When Mathematica generates output in a textual format such as OutputForm, it first effectively writes the output in one long row. Then

it looks at the width of text you have asked for, and it chops the row of output into a sequence of separate ú linesø . Each of the ú lines ø
may of course contain superscripts and built−up fractions, and so may take up more than one actual line on your output device. When

you specify  a particular  number of  lines in  Short,  Mathematica  takes this  to  be the number of  ú logical lines ø  that  you want,  not  the

number of actual physical lines on your particular output device.

Here is a four−line version of t. More terms are shown in this case. 

In[3]:= Short@t, 4D

Out[3]//Short= 1 + 12 x + 66 x2 + 220 x3 + 495 x4 + 792 x5 + 924 x6 + 792 x7 + 495 x8 + 220 x9 + 66 x10 + 12 x11 + x12 + 12 y + 132 x y + �61� +

Short  works  in  other  formats  too,  such  as  StandardForm  and  TraditionalForm.  When  using  these  formats,  linewrapping  is

determined by the notebook interface when displaying the output rather than by the kernel when creating the output. As a result, setting

the number of lines generated by Short can only approximate the actual number of lines displayed onscreen.

You can use Short with other output forms, such as InputForm . 

In[4]:= Short@InputForm@tDD

Out[4]//Short= 1 + 12*x + 66*x^2 + 220*x^3 + 495*x^4 + <<83>> + 12*y^11 + 12*x*y^11 + y^12

Short  works by removing a sequence of  parts  from an expression until  the output  form of  the result  fits  on the number  of  lines you

specify. Sometimes, however, you may find it better to specify not how many final output lines you want, but which parts of the expres−

sion to drop.  Shallow@expr, 8depth, length<D  includes only length  arguments to any function,  and drops all  subexpressions that  are

below the specified depth. 

Shallow shows a different outline of t. 

In[5]:= Shallow@tD

Out[5]//Shallow= 1 + 12 x + 66 Power@�2�D + 220 Power@�2�D + 495 Power@�2�D + 792 Power@�2�D + 924 Power@�2�D + 792 Power
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This includes only 10 arguments to each function, but allows any depth. 

In[6]:= Shallow@t, 8Infinity, 10<D

Out[6]//Shallow= 1 + 12 x + 66 x2 + 220 x3 + 495 x4 + 792 x5 + 924 x6 + 792 x7 + 495 x8 + 220 x9 + �81�

Shallow is particularly useful when you want to drop parts in a uniform way throughout a highly nested expression, such as a large list

structure returned by Trace. 

Here is the recursive definition of the Fibonacci function. 

In[7]:= fib@n_D := fib@n - 1D + fib@n - 2D; fib@0D = fib@1D = 1

Out[7]= 1

This generates a large list structure. 

In[8]:= tr = Trace@fib@8DD;

You can use Shallow to see an outline of the structure. 

In[9]:= Shallow@trD

Out[9]//Shallow= 

Short gives you a less uniform outline, which can be more difficult to understand. 

In[10]:= Short@tr, 4D

Out[10]//Short= 8fib@8D, fib@8 - 1D + fib@8 - 2D, 888 - 1, 7<, fib@7D, �3�, 13 + 8, 21<, 8�1�<, 21 + 13, 34<

When generated outputs in the notebook interface are exceedingly large, Mathematica automatically applies Short to the output. This

user  interface  enhancement  prevents  Mathematica  from  spending  a  lot  of  time  generating  and  formatting  the  printed  output  for  an

evaluation which probably generated output you did not expect.

Typically, an assignment like this would have a semicolon at the end.

In[11]:= lst = RangeA106E

Out[11]=

A very large output was generated. Here is a sample of it:

81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, �999964�, 999983, 999 984, 999985, 999 986

Show Less Show More Show Full Output Set Size Limit...

The buttons in the user interface allow you to control how much of the output you see. The size threshold at which this behavior takes

effect is determined by the byte count of the output expression. That byte count can be set in the Preferences dialog of the notebook

interface, which is opened by the Set Size Limit button.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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String−Oriented Output Formats

"text" a string containing arbitrary text

Text strings. 

The quotes are not included in standard Mathematica output form. 

In[1]:= "This is a string."

Out[1]= This is a string.

In input form, the quotes are included. 

In[2]:= InputForm@%D

Out[2]//InputForm= "This is a string."

You can put  any  kind  of  text  into  a  Mathematica  string.  This  includes  non−English  characters,  as  well  as  newlines  and other  control

information. "Strings and Characters" discusses in more detail how strings work. 

StringForm@"cccc‘‘cccc",x1,x2,¼D output a string in which successive ‘‘ are replaced by successive xi

StringForm@"cccc‘i‘cccc",x1,x2,¼D output a string in which each ‘ i ‘ is replaced by the corresponding xi

Using format strings. 

In many situations, you may want to generate output using a string as a ú templateø , but ú splicingø  in various Mathematica expressions.

You can do this using StringForm. 

This generates output with each successive ‘‘ replaced by an expression. 

In[3]:= StringForm@"x = ‘‘, y = ‘‘", 3, H1 + uL^2D

Out[3]= x = 3, y = H1 + uL2

You can use numbers to pick out expressions in any order. 

In[4]:= StringForm@"8‘1‘, ‘2‘, ‘1‘<", a, bD

Out[4]= 8a, b, a<

The  string  in  StringForm  acts  somewhat  like  a  ú format directive ø  in  the  formatted  output  statements  of  languages  such  as  C  and

Fortran.  You  can  determine  how  the  expressions  in  StringForm  will  be  formatted  by  wrapping  them  with  standard  output  format

functions. 

You can specify how the expressions in StringForm are formatted using standard output format functions. 

In[5]:= StringForm@"The ‘‘ of ‘‘ is ‘‘.", TeXForm, a�b, TeXForm@a�bDD

Out[5]= The TeXForm of
a

b
is \frac 8a< 8b<.

You should realize that StringForm is only an output format. It does not evaluate in any way. You can use the function ToString  to

create an ordinary string from a StringForm object. 
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StringForm generates formatted output in standard Mathematica output form. 

In[6]:= StringForm@"Q: ‘‘ -> ‘‘", a, bD

Out[6]= Q: a -> b

In input form, you can see the actual StringForm object. 

In[7]:= InputForm@%D

Out[7]//InputForm= StringForm["Q: ‘‘ −> ‘‘", a, b]

This creates an ordinary string from the StringForm object. 

In[8]:= InputForm@ToString@%DD

Out[8]//InputForm= "Q: a −> b"

StringForm allows you to specify a ú template stringø , then fill in various expressions. Sometimes all you want to do is to concatenate

together the output forms for a sequence of expressions. You can do this using Row. 

Row@8expr
1
,expr

2
,¼<D give the output forms of the expri concatenated together

Row@list, sD insert s between successive elements

Spacer@wD a space of w points which can be used in Row

Invisible@exprD a space determined by the physical dimensions of expr

Output of sequences of expressions. 

Row prints as a sequence of expressions concatenated together. 

In[9]:= Row@8"@x = ", 56, "D"<D

Out[9]= @x = 56D

Row also works with typeset expressions. 

In[10]:= Row@8"@y = ", Subscript@a, bD, "D"<D

Out[10]= @y = abD

Row can automatically insert any expression between the displayed elements.

In[11]:= Row@8a, b, c, d<, "�"D

Out[11]= a�b�c�d

Spacer can be used to control the precise spacing between elements.

In[12]:= Row@8"x", Spacer@10D, "y"<D

Out[12]= x y

Column@8expr
1
,expr

2
,¼<D a left−aligned column of objects

Column@list,alignmentD a column with a specified horizontal alignment (Left , Center or Right)

Column@list,alignment,sD a column with elements separated by s x−heights

Output of columns of expressions. 
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This arranges the two expressions in a column. 

In[13]:= Column@8a + b, x^2<D

Out[13]=
a + b

x2

Defer@exprD give the output form of expr, with expr maintained unevaluated

Interpretation@e,exprD give an output which displays as e, but evaluates as expr

Output of unevaluated expressions. 

Using text strings and functions like Row,  you can generate pieces of output that do not necessarily correspond to valid Mathematica

expressions. Sometimes, however, you want to generate output that corresponds to a valid Mathematica  expression, but only so long

as  the  expression  is  not  evaluated.  The  function  Defer  maintains  its  argument  unevaluated,  but  allows  it  to  be  formatted  in  the

standard Mathematica output form. 

Defer maintains 1 + 1 unevaluated. 

In[14]:= Defer@1 + 1D

Out[14]= 1 + 1

The Defer prevents the actual assignment from being done. 

In[15]:= Defer@x = 3D

Out[15]= x = 3

When the output of Defer is evaluated again, which might happen by modifying the output or by using copy and paste, it will evaluate

normally.

The following output was copied from the previous output cell into an input cell.

In[16]:= x = 3

Out[16]= 3

It is also possible to produce output whose appearance has no direct correlation to how it evaluates by using Interpretation . This

method is effectively used by Mathematica when formatting some kinds of outputs where the most readable form does not correspond

well  to  the  internal  representation  of  the  object.  For  example,  Series  always  generates  an  Interpretation  object  in  its  default

output.

Although this output displays as y, it will evaluate as x.

In[17]:= Interpretation@y, xD

Out[17]= y

Copying and pasting the previous output will reference the value earlier assigned to x.

In[18]:= 2 y

Out[18]= 6

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Output Formats for Numbers

ScientificForm@exprD print all numbers in scientific notation

EngineeringForm@exprD print all numbers in engineering notation (exponents divisible by 3)

AccountingForm@exprD print all numbers in standard accounting format

Output formats for numbers. 

These numbers are given in the default output format. Large numbers are given in scientific notation. 

In[1]:= 86.7^-4, 6.7^6, 6.7^8<

Out[1]= 90.00049625, 90458.4, 4.06068´106=

This gives all numbers in scientific notation. 

In[2]:= ScientificForm@%D

Out[2]//ScientificForm= 94.9625´10
-4, 9.04584´104, 4.06068´106=

This gives the numbers in engineering notation, with exponents arranged to be multiples of three. 

In[3]:= EngineeringForm@%D

Out[3]//EngineeringForm= 9496.25´10
-6, 90.4584´103, 4.06068´106=

In accounting form, negative numbers are given in parentheses, and scientific notation is never used. 

In[4]:= AccountingForm@85.6, -6.7, 10.^7<D

Out[4]//AccountingForm= 85.6, H6.7L, 10000000.<

NumberForm@expr,totD print at most tot digits of all approximate real numbers in expr

ScientificForm@expr,totD use scientific notation with at most tot digits

EngineeringForm@expr,totD use engineering notation with at most tot digits

Controlling the printed precision of real numbers. 

Here is Π9 to 30 decimal places. 

In[5]:= N@Pi^9, 30D

Out[5]= 29809.0993334462116665094024012

This prints just 10 digits of Π9. 

In[6]:= NumberForm@%, 10D

Out[6]//NumberForm= 29809.09933

This gives 12 digits, in engineering notation. 

In[7]:= EngineeringForm@%, 12D

Out[7]//EngineeringForm= 29.8090993334´103
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option name default value

DigitBlock Infinity maximum length of blocks of digits between breaks

NumberSeparator 8","," "< strings to insert at breaks between blocks of digits to the left 
and right of a decimal point

NumberPoint "." string to use for a decimal point

NumberMultiplier "�@TimesD" string to use for the multiplication sign in scientific notation

NumberSigns 8"-",""< strings to use for signs of negative and positive numbers

NumberPadding 8"",""< strings to use for padding on the left and right

SignPadding False whether to insert padding after the sign

NumberFormat Automatic function to generate final format of number

ExponentFunction Automatic function to determine the exponent to use

Options for number formatting. 

All the options in the table except the last one apply to both integers and approximate real numbers. 

All  the options can be used in any of the functions NumberForm,  ScientificForm ,  EngineeringForm  and AccountingForm .  In

fact, you can in principle reproduce the behavior of any one of these functions simply by giving appropriate option settings in one of the

others. The default option settings listed in the table are those for NumberForm. 

Setting DigitBlock -> n breaks digits into blocks of length n. 

In[8]:= NumberForm@30!, DigitBlock -> 3D

Out[8]//NumberForm= 265,252,859,812,191,058,636,308,480,000,000

You can specify any string to use as a separator between blocks of digits. 

In[9]:= NumberForm@30!, DigitBlock -> 5, NumberSeparator -> " "D

Out[9]//NumberForm= 265 25285 98121 91058 63630 84800 00000

This gives an explicit plus sign for positive numbers, and uses È in place of a decimal point. 

In[10]:= NumberForm@84.5, -6.8<, NumberSigns -> 8"-", "+"<, NumberPoint -> "È"D

Out[10]//NumberForm= 8+4È5, -6È8<

When Mathematica prints an approximate real number, it has to choose whether scientific notation should be used, and if so, how many

digits should appear to the left of the decimal point. What Mathematica does is first to find out what the exponent would be if scientific

notation were used, and one digit were given to the left of the decimal point. Then it takes this exponent, and applies any function given

as  the  setting  for  the  option  ExponentFunction.  This  function  should  return  the  actual  exponent  to  be  used,  or  Null  if  scientific

notation should not be used. 

The default is to use scientific notation for all numbers with exponents outside the range -5 to 5. 

In[11]:= 88.^5, 11.^7, 13.^9<

Out[11]= 932768., 1.94872´107, 1.06045´1010=

This uses scientific notation only for numbers with exponents of 10 or more. 

In[12]:= NumberForm@%, ExponentFunction -> HIf@-10 < ð < 10, Null, ðD &LD

Out[12]//NumberForm= 932768., 19487171., 1.06045´1010=

This forces all exponents to be multiples of 3. 

In[13]:= NumberForm@%, ExponentFunction -> H3 Quotient@ð, 3D &LD

Out[13]//NumberForm= 932.768´10
3, 19.4872´106, 10.6045´109=
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Having determined what the mantissa and exponent for a number should be, the final step is to assemble these into the object to print.

The option NumberFormat  allows you to give an arbitrary function which specifies the print form for the number. The function takes as

arguments three strings: the mantissa, the base, and the exponent for the number. If there is no exponent, it is given as "". 

This gives the exponents in Fortran−like ú eø  format. 

In[14]:= NumberForm@85.6^10, 7.8^20<, NumberFormat -> HSequenceForm@ð1, "e", ð3D &LD

Out[14]//NumberForm= 83.03305e7, 6.94852e17<

You can use FortranForm to print individual numbers in Fortran format. 

In[15]:= FortranForm@7.8^20D

Out[15]//FortranForm= 6.94851587086215e17/

PaddedForm@expr,totD print with all numbers having room for tot digits, padding with leading spaces if 
necessary

PaddedForm@expr,8tot, frac<D print with all numbers having room for tot digits, with exactly frac digits to the right 

of the decimal point

NumberForm@expr,8tot, frac<D print with all numbers having at most tot digits, exactly frac of them to the right of 

the decimal point

Column@8expr
1
,expr

2
,¼<D print with the expri left aligned in a column

Controlling the alignment of numbers in output. 

Whenever you print a collection of numbers in a column or some other definite arrangement, you typically need to be able to align the

numbers in  a  definite  way.  Usually  you want  all  the numbers to  be set  up so that  the digit  corresponding to  a  particular  power  of  10

always appears at the same position within the region used to print a number. 

You  can  change  the  positions  of  digits  in  the  printed  form  of  a  number  by  ú padding ø  it  in  various  ways.  You  can  pad  on  the  right,

typically adding zeros somewhere after the decimal. Or you can pad on the left, typically inserting spaces in place of leading zeros. 

This pads with spaces to make room for up to 7 digits in each integer. 

In[16]:= PaddedForm@8456, 12345, 12<, 7D

Out[16]//PaddedForm= 8 456, 12345, 12<

This creates a column of integers. 

In[17]:= PaddedForm@Column@8456, 12345, 12<D, 7D

Out[17]//PaddedForm= 456

12345

12

This prints each number with room for a total of 7 digits, and with 4 digits to the right of the decimal point. 

In[18]:= PaddedForm@8-6.7, 6.888, 6.99999<, 87, 4<D

Out[18]//PaddedForm= 8 -6.7000, 6.8880, 7.0000<

In NumberForm, the 7 specifies the maximum precision, but does not make Mathematica pad with spaces. 

In[19]:= NumberForm@8-6.7, 6.888, 6.99999<, 87, 4<D

Out[19]//NumberForm= 8-6.7000, 6.8880, 7.0000<
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If you set the option SignPadding -> True , Mathematica will insert leading spaces after the sign. 

In[20]:= PaddedForm@8-6.7, 6.888, 6.99999<, 87, 4<, SignPadding -> TrueD

Out[20]//PaddedForm= 8- 6.7000, 6.8880, 7.0000<

Only the mantissa portion is aligned when scientific notation is used. 

In[21]:= PaddedForm@Column@86.7 ´ 10^8, 48.7, -2.3 10^-16<D, 84, 2<D

Out[21]//PaddedForm= 6.70´108

48.70

-2.30´10-16

With  the  default  setting  for  the  option  NumberPadding,  both  NumberForm  and  PaddedForm  insert  trailing  zeros  when  they  pad  a

number on the right. You can use spaces for padding on both the left and the right by setting NumberPadding -> 8" ", " "<. 

This uses spaces instead of zeros for padding on the right. 

In[22]:= PaddedForm@8-6.7, 6.888, 6.99999<, 87, 4<, NumberPadding -> 8" ", " "<D

Out[22]//PaddedForm= 8 -6.7 , 6.888 , 7. <

BaseForm@expr,bD print with all numbers given in base b

Printing numbers in other bases. 

This prints a number in base 2. 

In[23]:= BaseForm@2342 424, 2D

Out[23]//BaseForm= 10001110111110000110002

In bases higher than 10, letters are used for the extra digits. 

In[24]:= BaseForm@242345 341, 16D

Out[24]//BaseForm= e71e57d16

BaseForm also works with approximate real numbers. 

In[25]:= BaseForm@2.3, 2D

Out[25]//BaseForm= 10.0100110011001100112

You can even use BaseForm for numbers printed in scientific notation. 

In[26]:= BaseForm@2.3 ´ 10^8, 2D

Out[26]//BaseForm= 1.10110110101100001012 ´2
27

"Digits in Numbers" discusses how to enter numbers in arbitrary bases, and also how to get lists of the digits in a number. 
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Tables and Matrices

Column@listD typeset as a column of elements

Grid@listD typeset as a grid of elements

TableForm@listD print in tabular form

Formatting lists as tables and matrices. 

Here is a list. 

In[1]:= Table@Hi + 45L^j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D

Out[1]= 8846, 2116, 97336<, 847, 2209, 103 823<, 848, 2304, 110592<<

Grid  gives the list typeset in a tabular format. 

In[2]:= Grid@%D

Out[2]=

46 2116 97 336

47 2209 103 823

48 2304 110 592

TableForm  displays the list in a tabular format.

In[3]:= TableForm@%%D

Out[3]//TableForm=

46 2116 97336

47 2209 103823

48 2304 110592

Grid  and Column  are  wrappers  which do not  evaluate,  but  typeset  their  contents  into  appropriate  forms.  They are typesetting con−

structs and require a front end to render correctly.

Column is a shorthand for a Grid  with one column.

In[4]:= Column@Range@5DD

Out[4]=

1

2

3

4

5

The FullForm of a Grid  or Column demonstrates that the head is inert.

In[5]:= FullForm@%D

Out[5]//FullForm= Column@List@1, 2, 3, 4, 5DD

All of these wrappers can be used to present any kind of data, including graphical data.

In[6]:= Grid@88"disk", Graphics@Disk@D, ImageSize ® 25D<, 8"square", Graphics@Rectangle@D, ImageSize ® 25D<<D

Out[6]=

disk

square
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PaddedForm@Column@listD,totD print a column with all numbers padded to have room for tot digits

PaddedForm@Grid@listD,totD print a table with all numbers padded to have room for tot digits

PaddedForm@Grid@listD,8tot, frac<D put frac digits to the right of the decimal point in all approximate real numbers

Printing tables of numbers. 

Here is a list of numbers. 

In[7]:= fac = 810!, 15!, 20!<

Out[7]= 83628 800, 1307 674368000, 2 432902 008176640 000<

Column displays the list in a column. 

In[8]:= Column@facD

Out[8]=

3628 800

1307 674368 000

2432 902008 176640000

This aligns the numbers by padding each one to leave room for up to 20 digits. 

In[9]:= PaddedForm@Column@facD, 20D

Out[9]//PaddedForm=

3628800

1307674368000

2432902008176640000

In this particular case, you could also align the numbers using the Alignment  option. 

In[10]:= Column@fac, Alignment -> 8Right<D

Out[10]=

3 628800

1 307674 368000

2432902 008176 640000

This lines up the numbers, padding each one to have room for 8 digits, with 5 digits to the right of the decimal point. 

In[11]:= PaddedForm@Column@86.7, 6.888, 6.99999<D, 88, 5<D

Out[11]//PaddedForm=

6.70000

6.88800

6.99999

SpanFromLeft span from the element on the left

SpanFromAbove span from the element above

SpanFromBoth span from the element above and to the left

Symbols used to represent spanning in Grid .

Grid  takes a rectangular  matrix  as its  first  argument.  Individual  elements of  the Grid  can span across multiple rows,  columns,  or  a

rectangular subgrid by specifying the areas to be spanned. The spanning element is always specified in the upper left−hand corner of

the spanning area, and the remaining area is filled in with the appropriate spanning symbols.

This shows a spanning row, where the spanning portion is filled in using SpanFromLeft.

In[12]:= Grid@88"t", SpanFromLeft, SpanFromLeft, SpanFromLeft<, 8"a", "b", "c", "d"<<D

Out[12]=
t

a b c d
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Similarly, a column can be spanned using SpanFromAbove.

In[13]:= Grid@88"t", "a"<, 8SpanFromAbove, "b"<<D

Out[13]=
t a

b

When specifying a rectangular spanning area, SpanFromBoth is used in every element which is both below and to the right of the 

spanning element.

In[14]:= Grid@88"t", SpanFromLeft, "a"<, 8SpanFromAbove, SpanFromBoth, "b"<, 8"c", "d", "e"<<D

Out[14]=

t a

b

c d e

option default value

Background None what background colors to use

BaselinePosition Automatic what to align with a surrounding text baseline

BaseStyle 8< base style specifications for the grid

Frame None where to draw frames in the grid

FrameStyle Automatic style to use for frames

Some options which affect the behavior of a Grid  as a whole. 

The Frame option can specify a frame around the entire Grid .

In[15]:= Grid@88"a", "b"<, 8"c", "d"<<, Frame ® TrueD

Out[15]=
a b

c d

This uses FrameStyle to change the appearance of a frame.

In[16]:= Grid@88"a", "b"<, 8"c", "d"<<, Frame ® True, FrameStyle ® 8Brown, AbsoluteThickness@5D<D

Out[16]=
a b

c d

This uses Background to specify a background color for the entire Grid .

In[17]:= Grid@88"a", "b"<, 8"c", "d"<<, Background ® Pink, Frame ® TrueD

Out[17]=
a b

c d

The position of a Grid  relative to its surroundings can be controlled using the BaselinePosition option.

In[18]:= Row@8"A matrix:", Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, BaselinePosition ® TopD<D

Out[18]= A matrix:
1 2

3 4

This aligns the bottom of the grid with the baseline.

In[19]:= Row@8"A matrix:", Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, BaselinePosition ® BottomD<D

Out[19]= A matrix:

1 2

3 4
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This sets the base style of the entire Grid  to be the Subsection style.

In[20]:= Grid@88"a", "bit"<, 8"of", "text"<<, BaseStyle ® 8"Subsection"<D

Out[20]=
a bit

of text

Column  is a shorthand for specifying a Grid  with one column. Since the two functions are similar, the same options can be used for

each one.

This sets some Grid  options for Column.

In[21]:= Column@81, 2, 3, 4<, Background ® Pink, Frame ® TrueD

Out[21]=

1

2

3

4

option default value

Alignment 8Center,Baseline< horizontal and vertical alignment of items

Dividers None where to draw divider lines in the grid

ItemSize Automatic width and height of each item

ItemStyle None styles for columns and rows

Spacings 80.8,0.1< horizontal and vertical spacings

Some options which affect the columns and rows of a Grid . 

The options for Grid  which affect individual rows and columns all share a similar syntax. The options can be specified as 8x, y<, where x

applies to all of the columns and y applies to all of the rows; x and y can be single values, or they can be a list of values which represent

each column or row in turn.

With no Alignment  setting, elements align to the center horizontally and on the baseline vertically.

In[22]:= Grid@88"ten", 10!<, 8"twenty", 20!<<D

Out[22]=
ten 3628 800

twenty 2 432902008 176640 000

This changes the horizontal alignment of columns to be on the right.

In[23]:= Grid@88"ten", 10!<, 8"twenty", 20!<<, Alignment ® 8Right, Baseline<D

Out[23]=
ten 3628800

twenty 2432 902008 176640000

This sets the horizontal alignment of each column separately.

In[24]:= Grid@88"ten", 10!<, 8"twenty", 20!<<, Alignment ® 88Left, Right<, Baseline<D

Out[24]=
ten 3628800

twenty 2432 902008 176640000

When Background  or  ItemStyle  options  specify  distinct  settings  for  rows  and  columns,  the  front  end  will  attempt  to  combine  the

settings where the rows and columns overlap.

This shows how the green row combines with columns of various colors.

In[25]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, Background ® 88Orange, None, Cyan<, 8None, Green, None<<D

Out[25]=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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This example shows how ItemStyle  can combine styles specified in both rows and columns.

In[26]:= Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, ItemStyle ® 88Red, Automatic<, 8Bold, Italic<<D

Out[26]=
1 2

3 4

To repeat an individual row or column specification over multiple rows or columns, wrap it in a list. The repeated element will be used as

often as necessary. If you wrap multiple elements in a list, the entire list will be repeated in sequence.

The red divider is repeated.

In[27]:= Grid@881, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12<<, Dividers ® 88None, 8Red<, None<, None<D

Out[27]=
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

Here, red and black dividers are repeated in sequence.

In[28]:= Grid@881, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12<<, Dividers ® 88None, 8Red, Black<, None<, None<D

Out[28]=
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

The  ItemSize  and  Spacings  options  take  their  horizontal  measurements  in  ems  and  their  vertical  measurements  in  line  heights

based upon the current font.  Both options also can take a Scaled  coordinate, where the coordinate specifies the fraction of the total

cell width or window height. The ItemSize  option also allows you to request as much space as is required to fit all of the elements in

the given row or column by using the keyword Full .

This makes all of the items 3 ems wide and 1 line height tall.

In[29]:= Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, Dividers ® All, ItemSize ® 83, 1<D

Out[29]=
1 2

3 4

The same example in a new font size will show at a different size.

In[30]:= Style@Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, Dividers ® All, ItemSize ® 83, 1<D, FontSize ® 18D

Out[30]=

1 2

3 4

The buttons in this example will always be sized to be a quarter of the width of the cell.

In[31]:= Grid@88Button@"Left button"D, Button@"Right button"D<<, ItemSize ® 888Scaled@0.25D<<, Full<D

Out[31]=

The first and last settings for Spacings specify one−half of the top and bottom space.

In[32]:= Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, Frame ® True, Spacings ® 881, 0, 1<, 81, 1, 1<<D

Out[32]=

12

34
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option default value

Alignment 8Center,Baseline< horizontal and vertical alignment of items

Background None what background colors to use

BaseStyle 8< base style specifications for the item

Frame None where to draw frames around the item

FrameStyle Automatic style to use for frames

ItemSize Automatic width and height of each item

Some options for Item . 

Many of  the settings which can be applied to entire rows and columns can also be applied individually  to the elements of  a Grid  or

Column  by using the Item  wrapper. Item  allows you to change these settings at the granularity of a single item. Settings which are

specified at the Item  level always override settings from the Grid  or Column as a whole.

This sets item−specific options for the lower left−hand element.

In[33]:= Grid@881, 2<, 8Item@3, Background ® LightGreen, Frame ® TrueD, 4<<D

Out[33]=

1 2

3 4

The Background setting for Item  overrides the one for the Column.

In[34]:= Column@81, 2, Item@3, Background ® PinkD<, Background ® YellowD

Out[34]=

1

2

3

Most  of  the  options  to  Item  take  the  same settings  as  their  Grid  counterparts.  However,  the  Alignment  and  ItemSize  options,

which allow complex row and column settings in Grid , take only the 8horizontal, vertical< setting in Item .

This specifies a larger item area and how the text should be aligned within it.

In[35]:= Column@
8Item@"Some aligned text", Frame ® True, ItemSize ® 815, 3<, Alignment ® 8Center, Bottom<D, "caption"<D

Out[35]= Some aligned text

caption

The width value of the ItemSize option is used to determine line breaking.

In[36]:= Column@8Item@N@Pi, 20D, ItemSize ® 810, 2<D, "digits of pi"<D

Out[36]=
3.141592653589793�
2385

digits of pi

The ItemSize here specifies a minimum height of 2 line heights, but the item is larger.

In[37]:= Column@8Item@N@Pi, 50D, ItemSize ® 810, 2<D, "digits of pi"<D

Out[37]=

3.141592653589793�
238462643383279�
502884197169399�
3751

digits of pi

Formatting Higher−Dimensional Data
Column  supports  one−dimensional  data,  and  Grid  supports  two−dimensional  data.  To  print  arrays  with  an  arbitrary  number  of

dimensions, you can use TableForm .
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Here is the format for a 2×2 array of elements a@i, jD. 

In[39]:= TableForm@Array@a, 82, 2<DD

Out[39]//TableForm=

Here is a 2×2×2 array.

In[40]:= TableForm@8Array@a, 82, 2<D, Array@b, 82, 2<D<D

Out[40]//TableForm=

And here is a 2×2×2×2 array. 

In[41]:= TableForm@88Array@a, 82, 2<D, Array@b, 82, 2<D<, 8Array@c, 82, 2<D, Array@d, 82, 2<D<<D

Out[41]//TableForm=

In  general,  when you print  an n−dimensional  table,  successive dimensions are alternately  given as columns and rows.  By setting the

option TableDirections -> 8dir1, dir2, ¼<,  where the diri  are Column  or Row,  you can specify explicitly which way each dimen−

sion should be given. By default, the option is effectively set to 8Column, Row, Column, Row, ¼<. 

The option TableDirections allows you to specify explicitly how each dimension in a multidimensional table should be given. 

In[42]:= TableForm@8Array@a, 82, 2<D, Array@b, 82, 2<D<, TableDirections -> 8Row, Row, Column<D

Out[42]//TableForm=

TableForm  can handle arbitrary ú raggedø  arrays. It leaves blanks wherever there are no elements supplied. 

TableForm  can handle ú raggedø  arrays. 

In[43]:= TableForm@88a, a, a<, 8b, b<<D

Out[43]//TableForm=

You can include objects that behave as ú subtables ø . 

In[44]:= TableForm@88a, 88p, q<, 8r, s<<, a, a<, 88x, y<, b, b<<D

Out[44]//TableForm=

You can control the number of levels in a nested list to which TableForm  goes by setting the option TableDepth. 

This tells TableForm  only to go down to depth 2. As a result 8x, y< is treated as a single table entry. 

In[45]:= TableForm@88a, 8x, y<<, 8c, d<<, TableDepth -> 2D

Out[45]//TableForm=
a 8x, y<

c d
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option name default value

TableDepth Infinity maximum number of levels to include in the table

TableDirections 8Column,Row,

Column,¼<

whether to arrange dimensions as rows or columns

TableAlignments 8Left,Bottom,

Left,¼<

how to align the entries in each dimension

TableSpacing 81,3,0,1,0,¼< how many spaces to put between entries in each dimension

TableHeadings 8None,None,¼< how to label the entries in each dimension

Options for TableForm . 

With the option TableAlignments, you can specify how each entry in the table should be aligned with its row or column. For columns,

you  can  specify  Left ,  Center  or  Right.  For  rows,  you  can  specify  Bottom,  Center  or  Top.  If  you  set

TableAlignments -> Center,  all  entries will  be centered both horizontally  and vertically.  TableAlignments -> Automatic  uses

the default choice of alignments. 

Entries in columns are by default aligned on the left. 

In[46]:= TableForm@8a, bbbb, cccccccc<D

Out[46]//TableForm=

This centers all entries. 

In[47]:= TableForm@8a, bbbb, cccccccc<, TableAlignments -> CenterD

Out[47]//TableForm=

You can use the option TableSpacing  to specify how much horizontal space there should be between successive columns, or how

much vertical space there should be between successive rows. A setting of 0 specifies that successive objects should abut. 

This leaves 6 spaces between the entries in each row, and no space between successive rows. 

In[48]:= TableForm@88a, b<, 8ccc, d<<, TableSpacing -> 80, 6<D

Out[48]//TableForm=

None no labels in any dimension

Automatic successive integer labels in each dimension

88lab11,lab12,¼<,¼< explicit labels

Settings for the option TableHeadings . 

This puts integer labels in a 2×2×2 array. 

In[49]:= TableForm@Array@a, 82, 2, 2<D, TableHeadings -> AutomaticD

Out[49]//TableForm=

This gives a table in which the rows are labeled by integers, and the columns by a list of strings. 

In[50]:= TableForm@88a, b, c<, 8ap, bp, cp<<, TableHeadings -> 8Automatic, 8"first", "middle", "last"<<D

Out[50]//TableForm=
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This labels the rows but not the columns. TableForm  automatically drops the third label since there is no corresponding row. 

In[51]:= TableForm@882, 3, 4<, 85, 6, 1<<, TableHeadings -> 88"row a", "row b", "row c"<, None<D

Out[51]//TableForm=

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Styles and Fonts in Output

Style@expr,optionsD print with the specified style options

Style@expr,"style"D print with the specified cell style

Specifying output styles. 

The second x2 is here shown in boldface. 

In[1]:= 8x^2, Style@x^2, FontWeight -> "Bold"D<

Out[1]= 9x
2, x2=

This shows the word text in font sizes from 10 to 20 points. 

In[2]:= Table@Style@"text", FontSize -> sD, 8s, 10, 20<D

Out[2]= 9text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text, text=

This shows the text in the Helvetica font. 

In[3]:= Style@"some text", FontFamily -> "Helvetica"D

Out[3]= some text

Style allows an abbreviated form of some options. For options such as FontSize, FontWeight, FontSlant  and FontColor , you

can include merely the setting of the option.

Options are specified here in a short form.

In[4]:= Style@"text", 20, ItalicD

Out[4]= text

option typical setting(s)

FontSize 12 size of characters in printer’s points

FontWeight "Plain"  or "Bold" weight of characters

FontSlant "Plain"  or "Italic" slant of characters

FontFamily "Courier" , "Times" , "Helvetica" font family

FontColor GrayLevel@0D color of characters

Background GrayLevel@1D background color for characters

A few options that can be used in Style. 

If you use the notebook front end for Mathematica, then each piece of output that is generated will by default be in the style of the cell in

which  the  output  appears.  By  using  Style@expr, "style"D  however,  you  can  tell  Mathematica  to  output  a  particular  expression  in  a

different style. 

Here is an expression output in the style normally used for section headings. 

In[5]:= Style@x^2 + y^2, "Section"D

Out[5]= x2
+ y2

"Cells  as  Mathematica  Expressions"  describes  in  more  detail  how cell  styles  work.  By  using  Style@expr, "style", optionsD  you  can

generate output that is in a particular style, but with certain options modified. 
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Representing Textual Forms by Boxes
All textual and graphical forms in Mathematica are ultimately represented in terms of nested collections of boxes. Typically the elements

of these boxes correspond to objects that are to be placed at definite relative positions in two dimensions.

Here are the boxes corresponding to the expression a + b. 

In[1]:= ToBoxes@a + bD

Out[1]= RowBox@8a, +, b<D

DisplayForm shows how these boxes would be displayed. 

In[2]:= DisplayForm@%D

Out[2]//DisplayForm= a + b

DisplayForm@boxesD show boxes as they would be displayed

Showing the displayed form of boxes. 

This displays three strings in a row. 

In[3]:= RowBox@8"a", "+", "b"<D �� DisplayForm

Out[3]//DisplayForm= a + b

This displays one string as a subscript of another. 

In[4]:= SubscriptBox@"a", "i"D �� DisplayForm

Out[4]//DisplayForm= ai

This puts two subscript boxes in a row. 

In[5]:= RowBox@8SubscriptBox@"a", "1"D, SubscriptBox@"b", "2"D<D �� DisplayForm

Out[5]//DisplayForm= a1 b2
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"text" literal text

RowBox@8a,b,¼<D a row of boxes or strings a, b, ¼

GridBox@88a1,b1,¼<,8a2,b2,¼<,¼<D

a grid of boxes 

a1 b1 ¼

a2 b2 ¼

» »

SubscriptBox@a,bD subscript ab

SuperscriptBox@a,bD superscript ab

SubsuperscriptBox@a,b,cD subscript and superscript ab
c

UnderscriptBox@a,bD underscript a
b

OverscriptBox@a,bD overscript a
b

UnderoverscriptBox@a,b,cD underscript and overscript a
b

c

FractionBox@a,bD fraction 
a

b

SqrtBox@aD square root a

RadicalBox@a,bD bth root a
b

Some basic box types. 

This nests a fraction inside a radical. 

In[6]:= RadicalBox@FractionBox@x, yD, nD �� DisplayForm

Out[6]//DisplayForm= 

x

y
n

This puts a superscript on a subscripted object. 

In[7]:= SuperscriptBox@SubscriptBox@a, bD, cD �� DisplayForm

Out[7]//DisplayForm= ab
c

This puts both a subscript and a superscript on the same object. 

In[8]:= SubsuperscriptBox@a, b, cD �� DisplayForm

Out[8]//DisplayForm= a
b

c

FrameBox@boxD render box with a frame drawn around it

GridBox@list,RowLines->TrueD put lines between rows in a GridBox 

GridBox@list,ColumnLines->TrueD put lines between columns

GridBox@list,RowLines->8True,False<D

put a line below the first row, but not subsequent ones

Inserting frames and grid lines. 

This shows a fraction with a frame drawn around it. 

In[9]:= FrameBox@FractionBox@"x", "y"DD �� DisplayForm

Out[9]//DisplayForm= 

x

y
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This puts lines between rows and columns of an array. 

In[10]:= GridBox@Table@i + j, 8i, 3<, 8j, 3<D, RowLines -> True, ColumnLines -> TrueD �� DisplayForm

Out[10]//DisplayForm= 

2 3 4

3 4 5

4 5 6

And this also puts a frame around the outside. 

In[11]:= FrameBox@%D �� DisplayForm

Out[11]//DisplayForm= 

2 3 4

3 4 5

4 5 6

StyleBox@boxes,optionsD render boxes with the specified option settings

StyleBox@boxes,"style"D render boxes in the specified style

Modifying the appearance of boxes. 

StyleBox  takes  the  same options  as  Style.  The  difference  is  that  Style  is  a  high−level  function  that  applies  to  an  expression  to

determine how it will be displayed, while StyleBox is the corresponding low−level function in the underlying box structure. 

This shows the string "name" in italics. 

In[12]:= StyleBox@"name", FontSlant -> "Italic"D �� DisplayForm

Out[12]//DisplayForm= name

This shows "name" in the style used for section headings in your current notebook. 

In[13]:= StyleBox@"name", "Section"D �� DisplayForm

Out[13]//DisplayForm= name

This uses section heading style, but with characters shown in gray. 

In[14]:= StyleBox@"name", "Section", FontColor -> GrayLevel@0.5DD �� DisplayForm

Out[14]//DisplayForm= name

If  you  use  a  notebook  front  end  for  Mathematica,  then  you will  be  able  to  change the  style  and appearance of  what  you  see on  the

screen directly by using menu items. Internally, however, these changes will still be recorded by the insertion of appropriate StyleBox

objects. 

FormBox@boxes, formD interpret boxes using rules associated with the specified form

InterpretationBox@boxes,exprD interpret boxes as representing the expression expr

TagBox@boxes,tagD use tag to guide the interpretation of boxes

ErrorBox@boxesD indicate an error and do not attempt further interpretation of boxes

Controlling the interpretation of boxes. 

This prints as x with a superscript. 

In[15]:= SuperscriptBox@"x", "2"D �� DisplayForm

Out[15]//DisplayForm= x2
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It is normally interpreted as a power. 

In[16]:= ToExpression@%D �� InputForm

Out[16]//InputForm= x^2

This again prints as x with a superscript. 

In[17]:= InterpretationBox@SuperscriptBox@"x", "2"D, vec@x, 2DD �� DisplayForm

Out[17]//DisplayForm= x2

But now it is interpreted as vec@x, 2D, following the specification given in the InterpretationBox. 

In[18]:= ToExpression@%D �� InputForm

Out[18]//InputForm= vec[x, 2]

If you edit the boxes given in an InterpretationBox, then there is no guarantee that the interpretation specified by the interpretation

box  will  still  be  correct.  As  a  result,  Mathematica  provides  various  options  that  allow  you  to  control  the  selection  and  editing  of

InterpretationBox objects. 

option default value

Editable Automatic whether to allow the contents to be edited

Selectable True whether to allow the contents to be selected

Deletable True whether to allow the box to be deleted

DeletionWarning False whether to issue a warning if the box is deleted

BoxAutoDelete False whether to strip the box if its contents are modified

StripWrapperBoxes False whether to remove StyleBox etc. from within boxes in 

TagBox@boxes, ¼D

Options for InterpretationBox and related boxes. 

TagBox  objects are used to store information that will not be displayed but which can nevertheless be used by the rules that interpret

boxes. Typically the tag in TagBox@boxes, tagD is a symbol which gives the head of the expression corresponding to boxes. If you edit

only the arguments of this expression then there is a good chance that the interpretation specified by the TagBox will still be appropri−

ate. As a result, Editable -> True  is effectively the default setting for a TagBox. 

The rules that Mathematica  uses for interpreting boxes are in general set up to ignore details of formatting, such as those defined by

StyleBox  objects.  Thus,  unless  StripWrapperBoxes -> False,  a  red  x,  for  example,  will  normally  not  be  distinguished  from  an

ordinary black x. 

A red x is usually treated as identical to an ordinary one. 

In[19]:= ToExpression@StyleBox@x, FontColor -> RGBColor@1, 0, 0DDD == x

Out[19]= True

MORE ABOUT

� Low Level Notebook Structure

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output

� Formatted Output
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String Representation of Boxes
Mathematica provides a compact way of representing boxes in terms of strings. This is particularly convenient when you want to import

or export specifications of boxes as ordinary text.

This generates an InputForm  string that represents the SuperscriptBox . 

In[1]:= ToString@SuperscriptBox@"x", "2"D, InputFormD

Out[1]= \Hx\^2\L

This creates the SuperscriptBox . 

In[2]:= \Hx \^ 2\L

Out[2]= SuperscriptBox@x, 2D

ToExpression interprets the SuperscriptBox  as a power. 

In[3]:= ToExpression@%D �� FullForm

Out[3]//FullForm= Power@x, 2D

It is important to distinguish between forms that represent just raw boxes, and forms that represent the meaning of the boxes. 

This corresponds to a raw SuperscriptBox . 

In[4]:= \Hx \^ 2\L

Out[4]= SuperscriptBox@x, 2D

This corresponds to the power that the SuperscriptBox  represents. 

In[5]:= \!\Hx \^ 2\L

Out[5]= x2

The expression generated here is a power. 

In[6]:= FullForm@\!\Hx \^ 2\LD

Out[6]//FullForm= Power@x, 2D

�Hinput�L raw boxes

�!�Hinput�L the meaning of the boxes

Distinguishing raw boxes from the expressions they represent. 

If you copy the contents of a StandardForm  cell into another program, such as a text editor, Mathematica will generate a �! �H¼�L

form  where  necessary.  This  is  done  so  that  if  you  subsequently  paste  the  form  back  into  Mathematica,  the  original  contents  of  the

StandardForm  cell  will  automatically  be re−created.  Without  the � !,  only  the raw boxes corresponding to these contents would be

obtained.

With default settings for options, �! �H¼�L forms pasted into Mathematica notebooks are automatically displayed in two−dimensional

form.
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"�Hinput�L" a raw character string

"�!�Hinput�L" a string containing boxes

Embedding two−dimensional box structures in strings. 

Mathematica will usually treat a �H¼�L form that appears within a string just like any other sequence of characters. But by inserting a

� ! you can tell Mathematica instead to treat this form like the boxes it represents. In this way you can therefore embed box structures

within ordinary character strings.

Mathematica treats this as an ordinary character string. 

In[7]:= "\H x \^ 2 \L"

Out[7]= \H x \^ 2 \L

The ! � tells Mathematica that this string contains boxes. 

In[8]:= "\!\H x \^ 2 \L"

Out[8]= x2

You can mix boxes with ordinary text. 

In[9]:= "box 1: \!\Hx\^2\L; box 2: \!\Hy\^3\L"

Out[9]= box 1: x2; box 2: y3

�Hbox1,box2,¼�L RowBox@box1,box2,¼D

box1�^box2 SuperscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�_ box2 SubscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�_ box2�% box3 SubsuperscriptBox@box1,box2,box3D

box1�& box2 OverscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�+box2 UnderscriptBox@box1,box2D

box1�+box2�% box3 UnderoverscriptBox@box1,box2,box3D

box1��box2 FractionBox@box1,box2D

��box SqrtBox@boxD

\�box1\%box2 RadicalBox@box1,box2D

form�‘ box FormBox@box, formD

\*input construct boxes from input

Input forms for boxes. 

Mathematica requires that any input forms you give for boxes be enclosed within �H and �L. But within these outermost �H and �L

you can use additional �H and �L to specify grouping. 

Here ordinary parentheses are used to indicate grouping. 

In[10]:= \Hx \� Hy + zL\L �� DisplayForm

Out[10]//DisplayForm= 

x

Hy + zL

Without the parentheses, the grouping would be different. 

In[11]:= \Hx \� y + z\L �� DisplayForm

Out[11]//DisplayForm= 

x

y
+ z
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�H and �L specify grouping, but are not displayed as explicit parentheses. 

In[12]:= \Hx \� \Hy + z\L\L �� DisplayForm

Out[12]//DisplayForm= 

x

y + z

The inner �H and �L lead to the construction of a RowBox. 

In[13]:= \Hx \� \Hy + z\L\L

Out[13]= FractionBox@x, RowBox@8y, +, z<DD

When you type aa + bb  as  input  to  Mathematica,  the first  thing that  happens is  that  aa,  +  and bb  are  recognized as being separate

ú tokensø . The same separation into tokens is done when boxes are constructed from input enclosed in �H¼�L. However, inside the

boxes each token is given as a string, rather than in its raw form.

The RowBox has aa, + and bb broken into separate strings. 

In[14]:= \Haa + bb\L �� FullForm

Out[14]//FullForm= RowBox@List@"aa", "+", "bb"DD

Spaces around the + are by default discarded. 

In[15]:= \Haa + bb\L �� FullForm

Out[15]//FullForm= RowBox@List@"aa", "+", "bb"DD

Here two nested RowBox objects are formed. 

In[16]:= \Haa + bb�cc\L �� FullForm

Out[16]//FullForm= RowBox@List@"aa", "+", RowBox@List@"bb", "�", "cc"DDDD

The same box structure is formed even when the string given does not correspond to a complete Mathematica expression. 

In[17]:= \Haa + bb�\L �� FullForm

Out[17]//FullForm= RowBox@List@"aa", "+", RowBox@List@"bb", "�"DDDD

Within �H¼�L sequences, you can set up certain kinds of boxes by using backslash notations such as � ^ and � �. But for other kinds

of boxes, you need to give ordinary Mathematica input, prefaced by � *.

This constructs a GridBox. 

In[18]:= \H\*GridBox@88"a", "b"<, 8"c", "d"<<D\L �� DisplayForm

Out[18]//DisplayForm= 
a b

c d

This constructs a StyleBox. 

In[19]:= \H\*StyleBox@"text", FontWeight -> "Bold"D\L �� DisplayForm

Out[19]//DisplayForm= text

� *  in  effect  acts like an escape:  it  allows you to enter  ordinary Mathematica  syntax even within a �H¼�L  sequence.  Note that  the

input you give after a � * can itself in turn contain �H¼�L sequences. 
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You can alternate nested � * and �H¼�L. Explicit quotes are needed outside of �H¼�L. 

In[20]:= \Hx + \*GridBox@88"a", "b"<, 8\Hc \^ 2\L, \Hd \� \*GridBox@88"x", "y"<, 8"x", "y"<<D\L<<D\L �� DisplayForm

Out[20]//DisplayForm= x +

a b

c2
d

x y

x y

�!�Hinput�L interpret input in the current form

�!�H form�‘input�L interpret input using the specified form

Controlling the way input is interpreted. 

In a StandardForm cell, this will be interpreted in StandardForm, yielding a product. 

In[21]:= \!\Hc H1 + xL\L

Out[21]= c H1 + xL

The backslash backquote sequence tells Mathematica to interpret this in TraditionalForm. 

In[22]:= \!\HTraditionalForm\‘ c H1 + xL\L

Out[22]= c@1 + xD

When you copy the contents of a cell from a notebook into a program such as a text editor, no explicit backslash backquote sequence is

usually  included.  But  if  you expect  to  paste what  you get  back into a cell  of  a  different  type from the one it  came from, then you will

typically need to include a backslash backquote sequence in order to ensure that everything is interpreted correctly.
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Converting between Strings, Boxes and 
Expressions

ToString@expr, formD create a string representing the specified textual form of expr

ToBoxes@expr, formD create boxes representing the specified textual form of expr

ToExpression@input, formD create an expression by interpreting a string or boxes as input in the specified 
textual form

ToString@exprD create a string using OutputForm

ToBoxes@exprD create boxes using StandardForm

ToExpression@inputD create an expression using StandardForm

Converting between strings, boxes and expressions. 

Here is a simple expression. 

In[1]:= x^2 + y^2

Out[1]= x2 + y2

This gives the InputForm  of the expression as a string. 

In[2]:= ToString@x^2 + y^2, InputFormD

Out[2]= x^2 + y^2

In FullForm explicit quotes are shown around the string. 

In[3]:= FullForm@%D

Out[3]//FullForm= "x^2 + y^2"

This gives a string representation for the StandardForm boxes that correspond to the expression. 

In[4]:= ToString@x^2 + y^2, StandardFormD �� FullForm

Out[4]//FullForm= "\!\Hx\^2 + y\^2\L"

ToBoxes yields the boxes themselves. 

In[5]:= ToBoxes@x^2 + y^2, StandardFormD

Out[5]= RowBox@8SuperscriptBox@x, 2D, +, SuperscriptBox@y, 2D<D

In generating data for files and external programs, it is sometimes necessary to produce two−dimensional forms which use only ordinary

keyboard characters. You can do this using OutputForm. 

This produces a string which gives a two−dimensional rendering of the expression, using only ordinary keyboard characters. 

In[6]:= ToString@x^2 + y^2, OutputFormD

Out[6]= 2 2
x + y

The string consists of two lines, separated by an explicit �n newline. 

In[7]:= FullForm@%D

Out[7]//FullForm= " 2 2\nx + y"
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The string looks right only in a monospaced font. 

In[8]:= Style@%, FontFamily -> "Times"D

Out[8]= 2 2
x + y

If  you  operate  only  with  one−dimensional  structures,  you  can  effectively  use  ToString  to  do  string  manipulation  with  formatting

functions. 

This generates a string corresponding to the OutputForm of StringForm. 

In[9]:= ToString@StringForm@"‘‘^10 = ‘‘", 4, 4^10DD �� InputForm

Out[9]//InputForm= "4^10 = 1048576"

InputForm strings corresponding to keyboard input

StandardForm strings or boxes corresponding to standard two−dimensional input (default)

TraditionalForm strings or boxes mimicking traditional mathematical notation

Some forms handled by ToExpression. 

This creates an expression from an InputForm  string. 

In[10]:= ToExpression@"x^2 + y^2"D

Out[10]= x2 + y2

This creates the same expression from StandardForm boxes. 

In[11]:= ToExpression@RowBox@8SuperscriptBox@"x", "2"D, "+", SuperscriptBox@"y", "2"D<DD

Out[11]= x2 + y2

In TraditionalForm these are interpreted as functions. 

In[12]:= ToExpression@"cH1 + xL + logHxL", TraditionalFormD

Out[12]= c@1 + xD + Log@xD

ToExpression@input, form,hD create an expression, then wrap it with head h

Creating expressions wrapped with special heads. 

This creates an expression, then immediately evaluates it. 

In[13]:= ToExpression@"1 + 1"D

Out[13]= 2

This creates an expression using StandardForm rules, then wraps it in Hold . 

In[14]:= ToExpression@"1 + 1", StandardForm, HoldD

Out[14]= Hold@1 + 1D

You can get rid of the Hold  using ReleaseHold. 

In[15]:= ReleaseHold@%D

Out[15]= 2
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SyntaxQ@"string"D determine whether a string represents syntactically correct Mathematica input

SyntaxLength@"string"D find out how long a sequence of characters starting at the beginning of a string is 
syntactically correct

Testing correctness of strings as input. 

ToExpression will attempt to interpret any string as Mathematica input. But if you give it a string that does not correspond to syntacti−

cally correct input, then it will print a message, and return $Failed. 

This is not syntactically correct input, so ToExpression does not convert it to an expression. 

In[16]:= ToExpression@"1 +�+ 2"D

ToExpression::sntx: Syntax error in or before "1 +/+ 2".                           

Out[16]= $Failed

ToExpression requires that the string correspond to a complete Mathematica expression. 

In[17]:= ToExpression@"1 + 2 + "D

ToExpression::sntxi:     Incomplete expression; more input is needed. 

Out[17]= $Failed

You  can  use  the  function  SyntaxQ  to  test  whether  a  particular  string  corresponds  to  syntactically  correct  Mathematica  input.  If

SyntaxQ  returns  False,  you  can  find  out  where  the  error  occurred  using  SyntaxLength.  SyntaxLength  returns  the  number  of

characters which were successfully processed before a syntax error was detected. 

SyntaxQ shows that this string does not correspond to syntactically correct Mathematica input. 

In[18]:= SyntaxQ@"1 +�+ 2"D

Out[18]= False

SyntaxLength reveals that an error was detected after the third character in the string. 

In[19]:= SyntaxLength@"1 +�+ 2"D

Out[19]= 3

Here SyntaxLength returns a value greater than the length of the string, indicating that the input was correct so far as it went, but 

needs to be continued.

In[20]:= SyntaxLength@"1 + 2 + "D

Out[20]= 10

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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The Syntax of the Mathematica Language
Mathematica uses various syntactic rules to interpret input that you give, and to convert strings and boxes into expressions. The version

of these rules that is used for StandardForm  and InputForm  in effect defines the basic Mathematica  language. The rules used for

other forms, such as TraditionalForm, follow the same overall principles, but differ in many details.

a , xyz , Α Β Γ symbols

"some text" , " Α+Β " strings

123.456 , 3.´1045 numbers

+, ->, ¹ operators

H*comment*L input to be ignored

Types of tokens in the Mathematica language. 

When you give text as input to Mathematica, the first thing that Mathematica does is to break the text into a sequence of tokens, with

each token representing a separate syntactic unit. 

Thus, for example, if you give the input xx + yy - zzzz, Mathematica will break this into the sequence of tokens xx, +, yy, - and zzzz.

Here xx, yy and zzzz are tokens that correspond to symbols, while + and - are operators.

Operators  are  ultimately  what  determine  the  structure  of  the  expression  formed  from  a  particular  piece  of  input.  The  Mathematica

language  involves  several  general  classes  of  operators,  distinguished  by  the  different  positions  in  which  they  appear  with  respect  to

their operands. 

prefix !x Not@xD

postfix x! Factorial@xD

infix x+y+z Plus@x,y,zD

matchfix 8x,y,z< List@x,y,zD

compound x�:y=z TagSet@x,y,zD

overfix x
`

OverHat@xD

Examples of classes of operators in the Mathematica language. 

Operators  typically  work  by  picking  up  operands  from  definite  positions  around  them.  But  when  a  string  contains  more  than  one

operator, the result can in general depend on which operator picks up its operands first. 

Thus, for example, a*b + c could potentially be interpreted either as Ha*bL + c or as a*Hb + cL depending on whether * or + picks

up its operands first. 

To avoid such ambiguities, Mathematica assigns a precedence to each operator that can appear. Operators with higher precedence are

then taken to pick up their operands first.

Thus, for example, the multiplication operator * is assigned higher precedence than +, so that it picks up its operands first, and a*b + c

is interpreted as Ha*bL + c rather than a*Hb + cL. 

The * operator has higher precedence than +, so in both cases Times is the innermost function. 

In[1]:= 8FullForm@a*b + cD, FullForm@a + b*cD<

Out[1]= 8Plus@Times@a, bD, cD, Plus@a, Times@b, cDD<

The �� operator has rather low precedence. 

In[2]:= a*b + c �� f

Out[2]= f@a b + cD
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The � operator has high precedence. 

In[3]:= f�a*b + c

Out[3]= c + b f@aD

Whatever the precedence of the operators you are using, you can always specify the structure of the expressions you want to form by

explicitly inserting appropriate parentheses.

Inserting parentheses makes Plus  rather than Times the innermost function. 

In[4]:= FullForm@a*Hb + cLD

Out[4]//FullForm= Times@a, Plus@b, cDD

Extensions of symbol names x_ , ð2 , e::s , etc.

Function application variants e@eD , e��e , etc.

Power−related operators
,
e , e^e , etc.

Multiplication−related operators Ñe , e�e , eÄe , ee , etc.

Addition−related operators eÅe , e+e , e Üe , etc.

Relational operators e==e , e~e , eae , e2e , eÎe , etc.

Arrow and vector operators e�e , e�e , eFe , e) e , etc.

Logic operators "ee , e&&e , eêe , e¢e , etc.

Pattern and rule operators e.. , e e , e->e , e�.e , etc.

Pure function operator e&

Assignment operators e=e , e:=e , etc.

Compound expression e;e

Outline of operators in order of decreasing precedence. 

The table in "Operator Input Forms" gives the complete ordering by precedence of all operators in Mathematica. Much of this ordering,

as in the case of * and +, is determined directly by standard mathematical usage. But in general the ordering is simply set up to make it

less likely for explicit parentheses to have to be inserted in typical pieces of input. 

Operator precedences are such that this requires no parentheses. 

In[5]:= "x $y xÄy � y ì m ¹ 0 Þ n E m

Out[5]= Implies@"x H$y xÄy � yL && m ¹ 0, n E mD

FullForm shows the structure of the expression that was constructed. 

In[6]:= FullForm@%D

Out[6]//FullForm= Implies@And@ForAll@x, Exists@y, Succeeds@CircleTimes@x, yD, yDDD, Unequal@m, 0DD, NotRightTriangleBar@n

Note that the first and second forms here are identical; the third requires explicit parentheses. 

In[7]:= 8x -> ð^2 &, Hx -> ð^2L &, x -> Hð^2 &L<

Out[7]= 9x ® ð1
2 &, x ® ð12 &, x ® Ið12 &M=

flat x+y+z x+y+z

left grouping x�y�z Hx�yL�z

right grouping x^y^z x^Hy^zL

Types of grouping for infix operators. 
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Plus  is a Flat  function, so no grouping is necessary here. 

In[8]:= FullForm@a + b + c + dD

Out[8]//FullForm= Plus@a, b, c, dD

Power is not Flat , so the operands have to be grouped in pairs. 

In[9]:= FullForm@a^b^c^dD

Out[9]//FullForm= Power@a, Power@b, Power@c, dDDD

The syntax of the Mathematica language is defined not only for characters that you can type on a typical keyboard, but also for all the

various special characters that Mathematica supports. 

Letters such as Γ, L  and À from any alphabet are treated just like ordinary English letters, and can for example appear in the names of

symbols. The same is true of letter−like forms such as ¥, Ñ and Ð. 

But many other special characters are treated as operators. Thus, for example, Å and � are infix operators, while Ø is a prefix operator,

and X and \ are matchfix operators.

Å is an infix operator. 

In[10]:= a Å b Å c �� FullForm

Out[10]//FullForm= CirclePlus@a, b, cD

´ is an infix operator which means the same as *. 

In[11]:= a ´ a ´ a ´ b ´ b ´ c

Out[11]= a3 b2 c

Some special  characters  form elements  of  fairly  complicated compound operators.  Thus,  for  example,  Ù f â x  contains  the compound

operator with elements Ù  and â.

The Ù  and â form parts of a compound operator. 

In[12]:= à k@xD âx �� FullForm

Out[12]//FullForm= Integrate@k@xD, xD

No parentheses are needed here: the ú inner precedenceø  of Ù  ¼ â is lower than Times. 

In[13]:= à a@xD b@xD âx + c@xD

Out[13]= c@xD + à a@xD b@xD âx

Parentheses are needed here, however. 

In[14]:= à Ha@xD + b@xDL âx + c@xD

Out[14]= c@xD + à Ha@xD + b@xDL âx

Input to Mathematica can be given not only in the form of one−dimensional strings, but also in the form of two−dimensional boxes. The

syntax of the Mathematica language covers not only one−dimensional constructs but also two−dimensional ones.

This superscript is interpreted as a power. 

In[15]:= xa+b

Out[15]= xa+b
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¶x f  is a two−dimensional compound operator. 

In[16]:= ¶x x
n

Out[16]= n x-1+n

Ú is part of a more complicated two−dimensional compound operator. 

In[17]:= â

n=1

¥ 1

ns

Out[17]= Zeta@sD

The Ú operator has higher precedence than +. 

In[18]:= â

n=1

¥ 1

ns
+ n

Out[18]= n + Zeta@sD

MORE ABOUT

� Syntax

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M221: Introduction to Programming in Mathematica
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Operators without Built−in Meanings
When  you  enter  a  piece  of  input  such  as  2 + 2,  Mathematica  first  recognizes  the  +  as  an  operator  and  constructs  the  expression

Plus@2, 2D, then uses the built−in rules for Plus  to evaluate the expression and get the result 4. 

But not all operators recognized by Mathematica are associated with functions that have built−in meanings. Mathematica also supports

several hundred additional operators that can be used in constructing expressions, but for which no evaluation rules are initially defined. 

You can use these operators as a way to build up your own notation within the Mathematica language. 

The Å is recognized as an infix operator, but has no predefined value. 

In[1]:= 2Å3 �� FullForm

Out[1]//FullForm= CirclePlus@2, 3D

In StandardForm, Å prints as an infix operator. 

In[2]:= 2Å3

Out[2]= 2Å3

You can define a value for Å. 

In[3]:= x_ Å y_ := Mod@x + y, 2D

Now Å is not only recognized as an operator, but can also be evaluated. 

In[4]:= 2 Å 3

Out[4]= 1

xÅy CirclePlus@x,yD

x»y TildeTilde@x,yD

x\y Therefore@x,yD

x«y LeftRightArrow@x,yD

Ñx Del@xD

�x Square@xD

Xx,y,¼\ AngleBracket@x,y,¼D

A few Mathematica operators corresponding to functions without predefined values. 

Mathematica follows the general convention that the function associated with a particular operator should have the same name as the

special character that represents that operator.

�[Congruent] is displayed as º. 

In[5]:= x º y

Out[5]= x º y

It corresponds to the function Congruent . 

In[6]:= FullForm@%D

Out[6]//FullForm= Congruent@x, yD
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x \@nameD y name[x,y]

�@nameD x name[x]

�@Left nameD x,y,¼ �@Right nameD name[x,y,¼]

The conventional correspondence in Mathematica between operator names and function names. 

You should realize that even though the functions CirclePlus and CircleTimes do not have built−in evaluation rules, the operators

Å  and  Ä  do  have  built−in  precedences. "Operator  Input  Forms"  lists  all  the  operators  recognized  by  Mathematica,  in  order  of  their

precedence. 

The operators Ä and Å have definite precedences~with Ä higher than Å. 

In[7]:= x Ä y Å z �� FullForm

Out[7]//FullForm= Mod@Plus@z, CircleTimes@x, yDD, 2D

xy Subscript@x,yD

x+ SubPlus@xD

x- SubMinus@xD

x* SubStar@xD

x
+ SuperPlus@xD

x
- SuperMinus@xD

x
* SuperStar@xD

x
Ö SuperDagger@xD

x

y

Overscript@x,yD

x

y

Underscript@x,yD

x OverBar@xD

x
Ó

OverVector@xD

x
�

OverTilde@xD

x
`

OverHat@xD

x
 

OverDot@xD

x UnderBar@xD

Some two−dimensional forms without built−in meanings. 

Subscripts have no built−in meaning in Mathematica. 

In[8]:= x2 + y2 �� InputForm

Out[8]//InputForm= Subscript[x, 2] + Subscript[y, 2]

Most superscripts are however interpreted as powers by default. 

In[9]:= x2 + y2 �� InputForm

Out[9]//InputForm= x^2 + y^2

A few special superscripts are not interpreted as powers. 

In[10]:= xÖ + y+ �� InputForm

Out[10]//InputForm= SuperDagger[x] + SuperPlus[y]
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Bar and hat are interpreted as OverBar and OverHat. 

In[11]:= x + y
`

�� InputForm

Out[11]//InputForm= OverBar[x] + OverHat[y]

MORE ABOUT

� Symbolic Notational Forms

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Defining Output Formats
Just as Mathematica allows you to define how expressions should be evaluated, so also it allows you to define how expressions should

be  formatted  for  output.  The  basic  idea  is  that  whenever  Mathematica  is  given  an  expression  to  format  for  output,  it  first  calls

Format@exprD  to  find  out  whether  any  special  rules  for  formatting  the  expression  have  been  defined.  By  assigning  a  value  to

Format@exprD you can therefore tell Mathematica that you want a particular kind of expression to be output in a special way. 

This tells Mathematica to format bin objects in a special way. 

In[1]:= Format@bin@x_, y_DD := MatrixForm@88x<, 8y<<D

Now bin objects are output to look like binomial coefficients. 

In[2]:= bin@i + j, kD

Out[2]=

Internally, however, bin objects are still exactly the same. 

In[3]:= FullForm@%D

Out[3]//FullForm= bin@Plus@i, jD, kD

Format@expr1D:=expr2 define expr1 to be formatted like expr2

Format@expr1, formD:=expr2 give a definition only for a particular output form

Defining your own rules for formatting. 

By making definitions for Format, you can tell Mathematica to format a particular expression so as to look like another expression. You

can also tell Mathematica to run a program to determine how a particular expression should be formatted. 

This specifies that Mathematica should run a simple program to determine how xrep objects should be formatted.

In[4]:= Format@xrep@n_DD := StringJoin@Table@"x", 8n<DD

The strings are created when each xrep is formatted. 

In[5]:= xrep@1D + xrep@4D + xrep@9D

Out[5]= x + xxxx + xxxxxxxxx

Internally however the expression still contains xrep objects. 

In[6]:= % �. xrep@n_D -> x^n

Out[6]= x + x4 + x9

Prefix@ f@xD,hD prefix form h x

Postfix@ f@xD,hD postfix form x h

Infix@ f@x,y,¼D,hD infix form x h y h¼

Prefix@ f@xDD standard prefix form f � x

Postfix@ f@xDD standard postfix form x �� f

Infix@ f@x,y,¼DD standard infix form x~ f ~ y~ f ~¼

PrecedenceForm@expr,nD an object to be parenthesized with a precedence level n

Output forms for operators. 

ú ø
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This prints with f represented by the ú prefix operatorø  <>. 

In[7]:= Prefix@f@xD, "<>"D

Out[7]= <> x

Here is output with the ú infix operatorø  ��. 

In[8]:= s = Infix@8a, b, c<, "��"D

Out[8]= a �� b �� c

By default, the ú infix operatorø  �� is assumed to have ú higher precedenceø  than ^, so no parentheses are inserted. 

In[9]:= s^2

Out[9]= Ha �� b �� cL
2

When you have an output form involving operators, the question arises of whether the arguments of some of them should be parenthe−

sized.  As  discussed  in  "Special  Ways  to  Input  Expressions",  this  depends  on  the  ú precedenceø  of  the  operators.  When  you  set  up

output forms involving operators,  you can use PrecedenceForm  to specify the precedence to assign to each operator.  Mathematica

uses integers from 1 to 1000 to represent ú precedence levels ø . The higher the precedence level for an operator, the less it needs to be

parenthesized.

Here �� is treated as an operator with precedence 100. This precedence turns out to be low enough that parentheses are inserted.

In[10]:= PrecedenceForm@s, 100D^2

Out[10]= Ha �� b �� cL
2

When  you  make  an  assignment  for  Format@exprD,  you  are  defining  the  output  format  for  expr  in  all  standard  types  of  Mathematica

output. By making definitions for Format@expr, formD, you can specify formats to be used in specific output forms.

This specifies the TeXForm for the symbol x. 

In[11]:= Format@x, TeXFormD := "8\\bf x<"

The output format for x that you specified is now used whenever the TeX form is needed. 

In[12]:= TeXForm@1 + x^2D

Out[12]//TeXForm= x^2+1

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Low−Level Input and Output Rules

MakeBoxes@expr, formD construct boxes to represent expr in the specified form

MakeExpression@boxes, formD construct an expression corresponding to boxes

Low−level functions for converting between expressions and boxes. 

MakeBoxes  generates boxes without evaluating its input. 

In[1]:= MakeBoxes@2 + 2, StandardFormD

Out[1]= RowBox@82, +, 2<D

MakeExpression  interprets boxes but uses HoldComplete to prevent the resulting expression from being evaluated. 

In[2]:= MakeExpression@%, StandardFormD

Out[2]= HoldComplete@2 + 2D

Built  into  Mathematica  are a large number  of  rules for  generating output  and interpreting input.  Particularly  in  StandardForm,  these

rules are carefully set up to be consistent, and to allow input and output to be used interchangeably. 

It is fairly rare that you will need to modify these rules. The main reason is that Mathematica already has built−in rules for the input and

output of many operators to which it does not itself assign specific meanings. 

Thus, if you want to add, for example, a generalized form of addition, you can usually just use an operator like Å for which Mathematica

already has built−in input and output rules. 

This outputs using the Å operator. 

In[3]:= CirclePlus@u, v, wD

Out[3]= uÅvÅw

Mathematica understands Å on input. 

In[4]:= u Å v Å w �� FullForm

Out[4]//FullForm= CirclePlus@u, v, wD

In dealing with output, you can make definitions for Format@exprD to change the way that a particular expression will be formatted. You

should realize, however, that as soon as you do this, there is no guarantee that the output form of your expression will  be interpreted

correctly if it is given as Mathematica input. 

If you want to, Mathematica allows you to redefine the basic rules that it uses for the input and output of all expressions. You can do this

by making definitions for MakeBoxes  and MakeExpression . You should realize, however, that unless you make such definitions with

great care, you are likely to end up with inconsistent results. 

This defines how gplus objects should be output in StandardForm. 

In[5]:= gplus �: MakeBoxes@gplus@x_, y_, n_D, StandardFormD := RowBox@8MakeBoxes@x, StandardFormD,
SubscriptBox@"Å", MakeBoxes@n, StandardFormDD, MakeBoxes@y, StandardFormD<D

gplus is now output using a subscripted Å. 

In[6]:= gplus@a, b, m + nD

Out[6]= aÅm+n b
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Mathematica cannot however interpret this as input. 

In[7]:= aÅm+n b

Syntax::sntxi : Incomplete expression; more input is needed.

This tells Mathematica to interpret a subscripted Å as a specific piece of FullForm input. 

In[8]:= MakeExpression@RowBox@8x_, SubscriptBox@"Å", n_D, y_<D, StandardFormD :=
MakeExpression@RowBox@8"gplus", "@", x, ",", y, ",", n, "D"<D, StandardFormD

Now the subscripted Å is interpreted as a gplus. 

In[9]:= aÅm+n b �� FullForm

Out[9]//FullForm= gplus@a, b, Plus@m, nDD

When you give definitions for MakeBoxes , you can think of this as essentially a lower−level version of giving definitions for Format. An

important  difference  is  that  MakeBoxes  does  not  evaluate  its  argument,  so  you  can  define  rules  for  formatting  expressions  without

being concerned about how these expressions would evaluate. 

In addition, while Format is automatically called again on any results obtained by applying it, the same is not true of MakeBoxes . This

means that in giving definitions for MakeBoxes  you explicitly have to call MakeBoxes  again on any subexpressions that still need to be

formatted. 

� Break input into tokens.

� Strip spacing characters.

� Construct boxes using built−in operator precedences.

� Strip StyleBox and other boxes not intended for interpretation.

� Apply rules defined for MakeExpression .

Operations done on Mathematica input. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Generating Unstructured Output
The functions described in "Textual Input and Output Overview" determine how expressions should be formatted when they are printed,

but they do not actually cause anything to be printed. 

In  the  most  common  way  of  using  Mathematica  you  never  in  fact  explicitly  have  to  issue  a  command  to  generate  output.  Usually,

Mathematica automatically prints out the final result that it gets from processing input you gave. Sometimes, however, you may want to

get Mathematica to print out expressions at intermediate stages in its operation. You can do this using the function Print. 

Print@expr
1
,expr

2
,¼D print the expr

i
, with no spaces in between, but with a newline (line feed) at the end

Printing expressions. 

Print prints its arguments, with no spaces in between, but with a newline (line feed) at the end. 

In[1]:= Print@a, bD; Print@cD

ab

c

This prints a table of the first five integers and their squares. 

In[2]:= Do@Print@i, " ", i^2D, 8i, 5<D

1 1

2 4

3 9

4 16

5 25

Print simply takes the arguments you give, and prints them out one after the other, with no spaces in between. In many cases, you

will need to print output in a more complicated format. You can do this by giving an output form as an argument to Print.

This prints the matrix in the form of a table. 

In[3]:= Print@Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<DD

1 2

3 4

Here the output format is specified using StringForm. 

In[4]:= Print@StringForm@"x = ‘‘, y = ‘‘", a^2, b^2DD

x = a2, y = b2
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Print also allows mixing of text and graphics.

In[5]:= Print@"A sine wave:", Plot@Sin@xD, 8x, 0, 2 Π<DD

A sine wave:
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

1.0

The output  generated  by  Print  is  usually  given  in  the  standard  Mathematica  output  format.  You  can  however  explicitly  specify  that

some other output format should be used. 

This prints output in Mathematica input form. 

In[6]:= Print@InputForm@a^2 + b^2DD

a^2 + b^2

You  should  realize  that  Print  is  only  one  of  several  mechanisms  available  in  Mathematica  for  generating  output.  Another  is  the

function  Message  described in  "Messages",  used for  generating  named messages.  There  are  also  a  variety  of  lower−level  functions

described  in  "Streams  and  Low−Level  Input  and  Output"  which  allow  you  to  produce  output  in  various  formats  both  as  part  of  an

interactive session, and for files and external programs.

Another  command  which  works  exactly  like  Print,  but  only  shows  the  printed  output  until  the  final  evaluation  is  finished,  is

PrintTemporary .

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Formatted Output
Ever since Version 3 of Mathematica, there has been rich support for arbitrary mathematical typesetting and layout. Underlying all that

power was a so−called box language, which allowed notebooks themselves to be Mathematica expressions. This approach turned out

to  be  very  powerful,  and  has  formed  the  basis  of  many  unique  features  in  Mathematica.  However,  despite  the  power  of  the  box

language, in practice it was awkward enough for users to access directly that few did.

Starting in Version 6,  there is  a higher−level  interface to this box language which takes much of  the pain out  of  using boxes directly,

while still  exposing all the same typesetting and layout power. Functions in this new layer are often referred to as box generators, but

there is no need for you to be aware of the box language to use them effectively. In this tutorial, we will take a look at box generators

that  are  relevant  for  displaying  a  wide  variety  of  expressions,  and  we  will  show  some  ways  in  which  they  can  be  used  to  generate

beautifully formatted output that goes beyond simple mathematical typesetting.

Styling Output
The  Mathematica  front  end  supports  all  the  usual  style  mechanisms  available  in  word  processors,  for  example  including  menus  for

changing  font  characteristics.  However,  it  used  to  be  very  difficult  to  access  those  styling  mechanisms  automatically  in  generated

output.  Output  continued  to  be  almost  universally  plain  12  pt.  Courier  (or  Times  for  those  people  using  TraditionalForm).  To

address this, the function Style was created. Whenever you evaluate a Style expression, its output will be displayed with the given

style attributes active.

You can wrap Style around any sort of expression. Here is an example that displays prime and composite numbers using different font

weights and colors via Style.

In[1]:= Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Style@i, BoldD, Style@i, GrayDD, 8i, 1, 100<D

Out[1]=

There  are  hundreds  of  formatting  options  that  you  could  apply  with  Style~see  the  documentation  for  Style  for  a  more  complete

listing~but there are a handful that are by far the most common, listed here.

Menu Style@D option Style@D directive

Format £  Size £  14 FontSize -> 14 14

Format £  Text Color £  Gray FontColor -> Gray Gray

Format £  Face £  Bold FontWeight -> Bold Bold

Format £  Face £  Italic FontSlant -> Italic Italic

Format £  Background Color £  Yellow Background -> Yellow

Format £  Font FontFamily -> "Times"

Format £  Style £  Subsection "Subsection"

Note that Style can be arbitrarily nested, with the innermost one taking precedence if there is a conflict. Here we wrap Style around

the entire list to apply a new font to all elements of the list.

In[2]:= Style@%, FontFamily ® "Helvetica"D

Out[2]=

Another common thing to want is to have a portion of the output styled like text. It can look quite strange to have text appear in a font

which is intended for use by code. For that purpose, we have a function Text  which ensures that its argument will always be rendered

in a text font.  (Those of you familiar with Mathematica  graphics will  recognize the Text  function as a graphics primitive, but that use

does not conflict with this use outside of graphics.)
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In[3]:= Text@%%D

Out[3]=

Style can be used to set up a region on the screen where any option is active, not just options related to fonts. Later in this tutorial, we

will see how Style can even affect the display characteristics of other formatting constructs, like Grid  or Tooltip.

Grid Layout
Using  two−dimensional  layout  structures  can  be  just  as  useful  as  applying  style  directives  to  those  structures.  In  Mathematica,  the

primary  function  for  such  layout  is  Grid .  Grid  has  very  flexible  layout  features,  including  the  ability  to  arbitrarily  adjust  things  like

alignment,  frame  elements,  and  spanning  elements.  (Other  tutorials  go  into  Grid ’s  features  in  greater  detail,  but  we  will  cover  the

highlights here.)

Look again at the Style example which displays prime and composite numbers differently.

In[11]:= ptable = Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Style@i, BoldD, Style@i, GrayDD, 8i, 1, 100<D;

To put this into a Grid , we first use Partition  to turn this 100−element list into a 10×10 array. Although you can give Grid  a ragged

array (a list whose elements are lists of different lengths), in this case we give Grid  a regular array, and the resulting display is a nicely

formatted layout.

Grid@Partition@ptable, 10DD

Notice that the columns are aligned on center, and there are no frame lines. It is an easy matter to change either of these using Grid ’s

options.

Grid@Partition@ptable, 10D, Alignment ® Right, Frame ® True, Background ® LightBlueD

A  complete  description  of  all  Grid ’s  options  and  their  syntax  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this  document,  but  it  is  possible  to  do  some

remarkable things with them. See the complete Grid  documentation for complete details.

There  are  a  few  convenience  constructs  related  to  Grid .  One  is  Column,  which  takes  a  flat  list  of  elements  and  arranges  them

vertically. This would be slightly awkward to do with Grid . Here is a simple example, viewing the options of column in, well, a column.
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Column@Options@ColumnDD

Alignment ® 8Left, Baseline<

Background ® None

BaselinePosition ® Automatic

BaseStyle ® 8<

ColumnAlignments ® Left

DefaultBaseStyle ® Grid

DefaultElement ® �

Dividers ® None

Frame ® None

FrameStyle ® Automatic

ItemSize ® Automatic

ItemStyle ® None

Spacings ® 80.8, 1.<

What about laying out a list  of  things horizontally? In that case, the main question you need to ask is whether you want the resulting

display to line wrap like a line of math or text would, or whether you want the elements to remain on a single line. In the latter case, you

would use Grid  applied to a 1×n array.

In[5]:= Grid@8Range@15D!<D

Out[5]= 1 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320 362880 3628 800 39916800 479 001600 6227 020800 87 178291 200 1 307674368

But notice in this example, that the overall grid shrinks so that it fits in the available window width. As a result, there are elements of the

grid which themselves wrap onto multiple lines. This is due to the default ItemSize  option of Grid . If you want to allow the elements

of a grid to be as wide as they would naturally be, set ItemSize to Full .

In[7]:= Grid@8Range@15D!<, ItemSize ® FullD

Out[7]= 1 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320 362880 3628 800 39916800 479 001600 6227 020800 87 178291 200 1 307674368

Of course, now the whole grid is too wide to fit on one line (unless you make this window very wide), and so there are elements in the

grid which you cannot see. That brings us to the other horizontal layout function: Row.

Given a list of elements, Row  will allow the overall result to word wrap in the natural way, just like a line of text or math would. This type

of layout will be familiar to those of you who might have used the old (and now obsolete) SequenceForm function.

Row@Range@15D!D

12624120720504040320362 8803628 80039916800479 0016006 22702080087 178291 2001307674 368000

As you can see, Row  does not leave space between elements by default. But if you give a second argument, that expression is inserted

between elements. Here we use a comma, but any expression can be used.

Row@Range@15D!, ","D

1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, 40320, 362 880, 3628 800, 39916800, 479 001600, 6 227020800, 87 178291 200, 1307

If  you resize the notebook window, you will  see that  Grid  with  ItemSize -> Automatic  continues to  behave differently  than Row,

and each is useful in different circumstances.

Using Output as Input
This is a good time to point out that Style, Grid , and all other box generators are persistent in output. If you were to take a piece of

output  that  had  some  formatting  created  by  Style  or  Grid  and  reuse  that  as  input,  the  literal  Style  or  Grid  expressions  would

appear in the input expression. Those of you familiar with the old uses of StyleBox  and even functions like MatrixForm will find this

a change.

Consider taking the output of this Grid  command, which has lots of embedded styles, and using it in some input expression.
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In[17]:= Grid@Partition@Take@ptable, 16D, 4D, Alignment ® Right, Frame ® True, Background ® LightBlueD

Out[17]=

In[18]:=

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

+ 5

3

�� Expand

Out[18]=

Notice that the grid is still a grid, it is still blue, and the elements are still bold or gray as before. Also notice that having literal Grid  and

Style in the expression interferes with what would have otherwise been adding a scalar to a matrix, and raising the result to a power.

This distinction is very important, since you almost always want these composite structures to resist being interpreted automatically in

some way. However, if you ever do want to get rid of these wrappers and get at your data, that is easy enough to do.

In[19]:= % ��. 8Grid@a_, ___D ¦ a, Style@a_, ___D ¦ a<

Out[19]= 88216, 343, 512, 729<, 81000, 1331, 1728, 2197<, 82744, 3375, 4096, 4913<, 85832, 6859, 8000, 9261<<

Special Grid Entries
To  allow  more  flexible  two−dimensional  layout,  Grid  accepts  a  few  special  symbols  like  SpanFromLeft  as  entries.  The  entry

SpanFromLeft  indicates that the grid entry immediately to the left should take up its own space and also the space of the spanning

character. There are also SpanFromAbove and SpanFromBoth. See "Grids, Rows, and Columns" for detailed information.

Grid@8
81, 2, 3, 4, 5<,
86, 7, SpanFromLeft, SpanFromLeft, 10<,
811, SpanFromAbove, SpanFromBoth, SpanFromBoth, 15<,
816, 17, 18, 19, 20<<, Frame ® AllD

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 10

11 15

16 17 18 19 20

This approach can be used to create complicated spanning setups. Typing something like the following as an input would take a long

time.  Luckily  you can create this  table interactively  by using Make Spanning  and Split  Spanning  in  the Insert  £  Table/Matrix  sub−

menu. If you want to see what would be involved in typing this, evaluate the cell, which will show how it should be typed as input.

In[18]:=

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 15 16

21 22 25

31 32 33 34 35

41

51 52 53 54 55

61 62 63

71 72 76 77

81 82 86

91 92 96

�� InputForm

We have already seen how to apply things like alignment and background to a grid as a whole, or to individual columns or rows. What

we have not seen though is how to override that for an individual element. Say you want your whole grid to have the same background,

except for a few special elements. A convenient way to do that is to wrap each such element in Item , and then specify options to Item

which override the corresponding option in Grid .
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Grid@Partition@Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Item@i, Background ® LightYellowD, iD, 8i, 1, 100<D, 10D,
Background ® LightBlueD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

You could override this option with Style too, but the purpose of Item  is to override it in a way that knows about the two−dimensional

layout  of  Grid .  Notice in  the preceeding output  that  whenever  two of  the yellow cells  are next  to  each other,  there is  no blue space

between them. That would be impossible to do with constructs other than Item .

The same thing goes for all Item ’s options, not just Background. Consider the Frame option. If you want no frame elements except

around certain specified elements, you might think that you have to wrap them in their own Grid  with the Frame -> True  setting. (We

will learn a much easier way to add a frame around an arbitrary expression in the next section.)

Grid@Partition@Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Grid@88i<<, Frame ® TrueD, iD, 8i, 1, 100<D, 10DD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

But  notice  that  adjacent  framed  elements  do  not  share  their  boundaries.  Compare  that  with  using  Item ,  below,  which  has  enough

information to not draw more frame elements than are necessary. Notice now the frames of 2 and 11 meet at a single point, and how

the frames of 2 and 3 share a single−pixel line, which in turn is perfectly aligned with the left frame of 13 and 23. That is the power of

Item .

Grid@Partition@Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Item@i, Frame ® TrueD, iD, 8i, 1, 100<D, 10DD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

Frames and Labels
Adding a frame or a label to an expression can be done with Grid , but conceptually these are much simpler operations than general

two−dimensional  layout,  and  so  there  are  correspondingly  simpler  ways  to  get  them.  For  instance,  Framed  is  a  simple  function  for

drawing a frame around an arbitrary expression. This can be useful to draw attention to parts of an expression, for instance.
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Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Framed@i, Background ® LightYellowD, iD, 8i, 1, 100<D

91, 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11 , 12, 13 , 14, 15, 16, 17 , 18, 19 , 20, 21, 22, 23 , 24, 25, 26, 27

Labeled  is  another such function,  which allows labels to be placed at  arbitrary locations around a given expression.  Here we add a

legend to the Grid  example from the last section. (Spacer is just a function that is designed to leave empty space.)

In[19]:= Labeled@
Grid@Partition@ptable, 10D, Alignment ® Right, Frame ® TrueD,
Text@Row@8Style@"· Prime", BoldD, Style@"· Composite", GrayD<, Spacer@15DDDD

Out[19]=

Panel  is  yet  another  framing  construct,  which  uses  the  underlying  operating  system’s  panel  frame.  This  is  different  from Frame,  as

different operating systems might use a drop shadow, rounded corners, or fancier graphic design elements for a panel frame.

In[20]:= Panel@%D

Out[20]=

Note that Panel has its own concept of font family and size as well, so the contents of Grid  change font family and size, and the Text

changes font size. (Text  has its own opinion about font family though, and so it remains in Mathematica’s text font.) We will talk about

this in some detail below in the section on the BaseStyle  option.

Finally, we should point out that Panel itself has an optional second argument to specify one or more labels, which are automatically

positioned outside the panel, and an optional third argument to give details of that position. See the documentation for Panel for more

detail.

In[37]:= Panel@ptable, "Primes and Composites"D

Out[37]=

In[38]:= Panel@ptable, 8"Primes and Composites"<, 88Bottom, Right<<D

Out[38]=
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Other Annotations
The  annotations  mentioned  so  far  have  a  very  definite  visual  component.  There  are  a  number  of  annotations  which  are  effectively

invisible, until the user needs them. Tooltip  for example does not change the display of its first argument, and only when you move

the mouse pointer over that display is the second argument shown, as a tooltip.

Table@Tooltip@i, Divisors@iDD, 8i, 1, 100<D

81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31

Mouseover  is another such function, but instead of displaying the result in a tooltip, it uses the same area of the screen that had been

used for the display before you moved the mouse pointer over it. If the two displays are different sizes, then the effect can be jarring, so

it is a good idea to use displays which are closer to the same size, or use the Mouseover  ImageSize  option to leave space for the

larger of the two displays, regardless of which is being displayed.

Table@Mouseover@i, Framed@Divisors@iD, Background ® LightYellowDD, 8i, 1, 100<D

81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30

Also  similar  to  Tooltip  are  StatusArea  and  PopupWindow.  StatusArea  displays  the  extra  information  in  the  notebook’s  status

area, typically in the lower−left corner, while PopupWindow will display extra information in a new window when clicked.

Table@StatusArea@i, Divisors@iDD, 8i, 1, 100<D

Table@PopupWindow@i, Divisors@iDD, 8i, 1, 100<D

Finally, you can specify an arbitrary location for an annotation by using the pair Annotation and MouseAnnotation.

Table@Annotation@i, Divisors@iD, "Mouse"D, 8i, 1, 100<D
Dynamic@MouseAnnotation@DD

Null

When using annotations that are triggered merely by moving the mouse pointer over a region of the screen, it is important to keep the

user  in  mind.  Moving  the  mouse  is  not  something  that  should  trigger  a  long  evaluation  or  a  lot  of  visual  clutter.  But  used  sparingly,

annotations can be quite helpful to users.

Finally,  note that  all  these annotations work perfectly  well  in  graphics too.  So you can provide tooltips or  mouseovers to  aid  users in

understanding a complicated graphic you have created. In fact,  even visualization functions like ListPlot  or DensityPlot  support

Tooltip. See the documentation for details.
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In[2]:= Graphics@8LightBlue, EdgeForm@GrayD,
Tooltip@CountryData@ð, "SchematicPolygon"D, Panel@CountryData@ð, "Flag"D, ðDD & ��
CountryData@D<, ImageSize ® FullD

Out[2]=

Default Styles
As we saw in the section Frames and Labels, constructs like Panel actually work much like Style, in that they set up an environment

in  which  a  set  of  default  styles  is  applied  to  their  contents.  This  can  be  overridden  by  explicit  Style  commands,  but  it  can  also  be

overridden for the Panel  itself,  through the BaseStyle  option. BaseStyle  can be set to a style or a list of style directives, just like

you would use in Style. And those directives then become the ambient default within the scope of that Panel.

As we have already seen, Panel by default uses the dialog font family and size. But that can be overridden by using this BaseStyle

option.

Panel@Range@10DD

81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10<

In[7]:= Panel@Range@10D, BaseStyle ® 8"StandardForm"<D

Out[7]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10<

Actually,  almost  all  of  these box generators  have a  BaseStyle  option.  For  instance,  here  is  a  grid  in  which the default  font  color  is

blue. Notice that the elements that were gray stay gray,  since the inner Style  wrapper trumps the outer Grid  BaseStyle .  (This is

one of the principal characteristics of option inheritance, which is beyond the scope of this document to discuss.)

Grid@Partition@ptable, 10D, BaseStyle ® 8FontColor ® Blue<D

Default Options
Say you have an expression with multiple occurrences of the same box generator, like a Framed or a Panel, and you want to change

all of them to have the same set of options. It might be cumbersome to go through and add the same set of options to every occurrence

of that function. Thankfully, there is an easier way.

DefaultOptions  is  an  option  to  Style  which,  when  set  to  a  list  of  elements  of  the  form  head -> 8opt -> val, ¼<.  sets  up  an

environment with the given options as the ambient default for the given box−generating head. Those options will  be active throughout

the Style wrapper, but only in any instances of the associated box generator.

So if you had an expression that contained some Framed  items, and you wanted them all to be drawn with the same background and

frame style.

Table@If@PrimeQ@iD, Framed@iD, iD, 8i, 1, 100<D

Actually, that input is too short to see the advantage of this syntax. Say you had this same list, but specified manually.
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biglist = 81, Framed@2D, Framed@3D, 4, Framed@5D, 6, Framed@7D, 8, 9, 10, Framed@11D, 12, Framed@13D, 14,
15, 16, Framed@17D, 18, Framed@19D, 20, 21, 22, Framed@23D, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, Framed@29D, 30,
Framed@31D, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, Framed@37D, 38, 39, 40, Framed@41D, 42, Framed@43D, 44, 45, 46,
Framed@47D, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, Framed@53D, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, Framed@59D, 60, Framed@61D, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, Framed@67D, 68, 69, 70, Framed@71D, 72, Framed@73D, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, Framed@79D, 80, 81,
82, Framed@83D, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, Framed@89D, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, Framed@97D, 98, 99, 100<

91, 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11 , 12, 13 , 14, 15, 16, 17 , 18, 19 , 20, 21, 22, 23 , 24, 25, 26, 27

Now  inserting  Background  and  FrameStyle  options  into  every  Framed  wrapper  is  prohibitively  time  consuming,  although  you

certainly could do it (or you could write a program to do it for you). But using DefaultOptions , you can effectively set up an environ−

ment in which all Framed wrappers will use your settings for Background and FrameStyle, thus.

Style@biglist, DefaultOptions ® 8Framed ® 8Background ® LightYellow, FrameStyle ® Blue<<D

91, 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11 , 12, 13 , 14, 15, 16, 17 , 18, 19 , 20, 21, 22, 23 , 24, 25, 26, 27

This approach makes it easy to create structures that follow uniform style guidelines without having to specify those styles in more than

one place, which makes for considerably cleaner code, smaller file sizes, and easier maintenance.

Mathematical Typesetting
No discussion of formatted output would be complete without at least a nod toward the formatting constructs that are unique to mathe−

matical syntaxes.

8Subscript@a, bD, Superscript@a, bD, Underscript@a, bD,
Overscript@a, bD, Subsuperscript@a, b, cD, Underoverscript@a, b, cD<

9ab, ab, a
b

, a
b

, a
b

c
, a

b

c

=

We will  not  discuss these at  length,  but  we will  point  out  that  these constructs do not  have any built−in mathematical  meaning in the

kernel.  For  example,  Superscript@a, bD  will  not  be  interpreted  as  Power@a, bD,  even  though  their  displays  are  identical.  So  you

can use these as structural elements in your formatted output without having to worry about their meaning affecting your display.

In[67]:= Table@Row@8i, Row@Superscript ��� FactorInteger@iD, "´"D<, "=="D, 8i, 100<D

Out[67]=

Using the Box Language
One final note. Those of you who are already familiar with the box language might occasionally find that these box generators get in the

way of your constructing low level boxes yourselves, and inserting their display into a piece of output. That can be true for any layered

technology where one abstraction layer attempts to hide the layers on which it sits. However, there is a simple loophole through which

you can take boxes which you happen to know are valid, and display them directly in output: RawBoxes.

8a, b, RawBoxes@SubscriptBox@"c", "d"DD, e<

8a, b, cd, e<

As with all loopholes, RawBoxes  gives you added flexibility, but it also allows you to shoot yourself in the foot. Use with care. And if you

are not yet familiar with the box language, perhaps you should not use it at all.
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Grids, Rows, and Columns in Mathematica

The Basic Constructs
Mathematica  provides  a  broad  range  of  powerful  constructs  for  laying  out  content  on  a  screen  or  page.  They  are  designed  to  be

immediately useful for the beginner, yet also allow fine control over almost every aspect of their appearance. 

These  constructs  can  be  placed  into  three  families:  constructs  that  appear  within  notebooks  as  typesetting  structures,  functions  that

generate graphics whose contents are arranged on a grid, and constructs that can appear inside grids to adjust details of formatting.

Grid ,  Column,  and Row  form the first  family,  referred to in this tutorial  as the Grid family.  The Grid family’s defining characteristic is

that  it  is  a  tightly  integrated  part  of  Mathematica’s  typesetting  system.  This  means  that  any  expression  whatsoever  can  appear  as

content, and that the construct itself can respond to changes such as window width or even the size of its elements. Like other typeset−

ting constructs, the Grid family’s members are inert constructs and do not evaluate to some other form. 

A  parallel  set  of  constructs~the Graphics  Grid  family~supports  features  particularly  useful  when  dealing  with  graphics.  These  con−

structs  are  GraphicsGrid,  GraphicsColumn ,  and  GraphicsRow.  Though  graphics  can  be  used  in  the  Grid  family,  the  Graphics

Grid family supports sizing and editing behavior more tailored to graphics. The Graphics Grid family has functions that take arguments

and  evaluate  them  into  new  graphics  expressions,  which  means  it  is  difficult  to  make  the  generated  grid  respond  to  changes  in  its

environment, but easy to interactively add arbitrary annotation and additional graphics.

GraphicsGrid GraphicsColumn GraphicsRow

Examples of the Graphics Grid family of formatting constructs.

The final family~the Embedded Constructs family~consists of constructs that are embedded within the grids themselves, and alter the

grid’s  appearance  from  within.  Item  can  be  wrapped  around  elements  in  a  grid  in  order  to  style  the  region  in  which  they  appear.

SpanFromLeft, SpanFromAbove, and SpanFromBoth are used to create regions that span across multiple rows or columns.

Some very basic examples of all of these constructs follow.
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Grid Family

Grid@88expr11,expr12,¼<,8expr21,expr22,¼<,¼<D

an object that formats with the exprij arranged in a two−dimensional grid

Column@8expr1,expr2,¼<D an object that formats with the expri arranged in a column, with expr1 above expr2, 

etc.

Row@8expr1,expr2,¼<D an object that formats with the expri arranged in a row, potentially extending over 

several lines

The Grid family of 2D formatting constructs.

A grid of elements.

In[684]:= Grid@88"a", "b", "c"<, 8"d", "e", "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<D

Out[684]=

a b c

d e f

g h i

A column of elements.

In[686]:= Column@8"a", "b", "c", "d"<D

Out[686]=

a

b

c

d

A row of elements.

In[685]:= Row@CharacterRange@"a", "z"DD

Out[685]=

Graphics Grid Family

GraphicsGrid@88g11,g12,¼<,¼<D generates a graphic in which the gij are laid out in a two−dimensional grid

GraphicsColumn@8g1,g2,¼<D generates a graphic in which the gi are laid out in a column, with g1 above g2, etc.

GraphicsRow@8g1,g2,¼<D generates a graphic in which the gi are laid out in a row

The Graphics Grid family of 2D graphics layout functions.
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Display elements in a graphics grid.

In[678]:= GraphicsGridA99 , =, 9 , ==E

Out[678]=
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Display elements in a graphics column.

In[689]:= GraphicsColumnA9 , , =E

Out[689]=
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Display elements in a graphics row.

In[691]:= GraphicsRowA9 , , =E

Out[691]=

Embedded Constructs Family

Item@expr,optionsD displays with expr as the content, and with the specified options applied to the 

region containing expr

SpanFromLeft indicates that the position is occupied by the contents on the left

SpanFromAbove indicates that the position is occupied by the contents above

SpanFromBoth indicates that the position is occupied from both above and left

Constructs with special meaning when they are embedded as elements within the Grid and Graphics Grid families.

Embed styling information around the element "a".

In[708]:= Grid@88Item@"a", Background -> Red, Frame -> TrueD, "b", "c"<, 8"d", "e", "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<D

Out[708]=

a b c

d e f

g h i

Span "a" across the first two columns.

In[709]:= Grid@88"a", SpanFromLeft, "c"<, 8"d", "e", "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[709]=

a c

d e f

g h i

Span "a" across the first two rows.

In[710]:= Grid@88"a", "b", "c"<, 8SpanFromAbove, "e", "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[710]=

a b c

e f

g h i

Span "a" across the first two columns and rows.

In[711]:= Grid@88"a", SpanFromLeft, "c"<, 8SpanFromAbove, SpanFromBoth, "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[711]=

a c

f

g h i

Classes of Functionality
Grid  and related constructs allow considerable appearance customization, often with very little syntax. The tables below indicate the

kind of functionality that is supported; it is explained in detail in later sections.

� Frames and dividers can be placed in any position to partition regions of the grid.
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0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

� The grid and its contents can be aligned and positioned in a number of ways.

1

2

6

24

120

1.234

12.34

123.4

1234.

first 1

second 100

last 1000

9

a b

c d , a b

c d

=

� Backgrounds and styles can be imposed on any region.

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

� The structure can be elaborated using spanning elements, or elements that are themselves grids.

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

a

b

c

d

e
f

� The sizes and spacings in the grid can be adjusted.

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

In addition to these styling features, various forms of interactive editing and dynamic behavior are possible. 

Options Syntax
A variety of options exist for adjusting the details of a grid’s appearance. This section describes the common syntax shared by many of

these options. This syntax provides a way to assign option values not only for the entire grid, but also for individual rows, columns, and

even items. 

The overall syntax for many options, such as Background, is based on forms like Background -> 8specx, specy<, where specx  is itself

a modular syntax that contains values for different columns, while specy contains values for the different rows.

spec apply spec to all items

9specx= apply specx at successive horizontal positions

9specx,specy= apply speck at successive horizontal and vertical positions

9specx,specy,rules= give rules for the items based on their i, j position in the array

General options syntax.

specx and specy may take two possible forms, as described below. The first form is just the rules for the desired value at a set of indices.

The second form is based on giving a sequence of values in a list. 
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A set of rules specifying the index of a column and its desired background. 

In[8]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, Background -> 881 ® Red, 2 ® Green, 3 ® Blue<, Automatic<D

Out[8]=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

An equivalent list of background values to use for successive columns.

In[9]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, Background -> 88Red, Green, Blue<, Automatic<D

Out[9]=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

These two methods have different strengths, as described below.

Using Rules

Rules provide a direct and readable method to give a specific row or column a specific value.

Set the background for specific sets of columns.

In[16]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 84<D, Background -> 881 ® Red, 3 ® Red<, Automatic<D

Out[16]=

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

Set the background for specific sets of rows.

In[26]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 84<D, Background -> 8Automatic, 81 ® Red, 3 ® Red<<D

Out[26]=

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

When there are a large number of rows or columns, rules are a convenient way to set the properties of just a few of them.

Apply the option at a small number of the possible positions.

In[25]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 881 ® Red, 3 ® Red, -2 ® Red<, Automatic<D

Out[25]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Rules  can  also  be  used  to  give  values  to  specific  grid  elements  or  subregions.  Note  however  that  while  conceptually  similar,  this

following syntax is separate from the discussion of specx and specy.

Set the background of the element at position 83, 3<.

In[27]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 8Automatic, Automatic, 83, 3< ® Red<D

Out[27]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x
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Set the background of the region from element 81, 1< to 83, 3<.

In[28]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 8Automatic, Automatic, 881, 3<, 81, 3<< ® Red<D

Out[28]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Rules  are  an  efficient  way  to  specify  the  exceptions  to  the  value  that  otherwise  exists.  However,  they  are  less  efficient  when  the

intention is to manually specify a value for each piece of the grid. 

Manually specify an alternating pattern using rules.

In[31]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background ->
881 ® Red, 2 ® Blue, 3 ® Red, 4 ® Blue, 5 ® Red, 6 ® Blue, 7 ® Red, 8 ® Blue, 9 ® Red, 10 ® Blue<, Automatic<D

Out[31]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

To achieve repetitive patterns, it is instead recommended to use the list syntax described in the next section. 

Using Lists

Giving  sequential  values  in  a  list  is  a  compact  and  convenient  way  to  specify  large  numbers  of  option  values  for  adjacent  rows  or

columns.

List the values to be used for successive columns.

In[52]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 88Red, Green, Blue, Orange, Yellow<, Automatic<D

Out[52]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Additionally, sublists can be used to denote cyclic use of values. 

Specify that the list should be used cyclically.

In[53]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 888Red, Green<<, Automatic<D

Out[53]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

These cyclic sublists can be padded at the beginning or end.

Give an initial set of values before the cyclic portion.

In[58]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 88Blue, Orange, 8Red, Green<<, Automatic<D

Out[58]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Give a final set of values.

In[57]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 888Red, Green<, Blue, Orange<, Automatic<D

Out[57]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x
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Use defaults in the middle.

In[7]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 88Green, 8Automatic<, Blue, Orange<, Automatic<D

Out[7]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Because  positions  in  the  list  correspond  to  positions  in  the  grid,  specifying  a  single  value  in  the  middle  requires  giving  all  previous

values. To achieve this more directly, use rules as described in the section Using Rules.

Make the fifth column red using the list syntax.

In[61]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D,
Background -> 88Automatic, Automatic, Automatic, Automatic, Red<, Automatic<D

Out[61]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Use a rule to directly assign the background.

In[62]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 885 ® Red<, Automatic<D

Out[62]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Using Both

It is possible to have the best of both worlds, using the list syntax for specifying repetitive portions of the grid while also using the rule

syntax to specify exceptions.

Columns alternate between blue and green, except the first and last which are red.

In[746]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 8888Blue, Green<<, 81 ® Red, -1 ® Red<<, Automatic<D

Out[746]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

Use blue for all columns, except the first and fifth.

In[89]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 810<D, Background -> 88Blue, 81 ® Red, 5 ® Red<<, Automatic<D

Out[89]=

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x
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8s1,s2,¼,sn< use s1 through sn; then use defaults 

88c<< use c in all cases 

88c1,c2<< alternate between c1 and c2 

88c1,c2,¼<< cycle through all ci

8s,8c<< use s, then repeatedly use c 

8s1,8c<,sn< use s1, then repeatedly use c, but use sn at the end 

8s1,s2,¼,8c1, c2,¼<, sm,¼, sn } use the first sequence of si at the beginning, then cyclically use the ci, then use 

the last sequence of si at the end 

8s1,s2,¼,8<,sm,¼,sn< use the first sequence of si at the beginning and the last sequence at the end

8i1->v1,i2->v2,¼< specify what to use at positions ik

8spec,rules< use rules to override specifications in spec 

Summary of syntax for specx and specy.

Columns, Rows, Gutters, and Items
As introduced in  the previous section,  Mathematica  provides a  flexible  syntax  for  changing an option’s  value in  different  regions of  a

grid. This section provides context for that language and elaborates on the finer distinctions.

gutter

item

content area

element

first column

first row

Vocabulary for grids.

column vertical sequence of items

row horizontal sequence of items

item the region containing a grid element

gutter the border between consecutive rows or columns

Different slices of a 2D grid.
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Grid  and  GraphicsGrid  follow  the  same  conventions  for  describing  the  different  possible  slices  of  the  grid.  Column,

GraphicsColumn ,  and  GraphicsRow  follow  the  same  general  conventions,  except  that  they  only  deal  in  one  of  the  two  possible

dimensions. Finally, Row does not participate in this system at all.

The World of Options

The following table describes for which slices each option can address. No option is valid for all constructs; refer to the key below to see

which option can occur for a given construct.

Out[54]=

Out[53]=

Note that Row does not take any options.

Columns, Then Rows

To  remember  the  syntax  for  options,  the  most  important  step  is  knowing  that  specific  values  for  the  columns  are  specified  first,  and

values for rows are specified second.

opt->val use val for all items

opt->colspec,rowspec< use colspec for columns, rowspec for rows

opt->8colspec< use colspec for columns, defaults for rows

Option structure for Grid  and GraphicsGrid.

In Mathematica, options with a horizontal setting h and a vertical setting v are specified as opt -> 8h, v<. ImageSize  and PlotRange

are two common options that help establish this convention.
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In a grid, these horizontal and vertical settings correspond to values for the columns and rows, respectively. This is because columns

are  stacked  horizontally,  and  so  their  properties~such  as  width  and  location~correspond  to  the  horizontal  dimension.  Rows  are

stacked vertically, and their properties correspond to the vertical dimension.

A graphic that is twice as long as it is tall.

In[37]:= Graphics@8<, ImageSize ® 8100, 50<, Background ® BlackD

Out[37]=

In the following grid each item is 2 "ems" wide and 1 "ex" tall.

In[1]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, ItemSize ® 82, 1<, Frame ® AllD

Out[1]=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Instead of a single width for all columns, a separate setting is given for each column.

In[29]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, ItemSize -> 881, 2, 3<, 1<, Frame ® AllD

Out[29]=
1 2 3

4 5 6

In[2]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, ItemSize -> 81, 81, 2, 3<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[2]=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Similarly, a different background color can be given at successive horizontal positions.

In[6]:= Grid@881, 2, 3<, 84, 5, 6<, 87, 8, 9<<, Background -> 88Red, Green, Blue<, Automatic<D

Out[6]=

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Gutters

Many Grid  options deal with properties that can ultimately be associated with a column, row, or item in the grid.

However there are also options that deal with gutters between rows and columns.
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Dividers where to draw divider lines in the grid

Spacings horizontal and vertical spacings

Options for the gutters between rows and columns.

 A line that is not associated with any single row or column.

In[85]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 813<D, Dividers ® 8None, 82 ® True<<D

Out[85]=

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Compare this with a frame.

In[86]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 813<D, Frame -> 8None, 82 -> True<<D

Out[86]=

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

The syntax for Dividers  and Spacings  is exactly the same as for the other options. For a grid with n items in a particular direction,

Dividers  and Spacings  can specify settings for the n + 1 gaps between elements, starting before the first element and ending after

the last element.

Items

The  most  granular  level  of  description  is  the  item.  Each  item  in  a  grid  can  have  its  own  value  for  options  such  as  Background,

Alignment , and Frame.

Item  can be used to explicitly indicate the desired settings.

In[100]:= Grid@88Item@a, Background ® RedD, b<, 8c, d<<D

Out[100]=
a b

c d

Alternatively, use the item’s 8i, j< index to assign it a value at the overall grid level.

In[101]:= Grid@88a, b<, 8c, d<<, Background ® 8Automatic, Automatic, 881, 1< ® Red<<D

Out[101]=
a b

c d

A programmatically generated grid.

In[103]:= Grid@Table@x, 85<, 85<D, Background ® 8Automatic, Automatic, Table@8i, i< ® Red, 8i, 1, 5<D<D

Out[103]=

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

Give settings to an entire region of the grid.

In[105]:= Grid@Table@x, 85<, 85<D, Background ® 8Automatic, Automatic, 8882, 4<, 82, 4<< ® Red<<D

Out[105]=

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x
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In[109]:= Grid@Table@x, 85<, 85<D, Frame ® 8None, None, 8882, 4<, 82, 4<< ® True<<D

Out[109]=

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

Dividers and Frames
Mathematica provides an extensive system for describing what dividers and frames should be drawn in a grid.

Dividers draw dividers between columns or rows

Frame put a frame around regions of the grid

FrameStyle use an overall style for the lines

Options for drawing dividers and frames.

Use Frame to put lines on all four sides of a region or set of regions.

In[131]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Frame ® TrueD

Out[131]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Highlight specific columns or rows.

In[141]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Frame ® 82 ® True, 3 ® True<D

Out[141]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Frame always draws a line on all four faces of the enclosed region. Dividers allows a finer level of control.

In[140]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Dividers ® 82 ® True<D

Out[140]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

One result is that when using dividers, the resulting lines run in only a single direction.

In[147]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Dividers ® 8All, None<D

Out[147]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

In[146]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Frame ® 8All, None<D

Out[146]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x
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This short form draws the center dividers.

In[150]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Dividers -> CenterD

Out[150]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Styling Dividers and Frames

FrameStyle sets the base style used for both Frame and Dividers.

In[94]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Dividers ® 8All, None<, FrameStyle ® RedD

Out[94]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

In[95]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Frame ® 8All, None<, FrameStyle ® RedD

Out[95]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Frame and Dividers allow styles as values.

In[50]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Dividers ® 88Brown, 81 ® Red, -1 ® Green<<, None<D

Out[50]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

In[48]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Frame ® 88Brown, 81 ® Red, -1 ® Green<<, None<D

Out[48]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

In  general,  any line  and color  directive  may be used,  including Hue,  Thickness ,  Dashing,  Dotted,  and others.  Multiple  directives

may be combined with Directive .

Precedence

When conflicting styles are given, Dividers  has precedence over Frame, and they have precedence over FrameStyle. Styles from

Item  take precedence over all others.

Dividers and frames are added together.

In[177]:= Grid@Table@x, 84<, 87<D, Dividers ® 82 ® True, 3 ® True<, Frame ® 8None, 4 ® True<D

Out[177]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x
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Styles from different sources are combined together.

In[185]:= Grid@88x, x, x, x, x, x, x<, 8x, Item@x, Frame ® GreenD, x, x, x, x, x<,
8x, x, x, x, x, x, x<, 8x, x, x, x, x, x, x<<, Dividers ® 82 ® Red, 2 ® Red<,

Frame ® 881 ® True<, 4 ® Orange<, FrameStyle ® Directive@Dashing@2D, Thickness@2D, BlueDD

Out[185]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Alignment and Positioning
Aesthetic grids often require use of alignment. Mathematica has considerable support for different kinds of alignment in grids.

The Alignment  option can be passed to the overall grid.

Align contents to the right.

In[53]:= Grid@881, 10<, 8100, 1000<, 810 000, 100000<<, Alignment ® RightD

Out[53]=

1 10

100 1000

10000 100000

It is possible to give different horizontal alignments to different columns, and different vertical alignments to different rows.

Align the first column to the right, and the second column to the left.

In[61]:= Grid@881, 10<, 8100, 1000<, 810 000, 100000<<, Alignment ® 88Right, Left<<D

Out[61]=

1 10

100 1000

10000 100 000

It is also possible to give different alignments to the individual items in the grid.

Set the element at position 81, 1<  to the left, and the element at position 81, 2< to the right.

In[62]:= Grid@881, 10<, 8100, 1000<, 810 000, 100000<<,
Alignment -> 88Right, Left<, Automatic, 881, 1< ® Left, 81, 2< ® Right<<D

Out[62]=

1 10

100 1000

10000 100 000

Alignment  can also be set with Item . The specification for Item  will take precedence.

In[63]:= Grid@88Item@1, Alignment ® LeftD, Item@10, Alignment ® RightD<, 8100, 1000<, 810 000, 100000<<,
Alignment ® 88Right, Left<<D

Out[63]=

1 10

100 1000

10000 100 000

It is possible to align on a decimal point, or any character.

Align on ".".

In[65]:= Column@81234., 123.4, 12.34, 1.234<, Alignment ® "."D

Out[65]=

1234.

123.4

12.34

1.234

Positioning a grid within its enclosing environment can be achieved with BaselinePosition. 
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Default position.

In[67]:= 8a, Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<D, b<

Out[67]= 9a,
1 2

3 4
, b=

Align the bottom of the grid to the baseline of the enclosing expression.

In[73]:= 8a, Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, BaselinePosition ® Bottom, Frame ® TrueD, b<

Out[73]= 9a,

1 2

3 4
, b=

Align the grid so that the baseline of the 82, 1< element is at the overall baseline.

In[74]:= 8a, Grid@881, 2<, 83, 4<<, BaselinePosition ® 82, 1<, Frame ® TrueD, b<

Out[74]= 9a,

1 2

3 4 , b=

Background and Style

Common Cases

When working with a collection of elements, Grid  provides a way to set them against a uniform background. 

Though an element can have its own background, awkward gaps result when you put elements together.

In[193]:= Grid@88Style@a, Background ® BrownD, Style@b, Background ® BrownD<<D

Out[193]= a b

Grid  and related functions place a background across the entire group of items in which the elements are contained.

In[194]:= Grid@88a, b<<, Background ® BrownD

Out[194]= a b

With more sophisticated syntax, a variety of patterns is easy to achieve.

Alternate the backgrounds.

In[195]:= Grid@Table@x, 85<, 87<D, Background -> 888Brown, None<<<D

Out[195]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

In[196]:= Grid@Table@x, 85<, 87<D, Background -> 8None, 88Brown, None<<<D

Out[196]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x
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Highlight a row and column that intersect.

In[197]:= Grid@Table@x, 85<, 87<D, Background -> 85 ® Brown, 4 ® Brown<D

Out[197]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Embed the background with a particular item inside the grid.

In[107]:= Grid@88"The ", "quick ", Item@"brown", Background ® BrownD,
" fox ", "jumps ", "over ", "the ", "lazy ", "dog."<<D

Out[107]= The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Precedence of Overlapping Background Settings

Backgrounds given in the list syntax blend together upon intersection.

In[198]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 87<D, Background ® 888Brown, None<<, 88Green, None<<<D

Out[198]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Backgrounds specifically asserted using indices take precedence.

In[199]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 87<D, Background ® 888Brown, None<<, 81 ® Green, 3 ® Green<<D

Out[199]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Indexed columns take precedence over indexed rows.

In[200]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 87<D, Background ® 881 ® Brown, 3 ® Brown, 5 ® Brown, 7 ® Brown<, 88Green, None<<<D

Out[200]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Backgrounds specified with Item  have the highest precedence.

In[201]:= Grid@88Item@x, Background ® RedD, x, x, x, x, x, x<, 8x, x, x, x, x, x, x<, 8x, x, x, x, x, x, x<<,
Background ® 881 ® Brown, 3 ® Brown, 5 ® Brown, 7 ® Brown<, 88Green, None<<<D

Out[201]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

Spanning and Nesting
Sophisticated partitioning of 2D space can be achieved by nested grid constructs and/or by using spanning elements.

As their name suggests, spanning elements allow an item to span multiple columns, rows, or both.

Span "a" across the first two columns.

In[709]:= Grid@88"a", SpanFromLeft, "c"<, 8"d", "e", "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[709]=

a c

d e f

g h i
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Span "a" across the first two rows.

In[710]:= Grid@88"a", "b", "c"<, 8SpanFromAbove, "e", "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[710]=

a b c

e f

g h i

Span "a" across the first two columns and rows.

In[711]:= Grid@88"a", SpanFromLeft, "c"<, 8SpanFromAbove, SpanFromBoth, "f"<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[711]=

a c

f

g h i

It is important to note that the spanning region must be rectangular; items that fail to fall within the rectangle will not be spanned, and

will instead display the spanning character.

Spanning is only done in rectangular chunks.

In[75]:= Grid@88"a", SpanFromLeft, "c"<,
8SpanFromAbove, SpanFromBoth, SpanFromLeft<, 8"g", "h", "i"<<, Frame -> AllD

Out[75]=

a c

º

g h i

While many layouts can be achieved using spanning elements, it is sometimes faster or more convenient to simply nest grid constructs.

In[81]:= Row@8Column@8a, b, c<D, Column@8d, e<D, f<D

Out[81]=

a

b

c

d

e
f

In[84]:= Grid@88Grid@88a, b<, 8c, d<<D, e<, 8f, g<<D

Out[84]=

a b

c d
e

f g

Particularly  with  complex  grids,  it  is  often  clearer  to  use  Row  and  Column  to  create  the  specifically  desired  structures  than  to  try  to

design a complicated system of spanning. 

Sizing and Spacing

Sizing in Grid

Grid  will  typically  not  modify  the  size  of  its  elements.  Also,  rows  and  columns  are  by  default  made  as  narrow  as  possible  while

accommodating the contents.

In[275]:= GridA98a, b<, 9 , ==, Frame ® AllE

Out[275]=

a b

Notice in the above example that the second row is much taller than the first, the second column thinner than the first, and the sizes of

the elements were not modified in any way.

If elements in the grid are interactively or dynamically changed, the size of the entire grid will automatically adjust as appropriate.
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A useful exception is that Button will by default expand to fill the available space.

In[277]:= GridA98a, b<, 9Button@cD, ==, Frame ® AllE

Out[277]=

a b

c

ItemSize can be used to override the default behavior.

Make all items the same size.

In[278]:= GridA98a, b<, 9Button@cD, ==, Frame ® All, ItemSize ® AllE

Out[278]=

a b

c

Specify widths and heights for individual columns and rows.

In[256]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 87<D, Frame ® All, ItemSize ® 881, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7<, 1<D

Out[256]=

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

The units used for ItemSize are the typesetting units known as "exs" and "ems."

It is also possible to specify widths as a fraction of the enclosing area by using Scaled.

Make the first two columns each .3 of the page width.

In[274]:= Grid@Table@x, 83<, 87<D, Frame ® All, ItemSize ® 88Scaled@.3D, Scaled@.3D, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7<, 1<D

Out[274]=

Line Wrapping in Grid

Textual items will line wrap if the columns are too narrow. Notice that this forces the rows to be taller than the minimum specified.

In[266]:= Grid@Table@xxxx, 83<, 87<D, Frame ® All, ItemSize ® 881, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7<, 1<D

Out[266]=

x�
x�
x�
x

xx�
x�
x

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

x�
x�
x�
x

xx�
x�
x

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

x�
x�
x�
x

xx�
x�
x

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
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With ItemSize -> Automatic , textual items are wrapped at the page width.

In[271]:= Grid@88100!<, 8200!<<, Frame ® All, ItemSize ® AutomaticD

Out[271]=
788657 867364790 503552 363213932 185062 295135977 687173 263294742 533244 359449963 403342 920304284 011984

With ItemSize -> Full , line breaking is prevented.

In[273]:= Grid@88100!<, 8110!<<, Frame ® All, ItemSize ® FullD

Out[273]=
93326 215443 944152681 699238 856266700 490715 968264381 621468 592963895 217599 993229915 608

15882455 415227 429404253 703127 090772871 724410 234473563 207581 748318444 567162 948183030 959960 131517

Sizing in GraphicsGrid

GraphicsGrid will by default return a grid whose items are all the same size.

In[286]:= randomgrid = Table@Graphics@Circle@D, ImageSize ® Automatic,
AspectRatio -> RandomReal@DD, 83<, 85<D;

In[289]:= GraphicsGrid@randomgrid, Frame ® AllD

Out[289]=

It will automatically choose an aspect ratio that is appropriate for the overall collection of elements.

Compare this with the equivalent Grid  example, which does not impose either an overall size or an aspect ratio.

In[290]:= Grid@randomgrid, Frame ® AllD

Out[290]=
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GraphicsGrid does not support an ItemSize option, but it does support ImageSize .

In[294]:= GraphicsGrid@randomgrid, ImageSize ® 200, Frame ® AllD

Out[294]=

MORE ABOUT

� Grids and Tables
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Requesting Input
Mathematica  usually works by taking whatever input you give, and then processing it.  Sometimes, however,  you may want to have a

program you write explicitly request more input. You can do this using Input and InputString. 

Input@D read an expression as input

InputString@D read a string as input

Input@"prompt"D issue a prompt, then read an expression

InputString@"prompt"D issue a prompt, then read a string

Interactive input. 

Exactly how Input and InputString  work depends on the computer system and Mathematica interface you are using. With a text−

based interface, they typically just wait for standard input, terminated with a newline. With a notebook interface, however, they typically

get the front end to put up a ú dialog boxø , in which the user can enter input. 

In general, Input is intended for reading complete Mathematica expressions. InputString, on the other hand, is for reading arbitrary

strings. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Messages

Mathematica  has  a  general  mechanism for  handling  messages  generated  during  computations.  Many  built−in  Mathematica  functions

use this mechanism to produce error and warning messages. You can also use the mechanism for messages associated with functions

you write. 

The basic idea is that every message has a definite name, of  the form symbol::tag.  You can use this name to refer to the message.

(The object symbol::tag has head MessageName.) 

Quiet@exprD evaluate expr without printing any messages

Quiet@expr,8s1::tag,s2::tag,¼<D evaluate expr without printing the specified messages

Off@s::tagD switch off a message, so it is not printed

On@s::tagD switch on a message

Controlling the printing of messages. 

As  discussed  in  "Warnings  and  Messages",  you  can  use  Quiet  to  control  the  printing  of  particular  messages  during  an  evaluation.

Most messages associated with built−in functions are switched on by default. If you want to suppress a message permanently, you can

use Off. 

This prints a warning message. Also, the front end highlights the extra argument in red.

In[1]:= Log@a, b, cD

Log::argt : Log called with 3 arguments; 1 or 2 arguments are expected. �

Out[1]= Log@a, b, cD

This suppresses the warning message. 

In[2]:= Quiet@Log@a, b, cDD

Out[2]= Log@a, b, cD

The message reappears with the next evaluation. 

In[3]:= Log@a, b, cD

Log::argt : Log called with 3 arguments; 1 or 2 arguments are expected. �

Out[3]= Log@a, b, cD

You can use On  and Off  to make global changes to the printing of particular messages. You can use Off  to switch off a message if

you never want to see it. 

You can switch off the message like this. 

In[4]:= Off@Log::argtD

Now no warning message is produced. 

In[5]:= Log@a, b, cD

Out[5]= Log@a, b, cD

Although  most  messages  associated  with  built−in  functions  are  switched  on  by  default,  there  are  some  which  are  switched  off  by

default,  and  which  you  will  see  only  if  you  explicitly  switch  them  on.  An  example  is  the  message  General::newsym,  discussed  in

"Intercepting the Creation of New Symbols", which tells you every time a new symbol is created. 
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s::tag give the text of a message

s::tag=string set the text of a message

Messages@sD show all messages associated with s

Manipulating messages. 

The text of a message with the name s::tag  is stored simply as the value of s::tag,  associated with the symbol s.  You can therefore

see the text of a message simply by asking for s::tag. You can set the text by assigning a value to s::tag. 

If you give LinearSolve a singular matrix, it prints a warning message. 

In[6]:= LinearSolve@881, 1<, 82, 2<<, 83, 5<D

LinearSolve::nosol : Linear equation encountered that has no solution. �

Out[6]= LinearSolve@881, 1<, 82, 2<<, 83, 5<D

Here is the text of the message. 

In[7]:= LinearSolve::nosol

Out[7]= Linear equation encountered that has no solution.

This redefines the message. 

In[8]:= LinearSolve::nosol = "Matrix encountered is not invertible."

Out[8]= Matrix encountered is not invertible.

Now the new form will be used. 

In[9]:= LinearSolve@881, 1<, 82, 2<<, 83, 5<D

LinearSolve::nosol : Matrix encountered is not invertible. �

Out[9]= LinearSolve@881, 1<, 82, 2<<, 83, 5<D

Messages are always stored as strings suitable for use with StringForm. When the message is printed, the appropriate expressions

are ú spliced ø  into it. The expressions are wrapped with HoldForm  to prevent evaluation. In addition, any function that is assigned as

the value of the global variable $MessagePrePrint is applied to the resulting expressions before they are given to StringForm. The

default for $MessagePrePrint uses Short for text formatting and a combination of Short and Shallow for typesetting. 

Most messages are associated directly with the functions that generate them. There are, however, some ú generalø  messages, which

can be produced by a variety of functions. 

If  you  give  the  wrong  number  of  arguments  to  a  function  F,  Mathematica  will  warn  you  by  printing  a  message  such  as  F::argx.  If

Mathematica cannot find a message named F::argx, it will use the text of the ú general ø  message General::argx instead. You can

use  Off@F::argxD  to  switch  off  the  argument  count  message  specifically  for  the  function  F.  You  can  also  use

Off@General::argxD to switch off all messages that use the text of the general message.

Mathematica prints a message if you give the wrong number of arguments to a built−in function. 

In[10]:= Sqrt@a, bD

Sqrt::argx : Sqrt called with 2 arguments; 1 argument is expected. �

Out[10]= Sqrt@a, bD
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This argument count message is a general one, used by many different functions.

In[11]:= General::argx

Out[11]= ‘1‘ called with ‘2‘ arguments; 1 argument is expected.

If something goes very wrong with a calculation you are doing, it is common to find that the same warning message is generated over

and over  again.  This  is  usually  more confusing than useful.  As a  result,  Mathematica  keeps track of  all  messages that  are produced

during a particular calculation, and stops printing a particular message if  it  comes up more than three times. Whenever this happens,

Mathematica prints the message General::stop to let you know. If you really want to see all the messages that Mathematica tries to

print, you can do this by switching off General::stop.

$MessageList a list of the messages produced during a particular computation

MessageList@nD a list of the messages produced during the processing of the nth input line in a 
Mathematica session

Finding out what messages were produced during a computation. 

In  every  computation  you  do,  Mathematica  maintains  a  list  $MessageList  of  all  the  messages  that  are  produced.  In  a  standard

Mathematica session, this list is cleared after each line of output is generated. However, during a computation, you can access the list.

In addition, when the nth output line in a session is generated, the value of $MessageList is assigned to MessageList@nD. 

This returns $MessageList, which gives a list of the messages produced. 

In[12]:= Sqrt@a, b, cD; Exp@a, bD; $MessageList

Sqrt::argx : Sqrt called with 3 arguments; 1 argument is expected. �

Exp::argx : Exp called with 2 arguments; 1 argument is expected. �

Out[12]= 8Sqrt::argx, Exp::argx<

The message names are wrapped in HoldForm to stop them from evaluating. 

In[13]:= InputForm@%D

Out[13]//InputForm= {HoldForm[Sqrt::argx], HoldForm[Exp::argx]}

In writing programs, it  is  often important  to be able to check automatically  whether any messages were generated during a particular

calculation.  If  messages  were  generated,  say  as  a  consequence  of  producing  indeterminate  numerical  results,  then  the  result  of  the

calculation may be meaningless.

Check@expr, failexprD if no messages are generated during the evaluation of expr, then return expr, 

otherwise return failexpr

Check@expr, failexpr,s1::t1,s2::t2,¼D check only for the messages si::ti

Checking for warning messages. 

Evaluating 1^0 produces no messages, so the result of the evaluation is returned. 

In[14]:= Check@1^0, errD

Out[14]= 1

Evaluating 0^0 produces a message, so the second argument of Check is returned. 

In[15]:= Check@0^0, errD

Power::indet : Indeterminate expression 00 encountered. �

Out[15]= err
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Check@expr, failexprD  tests  for  all  messages  that  are  actually  printed  out.  It  does  not  test  for  messages  whose  output  has  been

suppressed using Off. 

In some cases you may want to test only for a specific set of messages, say ones associated with numerical overflow. You can do this

by explicitly telling Check the names of the messages you want to look for. 

The message generated by Sin@1, 2D is ignored by Check, since it is not the one specified. 

In[16]:= Check@Sin@1, 2D, err, General::indD

Sin::argx : Sin called with 2 arguments; 1 argument is expected. �

Out[16]= Sin@1, 2D

Message@s::tagD print a message

Message@s::tag,expr
1
,¼D print a message, with the expri spliced into its string form

Generating messages. 

By using the function Message, you can mimic all aspects of the way in which built−in Mathematica functions generate messages. You

can for example switch on and off messages using On  and Off, and Message  will automatically look for General::tag if it does not

find the specific message s::tag. 

This defines the text of a message associated with f. 

In[17]:= f::overflow = "Factorial argument ‘1‘ too large."

Out[17]= Factorial argument ‘1‘ too large.

Here is the function f. 

In[18]:= f@x_D := If@x > 10, HMessage@f::overflow, xD; InfinityL, x!D

When the argument of f is greater than 10, the message is generated. 

In[19]:= f@20D

f::overflow : Factorial argument 20 too large.

Out[19]= ¥

This switches off the message. 

In[20]:= Off@f::overflowD

Now the message is no longer generated. 

In[21]:= f@20D

Out[21]= ¥

When you call Message, it first tries to find a message with the explicit name you have specified. If this fails, it tries to find a message

with the appropriate tag associated with the symbol General. If this too fails, then Mathematica takes any function you have defined as

the value of the global variable $NewMessage, and applies this function to the symbol and tag of the message you have requested. 

By setting up the value of $NewMessage appropriately, you can, for example, get Mathematica to read in the text of a message from a

file when that message is first needed. 
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� Textual Input and Output
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International Messages
The standard  set  of  messages for  built−in  Mathematica  functions  are  written  in  American  English.  In  some versions  of  Mathematica,

messages are also available in other languages. In addition, if you set up messages yourself, you can give ones in other languages. 

Languages in Mathematica are conventionally specified by strings. The languages are given in English, in order to avoid the possibility

of needing special characters. Thus, for example, the French language is specified in Mathematica as "French". 

$Language="lang" set the language to use

$Language=8"lang
1
","lang

2
",¼<

set a sequence of languages to try

Setting the language to use for messages. 

This tells Mathematica to use French−language versions of messages. 

In[1]:= $Language = "French"

Out[1]= French

If your version of Mathematica has French−language messages, the message generated here will be in French. 

In[2]:= Sqrt@a, b, cD

Sqrt::argx : Sqrt est appel
elax\parskip\z�$$EAcuteDe avec 3 arguments; il faut y avoir 1.

Out[2]= Sqrt@a, b, cD

symbol::tag the default form of a message

symbol::tag::Language a message in a particular language

Messages in different languages. 

When  built−in  Mathematica  functions  generate  messages,  they  look  first  for  messages  of  the  form  s::t::Language,  in  the  language

specified  by  $Language .  If  they  fail  to  find  any  such  messages,  then  they  use  instead  the  form  s::t  without  an  explicit  language

specification. 

The procedure used by built−in functions will also be followed by functions you define if you call Message  with message names of the

form s::t. If you give explicit languages in message names, however, only those languages will be used. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Documentation Constructs
When you write programs in Mathematica,  there are various ways to document your code. As always, by far the best thing is to write

clear code, and to name the objects you define as explicitly as possible. 

Sometimes, however, you may want to add some "commentary text" to your code, to make it easier to understand. You can add such

text at any point in your code simply by enclosing it in matching H* and *L. Notice that in Mathematica, "comments" enclosed in H* and

*L can be nested in any way. 

You can use comments anywhere in the Mathematica code you write. 

In[1]:= If@a > b, H*then*L p, H*else*L qD

Out[1]= If@a > b, p, qD

H*text*L a comment that can be inserted anywhere in Mathematica code

Comments in Mathematica. 

There  is  a  convention  in  Mathematica  that  all  functions  intended  for  later  use  should  be  given  a  definite  "usage  message",  which

documents their basic usage. This message is defined as the value of f::usage, and is retrieved when you type ? f . 

f::usage="text" define the usage message for a function

? f get information about a function

?? f get more information about a function

Usage messages for functions. 

Here is the definition of a function f. 

In[2]:= f@x_D := x^2

Here is a "usage message" for f. 

In[3]:= f::usage = "f@xD gives the square of x."

Out[3]= f@xD gives the square of x.

This gives the usage message for f. 

In[4]:= ?f

f@xD gives the square of x.

?? f gives all the information Mathematica has about f, including the actual definition. 

In[5]:= ?? f

f@xD gives the square of x.

f@x_D := x2

When you define a function f ,  you can usually display its value using ? f .  However,  if  you give a usage message for f ,  then ? f  just

gives the usage message. Only when you type ?? f  do you get all the details about f , including its actual definition. 
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If  you ask for information using ?  about just one function, Mathematica  will  print out the complete usage messages for the function. If

you ask for  information on several  functions at  the same time,  however,  Mathematica  will  give the name of  each function,  if  possible

with a link to its usage information. 

This gives all the symbols in Mathematica that start with "Plot".

In[6]:= ?Plot*

System‘

Plot PlotJoined PlotRange PlotStyle

Plot3D PlotLabel
PlotRangeClippi�

ng

Plot3Matrix PlotMarkers
PlotRangePaddi�

ng

PlotDivision PlotPoints PlotRegion

If you use Mathematica with a text−based interface, then messages and comments are the primary mechanisms for documenting your

definitions. However, if you use Mathematica with a notebook interface, then you will be able to give much more extensive documenta−

tion in text cells in the notebook.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Textual Input and Output
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Cells as Mathematica Expressions
Like  other  objects  in  Mathematica,  the  cells  in  a  notebook,  and  in  fact  the  whole  notebook  itself,  are  all  ultimately  represented  as

Mathematica  expressions. With the standard notebook front end, you can use the command Show Expression  to see the text of the

Mathematica expression that corresponds to any particular cell.

Show Expression menu item toggle between displayed form and underlying Mathematica expression

Ctrl+* or Ctrl+8 (between existing cells) put up a dialog box to allow input of a cell in Mathematica expression form

Handling Cell  expressions in the notebook front end. 

Here is a cell displayed in its usual way in the front end.

Here is the underlying Mathematica expression that corresponds to the cell.

Cell@contents,"style"D a cell with a specific style

Cell@contents,"style",optionsD a cell with additional options specified

Cell@contents,"style
1
","style

2
",¼,optionsD a cell with several styles

Mathematica expressions corresponding to cells in notebooks. 

Within  a  given  notebook,  there  is  always  a  collection  of  styles  that  can  be  used  to  determine  the  appearance  and  behavior  of  cells.

Typically the styles are named so as to reflect what role cells which have them will play in the notebook. 

"Title" the title of the notebook

"Section" a section heading

"Subsection" a subsection heading

"Text" ordinary text

"Input" Mathematica input

"Output" Mathematica output

Some typical cell styles defined in notebooks. 

Here are several cells in different styles.
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Here are the expressions that correspond to these cells.

A particular style such as "Section" or "Text" defines various settings for the options associated with a cell. You can override these

settings by explicitly setting options within a specific cell. 

Here is the expression for a cell in which options are set to use a gray background and to put a frame around the cell. 

This is how the cell looks in a notebook. 

option default value

CellFrame False whether to draw a frame around the cell

Background Automatic what color to draw the background for the cell

Editable True whether to allow the contents of the cell to be edited

TextAlignment Left how to align text in the cell

FontSize 12 the point size of the font for text

CellTags 8< tags to be associated with the cell

A few of the large number of possible options for cells. 

The  standard  notebook  front  end  for  Mathematica  provides  several  ways  to  change  the  options  of  a  cell.  In  simple  cases,  such  as

changing  the  size  or  color  of  text,  there  will  often  be  a  specific  menu  item  for  the  purpose.  But  in  general  you  can  use  the  option

inspector that is built into the front end. This is typically accessed using the Option Inspector menu item in the Format menu. 

� Change settings for specific options with menus.

� Look at and modify all options with the option inspector.

� Edit the textual form of the expression corresponding to the cell.

� Change the settings for all cells with a particular style.

Ways to manipulate cells in the front end.

Sometimes  you  will  want  just  to  change  the  options  associated  with  a  specific  cell.  But  often  you  may  want  to  change  the  options

associated with all  cells  in  your notebook that  have a particular  style.  You can do this  by using the Edit  Stylesheet  command in the

front end to create a custom stylesheet associated with your notebook. Then use the controls in the stylesheet to create a cell corre−

sponding to the style you want to change and modify the options for that cell.

CellPrint@Cell@¼DD insert a cell into your currently selected notebook

CellPrint@8Cell@¼D,Cell@¼D,¼<D insert a sequence of cells into your currently selected notebook

Inserting cells into a notebook. 
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This inserts a section cell into the current notebook. 

In[1]:= CellPrint@Cell@"The heading", "Section"DD

This inserts a text cell with a frame around it. 

In[2]:= CellPrint@Cell@"Some text", "Text", CellFrame -> TrueDD

CellPrint  allows  you  to  take  a  raw  Cell  expression  and  insert  it  into  your  current  notebook.  The  cell  created  by  CellPrint  is

grouped with the input and will be overwritten if the input is re−evaluated.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Notebooks
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Notebooks as Mathematica Expressions

Notebook@8cell1,cell2,¼<D a notebook containing a sequence of cells

Notebook@cells,optionsD a notebook with options specified

Expressions corresponding to notebooks. 

Here is a simple Mathematica notebook.

Here is the expression that corresponds to this notebook.

Notebook[{
    Cell["Section heading", "Section"],
    Cell["Some text.", "Text"],
    Cell["More text.", "Text"]}]

Just like individual cells, notebooks in Mathematica can also have options. You can look at and modify these options using the Option

Inspector in the standard notebook front end. 

option default value

WindowSize 8nx,ny< the size in pixels of the window used to display the notebook

WindowFloating False whether the window should float on top of others

WindowToolbars 8< what toolbars to include at the top of the window

ShowPageBreaks False whether to show where page breaks would occur if the 
notebook were printed

CellGrouping Automatic how to group cells in the notebook

Evaluator "Local" what kernel should be used to do evaluations in the notebook

Saveable True whether a notebook can be saved

A few of the large number of possible options for notebooks. 

A notebook with the option setting Saveable -> False can always be saved using the Save As menu item, but does not respond to

Save and does not prompt for saving when it is closed.

In addition to notebook options, you can also set any cell option at the notebook level. Doing this tells Mathematica to use that option

setting as the default for all the cells in the notebook. You can override the default by explicitly setting the options within a particular cell

or by using a named style which explicitly overrides the option.

Here is the expression corresponding to a notebook with a ruler displayed in the toolbar at the top of the window. 

Notebook[{
    Cell["Section heading", "Section"],
    Cell["Some text.", "Text"]},
       WindowToolbars−>{"RulerBar"}]
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This is what the notebook looks like in the front end.

This sets the default background color for all cells in the notebook.

Notebook[{
    Cell["Section heading", "Section"],
    Cell["Some text.", "Text"]},
       Background−>GrayLevel[.7]]

Now each cell has a gray background. 

If you go outside of Mathematica and look at the raw text of the file that corresponds to a Mathematica notebook, you will find that what

is  in  the  file  is  just  the  textual  form  of  the  expression  that  represents  the  notebook.  One  way  to  create  a  Mathematica  notebook  is

therefore to construct an appropriate expression and put it in a file.

In notebook files that are written out by Mathematica, some additional information is typically included to make it faster for Mathematica

to read the file in again. The information is enclosed in Mathematica comments indicated by H*¼*L so that it does not affect the actual

expression stored in the file. 

NotebookOpen@" file.nb"D open a notebook file in the front end

NotebookPut@exprD create a notebook corresponding to expr in the front end

NotebookGet@objD get the expression corresponding to an open notebook in the front end

Setting up notebooks in the front end from the kernel. 

This writes a notebook expression out to the file sample.nb. 

In[1]:= Notebook@8Cell@"Section heading", "Section"D, Cell@"Some text.", "Text"D<D >> "sample.nb"

This reads the notebook expression back from the file. 

In[2]:= << sample.nb

Out[2]= Notebook@8Cell@Section heading, SectionD, Cell@Some text., TextD<D
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This opens sample.nb as a notebook in the front end. 

In[3]:= NotebookOpen@"sample.nb"D;

Once you have set up a notebook in the front end using NotebookOpen,  you can then manipulate the notebook interactively just  as

you would any other notebook. But in order to use NotebookOpen,  you have to explicitly  have a notebook expression in a file.  With

NotebookPut,  however,  you  can  take  a  notebook  expression  that  you  have  created  in  the  kernel,  and  immediately  display  it  as  a

notebook in the front end.

Here is a notebook expression in the kernel. 

In[4]:= Notebook@8Cell@"Section heading", "Section"D, Cell@"Some text.", "Text"D<D

Out[4]= Notebook@8Cell@Section heading, SectionD, Cell@Some text., TextD<D

This uses the expression to set up a notebook in the front end. 

In[5]:= NotebookPut@%D

You can use NotebookGet to get the notebook corresponding to a particular NotebookObject  back into the kernel.

In[6]:= NotebookGet@%D

Out[6]= Notebook@8Cell@CellGroupData@8Cell@TextData@Section headingD, SectionD, Cell@TextData@Some text.D, TextD<

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Notebooks

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica

� M195: Authoring in Mathematica
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Manipulating Notebooks from the Kernel
If  you  want  to  do  simple  operations  on  Mathematica  notebooks,  then  you  will  usually  find  it  convenient  just  to  use  the  interactive

capabilities  of  the  standard  Mathematica  front  end.  But  if  you  want  to  do  more  complicated  and  systematic  operations,  then  you  will

often find it better to use the kernel. 

Notebooks@D a list of all your open notebooks

Notebooks@"name"D a list of all open notebooks with the specified name

InputNotebook@D the notebook into which typed input will go

EvaluationNotebook@D the notebook in which this function is being evaluated

ButtonNotebook@D the notebook containing the button (if any) which initiated this evaluation

Functions that give the notebook objects corresponding to particular notebooks. 

Within  the  Mathematica  kernel,  notebooks  that  you  have  open  in  the  front  end  are  referred  to  by  notebook  objects  of  the  form

NotebookObject@ fe, idD.  The  first  argument  of  NotebookObject  specifies  the  FrontEndObject  for  the  front  end  in  which  the

notebook resides, while the second argument gives a unique serial number for the notebook. 

Here is a notebook named Example.nb. 

This finds the corresponding notebook object in the front end. 

In[1]:= Notebooks@"Example.nb"D

Out[1]= {NotebookObject[<<Example.nb>>]}

This gets the expression corresponding to the notebook into the kernel. 

In[2]:= NotebookGet@First@%DD

Out[2]= Notebook[{Cell[First Heading, Section],
    Cell[Second Heading, Section]}]

This replaces every occurrence of the string "Section" by "Text". 

In[3]:= % �. "Section" -> "Text"

Out[3]= Notebook[{Cell[First Heading, Text],
    Cell[Second Heading, Text]}]

This creates a new modified notebook in the front end. 

In[4]:= NotebookPut@%D

Out[4]= {NotebookObject[<<Untitled−1.nb>>]}
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NotebookGet@objD get the notebook expression corresponding to the notebook object obj

NotebookPut@expr,objD replaces the notebook represented by the notebook object obj with one correspond−

ing to expr

NotebookPut@exprD creates a notebook corresponding to expr and makes it the currently selected 

notebook in the front end

Exchanging whole notebook expressions between the kernel and front end. 

If  you want to do extensive manipulations on a particular notebook you will  usually find it  convenient to use NotebookGet  to get the

whole notebook into the kernel as a single expression. But if instead you want to do a sequence of small operations on a notebook, then

it  is often better to leave the notebook in the front end, and then to send specific commands from the kernel to the front end to tell  it

what operations to do. 

Mathematica is set up so that anything you can do interactively to a notebook in the front end you can also do by sending appropriate

commands to the front end from the kernel. 

Options@objD give a list of all options set for the notebook corresponding to notebook object obj

Options@obj,optionD give the option setting

AbsoluteOptions@obj,optionD give the option setting with absolute option values even when the actual setting is 
Automatic

CurrentValue@obj,optionD give and set the value of option

SetOptions@obj,option->valueD set the value of an option

Finding and setting options for notebooks. 

This gives the setting of the WindowSize option for your currently selected notebook. 

In[5]:= Options@InputNotebook@D, WindowSizeD

Out[5]= 8WindowSize ® 8250., 100.<<

This changes the size of the currently selected notebook on the screen. 

In[6]:= SetOptions@InputNotebook@D, WindowSize -> 8250, 100<D

Out[6]= 8WindowSize ® 8250., 100.<<

Alternatively, use CurrentValue to directly get the value of the WindowSize option.

In[7]:= CurrentValue@InputNotebook@D, WindowSizeD

Out[7]= 8WindowSize ® 8250., 100.<<
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This changes the option using CurrentValue with a simple assignment.

In[8]:= CurrentValue@InputNotebook@D, WindowSizeD = 8400, 300<

Within any open notebook, the front end always maintains a current selection. The selection can consist for example of a region of text

within a cell or of a complete cell. Usually the selection is indicated on the screen by some form of highlighting. The selection can also

be between two characters of text, or between two cells, in which case it  is usually indicated on the screen by a vertical or horizontal

insertion bar.

You can modify the current selection in an open notebook by issuing commands from the kernel.

SelectionMove@obj,Next,unitD move the current selection to make it be the next unit of the specified type

SelectionMove@obj,Previous,unitD move to the previous unit

SelectionMove@obj,After,unitD move to just after the end of the present unit of the specified type

SelectionMove@obj,Before,unitD move to just before the beginning of the present unit

SelectionMove@obj,All,unitD extend the current selection to cover the whole unit of the specified type

Moving the current selection in a notebook. 

Character individual character

Word word or other token

Expression complete subexpression

TextLine line of text

TextParagraph paragraph of text

GraphicsContents the contents of the graphic

Graphics graphic

CellContents the contents of the cell

Cell complete cell

CellGroup cell group

EvaluationCell cell associated with the current evaluation

ButtonCell cell associated with any button that initiated the evaluation

GeneratedCell cell generated by the current evaluation

Notebook complete notebook

Units used in specifying selections. 
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Here is a simple notebook. 

This sets nb to be the notebook object corresponding to the current input notebook. 

In[9]:= nb = InputNotebook@D;

This moves the current selection within the notebook to be the next word. 

In[10]:= SelectionMove@nb, Next, WordD

This extends the selection to the complete first cell. 

In[11]:= SelectionMove@nb, All, CellD

This puts the selection at the end of the whole notebook. 

In[12]:= SelectionMove@nb, After, NotebookD

NotebookFind@obj,dataD move the current selection to the next occurrence of the specified data in a 
notebook

NotebookFind@obj,data,PreviousD move to the previous occurrence

NotebookFind@obj,data,AllD make the current selection cover all occurrences

NotebookFind@obj,data,dir,elemsD search in the specified elements of each cell, going in direction dir

NotebookFind@obj,"text",IgnoreCase->TrueD

do not distinguish uppercase and lowercase letters in text

Searching the contents of a notebook. 

This moves the current selection to the position of the previous occurrence of the word cell. 

In[13]:= NotebookFind@nb, "cell", PreviousD
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The letter Α does not appear in the current notebook, so $Failed is returned, and the selection is not moved. 

In[14]:= NotebookFind@nb, "Α", NextD

Out[14]= $Failed

CellContents contents of each cell

CellStyle the name of the style for each cell

CellLabel the label for each cell

CellTags tags associated with each cell

8elem1,elem2,¼< several kinds of elements

Possible elements of cells to be searched by NotebookFind. 

In setting up large notebooks, it is often convenient to insert tags which are not usually displayed, but which mark particular cells in such

a way that they can be found using NotebookFind.  You can set up tags for cells either interactively in the front end, or by explicitly

setting the CellTags option for a cell. 

NotebookLocate@"tag"D locate and select cells with the specified tag in the current notebook

NotebookLocate@8" file","tag"<D open another notebook if necessary

Globally locating cells in notebooks. 

NotebookLocate  is typically the underlying function that Mathematica calls when you follow a hyperlink in a notebook. The Insert £

Hyperlink menu item sets up the appropriate NotebookLocate  as part of the script for a particular hyperlink button.

NotebookWrite@obj,dataD write data into a notebook at the current selection

NotebookApply@obj,dataD write data into a notebook, inserting the current selection in place of the first � that 

appears in data

NotebookDelete@objD delete whatever is currently selected in a notebook

NotebookRead@objD get the expression that corresponds to the current selection in a notebook

Writing and reading in notebooks. 

NotebookWrite@obj, dataD is similar to a Paste operation in the front end: it replaces the current selection in your notebook by data.

If  the  current  selection  is  a  cell  NotebookWrite@obj, dataD  will  replace  the  cell  with  data.  If  the  current  selection  lies  between  two

cells, however, then NotebookWrite@obj, dataD will create an appropriate new cell or cells. 

Here is a notebook with a word of text selected. 
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This replaces the selected word by new text. 

In[15]:= NotebookWrite@nb, "<<inserted text>>"D

This moves the current selection to just after the first cell in the notebook. 

In[16]:= SelectionMove@nb, After, CellD

This now inserts a text cell after the first cell in the notebook. 

In[17]:= NotebookWrite@nb, Cell@"This cell contains text.", "Text"DD

This makes the current selection be the next cell in the notebook. 

In[18]:= SelectionMove@nb, Next, CellD

This reads the current selection, returning it as an expression in the kernel. 

In[19]:= NotebookRead@nbD

Out[19]= Cell@Here is a second one., SectionD

NotebookWrite@obj, dataD just discards the current selection and replaces it with data. But particularly if you are setting up palettes,

it is often convenient first to modify data by inserting the current selection somewhere inside it. You can do this using selection placehold−

ers  and  NotebookApply.  The  first  time  the  character  "� ", entered  as  �@SelectionPlaceholderD  or  Esc splEsc,  appears

anywhere in data, NotebookApply will replace this character by the current selection.
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Here is a simple notebook with the current selection being the contents of a cell. 

In[20]:= nb = InputNotebook@D;

This replaces the current selection by a string that contains a copy of its previous form. 

In[21]:= NotebookApply@nb, "x + 1��"D

SelectionEvaluate@objD evaluate the current selection in place

SelectionCreateCell@objD create a new cell containing just the current selection

SelectionEvaluateCreateCell@objD evaluate the current selection and create a new cell for the result

SelectionAnimate@objD animate graphics in the current selection

SelectionAnimate@obj,tD animate graphics for t seconds

Operations on the current selection. 

This makes the current selection be the whole contents of the cell. 

In[22]:= SelectionMove@nb, All, CellContentsD

This evaluates the current selection in place. 

In[23]:= SelectionEvaluate@nbD

SelectionEvaluate  allows you to take material from a notebook and send it through the kernel for evaluation. On its own, however,

SelectionEvaluate  always overwrites the material you took. But by using functions like SelectionCreateCell  you can maintain

a record of the sequence of forms that are generated~just like in a standard Mathematica session. 

This makes the current selection be the whole cell. 

In[24]:= SelectionMove@nb, All, CellD
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This creates a new cell, and copies the current selection into it. 

In[25]:= SelectionCreateCell@nbD

This wraps Factor around the contents of the current cell. 

In[26]:= NotebookApply@nb, "Factor@�D"D

This evaluates the contents of the current cell, and creates a new cell to give the result. 

In[27]:= SelectionEvaluateCreateCell@nbD

Functions  like  NotebookWrite  and  SelectionEvaluate  by  default  leave  the  current  selection  just  after  whatever  material  they

insert  into  your  notebook.  You  can  then  always  move  the  selection  by  explicitly  using  SelectionMove.  But  functions  like

NotebookWrite  and SelectionEvaluate  can also take an additional argument which specifies where the current selection should

be left after they do their work. 

NotebookWrite@obj,data,selD write data into a notebook, leaving the current selection as specified by sel

NotebookApply@obj,data,selD write data replacing � by the previous current selection, then leaving the current 

selection as specified by sel

SelectionEvaluate@obj,selD evaluate the current selection, making the new current selection be as specified by 
sel

SelectionCreateCell@obj,selD create a new cell containing just the current selection, and make the new current 

selection be as specified by sel

SelectionEvaluateCreateCell@obj,selD

evaluate the current selection, make a new cell for the result, and make the new 

current selection be as specified by sel

Performing operations and specifying what the new current selection should be.
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After immediately after whatever material is inserted (default)

Before immediately before whatever material is inserted

All the inserted material itself

Placeholder the first � in the inserted material

None leave the current selection unchanged

Specifications for the new current selection. 

Here is a blank notebook. 

In[28]:= nb = InputNotebook@D;

This writes 10! into the notebook, making the current selection be what was written. 

In[29]:= NotebookWrite@nb, "10!", AllD

This evaluates the current selection, creating a new cell for the result, and making the current selection be the whole of the result.

In[30]:= SelectionEvaluateCreateCell@nb, AllD

This wraps FactorInteger around the current selection. 

In[31]:= NotebookApply@nb, "FactorInteger@�D", AllD

This evaluates the current selection, leaving the selection just before the result. 

In[32]:= SelectionEvaluate@nb, BeforeD

This now inserts additional text at the position of the current selection. 

In[33]:= NotebookWrite@nb, "a = "D
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Options@obj,optionD find the value of an option for a complete notebook

Options@NotebookSelection@objD,optionD

find the value for the current selection

SetOptions@obj,option->valueD set the value of an option for a complete notebook

SetOptions@NotebookSelection@objD,option->valueD

set the value for the current selection

Finding and setting options for whole notebooks and for the current selection. 

Make the current selection be a complete cell. 

In[34]:= SelectionMove@nb, All, CellD

Put a frame around the cell that is the current selection. 

In[35]:= SetOptions@NotebookSelection@nbD, CellFrame -> TrueD

CreateWindow@D create a new notebook

CreateWindow@optionsD create a notebook with specified options

NotebookOpen@"name"D open an existing notebook

NotebookOpen@"name",optionsD open a notebook with specified notebook options

SetSelectedNotebook@objD make the specified notebook the selected one

NotebookPrint@objD send a notebook to your printer

NotebookPrint@obj," file"D send a PostScript version of a notebook to a file

NotebookPrint@obj,"!command"D send a PostScript version of a notebook to an external command

NotebookSave@objD save the current version of a notebook in a file

NotebookSave@obj," file"D save the notebook in a file with the specified name

NotebookClose@objD close a notebook

Operations on whole notebooks. 

If you call CreateWindow@D a new empty notebook will appear on your screen.

By executing commands like SetSelectedNotebook  and NotebookOpen, you tell the Mathematica front end to change the windows

you see. Sometimes you may want to manipulate a notebook without ever having it displayed on the screen. You can do this by using

the option setting Visible -> False in NotebookOpen or CreateWindow.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Notebooks
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Manipulating the Front End from the Kernel

$FrontEnd the front end currently in use

Options@$FrontEnd,optionD the setting for a global option in the front end

AbsoluteOptions@$FrontEnd,optionD the absolute setting for an option

SetOptions@$FrontEnd,option->valueD reset an option in the front end

CurrentValue@$FrontEnd, optionD return option value, and also allow setting of option when used as the left−hand 
side of an assignment

Manipulating global options in the front end. 

Just like cells and notebooks, the complete Mathematica front end has various options, which you can look at and manipulate from the

kernel.

This gives the object corresponding to the front end currently in use. 

In[1]:= $FrontEnd

Out[1]= � FrontEndObject �

This gives the current directory used by the front end for notebook files. 

In[2]:= Options@$FrontEnd, NotebookBrowseDirectoryD

Out[2]= 8NotebookBrowseDirectory ® C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents<

option default value

NotebookBrowseDirectory (system dependent) the default directory for opening and saving notebook files

NotebookPath (system dependent) the path to search when trying to open notebooks

Language "English" default language for text

MessageOptions (list of settings) how to handle various help and warning messages

A few global options for the Mathematica front end. 

By  using  NotebookWrite  you  can  effectively  input  to  the  front  end  any  ordinary  text  that  you  can  enter  on  the  keyboard.

FrontEndTokenExecute allows you to send from the kernel any command that the front end can execute. These commands include

both menu items and control sequences. 

FrontEndTokenExecute@"name"D execute a named command in the front end

Executing a named command in the front end. 

"Indent" indent all selected lines by one tab

"NotebookStatisticsDialog" display statistics about the current notebook

"OpenCloseGroup" toggle a cell group between open and closed

"CellSplit" split a cell in two at the current insertion point

"DuplicatePreviousInput" create a new cell which is a duplicate of the nearest input cell above

"FindDialog" bring up the Find dialog

"ColorSelectorDialog" bring up the Color Selector dialog

"GraphicsAlign" align selected graphics

"CompleteSelection" complete the command name that is the current selection

A few named commands that can be given to the front end. These commands usually correspond to menu items. 
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Front End Tokens
Front  end  tokens  let  you  perform kernel  commands  that  would  normally  be  done  using  the  menus.  Front  end  tokens  are  particularly

convenient for writing programs to manipulate notebooks.

FrontEndToken  is a kernel command that identifies its argument as a front end token. FrontEndExecute is a kernel command that

sends its argument to the front end for execution. For example, the following command creates a new notebook.

In[10]:= FrontEndExecute@FrontEndToken@"New"DD

FrontEndExecute can take a list as its argument, allowing you to execute multiple tokens in a single evaluation. When you evaluate

the following command, the front end creates a new notebook and then pastes the contents of the clipboard into that notebook.

In[9]:= FrontEndExecute@8FrontEndToken@"New"D, FrontEndToken@"Paste"D<D

Simple and Compound Front End Tokens 
Front end tokens are divided into two classes: simple tokens and compound tokens that take parameters.

Simple Tokens

For simple tokens, FrontEndToken can have one or two arguments.

If  FrontEndToken  has  one  argument,  the  token  operates  on  the  input  notebook.  The  following  examples  use  the  front  end  token

"Save". The result is the same as using File £  Save.

In[12]:= FrontEndExecute@FrontEndToken@"Save"DD

With two arguments, the arguments of FrontEndToken  must be a NotebookObject  and a front end token. For example, to save the

notebook containing the current evaluation, the first argument of FrontEndToken  is the notebook object EvaluationNotebook  , and

the second argument is the front end token "Save".

In[3]:= FrontEndExecute@FrontEndToken@FrontEnd‘EvaluationNotebook@D, "Save"DD

You can execute a simple, one−argument front end token with the command FrontEndTokenExecute@tokenD.  This is equivalent to

FrontEndExecute@FrontEndToken@tokenDD.

For example, the following command will save the input notebook.

In[5]:= FrontEndTokenExecute@"Save"D

Compound Tokens

Compound tokens have a token parameter that controls some aspect of their behavior. For a compound token, the three arguments of

FrontEndToken must be a NotebookObject , the front end token, and the selected token parameter.

For example, this saves the selected notebook as plain text.

In[6]:= FrontEndExecute@8FrontEndToken@FrontEnd‘InputNotebook@D, "SaveRenameSpecial", "Text"D<D
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Executing Notebook Commands Directly in the 
Front End
When you execute a command like NotebookWrite@obj, dataD the actual operation of inserting data into your notebook is performed

in the front end. Normally,  however, the kernel is needed in order to evaluate the original command, and to construct the appropriate

request to send to the front end. But it turns out that the front end is set up to execute a limited collection of commands directly, without

ever involving the kernel. 

NotebookWrite@obj,dataD version of NotebookWrite to be executed in the kernel

FrontEnd‘NotebookWrite@obj,dataD

version of NotebookWrite to be executed directly in the front end

Distinguishing kernel and front end versions of commands. 

The basic way that Mathematica distinguishes between commands to be executed in the kernel and to be executed directly in the front

end is by using contexts. The kernel commands are in the usual System‘ context, but the front end commands are in the FrontEnd‘

context. 

FrontEndExecute@exprD send expr to be executed in the front end

Sending an expression to be executed in the front end. 

Here is a blank notebook. 

This uses kernel commands to write data into the notebook. 

In[1]:= NotebookWrite@SelectedNotebook@D, "x + y + z"D

In the kernel, these commands do absolutely nothing. 

In[2]:= FrontEnd‘NotebookWrite@FrontEnd‘SelectedNotebook@D, "a + b + c + d"D

If they are sent to the front end, however, they cause data to be written into the notebook. 

In[3]:= FrontEndExecute@%D

If you write sophisticated programs for manipulating notebooks, then you will have no choice but to execute these programs primarily in

the  kernel.  But  for  the  kinds  of  operations  typically  performed  by  simple  buttons,  you  may  find  that  it  is  possible  to  execute  all  the

commands you need directly in the front end~without the kernel even needing to be running. 
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The Structure of Cells

Cell@contents,"style"D a cell in a particular style

Cell@contents,"style
1
","style

2
",¼D a cell with multiple styles

Cell@contents,"style",optionsD a cell with additional options set

Expressions corresponding to cells. 

Here is a notebook containing a text cell and a Mathematica input cell. 

Here are the expressions corresponding to these cells. 

Here is a notebook containing a text cell with Mathematica input inside. 

This is the expression corresponding to the cell. The Mathematica input is in a cell embedded inside the text. 

"text" plain text

TextData@8text1,text2,¼<D text potentially in different styles, or containing cells

BoxData@boxesD formatted Mathematica expressions

GraphicsData@"type",dataD graphics or sounds

OutputFormData@"itext","otext"D text as generated by InputForm  and OutputForm

RawData@"data"D unformatted expressions as obtained using Show Expression

CellGroupData@8cell1,cell2,¼<,OpenD an open group of cells

CellGroupData@8cell1,cell2,¼<,ClosedD a closed group of cells

StyleData@"style"D a style definition cell

Expressions representing possible forms of cell contents. 
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Styles and the Inheritance of Option Settings

Global the complete front end and all open notebooks

Notebook the current notebook

Style the style of the current cell

Cell the specific current cell

Selection a selection within a cell

The hierarchy of levels at which options can be set. 

Here is a notebook containing three cells.

This is what happens when the setting CellFrame -> True  is made specifically for the third cell.

This is what happens when the setting CellFrame -> True  is made globally for the whole notebook.

This is what happens when the setting is made for the "Section" style. 
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In the standard notebook front end, you can check and set options at any level by using the Option Inspector menu item. If you do not

set an option at a particular level, then its value will always be inherited from the level above. Thus, for example, if a particular cell does

not set the CellFrame  option, then the value used will  be inherited from its setting for the style of the cell  or for the whole notebook

that contains the cell.

As a result, if you set CellFrame -> True  at the level of a whole notebook, then all the cells in the notebook will have frames drawn

around them~unless the style of a particular cell, or the cell itself, explicitly overrides this setting. 

� Choose the basic default styles for a notebook

� Choose the styles for screen and printing style environments

� Edit specific styles for the notebook

Ways to set up styles in a notebook. 

Depending  on  what  you  intend  to  use  your  Mathematica  notebook  for,  you  may  want  to  choose  different  basic  default  styles  for  the

notebook. In the standard notebook front end, you can do this by selecting a different stylesheet in the Stylesheet menu or by using the

Edit Stylesheet menu item.

"StandardReport" styles for everyday work and for reports

"NaturalColor" styles for colorful presentation of everyday work

"Outline" styles for outlining ideas

"Notepad" styles for working with plain text documents

Some typical choices of basic default styles. 

With each choice of basic default styles, the styles that are provided will change. Thus, for example, the Notepad stylesheet provides a

limited number of styles since it is designed to work with plain text documents.

Here is a notebook that uses NaturalColor default styles.

option default value

ScreenStyleEnvironment "Working" the style environment to use for display on the screen

PrintingStyleEnvironment "Printout" the style environment to use for printed output

Options for specifying style environments. 
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Within a particular  set  of  basic  default  styles,  Mathematica  allows for  two different  style environments:  one for  display on the screen,

and another for output to a printer. The existence of separate screen and printing style environments allows you to set up styles which

are separately optimized both for low−resolution display on a screen, and high−resolution printing. 

"Working" onscreen working environment

"Presentation" onscreen environment for presentations

"Condensed" onscreen environment for maximum display density

"Slideshow" onscreen environment for displaying slides

"Printout" paper printout environment

Some typical settings for style environments. 

The way that Mathematica actually sets up the definitions for styles is by using style definition cells. These cells can either be given in

separate stylesheet notebooks, or can be included in the options of a specific notebook. In either case, you can access style definitions

by using the Edit Stylesheet menu item in the standard notebook front end.
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Options for Cells
Mathematica  provides a large number of  options for  cells.  All  of  these options can be accessed through the Option Inspector  menu

item in the front end. They can be set either directly at the level of individual cells or at a higher level, to be inherited by individual cells. 

option typical default value

CellDingbat None a dingbat to use to emphasize the cell

CellFrame False whether to draw a frame around the cell

Background None the background color for the cell

ShowCellBracket True whether to display the cell bracket

Magnification 1. the magnification at which to display the cell

CellOpen True whether to display the contents of the cell

Some basic cell display options. 

This creates a cell in "Section" style with default settings for all options. 

In[1]:= CellPrint@Cell@"A Heading", "Section"DD

This creates a cell with dingbat and background options modified. 

In[2]:= CellPrint@Cell@"A Heading", "Section", CellDingbat -> "æ", Background -> GrayLevel@.7DDD

option typical default value

CellMargins 887,0<,84,4<< outer margins in printer’s points to leave around the contents 
of the cell

CellFrameMargins 8 margins to leave inside the cell frame

CellElementSpacings list of rules details of the layout of cell elements

CellBaseline Baseline how to align the baseline of an inline cell with text around it

Options for cell positioning. 

The option CellMargins  allows you to  specify  both horizontal  and vertical  margins to  put  around a cell.  You can set  the horizontal

margins interactively by using the margin stops in the ruler displayed when you choose the Show Ruler menu item in the front end.

Whenever an option can refer  to all  four  edges of  a cell,  Mathematica  follows the convention that  the setting for  the option takes the

form  88left, right<, 8bottom, top<<.  By  giving  nonzero  values  for  the  top  and  bottom  elements,  CellMargins  can  specify  gaps  to

leave above and below a particular cell. The values are always taken to be in printer’s points.
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This leaves 50 points of space on the left of the cell, and 20 points above and below. 

In[3]:= CellPrint@Cell@"First text", "Text", CellMargins -> 8850, 0<, 820, 20<<DD

Almost  every  aspect  of  Mathematica  notebooks  can  be  controlled  by  some  option  or  another.  More  detailed  aspects  are  typically

handled by "aggregate options" such as CellElementSpacings. The settings for these options are lists of Mathematica rules, which

effectively give values for a sequence of suboptions. The names of these suboptions are usually strings rather than symbols. 

This shows the settings for all the suboptions associated with CellElementSpacings. 

In[4]:= Options@SelectedNotebook@D, CellElementSpacingsD

Out[4]= 8CellElementSpacings ® 8CellMinHeight ® 12., ClosedCellHeight ® 19., ClosedGroupTopMargin ® 4., GroupIconTopMargin

Mathematica  allows  you  to  embed  cells  inside  pieces  of  text.  The  option  CellBaseline  determines  how  such  "inline  cells"  will  be

aligned vertically  with  respect  to  the text  around them.  In  direct  analogy with  the option BaselinePosition  for  a  Grid ,  the  option

CellBaseline specifies what aspect of the cell should be considered its baseline. 

Here is a cell containing an inline formula. The baseline of the formula is aligned with the baseline of the text around it.

Here is a cell in which the bottom of the formula is aligned with the baseline of the text around it.

This alignment is specified using the CellBaseline -> Bottom setting. 
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option typical default value

CellLabel "" a label for a cell

ShowCellLabel True whether to show the label for a cell

CellLabelAutoDelete True whether to delete the label if the cell is modified

CellTags 8< tags for a cell

ShowCellTags False whether to show tags for a cell

ConversionRules 8< rules for external conversions

Options for ancillary data associated with cells. 

In addition to the actual contents of a cell, it is often useful to associate various kinds of ancillary data with cells. 

In a standard Mathematica session, cells containing successive lines of kernel input and output are given labels of the form In@nD :=

and  Out@nD =.  The  option  ShowCellLabel  determines  whether  such  labels  should  be  displayed.  CellLabelAutoDelete  deter−

mines  whether  the  label  on  a  cell  should  be  removed if  the  contents  of  the  cell  are  modified.  Doing  this  ensures  that  In@nD :=  and

Out@nD = labels are only associated with unmodified pieces of kernel input and output.

Cell  tags  are  typically  used  to  associate  keywords  or  other  attributes  with  cells,  that  can  be  searched  for  using  functions  like

NotebookFind. Destinations for hyperlinks in Mathematica notebooks are usually implemented using cell tags. 

The option ConversionRules allows you to give a list containing entries such as "TeX" -> data which specify how the contents of a

cell should be converted to external formats. This is particularly relevant if you want to keep a copy of the original form of a cell that has

been converted in Mathematica notebook format from some external format. 

option typical default value

Deletable True whether to allow a cell to be deleted interactively with the 
front end

Copyable True whether to allow a cell to be copied

Selectable True whether to allow the contents of a cell to be selected

Editable True whether to allow the contents of a cell to be edited

Deployed False whether the user interface in the cell is active

Options for controlling interactive operations on cells. 

The options Deletable , Copyable, Selectable and Editable  allow you to control what interactive operations should be allowed

on cells. By setting these options to False at the notebook level, you can protect all the cells in a notebook. 

Deployed  allows  you  to  treat  the  contents  of  a  cell  as  if  they  were  a  user  interface.  In  a  user  interface,  labels  are  typically  not

selectable and controls such as buttons can be used, but not modified. Deployed  can also be set on specific elements inside a cell so

that, for example, the output of Manipulate is always deployed even if the cell it is in has the Deployed option set to False.

option typical default value

Evaluator "Local" the name of the kernel to use for evaluations

Evaluatable False whether to allow the contents of a cell to be evaluated

CellAutoOverwrite False whether to overwrite previous output when new output is 
generated

GeneratedCell False whether this cell was generated from the kernel

InitializationCell False whether this cell should automatically be evaluated when the 
notebook is opened

Options for evaluation. 

Mathematica makes it possible to specify a different evaluator for each cell in a notebook. But most often, the Evaluator  option is set

only at the notebook or global level, typically using the Kernel Configuration Options menu item in the front end. 
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The option  CellAutoOverwrite  is  typically  set  to  True  for  styles  that  represent  Mathematica  output.  Doing this  means that  when

you  reevaluate  a  particular  piece  of  input,  Mathematica  will  automatically  delete  the  output  that  was  previously  generated  from  that

input, and will overwrite it with new output. 

The option GeneratedCell  is set whenever a cell  is generated by an external request to the front end rather than by an interactive

operation  within  the  front  end.  Thus,  for  example,  any  cell  obtained  as  an  output  or  side  effect  from  a  kernel  evaluation  will  have

GeneratedCell -> True .  Cells  generated  by  low−level  functions  designed  to  manipulate  notebooks  directly,  such  as

NotebookWrite and NotebookApply, do not have the GeneratedCell option set.

option typical default value

PageBreakAbove Automatic whether to put a page break just above a particular cell

PageBreakWithin Automatic whether to allow a page break within a particular cell

PageBreakBelow Automatic whether to put a page break just below a particular cell

GroupPageBreakWithin Automatic whether to allow a page break within a particular group of 
cells

Options for controlling page breaks when cells are printed. 

When you display a notebook on the screen, you can scroll continuously through it. But if you print the notebook out, you have to decide

where page breaks will occur. A setting of Automatic  for a page break option tells Mathematica to make a page break if necessary;

True  specifies that a page break should always be made, while False specifies that it should never be. 

Page  breaks  set  using  the  PageBreakAbove  and  PageBreakBelow  options  also  determine  the  breaks  between  slides  in  a  slide

show. When creating a slide show, you will typically use a cell with a special named style to determine where each slide begins. This

named style will have one of the page−breaking options set on it.
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Additional functionality related to this tutorial has been introduced in subsequent versions of Mathematica. For the latest 
information, see Text Styling.

Text and Font Options

option typical default value

PageWidth WindowWidth how wide to assume the page to be

TextAlignment Left how to align successive lines of text

TextJustification 0 how much to allow lines of text to be stretched to make them 
fit

Hyphenation False whether to allow hyphenation

ParagraphIndent 0 how many printer ÷ s points to indent the first line in each 
paragraph

General options for text formatting. 

If  you have a  large block  of  text  containing  no explicit  newline  characters,  then Mathematica  will  automatically  break your  text  into  a

sequence of lines. The option PageWidth  specifies how long each line should be allowed to be. 

WindowWidth the width of the window on the screen

PaperWidth the width of the page as it would be printed

Infinity an infinite width (no line breaking)

n explicit width given in printer ÷ s points

Settings for the PageWidth  option in cells and notebooks. 

The option TextAlignment  allows you to specify  how you want  successive lines of  text  to  be aligned.  Since Mathematica  normally

breaks  text  only  at  space  or  punctuation  characters,  it  is  common  to  end  up  with  lines  of  different  lengths.  Normally  the  variation  in

lengths will give your text a ragged boundary. But Mathematica allows you to adjust the spaces in successive lines of text so as to make

the  lines  more  nearly  equal  in  length.  The  setting  for  TextJustification  gives  the  fraction  of  extra  space  which  Mathematica  is

allowed to add. TextJustification -> 1 leads to ú full justificationø  in which all complete lines of text are adjusted to be exactly the

same length.

Left aligned on the left

Right aligned on the right

Center centered

x aligned at a position x running from -1 to +1 across the page

Settings for the TextAlignment  option. 

Here is text with TextAlignment -> Left  and TextJustification -> 0. 

With TextAlignment -> Center the text is centered. 
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TextJustification -> 1 adjusts word spacing so that both the left and right edges line up. 

TextJustification -> 0.5 reduces the degree of raggedness, but does not force the left and right edges to be precisely lined up. 

With Hyphenation -> True  the text is hyphenated. 

When  you  enter  a  block  of  text  in  a  Mathematica  notebook,  Mathematica  will  treat  any  explicit  newline  characters  that  you  type  as

paragraph breaks. The option ParagraphIndent allows you to specify how much you want to indent the first line in each paragraph.

By giving a negative setting for ParagraphIndent, you can make the first line stick out to the left relative to subsequent lines.

LineSpacing->8c,0< leave space so that the total height of each line is c times the height of its contents

LineSpacing->80,n< make the total height of each line exactly n printer ÷ s points

LineSpacing->8c,n< make the total height c times the height of the contents plus n printer ÷ s points

ParagraphSpacing->8c,0< leave an extra space of c times the height of the font before the beginning of each 
paragraph

ParagraphSpacing->80,n< leave an extra space of exactly n printer ÷ s points before the beginning of each 
paragraph

ParagraphSpacing->8c,n< leave an extra space of c times the height of the font plus n printer ÷ s points

Options for spacing between lines of text. 

Here is some text with the default setting LineSpacing -> 81, 1<, which inserts just 1 printer÷ s point of extra space between 

successive lines. 

With LineSpacing -> 81, 5< the text is ú looserø . 
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LineSpacing -> 82, 0< makes the text double−spaced.

With LineSpacing -> 81, -2< the text is tight. 

option typical default value

FontFamily "Courier" the family of font to use

FontSubstitutions 8< a list of substitutions to try for font family names

FontSize 12 the maximum height of characters in printer ÷ s points

FontWeight "Bold" the weight of characters to use

FontSlant "Plain" the slant of characters to use

FontTracking "Plain" the horizontal compression or expansion of characters

FontColor GrayLevel@0D the color of characters

Background GrayLevel@1D the color of the background for each character

Options for fonts. 

"Courier" text like this

"Times" text like this

"Helvetica" text like this

Some typical font family names. 

FontWeight->"Plain" text like this

FontWeight->"Bold" text like this

FontWeight->"ExtraBold" text like this

FontSlant->"Oblique" text like this

Some settings of font options. 

Mathematica allows you to specify the font that you want to use in considerable detail. Sometimes, however, the particular combination

of font families and variations that you request may not be available on your computer system. In such cases, Mathematica  will  try to

find the closest  approximation it  can.  There are various additional  options,  such as FontPostScriptName,  that  you can set  to  help

Mathematica find an appropriate font. In addition, you can set FontSubstitutions  to be a list of rules that give replacements to try

for font family names.

There are a great many fonts available for ordinary text. But for special technical characters, and even for Greek letters, far fewer fonts

are available. The Mathematica  system includes fonts that were built  to support  all  of  the various special  characters that are used by

Mathematica. There are three versions of these fonts: ordinary (like Times), monospaced (like Courier), and sans serif (like Helvetica). 

For a given text font, Mathematica  tries to choose the special character font that matches it best. You can help Mathematica  to make

this choice by giving rules for "FontSerifed" and "FontMonospaced" in the setting for the FontProperties  option. You can also

give rules for "FontEncoding" to specify explicitly from what font each character is to be taken. 
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Options for Expression Input and Output

option typical default value

AutoIndent Automatic whether to indent after an explicit Return character is entered

DelimiterFlashTime 0.3 the time in seconds to flash a delimiter when a matching one 
is entered

ShowAutoStyles True whether to show automatic style variations for syntactic and 
other constructs

ShowCursorTracker True whether an elliptical spot should appear momentarily to 
guide the eye if the cursor position jumps

ShowSpecialCharacters True whether to replace �@NameD by a special character as 

soon as the D is entered

ShowStringCharacters True whether to display " when a string is entered

SingleLetterItalics False whether to put single−letter symbol names in italics

ZeroWidthTimes False whether to represent multiplication by a zero width character

InputAliases 8< additional �name� aliases to allow

InputAutoReplacements 8"->"->"®",¼< strings to automatically replace on input

AutoItalicWords 8"Mathematica",¼< words to automatically put in italics

LanguageCategory "NaturalLanguage" what category of language to assume a cell contains for 
spell checking and hyphenation

Options associated with the interactive entering of expressions. 

The option SingleLetterItalics  is typically set whenever a cell uses TraditionalForm. 

Here is an expression entered with default options for a StandardForm input cell. 

Here is the same expression entered in a cell with SingleLetterItalics -> True and ZeroWidthTimes -> True. 

Built  into  Mathematica  are  a  large  number  of  aliases  for  common  special  characters.  InputAliases  allows  you  to  add  your  own

aliases for further special characters or for any other kind of Mathematica input. A rule of the form "name" -> expr specifies that �name�

should immediately be replaced on input by expr. 

Aliases are delimited by explicit Esc characters. The option InputAutoReplacements allows you to specify that certain kinds of input

sequences  should  be  immediately  replaced  even  when  they  have  no  explicit  delimiters.  By  default,  for  example,  ->  is  immediately

replaced by ®. You can give a rule of the form "seq" -> "rhs" to specify that whenever seq appears as a token in your input, it should

immediately be replaced by rhs. 

"NaturalLanguage" human natural language such as English

"Mathematica" Mathematica input

"Formula" mathematical formula

None do no spell checking or hyphenation

Settings for LanguageCategory to control spell checking and hyphenation. 

The option  LanguageCategory  allows  you  to  tell  Mathematica  what  type  of  contents  it  should  assume cells  have.  This  determines

how spelling and structure should be checked, and how hyphenation should be done. 
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option typical default value

StructuredSelection False whether to allow only complete subexpressions to be 
selected

DragAndDrop False whether to allow drag−and−drop editing

Options associated with interactive manipulation of expressions. 

Mathematica normally allows you to select any part of an expression that you see on the screen. Occasionally, however, you may find it

useful to get Mathematica to allow only selections which correspond to complete subexpressions. You can do this by setting the option

StructuredSelection -> True . 

Here is an expression with a piece selected. 

With StructuredSelection -> True  only complete subexpressions can ever be selected. 

Unlike most of the other options here, the DragAndDrop option can only be set for the entire front end, rather than for individual cells or

cell styles.

GridBox@data,optsD give options that apply to a particular grid box

StyleBox@boxes,optsD give options that apply to all boxes in boxes

Cell@contents,optsD give options that apply to all boxes in contents

Cell@contents,GridBoxOptions->optsD

give default options settings for all GridBox objects in contents

Examples of specifying options for the display of expressions. 

As discussed in "Textual Input and Output",  Mathematica  provides many options for specifying how expressions should be displayed.

By using StyleBox@boxes, optsD you can apply such options to collections of boxes. But Mathematica is set up so that any option that

you can give to a StyleBox  can also be given to a complete Cell  object, or even a complete Notebook. Thus, for example, options

like Background and LineIndent can be given to complete cells as well as to individual StyleBox objects.

There are some options that apply only to a particular type of box, such as GridBox. Usually these options are best given separately in

each GridBox  where they are needed. But sometimes you may want to specify default settings to be inherited by all GridBox  objects

that  appear  in  a  particular  cell.  You can do this  by  giving these default  settings as the value of  the option GridBoxOptions  for  the

whole cell. 

For most box types named XXXBox, Mathematica provides a cell option XXXBoxOptions that allows you to specify the default options

settings for that type of box. Box types which take options can also have their options set in a stylesheet by defining the XXX style. The

stylesheets which come with Mathematica define many such styles.
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Notebooks
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Options for Notebooks

� Use the Option Inspector menu to change options interactively.

� Use SetOptions@obj, optionsD from the kernel.

� Use CreateWindow@optionsD to create a new notebook with specified options.

Ways to change the overall options for a notebook. 

This creates a notebook displayed in a 40x30 window with a thin frame. 

In[1]:= CreateWindow@WindowFrame -> "ThinFrame", WindowSize -> 840, 30<D

option typical default value

StyleDefinitions "Default.nb" the basic stylesheet to use for the notebook

ScreenStyleEnvironment "Working" the style environment to use for screen display

PrintingStyleEnvironment "Printout" the style environment to use for printing

Style options for a notebook. 

In giving style definitions for a particular notebook, Mathematica allows you either to reference another notebook, or explicitly to include

the Notebook expression that defines the styles. 

option typical default value

CellGrouping Automatic how to group cells in the notebook

ShowPageBreaks False whether to show where page breaks would occur if the 
notebook were printed

NotebookAutoSave False whether to automatically save the notebook after each piece 
of output

General options for notebooks. 

With CellGrouping -> Automatic , cells are automatically grouped based on their style.

With CellGrouping -> Manual, you have to group cells by hand. 
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option typical default value

DefaultNewCellStyle "Input" the default style for new cells created in the notebook

DefaultDuplicateCellStyle "Input" the default style for cells created by automatic duplication of 
existing cells

Options specifying default styles for cells created in a notebook. 

Mathematica  allows  you  to  take  any  cell  option  and  set  it  at  the  notebook  level,  thereby  specifying  a  global  default  for  that  option

throughout the notebook. 

option typical default value

Editable True whether to allow cells in the notebook to be edited

Selectable True whether to allow cells to be selected

Deletable True whether to allow cells to be deleted

ShowSelection True whether to show the current selection highlighted

Background GrayLevel@1D what background color to use for the notebook

Magnification 1 at what magnification to display the notebook

PageWidth WindowWidth how wide to allow the contents of cells to be

A few cell options that are often set at the notebook level. 

Here is a notebook with the Background option set at the notebook level. 

option typical default value

Visible True whether the window should be visible on the screen

WindowSize 8Automatic,

Automatic<

the width and height of the window in printer ÷ s points

WindowMargins Automatic the margins to leave around the window when it is displayed 
on the screen

WindowFrame "Normal" the type of frame to draw around the window

WindowElements 8"StatusArea",¼< elements to include in the window

WindowTitle Automatic what title should be displayed for the window

WindowMovable True whether to allow the window to be moved around on the 
screen

WindowFloating False whether the window should always float on top of other 
windows

WindowClickSelect True whether the window should become selected if you click in it

DockedCells 8< a list of cells specifying the content of a docked area at the 
top of the window

Characteristics of the notebook window. 

WindowSize  allows you to specify  how large you want  a window to be;  WindowMargins  allows you to specify  where you want  the

window  to  be  placed  on  your  screen.  The  setting  WindowMargins -> 88left, right<, 8bottom, top<<  gives  the  margins  in  pixels  to

leave around your window on the screen. Often only two of the margins will be set explicitly; the others will be Automatic , indicating

that these margins will be determined from the particular size of screen that you use.

WindowClickSelect  is the principal option that determines whether a window acts like a palette. Palettes are generally windows with

content that acts upon other windows, rather than windows which need to be selected for their own ends. Palettes also generally have a

collection of other option settings such as WindowFloating -> True  and WindowFrame -> "Palette".

DockedCells allows you to specify any content that you want to stay at the top of a window and never scroll offscreen. A typical use of

the  DockedCells  option  is  to  define  a  custom  toolbar.  Many  default  stylesheets  have  the  DockedCells  option  defined  in  certain

environments to create toolbars for purposes such as presenting slideshows and editing package files.
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"Normal" an ordinary window

"Palette" a palette window

"ModelessDialog" a modeless dialog box window

"ModalDialog" a modal dialog box window

"MovableModalDialog" a modal dialog box window that can be moved around the screen

"ThinFrame" an ordinary window with a thin frame

"Frameless" an ordinary window with no frame at all

"Generic" a window with a generic border

Typical possible settings for WindowFrame. 

Mathematica  allows many different types of windows. The details of how particular windows are rendered may differ slightly from one

computer system to another, but their general form is always the same. WindowFrame  specifies the type of frame to draw around the

window. WindowElements  gives a list of specific elements to include in the window. 

"StatusArea" an area used to display status messages, such as those created by StatusArea

"MagnificationPopUp" a popup menu of common magnifications

"HorizontalScrollBar" a scroll bar for horizontal motion

"VerticalScrollBar" a scroll bar for vertical motion

Some typical possible entries in the WindowElements  list.

Here is a window with a status area and horizontal scroll bar, but no magnification popup or vertical scroll bar. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Notebooks
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Global Options for the Front End
In the standard notebook front end, Mathematica allows you to set a large number of global options. The values of all these options are

by default saved in a ú preferences file ø , and are automatically reused when you run Mathematica again. These options include all the

settings which can be made using the Preferences dialog.

style definitions default style definitions to use for new notebooks

file locations directories for finding notebooks and system files

data export options how to export data in various formats

character encoding options how to encode special characters

language options what language to use for text

message options how to handle messages generated by Mathematica

dialog settings choices made in dialog boxes

system configuration private options for specific computer systems

Some typical categories of global options for the front end.

You  can  access  global  front  end  options  from  the  kernel  by  using  Options@$FrontEnd, nameD.  But  more  often,  you  will  want  to

access these options interactively using the Option Inspector in the front end. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Manipulating Notebooks
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Mathematical Notation in Notebooks

If you use a text−based interface to Mathematica, then the input you give must consist only of characters that you can type directly on

your computer keyboard. But if you use a notebook interface then other kinds of input become possible.

There  are  palettes  provided  which  operate  like  extensions  of  your  keyboard,  and  which  have  buttons  that  you  can  click  to  enter

particular forms. You can access standard palettes using the Palettes menu.

Clicking the Π button in this palette will enter a Pi into your notebook.

Clicking the first button in this palette will create an empty structure for entering a power. You can use the mouse to fill in the structure. 

You can also give input  by  using special  keys on your  keyboard.  Pressing one of  these keys does not  lead to  an ordinary  character

being entered, but instead typically causes some action to occur or some structure to be created. 

Esc pEsc the symbol Π

Esc infEsc the symbol ¥

Esc eeEsc the symbol ã for the exponential constant (equivalent to E)

Esc iiEsc the symbol ä for -1  (equivalent to I)

Esc degEsc the symbol ° (equivalent to Degree)

Ctrl+^ or Ctrl+6 go to the superscript for a power

Ctrl+/ go to the denominator for a fraction

Ctrl+@ or Ctrl+2 go into a square root

Ctrl+Space return from a superscript, denominator or square root

A few ways to enter special notations on a standard English−language keyboard. 

Here is a computation entered using ordinary characters on a keyboard. 

In[1]:= N@Pi^2�6D

Out[1]= 1.64493

Here is the same computation entered using a palette or special keys. 

In[2]:= NB
Π
2

6
F

Out[2]= 1.64493

Here is an actual sequence of keys that can be used to enter the input. 

In[3]:= N[ Esc p Esc Ctrl+^ 2 Ctrl+Space Ctrl+/ 6 Ctrl+Space ]

Out[3]= 1.64493
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In  a  traditional  computer  language  such  as  C,  Fortran,  Java  or  Perl,  the  input  you  give  must  always  consist  of  a  string  of  ordinary

characters that can be typed directly on a keyboard. But the Mathematica language also allows you to give input that contains special

characters, superscripts, built−up fractions, and so on. 

The language incorporates many features of traditional mathematical notation. But you should realize that the goal of the language is to

provide a precise and consistent way to specify computations. And as a result, it does not follow all of the somewhat haphazard details

of traditional mathematical notation.

Nevertheless,  as  discussed  in  "Forms  of  Input  and  Output",  it  is  always  possible  to  get  Mathematica  to  produce  output  that  imitates

every aspect of traditional mathematical notation. And it is also possible for Mathematica to import text that uses such notation, and to

some extent to translate it into its own more precise language.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Numerical Calculations

RELATED WOLFRAM EDUCATION GROUP COURSES

� M101: A First Course in Mathematica
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Special Characters
Built into Mathematica are a large number of special characters intended for use in mathematical and other notation. "Listing of Named

Characters" gives a complete listing. 

Each special character is assigned a full name such as \[Infinity] . More common special characters are also assigned aliases,

such as Esc infEsc. You can set up additional aliases using the InputAliases  notebook option discussed in "Options for Expres−

sion Input and Output". 

For  special  characters  that  are  supported  in  standard  dialects  of  TeX,  Mathematica  also  allows  you  to  use  aliases  based  on  TeX

names. Thus, for example, you can enter \[Infinity]  using the alias Esc \inftyEsc. Mathematica also supports aliases such as

Esc¥Esc based on names used in SGML and HTML. 

Standard system software on many computer systems also supports special key combinations for entering certain special characters.

On a Macintosh, for example, Option+5 will produce ¥ in most fonts. With the notebook front end Mathematica automatically allows you

to use special key combinations when these are available, and with a text−based interface you can get Mathematica to accept such key

combinations if you set an appropriate value for $CharacterEncoding.

� Use a full name such as \[Infinity]

� Use an alias such as Esc infEsc

� Use a TeX alias such as Esc \inftyEsc

� Use an SGML or HTML alias such as Esc¥Esc

� Click a button in a palette

� Use a special key combination supported by your computer system

Ways to enter special characters. 

In  a  Mathematica  notebook,  you can use special  characters  just  like you use standard keyboard characters.  You can include special

characters both in ordinary text and in input that you intend to give to Mathematica. 

Some special characters are set up to have an immediate meaning to Mathematica. Thus, for example, Π is taken to be the symbol Pi.

Similarly, ³ is taken to be the operator >=, while Ü is equivalent to the function Union. 

Π and ³ have immediate meanings in Mathematica. 

In[1]:= Π ³ 3

Out[1]= True

Ü or �[Union] is immediately interpreted as the Union function. 

In[2]:= 8a, b, c< Ü 8c, d, e<

Out[2]= 8a, b, c, d, e<

� or �[SquareUnion] has no immediate meaning to Mathematica. 

In[3]:= 8a, b, c< � 8c, d, e<

Out[3]= 8a, b, c< � 8c, d, e<

Among ordinary characters such as E and i, some have an immediate meaning to Mathematica, but most do not. And the same is true

of special characters. 

Thus, for example, while Π and ¥ have an immediate meaning to Mathematica, Λ and L  do not. 

This allows you to set up your own definitions for Λ and L . 
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Λ has no immediate meaning in Mathematica. 

In[4]:= Λ@2D + Λ@3D

Out[4]= Λ@2D + Λ@3D

This defines a meaning for Λ. 

In[5]:= Λ@x_D := x2 - 1

Now Mathematica evaluates Λ just as it would any other function. 

In[6]:= Λ@2D + Λ@3D

Out[6]= 2 2 + 3

Characters such as Λ and L  are treated by Mathematica as letters~just like ordinary keyboard letters like a or b. 

But characters such as Å  and �  are treated by Mathematica  as operators.  And although these particular characters are not assigned

any built−in meaning by Mathematica, they are nevertheless required to follow a definite syntax. 

� is an infix operator. 

In[7]:= 8a, b, c< � 8c, d, e<

Out[7]= 8a, b, c< � 8c, d, e<

The definition assigns a meaning to the � operator. 

In[8]:= x_ � y_ := Join@x, yD

Now � can be evaluated by Mathematica. 

In[9]:= 8a, b, c< � 8c, d, e<

Out[9]= 8a, b, c, c, d, e<

The  details  of  how  input  you  give  to  Mathematica  is  interpreted  depends  on  whether  you  are  using  StandardForm  or

TraditionalForm, and on what additional information you supply in InterpretationBox and similar constructs. 

But unless you explicitly override its built−in rules by giving your own definitions for MakeExpression , Mathematica will always assign

the same basic syntactic properties to any particular special character. 

These properties  not  only  affect  the  interpretation  of  the  special  characters  in  Mathematica  input,  but  also  determine the  structure  of

expressions built with these special characters. They also affect various aspects of formatting; operators, for example, have extra space

left around them, while letters do not. 

Letters a, E, Π, X, L , etc.

Letter−like forms ¥, Æ, °, £, etc.

Operators Å, ¶, », F, etc.

Types of special characters. 

In using special characters, it is important to make sure that you have the correct character for a particular purpose. There are quite a

few examples of characters that look similar, yet are in fact quite different. 

A  common  issue  is  operators  whose  forms  are  derived  from  letters.  An  example  is  Ú or  \@SumD,  which  looks  very  similar  to  S  or

\[CapitalSigma]. 

As  is  typical,  however,  the  operator  form  Ú  is  slightly  less  elaborate  and  more  stylized  than  the  letter  form  S.  In  addition,  Ú  is  an

extensible character which grows depending on the summand, while S has a size determined only by the current font. 
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A  A \[CapitalAlpha] ,  A

Þ  Å \[Angstrom],  \[CapitalARing]

â  d \@DifferentialDD, d

ã  e \[ExponentialE] , e

Î  Ε \@ElementD,  \[Epsilon]

ä   i \[ImaginaryI], i

µ  Μ \[Micro],  \[Mu]

Æ  Ø \[EmptySet],  \[CapitalOSlash]

Û  P \@ProductD,  \[CapitalPi]

Ú  S \@SumD ,  \[CapitalSigma]

¬   T \@TransposeD , T

Ü  U \@UnionD, U

Different characters that look similar. 

In  cases  such  as  \[CapitalAlpha]  versus  A,  both  characters  are  letters.  However,  Mathematica  treats  these  characters  as

different, and in some fonts, for example, they may look quite different.

The result contains four distinct characters. 

In[10]:= Union@8A, A, A, Μ, Μ, µ<D

Out[10]= 8A, A, Μ, µ<

Traditional mathematical notation occasionally uses ordinary letters as operators. An example is the d in a differential such as dx that

appears in an integral. 

To  make  Mathematica  have  a  precise  and  consistent  syntax,  it  is  necessary  at  least  in  StandardForm  to  distinguish  between  an

ordinary d and the â used as a differential operator. 

The  way  Mathematica  does  this  is  to  use  a  special  character  â  or  \@DifferentialDD  as  the  differential  operator.  This  special

character can be entered using the alias Esc ddEsc. 

Mathematica uses a special character for the differential operator, so there is no conflict with an ordinary d. 

In[11]:= à x
d
âx

Out[11]=

x1+d

1 + d

When letters  and letter−like  forms appear  in  Mathematica  input,  they  are  typically  treated  as  names of  symbols.  But  when operators

appear,  functions must be constructed that correspond to these operators.  In almost all  cases, what Mathematica  does is to create a

function whose name is the full name of the special character that appears as the operator. 

Mathematica constructs a CirclePlus function to correspond to the operator Å, whose full name is �[CirclePlus]. 

In[12]:= a Å b Å c �� FullForm

Out[12]//FullForm= CirclePlus@a, b, cD

This constructs an And function, which happens to have built−in evaluation rules in Mathematica. 

In[13]:= a ì b ì c �� FullForm

Out[13]//FullForm= And@a, b, cD

Following  the  correspondence  between  operator  names  and  function  names,  special  characters  such  as  Ü  that  represent  built−in

Mathematica functions have names that correspond to those functions. Thus, for example, ¸ is named \@DivideD  to correspond to

the built−in Mathematica function Divide, and Þ is named \@ImpliesD to correspond to the built−in function Implies. 

In general, however, special characters in Mathematica are given names that are as generic as possible, so as not to prejudice different

uses.  Most  often,  characters  are  thus  named  mainly  according  to  their  appearance.  The  character  Å  is  therefore  named

\@CirclePlusD,  rather  than,  say  \@DirectSumD,  and  »  is  named  \@TildeTildeD  rather  than,  say,

\@ApproximatelyEqualD. 
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´  � \@TimesD,  \@CrossD

ß  ï \@AndD ,  \@WedgeD

Þ  î \@OrD,  \@VeeD

®  ® \@RuleD ,  \@RightArrowD

Þ  Þ \@ImpliesD,  \@DoubleRightArrowD

�   = \@LongEqualD , =

³    { \@PiecewiseD , {

*  * \@StarD , *

�  \ \@BackslashD , \

×   . \@CenterDotD , .

ï  ^ \@WedgeD, ^

ý   | \@VerticalBarD, |

È   | \@VerticalSeparatorD, |

X  < \@LeftAngleBracketD, <

Different operator characters that look similar. 

There are sometimes characters that look similar but which are used to represent different operators. An example is \@TimesD  and

\@CrossD. \@TimesD  corresponds to the ordinary Times function for multiplication; \@TimesD  corresponds to the Cross function

for  vector  cross  products.  The �  for  \@TimesD  is  drawn slightly  smaller  than ´  for  Times,  corresponding  to  usual  careful  usage in

mathematical typography. 

The \@TimesD  operator represents ordinary multiplication. 

In[14]:= 85, 6, 7< ´ 82, 3, 1<

Out[14]= 810, 18, 7<

The \@CrossD  operator represents vector cross products. 

In[15]:= 85, 6, 7< � 82, 3, 1<

Out[15]= 8-15, 9, 3<

The two operators display in a similar way~with \@TimesD  slightly larger than \@CrossD . 

In[16]:= 8a ´ b, a � b<

Out[16]= 8a b, a�b<

In  the  example  of  \@AndD  and \@WedgeD,  the  \@AndD  operator~which happens to  be  drawn slightly  larger~corresponds to  the

built−in Mathematica function And, while the \@WedgeD  operator has a generic name based on the appearance of the character and

has no built−in meaning. 

You can mix �[Wedge] and �[And] operators. Each has a definite precedence. 

In[17]:= a ï b ì c ï d �� FullForm

Out[17]//FullForm= And@Wedge@a, bD, Wedge@c, dDD

Some  of  the  special  characters  commonly  used  as  operators  in  mathematical  notation  look  similar  to  ordinary  keyboard  characters.

Thus, for example, ï or �[Wedge] looks similar to the ^ character on a standard keyboard. 

Mathematica  interprets  a  raw  ^  as  a  power.  But  it  interprets  ï  as  a  generic  Wedge  function.  In  cases  such  as  this  where  there  is  a

special character that looks similar to an ordinary keyboard character, the convention is to use the ordinary keyboard character as the

alias for the special character. Thus, for example, Esc ^Esc is the alias for \@WedgeD.

The raw ^ is interpreted as a power, but the Esc ^Esc is a generic wedge operator. 

In[18]:= {x ^ y, x Esc ^ Esc y}

Out[18]= 9x
y, xïy=

A  related  convention  is  that  when  a  special  character  is  used  to  represent  an  operator  that  can  be  typed  using  ordinary  keyboard

characters,  those  characters  are  used  in  the  alias  for  the  special  character.  Thus,  for  example,  Esc −>Esc  is  the  alias  for  ®  or

\@RuleD , while Esc &&Esc is the alias for ß or \@AndD. 
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Esc −>Esc is the alias for \@RuleD , and Esc &&Esc for \@AndD. 

In[19]:= {x Esc −> Esc y, x Esc&& Esc y} // FullForm

Out[19]//FullForm= List@Rule@x, yD, And@x, yDD

The most extreme case of characters that look alike but work differently occurs with vertical bars. 

form character name alias interpretation

x y Alternatives@x,yD

x y \@VerticalSeparatorD Esc Esc VerticalSeparator@x,yD

x ýy \@VerticalBarD Esc� Esc VerticalBar@x,yD

 x¤ \@LeftBracketingBarD Escl Esc BracketingBar@xD

\@RightBracketingBarD Escr Esc

Different types of vertical bars. 

Notice  that  the  alias  for  \@VerticalBarD  is  Esc �|Esc,  while  the  alias  for  the  somewhat  more  common

\@VerticalSeparatorD  is Esc |Esc. Mathematica often gives similar−looking characters similar aliases; it is a general conven−

tion that the aliases for the less commonly used characters are distinguished by having spaces at the beginning. 

Esc nnn Esc built−in alias for a common character

Esc � nnn Esc built−in alias for similar but less common character

Esc .nnn Esc alias globally defined in a Mathematica session

Esc ,nnn Esc alias defined in a specific notebook

Conventions for special character aliases. 

The  notebook  front  end  for  Mathematica  often  allows  you  to  set  up  your  own  aliases  for  special  characters.  If  you  want  to,  you  can

overwrite the built−in aliases. But the convention is to use aliases that begin with a dot or comma. 

Note  that  whatever  aliases  you  may  use  to  enter  special  characters,  the  full  names  of  the  characters  will  always  be  used  when  the

characters are stored in files. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical and Other Notation
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Names of Symbols and Mathematical Objects
Mathematica by default interprets any sequence of letters or letter−like forms as the name of a symbol. 

All these are treated by Mathematica as symbols. 

In[1]:= 8Ξ, SΑ, R¥, H , À, Ð ABC, à X, m¼n<

Out[1]= 8Ξ, SΑ, R¥, H , À, Ð ABC, à X, m¼n<

form character name alias interpretation

Π \[Pi] Esc pEsc, EscpiEsc equivalent to Pi

¥ \[Infinity] Esc infEsc equivalent to Infinity

ã \[ExponentialE] Esc eeEsc equivalent to E

ä \[ImaginaryI] Esc iiEsc equivalent to I

ü \[ImaginaryJ] Esc jjEsc equivalent to I

Symbols with built−in meanings whose names do not start with capital English letters. 

Essentially all symbols with built−in meanings in Mathematica have names that start with capital English letters. Among the exceptions

are ã and ä, which correspond to E and I respectively. 

Forms such as ã are used for both input and output in StandardForm. 

In[2]:= 8ã^H2 Π äL, ã^Π<

Out[2]= 91, ã
Π=

In OutputForm ã is output as E. 

In[3]:= OutputForm@%D

Out[3]//OutputForm=      Pi
{1, E  }

In written material, it is standard to use very short names~often single letters~for most of the mathematical objects that one considers.

But in Mathematica, it is usually better to use longer and more explicit names. 

In  written  material  you  can  always  explain  that  a  particular  single−letter  name means  one  thing  in  one  place  and  another  in  another

place. But in Mathematica, unless you use different contexts, a global symbol with a particular name will always be assumed to mean

the same thing. 

As a result, it is typically better to use longer names, which are more likely to be unique, and which describe more explicitly what they

mean. 

For variables to which no value will be assigned, or for local symbols, it is nevertheless convenient and appropriate to use short, often

single−letter, names. 

It is sensible to give the global function LagrangianL a long and explicit name. The local variables can be given short names. 

In[4]:= LagrangianL@Φ _, Μ _D = H�ΦL2 + Μ2 Φ2

Out[4]= Μ
2
Φ
2
+ H�ΦL2
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form input interpretation

xn x Ctrl+_ n Ctrl+Space Subscript@x,nD

x+ x Ctrl+_ + Ctrl+Space SubPlus@xD

x- x Ctrl+_ − Ctrl+Space SubMinus@xD

x* x Ctrl+_ * Ctrl+Space SubStar@xD

x
+

x Ctrl+^ + Ctrl+Space SuperPlus@xD

x
-

x Ctrl+^ − Ctrl+Space SuperMinus@xD

x
*

x Ctrl+^ * Ctrl+Space SuperStar@xD

x
Ö

x Ctrl+^ EscdgEsc Ctrl+Space SuperDagger@xD

x x Ctrl+& _ Ctrl+Space OverBar@xD

x
Ó

x Ctrl+& Esc vecEsc Ctrl+Space OverVector@xD

x
�

x Ctrl+& ~ Ctrl+Space OverTilde@xD

x
`

x Ctrl+& ^ Ctrl+Space OverHat@xD

x
 

x Ctrl+& . Ctrl+Space OverDot@xD

x x Ctrl++ _ Ctrl+Space UnderBar@xD

x Style@x,BoldD x

Creating objects with annotated names. 

Note that with a notebook front end, you can change the style of text using menu items.

option typical default value

SingleLetterItalics False whether to use italics for single−letter symbol names

MultiLetterItalics False whether to use italics for multi−letter symbol names

SingleLetterStyle None the style name or directives to use for single−letter symbol 
names

MultiLetterStyle None the style name or directives to use for multi−letter symbol 
names

Options for cells in a notebook. 

It  is  conventional  in  traditional  mathematical  notation  that  names  consisting  of  single  ordinary  English  letters  are  normally  shown  in

italics,  while  other  names  are  not.  If  you  use  TraditionalForm,  then  Mathematica  will  by  default  follow  this  convention.  You  can

explicitly  specify  whether  you  want  the  convention  followed  by  setting  the  SingleLetterItalics  option  for  particular  cells  or  cell

styles.  You  can  further  specify  styles  for  names  using  single  English  letters  or  multiple  English  letters  by  specifying  values  for  the

options SingleLetterStyle and MultiLetterStyle.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical and Other Notation
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Letters and Letter−like Forms

Greek Letters

form full name aliases

Α \[Alpha] �a�, �alpha�

Β \[Beta] �b�, �beta�

Γ \[Gamma] �g�, �gamma�

∆ \[Delta] �d�, �delta�

Ε \[Epsilon] �e�, �epsilon�

¶ \[CurlyEpsilon] �ce�, �cepsilon�

Ζ \[Zeta] �z�, �zeta�

Η \[Eta] �h�, �et�, �eta�

Θ \[Theta] �q�, �th�, �theta�

J \[CurlyTheta] �cq�, �cth�, �ctheta�

Ι \[Iota] �i�, �iota�

Κ \[Kappa] �k�, �kappa�

¿ \[CurlyKappa] �ck�, �ckappa�

Λ \[Lambda] �l�, �lambda�

Μ \[Mu] �m�, �mu�

Ν \[Nu] �n�, �nu�

Ξ \[Xi] �x�, �xi�

Ο \[Omicron] �om�, �omicron�

Π \[Pi] �p�, �pi�

v \[CurlyPi] �cp�, �cpi�

Ρ \[Rho] �r�, �rho�

· \[CurlyRho] �cr�, �crho�

Σ \[Sigma] �s�, �sigma�

V \[FinalSigma] �fs�

Τ \[Tau] �t�, �tau�

Υ \[Upsilon] �u�, �upsilon�

Φ \[Phi] �f�, �ph�, �phi�

j \[CurlyPhi] �j�, �cph�, �cphi�

Χ \[Chi] �c�, �ch�, �chi�

Ψ \[Psi] �y�, �ps�, �psi�

Ω \[Omega] �o�, �w�, �omega�

̥ \[Digamma] �di�, �digamma�

̧ \[Koppa] �ko�, �koppa�

̣ \[Stigma] �sti�, �stigma�

̩ \[Sampi] �sa�, �sampi�

form full name aliases

A \[CapitalAlpha] �A�, �Alpha�

B \[CapitalBeta] �B�, �Beta�

G \[CapitalGamma] �G�, �Gamma�

D \[CapitalDelta] �D�, �Delta�

E \[CapitalEpsilon] �E�, �Epsilon�

Z \[CapitalZeta] �Z�, �Zeta�

H \[CapitalEta] �H�, �Et�, �Eta�

Q \[CapitalTheta] �Q�, �Th�, �Theta�

I \[CapitalIota] �I�, �Iota�

K \[CapitalKappa] �K�, �Kappa�

L \[CapitalLambda] �L�, �Lambda�

M \[CapitalMu] �M�, �Mu�

N \[CapitalNu] �N�, �Nu�

X \[CapitalXi] �X�, �Xi�

O \[CapitalOmicron] �Om�, �Omicron�

P \[CapitalPi] �P�, �Pi�

R \[CapitalRho] �R�, �Rho�

S \[CapitalSigma] �S�, �Sigma�

T \[CapitalTau] �T�, �Tau�

U \[CapitalUpsilon] �U�, �Upsilon�

¡ \[CurlyCapitalUpsilon] �cU�, �cUpsilon�

F \[CapitalPhi] �F�, �Ph�, �Phi�

C \[CapitalChi] �C�, �Ch�, �Chi�

Y \[CapitalPsi] �Y�, �Ps�, �Psi�

W \[CapitalOmega] �O�, �W�, �Omega�

² \[CapitalDigamma] �Di�, �Digamma�

´ \[CapitalKoppa] �Ko�, �Koppa�

³ \[CapitalStigma] �Sti�, �Stigma�

µ \[CapitalSampi] �Sa�, �Sampi�

The complete collection of Greek letters in Mathematica. 

You  can  use  Greek  letters  as  the  names  of  symbols.  The  only  Greek  letter  with  a  built−in  meaning  in  StandardForm  is  Π,  which

Mathematica takes to stand for the symbol Pi. 

Note that even though Π on its own is assigned a built−in meaning, combinations such as Π2 or xΠ have no built−in meanings. 

The Greek letters S and P look very much like the operators for sum and product. But as discussed above, these operators are different

characters, entered as �[Sum] and �[Product] respectively. 

Similarly, Ε is different from the Î operator �[Element], and Μ is different from µ or �[Micro]. 
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Some  capital  Greek  letters  such  as  �[CapitalAlpha]  look  essentially  the  same  as  capital  English  letters.  Mathematica  however  treats

them as different characters, and in TraditionalForm it uses �[CapitalBeta], for example, to denote the built−in function Beta . 

Following common convention, lower−case Greek letters are rendered slightly slanted in the standard fonts provided with Mathematica,

while  capital  Greek  letters  are  unslanted.  On  Greek  systems,  however,  Mathematica  will  render  all  Greek  letters  unslanted  so  that

standard Greek fonts can be used.

Almost all Greek letters that do not look similar to English letters are widely used in science and mathematics. The capital xi X is rare,

though it is used to denote the cascade hyperon particles, the grand canonical partition function and regular language complexity. The

capital upsilon U is also rare, though it is used to denote b b particles, as well as the vernal equinox.

Curly Greek letters are often assumed to have different meanings from their ordinary counterparts. Indeed, in pure mathematics a single

formula can sometimes contain both curly and ordinary forms of a particular letter. The curly pi v is rare, except in astronomy. 

The final sigma V is used for sigmas that appear at the ends of words in written Greek; it is not commonly used in technical notation. 

The digamma ̥, koppa ̧, stigma ̣ and sampi ̩ are archaic Greek letters. These letters provide a convenient extension to the usual set

of Greek letters. They are sometimes needed in making correspondences with English letters. The digamma corresponds to an English

w, and koppa to an English q. Digamma is occasionally used to denote the digamma function PolyGamma@xD. 

Variants of English Letters

form full name alias

{ \[ScriptL] �scl�

E \[ScriptCapitalE] �scE�

H \[ScriptCapitalH] �scH�

L \[ScriptCapitalL] �scL�

C \[GothicCapitalC] �goC�

H \[GothicCapitalH] �goH�

Á \[GothicCapitalI] �goI�

Â \[GothicCapitalR] �goR�

form full name alias

C \[DoubleStruckCapitalC] �dsC�

R \[DoubleStruckCapitalR] �dsR�

Q \[DoubleStruckCapitalQ] �dsQ�

Z \[DoubleStruckCapitalZ] �dsZ�

N \[DoubleStruckCapitalN] �dsN�

Ò \[DotlessI]

Ô \[DotlessJ]

Ã \[WeierstrassP] �wp�

Some commonly used variants of English letters. 

By using menu items in the notebook front end, you can make changes in the font and style of ordinary text. However, such changes

are usually discarded whenever you send input to the Mathematica kernel. 

Script, gothic and double−struck characters are, however, treated as fundamentally different from their ordinary forms. This means that

even though a C that is italic or a different size will be considered equivalent to an ordinary C when fed to the kernel, a double−struck C

will not. 

Different styles and sizes of C are treated as the same by the kernel. But gothic and double−struck characters are treated as different. 

In[9]:= C + C +C + C + C
Out[9]= 3 C + C + C

In  standard  mathematical  notation,  capital  script  and  gothic  letters  are  sometimes  used  interchangeably.  The  double−struck  letters,

sometimes called blackboard or openface letters, are conventionally used to denote specific sets. Thus, for example, C conventionally

denotes the set of complex numbers, and Z the set of integers. 

Dotless i and j are not usually taken to be different in meaning from ordinary i and j; they are simply used when overscripts are being

placed on the ordinary characters. 

�[WeierstrassP] is a notation specifically used for the Weierstrass P function WeierstrassP. 
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full names aliases

\[ScriptA] | \[ScriptZ] �sca� | �scz� lowercase script letters

\[ScriptCapitalA] | \[ScriptCapitalZ]

�scA� | �scZ� uppercase script letters

\[GothicA] | \[GothicZ] �goa� | �goz� lowercase gothic letters

\[GothicCapitalA] | \[GothicCapitalZ]

�goA� | �goZ� uppercase gothic letters

\[DoubleStruckA] | \[DoubleStruckZ]

�dsa� | �dsz� lowercase double−struck letters

\[DoubleStruckCapitalA]  | \[DoubleStruckCapitalZ]

�dsA� | �dsZ� uppercase double−struck letters

\[FormalA] | \[FormalZ]

�$a� | �$z� lowercase formal letters

\[FormalCapitalA] | \[FormalCapitalZ]

�$A� | �$Z� uppercase formal letters

Complete alphabets of variant English letters. 

Formal Symbols
Symbols  represented  by  formal  letters,  or  formal  symbols,  appear  in  the  output  of  certain  functions.  They  are  indicated  by  gray  dots

above and below the English letter.

DifferentialRoot automatically chooses the names for the function arguments.

In[1]:= root = DifferentialRootReduce@CosD

Out[1]= DifferentialRootAFunctionA9y
.
., x

.

.=, 9y
.
.@x

.

.D + y
.
.
¢¢@x
.
.D � 0, y

.

.@0D � 1, y
.
.
¢@0D � 0=EE

Formal symbols are Protected , so they cannot be accidentally assigned a value.

Trying to modify a formal symbol fails.

In[2]:= y
.

.
= 0

Set::wrsym : Symbol y
.
. is Protected. �

Out[2]= 0

In[3]:= y
.

.

Out[3]= y
.
.

This means that expressions depending on formal symbols will not be accidentally modified.

In[4]:= root@@1, 2DD

Out[4]= 9y
.
.@x

.

.D + y
.
.
¢¢@x
.
.D � 0, y

.

.@0D � 1, y
.
.
¢@0D � 0=

Specific values for formal symbols can be substituted using replacement rules.

Verify that the defining equations hold for cosine.

In[5]:= root@@1, 2DD �. y
.

.
® Cos

Out[5]= 8True, True, True<

Formal symbols can be temporarily modified inside of a Block because Block clears all definitions associated with a symbol, including

Attributes. Table works essentially like Block, thus also allowing temporary changes.
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Assign a temporary value to y
.
.:

In[6]:= BlockA9y
.

.
= Cos=, root@@1, 2DDE

Out[6]= 8True, True, True<

In most situations modifying formal symbols is not necessary. Since in DifferentialRoot formal symbols are used as names for the

formal parameters of a function, the function should simply be evaluated for the actual values of arguments.

Evaluating the function substitutes x for x
.
. and y for y

.

..

In[7]:= root@@1DD@y, xD

Out[7]= 8y@xD + y
¢¢@xD � 0, y@0D � 1, y¢@0D � 0<

It is possible to define custom typesetting rules for formal symbols.

Use coloring to highlight formal symbols.

In[8]:= MakeBoxesAx
.
., _E := TagBoxA"x", x

.

. &, AutoDelete ® True,

BaseStyle ® 8FontColor ® RGBColor@1, .5, .5D, ShowSyntaxStyles ® False<E

MakeBoxesAy
.

.
, _E := TagBoxA"y", y

.

.
&, AutoDelete ® True,

BaseStyle ® 8FontColor ® RGBColor@1, .5, .5D, ShowSyntaxStyles ® False<E

In[10]:= root

Out[10]=

The formatting rules were attached to MakeBoxes . Restore the original formatting:

In[11]:= FormatValues�MakeBoxes = 8<;

In[12]:= root

Out[12]= DifferentialRootAFunctionA9y
.
., x

.

.=, 9y
.
.@x

.

.D + y
.
.
¢¢@x
.
.D � 0, y

.

.@0D � 1, y
.
.
¢@0D � 0=EE

Hebrew Letters

form full name alias

À \[Aleph] �al�

¼ \[Bet]

form full name

½ \[Gimel]

¾ \[Dalet]

Hebrew characters. 

Hebrew  characters  are  used  in  mathematics  in  the  theory  of  transfinite  sets;  À0  is  for  example  used  to  denote  the  total  number  of

integers. 

Units and Letter−Like Mathematical Symbols

form full name alias

µ \[Micro] �mi�

° \[Mho] �mho�

Þ \[Angstrom] �Ang�

Ñ \[HBar] �hb�

¢ \[Cent] �cent�

£ \[Sterling]

’ \[Euro] �euro�

¥ \[Yen]

form full name alias

° \[Degree] �deg�

Æ \[EmptySet] �es�

¥ \[Infinity] �inf�

ã \[ExponentialE] �ee�

ä \[ImaginaryI] �ii�

ü \[ImaginaryJ] �jj�

þ \[DoubledPi] �pp�

ý \[DoubledGamma] �gg�

Units and letter−like mathematical symbols. 
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Mathematica treats ° or \[Degree] as the symbol Degree, so that, for example, 30 ° is equivalent to 30 Degree. 

Note that µ, Þ and Æ are all distinct from the ordinary letters Μ (\[Mu]), Å (\[CapitalARing]) and Ø (\[CapitalOSlash]). 

Mathematica  interprets ¥  as Infinity,  ã  as E,  and both ä  and ü  as I.  The characters ã,  ä  and ü  are provided as alternatives to the

usual uppercase letters E and I. 

þ and ý are not by default assigned meanings in StandardForm. You can therefore use þ to represent a pi that will not automatically

be treated as Pi. In TraditionalForm ý is interpreted as EulerGamma. 

form full name alias

¶ \@PartialDD �pd�

â \@DifferentialDD �dd�

ÿ \@CapitalDifferentialDD �DD�

Ñ \@DelD �del�

È \@DifferenceDeltaD �diffd�

form full name alias

â \@SumD �sum�

ä \@ProductD �prod�

¬ \@TransposeD �tr�

® \@HermitianConjugateD �hc�

Å \@DiscreteShiftD �shift�

Ë \@DiscreteRatioD �dratio�

Operators that look like letters. 

Ñ is an operator while Ñ, ° and ¥ are ordinary symbols. 

In[1]:= 8Ñ f, Ñ^2, 45 °, 5000 ¥< �� FullForm

Out[1]//FullForm= List@Del@fD, Power@\[HBar], 2D, Times@45, DegreeD, Times@5000, \[Yen]DD

Shapes, Icons and Geometrical Constructs

form full name alias

ä \[FilledVerySmallSquare] �fvssq�

ã \[EmptySmallSquare] �essq�

� \[FilledSmallSquare] �fssq�

á \[EmptySquare] �esq�

\[GraySquare] �gsq�

à \[FilledSquare] �fsq�

î \[DottedSquare]

ñ \[EmptyRectangle]

ð \[FilledRectangle]

í \[EmptyDiamond]

ì \[FilledDiamond]

form full name alias

é \[EmptySmallCircle] �esci�

è \[FilledSmallCircle] �fsci�

ç \[EmptyCircle] �eci�

\[GrayCircle] �gci�

æ \[FilledCircle] �fci�

ó \[EmptyUpTriangle]

ò \[FilledUpTriangle]

õ \[EmptyDownTriangle]

ô \[FilledDownTriangle]

ø \[FivePointedStar] �*5�

÷ \[SixPointedStar] �*6�

Shapes. 

Shapes  are  most  often  used  as  ú dingbatsø  to  emphasize  pieces  of  text.  But  Mathematica  treats  them as  letter−like  forms,  and  also

allows them to appear in the names of symbols. 

In addition to shapes such as \[EmptySquare] ,  there are characters such as \@SquareD  which are treated by Mathematica  as

operators rather than letter−like forms. 

form full name alias

Ù \[MathematicaIcon] �math�

Ú \[KernelIcon]

Û \[LightBulb]

Ü \[WarningSign]

Ý \[WatchIcon]

form full name aliases

Ì \[HappySmiley] � : L �, �:−)�

Í \[NeutralSmiley] �:−|�

Î \[SadSmiley] �:−(�

Ï \[FreakedSmiley] �:−@�

ÿ \[Wolf] �wf�, �wolf�

Icons. 
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You can use icon characters just like any other letter−like forms. 

In[1]:= Expand@HÌ + ÿL^4D

Out[1]= Ì
4
+ 4 Ì3 ÿ + 6 Ì2 ÿ2

+ 4 Ì ÿ3
+ ÿ

4

form full name

Ð \[Angle]

¬ \[RightAngle]

 \[MeasuredAngle]

form full name

® \[SphericalAngle]

ó \[EmptyUpTriangle]

¯ \[Diameter]

Notation for geometrical constructs. 

Since Mathematica treats characters like Ð as letter−like forms, constructs like Ð BC are treated in Mathematica as single symbols. 

Textual Elements

form full name alias

| \[Dash] �−�

~ \[LongDash] �−−�

· \[Bullet] �bu�

¶ \[Paragraph]

§ \[Section]

¿ \[DownQuestion] �d?�

¡ \[DownExclamation] �d!�

form full name alias

¢ \[Prime] �’�

² \[DoublePrime] �’’�

¾ \[ReversePrime] �‘�

¿ \[ReverseDoublePrime] �‘‘�

« \[LeftGuillemet] �g<<�

» \[RightGuillemet] �g>>�

¼ \[Ellipsis] �...�

Characters used for punctuation and annotation. 

form full name

© \[Copyright]

® \[RegisteredTrademark]

Ô \[Trademark]

Ù \[Flat]

Ú \[Natural]

Û \[Sharp]

form full name alias

Ö \[Dagger] �dg�

× \[DoubleDagger] �ddg�

§ \[ClubSuit]

¨ \[DiamondSuit]

© \[HeartSuit]

ª \[SpadeSuit]

Other characters used in text. 

form full name alias

\[HorizontalLine] �hline�

\[VerticalLine] �vline�

¼ \[Ellipsis] �...�

º \[CenterEllipsis]

» \[VerticalEllipsis]

· \[AscendingEllipsis]

¸ \[DescendingEllipsis]

form full name alias

  \[UnderParenthesis] �u(�

� \[OverParenthesis] �o(�

� \[UnderBracket] �u[�

p \[OverBracket] �o[�

§ \[UnderBrace] �u{�

� \[OverBrace] �o{�

Characters used in building sequences and arrays. 

The under and over braces grow to enclose the whole expression. 

In[1]:= Underoverscript@Expand@H1 + xL^4D, §, �D

Out[1]= 1 + 4 x + 6 x2 + 4 x3 + x4
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Extended Latin Letters
Mathematica supports all the characters commonly used in Western European languages based on Latin scripts. 

form full name alias

à \[AGrave] �a‘�

á \[AAcute] �a’�

â \[AHat] �a^�

ã \[ATilde] �a~�

ä \[ADoubleDot] �a"�

å \[ARing] �ao�

* \[ABar] �a−�

+ \[ACup] �au�

æ \[AE] �ae�

. \[CAcute] �c’�

ç \[CCedilla] �c,�

/ \[CHacek] �cv�

è \[EGrave] �e‘�

é \[EAcute] �e’�

� \[EBar] �e−�

ê \[EHat] �e^�

ë \[EDoubleDot] �e"�

� \[ECup] �eu�

ì \[IGrave] �i‘�

í \[IAcute] �i’�

î \[IHat] �i^�

ï \[IDoubleDot] �i"�

´ \[ICup] �iu�

ð \[Eth] �d−�

Ç \[LSlash] �l/�

ñ \[NTilde] �n~�

ò \[OGrave] �o‘�

ó \[OAcute] �o’�

ô \[OHat] �o^�

õ \[OTilde] �o~�

ö \[ODoubleDot] �o"�

: \[ODoubleAcute] �o’’�

ø \[OSlash] �o/�

\[OE] �oe�

< \[SHacek] �sv�

ù \[UGrave] �u‘�

ú \[UAcute] �u’�

û \[UHat] �u^�

ü \[UDoubleDot] �u"�

> \[UDoubleAcute] �u’’�

ý \[YAcute] �y’�

þ \[Thorn] �thn�

ß \[SZ] �sz�, �ss�

form full name alias

À \[CapitalAGrave] �A‘�

Á \[CapitalAAcute] �A’�

Â \[CapitalAHat] �A^�

Ã \[CapitalATilde] �A~�

Ä \[CapitalADoubleDot] �A"�

Å \[CapitalARing] �Ao�

, \[CapitalABar] �A−�

− \[CapitalACup] �Au�

Æ \[CapitalAE] �AE�

� \[CapitalCAcute] �C’�

Ç \[CapitalCCedilla] �C,�

� \[CapitalCHacek] �Cv�

È \[CapitalEGrave] �E‘�

É \[CapitalEAcute] �E’�

ı \[CapitalEBar] �E−�

Ê \[CapitalEHat] �E^�

Ë \[CapitalEDoubleDot] �E"�

` \[CapitalECup] �Eu�

Ì \[CapitalIGrave] �I‘�

Í \[CapitalIAcute] �I’�

Î \[CapitalIHat] �I^�

Ï \[CapitalIDoubleDot] �I"�

ˆ \[CapitalICup] �Iu�

Ð \[CapitalEth] �D−�

Æ \[CapitalLSlash] �L/�

Ñ \[CapitalNTilde] �N~�

Ò \[CapitalOGrave] �O‘�

Ó \[CapitalOAcute] �O’�

Ô \[CapitalOHat] �O^�

Õ \[CapitalOTilde] �O~�

Ö \[CapitalODoubleDot] �O"�

; \[CapitalODoubleAcute] �O’’�

Ø \[CapitalOSlash] �O/�

\[CapitalOE] �OE�

= \[CapitalSHacek] �Sv�

Ù \[CapitalUGrave] �U‘�

Ú \[CapitalUAcute] �U’�

Û \[CapitalUHat] �U^�

Ü \[CapitalUDoubleDot] �U"�

? \[CapitalUDoubleAcute] �U’’�

Ý \[CapitalYAcute] �Y’�

Þ \[CapitalThorn] �Thn�

Variants of English letters. 

Most of the characters shown are formed by adding diacritical marks to ordinary English letters. Exceptions include \[SZ]  ß, used in

German, and \[Thorn] þ and \[Eth] ð, used primarily in Old English. 
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You can make additional characters by explicitly adding diacritical marks yourself. 

char Ctrl+& mark Ctrl+Space add a mark above a character

char Ctrl++ mark Ctrl+Space add a mark below a character

Adding marks above and below characters. 

form alias full name

’ (keyboard character) \@RawQuoteD acute accent

¢ �’ � \[Prime] acute accent

‘ (keyboard character) \[RawBackquote] grave accent

¾ �‘� \[ReversePrime] grave accent

. . (keyboard characters) umlaut or diaeresis

^ (keyboard character) \@RawWedgeD circumflex or hat

é �esci� \[EmptySmallCircle] ring

. (keyboard character) \@RawDotD dot

~ (keyboard character) \@RawTildeD tilde

_ (keyboard character) \[RawUnderscore] bar or macron

Ç �hc� \[Hacek] hacek or check

ñ �bv� \[Breve] breve

ò �dbv� \[DownBreve] tie accent

² �’’ � \[DoublePrime] long umlaut

Þ �cd� \[Cedilla] cedilla

Diacritical marks to add to characters. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical and Other Notation
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Operators

Basic Mathematical Operators

form full name alias

´ \@TimesD �*�

¸ \@DivideD �div�

- \@SqrtD �sqrt�

form full name alias

� \@CrossD �cross�

± \@PlusMinusD �+−�

¡ \@MinusPlusD �−+�

Some operators used in basic arithmetic and algebra. 

Note that the � for �[Cross] is distinguished by being drawn slightly smaller than the ´ for �[Times]. 

x´y Times@x,yD multiplication

x¸y Divide@x,yD division
,
x Sqrt@xD square root

x�y Cross@x,yD vector cross product

±x PlusMinus@xD (no built−in meaning)

x±y PlusMinus@x,yD (no built−in meaning)

¡x MinusPlus@xD (no built−in meaning)

x¡y MinusPlus@x,yD (no built−in meaning)

Interpretation of some operators in basic arithmetic and algebra. 

Operators in Calculus and Algebra

form full name alias

Ñ \@DelD �del�

¶ \@PartialDD �pd�

â \@DifferentialDD �dd�

â \@SumD �sum�

ä \@ProductD �prod�

form full name alias

Ù \@IntegralD �int�

� \@ContourIntegralD �cint�

� \@DoubleContourIntegralD

� \@CounterClockwiseContourIntegralD �cccint�

� \@ClockwiseContourIntegralD �ccint�

Operators used in calculus. 

form full name aliases

- \@ConjugateD �co�, �conj�

¬ \@TransposeD �tr�

form full name alias

¾ \@ConjugateTransposeD �ct�

® \@HermitianConjugateD �hc�

Operators for complex numbers and matrices. 
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Logical and Other Connectives

form full name aliases

í \@AndD � && �, �and�

ë \@OrD � ÈÈ �, �or�

Ø \@NotD �! �, �not�

Î \@ElementD �el�

" \@ForAllD �fa�

$ \@ExistsD �ex�

± \@NotExistsD �!ex�

� \@XorD �xor�

~ \@NandD �nand�

� \@NorD �nor�

form full name alias

Þ \@ImpliesD �=>�

V \@RoundImpliesD

\ \@ThereforeD �tf�

� \@BecauseD

¢ \@RightTeeD

¤ \@LeftTeeD

£ \@DoubleRightTeeD

¥ \@DoubleLeftTeeD

' \@SuchThatD �st�

\@VerticalSeparatorD �|�

: \@ColonD �:�

Operators used as logical connectives. 

The  operators  ß,  Þ  and  Ø  are  interpreted  as  corresponding  to  the  built−in  functions  And,  Or  and  Not,  and  are  equivalent  to  the

keyboard operators &&, ÈÈ and !. The operators � , |  and �  correspond to the built−in functions Xor, Nand  and Nor. Note that Ø is a

prefix operator. 

xÞy and xVy are both taken to give the built−in function Implies@x, yD. xÎy gives the built−in function Element@x, yD.

This is interpreted using the built−in functions And and Implies. 

In[1]:= 3 < 4 ì x > 5 Þ y < 7

Out[1]= Implies@x > 5, y < 7D

Mathematica  supports most of the standard syntax used in mathematical logic. In Mathematica,  however, the variables that appear in

the quantifiers ", $ and ± must appear as subscripts. If they appeared directly after the quantifier symbols then there could be a conflict

with multiplication operations. 

" and $ are essentially prefix operators like ¶. 

In[2]:= "x $y Φ@x, yD �� FullForm

Out[2]//FullForm= ForAll@x, Exists@y, \[Phi]@x,yDDD

Operators Used to Represent Actions

form full name alias

ë \@SmallCircleD �sc�

Å \@CirclePlusD �c+�

� \@CircleMinusD �c−�

Ä \@CircleTimesD �c*�

� \@CircleDotD �c.�

� \@DiamondD �dia�

× \@CenterDotD �.�

* \@StarD �star�

ª \@VerticalTildeD

� \@BackslashD �\�

form full name alias

ï \@WedgeD �^�

î \@VeeD �v�

æ \@UnionD �un�

 \@UnionPlusD

è \@IntersectionD �inter�

® \@SquareIntersectionD

¯ \@SquareUnionD

ÿ \@CoproductD �coprod�

[ \@CapD

\ \@CupD

� \@SquareD �sq�

Operators typically used to represent actions. All the operators except �[Square] are infix. 

÷
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Following  Mathematica ÷ s usual  convention,  all  the  operators  in  the  table  above  are  interpreted  to  give  functions  whose  names  are

exactly the names of the characters that appear in the operators. 

The operators are interpreted as functions with corresponding names. 

In[3]:= x Å y [ z �� FullForm

Out[3]//FullForm= CirclePlus@x, Cap@y, zDD

All the operators in the table above, except for �, are infix, so that they must appear in between their operands. 

Bracketing Operators

form full name alias

e \@LeftFloorD �lf�

u \@RightFloorD �rf�

a \@LeftCeilingD �lc�

q \@RightCeilingD �rc�

Q \@LeftDoubleBracketD �[[�

U \@RightDoubleBracketD �]]�

form full name alias

Y \@LeftAngleBracketD �<�

] \@RightAngleBracketD �>�

¡ \@LeftBracketingBarD �l|�

¥ \@RightBracketingBarD �r|�

± \@LeftDoubleBracketingBarD �l||�

µ \@RightDoubleBracketingBarD �r||�

Characters used as bracketing operators. 

dxt Floor@xD

`xp Ceiling@xD

mPi, j,¼T Part@m,i, j,¼D

Xx,y,¼\ AngleBracket@x,y,¼D

 x,y,¼¤ BracketingBar@x,y,¼D

°x,y,¼´ DoubleBracketingBar@x,y,¼D

Interpretations of bracketing operators. 

Operators Used to Represent Relations

form full name alias

� \@EqualD �==�

� \@LongEqualD �l=�

º \@CongruentD �===�

~ \@TildeD �~�

» \@TildeTildeD �~~�

> \@TildeEqualD �~=�

@ \@TildeFullEqualD �~==�

? \@EqualTildeD �=~�

P \@HumpEqualD �h=�

Q \@HumpDownHumpD

^ \@CupCapD

U \@DotEqualD

form full name alias

¹ \@NotEqualD �!=�

T \@NotCongruentD �!===�

L \@NotTildeD �!~�

M \@NotTildeTildeD �!~~�

N \@NotTildeEqualD �!~=�

= \@NotTildeFullEqualD �!~==�

O \@NotEqualTildeD �!=~�

R \@NotHumpEqualD �!h=�

S \@NotHumpDownHumpD

_ \@NotCupCapD

µ \@ProportionalD �prop�

� \@ProportionD

Operators usually used to represent similarity or equivalence. 

The special character � (or �[Equal]) is an alternative input form for ==. ¹ is used both for input and output. 

In[4]:= 8a == b, a � b, a != b, a ¹ b<

Out[4]= 8a � b, a � b, a ¹ b, a ¹ b<
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form full name alias

³ \@GreaterEqualD �>=�

£ \@LessEqualD �<=�

r \@GreaterSlantEqualD �>/�

b \@LessSlantEqualD �</�

s \@GreaterFullEqualD

c \@LessFullEqualD

t \@GreaterTildeD �>~�

d \@LessTildeD �<~�

p \@GreaterGreaterD

` \@LessLessD

q \@NestedGreaterGreaterD

a \@NestedLessLessD

� \@GreaterLessD

� \@LessGreaterD

� \@GreaterEqualLessD

� \@LessEqualGreaterD

form full name alias

x \@NotGreaterEqualD �!>=�

h \@NotLessEqualD �!<=�

y \@NotGreaterSlantEqualD �!>/�

i \@NotLessSlantEqualD �!</�

z \@NotGreaterFullEqualD

j \@NotLessFullEqualD

{ \@NotGreaterTildeD �! >~�

k \@NotLessTildeD �! <~�

v \@NotGreaterGreaterD

f \@NotLessLessD

w \@NotNestedGreaterGreaterD

g \@NotNestedLessLessD

� \@NotGreaterLessD

� \@NotLessGreaterD

u \@NotGreaterD �!>�

e \@NotLessD �!<�

Operators usually used for ordering by magnitude. 

form full name alias

Ì \@SubsetD �sub�

É \@SupersetD �sup�

Í \@SubsetEqualD �sub=�

� \@SupersetEqualD �sup=�

Î \@ElementD �el�

� \@ReverseElementD �mem�

form full name alias

Ë \@NotSubsetD �!sub�

� \@NotSupersetD �!sup�

� \@NotSubsetEqualD �!sub=�

� \@NotSupersetEqualD �!sup=�

Ï \@NotElementD �!el�

� \@NotReverseElementD �!mem�

Operators used for relations in sets. 

form full name

� \@SucceedsD

� \@PrecedesD

� \@SucceedsEqualD

� \@PrecedesEqualD

� \@SucceedsSlantEqualD

� \@PrecedesSlantEqualD

� \@SucceedsTildeD

� \@PrecedesTildeD

@ \@RightTriangleD

0 \@LeftTriangleD

A \@RightTriangleEqualD

1 \@LeftTriangleEqualD

B \@RightTriangleBarD

2 \@LeftTriangleBarD

| \@SquareSupersetD

l \@SquareSubsetD

} \@SquareSupersetEqualD

m \@SquareSubsetEqualD

form full name

� \@NotSucceedsD

� \@NotPrecedesD

� \@NotSucceedsEqualD

� \@NotPrecedesTildeD

� \@NotSucceedsSlantEqualD

� \@NotPrecedesSlantEqualD

� \@NotSucceedsTildeD

� \@NotPrecedesEqualD

C \@NotRightTriangleD

3 \@NotLeftTriangleD

D \@NotRightTriangleEqualD

4 \@NotLeftTriangleEqualD

E \@NotRightTriangleBarD

5 \@NotLeftTriangleBarD

~ \@NotSquareSupersetD

n \@NotSquareSubsetD

� \@NotSquareSupersetEqualD

o \@NotSquareSubsetEqualD

Operators usually used for other kinds of orderings. 
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form full name alias

ý \@VerticalBarD ��|�

þ \@DoubleVerticalBarD ��||�

form full name alias

I \@NotVerticalBarD �!|�

J \@NotDoubleVerticalBarD �!||�

Relational operators based on vertical bars. 

Operators Based on Arrows and Vectors
Operators  based  on  arrows  are  often  used  in  pure  mathematics  and  elsewhere  to  represent  various  kinds  of  transformations  or

changes. 

® is equivalent to ->. 

In[5]:= x + y �. x ® 3

Out[5]= 3 + y

form full name alias

® \@RuleD �−>�

¦ \@RuleDelayedD �:>�

form full name alias

Þ \@ImpliesD �=>�

V \@RoundImpliesD

Arrow−like operators with built−in meanings in Mathematica. 

form full name alias

\@RightArrowD ��−>�

\@LeftArrowD �<−�

\@LeftRightArrowD �<−>�

\@LongRightArrowD �−−>�

\@LongLeftArrowD �<−−�

\@LongLeftRightArrowD �<−−>�

z \@ShortRightArrowD

y \@ShortLeftArrowD

\@RightTeeArrowD

\@LeftTeeArrowD

\@RightArrowBarD

\@LeftArrowBarD

\@DoubleRightArrowD ��=>�

\@DoubleLeftArrowD ��<=�

\@DoubleLeftRightArrowD �<=>�

\@DoubleLongRightArrowD �==>�

\@DoubleLongLeftArrowD �<==�

\@DoubleLongLeftRightArrowD �<==>�

form full name

\@UpArrowD

\@DownArrowD

\@UpDownArrowD

\@UpTeeArrowD

\@DownTeeArrowD

\@UpArrowBarD

\@DownArrowBarD

\@DoubleUpArrowD

\@DoubleDownArrowD

\@DoubleUpDownArrowD

\@RightArrowLeftArrowD

\@LeftArrowRightArrowD

\@UpArrowDownArrowD

\@DownArrowUpArrowD

� \@LowerRightArrowD

� \@LowerLeftArrowD

� \@UpperLeftArrowD

� \@UpperRightArrowD

Ordinary arrows. 
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form full name alias

\@RightVectorD �vec�

\@LeftVectorD

\@LeftRightVectorD

\@DownRightVectorD

\@DownLeftVectorD

\@DownLeftRightVectorD

\@RightTeeVectorD

\@LeftTeeVectorD

\@DownRightTeeVectorD

\@DownLeftTeeVectorD

\@RightVectorBarD

\@LeftVectorBarD

\@DownRightVectorBarD

\@DownLeftVectorBarD

\@EquilibriumD �equi�

\@ReverseEquilibriumD

form full name

\@LeftUpVectorD

\@LeftDownVectorD

\@LeftUpDownVectorD

\@RightUpVectorD

\@RightDownVectorD

\@RightUpDownVectorD

\@LeftUpTeeVectorD

\@LeftDownTeeVectorD

\@RightUpTeeVectorD

\@RightDownTeeVectorD

\@LeftUpVectorBarD

\@LeftDownVectorBarD

\@RightUpVectorBarD

\@RightDownVectorBarD

\@UpEquilibriumD

\@ReverseUpEquilibriumD

Vectors and related arrows. 

All the arrow and vector−like operators in Mathematica are infix. 

In[6]:= x F y z

Out[6]= x F y z

form full name alias

¢ \@RightTeeD �rT�

¤ \@LeftTeeD �lT�

¦ \@UpTeeD �uT�

§ \@DownTeeD �dT�

form full name

£ \@DoubleRightTeeD

¥ \@DoubleLeftTeeD

Tees. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical and Other Notation
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Structural Elements and Keyboard Characters

full name alias

\@InvisibleCommaD Esc ,Esc

\@InvisibleApplicationD Esc @Esc

\[InvisibleSpace] Esc isEsc

\@ImplicitPlusD Esc +Esc

full name alias

\[AlignmentMarker] Esc amEsc

\[NoBreak] Esc nbEsc

\[Null] Esc nullEsc

Invisible characters.

In the input there is an invisible comma between the 1 and 2. 

In[1]:= m12

Out[1]= m1,2

Here there is an invisible space between the x and y, interpreted as multiplication. 

In[2]:= FullForm@xyD

Out[2]//FullForm= Times@x, yD

\[Null]  does not display, but can take modifications such as superscripts. 

In[3]:= f@x, ^aD

Out[3]= fAx, aE

The \[AlignmentMarker] does not display, but shows how to line up the elements of the column. 

In[4]:= Grid@88"b + c + d"<, 8"a + b + c"<<, Alignment -> ""D �� DisplayForm

Out[4]//DisplayForm=
b + c + d

a + b + c

The \@ImplicitPlusD operator is used as a hidden plus sign in mixed fractions.

In[5]:= 1
2

3

Out[5]=

5

3

full name alias

\[VeryThinSpace] Esc �Esc

\[ThinSpace] Esc ��Esc

\[MediumSpace] Esc ���Esc

\[ThickSpace] Esc ����Esc

\[InvisibleSpace] Esc isEsc

\[NewLine]

full name alias

\[NegativeVeryThinSpace] Esc −�Esc

\[NegativeThinSpace] Esc −��Esc

\[NegativeMediumSpace] Esc −���Esc

\[NegativeThickSpace] Esc −����Esc

 \[NonBreakingSpace] Esc nbsEsc

\[IndentingNewLine] Esc nlEsc

Spacing and newline characters. 

form full name alias

� \[SelectionPlaceholder] Esc splEsc

form full name alias

� \[Placeholder] Esc plEsc

Characters used in buttons. 
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In  the  buttons  in  a  palette,  you  often  want  to  set  up  a  template  with  placeholders  to  indicate  where  expressions  should  be  inserted.

\[SelectionPlaceholder]  marks  the  position  where  an  expression  that  is  currently  selected  should  be  inserted  when  the

contents of the button are pasted. \[Placeholder]  marks other positions where subsequent expressions can be inserted. The Tab

key will take you from one such position to the next. 

form full name alias

� \[SpaceIndicator] Esc spaceEsc

¿ \[ReturnIndicator] Esc retEsc

ç \[ReturnKey] Esc �retEsc

ó \[EnterKey] Esc entEsc

å \[EscapeKey] Esc �escEsc

� \[AliasIndicator] Esc escEsc

form full name alias

ï \[RoundSpaceIndicator]

â \[ControlKey] Esc ctrlEsc

á \[CommandKey] Esc cmdEsc

ë \[LeftModified] Esc [Esc

ì \[RightModified] Esc ]Esc

í \[CloverLeaf] Esc clEsc

Representations of keys on a keyboard. 

In describing how to enter input into Mathematica, it is sometimes useful to give explicit representations for keys you should press. You

can do this using characters like ¿ and å. Note that � and ï are actually treated as spacing characters by Mathematica. 

This string shows how to type Α2. 

In[6]:= "åaå âë^ì 2âë�ì"

Out[6]= åaå âë^ì 2âë�ì

form full name

� \[Continuation]

� \@LeftSkeletonD

� \[RightGuillemet]

form full name

� \[SkeletonIndicator]

Ý \[ErrorIndicator]

Characters generated in Mathematica output. 

Mathematica uses a \[Continuation] character to indicate that the number continues onto the next line. 

In[7]:= 80!

Out[7]= 71569 457046 263802294 811533 723186532 165584 657342365 752577 109445058 227039 255480148 842668 944867280
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form full name

\[RawTab]

\[NewLine]

\[RawReturn]

\[RawSpace]

! \@RawExclamationD

" �@RawDoubleQuoteD

ð \@RawNumberSignD

$ \[RawDollar]

% \@RawPercentD

& \@RawAmpersandD

’ \@RawQuoteD

I \@RawLeftParenthesisD

M \@RawRightParenthesisD

* \@RawStarD

+ \@RawPlusD

, \@RawCommaD

- \@RawDashD

. \@RawDotD

form full name

� \@RawSlashD

: \@RawColonD

; \@RawSemicolonD

< \@RawLessD

= \@RawEqualD

> \@RawGreaterD

? \@RawQuestionD

� \@RawAtD

A \@RawLeftBracketD

\ \@RawBackslashD

E \@RawRightBracketD

^ \@RawWedgeD

_ \[RawUnderscore]

‘ \[RawBackquote]

9 \@RawLeftBraceD

\@RawVerticalBarD

= \@RawRightBraceD

~ \@RawTildeD

Raw keyboard characters. 

The fonts that are distributed with Mathematica contain their own renderings of many ordinary keyboard characters. The reason for this

is that standard system fonts often do not contain appropriate renderings. For example, ^ and ~ are often drawn small and above the

centerline, while for clarity in Mathematica they must be drawn larger and centered on the centerline.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Mathematical and Other Notation
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The Main Loop
In any interactive session, Mathematica effectively operates in a loop. It waits for your input, processes the input, prints the result, then

goes back to waiting for input again. As part of this ú main loopø , Mathematica maintains and uses various global objects. You will often

find it useful to work with these objects. 

You should realize, however, that if you use Mathematica through a special front end, your front end may set up its own main loop, and

what is said here may not apply. 

In@nD the expression on the nth input line

InString@nD the textual form of the nth input line

% n  or Out@nD the expression on the nth output line

Out@8n1,n2,¼<D a list of output expressions

%%¼ %  (n times) or Out@-nD the expression on the nth previous output line

MessageList@nD a list of messages produced while processing the nth line

$Line the current line number (resettable)

Input and output expressions. 

In a standard interactive session, there is a sequence of input and output lines. Mathematica  stores the values of the expressions on

these lines in In@nD and Out@nD. 

As indicated by the usual In@nD := prompt, the input expressions are stored with delayed assignments. This means that whenever you

ask for In@nD, the input expression will always be reevaluated in your current environment. 

This assigns a value to x. 

In[1]:= x = 7

Out[1]= 7

Now the value for x is used. 

In[2]:= x - x^2 + 5 x - 1

Out[2]= -8

This removes the value assigned to x. 

In[3]:= x =.

This is reevaluated in your current environment, where there is no value assigned to x. 

In[4]:= In@2D

Out[4]= -1 + 6 x - x
2

This gives the textual form of the second input line, appropriate for editing or other textual manipulation. 

In[5]:= InString@2D �� InputForm

Out[5]//InputForm= "x − x^2 + 5x − 1"

$HistoryLength the number of previous lines of input and output to keep

Specifying the length of session history to keep. 
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Mathematica by default stores all your input and output lines for the duration of the session. In a very long session, this may take up a

large amount of computer memory. You can nevertheless get rid of the input and output lines by explicitly clearing the values of In and

Out,  using  Unprotect@In, OutD,  followed by  Clear@In, OutD.  You can also  tell  Mathematica  to  keep only  a  limited  number  of

lines of history by setting the global variable $HistoryLength .

Note that at any point in a session, you can reset the line number counter $Line, so that, for example, new lines are numbered so as to

overwrite previous ones. 

$PreRead a function applied to each input string before being fed to Mathematica

$Pre a function applied to each input expression before evaluation

$Post a function applied to each expression after evaluation

$PrePrint a function applied after Out@nD is assigned, but before the result is printed

$SyntaxHandler a function applied to any input line that yields a syntax error

Global functions used in the main loop. 

Mathematica provides a variety of ú hooks ø  that allow you to insert functions to be applied to expressions at various stages in the main

loop. Thus, for example, any function you assign as the value of the global variable $Pre  will automatically be applied before evaluation

to any expression you give as input. 

For a particular  input line,  the standard main loop begins by getting a text  string of  input.  Particularly if  you need to deal  with special

characters,  you  may  want  to  modify  this  text  string  before  it  is  further  processed  by  Mathematica.  You  can  do  this  by  assigning  a

function as the value of the global variable $PreRead. This function will be applied to the text string, and the result will be used as the

actual input string for the particular input line. 

This tells Mathematica to replace listHead by 8¼< in every input string. 

In[6]:= $PreRead = HReplaceAll@ð, "listHead" ¦ "List"D &L

Out[6]= ð1 �. listHead ¦ List &

You can now enter lists as listHead expressions.

In[7]:= listHead@a, b, cD

Out[7]= 8a, b, c<

You can remove the value for $PreRead like this, at least so long as your definition for $PreRead does not modify this very input string. 

In[8]:= $PreRead =.

Once Mathematica has successfully read an input expression, it then evaluates this expression. Before doing the evaluation, Mathemat−

ica applies any function you have specified as the value of $Pre , and after the evaluation, it applies any function specified as the value

of $Post. Note that unless the $Pre  function holds its arguments unevaluated, the function will have exactly the same effect as $Post. 

$Post allows you to specify arbitrary ú postprocessing ø  to be done on results obtained from Mathematica. Thus, for example, to make

Mathematica get a numerical approximation to every result it generates, all you need do is to set $Post = N. 

This tells Mathematica to apply N to every result it generates. 

In[9]:= $Post = N

Out[9]= N

Now Mathematica gets a numerical approximation to anything you type in. 

In[10]:= Sqrt@7D

Out[10]= 2.64575
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This removes the postprocessing function you specified. 

In[11]:= $Post =.

As soon as Mathematica has generated a result, and applied any $Post function you have specified, it takes the result, and assigns it

as the value of Out@$LineD.  The next step is for Mathematica  to print  the result.  However,  before doing this,  it  applies any function

you have specified as the value of $PrePrint . 

This tells Mathematica to shorten all output to two lines. 

In[12]:= $PrePrint = Short@ð, 2D &;

Only a two−line version of the output is now shown. 

In[13]:= Expand@Hx + yL^40D

Out[13]= x40 + 40 x39 y + 780 x38 y2 + 9880 x37 y3 + 91 390 x36 y4 + 658008 x35 y5 + �30� + 91 390 x4 y36 + 9880 x3 y37 + 780 x2 y38 + 40

This removes the value you assigned to $PrePrint . 

In[14]:= $PrePrint =.

There are various kinds of output generated in a typical Mathematica session. In general, each kind of output is sent to a definite output

channel,  as discussed in "Streams and Low−Level Input and Output".  Associated with each output channel,  there is a global variable

which gives a list of the output streams to be included in that output channel. 

$Output standard output and text generated by Print

$Echo an echo of each input line (as stored in InString@nD)

$Urgent input prompts and other urgent output

$Messages standard messages and output generated by Message

Output channels in a standard Mathematica session. 

By modifying the list  of  streams in a given output  channel,  you can redirect  or  copy particular  kinds of  Mathematica  output.  Thus,  for

example, by opening an output stream to a file, and including that stream in the $Echo list, you can get each piece of input you give to

Mathematica saved in a file. 

Streams@D list of all open streams

Streams@"name"D list of all open streams with the specified name

$Input the name of the current input stream

Open streams in a Mathematica session. 

The function Streams  shows you all the input, output and other streams that are open at a particular point in a Mathematica session.

The variable $Input gives the name of the current stream from which Mathematica input is being taken at a particular point. $Input is

reset, for example, during the execution of a Get command. 

$MessagePrePrint a function to be applied to expressions that are given in messages

$Language list of default languages to use for messages

Parameters for messages. 

There are various global parameters which determine the form of messages generated by Mathematica. 

As discussed in  "Messages",  typical  messages include a sequence of  expressions which are combined with  the text  of  the message

through StringForm.  $MessagePrePrint  gives a function to be applied to the expressions before they are printed. The default for

$MessagePrePrint uses Short for text formatting and a combination of Short and Shallow for typesetting. 
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As  discussed  in  "International  Messages",  Mathematica  allows  you  to  specify  the  language  in  which  you  want  messages  to  be  pro−

duced. In a particular Mathematica session, you can assign a list of language names as the value of $Language . 

Exit@D  or Quit@D terminate your Mathematica session

$Epilog a global variable to be evaluated before termination

Terminating Mathematica sessions. 

Mathematica will continue in its main loop until you explicitly tell it to exit. Most Mathematica interfaces provide special ways to do this.

Nevertheless, you can always do it by explicitly calling Exit  or Quit . 

Mathematica  allows  you  to  give  a  value  to  the  global  variable  $Epilog  to  specify  operations  to  perform  just  before  Mathematica

actually exits. In this way, you can for example make Mathematica always save certain objects before exiting. 

$IgnoreEOF whether to ignore the end−of−file character

A global variable that determines the treatment of end−of−file characters. 

As discussed in "Special Characters: Strings and Characters", Mathematica usually does not treat special characters in a special way.

There  is  one  potential  exception,  however.  With  the  default  setting  $IgnoreEOF = False,  Mathematica  recognizes  end−of−file

characters.  If  Mathematica  receives  an  end−of−file  character  as  the  only  thing  on  a  particular  input  line  in  a  standard  interactive

Mathematica session, then it will exit the session. 

Exactly how you enter an end−of−file character depends on the computer system you are using. Under Unix, for example, you typically

press Ctrl+D. 

Note that if you use Mathematica in a ú batch modeø , with all its input coming from a file, then it will automatically exit when it reaches

the end of the file, regardless of the value of $IgnoreEOF.

MORE ABOUT

� Mathematica Sessions

� Standalone Mathematica Kernels

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Global Aspects of Mathematica Sessions

� Mathematica Sessions
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Dialogs
Within a standard interactive session, you can create ú subsessionsø  or dialogs using the Mathematica command Dialog. Dialogs are

often useful if you want to interact with Mathematica while it is in the middle of doing a calculation. As mentioned in "Tracing Evalua−

tion", TraceDialog for example automatically calls Dialog at specified points in the evaluation of a particular expression. In addition,

if you interrupt Mathematica during a computation, you can typically ú inspect ø  its state using a dialog. 

Dialog@D initiate a Mathematica dialog

Dialog@exprD initiate a dialog with expr as the current value of %

Return@D return from a dialog, taking the current value of % as the return value

Return@exprD return from a dialog, taking expr as the return value

Initiating and returning from dialogs. 

This initiates a dialog. 

In[1]:= Dialog@D

You can do computations in a dialog just as you would in any Mathematica session. 

In[2]:= 2^41

Out[2]= 2199 023255 552

You can use Return to exit from a dialog. 

In[3]:= Return@D

Out[3]= 2199 023255 552

When you exit a dialog, you can return a value for the dialog using Return@exprD. If you do not want to return a value, and you have

set  $IgnoreEOF = False,  then  you  can  also  exit  a  dialog  simply  by  giving  an  end−of−file  character,  at  least  on  systems  with  text−

based interfaces. 

To evaluate this expression, Mathematica initiates a dialog. 

In[4]:= 1 + Dialog@D^2

The value a + b returned from the dialog is now inserted in the original expression. 

In[5]:= Return@a + bD

Out[5]= 1 + Ha + bL2

In starting a dialog, you will often find it useful to have some ú initial expression ø . If you use Dialog@exprD, then Mathematica will start

a dialog, using expr as the initial expression, accessible for example as the value of %. 

This first starts a dialog with initial expression a^2. 

In[6]:= Map@Dialog, 8a^2, b + c<D

Out[6]= a2

% is the initial expression in the dialog. 

In[7]:= %^2 + 1

Out[7]= 1 + a4
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This returns a value from the first dialog, and starts the second dialog, with initial expression b + c. 

In[8]:= Return@%D

Out[8]= b + c

This returns a value from the second dialog. The final result is the original expression, with values from the two dialogs inserted. 

In[9]:= Return@444D

Out[9]= 91 + a
4, 444=

Dialog  effectively  works  by  running  a  subsidiary  version  of  the  standard  Mathematica  main  loop.  Each  dialog  you  start  effectively

ú inherits ø  various values from the overall main loop. Some of the values are, however, local to the dialog, so their original values are

restored when you exit the dialog.

Thus, for example, dialogs inherit the current line number $Line when they start. This means that the lines in a dialog have numbers

that follow the sequence used in the main loop. Nevertheless, the value of $Line is local to the dialog. As a result, when you exit the

dialog, the value of $Line reverts to what it was in the main loop. 

If you start a dialog on line 10 of your Mathematica session, then the first line of the dialog will be labeled In[11]. Successive lines of

the dialog will be labeled In[12], In[13] and so on. Then, when you exit the dialog, the next line in your main loop will be labeled

In[11]. At this point, you can still refer to results generated within the dialog as Out[11], Out[12] and so on. These results will be

overwritten, however, when you reach lines In[12], In[13], and so on in the main loop. 

In a standard Mathematica session, you can tell whether you are in a dialog by seeing whether your input and output lines are indented.

If you call a dialog from within a dialog, you will get two levels of indentation. In general, the indentation you get inside d nested dialogs

is determined by the output form of the object DialogIndent@dD. By defining the format for this object, you can specify how dialogs

should be indicated in your Mathematica session. 

DialogSymbols:>8x,y,¼< symbols whose values should be treated as local to the dialog

DialogSymbols:>8x=x0,y=y0,¼<

symbols with initial values

DialogProlog:>expr an expression to evaluate before starting the dialog

Options for Dialog. 

Whatever setting you give for DialogSymbols, Dialog will always treat the values of $Line, $Epilog and $MessageList as local.

Note that if you give a value for $Epilog, it will automatically be evaluated when you exit the dialog. 

When you call Dialog, its first step is to localize the values of variables. Then it evaluates any expression you have set for the option

DialogProlog. If you have given an explicit argument to the Dialog function, this is then evaluated next. Finally, the actual dialog is

started. 

When you exit the dialog, you can explicitly specify the return value using Return@exprD. If you do not do this, the return value will be

taken to be the last value generated in the dialog. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Global Aspects of Mathematica Sessions
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Date and Time Functions

DateList@D give the current local date and time in the form 
8year, month, day, hour, minute, second<

DateList@TimeZone->zD give the current date and time in time zone z

$TimeZone give the time zone assumed by your computer system

Finding the date and time. 

This gives the current date and time. 

In[1]:= DateList@D

Out[1]= 82005, 3, 31, 19, 21, 29.566769<

The Mathematica DateList  function returns whatever your computer system gives as the current date and time. It assumes that any

corrections  for  daylight  saving  time  and  so  on  have  already  been  done  by  your  computer  system.  In  addition,  it  assumes  that  your

computer system has been set for the appropriate time zone. 

The variable $TimeZone  returns the current time zone assumed by your computer system. The time zone is given as the number of

hours which must be added to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) to obtain the correct local time. Thus, for example, U.S. Eastern Standard

Time (EST) corresponds to time zone -5. Note that daylight saving time corrections must be included in the time zone, so U.S. Eastern

Daylight Time (EDT) corresponds to time zone -4. 

This gives the current time zone assumed by your computer system. 

In[2]:= $TimeZone

Out[2]= -6.

This gives the current date and time in time zone +9, the time zone for Japan. 

In[3]:= DateList@TimeZone -> 9D

Out[3]= 82005, 4, 1, 10, 21, 29.579505<

AbsoluteTime@D total number of seconds since the beginning of January 1, 1900

SessionTime@D total number of seconds elapsed since the beginning of your current Mathematica 
session

TimeUsed@D total number of seconds of CPU time used in your current Mathematica session

$TimeUnit the minimum time interval recorded on your computer system

Time functions. 

You should realize that on any computer system, there is a certain ú granularityø  in the times that can be measured. This granularity is

given as the value of the global variable $TimeUnit . Typically it is either about 
1

100
 or 

1

1000
 of a second. 

Pause@nD pause for at least n seconds

Pausing during a calculation. 
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This gives various time functions. 

In[4]:= 8AbsoluteTime@D, SessionTime@D, TimeUsed@D<

Out[4]= 93.321285689607146´10
9, 6.125768, 2.24=

This pauses for 10 seconds, then re−evaluates the time functions. Note that TimeUsed@D is not affected by the pause. 

In[5]:= Pause@10D; 8AbsoluteTime@D, SessionTime@D, TimeUsed@D<

Out[5]= 93.321285699616089´10
9, 16.134709, 2.24=

AbsoluteTime@dateD convert from date to absolute time

DateList@timeD convert from absolute time to date

Converting between dates and absolute times. 

This sets d to be the current date. 

In[6]:= d = DateList@D

Out[6]= 82005, 3, 31, 19, 21, 39.625914<

This adds one month to the current date. 

In[7]:= DateList@D + 80, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0<

Out[7]= 82005, 4, 31, 19, 21, 39.629234<

This gives the number of seconds in the additional month. 

In[8]:= AbsoluteTime@%D - AbsoluteTime@dD

Out[8]= 2.678400003320´106

DateList@"string"D convert a date string to a date list

DateList@8"string",8"e1","e2",¼<<D give the date list obtained by extracting elements "ei" from "string"

Converting from different date formats.

You can use DateList@"string"D to convert a date string into a date list, as long as the date format is sufficiently unambiguous.

This attempts to interpret the string as a date.

In[9]:= DateList@"June 23, 1988 - 3:55 pm"D

Out[9]= 81988, 6, 23, 15, 55, 0.<

For more control of the conversion, you can specify the order and type of date elements appearing in the string. The elements can be

strings like "Year", "Quarter", "Month", "MonthName", "Day", "DayName", "Hour", "AMPM", "Minute", or "Second".

This extracts a date using the specified elements.

In[10]:= DateList@8"3�5�2001", 8"Month", "Day", "Year"<<D

Out[10]= 82001, 3, 5, 0, 0, 0<

If the date element delimiters contain letters or digits, these must also be specified as part of the date elements.
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This extracts a date containing a letter as a separator.

In[11]:= DateList@8"Jun Y1988", 8"MonthName", " Y", "Year"<<D

Out[11]= 81988, 6, 1, 0, 0, 0<

DateString@D give a string representing current local date and time

DateString@datespec, elemsD give elements elems of date and time given by datespec

Converting to different date formats.

DateString is used to give a nice string representation of a date and time. The exact output format can be specified from a long list of

date elements, such as "DateTime", "DayName", "HourShort", etc.

This gives the current date and time in the default format.

In[12]:= DateString@D

Out[12]= Fri 15 Dec 2006 13:27:47

This specifies a format for the given date.

In[13]:= DateString@81988, 6, 23, 15, 55, 0<, 8"MonthName", " ", "DayShort",
", ", "Year", " - ", "Hour12Short", ":", "Minute", " ", "AMPMLowerCase"<D

Out[13]= June 23, 1988 - 3:55 pm

DatePattern@elemsD string pattern matching a date with the given elements

Extracting dates from a string.

You  can  use  DatePattern@elemsD  as  a  string  pattern  in  string  matching  functions.  The  date  elements  are  the  same  as  used  in

DateList,  although  the  default  date  element  delimiters  are  restricted  to  the  �,  -,  :  or  .  characters.  Other  delimiters  can  be  given

explicitly in the list of date elements.

This extracts dates of the given format from a string.

In[14]:= StringCases@"abc 12�5�2005 def 1�15�2002 ghi", x : DatePattern@8"Month", "Day", "Year"<D ¦ DateList@xDD

Out[14]= 882005, 12, 5, 0, 0, 0.<, 82002, 1, 15, 0, 0, 0.<<

This extracts dates with explicit delimiters.

In[15]:= StringCases@"abc Mar 2002 def Aug 2005 ghi", x : DatePattern@8"MonthName", " ", "Year"<D ¦ DateList@xDD

Out[15]= 882002, 3, 1, 0, 0, 0.<, 82005, 8, 1, 0, 0, 0.<<

DateListPlot@listD generate a plot from a list of data with date coordinates

DateListPlot@list,datespecD generate a plot from a list of data with dates specified by datespec

DateListLogPlot@listD generate a linear−log plot from a list of data with date coordinates

DateListLogPlot@list,datespecD generate a linear−log plot from a list of data with dates specified by datespec

Plotting data with date coordinates.

DateListPlot  can be used to plot data with date or time horizontal coordinates. Dates can be lists, strings, or absolute times as with

DateList,  DateString,  and  AbsoluteTime.  A  date  specification  datespec  can  be  given  to  associate  dates  with  data  given  as

8y1, y2, ¼<. DateListLogPlot allows you to plot the data with a logarithmic vertical scale.
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This gathers some financial time series data.

In[16]:= fd = FinancialData@"GE", 881980<, 82005<<D;

This plots the financial data.

In[17]:= DateListPlot@fdD

Out[17]=

This plots the same data on a logarithmic scale.

In[18]:= DateListLogPlot@fdD

Out[18]=

This plots monthly data which does not contain explicit dates.

In[19]:= DateListPlot@81, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6, 10, 8, 12, 10, 15<, 882008<, Automatic, "Month"<D

Out[19]=

Timing@exprD evaluate expr, and return a list of the CPU time needed, together with the result 

obtained

AbsoluteTiming@exprD evaluate expr, giving the absolute time taken

Timing Mathematica operations. 

Timing allows you to measure the CPU time associated with the evaluation of a single Mathematica expression. Timing corresponds

to the increase in TimeUsed. Note that only CPU time associated with the actual evaluation of the expression within the Mathematica

kernel  is  included.  The  time  needed  to  format  the  expression  for  output,  and  any  time  associated  with  external  programs,  is  not

included. 

AbsoluteTiming  allows  you  to  measure  absolute  total  elapsed  time.  You  should  realize,  however,  that  the  time  reported  for  a

particular calculation by both AbsoluteTiming  and Timing depends on many factors. 

First, the time depends in detail  on the computer system you are using. It  depends not only on instruction times, but also on memory

caching,  as  well  as  on  the  details  of  the  optimization  done  in  compiling  the  parts  of  the  internal  code  of  Mathematica  used  in  the

calculation. 
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The time also depends on the precise state of your Mathematica session when the calculation was done. Many of the internal optimiza−

tions used by Mathematica  depend on details of  preceding calculations.  For example,  Mathematica  often uses previous results it  has

obtained, and avoids unnecessarily reevaluating expressions. In addition, some Mathematica functions build internal tables when they

are first called in a particular way, so that if they are called in that way again, they run much faster. For all of these kinds of reasons, it is

often the case that a particular calculation may not take the same amount of time if you run it at different points in the same Mathemat−

ica session. 

This gives the CPU time needed for the calculation. The semicolon causes the result of the calculation to be given as Null . 

In[20]:= Timing@100 000!;D

Out[20]= 80.49 Second, Null<

Now Mathematica has built internal tables for factorial functions, and the calculation takes no measurable CPU time. 

In[21]:= Timing@100 000!;D

Out[21]= 80. Second, Null<

However, some absolute time does elapse. 

In[22]:= AbsoluteTiming@100000!;D

Out[22]= 80.000102 Second, Null<

Note that the results you get from Timing  are only accurate to the timing granularity $TimeUnit  of your computer system. Thus, for

example, a timing reported as 0 could in fact be as much as $TimeUnit . 

TimeConstrained@expr,tD try to evaluate expr, aborting the calculation after t seconds

TimeConstrained@expr,t, failexprD

return failexpr if the time constraint is not met

Time−constrained calculation. 

When  you  use  Mathematica  interactively,  it  is  quite  common  to  try  doing  a  calculation,  but  to  abort  the  calculation  if  it  seems  to  be

taking too long. You can emulate this behavior inside a program by using TimeConstrained. TimeConstrained tries to evaluate a

particular expression for a specified amount of time. If it does not succeed, then it aborts the evaluation, and returns either $Aborted,

or an expression you specify. 

You can use TimeConstrained, for example, to have Mathematica try a particular approach to a problem for a certain amount of time,

and then to switch to another approach if the first one has not yet succeeded. You should realize however that TimeConstrained may

overrun the time you specify if Mathematica cannot be interrupted during a particular part of a calculation. In addition, you should realize

that because different computer systems run at different speeds, programs that use TimeConstrained will often give different results

on different systems.
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Memory Management

MemoryInUse@D number of bytes of memory currently being used by Mathematica

MaxMemoryUsed@D maximum number of bytes of memory used by Mathematica in this session

Finding memory usage. 

Particularly for  symbolic computations,  memory is usually  the primary resource which limits the size of  computations you can do.  If  a

computation runs slowly, you can always potentially let it run longer. But if the computation generates intermediate expressions which

simply cannot fit in the memory of your computer system, then you cannot proceed with the computation. 

Mathematica is careful about the way it uses memory. Every time an intermediate expression you have generated is no longer needed,

Mathematica immediately reclaims the memory allocated to it. This means that at any point in a session, Mathematica stores only those

expressions that are actually needed; it does not keep unnecessary objects which have to be ú garbage collected ø  later. 

This gives the number of bytes of memory currently being used by Mathematica. 

In[1]:= MemoryInUse@D

Out[1]= 947712

This generates a 10000−element list. 

In[2]:= Range@10 000D �� Short

Out[2]= 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, �9985�, 9994, 9995, 9996, 9997, 9998, 9999, 10000<

Additional memory is needed to store the list. 

In[3]:= MemoryInUse@D

Out[3]= 989616

This list is kept because it is the value of Out@2D. If you clear Out@2D, the list is no longer needed. 

In[4]:= Unprotect@OutD; Out@2D =.

The memory in use goes down again. 

In[5]:= MemoryInUse@D

Out[5]= 954408

This shows the maximum memory needed at any point in the session. 

In[6]:= MaxMemoryUsed@D

Out[6]= 1467 536

One issue that often comes up is exactly how much memory Mathematica  can actually use on a particular computer system. Usually

there is a certain amount of memory available for all processes running on the computer at a particular time. Sometimes this amount of

memory  is  equal  to  the  physical  number  of  bytes  of  RAM in  the  computer.  Often,  it  includes  a  certain  amount  of  ú virtual memoryø ,

obtained by swapping data on and off a mass storage device. 

When Mathematica runs, it needs space both for data and for code. The complete code of Mathematica is typically several megabytes

in size. For any particular calculation, only a small fraction of this code is usually used. However, in trying to work out the total amount of

space available for  Mathematica  data,  you should not  forget  what  is  needed for  Mathematica  code.  In  addition,  you must  include the

space that is taken up by other processes running in the computer. If there are fewer jobs running, you will usually find that your job can

use more memory. 
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It  is  also  worth  realizing  that  the  time needed to  do a  calculation  can depend very  greatly  on  how much physical  memory  you have.

Although virtual  memory  allows you in  principle  to  use  large  amounts  of  memory  space,  it  is  usually  hundreds  or  even thousands of

times  slower  to  access  than  physical  memory.  As  a  result,  if  your  calculation  becomes  so  large  that  it  needs  to  make  use  of  virtual

memory, it may run much more slowly. 

MemoryConstrained@expr,bD try to evaluate expr, aborting if more than b additional bytes of memory are 

requested

MemoryConstrained@expr,b, failexprD return failexpr if the memory constraint is not met

Memory−constrained computation. 

MemoryConstrained  works  much  like  TimeConstrained.  If  more  than  the  specified  amount  of  memory  is  requested,

MemoryConstrained  attempts  to  abort  your  computation.  As  with  TimeConstrained,  there  may be some overshoot  in  the  actual

amount of memory used before the computation is aborted. 

ByteCount@exprD the maximum number of bytes of memory needed to store expr

LeafCount@exprD the number of terminal nodes in the expression tree for expr

Finding the size of expressions. 

Although you may find ByteCount  useful in estimating how large an expression of a particular kind you can handle, you should realize

that the specific results given by ByteCount  can differ substantially from one version of Mathematica to another. 

Another important point is that ByteCount  always gives you the maximum amount of memory needed to store a particular expression.

Often  Mathematica  will  actually  use  a  much smaller  amount  of  memory  to  store  the  expression.  The  main  issue  is  how many  of  the

subexpressions in the expression can be shared. 

In  an expression like f@1 + x, 1 + xD,  the two subexpressions 1 + x  are identical,  but  they may or  may not  actually  be stored in  the

same piece of computer memory. ByteCount  gives you the number of bytes needed to store expressions with the assumption that no

subexpressions are shared. You should realize that the sharing of subexpressions is often destroyed as soon as you use an operation

like the �. operator. 

Nevertheless, you can explicitly tell  Mathematica  to share subexpressions using the function Share.  In this way, you can significantly

reduce the actual amount of memory needed to store a particular expression. 

Share@exprD share common subexpressions in the storage of expr

Share@D share common subexpressions throughout memory

Optimizing memory usage. 

On  most  computer  systems,  the  memory  used  by  a  running  program  is  divided  into  two  parts:  memory  explicitly  allocated  by  the

program, and ú stack spaceø . Every time an internal routine is called in the program, a certain amount of stack space is used to store

parameters associated with the call. On many computer systems, the maximum amount of stack space that can be used by a program

must be specified in advance. If the specified stack space limit is exceeded, the program usually just exits. 

In Mathematica, one of the primary uses of stack space is in handling the calling of one Mathematica function by another. All such calls

are explicitly recorded in the Mathematica Stack discussed in "The Evaluation Stack". You can control the size of this stack by setting

the global parameter $RecursionLimit. You should be sure that this parameter is set small enough that you do not run out of stack

space on your particular computer system. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Global Aspects of Mathematica Sessions
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Global System Information
In order to write the most general Mathematica programs you will sometimes need to find out global information about the setup under

which your program is being run.

Thus,  for  example,  to  tell  whether  your  program should  be  calling  functions  like  NotebookWrite,  you  need  to  find  out  whether  the

program  is  being  run  in  a  Mathematica  session  that  is  using  the  notebook  front  end.  You  can  do  this  by  testing  the  global  variable

$Notebooks. 

$Notebooks whether a notebook front end is being used

Determining whether a notebook front end is being used. 

Mathematica is usually used interactively, but it can also operate in a batch mode~say taking input from a file and writing output to a

file. In such a case, a program cannot for example expect to get interactive input from the user. 

$BatchInput whether input is being given in batch mode

$BatchOutput whether output should be given in batch mode, without labeling, etc.

Variables specifying batch mode operation. 

The Mathematica  kernel  is  a  process  that  runs  under  the  operating  system on your  computer.  Within  Mathematica  there  are  several

global variables that allow you to find the characteristics of this process and its environment. 

$CommandLine the original command line used to invoke the Mathematica kernel

$ParentLink the MathLink LinkObject specifying the program that invoked the kernel (or 

Null  if the kernel was invoked directly)

$ProcessID the ID assigned to the Mathematica kernel process by the operating system

$ParentProcessID the ID of the process that invoked the Mathematica kernel

$UserName the login name of the user running the Mathematica kernel

Environment@"var"D the value of a variable defined by the operating system

Variables associated with the Mathematica kernel process. 

If you have a variable such as x in a particular Mathematica session, you may or may not want that variable to be the same as an x in

another Mathematica  session. In order to make it  possible to maintain distinct objects in different sessions, Mathematica  supports the

variable $SessionID, which uses information such as starting time, process ID and machine ID to try to give a different value for every

single Mathematica session, whether it is run on the same computer or a different one. 

$SessionID a number set up to be different for every Mathematica session

A unique number different for every Mathematica session. 

Mathematica provides various global variables that allow you to tell which version of the kernel you are running. This is important if you

write programs that make use of features that are, say, new in Version 6. You can then check $VersionNumber  to find out if  these

features will be available. 
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$Version a string giving the complete version of Mathematica in use

$VersionNumber the Mathematica kernel version number (e.g. 6.0)

$ReleaseNumber the release number for your version of the Mathematica kernel on your particular 
computer system

$CreationDate the date, in DateList format, on which your particular Mathematica release was 

created

Variables specifying the version of Mathematica used. 

Mathematica  itself  is  set  up  to  be  as  independent  of  the  details  of  the  particular  computer  system  on  which  it  is  run  as  possible.

However, if you want to access external aspects of your computer system, then you will often need to find out its characteristics. 

$System a full string describing the computer system in use

$SystemID a short string specifying the computer system in use

$ProcessorType the architecture of the processor in your computer system

$MachineType the general type of your computer system

$ByteOrdering the native byte ordering convention on your computer system

$OperatingSystem the basic operating system in use

$SystemCharacterEncoding the default raw character encoding used by your operating system

Variables specifying the characteristics of your computer system. 

Mathematica  uses  the  values  of  $SystemID  to  label  directories  that  contain  versions  of  files  for  different  computer  systems,  as

discussed in "Reading and Writing Mathematica  Files:  Files and Streams" and "Portability of  MathLink  Programs". Computer systems

for which $SystemID  is the same will normally be binary compatible. 

$OperatingSystem  has  values  such  as  "Windows"  or  "Unix".  By  testing  $OperatingSystem  you  can  determine  whether  a

particular external program is likely to be available on your computer system. 

This gives some characteristics of the computer system on which the input is evaluated. 

In[1]:= 8$System, $ProcessorType, $OperatingSystem<

Out[1]= 8Linux x86 H32-bitL, x86, Unix<

$MachineAddresses the list of current IP addresses

$MachineName the name of the computer on which Mathematica is running

$MachineDomains the current network domains for the computer

$MachineID the unique ID assigned by Mathematica to the computer

Variables identifying the computer on which Mathematica is running. 

$LicenseID the ID for the license under which Mathematica is running

$LicenseExpirationDate the date on which the license expires

$NetworkLicense whether this is a network license

$LicenseServer the full name of the machine serving the license

$LicenseProcesses the number of Mathematica processes currently being run under the license

$MaxLicenseProcesses the maximum number of processes provided by the license

$PasswordFile password file used when the kernel was started

Variables associated with license management. 
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MORE ABOUT

� Directories & Directory Operations

� Mathematica System Setup

� System Information

� System and License Management

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Global Aspects of Mathematica Sessions

� Naming and Finding Files

� Mathematica File Organization

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Mathematica Sessions

Command−Line Options and Environment Variables

-pwfile Mathematica password file

-pwpath path to search for a Mathematica password file

-run Mathematica input to run (kernel only)

-initfile Mathematica initialization file

-initpath path to search for initialization files

-noinit do not run initialization files

-mathlink communicate only via MathLink

Typical command−line options for Mathematica executables. 

If  the  Mathematica  front  end  is  called  with  a  notebook  file  as  a  command−line  argument,  then  this  notebook  will  be  made  the  initial

selected notebook. Otherwise, a new notebook will be created for this purpose. 

Mathematica kernels and front ends can also take additional command−line options specific to particular window environments. 

MATHINIT command−line environment for the Mathematica front end

MATHKERNELINIT command−line environment for the Mathematica kernel

MATHEMATICA_BASE setting for $BaseDirectory

MATHEMATICA_USERBASE setting for $UserBaseDirectory

Environment variables. 

Mathematica will read the values of operating system environment variables, and will use these values in addition to any command−line

options explicitly given.

Initialization
On startup, the Mathematica kernel does the following: 

� Perform license management operations.

� Run Mathematica commands specified in any -run options passed to the kernel executable.

� Run the Mathematica commands in the systemwide initialization file $BaseDirectory�Kernel�init.m.

� Run the Mathematica commands in the user−specific initialization file $UserBaseDirectory�Kernel�init.m.

� Load init.m and Kernel�init.m files in Autoload directories.

� Begin running the main loop.

The Main Loop
All Mathematica sessions repeatedly execute the following main loop: 

� Read in input.

� Apply $PreRead function, if defined, to the input string.

� Print syntax warnings if necessary.

�
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�

Apply $SyntaxHandler  function if there is a syntax error.

� Assign InString@nD.

� Apply $Pre  function, if defined, to the input expression.

� Assign In@nD.

� Evaluate expression.

� Apply $Post function, if defined.

� Assign Out@nD, stripping off any formatting wrappers.

� Apply $PrePrint  function, if defined.

� Assign MessageList@nD and clear $MessageList.

� Print expression, if it is not Null .

� Increment $Line.

� Clear any pending aborts.

Note that if  you call  Mathematica  via MathLink  from within an external program, then you must effectively create your own main loop,

which will usually differ from the one described above. 

Messages
During a Mathematica session messages can be generated either by explicit calls to Message, or in the course of executing other built−

in functions. 

f::name::lang a message in a specific language

f::name a message in a default language

General::name a general message with a given name

Message names. 

If no language is specified for a particular message, text for the message is sought in each of the languages specified by $Language . If

f::name is not defined, a definition for General::name is sought. If still no message is found, any value defined for $NewMessage is

applied to f  and "name". 

Quiet@exprD  evaluates expr  while preventing messages from being printed during the evaluation. Off@messageD  prevents a specified

message from ever being printed. Check allows you to determine whether particular messages were generated during the evaluation of

an  expression.  $MessageList  and  MessageList@nD  record  all  the  messages  that  were  generated  during  the  evaluation  of  a

particular line in a Mathematica session. 

Messages are specified as strings to be used as the first argument of StringForm. $MessagePrePrint  is applied to each expres−

sion to be spliced into the string. 
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Termination

Exit@D  or Quit@D terminate Mathematica

$Epilog symbol to evaluate before Mathematica exits

$IgnoreEOF whether to exit an interactive Mathematica session when an end−of−file character 
is received

end.m file to read when Mathematica terminates

Mathematica termination. 

There  are  several  ways to  end a  Mathematica  session.  If  you are  using  Mathematica  interactively,  typing  Exit@D  or  Quit@D  on  an

input line will always terminate Mathematica. 

If you are taking input for Mathematica from a file, Mathematica will exit when it reaches the end of the file. If you are using Mathematica

interactively, it will still exit if it receives an end−of−file character (typically Ctrl+d). You can stop Mathematica from doing this by setting

$IgnoreEOF = True .

Network License Management

single−machine license a process must always run on a specific machine

network license a process can run on any machine on a network

Single−machine and network licenses. 

Copies  of  Mathematica  can be set  up with  either  single−machine or  network  licenses.  A network  license is  indicated by  a  line  in  the

mathpass file starting with ! name, where name is the name of the server machine for the network license. 

Network licenses are controlled by the Mathematica  license management program mathlm,  which is run on the server machine. This

program must be running whenever a Mathematica with a network license is being used. Typically you will want to set up your system

so that mathlm is started whenever the system boots.

� Type .�mathlm directly on the command line

� Add mathlm as a Windows service

Ways to start the network license manager under Microsoft Windows. 

� Type .�mathlm directly on the Unix command line

� Add a line to start mathlm in your central system startup script

Ways to start the network license manager on Macintosh and Unix systems. 

When mathlm  is not started directly from a command line, it  normally sets itself  up as a background process, and continues running

until it is explicitly terminated. Note that if one mathlm process is running, any other mathlm processes you try to start will automatically

exit immediately. 
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-logfile file write a log of license server actions to file

-loglevel n how verbose to make log entries (1 to 4)

-logformat string use a log format specified by string

-language name language to use for messages (default English)

-pwfile file use the specified mathpass file (default .�mathpass)

-timeout n suspend authorization on stopped Mathematica jobs after n hours

-restrict file use the specified restriction file

-mathid print the MathID for the license server, and exit

-foreground run mathlm in the foreground, logging to stdout

-install install mathlm as a Windows service (Microsoft Windows only)

-uninstall uninstall mathlm as a Windows service (Microsoft Windows only)

Some command−line options for mathlm. 

For more detailed information on mathlm, see "System Administration for Network Licenses".

monitorlm a program to monitor network license activity

monitorlm name monitor activity for license server name

Monitoring network license activity. 

If monitorlm is run in an environment where a web browser can be started, it will automatically generate HTML output in the browser.

Otherwise it will generate plain text. 

-file file write output to a file

-format spec use the specified format (text, html or cgi)

-template file use the specified file as a template for the output

Some command−line options for monitorlm. 

MORE ABOUT

� Mathematica Sessions

� Standalone Mathematica Kernels

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Main Loop
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Why You Do Not Usually Need to Know about 
Internals
Most of the documentation provided for Mathematica is concerned with explaining what Mathematica does, not how it  does it. But the

purpose of this page is to say at least a little about how Mathematica does what it does. Some Notes on Internal Implementation gives

some more details. 

You should realize at the outset that while knowing about the internals of Mathematica may be of intellectual interest, it is usually much

less important in practice than one might at first suppose. 

Indeed,  one  of  the  main  points  of  Mathematica  is  that  it  provides  an  environment  where  you  can  perform  mathematical  and  other

operations without having to think in detail about how these operations are actually carried out inside your computer. 

Thus,  for  example,  if  you  want  to  factor  the  polynomial  x15 - 1,  you  can  do  this  just  by  giving  Mathematica  the  command

Factor@x^15 - 1D;  you do not  have to know the fairly  complicated details  of  how such a factorization is  actually  carried out  by the

internal code of Mathematica. 

Indeed,  in almost  all  practical  uses of  Mathematica,  issues about  how Mathematica  works inside turn out  to be largely irrelevant.  For

most purposes it  suffices to view Mathematica  simply as an abstract system which performs certain specified mathematical and other

operations. 

You might  think that  knowing how Mathematica  works inside would be necessary in determining what  answers it  will  give.  But  this  is

only very rarely the case. For the vast majority of the computations that Mathematica does are completely specified by the definitions of

mathematical or other operations. 

Thus, for example, 3^40 will always be 12157665459056928801, regardless of how Mathematica internally computes this result. 

There are some situations, however, where several different answers are all equally consistent with the formal mathematical definitions.

Thus,  for  example,  in  computing  symbolic  integrals,  there  are  often  several  different  expressions  which  all  yield  the  same derivative.

Which of these expressions is actually generated by Integrate  can then depend on how Integrate  works inside. 

Here is the answer generated by Integrate . 

In[1]:= Integrate@1�x + 1�x^2, xD

Out[1]= -

1

x
+ Log@xD

This is an equivalent expression that might have been generated if Integrate  worked differently inside. 

In[2]:= Together@%D

Out[2]=

-1 + x Log@xD

x

In numerical computations, a similar phenomenon occurs. Thus, for example, FindRoot  gives you a root of a function. But if there are

several roots, which root is actually returned depends on the details of how FindRoot works inside. 

This finds a particular root of cos HxL + sin HxL. 

In[3]:= FindRoot@Cos@xD + Sin@xD, 8x, 10.5<D

Out[3]= 8x ® 14.9226<

With a different starting point, a different root is found. Which root is found with each starting point depends in detail on the internal 
algorithm used. 

In[4]:= FindRoot@Cos@xD + Sin@xD, 8x, 10.8<D

Out[4]= 8x ® 11.781<
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The dependence on the details  of  internal  algorithms can be more significant  if  you push approximate numerical  computations to the

limits of their validity. 

Thus, for example, if you give NIntegrate a pathological integrand, whether it yields a meaningful answer or not can depend on the

details of the internal algorithm that it uses. 

NIntegrate knows that this result is unreliable, and can depend on the details of the internal algorithm, so it prints warning messages. 

In[5]:= NIntegrate@Sin@1�xD, 8x, 0, 1<D

NIntegrate::slwcon :
Numerical integration converging too slowly; suspect one of the

following: singularity, value of the integration is 0, highly
oscillatory integrand, or WorkingPrecision too small. �

NIntegrate::ncvb :
NIntegrate failed to converge to prescribed accuracy after 9 recursive

bisections in x near 8x< = 80.0053386<. NIntegrate
obtained 0.5038782627066661‘ and 0.0011134563535424439‘
for the integral and error estimates. �

Out[5]= 0.503878

Traditional  numerical  computation  systems  have  tended  to  follow  the  idea  that  all  computations  should  yield  results  that  at  least

nominally  have the same precision.  A consequence of  this  idea is  that  it  is  not  sufficient  just  to  look at  a  result  to  know whether  it  is

accurate; you typically also have to analyze the internal algorithm by which the result was found. This fact has tended to make people

believe that it is always important to know internal algorithms for numerical computations. 

But with the approach that Mathematica takes, this is rarely the case. For Mathematica can usually use its arbitrary−precision numerical

computation capabilities to give results where every digit that is generated follows the exact mathematical specification of the operation

being performed. 

Even though this is an approximate numerical computation, every digit is determined by the mathematical definition for Π. 

In[6]:= N@Pi, 30D

Out[6]= 3.14159265358979323846264338328

Once again, every digit here is determined by the mathematical definition for sin HxL. 

In[7]:= N@Sin@10^50D, 20D

Out[7]= -0.78967249342931008271

If you use machine−precision numbers, Mathematica cannot give a reliable result, and the answer depends on the details of the internal 
algorithm used. 

In[8]:= Sin@10.^50D

Out[8]= 0.669369

It  is  a  general  characteristic  that  whenever  the  results  you  get  can  be  affected  by  the  details  of  internal  algorithms,  you  should  not

depend on these results. For if nothing else, different versions of Mathematica may exhibit differences in these results, either because

the  algorithms  operate  slightly  differently  on  different  computer  systems,  or  because  fundamentally  different  algorithms  are  used  in

versions released at different times. 

This is the result for sin I10
50
M on one type of computer. 

In[9]:= Sin@10.^50D

Out[9]= 0.669369

Here is the same calculation on another type of computer. 

In[10]:= Sin@10.^50D

Out[10]= 0.669369
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And here is the result obtained in Mathematica Version 1. 

In[11]:= Sin@10.^50D

Out[11]= 0.669369

Particularly in more advanced applications of Mathematica,  it  may sometimes seem worthwhile to try to analyze internal algorithms in

order to predict  which way of doing a given computation will  be the most efficient.  And there are indeed occasionally major improve−

ments that you will be able to make in specific computations as a result of such analyses.

But  most  often  the  analyses  will  not  be  worthwhile.  For  the  internals  of  Mathematica  are  quite  complicated,  and  even  given  a  basic

description of  the algorithm used for  a particular  purpose, it  is  usually  extremely difficult  to reach a reliable conclusion about how the

detailed implementation of this algorithm will actually behave in particular circumstances. 

A typical problem is that Mathematica  has many internal optimizations, and the efficiency of a computation can be greatly affected by

whether the details of the computation do or do not allow a given internal optimization to be used. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Internals of Mathematica

� Basic Internal Architecture

� The Algorithms of Mathematica

� The Software Engineering of Mathematica

� Testing and Verification
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Basic Internal Architecture

numbers sequences of binary digits

strings sequences of character code bytes or byte pairs

symbols pointers to the central table of symbols

general expressions sequences of pointers to the head and elements

Internal representations used by Mathematica. 

When you  type  input  into  Mathematica,  a  data  structure  is  created  in  the  memory  of  your  computer  to  represent  the  expression  you

have entered. 

In  general,  different  pieces  of  your  expression  will  be  stored  at  different  places  in  memory.  Thus,  for  example,  for  a  list  such  as

82, x, y + z<  the  ú backbone ø  of  the  list  will  be  stored  at  one  place,  while  each  of  the  actual  elements  will  be  stored  at  a  different

place. 

The  backbone  of  the  list  then  consists  just  of  three  ú pointersø  that  specify  the  addresses  in  computer  memory  at  which  the  actual

expressions that form the elements of the list are to be found. These expressions then in turn contain pointers to their subexpressions.

The chain of  pointers ends when one reaches an object  such as a number or  a string,  which is  stored directly  as a pattern of  bits  in

computer memory. 

Crucial  to  the  operation  of  Mathematica  is  the  notion  of  symbols  such  as  x.  Whenever  x  appears  in  an  expression,  Mathematica

represents it by a pointer. But the pointer is always to the same place in computer memory~an entry in a central table of all symbols

defined in your Mathematica session.

This table is  a repository of  all  information about  each symbol.  It  contains a pointer  to a string giving the symbol ÷ s name, as well  as

pointers to expressions which give rules for evaluating the symbol. 

� Recycle memory as soon as the data in it is no longer referenced.

The basic principle of Mathematica memory management. 

Every piece of  memory used by Mathematica  maintains a count  of  how many pointers  currently  point  to  it.  When this  count  drops to

zero,  Mathematica  knows  that  the  piece  of  memory  is  no  longer  being  referenced,  and  immediately  makes  the  piece  of  memory

available for something new. 

This  strategy  essentially  ensures  that  no  memory  is  ever  wasted,  and  that  any  piece  of  memory  that  Mathematica  uses  is  actually

storing data that you need to access in your Mathematica session. 

� Create an expression corresponding to the input you have given.

� Process the expression using all rules known for the objects in it.

� Generate output corresponding to the resulting expression.

The basic actions of Mathematica. 

At the heart of Mathematica is a conceptually simple procedure known as the evaluator which takes every function that appears in an

expression and evaluates that function. 

When the function is one of the thousand or so that are built  into Mathematica,  what the evaluator does is to execute directly internal

code in the Mathematica system. This code is set up to perform the operations corresponding to the function, and then to build a new

expression representing the result. 

� The built−in functions of Mathematica support universal computation.

The basic feature that makes Mathematica a self−contained system. 

A crucial feature of the built−in functions in Mathematica is that they support universal computation. What this means is that out of these

functions you can construct programs that perform absolutely any kinds of operations that are possible for a computer. 

÷
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As it turns out, small subsets of Mathematica÷ s built−in functions would be quite sufficient to support universal computation. But having

the whole collection of functions makes it in practice easier to construct the programs one needs. 

The  underlying  point,  however,  is  that  because  Mathematica  supports  universal  computation  you  never  have  to  modify  its  built−in

functions: all you have to do to perform a particular task is to combine these functions in an appropriate way. 

Universal computation is the basis for all standard computer languages. But many of these languages rely on the idea of compilation. If

you  use  C  or  Fortran,  for  example,  you  first  write  your  program,  then  you  compile  it  to  generate  machine  code  that  can  actually  be

executed on your computer.

Mathematica does not require you to go through the compilation step: once you have input an expression, the functions in the expres−

sion can immediately be executed. 

Often  Mathematica  will  preprocess  expressions  that  you  enter,  arranging  things  so  that  subsequent  execution  will  be  as  efficient  as

possible. But such preprocessing never affects the results that are generated, and can rarely be seen explicitly. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Internals of Mathematica

� The Algorithms of Mathematica

� The Software Engineering of Mathematica
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The Algorithms of Mathematica

The built−in functions of Mathematica implement a very large number of algorithms from computer science and mathematics. Some of

these algorithms are fairly old, but the vast majority had to be created or at least modified specifically for Mathematica. Most of the more

mathematical  algorithms  in  Mathematica  ultimately  carry  out  operations  which  at  least  at  some  time  in  the  past  were  performed  by

hand. In almost all cases, however, the algorithms use methods very different from those common in hand calculation. 

Symbolic  integration  provides  an  example.  In  hand  calculation,  symbolic  integration  is  typically  done  by  a  large  number  of  tricks

involving changes of variables and the like. 

But in Mathematica symbolic integration is performed by a fairly small number of very systematic procedures. For indefinite integration,

the idea of these procedures is to find the most general form of the integral, then to differentiate this and try to match up undetermined

coefficients. 

Often this procedure produces at  an intermediate stage immensely complicated algebraic expressions,  and sometimes very sophisti−

cated kinds of  mathematical  functions.  But  the great  advantage of  the procedure is  that  it  is  completely  systematic,  and its  operation

requires no special cleverness of the kind that only a human could be expected to provide. 

In having Mathematica do integrals, therefore, one can be confident that it will systematically get results, but one cannot expect that the

way these results are derived will have much at all to do with the way they would be derived by hand. 

The  same is  true  with  most  of  the  mathematical  algorithms  in  Mathematica.  One  striking  feature  is  that  even  for  operations  that  are

simple  to  describe,  the  systematic  algorithms  to  perform  these  operations  in  Mathematica  involve  fairly  advanced  mathematical  or

computational ideas. 

Thus, for example, factoring a polynomial in x is first done modulo a prime such as 17 by finding the null space of a matrix obtained by

reducing high powers of  x  modulo the prime and the original  polynomial.  Then factorization over  the integers is  achieved by ú lifting ø
modulo successive powers of the prime using a collection of intricate theorems in algebra and analysis.

The  use  of  powerful  systematic  algorithms  is  important  in  making  the  built−in  functions  in  Mathematica  able  to  handle  difficult  and

general cases. But for easy cases that may be fairly common in practice it is often possible to use simpler and more efficient algorithms. 

As  a  result,  built−in  functions  in  Mathematica  often  have  large  numbers  of  extra  pieces  that  handle  various  kinds  of  special  cases.

These  extra  pieces  can  contribute  greatly  to  the  complexity  of  the  internal  code,  often  taking  what  would  otherwise  be  a  five−page

algorithm and making it hundreds of pages long. 

Most of the algorithms in Mathematica, including all their special cases, were explicitly constructed by hand. But some algorithms were

instead effectively created automatically by computer. 

Many of  the  algorithms used for  machine−precision  numerical  evaluation  of  mathematical  functions  are  examples.  The main  parts  of

such algorithms are formulas which are as short as possible but which yield the best numerical approximations. 

Most  such  formulas  used  in  Mathematica  were  actually  derived  by  Mathematica  itself.  Often  many  months  of  computation  were

required, but the result was a short formula that can be used to evaluate functions in an optimal way. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Internals of Mathematica
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The Software Engineering of Mathematica

Mathematica is one of the more complex software systems ever constructed. It is built from several million lines of source code, written

in C/C++, Java and Mathematica. 

The  C code  in  Mathematica  is  actually  written  in  a  custom extension  of  C  which  supports  certain  memory  management  and  object−

oriented features. The Mathematica code is optimized using Share and DumpSave. 

In  the  Mathematica  kernel  the  breakdown of  different  parts  of  the  code  is  roughly  as  follows:  language  and  system:  30%;  numerical

computation: 20%; algebraic computation: 20%; graphics and kernel output: 30%. 

Most of this code is fairly dense and algorithmic: those parts that are in effect simple procedures or tables use minimal code since they

tend to be written at a higher level~often directly in Mathematica. 

The source code for the kernel, save a fraction of a percent, is identical for all computer systems on which Mathematica runs. 

For the front end, however, a significant amount of specialized code is needed to support each different type of user interface environ−

ment.  The  front  end  contains  about  700,000  lines  of  system−independent  C++  source  code,  of  which  roughly  200,000  lines  are

concerned  with  expression  formatting.  Then  there  are  between  50,000  and  100,000  lines  of  specific  code  customized  for  each  user

interface environment. 

Mathematica  uses a client−server model of computing. The front end and kernel are connected via MathLink~the same system as is

used  to  communicate  with  other  programs.  MathLink  supports  multiple  transport  layers,  including  one  based  upon  TCP/IP  and  one

using shared memory.

The  front  end  and  kernel  are  connected  via  three  independent  MathLink  connections.  One  is  used  for  user−initiated  evaluations.  A

second is used by the front end to resolve the values of Dynamic  expressions. The third is used by the kernel to notify the front end of

Dynamic objects which should be invalidated.

Within the C code portion of the Mathematica  kernel, modularity and consistency are achieved by having different parts communicate

primarily by exchanging complete Mathematica expressions. 

But it should be noted that even though different parts of the system are quite independent at the level of source code, they have many

algorithmic interdependencies. Thus, for example, it is common for numerical functions to make extensive use of algebraic algorithms,

or for graphics code to use fairly advanced mathematical algorithms embodied in quite different Mathematica functions. 

Since  the  beginning  of  its  development  in  1986,  the  effort  spent  directly  on  creating  the  source  code  for  Mathematica  is  about  a

thousand developer−years. In addition, a comparable or somewhat larger effort has been spent on testing and verification. 

The source code of  Mathematica  has changed greatly  since Version 1 was released.  The total  number of  lines of  code in  the kernel

grew from 150,000 in Version 1 to 350,000 in Version 2, 600,000 in Version 3, 800,000 in Version 4, 1.5 million in Version 5 and 2.5

million in Version 6. In addition, at every stage existing code has been revised~so that Version 6 has only a few percent of its code in

common with Version 1. 

Despite these changes in internal  code, however,  the user−level  design of  Mathematica  has remained compatible from Version 1 on.

Much  functionality  has  been  added,  but  programs  created  for  Mathematica  Version  1  will  almost  always  run  absolutely  unchanged

under Version 6.

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Testing and Verification
Every version of Mathematica is subjected to a large amount of testing before it is released. The vast majority of this testing is done by

an automated system that is written in Mathematica. 

The automated system feeds millions of pieces of input to Mathematica, and checks that the output obtained from them is correct. Often

there is some subtlety in doing such checking: one must account for different behavior of randomized algorithms and for such issues as

differences in machine−precision arithmetic on different computers. 

The test inputs used by the automated system are obtained in several ways: 

� For every Mathematica function, inputs are devised that exercise both common and extreme cases.

� Inputs are devised to exercise each feature of the internal code.

� All the examples in Mathematica’s documentation system are used, as well as those from many books about Mathematica.

� Tests are constructed from mathematical benchmarks and test sets from numerous websites.

� Standard numerical tables are optically scanned for test inputs.

� Formulas from standard mathematical tables are entered.

� Exercises from textbooks are entered.

� For pairs of functions such as Integrate  and D or Factor and Expand, random expressions are generated and tested.

When  tests  are  run,  the  automated  testing  system  checks  not  only  the  results,  but  also  side  effects  such  as  messages,  as  well  as

memory usage and speed. 

There  is  also  a  special  instrumented  version  of  Mathematica  which  is  set  up  to  perform  internal  consistency  tests.  This  version  of

Mathematica  runs  at  a  small  fraction  of  the  speed of  the  real  Mathematica,  but  at  every  step  it  checks  internal  memory  consistency,

interruptibility, and so on. 

The instrumented version of Mathematica also records which pieces of Mathematica source code have been accessed, allowing one to

confirm that all of the various internal functions in Mathematica have been exercised by the tests given. 

All standard Mathematica tests are routinely run on current versions of Mathematica, on each different computer system. Depending on

the speed of the computer system, these tests take from a few hours to a few days of computer time. 

Even with all this testing, however, it is inevitable in a system as complex as Mathematica that errors will remain. 

The standards of correctness for Mathematica are certainly much higher than for typical mathematical proofs. But just as long proofs will

inevitably contain errors that go undetected for many years, so also a complex software system such as Mathematica will contain errors

that go undetected even after millions of people have used it. 

Nevertheless, particularly after all the testing that has been done on it, the probability that you will actually discover an error in Mathemat−

ica in the course of your work is extremely low. 

Doubtless there will be times when Mathematica does things you do not expect. But you should realize that the probabilities are such

that  it  is  vastly  more likely  that  there is  something wrong with your  input  to  Mathematica  or  your  understanding of  what  is  happening

than with the internal code of the Mathematica system itself. 

If you do believe that you have found a genuine error in Mathematica, then you should contact Wolfram Research Technical Support, so

that the error can be corrected in future versions. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� The Internals of Mathematica

� Basic Internal Architecture

�
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Mathematica File Organization

Mathematica Distribution Files
A full Mathematica installation consists of thousands of separate files, arranged in several hundred directories under the main installa−

tion directory. The location of the main installation directory is determined at install time. From within a Mathematica kernel, its name is

given by the value of $InstallationDirectory. 

C:� Program Files� Wolfram Research� Mathematica� 6.0 Windows

/Applications/Mathematica.app Macintosh

/usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/6.0 Unix

Default locations for the Mathematica installation directory. 

The executable programs that launch Mathematica are typically in the main installation directory. Sometimes there may also be links to

them, or scripts accessing them, in other locations. From within a Mathematica kernel, First@$CommandLineD gives the full name of

the executable program corresponding to that kernel. 

Mathematica Mathematica front end

MathKernel Mathematica kernel, usually with its own text−based interface

math Mathematica kernel to be run in a terminal or shell

mcc script for preprocessing and compiling MathLink C source files

Typical executable programs accessible from the installation directory. 

The  main  installation  directory  has  three  standard  subdirectories  that  contain  material  distributed  with  Mathematica.  Under  normal

circumstances, none of the contents of these directories should ever be modified, except, for example, if  you choose to edit a shared

stylesheet. 

AddOns bundled Mathematica add−ons

Documentation Mathematica system documentation

SystemFiles Mathematica system files

Top−level subdirectories of the main installation directory. 

Particularly on Unix systems, Mathematica often has executable files for different computer architectures and systems stored in a single

overall  directory  structure.  Each system is  in  a  subdirectory  with  a  name given  by  $SystemID .  Some resource  directories  may also

contain files specific both to particular languages and particular computing environments. These files are given in subdirectories such as

Japanese/Windows. 
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Kernel/Binaries/system kernel binaries or elements for each computer system

Kernel/SystemResources/system system−specific .mx files used by the kernel

Kernel/TextResources message and text files used by the kernel

FrontEnd/Binaries/system front end binaries or elements for each computer system

FrontEnd/SystemResources files used by the front end in each window system environment

FrontEnd/TextResources message and text files used by the front end

FrontEnd/StyleSheets default notebook stylesheets

FrontEnd/Palettes default palette notebooks

Libraries/system MathLink and other libraries used by the kernel and front end

Links developer kits for MathLink and other connection technologies

Fonts Mathematica fonts, often copied to a central directory

CharacterEncodings specifications of character encodings

SpellingDictionaries spelling dictionaries

SystemDocumentation/env Unix man pages and other environment−specific documentation

Graphics/Binaries/system PostScript interpreters and graphics programs

Graphics/SystemResources PostScript definitions and other resources for graphics

Graphics/Packages packages for setting up graphics

Typical subdirectories of the SystemFiles directory, part one. 

Installation various auxiliary programs used in installation, called automatically by the main 
installer program

IncludeFiles files for inclusion in other programs

Java files for the Java Runtime Environment (if needed)

Typical subdirectories of the SystemFiles directory, part two. 

Files of information to be displayed by the Mathematica Help Viewer are stored in the Documentation directory. 

System/Guides pages that categorize and link to related functions

System/ReferencePages/Symbols reference pages for each of Mathematica’s built−in objects

System/ReferencePages/Formats reference pages for file formats that Mathematica handles

Packages/name/Guides, etc. documentation for add−on items

Typical subdirectories of the Documentation directory. 

Loadable Files
You can customize your Mathematica by adding files that can be loaded into the system under different circumstances. Such files are

conventionally placed in either systemwide or user−specific base directories.

$BaseDirectory systemwide base directory for files to be loaded by Mathematica

$UserBaseDirectory user−specific base directory for files to be loaded by Mathematica

Base directories for files to be loaded by Mathematica. 

C:� Documents and Settings� All Users� Application Data� Mathematica

Windows

/Library/Mathematica Macintosh

/usr/share/Mathematica Unix

Typical values of $BaseDirectory .
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C:� Documents and Settings�username� Application Data� Mathematica

Windows

~/Library/Mathematica Macintosh

~ /. Mathematica Unix

Typical values of $UserBaseDirectory .

You can specify different locations for these directories by setting operating system environment variables when you launch Mathemat−

ica, as discussed in "Mathematica Sessions". 

Applications Mathematica application packages

Autoload packages to be autoloaded on startup

FrontEnd front end initialization files

Kernel kernel initialization files

Licensing license management files

SystemFiles general system files

Typical subdirectories of Mathematica base directories. 

Some files in base directories serve as configuration files, automatically used by the Mathematica kernel or front end. 

Kernel/init.m run when the kernel is started

Kernel/end.m run when the kernel is terminated

FrontEnd/init.m read when the front end is started

SystemFiles/FrontEnd/StyleSheets/

customized notebook stylesheets

SystemFiles/FrontEnd/Palettes/ additional palettes to appear in the front end menu

Some typical kernel and front end configuration files. 

Kernel  configuration  files  can  contain  any  Mathematica  commands.  These  commands  can  test  global  variables  such  as  $SystemID

and $MachineName  to determine what operations to perform. Front end configuration files can contain only certain special commands,

as described in "Input Syntax". 

Applications/name/ named add−on applications

Autoload/name/ add−ons to be loaded automatically when Mathematica is started

Subdirectories under $BaseDirectory  and $UserBaseDirectory . 

With the default setting for the kernel $Path variable, an add−on can be loaded from within a Mathematica session simply by using the

command << name‘. This will load the init.m file for the add−on, which should in turn be set up to load other necessary files or pack−

ages. 

By placing an add−on under the Autoload subdirectory of  $BaseDirectory  or  $UserBaseDirectory,  you can have Mathematica

automatically load the add−on whenever you start the kernel or the front end.

Kernel/init.m an initialization file to be loaded by the kernel

FrontEnd/init.m an initialization file to be loaded by the front end

Documentation/ documentation to be found by the front end

Typical possible contents of the directory for an add−on. 
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Mathematica Internet Connectivity

Introduction
Mathematica provides important functionality through accessing the internet. Most Mathematica functions that provide computable data

operate by loading data over the internet. Some functions require real−time access to the internet; others update a local data repository

by  accessing  the  internet  when  required.  Mathematica  also  requires  internet  access  when  you  explicitly  use  Import  to  read  from a

URL, or when you use web services. The Mathematica documentation system also supports automatic updating via the internet. 

When you call a data function like FinancialData, Mathematica gets the data it needs from the internet. When you click a link to a

documentation notebook or call a data function like CountryData, Mathematica knows whether a newer version of the information is

available on a Wolfram Research Paclet Server,  and if  so it  will  download and install  the update automatically.  In the case of smaller

paclets like documentation notebooks, this is often so fast that you will not even notice it happening.

Mathematica acts like a web browser when it accesses the internet, so if you can browse the web from your computer, you should be

able to use Mathematica’s internet connectivity features, although in some cases additional configuration may be required.

Internet Connectivity Dialog
The Internet  Connectivity  dialog,  accessed from the  Help  menu,  allows you to  configure  a  number  of  settings  related  to  the  paclet

system, and Mathematica’s use of the internet in general.

The Allow Mathematica to access the Internet checkbox can be turned off to prevent Mathematica from even attempting to use the

internet. You will not be able to get load−on−demand updates to documentation, and some data collection functions will not operate.

The Test Internet Connectivity button is useful to see if Mathematica is properly configured for internet use. After clicking the button,

you should see a dialog within a few seconds (perhaps slightly longer if it fails) reporting success or failure. If the test succeeds, then

Mathematica’s internet functionality should work properly. If it fails, consult the "Troubleshooting" section below.

The Proxy Settings section allows you to specify a proxy server if necessary. In many cases, Mathematica is able to inherit the proxy

settings configured globally for your system or browser. This is the default setting, and most users will leave it as is. If you know that you

do not need to go through a proxy server to access the internet, you can click the Direct connection to the Internet  checkbox. You

can also manually configure proxy settings if necessary. Contact your system administrator for the values to use. Most users will  only

need to set the HTTP proxy.

The Automatically check for documentation updates  checkbox and the Automatically check for data updates  checkbox can be

turned off to disable load−on−demand updates to documentation and data files. This will not interfere with the operation of Mathemat−

ica, except that you will not receive updates to the documentation or data paclets as they become available.

The Update Local Indices from the Wolfram Research Server button will cause Mathematica to read information from the Wolfram

Research  Paclet  Server  that  describes  the  versions  of  the  paclets  that  are  available.  Mathematica  uses  this  information  to  decide

whether  an  update  is  available  to  a  given resource when you access  that  resource.  Mathematica  reads this  information  on a  weekly

basis automatically, but you can force an update using this button. You might want to do this to be sure you will get the absolute latest

data from data collection functions like CountryData, ChemicalData, AstronomicalData, etc.

Troubleshooting Connectivity Problems
If you get error messages or dialogs that report internet connectivity problems while running Mathematica, the first thing to do is try the

Test  Internet  Connectivity  button  in  the  Internet  Connectivity  dialog,  accessible  from  the  Help  menu.  If  the  test  succeeds,  then

Mathematica  is  correctly  configured  for  general  internet  use,  and  the  problem  probably  lies  elsewhere  (such  as  trying  to  access  an

incorrect URL). If the test fails, try the following steps:

1. Test  network  connectivity  by  seeing  if  other  programs  on  your  computer  can  access  the  internet.  For  example,  launch  a  web
browser  and see if  it  works.  If  it  fails,  then the network might  be unavailable,  or  you might  have connectivity  problems beyond
what can be configured in Mathematica.

2. Check proxy settings, as described below.

3. Check firewall settings, as described below.
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Proxy Settings

Incorrect proxy settings are a common cause of problems with internet connectivity. Many users on a company network cannot directly

access the internet, but instead must pass through a proxy server, which acts like a gateway to the internet. By default,  Mathematica

will attempt to use systemwide proxy settings, if your operating system has such settings. For example, on Windows, Mathematica will

use the proxy settings configured for Internet Explorer. On Mac OS X, proxy settings are configured in the Network Preferences panel.

Mathematica’s  proxy settings are configured in  the Internet  Connectivity  dialog.  The default  setting,  described above,  is  Use proxy

settings from my system or browser. If this does not work for you, try the Direct connection to the Internet choice. If that does not

work, then contact your system administrator for proxy settings to enter into the text fields. If you can successfully surf the web with a

web browser, you can find its proxy settings dialog and read the values it is using. Many users will only need to set the HTTP proxy.

If your system or browser is configured to get proxy settings from a configuration script, then Mathematica will not be able to use these

settings, and you will have to manually configure its proxy settings.

If  Mathematica  is  configured  to  Use  proxy  settings  from  your  system  or  browser,  and  your  browser  functions  but  Mathematica

cannot connect,  see if  your system proxy settings have a Use same proxy server for all  protocols  checkbox and try unchecking it.

Mathematica will attempt to use a SOCKS proxy if one is set, and if your HTTP proxy does not also handle SOCKS traffic, Use same

proxy server for all  protocols  is  not  a correct  setting for  your system. An incorrectly  configured SOCKS proxy can cause very long

timeouts, so if the Test Network Connectivity button fails after a minutes−long delay, an incorrect SOCKS proxy configuration is likely

the problem. Mathematica does not require a SOCKS proxy, so the SOCKS Host field can be left blank, but if you supply a value, either

manually or via the system setting Use the same proxy server for all protocols, it must be correct.

Firewall Settings

Because Mathematica  acts  like  a  web browser  when it  accesses  the  internet,  most  company firewalls  will  not  interfere  with  it.  Some

users,  however,  have  so−called  "personal"  firewalls  on  their  machines  (ZoneAlarm,  Norton,  etc.,  or  the  one  built  into  Microsoft  Win−

dows). If configured with strict settings, these firewalls might interfere with Mathematica’s attempts to use the internet.

These types  of  firewalls  will  generally  display  a  dialog  box  warning  you  that  a  program is  trying  to  use  the  internet  and  allow you  to

accept or reject it. If you see such a dialog, it might report that the program is the Mathematica kernel or the Java Runtime Environment

that is bundled in the Mathematica layout. Configure the firewall to always allow such requests.

Further Information
If  the  information  in  this  document  is  not  sufficient  to  help  you  solve  connectivity  problems,  consult  the  Wolfram Research  Technical

Support troubleshooting guide at http://support.wolfram.com/mathematica/systems/allplatforms/networkconnectivityissues.html

RELATED TUTORIALS

� Troubleshooting Internet Connectivity
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Notebook Security
Mathematica  provides  users  with  access  to  their  computer’s  file  system  (Files),  interprocess  communication  (MathLink  Mathematica

Functions), evaluation of data as code (Converting between Expressions and Strings), and the ability to run arbitrary external programs

(Calling External Programs). While these features enable Mathematica users to create powerful programs that can perform truly useful

tasks, they bring with them the potential for misuse.

The Mathematica notebook front end provides three mechanisms for evaluating code: Shift+Enter evaluations, initialization cells, and

dynamic content.

Note  that  this  tutorial  contains  live  controls,  so  if  you  change  anything  it  will  immediately  change  the  settings  on  your

system.

 Shift+Enter Evaluations
Because  Shift+Enter  evaluations  require  user  interaction  to  start  them,  Mathematica  provides  no  safeguards  against  potentially

malicious code that is evaluated using this mechanism. Users should ensure that they do not perform Shift+Enter evaluations on code

from untrusted sources. When writing their own code, users should take great care to ensure that the code does not have unintended

consequences. For example, Mathematica will not provide a warning when the user evaluates a program to delete files from his or her

computer.

Initialization Cells
Initialization  cells  provide  users  with  a  convenient  way  to  evaluate  startup  code  needed  by  a  given  notebook  when  the  user  first

evaluates any input in that notebook. Since this code will be automatically evaluated, likely without the user ever seeing the initialization

code, Mathematica will display an alert prompt asking the user to confirm his or her intent to run the initialization code. Users should not

evaluate initialization code in a notebook that was obtained from an untrusted source unless the code has been determined to be safe.

� Clicking the Yes button will first evaluate all of the initialization cells in the notebook, then evaluate the selected cells.

� Clicking  the  No  button  will  not  evaluate  any  of  the  initialization  cells,  but  will  still  evaluate  the  selected  cells.  Note  that  this  may
cause errors in the evaluations since they may rely on startup code that has not yet been evaluated.

� Clicking the Cancel button will cause neither the initialization cells nor the selected cells to be evaluated.

Dynamic Content
Mathematica  6  has  amazing  dynamic  interactivity  features.  Notebooks  containing  interactive  Dynamic  content  can  automatically

evaluate code without any additional action by the user, aside from opening the notebook file. Many times this is exactly what the user

will want, while other times the user should be alerted before this sort of automatic evaluation takes place.

When  the  user  opens  a  notebook  containing  dynamic  content,  Mathematica  will  first  determine  whether  the  notebook’s  directory  is

trusted, untrusted, or neither.

� If the notebook’s directory is trusted, the notebook will be allowed to automatically perform dynamic evaluations without alerting the
user.

� If the notebook’s directory is untrusted, the user will be alerted upon any attempt by the notebook to perform dynamic evaluations.
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� If the notebook’s directory is neither trusted nor untrusted, the behavior will  depend on the value of the TrustByDefault option
explained as follows.

Mathematica  provides some options which can be used to  configure  which notebooks will  alert  the  user  about  automatic  evaluations

and which notebooks will not.

TrustedPath

The value of the TrustedPath option is a list of directories that are always trusted by Mathematica. Any notebook file located in any

directory in TrustedPath is trusted by Mathematica. Mathematica will never display an alert when a trusted notebook is opened, and

the notebook can automatically perform dynamic evaluations.

By  default,  the  TrustedPath  option  value  contains  $InstallationDirectory,  $BaseDirectory ,  and  $UserBaseDirectory

so  that  Mathematica  installation  files  and  additional  installed  applications  will  be  able  to  display  dynamic  content  without  alerting  the

user.

Here are the directories on your computer that are currently trusted by Mathematica:

Dynamic@Column@ToFileName �� CurrentValue@$FrontEnd, 8"NotebookSecurityOptions", "TrustedPath"<DDD

�usr�local�Wolfram�Mathematica�7.0�

�usr�share�Mathematica�

�home�nagyak�.Mathematica�

Edit TrustedPath...  

UntrustedPath

The value of the UntrustedPath option is a list of directories that are always untrusted by Mathematica. Any notebook file located in

any directory in UntrustedPath is untrusted by Mathematica. Mathematica will always display an alert when an untrusted notebook is

opened and attempts to perform dynamic evaluations. 

By default, the UntrustedPath option value contains the user’s desktop folder (where web browser downloads are likely to be stored),

the user’s configuration folder (where email attachments are likely to be stored), and the computer’s temporary directory. If the user has

configured his or her web browser or email program to save downloaded files in nonstandard locations, then the user is encouraged to

add these locations to the UntrustedPath option value.

Here are the directories on your computer that are currently untrusted by Mathematica:
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Dynamic@Column@ToFileName �� CurrentValue@$FrontEnd, 8"NotebookSecurityOptions", "UntrustedPath"<DDD

�home�nagyak�Desktop�

�home�nagyak�Downloads�

�tmp�

Edit UntrustedPath...  

Nesting

Directories in TrustedPath and UntrustedPath can be nested. A notebook is trusted if the most deeply nested directory containing

the notebook is trusted. Consider the following example:

� FrontEnd‘FileName[{$HomeDirectory, "Desktop"}] is untrusted.

� FrontEnd‘FileName[{$HomeDirectory, "Desktop", "SafeNotebooks"}] is trusted.

� FrontEnd‘FileName[{$HomeDirectory,  "Desktop"},  "SomeDownload.nb"]  would  be  untrusted  because
"Desktop" is untrusted.

� FrontEnd‘FileName[{$HomeDirectory, "Desktop", "SafeNotebooks"}, "MyNotebook.nb"] would be trusted
because "SafeNotebooks" is trusted.

TrustByDefault

The TrustByDefault option determines whether Mathematica should display an alert when the user opens notebooks with dynamic

content whose containing directories are neither trusted nor untrusted. Below are the possible values for the TrustByDefault option.

True A notebook which is not located in a directory in UntrustedPath is considered 
to be trusted and will not display an alert when opened.

False A notebook which is not located in a directory in TrustedPath is considered to 
be untrusted and will display an alert when opened.

Automatic A notebook which is not located in any directory in either TrustedPath or 

UntrustedPath will display an alert when opened only if the notebook contains 
unsafe dynamic content (see below).

Values for TrustByDefault option.

The current value of the TrustByDefault option is: Automatic

Unsafe Dynamic Content

Dynamic content is considered unsafe if it:

� uses File operations

� uses interprocess communication via MathLink Mathematica Functions

� uses JLink or NETLink

� uses Low−Level Notebook Programming

� uses data as code by Converting between Expressions and Strings

� uses Namespace Management

� uses Options Management

� uses External Programs
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Changing Option Values

TrustedPath,  UntrustedPath,  and  TrustByDefault  are  options  in  the  NotebookSecurityOptions  category.  They  can  be

changed using the Preferences...  dialog or the Option Inspector... .

Any  attempt  to  change  the  value  of  the  TrustedPath,  UntrustedPath,  or  TrustByDefault  options  will  cause  Mathematica  to

prompt the user to confirm the change. Mathematica does this as a security precaution so that malicious code cannot change the value

of these options without the user’s knowledge.
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Introduction to MathLink

In many cases, you will find it convenient to communicate with external programs at a high level, and to exchange structured data with

them. 

On almost all computer systems, Mathematica supports the MathLink communication standard, which allows higher−level communica−

tion between Mathematica  and external programs. In order to use MathLink,  an external program has to include some special source

code and a MathLink library, which are usually distributed with Mathematica. 

MathLink  allows  external  programs  both  to  call  Mathematica,  and  to  be  called  by  Mathematica.  "MathLink  and  External  Program

Communication" discusses some of the details of MathLink. By using MathLink, you can, for example, treat Mathematica essentially like

a  subroutine  embedded  inside  an  external  program.  Or  you  can  create  a  front  end  that  implements  your  own  user  interface,  and

communicates with the Mathematica kernel via MathLink. 

You  can  also  use  MathLink  to  let  Mathematica  call  individual  functions  inside  an  external  program.  As  described  in  "MathLink  and

External Program Communication", you can set up a MathLink  template file to specify how particular functions in Mathematica  should

call functions inside your external program. From the MathLink template file, you can generate source code to include in your program.

Then  when  you  start  your  program,  the  appropriate  Mathematica  definitions  are  automatically  made,  and  when  you  call  a  particular

Mathematica function, code in your external program is executed. 

Install@"command"D start an external program and install Mathematica definitions to call functions it 
contains

Uninstall@linkD terminate an external program and uninstall definitions for functions in it

Calling functions in external programs. 

This starts the external program simul, and installs Mathematica definitions to call various functions in it. 

In[1]:= Install@"simul"D

Out[1]= LinkObject[simul, 5, 4]

Here is a usage message for a function that was installed in Mathematica to call a function in the external program. 

In[2]:= ?srun

srun[{a, r, gamma}, x] performs a simulation with the
   specified parameters.

When you call this function, it executes code in the external program. 

In[3]:= srun@83, 0, 7<, 5D

Out[3]= 6.78124

This terminates the simul program. 

In[4]:= Uninstall@"simul"D

Out[4]= simul

You  can  use  MathLink  to  communicate  with  many  types  of  programs,  including  with  Mathematica  itself.  There  are  versions  of  the

MathLink library for a variety of common programming languages. The J/Link system provides a standard way to integrate Mathematica

with Java, based on MathLink. With J/Link you can take any Java class, and immediately make its methods accessible as functions in

Mathematica. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� External Programs

� MathLink C API Developer Guide (Mac OS X)

�
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�

MathLink C API Developer Guide (Unix and Linux)

� MathLink C API Developer Guide (Windows)
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How MathLink Is Used

MathLink provides a mechanism through which programs can interact with Mathematica.

� Calling functions in an external program from within Mathematica.

� Calling Mathematica from within an external program.

� Setting up alternative front ends to Mathematica.

� Exchanging data between Mathematica and external programs.

� Exchanging data between concurrent Mathematica processes.

Some typical uses of MathLink. 

MathLink provides a general interface for external programs to communicate with Mathematica. Many standard software systems now

have MathLink compatibility either built in or available in add−on modules. 

In  addition,  the  MathLink  Developer  Kit  bundled  with  most  versions  of  Mathematica  provides  the  tools  you  need  to  create  your  own

MathLink−compatible programs. 

Once you have a MathLink−compatible program, you can transparently establish a link between it and Mathematica. 

The link can either be on a single computer, or it can be over a network, potentially with a different type of computer at each end. 

� Implementing inner loops in a low−level language.

� Handling large volumes of data external to Mathematica.

� Sending Mathematica graphics or other data for special processing.

� Connecting to a system with an existing user interface.

A few uses of MathLink−compatible programs. 

MathLink−compatible  programs range  from very  simple  to  very  complex.  A  minimal  MathLink−compatible  program is  just  a  few lines

long.  But  it  is  also  possible  to  build  very  large  and  sophisticated  MathLink−compatible  programs.  Indeed,  the  Mathematica  notebook

front end is one example of a sophisticated MathLink−compatible program. 

� MathLink is a mechanism for exchanging Mathematica expressions between programs.

The basic idea of MathLink. 

Much  of  the  power  of  MathLink  comes  from its  use  of  Mathematica  expressions.  The  basic  idea  is  that  MathLink  provides  a  way  to

exchange Mathematica expressions between programs, and such expressions can represent absolutely any kind of data. 

� An array of numbers.

� A collection of geometrical objects.

� A sequence of commands.

� A stream of text.

� Records in a database.

� The cells of a Mathematica notebook.

A few examples of data represented by Mathematica expressions in MathLink. 

The  MathLink  library  consists  of  a  collection  of  routines  that  allow  external  programs  to  send  and  receive  Mathematica  expressions

using the fundamental C data types.

The MathLink Developer Kit provides utilities for incorporating these routines into external programs. Utilities are included for a variety

of languages, although here we discuss mainly the case of C. 

An  important  feature  of  the  MathLink  library  is  that  it  is  completely  platform  independent:  it  can  transparently  use  any  interprogram

communication mechanism that exists on your computer system.
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� MathLink and External Program Communication
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Installing Existing MathLink−Compatible Programs
One of the most common uses of MathLink is to allow you to call functions in an external program from within Mathematica. Once the

external program has been set up, all you need do to be able to use it is to ú install ø  it in your current Mathematica session. 

Install@"prog"D install a MathLink−compatible external program

Uninstall@linkD uninstall the program

Setting up external programs with functions to be called from within Mathematica. 

This installs a MathLink−compatible external program called bitprog. 

In[1]:= Install@"bitprog"D

Out[1]= LinkObject@.�bitprog, 6, 5D

BitShift is one of the functions inside bitprog. 

In[2]:= BitShift@111, 3D

Out[2]= 13

You can use it just as you would a function within Mathematica. 

In[3]:= Table@BitShift@111, iD, 8i, 3, 8<D

Out[3]= 813, 6, 3, 1, 0, 0<

When  you  have  a  package  written  in  the  Mathematica  language  a  single  version  will  run  unchanged  on  any  computer  system.  But

external programs typically need to be compiled separately for every different type of computer. 

Mathematica has a convention of keeping versions of external programs in directories that are named after the types of computers on

which they will run. And assuming that this convention has been followed, Install@"prog"D should always install the version of prog

appropriate for the particular kind of computer that you are currently using. 

Install@"name‘"D install a program found anywhere on $Path

Using context names to specify programs to install. 

When you ask to read in a Mathematica  language file using << name‘,  Mathematica  will  automatically search all  directories in the list

$Path in order to find a file with the appropriate name. Similarly, if you use Install@"name‘"D Mathematica will automatically search

all  directories  in  $Path  in  order  to  find  an  external  program  with  the  name  name.exe.  Install@"name‘"D  allows  you  to  install

programs that are stored in a central directory without explicitly having to specify their location.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� MathLink and External Program Communication
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Setting Up External Functions to Be Called from 
Mathematica

If  you have a function defined in an external program, then what you need to do in order to make it  possible to call  the function from

within Mathematica is to add appropriate MathLink code that passes arguments to the function, and takes back the results it produces. 

In simple cases, you can generate the necessary code just by giving an appropriate MathLink template for each external function.

:Begin:
:Function:      f
:Pattern:       f[x_Integer, y_Integer]
:Arguments:     {x, y}
:ArgumentTypes: {Integer, Integer}
:ReturnType:    Integer
:End:

A file f.tm containing a MathLink template for an external function f.

:Begin: begin the template for a particular function

:Function: the name of the function in the external program

:Pattern: the pattern to be defined to call the function

:Arguments: the arguments to the function

:ArgumentTypes: the types of the arguments to the function

:ReturnType: the type of the value returned by the function

:End: end the template for a particular function

:Evaluate: Mathematica input to evaluate when the function is installed

The elements of a MathLink template. 

Once you have constructed a MathLink  template  for  a  particular  external  function,  you have to  combine this  template  with  the actual

source code for the function. Assuming that the source code is written in the C programming language, you can do this just by adding a

line to include the standard MathLink header file, and then inserting a small main program. 

Include the standard MathLink header file. 

#include "mathlink.h"

Here is the actual source code for the function f.

int f(int x, int y) {
   return x+y;
}

This sets up the external program to be ready to take requests from Mathematica. 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
   return MLMain(argc, argv);
}

A file f.c containing C source code. 

Note that the form of main required on different systems may be slightly different. The release notes included in the MathLink Devel−

oper Kit on your particular computer system should give the appropriate form. 

mcc preprocess and compile MathLink source files

mprep preprocess MathLink source files

Typical external programs for processing MathLink source files. 
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MathLink  templates  are  conventionally  put  in  files  with  names of  the  form file.tm.  Such files  can also  contain  C source  code,  inter−

spersed between templates for different functions. 

Once you have set up the appropriate files, you then need to process the MathLink template information, and compile all of your source

code. Typically you do this by running various external programs, but the details will depend on your computer system. 

Under Unix, for example, the MathLink Developer Kit includes a program named mcc which will preprocess MathLink templates in any

file whose name ends with .tm, and then call cc on the resulting C source code. mcc will pass command−line options and other files

directly to cc. 

This preprocesses f.tm, then compiles the resulting C source file together with the file f.c. 

mcc −o f.exe f.tm f.c

This installs the binary in the current Mathematica session. 

In[1]:= Install@"f.exe"D

Out[1]= LinkObject@f.exe, 4, 4D

Now f@x, yD calls the external function f Hint x, int yL and adds two integers together. 

In[2]:= f@6, 9D

Out[2]= 15

The external program handles only machine integers, so this gives a peculiar result. 

In[3]:= f@2^31 - 1, 5D

Out[3]= -2147 483644

On Windows, the MathLink  Developer Kit includes a program named mprep,  which you have to call  directly, giving as input all  of the

.tm files that you want to preprocess. mprep will generate C source code as output, which you can then feed to a C compiler. 

Install@"prog"D install an external program

Uninstall@linkD uninstall an external program

Links@"prog"D show active links associated with "prog"

Links@D show all active links

LinkPatterns@linkD show patterns that can be evaluated on a particular link

Handling links to external programs. 

This finds the link to the f.exe program. 

In[4]:= Links@"f.exe"D

Out[4]= 8LinkObject@.�f.exe, 8, 6D<

This shows the Mathematica patterns that can be evaluated using the link. 

In[5]:= LinkPatterns@%@@1DDD

Out[5]= 8f@x_Integer, y_IntegerD<

Install sets up the actual function f to execute an appropriate ExternalCall function. 

In[6]:= ?f

Global‘f

f@x_Integer, y_IntegerD :=
ExternalCall@LinkObject@.�f.exe, 8, 6D, CallPacket@0, 8x, y<DD
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When a MathLink template file is processed, two basic things are done. First, the : Pattern : and : Arguments : specifications are

used  to  generate  a  Mathematica  definition  that  calls  an  external  function  via  MathLink.  And  second,  the  : Function :,

: ArgumentTypes :  and  : ReturnType :  specifications  are  used  to  generate  C  source  code  that  calls  your  function  within  the

external program. 

:Begin:

This gives the name of the actual C function to call in the external program.

:Function:      prog_add

This gives the Mathematica pattern for which a definition should be set up.

:Pattern:       SkewAdd[x_Integer, y_Integer:1]

The values of the two list elements are the actual arguments to be passed to the external function. 

:Arguments:     {x, If[x > 1, y, y + x − 2]}

This specifies that the arguments should be passed as integers to the C function.

:ArgumentTypes: {Integer, Integer}

This specifies that the return value from the C function will be an integer.

:ReturnType:    Integer

:End:

Both the : Pattern : and : Arguments : specifications in a MathLink template can be any Mathematica expressions. Whatever you

give as the : Arguments : specification will be evaluated every time you call the external function. The result of the evaluation will be

used as the list of arguments to pass to the function. 

Sometimes  you  may  want  to  set  up  Mathematica  expressions  that  should  be  evaluated  not  when  an  external  function  is  called,  but

instead only when the external function is first installed. 

You can do this by inserting : Evaluate : specifications in your MathLink template. The expression you give after : Evaluate : can

go on for several lines: it is assumed to end when there is first a blank line, or a line that does not begin with spaces or tabs. 

This specifies that a usage message for SkewAdd should be set up when the external program is installed.

:Evaluate:    SkewAdd::usage = "SkewAdd[x, y] performs
       a skew addition in an external program."

When an external program is installed, the specifications in its MathLink template file are used in the order they were given. This means

that any expressions given in : Evaluate : specifications that appear before : Begin : will  have been evaluated before definitions

for the external function are set up. 

Here are Mathematica expressions to be evaluated before the definitions for external functions are set up.

:Evaluate:  BeginPackage["XPack‘"]
:Evaluate:  XF1::usage = "XF1[x, y] is one external function."
:Evaluate:  XF2::usage = "XF2[x] is another external function."
:Evaluate:  Begin["‘Private‘"]
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This specifies that the function XF1 in Mathematica should be set up to call the function f in the external C program.

:Begin:
:Function:       f
:Pattern:        XF1[x_Integer, y_Integer]
:Arguments:      {x, y}
:ArgumentTypes:  {Integer, Integer}
:ReturnType:     Integer
:End:

This specifies that XF2 in Mathematica should call g. Its argument and return value are taken to be approximate real numbers. 

:Begin:
:Function:       g
:Pattern:        XF2[x_?NumberQ]
:Arguments:      {x}
:ArgumentTypes:  {Real}
:ReturnType:     Real
:End:

These Mathematica expressions are evaluated after the definitions for the external functions. They end the special context used for the 
definitions.

:Evaluate:  End[ ]
:Evaluate:  EndPackage[ ]

Here is the actual source code for the function f. There is no need for the arguments of this function to have the same names as their 
Mathematica counterparts.

int f(int i, int j) {
   return i + j;
}

Here is the actual source code for g. Numbers that you give in Mathematica will automatically be converted into C double types before 

being passed to g.

double g(double x) {
   return x*x;
}

By using : Evaluate : specifications, you can evaluate Mathematica expressions when an external program is first installed. You can

also execute code inside the external program at this time simply by inserting the code in main HL before the call to MLMain HL. This is

sometimes useful if you need to initialize the external program before any functions in it are used. 

MLEvaluateString Hstdlink,"string"L

evaluate a string as Mathematica input

Executing a command in Mathematica from within an external program. 

int diff(int i, int j) {

This evaluates a Mathematica Print function if i < j.

    if (i < j) MLEvaluateString(stdlink, "Print[\"negative\"]");
    return i − j;
}

This installs an external program containing the diff function defined above. 

In[7]:= Install@"diffprog"D

Out[7]= LinkObject@.�diffprog, 9, 7D
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Calling diff causes Print to be executed. 

In[8]:= diff@4, 7D

negative

Out[8]= -3

Note  that  any  results  generated  in  the  evaluation  requested  by  MLEvaluateString()  are  ignored.  To  make  use  of  such  results

requires  full  two−way  communication  between  Mathematica  and  external  programs,  as  discussed  in  "Two−Way  Communication  with

External Programs". 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� MathLink and External Program Communication
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Handling Lists, Arrays and Other Expressions
MathLink  allows you to exchange data of any type with external  programs. For more common types of data, you simply need to give

appropriate : ArgumentTypes : or : ReturnType : specifications in your MathLink template file. 

Mathematica specification C specification

Integer integer int

Real floating−point number double

IntegerList list of integers int*,long

RealList list of floating−point 
numbers

double*,long

String character string char*

Symbol symbol name char*

Manual call MathLink routines 
directly

void

Basic type specifications. 

Here is the MathLink template for a function that takes a list of integers as its argument. 

:Begin:
:Function:       h
:Pattern:        h[a_List]
:Arguments:      {a}
:ArgumentTypes:  {IntegerList}
:ReturnType:     Integer
:End:

Here is the C source code for the function. Note the extra argument alen which is used to pass the length of the list. 

int h(int *a, long alen) {

   int i, tot=0;

   for(i=0; i<alen; i++)
      tot += a[i];

   return tot;
}

This installs an external program containing the specifications for the function h. 

In[1]:= Install@"hprog"D

Out[1]= LinkObject@.�hprog, 11, 8D

This calls the external code. 

In[2]:= h@83, 5, 6<D

Out[2]= 14

This does not match the pattern h@a_ListD so does not call the external code. 

In[3]:= h@67D

Out[3]= h@67D
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The pattern is matched, but the elements in the list are of the wrong type for the external code, so $Failed is returned. 

In[4]:= h@8a, b, c<D

Out[4]= $Failed

You can mix basic types of  arguments in any way you want.  Whenever you use IntegerList  or  RealList,  however,  you have to

include an extra argument in your C program to represent the length of the list. 

Here is an : ArgumentTypes : specification. 

:ArgumentTypes:  {IntegerList, RealList, Integer}

Here is a possible corresponding C function declaration. 

void f(int *a, long alen, double *b, long blen, int c)

Note that when a list is passed to a C program by MathLink its first element is assumed to be at position 0, as is standard in C, rather

than at position 1, as is standard in Mathematica. 

In addition, following C standards, character strings specified by String  are passed as char*  objects, terminated by �0  null  bytes.

"Portability of MathLink Programs" discusses how to handle special characters. 

MLPutInteger32 Hstdlink,int iL put a single integer

MLPutReal64 Hstdlink,double xL put a single floating−point number

MLPutInteger32List Hstdlink,int*a,int nL

put a list of n integers starting from location a

MLPutReal64List Hstdlink,double*a,int nL

put a list of n floating−point numbers starting from location a

MLPutInteger32Array Hstdlink,int*a,int*dims,NULL,int dL

put an array of integers to form a depth d list with dimensions dims

MLPutReal64Array Hstdlink,double*a,int*dims,NULL,int dL

put an array of floating−point numbers

MLPutString Hstdlink,char*sL

put a character string

MLPutSymbol Hstdlink,char*sL

put a character string as a symbol name

MLPutFunction Hstdlink,char*s,int nL

begin putting a function with head s and n arguments

MathLink functions for sending data to Mathematica. 

When  you  use  a  MathLink  template  file,  what  mprep  and  mcc  actually  do  is  to  create  a  C  program  that  includes  explicit  calls  to

MathLink  library  functions.  If  you  want  to  see  an  example  of  how  to  use  the  MathLink  library  functions  directly,  you  can  look  at  the

source code of this program. Note when you use mcc, you typically need to give a -g option, otherwise the source code that is gener−

ated is automatically deleted.

If your external function just returns a single integer or floating−point number, then you can specify this just by giving Integer or Real

as  the  : ReturnType :  in  your  MathLink  template  file.  But  because  of  the  way  memory  allocation  and  deallocation  work  in  C,  you

cannot directly give : ReturnType : specifications such as IntegerList or RealList. And instead, to return such structures, you

must explicitly call MathLink library functions within your C program, and give Manual as the : ReturnType : specification. 
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Here is the MathLink template for a function that takes an integer as an argument, and returns a list of the digits in its binary representation 
using explicit MathLink functions. 

:Begin:
:Function:       bits
:Pattern:        bits[i_Integer]
:Arguments:      {i}
:ArgumentTypes:  {Integer}
:ReturnType:     Manual
:End:

The return type of the function is declared as void. 

void bits(int i) {

   int a[32], k;

This puts values into the C array a.

   for(k=0; k<32; k++) {
       a[k] = i%2;
       i >>= 1;
       if (i==0) break;
   }

   if (k<32) k++;

This sends k elements of the array a back to Mathematica. 

    MLPutInteger32List(stdlink, a, k);
    return ;
}

This installs the program containing the external function bits. 

In[5]:= Install@"bitsprog"D

Out[5]= LinkObject@bitsprog, 5, 5D

The external function now returns a list of bits. 

In[6]:= bits@14D

Out[6]= 80, 1, 1, 1<

If  you  declare  an  array  in  C  as  int a@n1D@n2D@n3D,  then  you  can  use  MLPutInteger32Array()  to  send  it  to  Mathematica  as  a

depth 3 list. 

Here is a declaration for a 3−dimensional C array.

   int a[8][16][100];

This sets up the array dims and initializes it to the dimensions of a. 

   int dims[] = {8, 16, 100};

This sends the 3−dimensional array a to Mathematica, creating a depth 3 list. 

    MLPutInteger32Array(stdlink, a, dims, NULL, 3);

You can use  MathLink  functions  to  create  absolutely  any  Mathematica  expression.  The basic  idea  is  to  call  a  sequence of  MathLink

functions that correspond directly to the FullForm representation of the Mathematica expression. 
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This sets up the Mathematica function Plus  with 2 arguments. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "Plus", 2);

This specifies that the first argument is the integer 77.

MLPutInteger32(stdlink, 77);

And this specifies that the second argument is the symbol x. 

MLPutSymbol(stdlink, "x");

In  general,  you  first  call  MLPutFunction(),  giving  the  head  of  the  Mathematica  function  you  want  to  create,  and  the  number  of

arguments it has. Then you call other MathLink functions to fill in each of these arguments in turn. "Expressions" discusses the general

structure of Mathematica expressions and the notion of heads. 

This creates a Mathematica list with 2 elements. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "List", 2);

The first element of the list is a list of 10 integers from the C array r. 

MLPutInteger32List(stdlink, r, 10);

The second element of the main list is itself a list with 2 elements. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "List", 2);

The first element of this sublist is a floating−point number. 

MLPutReal64(stdlink, 4.5);

The second element is an integer. 

MLPutInteger32(stdlink, 11);

MLPutInteger32Array()  and  MLPutReal64Array()  allow  you  to  send  arrays  which  are  laid  out  in  memory  in  the  one−

dimensional way that C pre−allocates them. But if you create arrays during the execution of a C program, it is more common to set them

up  as  nested  collections  of  pointers.  You  can  send  such  arrays  to  Mathematica  by  using  a  sequence  of  MLPutFunction()  calls,

ending with an MLPutInteger32List() call. 

This declares a to be a nested list of lists of lists of integers. 

int ***a;

This creates a Mathematica list with n1 elements. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "List", n1);

for (i=0; i<n1; i++) {

This creates a sublist with n2 elements. 

    MLPutFunction(stdlink, "List", n2);

    for (j=0; j<n2; j++) {

This writes out lists of integers. 

        MLPutInteger32List(stdlink, a[i][j], n3);

    }
}
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It is important to realize that any expression you create using MathLink functions will be evaluated as soon as it is sent to Mathematica.

This means, for example, that if you wanted to transpose an array that you were sending back to Mathematica, all you would need to do

is  to  wrap  a  Transpose  around  the  expression  representing  the  array.  You  can  then  do  this  simply  by  calling

MLPutFunction Hstdlink, "Transpose", 1L; just before you start creating the expression that represents the array. 

The idea of post−processing data that you send back to Mathematica has many uses. One example is as a way of sending lists whose

length you do not know in advance.

This creates a list in Mathematica by explicitly appending successive elements. 

In[7]:= t = 8<; Do@t = Append@t, i^2D, 8i, 5<D; t

Out[7]= 81, 4, 9, 16, 25<

This creates a list in which each successive element is in a nested sublist. 

In[8]:= t = 8<; Do@t = 8t, i^2<, 8i, 5<D; t

Out[8]= 888888<, 1<, 4<, 9<, 16<, 25<

Flatten flattens out the list. 

In[9]:= Flatten@tD

Out[9]= 81, 4, 9, 16, 25<

Sequence automatically flattens itself. 

In[10]:= 8Sequence@1, Sequence@4, Sequence@DDD<

Out[10]= 81, 4<

In order to call  MLPutInteger32List(),  you need to know the length of the list  you want to send. But by creating a sequence of

nested Sequence objects, you can avoid having to know the length of your whole list in advance. 

This sets up the List  around your result. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "List", 1);

while( condition ) {
     /* generate an element */

Create the next level Sequence object. 

    MLPutFunction(stdlink, "Sequence", 2);

Put the element. 

    MLPutInteger32(stdlink,  i );

}

This closes off your last Sequence object. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "Sequence", 0);

MLGetInteger32 Hstdlink,int*iL get an integer, storing it at address i

MLGetReal64 Hstdlink,double*xL get a floating−point number, storing it at address x

Basic functions for explicitly getting data from Mathematica. 

MathLink  provides  functions  like  MLPutInteger32()  to  send  data  from  an  external  program  into  Mathematica.  MathLink  also

provides functions like MLGetInteger32() that allow you to get data from Mathematica into an external program. 
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The list that you give for : ArgumentTypes : in a MathLink template can end with Manual, indicating that after other arguments have

been received, you will call MathLink functions to get additional expressions. 

:Begin:
:Function:       f

The function f in Mathematica takes 3 arguments. 

:Pattern:        f[i_Integer, x_Real, y_Real]

All these arguments are passed directly to the external program.

:Arguments:      {i, x, y}

Only the first argument is sent directly to the external function. 

:ArgumentTypes:  {Integer, Manual}

:ReturnType:     Real
:End:

The external function only takes one explicit argument. 

double f(int i) {

This declares the variables x and y. 

   double x, y;

MLGetReal64() explicitly gets data from the link. 

   MLGetReal64(stdlink, &x);
   MLGetReal64(stdlink, &y);

   return i+x+y;
}

MathLink  functions  such  as  MLGetInteger32 Hlink, piL  work  much  like  standard  C  library  functions  such  as

fscanf H fp, "%d", piL. The first argument specifies the link from which to get data. The last argument gives the address at which the

data that is obtained should be stored. 

MLCheckFunction Hstdlink,"name",int*nL

check the head of a function and store how many arguments it has

Getting a function via MathLink. 

:Begin:
:Function:       f

The function f in Mathematica takes a list of integers as an argument. 

:Pattern:        f[a:{___Integer}]

The list is passed directly to the external program.

:Arguments:      {a}

The argument is to be retrieved manually by the external program. 

:ArgumentTypes:  {Manual}
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:ReturnType:     Integer
:End:

The external function takes no explicit arguments. 

int f(void) {

This declares local variables. 

    int n, i;
    int a[MAX];

This checks that the function being sent is a list, and stores how many elements it has in n. 

    MLCheckFunction(stdlink, "List", &n);

This gets each element in the list, storing it in a@iD.

   for (i=0; i<n; i++)
      MLGetInteger32(stdlink, a+i);

In  simple  cases,  it  is  usually  possible  to  ensure  on  the  Mathematica  side  that  the  data  you  send  to  an  external  program  has  the

structure that is expected. But in general the return value from MLCheckFunction() will be MLSUCCESS only if the data consists of

a function with the name you specify. 

Note that if you want to get a nested collection of lists or other objects, you can do this by making an appropriate sequence of calls to

MLCheckFunction(). 

MLGetInteger32List Hstdlink,int**a,int*nL

get a list of integers, allocating the memory needed to store it

MLGetReal64List Hstdlink,double**a,int*nL

get a list of floating−point numbers

MLReleaseInteger32List Hstdlink,int*a,int nL

release the memory associated with a list of integers

MLReleaseReal64List Hstdlink,double*a,int nL

release the memory associated with a list of floating−point numbers

Getting lists of numbers. 

When an external program gets data from Mathematica, it must set up a place to store the data. If the data consists of a single integer,

as in MLGetInteger32 Hstdlink, & nL, then it suffices just to have declared this integer using int n. 

But when the data consists of a list of integers of potentially any length, memory must be allocated to store this list at the time when the

external program is actually called. 

MLGetInteger32List Hstdlink, & a, & nL  will  automatically  do  this  allocation,  setting  a  to  be  a  pointer  to  the  result.  Note  that

memory  allocated by  functions  like  MLGetInteger32List()  is  always in  a  special  reserved area,  so  you cannot  modify  or  free  it

directly. 

Here is an external program that will be sent a list of integers. 

int f(void) {

This declares local variables. a is an array of integers. 

    int n;
    int *a;
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This gets a list of integers, making a be a pointer to the result. 

    MLGetInteger32List(stdlink, &a, &n);

This releases the memory used to store the list of integers. 

    MLReleaseInteger32List(stdlink, a, n);

...
}

If you use IntegerList as an : ArgumentTypes : specification, then MathLink will automatically release the memory used for the

list  after  your  external  function  exits.  But  if  you  get  a  list  of  integers  explicitly  using  MLGetInteger32List(),  then  you  must  not

forget to release the memory used to store the list after you have finished with it. 

MLGetInteger32Array Hstdlink,int**a,int**dims,char***heads,int*dL

get an array of integers of any depth

MLGetReal64Array Hstdlink,double**a,int**dims,char***heads,int*dL

get an array of floating−point numbers of any depth

MLReleaseInteger32Array Hstdlink,int*a,int*dims,char**heads,int dL

release memory associated with an integer array

MLReleaseRealArray Hstdlink,double*a,int*dims,char**heads,int dL

release memory associated with a floating−point array

Getting arrays of numbers. 

MLGetInteger32List() extracts a one−dimensional array of integers from a single Mathematica list. MLGetInteger32Array()

extracts an array of integers from a collection of lists or other Mathematica functions nested to any depth. 

The name of the Mathematica function at level i in the structure is stored as a string in heads@iD. The size of the structure at level i is

stored in dims@iD, while the total depth is stored in d. 

If  you  pass  a  list  of  complex  numbers  to  your  external  program,  then  MLGetReal64Array()  will  create  a  two−dimensional  array

containing a sequence of pairs of real and imaginary parts. In this case, heads@0D will be "List" while heads@1D will be "Complex". 

Note  that  you  can  conveniently  exchange  arbitrary−precision  numbers  with  external  programs  by  converting  them to  lists  of  digits  in

Mathematica using IntegerDigits and RealDigits.

MLGetString Hstdlink,char**sL get a character string

MLGetSymbol Hstdlink,char**sL get a symbol name

MLReleaseString Hstdlink,char*sL release memory associated with a character string

MLReleaseSymbol Hstdlink,char*sL release memory associated with a symbol name

Getting character strings and symbol names. 

If you use String as an : ArgumentTypes : specification, then MathLink will automatically release the memory that is used to store

the string after your function exits. This means that if  you want to continue to refer to the string, you must allocate memory for it,  and

explicitly copy each character in it. 

If you get a string using MLGetString(), however, then MathLink will not automatically release the memory used for the string when

your function exits. As a result, you can continue referring to the string. Be careful not to modify the contents of the string by writing to

the memory that  is  returned by MLGetString().  When you no longer  need the string,  you must  nevertheless explicitly  call  MLRe�

leaseString() in order to release the memory associated with it.
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MLGetFunction Hstdlink,char**s,int*nL

begin getting a function, storing the name of the head in s and the number of 

arguments in n

MLReleaseSymbol Hstdlink,char*sL release memory associated with a function name

Getting an arbitrary function. 

If you know what function to expect in your external program, then it is usually simpler to call MLCheckFunction(). But if you do not

know what function to expect, you have no choice but to call MLGetFunction(). If you do this, you need to be sure to call MLReleas�

eSymbol() to release the memory associated with the name of the function that is found by MLGetFunction(). 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� MathLink and External Program Communication
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Portability of MathLink Programs
The Mathematica  side of a MathLink  connection is set up to work exactly the same on all  computer systems. But inevitably there are

differences between external programs on different computer systems.

For a start, different computer systems almost always require different executable binaries. When you call  Install@"prog"D,  there−

fore, you must be sure that prog corresponds to a program that can be executed on your particular computer system. 

Install@" file"D try to execute file directly

Install@" file",LinkProtocol->"type"D

use the specified protocol for low−level data transport

$SystemID identify the type of computer system being used

Install@"dir"D try to execute a file with a name of the form dir�$SystemID �dir

Installing programs on different computer systems.

Mathematica  follows  the  convention  that  if  prog  is  an  ordinary  file,  then  Install@"prog"D  will  just  try  to  execute  it.  But  if  prog  is  a

directory, then Mathematica will look for a subdirectory of that directory whose name agrees with the current value of $SystemID , and

will then try to execute a file named prog within that subdirectory. 

mcc -o prog¼ put compiled code in the file prog in the current directory

mcc -xo prog¼ put compiled code in prog�$SystemID � prog

Typical Unix commands for compiling external programs. 

Even though the executable binary of an external program is inevitably different on different computer systems, it can still be the case

that the source code in a language such as C from which this binary is obtained can be essentially the same. 

But to achieve portability in your C source code there are several points that you need to watch. 

For  a  start,  you  should  never  make  use  of  extra  features  of  the  C  language  or  C  runtime  libraries  that  happen  to  be  provided  on  a

particular  system,  but  are  not  part  of  standard  C.  In  addition,  you  should  try  to  avoid  dealing  with  segmented  or  otherwise  special

memory models. 

The include file mathlink.h contains standard C prototypes for all the functions in the MathLink library.

MLPutInteger32 HL MLGetInteger32 HL integer corresponding to C type int, that is, 32 bits

MLPutInteger16 HL MLGetInteger16 HL integer of type short, that is, 16 bits

MLPutInteger64 HL MLGetInteger64 HL 64−bit integer

MLPutReall64 HL MLGetReal64 HL IEEE double−precision real number, corresponding to the C−

language type double

MLPutReal32 HL MLGetReal32 HL IEEE single−precision real number, corresponding to the C−

language type float

MLPutReal128 HL MLGetReal128 HL IEEE quad−precision real number

MathLink functions that use specific C types. 

If you are going to call MathLink library functions in a portable way, it is essential that you use the same types as they do. 

If  your programs correctly match the argument types for the MathLink  library functions, you do not have to worry about C type differ−

ences  between computer  systems.  MathLink  automatically  converts  the  C types  to  the  appropriate  sizes  for  each  platform.  MathLink

also swaps bytes as needed to correctly transfer numbers across platforms, and it converts between floating−point number formats with

the smallest possible loss of precision. 
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MLPutString Hstdlink,char*sL put a null−terminated C character string

MLPutUnicodeString Hstdlink,unsigned short*s,int nL

put a string encoded in terms of 16−bit UCS−2 Unicode characters

MLPutByteString Hstdlink,unsigned char*s,int nL

put a string containing only 8−bit character codes

MLPutUTF8String Hstdlink,

const unsigned char*s,int nL
put a string of UTF−8 encoded Unicode characters

MLPutUTF16String Hstdlink,

const unsigned short*s,int nL
put a string of UTF−16 encoded Unicode characters

MLPutUTF32String Hstdlink,

const unsigned int*s,int nL
put a string of UTF−32 encoded Unicode characters

MLGetString Hstdlink,char**sL get a null−terminated C character string

MLGetUnicodeString Hstdlink,unsigned short**s,long*nL

get a string encoded in terms of 16−bit UCS−2 Unicode characters

MLGetByteString Hstdlink,unsigned char**s,long*n,long specL

get a string containing only 8−bit character codes, using spec as the code for all 

16−bit characters

MLGetUTF8String

Hstdlink, const unsigned char**s,
int*m,int*nL

get a string of UTF−8 encoded Unicode characters

MLGetUTF16String

Hstdlink, const unsigned short**s,
int*m,int*nL

get a string of UTF−16 encoded Unicode characters

MLGetUTF32String Hstdlink,

const unsigned int**s,int*nL
get a string of UTF−32 encoded Unicode characters

Manipulating general strings. 

In simple C programs, it is typical to use strings that contain only ordinary ASCII characters. But in Mathematica it is possible to have

strings containing all sorts of special characters. These characters are specified within Mathematica using Unicode character codes, as

discussed in "Raw Character Encodings".

C language char* strings typically use only 8 bits to store the code for each character. UCS−2 encoded strings, however, require 16

bits.  As  a  result,  the  functions  MLPutUnicodeString()  and  MLGetUnicodeString()  work  with  arrays  of  unsigned short

integers.  The  same  is  true  of  UTF−16  encoded  strings  and  the  corresponding  functions  MLPutUTF16String()  and  MLGetUT�

F16String().

UTF−32 encoded strings require 32 bits for each character, and the corresponding functions MLPutUTF32String() and MLGetUT�

F32String() work with arrays of unsigned int integers.

If you know that your program will not have to handle special characters, then you may find it convenient to use MLPutByteString()

and MLGetByteString(). These functions represent all characters directly using 8−bit character codes. If a special character is sent

from Mathematica, then it will be converted by MLGetByteString() to a fixed code that you specify. 

� mainHL may need to be different on different computer systems

A point to watch in creating portable MathLink programs. 

Computer  systems  and  compilers  that  have  C  runtime  libraries  based  on  the  Unix  model  allow  MathLink  programs  to  have  a  main

program of the form main Hargc, argvL which simply calls MLMain Hargc, argvL. 

Some  computer  systems  or  compilers  may  however  require  main  programs  of  a  different  form.  You  should  realize  that  you  can  do

whatever  initialization you want  inside main HL  before calling MLMain().  Once you have called MLMain(),  however,  your  program

will effectively go into an infinite loop, responding to requests from Mathematica until the link to it is closed. 
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Using MathLink to Communicate between 
Mathematica Sessions

LinkCreate@"name"D create a link for another program to connect to

LinkConnect@"name"D connect to a link created by another program

LinkClose@linkD close a MathLink connection

LinkWrite@link,exprD write an expression to a MathLink connection

LinkRead@linkD read an expression from a MathLink connection

LinkRead@link,HoldD read an expression and immediately wrap it with Hold

LinkReadyQ@linkD find out whether there is data ready to be read from a link

LinkReadyQ@link,tD wait for up to t seconds to see if an expression becomes ready to read

LinkReadyQ@8link1,link2,¼<D find out whether there is data ready to be read from one of the links

LinkReadyQ@8link1,link2,¼<,tD wait for up to t seconds to see if an expression becomes ready to read

MathLink connections between Mathematica sessions. 

Session A

This starts up a link on port number 8000. 

In[1]:= link = LinkCreate@"8000", LinkProtocol ® "TCPIP"D

Out[1]= LinkObject@8000�frog.wolfram.com,4470�frog.wolfram.com, 17, 5D

Session B

This connects to the link on port 8000. 

In[2]:= Link = LinkConnect@"8000", LinkProtocol ® "TCPIP"D

Out[2]= LinkObject@8000� frog.wolfram.com , 11, 4D

Session A

This evaluates 15! and writes it to the link. 

In[3]:= LinkWrite@link, 15!D

Session B

This reads from the link, getting the 15! that was sent. 

In[4]:= LinkRead@LinkD

Out[4]= 1307674368000

This writes data back on the link. 

In[5]:= LinkWrite@link, N@%^6DD

Session A
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And this reads the data written in session B. 

In[6]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[6]= 5.00032´1072

One use of MathLink connections between Mathematica sessions is simply as a way to transfer data without using intermediate files. 

Another use is as a way to dispatch different parts of a computation to different sessions. 

Session A

This writes the expression 2 + 2 without evaluating it. 

In[7]:= LinkWrite@link, Unevaluated@2 + 2DD

Session B

This reads the expression from the link, immediately wrapping it in Hold . 

In[8]:= LinkRead@Link, HoldD

Out[8]= Hold[2 + 2]

This evaluates the expression. 

In[9]:= ReleaseHold@%D

Out[9]= 4

When you call LinkWrite , it writes an expression to the MathLink connection and immediately returns. But when you call LinkRead,

it will not return until it has read a complete expression from the MathLink connection. 

You can tell whether anything is ready to be read by calling LinkReadyQ@linkD. If LinkReadyQ returns True , then you can safely call

LinkRead  and  expect  immediately  to  start  reading  an  expression.  But  if  LinkReadyQ  returns  False,  then  LinkRead  would  block

until an expression for it to read had been written by a LinkWrite  in your other Mathematica session. 

Session A

There is nothing waiting to be read on the link, so if LinkRead were to be called, it would block. 

In[10]:= LinkReadyQ@linkD

Out[10]= False

Session B

This writes an expression to the link. 

In[11]:= LinkWrite@Link, x + yD

Session A

Now there is an expression waiting to be read on the link. 

In[12]:= LinkReadyQ@linkD

Out[12]= True
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LinkRead can thus be called without fear of blocking. 

In[13]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[13]= x + y

LinkReadyQ can take a list of link objects, evaluating each link in parallel to determine if there is data to read. As in the case of a single

link, a second argument specifies a time out period, causing LinkReadyQ to wait until one of the links is ready to use. 

LinkCreate@LinkProtocol->"TCPIP"D pick any unused port on your computer

LinkCreate@"number",LinkProtocol->"TCPIP"D

use a specific port

LinkConnect@"number",LinkProtocol->"TCPIP"D

connect to a port on the same computer

LinkConnect@"number�host",LinkProtocol->"TCPIP"D

connect a port on another computer

Ways to set up MathLink links over TCP/IP. 

MathLink  can  use  whatever  mechanism  for  interprogram  communication  your  computer  system  supports.  In  setting  up  connections

between concurrent Mathematica sessions, a common mechanism is internet TCP ports.

Most  computer  systems  have  a  few  thousand  possible  numbered  ports,  some  of  which  are  typically  allocated  to  standard  system

services. 

You can use any of the unallocated ports for MathLink connections. 

Session on frog.wolfram.com

This finds an unallocated port on frog.wolfram.com. 

In[14]:= link = LinkCreate@LinkProtocol ® "TCPIP"D

Out[14]= LinkObject["2981@frog.wolfram.com,2982@frog.wolfram.com", 5, 5]

Session on toad.wolfram.com

This connects to the port on frog.wolfram.com. 

In[15]:= link = LinkConnect@"2981�frog.wolfram.com,2982�frog.wolfram.com", LinkProtocol ® "TCPIP"D

Out[15]= LinkObject["2981@frog.wolfram.com,2982@frog.wolfram.com", 5, 5]

This sends the current machine name over the link. 

In[16]:= LinkWrite@link, $MachineNameD

Session on frog.wolfram.com

This reads the expression written on toad. 

In[17]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[17]= toad

By using internet ports for MathLink connections, you can easily transfer data between Mathematica sessions on different machines. All

that is needed is that an internet connection exists between the machines. 

Note that because MathLink is completely system independent, the computers at each end of a MathLink connection do not have to be

of the same type. MathLink nevertheless notices when they are, and optimizes data transmission in this case. 
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Calling Subsidiary Mathematica Processes

LinkLaunch@"prog"D start an external program and open a connection to it

Connecting to a subsidiary program via MathLink. 

This starts a subsidiary Mathematica process on the computer system used here. 

In[1]:= link = LinkLaunch@"math -mathlink"D

Out[1]= LinkObject[math −mathlink, 4, 4]

Here is a packet representing the first input prompt from the subsidiary Mathematica process. 

In[2]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[2]= InputNamePacket[In[1]:= ]

This writes a packet representing text to enter in the subsidiary Mathematica process. 

In[3]:= LinkWrite@link, EnterTextPacket@"10!"DD

Here is a packet representing the output prompt from the subsidiary Mathematica process. 

In[4]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[4]= OutputNamePacket[Out[1]= ]

And here is the actual result from the computation. 

In[5]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[5]= ReturnTextPacket[3628800]

The basic way that the various different objects involved in a Mathematica session are kept organized is by using MathLink packets. A

MathLink packet is simply an expression with a definite head that indicates its role or meaning.

EnterTextPacket@"input"D text to enter corresponding to an input line

ReturnTextPacket@"output"D text returned corresponding to an output line

InputNamePacket@"name"D text returned for the name of an input line

OutputNamePacket@"name"D text returned for the name of an output line

Basic packets used in Mathematica sessions. 

The fact that LinkRead returns an InputNamePacket indicates that the subsidiary Mathematica is now ready for new input. 

In[6]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[6]= InputNamePacket[In[2]:= ]

This enters two Print commands as input. 

In[7]:= LinkWrite@link, EnterTextPacket@"Print@aD; Print@bD;"DD

Here is the text from the first Print. 

In[8]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[8]= TextPacket[a
]
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And here is the text from the second Print. 

In[9]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[9]= TextPacket[b
]

No output line is generated, so the new packet is an InputNamePacket. 

In[10]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[10]= InputNamePacket[In[3]:= ]

TextPacket@"string"D text from Print etc.

MessagePacket@symb,"tag"D a message name

DisplayPacket@"string"D parts of PostScript graphics

DisplayEndPacket@"string"D the end of PostScript graphics

Some additional packets generated in Mathematica sessions. 

If you enter input to Mathematica using EnterTextPacket@"input"D, then Mathematica will automatically generate a string version of

your  output,  and  will  respond  with  ReturnTextPacket@"output"D.  But  if  you  instead  enter  input  using

EnterExpressionPacket@exprD  then  Mathematica  will  respond  with  ReturnExpressionPacket@exprD  and  will  not  turn  your

output into a string. 

EnterExpressionPacket@exprD an expression to enter corresponding to an input line

ReturnExpressionPacket@exprD an expression returned corresponding to an output line

Packets for representing input and output lines using expressions. 

This enters an expression into the subsidiary Mathematica session without evaluating it. 

In[11]:= LinkWrite@link, Unevaluated@EnterExpressionPacket@Factor@x^6 - 1DDDD

Here are the next 3 packets that come back from the subsidiary Mathematica session. 

In[12]:= Table@LinkRead@linkD, 83<D

Out[12]= 9OutputNamePacket@Out@3D=D, ReturnExpressionPacketAH-1 + xL H1 + xL I1 - x - x2M I1 + x + x2ME, InputNamePacket@In

InputNamePacket  and  OutputNamePacket  packets  are  often  convenient  for  making  it  possible  to  tell  the  current  state  of  a  sub−

sidiary Mathematica session. But you can suppress the generation of these packets by calling the subsidiary Mathematica session with

a string such as "math -mathlink -batchoutput". 

Even if  you suppress the explicit  generation of  InputNamePacket  and OutputNamePacket  packets,  Mathematica  will  still  process

any input that you give with EnterTextPacket  or EnterExpressionPacket  as if  you were entering an input line. This means for

example that Mathematica will call $Pre  and $Post, and will assign values to In@$LineD and Out@$LineD.

EvaluatePacket@exprD an expression to be sent purely for evaluation

ReturnPacket@exprD an expression returned from an evaluation

Evaluating expressions without explicit input and output lines. 

This sends an EvaluatePacket . The Unevaluated prevents evaluation before the packet is sent. 

In[13]:= LinkWrite@link, Unevaluated@EvaluatePacket@10!DDD
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The result is a pure ReturnPacket. 

In[14]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[14]= ReturnPacket@3628 800D

This sends an EvaluatePacket  requesting evaluation of Print@xD. 

In[15]:= LinkWrite@link, Unevaluated@EvaluatePacket@Print@xDDDD

The first packet to come back is a TextPacket representing text generated by the Print. 

In[16]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[16]= TextPacket[x
]

After that, the actual result of the Print is returned. 

In[17]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[17]= ReturnPacket[Null]

In most cases, it  is  reasonable to assume that sending an EvaluatePacket  to Mathematica  will  simply cause Mathematica  to do a

computation and to  return various other  packets,  ending with  a  ReturnPacket.  However,  if  the computation involves a function like

Input, then Mathematica will have to request additional input before it can proceed with the computation. 

This sends a packet whose evaluation involves an Input function. 

In[18]:= LinkWrite@link, Unevaluated@EvaluatePacket@2 + Input@"data ="DDDD

What comes back is an InputPacket which indicates that further input is required. 

In[19]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[19]= InputPacket[data =]

There is nothing more to be read on the link at this point. 

In[20]:= LinkReadyQ@linkD

Out[20]= False

This enters more input. 

In[21]:= LinkWrite@link, EnterTextPacket@"x + y"DD

Now the Input function can be evaluated, and a ReturnPacket is generated. 

In[22]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[22]= ReturnPacket[2 + x + y]

LinkInterrupt@linkD send an interrupt to a MathLink−compatible program

Interrupting a MathLink−compatible program. 

This sends a very time−consuming calculation to the subsidiary process. 

In[23]:= LinkWrite@link, EnterTextPacket@"FactorInteger@2^777-1D"DD
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The calculation is still going on. 

In[24]:= LinkReadyQ@linkD

Out[24]= False

This sends an interrupt. 

In[25]:= LinkInterrupt@linkD

Now the subsidiary process has stopped, and is sending back an interrupt menu. 

In[26]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[26]= MenuPacket[1, Interrupt> ]

This closes the link

In[27]:= LinkClose@linkD

MORE ABOUT

� MathLink Mathematica Functions
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Two−Way Communication with External Programs
When you install a MathLink−compatible external program using Install, the program is set up to behave somewhat like a simplified

Mathematica  kernel.  Every time you call  a  function in  the external  program, a CallPacket  is  sent  to  the program, and the program

responds by sending back a result wrapped in a ReturnPacket. 

This installs an external program, returning the LinkObject used for the connection to that program. 

In[1]:= link = Install@"bitsprog"D

Out[1]= LinkObject@bitsprog, 4, 4D

The function ExternalCall sends a CallPacket to the external program. 

In[2]:= ?bits

Global‘bits

bits@i_IntegerD := ExternalCall@LinkObject@bitsprog, 4, 4D, CallPacket@0, 8i<DD

You can send the CallPacket explicitly using LinkWrite . The first argument of the CallPacket specifies which function in the 

external program to call. 

In[3]:= LinkWrite@link, CallPacket@0, 867<DD

Here is the response to the CallPacket from the external program. 

In[4]:= LinkRead@linkD

Out[4]= 81, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1<

If you use Install  several times on a single external program, Mathematica will open several MathLink connections to the program.

Each connection will however always correspond to a unique LinkObject. 

$CurrentLink the MathLink connection to the external program currently being run

Identifying different instances of a single external program. 

:Begin:
:Function:      addto

This gives $CurrentLink as an argument to addto.

:Pattern:       addto[$CurrentLink, n_Integer]

:Arguments:     8n<
:ArgumentTypes: 8Integer<
:ReturnType:    Integer
:End:

This zeros the global variable counter every time the program is started.

int counter = 0;

int addto(int n) 8
    counter += n;
    return counter;
<
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This installs one instance of the external program containing addto. 

In[5]:= ct1 = Install@"addtoprog"D

Out[5]= LinkObject@addtoprog, 5, 5D

This installs another instance. 

In[6]:= ct2 = Install@"addtoprog"D

Out[6]= LinkObject@addtoprog, 6, 6D

This adds 10 to the counter in the first instance of the external program. 

In[7]:= addto@ct1, 10D

Out[7]= 10

This adds 15 to the counter in the second instance of the external program. 

In[8]:= addto@ct2, 15D

Out[8]= 15

This operates on the first instance of the program again. 

In[9]:= addto@ct1, 20D

Out[9]= 30

If  an external program maintains information about its state then you can use different instances of the program to represent different

states. $CurrentLink then provides a way to refer to each instance of the program. 

The value of $CurrentLink is temporarily set every time a particular instance of the program is called, as well as when each instance

of the program is first installed. 

MLEvaluateString Hstdlink,"string"L

send input to Mathematica but return no results

Sending a string for evaluation by Mathematica. 

The two−way nature of MathLink connections allows you not only to have Mathematica call an external program, but also to have that

external program call back to Mathematica. 

In  the  simplest  case,  you  can  use  the  MathLink  function  MLEvaluateString HL  to  send  a  string  to  Mathematica.  Mathematica  will

evaluate  this  string,  producing  whatever  effects  the  string  specifies,  but  it  will  not  return  any  results  from  the  evaluation  back  to  the

external program. 

To  get  results  back  you  need  explicitly  to  send  an  EvaluatePacket  to  Mathematica,  and  then  read  the  contents  of  the

ReturnPacket that comes back. 

This starts an EvaluatePacket . 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "EvaluatePacket", 1);

This constructs the expression Factorial@7D or 7!.

  MLPutFunction(stdlink, "Factorial", 1);
    MLPutInteger32(stdlink, 7);

This specifies that the packet you are constructing is finished. 

MLEndPacket(stdlink);
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This checks the ReturnPacket that comes back. 

MLCheckFunction(stdlink, "ReturnPacket", &n);

This extracts the integer result for 7! from the packet. 

MLGetInteger32(stdlink, &ans);

MLEndPacket HstdlinkL specify that a packet is finished and ready to be sent to Mathematica

Sending a packet to Mathematica. 

When  you  can  send  Mathematica  an  EvaluatePacket@inputD,  it  may  in  general  produce  many  packets  in  response,  but  the  final

packet should be ReturnPacket@outputD. "Manipulating Expressions in External Programs" will  discuss how to handle sequences of

packets and expressions whose structure you do not know in advance. 
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Running Programs on Remote Computers
MathLink  allows you to call  an external  program from within Mathematica  even when that  program is  running on a remote computer.

Typically,  you  need  to  start  the  program directly  from the  operating  system on  the  remote  computer.  But  then  you  can  connect  to  it

using commands within your Mathematica session. 

Operating system on toad.wolfram.com

This starts the program fprog and tells it to create a new link.

fprog −linkcreate −linkprotocol TCPIP

The program responds with the specification of the link it has created. 

Link created on: 2976@toad.wolfram.com,2977@toad.wolfram.com 

Mathematica session on frog.wolfram.com

This connects to the link that has been created. 

In[1]:= Install@LinkConnect@"2976�toad.wolfram.com,2977�toad.wolfram.com", LinkProtocol ® "TCPIP"DD

Out[1]= LinkObject[2976@toad.wolfram.com,2977@toad.wolfram.com, 1, 1]

This now executes code in the external program on toad.wolfram.com. 

In[2]:= f@16D

Out[2]= 561243

External programs that are created using mcc or mprep always contain the code that is needed to set up MathLink connections. If you

start such programs directly from your operating system, they will prompt you to specify what kind of connection you want. Alternatively,

if your operating system supports it, you can also give this information as a command−line argument to the external program. 

prog-linkcreate -linkprotocol TCPIP operating system command to run a program and have it create a link

Install@

LinkConnect@"port1�host,port2�host",
LinkProtocol->"TCPIP"DD

Mathematica command to connect to the external program

Running an external program on a remote computer. 

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Running External Programs under a Debugger
MathLink allows you to run external programs under whatever debugger is provided in your software environment. 

MathLink−compatible  programs  are  typically  set  up  to  take  arguments,  usually  on  the  command  line,  which  specify  what  MathLink

connections they should use. 

In debugger: run −linkcreate −linkprotocol TCPIP

In Mathematica: Install@LinkConnect@"port",LinkProtocol->"TCPIP"DD

Running an external program under a debugger. 

Note that in order to get a version of an external program that can be run under a debugger, you need to compile the program so that

the  output  is  suitable  for  use  with  your  debugger.  Unix  compilers  commonly  use  -g  as  a  command−line  argument  for  producing  a

debuggable program. See your compiler documentation for specific information on the steps you should take.

Unix debugger

Set a breakpoint in the C function f. 

break f

Breakpoint set: f: line 1 

Start the external program.

run −linkcreate −linkprotocol TCPIP 

The program responds with what port it is listening on.

Link created on: 2981@frog.wolfram.com,2982@frog.wolfram.com 

Mathematica session

This connects to the program running under the debugger. 

In[1]:= Install@LinkConnect@"2981�frog.wolfram.com,2982�frog.wolfram.com", LinkProtocol ® "TCPIP"DD

Out[1]= LinkObject[2981@frog.wolfram.com,2982@frog.wolfram.com, 1, 1]

This calls a function which executes code in the external program. 

In[2]:= f@16D

Unix debugger

The external program stops at the breakpoint. 

Breakpoint: f(16) 

This tells the debugger to continue.

continue 

Mathematica session
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Now f returns. 

Out[3]= 561243
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Manipulating Expressions in External Programs
Mathematica expressions provide a very general way to handle all kinds of data, and you may sometimes want to use such expressions

inside  your  external  programs.  A  language  like  C,  however,  offers  no  direct  way  to  store  general  Mathematica  expressions.  But  it  is

nevertheless  possible  to  do  this  by  using  the  loopback  links  provided  by  the  MathLink  library.  A  loopback  link  is  a  local  MathLink

connection inside your external program, to which you can write expressions that can later be read back. 

MLINK MLLoopbackOpen Hstdenv,int*errnoL

open a loopback link

void MLClose HMLINK linkL close a link

int MLTransferExpression HMLINK dest,MLINK srcL

get an expression from src and put it onto dest

Functions for manipulating loopback links. 

This opens a loopback link. 

...
ml = MLLoopbackOpen(stdenv, &errno);

This puts the expression Power@x, 3D onto the loopback link. 

MLPutFunction(ml, "Power", 2);
  MLPutSymbol(ml, "x");
  MLPutInteger32(ml, 3);
...

This gets the expression back from the loopback link. 

MLGetFunction(ml, &head, &n);
  MLGetSymbol(ml, &sname);
  MLGetInteger32(ml, &k);
...

This closes the loopback link again. 

MLClose(ml);

You can use MLTransferExpression() to take an expression that you get via stdlink  from Mathematica, and save it in a local

loopback link for later processing. 

You can also use MLTransferExpression() to take an expression that you have built up on a local loopback link, and transfer it

back to Mathematica via stdlink. 

This puts 21! onto a local loopback link. 

...
MLPutFunction(ml, "Factorial", 1);
  MLPutInteger32(ml, 21);

This sends the head FactorInteger to Mathematica. 

MLPutFunction(stdlink, "FactorInteger", 1);

This transfers the 21! from the loopback link to stdlink.

MLTransferExpression(stdlink, ml);

You can put any sequence of expressions onto a loopback link. Usually you get the expressions off the link in the same order as you

put them on. 
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And  once  you  have  got  an  expression  off  the  link  it  is  usually  no  longer  saved.  But  by  using  MLCreateMark()  you  can  mark  a

particular position in a sequence of expressions on a link, forcing MathLink to save every expression after the mark so that you can go

back to it later. 

MLMARK MLCreateMark HMLINK linkL

create a mark at the current position in a sequence of expressions on a link

MLSeekMark HMLINK link,MLMARK mark,int nL

go back to a position n expressions after the specified mark on a link

MLDestroyMark HMLINK link,MLMARK markL

destroy a mark in a link

Setting up marks in MathLink links. 

This puts the integer 45 onto a loopback link. 

...
MLPutInteger32(ml, 45);

This puts 33 onto the link. 

MLPutInteger32(ml, 33);

And this puts 76. 

MLPutInteger32(ml, 76);

This will read 45 from the link. The 45 will no longer be saved. 

MLGetInteger32(ml, &i);

This creates a mark at the current position on the link. 

mark = MLCreateMark(ml);

This will now read 33. 

MLGetInteger32(ml, &i);

And this will read 76. 

MLGetInteger32(ml, &i);

This goes back to the position of the mark. 

MLSeekMark(ml, mark, 0);

Now this will read 33 again. 

MLGetInteger32(ml, &i);

It is important to destroy marks when you have finished with them, so no unnecessary expressions will be saved.

MLDestroyMark(ml, mark);

The way the MathLink  library is implemented, it  is very efficient to open and close loopback links, and to create and destroy marks in

them. The only point to remember is that as soon as you create a mark on a particular link, MathLink will save subsequent expressions

that are put on that link, and will go on doing this until the mark is destroyed. 
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int MLGetNext HMLINK linkL find the type of the next object on a link

int MLGetArgCount HMLINK link,int*nL

store in n the number of arguments for a function on a link

int MLGetSymbol HMLINK link,char**nameL

get the name of a symbol

int MLGetInteger32 HMLINK link,int*iL

get a machine integer

int MLGetReal64 HMLINK link,double*xL

get a machine floating−point number

int MLGetString HMLINK link,char**stringL

get a character string

Functions for getting pieces of expressions from a link. 

MLTKFUNC composite function~head and arguments

MLTKSYM Mathematica symbol

MLTKINT integer

MLTKREAL floating−point number

MLTKSTR character string

Constants returned by MLGetNext(). 

switch(MLGetNext(ml)) {

This reads a composite function. 

    case MLTKFUNC:
    MLGetArgCount(ml, &n);
     recurse for head
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 8
         recurse for each argument
    <
    ¼ 

This reads a single symbol. 

    case MLTKSYM:
    MLGetSymbol(ml, &name);
    ¼ 

This reads a machine integer. 

    case MLTKINT:
    MLGetInteger32(ml, &i);
    ¼ 
}

By using MLGetNext HL it  is straightforward to write programs that can read any expression. The way MathLink works, the head and

arguments of a function appear as successive expressions on the link, which you read one after another. 

Note that if you know that the head of a function will be a symbol, then you can use MLGetFunction HL instead of MLGetNext HL. In

this case, however, you still need to call MLReleaseSymbol HL to disown the memory used to store the symbol name. 
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int MLPutNext HMLINK link,int typeL

prepare to put an object of the specified type on a link

int MLPutArgCount HMLINK link,int nL

give the number of arguments for a composite function

int MLPutSymbol HMLINK link,char*nameL

put a symbol on the link

int MLPutInteger32 HMLINK link,int iL

put a machine integer

int MLPutReal64 HMLINK link,double xL

put a machine floating−point number

int MLPutString HMLINK link,char*stringL

put a character string

Functions for putting pieces of expressions onto a link. 

MLPutNext()  specifies  types  of  expressions  using  constants  such  as  MLTKFUNC  from  the  mathlink.h  header  file~just  like

MLGetNext(). 
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Error and Interrupt Handling
When you are putting and getting data via MathLink various kinds of errors can occur. Whenever any error occurs, MathLink goes into a

completely inactive state, and all MathLink functions you call will return 0 immediately.

int MLError HMLINK linkL return a number identifying the current error, or 0 if none has occurred

char*MLErrorMessage HMLINK linkL

return a character string describing the current error

int MLClearError HMLINK linkL clear the current error, returning MathLink if possible to an active state

Handling errors in MathLink programs. 

When you do complicated operations, it  is often convenient to check for errors only at the end. If  you find that an error occurred, you

must then call MLClearError() to activate MathLink again. 

int MLNewPacket HMLINK linkL skip to the end of the current packet

Clearing out the remains of a packet. 

After an error, it is common to want to discard the remainder of the packet or expression that you are currently processing. You can do

this using MLNewPacket(). 

In some cases, you may want to set it up so that if an error occurs while you are processing particular data, you can then later go back

and reprocess the data in a different way. You can do this by calling MLCreateMark() to create a mark before you first process the

data,  and  then  calling  MLSeekMark()  to  seek  back  to  the  mark  if  you  need  to  reprocess  the  data.  You  should  not  forgot  to  call

MLDestroyMark() when you have finally finished with the data~otherwise MathLink will continue to store it. 

int MLAbort a global variable set when a program set up by Install is sent an abort interrupt

Aborting an external program. 

If you interrupt Mathematica while it is in the middle of executing an external function, it will  typically give you the opportunity to try to

abort  the external function. If  you choose to do this,  what will  happen is that the global variable MLAbort  will  be set to 1  inside your

external program. 

MathLink cannot automatically back out of an external function call that has been made. So if you have a function that can take a long

time, you should explicitly check MLAbort every so often, returning from the function if you find that the variable has been set. 

RELATED TUTORIALS
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Running Mathematica from Within an External 
Program
To run Mathematica from within an external program requires making use of many general features of MathLink. The first issue is how

to establish a MathLink connection to Mathematica. 

When  you  use  MathLink  templates  to  create  external  programs  that  can  be  called  from  Mathematica,  source  code  to  establish  a

MathLink connection is automatically generated, and all you have to do in your external program is to call MLMain Hargc, argvL. But in

general you need to call several functions to establish a MathLink connection. 

MLENV MLInitialize H0L initialize MathLink library functions

MLINK MLOpenArgcArgv HMLENV env,int argc,char**argv,int*errnoL

open a MathLink connection taking parameters from an argv array

MLINK MLOpenString HMLENV env,char*string,int*errnoL

open a MathLink connection taking parameters from a single character string

int MLActivate HMLINK linkL activate a MathLink connection, waiting for the program at the other end to respond

void MLClose HMLINK linkL close a MathLink connection

void MLDeinitialize HMLENV envL deinitialize MathLink library functions

Opening and closing MathLink connections. 

Include the standard MathLink header file. 

#include "mathlink.h"

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

   MLENV env;
   MLINK link;
   int errno;

This initializes MathLink library functions. 

   env = MLInitialize(0);

This opens a MathLink connection, using the same arguments as were passed to the main program. 

   link = MLOpenArgcArgv(env, argc, argv, &errno);

This activates the connection, waiting for the other program to respond.

   MLActivate(link);

   ...
}

Often the argv  that you pass to MLOpenArgcArgv()  will  come directly from the argv  that is passed to main HL  when your whole

program is started. 

The  elements  in  the  argv  array  are  character  strings  which  mirror  the  arguments  and  options  used  in  the  Mathematica  functions

LinkLaunch, LinkCreate and LinkConnect. 
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"-linklaunch" operate like LinkLaunch@"name"D

"-linkcreate" operate like LinkCreate@"name"D

"-linkconnect" operate like LinkConnect@"name"D

"-linkname","name" give the name to use

"-linkprotocol","protocol" give the link protocol to use (TCPIP, Pipes, etc.)

Possible elements of the argv array passed to MLOpenArgcArgv().

As  an  alternative  to  MLOpenArgcArgv()  you  can  use  MLOpenString(),  which  takes  parameters  concatenated  into  a  single

character string with spaces in between. 

Once you have successfully opened a MathLink connection to the Mathematica kernel, you can then use standard MathLink functions

to exchange data with it. 

int MLEndPacket HMLINK linkL indicate the end of a packet

int MLNextPacket HMLINK linkL find the head of the next packet

int MLNewPacket HMLINK linkL skip to the end of the current packet

Functions often used in communicating with the Mathematica kernel. 

Once  you  have  sent  all  the  pieces  of  a  packet  using  MLPutFunction()  etc.,  MathLink  requires  you  to  call  MLEndPacket()  to

ensure synchronization and consistency. 

One  of  the  main  issues  in  writing  an  external  program  which  communicates  directly  with  the  Mathematica  kernel  is  handling  all  the

various kinds of packets that the kernel can generate. 

The function MLNextPacket() finds the head of the next packet that comes from the kernel, and returns a constant that indicates the

type of the packet. 

Mathematica packet constant

ReturnPacket@exprD RETURNPKT result from a computation

ReturnTextPacket@"string"D RETURNTEXTPKT textual form of a result

InputNamePacket@"name"D INPUTNAMEPKT name of an input line

OutputNamePacket@"name"D OUTPUTNAMEPKT name of an output line

TextPacket@"string"D TEXTPKT textual output from functions like Print

MessagePacket@symb,"tag"D MESSAGEPKT name of a message generated by Mathematica

InputPacket@"prompt"D INPUTPKT request for a response to an Input function

CallPacket@i,listD CALLPKT request for a call to an external function

Some packets recognized by MLNextPacket(). 

This keeps on reading data from a link, discarding it until an error or a ReturnPacket is found. 

while ((p = MLNextPacket(link)) && p != RETURNPKT)
    MLNewPacket(link);

If you want to write a complete front end to Mathematica, you will need to handle all of the possible types of packets that the kernel can

generate. Typically you can do this by setting up an appropriate switch on the value returned by MLNextPacket(). 

The MathLink Developer Kit contains sample source code for several simple but complete front ends. 

int MLReady HMLINK linkL test whether there is data waiting to be read on a link

int MLReadyParallel HMLENV e, MLINK *links, int n, mltimeval tL

test in parallel whether there is data to be read from a list of links

int MLFlush HMLINK linkL flush out buffers containing data waiting to be sent on a link

Flow of data on links. 
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One feature  of  more  sophisticated  external  programs such as  front  ends  is  that  they  may need to  perform operations  while  they  are

waiting for  data to  be sent  to  them by Mathematica.  When you call  a  standard MathLink  library  function such as MLNextPacket()

your program will normally block until all the data needed by this function is available.

You  can  avoid  blocking  by  repeatedly  calling  MLReady(),  and  only  calling  functions  like  MLNextPacket()  when  MLReady()  no

longer returns 0. MLReady() is the analog of the Mathematica function LinkReadyQ. 

Note that MathLink sometimes buffers the data that you tell it to send. To make sure that all necessary data has been sent you should

call MLFlush(). Only after doing this does it make sense to call MLReady() and wait for data to be sent back. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� MathLink and External Program Communication
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MathLink Development in C (Windows)
This  document  describes  how  to  compile  and  run  MathLink  programs  written  in  the  C  language  on  computers  running  a  Microsoft

Windows operating system. ("MathLink  and External  Program Communication" describes how to write MathLink  programs in both the

Mathematica language and the C language.) This document also describes how MathLink is implemented for Windows.

This  document  does not  teach you,  in  general,  how to use your  compiler  and other  development  tools,  nor  does it  teach you how to

program in  C  or  generally  how to  use  a  Windows−based computer.  It  is  assumed that  you  have  at  least  worked  through  the  tutorial

introduction  that  came  with  your  set  of  tools.  If  you  have  any  trouble  building  or  running  your  MathLink  programs,  see  the

"Troubleshooting" section at the end of this document.

Most  of  what  is  described  in  this  document  is  Windows  specific.  To  learn  how  to  compile  and  run  MathLink  programs  for  another

platform, see the Developer Guide for that platform.

Overview
MathLink is implemented as a collection of dynamically linked, shared libraries. When a MathLink program is launched, the main shared

library is found in a standard place on disk, loaded by the operating system, and bound to the client MathLink program so that calls to

MathLink  functions are directed to  code within  the shared library.  On a computer  running a 32−bit  Windows operating system (2000,

XP, Vista),  the main shared library is  called ml32i3.dll  and is typically  placed in the Windows system directory.  Any additional  shared

libraries (such as mlshm32.mlp, mltcpip32.mlp, mltcp32.mlp and mlmap32.mlp) are found by ml32i3.dll  by reading their locations from

the  configuration  file  mathlink.ini.  If  mathlink.ini  is  not  present,  the  additional  shared  libraries  are  found  by  an  algorithm  internal  to

ml32i3.dll. This configuration file is typically located in the Windows directory.

On Windows 64 platforms (XP 64, Server 2003, Vista 64), the main shared library for 64−bit MathLink programs is ml64i3.dll, and the

additional shared libraries are mlshm64.mlp, mltcpip64.mlp, and mltcp64.mlp.

An import library (a .lib file) is used when a MathLink program is built. This import library is added to a project file or included in the link

command in a makefile. (This import library contains no code; it simply exports the same function names as the shared library in order

to satisfy the linker.) 

The C interface to MathLink is specified in the header file mathlink.h. This file is included in any C or C++ source files that call functions

in the MathLink shared library.

The MathLink shared library ml32i3.dll or ml64i3.dll is needed at the time a MathLink program is run and needs to be placed where the

Windows operating system can find it. The import library and header file are needed at the time a MathLink program is built and need to

be  placed  where  your  compiler  and  linker  can  find  them.  The  installation  and  use  of  these  components  and  others  are  described  in

more detail below.

Supported Development Platforms
As  a  shared  library,  MathLink  can  be  used  with  any  development  environment  that  adheres  to  the  standard  calling  conventions  and

binary  interface  for  DLLs  specified  by  Microsoft.  However,  this  document  only  describes  how to  build  C  programs that  use  MathLink

using Microsoft C++ development environment.

Each development environment supports the notion of a ú project documentø  whereby source files and options for the compiler, linker,

and debugger are managed using a project window, a collection of dialog boxes, and other interactive interface elements. In addition to

this integrated development environment (IDE), all the vendors supply tools that can be run from the command prompt or invoked by a

make utility.

Installing the MathLink Components
This  section  describes  how to  install  the  components  from the  MathLink  Developer  Kit  so  that  you  can  build  and  run  MathLink  pro−

grams. The MathLink Developer Kit is copied to your hard disk when you install Mathematica. 
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The  following  instructions  assume  that  the  MathLink  Developer  Kits  for  Windows  have  been  installed  in  the  location  C:\Program

Files\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\  by  the  Mathematica  installer.  For  Windows  there

are  normally  two  Developer  Kits  installed,  one  for  32−bit  Windows  platforms,  in  a  folder  named  Windows,  and  one  for  Windows  64

platforms, in a folder named Windows−x86−64. If you have received a Developer Kit as a component separate from Mathematica, copy

the  folder  Windows  or  Windows−x86−64  to  your  hard  drive,  for  example  to  C:\MathLink.  In  this  case,  you  will  need  to  modify  the

following installation instructions to reflect the location of your Developer Kit.

Recommended Installation

SystemAdditions Installation for All Compilers

If your Developer Kit was installed as part of Mathematica, then the runtime MathLink components have already been installed into your

Windows system directory  by the Mathematica  installer.  However,  as a MathLink  developer,  you should be aware of  how to properly

install these components. 

CompilerAdditions Installation for Microsoft Compilers

Note that the following instructions assume that you have installed Microsoft’s Visual Studio 2005 in the directory C:\Program Files\Mi−

crosoft Visual Studio 8\VC. This is the default directory for V8.0 of the Developer Studio. For V7.0, the default directory is C:\Program

Files\Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003\Vc7. For Windows 64 systems you will find the default Visual Studio installation in the C:\Pro−

gram Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC.

1. Select the ú Libø , ú Includeø , and ú Bin ø  directories within the ú MLDev32ø  (on Windows 64 systems you will use the "Windows−
x86−64\CompilerAdditions\MLDev64" folder) folder within the CompilerAdditions folder. You can open a window containing these
folders by running the following command:

explorer "C:\Program Files\Wolfram 
Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\Compil
erAdditions\MLDev32"

The word explorer is optional but the quotation marks are not.

2. While holding down the Ctrl key, drag and drop these three folders into your C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\Plat−
formSDK folder (C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK on Windows 64 systems).

3. Click Yes or Yes to All in any confirmation boxes that appear.

This  will  copy  the  files  from  these  subdirectories  of  the  ú MLDev32ø  directory  into  the  appropriate  subdirectories  of  your
ú PlatformSDKø  directory.

On  Windows  64  systems  the  contents  of  the  ú C:\Program Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\−
MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\CompilerAdditions\MLDev64\lib ø  directory  will  need  to  go  into  the  C:\Program  Files
(x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\Lib\AMD64 folder.

Elements of the MathLink Developer Kit

MathLink  is  a  layered software  system consisting  of  components  that  are  independent  of  the  operating  system and components  that

make direct use of the communication mechanisms provided by the operating system.

The primary role of the system−independent component is to encode expressions as a string of bytes. This software is implemented in

the shared library called ml32i3.dll (for 32−bit programs) and in ml64i3.dll (for 64−bit programs). The role of the OS−specific component

is  to  transfer  the  bytes  from one  program to  another.  There  may  be  several  implementations  of  this  service.  Each  implementation  is

called a MathLink device and is implemented in a shared library with the .mlp extension.

MathLink Shared Libraries and Header Files

The  following  is  a  description  of  each  file  or  directory  in  the  MathLink  Developer  Kit  (MLDK)  for  Windows.  See  the  section

"Recommended Installation" to install these components. 

The MathLink Developer Kit for Windows 64 platform has a similar set of files, with the main difference appearing in the file names of

the  components.  Where  32−bit  Windows  components  contain  a  32  in  the  component  file  name,  64  bit  versions  contain  a  64  in  the

component file name.
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SystemAdditions Directory

The files in the SystemAdditions directory are shared libraries which implement MathLink, and are usually installed into a place where

the  system  can  find  them  whenever  MathLink  programs  are  executed.  (See  the  section  "Recommended  Installation"  to  install  these

components.) The six shared libraries needed by most MathLink programs are at the top level of this directory. These seven files for 32−

bit  Windows  are  ml32i3.dll,  ml32i2.dll,  ml32i1.dll,  mlshm32.mlp,  mltcpip32.mlp,  mlmap32.mlp,  and  mltcp32.mlp.  The  five  files  for

Windows 64 are ml64i3.dll, ml64i2.dll, mlshm64.mlp, mltcpip64, and mltcp64.mlp.

ml32i3.dll/ml64i3.dll

This  is  the  shared  library  used  by  32−bit  MathLink  Windows  (64−bit  MathLink  Windows  programs  use  ml64i3.dll)  programs  that

implements  Interface  3  of  the  MathLink  application  programming  interface  (API).  It  should  be  placed  where  the  operating  system’s

loader will find it when your 32−bit MathLink program is run. (It is not needed to build 32−bit MathLink programs~only to run them.) You

could  place  this  file  next  to  your  built  MathLink  program,  or  in  the  Windows  system directory,  or  someplace  on  your  PATH.  See  the

following discussion for more information and alternative installation options. The Mathematica installer places this file in your Windows

system  directory  and  (for  the  convenience  of  installers  and  uninstallers)  adds  a  reference  to  it  in  the  system  registry  under

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\SharedDLLs].

ml32i2.dll/ml64i2.dll
ml32i1.dll

These shared libraries are similar to ú ML32I3.DLLø  but implements interface 1 and interface 2 of the MathLink API instead of interface

3.  Like  ú ML32I3.DLLø , it  is  used  by  32−bit  V3  MathLink  programs.  There  is  no  shared  library  for  the  interface  1  implementation  for

Windows 64.

The MathLink Devices

The  following  shared  libraries  appropriate  for  your  operating  system  should  be  placed  where  the  operating  system’s  loader  will  find

them  when  your  MathLink  program  is  run.  (They  are  not  needed  to  build  MathLink  programs~only  to  run  them.)  Typically  they  are

placed next to the MathLink libraries (any of the above .DLL files) in the Windows system directory. 

All  the  MathLink  devices  follow  a  naming  scheme that  describes  what  protocol  they  implement  and  what  type  of  programs  may  use

them. 

All devices and libraries in the SystemAdditions folder should be copied to the Windows system directory. On some 32−bit versions of

Microsoft Windows, the Windows system directory is C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM, whereas on others versions it  is C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32

or C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32.

On  64−bit  systems  the  device  files  will  need  to  be  copied  to  the  correct  Windows  system  folder  depending  on  whether  the  device

libraries  are  32−bit  or  64−bit  libraries.  The  32−bit  libraries  are  located  in  the  Mathematica  layout  at  C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram

Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\SystemAdditions. The 64 bit device libraries are located

in C:\Program Files (x86)\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\SystemAddi−

tions. The 32−bit device libraries must go in C:\Windows\SysWOW64 and the 64−bit libraries must go C:\Windows\system32.

Ü Some MathLink  devices,  when loaded,  in  turn  load  other  MathLink  devices~they will  not  work  on  their  own.  Therefore  it  is  not

recommended  to  install  only  some  of  the  appropriate  components~you  should  make  all  the  appropriate  devices  available  to  your

operating system.

SharedMemory Device

"MLSHM32.MLP"/"MLSHM64.MLP"

This  is  a  MathLink  device  that  uses  the  Win32  memory−mapped  file  mechanism to  transfer  data  between  processes.  These  shared

libraries are used when the "SharedMemory" protocol is specified when opening a link. In Mathematica 6.0, it is the default device for

local connections.

For example, a C program that executes:

char* argv[] = {"−linkname", "foo", "−linkprotocol", "SharedMemory", "−
linkmode", "connect"};
link = MLOpenArgv( stdenv, argv, argv + 6, 0);

will connect to a Mathematica program that evaluates:
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LinkOpen@"foo", LinkProtocol -> "SharedMemory", LinkMode -> ListenD

TCPIP Device

"MLTCPIP32.MLP"/"MLTCPIP64.MLP"

This is a MathLink device that uses the services of the TCP internet protocol to transfer data between processes. These shared libraries

are  used  when  the  "TCPIP"  protocol  is  specified  when  opening  a  link.  In  Mathematica  6.0,  it  is  the  preferred  device  for  remote

connections.

For example, a C program that executes:

char* argv[] = {"−linkname", "6000", "−linkprotocol", "TCPIP", "−linkmode", 
"connect"};
link = MLOpenArgv( stdenv, argv, argv + 6, 0);

will connect to a Mathematica program that evaluates:

LinkOpen@"6000", LinkProtocol -> "TCPIP", LinkMode -> ListenD

LinkProtocol -> "TCPIP" can be used to connect MathLink programs running on different computers on a network.

FileMap Device

"MLMAP32.MLP"

This  is  a  MathLink  device  that  uses  the  Win32  memory−mapped  file  mechanism to  transfer  data  between  processes.  These  shared

libraries are used when the "FileMap" protocol is specified when opening a link.

For example, a C program that executes:

char* argv[] = {"−linkname", "foo", "−linkprotocol", "FileMap", "−linkmode", 
"connect"};
link = MLOpenArgv( stdenv, argv, argv + 6, 0);

will connect to a Mathematica program that evaluates:

LinkOpen@"foo", LinkProtocol -> "FileMap", LinkMode -> ListenD

These devices are used by default by MathLink programs when no LinkProtocol is specified.

Windows 64 does not support the "FileMap" protocol.

TCP Device

"MLTCP32.MLP"/"MLTCP64.MLP"

This is a MathLink device that uses the services of the TCP internet protocol to transfer data between processes. These shared libraries

are used when the "TCP" protocol is specified when opening a link.

For example, a C program that executes:

char* argv[] = {"−linkname", "6000", "−linkprotocol", "TCP", "−linkmode", 
"connect"};
link = MLOpenArgv( stdenv, argv, argv + 6, 0);

will connect to a Mathematica program that evaluates:

LinkOpen@"6000", LinkProtocol -> "TCP", LinkMode -> ListenD

The "TCP" LinkProtocol can be used to connect MathLink programs running on different computers on a network.

The  "TCP"  LinkProtocol  was  deprecated  in  Mathematica  5.1  and  only  continues  to  exist  for  backwards  compatibility.  Users  of

"TCP" should convert their code to use "TCPIP".
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CompilerAdditions Directory

"MLDev32\INCLUDE\", "MLDev64\INCLUDE"

mathlink.h

mathlink.h is the header file that must be included in your C and C++ source files. It should be placed where your compiler can find it.

You could place this header file in the same directory as your source files that include it, or in the same location as the standard header

files  provided with  your  development  tools.  Alternatively,  you could  add the location of  mathlink.h  to  the search path for  header  files.

(This is typically done using command−line switches, an environment variable, or a setting in a dialog box.)

"MLDev32\LIB\", "MLDev64\LIB"

This folder contains import  libraries that  your linker would use to resolve references in your code to functions in the MathLink  shared

library. One of these .LIB files would be referenced in your project file, makefile, or link command line. Because the format of an import

library is not standardized, one import library is supplied for each of the most popular development environments.

"ML32I3M.LIB"/"ML64I3M.LIB"

This  is  the  import  library  for  use  with  the  Microsoft  C/C++  development  tools  including  Microsoft  Visual  Studio.  (It  is  a  COFF import

library  created  by  the  Microsoft  linker.)  This  file  should  be  placed  where  it  will  be  found  by  the  Microsoft  linker.  To  avoid  having  to

specify a path, place this file in your C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\LIB directory. Place the 64−bit .LIB file

in C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\Lib\AMD64 directory.

"MLDev32\BIN\", "MLDev64\BIN"

"MPREP.EXE"

"MPREP" is a 32−bit  console program that writes MathLink  programs automatically by processing ú template ø  files.  It  may be conve−

nient to place this file in the "Bin" directory of your development tools. On Windows 64, "MPREP" is a 64−bit console program.

PrebuiltExamples Directory

This  folder  contains  prebuilt  versions  of  the  example  programs.  "Building  MathLink  Programs"  describes  how  to  build  them  yourself

using the source code in the "MathLinkExamples" folder. "Running MathLink Programs" describes how to run these programs. 

MathLinkExamples Directory

This folder contains the source code for some very simple MathLink  programs. By using this source code, you can learn how to build

and run MathLink programs without having to write any code yourself.

Extras Directory

This folder contains sample programs and utilities that you may find useful.

Alternative Components Directory

"DebugLibraries"

This  is  a  copy  of  "MathLinkLibraries"  that  does  extensive  error  checking  and  logs  information  that  may  be  useful.  See  the

"Troubleshooting" section for a description of how to use this library.

Building MathLink Programs
The general procedure for building MathLink programs is to include mathlink.h in any C or C++ source files that make MathLink function

calls,  to  compile  your  source files,  and then to  link  the  resulting  object  code with  the  MathLink  import  library  and any other  standard

libraries required by your application. If your application uses the MathLink template mechanism, then your template files must first be

processed into a C source file using mprep. The details for several popular development environments are provided here.

The build instructions below assume you have followed the recommended installation instructions for the MathLink compiler additions. If

you have placed the compiler additions elsewhere on your hard disk, you may need to modify the instructions by setting environment

variables,  specifying  additional  command−line  arguments,  or  specifying  full  pathnames  when  referring  to  the  MathLink  compiler

additions.
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MathLink Versioning

As a shared library, each revision of MathLink must maintain compatibility with previous revisions. Yet, at times, new functionality needs

to be added. MathLink adopts a simple versioning strategy that can be adapted to many compile−time and run−time environments.

Strategy

MathLink  evolves  by  improving  its  implementation  and  by  improving  its  interface.  The  values  of  MLREVISION  or  MLINTERFACE

defined in mathlink.h are incremented whenever an improvement is made and released.

MLREVISION is the current revision number. It is incremented every time a change is made to the source and MathLink is rebuilt and

distributed on any platform. (Bug fixes, optimizations, or other improvements transparent to the interface increment only this number.)

MLINTERFACE is a name for a documented interface to MathLink. This number is incremented whenever a named constant or function

is added, removed, or its behavior is changed in a way that could break existing correct client programs. It is expected that the interface

to MathLink will be improved over time so that implementations of higher numbered interfaces are more complete or more convenient to

use for writing effective client programs. In particular, a specific interface provides all the useful functionality of an earlier interface.

For  Windows,  the  different  interfaces  of  the  MathLink  libraries  are  implemented  in  different  shared  libraries.  The  file  ú ml32i1.dll ø
contains the implementation of interface 1 of the latest MathLink revision, the file ú ml32i2.dll ø  contains the implementation of interface

2, and the file ú ml32i3.dllø  contains the implementation of interface 3. You need only keep the latest revision (as shown in the Proper−

ties box for the shared library) of these files in your Windows system folder to run any MathLink program.

In addition,  each MathLink  interface has a separate import  library to link against  so that  developers make a conscious decision as to

which interface they require at compile time. So, for example, a developer using Microsoft’s Visual Studio who needs functionality that

was added for interface 3 must link with ú ml32i3m.lib ø  rather than ú ml32i2m.libø  or ú ml32i1m.libø . 

Using MathLink Template Files

If  your  program uses the MathLink  template mechanism as described in  "MathLink  and External  Program Communication",  you must

preprocess your  source files that  contain template entries using the mprep console program. A template entry  is  a sequence of  lines

that contain template keywords. (Each entry defines a Mathematica function that when evaluated calls an associated C function.) When

mprep processes such source files, it converts template entries into C functions, passes other text through unmodified, and writes out

additional C functions that implement a remote procedure call mechanism using MathLink. The result is a C source file that is ready for

compilation.

For example, the command:

mprep addtwo.tm −o addtwotm.c

will produce a C source file ú addtwotm.c ø  from the template entries and other text in ú addtwo.tmø . You would then compile the output

file using the C compiler. If you use the ú Makeø  utility to build your program, you could add a rule similar to the following one to your

makefile.

addtwotm.c : addtwo.tm
  mprep addtwo.tm −o addtwotm.c

Building MathLink Programs with Microsoft Visual Studio

Using the command−line tools

In  order  to  use  the  command−line  tools  from  a  command  window,  you  must  run  the  batch  file  VCVARSALL.BAT  to  configure  the

environment.  You can find the file  in  C:\Program Files\Microsoft  Visual  Studio 8\VC\VCVARSALL.BAT.  Alternatively,  you can use the

shortcut provided in Start £  All Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual Studio Tools £  Visual Studio 2005 Command

Prompt. VCVARSALL.BAT takes an argument to indicate which set of compiler tools the environment should use. For 32−bit Windows

development use: VCVARSALL.BAT x86. For Windows 64 development use:  VCVARSALL.BAT amd64. Alternatively on Windows 64

machines you can use the shortcut provided in Start £  All Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual Studio Tools £  Visual

Studio  2005  x64  Win64  Command  Prompt.  VCVARSALL.BAT  will  correctly  configure  the  PATH,  INCLUDE,  and  LIB  environment

variables so that you can use the Microsoft Compiler tools from your command−line environment.
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Building a MathLink program to be called by the Mathematica kernel

To build the ADDTWO.EXE example program

1. Start  a command prompt window by running Start £  All  Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual Studio Tools £
Visual Studio 2005 Command Prompt (On Windows 64 use Start £  All Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual
Studio Tools £  Visual Studio 2005 x64 Win64 Command Prompt).

2. Change to the ú addtwoø  directory within the ú MathLinkExamplesø  directory.

C:
cd "C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\"
cd SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\addtwo\

On Windows 64 use the following commands:

C:
cd "C:\Program Files (x86)\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\"
cd SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−
x86−64\MathLinkExamples\addtwo\

3. Type the following five commands.

SET CL=/nologo /c /DWIN32 /D_WINDOWS /W3 /O2 /DNDEBUG
SET LINK=/NOLOGO /SUBSYSTEM:windows /INCREMENTAL:no /PDB:NONE kernel32.lib 
user32.lib gdi32.lib
MPREP addtwo.tm −o addtwotm.c
CL addtwo.c addtwotm.c
LINK addtwo.obj addtwotm.obj ml32i3m.lib /OUT:addtwo.exe

On Windows 64 use the following command in place of the last command.

LINK addtwo.obj addtwotm.obj ml64i3m.lib /OUT:addtwo.exe

Building a MathLink program that calls the Mathematica kernel

To build the FACTOR.EXE example program

1. Start  a command prompt window by running Start £  All  Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual Studio Tools £
Visual Studio 2005 Command Prompt (On Windows 64 use Start £  All Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual
Studio Tools £  Visual Studio 2005 x64 Win64 Command Prompt).

2. Change to the ú factor ø  directory within the ú MathLinkExamplesø  directory.

C:
cd "C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\5.1\"
cd AddOns\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\factor\

On Windows 64 use the following commands:

C:
cd "C:\Program Files (x86)\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\"
cd SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−
x86−64\MathLinkExamples\factor\

3. Type the following four commands.

SET CL=/nologo /c /DWIN32 /D_CONSOLE /W3 /O2 /DNDEBUG
SET LINK=/NOLOGO /SUBSYSTEM:console /INCREMENTAL:no /PDB:NONE kernel32.lib 
user32.lib
CL factor.c
LINK factor.obj ml32i2m.lib /OUT:factor.exe

On Windows 64 use the following command in place of the last command.

LINK factor.obj ml64i3m.lib /OUT:factor.exe
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Debugging a MathLink program called from the Mathematica kernel

To build a debug version of ADDTWO.EXE

1. Follow steps 1−3 in  "Building a  MathLink  program to  be called by the Mathematica  kernel",  replacing the commands in  step 3
with the following.

SET CL=/nologo /c /DWIN32 /D_WINDOWS /W3 /Z7 /Od /D_DEBUG
SET LINK=/NOLOGO /SUBSYSTEM:windows /DEBUG /PDB:NONE /INCREMENTAL:no 
kernel32.lib user32.lib gdi32.lib
MPREP addtwo.tm −o addtwotm.c
CL addtwo.c addtwotm.c
LINK addtwo.obj addtwotm.obj ml32i3m.lib /OUT:addtwo.exe

On Windows 64 use the following command in place of the last command.

LINK addtwo.obj addtwotm.obj ml64i3m.lib /OUT:addtwo.exe

To debug ADDTWO.EXE 

2. Start Microsoft Visual Studio.

3. From the File menu, choose Open £  Project/Solution.

The Open Solution dialog box appears.

4. Select Executable Files from the Files of type drop−down list to display .EXE files in the File Name list.

5. Select the drive and directory containing ADDTWO.EXE.

6. Select ADDTWO.EXE and click the Open button.

7. To start debugging, press F5 or choose the Start Debugging command under the Debug menu.

When you are done debugging and close the project solution, you will be asked if you want to save the new solution associated
with ADDTWO.EXE. Choose OK if you want to retain your breakpoints and other debugger settings.

Debugging a MathLink program that calls the Mathematica Kernel

To build a debug version of FACTOR.EXE

1. Follow steps 1| 3 in "Building a MathLink program that calls the Mathematica Kernel", replacing the commands in step 3 with the
following.

SET CL=/nologo /c /DWIN32 /D_CONSOLE /W3 /Z7 /Od /D_DEBUG
SET LINK=/NOLOGO /SUBSYSTEM:console /INCREMENTAL:no /PDB:NONE /DEBUG 
kernel32.lib user32.lib
CL factor.c
LINK factor.obj ml32i3m.lib /OUT:factor.exe

On Windows 64 use the following command in place of the last command.

LINK factor.obj ml64i3m.lib /OUT:factor.exe

To debug FACTOR.EXE 

2. Start Microsoft Visual Studio.

3. From the File menu, choose Open £  Project/Solution.

The Open Solution dialog box appears.

4. Select Executable Files from the Files of type drop−down list to display .EXE files in the File Name list.

5. Select the drive and directory containing FACTOR.EXE.

6. Select FACTOR.EXE and click the Open button.

7.
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7.

From the Project menu, choose Properties.

The Project Settings dialog box appears.

8. Click the Debugging item under Configuration Properties.

The Debug Settings page appears.

9. In the Command Arguments textbox, type: −linklaunch.

10. Click the OK button.

11. To start debugging, press F5 or choose the Start Debugging command under the Debug menu.

12. When  MLOpenArgcArgv()  is  executed,  the  Choose  a  MathLink  Program  to  Launch  dialog  box  appears.  Open
ú MathKernel.exe ø .

When you are done debugging and close the project solution, you will be asked if you want to save the new solution associated
with FACTOR.EXE. Choose OK if you want to retain your breakpoints and other debugger settings.

Short summary of compiler switches

Switch Action

�nologo do not display the copyright notice

�W3 display extended warnings

�Z7 store debugging information in the object files

�Zi store debugging information in a separate project database file

�Fdaddtwo.pdb specify name of the project database file~used with /Zi

�Od turn off optimization (default)

�O2 optimizer prefers faster code over smaller code

�D defines used by some standard header files and mathlink.h

�c compile only without linking

�filename read more command−line arguments from the file

CFLAGS environment variable containing more command−line arguments

Short summary of linker switches

Switch Action

�NOLOGO do not display the copyright notice

�DEBUG store debugging information into the executable or project database

�PDB:NONE store debugging information in the executable~used with /DEBUG

�PDB:addtwo.pdb override the default name for the project database

�OUT:addtwo.exe name the output file

�INCREMENTAL:no links more slowly but keeps things smaller and neater

�SUBSYSTEM:windows the application does not need a console because it creates its own windows 
(default when WinMain() is defined)

�SUBSYSTEM:console a console is provided (default when main() is defined)

Standard system libraries

Import library Base system services

kernel32.lib base OS support such as the file system, interprocess communication, process 
control, memory, and the console

advapi32.lib support for security and Registry calls
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Import library GUI system services

user32.lib support for user interface elements such as windows, messages, menus, controls, 
and dialog boxes 

gdi32.lib support for drawing text and graphics

winspool.lib support for printing and print jobs

comdlg32.lib support for the common dialogs such as those for opening and saving files and 
printing

Import library Shell system services

shell32.lib support for drag and drop, associations between executables and filename 
extensions, and icon extraction from executables

Import library OLE system services

ole32.lib support OLE v2 .1

oleaut32.lib support for OLE automation

uuid.lib support for universally unique identifiers used in OLE and RPC (static library)

Import library Database system services

odbc32.lib access to database management systems through ODBC

odbccp32.lib ODBC setup and administration

Using the program build utility NMAKE

NMAKE is a utility provided with Microsoft’s development tools that manages the process of building programs. NMAKE reads a makefile

which describes the dependencies and commands required to build  and rebuild  one or  more programs. NMAKE  rebuilds any compo−

nents that have become out of date when one or more prerequisite files have been updated. This document does not describe NMAKE

or  makefiles  in  detail.  A  simple  makefile  is  provided  here  that  illustrates  how  the  build  commands  listed  above  can  be  automatically

executed by simply typing NMAKE at a command prompt. To learn more about NMAKE, its general and powerful mechanisms and how to

use macros or special forms, see the NMAKE Reference in your ú Microsoft Visual Studio Guideø .

Using a makefile to build a template program that uses the WIN32 API

To build ADDTWO.EXE using the NMAKE utility.

1. Using a text editor, create a file containing the following text.
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# addtwo.mak a makefile for building the addtwo.exe example program

CFLAGS = /nologo /c /W3 /Z7 /Od /DWIN32 /D_DEBUG /D_WINDOWS

# Linking against gdi32.lib for access to windowing mechanisms
LFLAGS = /DEBUG /PDB:NONE /NOLOGO /SUBSYSTEM:windows /INCREMENTAL:no 
kernel32.lib user32.lib gdi32.lib

# Uncomment the value below for working on a Windows 64 system
# PLATFORM = WIN64
PLATFORM = WIN32

!if "$(PLATFORM)" == "WIN32"
LIBFILE = ml32i3m.lib
!else
LIBFILE = ml64i3m.lib
!endif

addtwo.exe : addtwo.obj addtwotm.obj
  LINK addtwo.obj addtwotm.obj $(LIBFILE) /OUT:addtwo.exe @<<
$(LFLAGS)
<<

addtwo.obj : addtwo.c
  CL @<< addtwo.c
$(CFLAGS)
<<

addtwotm.obj : addtwotm.c
  CL @<< addtwotm.c
$(CFLAGS)
<<

# Need to call mprep to preprocess MathLink template
addtwotm.c : addtwo.tm
  mprep addtwo.tm −o addtwotm.c

2. Save the file as ú addtwo.makø  in the ú addtwo ø  directory within the ú MathLinkExamplesø  directory.

3. Start  a command prompt window by running Start £  All  Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual Studio Tools £
Visual Studio 2005 Command Prompt (On Windows 64 use Start £  All Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual
Studio Tools £  Visual Studio 2005 x64 Win64 Command Prompt).

4. Change to the ú addtwoø  directory.

5. Type the following command.

NMAKE /f addtwo.mak

Makefiles consist of a collection of build rules, macros and other special forms.

A build rule consists of a target file, followed by a colon, followed by a list of the target’s prerequisite files (which must either exist or can

be  built  by  other  build  rules  in  the  makefile),  followed  by  one  or  more  indented  lines  containing  the  commands  required  to  build  the

target from its prerequisites. For example, the makefile above states that the file ú addtwotm.c ø  depends on ú addtwo.tm ø  and should be

rebuilt  any  time ú addtwo.tmø  is  modified.  The  build  command mprep addtwo.tm −o addtwotm.c  is  used  to  rebuild  the  target

ú addtwotm.cø .

Macros  are  named  strings  of  text  that  can  be  inserted  into  the  makefile  using  the  notation $ HnameL.  For  example,  in  this  makefile,

$(CFLAGS)  is  expanded  by  NMAKE  wherever  it  appears  into  the  string  /nologo  /c  /W3  /Z7  /Od  /DWIN32  /D_DEBUG

/D_WINDOWS.

You  might  expect  that  the  command  to  compile  ú addtwo.cø  would  appear  in  the  makefile  simply  as  CL $(CFLAGS) addtwo.c.

However  it  would  then  be  possible  for  you  to  edit  the  definition  of  CFLAGS  so  that  the  resulting  compiler  command  exceeds  the

maximum allowable  length  of  a  command line.  Because command lines  are  restricted  in  length,  command−line  tools  often  provide  a

mechanism to read command−line arguments from so−called response files. The syntax is generally � responsefile. This mechanism is

used above along with NMAKE’s ability to produce temporary files using the following special form.
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<<

text to put in temporary file

<<

Using a makefile to build a console program

To build FACTOR.EXE using the NMAKE utility.

1. Using a text editor, create a file containing the following text.

# factor.mak a makefile for building the factor.exe example program
# This makefile builds a console program

CFLAGS = /nologo /c /MLd /W3 /Z7 /Od /DWIN32 /D_DEBUG /D_CONSOLE
LFLAGS = /DEBUG /PDB:NONE /NOLOGO /SUBSYSTEM:console /INCREMENTAL:no 
kernel32.lib user32.lib

# Uncomment the value below for working on a Windows 64 system
# PLATFORM = WIN64
PLATFORM = WIN32

!if "$(PLATFORM)" == "WIN32"
LIBFILE = ml32i3m.lib
!else
LIBFILE = ml64i3m.lib
!endif

factor.exe : factor.obj
  LINK factor.obj $(LIBFILE) /OUT:factor.exe @<<
$(LFLAGS)
<<

factor.obj : factor.c
  CL @<< factor.c
$(CFLAGS)
<<

2. Save the file as ú factor.mak ø  in the ú factor ø  directory within the ú MathLinkExamplesø  directory.

3. Start  a command prompt window by running Start £  All  Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual Studio Tools £
Visual Studio 2005 Command Prompt (On Windows 64 use Start £  All Programs £  Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 £  Visual
Studio Tools £  Visual Studio 2005 x64 Win64 Command Prompt).

4. Change to the ú factor ø  directory.

5. Type the following two commands.

NMAKE /f factor.mak

Using the integrated development environment, Visual Studio 2005

Steps common to all projects

Steps required to use MathLink with Microsoft Visual Studio 2005

1. Copy mathlink.h from the MathLink Developer Kit to the Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Include directory.

32−bit Windows

Developer Kit path 32−bit Windows: C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\Develop−
erKit\Windows\CompilerAdditions\mldev32\include

Visual Studio 2005 Include directory 32−bit Windows: C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\Include

Windows 64
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Developer Kit path Windows 64: C:\Program Files (x86)\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\Develop−
erKit\Windows−x86−64\CompilerAdditions\mldev64\include

Visual Studio 2005 Include directory Windows 64: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\Include

2. Copy the .lib files to the Microsoft Visual Studio Lib directory

32−bit Windows

Copy ml32i1m.lib, ml32i2m.lib, and ml32i3m.lib from:
C:\Program  Files\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\CompilerAddition−
s\mldev32\lib
to:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\Lib

Windows 64

Copy ml64i2m.lib, and ml64i3m.lib from:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\AddOns\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\CompilerAddition−
s\mldev64\lib
to:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\Lib\AMD64

3. Copy mprep.exe:

32−bit Windows

from:
C:\Program  Files\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\CompilerAddition−
s\mldev32\bin
to:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\bin

Windows 64

from:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Compiler−
Additions\mldev64\bin
to:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC\PlatformSDK\bin

Creating a project for "addtwo.exe"

To create a project solution that can be used to edit, build, and debug, "addtwo.exe"

1. Start Microsoft Visual Studio 2005.

2. Click File £  New £  Project.

The New Project dialog box appears.

3. In the Project Types  pane click the tree expand icon next  to the Visual C++ Projects.  Select  Win32.  In the Templates  pane
click the Win32 Project icon.

4. In the Location text field type:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples

In the Name text field type addtwo.

Click OK.

The Win32 Application Wizard dialog box appears.

5.
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5.

Click Application Settings. Under the Additional options set, click the Empty Project text box. Click Finish.

6. Select the addtwo project in the Solution Explorer by clicking once. From the Project menu select Project £  Add Existing Item.

The Add Existing Item dialog box appears.

7. From the Look in pull−down menu select the following directory:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\ad−
dtwo

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples\addtwo

8. In the File name: text box enter: "addtwo.c" "addtwo.tm" separated by spaces. Click Add.

9. A prompt box might appear asking if you want to create a ù New Rule ÷  for building .tm files. Click No.

10. In the Solution Explorer drag the addtwo.tm file into the Source Files folder. 

11. Select the addtwo project in the Solution Explorer by clicking once. From the Project menu select Project £  Add New Item.

The Add New Item dialog box appears.

In the Location text field add:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\ad−
dtwo

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples\addtwo

In the Name: text field type addtwotm.c.

Click Add.

12. Right−click the addtwo project in the Solution Explorer and select Properties.

13. Click the expand tree button next to Configuration Properties.

14. Click the expand tree button next to Linker.

15. Click the Input entry.

16. In the Additional Dependencies text field enter ml32i3m.lib.

Click OK.

17. Click addtwo.tm in the Solution Explorer. From the Project menu select Project £  Properties.

The addtwo.tm Property Pages dialog box appears.

18. Click the expand tree button next to Configuration Properties.

19. Click the expand tree button next to Custom Build Step.

20. Click the General entry.

21. In  the  rightmost  pane  click  the  empty  box  across  from  the  Command  Line.  In  this  text  box  type  (include  the  quotes):
"$(VCInstallDir)PlatformSDK\bin\mprep.exe" "$(InputPath)" −o "$(ProjectDir)..\addtwotm.c"

22.
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22.

In the text field across from the Outputs text type: ..\addtwotm.c.

Click OK.  After the build the file addtwotm.c will be created in the following location:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\ad−
dtwo

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples\addtwo

23. Right−click the addtwo project in the SolutionExplorer and select Properties.

24. Click the expand tree button next to Configuration Properties.

25. Click the General entry.

26. Click the Project Defaults expand tree button.

27. Set the pull−down menu opposite Character Set to Not Set.

Click OK.

28. From the Build menu, select Build £  Build Solution.

29. After the project builds, Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 will display a dialog box informing you that the file addtwotm.c has changed
and asking you if you would like to reload the file. Click Yes.

30. The addtwo.exe binary is now in:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\ad−
dtwo\Debug

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples\addtwo\Debug

Creating a project for ú factor.exe ø

To create a project solution that can be used to edit, build, and debug ú factor.exeø

1. Start Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.

2. Click File £  New £  Project.

The New Project dialog box appears.

3. In the Project Types  pane click the tree expand icon next  to the Visual C++ Projects.  Select  Win32.  In the Templates  pane
click the Win32 Console Application icon.

4. In the Location text field type:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples

In the Name text field type factor.
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Click OK.

The Win32 Application Wizard dialog box appears.

5. Click Application Settings. Under the Additional options set, click the Empty Project text box. Click Finish.

6. Select the factor project in the Solution Explorer by clicking once. From the Project menu select Project £  Add Existing Item.

The Add Existing Item dialog box appears.

7. From the Look in pull−down menu select the following directory:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\fac−
tor

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples\factor

8. In the File name: text box enter: factor.c.

Click Add.

9. Right−click the factor project in the Solution Explorer and select Properties.

10. Click the expand tree button next to Configuration Properties.

11. Click the expand tree button next to Linker.

12. Click the Input entry.

13. In the Additional Dependencies text field enter ml32i3m.lib.

Click OK.

14. From the Build menu, select Build £  Build Solution.

15. The factor.exe binary is now in:

32−bit Windows

C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\MathLinkExamples\fac−
tor\Debug

Windows 64

C:\Program  Files  (x86)\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\6.0\SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\Math−
LinkExamples\factor\Debug

Running MathLink Programs
The  instructions  in  "Building  MathLink  Programs"  describe  how  to  build  two  MathLink  programs  using  source  code  in  the

"MathLinkExamples" directory. These two programs, "addtwo.exe" and "factor.exe", are already built for you in the "PrebuiltExamples"

folder. Before building them on your own, you should try to run the prebuilt examples to verify that the MathLink  system additions are

installed and working and to learn what to expect from these examples when they are properly built. 

After  trying  out  the  two  examples,  you  should  read  the  following  subsections  to  learn  about  other  issues  you  will  confront  running

MathLink programs on a Windows computer.
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There  are  two  basic  types  of  MathLink  program,  epitomized  by  the  "addtwo"  and  "factor"  programs.  The  first  is  an  installable

program. An installable program provides new functionality to the kernel by linking a C program to the kernel through a calling mecha−

nism. In order to get this new functionality, the user of Mathematica must run the Install[] function. With the addtwo example you

will  be  adding a  new function  called  AddTwo[]  that  adds two numbers  (provided as  arguments)  together.  The kernel  and installable

programs  have  a  special  relationship  that  allows  them only  to  communicate  with  one  another.  When  an  installable  program is  run  it

requires that you provide some information in order for it to connect. The other type of program is a front end. Front ends do all the work

of creating and managing their own links. In addition to the "factor" example, the Mathematica front end and the Mathematica kernel

are  also  example  of  the  front  end  type.  A  front  end  does  not  require  any  extra  information  in  order  to  run,  but  it  will  usually  make a

connection at some point during its execution.

Running a Prebuilt Example from the Mathematica Kernel

The first example program, ú addtwoø , is a MathLink template program that is installed into Mathematica. That is, this program runs in

the  background,  providing,  as  a  service  to  Mathematica,  one  or  more  externally  compiled  functions.  To  the  Mathematica  user,  these

functions appear to be built−in. The ú addtwo ø  program uses a template file that defines the Mathematica function AddTwo[] as a call

to the C function addtwo().  (The template mechanism is described in "Setting Up External Functions to Be Called from Mathemat−

ica".) The source code for this program looks likes this:

:Begin:
:Function:       addtwo
:Pattern:        AddTwo[i_Integer, j_Integer]
:Arguments:      { i, j }
:ArgumentTypes:  { Integer, Integer }
:ReturnType:     Integer
:End:

:Evaluate: AddTwo::usage = "AddTwo[x, y] gives the sum of two machine integers 
x and y."

int addtwo( int i, int j)
{
    return i+j;
}

int __stdcall WinMain( HINSTANCE hinstCurrent, HINSTANCE hinstPrevious, LPSTR 
lpszCmdLine, int nCmdShow)
{

char  buff[512];
char FAR * buff_start = buff;
char FAR * argv[32];
char FAR * FAR * argv_end = argv + 32;

if( !MLInitializeIcon( hinstCurrent, nCmdShow)) return 1;
MLScanString( argv, &argv_end, &lpszCmdLine, &buff_start);
return MLMain( argv_end − argv, argv);

}

Evaluate the following two cells.

SetDirectory@$InstallationDirectory <>
"�SystemFiles�Links�MathLink�DeveloperKit�" <> $SystemID <> "�PrebuiltExamples"D

link = Install@".�addtwo"D

To see a list of the newly available functions, evaluate the following cell.

LinkPatterns@linkD

This displays the usage message for the AddTwo@D function as defined in the file "addtwo.tm".

?AddTwo

Now try it.

AddTwo@2, 3D
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See what happens if the sum of the two machine integers will not fit in a machine integer or if either argument is not a machine integer. 
(2^31 - 1 is the largest machine integer. If your compiler uses 2−byte integers, then 2^15 - 1 is the largest C int.)

AddTwo@2^31 - 1, 1D

The AddTwo program is not prepared for big integers.

AddTwo@2^31, 1D

This does not match AddTwo[_Integer, _Integer].

AddTwo@x, 1D

Install@D called LinkOpen@D and then exchanged information with the external program to set up the definition for AddTwo[]. You 

really don’t have to worry about these details, but if you are curious, evaluate the following.

?? AddTwo

When you are finished using the external program evaluate the following.

Uninstall@linkD

Invoking the Mathematica Kernel from Within a Prebuilt Example

The second example program, ú factorø , is a Mathematica front end in the sense that the Mathematica kernel runs in the background

providing, as a service to ú factorø , the computational services of the kernel~in this case the ability to factor an integer typed by the

user.

This  example  program,  like  several  of  the  others,  is  a  console  program.  That  is,  rather  than  presenting  a  graphical  user  interface,  it

interacts with the user in a console window using the standard error, input and output streams defined by ANSI C. (As you experiment

with MathLink, you may find it convenient, initially, to use a console window. This is discussed in detail in the section "Building MathLink

Programs".)

To run the example program FACTOR.EXE

1. Start a command prompt.

2. Change to the ú PrebuiltExamplesø  directory.

3. Type the following commands.

factor −linklaunch

The Choose a MathLink Program To Launch dialog box appears.

4. Open MathKernel.exe.

After a moment, a prompt will appear requesting that you type an integer.

5. Type an integer with fewer than 10 digits and press Enter. (The other factor examples relax the restriction on the size of integer
you may type in.)

Integer to factor: 123456789

The prime factors returned by Mathematica are printed and ú factor ø  closes its link with Mathematica.

Integer to factor: 123456789
3 ^ 2
3607 ^ 1
3803 ^ 1
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Supported Link Protocols

MathLink  links  are  opened by  the  C function  MLOpenArgcArgv HL  and  the  Mathematica  functions  LinkCreate,  LinkLaunch,  and

LinkConnect,  each of  which accepts an option for  specifying a link protocol.  On 32−bit  Windows platforms,  the legal  values for  the

LinkProtocol  option are "SharedMemory", "TCPIP", "FileMap", and "TCP". On Windows 64 platforms the legal values for the

LinkProtocol option are "SharedMemory", "TCPIP", and "TCP". A link protocol is the mechanism used to transport data from one

end of a connection to the other. The default is "SharedMemory" for all link modes except LoopBack.

Note that  the "FileMap"  and "SharedMemory"  protocols allow link names to be arbitrary words with 31 or fewer characters,  while

link names are often unsigned 16−bit integers for the "TCPIP" and "TCP" protocols. Even though "TCPIP" and "TCP" link names are

integers, they are still given as strings (of digits) to MLOpenArgcArgv HL and LinkOpen@D.

Note that for LinkMode -> Launch, the link name is not just a pathname to a file to launch, but a command line with space−separated

arguments. Hence, spaces in filenames need to be properly quoted. For example

LinkOpen@ "My Prog.exe"D H*wrong!*L

would try to launch the program ú My ø  with command−line argument of ú Prog.exeø . Whereas, 

LinkOpen@ "\"My Prog.exe\""D

 would launch ú My Prog.exeø .

Troubleshooting
� Check that the MathLink system additions are placed in the Windows system directory or are placed next to your executable. For

Windows  9x  and  ME use  C:\Windows\system.  For  Windows  2000,  32−bit  Windows  XP,  and  32−bit  Windows  Vista  use  C:\Win−
dows\system32.  For  Windows  64  XP,  Windows  Server  2003,  and  Windows  64  Vista,  use  C:\Windows\system32  for  the  64−bit
system additions and C:\Windows\SysWOW64 for the 32−bit system additions.

� Make  sure  that  the  MathLink  system  additions  you  are  using  are  from  the  latest  Developer  Kit.  Two  programs  that  are  using
runtime  components  from  different  revisions  of  MathLink  may  not  work,  or  if  they  do  work  may  be  slower  than  using  the  latest
components.

� Turn  off  compiler  optimization  until  your  program  is  working.  This  makes  compiling  faster,  debugging  easier,  and,  besides,  the
optimizer may be broken and the cause of some problems. (Optimized code uses the stack and registers differently than unopti−
mized code in such a way that may expose or mask a bug in your code. For example, the common mistake of returning a pointer to
a local variable may or may not cause a problem depending on stack and register use.)

� Check the return values from the MathLink library functions or call MLError HL  at key points in your program. MathLink will often
be able to tell you what has gone wrong. (If you do not assign the return value to a variable, you can still check the return value of
MathLink functions using your debugger’s register window. The 32−bit library returns its results in register EAX.)

� While  developing  your  program,  place  the  debug  version  ú ML32I3.DLLø  in  the  same  folder.  This  library  will  do  more  extensive
error checking and log information that may be useful.

� The files mathlink.h, mprep, ú ML32I3.DLLø , and the .LIB import libraries are a matched set. If you have used an earlier release of
MathLink, or a different interface of MathLink, you should take care that you don’t mix components when building your application.

� The  network  control  panel  must  show  that  TCP/IP  is  installed  before  you  can  use  LinkProtocol -> "TCPIP"  or

LinkProtocol -> "TCP". Try typing ú telnet ø  at a command prompt. Telnet will not function without TCP/IP installed.

MORE ABOUT

� MathLink C Language Functions

� MathLink Connection Management

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Data

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Expressions

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Integers

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Multidimensional Arrays

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Reals

�
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MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Strings

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Symbols

� MathLink Expression Packet Handling

� MathLink Packets

� Alphabetical Listing of MathLink C Functions

RELATED TUTORIALS

� MathLink C API Developer Guide (Mac OS X)

� MathLink C API Developer Guide (Unix and Linux)
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MathLink Development in C (Unix and Linux)
This document describes how to compile and run MathLink programs written in the C language on Linux/Unix systems. ("MathLink and

External Program Communication" describes how to write MathLink programs in both the Mathematica language and the C language.)

This  document  does not  teach you,  in  general,  how to use your  compiler  and other  development  tools,  nor  does it  teach you how to

program in C. If you have any trouble building or running your MathLink programs, see the "Troubleshooting" section at the end of this

document.

Most of what is described in this document is Linux/Unix specific, and is applicable to all supported Linux/Unix platforms. To learn how

to compile and run MathLink programs for another platform, see the Developer Guide for that platform.

Supported Development Platforms
As  a  shared  library,  MathLink  can  be  used  with  any  development  environment  that  adheres  to  the  standard  calling  conventions  and

binary interfaces as specified by the following compilers listed.

While  some  of  the  following  compilers  listed  integrate  with  integrated  development  environments  produced  by  the  compiler  creators,

they also function equally well with a make utility.

      $SystemID C compiler C++ compiler

      AIX−Power64 IBM XL C Enterprise Edition V8 .0 for 
AIX

IBM XL C++ Enterprise Edition V8.0 for AIX

      HPUX−PA64 HP92453−01 B.11.11.14 HP C Compiler HP ANSI C++ B3910B A.03.67

      Linux gcc − 3.2.3 20030502 (Red Hat Linux 
3.2.3−52)

g++ − 3.2.3 20030502 (Red Hat Linux 3.2.3−52)

      Linux−IA64 Intel C 9.0 Intel C++ 9.0

      Linux−x86−64 gcc − 3.2.3 20030502 (Red Hat Linux 
3.2.3−34)

g++ − 3.2.3 20030502 (Red Hat Linux 3.2.3−34)

      Solaris−SPARC Sun C 5.8 2005/10/13 Sun C++ 5.8 2005/10/13

      Solaris−x86−64 Sun C 5.8 Patch 121016−03 2006/06/07 Sun C++ 5.8 Patch 121018−04 2006/08/02

Installing the MathLink Components
The MathLink Developer Kit (MLDK) is located in the directory $InstallationDirectory/SystemFiles/Links/MathLink/DeveloperKi−

t/$SystemID  within your Mathematica directory.

Recommended Installation

CompilerAdditions Installation

The MathLink components that you will need to build MathLink programs have already been installed by the Mathematica installer. One

way  to  use  these  components  is  to  leave  them  in  the  Mathematica  directory  and  specify  their  full  path  name  when  you  call  your

compiler. This approach is taken in the example "makefiles" in the section ú Building MathLink Programs ø .

An alternative is to copy these components ( ú mathlink.h,ø  ú libML32i3.a,ø  and ú libML32i3.so ø ) into directories in which your compiler

will  automatically search for such files. These directories are commonly /usr/include and /usr/lib, but may be different on your system.

On many systems not all users have write access to these directories.

MathLinkExamples Installation

Copy the MathLinkExamples directory to your home directory.

MathLink Framework Components

The following is a description of each file or directory in the MLDK.
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CompilerAdditions Directory

mathlink.h

mathlink.h is the header file that must be included in your C and C++ source files. It should be placed where your compiler can find it.

You  could  copy  this  header  file  into  the  same  directory  as  your  source  files  that  include  it,  or  in  the  same  location  as  the  standard

header files, or leave it where it is if you added the MathLink directory to the search path for header files.

libML32i3.a/libML64i4.a

This is the static library that contains all the MathLink functions. It should be included in your project. You could copy this library into the

same directory as your source files, or leave it where it is if you added the MathLink directory to the search path for libraries. The 32/64

indicates whether the library is a 32−bit or a 64−bit version of the MathLink library.

libML32i3.so/libML64i3.a/(.sl on HPUX)

This is the dynamic shared library that contains all of the MathLink functions. It should be included in your project. You could copy this

library into the same directory as your source files, into a systemwide location such as /lib or /usr/lib, or leave it where it is if you added

the  MathLink  directory  to  the  search  path  for  libraries.  The  32/64  indicates  whether  the  library  is  a  32−bit  or  a  64−bit  version  of  the

MathLink library.

mprep

mprep is an application that writes MathLink programs automatically by processing ú templateø  files. It may be convenient to copy this

application into the same directory as your project or to create an alias to it.

mcc

mcc is a script that preprocesses and compiles your MathLink source files.

MathLinkExamples Directory

This directory contains the source code for some very simple MathLink programs. By using this source code, you can learn how to build

and run MathLink programs without having to write any code yourself.

PrebuiltExamples Folder

This  folder  contains  prebuilt  versions  of  the  example  programs.  "Running  MathLink  Programs"  describes  how  to  run  two  of  these

programs. "Building MathLink Programs" describes how to build them yourself using the source code in the MathLinkExamples folder.

Building MathLink Programs
The general procedure for building MathLink programs is to include mathlink.h in any C or C++ source files that make MathLink function

calls,  to  compile  your  source files,  and then to  link  the resulting object  code with  the ú libML32i3.aø ,  ú libML64i3ø , ú libML32i3.so ø , or

ú libML64i3.soø  library  and  any  other  standard  libraries  required  by  your  application.  If  your  application  uses  the  MathLink  template

mechanism, then your template files must first be processed into a C source file using mprep.

Using MathLink Template Files

Building MathLink programs

What follows is a sample makefile needed to build the sample programs in the MLDK, including ú addtwoø  and ú factorø . To build a

sample program, in this case ú addtwoø , evaluate the following command in the MathLinkExamples directory.

make addtwo
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Using a Makefile
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# This makefile can be used to build all or some of the sample
# programs. To build all of them, use the command
# ’make all’. To build one, say addtwo, use the command
# ’make addtwo’.

MLINKDIR = 
/usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/6.0/SystemFiles/Links/MathLink/DeveloperKit
SYS = Linux  # Set this value with the result of evaluating $SystemID
CADDSDIR = ${MLINKDIR}/${SYS}/CompilerAdditions

INCDIR = ${CADDSDIR}
LIBDIR = ${CADDSDIR}

EXTRALIBS = −lm −lpthread −lrt # Set these with appropriate libs for your 
system.
MLLIB = ML32i3 # Set this to ML64i3 if using a 64−bit system

MPREP = ${CADDSDIR}/mprep

all : addtwo bitops counter factor factor2 factor3 quotient reverse sumalist

addtwo : addtwotm.o addtwo.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} addtwotm.o addtwo.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} 

−o $@

bitops : bitopstm.o bitops.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} bitopstm.o bitops.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} 

−o $@

counter : countertm.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} countertm.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

factor : factor.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} factor.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

factor2 : factor2.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} factor2.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

factor3 : factor3.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} factor3.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

quotient : quotient.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} quotient.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

reverse : reversetm.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} reversetm.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} ${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

sumalist : sumalisttm.o sumalist.o
${CC} −I${INCDIR} sumalisttm.o sumalist.o −L${LIBDIR} −l${MLLIB} 

${EXTRALIBS} −o $@

.c.o :
${CC} −c −I${INCDIR} $<

addtwotm.c : addtwo.tm
${MPREP} $? −o $@

bitopstm.c : bitops.tm
${MPREP} $? −o $@

countertm.c : counter.tm
${MPREP} $? −o $@

reversetm.c : reverse.tm
${MPREP} $? −o $@

sumalisttm.c : sumalist.tm
${MPREP} $? −o $@
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Use the following table to determine the extra libraries needed for linking MathLink programs on your system.

      $SystemID EXTRALIBS

      AIX - Power64 −lm −lpthread −lc128

      HPUX - PA64 −lm /usr/lib/libdld.sl /usr/lib/libm.0 −lpthread −lrt

      Linux −lm −lpthread −lrt

      Linux - IA64 −lm −lpthread −lrt

      Linux - x86 - 64 −lm −lpthread −lrt

      Solaris - SPARC −lm −lsocket −lnsl −lrt

      Solaris - x86 - 64 −lm −lsocket −lnsl −lrt

Using mcc

mcc is a script that preprocesses and compiles your MathLink source files. It will preprocess MathLink templates in any file whose name

ends with .tm, and then call ú ccø  on the resulting C source code. mcc will pass command−line options and other files directly to cc.

Following is a command that would build the ú addtwoø  application using mcc.

mcc addtwo.tm addtwo.c −o addtwo

Running MathLink Programs
The  instructions  in  "Building  MathLink  Programs"  describe  how  to  build  two  MathLink  programs  using  source  code  in  the

ú MathLinkExamplesø  directory. These two programs, ú addtwoø  and ú factorø , are already built for you in the ú PrebuiltExamples ø
folder. Before building them on your own, you should try to run the prebuilt examples to verify that the MathLink  system additions are

installed and working and to learn what to expect from these examples when they are properly built. 

There  are  two  basic  types  of  MathLink  program,  epitomized  by  the  "addtwo"  and  "factor"  programs.  The  first  is  an  installable

program. An Installable program provides new functionality to the kernel by linking a C program to the kernel through a calling mecha−

nism. In order to get this new functionality, the user of Mathematica  must run the Install[]  function. With the ú addtwoø  example

you will be adding a new function called AddTwo[] that adds two numbers (provided as arguments) together. The kernel and installable

programs  have  a  special  relationship  that  allows  them only  to  communicate  with  one  another.  When  an  installable  program is  run  it

requires that you provide some information in order for it to connect. The other type of program is a front end. Front ends do all of the

work of creating and managing their own links. In addition to the "factor" example, the Mathematica front end and the Mathematica

kernel are also example of the front end type. A front end does not require any extra information in order to run, but it will usually make

a connection at some point during its execution.

Running a Prebuilt Example from the Mathematica Kernel

The first example program, ú addtwoø , is a MathLink template program that is installed into Mathematica. That is, this program runs in

the  background,  providing,  as  a  service  to  Mathematica,  one  or  more  externally  compiled  functions.  To  the  Mathematica  user,  these

functions appear to be built−in. The ú addtwoø  program uses a template file that defines the Mathematica function AddTwo[] as a call

to the C function addtwo(). (The template mechanism is described in "MathLink and External Program Communication".) The source

code for this program looks likes this.
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:Begin:
:Function:       addtwo
:Pattern:        AddTwo[i_Integer, j_Integer]
:Arguments:      { i, j }
:ArgumentTypes:  { Integer, Integer }
:ReturnType:     Integer
:End:

:Evaluate: AddTwo::usage = "AddTwo[x, y] gives the sum of two machine integers 
x and y."

int addtwo( int i, int j)
{

return i+j;
}

int main(int argc; char* argv[])
{

return MLMain(argc, argv);
}

Edit the path string and evaluate the following two cells.

SetDirectory@$InstallationDirectory <>
"�SystemFiles�Links�MathLink�DeveloperKit�" <> $SystemID <> "�PrebuiltExamples"D

link = Install@".�addtwo"D

To see a list of the newly available functions, evaluate this cell.

LinkPatterns@linkD

This displays the usage message for the AddTwo[] function as defined in the file ú addtwo.tm ø .

?AddTwo

Now try it:

AddTwo@2, 3D

See what happens if the sum of the two machine integers will not fit in a machine integer or if either argument is not a machine integer. 
(2^31−1 is the largest machine integer. If your compiler uses 2−byte integers, the 2^15−1 is the largest C int.)

AddTwo@2^31 - 1, 1D

The ú addtwoø  program is not prepared for big integers:

AddTwo@2^31, 1D

This does not match AddTwo[_Integer, _Integer]:

AddTwo@x, 1D

Install@D called LinkOpen@D and then exchanged information with the external program to set up the definition for AddTwo[]. 

You really do not have to worry about these details, but if you are curious, evaluate the following.

?? AddTwo

When you are finished using the external program, evaluate the following.

Uninstall@linkD

Invoking the Mathematica Kernel from Within a Prebuilt Example

The second example program, ú factorø , is a Mathematica front end in the sense that the Mathematica kernel runs in the background

providing, as a service to ú factorø , the computational services of the kernel~in this case the ability to factor an integer typed by the

user.

ú ø
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Launch the ú factorø  application by executing the following command:

factor −linkmode launch −linkname ’math −mathlink’

After a moment, a prompt will appear requesting that you type an integer. Type an integer with fewer than 10 digits and press the Enter

key. (The other factor examples relax the restriction on the size of integer you may type in.)

Integer to factor:

The prime factors returned by Mathematica are printed and ú factorø  closes its link with Mathematica.

Integer to factor: 123456789
3 ^ 2
3607 ^ 1
3803 ^ 1

Supported Link Protocols

The C function MLOpenArgcArgv HL and the Mathematica function LinkOpen@D are documented in "MathLink and External Program

Communication".  On Linux/Unix  machines,  the legal  values for  the LinkProtocol  option are "TCPIP",  "TCP",  "SharedMemory",

and "Pipes". A LinkProtocol  is the mechanism used to transport data from one end of a connection to the other. "Pipes" is the

default  protocol  for  all  LinkMode -> Launch  links.  "SharedMemory"  is  the  default  protocol  for  all  LinkMode -> Listen  and

LinkMode -> Connect links.

Note  that  link  names  are  unsigned  16−bit  integers  for  the  "TCPIP"  and  "TCP"  protocols.  Even  though  "TCPIP"  link  names  are

integers, they are still given as strings (of digits) to MLOpenArgcArgv HL and LinkOpen@D.

Troubleshooting
� Turn  off  compiler  optimization  until  your  program  is  working.  This  makes  compiling  faster,  debugging  easier,  and,  besides,  the

optimizer may be broken and the cause of some problems. (Optimized code uses the stack and registers differently than unopti−
mized code in such a way that may expose or mask a bug in your code. For example, the common mistake of returning a pointer to
a local variable may or may not cause a problem depending on stack and register use.)

� Check the return values from the MathLink library functions or call MLError HL  at key points in your program. MathLink will often
be able to tell you what has gone wrong.

� The files ú mathlink.hø , ú libML32i3.a ø , and ú libML32i3.so ø  (libML64i3.* on 64−bit platforms) are a matched set. If  you have used
an earlier release of MathLink, you should take care that you do not mix components when building your application.

� Check whether the C compiler you are using supports prototypes. If it does not, you will need to change your code and the way you
build your project. This is explained in the section "Building MathLink Programs".

MORE ABOUT

� MathLink C Language Functions

� MathLink Connection Management

� MathLink C Functions for Exchanging Data
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�
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MathLink Interface 3

The  library  now  fully  supports  the  Unicode  character  encoding  forms  UTF−8,  UTF−16,  and  UTF−32.  Use  the  following  new  API

functions to put or get Unicode characters to or from a link.

      MLPutUTF8String() MLGetUTF8String()

      MLPutUTF16String() MLGetUTF16String()

      MLPutUTF32String() MLGetUTF32String()

      MLPutUTF8Symbol() MLGetUTF8Symbol()

      MLPutUTF16Symbol() MLGetUTF16Symbol()

      MLPutUTF32Symbol() MLGetUTF32Symbol()

      MLReleaseUTF8String() MLReleaseUTF8Symbol()

      MLReleaseUTF16String() MLReleaseUTF16Symbol()

      MLReleaseUTF32String() MLReleaseUTF32Symbol()

The MathLink library header file mathlink.h no longer contains obsolete platform support sections such as those defined by MACIN�

TOSH_MATHLINK  or  OS2_MATHLINK.  MACINTOSH_MATHLINK  definitions  referred  to  MacOS  9  and  earlier.  DARWIN_MATHLINK

contains all platform specific definitions for Mac OS X.

All  uses of special  alternative names for common C types have been removed from the API. The MathLink  header file mathlink.h

still contains versions of the API functions with these types for use with Interface 2 and older programs.

      Previous MathLink type C type

      uchar_ct unsigned char

      ucharp_ct unsigned char *

      ucharpp_ct unsigned char **

      ucharppp_ct unsigned char ***

      ushort_ct unsigned short

      ushortp_ct unsigned short *

      ushortpp_ct unsigned short **

      ushortppp_ct unsigned short ***

      uint_ct unsigned int

      uintp_ct unsigned int *

      uintpp_ct unsigned int **

      int_ct int

      voidp_ct void *

      voidpp_ct void **

      charp_ct char *

      charpp_ct char **

      charppp_ct char ***

      long_ct long

      longp_ct long *

      longpp_ct long **

      long_st long

      longp_st long *

      longpp_st long **
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      ulong_ct unsigned long

      ulongp_ct unsigned long *

      kushortp_ct const unsigned short *

      kushortpp_ct const unsigned short **

      kuintp_ct const unsigned int *

      kuintpp_ct const unsigned int **

      kucharp_ct const unsigned char *

      kucharpp_ct const unsigned char **

      kcharp_ct const char *

      kcharpp_ct const char **

      kvoidp_ct const void *

The memory allocator/deallocator functions passed to the library using MLSetAllocParameter() now must be thread−safe.

API  functions  that  previously  took  a  MLParametersPointer  type  as  an  argument  or  returned  a  MLParametersPointer  type  now

instead take or return a char * type.

API functions that take as an argument or return a mlapi_result type now take or return type int.

API functions that take as an argument or return a mlapi_error type now take or return type int.

API functions that take as an argument or return a mlapi_token type now take or return type int.

API functions that take as an argument or return a mlapi_packet type now take or return type int.

API functions that take as an argument or return a MLPointer type now take or return void *.

The MLOpen* functions previously took type long * for the error variable but now take type int *.

The header file mathlink.h now contains several new error definitions related to the Unicode character encoding forms.

      Error code Interpretation

      MLEPDATABAD MathLink encountered invalid character data in given character encoding.

      MLEPSCONVERT Unable to convert from given character encoding to MathLink encoding.

      MLEGSCONVERT Unable to convert from MathLink encoding to requested character encoding

MLPutMessage() and MLGetMessage() now use types int and int * respectively instead of the dev_message and dev_mes�

sage * types.

MLSeekMark() and MLSeekToMark() now use type int rather than type long for the expression index.

The functions in the following table took long types for some arguments; they now take int.

      MLGetRawData() MLGetData()

      MLGetArgCount() MLGetRawArgCount()

      MLBytesToGet() MLRawBytesToGet()

      MLExpressionsToGet() MLTakeLast()

      MLPutRawSize() MLPutRawData()

      MLPutArgCount() MLPutComposite()

      MLBytesToPut()

MLGetReal()  is  now an  actual  API  function  rather  than  a  #define  alias  to  MLGetDouble().  MLGetReal()  still  has  the  same

functionality as MLGetDouble().

MLActivate()  is  now an  actual  API  function  rather  than  a  #define  alias  to  MLConnect().  MLActivate()  still  has  the  same

functionality as MLConnect().

The functions in column one listed below are now obsolete. New programs should use the functions listed in column two for replace−

ment functionality.
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      MLCheckFunction() MLTestHead()

      MLCheckFunctionWithArg() MLTestHead()

      MLGetShortInteger() MLGetInteger16()

      MLGetInteger() MLGetInteger32()

      MLGetLongInteger() MLGetInteger64() for 64−bit integers or MLGetInteger32() for 32−bit integers

      MLGetFloat() MLGetReal32()

      MLGetDouble() MLGetReal64()

      MLGetLongDouble() MLGetReal128()

      MLGetShortIntegerArrayData() MLGetInteger16ArrayData()

      MLGetIntegerArrayData() MLGetInteger32ArrayData()

      MLGetLongIntegerArrayData() MLGetInteger64ArrayData() for 64−bit integers or MLGetInteger32Array�
Data() for 32−bit integers

      MLGetFloatArrayData() MLGetReal32ArrayData()

      MLGetDoubleArrayData() MLGetReal64ArrayData()

      MLGetLongDoubleArrayData() MLGetReal128ArrayData()

      MLGetShortIntegerArray() MLGetInteger16Array()

      MLGetIntegerArray() MLGetInteger32Array()

      MLGetLongIntegerArray() MLGetInteger64Array() for 64−bit integers or MLGetInteger32Array() for 32−
bit integers

      MLGetFloatArray() MLGetReal32Array()

      MLGetDoubleArray() MLGetReal64Array()

      MLGetLongDoubleArray() MLGetReal128Array()

      MLDisownShortIntegerArray() MLReleaseInteger16Array()

      MLDisownIntegerArray() MLReleaseInteger32Array()

      MLDisownLongIntegerArray() MLReleaseInteger64Array() for 64−bit integers or MLReleaseInteger32Ar�
ray() for 32−bit integers

      MLDisownFloatArray() MLReleaseReal32Array()

      MLDisownDoubleArray() MLReleaseReal64Array()

      MLDisownLongDoubleArray() MLReleaseReal128Array()

      MLGetIntegerList() MLGetInteger32List(()

      MLGetRealList() MLGetReal64List()

      MLDisownIntegerList() MLReleaseInteger32List()

      MLDisownRealList() MLReleaseReal64List()

      MLPutShortInteger() MLPutInteger16()

      MLPutInteger() MLPutInteger32()

      MLPutLongInteger() MLPutInteger64() for 64−bit integers or MLPutInteger32() for 32−bit integers

      MLPutFloat() MLPutReal32()

      MLPutDouble() MLPutReal64()

      MLPutLongDouble() MLPutReal128()

      MLPutShortIntegerArrayData() MLPutInteger16ArrayData()

      MLPutIntegerArrayData() MLPutInteger32ArrayData()

      MLPutLongIntegerArrayData() MLPutInteger64ArrayData() for 64−bit integers or MLPutInteger32Array�
Data() for 32−bit integers

      MLPutFloatArrayData() MLPutReal32ArrayData()

      MLPutDoubleArrayData() MLPutReal64ArrayData()

      MLPutLongDoubleArrayData() MLPutReal128ArrayData()

      MLPutShortIntegerArray() MLPutInteger16Array()

      MLPutIntegerArray() MLPutInteger32Array()

      MLPutLongIntegerArray() MLPutInteger64Array() for 64−bit integers or MLPutInteger32Array() for 32−
bit integers

      MLPutFloatArray() MLPutReal32Array()

      MLPutDoubleArray() MLPutReal64Array()

      MLPutLongDoubleArray() MLPutReal128Array()

      MLPutIntegerList() MLPutInteger32List()

      MLPutRealList() MLPutReal64List()
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      MLGetUnicodeString() MLGetUCS2String()

      MLGetUnicodeSymbol() MLGetUCS2Symbol()

      MLPutUnicodeString() MLPutUCS2String()

      MLPutUnicodeSymbol() MLPutUCS2Symbol()

      MLPut16BitCharacters() MLPutUCS2Characters()

      MLDisownUnicodeString() MLReleaseUCS2String()

      MLDisownUnicodeSymbol() MLReleaseUCS2Symbol()

Interface 3 changes the default linkprotocol for linkmode Listen and linkmode Connect links. By default the MathLink library will create

"SharedMemory" links for linkmode Listen and linkmode Connect links on all platforms.
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Introduction

Parallel Computing with Mathematica
Parallel computing in Mathematica is based on launching and controlling multiple Mathematica kernel (worker) processes from within a

single master Mathematica,  providing a distributed−memory environment for parallel programming. Every copy of Mathematica  comes

with all the components and tools to run and create parallel applications.

The parallel computing features are written almost entirely in the Mathematica language and are therefore machine−independent. They

have been tested on Unix, Linux, Windows, and Macintosh platforms and are well suited to working locally on a multi−core machine, in

a grid of machines, or in a heterogeneous network. All client and application code is distributed, so no common file system is necessary.

Parallel computing is now provided as a standard part of Mathematica, thereby facilitating the use of parallel programming techniques.

These  can  benefit  from  many  of  the  advances  in  technology,  for  example,  multi−core  machines,  usage  of  specialized  hardware  for

parallel computation and, and fast network technology that helps running a grid of connected computers.

To perform computations in parallel, you need to be able to perform the following tasks:

� start processes and wait for processes to finish

� schedule processes on available processors

� exchange data between processes and synchronize access to common resources

In the Mathematica environment, the term processor refers to a running Mathematica kernel, whereas a job or process is an expression

to be evaluated.

MathLink
Underlying parallel computation in Mathematica is MathLink. This is a general and flexible interface for programs to communicate with

Mathematica.  It  is  a  fundamental  component  of  Mathematica  −−  and  is  used  extensively  in  Mathematica  itself.  One  common  mode

operation is for different components of Mathematica to communicate using MathLink, exactly how parallel computation uses MathLink.

MathLink provides some core features, it is platform and architecture independent, it works both locally and across the network, it can

transmit anything that Mathematica can represent, and it provides an interface for controlling Mathematica. These are all features that

are key to parallel computation, allowing local and network communication between both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks,

and allowing transmission of both data and programs.

Connection Methods
Mathematica can run parallel workers in a number of different ways, locally on the same machine or remote on a network. In addition,

the network might be a homogeneous grid controlled by some dedicated management application, or it might be a heterogenous grid.

To run in these situations Mathematica needs to launch parallel workers and then communicate with them.

To carry out parallel computation in these different situations Mathematica provides a number of different connection methods, each of

which is specialized to a particular style of usage. Some of the main connection methods are described here.
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Local Kernels

The Local Kernels connection method is used to run parallel workers on the same computer as the master Mathematica. It is suitable

for a multi−core environment, and is the easiest way to get up and running with parallel computation.

Remote Services

The Remote Services connection method is used to run parallel workers on different computers from the master Mathematica. It uses

Wolfram  Research  Remote  Services  technology  to  launch  Mathematica  on  the  remote  machines.  It  is  suitable  for  a  heterogeneous

network and where there is no management technology

Cluster Integration

The  Cluster  Integration  connection  method  is  used  to  run  parallel  workers  on  different  computers  from  the  master  Mathematica.  It

integrates with a large number of third party cluster management technologies.

Remote Kernels

The Remote Kernels connection method is used to run parallel workers on different computers from the master Mathematica.  It  relies

on using a remote shell invocation technology for launching, and is typically harder to configure and maintain.

Features
The main features of parallel computing in Mathematica are:

� distributed memory, master/slave parallelism

� written in Mathematica 

� machine independent

� MathLink communication with remote kernels

� exchange of symbolic expressions and programs with remote kernels, not only numbers and arrays

� heterogeneous network, multiprocessor machines, LAN and WAN

� virtual process scheduling or explicit process distribution to available processors

� virtual shared memory, synchronization, locking

� latency hiding

� parallel functional programming and automatic parallelization support

� failure recovery,  automatic reassignment of stranded processes on failed remote computers

Legacy Toolkit
The parallel  computing features of  Mathematica  entirely  replace the Parallel  Computing Toolkit  that  was available up to  Mathematica

Version 6. As stated earlier, this has many benefits and will help to drive the usage of parallel computing.

If you are a user of the Parallel Computing Toolkit you should see the section on conversion from the legacy technology.
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Getting Started
Mathematica comes with all the tools and configuration so you can immediately carry out parallel computing. Note that, to take advan−

tage of parallel  computing it  is often better to have a multi−core machine or access to a grid of parallel  Mathematica  kernels. Luckily,

multi−core machines have been common in many types of configuration for some time.

A first step that may just demonstrate that the system is running is a ParallelEvaluate. If this is the first parallel computation, it will

launch the configured parallel kernels. 

The following example should return the process id for each parallel kernel.

ParallelEvaluate@$ProcessIDD

88716, 12940<

This returns the machine name for each kernel, it shows that everything is running on the same kernel.

ParallelEvaluate@$MachineNameD

8twjwinlap, twjwinlap<

You might find it useful to open the Parallel Kernels Status monitor, it should look something like the following.

Now we can carry out an actual computation. One very simple type of parallel program is to do a search. In the following example, one

is added to a factorial and the result is tested to see if it is a prime number. This is done by wrapping the regular Mathematica computa−

tion in Parallelize.

data = Parallelize@Table@ PrimeQ@n! + 1D, 8n, 400, 550<DD;

This shows us that some of these numbers are prime.

Or �� data

True

Another  example  is  to  look  for  Mersenne  prime  numbers.  This  is  done  with  the  following,  again  wrapping  the  computation  in

Parallelize.

Parallelize@Select@ Range@2000D, PrimeQ@2^ð - 1D &DD

82, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61, 89, 107, 127, 521, 607, 1279<

This shows that the first 15 Mersenne prime numbers have been found.

When you get to this stage you should be ready to start carrying out parallel computation in Mathematica.
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Configuring and Monitoring
Mathematica  provides  a  number  of  tools  for  configuring  and  monitoring  parallel  computations.  Some  of  these  are  accessed  using

menus from the Mathematica notebook front end. This section introduces these tools and describes what they do.

Parallel Preferences
The default settings of Mathematica automatically configure a number of parallel kernels to use for parallel computation. Typically, on a

multi−core machine you will get a number of worker kernels to match the number of cores (up to a license process limit). This default

setting means that when you carry out a parallel computation for the first time the system is initialized.

You  can  see  the  settings  with  the  parallel  preferences.  These  can  be  opened  from  the  front  end  menu  bar,  choose  Evaluation  >

Parallel Kernel Configuration.... It should open the parallel preferences and look something like the following.

From the parallel preferences you can set details about how parallel kernels are launched, the default setting is to load kernels as they

are needed. In addition, you can configure the connection methods. This controls how Mathematica  launches and communicates with

parallel kernels. The default connection method is to use Local Kernels, which runs kernels on the same computer as the main Mathe−

matica  kernel.   By  default,  this  will  launch  the  same  number  of  kernels  as  you  have  cores  on  your  computer;  this  is  specified  by

$ProcessorCount. Other connection methods are provided that work with kernels that run on remote computers in some type of grid

or network. You can find more information in the section on Connection Methods.

Status
You can monitor the operation of your parallel kernels with the status display. This can be opened from the front end menu bar, choose

Evaluation > Parallel Kernel Status.... It should look something like the following.
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This shows a master and two worker kernels all running on the same computer.

System Information
To get a detailed listing of the configuration of your system for parallel computation you can use the parallel tab of SystemInforma�

tion. A sample is shown below.

A textual representation of SystemInformation can be obtained from the Copy button.
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Launching and Connecting
Mathematica  can run parallel  kernels in  a number of  different  ways;  locally  on the same machine or  remote on other  machines con−

nected in a network. Furthermore, the network might be a homogeneous grid controlled by some dedicated management application, or

it  might  be  a  heterogenous grid.  To  use  all  these  different  configurations  Mathematica  needs  to  launch the  parallel  kernels  and then

communicate  with  them.  When  working  with  remote  machines  it  is  complicated  to  launch  the  parallel  kernels.  However  the  parallel

kernels were launched, communication always uses MathLink. 

Typically,  Mathematica  launches  parallel  kernels  automatically  as  they  are  needed.  This  uses  settings  from the  Parallel  Preferences,

but  you  can  also  launch  kernels  manually  with  the  command  LaunchKernels.  This  might  be  useful  if  you  were  running  in  a  batch

mode.

This  section will  discuss issues related to  launching and connecting to  parallel  kernels.  It  will  cover  the different  connection methods

that are provided, each specialized to the different types of environment in which Mathematica may be running.

Launching Kernels
Mathematica  parallel  computation will,  typically,  automatically  launch kernels  when a parallel  command is  executed.  The kernels  that

are launched are those that are set in the Parallel Preferences. The default setting is to launch kernels that run on the same computer,

using the Local Kernels connection method; for a two−core machine there will be two parallel kernels. You can see the kernels that will

be automatically launched with $ConfiguredKernels; in the following there will be two local kernels.

$ConfiguredKernels

8�2 local kernels�<

If  you  use  LaunchKernels,  with  no  arguments  this  will  launch  the  kernels  that  have  been  configured.  Here,  the  two  kernels  are

launched.

LaunchKernels@D

8KernelObject@1, localD, KernelObject@2, localD<

Note that you do not need to use LaunchKernels, instead if you had used a parallel command such as ParallelTable, the kernels

would also have been launched automatically.

At any time you can see the kernels that are running with Kernels. This shows the two kernels that have been launched.

Kernels@D

8KernelObject@1, localD, KernelObject@2, localD<

You can also use  LaunchKernels  to launch kernels manually, without configuring them in the preferences. The details are different

for each connection method and are described in the following sections.

The rest of this section now describes configuration and launching for each of the different connection methods.

Local Kernels
The Local Kernels connection method is used to run parallel kernels on the same computer as the master Mathematica. It is suitable for

a multi−core environment, and is the easiest way to set up for parallel computation.

Configuration of the Local Kernels connection method is done through the Parallel Preferences. The configuration panel looks similar to

the following. 
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Since  the  parallel  kernels  are  all  launched  on  the  same  computer  as  the  master  kernel  this  is  the  easiest  to  configure.  The  main

question  is  the  number  of  kernels  to  be  launched,  the  automatic  setting  is  to  use  the  number  of  processor  cores  and the  number  of

parallel kernel licenses. 

The number of processor cores is given by $ProcessorCount; if you with to change its value you can unprotect it and assign a new

value. Here, its value is 2.

$ProcessorCount

2

The number of parallel kernel licenses is given by $MaxLicenseSubprocesses which is controlled by the Mathematica license. Here

the value is 4.

$MaxLicenseSubprocesses

4

A setting of 4 means that you can launch up to 4 parallel kernels.

Manual Launching

If  you want to launch kernels manually and avoid the configuration mechanism you can pass arguments directly to LaunchKernels.

This might be useful if you were running Mathematica in a batch mode directly from a command line.

LaunchKernels@numD Launch num local kernels.

LaunchKernels@"localhost"D Launch a local kernel.

LaunchKernels@LocalMachine@numDD Launch num local kernels.

LaunchKernels@LocalMachine@cmdDD Launch a local kernel using operating−system command cmd.

Manual launching of local kernels.

The Local Kernels connection method supports launching local kernels directly from LaunchKernels  by passing it an integer (setting

the  number  of  kernels)  or  by  specifiying  the  string  localhost.  In  addition,  you can give  more  detailed  settings  inside  of  LocalMa�

chine. To do so you must first load the LocalKernels‘ package, this is shown below.

Needs@"SubKernels‘LocalKernels‘"D

Now you can pass arguments to LocalMachine. The following sets the number of local kernels to launch.

LaunchKernels@LocalMachine@1DD

KernelObject@1, localD

It might be more useful to change the command used to launch remote kernels. The default command is set by $mathkernel, which

has a typical setting as follows.

?? $mathkernel
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$mathkernel gives a suitable
operating-system command for invoking a local kernel.

$mathkernel = "C:\Program Files\Wolfram
Research\Mathematica\7.0\MathKernel" -subkernel -noinit -mathlink -noicon

You  can  pass  the  command  directly  into  LocalMachine.  The  following  would  be  suitable  for  a  non−standard  installation  of

Mathematica.

LaunchKernels@
LocalMachine@"\"D:\\Mathematica 7.0\\MathKernel\" -subkernel -noinit -mathlink -noicon"DD

KernelObject@2, localD

An alternative would be to modify the value of $mathkernel before launching any kernels.

Once you have launched the parallel kernels then all the parallel functions of Mathematica can be used.

Remote Services
The Remote Services connection method is used to run parallel workers on different computers from the master Mathematica. It uses

Wolfram  Research  Remote  Services  technology  to  launch  Mathematica  on  the  remote  machines.  It  is  suitable  for  a  hetergeneous

network where there is no management technology

Configuration of the Remote Services connection method is done through the Parallel Preferences. The configuration panel should look

similar to the following. 

In  this  setup  the  master  kernel  has  found  three  other  computers  running  a  Remote  Services  server  and  each  is  configured  to  run  2

kernels.

More information can be found in the Remote Services documentation. 

Manual Launching

If  you want to launch kernels manually and avoid the configuration mechanism you can pass arguments directly to LaunchKernels.

This might be useful if you were running Mathematica in a batch mode directly from a command line.

LaunchKernels@urlD Launch a kernel using Remote Services on server url.

LaunchKernels@RemoteServics@urlDD Launch a kernel using Remote Services on server url.

Manual launching of Remote Services kernels.
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The  Remote  Services  connection  method  supports  launching  kernels  directly  from  LaunchKernels  by  passing  it  the  name  of  a

Remote Services server. In addition, you can give more detailed settings inside of RemoteServices. To do so you must first load the

RemoteServices‘ package, this is shown below.

Needs@"RemoteServices‘"D

Now you use arguments in RemoteServices when you launch a kernel. An example is shown below.

LaunchKernels@RemoteServices@"http:��chriswmac.wri.wolfram.com:3737�WolframRemoteServices�Manager"DD

8KernelObject@5, chriswmacD<

Once you have launched the parallel kernels then all the parallel functions of Mathematica can be used.

More information can be found in the Remote Services documentation. 

Cluster Integration
The  Cluster  Integration  connection  method  is  used  to  run  parallel  workers  on  different  computers  from  the  master  Mathematica.  It

integrates with a large number of third party cluster management technologies.

Configuration  of  the  Cluster  Integration  connection  method  is  done  through  the  Parallel  Preferences.  The  configuration  panel  should

look similar to the following. 

In this setup one cluster has been configured to use Windows Computer Cluster Server, with a head node of clusterboss. Each machine

is setup to run 2 kernels.

Mathematica supports the following cluster management technologies.

� Windows Computer Cluster Server

� Windows HPC Server 2008

� PlatformÔ LSF®

� AltairÔ PBS Professional®

� Sun Grid Engine

� Apple Xgrid

More information can be found in the Cluster Integration documentation. 

Manual Launching

If  you want to launch kernels manually and avoid the configuration mechanism you can pass arguments directly to LaunchKernels.

This might be useful if you were running Mathematica in a batch mode directly from a command line.
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LaunchKernels@cluster@argsDD Launch a kernel using Cluster Integration on cluster.

Manual launching of ClusterIntegration kernels.

The Cluster Integration connection method supports launching kernels directly from LaunchKernels. To do so you must first load the

ClusterIntegration‘ package, this is shown below.

Needs@"ClusterIntegration‘"D

To  launch  on  a  particular  cluster  you  have  to  pass  the  name  for  that  cluster  into  LaunchKernels.  For  example,  to  use  Windows

Compute Cluster Server, you would use CCS.  An example is shown below which launches two kernels.

LaunchKernels@CCS@"winccs"D, 2D

8KernelObject@1, winccsD, KernelObject@2, winccsD<

Note that for this to work you need to have Windows Compute Cluster Server configured to work.

Once you have launched the parallel kernels then all the parallel functions of Mathematica can be used.

More information can be found in the Cluster Integration documentation. 

Remote Kernels
The Remote Kernels connection method is used to run parallel workers on different computers from the master Mathematica.  It  relies

on using remote shell invocation technology for launching, and is typically harder to configure and maintain.

Configuration of the Remote Kernels connection method is done through the Parallel Preferences. The configuration panel should look

similar to the following. 

In this configuration two remote machines are configured each to provide four parallel kernels.

On Windows the default setting is to use rsh to launch kernels on the remote machines, other platforms use ssh. This is because ssh is

typically not available for Windows. Of course, any machines will have to be configured to allow remote shell invocation from the master

machine.

You can modify the launch command that is used to launch the kernel. In the command you can use a number of parameters that are

inserted before the command is actually used. For example, the parameter ‘1‘ is used to refer to the name of the remote machine that is

being used.
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‘1‘ The name of the remote machine.

‘2‘ The name of the link created on the local machine (when the remote machine is 
connecting).

‘3‘ The user name to execute the remote shell.

‘4‘ The link protocol to use to for the MathLink connection.

Launch command parameters.

The default value for the user name is to use $UserName , the user running the local copy of Mathematica.

Manual Launching

If  you want to launch kernels manually and avoid the configuration mechanism you can pass arguments directly to LaunchKernels.

This might be useful if you were running Mathematica in a batch mode directly from a command line.

LaunchKernels@RemoteMachine@hostDD Launch a remote kernel on machine host.

LaunchKernels@
RemoteMachine@host, numDD

Launch num remote kernels on machine host.

LaunchKernels@
RemoteKernels@host, command, numDD

Launch num remote kernels on machine host using command as a remote 
command.

Manual launching of remote kernels.

The  Remote  Kernels  connection  method  supports  launching  remote  kernels  directly  from  LaunchKernels.  To  do  so  you  must  first

load the RemoteKernels‘ package, this is shown below.

Needs@"SubKernels‘RemoteKernels‘"D

To launch you pass arguments in RemoteMachine. The following launches one remote kernel on machine remote1.wolfram.com.

LaunchKernels@RemoteMachine@"remote1.wolfram.com"DD

KernelObject@1, remote1.wolfram.comD

It  might  be  more  useful  to  change the  command used to  launch remote  kernels.  The default  command is  set  by  $RemoteCommand,

which has a typical setting as follows. Note that rsh is only used on Windows, on other platforms ssh is used.

?? $RemoteCommand

$RemoteCommand is the template for launching a kernel on a remote machine.

It should be a string template suitable for use in LinkLaunch or Run.

The first slot ‘1‘ is replaced by the name of the remote machine.

For connection type LinkCreate, the second slot ‘2‘ is replaced by the
address to which to connect, the third slot ‘3‘ is replaced by the
user name, and the fourth slot ‘4‘ is the link protocol specification.

$RemoteCommand =
rsh ‘1‘ -n -l ‘3‘ "math -mathlink -linkmode Connect ‘4‘ -linkname ‘2‘
-subkernel -noinit >& �dev�null &"

Note  that  the   parameters  for  the  remote  command  are  described  in  the  previous  section.  The  user  name  argument  is  set  by

$RemoteUserName, which is set by defult to $UserName .

?? $RemoteUserName

$RemoteUserName is the default user Hor
loginL name on a remote machine. Its default is $UserName.

$RemoteUserName = user

You can pass the command directly into LocalMachine. The following would be suitable for a non−standard installation of Mathemat−

ica. 
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LaunchKernels@
RemoteMachine@"remote1.wolfram.com", 4, "rsh ‘1‘ -n -l ‘3‘ \"D:\\Mathematica\math -mathlink

-linkmode Connect ‘4‘ -linkname ‘2‘ -subkernel -noinit >& �dev�null &"DD

KernelObject[2, "remote1.wolfram.com"]

An alternative would be to modify the value of $RemoteKernel before launching any kernels.

Once you have launched the parallel kernels then all the parallel functions of Mathematica can be used.

Raw MathLink Connections
It  is  also  possible  to  launch  parallel  kernels  with  raw  MathLink  connections.  This  is  an  extremely  inconvenient  way  to  setup  parallel

computation and is only useful for testing purposes. 

In the following example, the application for raw link connections is loaded. Then another copy of Mathematica is launched giving both

−subkernel and −mathlink as command line options. Finally, this link is passed to LaunchKernels, making the remote kernel a worker

kernel.

Needs@ "SubKernels‘LinkKernels‘"D

kernel = FileNameJoin@8$InstallationDirectory, "MathKernel.exe"<D;
link = LinkLaunch@kernel <> " -subkernel -mathlink"D

LinkObject@C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\7.0\MathKernel.exe -subkernel -mathlink, 28, 13D

LaunchKernels@linkD

KernelObject@5, C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\7.0\MathKernel.exe -subkernel -mathlinkD
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Parallel Evaluation

Sending Commands to Remote Kernels
Recall  that  connections  to  remote  kernels,  as  opened  by  LaunchKernels,  are  represented  as  kernel  objects.  See  the  chapter

Connection Methods for details. The commands in this section take parallel kernels and use them to carry out computations.

Low−Level Parallel Evaluation

ParallelEvaluate@cmd, linkD sends cmd for evaluation to the remote kernel connected to link, then waits for the 
result and returns

ParallelEvaluate@cmd, 8links¼<D sends cmd for evaluation to the remote kernels given, then waits for the results 
and returns them

ParallelEvaluate@cmdD sends cmd for evaluation to all remote kernels and returns the list of results. 
Equivalent to ParallelEvaluate[cmd, Kernels[]]

Sending and receiving commands to and from remote kernels.

ParallelEvaluate has the attribute HoldFirst.

You cannot use ParallelEvaluate while a concurrent computation involving ParallelSubmit or WaitAll is in progress. See the

chapter Concurrency: Managing Parallel Processes for details.

Values of Variables

Values of variables defined on the local master kernel are usually not available to remote kernels. If a command you send for evaluation

refers to a variable, it usually will not work as expected. The following piece of code will return False because the symbol a will most

likely not have any value at all on the remote kernel.

a = 2;
ParallelEvaluate@a === 2, linkD

A convenient way to insert variable values into unevaluated commands is to use With, as demonstrated in the following command.

With@8a = 2<, ParallelEvaluate@a === 2, linkD D

The symbol a is replaced by 2, then the expression 2 === 2 is sent to the remote kernel where it evaluates to True.

If you need variable values and definitions carried over to the remote kernels, use DistributeDefinitions or shared variables.

Iterators, such as Table and Do, work in the same way with respect to the iterator variable. Therefore, a statement like the following will

not do the expected thing. The variable i will not have a value on the remote kernel.

Table@ParallelEvaluate@IntegerQ@iD, linkD, 8i, 1, 10<D

You can use the following command to accomplish the intended iteration on the remote kernel. This substitutes the value of i into the

argument of ParallelEvaluate.

Table@With@8i = i<, ParallelEvaluate@IntegerQ@iD, linkDD, 8i, 1, 10<D

Pattern  variables,  constants,  and  pure  function  variables  will  work  as  expected  on  the  remote  kernel.  Each  of  the  following  three

examples will produce the expected result.

Function@i, ParallelEvaluate@IntegerQ@iDDD@5D

f@i_D := ParallelEvaluate@IntegerQ@iDD
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With@8i = 5<, ParallelEvaluate@IntegerQ@iDDD

Parallel Evaluation of Expressions

ParallelCombine
@
f,h@e1,e2,¼,
enD,combD

evaluates fAh@e1,e2,¼,enDE in parallel by distributing chunks

f @h@ei,ei+1,¼,ei+kDD to all kernels and combining the results with comb@D

ParallelCombine
@ f,h@e1,

e2,¼,enDD
the default combiner comb is h, if h has attribute Flat, and Join otherwise

Basic parallel dispatch of evaluations.

ParallelCombine@ f, h@e1, e2, ¼, enD, combD  breaks  h@e1, e2, ¼, enD  into  pieces  h@ei, ei+1,¼, ei+kD,  evaluates

f @h@ei, ei+1,¼, ei+kDD  in  parallel,  then  combines  the  results  ri  using  comb[r1,r2,¼,rm].  ParallelCombine  has  the  attribute

HoldFirst so that h[e1,e2,¼, en] is not evaluated on the master kernel before the parallelization.

The size of  the pieces of  the input  expression is chosen to be proportional  to the remote processor speed estimates for  optimal  load

balancing.

ParallelCombine

ParallelCombine is a general and powerful command with default values for its arguments that are suitable for evaluating elements

of containers such as lists and associative functions.

Evaluating List−like Containers

If the result of applying the function f to a list is again a list, ParallelCombine@f, 8e1, e2, ¼, en<D simply applies f to pieces of

the input list and joins the partial results together.

ParallelCombine@Prime, 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9<D

82, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23<

The result is the same as that of Prime[{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}], but the computation is done in parallel.

If the function is Identity, ParallelCombine simply evaluates the elements ei in parallel.

ParallelCombine@Identity, 81 + 2, 2 + 3, 3 + 4, 4 + 5, 5 + 6<D

83, 5, 7, 9, 11<

If the result of applying the function f to a list is not a list, a custom combiner has to be chosen.

The  function  Function[li,Count[li,_?OddQ]  counts  the  number  of  odd  elements  in  a  list.  To  find  the  total  number  of  odd

elements, add the partial results together.

ParallelCombine@Function@li, Count@li, _?OddQDD, 81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9<, PlusD

5

Evaluating Associative Operations

If the operation h in h@e1, e2, ¼, enD is associative (has attribute Flat), the identity

h@e1, e2,¼, enD = h@h@e1, e2,¼, eiD, h@ei+1, ei+2,¼, enDD

holds; with the default combiner being h itself, the operation is parallelized in a natural way. Here all numbers are added in parallel.

ParallelCombine@Identity, Unevaluated@1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9DD

45
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ParallelCombine@GCD, Unevaluated@GCD@4, 6, 8, 10DDD

2

Parallel Mapping and Iterators

The commands in this section are fundamental to parallel programming in Mathematica.

ParallelMap[ f, h@ e1, e2, ...DD evaluates h[ f @e1D, f @e2D ,¼] in parallel

ParallelTable[e

xpr,{i,i0,i1,di}

,{j,j0,j1,dj},¼
]

builds TableAexpr,9i,i0,i1,di=,9j,j0,j1,dj=,¼E in parallel;

parallelization occurs along the first HoutermostL iterator 8i, i0, i1,di <

ParallelSum[¼]
,
ParallelProduct
@¼D

computes sums and products in parallel

Parallel evaluation, mapping, and tables.

ParallelMap@ f, h@e1, e2, ¼DD  is  a  parallel  version  of  f �� h@e1, e2, ¼D  evaluating  the  individual  f@eiDin  parallel  rather  than

sequentially.

Side Effects

Unless  you  use  shared  variables,  the  parallel  evaluations  performed  are  completely  independent  and  cannot  influence  each  other.

Furthermore,  any side effects,  such as assignments  to  variables,  that  happen as part  of  evaluations will  be  lost.  The only  effect  of  a

parallel evaluation is that its result is returned at the end.

Examples

First, start several remote kernels.

ParallelEvaluate@$ProcessIDD

813952, 13 600<

The sine function is applied to the given arguments. Each computation takes place on a remote kernel. 

ParallelMap@Sin, 80, Π, 1.0<D

80, 0, 0.841471<

This particular computation is almost certainly too trivial to benefit from parallel evaluation. The overhead required to send the expres−

sions Sin[0], Sin[Π], and so on to the remote kernels and to collect the results will be larger than the gain obtained from paralleliza−

tion.

Factoring integers of the form 111¼1 takes more time, so this computation can benefit from parallelization.

ParallelMapAFactorInteger,
10^Range@20, 30D - 1

9
E

88811, 1<, 841, 1<, 8101, 1<, 8271, 1<, 83541, 1<, 89091, 1<, 827961, 1<<, 883, 1<, 837, 1<, 843, 1<, 8239, 1<

Alternatively, you can use ParallelTable. Here a list of the number of factors in 11¼1

i

 is generated.
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ParallelTableA9i, Plus �� Hð@@2DD &L �� FactorIntegerA
10i - 1

9
E=, 8i, 20, 30<E �� TableForm

20 7

21 7

22 7

23 1

24 10

25 5

26 6

27 7

28 8

29 5

30 13

Automatic Parallelization

Parallelize[cmd[list,arguments¼]] recognizes if cmd is a Mathematica function that operates on a list or other long expression in a

way that can be easily parallelized and performs the parallelization automatically.

Parallelize@Count@81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7<, _?PrimeQDD

4

Parallelize@Map@f, 8a, b, c, d, e, f<DD

8f@aD, f@bD, f@cD, f@dD, f@eD, f@fD<

ParallelizeA8a, b, c, d<.

w1 w2

x1 x2

y1 y2

z1 z2

E

8a w1 + b x1 + c y1 + d z1, a w2 + b x2 + c y2 + d z2<

Not  all  uses  of  these  commands  can  be  parallelized.  A  message  is  generated  and  the  evaluation  is  performed  sequentially  on  the

master kernel if necessary.

Parallelize@Apply@f, g@a, b, c, dDDD

Parallelize::nopar1 :
f �� g@a, b, c, dD cannot be parallelized; proceeding with sequential evaluation.
�

f@a, b, c, dD
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Concurrency: Managing Parallel Processes

Processes and Processors
A process is simply a Mathematica expression being evaluated. A processor is a remote kernel that performs such evaluations.

The command ParallelEvaluate discussed in the chapter Parallel Evaluation will send an evaluation to an explicitly given proces−

sor,  requiring  you  to  keep  track  of  available  processors  and  processes  yourself.  The  scheduling  functions  discussed  in  this  chapter

perform these functions for you. You can create any number of processes, many more than the number of available processors. If more

processes  are  created  than  there  are  processors,  the  remaining  processes  will  be  queued  and  serviced  when a  processor  becomes

available.

Starting and Waiting for Processes
The  two  basic  commands  are  ParallelSubmit[expr]  to  line  up  an  expression  for  evaluation  on  any  available  processor,  and

WaitAll[pid] to wait until a given process has finished.

Each process in the queue is identified by its unique process ID, its pid.

ParallelSubmit[cmd] submits cmd for evaluation on a remote kernel and returns the queued 
job÷ s pid

ParallelSubmit[{vars¼}, cmd] builds a closure for the local values of the given variables before sending 
cmd to a remote kernel

WaitAll[pid] waits for the given process to finish and returns its result

WaitAll@8pid1, pid2,¼<D waits for all given processes and returns the list of results

WaitAll[expr] waits for all process IDs contained in expr to finish and replaces them by 
the respective process÷  result

WaitNext@8pid1, pid2,¼<D waits for one of the given processes to finish. It returns {res, id, ids}, where 
id is the pid of the finished process, res is its result, and ids is the list of 
remaining pids

Queuing processes.

WaitNext  is  nondeterministic.  It  returns  an  arbitrary  process  that  has  finished.  If  no  process  has  finished,  it  waits  until  a  result  is

available. The third element of the result of WaitNext is suitable as an argument of another call to WaitNext.

The functions ParallelSubmit  and WaitAll  implement concurrency.  You can start arbitrarily many processes, and they will  all  be

evaluated eventually on any available remote processors. When you need a particular result, you can wait for any particular pid, or you

can wait for all results using repeated calls to WaitNext.

Basic Usage

To try the examples here,start a few parallel kernels.

ParallelEvaluate@ $ProcessIDD

811924, 9516<

Queue the evaluation 1+1 for processing on a remote kernel. Note that Queue has the attribute HoldAll to prevent evaluation of the

expression before queueing. The value returned by Queue is the process ID (pid) of the queued process.

j1 = ParallelSubmit@1 + 1D

1 + 1

ready for processing

After queuing a process, you can perform other calculations and eventually collect the result. If the result is not yet available, Wait will

wait for it.
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WaitAll@j1D

2

You can queue several processes. Here the expression 12, 22,¼, 52 is queued for evaluation.

pids = Function@i, ParallelSubmit@i^2DD �� 81, 2, 3, 4, 5<

9
12

ready for processing
,

22

ready for processing
,

32

ready for processing
,

42

ready for processing

Next, wait for any one process to finish.

8res, pid, pids< = WaitNext@pidsD

91,
12

finished
, 9

22

received
,

32

running on kernel 2
,

42

running on kernel 1

Note  the  reassignment  of  pids  to  the  list  of  remaining  process  IDs.  Repeating  the  previous  evaluation  until  the  pids  list  becomes

empty allows you to drain the queue.

8res, pid, pids< = WaitNext@pidsD

94,
22

finished
, 9

32

received
,

42

received
,

52

running on kernel 2

You can also wait for all of the remaining processes to finish.

WaitAll@pidsD

89, 16, 25<

A Note on the Use of Variables

If an expression e in ParallelSubmit@eD involves variables with assigned values, care must be taken to ensure that the remote kernels

have the same variable values defined. Unless you use DistributeDefinitions  or shared variables, locally defined variables will

not be available to remote kernels. See the section Values of Variables in the chapter Parallel Evaluation for more information.

Here are a few common cases where there may be problems.

This assigns the value 2 to the variable a in the local master kernel.

a = 2;

You want to evaluate the expression Head[a] on a remote kernel. The result is not Integer, as it is on the local kernel, because on

the remote kernel the symbol a does not have a value.

Head@aD

Integer

WaitAll@ParallelSubmit@Head@aDDD

Symbol

You can use a local constant, and even name it a, to textually insert the value of a into the argument of ParallelSubmit .

With@8a = a<, WaitAll@ParallelSubmit@Head@aDDDD

Integer

To make this frequent case simpler, you can use an optional first argument in ParallelSubmit  to declare the variables. The variables

will then be inserted into the expression in the second argument.
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WaitAll@ParallelSubmit@8a<, Head@aDDD

Integer

The  syntax  ParallelSubmit[{vars¼},expr]  is  by  design  similar  to  Function[{vars¼},expr].  Both  form  closures  where  the

variables are bound to their values.

Iterator variables behave in the same way. In the following two outputs, the parallel evaluation does not give the correct result.

TableAi2, 8i, 1, 10<E

81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100<

WaitAllATableAParallelSubmitAi2E, 8i, 1, 10<EE

9i2, i2, i2, i2, i2, i2, i2, i2, i2, i2=

Insert the iterator variable as a constant or declare a closure to ensure that you are getting correct results, as is done with the following

command.

WaitAllATableAParallelSubmitA8i<, i2E, 8i, 1, 10<EE

81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100<

Note that ParallelTable[] treats the iterator variable correctly.

ParallelTableAi2, 8i, 1, 10<E

81, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100<

Working with Process IDs
WaitAll@8pid1, pid2, ¼<D  is  merely  a  simple  form  of  a  general  mechanism  to  parallelize  computations.  WaitAll  can  take  any

expression containing pids in  its  arguments  and will  wait  for  all  associated processes to  finish.  The pids will  then be replaced by the

results of their processes.

You can view WaitAll as the inverse of ParallelSubmit; that is, WaitAll@ParallelSubmit@exprDD gives expr, evaluated on a

remote  kernel,  just  as  expr  itself  is  evaluated  locally.  Further,  WaitAll@¼ ParallelSubmit@e1D¼ ParallelSubmit@enD¼D  is

equivalent to ¼e1¼en¼, where each ei is evaluated in parallel. Here the ellipses represent an arbitrary surrounding computation.

The pids generated by an instance of  ParallelSubmit  should  be left  intact  and should neither  be destroyed nor  duplicated before

Wait performs its task. The reason is that each of them represents an ongoing parallel computation whose result should be collected

exactly once.

Examples of expressions that leave pids intact follow.

� pids in a list are safe, because the list operation does not do anything to its arguments; it merely keeps them together. Nested lists
are also safe for the same reason.

WaitAll@8ParallelSubmit@e1D, ¼, ParallelSubmit@enD<D

� pids are symbolic objects that are not affected by Plus. They may be reordered, which is irrelevant. Most arithmetic operations are
safe.

WaitAll@ParallelSubmit@e1D + ¼ + ParallelSubmit@enDD

� Mapping a function involving ParallelSubmit onto a list is safe because the result will contain the list of the pids.

WaitAll@Map@ParallelSubmit@¼ ð¼D &, 8e1, ¼, en<DD

� Table returns lists of pids and is, therefore, safe.

WaitAll@Table@ParallelSubmit@8i<, exprD, 8i, 1, 10<DD

Examples of expressions that are not safe include the following.

�
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�

The Head operation will destroy the symbolic pid, as will other structural operations such as Length, ByteCount, and so on.

WaitAll@Head@ParallelSubmit@eDDD

� Multiplying a pid by 0 will destroy it.

WaitAll@0*ParallelSubmit@eDD

� Do does not return anything, so all pids are lost. A similar case is Scan.

WaitAll@Do@ParallelSubmit@8i<, exprD, 8i, 1, 10<DD

To recover from a computation where pids were destroyed or duplicated, use the command AbortKernels[].

Examples
Before evaluating these examples, make sure that you can run parallel kernels.

Automatic Process Generation

A  general  way  to  parallelize  many  kinds  of  computation  is  to  replace  a  function  g  occurring  in  a  functional  operation  by

Composition@ParallelSubmit, gD. This new operation will  cause all instances of calls of the function g to be queued for parallel

evaluation. The result of this composition is a process ID (pid) that will appear inside the structure constructed by the outer computation

where g  occurred.  To put  back the results  of  the computation of  g,  wrap the whole expression in WaitAll.  This will  replace any pid

inside its expression by the result returned by the corresponding process.

Here are a few examples of such functional compositions.

Parallel mapping

A parallel version of Map is easy to develop. The sequential Map wraps a function f around all elements in a list.

Map@f, 8a, b, c, d<D

8f@aD, f@bD, f@cD, f@dD<

Simply use Composition@ParallelSubmit, fD  instead of f  to schedule all  mappings for parallel  execution. The result  is a list  of

pids.

Map@Composition@ParallelSubmit, fD, 8a, b, c, d<D

9
f@aD

ready for processing
,

f@bD

ready for processing
,

f@cD

ready for processing
,

f@dD

ready for processing

Finally, simply wait for the processes to finish. Every pid will be replaced with the result of its associated process.

WaitAll@%D

8f@aD, f@bD, f@cD, f@dD<

Parallel inner products

To see how this works for symbolic inner products, assume you want a generalized inner product where d is the common last dimension

of a and first dimension of b. Think of p as Plus and t as Times.

Ha.bLi1 i2 ¼in-1 k2 k3 ¼km
= pAtAai1 i2 ¼in-1 1

, b1 k2 k3 ¼km
E, ¼, tAai1 i2 ¼in-1 d

, bdk2 k3 ¼kmEE

Here is an example with d = 2.
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Inner@t, Array@a, 82, 2<D, Array@b, 82, 2<D, pD

88p@t@a@1, 1D, b@1, 1DD, t@a@1, 2D, b@2, 1DDD, p@t@a@1, 1D, b@1, 2DD, t@a@1, 2D, b@2, 2DDD<, 8p@t@a@2, 1D, b@

You can use Composition[ParallelSubmit,p]  in  place of  p  in  the previous expression to queue all  calculations of  p  for  concurrent

execution. The result is a tensor of process IDs.

Inner@t, Array@a, 82, 2<D, Array@b, 82, 2<D, Composition@ParallelSubmit, pDD

99
p@t@a@1, 1D, b@1, 1DD,
t@�1�, �1�DD

ready for processing

,
p@t@a@1, 1D, b@1, 2DD,
t@�1�, �1�DD

ready for processing

=, 9
p@t@a@2, 1D, b@1, 1DD,
t@�1�, �1�DD

ready for processing

,
p@t@a@2, 1D, b@1, 2DD,
t@�1�, �1�DD

ready for processing

Now, simply wait for all processes in this expression.

WaitAll@%D

88p@t@a@1, 1D, b@1, 1DD, t@a@1, 2D, b@2, 1DDD, p@t@a@1, 1D, b@1, 2DD, t@a@1, 2D, b@2, 2DDD<, 8p@t@a@2, 1D, b@

Parallel tables and sums

This code generates a 5�5 matrix of random numbers, where each row is computed in parallel.

WaitAll@Table@ParallelSubmit@RandomReal@80, 1<, 85<DD, 85<DD

880.366339, 0.429674, 0.175038, 0.223298, 0.614533<, 80.42409, 0.24371, 0.278329, 0.648549, 0.119437<, 80.564819

Here is a sum whose elements are computed in parallel. Each element of the sum is a numerical integration.

WaitAll@Sum@ParallelSubmit@8k<, NIntegrate@x^H-1 - 1�kL, 8x, 1, ¥<DD, 8k, 1, 8<DD

36.

Here is the corresponding table of parallel exact results. The value of Ù
1

¥

1

x1+1�k
â x  is k .

TableForm@WaitAll@Table@ParallelSubmit@8k<, 8k, Integrate@x^H-1 - 1�kL, 8x, 1, ¥<D<D, 8k, 1, 8<DD,
TableDepth -> 2D

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

Comparison With ParallelEvaluate

Parallel  Mapping, tables, and inner products were already introduced in chapter Parallel  Evaluation. Those functions perform a single

dispatch  of  part  of  the  computation  on  each  remote  processors.  The  functions  in  this  chapter  generate  one  process  for  each

subproblem.

If all subproblems take the same amount of time, the functions such as ParallelMap[], ParallelTable[] are faster. However, if

the  computation  times  of  the  subproblems  are  different,  and  not  easy  to  estimate  in  advance,  it  can  be  better  to  use  WaitAll[¼

ParallelSubmit[] ¼]  as  described  in  this  section.  If  the  number  of  processes  generated  is  larger  than  the  number  of  remote

kernels, this method performs automatic load balancing, because jobs are assigned to a kernel as soon as the previous job is done, and

all kernels are kept busy all the time.
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Remote Definitions
Remote kernels  do not  have access to  the values of  variables  defined in  the local  master  kernel,  nor  do they have access to  locally

defined functions.

Mathematica  contains  a  command  DistributeDefinitions  that  makes  it  easy  to  transport  local  variables  and  definitions  to  all

remote kernels. The main advantage of this method is that the application package does not need to be installed on the remote kernels.

All definitions are sent through the existing connection to the remote kernels.

Distributing Definitions

DistributeDefinitions@s1, s2, ¼ ] distribute all definitions for symbols si to all remote kernels

DistributeDefinitions["Context‘"] distributes definitions for all symbols in the specified context

Distributing definitions.

DistributeDefinitions has the attribute HoldAll to prevent the evaluation of the symbols.

DistributeDefinitions exports the following kinds of definitions: OwnValues, DownValues, SubValues, UpValues, Default�

Values, NValues.

DistributeDefinitions sets the attributes of the remote symbols equal to the locally defined attributes, except for attributes such

as Protected and Locked.

Any old definitions existing on the remote side are cleared before the new definitions are made.

Examples

Start several remote kernels.

ParallelEvaluate@ $ProcessIDD

86524, 7208<

Define a variable with a value and a function with attributes.

var = 5;

SetAttributes@func, ListableD
func@r_D := r^2

The remote kernels do not know the symbol var as demonstrated with the next evaluation.

ParallelEvaluate@Names@"var"DD

88<, 8<<

Here is a subtle point. The following remote evaluation seems to work, even though the symbols are not defined on the remote side.

ParallelEvaluate@func@varDD

825, 25<

The reason is that the remote kernels return the unevaluated expression func@varD, because the function and variable are not defined

on the remote kernel. The master kernel evaluates the returned results further, but it does so sequentially.

You can easily produce an example where the difference between remote and local evaluation becomes apparent.

On the local kernel, the symbol var evaluates to 5, and the Head of 5 is Integer.
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Head@varD

Integer

On the remote kernels, var stays a symbol, and its head is Symbol.

ParallelEvaluate@Head@varDD

8Symbol, Symbol<

You can export the local definitions to the remote kernels.

DistributeDefinitions@var, funcD

Now the remote evaluation gives the same result as the local one.

ParallelEvaluate@Head@varDD

8Integer, Integer<

Distributing Contexts

DistributeDefinitions["Context‘"] exports all definitions for all symbols in the given context. Thus, you can use the following to

make all your interactively entered definitions known to the remote kernels.

DistributeDefinitions@"Global‘"D

8Global‘<

Exporting the context of a package you have loaded may not have the same effect on the remote kernels as loading the package on

each remote kernel. The reason is that loading a package may perform certain initializations and it may also define auxiliary functions in

other contexts (such as a private context). Also, a package may load additional auxiliary packages that establish their own contexts.

DistributeDefinitions["Context‘"]  is  useful  for  exporting  contexts  for  definitions  that  you have explicitly  set  up  to  be used on

remote kernels. There is a separate command ParallelNeeds for remote loading of packages.

Loading Packages on Remote Kernels

ParallelNeeds["Context‘"] evaluates Needs["Context‘"] on all available parallel kernels

Loading packages.

ParallelNeeds["Context‘"]  is  essentially  equivalent  to ParallelEvaluate[Needs["Context‘"]],  but  it  is  remembered and any

newly launched remote kernels will be initialized as well.

Exporting the context of a package you have loaded may not have the same effect on the remote kernels as loading the package on

each remote kernel with ParallelNeeds[]. The reason is that loading a package may perform certain initializations and it may also

define  auxiliary  functions  in  other  contexts  (such  as  a  private  context).  Also,  a  package  may  load  additional  auxiliary  packages  that

establish their own contexts.

The next two commands load the Mathematica package FiniteFields‘ on the master kernel and all remote kernels. 

Needs@"FiniteFields‘"D

ParallelNeeds@"FiniteFields‘"D;

Note  that  Mathematica  packages  available  to  the  master  kernel  may  not  be  available  on  remote  kernels  from  older  versions  of

Mathematica.
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Example: Eigenvalues of Matrices

Definitions

The parameter prec gives the desired precision for the computation of the eigenvalues of a random n�n matrix.

prec = 18;

The function mat generates a random n�n matrix with numeric entries.

mat@n_D := RandomReal@8-1, 1<, 8n, n<, WorkingPrecision ® precD

The function tf measures the time it takes to find the eigenvalues.

tf@n_D := Timing@Eigenvalues@mat@nDDD@@1DD

Make all these definitions known to all parallel processors with the following command.

DistributeDefinitions@8prec, tf, mat<D;

Clear  the  local  value  of  prec,  since  it  is  no  longer  needed.  Then  check  that  the  definitions  have  been  carried  over  to  the  parallel

processors.

Clear@precD;

ParallelEvaluate@precD

818, 18<

A sample run

Here you measure the time it  takes to  find the eigenvalues of  5�5 to  25�25 matrices.  Because the computations happen on remote

computers that differ in their processor speeds, the results do not necessarily form an increasing sequence.

ParallelMap@tf, 85, 10, 15, 20, 25<D

80., 0.015, 0.031, 0.031, 0.078<

Alternatively,  you  can  perform  the  same  computation  on  each  parallel  processor  to  measure  their  relative  speed.  Here  you  find  the

speed of calculation of the eigenvalues of a 20� 20 matrix on each of the parallel processors.

ParallelEvaluate@tf@20DD

80.047, 0.047<
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Virtual Shared Memory

Shared Memory versus Distributed Memory
Special−purpose  multiprocessing  hardware  comes  in  two  types,  shared  memory  and  distributed  memory.  In  a  shared−memory

machine, all processors have access to a common main memory. In a distributed−memory machine, each processor has its own main

memory, and the processors are connected through a sophisticated network. A collection of networked PCs is also a kind of distributed−

memory parallel machine.

Communication  between  processors  is  an  important  prerequisite  for  all  but  the  most  trivial  parallel  processing  tasks.  In  a  shared−

memory machine, a processor can simply write a value into a particular memory location, and all other processors can read this value.

In a distributed−memory machine, exchanging values of variables involves explicit communication over the network.

Virtual Shared Memory

Virtual shared memory is a programming model that allows processors on a distributed−memory machine to be programmed as if they

had shared memory. A software layer takes care of the necessary communication in a transparent way.

Mathematica  uses independent  kernels as parallel  processors.  It  is  clear  that  these kernels do not  share a common memory,  even if

they  happened  to  reside  on  the  same machine.  However,  Mathematica  provides  functions  that  implement  virtual  shared  memory  for

these remote kernels.

This  is  done with  a simple programming model.  If  a  variable a  is  shared,  any kernel  that  reads the variable (simply  by evaluating it),

reads a common value that is maintained by the master kernel. Any kernel that changes the value of a, for example by assigning it with

a = val,  will  modify the one global copy of the variable a,  so that all  other kernels that subsequently read the variable will  see its new

value.

The drawback of a shared variable is that every access for read or write requires communication over the network, so it is slower than

access to a local unshared variable.

Declaring Shared Variables

SetSharedVariable@s1, s2,¼D declares the symbols si as shared variables

SetSharedFunction@ f1, f2,¼D declares the symbols fi as shared functions or data types

Declaring shared variables and functions. 

The effect  of  SetSharedVariable  or  SetSharedFunction  is  that  all  currently  connected and newly  launched remote kernels  will

perform all accesses to the shared variables through the master kernel.

$SharedVariables the list of currently shared variables (wrapped in Hold[])

$SharedFunctions the list of currently shared functions (wrapped in Hold[])

UnsetShared@s1, s2,¼D stops the sharing of the given variables or functions

UnsetShared@pattD stops the sharing of all variables and functions whose names match the 
string pattern patt

Manipulating the set of shared variables and functions. 

Shared Variables

A  variable  s  that  has  been  declared  shared  with  SetSharedVariable@sD  exists  only  in  the  master  (local)  kernel.  The  following

operations on a remote kernel are redefined so that they have the described effect.
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s evaluation of the variable will consult the master kernel for the variable ÷ s 
current value

s = e, s := e assigning a value to s will perform the assignment in the master kernel

s++, s−−, ++s, −−s the increment/decrement operation is performed in the master kernel (this 
operation is atomic and can be used for synchronization)

Part[Unevaluated[s],i] extracts a part of s; the operation will transmit only the requested part over 
the MathLink connection, not the whole value of s

s[[i]]= e replace the specified part of the variable with a new value; the old value of 
s must have the necessary structure to permit the part assignment

Operations on shared variables. 

For technical reasons, every shared variable must have a value. If the variable in the master kernel does not have a value, it is set to

Null.

Note that other forms of assignments, such as conditional assignments involving side conditions, are not supported.

The customary form of part extraction, s[[i]], will transmit the whole value of s to the slave kernels. Use Part[Unevaluated[s],i]

to transmit only the ith component.

If a variable is Protected at the time you declare it as shared, remote kernels can only access the variable, but not change its value.

Shared Functions

A symbol f that has been declared shared with SetSharedFunctions@ fD exists only in the master (local) kernel. The following opera−

tions on a remote kernel are redefined so that they have the described effect.

f[i], f[i, j], ¼ evaluation of the function or array element f[i], and so forth, will consult 
the master kernel for the symbol÷ s current downvalue

f[i]=e, f[i, j]=e, f[i]:=e, ¼ defining a value for f[i], and so forth, will perform the definition in the 
master kernel

f[[i]]++, f[[i]]−−, ++f[[i]], −−f[[i]] the increment/decrement operation is performed in the master kernel (this 
operation is atomic and can be used for synchronization)

Operations on shared functions.

For technical  reasons, every expression of the form f@¼D  must have a value. If  the expression f@¼D  in the master kernel does not

evaluate, the result is set to Null.

Note that other forms of assignments, such as conditional assignments involving side conditions, are not supported.

You can define shared functions, as in the following. Be sure that the symbol x does not have a value in either the remote kernels or in

the master kernel. The symbol x should not be a shared variable.

f@x_D := x^2

If you make a delayed assignment on a remote kernel, the right side of the definition will be evaluated on the remote kernel when you

use the function. In an immediate assignment, it is evaluated on the master kernel.

f@x_D = x^2

You can implement indexed variables or arrays using shared downvalues of the form x@1D, x@2D, and so forth.

If a function is Protected when you declare it as shared, remote kernels can only use it, but not change its definition.

Basic Example

Start a few local or remote kernels.
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ParallelEvaluate@$ProcessIDD

86292, 11212<

Assign the initial value 17 to x and declare x as a shared variable.

x = 17;
SetSharedVariable@xD

At least two remote kernels should be running. Assign them to two variables for easier use.

r1 = Kernels@D@@1DD; r2 = Kernels@D@@2DD;

The kernel r1 now has access to the common value of x.

ParallelEvaluate@x, r1D

17

Kernel r2 can change the value of x to 18.

ParallelEvaluate@x = 18, r2D

18

The local copy of x on the master kernel has been changed as well.

x

18

Kernel r1 sees the new value, too.

ParallelEvaluate@x, r1D

18

Synchronization
In a situation where several concurrently running remote kernels access the same shared variable for reading and writing, there is no

guarantee that the value of a variable is not changed by another process between the time you read a value and write a new value. Any

other new value that another process wrote in the meantime would get overwritten.

Example: Critical Sections

This  classic  example  of  uncontrolled  access  to  a  shared  variable  illustrates  the  problem.  To  try  out  this  example,  you  should  have

between two and 10 remote kernels running. 

The code inside the first argument of ParallelMap is the client code that is executed independently on the available remote kernels.

The code reads the shared variable y, stores its value in a local variable a, performs some computations (here simulated with Pause),

and then wants to increment the value of y  by setting it  to a  +  1.  But by that time, the value of y  is most likely no longer equal to a,

because another process will have changed it.

SetSharedVariable@yD;

y = 0;
ParallelMap@H

Pause@0.4 Random@DD;
H* begin critical section *L
a = y;
Pause@Random@DD;
y = a + 1
H* end critical section *L
L &,

Range@10DD

81, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7<
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If  this  code  were  run  sequentially  (by  changing  ParallelMap  into  Map),  the  final  value  of  y  would  be  10,  but  with  enough  parallel

processes, it will most likely be lower.

y

7

The code between reading the variable y and setting it to a new value is called a critical section. During its execution, no other process

should  read or  write  y.  To  reserve  a  critical  section,  a  process  can acquire  an  exclusive  lock  before  entering  the  critical  section  and

release the lock after leaving the critical section.

Mathematica provides the function CriticalSection[lck,expr] to acquire a lock, evaluate an expr and then release the lock. Once a

process has acquired the lock, no other process can do so. The lock is released when the expression finishes evaluation.

Here is the previous example with the additional code to implement locking. If a kernel fails to acquire a lock it has no choice but to try

again until it eventually succees. 

SetSharedVariable@yD;

y = 0;
ParallelMap@H

Pause@0.4 Random@DD;
CriticalSection@8lck<,
a = y;
Pause@Random@DD;
y = a + 1;
a + 1DL &,

Range@10DD

81, 3, 7, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 9<

y

10

Locking slows down a computation because remote processes may have to wait for one another. In this example the result is essen−

tially sequential execution. You should keep critical sections as short as possible. If two processes each have locks and then try to gain

each others lock then a deadlock will occur in which the process will wait forever.
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Legacy
The parallel  computing features of  Mathematica  entirely  replace the Parallel  Computing Toolkit  that  was available up to  Mathematica

Version  6.  As  stated  in  the  Introduction,  this  has  many  benefits  and  will  help  to  drive  the  usage  of  parallel  computing.  This  section

describes conversion for users of the Parallel Computing Toolkit.

All the key functions for parallel computing have now become System‘ context symbols, as well as some of them have been renamed.

Also, there is additional functionality not present previously. To help resolve these problems, a legacy package is provided.

Legacy Package
The legacy package adds support for functions that were part of the Parallel Computing Toolkit. It can be loaded as shown below.

Launch

LaunchKernels@D

8KernelObject@1, localD, KernelObject@2, localD<

<< Parallel‘V2‘

Now if you use a command such as RemoteEvaluate, it will work.

RemoteEvaluate@ $ProcessIDD

84116, 5328<

Name Changes
A summary of the changes in names is shown in the following table.

Old Name New Name

ExportEnvironment DistributeDefinitions

ParallelizeDefinitions DistributeDefinitions

ParallelizeValues DistributeDefinitions

RemoteEvaluate ParallelEvaluate

ParallelEvaluate ParallelCombine, Parallelize

RemoteNeeds ParallelNeeds

ResetKernels AbortKernels

WaitOne WaitNext

WaitFirst WaitNext

Wait WaitAll

Queue ParallelSubmit

SharedVariables SetSharedVariable

ShareVariable SetSharedVariable

SharedDownValues SetSharedFunction

ShareFunctions SetSharedFunction

ClearShared UnsetShared

Unshare UnsetShared

Listing of legacy names from the Parallel Computing Toolkit and their modern equivalents.
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Introduction to Web Services

The World Wide Web is increasingly being used for communication between applications. The programmatic interfaces made available

over the web for application−to−application communication are often referred to as web services. There are many types of applications

that  can  be  considered  web  services  but  interoperability  between  applications  is  enhanced  most  by  the  use  of  familiar  technologies

such as XML and HTTP. These technologies allow applications using differing languages and platforms to interface in a familiar way.

The web services client for Mathematica  allows users to call  operations that are based remotely on other platforms or languages that

are not immediately accessible to Mathematica. This opens up a whole new realm of functionality and data to users of Mathematica.

There  are  several  keys  technologies  that  enable  Mathematica  to  interact  with  web  services.  Following  is  an  explanation  of  each

technology. 

XML and HTTP
XML and HTTP are the foundation for calling web services with Web Services Link. A user interacts with the web service interfaces by

sending XML messages over HTTP. XML and HTTP are useful for creating and sending messages because they are flexible and widely

supported  on  many  platforms  and  languages.  This  interoperability  allows  applications  to  communicate  using  differing  languages  and

platforms using these common technologies. Web Services Link supports XML 1.0 and HTTP 1.1. The XML functionality is supplied by

the XML capabilities built  into Mathematica.  The HTTP functionality  is  supplied by the Apache Commons HTTP client.  The user  may

find  knowledge  of  XML  and  HTTP  to  be  helpful,  however,  it  is  not  required.  For  more  information  about  HTTP,  please  see  http−

://www.w3.org/Protocols/. For more information about XML, please see http://www.w3.org/XML/.

SOAP
Because  XML  and  HTTP  are  so  flexible,  a  web  service  message  may  be  represented  and  communicated  in  many  different  ways.

Therefore it is important to have standards that are common among all platforms and languages that use a web service. Simple Object

Access  Protocol  (SOAP)  is  one  standard  that  formally  sets  the  conventions  governing  the  format  and  processing  rules  of  XML

messages and how they are used with HTTP. Web Services Link supports SOAP 1.1. Mathematica users are not required to know any

specifics of SOAP. For more information, please see http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/. 

WSDL

Another useful technology that is associated with web services is Web Service Description Language (WSDL). WSDL formally sets the

format for describing a web service using XML. By providing a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to a WSDL, applications can discover

what operations a particular web service provides and how an operation ÷ s messages look. With this information Web Services Link can

generate SOAP messages using input from Mathematica functions. A web services operation may be used without a WSDL, however,

the WSDL is key for promoting a web service. Web Services Link supports WSDL 1.1. Mathematica users are not required to know any

specifics of WSDL. For more information, please see http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl.

XML Schema
Data types are a very important component of web services because different data types may be used to compose SOAP messages.

WSDL uses XML Schema to describe data types used in a web service. Web Services Link uses the XML Schema package to dynami−

cally  bind  Mathematica  expressions  to  XML.  This  package  validates  data  against  a  schema  to  make  sure  it  correctly  matches  the

definition for a data type. Web Services Link supports XML Schema 1.0. Mathematica users are not required to know any specifics of

XML Schema. For more information, please see http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema. 
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WS−I Basic Profiles
While SOAP and WSDL are great starts for implementing web services, there are compatibility issues that result from these specifica−

tions. WS−I Basic Profiles address all compatibility issues by specifying implementation guidelines on how core web services specifica−

tions  should  be  used  together  to  develop  interoperable  web  services.  This  specification  gives  guidelines  for  WSDL,  SOAP,  and

Universal  Description,  Discovery  and  Integration  (UDDI)  implementations.  The  focus  of  this  specification  is  easier  integration  among

varying implementations of web services and their clients. The client uses these guidelines for the implementation. A web service that

follows  these  guidelines  is  more  likely  to  work  correctly  with  the  client.  Web Services  Link  supports  WS−I  Profiles  1.1.  Mathematica

users are not required to know any specifics of Basic Profiles. For more information, please see http://www.ws−i.org/.
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Getting Started with Web Services

Loading the Package
Web Services  Link  is  a  Mathematica  add−on  application.  Before  any  functions  from the  package  can  be  used,  it  must  be  loaded  as

follows.

<< WebServices‘

Installing a Web Service
InstallService  will install the web service operations defined by a supplied WSDL as Mathematica functions. The functions created

are returned in a list.

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Hello.m?wsdl"D

8HelloWorld<

Naming a Web Service
The functions created by InstallService  are placed in a context based on the service name and port name specified by the WSDL.

A user can change this context by supplying a valid Mathematica context to InstallService .

InstallService@
"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Echo.m?wsdl", "EchoService‘"D

8EchoBase64Binary, EchoBoolean, EchoDate, EchoDateTime, EchoDatum, EchoDatumArray, EchoExpression, EchoInteger

Context@EchoStringD

EchoService‘

By default the context of a web service is added to the $ContextPath. This allows users to call the functions without having to specify

the  context.  However,  there  is  a  danger  that  the  functions  installed  by  InstallService  will  collide  with  other  functions  already

defined in Mathematica on $ContextPath. If a user does not want the web service context added to $ContextPath, then the user

should set AllowShortContext -> False. If this option is set to False, then the entire context will need to be specified in order to

call a function.

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Plot.m?wsdl",
AllowShortContext ® FalseD

8PlotServiceService‘PlotServicePort‘PlotExpression, PlotServiceService‘PlotServicePort‘PlotString<

Inspecting Web Service Functions
$InstalledServices  may  be  used  to  determine  which  web  service  functions  are  installed.  This  is  a  list  of  all  the  web  service

functions installed.

$InstalledServices

8EchoBase64Binary, EchoBoolean, EchoDate, EchoDateTime, EchoDatum, EchoDatumArray, EchoExpression, EchoInteger

The usage message for  each function may be inspected to discover  how the function works.  ?SymbolName  may be used to get  the

usage message for a symbol. For instance, ?HelloWorld  retrieves the usage message for HelloWorld.  The usage message for a

web service function is populated with the documentation provided by the WSDL.
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?HelloWorld

String HelloWorld@D

Simple HelloWorld web service example.

Each usage message contains a function signature that may be used to call the function. For instance, HelloWorld does not require

any parameters and returns a string.

Executing a Web Service Function
The usage message should be a starting point for determining what to input as parameters and what to expect as a result. Once this is

determined, the function may be executed. A web service function may be executed just like any other Mathematica function.

HelloWorld@D

Hello! The current date is 82007, 3, 29, 14, 15, 17.5561239<
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Basic Examples of Web Services

DataTypes: Echo
Often a web service requires using data other than a simple string. This data could be something simple like an integer or a real. Often

the data is more complex and is a combination of simple data types. This example demonstrates how to use different data types.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Echo.m?wsdl"D

8EchoBase64Binary, EchoBoolean, EchoDate, EchoDateTime, EchoDatum, EchoDatumArray, EchoExpression, EchoInteger

For each of the examples, the usage message may be used to determine the data types used by a web service.

Simple Data Types

Simple  data  types  are  the  easiest  data  types  to  use  in  Web  Services  Link.  Mathematica  users  should  be  familiar  with  the  symbols

String, Integer, Real , True , and False. Each of these may be used with a web service function.

Here is an example of using True  with a web service.

?EchoBoolean

HTrue È FalseL EchoBoolean@bool:HTrue È FalseLD

Echos True or False

EchoBoolean@TrueD

True

Here is an example of using String with a web service.

?EchoString

String EchoString@str_StringD

Echos a String.

EchoString@"Hello."D

Hello.

Here is an example of using Integer with a web service.

?EchoInteger

Integer EchoInteger@int_IntegerD

Echos an Integer.

EchoInteger@13D

13

Here is an example of using Real  with a web service.
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?EchoReal

Real EchoReal@real_RealD

Echos a Real.

EchoReal@2.3333D

2.3333

Non−Standard Simple Data Types

Web Services Link provides some data types that may be mapped to the XML Schema of a web service. SchemaDate, SchemaTime,

SchemaDateTime,  SchemaExpr,  SchemaMathML,  and SchemaBase64Binary  are each simple data types that may be used with a

web service.

Here is an example of using SchemaDate with a web service.

?EchoDate

SchemaDate EchoDate@d_SchemaDateD

Echos a date.

?SchemaDate

SchemaDate@year_Integer, month_Integer,
day_IntegerD represents a date that may be used with XMLSchema.

EchoDate@SchemaDate@2005, 7, 4DD

SchemaDate@2005, 7, 4D

Here is an example of using SchemaTime with a web service.

?EchoTime

SchemaTime EchoTime@t_SchemaTimeD

Echos a time.

?SchemaTime

SchemaDateTime@hour_Integer, minute_Integer,
second_RealD represents a time that may be used with XMLSchema.

EchoTime@SchemaTime@5, 0, 0.DD

SchemaTime@5, 0, 0D

Here is an example of using SchemaDateTime with a web service.

?EchoDateTime

SchemaDateTime EchoDateTime@dt_SchemaDateTimeD

Echos a date time.
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?SchemaDateTime

SchemaDateTime@year_Integer, month_Integer,
day_Integer, hour_Integer, minute_Integer, second_RealD
represents a dateTime that may be used with XMLSchema.

EchoDateTime@SchemaDateTime �� Date@DD

SchemaDateTime@2007, 3, 29, 14, 19, 36.9501D

Examples of SchemaExpr, SchemaMathML, and SchemaBase64Binary follow in the next section.

Compound Data Types

Web Services Link generates symbols that are used to build compound data types. Compound data types are Mathematica expressions

that  contain  instances  of  simple  data  types  and/or  compound data  types.  Compound data  types  are  created  in  Mathematica  using  a

symbol representing the data type as the head of a Mathematica expression. The members of the data type are represented using rules

in  the  body  of  the  expression.  The  left−hand side  of  the  rule  specifies  the  name of  a  member  of  the  data  type.  The  right−hand side

specifies the value of the member. The value may be a simple or compound value.

Here is an example of a web service that uses a compound data type.

?EchoDatum

Datum EchoDatum@d_DatumD

Echos a datum.

?Datum

TYPE PROPERTIES
Name Datum
Namespace http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Echo.m
Global True
Array False

TYPE ELEMENTS
Name Type MinOccurs MaxOccurs Default Fixed Symbol
value Integer 1 1 Null Null value$488
text String 1 1 Null Null text$493

NewSchemaInstance may be used to generate an instance of Datum.

datum = NewSchemaInstance@Datum, 8"value" ® 5!, "text" ® "Hello!"<D

Datum@value ® 120, text ® Hello!D

EchoDatum@datumD

Datum@value ® 120, text ® Hello!D

Here is an example of how to retrieve data from a compound data type.

datum@"value"D

120

ReplaceSchemaInstanceValue may be used to set a value for a compound data type.

ReplaceSchemaInstanceValue@datum, "value" ® 6!D

Datum@value ® 720, text ® Hello!D
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Arrays

Web Services Link supports arrays using List . To use an array, you need only to use a Mathematica List  consisting entirely of the

data type defined by the array.

Here is an example of a web service that uses an array of simple data types.

?EchoIntegerArray

8___Integer< EchoIntegerArray@array:8___Integer<D\n\nEchos an integer array.

EchoIntegerArray@81, 2, 3<D

81, 2, 3<

Here is an example of a web service that uses an array of compound data types.

?EchoDatumArray

8___Datum< EchoDatumArray@array:8___Datum<D

Echos a datum array

datum = NewSchemaInstance@Datum, 8"value" ® 5!, "text" ® "Hello!"<D

Datum@value ® 120, text ® Hello!D

EchoDatumArray@8
ReplaceSchemaInstanceValue@datum, "value" ® 7!D,
ReplaceSchemaInstanceValue@datum, "value" ® 8!D,
ReplaceSchemaInstanceValue@datum, "value" ® 9!D<D

8Datum@value ® 5040, text ® Hello!D, Datum@value ® 40320, text ® Hello!D, Datum@value ® 362880, text ® Hello!D

Images: Plot
Strings are a natural  way to  transmit  graphics within  web services.  In  order  to  ensure its  integrity,  binary data is  encoded in  base64.

This example demonstrates how to use binary data types.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Plot.m?wsdl"D

8PlotExpression, PlotString<

?PlotString

SchemaBase64Binary PlotString@expr_String,limit_IntegerD

Plots a function of x from 0 to a limit. The function
is passed in as an InputForm string and the result is a GIF.

In  the  Plot  example,  PlotString  takes  a  string  and  an  integer  as  parameters  and  returns  a  base64  binary  string.  The  function

converts the string into a Mathematica  expression and then plots this as a function of x  from 0 to a limit specified by the integer. The

service returns a list  of  base64 binary bytes wrapped in a head of SchemaBase64Binary.  This head is used to identify this data as

base64 binary. FromCharacterCode  can be used to decode the base64 binary data into a string consisting of GIF data. This string

may be imported to a GIF with ImportString. 
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ImportString@FromCharacterCode@First@PlotString@"Sin@xD", 10DDD, "GIF"D

Mathematical Data: Integrate
Web  Services  Link  supports  mathematical  data  using  strings,  typeset  images,  MathML,  or  Mathematica  expressions.  This  example

demonstrates using mathematical data.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m?wsdl"D

8IntegrateExpression, IntegrateExpressionToGIF, IntegrateMathML, IntegrateMathMLToGIF, IntegrateString, IntegrateStringToGIF

Strings

Mathematical  data can be used with a web service by using Mathematica  expressions within a string. The string data type has some

limitations for communicating mathematical data. For one, it is one−dimensional. If you use InputForm  or FullForm  to represent the

data, information about its presentation may be left out. It is also worth noting that while all web services support strings, they may not

all  support  parsing Mathematica  expressions from a string.  However,  sending a string to web service is  probably the simplest  way to

communicate mathematical data, if not the most advanced.

This example demonstrates using strings to communicate mathematical data. 

?IntegrateString

String IntegrateString@str_StringD

Integrates an equation with respect to x. The function is passed
in as an InputForm string and the result is an InputForm string.

result = IntegrateString@"Sin@xD"D

-Cos@xD

Web Services Link does not take a string and automatically convert it into a Mathematica expression. This is because all strings are not

necessarily Mathematica expressions.

result �� InputForm

"−Cos[x]"

But because this is Mathematica, the result can easily be turned into an expression.

expr = ToExpression@resultD

-Cos@xD
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Typeset Images

Mathematical  data  can  be  presented  with  a  web  service  by  using  images.  An  image  has  one  major  limitation  for  communicating

mathematical  data.  An  image  cannot  be  easily  manipulated  or  processed.  This  means  data  cannot  be  easily  taken  from  it  except

visually and it cannot be changed and updated easily. Images are often useful, however, because typeset equations are not supported

on nearly  as many systems as images.  So generating an image of  a typeset  equation is  a nice way to present  typeset  equations on

systems that do not support them.

The following example demonstrates using images to communicate mathematical data. The service returns a list base64 binary bytes

wrapped in a head of SchemaBase64Binary. This head is used to identify this data as base64 binary. FromCharacterCode  can be

used to decode the base64 binary data into a string consisting of GIF data. This string may be imported to a GIF with ImportString.

?IntegrateStringToGIF

SchemaBase64Binary IntegrateStringToGIF@str_StringD

Integrates an equation with respect to x. The function
is passed in as an InputForm string and the result is a GIF.

ImportString@FromCharacterCode@First@IntegrateStringToGIF@"x^2"DDD, "GIF"D

Mathematica Expression

Mathematical data can be presented with a web service by using Mathematica expressions. Expressions are how data is represented in

Mathematica.  Expressions address some of  the  limitations of  strings  and images.  However,  expressions do have a  few limitations  of

their own, the biggest being that they are not supported on all systems. However, since expressions are the standard for using mathe−

matical data with Mathematica, they can be very useful for interfacing with other Mathematica systems.
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The  following  example  demonstrates  using  Mathematica  expressions  to  communicate  mathematical  data.  The  service  returns  an

expression wrapped in a head of SchemaExpr. This head is used to identify the following data as an expression.

?IntegrateExpression

SchemaExpr IntegrateExpression@expr_SchemaExprD

Integrates an equation with respect to x. The function is passed in as
an InputForm Expression and the result is an InputForm Expression.

IntegrateExpression@SchemaExpr@Sin@xDDD

SchemaExpr@-Cos@xDD

Web Services Link encodes Mathematica expressions as ExpressionML within web services messages. The ExpressionML is automati−

cally converted into an expression.

MathML

Mathematical data can be presented with a web service by using MathML. MathML is the standard for representing mathematical data

across systems. MathML addresses some of the limitations that strings and images have. However, MathML does have a few limita−

tions of its own, the biggest being that it is not supported on all systems. Another limitation is its complexity. MathML is more difficult to

look at than something like InputForm . However, since it is the standard for using mathematical data outside of Mathematica, it  can

be very useful for interfacing with other systems that do not use Mathematica.

This  example  demonstrates  using  MathML  to  communicate  mathematical  data.  The  service  returns  symbolic  MathML  wrapped  in  a

head of SchemaMathML, which is used to identify the data as MathML.

?IntegrateMathML

SchemaMathML IntegrateMathML@mathml_SchemaMathMLD

Integrates an equation with respect to x. The
function is passed in as an MathML and the result is MathML.

result = IntegrateMathML@SchemaMathML@XML‘MathML‘ExpressionToSymbolicMathML@Sin@xDDDD

SchemaMathML@XMLElement@8http:��www.w3.org�1998�Math�MathML, math<, 8<, 8XMLElement@8http:��www.w3.org�1998

Web Services  Link  does  not  take  a  MathML expression  and  automatically  convert  it  into  a  Mathematica  expression,  because  not  all

MathML instances are necessarily  supported by Mathematica  expressions.  But  because this  is  Mathematica,  the result  can easily  be

turned into an expression.

XML‘MathML‘SymbolicMathMLToExpression@First@resultDD

-Cos@xD

SOAP Headers
SOAP headers are an important component to web services because they allow web services to process metadata separate from the

body of  a SOAP message.  The body will  contain information directly  related to the web service operation being invoked.  However,  a

header may contain more general content that is used across any number of the web service operations. For example, a header may

contain a username and password. It is useful to include the username and password as a header, because a separate component can

be used to process the username and password without needing to know anything about the body.

Web Services Link  supports headers by including the header as part  of  the function signature of  an operation. So it  will  look like any

other parameter of the operation. If an operation requires two strings defining the username and password as headers, then these two

strings will be expected when calling this function.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�SOAPHeaders.m?wsdl"D

8Authenticate<
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?Authenticate

String Authenticate@Username_String,Password_StringD

Simple authentication web service example.

Authenticate@"anonymous", "password"D

Hello anonymous.

Sessions
Sessions are used by web services to persist user data over multiple calls to a web service. For example, they can be used to save a

user÷ s settings,  data,  or  other  things.  Sessions  are  supported  by  Web  Services  Link.  However,  there  are  no  special  functions  or

options. If a web service provides operations that use sessions, then sessions should be used by the Java client.

Here is an example that uses sessions. This example returns how many times a user has accessed the operation.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Session.m?wsdl"D

8GetAccesses<

?GetAccesses

Integer GetAccesses@D

Gets the number of times this function has been accessed.

GetAccesses@D

0

Additional calls to GetAccesses increments the counter.

GetAccesses@D

1

Authentication
Authentication  is  used  by  some  web  services  to  validate  a  user.  This  is  based  on  functionality  provided  by  HTTP.  Digest  and  basic

authentication are supported. A user can set the username and password by using the Username  and Password  options. These can

be passed into any web service function and used for authentication.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Hello.m?wsdl",
"Username" ® "user", "Password" ® "password"D

8HelloWorld<

HTTP authentication is reused for supplemental calls to a URL. The username and password are stored in memory and will be required

every time the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is shut down.

HelloWorld@D

Hello! The current date is 82007, 1, 31, 12, 32, 35.848595<

Timeouts
A timeout may be required when calling a web service operation. A user can set the timeout by using the Timeout option. This can be

passed into any web service function. The value of the option must be a positive integer specifying the timeout in milliseconds.

<< WebServices‘
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InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Hello.m?wsdl"D

8HelloWorld<

Here is an example setting the timeout to 10 milliseconds.

HelloWorld@Timeout ® 10D

InvokeServiceOperation::native : An error occurred: Read timed out �

$Failed

Here is an example setting the timeout to 1 second.

HelloWorld@Timeout ® 1000D

Hello! The current date is 82007, 3, 29, 14, 38, 39.6414826<
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Advanced Topics in Web Services

Working with Messages
Sometimes it is useful to work directly with the request message that is sent to a web service. This message may be retrieved using the

ToServiceRequest  function.  ToServiceRequest  is  called  by  providing  a  web  service  function  as  the  first  parameter  and  its

parameters  as  the  additional  parameters.  The  function  will  not  invoke  the  web  service  operation.  Rather  the  function  will  return  the

symbolic XML representation of the request message that would generally be sent to the web service.

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m?wsdl"D

8IntegrateExpression, IntegrateExpressionToGIF, IntegrateMathML, IntegrateMathMLToGIF, IntegrateString, IntegrateStringToGIF

symbolicXML = ToServiceRequest@IntegrateString, "Sin@xD"D

XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@8soapenv, Envelope<, 88xmlns, soapenv< ® http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap

A user  may change the request  message to  have different  values or  different  attributes.  In  fact,  the user  may create an entirely  new

message. However, the message must still follow the format specified in the SOAP specification. Using ToServiceRequest gives the

user  a  nice  starting  point.  The  request  message  can  then  be  invoked  using  the  InvokeServiceOperation  function.  The  first

parameter of this function is the end point URI or the symbol representing a web service function. The web service function specifies the

end point URI internally along with other options for invoking the service. The second argument is the symbolic XML representation of

the request message.

InvokeServiceOperation@IntegrateString, symbolicXMLD

XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@8http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap�envelope�, Envelope<, 88http:��www.w3

The  result  of  this  call  is  the  response  message.  Sometimes  it  is  useful  to  work  directly  with  the  response  message.  However,  web

service functions by default  return a deserialized version of the response message. The original  response message may be retrieved

using the InvokeServiceOperation  function. The first parameter is the web service function, and the function÷ s parameters follow.

InvokeServiceOperation  invokes the service and returns the entire response message in symbolic XML. This will allow the user to

customize how the data is deserialized into Mathematica representation.

response = InvokeServiceOperation@IntegrateString, "Sin@xD"D

XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@8http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap�envelope�, Envelope<, 88http:��www.w3

Once  a  web  service  function  is  called  using  InvokeServiceOperation,  the  results  come  back  in  the  form  of  a  SOAP  envelope.

FromServiceResponse  can  be  used  to  extract  the  results  from  the  SOAP  envelope.  The  data  will  be  deserialized  into  the  proper

Mathematica types specified by the operation symbol.

FromServiceResponse@IntegrateString, responseD

-Cos@xD

Working without a WSDL
Web services will work without a WSDL file, and sometimes the user may be forced into a situation where a WSDL file is not available.

Although it  is much more convenient to use web services with a WSDL file,  it  is  possible to use the Mathematica  web services client

without a WSDL. A user can build the SOAP message from scratch in Mathematica using symbolic XML.

ToServiceRequest  can  also  be  used  to  build  a  SOAP  message  using  XML  Schema  definitions.  DefineSchema  can  be  used  to

define  type  definitions  for  a  web  service.  In  this  example,  the  IntegrateString  web  services  have  a  root  element  of

IntegrateString,  have  a  namespace  of  http://localhost:8080/webMathematica/Examples/WebServices/Integrate.m,  and  take  a

string named str as a parameter.
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<< WebServices‘

DefineSchema@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m",
8
IntegrateString : IntegrateStringType@str_StringD
<
D

8IntegrateString<

NewSchemaInstance  can be used to create an instance of  the type just  defined and this can be passed into ToServiceRequest,

which takes two parameters. First it takes a list of parameters for the body of the message. Second it takes a list of parameters for the

header.

ToServiceRequest@8NewSchemaInstance@IntegrateString, 8"str" ® "Sin@xD"<D<, 8<D

XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@8soapenv, Envelope<, 88xmlns, soapenv< ® http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap

ToServiceRequest  supports  two  options  as  well.  First,  OperationName  can  be  used  to  wrap  an  element  that  identifies  a  web

service operation around the parameters.  This is  often useful  when using RPC−style web services or  when mapping document−style

web services to functions. Second, EncodingStyleURI may be used to set the encoding style. The only encoding style supported is

SOAP encoding as demonstrated next. This adds type attributes to the parameters.

msg = ToServiceRequest@8"str" ® "Sin@xD"<, 8<,
OperationName ®
8"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m", "IntegrateString"<,

EncodingStyleURI ® 8"http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap�encoding�"<
D

XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@8soapenv, Envelope<, 88xmlns, soapenv< ® http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap

InvokeServiceOperation  can  then  be  used  to  invoke  the  service  with  the  message  that  has  been  generated.

InvokeServiceOperation  requires two parameters. First the end point is required, which specifies the URL where the message will

be  sent.  The second parameter  is  the  message.  A  couple  of  options  are  supported  as  well.  SOAPActionURI  may be  used to  set  a

SOAP  Action  header.  TransportStyleURI  may  be  used  to  set  the  transport  style  (although  http  is  the  only  transport  currently

supported). Username and Password may be used for authentication and Timeout may be used to set a timeout.

response =
InvokeServiceOperation@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m", msgD

XMLObject@DocumentD@8<, XMLElement@8http:��schemas.xmlsoap.org�soap�envelope�, Envelope<, 88http:��www.w3

FromServiceResponse  can be used to process a SOAP message using XML Schema definitions.  DefineSchema  can be used to

define  a  return  type  for  a  web  service.  In  this  example,  the  IntegrateString  returns  an  element  with  a  string  named  element.

FromServiceResponse  takes the message as a parameter and the option ReturnType is used to specify the return type.

DefineSchema@"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m",
8
IntegrateStringReturnType@element_StringD
<
D

8IntegrateStringReturnType<

FromServiceResponse@response, ReturnType ® IntegrateStringReturnTypeD

-Cos@xD

InstallServiceOperation  can be used to install these definitions as a Mathematica function. It takes a symbol as its first parame−

ter that the function definition will be associated with. It takes a URL as its second parameter that will define where a message is sent.

The  third  parameter  is  a  list  of  parameters  for  the  function.  These  parameters  are  defined  using  XML  Schema  element  definition

symbols defined using DefineSchema. The fourth parameter is a list of header parameters. Finally, options may be used. Each option

from ToServiceRequest, InvokeServiceOperation, and FromServiceResponse  is valid.
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InstallServiceOperation@
integrateString,
"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m",
TypeElements@ElementType@IntegrateStringDD,
8<,
OperationName ®
8"http:��localhost:8080�webMathematica�Examples�WebServices�Integrate.m", "IntegrateString"<,

ReturnType ® IntegrateStringReturnTypeD

integrateString

Once the function is installed, it may be used just like other functions installed using Web Services Link.

?integrateString

String integrateString@str_StringD

integrateString@"Cos@xD"D

Sin@xD

Debugging
Web Services Link provides a few symbols that can help in debugging. The debugging symbols are defined in the following table.

Symbol Description

$PrintServiceRequest uses the Print function to print the message in XML format sent to a web service

$PrintServiceResponse uses the Print function to print the message in XML format received from a web 

service before it is deserialized into a rule syntax expression

$PrintWSDLDebug prints information about web services being installed that can be used to debug; 
information printed includes option values, parameter signatures, and the endpoint 
URI for web service operation

$PrintShortErrorMessages specifies whether error messages will be shortened for the user to avoid long 
intimidating error messages

Debugging symbols.
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Amazon Web Services Example
Amazon.com is a well−known web retailer that specializes in books, music, movies, and many other products. Amazon has made a web

service available that allows developers to interface with their database of products. A user can search for specific products, authors,

artists,  and  so  on.  A  query  will  return  information  (price,  description,  location,  and  so  on)  about  the  products  that  are  found.  This

example demonstrates a Mathematica interface to the Amazon web service.

The  Amazon  web  services  are  good  demonstrations  of  using  web  services  to  retrieve  data.  This  example  searches  the  Amazon

databases for books written by certain authors, published by a certain manufacturer, or containing a certain keyword. The example code

then places the results in a new notebook. The example has one option. Setting the ShowPictures option to True  will force the code

to retrieve and display the cover image of the book.

To try this example, evaluate all the initialization cells. (You can do this using Evaluation £  Evaluate Initialization Cells.) Then go to

the examples here.
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à Code

BeginPackage@"WebServices‘Examples‘Amazon‘", 8"WebServices‘", "JLink‘"<D;

AuthorSearch;
ManufacturerSearch;
KeywordSearch;
ShowPictures;

Begin@"‘Private‘"D;

InstallService@"http:��soap.amazon.com�schemas3�AmazonWebServices.wsdl"D;

Options@AuthorSearchD = 8ShowPictures ® False<;

AuthorSearch@keyword_String, pages_Integer, options___?OptionQD := Module@8result<,
result = AuthorSearchRequest@AuthorRequest@"author" ® keyword, "page" ® ToString@pagesD,

"mode" ® "books", "tag" ® "webservices-20", "type" ® "lite", "devtag" ® "D3VZJS46JD5U9D"DD;
If@result === $Failed, Return@$FailedDD;
result = result@"Details"D;
NotebookPut@
resultNotebook@"Amazon Author Search", keyword, result, optionsDD

D

ManufacturerSearch@keyword_String, pages_Integer, options___?OptionQD :=
Module@8result<, result = ManufacturerSearchRequest@

ManufacturerRequest@"manufacturer" ® keyword, "page" ® ToString@pagesD, "mode" ® "books",
"tag" ® "webservices-20", "type" ® "lite", "devtag" ® "D3VZJS46JD5U9D"DD;

If@result === $Failed, Return@$FailedDD;
result = result@"Details"D;
NotebookPut@
resultNotebook@"Amazon Manufacturer Search", keyword, result, optionsDD

D;

KeywordSearch@keyword_String, pages_Integer, options___?OptionQD := Module@8result<,
result = KeywordSearchRequest@KeywordRequest@"keyword" ® keyword, "page" ® ToString@pagesD,

"mode" ® "books", "tag" ® "webservices-20", "type" ® "lite", "devtag" ® "D3VZJS46JD5U9D"DD;
If@result === $Failed, Return@$FailedDD;
result = result@"Details"D;
NotebookPut@
resultNotebook@"Amazon Keyword Search", keyword, result, optionsDD

D;

resultNotebook@title_String, keyword_String, result_List, options___?OptionQD :=
Notebook@Flatten@8

Cell@title, "Subtitle"D,
Cell@"Results for: " <> keyword, "Section"D,
resultCells@ð, optionsD & �� result
<D, CellGrouping ® Manual, WindowTitle ® Htitle <> ": " <> keywordLD

resultCells@d_, options___?OptionQD :=
Module@8url, asin, productName, authorNames, releaseDate, manufacturer,

imageUrlMedium, listPrice, ourPrice, usedPrice, showPictures, cellList<,
8showPictures< = 8ShowPictures< �. Flatten@8options<D �. Options@AuthorSearchD;
url = d@"Url"D;
asin = d@"Asin"D;
productName = d@"ProductName"D;
authorNames = d@"Authors"D;
releaseDate = d@"ReleaseDate"D;
manufacturer = d@"Manufacturer"D;
imageUrlMedium = d@"ImageUrlMedium"D;
listPrice = d@"ListPrice"D;
ourPrice = d@"OurPrice"D;
usedPrice = d@"UsedPrice"D;
authorNames = ToString@authorNamesD;
authorNames = StringDrop@authorNames, 1D;
authorNames = StringDrop@authorNames, -1D;
If@TrueQ@showPicturesD, imageUrlMedium = getImageData@imageUrlMediumD;
If@StringMatchQ@imageUrlMedium, "GIF*"D,
imageCell = ToExpression@ExportString@ImportString@imageUrlMedium, "GIF"D, "MGFCell"DD,
imageCell = ToExpression@ExportString@ImportString@imageUrlMedium, "JPEG"D, "MGFCell"DDD;D;

8Cell@CellGroupData@Flatten@8
Cell@TextData@8

ButtonBox@StyleBox@productName, FontWeight ® "Bold"D, ButtonData ® 8URL@urlD, None<,
ButtonStyle ® "Hyperlink"D, " by ", StyleBox@authorNames, FontSlant ® "Italic"D<D, "Text",

ShowGroupOpenCloseIcon ® TrueD, If@TrueQ@showPicturesD, Cell@TextData@imageCellD, "Text"D, 8<D,
Cell@TextData@8StyleBox@"Release Date: ", FontWeight ® "Bold"D, releaseDate, "\n",

StyleBox@"ASIN: ", FontWeight ® "Bold"D, asin, "\n",
StyleBox@"List Price: ", FontWeight ® "Bold"D, listPrice, "\n",
StyleBox@"Our Price: ", FontWeight ® "Bold"D, ourPrice<D, "Text"D<D, ClosedDD<D

getImageData@url_StringD := JavaBlock@Module@
8u, connection, stream, input = "", numRead = 0, bytesRead = 0, buf<, u = JavaNew@"java.net.URL", urlD;
connection = u�openConnection@D;
stream = connection�getInputStream@D;
If@stream � $Failed, Return@URLError@"Failed to open URL stream"DDD;
buf = JavaNew@"@B", 5000D;
While@HnumRead = stream�read@bufDL > 0, AddTo@bytesRead, numReadD;
input = StringJoin@input, ToString@

FromCharacterCode@If@ð < 0, ð + 256, ðD & �� Take@JavaObjectToExpression@bufD, numReadDDDD;D;
stream�close@D;
inputDD

End@D;
EndPackage@D;
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Examples

AuthorSearch@"Stephen Wolfram", 1D

NotebookObjectA Amazon Author Search: Stephen Wolfram E

ManufacturerSearch@"Addison-Wesley", 1D

NotebookObjectA Amazon Manufacturer Search: Addison-Wesley E

KeywordSearch@"Mathematica", 1, ShowPictures ® TrueD

NotebookObjectA Amazon Keyword Search: Mathematica E
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Google Web Services Example
Google.com is a well−known web search engine. Google has made a web service available that allows developers to interface with their

search engine within their own applications. A user can search for any topic on the web. A query will return data about the web pages

that are found. This example demonstrates a Mathematica interface to the Google web service.

The Google web service provides a good demonstration of the use of web services to retrieve data. This example searches the Google

databases for web pages containing a certain keyword. The example code then places the results in the notebook.

To try this example, evaluate all the initialization cells. (You can do this using Evaluation £  Evaluate Initialization Cells.) Then go to

the examples here.

à Code

<< WebServices‘

InstallService@"http:��api.google.com�GoogleSearch.wsdl"D;

Options@GoogleSearchD = 8
MaxHits ® 10,
Filter ® True,
IncludeURL ® True
<;

$backgrounds = 8RGBColor@0.960784, 0.878431, 0.666667D, RGBColor@0.964706, 0.929412, 0.839216D<;

GoogleSearch::err = "Search Error.";

GoogleSearch::nomatch = "No page containing ‘1‘ found.";

GoogleSearch@str_String, opts___D :=
Module@8lis, results, matches, filterQ, urlQ<,
8matches, filterQ, urlQ< = 8MaxHits, Filter, IncludeURL< �. Flatten@8opts, Options � GoogleSearch<D;

results = GoogleSearchService‘GoogleSearchPort‘doGoogleSearch@
"3HB82PdQFHITKPmbmm5G�9aTfVHx�m95", str, 0, matches, filterQ, "", True, "", "", ""D;

If@results === $Failed,
Message@GoogleSearch::errD,
lis = results@"resultElements"D;
D;
If@lis === Null,
Message@GoogleSearch::nomatch, strD,
$bg = 0;
Scan@CellPrint, searchResultCells@lis, urlQDDD

D

searchResultCells@lis_, urlQ_D := cellTemplate@formatSingleResult@ð, urlQDD & �� lis

cellTemplate@lis_D :=
Cell@TextData � Flatten � 8lis<, "Print",
FontFamily ® "Times",
CellMargins ® 88Inherited, Inherited<, 80, 0<<,
CellDingbat ® ToString@++$bgD,
Background ® Part@$backgrounds, Mod@$bg, 2, 1DD
D

formatSingleResult@result_, urlQ_D :=
Block@8u, t<,
8
" ",
webLink@StyleBox@formatTitle �result@"title"D, FontWeight ® "Bold"D, result@"URL"DD,
If@urlQ, 8"\n",

webLink@StyleBox@result@"URL"D, "SmallText", FontColor ® GrayLevel@0.4DD, result@"URL"DD<, 8<D
<
D

webLink@content_, url_D :=
ButtonBox@content,
ButtonData ¦ 8URL@urlD, None<,
BaseStyle ® "Hyperlink"
D

formatTitle@str_StringD := translateAllEntities@strD

decodeString@str_D := StringReplace@str, 8
"&lt;" ® "<",
"&gt;" ® ">",
"&amp;" ® "&",
"&quot;" ® "\"",
"\\" ® "\\@BackslashD"
<D

translateAllEntities@str_D :=
StringReplace@str, Reverse �� System‘Convert‘MLStringDataDump‘$UnicodeToHTML4EntitiesD �� decodeString
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Example

Find the top 10 wolfram.com web pages containing all the given strings.

GoogleSearch@"Mathematica"D

1  Wolfram.com − <b>Mathematica</b>
http://www.wolfram.com/

2  <b>Mathematica</b>: The Way the World Calculates
http://www.wolfram.com/products/mathematica/index.html

3  <b>Mathematica</b> Policy Research, Inc.: Home
http://www.mathematica−mpr.com/

4  <b>Mathematica</b> − Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematica

5  <b>Mathematica</b> Information Center
http://library.wolfram.com/

6  The Integrator−−Integrals from <b>Mathematica</b>
http://integrals.wolfram.com/

7  Wolfram Research Documentation Center: A Collection of Online <b>...</b>
http://documents.wolfram.com/

8  Wolfram <b>Mathematica</b> Documentation
http://documents.wolfram.com/mathematica/

9  <b>Mathematica</b> Graphics Gallery
http://gallery.wolfram.com/

10  Technical Support: <b>Mathematica</b>: Questions About <b>Mathematica</b>
http://support.wolfram.com/mathematica/

Search for pages containing all the given strings, and return only the top two results.

GoogleSearch@"Hermite polynomial", MaxHits ® 2D

1  <b>Hermite Polynomial</b> −− from Wolfram MathWorld
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/HermitePolynomial.html

2  <b>Hermite polynomials</b> − Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermite_polynomials

Display less verbose results and do not filter near−duplicate content and host crowding.

GoogleSearch@"Chebyshev", IncludeURL ® False, Filter ® FalseD
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1  <b>Chebyshev</b> summary

2  <b>Chebyshev</b> Polynomial of the First Kind −− from Wolfram MathWorld

3  Pafnuty <b>Chebyshev</b> − Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

4  <b>Chebyshev</b> polynomials − Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

5  <b>Chebyshev&#39;s</b> inequality − Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

6  <b>Chebyshev</b> filter − Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

7  <b>Chebyshev</b> Polynomial

8  One tailed version of <b>Chebyshev&#39;s</b> inequality − by Henry Bottomley

9  <b>Chebyshev</b> biography

10  <b>Chebyshev</b> Polynomials
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XMethods Web Services Example
XMethods.com is  a  website  that  lists  publicly  available web services.  It  is  a  great  place for  finding web services and advertising web

services  that  you  provide.  This  example  queries  the  XMethods  database and builds  a  notebook  listing  of  each web service  listed  on

XMethods. Each web service is listed with the title, description, and an InstallService  function that can be used to install and use a

service.

This example demonstrates using the XMethods Query Service to discover and use many of the web services available. This example

searches the XMethods database for the web services registered. Once the query is finished, a user can conveniently browse through

the services and install the services that may be interesting. If GetServiceSummaries is called again, the code will match service IDs

with cell  tags. If  an ID exists as a cell  tag, no new cells will  be added. If  an ID does not exist,  the appropriate cells are added for the

service.

To try this example, evaluate all the initialization cells. (You can do this using Evaluation £  Evaluate Initialization Cells.) Then go to

the examples here.

à Code

BeginPackage@"WebServices‘Examples‘XMethods‘", 8"WebServices‘", "JLink‘"<D;

GetServiceSummaries;

Begin@"‘Private‘"D;

InstallService@"http:��www.xmethods.net�wsdl�query.wsdl"D;

GetServiceSummaries@D := Module@8result<, result = getAllServiceSummaries@D;
If@result === $Failed, Return@$FailedDD;
notebook = EvaluationNotebook@D;
If@NotebookFind@notebook, "Results", All, 8CellTags<D === $Failed,
SelectionMove@notebook, After, EvaluationCellD;
NotebookWrite@notebook, Cell@"Results", "Section", CellTags ® 8"Results"<DD;D;

printResult �� result;
NotebookFind@notebook, "Results", All, 8CellTags<D;D

printResult@result_D :=
Module@8name, id, shortDescription, wsdlURL, publisherID<,
name = result@"name"D;
id = result@"id"D;
shortDescription = result@"shortDescription"D;
wsdlURL = result@"wsdlURL"D;
publisherID = result@"publisherID"D;
notebook = EvaluationNotebook@D;
If@NotebookFind@notebook, id, All, 8CellTags<, AutoScroll ® FalseD === $Failed,
NotebookFind@notebook, "Results", All, 8CellTags<, AutoScroll ® FalseD;
SelectionMove@notebook, After, Cell, AutoScroll ® FalseD;
NotebookWrite@notebook,
Cell@CellGroupData@8Cell@BoxData@RowBox@8name, StyleBox@" from ", FontWeight ® "Plain"D,

StyleBox@publisherID, FontWeight ® "Plain", FontSlant ® "Italic"D,
ButtonBox@"HwsdlL", ButtonData ® 8URL@wsdlURLD, None<, ButtonStyle ® "Hyperlink"D<DD,

"Subsection", ShowGroupOpenCloseIcon ® True, CellDingbat ® None, CellTags ® 8id<D,
Cell@shortDescription, "Text", ShowCellBracket ® False, CellMargins ®
8855, Inherited<, 8Inherited, Inherited<<, CellFrame ® True, Background ® GrayLevel@0.850004DD,

Cell@BoxData@RowBox@8"InstallService@\"" <> wsdlURL <> "\"D"<DD, "Input",
ShowCellBracket ® False, CellFrame ® True, CellMargins ®
8855, Inherited<, 8Inherited, Inherited<<, Background ® GrayLevel@0.850004DD<, OpenDDD;D;D

End@D;
EndPackage@D;

Example

GetServiceSummaries@D
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TerraService Web Services Example
Terraservice.net is a website that provides access to aerial  imagery and topographical  maps of the United States. A web service has

been  provided  that  allows  developers  to  access  this  data.  Developers  can  use  this  data  to  provide  maps  and  aerial  imagery  in  their

applications. This allows users of Mathematica to use this data in Mathematica. This example demonstrates an interface to TerraSer−

vice using GUIKit and Mathematica.

Microsoft TerraServer Web Service is a programmable interface to the popular Microsoft TerraServer online database of high−resolu−

tion United States Geological  Survey (USGS) aerial  imagery (DOQs) and scanned USGS topographical  maps (DRGs).  The user  can

specify  the  place  to  display  by  using  the  Place  Search  field.  The  place  is  expected  to  be  a  single  string  containing  the  city  or  well−

known place name, state name, and country name separated by comma characters,  such as ú San Francisco, CA, USA ø . Any of the

three values may be missing. The navigation panel can be used to move in a particular direction. The Latitude and Longitude fields can

be  used  to  specify  a  place  at  a  particular  latitude  and  longitude.  The  user  can  zoom  in  and  zoom  out  using  the  Scale  drop−down

menu. The user can switch between aerial photographs and topological maps using the Theme drop−down menu.

More information about TerraService may be found at http://terraservice.net/.

To try this example, you must have GUIKit installed. Then go to the examples here and evaluate the cell.

Needs@"GUIKit‘"D;
GUIRun@"TerraService"D
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What Is MathLM?

MathLM  administers  licenses  for  organizations  running  multiple  instances  of  Mathematica  with  a  network  license.  Network  licenses

have two very important advantages:

� Network  licenses  provide  a  cost−effective  way  of  making  Mathematica  available  to  multiple  client  machines  in  a  networked
environment. Instead of a separate license for each machine, a network license allows a specified number of copies of Mathemat−
ica to run concurrently on the network. 

� Network  licenses  provide  a  convenient  way  to  make  parallel  computations  that  use  sub−kernels  in  a  networked  environment.
Instead of a separate license for each machine hosting one or more of the sub−kernel processes, a network license allows them to
run concurrently on the network from a controlling Mathematica.

MathLM  is  installed  on  a  single  machine,  known  as  the  license  server.  Once  MathLM  is  running,  it  acts  as  a  gatekeeper  for  new

Mathematica  sessions. MathLM  sets up the appropriate number of process slots for each class of computer covered by your network

license  agreement.  MathLM  monitors  the  number  of  copies  of  Mathematica  in  use  and  issues  licenses  to  clients  until  all  available

licenses are in use.

The number of concurrent processes that may run over the entire network is located on your electronic or printed license certificate. You

can increase the number of processes allowed with a license upgrade from Wolfram Research. See the Wolfram Mathematica  Incre−

ment  Request  Form  on  the  web  at  wolfram.com/products/mathematica/processes  for  more  information  on  increasing  your  process

increments.

Mathematica consists of two components, the kernel and the front end. The Mathematica kernel performs computations. The Mathemat−

ica front end is the graphical notebook interface. For parallel computation, Mathematica uses sub−kernels which are kernels that run in

parallel;  each  sub−kernel  might  use  a  sub−front  end  if  this  was  needed.  MathLM  keeps  track  of  kernel  and  front  end  processes

separately, as well as distinguishing between master and sub−processes.

� The number n of processes printed on your network license certificate generally gives you n front end process slots and 4 n kernel
process  slots  per  increment.  See  the  Increment  Request  form  on  the  web  at  wolfram.com/products/mathematica/processes  for
more information on increasing your process increments.

A client Mathematica process must request a license from MathLM before it starts taking user input or performing calculations. In order

for clients to run Mathematica, MathLM must be running on the license server at all times. If the client machine making the request is

not of a type covered by the license, or if all the process slots are already in use, the client Mathematica process cannot be started.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Installing MathLM

Requirements
MathLM is available for Windows, all Unix and Linux platforms on which Mathematica is supported, and Mac OS X. Visit www.wolfram.−

com/products/mathematica/platforms.html  for  a  complete  list  of  platform  availability.  Each  MathLM  license  server  can  support  any

combination of client machines, regardless of the platform on which MathLM itself is running. MathLM automatically supports both IPv4

and IPv6 environments.

The machine that you choose as a license server should be stable and should have a reliable TCP/IP connection to the clients you want

to serve. As MathLM requires minimal processor and memory resources, an older machine with a reliable network connection would be

an acceptable license server. Ideally, there should not be any intervening firewalls between the license server and the clients. If there is

an  intervening  firewall,  you  will  need  to  configure  the  network  to  allow  traffic  to  an  appropriate  port  through  the  firewall.  The  license

server must be located at the physical site where your product is registered, as stipulated by your license agreement.

To install  and run MathLM,  you must register  with Wolfram Research and receive a password.  See "Registration and Passwords" for

further information.

Installing MathLM on Windows
To install MathLM on Windows 2000/XP/Vista, you must have administrative privileges.

To Install MathLM on Windows:

1. Insert  the  MathLM  CD.  The  Wolfram  Mathematica  7  License  Manager  window  appears  on  your  screen.  Click  the  button
labeled Install MathLM to a hard disk.

2. The Wolfram Mathematica License Manager Setup dialog appears on your screen. Click Next to begin the installation process.
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3. By  default,  MathLM  is  installed  in  the  directory  C:\Program  Files\Wolfram  Research\MathLM.  To  choose  another  destination
directory, click Browse. Click Next to continue.

4. Click Next to add MathLM shortcuts to the Start menu in the Wolfram Mathematica folder.

5.
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5.

Select any previous MathLM installations you want to remove. Click Next to continue.

Note:  If  you  are  installing  over  a  previous  version  of  MathLM,  your  existing  mathpass  file,  custom  settings,  and  MonitorLM
configuration files will not be deleted.

6. Click Install to install MathLM.

7. Your MathID number is displayed in the next dialog box. To obtain your password, contact Wolfram Research (see "Registration
and Passwords" for details).  You will  need to provide your license number (located on your electronic or printed license certifi−
cate) and your MathID number. 

Once you have your password, enter your license number and password in the dialog box. Click Add to add the new password to
the list of recognized passwords. Click Next to continue.
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8. The Wolfram Mathematica License Manager Setup dialog will tell you when it is finished installing MathLM. Click Finish to quit
the installer.

After the installation is completed, MathLM will start automatically. For information on configuring MathLM with additional options, refer

to "Launching MathLM".

Installing MathLM on Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X
To install and run MathLM on Unix and Linux, you may need root privileges. To install and run MathLM on Mac OS X, you must have

administrative privileges. 

To Install MathLM on Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X:

On Mac OS X, open the Terminal application and type the commands that follow in the Terminal window.

1. Insert the MathLM CD into the CD/DVD−ROM drive. 

2. Mount the CD. For information on mounting a CD, see "Mounting a CD or DVD on Unix and Linux".

Note: This step is not required on Mac OS X and some Linux and Unix platforms, as the operating system automatically handles
mounting.

3. Change the directory to the appropriate subdirectory beneath the CD mount point. Note that the exact location of the CD mount
point might be different on Unix and Linux platforms.
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Unix:

cd /cdrom/Unix

Mac OS X:

cd /Volumes/MathLM/Macintosh

4. Type the following command and press Enter. 

./MathLMInstaller

5. Your machine name and MathID number are displayed. To obtain your password, contact Wolfram Research (see "Registration
and Passwords" for details).  You will  need to provide your license number (located on your electronic or printed license certifi−
cate) and your MathID number.

Once you have your password, type the letter c and press Enter to proceed with the installation.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
                   MathLM 7.0 Installer
 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
You can use this installer to install MathLM for the first time, or to 
install a new version when you already have a previous version installed. 
To complete the installation, you will need a MathLM password.

To receive a password, register your copy of MathLM by going to
register.wolfram.com. You can also find registration instructions
in the file SysAdminGuide.pdf on the MathLM CD, or on the web at 
http://reference.wolfram.com/network.

To register and get a password you will need to supply the
following information:

Machine name:  hostname
MathID:        dddd−ddddd−ddddd

Enter ’c’ to continue or ’e’ to exit the installer [c]:

6. Enter your MathLM license number as it appears on your electronic or printed license certificate. Then press Enter.

Enter the license ID located on your electronic
or printed license certificate. 
Your license ID should be of the form Lnnnn−nnnn, where 
the n are digits.

Enter your license ID:

7. Enter your MathLM password. Then press Enter.

Enter your MathLM password:

8. The  installer  prompts  you  to  specify  the  directory  in  which  MathLM  should  be  installed.  The  default  location  is

/usr/local/Wolfram/MathLM. Press Enter to accept the default, or type in a new location and then press Enter.

The installer will copy relevant files from the distribution
CD−ROM into your MathLM directory. If you specify a 
directory that already contains MathLM, the installer
will update components to the latest available version. To install
MathLM from scratch, specify a directory that does not
already exist.

Enter the MathLM directory  [/usr/local/Wolfram/MathLM]:

Note:  If  you choose a directory that does not exist,  the installer will  create it  for you. If  a copy of MathLM  already exists in the
directory you specify, the installer will inform you before updating any files.

Note:  If  you  are  installing  over  a  previous  version  of  MathLM,  your  existing  mathpass  file,  custom  settings,  and  MonitorLM
configuration files will not be deleted.

9. The  installer  prompts  you  to  specify  the  directory  in  which  symbolic  links  will  be  created.  The  default  location  is  /usr/sbin.

Press Enter to accept the default, or type in a new location and then press Enter.
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The installer will copy relevant files from the distribution
CD−ROM into a linking directory. If you specify a directory
that already contains files from an older installation of
MathLM, the installer will update components to the latest
available version. To install MathLM from scratch, specify
a directory that does not already exist.

Enter the linking directory [/usr/sbin]:

Note: If you choose a directory that does not exist, the installer will create it for you. If symbolic links to an older copy of MathLM
already exist in the directory you specify, the installer will inform you before updating them.

10. The installer begins copying files from the CD. Each directory created is listed on your screen, and the location of the password
file is displayed. If any error messages are generated during installation, they are logged to the installation directory.

11. Once the installation is complete, you must start MathLM manually. First, change the directory to the location in which MathLM is
installed (the default location is /usr/local/Wolfram/MathLM). Then issue one of the following commands. 

To start MathLM, type

./mathlm

To start MathLM and log messages to a file, type

./mathlm −logfile filename

Only a few options are presented here. A full discussion of the command−line options for MathLM is given in "Launching MathLM". 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Launching MathLM 

Launching MathLM on Windows

Launching MathLM Manually

Once installed, MathLM starts running automatically by default each time the machine is rebooted. To start or stop MathLM manually,

follow these instructions.

It is assumed here that MathLM is installed in the default location, C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\MathLM.

To Start MathLM under Windows 2000/XP/Vista:

1. Open the Control Panel. (From the Start menu, choose Settings £  Control Panel.)

2. Double−click the Services icon located in the Administrative Tools folder. To change settings for services, you will need adminis−
trative privileges.

3. Select Mathematica 7.0 License Manager from the list of services.

4. Double−click the service name to open the Properties dialog box; then click Start.

Alternatively, in a command prompt window run the command net start mathlm.

To Stop MathLM under Windows 2000/XP/Vista:

1. Double−click the Services icon located in the Control Panel\Administrative Tools folder. To change settings for services, you will
need administrative privileges.

2. Select Mathematica 7.0 License Manager from the list of services.

3. Double−click the service name to open the Properties dialog box; then click Stop.

Alternatively, in a command prompt window run the command net stop mathlm.

Starting MathLM Automatically

Under normal conditions, the installer will install MathLM as a service on the machine. This means MathLM will start automatically each

time the machine is rebooted. You can manually change the settings that control whether MathLM starts when the machine is rebooted. 

It is assumed here that MathLM is installed in the default location, C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\MathLM.

To Start MathLM Each Time a Windows 2000/XP/Vista Machine Is Rebooted:

1. Open a command prompt window. (From the Start menu, choose Programs £  Accessories £  Command Prompt.)

2. Use the  cd  command to  change  directories  to  C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\MathLM.  Remember  to  use  double  quotes
around directory names that include spaces.

3. Run .\mathlm −install.

If MathLM is already installed as a service but was previously disabled, you can enable it again using the following steps.

4. Double−click the Services icon located in the Control Panel\Administrative Tools folder. To change settings for services, you will
need administrative privileges.
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5. Select Mathematica 7.0 License Manager from the list of services and double−click.

6. In the dialog box that appears, set Startup type to Automatic.

7. Click OK to close the dialog box.

You  can  start  or  stop  MathLM  without  rebooting  the  machine.  The  MathLM  service  will  give  no  indication  that  it  has  started,  but  the

operating system will report if it fails to start.

To Prevent MathLM from Starting Each Time a Windows 2000/XP/Vista Machine Is Rebooted:

1. Double−click the Services icon located in the Control Panel\Administrative Tools folder. To change settings for services, you will
need administrative privileges.

2. Select Mathematica 7.0 License Manager from the list of services and double−click.

3. In the dialog box that appears, set Startup type to Disabled.

4. Click OK to close the dialog box.

Alternatively,  in  a  command  prompt  window  run  the  command  .\mathlm −uninstall.  This  will  remove  MathLM  from  the
Service list.

Launching MathLM on Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X
To  start  MathLM  on  Unix  and  Linux,  you  may  need  root  privileges.  To  start  MathLM  on  Mac  OS  X,  you  must  have  administrative

privileges. 

You can start MathLM manually at any time using the command−line options listed in "Command−Line Options". However, it is typical

to configure MathLM so it starts automatically when the system is rebooted. 

Starting MathLM Automatically on Unix and Linux

To do this, create a new startup script containing the following lines, or add them to an existing system startup script.

if [ −f /usr/local/Wolfram/MathLM/mathlm]; 

then /usr/local/Wolfram/MathLM/mathlm −logfile filename;
fi

Starting MathLM Automatically on Mac OS X

To do this, you can write a startup item for MathLM. Startup items are programs (such as shell scripts) that are run during the last phase

of  booting  a  Mac  OS  X  system.  They  can  be  configured  to  perform  tasks  such  as  clearing  away  temporary  files  or  starting  system

daemons.

To Create a Startup Item for MathLM:

1. Create a directory called /MathLM in /Library/StartupItems. You might need to create the directory /Library/StartupItems first.

2. In /Library/StartupItems/MathLM, create a file called MathLM with the following contents. The name of the file must be the same
as the name of the directory.

#!/bin/sh
. /etc/rc.common
##
#  This script will start up the Mathematica License Manager, mathlm.
##
if [  "${MATHLM:=−YES−}" = "−YES−" ]; then
 ConsoleMessage "Starting the Mathematica License Manager"
 /usr/local/Wolfram/MathLM/mathlm 
else
 ConsoleMessage "The Mathematica License Manager was not started"
fi

3. Change permissions on the file to make it executable.
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chmod 755 MathLM

4. In  the  same  directory,  /Library/StartupItems/MathLM,  create  a  file  called  StartupParameters.plist  with  the  following
contents.

{
 Description = "Mathematica License Manager";
 Provides = ("MathLM");
 Requires = ("Core Services");
 OrderPreference = "None";
 Messages = {

start = "Starting Mathematica License Manager";
stop  = "Stopping Mathematica License Manager";

};
}

5. Change permissions on the file to make it read−only.

chmod 644 StartupParameters.plist

6. Edit the /etc/hostconfig file, and add the following text in the Services section.

MATHLM=−YES−

7. To start MathLM without rebooting, run the following command.

SystemStarter start MathLM

MathLM Command−Line Options
The following are command−line options for MathLM.

-foreground keep MathLM in the foreground and print server messages to stdout

-help print the list of all command−line options and the MathID

-language lang specify the language in which to display server messages

-localtime use local time instead of GMT in server messages

-logfile file write server messages to a specified log file

-logformat string specify the format for displaying server messages

-loglevel n specify the level of verbosity of server messages

-mathid print the MathID of the machine running MathLM

-noremotemonitor specify that MathLM cannot be remotely monitored via MonitorLM

-pwfile file specify a file in which to look for Mathematica passwords

-restrict file specify a policy file that describes how to allocate Mathematica licenses

-timeout n return suspended licenses after a specified number of hours

-trfile file specify a file that defines substitutions for the text of error messages

mathlm command−line options.

The following additional command−line option is accepted on Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X.

-syslog log messages to syslogd

mathlm command−line options specific to Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X.

The following additional command−line options are accepted on Windows.
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-install install MathLM as a service program and automatically start the service

-uninstall stop any currently running MathLM processes and remove MathLM from the list of 
services

mathlm command−line options specific to Windows.

With −install, any arguments given are stored as a part of the service and used when starting MathLM automatically.

Possible values for lang in −language are English, French, German and Japanese.

The four levels of verbosity in −loglevel are as follows.

1 report server startup/shutdown errors and print a successful startup message

2 report everything from level 1 and all runtime error messages

3 report everything from level 2, all license activity, and startup messages pertaining 
to the process ID and socket number

4 report everything from level 3, debugging information, and a license table for every 
license transaction

−loglevel verbosity levels.

If −foreground is specified, the default verbosity level is set to 4.

If −logfile is used without −loglevel, the default logging verbosity is set to 3.

If −loglevel is used without specifying a level, the verbosity defaults to 4.

The default  format  for  log  messages is  the  W3C common logfile  format.  MathLM  log  files  can be imported using the  Import  format

"ApacheLog".

Note: On Windows, a slash (/) or a dash (−) may be used to indicate options.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Logging MathLM

Enabling Logging
You can enable logging in two ways. 

� Log server messages to stdout by using the option −foreground to keep mathlm in the foreground. 

� Log server messages to a specific file using the option −logfile file.

The log file records messages as they occur, building up a detailed record of license activity over a period of time.

Logging supports both IPv4 and IPv6 environments with no additional configuration required.

Syntax of the Log File
By default, MathLM generates all log files in the W3C Common Logfile Format used by web servers such as Apache. However, you can

customize the format by using the option −logformat.  This option takes a string argument that specifies the format in which server

messages are displayed. The string contains a series of commands of the form %var#, where

� var is a letter representing one of nine variables, such as the host, user, day, time, or event. 

� # is a number defining a specific format for the variable var.

For example, %y1 means that the year is displayed in two−digit format (e.g., 08), while %y2 displays the year in four−digit format (e.g.,

2008).

In  addition  to  the  %var#  commands,  the  string  can  also  include  plain  text  such  as  brackets,  dashes,  quotation  marks,  and  arbitrary

comments. The text can be used to include comments and separators in the server messages for formatting purposes. All text included

in the string appears literally in the server message with the following two exceptions: use %q to include a double quote ("), and use %%

to include a percentage sign (%).

You must specify the type of messages that should be logged using the option −loglevel, as explained in "Launching MathLM".

Here is a list of variables that can be included in the string, along with their numeric values and formats.

Variable Name Possible Values Description

%h# 1 | IP address
2 | Hostname
3 | Fully qualified domain name

Host

%u# 1 | User ID
2 | Username

User

%m# [1...31] Day of Month

%w# 1 | Numeric [ 1 ... 7 ] 
2 | Abbreviated [ Sun ... Sat ] 
3 | Verbose [ Sunday ... Saturday ]

Day of Week

%m# 1 | Numeric [ 01 ... 12 ] 
2 | Abbreviated [ Jan ... Dec ] 
3 | Verbose [ January ... December ]

Month

%y# 1 | Two−digit [ 08 ] 
2 | Four−digit [ 2008 ]

Year

%t# 1 | Twelve−hour (10:20:15) 
2 | Twenty−four−hour (22:20:15) 
3 | GMT offset (−0500)

Time

%e# 1 | Numeric
2 | Verbose

Event

%r# 1 | Numeric 
2 | Verbose

Response

MathLM Logging Variables.
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Note: All Windows clients on a network have the same user ID (set to the number 65535 by default). Hence, the user ID setting
is only meaningful for clients running Unix, Linux, or Mac OS X.

Note: To use the GMT offset format (%t3), you must also use the −localtime option when starting MathLM.

Samples and Behavior
Running the command mathlm −logfile log.txt,  without the option −logformat,  generates messages in the default  format.

An example of messages in the default format, as contained in log.txt, follows.

hostname.domain.com − username [01/Sep/2008:22:01:35] "MathLM 7.0 executable 
launched" ".\mathlm" −
hostname.domain.com − username [01/Sep/2008:22:01:35] "Verbosity level 
specified" "1" −
hostname.domain.com − username [01/Sep/2008:22:01:35] "Logging verbosity level 
specified" "3" −
hostname.domain.com − username [01/Sep/2008:22:01:35] "Hostname" 
"hostname.domain.com" −

The default format string, which mimics the Common Logfile Format, can be invoked by the following.

%h3 − %u2 [%d/%m2/%y2:%t2 %t3] %q%e2%q %q%r2%q −

To  specify  the  Common  Logfile  Format  manually,  you  must  specify  this  string  as  the  value  of  the  −logformat  option,  as  in  the

following command. The messages generated by this command are in the same format as the previous example.

mathlm −logfile log.txt −logformat "%h3 − %u2 [%d/%m2/%y2:%t2 %t3] %q%e2%q %q%r2%q −" 

By default,  time is displayed in GMT. If  you want local  time to be displayed instead, you must use the −localtime  command−line

option with either the %t1 tag or the %t2 tag. The %t3 tag should not appear in the format string if you want local time to be displayed.

An alternate format string using local time follows.

mathlm −logfile log.txt −localtime −logformat "%h1 − %u2 [%m1−%d−%y1: %t1] %q%e2%q %q%r2%q −" 

An example of server messages in this user−specified format, as contained in log.txt, is displayed here.

192.168.1.9 − username [09−16−08: 04:32:51 PM] "MathLM 7.0 executable 
launched" ".\mathlm" −
192.168.1.9 − username [09−16−08: 04:32:51 PM] "Default (Common Logfile 
Format) log format specified" "%h1 − %u2 [%m1−%d−%y1: %t1] %q%e2%q %q%r2%q −" −
192.168.1.9 − username [09−16−08: 04:32:51 PM] "Verbosity level specified" "1" 
−
192.168.1.9 − username [09−16−08: 04:32:51 PM] "Logging verbosity level 
specified" "3" −
192.168.1.9 − username [09−16−08: 04:32:51 PM] "Hostname" 
"hostname.domain.com" −

Note: Server messages in IPv6 networks will display IPv6 addresses automatically, with no additional configuration required.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Monitoring MathLM

What Is MonitorLM?
MonitorLM gives information on the total number of licenses available and checked out, the fully qualified domain name and username

of those who have them checked out, and so on. MonitorLM can send output to the terminal, open a web browser, or write to a file. The

output for MonitorLM is customizable by means of a configuration file. MonitorLM automatically supports IPv4 and IPv6 environments.

Starting MonitorLM
To start MonitorLM, change directory to the location in which MathLM is installed, and type .\monitorlm servername (on Windows) or

./monitorlm servername (on Unix, Linux, or Mac OS X). The first argument of the monitorlm command specifies the name of the

license server running MathLM. If you do not specify a server name explicitly, the local machine name is chosen as the default.

MonitorLM Command−Line Options
The  following  options  are  available  using  the  monitorlm  command.  The  syntax  for  specifying  an  option  is  monitorlm

servername options.

−file file specify file to which output should be directed

−format f specify the format for the output of MonitorLM

−localtime specify that all time references are in local time instead of GMT

−template file specify the template file for the output of MonitorLM

monitorlm command−line options.

If −file is not set, MonitorLM will write to stdout.

The three possible output formats in −format are as follows:

text send output in text format to stdout (default on Unix and Linux)

html send output in HTML format and launch a web browser (default on Windows and 
Mac OS X)

cgi send output in HTML format to stdout

−format output formats.

The cgi format is used when MonitorLM is launched directly by a web browser.

This shows what the output of MonitorLM looks like, with −format set to text.
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Online help is available at
http://reference.wolfram.com/network

MathLM Version 7.0 
MathLM Server hostname.domain.com 
Date : Thursday, October 17 2008 21:11:59 

License Usage Summary:

License Total Total
Program Class in Use Authorized
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Mathematica A 2 20
MathKernel A 4 40

Sub Mathematica A 0 80
Sub MathKernel A 0 80

Licenses in Use:

License
Program Version Class UsernameHostnameDuration
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Mathematica 6.0 A usernameclient1.domain.com 08:49
Mathematica 7.0 A usernameclient2.domain.com 06:33
MathKernel 6.0 A usernameclient1.domain.com 08:44
MathKernel 7.0 A usernameclient2.domain.com 06:52
MathKernel 7.0 A usernameclient2.domain.com 06:52
MathKernel 7.0 A usernameclient2.domain.com 06:30

This shows what the output of MonitorLM looks like in a web browser, with −format set to html.

Note that when −format is set to cgi, the output of MonitorLM is sent to stdout in HTML format. This shows what that output looks

like when displayed in a web browser.
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Customizing the Output of MonitorLM
You can customize the content and format of  the output from MonitorLM  by editing a template file.  This is a plain text  file,  which can

contain the following types of elements. 

� Constant tags~These tags represent data that is static during the execution of MonitorLM  and license−independent, such as the
current date. Each of these tag names has the prefix CONST.

� Variable tags~These tags act as wrappers to constant tags. They are useful in defining the format for data to be output in series,
such as a table of  current MathLM  users.  They are useful  for improving readability of  the template file.  Each of these tag names
has the prefix VAR.

� Process−dependent tags~The value of these tags depends upon which Mathematica process is being displayed and includes data
like the process owner ÷ s username and IP address. Each of these tag names has the prefix PROC.

� Repeated  tags~These tags  serve  as  placeholders  for  information  regarding  an  unknown number  of  licenses.  They  are  the  only
tags whose size is not  predetermined. Only the checkout lines are repeated,  and there is one checkout line per license. Each of
these tag names has the prefix REP.

� Text wrappers~This is the text that a user can wrap around the tags, for presentation and formatting.

Each tag in the template file has the form %var#, where 

� var represents a variable whose value is provided by the server.

� # is a number defining a specific format for the display of the variable var.

In  addition  to  the  %var#  commands,  the  template  file  can  also  include  plain  text  such  as  brackets,  dashes,  quotation  marks,  and

arbitrary comments. The text can be used to include comments and separators in the server messages for formatting purposes. All text

included in the string appears literally in the server message with the following two exceptions: use %q  to include a double quote ("),

and use %% to include a percentage sign (%).

Predefined Constant Tags

Here  are  two  tables  of  constant  tag  names  that  can  be  included  in  the  template  file  along  with  the  numeric  values  for  their  possible

formats.

Date Constant Tags

The following are Date Constant Tags for MonitorLM.
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Tag Name Possible Values Description

%CONST_DATE_D# [1...31] Day of Month

%CONST_DATE_W# 1 | Numeric [ 1 ... 7 ]
2 | Abbreviated [ Sun ... Sat ]
3 | Verbose [ Sunday ... Saturday ]

Day of Week

%CONST_DATE_M# 1 | Numeric [ 1 ... 12 ]
2 | Abbreviated [ Jan ... Dec ]
3 | Verbose [ January ... December ]

Month

%CONST_DATE_Y# 1 | Two−digit [ 08 ]
2 | Four−digit [ 2008 ]

Year

%CONST_DATE_T# 1 | Twelve−hour [ 10:20:15 ] Time

MonitorLM Date Constant Tags.

Server and Process Constant Tags

The following are Server and Process Constant Tags for MonitorLM.
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Tag Name Description

%CONST_SERVER_IP MathLM IP address

%CONST_SERVER_HOST MathLM hostname

%CONST_SERVER_DOMAIN MathLM domain

%CONST_SERVER_FQDN MathLM fully qualified domain name

%CONST_SERVER_VERSION MathLM version

%CONST_CA_FE_AUTHORIZED Number of class A front ends authorized

%CONST_CA_SUB_FE_AUTHORIZED Number of class A sub−front end processes authorized

%CONST_CB_FE_AUTHORIZED Number of class B front ends authorized

%CONST_CB_SUB_FE_AUTHORIZED Number of class B sub−front end processes authorized

%CONST_TOTAL_FE_AUTHORIZED Total number of front ends authorized

%CONST_TOTAL_SUB_FE_AUTHORIZED Total number of sub−front end processes authorized

%CONST_CA_KE_AUTHORIZED Number of class A kernels authorized

%CONST_CA_SUB_KE_AUTHORIZED Number of class A sub−kernels processes authorized

%CONST_CB_KE_AUTHORIZED Number of class B kernels authorized

%CONST_CB_SUB_KE_AUTHORIZED Number of class B sub−kernel processes authorized

%CONST_TOTAL_KE_AUTHORIZED Total number of kernels authorized

%CONST_TOTAL_SUB_KE_AUTHORIZED Total number of sub−kernel processes authorized

%CONST_CA_FE_AVAILABLE Number of class A front ends available

%CONST_CA_SUB_FE_AVAILABLE Number of class A sub−front end processes available

%CONST_CB_FE_AVAILABLE Number of class B front ends available

%CONST_CB_SUB_FE_AVAILABLE Number of class B sub−front end processes available

%CONST_TOTAL_FE_AVAILABLE Total number of front ends available

%CONST_TOTAL_SUB_FE_AVAILABLE Total number of sub−front end processes available

%CONST_CA_KE_AVAILABLE Number of class A kernels available

%CONST_CA_SUB_KE_AVAILABLE Number of class A sub−kernel processes available

%CONST_CB_KE_AVAILABLE Number of class B kernels available

%CONST_CB_SUB_KE_AVAILABLE Number of class B sub−kernels processes available

%CONST_TOTAL_KE_AVAILABLE Total number of kernels available

%CONST_TOTAL_SUB_KE_AVAILABLE Total number of sub−kernel processes available

%CONST_CA_FE_OUT Number of class A front ends in use

%CONST_CA_SUB_FE_OUT Number of class A sub−front end processes in use

%CONST_CB_FE_OUT Number of class B front ends in use

%CONST_CB_SUB_FE_OUT Number of class B sub−front end processes in use

%CONST_TOTAL_FE_OUT Total number of front ends in use

%CONST_TOTAL_SUB_FE_OUT Total number of sub−front end processes in use

%CONST_CA_KE_OUT Number of class A kernels in use

%CONST_CA_SUB_KE_OUT Number of class A sub−kernel processes in use

%CONST_CB_KE_OUT Number of class B kernels in use

%CONST_CB_SUB_KE_OUT Number of class B sub−kernel processes in use

%CONST_TOTAL_KE_OUT Total number of kernels in use

%CONST_TOTAL_SUB_KE_OUT Total number of sub−kernels processes in use

MonitorLM Server and Process Constant Tags.

Customizable Variable Tags

The following are Customizable Variable Tags for MonitorLM.
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Tag Name Possible Values Description

%VAR_DATE_AMPM "A.M." "P.M." Text to use for a.m. and p.m. when displaying time.

%VAR_MPROCESS "Mathematica" "MathKernel" 
"SubMathematica" "SubMathKernel"

Title for Mathematica processes. The first string in 
quotes is the front end title, the second is the kernel 
title, the third is the sub−front end process title, and 
the fourth is the sub−kernel process title.

%VAR_LIC_CLASS "Class A" "Class B" Labels for each license class.

%VAR_CA_AUTHORIZED_HE
ADER

"Class A Authorized \t Front End 
\t Kernel"

Header for number of authorized class A licenses. 
Use with the predefined constant tags 
%CONST_CA_FE_AUTHORIZED and 
%CONST_CA_KE_AUTHORIZED.

%VAR_CA_SUB_AUTHORIZE
D_HEADER

"Class A Authorized \t Front End 
\t Kernel"

Header for number of authorized class A sub−
process licenses. Use with the predefined constant 
tags %CONST_CA SUB_FE_AUTHORIZED and 
%CONST_CA SUB_KE_AUTHORIZED.

%VAR_CB_AUTHORIZED_HE
ADER

"Class B Authorized \t Front End 
\t Kernel"

Header for number of authorized class B licenses. 
Use with the predefined constant tags 
%CONST_CB_FE_AUTHORIZED and 
%CONST_CB_KE_AUTHORIZED.

%VAR_CB_SUB_AUTHORIZE
D_HEADER

"Class B Authorized \t Front End 
\t Kernel"

Header for number of authorized class B sub−
process licenses. Use with the predefined constant 
tags %CONST_CB_SUB FE_AUTHORIZED and 
%CONST_CB_SUB KE_AUTHORIZED.

%VAR_TOTAL_AUTHORIZED
_HEADER

"Total Authorized \t Front End \t 
Kernel"

Header for total number of authorized licenses. Use 
with the predefined constant tags 
%CONST_TOTAL_FE_AUTHORIZED and 
%CONST_TOTAL_KE_AUTHORIZED.

%VAR_TOTAL_SUB_AUTHOR
IZED_HEADER

"Total Authorized \t Front End \t 
Kernel"

Header for total number of authorized sub−process 
licenses. Use with the predefined constant tags 
%CONST_TOTAL_SUB FE_AUTHORIZED and 
%CONST_TOTAL_SUB KE_AUTHORIZED.

%VAR_CA_CHECKEDOUT_HE
ADER

"Class A Licenses in Use\nUser�
name \t Hostname \t Program \t 
Slot # \t Duration"

Header for information about class A licenses in use. 
Use with the repeated tag 
%REP_CA_CHECKOUT_LINE.

%VAR_CA_SUB_CHECKEDOU
T_HEADER

"Class A Licenses in Use\nUser�
name \t Hostname \t Program \t 
Slot # \t Duration"

Header for information about class A sub−process 
licenses in use. Use with the repeated tag 
%REP_CA_CHECKOUT_LINE.

%VAR_CB_CHECKEDOUT_HE
ADER

"Class B Licenses in Use\nUser�
name \t Hostname \t Program \t 
Slot # \t Duration"

Header for information about class B licenses in use. 
Use with the repeated tag 
%REP_CB_CHECKOUT_LINE.

%VAR_CB_SUB_CHECKEDOU
T_HEADER

"Class B Licenses in Use\nUser�
name \t Hostname \t Program \t 
Slot # \t Duration"

Header for information about class B sub−process 
licenses in use. Use with the repeated tag 
%REP_CB_SUB_CHECKOUT_LINE.

%VAR_CHECKEDOUT_HEADE
R

"Licenses in Use\nUsername \t 
Hostname \t Program \t License 
Class \t Slot # \t Duration"

Header for information about all licenses in use. Use 
with the repeated tag 
%REP_GENERAL_CHECKOUT_LINE.

%VAR_SUB_CHECKEDOUT_H
EADER

"Licenses in Use\nUsername \t 
Hostname \t Program \t License 
Class \t Slot # \t Duration"

Header for information about all sub−process 
licenses in use. Use with the repeated tag 
%REP_GENERAL_SUB CHECKOUT_LINE.

MonitorLM Customizable Variable Tags.

Note:  The  strings  provided  in  this  section  are  examples  of  possible  values,  not  default  settings.  To  use  these  tags,  you  must
define them in your template.

Process−Dependent Tags

The following are Process−Dependent Tags for MonitorLM.
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Tag Name Description

%PROC_UID User ID of Mathematica process owner

%PROC_USER Username of Mathematica process owner

%PROC_IP IP address of machine using Mathematica process

%PROC_HOST Hostname of machine using Mathematica process

%PROC_DOMAIN Domain of machine using Mathematica process

%PROC_FQDN Fully qualified domain name of machine using Mathematica process

%PROC_SLOTNUM Slot number of Mathematica process

%PROC_VERSION Version of client

%PROC_DURATION Time client has been running

MonitorLM Process−Dependent Tags.

Repeated Tags

The following are Repeated Tags for MonitorLM.

Tag Name Possible Values Description

%REP_CA_CHECKOUT_LINE "%PROC_USER \t %PROC_HOST \t 
%VAR_MPROCESS \t %PROC_SLOTNUM \t 
%PROC_DURATION\n"

Class A checkout line. This specifies the format of 
each line in the table or block that lists the class A 
processes in use. Corresponds to the customizable 
variable tag %VAR_CA_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER.

%REP_CA_SUB_CHECKOUT_
LINE

"%PROC_USER \t %PROC_HOST \t 
%VAR_MPROCESS \t %PROC_SLOTNUM \t 
%PROC_DURATION\n"

Class A sub−process checkout line. This specifies the 
format of each line in the table or block that lists the 
class A sub−processes in use. Corresponds to the 
customizable variable tag 
%VAR_CA_SUB_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER.

%REP_CB_CHECKOUT_LINE "%PROC_USER \t %PROC_HOST \t 
%VAR_MPROCESS \t %PROC_SLOTNUM \t 
%PROC_DURATION\n"

Class B checkout line. This specifies the format of 
each line in the table or block that lists the class B 
processes in use. Corresponds to the customizable 
variable tag %VAR_CB_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER.

%REP_CB_SUB_CHECKOUT_
LINE

"%PROC_USER \t %PROC_HOST \t 
%VAR_MPROCESS \t %PROC_SLOTNUM \t 
%PROC_DURATION\n"

Class B sub−process checkout line. This specifies the 
format of each line in the table or block that lists the 
class B sub−processes in use. Corresponds to the 
customizable variable tag 
%VAR_CB_SUB_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER.

%REP_GENERAL_CHECKOUT
_LINE

"%PROC_USER \t %PROC_HOST \t 
%VAR_MPROCESS \t %VAR_LIC_CLASS 
\t %PROC_SLOTNUM \t 
%PROC_DURATION\n"

General checkout line. Use this if you do not want to 
separate classes. Corresponds to the customizable 
variable tag %VAR_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER.

%REP_GENERAL_SUB_CHEC
KOUT_LINE

"%PROC_USER \t %PROC_HOST \t 
%VAR_MPROCESS \t %VAR_LIC_CLASS 
\t %PROC_SLOTNUM \t 
%PROC_DURATION\n"

General sub−process checkout line. Use this if you 
do not want to separate classes. Corresponds to the 
customizable variable tag 
%VAR_SUB_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER.

MonitorLM Repeated Tags.

Note:  The  strings  provided  in  this  section  are  examples  of  possible  values,  not  default  settings.  To  use  these  tags,  you  must
define them in your template.

Note: In the template file, the text wrappers and tags that make up the output to MonitorLM must follow a line containing only the
keyword %TEXT with no whitespace before or after it. Definitions for customized variable tags must precede the %TEXT line. If no
variable tags are customized, the %TEXT line can be the first line of the file.

Samples and Behavior
Here is  a simple text  file  that  shows only  the number of  processes authorized,  available,  and in  use.  This  example does not  need to

define any variable definition tags. 
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%TEXT
Time/Date : [%CONST_DATE_T2] [%CONST_DATE_M3 %CONST_DATE_D, %CONST_DATE_Y2]
Front End Processes Authorized: %CONST_TOTAL_FE_AUTHORIZED
Kernel Processes Authorized: %CONST_TOTAL_KE_AUTHORIZED
Front End Processes Available: %CONST_TOTAL_FE_AVAILABLE
Kernel Processes Available: %CONST_TOTAL_KE_AVAILABLE
Front End Processes In Use: %CONST_TOTAL_FE_OUT
Kernel Processes In Use: %CONST_TOTAL_KE_OUT

The resulting output has the form shown here.

Time/Date : [00:05:26] [October 20, 2008]
Front End Processes Authorized: 5
Kernel Processes Authorized: 5
Front End Processes Available: 4
Kernel Processes Available: 4
Front End Processes In Use: 1
Kernel Processes In Use: 1

Here is a slightly more sophisticated example. It is identical to the preceding example except that it also lists the processes in use and

customizes variable tags. 

# Begin variable tag definitions
%VAR_MPROCESS = "FE" "KE"
%VAR_TOTAL_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER = "Slot\t Program\t User\t Host\n"
%REP_GENERAL_CHECKOUT_LINE = "%PROC_SLOTNUM\t %VAR_MPROCESS\t %PROC_USER\t 
%PROC_HOST\n"

%TEXT
Time/Date : [%CONST_DATE_T2] [%CONST_DATE_M3 %CONST_DATE_D, %CONST_DATE_Y2]
Front End Processes Authorized: %CONST_TOTAL_FE_AUTHORIZED
Kernel Processes Authorized: %CONST_TOTAL_KE_AUTHORIZED
Front End Processes Available: %CONST_TOTAL_FE_AVAILABLE
Kernel Processes Available: %CONST_TOTAL_KE_AVAILABLE
Front End Processes In Use: %CONST_TOTAL_FE_OUT
Kernel Processes In Use: %CONST_TOTAL_KE_OUT 

%VAR_TOTAL_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER
%REP_GENERAL_CHECKOUT_LINE

The resulting output has the form shown here.

Time/Date : [00:05:26] [October 20, 2008]
Front End Processes Authorized: 5
Kernel Processes Authorized: 5
Front End Processes Available: 4
Kernel Processes Available: 4
Front End Processes In Use: 1
Kernel Processes In Use: 1

Slot    Program   User       Host
6       FE        username   hostname
1       KE        username   hostname

The  following  example  demonstrates  HTML  output.  This  is  useful,  for  example,  if  you  want  to  view  the  MonitorLM  output  in  a  web

browser.
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%VAR_MPROCESS = "Front End" "Kernel"
%VAR_TOTAL_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER = "<TR><TD><B>Slot</B></TD> 
<TD><B>Program</B></TD> <TD><B>User</B></TD> <TD><B>FQDN</B></TD> </TR>\n"
%REP_GENERAL_CHECKOUT_LINE = "<TR> <TD>%PROC_SLOTNUM</TD> 
<TD>%VAR_MPROCESS</TD> <TD>%PROC_USER</TD> <TD>%PROC_FQDN</TD> </TR>\n"

%TEXT
<HTML>
<HEAD> <TITLE> MathLM Status </TITLE> </HEAD>
<BODY>
<TABLE BORDER=1 CELLPADDING=5>
<TR><TD COLSPAN=2><B>MathLM Server</B></TD> <TD 
COLSPAN=2><B>%CONST_SERVER_FQDN</B></TD> </TR>
<TR><TD COLSPAN=2>Time/Date</TD> <TD COLSPAN=2>[%CONST_DATE_T2] 
[%CONST_DATE_M3 %CONST_DATE_D, %CONST_DATE_Y2]</TD> </TR>
<TR><TD COLSPAN=2>Authorized</TD> <TD>%CONST_TOTAL_FE_AUTHORIZED</TD> 
<TD>%CONST_TOTAL_KE_AUTHORIZED</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSPAN=2>Available</TD> <TD>%CONST_TOTAL_FE_AVAILABLE</TD> 
<TD>%CONST_TOTAL_KE_AVAILABLE</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSPAN=2>In Use</TD> <TD>%CONST_TOTAL_FE_OUT</TD> 
<TD>%CONST_TOTAL_KE_OUT</TD></TR>
 
%VAR_TOTAL_CHECKEDOUT_HEADER
%REP_GENERAL_CHECKOUT_LINE

</TABLE>
</BODY>
</HTML>

The resulting output has the form shown here.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Restricting and Reserving Licenses

Writing a Restriction Script
Restriction  scripts  can  be  very  useful  in  managing  sitewide  installations  of  Mathematica.  They  can  be  used  to  prevent  access  to

Mathematica  by  unauthorized  users  on  the  network  and  to  guarantee  license  availability  to  particular  users.  Restriction  scripts  are

cross−platform compatible, support both IPv4 and IPv6, provide unambiguous control, and require no programming experience to write.

The syntax of the restriction scripts is very similar to that of the .htaccess files used in web servers for controlling access to HTML

files. 

Reserved licenses are always reserved.  They are inaccessible to all  other users or  machines,  regardless of  whether they are in use.

Even if none of the specified users or machines are running Mathematica, the license pool for all other users and machines is effectively

reduced by the number of reserved licenses.

The layout of a typical restriction script is as follows. Sample restriction scripts follow the definitions.

AuthName Sample
AuthGroupFile mathlmgroup.txt

# Precedence
order ( allow,deny | deny,allow )

# Machine restriction 
allow from ( all | machines ... )
allow hostgroup machinegroups ... 
deny from ( all | machines ... )
deny hostgroup machinegroups ... 

# User restriction 
allow user ( all | users ... )
allow group usergroups ... 
deny user ( all | users ... )
deny group usergroups ... 

# License reservation 
reserve [count] from machines ... 
reserve [count] hostgroup machinegroups ...
reserve [count] user users ... 
reserve [count] group usergroups ...
reservesub [count] user users ...
reservesub [count] group usergroups ...

Defining the Terms

The following are terms for reserving and restricting Mathematica licenses.
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Name Description

AuthName Sample Defines the name of the script.

AuthGroupFile mathlmgroup.txt Specifies the file containing definitions for groups of users or machines. This line is 
only required in conjunction with the group or hostgroup keywords.

order ( allow,deny | deny,allow ) Defines the precedence of these two directives. The latter term takes precedence 
over the former. 
Also sets the default access state as the latter term. The default access state is 
applied to requests that do not match an explicit rule. The default value is order 
deny,allow.

allow from ( all | machines ... ) Allows license requests from the listed hostnames, domains, IP addresses, and 
ranges of IP addresses.

allow hostgroup machinegroups ... Allows license requests from members of the listed machine groups.

deny from ( all | machines ... ) Denies license requests from the listed hostnames, domains, IP addresses, and 
ranges of IP addresses.

deny hostgroup machinegroups ... Denies license requests from members of the listed machine groups.

allow user ( all | users ... ) Allows license requests from the listed users.

allow group usergroups ... Allows license requests from members of the listed user groups.

deny user (all | users ... ) Denies license requests from the listed users.

deny group usergroups ... Denies license requests from members of the listed user groups.

reserve [count] from machines ... Reserves count front end licenses and count kernel licenses for each of the listed 
hostnames, domains, IP addresses, and ranges of IP addresses. 

reserve [count] hostgroup machinegroups ... Reserves count front end licenses and count kernel licenses for each member of 
the listed machine groups. 

reserve [count] user users ... Reserves count front end licenses and count kernel licenses for each user in the list.

reserve [count] group usergroups ... Reserves count front end licenses and count kernel licenses for each user in the 
listed user groups. 

reservesub [count] from machines ... Reserves count sub−front end licenses and count sub−kernel licenses for each of 
the listed hostnames, domains, IP addresses, and ranges of IP addresses. 

reservesub [count] hostgroup machinegroups 
...

Reserves count sub−front end licenses and count sub−kernel licenses for each 
member of the listed machine groups.

reservesub [count] user users ... Reserves count sub−front end licenses and count sub−kernel licenses for each 
user in the list. 

reservesub [count] group usergroups ... Reserves count sub−front end licenses and count sub−kernel licenses for each 
user in the listed user groups.

Terms for reserving and restricting licenses.

All the restriction script directives above automatically support IPv4 and IPv6 environments with no additional configuration required.

License Reservations

The reserve and reservesub directives allow you to guarantee license availability to particular users or machines. It is important to

note that reserved licenses are always reserved and are inaccessible to all other users or machines.

In some situations,  it  may be necessary to reserve unequal  numbers of  front  end and kernel  licenses.   This can be accomplished by

using the following additional directives: reservefe, reservesubfe, reservekernel, and reservesubkernel. The syntax for

reservefe and reservekernel is identical to the syntax for reserve and the syntax for reservesubfe and reservesubker�

nel is identical to the syntax for reservesub.

Sub−process reservations such as reservesub, reservesubfe, and reservesubkernel are necessary when reserving kernels

and  front  ends  for  either  parallel  or  grid  computing.  Suppose  a  user  on  your  network  requires  16  parallel  kernels  to  model  a  large

dataset. Use the reservesubkernel directive to prevent other users from inadvertently disrupting the modeling process.

Sample Restriction Scripts
The following examples illustrate key features of restriction scripts.
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Scripts without Groups

The following script  will  deny Mathematica  license requests from user1  and hostname1.  License requests from all  other users and

machines will be allowed.

AuthName Sample1

order allow,deny
allow from all
deny from hostname1
allow user all
deny user user1

The  following  script  will  only  allow  license  requests  from  users  user1  through  user5  in  the  range  of  192.168.2.1  to

192.168.2.12, as well as 192.168.0.1 and 192.168.0.5. License requests from any other users or machines will be denied.

AuthName Sample2

order deny,allow
deny from all
allow from [192.168.2.1 192.168.2.12] 192.168.0.1 192.168.0.5 
deny user all
allow user user1 user2 user3 user4 user5

Scripts with Groups

The following script  imposes the  same restrictions  as  the  preceding script,  but  the  users  and machines  are  specified  via  groups and

hostgroups. 

AuthName Sample3
AuthGroupFile mathlmgroup1.txt

order deny,allow
deny from all
allow hostgroup group1
deny user all
allow group group2 group3

This is the file mathlmgroup1.txt. It defines one machine group and two user groups.

group1: 192.168.0.1 192.168.0.5 [192.168.2.1 192.168.2.12]
group2: user1 user2 user3
group3: user4 user5

Scripts Demonstrating Default Access State

The following script will allow license requests from all users and all machines except host1. If user1 requests a license while logged

on to host1, the request will be allowed. This request matches both rules in this script, but the value of the order directive specifies

that the allow directive has precedence. Note that a license request from user2 logged on to host1 would be denied.

AuthName Sample4

order deny,allow
deny from host1
allow user user1

The value of  the order  directive is  the only difference between the preceding script  and the following script,  but  the meaning of  the

script  is  reversed.  This  script  only  allows  license  requests  from  user1.  A  license  request  from  user1  logged  on  to  host1  will  be

denied. Such a request matches both rules, but the request is denied because the deny rule has precedence.

AuthName Sample5

order allow,deny
deny from host1
allow user user1
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Scripts with License Reservations

The following script will allow all license requests. It reserves three kernel licenses for the address 192.168.0.1, and one front end

license and one kernel license for user1. These licenses are always reserved and inaccessible to all other machines or users."

AuthName Sample6

order allow,deny
allow from all
allow user all
reservekernel 3 from 192.168.0.1
reserve user user1

The following script will  allow all license requests.  It reserves two front end licenses, two kernel licenses, and four kernel subprocess

licenses  for  user1.  This  will  guarantee  user1  the  necessary  resources  for  parallel  computations.  For  more  information  on  parallel

computing see the "Parallel Computing Tools User Guide".

AuthName Sample7

order allow,deny
allow from all
allow user all
reservefe 2 user user1
reservekernel 2 user user1
reservesubkernel 4 user user1

The following script will only allow license requests from user1, user2, hostname1, hostname2, domain1.com, and addresses in

the  range  192.168.1.1  through  192.168.2.9.  It  reserves  three  kernel  licenses  and  three  front  end  licenses  for  hostname2,

another three kernel licenses and three front end licenses for the addresses from 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.2.9, one kernel license

and one front end license for user1, and one kernel license and one front end license for user2. In this script, a total of eight front end

licenses and eight kernel licenses are reserved.

AuthName Sample8

order deny,allow
deny from all
allow from hostname1 hostname2 .domain1.com [192.168.1.1 192.168.2.9]
deny user all
allow user user1 user2

reserve 3 from hostname2 [192.168.1.1 192.168.2.9]
reserve user user1 user2

It  may be easier to visualize the number of licenses being restricted in Sample8  if  you notice that the first instance of reserve  can

also be written in the following form.

reserve 3 from hostname2
reserve 3 from [192.168.1.1 192.168.2.9]

Scripts with License Reservations and Groups

The following script imposes the same restrictions and reservations as the Sample6 script, but the users and machines are specified

via groups and hostgroups. 

AuthName Sample9
AuthGroupFile mathlmgroup2.txt

order deny,allow
deny from all
allow hostgroup group1 group2
deny user all
allow group group3

reservekernel 3 hostgroup group2
reserve group group3

This is the file mathlmgroup2.txt. It defines two machine groups and one user group.
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group1: hostname1 .domain1.com
group2: hostname2 [192.168.1.1 192.168.2.9]
group3: user1 user2

Using a Restriction Script
To use a restriction script, run MathLM with the option −restrict followed by the pathname of the script. You can give the restriction

script any filename (and extension) that you want. See "Launching MathLM" for details about command−line options.

MathLM must be restarted if the restriction script or AuthGroupFile is changed.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Troubleshooting MathLM

Diagnostics
The following techniques are useful for debugging problems with client connections to the license server.

� Launch MathLM with the option −foreground. This option allows you to see how requests are handled by MathLM in real time.

� Log  MathLM  messages  to  a  file  with  an  increased  level  of  verbosity  by  launching  MathLM  with  the  options  −logfile  and
−loglevel. This allows you to see how requests are handled by MathLM over a certain period of time.

� From a  command line  on  the  client,  run  the  Mathematica  kernel  with  the  option  −lmverbose  and  examine  the  messages  pro−
duced. This option prints diagnostic information on connecting to the license manager.

Problems and Solutions

MathLM cannot find the password file.

MathLM will not start if it cannot find the password file. In that case, the following error message will be displayed on your screen.

Faulty license entry.
No valid mathlm password entry or file found.

To successfully start MathLM, use the option −pwfile followed by the full pathname of the mathpass file.

The client cannot connect to the license server when Mathematica is first launched.

If this happens, the following dialog box appears.

You can choose one of two options:

Enter Password~brings up the front end password dialog box. See "Entering a Single−Machine Password" for details.

Quit~exits Mathematica. You are given the option of saving your work.

If you are running the kernel only, the following message will be displayed.

A password entry for a network license server was found,
but no license was returned. The license server may not be
responding, or no licenses are available from the server.
You may need to contact your system administrator to
start the license server, or wait until a license is
available.

You can press Ctrl+C to quit, or follow the instructions in "Entering a Single−Machine Password" to enter a single−machine password.

If these error messages are displayed, check that MathLM is running on the license server. If MathLM quits, it must be restarted in order

to  serve  licenses.  If  there  is  a  firewall  between  the  license  server  and  the  client,  verify  that  the  firewall  is  configured  to  allow  traffic

through the proper port.
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The client can connect to the license server, but is denied a license because the process limit has been reached.

If this happens, the following dialog box appears to notify you of an error.

You can choose one of two options: 

Enter Password~brings up the front end password dialog box. See "Entering a Single−Machine Password" for details.

Quit~exits Mathematica.

If you are running the kernel only, the following message will be displayed.

The n−process limit on the license you are trying
to run has been reached. Contact Wolfram Research or
an authorized Mathematica distributor for information
on upgrading your license configuration.

You can press Ctrl+C to quit, or follow the instructions in "Entering a Single−Machine Password" to enter a single−machine password.

You can purchase additional licenses by contacting Wolfram Research. 

The client can connect to the license server, but is denied a kernel because the kernel process limit has been 
reached.

You can choose one of two options: 

Purchase~links to the Wolfram Mathematica Process Increment Request Form web page.

Cancel~aborts the kernel launch.

If you are running the kernel only, the following message will be displayed.

The n−process limit on the license you are trying
to run has been reached. Contact Wolfram Research or
an authorized Mathematica distributor for information
on upgrading your license configuration.

You can press Ctrl+C to quit, or follow the instructions in "Entering a Single−Machine Password" to enter a single−machine password.

You can purchase additional licenses by contacting Wolfram Research. See the Increment Request form on the web at wolfram.com/pr−

oducts/mathematica/processes for more information on increasing your process increments.

If you are running Mathematica using a network license, see "Restricting and Reserving Licenses" for more information on guaranteeing

kernel availability to particular users.
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MonitorLM shows that there are available licenses, but the client is denied a license because the process limit 
has been reached.

If this happens, there are reserved licenses that are not in use. If necessary, you can reclaim an unused reserved license by removing

the relevant line from the restriction script and restarting MathLM.

The client can connect to the license server, but is denied a license based on a restriction script.

If MathLM is configured to use a restriction script and an unauthorized client requests a license, the following message will be displayed.

You can choose one of two options: 

Enter Password~brings up the front end password dialog box. See "Entering a Single−Machine Password" for details.

Quit~exits Mathematica.

If you are running the kernel only, the following message will be displayed.

A password entry for a network license server was found,
but no license was returned. The license server may not be
responding, or no licenses are available from the server.
You may need to contact your system administrator to
start the license server, or wait until a license is
available.

You can press Ctrl+C to quit, or follow the instructions in "Entering a Single−Machine Password" to enter a single−machine password.

If the client that was denied should be allowed to request a license, edit the restriction script and restart MathLM.

The connection to the license server is lost after the client is connected to it.

Once  Mathematica  is  running,  the  client  contacts  the  license  server  every  two  minutes  to  refresh  its  license.  If  three  successive

attempts  to  contact  the  license  server  are  unsuccessful,  a  dialog  box  will  appear  informing  you  that  the  license  server  could  not  be

contacted. This happens six to eight minutes after the connection to the license server is lost.

If you are running the front end, the following dialog box appears.

You can choose one of two options: 
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Enter Password~brings up the front end password dialog box. See "Entering a Single−Machine Password" for details.

Quit~exits Mathematica. You are given the option of saving your work.

If you are running the kernel only, you will receive the following prompt to indicate that the connection has been lost. 

Lost connection to server>

You may attempt to connect to the license server again, or you may exit Mathematica.

Your options are:
retry (or r) to retry server
exit (or quit) to exit Mathematica

Technical Support
For further assistance, check the Technical Support FAQs on the web at support.wolfram.com. If you are a Site License Administrator,

additional  Site  License  Documentation  is  available  at  site.wolfram.com.  If  you  do  not  find  the  information  you  need,  please  contact

Technical  Support  by  sending  email  to  support@wolfram.com  or  by  calling  +1−217−398−6500.  Include  your  license  number  in  all

correspondence. Your license number is located on your electronic or printed license certificate. It is also available after installation by

going to the Help menu and clicking About Mathematica.  You must be a registered user in order to receive installation support. You

must have a current Premier Service subscription to receive Technical Support.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses
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Installing Mathematica on Windows

Installing Mathematica for Network Licenses

Requirements

Mathematica is available for Windows, Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X. For a complete list of platform availability, visit www.wolfram.com/pr−

oducts/mathematica/platforms.html.  Any  supported  machine  can  act  as  a  client  for  running  Mathematica,  provided  the  following  two

conditions are met:

� The client has access to the Mathematica files, either locally or from a file server on the network.

� The license server running MathLM is available on the TCP/IP network.

A  license  server  can  also  function  as  its  own  client.  However,  this  is  not  recommended.  If  the  machine  has  to  be  rebooted  for  any

reason, the serving of licenses to all other clients on the network may be disrupted. 

Before you install  Mathematica  as a license server client,  MathLM  should already be installed and running on a license server on the

network (see "Installing MathLM" for details). To complete the Mathematica installation, you will need to know the name or IP address of

the license server running MathLM.

To install Mathematica on Windows 2000/XP/Vista, you must have administrative privileges.

To Install Mathematica:

1. Insert  the  Mathematica  DVD.  The  Wolfram  Mathematica  7  window  appears  on  your  screen.  Click  the  button  labeled  Install
Mathematica to a hard disk.

2. The Wolfram Mathematica Setup dialog appears on your screen. Click Next to begin the installation process.
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3. By  default,  Mathematica  is  installed  in  the  directory  C:\Program  Files\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\7.0.  To  choose  another
destination directory, click Browse. Click Next to continue.

4. Mathematica  is  configured  to  automatically  install  all  optional  components.  To  chose  another  configuration,  de−select  any
components by clicking on the corresponding check box. Click Next to continue.

5.
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5.

Click  Next  to  add  Mathematica  shortcuts  to  the  Start  menu  in  the  Wolfram  Mathematica  folder.  If  you  would  like  to  select  a
different folder, click Browse.

6. Click Install to install Mathematica.

7. Click Finish to complete the installation and launch Mathematica.
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8. Mathematica  starts  up  and  the  following  password  dialog  box  appears.  Select  Network  License.  Then  enter  the  name  or  IP
address of the license server running MathLM in the text field provided.

9. Click OK. You are now ready to start using Mathematica.

Installing Mathematica for Single−Machine Licenses
Follow these instructions to install a standalone copy of Mathematica that does not get a license from a license server. Depending on

your license type, this may require contacting Wolfram Research to purchase additional licenses.

To run Mathematica, you must register with Wolfram Research and receive a password. See "Registration and Passwords" for further

information.

To install Mathematica on Windows 2000/XP/Vista, you must have administrative privileges.

To Install a Single−Machine Copy of Mathematica on Windows:

1. Insert  the  Mathematica  DVD.  The  Wolfram  Mathematica  7  window  appears  on  your  screen.  Click  the  button  labeled  Install
Mathematica to a hard disk.
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2. The Wolfram Mathematica Setup Dialog appears on your screen. Click Next to begin the installation process.

3. By  default,  Mathematica  is  installed  in  the  directory  C:\Program  Files\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\7.0.  To  choose  another
destination directory, click Browse. Click Next to continue.

4. Mathematica  is  configured  to  automatically  install  all  optional  components.  To  chose  another  configuration,  de−select  any
components by clicking on the corresponding checkbox. Click Next to continue.
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5. Click Next to add Mathematica shortcuts to the Start menu under Wolfram Mathematica.

6. Click Install to install Mathematica.

7. Click Finish to complete the installation and launch Mathematica.
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8. Mathematica starts up and the following password dialog box appears. Select Single Machine. Then enter your name, the name
of your organization, and your license number (located on your electronic or printed license certificate) in the text fields provided.
Click OK when you are done. 

9. The following dialog box appears showing the MathID number for your machine. To obtain your password, click the Web button,
go  to  register.wolfram.com,  or  contact  Wolfram  Research  (see  "Registration  and  Passwords"  for  further  information).  You  will
need to supply your license number and your MathID number.

10.
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10.

Enter your password and click OK. You are now ready to start using Mathematica.

Installing Mathematica from a File Server
One convenient way to install Mathematica is to run the installer remotely from a file server. This is an efficient way of making Mathemat−

ica available to a large number of users without having to supply a DVD to each one. 

Installing Mathematica from a file server requires first copying the installer executable and all files in the Mathematica distribution from

the DVD onto the file server. 

1. Insert the Mathematica DVD into the drive on the file server. Open a My Computer window, then right−click the DVD in the list
and select Open.

2. An Explorer window appears showing the contents of the DVD. Select the Windows folder.

3. Copy the Windows folder from the DVD to a location on the file server accessible to external users over the network.

Once this step is complete, you can install the Mathematica files on each client. 

4. From the client, connect to the file server and open the Windows directory that was created on the file server.

5. Double−click the file Setup.exe to launch the installer.

6. Follow the same steps as for installing from a DVD (see "Network License" and "Single−Machine License").

Installing Mathematica from a Script
If  you  are  installing  Mathematica  on  multiple  machines,  it  can  be  time−consuming  to  respond  to  all  of  the  installer  prompts  on  each

individual machine. By supplying command−line options to the installer, you can customize various features of the installation process

or automate it entirely.

/dir="C:\path\here" specify the installation directory

DisableShellVerbs disable file associations for .m, .nb, .nbp, etc. (enabled by default)

/group="start menu folder name" specify the start menu folder name

/noicons disable creation of start menu folder and shortcuts

/norestart do not restart the system, even if necessary

/restartexitcode=code specify the installer exit code to return if restart is necessary

/silent force an automatic installation and suppress installation windows

/suppressmsgboxes suppress installer message boxes (only effective when used in conjuction with 
/silent)

Mathematica Installer supported command−line options.

To Create a Script That Performs a Silent Mathematica Installation:

The following instructions explain how to write a simple script to silently install Mathematica from a file server. These instructions require

that  you have a  mathpass file  with  a  valid  password.  See "Registrations  and Passwords"  for  more information on sitewide mathpass

configurations.

1. Follow the instructions in the first part of "Installing Mathematica from a File Server" to copy the installer and files from the DVD to
a file server. 

2. Copy your mathpass file to the same directory on the file server as the installer and Mathematica files.

3. Open Notepad (Start Menu £  Programs £  Accessories £  Notepad) and type the following lines into a new file.

@echo off
echo Installing Mathematica...
\\server\math\setup.exe /silent /suppressmsgboxes /log="C:\Windows\Temp\install.log"
echo Creating password file...
copy \\server\math\mathpass "C:\Directory\Name"
echo Mathematica installation complete.

4.
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4.

Change all  instances  of  \\server\math  to  the  pathname of  the  network  share  where  the  Mathematica  installation  files  and
mathpass file were copied.

5. Change "C:\Directory\Name" to the directory listed here for your version of Windows. Be sure to enclose the name of the
directory in quotes.

Windows 2000/XP~"C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Mathematica"

Windows Vista~"C:\ProgramData\Mathematica"

Note:  These  directories  are  the  values  of  $BaseDirectory  for  different  versions  of  Windows.  See  "Configuration  Files  on
Windows" for further information.

6. To save the file, choose File £  Save. Save the file in the same directory as the Mathematica installation files. Type the filename
install.bat, and choose All Files from the Save as type popup menu. Click Save, then quit Notepad.

To Perform a Silent Mathematica Installation:

1. On the client, open a Command Prompt window, type the pathname of the install.bat file, and press Enter. For example, if the
network share is called \\server\math, type:

\\server\math\install.bat

The following messages are displayed.

Installing Mathematica...
Creating password file...
Mathematica installation complete.

2. The installation is now complete. If you see any messages other than those printed here, check the file C:\Windows\Temp\install−
.log on the client machine for further information.

Installing Mathematica in this way eliminates the need to take the DVD to each client machine, and saves time by allowing you to run a

simple script instead of responding to the installer questions. 

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Launching Mathematica on Windows

Launching Mathematica Locally
To run Mathematica using a network license, both the client machine and the license server must be on the network, and MathLM must

be running. 

To Launch Mathematica:

From the Start menu, choose Programs £  Wolfram Mathematica £  Mathematica 7.

Alternatively,  you  can  open  an  Explorer  window,  go  to  the  Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\7.0  directory,  and  double−

click the Mathematica icon.

To Launch Only the Mathematica Kernel:

From the Start menu, choose Programs £  Wolfram Mathematica £  Mathematica 7 Kernel.

Alternatively,  you  can  open  an  Explorer  window,  go  to  the  Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\7.0  directory,  and  double−

click the MathKernel icon.

To Launch the Mathematica Kernel inside a Command Prompt Window:

Open a  command prompt  window and  change directory  to  the  top−level  Mathematica  installation  directory.  Type  .\math  and  press

Enter. 

Launching Mathematica from a File Server
You can also run Mathematica directly from a file server, without installing files locally. To do this, install Mathematica on the file server

and  make  the  installation  directory  accessible  to  the  client  machines.  Running  Mathematica  from a  file  server  differs  from running  a

local copy in several ways. These differences and appropriate steps for working around them are listed here.

� The Mathematica fonts will not be available for use by other applications. It is therefore required that you manually install the fonts
on your system. The fonts are found in SystemFiles\Fonts\Windows in the Mathematica layout. To install these fonts so they can be
used by all other Windows applications, open the Fonts control panel, choose Install New Font under the File menu, and specify
the location of the fonts in the Add Fonts dialog box that appears.

� The MathLink libraries will not be available for use by other applications. Therefore, you need to copy the MathLink libraries to the
appropriate  locations  on  your  system.  For  32−bit  Windows  systems,  the  MathLink  libraries  consist  of  seven  files:  ml32i1.dll,
ml32i2.dll, ml32i3.dll, mlmap32.mlp, mlshm32.mlp, mltcp32.mlp, and mltcpip32.mlp, which are located in SystemFiles\Links\Math−
Link\DeveloperKit\Windows\SystemAdditions  in  the  Mathematica  layout.  Copy  these  files  to  the  WINNT\System32  folder  on
Windows  2000,  or  the  Windows\System32  folder  on  Windows  XP/Vista.  For  64−bit  Windows  platforms,  the  MathLink  libraries
consist  of  twelve  files:  ml32i1.dll,  ml32i2.dll,  ml32i3.dll,  mlmap32.mlp,  mlshm32.mlp,  mltcp32.mlp,  and  mltcpip32.mlp,  which  are
located  in  SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows\SystemAdditions,  and  ml64i2.dll,  ml64i3.dll,  mlshm64.mlp,
mltcp64.mlp,  mltcpip64.mlp,  which  are  located  in  SystemFiles\Links\MathLink\DeveloperKit\Windows−x86−64\SystemAdditions.
Copy the first seven files to the Windows\Syswow64 folder and the other five files to the Windows\System32 folder.

� The  proper  file  associations  will  not  be  set  up  for  Mathematica.  You  can  set  these  associations  manually  by  using  the  Folder
Options dialog box under the Tools menu of the Explorer window. You will need to specify the MIME type as application/mathemat−
ica and the file extension as .nb.

� A Start menu entry for Mathematica will not be created automatically. You can add this manually by editing the Start menu settings
in the dialog box that appears when you choose Settings £  Taskbar and Start Menu under the Start menu.

Mathematica Command−Line Options
Following are several useful command−line options for the Mathematica kernel. See "Launching Mathematica on Windows: Locally" for

instructions on running the kernel.
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Command−Line Options

-lmverbose print diagnostic information to stderr

-mathlink specify that the kernel should be run in MathLink mode

-noprompt specify that no banner or In/Out prompts should be printed

-password str specify a password to use instead of the password or passwords stored in the 
mathpass file

-pwfile file specify the name of a file that has a valid password

-run specify a command to be run on startup as an argument

Mathematica command−line options.

The option −lmverbose is usefull for debuggin problems related to the license server

The option −mathlink can also be used as a command−line option for the Mathematica front end. See www.wolfram.com/solutions/−

mathlink for additional information about MathLink.

The mode set by −noprompt is useful for running a sequence of commands from a batch file.

The string for −password should have the form "!servername" or "machinename mathid licensenumber password".

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Testing the Installation on Windows
The following simple commands allow you to test  the installation of  Mathematica.  Running these commands does not  guarantee that

the installation was successful, but a failed command can indicate that a serious problem occurred during installation. 

You should run these tests from a regular user account and not from an account with administrative privileges.

To run Mathematica using a network license, both the client machine and the license server must be on the network and MathLM must

be running.

If  you run into problems when doing these tests, see the troubleshooting tips in "Troubleshooting on Windows". If  you do not find the

answer there, check the Technical Support website at support.wolfram.com/mathematica.

To Test the Kernel:
1. To start the kernel, choose Programs £  Wolfram Mathematica £  Mathematica 7 Kernel from the Start menu.

In[1]:=

2. Type N[Pi, 20] and press Enter. The number in the output should match the output shown here.

In[1]:= N[Pi, 20]

Out[1]= 3.1415926535897932385 

In[2]:=

3. To exit the kernel, type Exit and press Enter.

To Test the Front End:
1. Launch Mathematica by choosing Programs £  Wolfram Mathematica £  Mathematica 7 from the Start menu.

A splash screen with initialization information appears briefly, after which an empty notebook and the Welcome Screen appear.

2. Type N[Pi,20].  Then hold down the Shift key and press Enter to evaluate. This should send the command to the kernel and
return the same result as before. The In[1] and Out[1] labels are prepended once the evaluation is completed.

In the notebook window, there should be a horizontal line across the notebook; this is the horizontal insertion bar. If you do not
see one, move the pointer until it becomes a horizontal I−beam and click once to see the insertion bar.

3. Press the Esc key. You should see three small horizontal lines in a column (� ). Type int and press Esc again. You should see

an integral sign (Ù ). As an additional font check, typing �[CheckmarkedBox] and �[CirclePlus] should print the symbols
«  and Å, respectively. If the symbols show up correctly, the fonts have been properly installed.

4. From the Help menu, choose Documentation Center. The Mathematica Documentation Center should appear.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Configuration Files on Windows
Mathematica  stores  preference  settings  and  initialization  data  in  two  directories,  $BaseDirectory  and  $UserBaseDirectory.

Within each of these directories are several possible subdirectories with titles such as FrontEnd, Kernel, and Licensing.

Global  settings  that  affect  all  users  are  stored  in  subdirectories  of  the  directory  $BaseDirectory .  The  default  value  of

$BaseDirectory  for  different  versions  of  Windows  is  shown  in  the  following  table.  To  redefine  the  location  of  global  preference

settings and initialization data, set the environment variable MATHEMATICA_BASE.

Windows 2000/XP  C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Mathematica

Windows Vista C:\ProgramData\Mathematica

Location of the directory $BaseDirectory  for different versions of Windows.

Settings  that  only  affect  a  particular  user  are  stored  in  subdirectories  of  the  directory  $UserBaseDirectory.  The  default  value  of

$UserBaseDirectory  for different versions of Windows is shown in the following table. To redefine the location of user preferences

and initialization data, set the environment variable MATHEMATICA_USERBASE.

Windows 2000/XP C:\Documents and Settings\username\Application Data\Mathematica

Windows Vista C:\Users\username\AppData\Roaming\Mathematica

Location of the directory $UserBaseDirectory  for different versions of Windows.

Settings in the directory $UserBaseDirectory override global settings defined in the directory $BaseDirectory .

In the pathnames that follow, replace the variables $BaseDirectory  and $UserBaseDirectory  with the appropriate directories for

your  system.  To  find  their  locations  on  your  system,  evaluate  the  command  $BaseDirectory  (or  $UserBaseDirectory)  in  a

Mathematica notebook.

Kernel
The  initialization  files  used  by  the  kernel  contain  Mathematica  commands  that  are  evaluated  at  startup,  such  as  function  definitions,

packages to load, and kernel option settings. These commands are also available to the Mathematica front end.

$BaseDirectory \Kernel\init.m

This file is used to initialize the kernel and therefore should store any kernel commands that are appropriate for all users running
the kernel.

$UserBaseDirectory\Kernel\init.m

This file stores user−specific commands used to initialize the kernel. 

Kernel initialization files are not created automatically.

Front End
Front  end  initialization  files  store  preference  settings  such  as  the  values  of  global  options  in  the  Option  Inspector.  These  files  are

automatically updated by Mathematica  when you change a setting in the front end. To make changes to this file, make your changes

from within Mathematica rather than editing the file directly.

$BaseDirectory \FrontEnd\init.m

This  file  stores  systemwide  defaults  used  by  all  Mathematica  front  ends.  The  settings  in  this  file  affect  all  users.  "Systemwide
Defaults on Windows" explains how to implement changes to this global file.

$UserBaseDirectory\FrontEnd\init.m

This file defines settings within the front end that are specific to each user. 
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Front end initialization files are created automatically.

Front End Caches
The front end stores certain information about system settings in caches specific to each user. The default location for front end caches

is shown here.

Windows 2000/XP C:\Documents and Settings\username\Local Settings\
Application Data\Mathematica\FrontEnd\7.0 Caches

Windows Vista C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Mathematica\FrontEnd\7.0 Caches

Location of the front end caches for different versions of Windows.

Passwords
Passwords  are  stored  in  the  mathpass  file,  described  in  further  detail  in  "Registration  and  Passwords".  In  the  following  pathname,

replace  the  variable  $InstallationDirectory  with  the  directory  where  you  installed  Mathematica.  The  default  value  of

$InstallationDirectory  on  Windows  is  C:\Program  Files\Wolfram  Research\Mathematica\7.0.  To  find  the  value  of

$InstallationDirectory on your system, evaluate the command $InstallationDirectory in a Mathematica notebook.

$BaseDirectory \Licensing\mathpass

This is the default location for the global password file.

$InstallationDirectory\Configuration\Licensing\mathpass

This is an alternative location for the global password file.

$UserBaseDirectory\Licensing\mathpass

While this is not normally the location for the password file, a user−specific mathpass file can be stored here.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Systemwide Defaults on Windows
If  you have installed Mathematica  in  a location where multiple  users can run it  (for  example,  on a file  server  or  multi−user  machine),

then you can set up systemwide defaults for the Mathematica front end and kernel. This is ideal for setting up Mathematica for use in

computer labs and classrooms. If you share the directory $BaseDirectory across the network, these defaults will also take effect on

local installations that use the shared $BaseDirectory.

In  the pathnames that  follow,  replace the variables $BaseDirectory  and $UserBaseDirectory  with the appropriate directories

for your system. To find their locations on your system, evaluate the command $BaseDirectory (or $UserBaseDirectory) in a

Mathematica notebook.

To Set Up a Configuration File for the Front End:
1. Launch Mathematica, and set up any changes to the front end that you need. For example, you may want to modify default file

locations, language options, or menu settings.

2. Quit Mathematica.

3. Copy the file $UserBaseDirectory\FrontEnd\init.m to the directory $BaseDirectory\FrontEnd.

These  settings  will  now  be  used  by  the  front  end  unless  overridden  by  the  local  init.m  file  stored  in  the  user÷ s

$UserBaseDirectory\FrontEnd directory.

To Set Up a Configuration File for the Kernel:
1. Launch Mathematica, and create a new file.

2. Add any Mathematica commands that should be evaluated on startup. For example, you may want to add a function definition or
display a message at startup. Enter all the commands in the same cell, separating commands with semicolons.

3. Make this cell an initialization cell by selecting the cell bracket and then choosing Cell £  Cell Properties £  Initialization Cell. 

4. When you have finished making your changes,  choose File £  Save  and select  Mathematica Package  from the Save as type
popup menu. Then save the file as $BaseDirectory\Kernel\init.m. 

These commands will be evaluated when users launch Mathematica. If you added a function definition, that function will be available to

all users.

If you have created systemwide defaults you want to carry over to new local installations, you can add lines to an installation script to

copy  preconfigured  init.m  files  as  part  of  a  new installation.  For  information  about  installation  scripts,  see  "Installing  Mathematica  on

Windows". To copy systemwide defaults, add a line to the script similar to the line that copies the mathpass file.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Troubleshooting on Windows

Passwords
If the front end password dialog box appears when you launch Mathematica, either Mathematica could not locate the mathpass file or

there  was  no  valid  password  in  the  mathpass  file.  To  resolve  this  problem,  first  check  that  there  is  a  mathpass  file  in  one  of  these

directories: $BaseDirectory \Licensing, $InstallationDirectory\Configuration\Licensing, or $UserBaseDirectory\Licensing.

To  find  the  exact  location  of  these  directories  on  your  machine,  evaluate  the  command  $BaseDirectory  (or

$InstallationDirectory  or  $UserBaseDirectory)  in  a  notebook.  If  you did  not  find a  mathpass file  in  these locations,  follow

the instructions in "Entering a Single−Machine Password" to reenter your password. 

If  there  is  a  mathpass  file  in  one  of  those  directories,  the  password  or  passwords  are  invalid.  Make  sure  that  your  MathID  number

matches the MathID number used to issue your password. If your MathID number changes, you will need to contact Customer Service

to get a new password. Contact information is provided in "Registration and Passwords".

Front End Preferences
Front end preferences, such as the locations of recently opened and saved files, are stored in a front end initialization file called init.m.

This file is located in $UserBaseDirectory\FrontEnd. The default value of $UserBaseDirectory  for different versions of Windows

is  listed  in  "Configuration  Files  on  Windows".  To  find  the  exact  location  of  this  directory  on  your  machine,  evaluate  the  command

$UserBaseDirectory in a notebook.

If you need to reset the front end preferences to their default values, hold down Shift+Ctrl during startup. This will cause the initialization

file to be rebuilt automatically. 

Caches
Information about your Mathematica system layout, such as the locations of text resource files, is stored in caches. These caches are

located  in  C:\Documents  and  Settings\username\Local  Settings\Application  Data\Mathematica\FrontEnd\7.0  Caches\  on  Windows

2000/XP and in C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Mathematica\FrontEnd\7.0 Caches\ on Vista.

A corrupted cache may cause the front end to produce an error or quit immediately on startup. The most convenient way to restore the

caches to their default values is to hold down Shift+Ctrl during startup. This will cause the Mathematica caches and the initialization file

to be rebuilt automatically. If you want to rebuild your caches but retain your preferences, hold down Shift during startup. This will delete

and rebuild the cache without rebuilding your front end initialization file.

Technical Support
For further assistance, check the Technical Support FAQs on the web at support.wolfram.com. If you are a Site License Administrator,

additional  Site  License  Documentation  is  available  at  site.wolfram.com.  If  you  do  not  find  the  information  you  need,  please  contact

Technical  Support  by  sending  email  to  support@wolfram.com  or  by  calling  +1−217−398−6500.  Include  your  license  number  in  all

correspondence. Your license number is located on your electronic or physical  copy of the license certificate. It  is also available after

installation by going to the Help menu and clicking About Mathematica. You must be a registered user in order to receive installation

support. You must have a current Premier Service subscription to receive Technical Support.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Installing Mathematica on Unix and Linux

Installing Mathematica for Network Licenses

Requirements

Mathematica is available for Windows, Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X. For a complete list of platform availability, visit www.wolfram.com/pr−

oducts/mathematica/platforms.html.  Any  supported  machine  can  act  as  a  client  for  running  Mathematica,  provided  the  following  two

conditions are met: 

� The client has access to the Mathematica files, either locally or from a file server on the network.

� The license server running MathLM is available on the TCP/IP network.

A  license  server  can  also  function  as  its  own  client.  However,  this  is  not  recommended.  If  the  machine  has  to  be  rebooted  for  any

reason, the serving of licenses to all other clients on the network may be disrupted. 

Before you install  Mathematica  as a license server client,  MathLM  should already be installed and running on a license server on the

network  (see  "Installing  MathLM  on  Windows",  and  "Installing  MathLM  on  Unix,  Linux,  and  Mac  OS X"  for  details).  To  complete  the

Mathematica installation, you will need to know the name or IP address of the license server running MathLM.

To install Mathematica on Unix and Linux, you may need root privileges. 

To Install Mathematica:

1. Mount the CD or DVD. For information on mounting a CD/DVD, see "Mounting a CD or DVD on Unix and Linux".

Note:  This  step  may  not  be  required  on  some  Linux  and  Unix  platforms,  as  some  operating  systems  automatically  handle
mounting.

2. Change directory to /cdrom/Unix/Installer. Note that the exact location of the CD/DVD mount point might be different for
your platform.

cd /cdrom/Unix/Installer

3. Run the installer.

./MathInstaller

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
                Wolfram Mathematica 7 Installer 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Copyright (c) 1988−2008 Wolfram Research, Inc. All rights reserved.

WARNING: Wolfram Mathematica is protected by copyright law and international
treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution may result in severe
civil and criminal penalties and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent
possible under law.

4. (Unix  only)  You are  asked to  select  the  platforms for  which  you are  doing  the  installation.  Select  one or  more  of  the  available
options and press Enter to continue.

For which of the following platforms would you like to install 
Mathematica?

Type your selection (multiple choices can be separated with spaces), or press
ENTER to select (1):

5. The  installer  prompts  you  to  specify  the  directory  in  which  Mathematica  should  be  installed.  The  default  location  is
/usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0.  Press  Enter  to  accept  the  default,  or  type  in  a  new  location  and  then  press
Enter.
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Enter the installation directory, or press ENTER to select
/usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0:

Note:  If  you  specify  a  directory  that  does  not  exist,  the  installer  will  give  you  the  option  of  creating  the  directory.  If  a  copy  of
Mathematica already exists in the directory you specify, the installer will inform you before overwriting the files. 

Note:  If  you are installing over  a previous version of  Mathematica,  your  existing mathpass file  and custom settings will  not  be
deleted.

6. Once you have answered all the questions, the installer begins copying files from the CD/DVD to the directory you specified. The
progress is indicated by a progress bar on the screen. 

Now installing...

[***************                                                    ]

7. You are asked for  the location in  which to  copy the executable  scripts.  You should choose a directory  that  is  present  on each
user÷ s PATH. The scripts are also installed in the Executables subdirectory of the Mathematica installation directory. Type a
location or accept the default and press Enter.

Type the directory path in which the Mathematica scripts will be created,
or press ENTER to select /usr/local/bin:

Note:  The installer checks to see if  any other Mathematica  scripts exist  in the specified directory.  If  they do, you are given the
chance to rename the scripts. 

8. You are given several options for configuring the password. Type 2 and press Enter to run Mathematica using a network license.

Please choose how you want to configure the password for Mathematica 7.0.

(1) Single machine
    Install a password specific to this machine. Mathematica will launch
    and you can enter your password.

(2) Network license
    Obtain a license from a MathLM license server on your network each time
    Mathematica is launched.

(3) Enter license information later
    Input your password and register when you start Mathematica.

Type your selection, or press ENTER to select (1):2

9. Type  the  hostname  of  the  server  running  MathLM,  as  given  by  the  hostname  command.  In  some  cases,  this  includes  the
domain name. Or, enter the IP address of the MathLM server. Press Enter to continue. 

Enter the hostname of the machine on which your MathLM license manager
is running:

Note: The installer does not attempt to verify the server name you type. If you prefer, you may type any arbitrary text here and
press Enter. This creates the mathpass file with an invalid password entry. You may then edit the mathpass file manually to
add a correct password later. More information on the mathpass file is given in "Registration and Passwords".

10. The installer creates the mathpass file and displays its location. The installation is now complete. 

Configuring Network Password...

Adding password file entry to /usr/share/Mathematica/Licensing/mathpass...

Installation complete.

The installer also adds an additional menu folder named Wolfram to the desktop menu. Inside the folder is an item named Mathemat−

ica  that  points  to  the  most  recently  installed  version  of  Mathematica.  File  associations  are  also  modified  such  that  .nb  files  are  now

associated with the most recently installed version of Mathematica.

Installing Mathematica for Single−Machine Licenses
Follow these instructions to install a standalone copy of Mathematica that does not get a license from the license server. Depending on

your license type, this may require contacting Wolfram Research to purchase additional licenses. 

To run Mathematica, you must register with Wolfram Research and receive a password. See "Registration and Passwords" for further

information.

To install Mathematica on Unix and Linux, you may need root privileges. 
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To Install a Single−Machine Copy of Mathematica on Unix and Linux:

1. Mount the CD or DVD. For information on mounting a CD/DVD, see "Mounting a CD or DVD on Unix and Linux".

Note:  This  step  may  not  be  required  on  some  Linux  and  Unix  platforms,  as  some  operating  systems  automatically  handle
mounting.

2. Change directory to /cdrom/Unix/Installer. Note that the exact location of the CD/DVD mount point might be different for
your platform.

cd /cdrom/Unix/Installer

3. Run the installer.

./MathInstaller

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
                Wolfram Mathematica 7 Installer 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Copyright (c) 1988−2008 Wolfram Research, Inc. All rights reserved.

WARNING: Wolfram Mathematica is protected by copyright law and international
treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution may result in severe
civil and criminal penalties and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent
possible under law.

4. (Unix only) You are asked to select the platform for which you are doing the installation. Select one of the available options and
press Enter to continue. 

For which of the following platforms would you like to install 
Mathematica?

Type your selection (multiple choices can be separated with spaces), or press
ENTER to select (1):

5. The  installer  prompts  you  to  specify  the  directory  in  which  Mathematica  should  be  installed.  The  default  location  is
/usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0.  Press  Enter  to  accept  the  default,  or  type  in  a  new  location  and  then  press
Enter.

Enter the installation directory, or press ENTER to select
/usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0:

Note:  If  you  specify  a  directory  that  does  not  exist,  the  installer  will  give  you  the  option  of  creating  the  directory.  If  a  copy  of
Mathematica already exists in the directory you specify, the installer will inform you before overwriting the files. 

Note:  If  you are installing over  a previous version of  Mathematica,  your  existing mathpass file  and custom settings will  not  be
deleted.

6. Once you have answered all the questions, the installer begins copying files from the CD/DVD to the directory you specified. The
progress is indicated by a progress bar on the screen. 

Now installing...
[***************                                                    ]

7. You are asked for  the location in  which to  copy the executable  scripts.  You should choose a directory  that  is  present  on each
user÷ s PATH. The scripts are also installed in the Executables subdirectory of the Mathematica installation directory. Type a
location or accept the default and press Enter.

Type the directory path in which the Mathematica scripts will be created,
or press ENTER to select /usr/local/bin:

Note:  The installer checks to see if  any other Mathematica  scripts exist  in the specified directory.  If  they do, you are given the
chance to rename the scripts. 

8. You are given several options for configuring the password. Type 1 and press Enter to run Mathematica using a single−machine
license.
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Please choose how you want to configure the password for Mathematica 7.0.

(1) Single machine
    Install a password specific to this machine. Mathematica will launch
    and you can enter your password.

(2) Network license
    Obtain a license from a MathLM License Server on your network each time 
    Mathematica is launched.

(3) Enter license information later
    Input your password and register when you start Mathematica.

Type your selection, or press ENTER to select (1):1

9. Your machine name and MathID number are displayed. To obtain your password, contact Wolfram Research (see "Registration
and Passwords" for details). You will  need to supply your MathID number and the license number located on your electronic or
physical copy of the license certificate.

Configuring Single−Machine Password...

Mathematica 7.0 for operating system

Copyright 1988−2008 Wolfram Research, Inc.

You will need to get a password from your
license certificate or from Wolfram Research
(register.wolfram.com).
Machine name: hostname
MathID: xxxx−xxxxx−xxxxx

You will need a valid license ID and password in order
to proceed. Go to http://register.wolfram.com or
http://reference.wolfram.com/singlemachine for more
information.

10. Enter your name, the name of your organization, your license number (located on your electronic or physical copy of the license
certificate), and your password, and press Enter when you are done.

Enter your name:

Enter the name of your organization:

Enter your license ID [format Lxxxx−xxxx]:

Enter your password:

11. The installer creates the mathpass file and displays its location. The installation is now complete. 

Creating password file entry in
/usr/share/Mathematica/Licensing/mathpass.

See http://reference.wolfram.com/password if
Mathematica is installed on multiple machines
and you need to set up a single, sitewide
password file.

The installer also adds an additional menu folder named Wolfram to the desktop menu. Inside the folder is an item named Mathemat−

ica  that  points  to  the  most  recently  installed  version  of  Mathematica.  File  associations  are  also  modified  such  that  .nb  files  are  now

associated with the most recently installed version of Mathematica.

Installing Mathematica from a File Server
One  convenient  way  to  install  Mathematica  on  a  client  is  to  run  the  installer  remotely  from  a  file  server.  This  is  an  efficient  way  of

making Mathematica available to a large number of users without having to supply a CD/DVD to each one. You can install Mathematica

from a file server on a client running any supported Unix or Linux platform. It is not necessary that the client platform be the same as the

file server platform.
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To install Mathematica from a file server, you first must make the installer and Mathematica files available to the clients. You can do this

by copying the contents of the CD/DVD to the file server and exporting the directory, or by exporting the CD/DVD mount point on the file

server.  Then,  mount  the  directory  with  the  Mathematica  distribution  on  the  client  and  change  to  this  directory,  and  run  MathIn�

staller  to  install  Mathematica  on  the  client  machines.  (Note  that  you  must  run  MathInstaller  from the  directory  in  which  it  is

located.)  If  you  are  installing  Mathematica  in  a  mixed−platform  environment,  you  may  need  to  use  the  MathInstaller  option

−platform to ensure that the correct files for your platform are installed.

Installing Mathematica from a Script
If  you  are  installing  Mathematica  on  multiple  machines,  it  can  be  time−consuming  to  respond  to  all  of  the  installer  prompts  on  each

individual machine. By supplying command−line options to the MathInstaller command, you can customize various features of the

installation process or automate it entirely. 

-auto force the installation to proceed automatically without prompting the user for any 
information

−createdir=value specify whether or not to create the directories specified by the options 
−targetdir and −execdir

−execdir=dir specify the path to be used for the symbolic links to the executable scripts

−help display information about the installer options

−method=type define the type of installation you would like to perform

−overwrite=value specify whether the installer should overwrite any files that already exist in the 
target directory

−platforms=value specify the system ID of the Unix platform or platforms (e.g., Linux, Solaris, and so 
forth) for which you want to do the installation

−selinux=value specify whether the installer should attempt to modify the security context of any 
included libraries so that it will function properly

−silent force an automatic installation (equivalent to the −auto option)

−targetdir=dir specify the installation directory

−verbose display detailed information about the files and directories being installed

MathInstaller command−line options.

Note: Default values are used for any options that are not specified explicitly on the command line.

Valid input for −createdir is y for yes or n for no. By default, this value is set to y.

The default directory for −execdir is /usr/local/bin. This option only works with an automatic installation.

The values for −method  may vary by product.  When this option is applicable, the values can be determined by running the installer.

The default value for this option is Full.

Valid  input  for  −overwrite  is  y  for  yes  or  n  for  no.  By  default,  this  value  is  set  to  y.  This  option  only  works  with  an  automatic

installation.

The default for −platforms is the system you are installing on, if that information is available to the installer. This option only works

with an automatic installation.

Valid input for −selinux is y for yes or n for no. By default, this value is set to n.

The option −silent  suppresses any output from being displayed on the screen. The output is instead written to a file named Ins�

tallerLog−number.  If  the installation is unsuccessful,  the log file is saved in the /tmp  directory. Otherwise, the file is moved to the

target directory and renamed InstallerLog.

The  directory  specified  for  −targetdir  corresponds  to  the  value  of  the  global  variable  $InstallationDirectory.  The  default

value is /usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0. This option only works with an automatic installation.

To complete the installation in one step, run a command like the following.

./MathInstaller −auto −targetdir=/home/mathematica

This  allows  you  to  complete  the  installation  automatically  in  one  step,  while  still  being  able  to  customize  various  details  such  as  the

directory to install  to.  You are not prompted to enter your password using this method, so you will  need to enter a password the first

time Mathematica is launched.
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If you are doing many installations, you might find it convenient to include the MathInstaller command with all the relevant options

in a shell script. Running the shell script is then an easy way to do an identical customized installation on multiple machines. You can

further simplify the installation process by including a line in your script that copies an existing mathpass file to the appropriate location

on the newly installed machine.  Note that  MathInstaller  must be run from the directory in which it  is  located,  so your script  may

require a command to change directory. See "Registrations and Passwords" for information on sitewide mathpass configurations.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Launching Mathematica on Unix and Linux

Launching Mathematica Locally
To run Mathematica using a network license, both the client machine and the license server must be on the network and MathLM must

be running. 

To Launch Mathematica:

Make sure that you are running MathLM. Then, from a shell, type mathematica and press Enter.

Alternatively,  if  you  are  running  X,  an  additional  menu  folder  named  Wolfram  has  already  been  added  to  the  desktop  menu.  In  the

folder,  an  item  named  Mathematica  points  to  the  most  recently  installed  version  of  Mathematica.  File  associations  have  also  been

modified such that .nb files now associate with the most recently installed version of Mathematica.

To Launch Only the Mathematica Kernel:

From a shell, type math and press Enter.

Launching Mathematica from a File Server
Rather  than  installing  Mathematica  on  every  client  machine,  you  can  install  Mathematica  on  a  file  server  and  export  the  installation

directory to the clients. To display the front end, the clients must have access to the Mathematica fonts. For information about configur−

ing  the  X  server  on  the  client  machines  to  find  the  Mathematica  fonts,  see  "Fonts  on  Unix  and  Linux".  Once  the  fonts  are  properly

configured, the client machines can run Mathematica as though it were a local installation.

Mathematica Command−Line Options

math

The math command starts the kernel from within a shell. The kernel is the part of Mathematica that handles calculations. This is also

used by the front end. 

Command−Line Options

-initfile file specify the name of a file containing startup commands

-lmverbose print diagnostic information to stderr

-mathlink specify that the kernel should be run in MathLink mode

-noinit specify that no initialization file should be read at startup

-password str specify a password to use instead of the password or passwords stored in the 
mathpass file

-pwfile file specify the name of a file that has a valid password

-run specify a command to be run on startup as an argument

math command−line options.

The option −lmverbose is usefull for debuggin problems related to the license server

The option −mathlink can also be used as a command−line option for the Mathematica front end. See www.wolfram.com/solutions/−

mathlink for additional information about MathLink.

The string for −password should have the form "!servername" or "machinename mathid licensenumber password".
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mathematica 

The mathematica  command runs the X front end. In order for the front end to run, the DISPLAY  environment variable must be set

and the front end must be able to locate the fonts included with Mathematica. 

Command−Line Options

-backgroundTaskDelay n specify the time (in milliseconds) that the front end delays background tasks while 
waiting for input

-cleanStart ignore stored caches and rebuild the front end preferences file 

-copyright display copyright information on the command line

-dontUpdatePrefs prevent changes to the user’s preference settings

-font f specify the font used in menus, buttons, etc.

-help display a list of all command−line options

-lmverbose print diagnostic information to stderr when connecting to MathLM

-mathlink make the front end run as a child process that is capable of accepting MathLink 
packets

-nogui prevent the display of any kind of window or dialogs

-noSplashScreen prevent the splash screen from being displayed on startup

-noTrueTypeFont prevent the use of TrueType font in the display

-preferencesDirectory dir specify the location where preference settings are stored

-primaryModifierMask mask specify the primary mask to be used as the command key

-pwfile file specify a file in which to look for Mathematica passwords

-pwpath p specify the search path for a password file

-secondaryModifierMask mask specify the secondary mask to be used as the command key

-singleLaunch allow only one copy of the front end per display

-stderrWindow send stderr to a popup window instead of a terminal

-style s specify the widget style used by the front end

-topDirectory dir specify the location of the Mathematica installation directory 

-version print the current version of the front end on the command line

mathematica command−line options.

The default for −backgroundTaskDelay is 100 milliseconds.

The option −cleanStart will  ignore the caches stored in the directory $UserBaseDirectory/FrontEnd/7.0_Caches, and

will  rebuild  the  front  end  preferences  file,  $UserBaseDirectory/FrontEnd/init.m.  This  option  can  also  be  abbreviated  as

−clean.

When using −font, a list of possible font names can be found by using xfontsel. The name can be expressed either as an X Logical

Font Description or as a valid font alias.

The option −lmverbose is usefull for debuggin problems related to the license server

The option −mathlink may be useful when the front end is used as a typesetting or graphics rendering service. See www.wolfram.com−

/solutions/mathlink for additional information about MathLink.

The default directory for −preferencesDirectory is ~/.Mathematica.

The  option  −singleLaunch  will  prohibit  multiple  front  end  launches  only  if  the  current  front  end  was  launched  with  the

−singleLaunch option.

Valid styles for −style are motif, motifplus, windows, cde, platinum, sgi, and compact.

The defaut location for −topDirectory is /usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0.
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RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Testing the Installation on Unix and Linux
The following simple commands allow you to test  the installation of  Mathematica.  Running these commands does not  guarantee that

the installation was successful, but a failed command can indicate that a serious problem occurred during installation. 

You should run these tests from a regular user account and not from an account with administrator privileges.

To run Mathematica using a network license, both the client machine and the license server must be on the network and MathLM must

be running.

If you run into problems when doing these tests, see the troubleshooting tips in "Troubleshooting on Unix and Linux". If you do not find

the answer there, check the Technical Support website at support.wolfram.com/mathematica.

To Test the Kernel:
1. To start the kernel, type math in a shell and press Enter.

In[1]:=

2. Type N[Pi, 20] and press Enter. The number in the output should match the output shown here.

In[1]:= N[Pi, 20]

Out[1]= 3.1415926535897932385

In[2]:=

3. To exit the kernel, type Exit and press Enter.

On Unix and Linux,  you can test  the kernel  on a remote machine by using the command ssh hostname /usr/local/bin/math.

(The  exact  pathname could  be  different  depending  on  how Mathematica  was  installed.)  This  command  will  launch  the  kernel  on  the

remote machine hostname. When you see the In[1] label, follow step 2 and step 3 in the previous instructions.

To Test the Front End:
1. Make sure that you are running X. Launch Mathematica by typing mathematica in a shell and pressing Enter.

Alternatively, you can select Mathematica from the menu folder Wolfram.

A splash screen with initialization information appears briefly, after which an empty notebook and the Welcome Screen appear.

2. Type N[Pi,20].  Then hold down the Shift key and press Enter to evaluate. This should send the command to the kernel and
return the same result as before. The In[1] and Out[1] labels are prepended once the evaluation is completed.

In the notebook window, there should be a horizontal line across the notebook; this is the horizontal insertion bar. If you do not
see one, move the pointer until it becomes a horizontal I−beam and click once to see the insertion bar.

3. Press the Esc key. You should see three small horizontal lines in a column (� ). Type int and press Esc again. You should see

an integral sign (Ù ). As an additional font check, typing �[CheckmarkedBox] and �[CirclePlus] should print the symbols
«  and Å, respectively. If the symbols show up correctly, the fonts have been properly installed.

4. From the Help menu, choose Documentation Center. The Mathematica Documentation Center should appear.

On Unix  and Linux,  you can test  the X front  end remotely,  provided the ssh server  on the remote machine allows X forwarding.  You

must be running X on the local machine to do this. In a shell, type ssh −X hostname /usr/local/bin/mathematica. (The exact

pathname  could  be  different  depending  on  how  Mathematica  was  installed.)  This  command  will  launch  Mathematica  on  the  remote

machine hostname. When the splash screen appears on your screen, follow step 2 and step 3 in the previous instructions.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

�
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System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Configuration Files on Unix and Linux
Mathematica  stores  preference  settings  and  initialization  data  in  two  directories,  $BaseDirectory  and  $UserBaseDirectory.

Within each of these directories are several possible subdirectories with titles such as FrontEnd, Kernel, and Licensing.

� Global  settings  that  affect  all  users  are  stored  in  subdirectories  of  the  directory  $BaseDirectory .  The  default  value  of

$BaseDirectory  on Unix and Linux is /usr/share/Mathematica. To redefine the location of global preference settings and
initialization data, set the environment variable MATHEMATICA_BASE.

� Settings that only affect a particular user are stored in subdirectories of the directory $UserBaseDirectory, which is typically a

subdirectory of the user ÷ s home directory. The default value of $UserBaseDirectory  on Unix and Linux is ~/.Mathematica.

To redefine the location of user preferences and initialization data, set the environment variable MATHEMATICA_USERBASE.

Settings in the directory $UserBaseDirectory override global settings defined in the directory $BaseDirectory .

In the pathnames that follow, replace the variables $BaseDirectory  and $UserBaseDirectory  with the appropriate directories for

your  system.  To  find  their  locations  on  your  system,  evaluate  the  command  $BaseDirectory  (or  $UserBaseDirectory)  in  a

Mathematica notebook.

Kernel
The  initialization  files  used  by  the  kernel  contain  Mathematica  commands  that  are  evaluated  at  startup,  such  as  function  definitions,

packages to load, or kernel option settings. These commands are also available to the Mathematica front end.

$BaseDirectory/Kernel/init.m

This file is used to initialize the kernel and therefore should store any kernel commands that are appropriate for all users running
the kernel.

$UserBaseDirectory/Kernel/init.m

This file stores user−specific commands used to initialize the kernel. 

Kernel initialization files are not created automatically.

Front End
Front  end  initialization  files  store  preference  settings  such  as  the  values  of  global  options  in  the  Option  Inspector.  These  files  are

automatically updated by Mathematica  when you change a setting in the front end. To make changes to this file, make your changes

from within Mathematica rather than editing the file directly.

$BaseDirectory/FrontEnd/init.m

This  file  stores  systemwide  defaults  used  by  all  Mathematica  front  ends.  The  settings  in  this  file  affect  all  users.  "Systemwide
Defaults on Unix and Linux" explains how to implement changes to this global file.

$UserBaseDirectory/FrontEnd/init.m

This file defines settings within the front end that are specific to each user. 

$UserBaseDirectory/FrontEnd/7.0_Caches/

This directory within the user ÷ s home directory stores information on system settings that are read by the front end.

Front end initialization files are created automatically.
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Passwords
Passwords  are  stored  in  the  mathpass  file,  described  in  further  detail  in  "Registration  and  Passwords".  In  the  following  pathname,

replace  the  variable  $InstallationDirectory  with  the  directory  where  you  installed  Mathematica.  The  default  value  of

$InstallationDirectory  on  Unix  and  Linux  is  /usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0.  To  find  the  value  of

$InstallationDirectory on your system, evaluate the command $InstallationDirectory in a Mathematica notebook.

$BaseDirectory/Licensing/mathpass

This is the default location for the global password file. 

$InstallationDirectory/Configuration/Licensing/mathpass

This is an alternative location for the global password file. 

$UserBaseDirectory/Licensing/mathpass

While this is not normally the location for the password file, a user−specific mathpass file can be stored here.

RELATED TUTORIALS

� System Administration for Network Licenses

� System Administration for Single−Machine Licenses
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Systemwide Defaults on Unix and Linux
If  you have installed Mathematica  in a location where multiple users run it  (for example, on a file server or multi−user machine), then

you  can  set  up  systemwide  defaults  for  the  Mathematica  front  end  and  kernel.  This  is  ideal  for  setting  up  Mathematica  for  use  in

computer labs and classrooms. If you share the directory $BaseDirectory across the network, these defaults will also take effect on

local installations that use the shared $BaseDirectory.

The  following  instructions  assume  that  $BaseDirectory  and  $UserBaseDirectory  have  their  default  values,

/usr/share/Mathematica and ~/.Mathematica respectively. 

To Set Up a Configuration File for the Front End:
1. Launch Mathematica, and set up any changes to the front end that you need. For example, you may want to modify default file

locations, language options, or menu settings.

2. Quit Mathematica.

3. Copy the file ~/.Mathematica/FrontEnd/init.m to the directory /usr/share/Mathematica/FrontEnd.

These  settings  will  now  be  used  by  the  front  end  unless  overridden  by  the  local  init.m  file  stored  in  the  user ÷ s directory

~/.Mathematica/FrontEnd.

To Set Up a Configuration File for the Kernel:
1. Launch Mathematica, and create a new file.

2. Add any Mathematica commands that should be evaluated on startup. For example, you may want to add a function definition or
display a message at startup. Enter all the commands in the same cell, separating commands with semicolons.

3. Make this cell an initialization cell by selecting the cell bracket and then choosing Cell £  Cell Properties £  Initialization Cell. 

4. When you have finished making your changes,  choose File £  Save  and select  Mathematica Package  from the Save as type
popup menu. Then save the file as /usr/share/Mathematica/Kernel/init.m. 

These commands will be evaluated when users launch Mathematica. If you added a function definition, that function will be available to

all users.
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Fonts on Unix and Linux
Dealing  with  fonts  under  Unix  and  Linux  can  sometimes  be  tricky.  The  important  issues  in  dealing  with  fonts  in  Mathematica  are

presented here for your convenience. 

Font Formats
The  Mathematica  front  end  supports  BDF,  TrueType,  and  Type1  fonts.  These  fonts  are  automatically  installed  by  MathInstaller

during installation.

Font Installation
All machines that display the front end must have access to the fonts included with Mathematica. If the Mathematica process is running

on a remote machine and the front end is displayed on the local machine, the X server on the local machine must know where to find

the Mathematica fonts. To do this, add the Mathematica fonts to the local font path by running a command like the following on the local

machine.

xset fp+ /usr/local/Wolfram/Mathematica/7.0/SystemFiles/Fonts/Type1; xset fp rehash

Be sure to execute xset fp rehash to make the fonts available to the local X server.

For  optimal  onscreen  performance,  Type1  fonts  should  appear  before  BDF  fonts  in  the  font  path.  Hence,

$InstallationDirectory/SystemFiles/Fonts/Type1  should  appear  before

$InstallationDirectory/SystemFiles/Fonts/BDF.  You  can  check  the  order  of  the  font  path  by  executing  the  command

xset q.

Note: TrueType fonts are automatically loaded and do not require an xset command.

Font Servers
You may prefer not to install  local  copies of the Mathematica  fonts on all  machines. You can instead set up a font server with all  the

necessary Mathematica fonts. The other machines on the network can then find the fonts as needed by reading them from the Mathe−

matica directory on the font server. Consult your operating system÷ s documentation for further information.

Common Font Errors
On some systems, the font path is limited in length, and it is possible to receive xset: bad font path element errors even if the

fonts are available to the server. In this case, try reordering the font path and adding the directories for the Mathematica fonts earlier in

the  path.  The  directory  $InstallationDirectory/SystemFiles/Fonts/Type1  must  be  listed  before

$InstallationDirectory/SystemFiles/Fonts/BDF on the font path for optimal onscreen performance.

Fonts and Printing
When the X front end prints a notebook, it uses AFM files for the font metrics needed for printing. If you want to print using a particular

font  not  included  with  Mathematica,  you  will  need  the  AFM  files  for  the  font.  These  files  are  installed  in  either

$InstallationDirectory/Configuration/Fonts/AFM,  /usr/lib/AFM,  or  /usr/lib/afm.  Fonts  are  normally  down−

loaded to  the  printer  by  the  front  end  when printing.  You  may be  able  to  download  the  fonts  and  store  them on  the  printer.  See  the

documentation and programs that came with your printer for more information.

GhostScript
If you want to view Mathematica graphics using GhostScript, you need to make GhostScript aware of the Mathematica fonts. For more

information, contact Technical Support by sending email to support@wolfram.com, or visit support.wolfram.com/mathematica/graphics/−

export/ghostscript.html.
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Troubleshooting on Unix and Linux
If you have problems using Mathematica on Unix or Linux, check this list for solutions.

CD or DVD
� Make  sure  the  CD  or  DVD  is  properly  mounted  with  the  correct  mount  command  (see  "Mounting  a  CD  or  DVD  on  Unix  and

Linux"). If the filenames on the CD/DVD appear in the wrong case, it means the CD/DVD is mounted incorrectly.

Installation
Make sure to run the installer from the directory in which it is located. 

Passwords
If the front end password dialog box appears when you launch Mathematica, either Mathematica could not locate the mathpass file or

there was no valid password in the mathpass  file. To resolve this problem, first check that there is a mathpass  file in one of these

directories:  /usr/share/Mathematica/Licensing,  $InstallationDirectory/Configuration/Licensing,  or

~/.Mathematica/Licensing. If you did not find a mathpass file in these locations, follow the instructions in "Entering a Single−

Machine Password" to reenter your password. 

If  there  is  a  mathpass  file  in  one  of  those  directories,  the  password  or  passwords  are  invalid.  Make  sure  that  your  MathID number

matches the MathID number used to issue your password. If your MathID number changes, you will need to contact Customer Service

to get a new password. Contact information is provided in "Registration and Passwords".

Paths
By default, the front end runs the command math to start the kernel. If math is not on the path, then you must use the Kernel Configu−

ration Options command in the Kernel menu to specify the full pathname of the math command.

Front End Preferences
Front end preferences, such as the names of recently opened and saved files, are stored in ~/.Mathematica/FrontEnd. The most

convenient way to reset the front end preferences to their default values is to restart Mathematica using the command mathematica

−cleanStart. This will cause the initialization file to be rebuilt automatically.

Caches
Information about your Mathematica layout, such as the locations of text resource files, is stored in caches. These caches are located in

the directory ~/.Mathematica/FrontEnd/7.0_Caches.  A corrupted cache may cause the front  end to produce an error  or  quit

immediately  on  startup.  The  most  convenient  way  to  reset  the  caches  to  their  default  values  is  to  use  the  option  −cleanStart  at

startup. This will cause the Mathematica caches and the initialization file to be rebuilt automatically. If you want to rebuild your caches

but  retain  your  preferences,  hold  down  Shift  during  startup.  This  will  delete  and  rebuild  the  cache  without  rebuilding  the  front  end

initialization file.

Fonts 
� Make sure that the fonts are installed on the machine that displays the front end or on a font server.

� If you see the error xset: bad font path element, either the fonts are not properly installed on your machine, or your font
path is too long and exceeds the allowable limit. Make sure the fonts are properly installed, or copy the fonts to a directory that is
already on the font path. 
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Technical Support
For further assistance, check the Technical Support FAQs on the web at support.wolfram.com. If you are a Site License Administrator,

additional  Site  License  Documentation  is  available  at  site.wolfram.com.  If  you  do  not  find  the  information  you  need,  please  contact

Technical  Support  by  sending  email  to  support@wolfram.com  or  by  calling  +1−217−398−6500.  Include  your  license  number  in  all

correspondence. Your license number is located on your electronic or printed license certificate. It is also available after installation by

going to the Help menu and clicking About Mathematica.  You must be a registered user in order to receive installation support. You

must have a current Premier Service subscription to receive Technical Support.
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